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Preface

The March 11, 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku Earthquake (also known as the Great 
East Japan Earthquake) and the severe nuclear accident that was initiated mainly by huge tsu-
nami following the earthquake, inflicted enormous damage to a wide-spread area of Japan. 
The precious lives of nearly twenty thousand people were lost and a great number of resi-
dences and commercial buildings were destroyed by the 9.0 magnitude (Mw) earthquake, one 
of the greatest quakes in history, and its devastating tsunami. After almost a decade, a large 
number of people still continue to suffer because of this natural disaster and accident, and live 
in temporary housing as evacuees. Whereas reconstruction is proceeding in general, some 
areas have not been restored yet. The huge tsunami after the earthquake damaged equipment 
of the emergency core cooling systems such as diesel generators of the three nuclear reactors 
of Units 1 through 3 at the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant. The subsequent failure of the reflooding resulted in multiple large-scale 
core meltdowns of Units 1 through 3 under station blackout. During these events, many kinds 
of radionuclides in large quantities including  131I (estimated at about 150 PBq) and  137Cs 
(13 PBq) were released into the atmosphere. This multiple large-scale core meltdown accident 
is one of the worst nuclear accidents in the world up to now. 

After the accident, the Editorial Committee of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan pub-
lished a large number of commentaries on the various aspects related to the accident through 
the Society’s monthly Japanese language bulletin, Journal of the Atomic Energy Society of 
Japan “ATOMOΣ”. Moreover, scientific research papers have been published in the Journal 
of Nuclear Science and Technology in English, and also in the Transactions of the Atomic 
Energy Society of Japan in Japanese; both are scientific journals of the Atomic Energy Soci-
ety of Japan. Within these Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident-related articles, those written 
in Japanese were crucial to understanding the situation at that time inside Japan, but they are 
not easily accessed and understood by persons worldwide. To remedy this situation, we as the 
Editorial Committee of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan decided to translate them into 
English and open them to researchers and the general public everywhere. We believe how 
the accident was tackled and the lessons learned from it are worth considering for preparing 
countermeasures against severe accidents and for pursuing safer and more secure nuclear 
power plants.

The collected commentaries and research articles were published in the five-year period 
beginning just after the accident. Each document has a “chronicle-like importance”. What 
we thought, what we were anxious about, what we expected, what we believed, and what we 
should do to tackle the accident during that time line were recorded. Professionals in various 
academic fields were asked to provide these commentaries that represented the most up-to-
date information for the scientific community and the public. These records trace the recov-
ery from this serious accident. Official reports on the nuclear accident at TEPCO’s Fukushi-
ma Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant had been published by the Japanese Government, the IAEA, 
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and the Atomic Energy Society of Japan; however it was not clear from these reports what 
we thought or what we were anxious about or what we wanted most to tackle at each time in 
Japan. Most of the commentaries were written not only for members of the Society but also 
for the public, including both those who were victims of the accident and those who were res-
idents in Japan. The series of volumes that collected these articles has been entitled “Insights 
Concerning the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident, -Five Years’ Comprehensive Archive 
Reports by Scientists and Engineers Published in Japanese from the Atomic Energy Society 
of Japan-”. Each volume is entitled and includes selected articles as below.

Volume 1:  Fears and Concerns Just After the Accident, and Anxiety about 
Radiation   
Articles published in ATOMOΣ  within one year after the accident, 
and articles on radiation effects on human published in ATOMOΣ  
from April 2012 to 2016

Volume 2:  Environmental Effects and Reconsideration of Nuclear Safety   
Articles on atmospheric dispersion, environmental remediation, de-
commissioning technology, nuclear safety and regulation published in 

ATOMOΣ  from April 2012 to FY2016 
Volume 3:  Impacts on the Public  

Articles on social science published in ATOMOΣ  from April 2012 to 
2016

Volume 4:  Endeavors by Scientists   
Research and technical papers published in 2011-2016 in the Transac-
tions of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan 

Five years after the accident, many related articles still continued to be published. Howev-
er, we thought that the situation during these first five years was more serious and, therefore 
it was more important to remember the articles appearing during this time. Many research 
papers published in the Journal of Nuclear Science and Technology (JNST) were written in 
English, and we have excluded them from these volumes. We ask interested readers to refer to 
these articles on the JNST journal web page, particularly in the special issues on the Fukushi-
ma Daiichi Nuclear Accident or papers identified as “Fukushima Daiichi NPP Accident relat-
ed”. 

As we approach the end of the first quarter of the 21st century, populations are increasing 
rapidly in developing countries and improved living standards in those areas are sharply in-
creasing energy consumption. At the same time, fears of great global environmental problems 
due to the consumption of fossil fuels are taking root, and there are also fears of food and 
safe water shortages. Among those issues, it is well accepted that an increase in atmospheric 
CO2 concentration is causing global warming and abnormal weather patterns that may cause 
serious damage to life as we know it on the Earth. To reduce emissions of greenhouse gases 
while securing the energy necessary for our life is a great challenge for all of us. Moreover, 
at present coronavirus COVID-19 is spreading worldwide rapidly, and more than 82 million 
people were suffered and 1.8 million people have passed away as of the end of 2020, and 
numbers still rapidly increasing. A higher quality of life supported by sufficient energy also 
can reduce susceptibility to unknown diseases. In these regards, there were great expectations 
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for nuclear energy as well as renewable energies. The most dangerous aspect of nuclear en-
ergy was revealed to the public by the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear accident. We must humbly 
recognize the risks involved in the enormous energy release from the atomic nucleus, and 
then, reconstruct a safer nuclear system than ever before, in light of the important lessons 
learned from the 2011 accident. We believe the collected expertise in the volumes of this se-
ries forms an indispensable history for that purpose.

Finally, we would like to express our deep gratitude to Mrs. Kumiko Kishimoto of the 
Atomic Energy Society of Japan for her helpful assistance in all stages of this publication.

   Toshihiko Ohnuki
Toyohiko Yano
Naoki Yamano

Note:  The contents of Volumes 1 to 3 are only selected articles from the Journal of the Atomic Energy 
Society of Japan, ATOMOΣ . Original Japanese articles can be accessed free of charge through 
J-STAGE website with color figures. Besides articles included into these volumes, so many  
commentaries/opinions/technical reports related to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant  
Accident were published in ATOMOΣ  from aftermath of the accident to date.

       https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/jaesjb/63/2/_contents/-char/en
  About the original Japanese papers in Volume 4, you can also access free of charge through web 

page of the Transactions of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan in J-STAGE.
       https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/browse/taesj/-char/en
  Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant Accident related papers already translated into English were 

excluded from this volume. 
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Survey of Living Environmental Land 
Contaminated with Radioactive Materials due to 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Plant Accident

Sin-ya HOHARA 1,*, Masayo INAGAKI 1, Kiyoshi KOJIMA 1, 
Hirokuni YAMANISHI 1, Genichiro WAKABAYASHI 1,  

Wataru SUGIYAMA 1 and Tetsuo ITOH 1

1 Kinki University Atomic Energy Research Institute, 3-4-1 Kowakae, Higashi-osaka-shi, Osaka 577-8502, Japan

Radioactive materials were released to the general environment due to the accident at the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The released radioactive materials fell and contami-
nated the land mainly in the Tohoku and Kanto areas of Japan. We surveyed the air dose rates 
in relation to the pave condition of the land, and investigated the contamination level in some 
nonpaved areas at the center of Fukushima City, Koriyama City, and Nasushiobara City. From 
the survey results, the dose rates of the nonpaved areas were found to be higher than those of the 
paved areas, and the dose rates of the paved areas depend on the paving materials of the area. 
The contamination level of the nonpaved area in Nasushiobara City was below the regulation 
level of specific activities in a radiation-controlled area in Japan. However, the contamination 
levels in the nonpaved areas in Fukushima City and Koriyama City were above the regulation 
level.

KEYWORDS: Fukushima Daiichi, contamination level, living environment, dose rate, pave 
condition

I. Introduction
As a result of the magnitude 9.0 earthquake off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku on March 11, 

2011 and the subsequent tsunami, the residual heat removal system (RHRS) of the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Plant (hereinafter referred to as “1F”) owned by Tokyo Electric Power Co., 
Inc. experienced functional failure 1). This failure resulted in the destruction of the building of 
Unit 1 of 1F by an explosion at 15:36 on March 12th, 2011 2) and the building of Unit 3 was 
also destroyed by another explosion at 11:01 on March 14th 3). The building of Unit 4 was also 
damaged by a fire 4), and Unit 2 experienced damage to its suppression chamber as well, due 
to the explosion 5). The series of explosions and damage to the buildings released a significant 
amount of radioactive material into the general environment, and the soils of the Fukushima 
Prefecture and the Tohoku and Kanto areas became contaminated.
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An increased air dose rate caused by this radioactive contamination was immediately ob-
served in various locations 6), and since the incident, the air dose rate has been continuously 
monitored and opened for public. Furthermore, the density of the radioactive material con-
tained in agricultural soils around Fukushima Prefecture was measured to monitor the potential 
influence on agricultural crops 7, 8). The monitoring/measurements were conducted by local 
governments in various regions, and action directives for the residents were issued based on the 
observed radiation values.

However, the dynamic status of radioactive materials in the environment is not uniform 
because it depends significantly on peripheral factors. The environmental radiation dose rate 
investigation revealed the existence of places where air dose rates were higher than in the 
surrounding areas 9-12). Therefore, a portable radiation position measurement system was used 
to follow the activity in locations with higher dose rates 13), and an exploration of high dose rate 
spots in the dynamic environment was conducted. Furthermore, in spots where a significantly 
higher dose rate was observed than in the surroundings, the soil was sampled, and radionuclide 
analyses were conducted. In this paper, the results of the air dose rate measurements and soil 
nuclide analyses are reported.

II. Measurement Methodology and Locations
A simplified radioactivity position measuring system consisting of a NaI (Tl) survey meter 

(Aloka: TCS-171) and a GPS receiver 13) was used. The air dose rate was measured once per 
second, and the results were displayed on a map for further analyses. 

The survey meter probe was installed 50–60 cm above ground level, and the air dose rate was 
measured while moving at a walking speed of approximately 100 m/min. Measurements were 
made on April 16th and 17th, 2011 at three locations: Kuroiso Park, Nasushiobara City, Tochigi 
Prefecture (100 km southwest of 1F, at approx. 36.976° N and 140.053° E), Hayama Park, 
Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefecture (60 km west of 1F, at approx. 37.395° N and 140.375° 
E), and Arakawa Athletic Park, Fukushima City, Fukushima Prefecture (60 km northwest of 
1F at approx. 37.745° N and 140.461° E). The approximate size of the surveyed areas was 
respectively 100 m × 300 m, 130 m × 300 m and 160 m × 750 m. The amount of precipitation 
per unit area for each location was considered to be equal because the survey areas were not 
large. Additionally, the weather during the measurements was clear at all locations. 

Where the dose rate was significantly higher than in the surroundings, the top 1 cm of 
surface soil was sampled from an area of 30 × 30 cm and sealed in a U-8 container at the 
site. The surface of the container was cleaned at the site and again at Kinki University and 
double-sealed with vinyl bags. The mass of the sampled soil was 160.9 g at Kuroiso Park, 
Nasushiobara, Tochigi Prefecture, 174.7 g at Hayama Park, Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefec-
ture, and 149.5 g at Arakawa Athletic Park, Fukushima City, Fukushima Prefecture. The γ-ray 
spectra of the prepared soil samples were measured using a high-purity Ge detector at the Kinki 
University Atomic Energy Research Institute on April 18th, 2011, and a nuclide analysis was 
performed using the nuclide library of SEIKO EG&G.

III. Results and Discussion
Measurements of air dose rates were classified by land surface conditions and observed for 
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1 min (60 data points) with no significant fluctuation, and the maximum, minimum, and aver-
age air dose rates were obtained. The air dose rates are shown in Figures 1–3, where the plotted 
points are the average and the bars on the plotted points indicate the maximum and minimum 
of the 60 data points. Figure 1 shows the measurements taken at Kuroiso Park, Nasushiobara 
City, Tochigi Prefecture, Figure 2 shows the data from Hayama Park, Koriyama City, Fukushi-
ma Prefecture, and Figure 3 displays the data from Arakawa Athletic Park, Fukushima City, 
Fukushima Prefecture. The results show the trend of higher air dose rates above non-paved land 
surfaces and lower rates above paved areas. 

Comparison of the air dose rates over soil and asphalt land surfaces shows that the soil 
locations exhibited approximately 1.4-fold higher values in the Kuroiso Park neighborhood, 

線量率[μGy/h]
舗装状況 地面素材 最高 最低 平均
non-paved soil 0.86667 0.8129 0.83984 1.428202
non-paved sand 0.74839 0.70538 0.72514
paved asphalt 0.62473 0.55269 0.58804
paved tile 0.40538 0.36774 0.38895
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Figure 1   Air dose rate in the Kuroiso Park neighborhood, Nasushiobara City

線量率[μGy/h]
舗装状況 地面素材 最高 最低 平均
non-pavedsoil 3.1505 2.9892 3.0689 2.38732
non-pavedgrass 3.129 2.9355 3.0213
paved asphalt 1.3226 1.2258 1.2855
paved tile 1.5914 1.3763 1.4866
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Figure 2   Air dose rate in the Hayama Park neighborhood, Koriyama City

線量率[μGy/h]
舗装状況 地面素材 最高 最低 平均
non-pavedsoil 3.0645 2.7634 2.9378 2.763688
non-pavedgrass 2.8387 2.6667 2.7571
paved asphalt 1.1183 1 1.063
paved tile (bridge) 0.72043 0.54839 0.63141
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Figure 3   Air dose rate in the Arakawa Athletic Park neighborhood, Fukushima City
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2.4-fold higher values at Hayama Park, and 2.8-fold higher values at Arakawa Athletic Park. 
This clearly shows a trend of higher levels of residual radioactive material at non-paved loca-
tions compared to the levels at paved locations.

Table 1 shows the nuclide analyses of the sampled soils. Radioactive materials, including 
137Cs and 131I considered to have been released from 1F, were detected in all soil samples. 
Comparison of the detected radioactive material concentration with the specific isotope con-
centration (hereinafter referred to as the “lower limit concentration”) 14) that releases the amount 
of radioactivity stipulated in Article 1 of the “Order for Enforcement of Act on Prevention of 
Radiation Disease Due to Radioactive Isotopes, etc”. shows that the concentrations were below 
the lower limits for the detected nuclides at Kuroiso Park, Nasushiobara City, Tochigi Prefec-
ture. However, the samples from Hayama Park, Koriyama City, Fukushima Prefecture and 
Arakawa Athletic Park, Fukushima City, Fukushima Prefecture showed concentrations above 
the lower limit for 134Cs and 137Cs.

These measurements were conducted approximately 1 month after the release of a large 
amount of radioactive material from 1F, and the nonuniform pattern in the detected residual 
radioactive materials is considered to be the result of the precipitation amount of the radioactive 
materials, the dynamic status of the local conditions and soil properties, the deposition process 
of radioactive materials, and the wider distribution or outflow of radioactive materials due to 
rainfall, strong winds, and other environmental processes. The contribution of these processes 
to the dynamic status of the observed radioactive materials in the environment will be the 
subject of a future study.

IV. Conclusions
A trend of higher air dose rates in non-paved areas compared to those observed in paved 

areas was observed approximately one month following contamination by radioactive mate-
rials. Furthermore, the nuclide analyses of soil specimens from the non-paved areas where 
contamination occurred showed that soil contamination exceeding the lower limit occurred in 
the non-paved locations in residential districts in Fukushima and Koriyama Cities as of April 
17th, 2011. 

The places where we conducted the measurements were 60–100 km away from 1F, where 
soil contamination due to the accident was comparatively minor. However, a difference in air 
dose rate based on the land surface pavement status was observed. The data quantifying the 
difference in air dose rates associated with land surface pavement status will be helpful for 
future efforts to reduce air and exposure dose rates.

Table 1   Specific activity of soil samples

147

Fig. 3 Air dose rate at Arakawa Undou Park neighborhood, Fukushima city

Table 1 Speciàc activity of soil samples

Nuclide Halflife
[day]

Nasushiobara city
Kuroiso park
[Bq/kg]

Koriyama city
Hayama park
[Bq/kg]

Fukushima city
 Arakawa Athletic Park

 [Bq/kg]
Regulation level
[Bq/kg]

95Nb 35 2.87E1±0.80E1 7.21E1±0.02E1 1.12E2±0.25E2 1.0E4
131I 8 5.48E2±0.16E2 3.51E3±0.04E3 1.90E4±0.01E4 1.0E5

129Te 0.048 1.98E3±0.18E3 5.74E3±0.35E3 2.04E4±0.06E4 1.0E5
129mTe 34 2.68E3±0.28E3 9.11E3±0.56E3 3.26E4±0.10E4 1.0E6
132Te 3 2.44E1±0.75E1 8.65E1±1.54E1 2.29E2±0.29E2 1.0E5
134Cs 753 3.98E3±0.04E3 1.71E4±0.01E4 4.33E4±0.01E4 1.0E4
136Cs 13 1.54E2±0.10E2 6.07E2±0.19E2 1.61E3±0.04E3 1.0E4
137Cs 11020 4.46E3±0.04E3 1.92E4±0.01E4 4.89E4±0.01E4 1.0E4

minimum speciàc activity that stipulates for handling in a radiation controlled area under Japanese regulation.14)

147福島第一原発事故に起因する放射性物質による生活環境における土壌汚染に関する調査
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装されている箇所では空間線量率が低くなる傾向にあるこ

とがわかる。空間線量率を，地表面が土の箇所とアスファ

ルトの箇所とで比較をしてみると，黒磯公園周辺で約1.4

倍，麓山公園の周辺で約2.4倍，荒川運動公園周辺で約2.8

倍，土の箇所の方が高くなっていることがわかる。これよ

り，舗装箇所に比べて非舗装箇所に残留している放射性物

質の量が多いことが明らかになった。

Table 1に採取された土壌の核種分析結果を示す。分析

の結果，すべての採取土壌サンプルから 137Cs, 131I等の

1Fから放出されたと考えられる放射性物質が検出され

た。検出された放射性物質の濃度を，「放射性同位元素等

による放射線障害の防止に関する法律施行令」第一条に規

定する放射線を放出する同位元素の濃度(以下「下限濃度」

という。)14)と比べると，栃木県那須塩原市黒磯公園サン

プルにおいては検出された核種に関して下限濃度以下であ

るが，福島県郡山市麓山公園サンプル，福島県福島市荒川

運動公園サンプルにおいては，134Cs, 137Csの濃度が下限

濃度以上となっていることがわかる。

本測定は，1Fから大量の放射性物質の放出が行われて

から約 1ヵ月後に実施したものであり，現在土地に残留

している放射性物質の偏りは，放射性物質の降下量，立地

条件や土壌特性などに依存する水など様々な物質の動態，

放射性物質の沈着プロセス，降水や強風などによる放射性

物質の流出など様々なプロセスや要因が相互に作用しあっ

た結果であると考えられる。一般環境中における放射性物

質の動態の中で，上記のプロセスや要因が占める影響の割

合などは，今後の様々な調査・研究の中で明らかにしてい

くべき課題であると考えられる。

IV. 結 論

一般生活環境において放射性物質による汚染が発生して

から時間が経過した後では，舗装箇所に比べて非舗装箇所

における空間線量率が高くなる傾向にあることがわかっ

た。また，放射性物質により汚染が発生したと推定される

非舗装箇所の土壌試料を核種分析した結果，2011年 4月

17日の時点において，福島市内・郡山市内の一般生活区

域の非舗装箇所で下限濃度を超える土壌汚染が発生してい

ることも判明した。

今回測定を実施した場所は 1Fより 60～100 km離れて

おり，事故に起因する土壌汚染が比較的少ない地域ではあ

るが，地表面の舗装状態の違いによる空間線量率の差異を

測定することができた。地表面の舗装状態の違いによる空

  * minimum specific activity that defines a radiation area to be controlled under Japanese regulations14)
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Because this event is ongoing, we will continue to monitor the air dose rate, sample relevant 
soils, and perform nuclide analyses.
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Evaluation of Averted Doses to Infants by Tap 
Water Restrictions after the Fukushima Daiichi 

Nuclear Power Plant Accident

Sakae KINASE 1,*, Masanori KIMURA 1, Shogo TAKAHARA 1  
and Toshimitsu HOMMA 1

1 Nuclear Safety Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 2-4 Shirane, Shirakata, Tokai-mura,  
Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

There has been some concern in reviewing the effectiveness of making decisions on the 
implementation of protective measures in emergency exposure situations. After the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, temporal changes in the concentration of iodine 131 in 
tap water were studied using published data from several authorities in Fukushima, Ibaraki, and 
Tokyo. Averted doses to infants (1-year-old children) due to the intake of iodine 131 through 
tap water intake restrictions were also evaluated. Consequently, it was found that the apparent 
half-life of iodine 131 in tap water was 2.8 days. The averted equivalent doses to the thyroids of 
1-year-old children were found to have a maximum value of 8.3 mSv in a local area of Fukushi-
ma. Hence, the tap water intake restrictions implemented by the authorities were considered to 
be effective in the early phase of the emergency exposure situation.

KEYWORDS: Fukushima, nuclear accident, iodine, tap water, infant, thyroid, dose

I. Introduction
In response to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident that occurred on March 

11, 2011, tap water intake restrictions were implemented based on radioactive iodine 131 (here-
inafter 131I) in Fukushima and in a wide range of areas including Ibaraki and Tokyo. However, 
there was no specific approach for canceling the tap water intake restrictions, which resulted 
in social confusion because the decision for the cancellation determination was left to the lo-
cal governments that operated the water supply. Considering this situation, it is essential to 
evaluate the averted doses through the tap water intake restrictions, i.e., the effectiveness of 
preventive measures, and to conduct a survey on the characteristics of variations in 131I concen-
tration in tap water. In this study, to contribute to the study on the establishment of standards for 
the cancellation of future tap water intake restrictions, the averted doses to infants (1-year-old 
children) through the tap water intake restrictions were evaluated. A survey on the variations in 
131I concentration was also conducted in the tap water of Fukushima, Ibaraki and Tokyo, all of 
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which were directly influenced by the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.

II. Actions Implemented by the Ministry of Health, Labour 
and Welfare (MHLW) on Tap Water Intake by Infants

On March 19, 2011, the MHLW declared an index value (radioactive iodine concentration: 
300 Bq/kg), which was determined by the Nuclear Safety Commission. Furthermore, on March 
21, 2011, in order for the temporary restriction value to accord with the food sanitation law, 
it was recommended that the intake of the tap water, such as through the feeding of modified 
milk powder dissolved in tap water, should be avoided in infants when the radioactive iodine 
concentration exceeded 100 Bq/kg. On April 4, 2011, the time at which the tap water intake 
restrictions should be cancelled was defined as when the average of radioactive iodine con-
centration in the tap water, over a period of three days, falls below the prescribed standard and 
continues on a decreasing trend.

III. Actions Implemented by the Local Governments on Tap 
Water Intake by Infants

The local governments in Fukushima, Ibaraki and Tokyo implemented restrictions on tap 
water intake by infants in accordance with the standard established by the Nuclear Safety 
Commission or the MHLW, and then cancelled this preventative measure at their own discre-
tion (Table 1). The restriction on tap water intake by infants in Tokyo was triggered by the 
210 Bq/kg detected in the sample taken at the Kanamachi Purification Plant on March 22, 2011.

Table 1   Tap water intake restrictions implemented by the authorities
Prefectures Authority The first day The last day Days

Fukushima Iitate March 21st May 10th 50

Koriyama,
Kawamata March 22nd March 25th 3

Minamisoma March 22nd March 30th 8
Iwaki March 23rd March 31st 8

Ibaraki Tokai March 23rd March 26th 3

Tokyo The 23 wards and 5 cities March 23rd March 24th 1

IV. Methodology
Using the data published by the MHLW, the Tokai Village Office and the Tokyo Metropol-

itan Office 1), a survey was conducted on the variations in 131I concentration in the tap water 
sampled from five local governments in Fukushima (Takishita Purification Plant, Iitate Village; 
Toyota-Machi-Jinai, Koriyama City; Aza Toinokuchi-Jinai, Kawamata Town; Minamisoma 
City government office complex; and Iwaki City government office complex); the Tojuku Puri-
fication Plant, Tokai Village, Ibaraki Prefecture; and Hyakunincho, Shinjuku, Tokyo. The time 
period for the survey was one month from March 16 to April 16, 2011 (till May 10, 2011 in 
Iitate Village). Furthermore, the amount of daily 131I intake by 1-year-old infants was estimated 
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based on the 131I concentration in the tap water and the quantity of daily water intake. The 
equivalent infant thyroid dose rate and the effective dose rate were estimated by multiplying 
the 131I intake with the dose coefficient from the International Commission on Radiological Pro-
tection (ICRP) Publication 67 2). Referring to the values indicated in the Safety Series No. 81 3) 
of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), the volume of water intake of a 1-year-old 
infant was assumed to be 1.4 × 103 mL per day. Table 2 shows the dose coefficient of 131I. Note 
that for days on which sampling was not conducted, dose evaluation was conducted using the 
value obtained for a sample measured on the day before or the day after, whichever value was 
the higher. For days on which 131I was not detected in the tap water, it was assumed that no 
significant exposure had occurred.

Arc of intakes Thyroid equivalent dose Effective dose
1-year-old children 3.6 × 10−6 1.8 × 10−7

Adult a) 4.3 × 10−7 2.2 × 10−8

a) for reference.

Table 2   Ingestion dose coefficients for 131I (Sv/Bq)

V. Results and Discussions
Figure 1 presents the variations in 131I concentration in the tap water observed in the five 

local governments in Fukushima Prefecture (Iitate Village, Koriyama City, Kawamata Town, 
Minamisoma City, and Iwaki City), Tokai Village in Ibaraki and Shinjuku in Tokyo. As shown 
in the chart, 131I concentration in the tap water varied according to the sampling location, and 
on March 26, 2011, 37.2 Bq/kg was observed as the maximum for Shinjuku, which is 230 
km from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. 131I concentration in the tap water from 
Tokyo was lower compared to that of a number of locations in Fukushima Prefecture and Tokai 
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Fig.1 Concentration of 131I in tap water, projected equivalent doses to the thyroids
and projected effective doses of 1-year-old children due to intakes of 131I in tap water 

at some local areas of Fukushima, Tokai and Tokyo.
木名瀬 栄
福島第一原子力発電所事故後の水道水摂取制限による乳児の回避線量評価

Figure 1    Concentration of 131I in tap water, projected equivalent doses to thyroid, and effective doses of 
1-year-old children, due to the intake of 131I in tap water in local areas of Fukushima, Tokai and 
Tokyo
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Village in Ibaraki. Accordingly, it was confirmed that there had been no immediate influence 
traceable to the accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The general trend showed 
a decrease over time after the occurrence of the Fukushima Daiichi Accident in all locations. 
The reduction rate in the variations of 131I concentration in tap water displayed an apparent 
half-life period of approximately 2.8+/−1.2 days, which is shorter than the physical half-life of 
131I of 8.0 days. This trend was observed due to the reduced additional precipitation of 131I in the 
relevant locations after March 16, 2011 when the survey began, and accordingly, the dilution 
effect in the environment was considered to have contributed significantly to these findings. 
After April 1, 2011, a low concentration of 131I was detected in tap water from Iitate Village, 
Koriyama City, and Minamasoma City in Fukushima, Tokai Village in Ibaraki, and Shinjuku in 
Tokyo. It is assumed that these results are due to the inflow of deposits and re-floating of matter 
with the rain water into the tap water source. During the survey period, the highest value was 
detected in Iitate Village (965 Bq/kg).

Additionally, Figure 1 shows the variations in the thyroid equivalent dose and the effective 
dose rate for an infant. All dose rates demonstrated a decreasing trend over time along with the 
variations in 131I concentration in the tap water. Note that in the case of long-term, continuous, 
and chronic intake of 131I by an infant, it is assumed that 131I in the thyroid or inside the body 
builds up and then reaches the equilibrium value (= (effective half-life (days)) × (constant 
intake amount per day) / ln2) due to the balancing of intake and egestion. Consequently, the 
thyroid equivalent dose and the effective dose rate are expected to be lower than the total sum 
of the daily evaluated dose rate.

Table 3 lists the averted dose in infants resulting from the tap water intake restrictions im-
plemented by local governments. During the continued emergency exposure conditions, the 
tap water intake restrictions were an effective measure for avoiding a thyroid equivalent dose 
of 8.3 mSv and effective dose rate of 4.1 × 10−1 mSv and for reducing the residual dose rate, 
especially in Iitate Village, Fukushima Prefecture. 

Given the risk of exposure under the circumstances that prevailed at the time, not only to 
131I but also to radioactive cesium (137Cs) and other radioactive nuclides, the tap water intake 
restrictions implemented by the MHLW can be justified as a protective measure for decreasing 
the thyroid equivalent dose and the effective dose rate in infants. Furthermore, in areas such 
as Tokai Village, the supply of tap water was delayed due to the power outage caused by the 
earthquake and the works undertaken to restore the tap water pipelines. This delay in tap water 
supply happened to reduce the exposure to 131I in the tap water. In comparison, in Shinjuku, 
Tokyo, where the duration of the tap water intake restriction was shorter and the concentration 
of 131I was low, the averted thyroid equivalent dose in infants was 1.3 × 10−1 mSv.

Table 3   Averted doses in 1-year-old children due to the intake of 131I by tap water restrictions (Sv)

Authority Thyroid equivalent dose Effective dose

Iitate, Fukushima 8.3 × 10−3 4.1 × 10−4

Koriyama, Fukushima 5.1 × 10−4 2.5 × 10−5

Kawamata, Fukushima 1.1 × 10−3 5.6 × 10−5

Minamisoma, Fukushima 1.7 × 10−3 8.7 × 10−5

Iwaki, Fukushima 2.9 × 10−3 1.5 × 10−4

Tokai, Ibaraki 2.1 × 10−3 1.0 × 10−4

Shinjuku, Tokyo 1.3 × 10−4 6.5 × 10−6

Sakae KINASE et al.
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VI. Conclusions
A survey was conducted on variations in 131I concentration in the tap water of Fukushima 

Prefecture, Ibaraki Prefecture and Tokyo after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
Accident. In addition to evaluating the thyroid equivalent dose to infants and the effective 
dose rate of 131I in the tap water, the averted dose rate resulting from the intake restrictions 
implemented by the local governments was calculated. As a result, it became clear that the 131I 
concentration in tap water was influenced heavily by the sample locations, and it decreased 
with the rate of the apparent half-life of approximately 2.8 days. The tap water intake restriction 
related to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant was effective in reducing the thyroid 
equivalent dose and the averted thyroid equivalent dose to infants was approximately 8.3 mSv 
in Iitate Village, Fukushima Prefecture.
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Time Variations in Dose Rate and γ Spectrum 
Measured at Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, due to the 
Accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 

Station

Toshiya SANAMI 1,*, Shinichi SASAKI 1, Kazuhiko IIJIMA 1,  
Yuji KISHIMOTO 1 and Kiwamu SAITO 1

1 Applied Physics Laboratory, High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan

The time variations in the dose rate and γ spectrum of radioactive nuclides originating from 
the Accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station were measured at Tsukuba City, 
Ibaraki, during the period from 15th March to 9th April 2011. The radiation dose peaked three 
times during the period from 15th to 16th March (1.27 μSv/h at maximum). The contribution 
of Xe-133 to the dose rate was observed in the γ spectrum obtained from the 5 h measurement 
during the peaks on 15th and 16th March, indicating that radioactive plume passed through 
Tsukuba City at that time. After the peaks, a dose rate increase with rainfall was observed on 
21th March, dominating the integral dose rate measured at Tsukuba City. The dose after the rain-
fall comes from I-131, Cs-134, and Cs-137 that can be observed as peaks in the spectra.

KEYWORDS: variation in dose rate, NaI scintillator, Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, radioactive 
plume, Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station

I. Introduction
Due to an earthquake in the Pacific off the coast of Tohoku, which occurred at 14:56 on 

March 11, 2011 and the ensuing tsunami, Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station fell into 
a state of station blackout 1). As a result, the nuclear reactors lost coolant and fuel rods were 
exposed, causing a hydrogen explosion. A significant amount of radioactive materials was re-
leased. The range of dispersion of these materials and the nuclide distribution were thought 
to be influenced by the conditions of release, wind direction, surrounding landscape, weather, 
etc. It was necessary to clarify the conditions under which measurements were taken and to 
compile the measured data regarding the radiation dose and radioactivity, such as ambient dose 
equivalent and fallout composition over a wide-ranging area and over different time spans. 

The High Energy Accelerator Research Organization in Oho, Tsukuba-City, Ibaraki-Pre-
fecture focused on the necessity of acquiring such data and started continuous measurement 
of dose rate and pulse-height spectrum using a NaI (Tl) scintillation detector (hereinafter NaI 
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detector) starting at 14:13 on March 14. The dose rate abruptly increased three times before 
dawn on March 15 and another increase in dose was observed on March 21 due to rainfall. The 
variation in the dose rate of γ-rays over time and the time-dependent change of the pulse-height 
spectrum measured using the NaI detector are summarized in this paper. Based on the data, the 
characteristics of the dose rate increase and residual radionuclides were discussed.

II. Measurement Methodology
1. Measurement Location

The measurement location was inside a prefabricated house (for radiation monitoring at the 
site boundary) at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization in Oho, Tsukuba-City, 
Ibaraki-Prefecture (located 165 km from Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station by straight-
line distance, 36°08′50″N 140°04′40″E). The monitoring house is shown in Figure 1 and the 
layout is depicted schematically in Figure 2. The house was placed in a wood near an asphalt 
paved road (20 m wide). The distance from the site boundary was 20 m and the distance from 
the asphalt paved road was 5 m. The floor area of the house was 5.2 × 2.3 m and the height was 
2.1 m. The floors, walls, and the roof were made of plywood and steel sheet. The house had two 
windows of 90 × 170 cm each, and a ventilation fan. The ventilation fan operated continuously 
until a power outage on March 22. The installation location of the NaI detector is shown in the 
enlarged drawing in Figure 2. The NaI detector was installed at a height of 120 cm from the 
floor and 6 cm away from the window.

The dose rate was measured at a point inside the monitoring house and at a location outside 
the house using a NaI(Tl) scintillation survey meter at the time of installation and at the times 
when an increase in dose rate occurred. The doses inside were approximately the same as those 
outside; the dose rate level was confirmed for both conditions.

Figure 1    Picture of a monitoring house  
The house was located at the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization at 36°08′50″N, 
140°04′40″E, 165 km south of the Fukushima-Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. A monitoring house 
containing a NaI scintillation detector was placed in a copse at the site.
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2. NaI Detector and Data Recording System

The NaI detector (Bicron, model 2M2/2) had a NaI(Tl) crystal (2 in. diameter × 2 in. thick) 
mounted on the photomultiplier tube. The crystal was covered by a 0.02 in. thick aluminum 
casing coated with white reflective material. The output of the photomultiplier was amplified 
via a pre-amplifier and a main amplifier. The events having a pulse-height greater than a γ-ray 
energy of 118 keV were selected using a single-channel analyzer. Counts of these pulse signals 
were recorded every 10 seconds and continuously written to a compact flash card. The output 
of the main amplifier, pulse height, was analyzed using a multi-channel pulse-height analyzer, 
and the pulse-height spectrum of γ-rays was acquired continuously, with measurement restart 
every 5 hours. Pulse-count data were recorded throughout the period from 14:57 on March 14 
until 0:00 on April 9. The pulse-height spectrum data were acquired during that entire period 
excluding March 20 through March 22 and again from March 29 through March 31.

3. Derivation of Dose Rate

The time-dependent variation in dose rate was estimated based on the pulse-count data ob-
tained by the NaI detector. The compensation of energy dependence in the detection efficiency 
based on the pulse-height signal should be applied to dose measurements using a NaI(Tl) scin-
tillator, but this method was not available during this time because only part of the pulse-height 
distribution was acquired. 

Furthermore, under these measuring conditions, it was likely that the γ-rays from the ex-
isting/adhered radionuclides in/on (1) the atmosphere, (2) the soil surface, and (3) roof, walls, 
windows, etc. of the prefabricated house were measured, so it was difficult to define the de-
tection efficiency because the intensity and energy distribution fluctuated over time. Hence, 
the pulse-count rate was converted to a dose rate by standardizing to the measurement of a 
1 cm dose equivalent on the NaI(Tl) scintillation survey meter implemented with an energy 
compensation circuit. 

As a standard, a NaI(Tl) scintillation survey meter (Hitachi Aloka Medical Ltd., TCS-171, 

Figure 2    Plan view of the monitoring house  
The house was placed on ground consisting of soil. The NaI scintillation detector was placed  
120 cm above the floor, and 6 cm away from a north-facing window.
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hereinafter NaI survey meter) was used. A NaI detector and a NaI survey meter were placed in 
the same position and the time constant was set to 30 seconds. The survey meter readings were 
recorded. The pulse-count rate of the NaI detector was normalized to this value. The normaliza-
tion factor was 5.55 × 10 −4 μSv/h/cps. It was assumed that this normalization factor could vary 
with fluctuations in the γ-ray energy distribution in the field. Hence, regarding the spectra that 
were acquired separately from the count rate and accumulated for 5 hours, a comparison was 
made on the 1 cm dose equivalent rate derived using the G function 2) of the 2 in. diameter × 
2 in. thick NaI scintillation detector. The dose rate based on the above normalization factor was 
consistent with the value derived by the NaI survey meter within a margin of 10%. Based on 
this, the dose rate during the measurement period was determined from the pulse-signal count 
rate, acquired over the entire period, using this normalization factor.

III.  Measured Results
1. Time-Variation of Dose Rate

The time-valiation of dose rate is shown in Figure 3. The lines in the above figure show the 
dose rate converted from the count rate of the NaI detector and the dots indicate the measurement Time Variations in Dose Rate and γ Spectrum Measured at Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, due to the Accident of 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station 
165
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greater than a γ-ray energy of 118 keV were selected using a 
single-channel analyzer. Counts of these pulse signals were 
recorded every 10 seconds and continuously written to a 
compact flash card. The output of the main amplifier, pulse 
height, was analyzed using a multi-channel pulse-height 
analyzer, and the pulse-height spectrum of γ-rays was acquired 
continuously, with measurement restart every 5 hours. 
Pulse-count data were recorded throughout the period from 
14:57 on March 14 until 0:00 on April 09. The pulse-height 
spectrum data were acquired during that entire period 
excluding March 20 through March 22 and again from March 
29 through March 31. 

 
3. Derivation of Dose Rate 
The time-dependent variation in dose rate was estimated 

based on the pulse-count data obtained by the NaI detector. 
The compensation of energy dependence in the detection 
efficiency based on the pulse-height signal should be applied 
to dose measurements using a NaI(Tl) scintillator, but this 
method was not available during this time because only part of 
the pulse-height distribution was acquired.

Fig. 3  (Above) Dose rate for the entire period (from Mar. 12 to Apr. 
9) and its increase from Mar. 14 to Mar. 16. The line shows 
the count rate above the threshold (118 keV equivalent) of the 
NaI scintillation detector. The points represent dose rate 
measured by a NaI scintillation survey meter with an energy 
compensation circuit. The count rate is normalized to the dose 
rate of the survey meter. 
(Below) Rainfall data during the period near the site 
(Simotsuma area) 

 

Figure 3    (Above) Dose rate for the entire period (from Mar. 12 to Apr. 9) and its increase from Mar. 14 to Mar. 
16. The line shows the count rate above the threshold (118 keV equivalent) of the NaI scintillation 
detector. The points represent dose rate measured by a NaI scintillation survey meter with an energy 
compensation circuit. The count rate is normalized to the dose rate of the survey meter.  
(Below) Rainfall data during the period near the site (Simotsuma area)
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by the NaI survey meter made at the same time. The two measurements are consistent with each 
other both in terms of the period of dose rate peaks and other periods having different pulse-
height distributions. It was assumed that the variations in the pulse-height spectrum during this 
period did not seriously influence the conversion. 

It is understood from these charts that the first arrival of the radioactive plume at Tsuku-
ba-City, Ibaraki-Prefecture was at 2:13 on March 15. The first peak was 0.64 μSv/h at 3:56 on 
March 15, the second was 1.27 μSv/h at 8:42 on the same day. On the next day, March 16, a 
peak of 0.44 μSv/h was observed at 8:38, and after that the dose monotonically decreased until 
the rate rise on March 20. In the lower chart of Figure 3, the precipitation data are shown at 
AMEDAS located at Nihongi, Shimotsuma-City, Ibaraki-Prefecture, which is the nearest one 
from the measuring point 3). Rain was observed to fall from March 21 through 23 and on March 
26, and a significant rise in the dose rate was seen on March 21. An increase in the dose rate, 
presumably due to rainfall, was observed after a small peak of 0.27 μSv/h was observed at 13:36 
on March 20, and the dose rate increased to 0.36 μSv/h at 16:53 on March 21. The missing dose 
rate data during this period was caused by a power outage due to the electrical leakage that 
occurred at the monitoring house. The peak component on March 15 and that on March 21 were 
markedly different in terms of the time variation of the dose rate. While the peak component 
on March 15 showed a rapid increase and decrease in the dose rate, that on March 21 showed 
a slow increase and decrease in the dose rate. Accordingly, the increase in the dose rate was 
attributed to the radionuclides that were deposited near the monitoring house. Consequently, 
that increase in the dose rate dominated the dose rate changes after that and the cumulative 
dose at that point. Additionally, rainfall was observed at midnight on March 30, but no obvious 
increase in the dose rate was observed. Based on this observation, it was inferred that there was 
no significant increase in atmospheric radioactivity after the rain that fell on March 21.

It is important to understand the origin of the radioactivity on March 21 for radiological 
protection by elucidating the mechanism by which the dose rate increased due to rainfall.

2.  Time Variation of Pulse-height Spectrum

Typical pulse-height spectra are shown together with the time-variation of the dose rate in 
Figures 4-10. The upper part in each chart shows the time-variation of the dose rate, and the 
marks on the graph indicate the start and stop time of the pulse-height spectrum shown in the 
lower part.

 In the upper panel, the enlarged chart of the time-variation of the dose rate from March 15 
through March 17 shows detail of the period. The measuring energy range of the pulse-height 
spectrum was 3 MeV, but to make the peaks easier to recognize, the range higher than 2 MeV 
was omitted in Figures 4-9.

Figure 4 shows the pulse-height spectrum measured for approximately 4 hours. It shows 
the first increase of dose. Although there is a continuous spectrum due to various γ-ray peaks 
overlapping, the typical γ-ray energies for major nuclides are shown in this figure. The nuclides 
were chosen based on short half-life components that were deduced from the long half-life 
nuclides observed on the pulse-height spectrum after decay-out, the measured data on fallout 
substances in the Tsukuba area 4), and, the data measured by Fukushima-Prefecture 5). This is 
discussed later in the paper.

Figure 5 shows the pulse-height spectrum measured somewhat later than the spectrum shown 
in Figure 4. The time period was 5 hours from 15:15 until 20:19 on March 15. For comparison, 
the spectrum in Figure 4 is also shown. It can be seen from this chart that in this period, the first 
two increases in dose had already ended and the contribution of comparatively short half-life 
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nuclides such as Xe-133 and Te-132 generally decreased. The main peak at 364 keV of I-131 
can be clearly seen for this reason. 

Figure 6 shows the pulse-height spectrum measured from 20:19 on March 15 until 1:22 on 
March 16, immediately before the dose increase. The complete disappearance of Xe-133 can 
be seen. If the half-life of 5.243 days for Xe-133 is also considered, it becomes apparent that 
the variation in the dose rate was caused by the onward migration of Xe-133. An independent 
increase in Xe-133 is observed in Figure 7. The pulse-height spectrum more than 5 hours before 
the peak dose on March 16 indicates that it may be observed before the dose rise.

Figure 8 shows the pulse-height spectrum after the rise in dose on March 16. The  
comparison in the lower chart is the pulse-height spectrum in the period starting from 6:26 and 
ending at 11:29 on March 16, which includes the rise in dose on March 16. The rapid decrease of 
both Xe-133 and a γ-ray component from I-132, having various energy peaks, were clearly ob-
served. Xe-133 was therefore considered a good marker for the instantaneous increase in dose.
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Fig. 5 (Above) Dose rate of the entire period and its magniàca-
tion from 14th to 16th Mar.
The period contains several small dose rate peaks after
the largest peak.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the second period (from
315 15:15 to 315 20:19) in comparison with the àrst
period
Several broad peaks are observed since many gammas
with various energies contribute to the spectrum.

Fig. 4 (Above) Dose rate of the entire period and its magniàca-
tion from 14th to 16th Mar.
The period for energy spectrum shown below is indicated
using two lines with date and time.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the àrst period (from 315
0:37 to 315 4:39)
The period contains the àrst peak of dose rate due to the
accident of Fukushima daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
The energies of major peaks from isotopes identiàed by
the other reports are indicated on the spectrum.
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が一般的であるが，今回は断片的に波高分布が得られてい

るだけなので，この方法は用いることができない。また，

今回の測定体系では空気中，土表面，プレハブの屋

根，壁，窓，等，に存在・付着した放射性核種からの g線

を測定していると考えられるが，それぞれの強度とエネル

ギー分布が経時的に変化していると考えられるので，検出

効率を定義するのは困難である。そこで，すでにエネル

ギー補償回路が組み込んである NaIシンチレーション

サーベイメータの 1 cm線量当量の測定値に規格化するこ

とでパルス計数率を線量率に換算した。

導出の基準としてアロカ製 NaIシンチレーションサー

ベイメータ(日立アロカメディカル株 TCS171，以下 NaI

サーベイメータ)を用いた。NaI検出器と NaIサーベイ

メータを同位置に設置し，時定数を30秒に設定してサー

ベイメータの値を読み取り，この値に NaI検出器のパル

ス信号計数率を規格化した。規格化係数は 5.55e4 mSv/

h/cpsである。この規格化係数は場のガンマ線のエネル

ギー分布の変化により変化することが考えられる。そこ

で，計数率とは別個に得られている 5時間積算の各スペ

クトルに対して，2インチ径，2インチ長の NaIシンチ

レーション検出器の G関数2)を用いて導出した 1 cm線量

当量率と，上記の規格化係数による線量率を比較し，

10以内で一致することを確認した。これにより，測定

期間に渡る線量率は，全期間に渡り得られているデータで

あるパルス信号計数率を，この規格化係数で規格化した値

とすることとした。

III. 測 定 結 果

1. 線量率の経時変化
Figure 3に線量率の経時変化を示す。上図中の線は

NaI検出器の計数率を線量率に換算した線量率であり，点

は同時刻の NaIシンチレーションサーベイメータの測定

値である。2つの測定値は以下に示すように，波高分布形

Figure 4    (Above) Dose rate for the entire period 
and its increase from Mar. 14 to Mar. 16. 
The period for the energy spectrum shown 
is indicated by the two lines with date and 
time.  
(Below) Energy spectrum for the first 
period (from 3–15 0:37 to 3–15 4:39) 
The period contains the first dose rate 
peak due to the accident at the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.  
The energies of major peaks from isotopes 
identified by other reports are indicated on 
the spectrum.
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the largest peak.
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The period contains the àrst peak of dose rate due to the
accident of Fukushima daiichi Nuclear Power Station.
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期間に渡る線量率は，全期間に渡り得られているデータで

あるパルス信号計数率を，この規格化係数で規格化した値

とすることとした。

III. 測 定 結 果

1. 線量率の経時変化
Figure 3に線量率の経時変化を示す。上図中の線は

NaI検出器の計数率を線量率に換算した線量率であり，点

は同時刻の NaIシンチレーションサーベイメータの測定

値である。2つの測定値は以下に示すように，波高分布形

Figure 5    (Above) Dose rate for the entire period 
and its increase from Mar. 14 to Mar. 16.  
The period contains several small dose 
rate peaks after the largest peak.  
(Below) Energy spectrum for the second 
period (from 3–15 15:15 to 3–15 20:19) 
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Several broad peaks were observed be-
cause many γ emissions of various energy 
levels contributed to the spectrum.
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Figure 9 shows the pulse-height spectrum (from 19:19 on March 23 until 0:21 on March 24) 
after the rain that fell on March 21. For the purpose of comparison, the pulse-height spectrum 
before the rain (from 11:04 on March 19 until 16:05 on March 19) is shown with the pulse-
height spectrum after the rain. There was no obvious change in the shape of the spectrum before 
and after the rain. The rise in the dose rate after March 21 was clearly understandable as differ-
ent from the rise in dose rate due to the radioactive plume accompanied by Xe-133. However, 
the rise in dose caused by the radioactive plume was only temporary as can be understood from 
the time-dependent fluctuations in the dose rate, but the duration of the rise in dose due to rain 
was long, and as a result, large cumulative values were acquired. The dose rate as of April 9 was 
inferred as being mainly due to the rain that fell on March 21.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the pulse-height spectrum from 21:47 on March 31 until 
2:49 on April 1 and the spectrum from 16:46 on March 31 through 21:47 on March 31, the mea-
surement period immediately before it. Over this time period, there was no significant change 
in the pulse-height spectrum, instead the absolute value gradually decreased. The observed 
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Fig. 7 (Above) Dose rate of entire period and its magniàcation
from 15th to 17th Mar.
The dose rate in the period increases slightly without any
peak.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the fourth period (from 3
16 1:22 to 316 6:25) in comparison with third period
The diäerence between two spectra is contribution of
Xe133, only, which means that Xe133 can travel
separately without the other activities.

Fig. 6 (Above) Dose rate of entire period and its magniàcation
from 14th to 17th Mar.
The period contains no dose rate peak.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the third period (from 3
15 20:19 to 316 1:22) in comparison with second period
Contribution form Xe133 is completely disappeared af-
ter the peaks.
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状が異なる線量率ピークの時間帯とその他の時間帯の双方

でよく一致しており，この期間の波高分布の変化は換算に

大きな影響を与えるものではないと考えられる。この図よ

り，茨城県つくば市に最初の放射性プルームが到着したの

は 3月15日の2:13であったことがわかる。最初のピーク

は 3月15日3:56に 0.64 mSv/h，次に同日の8:42に 1.27

mSv/hを記録した。翌日の 3月16日には8:38に0.44 mSv/h

のピークが観測され，その後は 3月20日の線量上昇まで

単調に減衰している。Fig. 3の下図には測定場所近郊の茨

城県下妻市二本紀にあるアメダスの降雨データを同期間に

ついて示す3)。降雨は 3月21日から23日の期間と，3月26

日に観測されており，3月11日以降初めての降雨であった

3月21日は線量率も大きく増加していることがわかる。3

月20日の13:36に 0.27 mSv/hの小さいピークが観測された

以後，降雨によるとみられる線量上昇がみられ，3月21日

の16:53には 0.36 mSv/hまで線量率が上昇した。この期間

にみられる線量率のデータ欠損は，降雨によるモニターハ

ウスの漏電に起因する停電のためである。3月15日のピー

ク成分と 3月21日の上昇は線量上昇後の線量率の挙動に

おいて大きく異なる。3月15日のピーク成分は速やかに線

量率が下落したのに対し，3月21日の上昇は緩やかな線量

率の下落を示しており，線量率上昇分は測定場所付近に沈

着した放射性核種によると考えられる。結果としてこの線

量率増加がその後の線量率変化とその場所における積算線

量を支配している。一方 3月30日の夜半にも降雨が観測

されているが，これによる顕著な線量率の増加はない。こ

のことから大気中の放射能は 3月21日の降雨以降は大き

く増加していないことが推察される。

3月21日の放射能の由来を解明することは，降雨による

線量率の増加のメカニズムを理解することにつながり，放

射線防護において重要な課題である。

2. 波高分布の経時変化
Figures 4～10に典型的な波高分布について線量率の経

時変化とともに示す。各図の上段が線量率の経時変化で，

Figure 6    (Above) Dose rate over the entire period 
and its increase from Mar. 14 to Mar. 17.  
The period contains no dose rate peak.  
(Below) Energy spectrum for the third 
period (from 3–15 20:19 to 3–16 1:22) in 
comparison with the second period. The 
contribution from Xe-133 completely dis-
appeared after the peaks.
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Fig. 7 (Above) Dose rate of entire period and its magniàcation
from 15th to 17th Mar.
The dose rate in the period increases slightly without any
peak.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the fourth period (from 3
16 1:22 to 316 6:25) in comparison with third period
The diäerence between two spectra is contribution of
Xe133, only, which means that Xe133 can travel
separately without the other activities.

Fig. 6 (Above) Dose rate of entire period and its magniàcation
from 14th to 17th Mar.
The period contains no dose rate peak.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the third period (from 3
15 20:19 to 316 1:22) in comparison with second period
Contribution form Xe133 is completely disappeared af-
ter the peaks.
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状が異なる線量率ピークの時間帯とその他の時間帯の双方
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にみられる線量率のデータ欠損は，降雨によるモニターハ

ウスの漏電に起因する停電のためである。3月15日のピー

ク成分と 3月21日の上昇は線量上昇後の線量率の挙動に

おいて大きく異なる。3月15日のピーク成分は速やかに線

量率が下落したのに対し，3月21日の上昇は緩やかな線量

率の下落を示しており，線量率上昇分は測定場所付近に沈

着した放射性核種によると考えられる。結果としてこの線

量率増加がその後の線量率変化とその場所における積算線

量を支配している。一方 3月30日の夜半にも降雨が観測

されているが，これによる顕著な線量率の増加はない。こ

のことから大気中の放射能は 3月21日の降雨以降は大き

く増加していないことが推察される。

3月21日の放射能の由来を解明することは，降雨による

線量率の増加のメカニズムを理解することにつながり，放

射線防護において重要な課題である。

2. 波高分布の経時変化
Figures 4～10に典型的な波高分布について線量率の経

時変化とともに示す。各図の上段が線量率の経時変化で，

Figure 7    (Above) Dose rate over the entire period 
and its increase from Mar. 15 to Mar. 17.  
The dose rate in the period increases 
slightly without any peak.  
(Below) Energy spectrum for the fourth 
period (from 3–16 1:22 to 3–16 6:25) in 
comparison with the third period. The dif-
ference between the two spectra is entire-
ly due to the contribution from Xe-133, 
because Xe-133, an inert gas, can travel 
freely with the atmosphere.
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nuclides over this time period were I-131, Cs-134, and Cs-137, and after this the dose rate 
declined according to the half-life of the nuclides.  

3.  Time-Dependent Variation in Peak Components

The time-dependent fluctuations in net yield with regard to each peak component of the 
pulse-height spectrum shown in Figures 4-10 are shown in Figure 11. The peak components 
were classified into four groups: (1) Xe-133 (energy 81 keV, branch ratio 38.4% (only values 
are listed in the following)), (2) I-131 (364 keV, 81.7%), (3) I-132 (523 keV, 16.0%, 630 keV, 
13.3%, 668 keV, 98.7%), Cs-134 (605 keV, 97.6%), Cs-137 (662 keV, 85.1%), (4) I-132 (773 
keV, 75.6%), and Cs-134 (796 keV, 85.5%), taking the measured nuclides, the energy and 
branch ratio of γ-rays, and the energy resolution of the NaI detector into consideration. 

The chart of the peak yield of Xe-133, the second from the top in Figure 11, shows that  
Xe-133 has a high count rate during the dose rate peak period on March 15 and 16 and after that 
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Fig. 9 (Above) Dose rate of entire period
(Below) Energy spectrum for the 18th period (from 3
23 19:19 to 324 0:21) in comparison with 17th period
(from 319 11:04 to 319 16:05)
The 18th period corresponds to after rainfall, the 17th
before rainfall. Both spectra show similar shape each
other, which indicates diäerence of a mechanism increas-
ing dose rate between rainfall and plume.

Fig. 8 (Above) Dose rate of entire period and its magniàcation
from 15th to 17th Mar.
This period corresponds after the dose rate peak on 16th
Mar.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the sixth period (from 3
16 11:30 to 316 16:31) in comparison with àfth period
(from 316 6:26 to 316 11:29)
Contribution form Xe133 is completely disappeared.
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下段の波高分布の測定開始時間と終了時間がマークされて

いる。上段の図中には線量率経時変化の拡大図を 3月15

日から 3月17日の線量率変化の大きい期間について示

す。波高分布の測定エネルギー範囲は 3 MeVまでである

が，Fig. 4～9にはピークを判別しやすくするために 2

MeV以上の領域を省略して示した。

Figure 4は約 4時間測定の波高分布で，最初の線量上

昇を捉えたものである。多くのガンマ線が捉えられており

判然としないが，後に示す短半減期成分が崩壊後の波高分

布から判別できる長半減期核種，つくば地区での降下物測

定データ4)，福島県での測定データ5)などから同定された

主な核種の代表的なガンマ線エネルギーを付記してある。

Figure 5は Fig. 4の後に測定された波高分布である。

期間は 3月15日の15:15から20:19までの 5時間である。

比較のために Fig. 4の波高分布も併記してある。この期

間はすでに始めの 2回の線量上昇が終了したあとであり，

Xe133と Te132を起源とする比較的半減期の短い核種

の寄与が全体的に減少していることがわかる。これにより

I131のメインピーク 364 keVが明瞭にみられる。

Figure 6は 3月16日の線量上昇の直前の，3月15日

20:19から 3月16日1:22までに測定された波高分布である。

Xe133が完全になくなっていることがわかる。Xe133

の半減期が5.243日であることを考え合わせると，線量率

の変化は Xe133の移動によるものであることは明らかで

ある。Xe133は 3月16日の線量ピークの 5時間以上前の

波高分布である Fig. 7において，単独で上昇が観測され

ており，線量上昇に先立ち観測されることがあることがわ

かる。

Figure 8は 3月16日の線量上昇後の波高分布である。

下図に比較されているのは 3月16日の線量上昇を含む期

間である 3月16日の6:26から11:29の波高分布である。

Xe133が速やかに減少しているとともに，I132と推定

される広いエネルギー分布をもつガンマ線成分が相対的に

変化し，各ピーク成分がより明瞭に観察されている。Xe

133はスパイク状の線量上昇のよいマーカーとなると考え

られる。

Figure 8    (Above) Dose rate over the entire period 
and its increase from Mar. 15 to Mar. 17.  
This period corresponds to that after the 
dose rate peak on Mar. 16.  
(Below) Energy spectrum for the sixth 
period (from 3–16 11:30 to 3–16 16:31) in 
comparison with fifth period (from 3–16 
6:26 to 3–16 11:29)  
Contribution from Xe-133 has completely 
disappeared.
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Fig. 9 (Above) Dose rate of entire period
(Below) Energy spectrum for the 18th period (from 3
23 19:19 to 324 0:21) in comparison with 17th period
(from 319 11:04 to 319 16:05)
The 18th period corresponds to after rainfall, the 17th
before rainfall. Both spectra show similar shape each
other, which indicates diäerence of a mechanism increas-
ing dose rate between rainfall and plume.

Fig. 8 (Above) Dose rate of entire period and its magniàcation
from 15th to 17th Mar.
This period corresponds after the dose rate peak on 16th
Mar.
(Below) Energy spectrum for the sixth period (from 3
16 11:30 to 316 16:31) in comparison with àfth period
(from 316 6:26 to 316 11:29)
Contribution form Xe133 is completely disappeared.
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下段の波高分布の測定開始時間と終了時間がマークされて

いる。上段の図中には線量率経時変化の拡大図を 3月15

日から 3月17日の線量率変化の大きい期間について示

す。波高分布の測定エネルギー範囲は 3 MeVまでである

が，Fig. 4～9にはピークを判別しやすくするために 2

MeV以上の領域を省略して示した。

Figure 4は約 4時間測定の波高分布で，最初の線量上

昇を捉えたものである。多くのガンマ線が捉えられており

判然としないが，後に示す短半減期成分が崩壊後の波高分

布から判別できる長半減期核種，つくば地区での降下物測

定データ4)，福島県での測定データ5)などから同定された

主な核種の代表的なガンマ線エネルギーを付記してある。

Figure 5は Fig. 4の後に測定された波高分布である。

期間は 3月15日の15:15から20:19までの 5時間である。

比較のために Fig. 4の波高分布も併記してある。この期

間はすでに始めの 2回の線量上昇が終了したあとであり，

Xe133と Te132を起源とする比較的半減期の短い核種

の寄与が全体的に減少していることがわかる。これにより

I131のメインピーク 364 keVが明瞭にみられる。

Figure 6は 3月16日の線量上昇の直前の，3月15日

20:19から 3月16日1:22までに測定された波高分布である。

Xe133が完全になくなっていることがわかる。Xe133

の半減期が5.243日であることを考え合わせると，線量率

の変化は Xe133の移動によるものであることは明らかで

ある。Xe133は 3月16日の線量ピークの 5時間以上前の

波高分布である Fig. 7において，単独で上昇が観測され

ており，線量上昇に先立ち観測されることがあることがわ

かる。

Figure 8は 3月16日の線量上昇後の波高分布である。

下図に比較されているのは 3月16日の線量上昇を含む期

間である 3月16日の6:26から11:29の波高分布である。

Xe133が速やかに減少しているとともに，I132と推定

される広いエネルギー分布をもつガンマ線成分が相対的に

変化し，各ピーク成分がより明瞭に観察されている。Xe

133はスパイク状の線量上昇のよいマーカーとなると考え

られる。

Figure 9    (Above) Dose rate over the entire period  
(Below) Energy spectrum for the 18th 
period (from 3–23 19:19 to 3–24 0:21) in 
comparison with 17th period (from 3–19 
11:04 to 3–19 16:05)  
The 18th period corresponds to the time 
after rainfall and the 17th refers to the 
time before rainfall. Both spectra have 
similar shapes, which indicates that the 
mechanism responsible for the increasing 
dose rate following rainfall was different 
from the mechanism that increased the 
dose rate during the plume.
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its count rate remains low. This low count rate was considered to be due to the shape of the pulse-
height distributions near the peak of Xe-133 and the I-131 γ-rays. Thus, it did not indicate the real 
presence of Xe-133. Consequently, most the Xe-133 was measured on March 15 and 16. A small 
increase in the count rate on the order of several cps was measured on March 26 as well, which 
can be attributed to the contribution of Xe-133 based on a comparison between the pulse-height 
spectra during the period before and after, as shown in Figure 12.

The third chart from the top in Figure 11 shows the time-dependent fluctuation of the peak 
yield of I-131. Because it shows a higher count rate compared to other peak components after 
the increase in dose on March 21, it was assumed that it was responsible for a major portion of 
the dose rate. Because the count rate was a greater than 60 cps on March 23, the contribution 
was expected to be less than that of Cs, as shown below in late April after three half-life periods. 
The dotted line in the chart shows the decrease in count rate with a half-life of 8 days. The peak 
count rate was consistent with this dotted line.

The fourth and fifth charts from the top in Figure 11 show the peak count rates of Cs-134, 
137, and I-132. Cs and I were not separated in either of the groups due to the energy resolution 
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Fig. 11 Relationship between dose rate of entire period (Top
àgure) and peak count rates for g rays of ``Xe133'', ``I
131'', ``I132, Cs134 and Cs137'' and ``I132 and
Cs134'' (4 àgures from the bottom)
The line on I131 plot is one for decay rate with I131
half life. The solid and dotted lines on ``I132, Cs134
and Cs137'' and ``I132 and Cs134'' plots correspond to
decay rates with Te132 half life (3 days, parent of I
132) and Cs134 half life, respectively.

Fig. 10 (Above) Dose rate of entire period
(Below) Energy spectrum for the 41th period (from 3
31 21:47 to 41 2:49) in comparison with 40th period
(from 331 16:46 to 331 21:47)
The 41th spectrum is almost same as previous. The
peaks on the spectrum can be identiàed as gamma rays
from I131, Cs134, Cs137, Cs136 and K40 based on
their energies.
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Figure 9は 3月21日の降雨後の波高分布(3月23日19:19

から 3月24日0:21まで)である。比較のために降雨前の波

高分布(3月19日11:04から 3月19日16:05まで)を合わせて

示す。降雨前と降雨後では波高分布の形状に大きな変化が

ないことがわかる。3月21日以降の線量率上昇は Xe133

を伴う放射性プルームによる線量上昇とは明らかに異なる

ことがわかる。しかし，放射性プルームによる線量上昇は

線量率の経時変化からわかるように一過性のものである

が，降雨による線量上昇は時間が長く，結果として大きな

積算値を与えている。4月 9日現在の線量率は，主として

3月21日の雨に起因するものであることが推察される。

Figure 10は 3月31日の21:47から 4月 1日2:49までの

波高分布をその直前の測定期間である 3月31日の16:46か

ら 3月31日の21:47の波高分布と比較したものである。こ

の頃になると波高分布に大きな変化はみられず，絶対値が

少しずつ減少していく。ここに至って観測されている核種

は，I131，Cs134，Cs137であり。今後は各核種の半

減期に従い線量率が減衰していく。

3. 各ピーク成分の経時変化
Figure 11に Fig. 4～Fig. 10までに示された波高分布

の各ピーク成分に対してネット収量の経時変化を示す。

ピーク成分は測定された核種，ガンマ線のエネルギーと分

岐比，NaI検出器のエネルギー分解能を勘案し， Xe

133(エネルギー 81 keV，分岐比38.4，以下同様)，

I131(364 keV，81.7)， I132(523 keV，16.0，

630 keV，13.3，668 keV，98.7)，Cs134(605 keV，

97.6)，Cs137(662 keV，85.1)， I132(773 keV，

75.6)，Cs134(796 keV，85.5)の 4グループとした。

Figure 11の上から 2番目の Xe133のピーク収量の図

から Xe133は 3月15日および16日の両日の線量率ピー

クの期間において高い計数率を示し，その後は低い計数率

に留まっていることがみて取れる。この低い計数率は

Xe133のピーク周辺の波高分布形状，I131のガンマ線

等に起因するものであると考えられ，実際の Xe133の存

在を示すものではないと考えられる。したがって，ほとん

どの Xe133は 3月15日および16日の両日に計測されて

いる。3月26日にも数 cps程度の少量の計数率上昇が計測

Figure 10    (Above) Dose rate over the entire period 
(Below) Energy spectrum for the 41st 
period (from 3–31 21:47 to 4–1 2:49) in 
comparison with that in the 40th period 
(from 3–31 16:46 to 3–31 21:47)  
The 41st spectrum is almost the same as 
that in the 40th period. Based on their 
energies, the peaks on the spectrum can 
be identified as γ-rays from I-131, Cs-
134, Cs-137, Cs-136 and K-40.

Time Variations in Dose Rate and γ Spectrum Measured at Tsukuba City, Ibaraki, due to the Accident of 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station 
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Fig. 11  Relationship between dose rates over the entire period (top 

figure) and peak count rates for γ-rays of “Xe-133”, “I-131”', 
“I-132, Cs134, and Cs137”, and “I-132 and Cs134” (4 lower 
figures) 
The line on the plot for I-131 shows the decay rate with the 
half-life of I-131. The solid and dotted lines on the plots of 
“I-132, Cs134, and Cs137” and “I-132 and Cs134” correspond 
to the decay rates with the half-lives of Te132 (3 days, parent 
of I-132) and Cs-134, respectively. 

Fig. 10  (Above) Dose rate over the entire period 
(Below) Energy spectrum for the 41st period (from 3-31 21:47 
to 4-1 2:49) in comparison with that in the 40th period (from 
3-31 16:46 to 3-31 21:47) 
The 41st spectrum is almost the same as that in the 40th period. 
Based on their energies, the peaks on the spectrum can be 
identified as γ -rays from I-131, Cs-134, Cs-137, Cs-136 and 
K-40. 

 
 

Figure 9 shows the pulse-height spectrum (from 19:19 on 
March 23 until 0:21 on March 24) after the rain that fell on 
March 21. For the purpose of comparison, the pulse-height 
spectrum before the rain (from 11:04 on March 19 until 16:05 
on March 19) is shown with the pulse-height spectrum after 
the rain. There was no obvious change in the shape of the 
spectrum before and after the rain. The rise in the dose rate 
after March 21 was clearly understandable as different from 
the rise in dose rate due to the radioactive plume accompanied 
by Xe-133. However, the rise in dose caused by the radioactive 
plume was only temporary as can be understood from the 
time-dependent fluctuations in the dose rate, but the duration 
of the rise in dose due to rain was long, and as a result, large 
cumulative values were acquired. The dose rate as of April 09 
was inferred as being mainly due to the rain that fell on March 
21. 

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the pulse-height 
spectrum from 21:47 on March 31 until 2:49 on April 01 and 
the spectrum from 16:46 on March 31 through 21:47 on March 
31, the measurement period immediately before it. Over this 
time period, there was no significant change in the 
pulse-height spectrum, instead the absolute value gradually 
decreased. The observed nuclides over this time period were 
I-131, Cs-134, and Cs-137, and after this the dose rate declined 
according to the half-life of the nuclides. 

 

3.  Time-Dependent Variation in Peak 
Components 

The time-dependent fluctuations in net yield with regard 
to each peak component of the pulse-height spectrum shown in 
Figs. 4-10 are shown in Fig. 11. The peak components were 
classified into four groups: (1) Xe-133 (energy 81 keV, branch 
ratio 38.4% (only values are listed in the following)), (2) I-131 
(364 keV, 81.7%), (3) I-132 (523 keV, 16.0%, 630 keV, 13.3%, 
668 keV, 98.7%), Cs-134 (605 keV, 97.6%), Cs-137 (662 keV, 
85.1%), (4) I-132 (773 keV, 75.6%), and Cs-134 (796 keV, 
85.5%), taking the measured nuclides, the energy and branch 
ratio of γ-rays, and the energy resolution of the NaI detector 
into consideration.  

The chart of the peak yield of Xe-133, the second from 
the top in Fig. 11, shows that Xe-133 has a high count rate 
during the dose rate peak period on March 15 and 16 and after 
that its count rate remains low. This low count rate was 
considered to be due to the shape of the pulse-height 
distributions near the peak of Xe-133 and the I-131 γ-rays. 
Thus, it did not indicate the real presence of Xe-133. 
Consequently, most the Xe-133 was measured on March 15 
and 16. A small increase in the count rate on the order of 
several cps was measured on March 26 as well, which can be 
attributed to the contribution of Xe-133 based on a comparison 
between the pulse-height spectra during the period before and 

Current period
Previous period

Date and time [JST] 

Figure 11    Relationship between dose rates over the 
entire period (top figure) and peak count 
rates for γ-rays of “Xe-133”, “I-131”, 
“I-132, Cs-134, and Cs-137”, and “I-132 
and Cs-134” (4 lower figures)  
The line on the plot for I-131 shows the 
decay rate with the half-life of I-131. 
The solid and dotted lines on the plots 
of “I-132, Cs-134, and Cs-137” and 
“I-132 and Cs-134” correspond to the 
decay rates with the half-lives of Te-132 
(3 days, parent of I-132) and Cs-134, 
respectively.
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of the NaI detector. The solid line in the chart shows the decrease in count rate for a half-life of 
3.2 days (equivalent to the half-life of the parent nuclide, Te-132 of I-132) and the dotted line 
shows that for a half-life of 2 years (equivalent to the half-life of Cs-134). The peak count rates 
in the chart are consistent with the half-life line of 3.2 days before March 28 and the half-life 
line of 2 years after March 28. Based on this, it was understood that I-132 was dominant during 
the period until March 28, while Cs was dominant after March 28. Furthermore, the radioactiv-
ity ratio was estimated based on the peak yields of Cs-137 and Cs-134 using the peak detection 
efficiency of the 2 in. diameter × 2 in. thick NaI scintillator when a point source estimated by 
EGS5 6) was assumed. The ratio of Cs-137 to Cs-134 was 1:1.15 based on the data in the fourth 
and fifth charts of Figure 11 for the period after I-132 decayed. The uncertainty of this value 
was approximately 5%, excluding the factors due to the distribution of radio active nuclides. 
In the future, a more precise ratio of Cs-137 to Cs-134 will be obtained by measuring the 
distribution for radionuclides adhering to the soil, structures, etc. around the measuring point.

IV.  Conclusions
The measurement of γ-rays derived from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station 

was conducted using a NaI scintillation detector in Tsukuba-City, Ibaraki-Prefecture, and the 
time-variation of dose rate and pulse-height spectra were measured. During the measurement 
period, the increase in dose rate due to the radioactive plume in the early stage and later as a re-
sult of rainfall were observed, and the different decay behavior of the two were clarified. Based 
on the pulse-height spectrum during the time when the radioactive plume passed over the city 
in the early stage, it was clarified that the plume contained a large quantity of Xe-133. Xe-133 
was observed on March 26 as well. The pulse-height spectrum before and after the increase in 
dose due to rain that fell on March 21 did not show a significant difference, and it was found 
that I-131, Cs-134, and Cs-137 were the major components. The radioactivity ratio of Cs-134 
to Cs-137 was estimated to be 1:1.15.

We express our gratitude to Mrs. Takeshi Machida, Kenichi Yokota of JREC, who kindly 
cooperated in the calibration of detectors.
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Fig. 12 NaI detector pulse height spectrum for 5 hour period
started from 2011326 2:08 in comparison with previ-
ous one started from 2011325 21:06
The diäerence between two spectra indicates arrival of
Xe133, which indicates additional small amount of gas
release form the nuclear power station.
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されており，これは Fig. 12に示すとおり，前後の期間の

波高分布間の比較から，Xe133の寄与とみられる。

Figure 11の上から 3番目の図は I131のピーク収量の

経時変化を示す。3月21日の線量上昇から他のピーク成分

に比して高い計数率を示していることから，線量率の大部

分を担っていると考えられる。3月23日に 60 cpsあまり

であったので，3半減期後の 4月下旬には次に示す Cs以

下の寄与になると考えられる。図中の点線は半減期 8日

で減少した場合の計数率の推移を示している。ピーク計数

率はこの減衰と極めてよく一致している。

Figure 11の上から 4, 5番目の図は Cs134, 137と I

132のピーク計数率を示している。どちらのグループも

NaI検出器のエネルギー分解能から，Csと Iを分離でき

ていない。図中の実線は半減期3.2日(I132の親核である

Te132の半減期に相当)，点線は半減期 2年(Cs134の

半減期に相当)で減少した場合の計数率の推移を示してい

る。図中のピーク計数率は 3月28日以前は半減期3.2日の

線と，3月28日以降は半減期 2年の線とよく一致してい

る。このことから，3月28日までの期間は I132が支配的

であり，3月28日以降は Csが支配的になっていることが

わかる。また，EGS56)により見積もった点線源を仮定し

た場合の 2インチ径×2インチ長円柱の NaIのピーク検出

効率を用いて，Cs137と Cs134のピーク収量から放射

能比を見積もった。Fig. 11の上から 4, 5番目の図の I

132がほとんど減衰したと考えられる期間のデータから

Cs137Cs134は 11.15であった。この値の不確かさ

は線源との位置関係に起因する要因を除けば，おおよそ 5

程度と推定される。今後，測定場所周辺の土壌，建築物

などに付着した線源分布を測定することにより，より確か

らしい放射能比が得られるものと考えられる。

IV. 結 論

茨城県つくば市における福島第一原子力発電所由来の放

射能によるガンマ線の測定を NaIシンチレーション検出

器を用いて行い，線量率と波高分布の経時変化を測定し

た。測定期間に渡り，初期の放射性プルームによる線量率

増加と，降雨による線量率増加が観測され，両者は異なる

減衰を示すことが明らかになった。初期の放射性プルーム

通過時の波高分布から，プルームに Xe133が多く含まれ

ていることが明らかになった。3月26日にも Xe133が観

測された。3月21日の降雨による線量増加前後の波高分布

は大きく変わらず，I131，Cs134，Cs137が主要成分

であることがわかった。Cs134と Cs137の放射能比は

11.15と推定された。

検出器の校正に協力頂いた日本放射線エンジニアリング

株，町田 武氏，横田健一氏に感謝する。
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Removal of Radioactive Cesium from Surface 
Soils Solidified Using Polyion Complex
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We tried the decontamination of surface soils for three types of agricultural land at Nagadoro 
district of Iitate-mura (village) in Fukushima Prefecture, which is highly contaminated by depos-
its of radionuclides from the plume released from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. 
The decontamination method consisted of the peeling of surface soils solidified using a polyion 
complex, which was formed from a salt solution of polycations and polyanions. Two types of 
polyion complex solution were applied to an upland field in a plastic greenhouse, a pasture, and 
a paddy field. The decontamination efficiency of the surface soils reached 90%, and dust release 
was effectively suppressed during the removal of surface soils. 

KEYWORDS: polyion complex, decontamination of surface soil, suppression of dust release, 
Iitate-mura, upland field in a plastic greenhouse, pasture, paddy field, radioactive cesium

I. Introduction
Because of the reactor meltdown and hydrogen explosion at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 

Power Plant belonging to the Tokyo Electric Power Company Holdings, Inc. caused by the 
Great East Japan Earthquake that occurred on March 11, 2011, a large amount of radioactive 
material was released into the environment. In particular, a large amount of radioactive material 
was released from noon until 3 pm on March 15, and this material was carried by the south-east 
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wind toward the north west of the nuclear power plant. Most of the radioactive materials are 
believed to have been precipitated in Namie-machi, Iitate-mura, and Kawamata-machi by rain 
and snow that fell from the evening until night on the same day 1). Consequently, these highly 
contaminated areas were included in the planned evacuation areas because of concerns regard-
ing accumulated doses exceeding 20 mSv per year. For the residents to return to these evacuated 
areas and restart their lives, the radioactive material contaminating these areas must be removed. 

In the present study, decontamination tests of sites including houses, farmlands, paddy fields, 
and pastures were selected as decontamination targets. We chose sites in the Nagadoro district, 
where the contamination was highest, particularly, Iitate-mura. The soil decontamination was 
tested via a series of decontamination tests using a method to remove surface soils solidified 
using a solid-state polyion complex (PIC) developed by Ibaraki University and Japan Atomic 
Energy Agency.

The decontamination method is based on the utilization of a PIC solid, which is uniformly 
dissolved in an aqueous solution by the addition of a salt, such as KCl or NaCl. The salt can 
screen the electrostatic interactions between the polycations (positively charged polyions) and 
polyanions (negatively charged polyions), resulting in spontaneous precipitation of a PIC solid 
from the aqueous solution on the addition of water, which reduces the salt concentration. In the 
treatment process, an aqueous solution containing both polycations and polyanions is applied to 
the soil. The solution easily penetrates the soil to an appropriate depth. Then, a highly viscous 
PIC solid is formed by the runoff of the salt, solidifying the soil within the treated depth like 
an adhesive. The PIC solidified soil is stable for an extended period of time. In fact, PIC solids 
have a proven record: they were used after the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant Accident 2) 
to prevent the loss of radioactive materials as soil dust. Furthermore, experimental studies 
evaluating the applicability of PIC solids were carried out by Kumazawa et al. 3, 4). Methods 
using PIC solids have several advantages, for example, the ability to solidify the soil surface 
even with a comparatively small quantity of PIC (less than 2 wt% of soil), suppressing soil dust 
generation while solid removal work goes on, and easy post-processing of the solid material by 
gelation after the addition of water.

The features of this method and future subjects of investigation are described as rapid com-
munication, together with the results of the decontamination experiments.

II. Experimental 
1. Reagents and Preparation of PIC Solutions 

(1) Reagents
(a) For a PIC solution of natural origin

Cationic cellulose ether chloride (hydroxyethylcellulose hydroxypropyltrimethylam-
monium chloride ether, HECHPTA, solid powder, MW ≈ 50,000, product name #QH200) 
and anionic cellulose sodium salt (carboxymethyl cellulose sodium salt, CMC, solid pow-
der, MW ≈ 750,000, product number #1350) were purchased from Daicel FineChem Ltd. 
and used without further purification.

(b) For a synthetic PIC solution
The cationic polyion poly (tetraalkyl ammonium) ion (polydiallyldimethyl ammo-

nium chloride, PDADMAC, syrup-like state, MW = 100,000–500,000, product name 
#Unisence FPA1001L) purchased from Senka Corporation and anionic polyacrylic 
acid (polyacrylic acid, PAA, solid powder, MW ≈ 250,000) purchased from Wako Pure 
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Chemical Corporation were used without further purification.
(c) Salts

KCl and NaOH purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Corporation and NaCl pur-
chased from The Salt Industry Center of Japan were used without further purification. 
Tap water was used without deionization and distillation.

(2) Preparation of the PIC solutions
(a) Preparation of the PIC solution of natural origin (200 L)

Approximately 100 L of water was placed in a 200 L tank. Then, KCl (4 kg) or NaCl (4 
kg) was added and dissolved in water by stirring using a power mixer (model PM-1011, 
Ryobi), yielding a salt solution. Meanwhile, HECHPTA (3 kg) and CMC (1 kg) were 
placed in another container and mixed well using a cooking spatula. Next, the solution 
was added to the above-mentioned tank containing the salt solution and mixed by stirring 
for 2 h. Finally, the tank was filled with enough water to reach the full capacity of 200 L 
and stirred again, yielding the PIC solution.

(b) Preparation of synthetic PIC solution (200 L)
Approximately 100 L of water was placed in a 200 L tank. Then, KCl (10 kg) and 

NaOH (0.48 kg) were added and dissolved in water with stirring, yielding a salt solution. 
Then, PDADMAC (4.2 kg) was added to the tank containing the salt solution and stirred 
for about 1 h to facilitate complete dissolution. PAA (0.87 kg) was gradually added to the 
above-mentioned solution while stirring. PAA forms a rubber-like glob that is difficult 
to dissolve on mixing with water. Consequently, it required 2–3 days for the PAA to be 
dissolved completely. To speed up PAA dissolution, the undissolved glob was collected 
from the tank, transferred to a beaker, dissolved in the beaker, and returned to the tank. 
Finally, the tank was filled with water and stirred again to obtain 200 L of the synthetic 
PIC solution.

2. Viscosity of the PIC Solution

An SV-type viscosity meter (SV-10, A & D Co., Ltd.) was used to measure the viscosity of 
the PIC solutions. The calibration was conducted using deionized water. The viscosity of the 
natural-origin PIC solution (approximately 150 mPa·s) is higher than that of the synthetic PIC 
solution (approximately 7 mPa·s), as shown in Table 1. Thus, the former seems to be suitable 

Table 1   Viscosity of PIC solution applied and drying time for each zone

Zone PIC Solution  
Sprayed

Viscosity of  
PIC Solution 

(mPa-s)

Drying  
Time

Plastic 
Greenhouse

Zone 1 Synthetic PIC 
Solution 6.72 4 h

Zone 2 Synthetic PIC 
Solution 6.72 4 h

Zone 3 Synthetic PIC 
Solution 6.72 6 d

Zone 4 Natural PIC (KCl) 
Solution 152 6 d

Pasture
Zone 5 Natural PIC (KCl) 

Solution 152 6 d

Zone 6 Natural PIC (NaCl) 
Solution 149 6 d

Paddy Zone 7 Natural PIC (KCl) 
Solution 152 6 d
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for the treatment of sandy soil and soft field soil, which aqueous solutions easily penetrate, and 
the latter seems to be suitable for well-trodden soil such as the front yards of private houses 
and the soil of dried paddy fields where the aqueous solution poorly penetrates because of its 
relatively high density.

3. Target Soils for Decontamination

(1) Location of decontamination area and contaminating nuclides 
The Nagadoro district in Iitate-mura where the decontamination test was conducted is locat-

ed at 37.6127° N 140.7493° E. The major nuclides contaminating this area on May 19, 2011, 
just before the experiment was conducted, were 137Cs (half-life 30 years) and 134Cs (half-life 2 
years)  5). 

(2) Types of PIC solutions for different land uses 
(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses

An area of 4 m × 10 m under a plastic greenhouse (5.3 m × 44.5 m) was adopted for a 
decontamination test (Figure 1).

The decontamination area was further divided into small zones. The synthetic PIC 
solution was sprayed onto zones 1–3, and the natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was 
sprayed onto zone 4 (11 am to 0 pm, May 20) (see Figure 1 and Table 1). The volume of 
the PIC solution sprayed was about 5 L/m2. To apply the synthetic PIC solution, which 
had a low viscosity, a commercially available gardening watering can with a shower 

(1)

(2)
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Fig. 1 Layout of the Decontamination Area in a Vinyl Greenhouse 

Before and After Zoning: (1) Before Zoning and (2) After 
Zoning. 
Zone 1: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and 

then 1–2 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 2: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and 

then 4–5 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 3: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 6 days and 

then 3–4 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone4:  Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 3–4 cm soil surface removed. 
A–C:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution) 
a–d:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
1–3:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
 

The decontamination area was further divided into small 
zones. The synthetic PIC solution was sprayed onto zones 1–3, 
and the natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed onto zone 
4 (11 am to 0 pm, May 20) (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). The volume 
of the PIC solution sprayed was about 5 L m2. To apply the 
synthetic PIC solution, which had a low viscosity, a 
commercially available gardening watering can with a shower 
head was used. To apply the natural-origin PIC solution, which 
had a high viscosity, the watering can was used with the shower 
head removed. 

(b) Pasture 
A decontamination area of 5 m × 5 m of pasture was 

divided into small zones (Fig. 2). A natural-origin PIC (KCl) 
solution was sprayed onto zone 5, and the other natural-origin 
PIC (NaCl) solution was sprayed in zone 6 (at 2 pm, May 20) 
(see Fig. 2 and Table 1). The PIC solutions were sprayed with 
the same volume as that mentioned above and treated in a similar 
manner. 

(c) Paddy fields 
An area of 5 m × 5 m of a paddy field was decontaminated 

(Fig. 3). The natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed in 
zone 7 (at 1 pm, May 20) (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The PIC 
solution was sprayed with the same volume as that mentioned 
above and treated in a similar manner. 

(3) Method for soil surface removal and drying 
time  

After applying the PIC solution to the surface of the soil for 
decontamination, the PIC was left for 4 or 6 h for solidification 
(see Table 1), and, subsequently, the soil surface layer of a 
specified depth was removed using a farm hoe. 

 
Fig. 2 Layout of Decontamination Area in Pasture: (1) Before Zoning 

and (2) After Zoning. 
Zone 5: Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–4 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 6: Natural-origin PIC (NaCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–4 cm soil surface removed. 
D–F:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution). 
e–j:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
4–5:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
Fig. 3 Layout of Decontamination Area in a Paddy Field: (1) Before 

Zoning and (2) After Zoning. 
Zone 7: Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–10 cm soil surface removed. 
G–I:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution). 
k–m:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
6–8:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
The weather during the period from May 20 (the day when 

PIC solutions were applied) to May 26 (the day when the soil 
layer was removed) was as follows (“Past Weather Data” 
provided by Japan Meteorological Agency)6). 5/20: Fine, later 
cloudy, precipitation 0 mm, and 6.5–29.2 °C; 5/21: fine, 0 mm, 
and 9.8–28.5 °C; 5/22: cloudy, later rainy, 2.5 mm, 7.5–22.1 °C; 
5/23: cloudy, 0 mm, 4.2–17.1 °C; 5/24: cloudy, later fine, 0 mm, 
5.7–18.2°C; 5/25: fine, 0 mm, 5.3–25.3 °C; and 5/26: fine, later 
cloudy, 0 mm, 8.6–19.4 °C. 

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses 
Concerning zones 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, the removal of the soil 

surface layer was conducted 4 h after the application of the 
synthetic PIC solution. In zone 1, a soil surface layer of 1–2 cm 
was removed, and, in zone 2, a soil surface layer of 4–5 cm was 
removed. However, the aqueous PIC solutions had not 
sufficiently solidified. During the removal of the wet mixture of 
soil and PIC from the soil surface, the generation of soil dust was 
not observed. 

On the other hand, in zone 3 in Fig. 1 where the synthetic 
PIC solution had been sprayed and in zone 4 where the 
natural-origin PIC solution had been sprayed, soil surface layers 
of 3–4 cm were removed 6 days after the application of the PIC 
solutions (11 am, May 20 until 10 am, May 26). 

Zone1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4 Untreated

UntreatedZone5 Zone6 

Zone7 Untreated

Figure 1     Layout of the decontamination area in a vinyl greenhouse before and after zoning  
(1) Before zoning and (2) After zoning
Zone 1:    Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and then 1–2 cm 

soil surface removed
Zone 2:    Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and then 4–5 cm 

soil surface removed
Zone 3:    Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 6 days and then 3–4 cm soil 

surface removed
Zone4:   Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 days and then 

3–4 cm soil surface removed
A–C:   Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC solution)
a–d:   Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC solution and 

drying and then removing soil surface)
1–3:   Sampling points for core samples
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head was used. To apply the natural-origin PIC solution, which had a high viscosity, the 
watering can was used with the shower head removed.

(b) Pasture
A decontamination area of 5 m × 5 m of pasture was divided into small zones (Fig-

ure 2). A natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed onto zone 5, and the other 
natural-origin PIC (NaCl) solution was sprayed in zone 6 (at 2 pm, May 20) (see Figure 
2 and Table 1). The PIC solutions were sprayed with the same volume as that mentioned 
above and treated in a similar manner.

(c) Paddy fields
An area of 5 m × 5 m of a paddy field was decontaminated (Figure 3). The natural-origin 
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Fig. 1 Layout of the Decontamination Area in a Vinyl Greenhouse 

Before and After Zoning: (1) Before Zoning and (2) After 
Zoning. 
Zone 1: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and 

then 1–2 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 2: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and 

then 4–5 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 3: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 6 days and 

then 3–4 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone4:  Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 3–4 cm soil surface removed. 
A–C:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution) 
a–d:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
1–3:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
 

The decontamination area was further divided into small 
zones. The synthetic PIC solution was sprayed onto zones 1–3, 
and the natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed onto zone 
4 (11 am to 0 pm, May 20) (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). The volume 
of the PIC solution sprayed was about 5 L m2. To apply the 
synthetic PIC solution, which had a low viscosity, a 
commercially available gardening watering can with a shower 
head was used. To apply the natural-origin PIC solution, which 
had a high viscosity, the watering can was used with the shower 
head removed. 

(b) Pasture 
A decontamination area of 5 m × 5 m of pasture was 

divided into small zones (Fig. 2). A natural-origin PIC (KCl) 
solution was sprayed onto zone 5, and the other natural-origin 
PIC (NaCl) solution was sprayed in zone 6 (at 2 pm, May 20) 
(see Fig. 2 and Table 1). The PIC solutions were sprayed with 
the same volume as that mentioned above and treated in a similar 
manner. 

(c) Paddy fields 
An area of 5 m × 5 m of a paddy field was decontaminated 

(Fig. 3). The natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed in 
zone 7 (at 1 pm, May 20) (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The PIC 
solution was sprayed with the same volume as that mentioned 
above and treated in a similar manner. 

(3) Method for soil surface removal and drying 
time  

After applying the PIC solution to the surface of the soil for 
decontamination, the PIC was left for 4 or 6 h for solidification 
(see Table 1), and, subsequently, the soil surface layer of a 
specified depth was removed using a farm hoe. 

 
Fig. 2 Layout of Decontamination Area in Pasture: (1) Before Zoning 

and (2) After Zoning. 
Zone 5: Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–4 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 6: Natural-origin PIC (NaCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–4 cm soil surface removed. 
D–F:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution). 
e–j:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
4–5:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
Fig. 3 Layout of Decontamination Area in a Paddy Field: (1) Before 

Zoning and (2) After Zoning. 
Zone 7: Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–10 cm soil surface removed. 
G–I:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution). 
k–m:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
6–8:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
The weather during the period from May 20 (the day when 

PIC solutions were applied) to May 26 (the day when the soil 
layer was removed) was as follows (“Past Weather Data” 
provided by Japan Meteorological Agency)6). 5/20: Fine, later 
cloudy, precipitation 0 mm, and 6.5–29.2 °C; 5/21: fine, 0 mm, 
and 9.8–28.5 °C; 5/22: cloudy, later rainy, 2.5 mm, 7.5–22.1 °C; 
5/23: cloudy, 0 mm, 4.2–17.1 °C; 5/24: cloudy, later fine, 0 mm, 
5.7–18.2°C; 5/25: fine, 0 mm, 5.3–25.3 °C; and 5/26: fine, later 
cloudy, 0 mm, 8.6–19.4 °C. 

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses 
Concerning zones 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, the removal of the soil 

surface layer was conducted 4 h after the application of the 
synthetic PIC solution. In zone 1, a soil surface layer of 1–2 cm 
was removed, and, in zone 2, a soil surface layer of 4–5 cm was 
removed. However, the aqueous PIC solutions had not 
sufficiently solidified. During the removal of the wet mixture of 
soil and PIC from the soil surface, the generation of soil dust was 
not observed. 

On the other hand, in zone 3 in Fig. 1 where the synthetic 
PIC solution had been sprayed and in zone 4 where the 
natural-origin PIC solution had been sprayed, soil surface layers 
of 3–4 cm were removed 6 days after the application of the PIC 
solutions (11 am, May 20 until 10 am, May 26). 

Zone1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4 Untreated

UntreatedZone5 Zone6 

Zone7 Untreated

                                    (1) (2)

Figure 2    Layout of decontamination area in pasture  
(1) Before zoning and (2) After zoning
Zone 5:  Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 days and then 

2–4 cm soil surface removed
Zone 6:  Natural-origin PIC (NaCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 days and 

then 2–4 cm soil surface removed
D–F:   Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC solution)
e–j:   Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC solution and 

drying and then removing soil surface)
4–5:  Sampling points for core samples

(1) (2)
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Fig. 1 Layout of the Decontamination Area in a Vinyl Greenhouse 

Before and After Zoning: (1) Before Zoning and (2) After 
Zoning. 
Zone 1: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and 

then 1–2 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 2: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 4 hours and 

then 4–5 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 3: Synthetic PIC solution sprayed and dried 6 days and 

then 3–4 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone4:  Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 3–4 cm soil surface removed. 
A–C:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution) 
a–d:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
1–3:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
 

The decontamination area was further divided into small 
zones. The synthetic PIC solution was sprayed onto zones 1–3, 
and the natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed onto zone 
4 (11 am to 0 pm, May 20) (see Fig. 1 and Table 1). The volume 
of the PIC solution sprayed was about 5 L m2. To apply the 
synthetic PIC solution, which had a low viscosity, a 
commercially available gardening watering can with a shower 
head was used. To apply the natural-origin PIC solution, which 
had a high viscosity, the watering can was used with the shower 
head removed. 

(b) Pasture 
A decontamination area of 5 m × 5 m of pasture was 

divided into small zones (Fig. 2). A natural-origin PIC (KCl) 
solution was sprayed onto zone 5, and the other natural-origin 
PIC (NaCl) solution was sprayed in zone 6 (at 2 pm, May 20) 
(see Fig. 2 and Table 1). The PIC solutions were sprayed with 
the same volume as that mentioned above and treated in a similar 
manner. 

(c) Paddy fields 
An area of 5 m × 5 m of a paddy field was decontaminated 

(Fig. 3). The natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed in 
zone 7 (at 1 pm, May 20) (see Fig. 3 and Table 1). The PIC 
solution was sprayed with the same volume as that mentioned 
above and treated in a similar manner. 

(3) Method for soil surface removal and drying 
time  

After applying the PIC solution to the surface of the soil for 
decontamination, the PIC was left for 4 or 6 h for solidification 
(see Table 1), and, subsequently, the soil surface layer of a 
specified depth was removed using a farm hoe. 

 
Fig. 2 Layout of Decontamination Area in Pasture: (1) Before Zoning 

and (2) After Zoning. 
Zone 5: Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–4 cm soil surface removed. 
Zone 6: Natural-origin PIC (NaCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–4 cm soil surface removed. 
D–F:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution). 
e–j:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
4–5:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
Fig. 3 Layout of Decontamination Area in a Paddy Field: (1) Before 

Zoning and (2) After Zoning. 
Zone 7: Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 

days and then 2–10 cm soil surface removed. 
G–I:  Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC 

solution). 
k–m:  Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC 

solution and drying and then removing soil surface). 
6–8:  Sampling points for core samples. 

 
The weather during the period from May 20 (the day when 

PIC solutions were applied) to May 26 (the day when the soil 
layer was removed) was as follows (“Past Weather Data” 
provided by Japan Meteorological Agency)6). 5/20: Fine, later 
cloudy, precipitation 0 mm, and 6.5–29.2 °C; 5/21: fine, 0 mm, 
and 9.8–28.5 °C; 5/22: cloudy, later rainy, 2.5 mm, 7.5–22.1 °C; 
5/23: cloudy, 0 mm, 4.2–17.1 °C; 5/24: cloudy, later fine, 0 mm, 
5.7–18.2°C; 5/25: fine, 0 mm, 5.3–25.3 °C; and 5/26: fine, later 
cloudy, 0 mm, 8.6–19.4 °C. 

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses 
Concerning zones 1 and 2 in Fig. 1, the removal of the soil 

surface layer was conducted 4 h after the application of the 
synthetic PIC solution. In zone 1, a soil surface layer of 1–2 cm 
was removed, and, in zone 2, a soil surface layer of 4–5 cm was 
removed. However, the aqueous PIC solutions had not 
sufficiently solidified. During the removal of the wet mixture of 
soil and PIC from the soil surface, the generation of soil dust was 
not observed. 

On the other hand, in zone 3 in Fig. 1 where the synthetic 
PIC solution had been sprayed and in zone 4 where the 
natural-origin PIC solution had been sprayed, soil surface layers 
of 3–4 cm were removed 6 days after the application of the PIC 
solutions (11 am, May 20 until 10 am, May 26). 

Zone1 Zone2 Zone3 Zone4 Untreated

UntreatedZone5 Zone6 

Zone7 Untreated

Figure 3    Layout of decontamination area in a paddy field  
(1) Before zoning and (2) After zoning
Zone 7:  Natural-origin PIC (KCl) solution sprayed and dried 6 days and then 

2–10 cm soil surface removed
G–I:   Radioactivity measuring point (before spraying PIC solution)
k–m:   Radioactivity measuring point (after spraying PIC solution and 

drying and then removing soil surface)
6–8:   Sampling points for core samples
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PIC (KCl) solution was sprayed in zone 7 (at 1 pm, May 20) (see Figure 3 and Table 1). 
The PIC solution was sprayed with the same volume as that mentioned above and treated 
in a similar manner.

(3) Method for soil surface removal and drying time 
After applying the PIC solution to the surface of the soil for decontamination, the PIC was 

left for 4 or 6 h for solidification (see Table 1), and, subsequently, the soil surface layer of a 
specified depth was removed using a farm hoe.

The weather during the period from May 20 (the day when PIC solutions were applied) 
to May 26 (the day when the soil layer was removed) was as follows (“Past Weather Data” 
provided by Japan Meteorological Agency)  6). 5/20: Fine, later cloudy, precipitation 0 mm, and 
6.5–29.2°C; 5/21: fine, 0 mm, and 9.8–28.5°C; 5/22: cloudy, later rainy, 2.5 mm, 7.5–22.1°C; 
5/23: cloudy, 0 mm, 4.2–17.1°C; 5/24: cloudy, later fine, 0 mm, 5.7–18.2°C; 5/25: fine, 0 mm, 
5.3–25.3°C; and 5/26: fine, later cloudy, 0 mm, 8.6–19.4°C.

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses
Concerning zones 1 and 2 in Figure 1, the removal of the soil surface layer was con-

ducted 4 h after the application of the synthetic PIC solution. In zone 1, a soil surface 
layer of 1–2 cm was removed, and, in zone 2, a soil surface layer of 4–5 cm was removed. 
However, the aqueous PIC solutions had not sufficiently solidified. During the removal 
of the wet mixture of soil and PIC from the soil surface, the generation of soil dust was 
not observed.

On the other hand, in zone 3 in Figure 1 where the synthetic PIC solution had been 
sprayed and in zone 4 where the natural-origin PIC solution had been sprayed, soil sur-
face layers of 3–4 cm were removed 6 days after the application of the PIC solutions (11 
am, May 20 until 10 am, May 26).

(b) Pastures 
The soil surface layers of specified depths were removed in zones 5 and 6 in Figure 

2 after leaving these zones for 6 days after the application of the PIC solutions (at 2 pm, 
May 20 until 3pm, May 26).

(c) Paddy fields
The soil surface layer of a specified depth was removed in zone 7, as shown in Figure 

3, after leaving this zone for 6 days after the PIC solution had been applied (1 pm, May 
20 until 2 pm, May 26).

4. Measurement of Radioactive Cesium Contamination of the Soil Surface

(1) Measuring instrument
A Geiger–Müller (GM) survey meter (TGS-133, Aloka) was used for measuring the β-ray 

count rate on site.

(2) Measurement conditions
The β-ray count rate of the soil surface was measured with a fixed time constant at 10 s 

using the GM survey meter TGS-133. Furthermore, to prevent the GM probe from becoming 
contaminated, the soil surface at the measurement points was covered with a polyethylene sheet 
0.1 mm thick × 40 cm long × 20 cm wide and the GM probe was covered by a polyethylene 
sheet 0.05 mm thick and placed in close contact with the soil surface for the measurements. 
The β-ray count rate of the soil surface before decontamination was measured on May 20, and 
the soil surface measurement after decontamination was conducted on the day of soil removal.
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(3) Measurement accuracy (uncertainty)
The background was not corrected for the measurements of β-ray count rate on site because 

the whole area was contaminated in Nagadoro district and Iitate-mura. The standard deviation 
(σ) of the β-ray count rate (n) was obtained using the following equation considering time 
constant τ  7):

σ = n/(2nτ)1/2 (1)

Furthermore, when obtaining the average of the β-ray count rate in the same zone, the dis-
persion depending on the different measuring points was considered to be the error.

(4) Definition of the decontamination rate
The decontamination rate (D) as a percentage (%) was obtained by using the β-ray count rate 

of the soil surface before decontamination (ni) and that after decontamination (nf):

D = {(ni-nf)/ni} × 100 (2)

5. Measurement of γ-Ray Air Dose Rate

To measure the γ-ray air dose rate at the site, a NaI(Tl) scintillation survey meter (TCS-161, 
Aloka, calibration constant 1.0) was used. The γ-ray air dose rate was measured at heights of 
0 and 1 m while holding the scintillation probe horizontally and with a time constant of 10 s. 
In addition, the scintillation probe was covered with a polyethylene sheet 0.05 mm thick to 
prevent the scintillation probe from becoming contaminated. Furthermore, for measurement at 
a height of 0 m, the soil surface at the measuring points was covered by a polyethylene sheet 
0.1 mm thick × 40 cm long × 20 cm wide, and the scintillation probe was placed on the sheet 
for measurement. The measurement was conducted on May 20 before decontamination, and the 
measurement after decontamination was conducted only at the points where soil removal was 
conducted on the same day.

6. Measurement of the Depth Distribution of Radioactive Cesium

(1) Sampling and treatment of soil core samples
Soil core samples 2.5 cm diameter were collected. A portion 0–5 cm depth and 1 cm thick-

ness was cut on site and the deeper portion was placed whole into two polyethylene bags 
0.04 mm thickness (with zippers) and taken to the laboratory for analysis.

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses
Soil core samples 15-cm depth were collected at three points (1–3) shown in Figure 1.

(b) Pastures
Soil core samples were collected at two points (4 and 5) as shown in Figure 2. Because 

the pasture soil was too hard to obtain long soil core samples, samples 7 cm depth at point 
4 and 4 cm depth at point 5 were collected.

(c) Paddy fields
Soil core samples were collected at three points (6–8) as shown in Figure 3. To avoid 

the influence of the crop stubble, where the cesium contamination is concentrated, sam-
ples were collected at points located between stubble.
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(2) Measurement of radioactivity concentration of cesium
The β-ray count rate of core samples was measured using a GM survey meter (model TGS-

133 and TG-136, Aloka) in the laboratory, and the depth distribution of the cesium radioactivity 
concentration in the soil was obtained from the above-mentioned measurements. The back-
ground values of the β-ray count rate were obtained (50–60 cpm) in the laboratory, and these 
values were used to compensate for the background. A model TGS-133 meter was used with a 
conversion factor 4.3 × 10−2 Bq/cpm and a time constant of 30 s for measuring the core samples 
taken from the surface to a depth of 5 cm. A model TGS-136 with a conversion factor 4.6 × 10−2 
Bq/cpm operating in scaler mode was used for 1 min to measure the core samples taken from 
a depth greater than 5 cm. In this β-ray count-rate measurement, we carefully sealed the soil 
samples in a polyethylene bag during measurement to maintain the wet condition. In addition, 
soil samples weighing more than 10 g obtained from a depth greater than 5 cm were cut into 
samples weighing less than 5 g and were measured in a similar manner using a double polyeth-
ylene bag 0.04 mm thickness (with a zipper). Furthermore, in the measurements, the samples 
were distributed as widely as possible within the range of the 5 cm diameter detection window 
of the GM probe, and the GM probe covered with a 0.05 mm thickness polyethylene sheet was 
pressed against the polyethylene bag. The weight of the soil samples was determined using an 
electronic scale. The radioactive concentration of soil samples was obtained by multiplying the 
β-ray count rate by each conversion factor mentioned above and then by dividing the product 
by the weight of the samples. 

7. Measurement of Floating Dust Concentration

(1) Dust collectors
A portable air sampler (model L100, Munro Group Ltd.) was used for collecting floating 

dust.
Filter paper (#HE-40TA, Advantec) having an outer diameter of 60 mm was used as the filter 

to collect floating dust. To increase the generation of floating dust, a household electric fan 
(MF-P30C, U-Ing) was used as a blower. The wind speed of the fan was measured in advance 
in the laboratory using a sensitive anemometer (ISA-80, Sibata Scientific Technology).

(2) Measurement of radioactive cesium in floating dust
The measurement of the floating dust concentration in air was conducted to determine the 

suppression of dust generation after the solidification of the soil surface layer with PIC in the 
vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses at the following three points (refer to Figure 1 for 
zone numbers): (1) Untreated points where no PIC solution had been sprayed, i.e., outside 
the decontamination area, (2) points in zone 4 where the natural-origin PIC solution had been 
sprayed, and (3) points in zone 3 where the synthetic PIC solution had been sprayed.

The equipment configuration used in the experiment is shown in Figure 4. The electric fan 
for blowing and the air sampler for collecting floating dust were 2 m from each other on the 
soil surface. The direction of the electric fan (having a height above ground level at its center 
of 33 cm) was adjusted in such a way that the center of the air flow hit the filter of the floating 
dust collector (the height of its center was approximately 10 cm above ground level), and a 
high wind strength mode was selected to obtain a wind speed of 1.9 m/s (10 cm above ground 
level) at the midpoint.

(a) Before removing the soil surface
The floating dust collector was operated immediately after blowing started, and the 
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floating dust was collected in the filter for 5 min at a wind speed of 100 L/min−1. The filter 
samples after dust collection were put into double polyethylene bags 0.04 mm thickness 
(with a zipper) and taken to the laboratory for analysis.

(b) In the course of soil surface removal
An electric fan was used to simulate wind flow over the soil surface during soil re-

moval. The experiment was repeated 10 times (approximately 1 min was required for 
the removal of each sample) at the soil removal point shown in Figure 4 (in an area of 
30 cm × 30 cm approximately 10 cm away from the filter of the dust collector) using a 
gardening scoop. The floating dust generated during the operation was collected on the 
filter. Similarly, the filter samples after the dust collection operation were put into double 
polyethylene bags (each 0.04 mm thickness) with zippers and taken to the laboratory for 
analysis.

(3) Measurement of filter radioactivity
The β-ray count rate of the filter samples was measured using a GM survey meter (model 

TGS-136, Aloka) in the laboratory. The measurement was conducted using a TGS-136 (con-
version factor 4.6 × 10−2 Bq/cpm, operating in scaler mode to take measurements over 10 min) 
with the GM probe covered by a polyethylene sheet 0.05 mm thickness. The probe was pressed 
against the polyethylene bag containing the filter sample. We took care to set the detection 
window of the GM probe, which had a diameter of 5 cm, in such a way that the window covered 
the entire the floating dust collection area of the filter. The radioactive cesium concentration of 
the floating dust was obtained by multiplying the β-ray count rate by a conversion factor and 
dividing the product by the quantity of air collected.

III. Results and Discussion
1. Soil Contamination of the Experimental Targets

(1) Overview of land use (conditions of the soil surface, plants, etc.)
(a) Overview of vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses

By March 15, the vegetable fields under the plastic greenhouses had not been harvest-
ed for several months, and the vinyl sheets had been removed, leaving the fields open. 
For this reason, the contamination by rainfall on March 15 was almost the same as that 
in other fields used for agricultural purposes near the greenhouses. After March 15, no 
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Filter paper (#HE-40TA, Advantec) having an outer diameter of 
60 mm was used as the filter to collect floating dust. To increase 
the generation of floating dust, a household electric fan 
(MF-P30C, U-Ing) was used as a blower. The wind speed of the 
fan was measured in advance in the laboratory using a sensitive 
anemometer (ISA-80, Sibata Scientific Technology). 

(2) Measurement of radioactive cesium in floating 
dust 

The measurement of the floating dust concentration in air 
was conducted to determine the suppression of dust generation 
after the solidification of the soil surface layer with PIC in the 
vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses at the following three 
points (refer to Fig. 1 for zone numbers): (1) Untreated points 
where no PIC solution had been sprayed, i.e., outside the 
decontamination area, (2) points in zone 4 where the 
natural-origin PIC solution had been sprayed, and (3) points in 
zone 3 where the synthetic PIC solution had been sprayed. 

The equipment configuration used in the experiment is 
shown in Fig. 4. The electric fan for blowing and the air sampler 
for collecting floating dust were 2 m from each other on the soil 
surface. The direction of the electric fan (having a height above 
ground level at its center of 33 cm) was adjusted in such a way 
that the center of the air flow hit the filter of the floating dust 
collector (the height of its center was approximately 10 cm above 
ground level), and a high wind strength mode was selected to 
obtain a wind speed of 1.9 m/s (10 cm above ground level) at the 
midpoint. 

(a) Before removing the soil surface 
The floating dust collector was operated immediately after 

blowing started, and the floating dust was collected in the filter 
for 5 min at a wind speed of 100 L min-1. The filter samples after 
dust collection were put into double polyethylene bags 0.04 mm 
thickness (with a zipper) and taken to the laboratory for analysis. 

(b) In the course of soil surface removal 
An electric fan was used to simulate wind flow over the soil 

surface during soil removal. The experiment was repeated 10 
times (approximately 1 min was required for the removal of each 
sample) at the soil removal point shown in Fig. 4 (in an area of 
30 cm × 30 cm approximately 10 cm away from the filter of the 
dust collector) using a gardening scoop. The floating dust 
generated during the operation was collected on the filter. 
Similarly, the filter samples after the dust collection operation 
were put into double polyethylene bags (each 0.04 mm 
thickness) with zippers and taken to the laboratory for analysis. 

 
Fig. 4 Equipment Configuration used for Collecting the Floating Dust. 

1: Floating dust collector, 2: electric fan (household), and 3: 
scoop for removing the soil surface. 

 

(3) Measurement of Filter Radioactivity 
The -ray count rate of the filter samples was measured 

using a GM survey meter (model TGS-136, Aloka) in the 
laboratory. The measurement was conducted using a TGS-136 
(conversion factor 4.6 × 10-2 Bq/cpm, operating in scaler mode 
to take measurements over 10 min) with the GM probe covered 
by a polyethylene sheet 0.05 mm thickness. The probe was 
pressed against the polyethylene bag containing the filter sample. 
We took care to set the detection window of the GM probe, 
which had a diameter of 5 cm, in such a way that the window 
covered the entire the floating dust collection area of the filter. 
The radioactive cesium concentration of the floating dust was 
obtained by multiplying the -ray count rate by a conversion 
factor and dividing the product by the quantity of air collected. 

 
III. Results and Discussion 

 
1. Soil Contamination of the Experimental 

Targets 
(1) Overview of land use (conditions of the soil 

surface, plants, etc.) 
(a) Overview of vegetable fields under plastic 

greenhouses 
By March 15, the vegetable fields under the plastic 

greenhouses had not been harvested for several months, and the 
vinyl sheets had been removed, leaving the fields open. For this 
reason, the contamination by rainfall on March 15 was almost 
the same as that in other fields used for agricultural purposes 
near the greenhouses. After March 15, no agricultural work was 
carried out. The land surface was dry on May 20 with neither 
agglomeration nor weeds; thus, the soil surface was easily 
scraped away with a scoop. 

(b) Overview of pasture 
The pastures targeted for decontamination were covered 

with grasses over the winter that had been mowed the previous 
autumn. By March 15, when the radioactive contamination 
occurred, some plants had begun to germinate. Based on visual 
observation on May 20, the land surface was covered with flat 
hay and cattle dung fertilizer, and pastures and weeds were 
sprouting through them. Based on the in situ measurement of the 
-ray count rate using a GM survey meter, the radioactive 
cesium was concentrated in the roots of the dried hay. 

(c) Overview of paddy fields 
The paddy fields targeted for decontamination were 

contaminated on March 15; the rice had been harvested the 
previous autumn and the fields had then been left untouched. The 
soil surface was almost dry by May 20 and cracked in some spots. 
The withered stems and roots (stubble) after the crop of rice were 
observed remained intact. The in situ radioactivity measurements 
revealed that the radioactivity was concentrated in the stubble, 
and almost no radioactivity was observed on the bottom soil 
surface after pulling out the stubble. Consequently, it was found 
that removing this stubble was an effective way of 
decontaminating the paddy fields. 

(2) γ-Ray air dose rate in each land-use 
classification and depth distribution of 
radioactive cesium 

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouse 
The γ-ray air dose rate at point C in Fig. 1 was 19 μSv/h at a 

height of 0 m and 12 μSv/h at a height of 1 m (Table 2). 
  

Midpoint

Peeling Point 

Figure 4    Equipment configuration used for collecting the floating dust 
1: Floating dust collector, 2: electric fan (household), and 3: scoop for  
removing the soil surface
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agricultural work was carried out. The land surface was dry on May 20 with neither 
agglomeration nor weeds; thus, the soil surface was easily scraped away with a scoop.

(b) Overview of pasture
The pastures targeted for decontamination were covered with grasses over the winter 

that had been mowed the previous autumn. By March 15, when the radioactive contam-
ination occurred, some plants had begun to germinate. Based on visual observation on 
May 20, the land surface was covered with flat hay and cattle dung fertilizer, and pastures 
and weeds were sprouting through them. Based on the in situ measurement of the β-ray 
count rate using a GM survey meter, the radioactive cesium was concentrated in the roots 
of the dried hay.

(c) Overview of paddy fields
The paddy fields targeted for decontamination were contaminated on March 15; the 

rice had been harvested the previous autumn and the fields had then been left untouched. 
The soil surface was almost dry by May 20 and cracked in some spots. The withered 
stems and roots (stubble) after the crop of rice were observed remained intact. The in 
situ radioactivity measurements revealed that the radioactivity was concentrated in the 
stubble, and almost no radioactivity was observed on the bottom soil surface after pulling 
out the stubble. Consequently, it was found that removing this stubble was an effective 
way of decontaminating the paddy fields.

(2)  γ-Ray air dose rate in each land-use classification and depth distribution of 
radioactive cesium

(a) Vegetable fields under plastic greenhouse
The γ-ray air dose rate at point C in Figure 1 was 19 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 

12 μSv/h at a height of 1 m (Table 2).
The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil obtained from the measure-

ment of core samples is shown in Figure 5. As a result of fitting with an exponential 
function, assuming a concentration of naturally derived β-nuclides in soil of 0.46 Bq/g 
and because a net β-ray count rate of 10 cpm/g in soil deeper than 5 cm of the core sample 
was detected, we found that 99% of radioactive cesium was present to a depth of 5 cm 
from the surface, and the radioactivity did not penetrate deeper than 7 cm.

(b) Pasture
The γ-ray air dose rates at points D, E, and F in Figure 2 were 20–21 μSv/h at a height 

of 0 m and 12–13 μSv/h at a height of 1 m (Table 2). 
The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in soil obtained from the core sample 

measurement is shown in Figure 6. Compared to the results for vegetable fields under 
plastic greenhouses shown in Figure 5, the radioactive cesium in the pasture was found 
to be concentrated in a shallower region, and more than 99% of the radioactive cesium 
remained about 3 cm from the surface. 

(c) Paddy fields
The γ-ray air dose rates at points G, H, and I in Figure 3 were 15 μSv/h at a height of 

0 m and 10 μSv/h at a height of 1 m (Table 2).
The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil obtained from the measure-

ments of the core samples is shown in Figure 7. Using a similar fitting as described 
above, we found that more than 99% of the radioactive cesium remained as deep as 3 cm 
from the soil surface. It was also found that the depth distribution of radioactive cesium 
in paddy field soil was analogous to that of the pasture soil, and the radioactive cesium 
was distributed nearer to the surface compared to that of the soil for the vegetable fields 
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The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil 
obtained from the measurement of core samples is shown in Fig. 
5. As a result of fitting with an exponential function, assuming a 
concentration of naturally derived β-nuclides in soil of 0.46 Bq/g 
and because a net β-ray count rate of 10 cpm/g in soil deeper 
than 5 cm of the core sample was detected, we found that 99% of 
radioactive cesium was present to a depth of 5 cm from the 
surface, and the radioactivity did not penetrate deeper than 7 cm. 

(b) Pasture 
The γ-ray air dose rates at points D, E, and F in Fig. 2 were 

20–21 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 12–13 μSv/h at a height of 1 
m (Table 2).  

The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in soil obtained 
from the core sample measurement is shown in Fig. 6. Compared 
to the results for vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses 
shown in Fig. 5, the radioactive cesium in the pasture was found 
to be concentrated in a shallower region, and more than 99% of 
the radioactive cesium remained about 3 cm from the surface.  

(c) Paddy fields 
The γ-ray air dose rates at points G, H, and I in Fig. 3 were 

15 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 10 μSv/h at a height of 1 m 
(Table 2). 
 
 

 
Fig. 5 Depth Distribution of Radioactive Cesium in the Soil in 

Vegetable Fields under Plastic Greenhouses Obtained by Core 
Sampling 

 

The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil 
obtained from the measurements of the core samples is shown in 
Fig. 7. Using a similar fitting as described above, we found that 
more than 99% of the radioactive cesium remained as deep as 3 
cm from the soil surface. It was also found that the depth 
distribution of radioactive cesium in paddy field soil was 
analogous to that of the pasture soil, and the radioactive cesium 
was distributed nearer to the surface compared to that of the soil 
for the vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses. The reason for 
this is assumed to be the lower penetration of rainfall in paddy 
fields and pastures than in the vegetable fields under the plastic 
greenhouses where the soil contained more voids. 

 
2. Decontamination Effect of the Removing the 

Soil Surface 
(a) Vegetable fields in plastic greenhouses 
The β-ray count rates of the soil surface before 

decontamination at points A and B in Fig. 1 are shown in Table 2. 
The β-ray count rate on the soil surface before decontamination 
was almost uniform within the targeted decontamination range, 
and the average was 17 kcpm. 

The β-ray count rates of the soil surface at points a–d shown 
in Fig. 1 are summarized in Table 2. The removal of the soil 
surface 4 h after the PIC solution had been applied and 
penetrated the soil to a depth of 1–2 cm from the surface in zone 
1 resulted in a decontamination rate of approximately 80% at 
point a. The removal of the soil surface in zone 2 after similar 
spraying and penetration to a depth of 4–5 cm from the soil 
surface resulted in a decontamination rate of about 90% at point 
b (Table 2). The γ-ray air dose rates at point a and point b after 
decontamination decreased respectively to 6.5 and 4.0 μSv/h at a 
height of 0 m and 10.6 and 9.7 μSv/h at a height of 1 m. 

The natural-origin PIC sprayed in zone 4 was fixed to a 
sufficient hardness after 6 days and could be removed as soil 
flakes having a thickness of 0.5–1 cm and a size ranging from 
that of a 100 yen coin to the size of the palm of the hand by using 
a gardening scoop, as shown in Photo 1. By measuring the β-ray 
count rate of the soil surface after the removal of these soil flakes, 
a decontamination rate of 72–82% was obtained. In the actual 
decontamination operation, 3–4 cm of the soil surface layer was 
removed. As a result, a decontamination rate of 90% was 
obtained at points c and d by removing 3–4 cm of soil surface 
layer solidified by PIC for both zone 3 (solidified with synthetic 
PIC solution) and zone 4 (solidified with natural-origin PIC 
solution) (Table 2). 
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Figure 5    Depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil in vegetable fields 
under plastic greenhouses obtained by core sampling

Measuring Point

After Decontamination Before Decontamination

Removal Depth a)
Count  
Rate b)

[kcpm]

Decontami- 
nation Rate

[%]
Count Rate b)

[kcpm]
Air Dose Rate c) [μSv/h]

Height 0 m Height 1 m

Plastic 
Greenhouses

Zone 1 a 1–2 cm
(zone 1 after surface soil 
removal over the whole area)

3.6 ± 0.1 79 ± 3

17 ± 0.3
(A, B)

19
(C)

12
(C)

Zone 2 b 4–5 cm
(zone 2 after surface soil 
removal over the whole area)

2.0 ± 0.1 88 ± 3

Zone 3 c 3–4 cm
(zone 3 after surface soil 
removal over the whole area)

1.7 ± 0.1 90 ± 3

Zone 4 d 3–4 cm
(zone 4 after surface soil 
removal over the whole area)

1.6 ± 0.1 90 ± 3

Pastures

Zone 5 e 2 cm 8.0 ± 0.2 81 ± 15

43 ± 4.9
(D, E, F)

20–21
(D, E, F)

12–13
(D, E, F)

f 2 cm 5.0 ± 0.1 88 ± 15
g 3 cm

(zone 5 after surface soil 
removal over the whole area)

2.7 ± 0.1 94 ± 16

h 3–4 cm 3.0 ± 0.1 93 ± 16
Zone 6 i 3 cm 4.0 ± 0.1 91 ± 16

j 2 cm
(zone 6 after surface soil 
removal over the whole area)

2.6 ± 0.1 94 ± 16

Paddy Fields

Zone 7 k 4 cm 2.5 ± 0.1 84 ± 11

16 ± 1.4
(G, H, I)

15
(G, H, I)

10
(G, H, I)

l 2 cm 7.0 ± 0.1 56 ± 10
m(1) 5 cm 2.5 ± 0.1 84 ± 11
m(2) 6 cm

(further surface soil removal 
from m(1))

1.5 ± 0.1 91 ± 12

m(3) 10 cm
(further surface soil removal 
from m(2))

0.5 ± 0.0 97 ± 12

a)  Surface soil removal after 4 h at points a and b and after 6 d at other points
b)  Measurement of β-ray using a GM survey meter (including the background)
c)  Measurement of γ-ray using a NaI scintillation survey meter 

Table 2  Measurements of radioactivity at the points targeted for decontamination.
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under plastic greenhouses. The reason for this is assumed to be the lower penetration of 
rainfall in paddy fields and pastures than in the vegetable fields under the plastic green-
houses where the soil contained more voids.

2. Decontamination Effect of the Removing the Soil Surface

(1) Vegetable fields in plastic greenhouses
The β-ray count rates of the soil surface before decontamination at points A and B in Figure 

1 are shown in Table 2. The β-ray count rate on the soil surface before decontamination was 
almost uniform within the targeted decontamination range, and the average was 17 kcpm.

The β-ray count rates of the soil surface at points a–d shown in Figure 1 are summarized 
in Table 2. The removal of the soil surface 4 h after the PIC solution had been applied and 
penetrated the soil to a depth of 1–2 cm from the surface in zone 1 resulted in a decontamination 
rate of approximately 80% at point a. The removal of the soil surface in zone 2 after similar 
spraying and penetration to a depth of 4–5 cm from the soil surface resulted in a decontamina-
tion rate of about 90% at point b (Table 2). The γ-ray air dose rates at point a and point b after 
decontamination decreased respectively to 6.5 and 4.0 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 10.6 and 
9.7 μSv/h at a height of 1 m.

The natural-origin PIC sprayed in zone 4 was fixed to a sufficient hardness after 6 days and 
could be removed as soil flakes having a thickness of 0.5–1 cm and a size ranging from that of a 

Figure 6    Depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil in pasture obtained by 
core sampling
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The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil 
obtained from the measurement of core samples is shown in Fig. 
5. As a result of fitting with an exponential function, assuming a 
concentration of naturally derived β-nuclides in soil of 0.46 Bq/g 
and because a net β-ray count rate of 10 cpm/g in soil deeper 
than 5 cm of the core sample was detected, we found that 99% of 
radioactive cesium was present to a depth of 5 cm from the 
surface, and the radioactivity did not penetrate deeper than 7 cm. 

(b) Pasture 
The γ-ray air dose rates at points D, E, and F in Fig. 2 were 

20–21 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 12–13 μSv/h at a height of 1 
m (Table 2).  

The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in soil obtained 
from the core sample measurement is shown in Fig. 6. Compared 
to the results for vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses 
shown in Fig. 5, the radioactive cesium in the pasture was found 
to be concentrated in a shallower region, and more than 99% of 
the radioactive cesium remained about 3 cm from the surface.  

(c) Paddy fields 
The γ-ray air dose rates at points G, H, and I in Fig. 3 were 

15 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 10 μSv/h at a height of 1 m 
(Table 2). 
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The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil 
obtained from the measurements of the core samples is shown in 
Fig. 7. Using a similar fitting as described above, we found that 
more than 99% of the radioactive cesium remained as deep as 3 
cm from the soil surface. It was also found that the depth 
distribution of radioactive cesium in paddy field soil was 
analogous to that of the pasture soil, and the radioactive cesium 
was distributed nearer to the surface compared to that of the soil 
for the vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses. The reason for 
this is assumed to be the lower penetration of rainfall in paddy 
fields and pastures than in the vegetable fields under the plastic 
greenhouses where the soil contained more voids. 

 
2. Decontamination Effect of the Removing the 

Soil Surface 
(a) Vegetable fields in plastic greenhouses 
The β-ray count rates of the soil surface before 

decontamination at points A and B in Fig. 1 are shown in Table 2. 
The β-ray count rate on the soil surface before decontamination 
was almost uniform within the targeted decontamination range, 
and the average was 17 kcpm. 

The β-ray count rates of the soil surface at points a–d shown 
in Fig. 1 are summarized in Table 2. The removal of the soil 
surface 4 h after the PIC solution had been applied and 
penetrated the soil to a depth of 1–2 cm from the surface in zone 
1 resulted in a decontamination rate of approximately 80% at 
point a. The removal of the soil surface in zone 2 after similar 
spraying and penetration to a depth of 4–5 cm from the soil 
surface resulted in a decontamination rate of about 90% at point 
b (Table 2). The γ-ray air dose rates at point a and point b after 
decontamination decreased respectively to 6.5 and 4.0 μSv/h at a 
height of 0 m and 10.6 and 9.7 μSv/h at a height of 1 m. 

The natural-origin PIC sprayed in zone 4 was fixed to a 
sufficient hardness after 6 days and could be removed as soil 
flakes having a thickness of 0.5–1 cm and a size ranging from 
that of a 100 yen coin to the size of the palm of the hand by using 
a gardening scoop, as shown in Photo 1. By measuring the β-ray 
count rate of the soil surface after the removal of these soil flakes, 
a decontamination rate of 72–82% was obtained. In the actual 
decontamination operation, 3–4 cm of the soil surface layer was 
removed. As a result, a decontamination rate of 90% was 
obtained at points c and d by removing 3–4 cm of soil surface 
layer solidified by PIC for both zone 3 (solidified with synthetic 
PIC solution) and zone 4 (solidified with natural-origin PIC 
solution) (Table 2). 
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Figure 7    Depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil in paddy fields  
obtained by core sampling
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The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil 
obtained from the measurement of core samples is shown in Fig. 
5. As a result of fitting with an exponential function, assuming a 
concentration of naturally derived β-nuclides in soil of 0.46 Bq/g 
and because a net β-ray count rate of 10 cpm/g in soil deeper 
than 5 cm of the core sample was detected, we found that 99% of 
radioactive cesium was present to a depth of 5 cm from the 
surface, and the radioactivity did not penetrate deeper than 7 cm. 

(b) Pasture 
The γ-ray air dose rates at points D, E, and F in Fig. 2 were 

20–21 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 12–13 μSv/h at a height of 1 
m (Table 2).  

The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in soil obtained 
from the core sample measurement is shown in Fig. 6. Compared 
to the results for vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses 
shown in Fig. 5, the radioactive cesium in the pasture was found 
to be concentrated in a shallower region, and more than 99% of 
the radioactive cesium remained about 3 cm from the surface.  

(c) Paddy fields 
The γ-ray air dose rates at points G, H, and I in Fig. 3 were 

15 μSv/h at a height of 0 m and 10 μSv/h at a height of 1 m 
(Table 2). 
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The depth distribution of radioactive cesium in the soil 
obtained from the measurements of the core samples is shown in 
Fig. 7. Using a similar fitting as described above, we found that 
more than 99% of the radioactive cesium remained as deep as 3 
cm from the soil surface. It was also found that the depth 
distribution of radioactive cesium in paddy field soil was 
analogous to that of the pasture soil, and the radioactive cesium 
was distributed nearer to the surface compared to that of the soil 
for the vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses. The reason for 
this is assumed to be the lower penetration of rainfall in paddy 
fields and pastures than in the vegetable fields under the plastic 
greenhouses where the soil contained more voids. 

 
2. Decontamination Effect of the Removing the 

Soil Surface 
(a) Vegetable fields in plastic greenhouses 
The β-ray count rates of the soil surface before 

decontamination at points A and B in Fig. 1 are shown in Table 2. 
The β-ray count rate on the soil surface before decontamination 
was almost uniform within the targeted decontamination range, 
and the average was 17 kcpm. 

The β-ray count rates of the soil surface at points a–d shown 
in Fig. 1 are summarized in Table 2. The removal of the soil 
surface 4 h after the PIC solution had been applied and 
penetrated the soil to a depth of 1–2 cm from the surface in zone 
1 resulted in a decontamination rate of approximately 80% at 
point a. The removal of the soil surface in zone 2 after similar 
spraying and penetration to a depth of 4–5 cm from the soil 
surface resulted in a decontamination rate of about 90% at point 
b (Table 2). The γ-ray air dose rates at point a and point b after 
decontamination decreased respectively to 6.5 and 4.0 μSv/h at a 
height of 0 m and 10.6 and 9.7 μSv/h at a height of 1 m. 

The natural-origin PIC sprayed in zone 4 was fixed to a 
sufficient hardness after 6 days and could be removed as soil 
flakes having a thickness of 0.5–1 cm and a size ranging from 
that of a 100 yen coin to the size of the palm of the hand by using 
a gardening scoop, as shown in Photo 1. By measuring the β-ray 
count rate of the soil surface after the removal of these soil flakes, 
a decontamination rate of 72–82% was obtained. In the actual 
decontamination operation, 3–4 cm of the soil surface layer was 
removed. As a result, a decontamination rate of 90% was 
obtained at points c and d by removing 3–4 cm of soil surface 
layer solidified by PIC for both zone 3 (solidified with synthetic 
PIC solution) and zone 4 (solidified with natural-origin PIC 
solution) (Table 2). 
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100 yen coin to the size of the palm of the hand by using a gardening scoop, as shown in Photo 
1. By measuring the β-ray count rate of the soil surface after the removal of these soil flakes, 
a decontamination rate of 72–82% was obtained. In the actual decontamination operation, 3–4 
cm of the soil surface layer was removed. As a result, a decontamination rate of 90% was 
obtained at points c and d by removing 3–4 cm of soil surface layer solidified by PIC for both 
zone 3 (solidified with synthetic PIC solution) and zone 4 (solidified with natural-origin PIC 
solution) (Table 2).

(2) Pasture
The results of the measurement of the β-ray count rate of the soil surface before decontam-

ination at points D–F in Figure 2 are shown in Table 2. The average β-ray count rate of the 
pasture soil surface before decontamination was 43 kcpm, which is 2–3 times higher than that 
on the soil surfaces of the vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses or the paddy fields targeted 
for the present decontamination test.

The natural-origin PIC sprayed on soil surface solidified to a sufficient hardness. The grasses 
growing in the pasture set their roots within a shallow range (range of depth about 2–3 cm) from 
the soil surface; therefore, the soil and the solidified PIC were able to be removed uniformly 
together with grasses using a gardening scoop. A decontamination rate of 94% was obtained at 
both points g and j (removing 3 and 2 cm depth of soil, respectively) (Table 2).

(3) Paddy fields
The results of the measurements of the β-ray count rate of the soil surface before decontam-

ination at points G–I in Figure 3 are listed in Table 2. The average β-ray count rate for paddy 
field soil surfaces before contamination was 16 kcpm. 

The natural-origin PIC sprayed in paddy fields solidified to a sufficient hardness. The mea-
sured β-ray count rates of the soil surface after removing 2–10 cm of the soil surface layer at 
points k–m shown in Figure 3 are summarized in Table 2. As a result, decontamination rates of 
56% (removing a thickness of 2 cm), 84% (removing a thickness of 4 cm), 84% (removing a 
thickness of 5 cm), 91% (removing a thickness of 6 cm), and 97% (removing a thickness of 10 
cm) were obtained. These results would appear to indicate that the higher decontamination rate 
was obtained by removing a deeper soil level. However, because about 99% of the radioactive 
cesium is presumed to be removed by removing 3 cm of soil, based on the depth distribution 
of radioactive cesium obtained by measuring soil core samples, the decontamination rate listed 

Photo 1   Soil flakes of the vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses solidified by natural-origin PIC
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in Table 2 would be even higher if in situ background compensation of measurements were 
possible. 

3. Suppression of Dust Generation

(1) Effect of PIC before surface soil removal
The quantity of radioactive cesium in the captured floating dust was determined, and the re-

sults are shown in Figure 8 (1) as the radioactivity of the captured air. The quantity of airborne 
radioactive cesium produced from the soil surface captured by the solidified PIC solution is 
lower than that of the soil surface without solidification treatment, especially after solidification 
using the natural-origin PIC solution, that is, 0.36 times lower.

(2) Effect of PIC during surface soil removal
The quantity of radioactive cesium in the captured floating dust was obtained as above, and 

the results are shown in Figure 8 (2) as the radioactivity of the captured air. The quantity of 
airborne radioactive cesium produced during surface soil removal was reduced by the solid-
ification treatment using the PIC solution, especially using natural-origin PIC solution. The 
radioactive cesium produced was 0.32 times smaller than the case without any soil surface 
treatment. For context, the radioactivity concentration in the captured air during surface soil 
removal operation was larger by one order of magnitude than that before operation.

4. Application of PIC to Other Materials for Decontamination

The decontamination of more complex environments, such as the surroundings of a house, is 
required; thus, the use of the PIC solution was tested for surface soil removal from the garden, 
the removal of solid material accumulated in the roof gutters, and the removal of withered 
Cryptomeria branches. 

The soil of the gardens had been trodden down and compacted by vehicles, which made it 
difficult for the PIC solution to penetrate the soil. In particular, the natural-origin PIC solution 
did not penetrate the soil to a sufficient depth. For this reason, the soil must be treated (e.g., by 
pricking) after spraying in the case of using the natural-origin PIC solution. Removal of Radioactive Cesium from Surface Soils Solidified Using Polyion Complex 235 
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Fig. 8 Suppression of Floating Dust Generation Using PIC 

Solidification. 
(1) Quantity of airborne radioactive cesium before soil surface 
removal. 
(2) Quantity of airborne radioactive cesium during soil surface 
removal. 

 
3. Suppression of Dust Generation 
(1) Effect of PIC before surface soil removal 
The quantity of radioactive cesium in the captured floating 

dust was determined, and the results are shown in Fig. 8(1) as the 
radioactivity of the captured air. The quantity of airborne 
radioactive cesium produced from the soil surface captured by 
the solidified PIC solution is lower than that of the soil surface 
without solidification treatment, especially after solidification 
using the natural-origin PIC solution, that is, 0.36 times lower. 

(2) Effect of PIC during surface soil removal 
The quantity of radioactive cesium in the captured floating 

dust was obtained as above, and the results are shown in Fig. 
8(2) as the radioactivity of the captured air. The quantity of 
airborne radioactive cesium produced during surface soil 
removal was reduced by the solidification treatment using the 
PIC solution, especially using natural-origin PIC solution. The 
radioactive cesium produced was 0.32-times smaller than the 
case without any soil surface treatment. For context, the 
radioactivity concentration in the captured air during surface soil 
removal operation was larger by one order of magnitude than 
that before operation. 

 
4. Application of PIC to Other Materials for 

Decontamination 
The decontamination of more complex environments, such 

as the surroundings of a house, is required; thus, the use of the 
PIC solution was tested for surface soil removal from the garden, 
the removal of solid material accumulated in the roof gutters, and 
the removal of withered Cryptomeria branches.  

The soil of the gardens had been trodden down and 
compacted by vehicles, which made it difficult for the PIC 
solution to penetrate the soil. In particular, the natural-origin PIC 
solution did not penetrate the soil to a sufficient depth. For this 
reason, the soil must be treated (e.g., by pricking) after spraying 
in the case of using the natural-origin PIC solution.  

The amount of floating dust was reduced successfully after 
the advanced spraying of the PIC solution during various 
operations. The proper treatment of the waste collected during 
the decontamination operation is currently under investigation 
and further tests will be required. At that time, the use of the PIC 
solution for inhibiting dust generation from waste was 
considered to be effective. 
 

IV. Summary 
 

We confirmed that the solidification of the soil surface layer 
using a polyion complex (PIC), followed by removal of the soil, 
is effective for the decontamination of soil contaminated by 
radioactive cesium. The decontamination rate of the soil surface 
layer of vegetable fields under plastic greenhouses, pastures, and 
paddy fields was higher than 90%. Furthermore, the production 
of airborne radioactive cesium concentrated in the soil surface 
layer and scattered by the wind was effectively suppressed. From 
the experimental data, especially in the vegetable fields under 
plastic greenhouses, the method using high viscosity 
natural-origin PIC solution was particularly effective. 

It is expected that the range of application of this method 
will be expanded in the future by the development of PICs 
having suitable properties for application to different types of 
soil. 
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Figure 8    Suppression of floating dust generation using PIC solidification
 (1) Quantity of airborne radioactive cesium before soil surface removal
 (2) Quantity of airborne radioactive cesium during soil surface removal
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The amount of floating dust was reduced successfully after the advanced spraying of the 
PIC solution during various operations. The proper treatment of the waste collected during the 
decontamination operation is currently under investigation and further tests will be required. At 
that time, the use of the PIC solution for inhibiting dust generation from waste was considered 
to be effective.

IV. Summary
We confirmed that the solidification of the soil surface layer using a polyion complex (PIC), 

followed by removal of the soil, is effective for the decontamination of soil contaminated by 
radioactive cesium. The decontamination rate of the soil surface layer of vegetable fields under 
plastic greenhouses, pastures, and paddy fields was higher than 90%. Furthermore, the produc-
tion of airborne radioactive cesium concentrated in the soil surface layer and scattered by the 
wind was effectively suppressed. From the experimental data, especially in the vegetable fields 
under plastic greenhouses, the method using high viscosity natural-origin PIC solution was 
particularly effective.

It is expected that the range of application of this method will be expanded in the future by 
the development of PICs having suitable properties for application to different types of soil.
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Measurement and Evaluation of Hydrogen 
Production from Mixtures of Seawater and 

Zeolite in Decontamination of Radioactive Water
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Zeolite is used for the decontamination of radioactive water, which contains salts from sea-
water, accumulated in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The evaluation of hydrogen 
production by water radiolysis during the decontamination process is important for safe opera-
tion. Thus, hydrogen production from a mixture of zeolite and seawater was studied by a γ-radi-
olysis experiment, and the hydrogen production during the process was evaluated. The measured 
yield of hydrogen from seawater was comparable to the primary yield in the γ-radiolysis of wa-
ter. This result indicates that the oxidation of hydrogen by the radical products of water radioly-
sis is not effective in seawater. The measured yield from the mixture decreased at a high weight 
fraction of zeolite. However, the measured yield was higher than that expected from the direct 
radiolysis of water in the mixture, which would decrease proportionally to the weight fraction of 
water. This result suggests that the radiation energy deposited on the zeolite is involved in hy-
drogen production. From the measured yields, the hydrogen production rate was evaluated to be 
3.6 mL/h per t of radioactive water before the process and 1.5 L/h per t of waste adsorbent after 
the process.

KEYWORDS: hydrogen, radiolysis, zeolite, seawater, radioactive contaminated water, decon-
tamination

I. Introduction
Inorganic adsorbents have been extensively studied in the removal of radioactive cesium 

and strontium from contaminated water and used in the treatment of the radioactive water 
from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (1F). Before practical application, safety 
during the adsorbing treatment and the temporary storage of radioactive waste after treatment 
must be evaluated. Under radiation environment, hydrogen is produced by the decomposition 
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of water. Previous studies have pointed out that various inorganic solid substances affect the 
hydrogen production from the radiolysis of water 1-4). This radiolytic hydrogen production must 
be considered to ensure safety during and after treatment. Furthermore, the contaminated water 
in 1F includes a considerable quantity of salts from seawater. The presence of salts makes the 
situation different from that experienced in the reactor water treatment 5, 6) after the accident at 
Three Mile Island Unit 2. 

Hence, in this study, we focused on zeolites that are potential inorganic adsorbents mainly 
for radioactive cesium to conduct irradiation experiments and evaluate the quantity of hydrogen 
produced from the mixture of zeolites and seawater. Furthermore, we evaluated the radiolytic 
hydrogen production from the zeolite–seawater mixtures at elevated temperatures, because a 
temperature rise in the spent adsorbents is expected because of the decay heat of radioactive 
nuclide during the temporary storage.

II. Experimental Methodology
The mixtures of zeolite-type adsorbents and seawater were irradiated by γ-ray in a vial with 

a septum. After irradiation, the gas in the upper free space in the vial was analyzed by gas 
chromatography and hydrogen in the gas phase was determined.

The details of the experimental methodology are described below:
The zeolite-type adsorbents used in this study were Herschelite (bulk density 0.65 g/mL), 

engineered Herschelite (hereafter referred to as “E-Herschelite”, 0.65 g/mL) provided by 
KURION, and natural mordenite mined in Ayashi by Shin Tohoku Chemical Industry (0.8 g/
mL). The seawater was sampled in Oarai Seaside, Ibaraki Prefecture, and filtrated through a 
filter paper (5C) before use.

In practical application, zeolite-type adsorbents may be used in batch processes or in column 
systems. Therefore, we prepared samples containing 1 wt% of adsorbents for simulating the 
batch processes and samples containing approximately 50 wt% of the adsorbents for simulating 
the column systems and the spent adsorbents during temporary storage. The adsorbents in the 1 
wt% samples settled on the bottom of the vials. The 50 wt% samples were prepared by gradu-
ally adding the seawater to the adsorbents until the seawater filled up the vacant space between 
the adsorbent grains. The adsorbents were weighed under a condition of approximately 40% 
relative humidity. Note that the adsorbents contained adsorbed water because they were not de-
hydrated before use. Each sample vial contained 3 g to 9 g of the mixture to produce sufficient 
hydrogen for measurement. The samples were sealed in glass vials with a septum. The vial used 
for the measurement at room temperature had a diameter of 23 mm and a volume of 8.7 mL. 
For the measurements of temperature dependence, the sample vial was 12 mm in diameter and 
had a volume of 5.15 mL. The septum was made of silicon and coated with Teflon on the liquid 
contacting surface. The atmosphere and pressure of the samples were not controlled and the 
upper free space was filled with air.

The cobalt irradiation facility of the Takasaki Advanced Radiation Research Institute was 
used for irradiating the γ-ray (mean energy 1.25 MeV) from the 60Co radiation source on the 
specimen. During irradiation, the specimen was left in a static condition and was not stirred. 
The dose rate was adjusted in the range of 2 kGy/h to 5 kGy/h to obtain an irradiation time 
fewer than 2 hours with a range of absorbed dose rate from 1 kGy to 10 kGy. A dichromate 
dosimeter was used for measuring the absorbed dose rate 7). For irradiating under a controlled 
temperature, an aluminum block isothermal bath (TAITEC) was used.
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After stirring the specimen after irradiation for 2 min at a speed of 3,000 rpm using a vor-
tex mixer, the gas in the upper free space in the vial was sampled with a microsyringe and 
analyzed using the gas chromatograph (GC14A/Shimadzu) and the hydrogen concentration in 
the upper free space was measured. For the gas chromatograph analyses, a column of bulking 
agent molecular sieve 5A with a 4 m long column was used for the measurement of hydrogen 
using a TCD detector with pure argon as a carrier gas. Furthermore, to determine the volume 
of the upper free space, pure water was added until the container was filled with the specimen 
after measurement and the weight increase was measured. Four rounds of measurements were 
conducted for specimens of identical composition, and an average of the volume of the upper 
free space was determined. The specific weight of pure water was assumed to be 1.00 g/mL. 
The errors were not more than 0.1 mL for a vial with a volume of 8.7 mL, and not more than 
0.06 mL for a vial with a volume of 5.15 mL. These errors were not more than 3% of the av-
erage of the volume of upper free space. The quantity of hydrogen emitted from the specimen 
was measured using the hydrogen concentration and the volume of the vial’s upper free space.

III. Hydrogen Production Quantity due to the Radiolysis of 
Seawater

First, the result of the measurement of hydrogen production due to the radiolysis of seawater 
is explained. The hydrogen production quantity of a specimen that consisted only of seawater 
was proportional to the absorbed dose and the measured yield G(H2) was (4.8±0.3) × 10−8 mol/J. 
Hereafter, the measured hydrogen yield as a final product and the primary yield of hydrogen 
produced by the radiolysis of water are distinguished as G(H2) and g(H2), respectively.

In the radiolysis of water, the production of hydrogen due to the reaction between the de-
composition products progresses on a short timescale up to 0.1 µs from the energy transfer from 
the radiation to the water. The “primary yield g(H2)” is the yield of hydrogen at approximately 
0.1 µs after the energy transfer, and is 4.7 × 10−8 mol/J for γ-rays or electron beams that are 
classified as radiation with low linear energy transfer. Because the reaction of decomposition 
products and hydrogen still occurred 0.1 µs after the energy transfer, G(H2) will be dependent 
on the reaction path of a decomposition product and ultimately takes a different value than 
g(H2). What is problematic in the treatment of contaminated water is the hydrogen released in 
the gas phase, and hence, G(H2), not g(H2), becomes important in the evaluation of hydrogen 
production quantity.

A typical reaction that influences G(H2) is the reaction with the hydroxylic radical (･OH):
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間の気体をガスクロマトグラフィーで分析して，海水から

気相に放出された水素を定量した。以下に実験方法の詳細

を述べる。

試料に用いた吸着剤は，KURION社製のゼオライト

Herschelite(かさ密度 0.65 g/mL)，Engineered Hersche-

lite(以下 EHerscheliteと表記する，0.65 g/mL)，および

新東北化学製の愛子産天然モルデナイト(0.8 g/mL)であ

る。海水は茨城県の大洗海岸で採取したものを，ろ紙

(5C)でろ過して用いた。

ゼオライトによる吸着処理はバッチ法とカラム法とが考

えられる。そこで，バッチ法による処理を想定して，吸着

剤添加量 1 wtの試料を用意した。また，カラム法処

理，およびバッチ法，カラム法による処理後の一時貯蔵時

を想定して，約 50 wtの試料を調製した。1 wt添加試

料では，吸着剤は試料容器のバイアルの底部に沈降した状

態となった。約 50 wtの試料は，湿度約 40の条件で

秤量した吸着剤に海水を少量ずつ，吸着剤の間隙が満たさ

れるまで添加して調製した。ただし，秤量した吸着剤は乾

燥処理を行わなかったので，吸着剤中には吸着水が含まれ

る。バイアルに含まれる混合物の重量は，測定に十分な水

素発生量が得られるように，3 gから 9 gとした。試料は

セプタム付ガラスバイアルに封入した。室温での測定では

内径 23 mm，容積 8.7 mLのバイアルを使用した。温度依

存性の測定では内径 12 mm，容積 5.15 mLのバイアルを

使用した。セプタムには接液面をテフロン処理したシリコ

ンセプタムを用いた。試料の雰囲気調整は行わず，上部自

由空間は常圧の空気で満たされていた。

高崎量子応用研究所のコバルト照射施設で，60Co線源

からの g線(平均エネルギー 1.25 MeV)を試料に照射し

た。照射中は試料を静置し，撹拌は行っていない。吸収線

量は 1 kGyから 10 kGyの範囲内として，照射時間が 2時

間以内となるように，線量率を 2 kGy/hから 5 kGy/hの

範囲に調整した。吸収線量の測定には二クロム酸線量計を

用いた7)。温度制御下で照射を行う場合にはアルミブロッ

ク恒温槽(TAITEC製)を用いた。

照射後の試料をボルテックスミキサーで回転数 3,000

rpm，2分間撹拌した後，バイアルの上部自由空間の気体

をマイクロシリンジで採取して，これをガスクロマトグラ

フ(島津製作所製 GC14A)で分析して，上部自由空間中の

水素濃度を測定した。ガスクロマトグラフィーによる分析

では，カラム長 4 m，充填剤モレキュラーシーブ 5Aのカ

ラムを用いて，純アルゴンをキャリヤーガスとして，

TCD検出器によって水素を測定した。また，上部自由空

間の容積を求めるため，測定後の試料に容器が満たされる

まで純水を加え，重量増加分を測定した。同一組成の試料

について 4回の測定を行い，平均値を上部自由空間の容

積とした。ただし，純水の比重を 1.00 g/mLとした。誤

差は容積 8.7 mLのバイアルで 0.1 mL以下，容積 5.15

mLのバイアルで 0.06 mL以下であり，上部自由空間容積

の平均値に対して 3以内であった。試料から放出された

水素量は，水素濃度とバイアルの上部自由空間容積から求

めた。

III. 海水の放射線分解による水素発生量

まず，海水の放射線分解による水素発生の測定結果につ

いて述べる。海水のみの試料では水素の発生量は吸収線量

に比例し，測定された収量 G(H2)は(4.8±0.3)×10－8

mol/Jであった。以下，最終生成物として測定された水素

の収量と，水の放射線分解による水素の 1次収量を区別

して，それぞれ G(H2)および g(H2)と記す。

水の放射線分解において，その分解生成物同士の反応に

よる水素の生成は，放射線の水へのエネルギー付与から約

0.1 msまでの短い時間スケールで進行する。1次収量

g(H2)とはエネルギー付与から約 0.1 ms後の時点での水素

の収量であり，線エネルギー付与(LET)の低い放射線に

分類される g線や電子線では 4.7×10－8 mol/Jである。エ

ネルギー付与から 0.1 ms以降でも分解生成物と水素との

反応が起こるため，G(H2)は分解生成物の反応経路に依存

して，g(H2)とは異なる値となる。汚染水の処理で問題と

なるのは最終的に気相に放出される水素であるため，水素

発生量の評価では，g(H2)ではなく G(H2)が重要である。

G(H2)に影響を及ぼす代表的な反応は，酸化性の水酸化

ラジカル(OH)との反応である。

H2＋OH→ H＋H2O

k(1)＝4.2×107 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 1 )

例えば，脱気した純水では，この反応のために G(H2)が

4.7×10－8 mol/Jを大きく下回ることが知られている8)。

一方，臭化カリウム水溶液では，次のような臭化物イオ

ンと水酸化ラジカルとの反応のため9)，反応(1)による水

素の酸化が抑制される10)。

Br－＋OH BrOH－

k(2)f＝1.1×1010 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 2 )

k(2)b＝3.3×107 s－1

BrOH－＋Br－→ Br－2 ＋OH－

k(3)＝1.9×108 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 3 )

本実験においても，脱気した 1 mmol/L臭化カリウム水溶

液での水素発生量の測定を行った結果，G(H2)が(4.6±

0.2)×10－8 mol/Jであることを確認した。

したがって，臭化カリウム水溶液と同様に，海水のみの

試料で g(H2)と同等の G(H2)が測定されたことは，海水

中では水素の酸化反応が阻害されることを示唆している。

その機構については海水中の溶存種の効果をさらに詳細に

検討する必要があるが，Bjergbakkeらの解析によれ

ば11)，海水中の臭化物イオン，塩化物イオン，および酸

素と水の分解生成物との反応がその効果の主要因であると

考えられている。

  (1)

For example, it is known for deaerated pure water that the G(H2) falls far below 4.7 × 
10−8 mol/J due to this reaction 8). 

On the other hand, for potassium bromide solution, the oxidation of hydrogen via the reac-
tion (1) is inhibited by the following reaction of the bromide ion and hydroxylic radical 9, 10):
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をマイクロシリンジで採取して，これをガスクロマトグラ

フ(島津製作所製 GC14A)で分析して，上部自由空間中の

水素濃度を測定した。ガスクロマトグラフィーによる分析

では，カラム長 4 m，充填剤モレキュラーシーブ 5Aのカ

ラムを用いて，純アルゴンをキャリヤーガスとして，

TCD検出器によって水素を測定した。また，上部自由空

間の容積を求めるため，測定後の試料に容器が満たされる

まで純水を加え，重量増加分を測定した。同一組成の試料

について 4回の測定を行い，平均値を上部自由空間の容

積とした。ただし，純水の比重を 1.00 g/mLとした。誤

差は容積 8.7 mLのバイアルで 0.1 mL以下，容積 5.15

mLのバイアルで 0.06 mL以下であり，上部自由空間容積

の平均値に対して 3以内であった。試料から放出された

水素量は，水素濃度とバイアルの上部自由空間容積から求

めた。

III. 海水の放射線分解による水素発生量

まず，海水の放射線分解による水素発生の測定結果につ

いて述べる。海水のみの試料では水素の発生量は吸収線量

に比例し，測定された収量 G(H2)は(4.8±0.3)×10－8

mol/Jであった。以下，最終生成物として測定された水素

の収量と，水の放射線分解による水素の 1次収量を区別

して，それぞれ G(H2)および g(H2)と記す。

水の放射線分解において，その分解生成物同士の反応に

よる水素の生成は，放射線の水へのエネルギー付与から約

0.1 msまでの短い時間スケールで進行する。1次収量

g(H2)とはエネルギー付与から約 0.1 ms後の時点での水素

の収量であり，線エネルギー付与(LET)の低い放射線に

分類される g線や電子線では 4.7×10－8 mol/Jである。エ

ネルギー付与から 0.1 ms以降でも分解生成物と水素との

反応が起こるため，G(H2)は分解生成物の反応経路に依存

して，g(H2)とは異なる値となる。汚染水の処理で問題と

なるのは最終的に気相に放出される水素であるため，水素

発生量の評価では，g(H2)ではなく G(H2)が重要である。

G(H2)に影響を及ぼす代表的な反応は，酸化性の水酸化

ラジカル(OH)との反応である。

H2＋OH→ H＋H2O

k(1)＝4.2×107 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 1 )

例えば，脱気した純水では，この反応のために G(H2)が

4.7×10－8 mol/Jを大きく下回ることが知られている8)。

一方，臭化カリウム水溶液では，次のような臭化物イオ

ンと水酸化ラジカルとの反応のため9)，反応(1)による水

素の酸化が抑制される10)。

Br－＋OH BrOH－

k(2)f＝1.1×1010 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 2 )

k(2)b＝3.3×107 s－1

BrOH－＋Br－→ Br－2 ＋OH－

k(3)＝1.9×108 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 3 )

本実験においても，脱気した 1 mmol/L臭化カリウム水溶

液での水素発生量の測定を行った結果，G(H2)が(4.6±

0.2)×10－8 mol/Jであることを確認した。

したがって，臭化カリウム水溶液と同様に，海水のみの

試料で g(H2)と同等の G(H2)が測定されたことは，海水

中では水素の酸化反応が阻害されることを示唆している。

その機構については海水中の溶存種の効果をさらに詳細に

検討する必要があるが，Bjergbakkeらの解析によれ

ば11)，海水中の臭化物イオン，塩化物イオン，および酸

素と水の分解生成物との反応がその効果の主要因であると

考えられている。

   (2)
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間の気体をガスクロマトグラフィーで分析して，海水から

気相に放出された水素を定量した。以下に実験方法の詳細

を述べる。

試料に用いた吸着剤は，KURION社製のゼオライト

Herschelite(かさ密度 0.65 g/mL)，Engineered Hersche-

lite(以下 EHerscheliteと表記する，0.65 g/mL)，および

新東北化学製の愛子産天然モルデナイト(0.8 g/mL)であ

る。海水は茨城県の大洗海岸で採取したものを，ろ紙

(5C)でろ過して用いた。

ゼオライトによる吸着処理はバッチ法とカラム法とが考

えられる。そこで，バッチ法による処理を想定して，吸着

剤添加量 1 wtの試料を用意した。また，カラム法処

理，およびバッチ法，カラム法による処理後の一時貯蔵時

を想定して，約 50 wtの試料を調製した。1 wt添加試

料では，吸着剤は試料容器のバイアルの底部に沈降した状

態となった。約 50 wtの試料は，湿度約 40の条件で

秤量した吸着剤に海水を少量ずつ，吸着剤の間隙が満たさ

れるまで添加して調製した。ただし，秤量した吸着剤は乾

燥処理を行わなかったので，吸着剤中には吸着水が含まれ

る。バイアルに含まれる混合物の重量は，測定に十分な水

素発生量が得られるように，3 gから 9 gとした。試料は

セプタム付ガラスバイアルに封入した。室温での測定では

内径 23 mm，容積 8.7 mLのバイアルを使用した。温度依

存性の測定では内径 12 mm，容積 5.15 mLのバイアルを

使用した。セプタムには接液面をテフロン処理したシリコ

ンセプタムを用いた。試料の雰囲気調整は行わず，上部自

由空間は常圧の空気で満たされていた。

高崎量子応用研究所のコバルト照射施設で，60Co線源

からの g線(平均エネルギー 1.25 MeV)を試料に照射し

た。照射中は試料を静置し，撹拌は行っていない。吸収線

量は 1 kGyから 10 kGyの範囲内として，照射時間が 2時

間以内となるように，線量率を 2 kGy/hから 5 kGy/hの

範囲に調整した。吸収線量の測定には二クロム酸線量計を

用いた7)。温度制御下で照射を行う場合にはアルミブロッ

ク恒温槽(TAITEC製)を用いた。

照射後の試料をボルテックスミキサーで回転数 3,000

rpm，2分間撹拌した後，バイアルの上部自由空間の気体

をマイクロシリンジで採取して，これをガスクロマトグラ

フ(島津製作所製 GC14A)で分析して，上部自由空間中の

水素濃度を測定した。ガスクロマトグラフィーによる分析

では，カラム長 4 m，充填剤モレキュラーシーブ 5Aのカ

ラムを用いて，純アルゴンをキャリヤーガスとして，

TCD検出器によって水素を測定した。また，上部自由空

間の容積を求めるため，測定後の試料に容器が満たされる

まで純水を加え，重量増加分を測定した。同一組成の試料

について 4回の測定を行い，平均値を上部自由空間の容

積とした。ただし，純水の比重を 1.00 g/mLとした。誤

差は容積 8.7 mLのバイアルで 0.1 mL以下，容積 5.15

mLのバイアルで 0.06 mL以下であり，上部自由空間容積

の平均値に対して 3以内であった。試料から放出された

水素量は，水素濃度とバイアルの上部自由空間容積から求

めた。

III. 海水の放射線分解による水素発生量

まず，海水の放射線分解による水素発生の測定結果につ

いて述べる。海水のみの試料では水素の発生量は吸収線量

に比例し，測定された収量 G(H2)は(4.8±0.3)×10－8

mol/Jであった。以下，最終生成物として測定された水素

の収量と，水の放射線分解による水素の 1次収量を区別

して，それぞれ G(H2)および g(H2)と記す。

水の放射線分解において，その分解生成物同士の反応に

よる水素の生成は，放射線の水へのエネルギー付与から約

0.1 msまでの短い時間スケールで進行する。1次収量

g(H2)とはエネルギー付与から約 0.1 ms後の時点での水素

の収量であり，線エネルギー付与(LET)の低い放射線に

分類される g線や電子線では 4.7×10－8 mol/Jである。エ

ネルギー付与から 0.1 ms以降でも分解生成物と水素との

反応が起こるため，G(H2)は分解生成物の反応経路に依存

して，g(H2)とは異なる値となる。汚染水の処理で問題と

なるのは最終的に気相に放出される水素であるため，水素

発生量の評価では，g(H2)ではなく G(H2)が重要である。

G(H2)に影響を及ぼす代表的な反応は，酸化性の水酸化

ラジカル(OH)との反応である。

H2＋OH→ H＋H2O

k(1)＝4.2×107 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 1 )

例えば，脱気した純水では，この反応のために G(H2)が

4.7×10－8 mol/Jを大きく下回ることが知られている8)。

一方，臭化カリウム水溶液では，次のような臭化物イオ

ンと水酸化ラジカルとの反応のため9)，反応(1)による水

素の酸化が抑制される10)。

Br－＋OH BrOH－

k(2)f＝1.1×1010 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 2 )

k(2)b＝3.3×107 s－1

BrOH－＋Br－→ Br－2 ＋OH－

k(3)＝1.9×108 L･mol－1･s－1 ( 3 )

本実験においても，脱気した 1 mmol/L臭化カリウム水溶

液での水素発生量の測定を行った結果，G(H2)が(4.6±

0.2)×10－8 mol/Jであることを確認した。

したがって，臭化カリウム水溶液と同様に，海水のみの

試料で g(H2)と同等の G(H2)が測定されたことは，海水

中では水素の酸化反応が阻害されることを示唆している。

その機構については海水中の溶存種の効果をさらに詳細に

検討する必要があるが，Bjergbakkeらの解析によれ

ば11)，海水中の臭化物イオン，塩化物イオン，および酸

素と水の分解生成物との反応がその効果の主要因であると

考えられている。

   (3)

In this experiment, it was confirmed that G(H2) was (4.6±0.2) × 10−8 mol/J because of the 
measurement of hydrogen production quantity in the deaerated 1 mmol/L potassium bromide 
solution.

Accordingly, the fact that the G(H2) equivalent to the g(H2) measured in the specimen con-
sisting only of seawater was similar to that of the potassium bromide solution, implies that 
the oxidation reaction of hydrogen was inhibited in the seawater. Regarding the mechanism, a 
more detailed study into the effect of dissolved species in seawater is needed. But, according 
to the analysis by Bjergbakke et al 11)., it is considered that the main reason for the effect is the 
reaction between the bromide ions, chloride ions, and the decomposition product of oxygen and 
water in the seawater.

IV. Hydrogen Production Quantity from Adsorbent–Seawater 
Mixture

In this section, the influence of zeolite type adsorbent addition on the hydrogen production 
quantity is explained. The results of the measurements on hydrogen production quantity for 
the mixture of various zeolite types in the adsorbent and seawater are shown in Figure 1. The 
vertical axis in the figure is the hydrogen quantity released from the unit weight of the mixture. 
Because the absorbed dose was different due to the difference of the mass energy absorption 
coefficient between the adsorbent and water, even if the radiation fields were identical, a cor-
rection was applied to the absorbed dose on the horizontal axis in the figure. The absorbed dose 
measurement of the adsorbent was obtained using a dosimeter with a photon mass energy ab-
sorption coefficient of 1.25 MeV. The absorbed dose of the mixture was defined as the weighted 
sum with weight percent on the absorbed dose of adsorbent and water, i.e., the absorbed dose 
D(kGy) of the mixture was acquired using the equation below:

Figure 1     Hydrogen production by radiolysis of the zeolites and seawater mixtures
  Blue dotted line: linear fit for the samples containing 1 wt% zeolites. Red 

dotted line: linear fit for the samples containing approximately 50 wt% 
zeolites
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Fig. 1 Hydrogen production by radiolysis of the mixture of the
zeolites and seawater
Blue dotted line: linear àt for the samples containing 1
wt zeolites. Red dotted line: linear àt for the samples
containing ca. 50 wt. zeolites.

Fig. 2 The yield of hydrogen as a ànal product, G(H2), in the
mixtures of the zeolites and water as a function of the
weight ratio of water to the zeolites
Blue and green curves: formula by Nakashima and
Aratono2). Red dotted curve: extrapolation of the
formula (Eq. 10). Gray curve: No H2 production from
zeolites (Eq. 11).

Table 1 G(H2) measured in the mixtures of the zeolites and
seawater

Sample G(H2)/10－8 mol･J－1

Herschelite 1 wt 4.9±0.2
53 wt 3.4±0.1

EHerschelite 1 wt 4.4±0.2
49 wt 3.5±0.1

Mordenite 1 wt 4.4±0.3
58 wt 3.0±0.1
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IV. 吸着剤と海水との混合物からの
水素発生量

次に，水素発生量に対するゼオライト系吸着剤添加の影

響について述べる。各ゼオライト系吸着剤と海水との混合

物での水素発生量の測定結果を Fig. 1に示す。図の縦軸

は単位重量の混合物から放出された水素量である。吸着剤

と水とでは質量エネルギー吸収係数が異なり，同一の放射

線場においても吸収線量が異なるため，図の横軸の吸収線

量については次のように補正を行った。吸着剤の吸収線量

を線量計での測定値と吸着剤の 1.25 MeVの光子に対する

質量エネルギー吸収係数から求めた。混合物の吸収線量

は，吸着剤と水の吸収線量に重量分率で重みを付けた和と

した。つまり，混合物の吸収線量 D(kGy)は次式により求

めた。

D＝Dsolid･wsolid＋Dwater･wwater ( 4 )

ここで，wは重量分率を表し，添え字の solidおよび

waterはそれぞれ吸着剤と海水を示す。ただし，海水と線

量計として用いた二クロム酸カリウム水溶液との間で吸収

線量の違いは無視した。水の吸収係数は 2.97×10－2 cm2/

gであり，ゼオライトのようなアルミノケイ酸塩の吸収係

数は組成に対する依存性が低く，おおむね 2.7×10－2

cm2/gである12)。したがって，吸着剤の吸収線量 Dsolid
は，水の吸収線量 Dwaterに比べて 10程度低い。

吸着剤と海水との混合物からの水素発生量は，吸着剤 1

wtの試料では吸着剤の種類によらず，海水のみの試料

と同程度であった。一方，約 50 wtの試料では海水のみ

の試料と比べて水素発生量が小さくなったが，この場合に

も吸着剤の種類による大きな差異は観測されなかった。

吸収線量が 10 kGy以下では水素発生量と吸収線量はお

おむね比例関係にあった。そこで，水素発生量の吸収線量

に対する比例回帰から，水素発生収量を求めた。水素発生

収量 G(H2)(mol/J)と水素発生量 P(H2)(mol/g)との関係

は次式となる。

P(H2)＝G(H2)×D ( 5 )

各試料で求められた G(H2)を Table 1にまとめた。

V. 水素発生収量に対する吸着剤の影響

本実験では，吸着剤と海水との混合物で g(H2)を上回る

G(H2)は観測されなかった。しかし，測定した G(H2)か

ら，水の放射線分解に放射線の吸着剤へのエネルギー付与

が影響することが示唆される。

  (4)

where w indicates the weight percentage, the suffix “solid” and “water” indicate the adsor-
bent and seawater, respectively. The difference in the absorbed doses between seawater and 
the dichromate potassium solution used as a dosimeter was ignored. The absorption coefficient 
of water is 2.97 × 10−2 cm2/g and the absorption coefficient of aluminosilicate such as zeolite 
shows a low dependence on the composition at approximately 2.7 × 10−2 cm2/g 12). Accordingly, 
the absorption dose of adsorbent Dsolid is lower than that of water Dwater by approximately 10%.

The hydrogen production quantity from the mixture of adsorbent and seawater was equiv-
alent to the specimen containing only seawater, regardless of the adsorbent types for the spec-
imen containing 1 wt% of adsorbent. While the specimen of approximately 50 wt% showed a 
lower hydrogen production quantity compared to the specimen containing only seawater, there 
was not a notable difference observed in the dependence on the adsorbent type.

Where the absorbed dose was 10 kGy and under, the hydrogen production quantity and ab-
sorbed dose showed an approximately proportional relationship. Hence, the hydrogen produc-
tion yield was obtained through proportional regression of the hydrogen production quantity 
to the absorbed dose. The hydrogen production yield G(H2) (mol/J) and hydrogen production 
quantity P(H2) (mol/g) has a relationship described by the following equation:

P(H2) = G(H2) × D (5)

The values of G(H2) acquired for the various specimens are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1   G(H2) measured in the mixtures of the zeolites and seawater

Sample G(H2)/10 −8mol·J −1

Herschelite 1 Wt% 4.9 ± 0.2
53 wt% 3.4 ± 0.1

E-Herschelite 1 wt% 4.4 ± 0.2
49 wt% 3.5 ± 0.1

Mordenite 1 wt% 4.4 ± 0.3
58 wt% 3.0 ± 0.1

V. Influence of Adsorbent on Hydrogen Production Yield
In this experiment, no G(H2) that exceeds g(H2) was observed for the mixture of adsorbent 

and seawater. However, the measured G(H2) implied the influence of energy transfer from the 
radiations to the adsorbent on the radiolysis of water.

The dependence of G(H2) to the weight ratio of adsorbent and seawater is shown in Figure 2. 
For comparison, a series of reports by Nakashima et al. regarding hydrous zeolite 1-3) are shown. 
As reported by Nakashima et al., G(H2) was provided based on the weight ratio of zeolite 
dried at 350°C with moisture added. Nakashima et al. adopted the synthetic zeolite of type-A 
and type-Y with pure water added as specimens and investigated the hydrogen production 
quantity under a condition with less moisture content than that of this experiment. The blue and 
green solid lines in Figure 2 indicate the curves based on the evaluation formula for hydrogen 
production yield for type K-A and type Na-A zeolites by Nakashima et al., respectively. This 
evaluation formula assumes that hydrogen is produced with the yield of 4.7 × 10−8 mol/J from 
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the energy transferred to water and that the hydrogen production that occurs with the yield is 
dependent on the moisture content from the energy transferred to the zeolite 1, 2).

The results of the experiment by Nakashima et al. show the trend of convergence of the 
hydrogen production yield because of the energy transferred to the zeolite was 2.7 × 10−8 mol/J 
when the weight ratio of water to zeolite approached 0.25 for type A regardless of the contained 
cation 2). Hence, the evaluation formula by Nakashima et al. was extrapolated based on the 
assumption that the energy transferred to the zeolite contributed to hydrogen production with 
a certain yield of 2.7 × 10−8 mol/J in the range of higher moisture content and is indicated by 
the red dotted lines. The red dotted lines are the plots of G(H2) obtained using the following 
equation:
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G(H2)の吸着剤と海水の重量比に対する依存性を Fig.

2に示す。比較のため，含水ゼオライトに関する Naka-

shimaらの一連の報告1～3)をあわせて示した。ただし，

Nakashimaらの報告では 350°Cで乾燥したゼオライトと

添加水分の重量比に対して G(H2)が与えられている。

Nakashimaらは，純水を添加した A型および Y型の合成

ゼオライトを試料とし，本実験よりも水分量の少ない条件

で水素発生量を調べた。Fig. 2中の青および緑の実線は，

それぞれ Nakashimaらによる KA型および NaA型ゼ

オライトでの水素発生収量の評価式をもとにした曲線を示

している。Nakashimaらの評価式は，水に付与されたエ

ネルギーから 4.7×10－8 mol/Jの収量で水素が発生して，

ゼオライトに付与されたエネルギーから含水量に依存した

収量で水素が発生するとしている1,2)。

Nakashimaらの実験結果では，ゼオライトに対する水

の重量比が0.25に近づくと，A型ゼオライトでは内包カチ

オンによらず，ゼオライトに付与されたエネルギーからの

水素発生収量が 2.7×10－8 mol/Jに収束する傾向が示され

ている2)。そこで，さらに水分量の多い領域でも，ゼオラ

イトに付与されたエネルギーが一定の収量 2.7×10－8

mol/Jで水素生成に寄与するとして Nakashimaらの評価

式を外挿した曲線が赤の点線である。すなわち，赤の点線

は次式より G(H2)を求め，プロットしたものである。

P(H2)＝G(H2)×D

＝4.7×10－8×Dwater･wwater＋2.7×10－8×Dsolid･wsolid

したがって，赤の点線は，ゼオライトに付与されたエネル

ギーが，水に直接付与されたエネルギーに比べて，60

程度の効率で水素を発生させるとした場合の G(H2)を示

している。

これに対して，Fig. 2中の灰色の曲線は次式をプロット

したものである。

P(H2)＝G(H2)×D

＝4.7×10－8×Dwater･wwater＋0

×Dsolid･wsolid (11)

すなわち，Fig. 2の灰色の曲線は，混合物中の水に付与さ

れたエネルギーのみが収量 4.7×10－8 mol/Jで水素の生成

に寄与して，ゼオライトに付与されたエネルギーからは水

素が発生しないと仮定した場合の G(H2)に相当する。た

だし，海水のみの試料での測定結果を踏まえて，酸化反応

による水素発生の抑制は考慮しないこととした。

本実験の結果においても，約 50 wtの吸着剤を添加し

た試料では，(11)式から予想される G(H2)を上回ること

がわかる。そのため，(11)式を用いて水素発生量を評価

した場合には，過小評価となる可能性がある。したがっ

て，海水との混合物においても，(10)式のように，吸着

剤へのエネルギー付与からの水素発生も考慮に入れた評価

が合理的であると考えられる。ただし，本実験では秤量時

の吸着剤に吸着水が含まれているため，(11)式による予

測よりも高い値で観測された G(H2)には，吸着水の放射

線分解も寄与していると考えられる。

吸着剤へのエネルギー付与に起因した水素発生を考慮す

る必要性は，スリーマイル島 2号機事故の報告からも示

唆される6)。報告によれば，事故後の炉水処理に用いたゼ

オライト充填カラムからの水素発生量の測定結果では，ゼ

オライトに対する水の重量比が0.2から0.7までの範囲で水

素発生量は水分含有量に顕著に依存しなかったとされてい

る。

また，Nakashimaらの実験結果では，ゼオライトに内

包した陽イオンが水素イオンである場合に，Fig. 2に示す

ように大きな G(H2)が観測されている。類似の現象とし

て，シリカやアルミナと水溶液との混合物からの水素発生

においても，硫酸酸性条件下で顕著に大きな水素発生量が

報告されている4)。したがって，酸性条件下では水素発生

量が増加する可能性があるが，福島第一原子力発電所関連

の汚染水処理では想定されていない。

VI. 水素発生収量に対する試料温度の影響

Herscheliteまたはモルデナイトと海水との混合物につ

いて，水素発生量の温度依存性を測定した。実験を行った

温度は室温(16±3°C)，40±1°C，および 60±1°Cであ

る。その結果，実験を行った温度範囲で G(H2)に顕著な

温度変化は観測されず，その変化は実験誤差の範囲内であ

った。

水の放射線分解による水素の 1次収量 g(H2)は，本実験

の温度範囲ではほとんど変化しないことが知られてい

る13)。したがって，海水のみの試料で G(H2)に顕著な温

度依存性が観測されなかったことは，海水中の水素の酸化

反応が 60°Cにおいても効果的ではないことを示してい

る。また，吸着剤と海水との混合物の試料でも G(H2)に

は顕著な温度依存性は観測されなかったことから，吸着剤

へのエネルギー付与に起因する水素生成も同様に，著しい

温度依存性をもたないと考えられる。

VII. 汚染水処理を想定した水素発生率
の評価

ゼオライト系吸着剤による汚染水の処理を想定して，処

理のそれぞれの場合で気相に放出される水素発生率を以下

のように評価した。

まず，福島第一原子力発電所 2号機のタービン建屋地

階の汚染水中の核種分析の結果14)から，放射性核種から

の b線と g線がすべて汚染水に吸収されると仮定する

と，分析時の汚染水の吸収線量率は短半減期の 131Iを除い

て，約 3.3 Gy/hと評価できる15)。汚染水中においても，

海水溶存種の影響により水素の酸化が抑制されると考えら

れる。そのため，放射線分解で生成した水素はすべて気相

に放出されるとして，g(H2)と同程度の収量を想定すべき

である。ここでは，海水および吸着剤 1 wtの試料での

  (10)

Consequently, the red dotted line indicates the G(H2) when it is assumed that the energy 
transferred to the zeolite produces hydrogen with approximately 60% efficiency compared to 
the energy transferred directly to the water.

The gray curve in Figure 2 is the plot of the following equation:
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に放出されるとして，g(H2)と同程度の収量を想定すべき

である。ここでは，海水および吸着剤 1 wtの試料での
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More specifically, the gray curve in Figure 2 is equivalent to G(H2) when only the energy 
transferred to the water in the mixture contributes to the hydrogen production with a yield 
of 4.7 × 10−8 mol/J, and no hydrogen is produced from the energy transferred to the zeolite. 
However, based on the results of the measurements on specimens containing seawater only, the 

Figure 2    The yield of hydrogen as a final product, G(H2), in the mixtures of the 
zeolites and water as a function of the weight ratio of water to zeolites

  Blue and green curves: formula by Nakashima and Aratono 2) 
 Red dotted curve: extrapolation of the formula (Eq. 10) 
 Gray curve: no H2 production from zeolites (Eq. 11)
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inhibition of hydrogen production by oxidation reaction was not considered. 
Additionally, from the results of this experiment, it is evident that the value of the specimen 

with approximately 50 wt% of added adsorbent exceeds the anticipated G(H2) from Eq. (11). 
For this reason, there is a possibility of underestimation when the hydrogen production quantity 
is evaluated using Eq. (11). Consequently, the evaluation that considers the hydrogen produc-
tion from the energy transfer to the adsorbent, as shown in Eq. (10), is regarded as reasonable 
also for the mixture with seawater. However, because the weighed adsorbent contains the ad-
sorbed water in this experiment, it was considered that the radiolysis of the adsorbed water also 
contributed to a higher observed value of G(H2) than was predicted by Eq. (11).

The necessity for the consideration of hydrogen production caused by the energy transfer to 
the adsorbent was also indicated by the accident report of Three Mile Island Unit 2 6). According 
to the report, due to the measurement of the hydrogen production quantity from the zeolite 
filled column used for reactor water treatment after the accident, the hydrogen production quan-
tity was not regarded to be dependent on the moisture content in the range of water weight ratio 
to zeolite 0.2–0.7. 

The experiment results by Nakashima et al. report that, as shown in Figure 2, a higher G(H2) 
was observed when the entrapped positive ion was the hydrogen ion. In a similar phenomenon, 
in the hydrogen production of a mixture of silica or alumina with water solution, a remarkably 
high hydrogen production quantity was reported under an acidic condition using sulfuric acid 4). 
Accordingly, the hydrogen production quantity may increase under an acidic condition, but this 
was not presumed to be the case in the contaminated water treatment related to the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Station.

VI. Influence of the Specimen Temperature on Hydrogen 
Production Yield

The temperature dependence of the hydrogen production quantity was measured for the 
mixture of Herschelite or mordenite and seawater. The temperatures for the experiments were 
the room temperature (16±3°C, 40±1°C, and 60±1°C). As a result, no significant temperature 
variation was observed on G(H2) in the temperature range of the experiments, and the varia-
tions fell within the experimental error.

The primary yield of hydrogen due to the radiolysis of water g(H2) is known to vary little 
in the temperature range of these experiments 13). Consequently, the fact that no significant 
temperature dependence was observed on the G(H2) for the specimens containing only seawa-
ter indicates that the oxidation reaction of hydrogen in seawater was also ineffective at 60°C. 
Furthermore, because no significant temperature dependence was observed on the G(H2) for 
specimens with the adsorbent and seawater mixture, the hydrogen production due to energy 
transfer to absorbent was similarly regarded as not significantly temperature dependent.

VII. Evaluation of Hydrogen Production Ratio Assuming the 
Contaminated Water Treatment

Assuming the treatment of contaminated water using zeolite type adsorbent, the produc-
tion ratio of hydrogen emitted in the gas phase in each step of treatment was evaluated in the 
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following manner.
First, based on the result of the nuclide analysis conducted on the contaminated water from 

the basement of the turbine building in Unit 2 of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 14), 
the absorbed dose rate of the analyzed contaminated water was approximately 3.3 Gy/h exclud-
ing 131I with short half-life 15) —assuming that all β-rays and γ-rays from the radioactive nuclide 
were absorbed by the contaminated water. The oxidation of hydrogen in the contaminated water 
seems to be prohibited by the influence of the dissolved species in the seawater. For this reason, 
a similar level of yield as g(H2) should be expected assuming that all produced hydrogen is 
released in the gas phase. Here, the hydrogen production ratio before and during treatment with 
the batch method was estimated by regarding the hydrogen production yield as 4.9 × 10−8 mol/J 
based on the result of the specimen of seawater and 1 wt% adsorbent.

As a result, the value per 1 t of contaminated water was determined to be approximately 
1.6 × 10−4 mol/h in mol number, and 3.6 × 10−3 L/h in volume at a normal condition.

Next, the contaminated water was treated and the hydrogen production ratio was evaluated 
on the assumption that 0.1 wt% of cesium, a fission product, was adsorbed (total 4.4 × 10−2 wt% 
of radioactive 134Cs and 137Cs) on the adsorbent. Assuming that all of the β-ray and γ-ray from 
radioactive cesium are absorbed in the contaminated water and adsorbent mixture, the radiation 
energy was determined to be approximately 1.9 × 106 J/h per 1 t of adsorbent 15). When consid-
ering a mixture, it is important to assume a higher hydrogen production yield than that expected 
from the moisture content in a mixture based on the recognition that hydrogen is produced 
by the energy transferred to absorbent in addition to the blocking of the oxidation reaction of 
hydrogen. The hydrogen production yield was assumed to be 3.5 × 10−8 mol/J based on the 
results acquired from a specimen containing approximately 50 wt% of adsorbent; additionally, 
the hydrogen production rate during temporary storage after treatment by the column method 
and treatment by the batch method and column method were estimated. As a result, the values 
were approximately 6.6 × 10−2 mol/h per 1 t of adsorbent by mol number and approximately 
1.5 L/h in volume at a normal condition.

The experiments using mordenite in this study were conducted under the framework of the 
voluntary activities of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan, which conducted the evaluation 
tests on the adsorption properties of cesium and other compounds in various adsorbents useful 
for the treatment of the contaminated water in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station. 
KURION Inc. kindly offered zeolite through the Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.
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Analysis of BWR Station Blackout Accident
–Thermal-Hydraulic Behavior up to Severe Core Damage in 

Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant Unit 2–
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and Hideo NAKAMURA 1
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The analysis of the long-term station blackout accident of BWR has been performed using 
the TRAC-BF1 code. The actuation of RCIC (reactor core isolation cooling) was assumed, and 
the results were compared with the data observed at the Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant Unit 2 
reactor. BWR-5 of 1,100 MW was analyzed, while the unit 2 reactor was BWR-4 of 780 MW. 
The reactor pressure and the core liquid level were, however, in good agreement with the ob-
served data. It was confirmed that the quasi-steady state continued for a long time with the RCIC 
actuation. The timing of recovery action, which was composed of depressurization and coolant 
injection, necessary for the maximum clad temperature being less than 1,500 K was studied and 
compared with that of the unit 2 reactor.

KEYWORDS: BWR, station blackout, RCIC, TRAC-BF1, Fukushima Daiichi

I. Introduction
During the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11th 2011, a station blackout accident 

ensued at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant due to the earthquake and tsunami that 
followed. Although the emergency safety equipment was partially operational, reactor core 
damage occurred in Units 1 through 3. The detailed development of events is unclear, but 
major issues were presumably the loss of external power, loss of emergency power, and loss of 
cooling function due to partial operation of emergency safety equipment after the reactor scram 
due to seismic acceleration. This rapid communication presents the analysis and study results 
of the thermal-hydraulic behavior of Unit-2, which was the last to experience core damage 
among the three units, using the safety analysis code TRAC-BF1 1) up until the time the reactor 
core damage occurred. To allow prompt reporting, the input model of Unit-2 itself (BWR-
4, 780,000 KW) was not used, and the input data for analysis of the existing 1,100,000 KW 
class BWR-5 were prepared instead 2). Because a comparatively steady reactor core cooling 
status continued as a result of the actuation of the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system 
during the station blackout in Unit-2, actuation of RCIC was assumed in the analysis while 
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investigating the pressure reducing operation after stoppage of RCIC and the variation in reac-
tor conditions before injection of cooling water. The analysis was justified by comparison with 
the observed data for Unit-2, including nuclear reactor pressure, etc 3). A sensitivity analysis 
was conducted adopting the timing of RCIC stoppage and start of the reactor core cooling 
function recovery operation as parameters and evaluating the effectiveness of operation.

II. Analysis of BWR Station Blackout Accident
1. Analysis Conditions

The node assignment used for the analysis is shown in Figure 1. The object reactor is a 
1,100,000 KW class BWR-5 2), modeled from the water supply line to the main steam pipe. 
In the analysis, input data were prepared by setting up the thermal-hydraulic values acquired 
by steady state simulation as the initial condition, and assuming reactor scram due to seismic 
acceleration at time “zero,” turbine trip, stoppage of recirculation pump, closure of the main 
steam isolation valve (MSIV), turbine bypass valve close and main water supply stop due to 
station blackout 4). Among the emergency safety equipment, only the actuation of RCIC was 
assumed.

The rated design flow rate and operational start/stop conditions based on the water level of 
the nuclear reactor were specified 2) but the water level of the reactor core was kept stable for 
an extended period in Unit-2. Therefore, in the analysis, the flow rate of cooling water injected Analysis of Boiling Water Reactor Station Blackout Accident 243
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was employed as the steam line for RCIC, and the steam flow 
rate was established by adjusting the opening of VALVE69 in 
the node assignment, as shown in Fig. 1. The line for VALVE72 
and VALVE69 were originally used to model the turbine bypass 
line and the MSIV, respectively, but because these were not used 
except for in the initial stage, they were used as substitutes for 
the steam lines for RCIC. The water supply line after stoppage 
of the main water line was directly employed for water injection. 
The water injection temperature was set to 300 K for the first 
50,000 s, then augmented to 373 K. This is because the water 
source for water injection by the RCIC system was switched 

from the recovery tank at the initial stage to the suppression pool, 
but the temperature rise of the water source after switching was 
not taken into consideration.  

Because the RCIC system is considered to have stopped at 
around 250,000 s for Unit-2, the operation up until then is 
assumed for the analysis as well. Afterwards, the injection 
quantity from the injection line and the extraction quantity from 
the steam line were both set to zero. The pressure reducing 
operation for the recovery of the cooling function in Unit-2 and 
the water injection by the fire engine was tried after 20,000 s. In 
the analysis, a water injection of 15 kg/s was assumed at the 
time that pressure was reduced to approximately 0.6 MPa by the 
pressure reducing operation after RCIC stop and these 
conditions were defined as the base case. The average water 
injection rate of Unit-2 was set up as the flow rate without 
considering differences in the reactor thermal output. The 
pressure reduction and water injection after RCIC stoppage was 
regarded as the reactor core cooling recovery operation. 
Furthermore, the time of operation start and the time RCIC 
stoppage were adopted as parameters for the sensitivity analysis, 
and the availability and effectiveness of the operation were 
studied. 
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into the reactor core by the RCIC system and the extracted steam flow rate for driving the 
RCIC turbine were set up as boundary conditions to balance the nuclear reactor thermal output 
after the scram. The initial value was set to approximately 30 kg/s, and by gradual decrease the 
value fell to approximately 12 kg/s after 50,000 s, and approximately 10 kg/s after 250,000 s. 
The line for VALVE72 was employed as the steam line for RCIC, and the steam flow rate was 
established by adjusting the opening of VALVE69 in the node assignment, as shown in Figure 
1. The line for VALVE72 and VALVE69 were originally used to model the turbine bypass line 
and the MSIV, respectively, but because these were not used except for in the initial stage, they 
were used as substitutes for the steam lines for RCIC. The water supply line after stoppage of 
the main water line was directly employed for water injection. The water injection temperature 
was set to 300 K for the first 50,000 s, then augmented to 373 K. This is because the water 
source for water injection by the RCIC system was switched from the recovery tank at the 
initial stage to the suppression pool, but the temperature rise of the water source after switching 
was not taken into consideration. 

Because the RCIC system is considered to have stopped at around 250,000 s for Unit-2, the 
operation up until then is assumed for the analysis as well. Afterwards, the injection quantity 
from the injection line and the extraction quantity from the steam line were both set to zero. 
The pressure reducing operation for the recovery of the cooling function in Unit-2 and the water 
injection by the fire engine was tried after 20,000 s. In the analysis, a water injection of 15 kg/s 
was assumed at the time that pressure was reduced to approximately 0.6 MPa by the pressure 
reducing operation after RCIC stop and these conditions were defined as the base case. The av-
erage water injection rate of Unit-2 was set up as the flow rate without considering differences 
in the reactor thermal output. The pressure reduction and water injection after RCIC stoppage 
was regarded as the reactor core cooling recovery operation. Furthermore, the time of operation 
start and the time RCIC stoppage were adopted as parameters for the sensitivity analysis, and 
the availability and effectiveness of the operation were studied.

2. Comparison of Base Case and Unit-2

The comparison of reactor pressure in the base case and observed data of Unit-2 are shown 
in Figure 2. The pressures from the analysis results are taken from the values for the steam 
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2. Comparison of Base Case and Unit-2 
The comparison of reactor pressure in the base case and 

observed data of Unit-2 are shown in Fig. 2. The pressures from 
the analysis results are taken from the values for the steam dome 
and depicted as solid lines. Furthermore, elapsed time after the 
scram is indicated in hours (h) in the upper part of the chart for 
comparison. The pressure increases slightly after the steady state 
of 7.0 MPa during the transition of events due to the blackout 
immediately after the scram, then gradually decreases 
accompanied by slight fluctuations, entering a stable condition at 
approximately 5 MPa while wavering in a quasi-steady 
condition for approximately 200,000 s until the RCIC system 
ceases to function. The observed data indicated by circular 
symbols decrease from approximately 7 MPa to 5.4 MPa and 
show slight variations rising to approximately 6.4 MPa and 
falling again to 5.4 MPa, exhibiting a quasi-steady condition 
during the period of 40,000 s to 240,000 s. Accordingly, the 
analysis result portrays the nuclear reactor condition under the 
operation of RCIC rather well, even though the pressure is 
underestimated. In the analysis, RCIC stoppage was assumed to 
occur at 250,000 s, and the pressure rose due to the cutoff of the 
water supply and steam discharge to around the safety relief 
valve (SRV) setup pressure of 7.6 MPa. During this process, the 
steam generated in the reactor core was gradually discharged 
from the SRV. The pressure abruptly decreased at 270,000 s 
because the SRV was manually opened to reduce the pressure. 
The observed data exhibited a gradual increase of pressure from 
around 240,000 s, which was understood to indicate a gradual 
slowdown of RCIC and subsequent cessation, i.e., the speed of 
the turbine gradually slowed down and stopped within 
approximately 240,000 – 10,000 s, causing the decrease in the 
steam flow rate. Then, an abrupt rise of pressure occurred as a 
result of the complete stop near 250,000 s. Until the manual 
reduction of pressure, the pressure fluctuated during the SRV 
setup pressure, justifying the analysis. The pressure of Unit-2 
was reduced to the containment pressure of 0.6 MPa at the time 
by manual reduction, while in the analysis the pressure reduced 

approximately to atmospheric pressure, as the increased pressure 
of containment was not taken into consideration. 

A comparison of the reactor core water level of the study 
with the observed data (see Fig. 3) shows them acting similarly 
to the pressure. For the purpose of comparison, the top of active 
fuel (TAF) was set to zero. In the analysis result, similarly to the 
pressure, an almost constant value of approximately 3.3 m was 
observed post-fluctuation after the scram and a quasi-steady 
state was realized until the RCIC stop, while exhibiting a 
gradual increase. The observed data showed a slightly higher 
value, but were stable until the RCIC stop, similarly to the 
analysis. This, likewise, demonstrates the justifiability of the 
analysis, i.e., in the analysis, the steam discharge and water 
supply quantities were specified in such a way that a balance 
with the reactor thermal output is maintained, and steady 
behavior without on/off of the RCIC seems to have taken place 
in Unit-2 as well. It is possible to adjust the analysis result to the 
observed data by finely calibrating the steam flow rate and water 
supply quantity. However, no further adjustment was made 
because it was considered that it would not greatly influence the 
development of events. In the analysis, a decrease in the water 
level was observed after the stoppage of RCIC at 250,000 s, 
while the observation data indicate a gradual decrease initiated 
before that. This can be explained by the water supply quantity 
starting to decrease due to the gradual slowdown of RCIC 
operation, with the decrease accelerating after a complete stop. 

 
3. Effect of Cooling Function Recovery 

Operation 
From the comparison of analysis and observed data, the 

development in the Unit-2 accident can be regarded as 
sufficiently replicated by this analysis, although the input data 
are different with respect to the reactor type and the power. 
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dome and depicted as solid lines. Furthermore, elapsed time after the scram is indicated in 
hours (h) in the upper part of the chart for comparison. The pressure increases slightly after 
the steady state of 7.0 MPa during the transition of events due to the blackout immediately 
after the scram, then gradually decreases accompanied by slight fluctuations, entering a stable 
condition at approximately 5 MPa while wavering in a quasi-steady condition for approxi-
mately 200,000 s until the RCIC system ceases to function. The observed data indicated by 
circular symbols decrease from approximately 7 MPa to 5.4 MPa and show slight variations 
rising to approximately 6.4 MPa and falling again to 5.4 MPa, exhibiting a quasi-steady con-
dition during the period of 40,000 s to 240,000 s. Accordingly, the analysis result portrays the 
nuclear reactor condition under the operation of RCIC rather well, even though the pressure 
is underestimated. In the analysis, RCIC stoppage was assumed to occur at 250,000 s, and 
the pressure rose due to the cutoff of the water supply and steam discharge to around the 
safety relief valve (SRV) setup pressure of 7.6 MPa. During this process, the steam generated 
in the reactor core was gradually discharged from the SRV. The pressure abruptly decreased at 
270,000 s because the SRV was manually opened to reduce the pressure. The observed data ex-
hibited a gradual increase of pressure from around 240,000 s, which was understood to indicate 
a gradual slowdown of RCIC and subsequent cessation, i.e., the speed of the turbine gradually 
slowed down and stopped within approximately 240,000 – 10,000 s, causing the decrease in 
the steam flow rate. Then, an abrupt rise of pressure occurred as a result of the complete stop 
near 250,000 s. Until the manual reduction of pressure, the pressure fluctuated during the SRV 
setup pressure, justifying the analysis. The pressure of Unit-2 was reduced to the containment 
pressure of 0.6 MPa at the time by manual reduction, while in the analysis the pressure reduced 
approximately to atmospheric pressure, as the increased pressure of containment was not taken 
into consideration.

A comparison of the reactor core water level of the study with the observed data (see Figure 
3) shows them acting similarly to the pressure. For the purpose of comparison, the top of active 
fuel (TAF) was set to zero. In the analysis result, similarly to the pressure, an almost constant 
value of approximately 3.3 m was observed post-fluctuation after the scram and a quasi-steady 
state was realized until the RCIC stop, while exhibiting a gradual increase. The observed data 
showed a slightly higher value, but were stable until the RCIC stop, similarly to the analysis. 
This, likewise, demonstrates the justifiability of the analysis, i.e., in the analysis, the steam 
discharge and water supply quantities were specified in such a way that a balance with the 
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reactor thermal output is maintained, and steady behavior without on/off of the RCIC seems to 
have taken place in Unit-2 as well. It is possible to adjust the analysis result to the observed data 
by finely calibrating the steam flow rate and water supply quantity. However, no further adjust-
ment was made because it was considered that it would not greatly influence the development 
of events. In the analysis, a decrease in the water level was observed after the stoppage of RCIC 
at 250,000 s, while the observation data indicate a gradual decrease initiated before that. This 
can be explained by the water supply quantity starting to decrease due to the gradual slowdown 
of RCIC operation, with the decrease accelerating after a complete stop.

3. Effect of Cooling Function Recovery Operation

From the comparison of analysis and observed data, the development in the Unit-2 accident 
can be regarded as sufficiently replicated by this analysis, although the input data are different 
with respect to the reactor type and the power.

Furthermore, the assumption for the operation of RCIC can be regarded as being a reason-
able one for achieving a stable reactor condition. For this reason, a sensitivity analysis was 
conducted with different times for RCIC stoppage and the reactor cooling recovery operation 
in the base case, and the resulting efficiency of operation was studied. The cooling recovery 
operation comprised two steps; pressure reduction by the SRV after a certain amount of time 
from the RCIC stop and the injection start when the pressure decreased to 0.6 MPa by pressure 
reduction.

Mapping of the times of RCIC stop and the corresponding efficiency of operation is shown 
in Figure 4. The horizontal axis is the time of RCIC stop assuming that only the RCIC system 
was operational after the scram, and the vertical axis indicates the time from RCIC stop until 
the start of the cooling recovery operation. The symbol “×” indicates the case where the peak 
fuel clad temperature in the reactor core is kept under 1,500 K and the symbol “+” indicates the 
case where the peak fuel clad temperature exceeds 1,500 K, i.e., the zone under the solid lines 
connecting these symbols can be regarded as the range in which the recovery operation is ef-
fectively functional after the RCIC system ceased to function. The solid lines indicate a gradual 
increase toward the right side with the lapse of time. This corresponds to a gradual increase in 
required time until operation start due to a decreased core output with respect to time.
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Additionally, a band of time is observed on the boundary of the ranges where 1,500 K is 
exceeded and under it. This is caused by a change of several thousand seconds in the operation 
start time in the sensitivity analysis. Furthermore, 1,500 K was established as the value corre-
sponding to the peak clad temperature of 1,200°C used in safety analyses. For completion at 
lower temperatures, an early operation start is required.

There is a possibility that the RCIC system stopped around 250,000 s in Unit-2, but for 
such a case, the chart implies that the recovery operation needs to start within 13,000 s after 
stoppage. The time when the pressure reduction operation actually started in Unit-2 and the 
time when the pressure decreased to 0.64 MPa are shown for the purpose of comparison. The 
operation start time is in the slightly upper side of the range of analysis results, but if the as-
sumption and errors in the analysis are considered, one can deduce that the timing is sensitive. 
However, some time before completion is required for actual pressure reduction after starting 
the operation, and thus the cladding tubes and fuels had already reached high temperatures by 
the time water injection began.

III. Conclusions
An analysis of the station blackout accident of a BWR was conducted over an extended time 

period using the TRAC-BF1 code. Only the RCIC operation was assumed. Comparison was 
made with observed data from Unit-2 of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, and the 
effectiveness of the cooling recovery operation after the RCC stop was evaluated. The analysis 
was conducted on a different 1,100,000 KW class BWR-5, but both the pressure of the nuclear 
reactor and the reactor water level showed good agreement with the data of the 780,000 KW 
BWR-4, in Unit-2 of the power plant. We confirmed that a quasi-steady thermal-hydraulic 
condition was preserved for an extended period of time. Furthermore, the necessary timing for 
starting the required operation in order to keep the peak clad temperature under 1,500 K was 
studied in the case of conducting pressure reduction and the subsequent injection of cooling 
water as steps in the cooling recovery operation after RCIC stop, and a comparison was made 
with the case of Unit-2.

We would like to express our gratitude to Dr. Masashi Hirano, the director of the Nuclear 
Safety Research Center, who gave us valuable suggestions and comments during the prepara-
tion of this rapid communication.
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The environmental behavior of radioactive Cs in the fallout from the accident of the Fuku-
shima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant has been studied by measuring its spatial distribution on/
in trees, plants, and surface soil beneath the plants using autoradiography analysis. The results 
of autoradiography analysis showed that radioactive Cs was distributed on the branches and 
leaves of the grown trees and that only a small fraction of radioactive Cs was transported to new 
branches and leaves merged after the accident. Radioactive Cs was present on the grass and rice 
stubble on the soils, but not in the soils beneath the grass and rice stubble, indicating that the 
radioactive Cs was deposited on the grass and the rice plant. In addition, a small fraction of the 
deposited radioactive Cs was released by weathering for two months after the accident. These 
results indicate that trees and other plants are the reservoir of the fallout Cs and function to re-
tard the fallout Cs migration with rain water.

KEYWORDS: radioactive fallout, radioactive Cs, accumulation in plant, migration, autora-
diography

I. Introduction
A large amount of various nuclear fission products (hereinafter referred to as “radioactive 

material”) was released into the environment by the core meltdown and hydrogen explosion 
at the Tokyo Electric Power Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant on March 11th, 2011. 
Judging from the observation that the radioactive materials released by the hydrogen explosion 
at Unit-2 on the morning of March 15th were transported to the northwest by southeast winds, 
followed by precipitation/snow from the evening into the night on that day, the radioactive ma-
terials probably fell on Namie-machi, Fukushima-Prefecture, Iitate-mura and Kawamata-machi 
of the same prefecture, and elsewhere 1, 2). The major portion of the radionuclides that fell in 
the area were 131I, 134Cs, and 137Cs. Because of a short half-life of approximately 8 days for 131I, 
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the radionuclides detected after May were mainly 134Cs (half-life of approx. 2.1 years) and 137Cs 
(half-life of approx. 30 years) 3).

The vertical distribution of the radioactive fallout was measured by Naganawa et al. using a 
NaI scintillation counter in such a manner that the soils were sampled at a spacing of approx-
imately 10 mm for dry land soils, pastures, and paddy fields. It was clarified that nearly all of 
the radioactive fallout was distributed within the top 100 mm of the land surface 4). However, 
it is believed that the radioactive fallout accumulated not only in soil but also in trees and 
chamaephytes, but its distribution and accumulation on soils, trees, chamaephytes, etc. has not 
yet been clarified.

To measure the distribution of radioactive materials, sampling the soil layer to a defined 
depth is effective, as previously explained. In such measurement, intervals in the vertical direc-
tion of the soil sample determine resolution in the depth direction. For this reason, 10 mm deep 
is considered the limit for an environmental specimen. Similarly, because reducing the cutting 
to obtain a higher resolution for the trees may result in measurement count decrease, 10 mm 
was considered the limit.

Using autoradiography, the distribution of radioactive materials is measured by leaving a 
specimen directly on an imaging plate sensitive to the radiation, for a certain period of time 5). One 
disadvantage is that the individual identification of radioactive materials is not possible because 
all radiation is detected. Among the radioactive materials deposited in Fukushima-Prefecture, 
the radionuclides detected during May and after, as previously explained, were 134Cs and 137Cs. 
Because of this, it was possible to measure the distribution of the radioactive fallout in a local 
area smaller than 10 mm using autoradiography, and to investigate its short-term mobility after 
the initial fallout. 

In this report, the distribution of radionuclides was measured using autoradiography 
on trees, chamaephytes, and soils sampled on May 14th in Iitate-mura, Kitasoma-gun, and 
Fukushima-Prefecture, to study the local area distribution of fallout. Furthermore, as well as 
studying the distribution of radioactive Cs after deposition, decontamination was analyzed and 
discussed.

II. Methodology
1. Specimen Sampling

The sampled trees were Cryptomeria japonica, Torreya nucifera, and Prunus mume grow-
ing near the site of the decontamination experiment. Branches with leaves were sampled for 
Cryptomeria japonica and Torreya nucifera and used as specimens. Regarding the Torreya 
nucifera branches, those leaves with less green on the branch tips were considered to have 
grown following the spring and were selected. Regarding the Cryptomeria japonica, stems 
with a diameter of approximately 50 mm were sampled and used as specimens for measuring 
the distribution of radioactive materials in trees. The stems selected were those grown in a 
nearly horizontal direction. As for chamaephytes, Petasites japonicus and fern relatives were 
sampled. There were no plants such as trees that covered the Petasites japonicas. On the other 
hand, fern relatives were sampled in the grove. There were trees above the fern relatives, so it 
was assumed that direct accumulation of rainfall/snowfall did not occur. 

Regarding the soil specimens, a location where pastures and Oryza sativa stubble remained 
was chosen and the soil layer was sampled to a depth of approximately 50 mm, with care to 
avoid disturbing the soil layers. For information, stubbles was sampled with the roots and soil 
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immediately under the stubble.

2. Specimen Preparation

No special preparation was conducted for sampling the branches and leaves of trees and 
chamaephytes to measure the distribution of radioactive materials using autoradiography. To 
measure radionuclide distribution in a Cryptomeria japonica stem section, a stem portion ap-
proximately 50 mm in diameter was cut into approximately 5-mm-thick slices. This prepara-
tion was conducted at the stem sampling site. For soil sample preparation, vertical cuts were 
made in the pasture in the stubble zone, down into the soil, and the section was fixed by gluing 
and cutting to an approximately 5 mm thickness for autoradiograph measurement. The number 
of specimens used for measurement was one because the sampling was conducted in a planned 
evacuation area.

3. Autoradiography Measurement

The tool used for autoradiography measurement was a bio imaging analyzer BAS2500 
(Fujifilm, Japan, BAS2500). The spatial resolution of the imaging plate was 0.05 mm. After 
exposing the prepared samples on the imaging plate for 24 or 48 h, the area exposed to radiation 
was developed using a reading and analysis unit of the imaging plate. In the resulting image, 
the higher the intensity of the radiation, which is directly related to the concentration of radio-
nuclides, the darker the blackness of the image. Furthermore, it is possible to separately analyze 
two levels of intensity in a single image by varying the intensity gradient of the radiation. 
During measurement, the specimen was covered with a thin film of polyvinylidene chloride 
to prevent contamination of the imaging plate by the specimen. After measurement, an optical 
photo of the specimen was taken with the polyvinylidene chloride film in place. Before the 
autoradiography measurement, the intensity of the radiation from the specimen was measured 
with a NaI scintillation counter (Aloka, TCS161). Also, the contained radionuclides on some of 
the specimens were measured using a γ-ray spectrum analysis system. For the Torreya nucifera 
branches and leaves, the concentration of radionuclides was measured using a γ-ray spectrum 
analysis (Ge semiconductor detector) system after individually cutting off two portions show-
ing the difference in blackness (see the Results and Discussion) after the completion of the 
autoradiography measurement.

III. Results and Discussion
1. Distribution on Trees

Cryptomeria japonica branches showed a slight blackening on the branches and leaves in the 
autoradiography analyses (Figure 1). Approximately 2-mm-wide black spots were observed on 
the branches. As shown in the optical photograph (Figure 2) of the sliced Cryptomeria japonica 
stems, distinct black spots are observed on the stem surface. The spots are not distributed all 
over the stem, but on the epidermis in the upper part of the stems. The images of the two sides 
are nearly symmetrical at the portion with an arrow in the autoradiograph image, while in the 
portion surrounded by a rectangle the spots were detected only on one of the surfaces. This was 
caused by the epidermis loss that occurred during the replacement of the specimen. Inside the 
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Figure 1    Autoradiograph image and optical photograph (inset) of 
branch and leaves of Cryptomeria japonica Fig. 1
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Figure 2    Cross sections of stem of Cryptomeria japonica
  Optical photograph (a), autoradiograph images of both sides of the cross section (b), and 

(c). Note that image (c) is the result of a horizontal flip of the sample.
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stem, black spots were detected, but the spot positions differed between the two sides of the 
stem section. This indicated that the spots on the stem were not caused by radioactive materials 
that penetrated into the stem, but by contamination after the cutting of the stem. Additionally, 
because 40K is contained in the plants, there is a concern that the spots detected by autoradi-
ography might have been caused by 40K. The radioactivity measured on the stems, branches, 
and leaves using a scintillation counter showed several times higher intensity than that of the 
background radiation. 

Based on the above discussion, most of the spots detected by autoradiography are consid-
ered the product of radioactive Cs. Thus, as the specimens’ radioactivity as measured by the 
scintillation counter was more than twice that of the background, the influence of 40K will not 
be considered further.

Analysis of branches and leaves of Torreya nucifera using autoradiography (Figure 3) de-
tected radioactive materials all over the branches, with numerous black spots on both branches 
and leaves. Furthermore, when the leaves of Torreya nucifera were separated according to their 
elevation on the tree, a series of scintillation counter measurements on the leaves showed 1.8 
times higher radiation intensity than those collected at higher position. The trend of a higher 
intensity in the upper part was the same for three branches in different locations, confirming the 
greater accumulation of radioactive fallout on the higher leaves.

However, the blackness of the branch tips (surrounded by a red oval) is less intense than in 
other areas of the branch. So a γ-ray spectrum analysis was conducted on the low blackness (red 
oval 1) and high blackness (blue oval 2) regions. As a result, clear peaks of 134Cs and 137Cs were 
confirmed in the γ spectrum in the red and blue areas and the Cs-137 counts were 660 counts/g 
dry and 1,790 counts/g dry, respectively. Because the greenness of the leaves in the tip area 
of the branches was thinner than other areas in the optical photograph shown in Figure 3, the 
tip area is considered to be branches and leaves that grew after this spring. These results show 
lower radioactivity in the branches and the leaves that emerged this year than in those that grew 
in the previous year. Thus, it was concluded that the radioactive fallout did not deposit directly 
on the new branches and leaves, but was concentrated after deposition.

The autoradiography analysis of the Prunus mume branch and its sliced fruit (Figure 4) 
showed a clear black zone in the branch. On the other hand, the blackness of the fruits and 

Figure 3    Autoradiograph image and optical photograph (inset) of 
branch and leaves of Torreya nucifera

Fig. 3  
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leaves was extremely low compared to the branch area.
All the aforementioned results suggest that the radioactive materials concentrated in the 

trees were concentrated on the portion that had already grown during the previous year, i.e. 
before the accident at the Fukushima Nuclear Power Plant. Because the radioactive material 
concentration in the stem of the branches was extremely low, it is considered that the portion 
transported to the leaves from the roots through the stem was very low. Accordingly, direct 
adhesion of radioactive fallout to aged and therefore rougher-surfaced growth is a probable pro-
cess. Furthermore, only some portion of the radioactive material was found in the new branches 
and leaves. Tsukada et al. conducted an experiment to affix 137Cs to radish leaves and reported 
that part of the 137Cs was absorbed from the leaf surface 6). Our results indicate absorption and 
translocation from the leaves of the needle leaf tree, Torreya nucifera, as well.

2. Distribution to Chamaephytes

The autoradiography analysis of surface soil containing meadow grass sampled in pasture 
land is shown in Figure 5 together with optical photographs. A yellow dotted line in the optical 
photograph indicates the land surface. The meadow grass is present in the upper part of the 
land surface and roots are seen in the lower part. In the autoradiography image, a uniformly 
high blackness is seen in the upper part of the ground with some black spots and no black area 
lower than the land surface. The result indicates that nearly no penetration of radioactive fallout 
occurred below the land surface, but remained in the meadow grass. Naganawa et al. showed 
the possibility of distribution of most of the radioactive materials within 30 mm of the surface 
of pasture land 4). Our results indicate that there was no penetration of radioactive materials 
into the soil immediately under the pasture where plants such as meadow grasses are growing.

The image acquired by autoradiography of a stubble section of Oryza sativa in the paddy 
fields (Figure 6) shows the black portion in the stubble. The blackness of the soil portion 
has the same level as that of the background indicating that the concentration of radioactive 
material is below the detection limit of autoradiography, showing that the radioactive fallout on 
stubble was concentrated in the stubble portion.

Analyses of Petasites japonicus are shown in Figure 7 together with an optical photograph. 
The area in the oval in the optical photograph indicates the root of Petasites japonicus. Black 
areas are uniformly seen in the stem and leaf area. In the stem, the shape of the black area nearly 

Fig. 4
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Figure 4    Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and 
leaves, and cross sections of fruits of Prunus mume
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Figure 5    Autoradiograph image (left) and optical photograph (right) of cross 
section of meadow grass with soil beneath the grass
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Figure 6    Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of stubble of 
Oryza sativa with paddy soil beneath the stubble

Fig. 7  
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Figure 7    Autoradiograph image and optical photograph (lower right) of Petasites 
japonicus with soil
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coincides with that of the stem in the optical photograph. On the other hand, the blackness in 
the root is approximately the same as that of the background. The black spots, considered to 
indicate concentrations of radioactive materials, are seen in the leaf area of Petasites japonicus. 
This concentration is a result of the absorption/accumulation via the roots or secondary trans-
mission of radioactive materials adhering to soil particles. Furthermore, radioactive materials 
are observed in the area of the ground surface (indicated with an arrow) and the blackness is 
darker than that of the stem and leaf areas. There was no tree (such as Cryptomeria japonica) 
over the sampling point of Petasites japonicus. It was assumed that Petasites japonicus had not 
grown when the deposition of radioactive fallout occurred. Because accumulation of radioac-
tive materials is seen in the stem area, absorption from the roots is implied.

The autoradiography analysis of fern relatives sampled in the grove (Figure 8) shows that 
there was nearly no accumulation of radioactive materials. The radioactivity of the fern rela-
tives measured with a scintillation counter was nearly the same as background, indicating that 
there was nearly no accumulation of radioactive Cs on the fern relatives. The upper parts of 
the sampled fern relatives were covered by trees such as Cryptomeria japonica. These results 
implied that most of the radioactive materials were intercepted by the trees above the fern 
relatives and did not fall on them.

3. Local Area Translocation of Radioactive Materials from the Fukushima 
Nuclear Power Plant after Initial Deposition

The radioactive materials released into the atmosphere from the Fukushima Nuclear Power 
Plant fell in Iitate-mura on March 15th. Based on the AMEDAS data of that day 7), precipitation 
was 0.5–1.5 mm/hour after 17:00. Furthermore, the temperature was 2°C or lower, below 1°C 
after 20:00, and below 0°C after 24:00. Given these data, there was a high possibility of snow 
instead of rain, or freezing immediately after rainfall.

In the case of rainfall, water droplets that fall on the ground will flow along the gradient 
of the land surface or penetrate the soil vertically. Accordingly, the distribution of radioactive 
materials contained in the rain is considered not to be much influenced by the location of trees, 
chamaephytes, etc., but fairly uniform. However, in the case of rainfall/snow (hereinafter in 
this paper “rainfall/snow” refers to both snowfall and freezing after rainfall), stagnation occurs 
on the upper branches and leaves of trees. Furthermore, rainfall/snow will stagnate on the 
chamaephytes in pastures and soils and will have less of a chance to flow over the land surface 

Leaf of 
Torreya 
nucifera

Fig. 8
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Figure 8   Autoradiograph image and optical photograph (inset) of fern relatives
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than simple rainfall, whatever the gradient of the land. For this reason, any radioactive material 
contained in rainfall/snow remains on the precipitated location longer than rainfall during the 
early stage of deposition.

In our study, it was recognized that accumulation of fallout was seen in the upper part of the 
stem surface of the sliced Cryptomeria japonica, more accumulation on the leaves that were 
present in the upper part of Torreya nucifera leaves, and nearly none in the fern relatives that 
were sampled in the grove. This resulted from the non-uniform distribution of fallout under 
rainfall/snow conditions. Furthermore, the concentration of radioactive fallout in the upper part 
of the land surface, particularly on pastures, in the soils, and on rice stubble, can be explained 
as a peculiar behavior of radioactive materials in rainfall/snow.

The behavior of radioactive materials accumulating in snow piled up on trees and pastures 
post-melting has scarcely been studied until now. No rainfall was observed around Iitate-mura 
on March 16th, and the temperature was generally below 2°C. This implies a slow melting rate 
for snow, i.e. a longer duration of the contact between the radioactive fallout contained in the 
snow or ice and the trees, pastures, and soils than during simple rainfall. 

The radioactive Cs deposited on the surface of the chamaephytes is considered to have been 
transported to the inner plant and soil layers through leaf surface absorption or weathering, re-
spectively 8). According to Kawabata et al., more than 80% of the Cs deposited as solid aerosol 
on Raphanus sativus var. sativus was removed from the outer plant by weathering resulting 
from rainfall 9). The radioactive Cs transported to the soil was tightly adsorbed by a so-called 
2:1 type clay mineral similar to mica 10–12). Based on this, during the translocation of radioactive 
Cs deposited on the plants via soil, a delaying role of the soil is expected. Our results imply 
that, in the actual conditions for 2 months after the fallout, the effect of weathering was very 
low because of the immobility of the radioactive Cs accumulated on the chamaephytes and 
trees. Accordingly, the pastures contributed greatly to a delay in translocation of the fallout as 
it penetrated the soil via rainfall water from plants and soil surfaces.

4. Decontamination of Plants and Pasture Lands

In regions in Fukushima-Prefecture, where the radioactive Cs concentration is high, radio-
active Cs was detected on the stem epidermis, branches and leaves of trees. Detergent was 
considered as a decontamination tool 6) to wash away Cs that had adhered to trees, etc. So, 
autoradiography measurement was conducted after dipping Torreya nucifera branches and 
leaves in a detergent solution. However, there was nearly no change after dipping in the deter-
gent solution, perhaps because of strong binding of radioactive Cs to surfaces, or even actual 
accumulation into the trees. This suggested that trimming the trees might be more effective. 
Additionally, our results indicated higher contamination in the upper regions of the trees, which 
suggested reducing the dose of the whole tree by trimming just the upper part. Furthermore, 
because of the limited penetration of radioactive Cs in the stem, the possibility of preventing 
penetration from the surface to the inside by promptly trimming the branches and leaves with a 
high dose is recommended. Consequently, given the precondition of confirmed radioactivity, it 
is strongly indicated that trees such as Cryptomeria japonica be used as architectural material 
after removing their epidermis.

Nearly no penetration of radioactive Cs into the soil was observed in the decontamination 
of pasture lands. This implies the possibility of effective decontamination of pasture lands by 
collecting just their surface portion. However, because the rainfall total increases with time 
after the fallout, the possibility of re-translocation of concentrated radioactive Cs on the pas-
tures cannot be denied. As well as the necessity of promoting studies on the chemical status of 
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concentrated radioactive Cs, it would be effective to decontaminate the pasture by promptly 
collecting surface soils/plants. 

These results are important knowledge for future decontamination operations. However, be-
cause our results are only from a single region, further data collection will be necessary for the 
decontamination of a wider range of area types. When conducting a survey of the distribution 
of radionuclides, visualized data from autoradiography as well as the concentration distribution 
will contribute to the preparation of a detailed decontamination plan and its understanding by 
residents.

IV. Summary
The local area distribution of radioactive materials was measured using autoradiography, 

targeting trees, chamaephytes, and soils. The behavior of the radioactive Cs component of the 
fallout after precipitation was studied. As a result, the following conclusions can be made: 

- The radioactive Cs that was deposited on the trees accumulated more on the stems and 
leaves that were present before the fallout. Furthermore, some of the radioactive Cs was dis-
tributed on the new branches and leaves that grew after the fallout.

- Most of the radioactive Cs that was deposited on pastures and rice stubble accumulated 
on the vegetation, and secondary movement to the soils immediately beneath was below the 
detection limit of this method.

- Rainfall/snow is considered to be one of the reasons for the non-uniform concentration of 
radioactive Cs on the plants.

Consequently, chamaephytes and trees have acted as accumulation media, greatly inhibiting 
the further translocation of radioactive Cs, either in the soil or in runoff.
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Study on Public Awareness of Utilizing Nuclear 
Power in China

–Changes in Public Awareness after the Accident of 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants–
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The purpose of this study is to clarify public awareness of utilizing nuclear power in China 
and to determine the effects of the accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants. Web 
online surveys were carried out before and after the accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plants. The online survey before the accident of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants 
had 4,255 adult respondents consisting of 1,851 males and 2,404 females. The online survey 
after the accident had 721 respondents consisting of 406 males and 315 females. The two online 
surveys about the attitude toward nuclear power plants consisted of 37 items, such as the neces-
sity of nuclear power plants, the reliability of safety, and government confidence. As a result, 
respondents of the online surveys in China consider that nuclear energy is more important than 
the anxiety of accident. On the other hand, women have sensation of fear for the accident of 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants and radiation.

KEYWORDS: Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants, accident, public awareness, online 
survey, China

I. Introduction
At 2:46 pm on March 11, 2011, one of the largest earthquakes ever recorded hit the Pacific 

coast side of the Tohoku area. The epicenter was 130 kilometers below the surface of the sea 
east of Sendai City in Miyagi Prefecture and the magnitude was 9.0 (according to the Japan Me-
teorological Agency, 8.9 according to the U.S. Geological Survey). It was the fifth largest earth-
quake since 1900, when human beings started officially recording the intensity of earthquakes.

After the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (hereinafter “the accident”) 
caused by the tsunami following the earthquake, radioactive materials were released into the 
surrounding area, producing serious consequences. The Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency 
of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (NISA) and the Nuclear Safety Commission 
(NSC) raised the INES (International Nuclear and Radiological Event Scale) level to Level 
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7, a Major Accident, as the amount of radioactive materials released had been significant and 
had spread over an extensive area. It is comparable to the worst nuclear power plant accident, 
Chernobyl, in the former Soviet Union in 1986. 

The accident is expected to have an impact on the energy strategies adopted and implemented 
in countries throughout the world. Specifically, one of the focuses is on how the accident may 
be reflected in the policies of China, which is planning to construct more nuclear power plants 
than any other country worldwide. The Chinese government declared on March 12 that they 
would not change their nuclear power promotion plan after the Great East Japan Earthquake. 
However, on the 16th of the month they suddenly changed the policy and clearly expressed 
their intention to call off the assessment and ratification (approval process) of nuclear power 
plant-related projects until they developed a safety plan for nuclear power. 

Nevertheless, it is assumed that it is unavoidable for China to increase its dependency on 
nuclear power from the perspectives of resolving resource limits and promoting environmental 
conservation. China’s dependency on thermal power is high at 90% and in 2009 they became 
a net importer of coal for fuel. While China depends on imports for petroleum, how it will 
decrease dependency on thermal power will be one of the most significant issues for the country 
in order to ensure stable economic growth.

At this stage, nuclear power generation accounts for only 2% of all the power generated in 
China. However, in order to achieve the grand goal of increasing the share of non-fossil fuels 
from the current 9% to 15% by 2020, they have no choice but to pursue a nuclear promotion 
policy. They also have to pay attention to promoting sustainable energies such as wind and solar 
power. In China, 13 nuclear power plants are currently under operation and another 35 plants 
will be added over the medium term. It is the largest number in the world at the planning level 
and they will be distributed widely across the country, but mainly in coastal areas 1). Therefore, 
it is an important issue to ascertain public attitudes in China to nuclear power. While many 
public awareness surveys have been conducted in Japan 2–7), in China, only a few have been 
carried out 8).

II. Study Objectives and Method
China has a growing interest in the safety of nuclear power in response to the accident at 

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Some cities in coastal areas in particular  have 
growing concerns about radioactive dispersion. By performing a comparative analysis with 
survey data obtained before the accident, this study reveals the impact that the accident has had 
on public attitudes and awareness in China regarding nuclear power generation. 

In this study, analysis was conducted based on an online questionnaire survey, which allows 
respondents who are interested in the survey or are conscious of the issue to be recruited. 
Respondents answered the questions online. 

The first questionnaire survey was conducted between May 2 and June 30, 2010, which was 
before the accident, and the second survey was conducted between May 9 and May 16, 2011, 
which was after the accident. Based on the data, we captured what impact the accident had on 
the public in China. 

In addition, the study revealed the changes in public awareness and attitudes of male and fe-
male respondents including the level of public knowledge on nuclear power, interest in nuclear 
power, concerns about nuclear reactor accidents, attitudes towards nuclear power generation 
(for or against), and the perceived reliability of operating bodies relevant to nuclear power. 
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III. Questionnaire Survey on Nuclear Power Use 
1. Overview of the Questionnaire Survey

We reviewed what the Chinese public feels about nuclear power and developed questions to 
ascertain their opinions on nuclear power use and to measure the awareness factors that could 
have an influence on their opinions. The questions are listed in the Appendix. Each question has 
four or more multiple-choice answers. The questions are about the utility and need for nuclear 
power, awareness and the level of knowledge on the use of nuclear power, attitudes (whether 
for or against) to nuclear energy policies, perceived reliability of nuclear energy operators, how 
information on nuclear power is obtained, and what the important points are when evaluating 
nuclear power. In addition, at the end of the questionnaire, the respondent’s information, in-
cluding his/her gender, age, place of birth and academic history, was collected.

The online questionnaire was conducted in Liaoning, Shandong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Fujian, 
and Guangdong. Currently, nuclear power plants in operation, under construction, and planned 
in China are concentrated in these coastal areas. 

We chose these areas because we thought those who live in these areas have more knowl-
edge about nuclear power, a higher interest in energy issues and nuclear power, and are more 
strongly impacted by the use of nuclear power. The respondents are aged 18 years or older, live 
in China and use the Internet. Internet users in China consist of people living in urban cities, 
people with superior education including business people working at foreign companies, and 
university students. Among them, 53.2% are aged between 18 to 30 years. The Internet is also 
widely accepted by people in their 40’s and 50’s. Table 1 provides an overview of the public 
awareness survey conducted in China on nuclear power generation.

2. Survey Results and Analysis before and after the Nuclear Accident

(1) Survey results before the accident
Table 2 shows the age and gender composition of respondents who took the public aware-

ness survey on the use of nuclear power conducted before the accident. According to Table 
2, 43.5% of the respondents were male and 56.5% were female. We were able to receive 
responses from a wide range of age groups. Their age groups were as follows; those in their 
20’s represented highest proportion at 25%, followed by 30’s at 22.8%, 40’s at 21%, 50’s 
at 13% and aged under 20 years and 60 years or older at 14%. The following describes the 
features of the results of the main questions. 

To find out the level of knowledge on nuclear power generation, the question asked was, 
“Do you have sufficient knowledge on nuclear power generation?”

The answer was scaled into four levels: “Yes, I have.”, “Yes, I have a little.”, “No, I don’t 

Survey type Survey content Survey period Survey regions Number of valid 
responses

Online questionnaire 
survey

Public awareness survey in China on 
nuclear power

May 2 to June 30, 
2010

Liaoning, Shandong, 
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, 
Guangdong

4,255

Online questionnaire 
survey

Survey conducted 2 months after the 
accident at the Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant

May 9 to May 16, 
2011

Liaoning, Shandong, 
Jiangsu, Zhejiang, 
Guangdong

721

Table 1   Summary of the public awareness surveys on nuclear power generation
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have much.” and “No, I don’t have any.” In this question, the level of knowledge is not 
measured in an objective manner but in a subjective, self-reported manner. According to the 
results on the level of knowledge on nuclear power measured by this question, you can see 
11.4% of the respondents have knowledge regarding nuclear power. 

As for interest in nuclear power in China, those who are interested (“Very interested” 
or “Somewhat interested”) comprise 58.6%, while those who are not interested (“Not very 
interested”) account for 41.4%. China actively promotes nuclear power generation and the 
survey found that people in China have high interest in it even after the accident. 

To clarify attitudes (for or against) to nuclear energy policies, the following question was 
asked. “What do you think about China’s future nuclear power generation?” The results 
showing the degree of support for nuclear energy policies as measured by this question are 
presented in Table 3. The question found that the majority of respondents (58.3%) “Agree” 
or “Somewhat agree” and thus it seems that the respondents in this survey tend to support 
the government’s nuclear energy policies. 

Age Male (%) Female (%) Total (%)
Under 20 214 ( 11.6) 196 (  8.2) 410 (  9.6)

20–29 516 ( 27.9) 562 ( 23.4) 1,078 ( 25.3)
30–39 427 ( 23.1) 545 ( 22.7) 972 ( 22.8)
40–49 310 ( 16.7) 590 ( 24.5) 900 ( 21.2)
50–59 236 ( 12.7) 330 ( 13.7) 566 ( 13.3)

60 and older 148 (  8.0) 181 (  7.5) 329 (  7.7)
Total (%) 1,851 (100.0) 2,404 (100.0) 4,255 (100.0)

Table 2    Age and gender composition of respondents who took part in the public 
awareness survey on nuclear power generation (before the accident)

Question Response options Total Male Female
Level of
knowledge
on nuclear 
power 
generation

Yes, I have. 11.4% 12.4% 10.4%
Yes, I have a little. 22.0% 24.6% 19.3%
No, I don’t have much. 32.3% 28.1% 36.5%
No, I don’t have any. 34.4% 35.0% 33.8%

Interest in 
nuclear
power

Very interested 21.5% 23.9% 19.1%
Somewhat interested 37.1% 39.0% 35.2%
Not very interested 32.5% 29.7% 35.3%
Not at all interested  8.9%  7.4% 10.4%

Attitude (for 
or against) to 
nuclear
energy 
policy

Agree 21.8% 25.1% 18.4%
Somewhat agree 36.5% 38.9% 34.1%
Somewhat disagree 27.2% 22.2% 32.1%
Disagree 14.6% 13.8% 15.4%

Concerns 
about 
nuclear 
power 
generation

Very concerned 19.8% 18.1% 21.5%
Somewhat concerned 33.5% 35.4% 31.5%
Not very concerned 29.9% 29.8% 30.0%
Not at all concerned 16.8% 16.6% 17.0%

Reliability of 
nuclear 
energy 
operators

Reliable 22.5% 23.4% 21.5%
Somewhat reliable 44.3% 47.1% 41.5%
Not very reliable 20.8% 18.7% 22.9%
Not at all reliable 12.5% 10.8% 14.1%

Table 3    Results of the public awareness survey on nuclear power generation 
(before the accident)
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What people in China place most importance on when evaluating nuclear power energy 
was “Whether it contributes to solving environmental issues,” which accounts for 47.4%, 
while many other people (44.8%) answered “Whether energy can be produced safely at 
low cost by nuclear power generation.” Many people also answered, “Whether the coun-
try is capable of responding to an emergency issue when it happens,” “Whether nuclear 
power generation technology is necessary for society,” “Whether the energy-based society 
can manage nuclear power without causing problems,” and “Whether the government has 
already anticipated what kind of influences may happen.” This shows more people are in-
terested in nuclear power technology and its social impact. Furthermore, some people place 
importance on “Whether nuclear power generation contributes to solving environmental 
issues,” “Whether influences on unborn babies and children have already been investigated” 
and “Whether nuclear power generation technology is fully developed.”

As for the issue regarding concerns about nuclear power generation, the question asked, 
“Do you have concerns that a major accident may happen at a nuclear power plant in China 
in the future?” The results on the degree of concern about nuclear energy measured by this 
question are shown in Table 3. It was found that 53.3% of the respondents are concerned 
about nuclear power generation (either “Very concerned” or “Somewhat concerned”). As for 
the reason for concern regarding nuclear energy, 40.6% of respondents answered, “China 
does not have sufficient response measures if a nuclear accident occurs.” In addition, many 
people answered, “The electricity supplier does not disclose sufficient information or pro-
vide PR activities regarding nuclear power” and “Nuclear accidents have happened in the 
US, Russia and other countries.”

(2) Survey results after the accident
In the same way as the survey before the accident, a public awareness survey on the use 

of nuclear power was performed two months after the accident. Table 4 shows the age and 
gender composition of respondents who took the public awareness survey on the use of 
nuclear power conducted after the accident. 

This survey was performed to clarify how the accident changed public awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power generation. In the survey, a question was asked whether their 
thinking and attitudes regarding nuclear power generation in China had changed after the 
accident. Table 5 shows the results of this public awareness survey. In the survey, 79% of 
the respondents answered that their awareness had “changed.” The survey found that the 
accident had influenced many respondents’ “attitude towards nuclear energy in China.” The 
results of the survey after the accident found that respondents’ interest in and sense of safety 
towards nuclear power generation had changed as had their confidence in the reliability of 
nuclear energy operators. 

To be more specific, regarding the level of knowledge on nuclear power generation, the 

Age Male Female Total (%)
20–29 140 ( 34.5) 122 ( 38.7) 262 ( 36.3)
30–39 150 ( 36.9) 107 ( 34.0) 257 ( 35.6)
40–49 76 ( 18.7) 57 ( 18.1) 133 ( 18.4)
50–59 40 ( 9.9) 29 ( 9.2) 69 ( 9.6)

Total (%) 406 ( 100.0) 315 ( 100.0) 721 ( 100.0)

Table 4    Age and gender composition of respondents who took part in the public 
awareness survey on nuclear power generation (after the accident)
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same question was asked; “Do you have sufficient knowledge on nuclear power genera-
tion?” The most common response was “Yes, I have.” at 39.0%, while those who answered 
“No, I don’t have any.” was 5.7%. 

The results show that the respondents learned more about nuclear power generation after 
being exposed to a lot of information following the accident. After the accident, the media 
in China broadcast information about nuclear power every day. The public has acquired 
knowledge and information about nuclear power through mass media including newspapers, 
magazines and TV, and via the Internet. 

Regarding public interest in nuclear power in China, about 80% of the respondents 
answered they were interested (“Very interested” and “Interested”), while 3.6% answered 
“Not at all interested” and 15.3% answered “Not very interested.” China actively promotes 
nuclear power generation and this questionnaire found that people in China have become 
more interested in and aware of it. 

Regarding attitudes (for or against) to nuclear energy policies in China, the responses to 
the question about the degree of support for nuclear energy policies revealed that 42.4% of 
the respondents supported (Agree or Somewhat agree) the country’s nuclear energy policies, 
while 57.7% did not. In relation to technologies to be used as measures to solve energy 
issues, many respondents answered that “Solar energy should be developed” and “Cleaner 
fossil fuels should be developed and technologies should be developed and introduced to fa-
cilitate more efficient use of fossil fuels,” accounting for 53.6% and 50.1% respectively. As 
measures to secure energy, many people answered that “Technologies should be developed 
to secure a stockpile of energy,” “Energy-saving technology should be developed” and the 
“Development, implementation, and use of nuclear power should be promoted.” 

As for what people in China place importance on when they evaluate nuclear power use, 
many answered, “Whether the country is capable of responding to an emergency issue when 

Question Response options Total Male Female

Level of 
knowledge on 
nuclear power 
generation

Yes, I have. 39.0% 39.9% 38.1%
Yes, I have a little. 35.2% 37.4% 33.0%
No, I don’t have much. 20.1% 18.2% 21.9%
No, I don’t have any. 5.7% 4.4% 7.0%

Interest in 
nuclear power

Very interested 41.9% 43.8% 40.0%
Somewhat interested 39.3% 37.2% 41.3%
Not very interested 15.3% 16.3% 14.3%
Not at all interested 3.6% 2.7% 4.4%

Attitude (for 
or against) to 
nuclear energy 
policy

Agree 19.1% 25.1% 13.0%
Somewhat agree 23.3% 28.6% 18.1%
Somewhat disagree 29.4% 25.4% 33.3%
Disagree 28.3% 20.9% 35.6%

Concerns 
about nuclear 
power 
generation

Very concerned 24.8% 25.1% 24.4%
Somewhat concerned 37.8% 39.9% 35.6%
Not very concerned 26.1% 22.9% 29.2%
Not at all concerned 11.5% 12.1% 10.8%

Reliability of 
nuclear energy 
operators

Reliable 20.0% 21.6% 18.3%
Somewhat reliable 34.1% 36.7% 31.5%
Not very reliable 26.3% 23.4% 29.2%
Not at all reliable 19.7% 18.3% 21.0%

Table 5    Results of the public awareness survey on nuclear power generation (after 
the accident)
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it happens” and, “Whether energy can be produced safely at low cost by nuclear power gen-
eration,” accounting for 58.3% and 55.2% respectively. Furthermore, 47.4% of respondents 
answered that “Whether the government has already anticipated what kind of influences 
may happen.” Respondents also place importance on “Whether nuclear power generation 
technology is necessary for society” and “Whether influences on unborn babies and children 
have already been investigated.” 

As for concerns about nuclear power generation in China, 62.6% of the respondents an-
swered that they were “Very concerned” or “Somewhat concerned,” which shows many 
people became concerned about nuclear power after the accident. Among the respondents, 
more people answered that “Major nuclear accidents like the one in Japan can also happen 
in China” and “China does not have sufficient response measures if a nuclear accident oc-
curs” compared to the previous survey. In addition, in this survey, 39.7% of the respondents 
answered that “Nuclear power technologies are immature in China compared to other tech-
nologically developed countries.” 

The survey results on the reliability of nuclear energy operators showed that 53.1% of the 
respondents thought that operators are reliable (“Reliable” or “Somewhat reliable”), while 
46.9% thought that operators are not reliable (“Not very reliable” or “Not at all reliable”). 
Although even after the accident the Chinese government continued to assert, regarding 
nuclear energy operators in China, that “Our technology is advanced,” “Nuclear problems 
cannot happen in China,” “Nuclear power plants are not located where earthquakes happen 
from the start,” and “There is nothing to worry about regarding nuclear power in China,” it 
is assumed that many people in China wonder if these statements are really true. 

(3) Comparison of awareness related to nuclear power before and after the accident
In this study, comparison and analysis were performed to ascertain public interest in nu-

clear power, their support for it and how reliable they think it is. Also, we wanted to find out 
how safe the public thought nuclear power is as well as the public image of nuclear power, 
both before and after the accident. 

Figure 1 indicates the public interest in nuclear power generation before and after the 
accident. To the question as to whether they are interested in nuclear power generation in 
China, the number of respondents who answered “Very interested” increased by 20.4%, 
while those who answered “Not at all interested” decreased by 5.3%.

As for their opinions on the promotion of nuclear power in China, the percentage of 
those who responded it “Should be actively promoted” decreased by about 10% compared 
to the survey before the accident as indicated in Figure 2. On the other hand, the percentage 
of those who answered it “Should be carefully promoted” increased by 4.5% and reached 
40.9%. 

Figure 3 indicates how reliable the operating bodies relevant to nuclear power are per-
ceived to be before and after the accident. The reliability of nuclear energy operating bodies 
in China, which is assumed to have significant impact on the use of nuclear energy, has 
shifted in a negative direction. The percentage of those who answered “Reliable” decreased 
by 2.5% from 22.5% to 20.0%. 

On the other hand, the percentage of those who answered “Not reliable” has increased by 
7.2%, to 19.7%. As for the reason, many people answered that “Nuclear accidents have hap-
pened in the US, Russia, and other countries,” “Nuclear power technologies are immature in 
China,” and “China does not have sufficient response measures if a nuclear accident occurs.”

Regarding concerns about nuclear energy in China, those who are concerned about it 
(“Very concerned” and “Somewhat concerned”) account for 62.6% of all respondents (see 
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Figure 4). Compared to before the accident, those who answered, “Very concerned” and 
“Somewhat concerned” increased by 5% and 4.3% respectively.  

Figure 5 shows a comparison of the sense of safety towards foods from the surrounding 
seas before and after the accident. For the question “Would you mind eating foods includ-
ing vegetables and fish that come from the vicinity of a nuclear power plant?,” 58.2% of 
respondents answered “Yes” (“Yes, I would mind a little” or “Yes, I would mind”), while 
41.8% of them answered “No” (“No, I would not mind at all” or “I would not mind much”) 
after the accident. Compared to before the accident, the percentage of those who answered 26 Technical documents (Xu et al.) 
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“No” decreased by 18.9%; especially after the accident, more people did not want to have 
food sourced from near a nuclear power plant, including seaweeds, due to concerns about 
radioactive contamination of fish from the surrounding seas. 

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the image of nuclear power before and after the acci-
dent. The largest number of respondents gave the answer “Radioactive contamination” to 
the question “What’s the first thing you think of when you hear the words ‘nuclear pow-
er’?,” which accounts for 33.8%, an increase of 11.7% from the survey before the accident. 
Although the number of those who think “Nuclear power = Nuclear reactor explosion” 
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decreased slightly, the percentage of the public who think “Nuclear power = Radioactive 
contamination” increased.
(4) Comparison of impact on males and females before and after the accident

This study also analyzed if there were any differences between male and female respon-
dents based on their answers to the questionnaire survey. 

Figure 7 shows the comparison results of the level of knowledge on nuclear power gen-
eration between male and female respondents. Those who answered “Yes, I have.” were 
12.4% among males and 10.4% among females before the accident and 39.9% and 38.1%, 
respectively, after the accident. It shows that males have more knowledge than females even 
after the accident. 

Figure 8 shows the comparison results of interest in nuclear power between male and 
female respondents. 

Those who answered “Very interested” were 23.9% among males and 19.1% among fe-
males before the accident and 43.8% and 40.0%, respectively, after the accident. It shows 
that males have more interest in nuclear power than females.

Figure 9 shows the comparison results of attitudes (for or against) to nuclear energy 
policies between males and females. Before the accident 64% of males and 52.5% of fe-
males were supportive of nuclear energy policies and there was a 7.5% difference between 
males and females. However, after the accident, 53.7% of males and 31.1% of females were 
supportive of nuclear energy policies and the gap between them expanded significantly to 28 Technical documents (Xu et al.) 
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Fig. 9 Comparison results of attitudes (for or against) to nuclear energy policies between males and females
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This study found that the accident lowered the public’s 
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22.6%. The survey found that while males tend to be positive about nuclear power genera-
tion as a new source of energy, females tend to fear accidents, rather than thinking of nuclear 
power as energy, and have a negative attitude to nuclear energy policies. Moreover, there are 
gaps between males and females in terms of how safe they think nuclear power is and how 
reliable nuclear energy operating bodies are. 

IV. Summary
For this study, a questionnaire survey was conducted before and after the accident at the 

Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant and the survey results were compared and analyzed to 
ascertain the impact that the accident had on public awareness and attitudes in China towards 
nuclear power generation. 

This study found that the accident lowered the public’s sense of safety towards the use 
of nuclear energy, had a negative impact on support for nuclear energy policies, and nuclear 
energy-related businesses were seen as less reliable after the accident. 

Furthermore, the analysis of the differences in awareness between males and females due to 
the impact of the accident revealed that the percentage in favor of nuclear power (“Agree” and 
“Somewhat agree”) is higher among males than females both before and after the accident. We 
found that there is a correlation between interest in and level of knowledge on nuclear energy. 

Although many people provided ambiguous answers such as “Somewhat” and “Not much” 
in the survey before the accident, their agreement or disagreement with propositions in the 
survey after the accident were more definite. This  is probably because public interest in and 
the level of knowledge on nuclear power generation increased in China due to the accident and 
this meant respondents were more willing to make unambiguous statements. 

We believe that these survey results will be a valuable resource when considering nuclear 
energy policies in not only Japan after the accident but also internationally and when respond-
ing to public awareness of and attitudes to the use of nuclear power. 
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–Appendix questions and results of the public awareness survey on future 
energy use in China–

 (For the percentage figures given below, the first (left) represents the value before the acci-
dent, and the second (right) is the value after the accident.)

 Question 1: Did your opinion change towards nuclear power generation in China after the 
earthquake disaster and accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant? 
Choose the one that applies to you. 

(1) Changed  42.2%
(2) Slightly changed  36.8%
(3) Not changed  16.5%
(4) I don’t know  5.5%

(This question was for after the accident only.)

Question 2: Are you interested in topics on energy issues? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Very interested  35.6%  49.2%
(2) Somewhat interested  32.0%  39.9%
(3) Not very interested  22.4%  6.1%
(4) Not at all interested  10.0%  7.4%

 Question 3: The Earth’s energy resources are limited. What do you think about energy is-
sues in China? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Very serious  40.6%  47.7%
(2) Somewhat serious  42.1%  38.6%
(3) Not very serious  14.4%  9.8%
(4) Not at all serious  2.9%  3.9%

Question 4: Do you have basic knowledge on nuclear power? 
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Choose the one that applies to you.
(1) Yes, I have.  11.4%  39.1%
(2) Yes, I have a little.  22.0%  35.2%
(3) No, I don’t have much.  32.3%  20.1%
(4) No, I don’t have. 34.2%  5.7%

Question 5: Are you interested in nuclear power? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Very interested  21.5%  41.9%
(2) Somewhat interested  37.1%  39.3%
(3) Not very interested  32.5%  15.3%
(4) Not interested  8.9%  3.6%

 Question 6: Do you think uranium, fuel for nuclear power, is found in broader areas in the 
world including politically stable countries and therefore the supply of uranium is more 
stable compared to petroleum?
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Yes, I definitely think so.  28.3%  30.8%
(2) Yes, I somewhat think so.  34.1%  30.4%
(3) No, I generally don’t think so.  26.0%  23.4%
(4) No, I definitely don’t think so.  11.6%  15.4%

 Question 7: When thinking about our energy usage in the future, do you think nuclear 
energy is necessary?
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Yes, I definitely think so.  27.1%  37.1%
(2) Yes, I somewhat think so.  47.5%  35.4%
(3) No, I generally don’t think so.  17.0%  20.0%
(4) No, I definitely don’t think so.  8.4%  7.5%

 Question 8: Do you think it would be better for China to increase the number of nuclear 
power plants?
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Yes, I definitely think so.  22.2%  29.0%
(2) Yes, I somewhat think so.  38.5%  28.2%
(3) No, I generally don’t think so.  32.9%  25.0%
(4) No, I don’t think so.  6.4%  17.9%

Question 9: What’s the first thing you think of when you hear the words “nuclear power”?
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Nuclear weapons  27.1%  30.7%
(2) Nuclear reactor explosion  37.4%  26.2%
(3) Radioactive contamination  22.1%  33.8%
(4) New energy  13.4%  9.3%

 Question 10: Would you mind eating foods including vegetables and fish that come from the 
vicinity of a nuclear power plant? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) No, I would not mind at all.  28.5%  20.4%
(2) No, I would not mind much.  32.2%  21.4%
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(3) Yes, I would mind a little.  37.5%  40.9%
(4) Yes, I would mind.  1.8%  17.3%

 Question 11: What would you think, if the city/ town/ village you live in or a city/ town/ 
village nearby planned to establish a nuclear power plant? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) I would agree.  19.8%  19.1%
(2) I would somewhat agree.  23.5%  23.3%
(3) I would somewhat disagree.  29.9%  29.4%
(4) I would disagree.  16.8%  28.3%

 Question 12: Are you anxious about the methods used to dispose of high-level radioactive 
waste? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Yes, I am anxious.  16.5%  26.8%
(2) Yes, I am somewhat anxious.  22.9%  25.5%
(3) No, I am not particularly anxious.  48.5%  27%
(4) No, I am not anxious.  12.1%  20.7%

Question 13: What do you think about China’s future nuclear power generation?
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Should be actively promoted  29.1%  19.3%
(2) Should be carefully promoted  36.4%  40.9%
(3) Status quo should be maintained  27.3%  24.4%
(4) Should be discontinued as soon as possible  7.2%  15.4%

Question 14: Do you think Chinese nuclear energy operators are reliable? 
Choose the one that applies to you.

(1) Reliable  22.5%  20.0%
(2) Somewhat reliable  44.3%  34.1%
(3) Not very reliable  20.8%  26.3%
(4) Not reliable at all  12.5%  19.7%

 Question 15: Are you concerned that a major accident may happen at a nuclear power plant 
in China in the future? 
Choose one that applies to you.

(1) Very concerned  19.8%  24.8%
(2) Somewhat concerned  33.5%  37.8%
(3) Not very concerned  29.9%  26.1%
(4) Not at all concerned  16.8%  11.5%

Question 16: How do you obtain information on Chinese nuclear power generation?
(1)  From mass media including newspapers, magazines and TV and on the Internet  

68.2%  80.97%
(2)  From families, friends and coworkers  12.8%  16.45%
(3) From specialists and specialized books  13.2%  21.29%
(4) From civil activities and environmental groups  9.6%  14.52%
(5) From publications issued by local government and public facilities  8.7%  11.29%
(6) From the Internet  58.9%  63.55%
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Question 17: Why are you anxious about nuclear power in China.
Choose all that apply to you.

(1)  Major nuclear accidents like the one in Japan can also happen in China.   
25.8%  45%

(2)  Nuclear accidents have happened in the US, Russia and other countries.   
35.2%  37%

(3)  Nuclear power technologies are immature in China compared to other technologi-
cally developed countries.   30.9%  34.7%

(4)  China does not have sufficient response measures if a nuclear accident occurs.  
40.6%  41%

(5)  I don’t know what safety regulations are implemented in China.  22.3%  31%
(6)  A series of scandals implicating electrical power suppliers including false reports 

and data falsification have been exposed.  25.4%  21.5%
(7)  Sufficient information disclosure and PR activities are not provided by electrical 

power suppliers on nuclear power.  32.9% 23.8%

 Question 18: These days, countries are promoting measures to secure energy in order to 
maintain economic growth and support societies. What do you think we should do to address 
energy issues? 
Choose all that apply to you.  

(1) Energy-saving technology should be developed.  25.3%  43.6%
(2)  Development, implementation and use of nuclear power should be promoted.  

28.2%  37%
(3) Solar energy should be developed.  18.7%  53.6%
(4)  Cleaner fossil fuels should be developed and technologies should be developed and 

introduced to facilitate more efficient use of fossil fuels.  13.4%  50.1%  
(5)  Use of non-fossil energy and transfer to gas energy  10.4%  29.2%
(6)  Diversifying imported energy suppliers and strengthening relationships with major 

energy producing countries. 14.5%  39.0%
(7)  Technologies should be developed to secure a stockpile of energy.  23.7%  39.3%

 Question 19: What do you consider is the most important factor when evaluating nuclear 
power energy? 

(1)  Whether nuclear power generation technology is necessary for society.   
32.9%  44.8%

(2) Whether researchers and engineers are reliable.  29%  34.2%
(3)  Whether energy can be produced safely at low cost by nuclear power generation. 

44.8%  55.2%
(4)  Whether the energy-based society can manage nuclear power without causing 

problems.  36.8%  43%
(6)  Whether the country is capable of responding to an emergency issue when it happens.   

37%  58.3%
(7)  Whether nuclear power generation contributes to solving environmental issues.  

47.4%.  33%
(9)  Whether the government has already anticipated what kind of influences may hap-

pen in the future.  33.8%  47.4%
(10)  Whether influences on unborn babies and children have already been investigated.  

28.6%  35.2%
(11)  Whether nuclear power generation technology is fully developed.  29.35%  22.9%
(12) Whether information issued by nuclear power plants is correct.  18.8%  25.2%
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Effects of Ground Surface Decontamination on 
the Air Radiation Dose Rate 

–Results of a Decontamination Trial at a Playground Lot in a 
Fukushima Residential Area–

Akihiro TAGAWA 1,*

1 Headquarters of Fukushima Partnership Operations, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 2-2-2 Uchisaiwai-cho,  
Chiyoda-ku. Tokyo 100-8577, Japan

The Japan Atomic Energy Agency decontaminated schools, playgrounds, swimming pools, 
and houses in nonevacuated, less-contaminated areas in Fukushima for environmental resto-
ration. A small, 150 m2 playground lot in the residential area was chosen for decontamination 
demonstration, which used routinely available tools and commodities to carry out the work. 
The surfaces of playground lot equipment, such as swings, slides, and horizontal iron bars, 
were completely decontaminated by brushing with water and/or detergent. Side gutters around 
the playground lot were cleaned by removing the mud and then brushed and washed with a 
high-pressure water jet (7 MPa). The air dose rate at the playground lot was dominated by radia-
tion from the ground surface and adjacent surroundings, such as apartments and rice fields. Two 
or three centimeters of the surface soil contaminated with cesium was removed manually with 
shovels, hoes, and other gardening tools. This significantly reduced the average air dose rate 
of the entire playground lot from 1.5 μSv/h before decontamination to 0.6 μSv/h. These results 
showed that ground surface decontamination can contribute measurably to the reduction in air 
dose rate in relatively small areas in residential areas.

KEYWORDS: Fukushima, environmental restoration, playground lot, decontamination, side 
gutter, high-pressure water washing, air dose rate, ground surface, cesium, gardening tools

I. Foreword
As a result of the nuclear accident resulting from the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 

11 2011, it is necessary to decontaminate radioactive materials dispersed into the environ-
ment. The Japan Atomic Energy Agency is engaged in the decontamination and environmental 
restoration of schools, playgrounds, swimming pools, and houses in the areas in Fukushima 
where the order to evacuate was not issued. In the future, the general public is expected to 
participate in the decontamination work without prior training in environments other than the 
evacuation-directive areas. Therefore, it is important to show that the spaces in which children 
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stay for long periods of time, such as schools and parks, can be decontaminated using basic 
tools that can be easily purchased at DIY stores. This trial was intended to test and evaluate 
a reduction in the air dose rate through the decontamination of a playground and playground 
equipment within an area of approximately 150 m2 located in a residential area where the order 
to evacuate was not issued.

II. Decontamination Test
1. Introduction

This test was intended to demonstrate the effects of ground surface decontamination on 
the air dose rate by decontaminating a playground with contaminated soil. A relatively small 
playground (approximately 150 m2) was chosen in order to confirm the localized contamination 
effect in an environment that is susceptible to background conditions in the surrounding area.

2. Decontamination Test

(1) Decontamination plan
Prior to decontamination, decontamination goals and plans needed to be established. Figure 

1 provides a full view of the playground targeted for decontamination. The triangle-shaped 
playground is surrounded by apartments, houses, parking lots, and rice fields.

In order to establish the decontamination goal, the air dose rate was measured at three 
heights above the surface of the asphalt outside the playground (1 cm, 50 cm, and 100 cm), 
without using a lead collimator (hereinafter referred to as “collimator”). The average values 
calculated from four measurement points were: 1.5 μSv/h on the asphalt surface; 1 μSv/h at a 
height of 50 cm; and 0.9 μSv/h at a height of 100 cm. Since cesium on asphalt is dissolved in 
rainwater and can easily run off, the dose rate was lower than that of soil. Furthermore, because 
this relatively small playground is affected significantly by gamma rays from the surrounding 
area, an air dose rate of 0.9 μSv/h (recorded 100 cm above the ground) was set as the decon-
tamination goal.

Next, the contamination of all of the playground equipment was checked. The playground 

Figure 1   View of the playground before decontamination
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includes swings, a slide, a sandbox, equipment made of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP), and 
a horizontal bar, and plants are located at the stone-flagged entrance and around the gutters. 
Both concrete and iron grating covers are placed over the gutters, and the soil has been left 
unweeded.

At the time the test was carried out, Fukushima City made a recommendation to remove 
the top 5 cm of soil 1) and dig 1.5-m deep burial holes (to be covered with 0.5 m of soil) 1). The 
demonstration aimed to remove a certain thickness of surface soil based on the measured radi-
ation dose, but also to minimize the amount of material that had to be removed. Therefore, it 
was determined during the planning phase that the top 5 cm of soil would be removed from the 
entire playground area (approximately 150 m2) and that a burial hole would be dug that could 
contain the removed soil. The depth of the burial hole was designed so that 10.5 m3 of soil could 
be overlaid with a soil cover 0.5 m thick, based on the following formula: 150 m2 × 5 cm × 
loose soil volume factor. Since it was impossible to dig the hole by hand, heavy machinery was 
used to excavate a portion of planted area, where plants were pulled out. Concerning decon-
tamination work in residential areas, it is important to demonstrate a method that the general 
public can implement. Therefore, except for the measurement instruments, we used tools that 
can be purchased from DIY stores, such as a high-pressure water sprayer and bamboo winnow. 
In addition, two working areas were created so that the work could proceed efficiently without 
the risk of re-contamination. Figure 2 shows the layout of the playground.

The decontamination was conducted in the order of playground equipment, planted areas, 
soil, and gutters, and ground leveling was performed last using Soilex 2), which generates less 
fugitive sand as additional soil. Considering the drainage function of the playground, surface 
compaction was performed during ground levelling so that the ground sloped toward the 

Figure 2   Layout of the playground lot
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In order to establish the decontamination goal, the air dose 

rate was measured at three heights above the surface of the 
asphalt outside the playground (1 cm, 50 cm, and 100 cm), 
without using a lead collimator (hereinafter referred to as 
“collimator”). The average values calculated from four 
measurement points were: 1.5 μSv/h on the asphalt surface; 1 
μSv/h at a height of 50 cm; and 0.9 μSv/h at a height of 100 cm. 
Since cesium on asphalt is dissolved in rain and can easily run 
off, the dose rate was lower than that of soil. Furthermore, 
because this relatively small playground is affected significantly 
by gamma rays from the surrounding area, an air dose rate of 0.9 
μSv/h (recorded 100 cm above the ground) was set as the 
decontamination goal. 

Next, the contamination of all of the playground equipment 
was checked. The playground includes swings, a slide, a 
sandbox, equipment made of fiber reinforced plastic (FRP), and 
a horizontal bar, and plants are located at the stone-flagged 
entrance and around the gutters. Both concrete and iron grating 
covers are placed over the gutters, and the soil has been left 
unweeded. 

At the time the test was carried out, Fukushima city made a 
recommendation to remove the top 5 cm of soil1) and dig 1.5-m 
deep burial holes (to be covered with 0.5 m of soil)1). The 
demonstration aimed to remove a certain thickness of surface 
soil based on the measured radiation dose, but also to minimize 
the amount of material that had to be removed. Therefore, it was 
determined during the planning phase that the top 5 cm of soil 
would be removed from the entire playground area 
(approximately 150 m2) and that a burial hole would be dug that 
could contain the removed soil. The depth of the burial hole was 
designed so that 10.5 m3 of soil could be overlaid with a soil 
cover 0.5 m thick, based on the following formula: 150 m2 × 5 
cm × loose soil volume factor. Since it was impossible to dig the 
hole by hand, heavy machinery was used to excavate the 
playground except for a portion of the planted area. Concerning 
decontamination work in residential areas, it is important to 
demonstrate a method that the general public can implement. 
Therefore, except for the measurement instruments, we used 
tools that can be purchased from DIY stores, such as a 
high-pressure water sprayer and bamboo winnow. In addition, 
two working areas were created so that the work could proceed 
efficiently without the risk of re-contamination. Figure 2 shows 
the layout of the playground. 

The decontamination was conducted in the order of 
playground equipment, planted areas, soil, and gutters, and 
ground leveling was performed last using Soilex2), which 
generates less fugitive sand as additional soil. Considering the 

drainage function of the 

playground, surface compaction was performed during ground 
levelling so that the ground sloped toward the gutters. 
Concerning the playground equipment, the elimination of loose 
contamination (which was not fixed firmly by paint, for 
example) was tested. 

(2) Radiation Measurement Method 
(a) Air Dose Rate 

The air dose rate was measured for 30 seconds based on a 
time constant of 10 s using a NaI scintillation survey meter 
(Aloka, TCS-172) with a calibration constant of 1.0. The 
average of five measured values was recorded as the 
measurement value. The measurements were performed at the 
soil surface (1 cm), and at 50 cm and 100 cm above the ground. 

When using the lead collimator for measurement on the 
surface, it was placed with the probe covered with a 7-mm-thick 
lead sheet (equivalent to a half-value layer of Cesium 137). 

(b) Surface Contamination 
Surface contamination was measured at a distance of 1 cm 

from the measured object, using a GM counter tube (Hitachi 
Aloka, TG133) with a counting efficiency of 43%. When the 
background measurement was conducted, a 7-mm lead sheet 
was placed between the measured object and the GM counter 
tube so that the sensing station would be hidden. 

When implementing the direct smear method, a filter paper 
used for the smears was placed inside a building with relatively 
low background radiation, enclosed with a lead wool mat (760 
mm × 240 mm, with a lead equivalent of 10 mm), to create a 
background condition of 100 cpm. 
  

Fig. 2  Layout of the playground lot 
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gutters. Concerning the playground equipment, the elimination of loose contamination (which 
was not fixed firmly by paint, for example) was tested.

(2) Radiation measurement method
(a) Air dose rate

The air dose rate was measured for 30 seconds based on a time constant of 10 s using 
a NaI scintillation survey meter (Aloka, TCS-172) with a calibration constant of 1.0. The 
average of five measured values was recorded as the measurement value. The measurements 
were performed at the soil surface (1 cm), and at 50 cm and 100 cm above the ground.

When using the lead collimator for measurement on the surface, it was placed with the 
probe covered with a 7-mm-thick lead sheet (equivalent to a half-value layer of cesium (Cs) 
137).
(b) Surface contamination

Surface contamination was measured at a distance of 1 cm from the measured object, 
using a GM counter tube (Aloka, TG133) with a counting efficiency of 43%. When the 
background measurement was conducted, a 7-mm-thick lead sheet was placed between the 
measured object and the GM counter tube so that the detector would be hidden from the 
measured object.

When implementing the direct smear method, a filter paper used for the smears was 
placed inside a building with relatively low background radiation, enclosed with a lead wool 
mat (760 mm × 240 mm, with a lead equivalent of 10 mm), to create a background condition 
of around 100 cpm.
(c) Measurement before decontamination

We measured the air dose rate before decontamination. First, we divided the playground 
into a grid with each block measuring 2 m × 2 m. At the 43 intersection points, we measured 
the air dose rate at the three sample heights (1 cm, 50 cm, and 100 cm above the ground) 
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(c) Measurement Before Decontamination 
We measured the air dose rate before decontamination. 

First, we divided the playground into a grid with each block 
measuring 2 m × 2 m. At the 43 intersection points, we 
measured the air dose rate at the three sample heights (1 cm, 50 
cm, and 100 cm above the ground) using the NaI scintillation
survey meter. Figure 3 shows the positions of the measurement 
grid. Detailed measurement data are shown below in comparison
with the values after decontamination; the average values were
2.4 μSv/h at the soil surface, 1.8 μSv/h at a height of 50 cm, and
1.5 μSv/h at a height of 100 cm. 

(3) Decontamination method tested
(a) Decontamination of Horizontal Bar 
Before decontamination, measurements were conducted 

according to the smear method using smear filter papers. After 
this, the horizontal bar was washed using water, neutral 
detergent, orange oil-based detergent (orange oil acts as a
surfactant), and a brush (car-washing brush with Pacquin bristles
and 

polypropylene). Measurement was then repeated according to
the smear method after decontamination. Rust was filed away 
with abrasive paper (#80). 

At the time of decontamination, the parts of the horizontal
bar were washed in the order from higher to lower (while paying
attention to the direction of water flow) and wiped with paper 
towels. However, we did not disassemble the fixing joints. 

(b) Decontamination of the Slide and Swings 
As described later, since washing with water and wiping 

produced a sufficient cleaning effect for the horizontal bar, the 
slide and swings were washed and brushed without detergent 
and eleven points were evaluated using the smear method. The 
same measurement method was used as described in Section 
II-2-(3)-(a) (Fig. 4). 

We decontaminated the slide using a commercially 
available high-pressure water sprayer (water pressure = 7 MPa, 
straight nozzle) without disassembling the fixing joints. 

(c) Decontamination of Sandbox
As the area of the sandbox into which water flows from the 

slide was highly contaminated, and the frame of the sandbox
was made of wood, decontamination of the sandbox was
performed after dividing it into the following three areas: (a) an 
area with a high degree of contamination, (b) an area with a low 
degree of contamination, and (c) the wooden frame (Fig. 5).In
each area, after eliminating garbage and weeds, and removing
the top 1, 3, 5, and 10 cm of the soil according to the topsoil 
removal method, we measured the air dose rate at the surface (1 
cm) using a collimator and also measured the surface
contamination density using a GM counter tube. For area (b), we
performed the measurement at five points, positioned evenly, 
and evaluated the average value.

For the wooden frame, we implemented and evaluated four 
types of decontamination: water washing with a brush; wiping 
using a detergent containing orange oil; sanding with sandpaper; 
and sanding with an electric sander. 
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using the NaI scintillation survey meter. Figure 3 shows the positions of the measurement 
grid. Detailed measurement data are shown below in comparison with the values after de-
contamination; the average values were 2.4 μSv/h at the soil surface, 1.8 μSv/h at a height of 
50 cm, and 1.5 μSv/h at a height of 100 cm.

(3) Decontamination method tested
(a) Decontamination of horizontal bar

Before decontamination, measurements were conducted according to the smear method 
using smear filter papers. After this, the horizontal bar was washed using water, neutral de-
tergent, orange oil-based detergent (orange oil acts as a surfactant), and a brush (car-washing 
brush with Pacquin and polypropylene bristles). Measurement was then repeated according 
to the smear method after decontamination. Rust was filed away with abrasive paper (#80). 

At the time of decontamination, the parts of the horizontal bar were washed in the order 
from higher to lower (while paying attention to the direction of water flow) and wiped with 
paper towels. However, we did not disassemble the fixing joints.
(b) Decontamination of the slide and swings

As described later, since washing with water and wiping produced a sufficient cleaning 
effect for the horizontal bar, the slide and swings were washed and brushed without deter-
gent and eleven points were evaluated using the smear method. The same measurement 
method was used as described in Section II-2-(3)-(a) (Figure 4).

We decontaminated the fixing joints of the slide using a commercially available high-pres-
sure water sprayer (water pressure =7 MPa, straight nozzle) without disassembling.
(c) Decontamination of sandbox

As the area of the sandbox into which water flows from the slide was highly contaminat-
ed, and the frame of the sandbox was made of wood, decontamination of the sandbox was 
performed after dividing it into the following three areas: (a) an area with a high degree of 
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We measured the air dose rate before decontamination. 

First, we divided the playground into a grid with each block 
measuring 2 m × 2 m. At the 43 intersection points, we 
measured the air dose rate at the three sample heights (1 cm, 50 
cm, and 100 cm above the ground) using the NaI scintillation 
survey meter. Figure 3 shows the positions of the measurement 
grid. Detailed measurement data are shown below in comparison 
with the values after decontamination; the average values were 
2.4 μSv/h at the soil surface, 1.8 μSv/h at a height of 50 cm, and 
1.5 μSv/h at a height of 100 cm. 

(3) Decontamination method tested 
(a) Decontamination of Horizontal Bar 
Before decontamination, measurements were conducted 

according to the smear method using smear filter papers. After 
this, the horizontal bar was washed using water, neutral 
detergent, orange oil-based detergent (orange oil acts as a 
surfactant), and a brush (car-washing brush with Pacquin bristles 
and 

polypropylene). Measurement was then repeated according to 
the smear method after decontamination. Rust was filed away 
with abrasive paper (#80).  

At the time of decontamination, the parts of the horizontal 
bar were washed in the order from higher to lower (while paying 
attention to the direction of water flow) and wiped with paper 
towels. However, we did not disassemble the fixing joints. 

(b) Decontamination of the Slide and Swings 
As described later, since washing with water and wiping 

produced a sufficient cleaning effect for the horizontal bar, the 
slide and swings were washed and brushed without detergent 
and eleven points were evaluated using the smear method. The 
same measurement method was used as described in Section 
II-2-(3)-(a) (Fig. 4). 

We decontaminated the slide using a commercially 
available high-pressure water sprayer (water pressure = 7 MPa, 
straight nozzle) without disassembling the fixing joints. 

(c) Decontamination of Sandbox 
As the area of the sandbox into which water flows from the 

slide was highly contaminated, and the frame of the sandbox 
was made of wood, decontamination of the sandbox was 
performed after dividing it into the following three areas: (a) an 
area with a high degree of contamination, (b) an area with a low 
degree of contamination, and (c) the wooden frame (Fig. 5).In 
each area, after eliminating garbage and weeds, and removing 
the top 1, 3, 5, and 10 cm of the soil according to the topsoil 
removal method, we measured the air dose rate at the surface (1 
cm) using a collimator and also measured the surface 
contamination density using a GM counter tube. For area (b), we 
performed the measurement at five points, positioned evenly, 
and evaluated the average value. 

For the wooden frame, we implemented and evaluated four 
types of decontamination: water washing with a brush; wiping 
using a detergent containing orange oil; sanding with sandpaper; 
and sanding with an electric sander. 
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Figure 5   Air dose rate measurement points at the sandbox
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(c) Measurement Before Decontamination 
We measured the air dose rate before decontamination. 

First, we divided the playground into a grid with each block 
measuring 2 m × 2 m. At the 43 intersection points, we 
measured the air dose rate at the three sample heights (1 cm, 50 
cm, and 100 cm above the ground) using the NaI scintillation 
survey meter. Figure 3 shows the positions of the measurement 
grid. Detailed measurement data are shown below in comparison 
with the values after decontamination; the average values were 
2.4 μSv/h at the soil surface, 1.8 μSv/h at a height of 50 cm, and 
1.5 μSv/h at a height of 100 cm. 

(3) Decontamination method tested 
(a) Decontamination of Horizontal Bar 
Before decontamination, measurements were conducted 

according to the smear method using smear filter papers. After 
this, the horizontal bar was washed using water, neutral 
detergent, orange oil-based detergent (orange oil acts as a 
surfactant), and a brush (car-washing brush with Pacquin bristles 
and 

polypropylene). Measurement was then repeated according to 
the smear method after decontamination. Rust was filed away 
with abrasive paper (#80).  

At the time of decontamination, the parts of the horizontal 
bar were washed in the order from higher to lower (while paying 
attention to the direction of water flow) and wiped with paper 
towels. However, we did not disassemble the fixing joints. 

(b) Decontamination of the Slide and Swings 
As described later, since washing with water and wiping 

produced a sufficient cleaning effect for the horizontal bar, the 
slide and swings were washed and brushed without detergent 
and eleven points were evaluated using the smear method. The 
same measurement method was used as described in Section 
II-2-(3)-(a) (Fig. 4). 

We decontaminated the slide using a commercially 
available high-pressure water sprayer (water pressure = 7 MPa, 
straight nozzle) without disassembling the fixing joints. 

(c) Decontamination of Sandbox 
As the area of the sandbox into which water flows from the 

slide was highly contaminated, and the frame of the sandbox 
was made of wood, decontamination of the sandbox was 
performed after dividing it into the following three areas: (a) an 
area with a high degree of contamination, (b) an area with a low 
degree of contamination, and (c) the wooden frame (Fig. 5).In 
each area, after eliminating garbage and weeds, and removing 
the top 1, 3, 5, and 10 cm of the soil according to the topsoil 
removal method, we measured the air dose rate at the surface (1 
cm) using a collimator and also measured the surface 
contamination density using a GM counter tube. For area (b), we 
performed the measurement at five points, positioned evenly, 
and evaluated the average value. 

For the wooden frame, we implemented and evaluated four 
types of decontamination: water washing with a brush; wiping 
using a detergent containing orange oil; sanding with sandpaper; 
and sanding with an electric sander. 
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contamination, (b) an area with a low degree of contamination, and (c) the wooden frame 
(Figure 5). In each area, after eliminating garbage and weeds, and removing the top 1, 3, 
5, and 10 cm of the soil according to the topsoil removal method, we measured the air dose 
rate at the surface (1 cm) using a collimator and also measured the surface contamination 
density using a GM counter tube. For area (b), we performed the measurement at five points, 
positioned evenly, and evaluated the average value.

For the wooden frame, we implemented and evaluated four types of decontamination: 
water washing with a brush; wiping using a detergent containing orange oil; sanding with 
sandpaper; and sanding with an electric sander.
(d) Spot decontamination of soil

A circular area 100 cm in diameter was targeted for decontamination because it was less 
susceptible to the scattering effect of gamma radiation from the periphery of the site. After 
removing any garbage and weeds, the soil within the circle was then decontaminated accord-
ing to the topsoil removal method. We removed the top 1 cm, 3 cm, and 5 cm of soil and 
measured the air dose rate at heights of 1 cm, 50 cm, and 100 cm above the surface using a 
GM counter tube.
(e) Decontamination of surface soil

As described later, since removing the soil up to 3 cm in depth was found to have a suffi-
cient decontamination effect, decontamination was implemented by removing the top 3 cm of 
soil from the entire playground area. In this decontamination work, care was taken to remove 
the soil thinly and evenly using bamboo winnows and square shovels, which are used as farm 
tools. After decontamination, the air dose rate was measured at three heights (1 cm, 50 cm, 
and 100 cm) at the same measurement points as shown in Figure 3. For measurements taken 
at the soil surface (1 cm), a collimator was also used as well as a GM counter tube.
(f) Decontamination of gutters

For the gutters (made of concrete and with a pit width of 18 cm and a pit depth of 17 cm), 
garbage and sludge were first removed using tongs and shovels, respectively. The gutters 
were then washed with water and a brush (using scrubbing brushes with red fern bristles) 
before using a high-pressure washer (from a distance of 10 cm). Since the gutters were ap-
proximately 30 cm deep, the air dose rate was measured at a height of 1 cm from the bottom.
(g) Decontamination of gutter covers

The gutters had both iron gratings and concrete covers (25 cm wide × 60 cm long × 
3.5 cm thick). Since the iron covers could be decontaminated by washing with water and 
brushes and the high-pressure washer, we conducted the test on the concrete covers. The 
decontamination effect was compared between water washing with brushes (scrubbing) and 
high-pressure washing.
(h) Shielding of buried soil

In order to check the shielding effect of the soil cover at the burial site, we measured the 
air dose rates (1 cm, 50 cm, and 100 cm above the surface) with soil cover thicknesses of 
10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm, and 35 cm.

(4) Test results
(a) Decontamination of horizontal bar

Table 1 shows the results of decontamination of the horizontal bar. Each measured value 
(net) was calculated by deducting the background value from the raw (gross) measured 
value. As a result, we found that loose contamination (which was not fixed firmly by paint, 
for example) could be eliminated by water washing.
(b) Decontamination of slide and swings
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Table 2 and Table 3 show the results of decontamination of the slide and swings, respec-
tively. Based on these data, it was found that loose contamination could be eliminated by 
water washing.
(c) Decontamination of sandbox

Table 4 shows the result of decontamination of the sandbox. By removing the top 5 cm 
of soil, areas a and b were decontaminated to 350 cpm and 110 cpm, respectively. After 

Measurement point Water  
washing

Mild  
detergent Sandpaper

Detergent 
containing  
orange oil

Before  
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)
200 180 230 270

Measured 
value
(Net)

100 80 130 170

After  
decontamination

Measured 
value

(Gross)
100 100 100 100

Measured 
value
(Net)

0 0 0 0

Decline rate (%) 100 100 100 100

Table 1  Decontamination effects for the horizontal bar
(Unit: cpm)

Measurement point ① ② ③ ④

Before 
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)
180 200 190 200

Measured  
value
(Net)

80 100 90 70

After 
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)
100 100 100 100

Measured  
value
(Net)

0 0 0 0

Decline rate (%) 100 100 100 100

Table 2  Decontamination effects for the slide
(Unit:cpm)

Measurement point ⑤ ⑥ ⑦ ⑧ ⑨ ⑩ ⑪

Before 
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)

180 200 250 300 280 200 250

Measured  
value
(Net)

80 100 150 200 180 100 150

After 
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)

100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Measured  
value
(Net)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Decline rate (%) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100

Table 3  Decontamination effects for swings
(Unit:cpm)
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removing the top 10 cm of soil, both areas were decontaminated to 30 cpm; 70–90% of the 
contamination was contained in the top 1 cm of soil. Table 5 shows the results of decontam-
ination of the wooden frame. Sanding but not washing was required to achieve a sufficient 
decontamination effect.
(d) Effect of spot decontamination of soil

Table 6 shows the results of the measurements conducted at the center of a circle with a 
diameter of 1 m. Although this showed 100% decontamination at the surface (1 cm above 
the ground), the air dose rate at a height of 100 cm above the ground was reduced by only 
11%. This is because the greater the height, the more gamma rays from the periphery of the 
site reached the detector. This means that performing spot decontamination alone contrib-
utes little to the reduction of air dose rate in areas of widespread contamination.
(e) Effect of surface decontamination of soil

Table 7 shows the average, maximum, and minimum values for all measurement points. 
Not only was the soil surface decontaminated as in the case of spot decontamination, but the 
air dose rate also declined more than it did following spot decontamination.
(f) Decontamination of gutters

Table 8 shows the results of decontamination of the gutters. Although the elimination of 

Table 4  Decontamination effects for the sandbox
Area a Area b (average of 5 points)

Decontamination 
item

Air dose rate Surface contamination Air dose rate Surface contamination
Measured  

value
(μSv/h)

Decline  
rate
(%)

Measured  
value

Net (cpm)

Decline  
rate
(%)

Measured  
value

(μSv/h)

Decline  
rate
(%)

Measured  
value

Net (cpm)
Decline rate

(%)

Before 
decontamination 14 ― 9,500 ― 2.4 ± 0.4 ― 842 ± 207 ―

Elimination of 
garbage and weeds 13 7 ― ― 2.3 ± 0.3 5 ― ―

Removal of the top 
1cm of soil 3.6 74 7,700 18.9 2.1 ± 0.3 11 900 ± 89 –6.9

Removal of the top 
3cm of soil 2.1 85 1,000 89.5 1.3 ± 0.3 45 1,000 ± 0 –18.8

Removal of the top 
5cm of soil 0.8 94 350 96.3 0.6 ± 0.0 74 110 ± 34 86.9

Removal of the top 
10cm of soil 0.5 96 30 99.7 0.4 ± 0.1 83 30 ± 85 96.4

    Above air dose rates were measured at a height of 1 cm.

Table 5  Decontamination effects for sandbox wood frame
(Unit:cpm)

Measurement point Water  
washing

Detergent  
containing  
orange oil

Sanding  
with  

sandpaper

Sanding  
with  

electric  
sander

Before 
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)
4,500 4,500 4,500 4,500

Measured  
value
(Net)

4,200 4,200 4,200 4,200

After  
decontamination

Measured  
value

(Gross)
3,000 2,100 1,250 330

Measured  
value
(Net)

2,700 1,800 950 30

Decline rate (%) 36 57 77 99
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sludge, water washing with brushes, and high-pressure washing had a high decontamination 
effect, the high-pressure washing showed the greatest effect.
(g) Decontamination of gutter cover

It was found that high-pressure washing produced a greater decontamination effect than 
water washing with brushes (Table 9).
(h) Results of shielding the buried soil

In order to check the shielding effect of soil cover at the burial site, air dose rates were 

Table 6  Spot decontamination effects on soil

Surface (1cm) 50cm 100cm

Decontamination item

Air dose rate Surface contamination Air dose rate Surface contamination
Measured  

value
Decline  

rate
Measured 

value
Decline  

rate
Measured  

value
Decline  

rate
Measured  

value
Decline  

rate
(μSv/h) (%) Net (cpm) (%) (μSv/h) (%) (μSv/h) (%)

Before decontamination 2.6 ― 1,400 ― 2.1 ― 1.8 ―
Elimination of garbage  

and weeds 2.5 4 1,400 0 2.1 0 1.7 6

Removal of the top 1cm  
of soil 1.3 50 400 71 1.9 10 1.7 6

Removal of the top 3cm  
of soil 0.9 65 150 89 1.7 19 1.6 11

Removal of the top 5cm  
of soil 0.8 69 0 100 1.7 19 1.6 11

Table 7  Decontamination effects for ground surface soil

Measurement  
point

Before decontamination (μSv/h) After decontamination (μSv/h)
Average a) Max. Min. Average a) Max. Min.

100cm 1.5 1.9 1.0 0.6 1.1 0.4
50cm 1.8 2.4 1.2 0.6 1.0 0.3
1cm 2.4 5 1.6 0.4 1.1 0.3

(Collimate) ― ― ― 0.2 0.4 0.1
Surface 

contamination 
(Net) (cpm)

― ― ― 18 550 0

a)   Measurements were taken at 43 intersection points generated by dividing the playground lot 
into a 2 m × 2 m grid.

Table 8  Decontamination effects for gutters

Decontamination  
method

Before  
decontamination 

(μSv/h)

After  
decontamination 

(μSv/h)

Decline rate 
(%)

Elimination of garbage 2.28 3.32 –46
Elimination of sludge 2.11 0.68 68

Water washing with brushes 1.4 0.43 69
High-pressure washing 2.75 0.74 73

Table 9   Decontamination effects for gutter covers

Decontamination method
Before  

decontamination 
(cpm)

After  
decontamination 

(cpm)
Decline rate 

(%)

Water washing  
with brushes 6,000 2,500 58

High-pressure  
washing 6,000 1,200 80
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measured at 50 cm and 100 cm above the ground at soil thicknesses of 10 cm, 20 cm, 30 cm 
and 35 cm. The measurements were evaluated based on the average values measured at five 
points. Table 10 shows the measurement results.

3. Evaluation of Decontamination

In the case of loose contamination of the playground equipment, water washing produced a 
sufficient decontamination effect. However, the joint fixings of the playground equipment also 
need to be washed thoroughly and this involves disassembly and reassembly. Contamination 
adhering to the equipment also needs to be eliminated by removing the paint and replacing 
parts.

In the case of the sandbox, it was sufficiently decontaminated by removing the top 10 cm of 
sand. However, given that children dig and play in the sand, the landowner requested that the 
sand be replaced to a depth of 20 cm. 

Concerning the wooden frame of the sandbox, the decontamination using an electric sander 
resulted in the highest removal of radioactive materials. However, it is important to use dust 
collectors to prevent scattering of contaminated wood dust. Wearing a mask is also required to 
prevent inhalation of the contaminated wood dust.

Spot decontamination of the soil was found to be effective in removing contaminated soil, 
but to have very little effect in terms of decreasing the air dose rate. In addition, removing the 
top 3 cm of soil removed approximately 90% of the contamination. This accords with the fact 
that 95% of radioactive cesium was distributed in the soil up to a depth of 2.5 cm 3). In addition, 
there was a 2–3 cm layer generated by weed mulch on the top of the playground’s soil. There-
fore, removing this layer produced a sufficient decontamination effect.

The surface decontamination of the soil reduced the air dose rate to below 0.9 μSv/h, which 
had been set as the target value. Since a lower air dose rate was achieved when using a collima-
tor, it would appear that the air dose rate was increased by radiation from the periphery of the 
site rather than from the playground itself. When a collimator was used, the average dose rate 
at a height of 1 cm was 0.2 μSv/h. On the other hand, the average air dose rate at a height of 
100 cm was 0.6 μSv/h. This difference of 0.4 μSv/h is considered to result from the influence 
of nearby buildings. On the other hand, the average air dose rate at a height of 100 cm was 
1.5 μSv/h before decontamination but declined by 0.9 μSv/h after the topsoil was removed. 
From this, it was found that contamination from the soil surface contributed to more than half 
of the dose rate measured in the air at a height of 100 cm. It was also found that air dose rates 
were effectively reduced by decontaminating the soil directly beneath the surface. The dose rate 
at which decontamination is required at present is 0.23 μSv/h 4), which was calculated based 
on the annual additional radiation dose of 1 mSv. Since the average surface dose rate of soil 
is 0.2 μSv/h, the air dose rate is expected to be closer to 0.2 μSv/h as the decontaminated area 

Table 10  Shielding effect for removed topsoil

Measurement  
height

Burial thickness
0 cm 10 cm 20 cm 30 cm 35 cm

100 cm 1.2 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.5
50 cm 1.4 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4
1 cm 2.3 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.4
1 cm

(Collimate) ― ― ― ― 0.1
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increases.
On the other hand, the dose rate of the gutters increased in spite of removing the garbage. 

This is considered to be the result of contaminated sludge being moved to the measurement 
site, although the measurements were taken in the same place before and after the garbage was 
removed. In addition, washing with brushes achieved the same level of decontamination as 
high-pressure washing.

The concrete covers were highly contaminated. Although high-pressure washing had a high 
decontamination effect, the contamination level could not be reduced to below 1,000 cpm. This 
means that radioactive cesium gained entry into the concrete joints. Therefore, a method that 
enables these joints to be washed is required in order to decontaminate the concrete completely. 
In this test, we used a 7-MPa high-pressure water sprayer equipped with a straight nozzle, and 
confirmed that high-pressure washing was effective to a certain degree. Although the effect of 
a device equipped with a rotary nozzle (which can produce higher pressure) needs to be tested 
for surface decontamination, such devices may be higher in cost than those easily purchased at 
DIY stores. Therefore, this is an issue for further study.

Concerning the shielding effect of the buried soil, it was found that a thickness of 30 cm 
could shield approximately 80% of the radiation dose rate. Since approximately 3 cm of topsoil 
was removed, there was no need to dig a 10-m3 hole as originally planned; covering the soil to 
a thickness of approximately 0.3 m was sufficient to produce a superior shielding effect.

Finally, the following points were learned as a result of the decontamination tests, although 
more data need to be collected in the future:

First, a method for decontaminating the wooden frame as well as the rubber steps of the 
slide was also tested. For this, a mold-removing agent containing hypochlorous acid was used 
in order to remove cesium together with the dirt on the surface. This method produced decon-
tamination effects but resulted in the bleaching of the wooden frame. In the case of the rubber 
steps, the dirt was removed by the foam that was generated when the detergent was sprayed on. 
There is a best moment to wipe off the detergent foam before the dirt adhered again, although 
it was not possible to conduct a test to verify this.

Second, combining an electrical sander with a dust collector expanded the scope of the 
decontamination. A field test of effective and efficient decontamination using general-purpose 
cleaning devices is expected before full-scale decontamination commences.

Figure 6 shows a view of the playground after decontamination. This shows how the 

Figure 6   View of the playground after decontamination
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playground was cleaned in comparison to its condition before decontamination as shown in Fig-
ure 1

4. Conclusions

The loose contamination on the playground equipment was sufficiently eliminated by 
washing with water. Soil can be decontaminated by removing approximately 3 cm of topsoil. 
Although the gutters were decontaminated using water washing with brushes and high-pressure 
washing, there is an issue concerning the elimination of radioactive materials that have gained 
entry into concrete joints. On the whole, this demonstration has shown that implementing sur-
face decontamination can reduce air dose rates at a height of 100 cm, and surface decontam-
ination was shown to be more effective at reducing air dose rates than spot decontamination.

III. Afterword
In this test, various decontamination methods were trialed for the purpose of checking the 

effect of surface decontamination on air dose rates for a playground with an area of 150 m2. 
Loose contamination on the playground equipment was shown to be removable by washing 
with water and brushes. For soil, implementing surface decontamination by removing approx-
imately 3 cm of topsoil lowered the air dose rate at a height of 100 cm to 0.3 μSv/h below 
the original target of 0.9 μSv/h. For the gutters and the concrete gutter covers, high-pressure 
washing at a pressure of 7 MPa proved to be effective to a certain degree, but eliminating 
contamination in the concrete joints proved to be problematic. When placing a cover of soil on 
material removed during decontamination, a thickness of 30 cm was found to be effective in 
shielding approximately 80% of the radiation.

The data collected demonstrate that implementing surface decontamination can be more 
effective at reducing air dose rates than implementing spot decontamination in hot spots.

The results of this test, conducted in accordance with the decontamination instructions is-
sued by the Fukushima Prefecture 5), are summarized in a 17-minute video. The video is posted 
on the Japan Atomic Energy Agency website 6) and is also utilized in decontamination seminars 
held by the Fukushima Prefecture.

We are very grateful to Fukushima Prefecture and Fukushima City for their supporting in 
helping us to implement this test and evaluation.
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Effect of Gamma Ray Irradiation on 
Deoxygenation by Hydrazine in Artificial 

Seawater
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At the spent nuclear fuel pools in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, hydrazine has 
been added to reduce dissolved oxygen in the pool water containing salts. The reduction behav-
ior of dissolved oxygen in seawater with hydrazine in the presence of radiation is unknown. The 
effect of gamma ray irradiation on deoxygenation by hydrazine in artificial seawater was inves-
tigated at room temperature. We placed the artificial seawater with a small amount of hydrazine 
under gamma ray irradiation at dose rates of 0.3–7.5 kGy/h. The concentration of dissolved 
oxygen in the solutions was measured before and after the irradiation. The concentration of dis-
solved oxygen hardly decreased in the absence of gamma radiation in a few hours, whereas it 
markedly decreased in the presence of gamma radiation. The concentration of dissolved oxygen 
decreased with irradiation time. At this moment, hydrazine concentration decreased more than 
twice the dissolved oxygen concentration. This shows that some gamma radiolysis products of 
hydrazine act as deoxidizers. The concentration of dissolved oxygen in artificial seawater could 
be decreased by the addition of a small amount of hydrazine in the presence of gamma radiation 
at room temperature.

KEYWORDS: gamma ray, irradiation, solution, hydrazine, radiolysis, dissolved oxygen

I. Introduction
In the Great East Japan Earthquake, a station blackout occurred following the earthquake 

and subsequent tsunami at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Consequently, seawa-
ter was injected into the spent fuel pool of Unit 2 through Unit 4 for the purpose of cooling 
the spent fuel, with freshwater injection switched to later. Currently, to inhibit the corrosion of 
materials in the spent fuel pool, water containing hydrazine (N2H4) is injected into the spent fuel 
pool. This is done to reduce the oxidizer, the dissolved oxygen (DO), contained in the water in 
the pool.

As of September 2011, the values listed in Table 1 were disclosed as the water quality of 
the pool for Unit 4 of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 1). The concentration of 
chloride ions (Cl−) was 997 ppm. The N2H4 concentration was 59 ppm. The DO concentration 
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is unknown because data are not provided. The spent fuel is stored in the spent fuel pool and 
the spent fuel radiates various radioactive products such as gamma rays. In the thermal power 
plant, and elsewhere, N2H4 is used as a deoxidizer for high temperature water, but the deox-
idization effect is known to be limited in pure water at room temperature 2). When exposed 
to radiation, it is reported that N2H4 is degraded and the DO concentration is reduced by the 
reaction of its degradation products with DO 3-6, 8, 9). However, those are the results acquired 
with pure water, and the reaction behavior of DO and N2H4 is unclear in a system that contains 
seawater components, as in this case.

Hence, in this research, the influence of gamma rays on the reaction behavior of DO and 
N2H4 (deoxygenation) in artificial seawater was studied by irradiating pure water and artificial 
seawater containing an infinitesimal amount of N2H4 at room temperature with gamma rays, 
and then determining the quantity of DO and N2H4 in aqueous solution. In this paper, the com-
parison and study results are reported on the influences of gamma rays on the reaction behavior 
of DO and N2H4 in seawater and pure water.

II. Experimental Methodology
1. Testing Solution

Solutions of pure water and the artificial seawater Aquamarine (Yashima Pure Chemi-
cals Co., Ltd.), with the addition of 10−3 mol/dm3 of N2H4, were used for the test. The main 
components of artificial seawater are listed in Table 2. The chloride ion concentration was 
0.560 mol/dm3 (approximately 18,900 ppm). Special grade hydrazine 1 hydrate (purity 98.0%) 
was used as N2H4. The pH of pure water and artificial seawater at 25°C with the addition of 
10−3 mol/dm3 of N2H4 was 9.3.

2. Gamma Ray Irradiation Test

The gamma ray irradiation test was conducted in Irradiation Room 2 in Cobalt Building 1 
of the Takasaki Advanced Radiation Research Institute of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency. 
The irradiation with gamma rays was started by pulling up the cobalt (Co-60) radiation source 
from the pool of the irradiation room and was stopped by pulling it down to the bottom of the 
pool. The average energy of emitted gamma rays from the cobalt radiation source was 1.25 
MeV. The absorption dose rate was controlled by varying the distance of the sample and the 

Table 1    Concentration and activity of key aqueous solutes in the Unit 4 spent 
fuel pool in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant
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Table 1 Analytical data for aqueous solution at unit 4 spent
fuel pool in Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power
Plant

Date
time

Cl－
ppm

N2H4
ppm

Cs�137
Bq/L

Cs�134
Bq/L

I�131
Bq/L

2011.9.2
15�00 997 59 3.1×104 2.2×104 ND

ND: Not detected.
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ヒドラジンによる人工海水中の溶存酸素低減に及ぼす

ガンマ線の影響
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At the spent nuclear fuel pools in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, hydrazine has been
added to reduce dissolved oxygen in the pool water containing salts. The reduction behavior of dissolved
oxygen in seawater with hydrazine in the presence of radiation is unknown. The eŠect of gamma ray irradia-
tion on deoxygenation by hydrazine in artiˆcial seawater was investigated at room temperature. We placed
the artiˆcial seawater with a small amount of hydrazine under gamma ray irradiation at dose rates of 0.3�7.5
kGy/h. The concentration of dissolved oxygen in the solutions was measured before and after the irradia-
tion. The concentration of dissolved oxygen hardly decreased in the absence of gamma radiation in a few
hours, whereas it markedly decreased in the presence of gamma radiation. The concentration of dissolved
oxygen decreased with irradiation time. At this moment, hydrazine concentration decreased more than
twice the dissolved oxygen concentration. This shows that some gamma radiolysis products of hydrazine act
as deoxidizers. The concentration of dissolved oxygen in artiˆcial seawater could be decreased by the addi-
tion of a small amount of hydrazine in the presence of gamma radiation at room temperature.

KEYWORDS: gamma ray, irradiation, solution, hydrazine, radiolysis, dissolved oxygen

I. は じ め に

東日本大震災において，福島第一原子力発電所では，地

震とその後の津波による全電源喪失事故が発生した。それ

に伴い，使用済燃料プール内の使用済燃料を冷却するた

め，緊急処置として 2～4号機の使用済燃料プールに海水

が注入され，その後淡水への注入に切り替えられた。現

在，使用済燃料プール内の材料の腐食を抑制するため，ヒ

ドラジン(N2H4)を含む水が使用済燃料プールに注入され

ている。これはプール水に含まれる酸化剤である溶存酸素

(DO)を低減するためである。

平成23年 9月時点では，福島第一原発 4号機のプール

水の水質として Table 1 に示す値が公表されている1)。海

水由来の塩化物イオン(Cl－)濃度は 997 ppmであった。

N2H4 濃度は 59 ppmであった。DO濃度に関してはデー

タの記載がないため不明である。使用済燃料プールには使

用済燃料が保管されており，使用済燃料からはガンマ線等

の各種放射線が放出されている。火力発電プラント等では

高温水の脱酸素剤として N2H4 は利用されているが，室温

の純水ではその脱酸素効果は小さいことが知られてい

る2)。放射線下では，N2H4 は放射線により分解された

後，その分解生成物が DOと反応することで DO濃度を低

減しているとの報告がある3～6,8,9)。しかしながら，それら

は純水での結果であり，今回のように海水成分を含む系に

Table 2   Chemical composition of artificial seawater (mol/dm3)

Na +

0.478
Mg 2+

0.0547
Ca 2+

0.0104
K +

0.0102
Sr 2+

0.00016
Cl −

0.560
SO4

 2−

0.0288
HCO3

 −

0.0024
Br −

0.00084
BO3

 3−

0.00045
F −

0.00007
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Co-60 radiation source, and the absorbed dose quantity by varying the duration of irradiation. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the positional relationship of the Co-60 radiation source and 
the samples. In this test, the gamma rays irradiated the samples at room temperature  within 
the absorption dose rate range of 0.3–7.5 kGy/h. The dose rates were within the dose rate 
distribution (1–10 6 Gy/h) of the spent fuel pool of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
as analyzed and evaluated by us 10).

The samples for irradiation were pure water and artificial seawater with added N2H4, con-
tained in a 25 mL test tube with no air gap and tightly plugged. The absorption dose rate at the 
position of irradiation was evaluated using an alanine dose meter (Aminogray: Hitachi Cable, 
Ltd.) The measurement range of the Aminogray was 10–10 5 Gy.

3. Measurement of DO and N2H4 Concentrations

The concentrations of DO and N2H4 were measured before and after irradiation with gamma 
rays. The indigo carmine method was mainly used to determine the DO. The measurement 
range of this method was 3–34 × 10−5 mol/dm3 (1.0–11.0 ppm). When the determined value 
was one ppm and lower, a fluorescent DO concentration meter with a measurement range of 
0–156 × 10−5 mol/dm3 (0–50.0 ppm) was used. For the determination of N2H4, the p-dimethyl-
aminobenzaldehyde method was used. For adjusting the concentration within the measurement 
range when using this method, the sample was diluted with pure water. The measurement range 
was 2–234 × 10−7 mol/dm3 (0.005–0.750 ppm).

III. Results and Discussion
1. Deoxygenation Behavior in Pure Water without Irradiation

After tightly plugging a test tube containing 25 mL of pure water and N2H4, the temperature 
was maintained at a specified level for eight hours using an aluminum block constant-tempera-
ture tank (at 20, 30, 40, 50 and 65°C). As a point of information, the initial DO concentration 
of the test fluid was in a supersaturation status higher than atmospheric concentration. The 
DO concentrations measured at specified times are shown in Figure 2. The DO concentration 
showed a slight decrease after eight hours at 20°C. The decrease at 30°C was several ppm. At 
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Table 2 Chemical composition of artiˆcial seawater
(mol/dm3)

Na＋

0.478
Mg2＋

0.0547
Ca2＋

0.0104
K＋

0.0102
Sr2＋

0.00016

Cl－ SO 2－
4 HCO －

3 Br－ BO 3－
3 F－

0.560 0.0288 0.0024 0.00084 0.00045 0.00007

Fig. 1 Schematic layout of Co�60 gamma-ray source and sam-
ples

Fig. 2 Decreases in dissolved oxygen for pure water with 10－3

mol/dm3 hydrazine at diŠerent temperatures in the ab-
sence of gamma radiation
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おける DOと N2H4 の反応挙動は明らかではない。

そこで，本研究では，人工海水中における DOと N2H4

の反応挙動(脱酸素)に対するガンマ線の影響に着目した。

微量の N2H4 を含有する純水および人工海水に対して室温

下にてガンマ線を照射し，その後，水溶液中の DOと

N2H4 を定量することで，DOと N2H4 の反応挙動に対す

るガンマ線の影響を検討した。本報では，人工海水中の

DOと N2H4 の反応挙動に対するガンマ線の影響を純水中

のそれと比較，検討した結果を報告する。

II. 実 験 方 法

1. 試験液

純水と人工海水アクアマ�ン(�����株製)に N2H4 を

10－3 mol/dm3 添加した水溶液を試験に用いた。人工海水

の主要成分を Table 2 に示す。塩化物イオン濃度は 0.560

mol/dm3(約 18,900 ppm)である。N2H4 は特級ヒドラジン

1水和物(純度98.0�)を用いた。N2H4 を10－3 mol/dm3 添

加した25°Cの純水と人工海水の pHは9.3であった。

2. ガンマ線照射試験

ガンマ線照射試験は，日本原子力研究開発機構の高崎量

子応用研究所のコバルト第 1棟第 2照射室で実施した。

照射室内のプールにあるコバルト(Co�60)線源をプール上

に引き上げることでガンマ線の照射を開始，プール底に引

き下げることで照射を停止した。コバルト線源から放出さ

れるガンマ線の平均エネルギーは 1.25 MeVである。サン

プルと Co�60線源の距離を変えることで吸収線量率を，

照射時間により吸収線量をコントロールした。Fig. 1 に

Co�60線源とサンプルの位置関係の概略を示す。本試験

では，吸収線量率 0.3～7.5 kGy/hの範囲でガンマ線を室

温にて，サンプルに照射した。これらの線量率は，我

々10)が解析評価した福島第一原子力発電所使用済燃料

プールの線量率分布(1～106 Gy/h)内にある。

照射したサンプルは，N2H4 を添加した純水と人工海水

を容量 25 mLの栓付試験管に空隙がないように入れ密栓

したものである。照射位置における吸収線量率はアラニン

線量計(アミノグレイ�日�電線�株製)を用いて評価した。

アミノグレイの線量測定可能範囲は 10～105 Gyである。

3. DO と N2H4 濃度の測定

ガンマ線の照射前と照射後に，DOと N2H4 濃度を測定

した。DOの定量は主として酸性インジコカルミン法を用

いた。定量可能範囲は 3～34×10－5 mol/dm3(1.0～11.0

ppm)であった。定量値が 1 ppm以下であった場合，必要

に応じて，定量範囲 0～156×10－5 mol/dm3(0～50.0

ppm)である蛍光式 DO濃度計を用いた。N2H4 の定量は，

p�ジメチルアミノベンズアルデヒド法を用いた。定量の

際，定量可能範囲に濃度を調整するため，サンプルを純水

で希釈した。定量可能範囲は 2～234×10－7 mol/dm3

(0.005～0.750 ppm)であった。

III. 結果と考察

1. 非照射下の純水における脱酸素挙動

N2H4 を添加した純水 25 mLを栓付試験管に入れ密栓し

た後，アルミブロック恒温槽を用いて，所定温度(20, 30,

40, 50, 65°C)に 8時間保持した。なお，試験液の初期 DO

濃度は空気飽和よりも過飽和となっている。Fig. 2 に，

所定時間ごとに測定した DO濃度を示す。20°Cでは 8時

間経過後，DO濃度はわずかに減少した。30°Cでは数 ppm

Figure 1   Schematic layout of Co-60 gamma-ray source and samples
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65°C, the DO concentration decreased to under one ppm in eight hours.
Thus, DO reduction by N2H4 was small at room temperatures of 20–30°C, but increased as 

the temperature rose.

2. Deoxygenation Behavior under Gamma Ray Irradiation

Pure water and artificial seawater, with the addition of N2H4, were irradiated with gamma 
rays at 7.5 kGy/h for one hour. As before, the initial DO concentration of the test fluid was in 
supersaturation, higher than air saturation. The DO concentration before and after irradiation 
is shown in Figure 3. For comparison, the DO concentration of a test fluid sample left for one 
hour with no irradiation (0 Gy/h) is indicated in the same chart. In the non-irradiated condition, 
the DO concentration after one hour was almost the same as before testing for both pure water 
and artificial seawater. After the gamma irradiation, both pure water and artificial seawater 
showed a DO concentration of one ppm or less. The reduction in DO concentration (deoxy-
genation) was clearly the result of the gamma irradiation. Incidentally, the DO concentration 
of artificial seawater before irradiation was lower than that in the pure water by approximately 
one ppm due to the salt content of the artificial seawater. The saturated DO concentration of a 
3.5% NaCl solution, with a chloride ion concentration equivalent to the artificial seawater at 
20°C, was 7.2 ppm 11) and was lower than the saturated DO concentration of 9.1 ppm of pure 
water at the same temperature. 

In this test, the temperature of the test water before and after the gamma irradiation was 
25–30°C. Considering the temperature dependence of deoxygenation behavior in pure water 
shown in Figure 2, under the test conditions of this test, the influence of temperature on deox-
ygenation was small, while the influence of gamma irradiation was large.

3. Relation of Absorption Dose Rate and Deoxygenation Behavior

Pure water and artificial seawater, with the addition of N2H4, were irradiated with gam-
ma rays at room temperature for one hour at different absorption dose rates within the range 
0.3–7.5 kGy/h. The DO concentration after irradiation is shown in Figure 4. For comparison, 

 6

 

 

F i g . 2   D e c r e a s e s  i n  d i s s o l v e d  o x y g e n  f o r  p u r e  w a t e r  w i t h  

1 0 - 3  m o l / d m 3  h y d r a z i n e  a t  d i f f e r e n t  t e m p e r a t u r e s  i n  t h e  

a b s e n c e  o f  g a m m a  r a d i a t i o n .  
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Figure 2    Decreases in dissolved oxygen in pure water with 10−3 mol/dm3 hydrazine 
at different temperatures in the absence of gamma radiation
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the DO concentration of a test fluid sample left for one hour with no irradiation (0 Gy/h) is 
indicated in the same chart. For both pure water and artificial seawater, the DO concentration 
was one ppm or less for absorption dose rates of 2 kGy/h and above. The deoxygenation took 
place within the absorption dose rates in this test.

4. Time-Dependent Behavior of Dissolved Oxygen Concentration and 
Hydrazine Under Gamma Irradiation

Pure water and artificial seawater, with the addition of N2H4, were irradiated with gamma 
rays at 1 kGy/h at room temperature. The time-dependent DO and N2H4 concentrations are 
shown in Figures 5 and 6, respectively. For both pure water and artificial seawater, the DO 
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Figure 4    Comparison of concentration of dissolved oxygen with and without gamma 
ray irradiation at room temperature at different dose rates after 1 hour
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concentration of 10−3 mol/dm3 (approximately 33 ppm) to approximately 0.25 × 10−3 mol/dm3 
(approximately 8 ppm) from an irradiating duration of 60 minutes. Within the irradiating dose 
rate range (0.3–7.5 kGy/h) in this test, the N2H4 concentration showed a continuous decrease 
with increasing irradiating duration.

Usually, in the absence of irradiation, the chemical reaction of N2H4 and O2 is expressed in 
Eq. (1) 2):
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通常，非照射下において，N2H4 と O2 の化学反応は

( 1 )式で表される2)。

N2H4 ＋ O2 → N2 ＋ 2H2O ( 1 )

N2H4 と O2 は当量で反応するが，N2H4 と O2 の分子量

は等しいので，等濃度で( 1 )式の化学反応は進行する。

しかし，室温のガンマ線照射下では，Fig. 5と Fig. 6に

示したように，N2H4 と O2 の濃度は当量(1対 1)で変化し

ていなかった。照射60分では，DOの低減量の約 10 ppm

に対して N2H4 の低減量は約 25 ppmであった。

このことから，ガンマ線により N2H4 が別の化学種(放

射線分解生成物)となり，DOと反応していたと考えられ

る。Ershovら6)，Buxtonら8)は，DOと N2H4 が共存する

純水での脱酸素反応をパルスラジオリシス測定の結果か

ら，以下のように説明している。

･N2H3 ＋ O2 → O2･－ ＋ N2H2 ＋ H＋ ( 2 )

なお，･N2H3 は N2H4 の放射線分解生成物であり，水の

放射線分解生成物 OH･ との反応より生成したものであ

る6,8)。

N2H4 ＋ OH･ → ･N2H3 ＋ H2O ( 3 )

一方で，DOが存在しない(DO＝0 ppm)純水での N2H4

の放射線分解挙動として，複数の研究者3,7)が，( 4 )式の

反応を提示している。

2N2H4 → 2NH3 ＋ N2 ＋ H2 ( 4 )

NH3 ＋ H2O→ NH ＋
4 ＋ OH－ ( 5 )

60分間ガンマ線を照射することで DOが完全除去され

たと考えられる試験液に対して，インドフェノールブルー

法を用いて，アンモニウムイオン NH ＋
4 を定量したとこ

ろ，数 ppmを検出した。NH ＋
4 は NH3 が水に溶解して生

成したものと考えられることから，( 2 )式の反応により

脱酸素が進行し，脱酸素後には( 4 )式と( 5 )式の反応が

進行していたと考えられる。

5. ガンマ線照射時の溶存酸素とヒドラジンの G 値

Figure 5と Fig. 6に示したように，ガンマ線照射下で

は照射時間の増大とともに DOと N2H4 濃度は低下した。

そこで，ガンマ線量と DOおよび N2H4 の減少量の関係を

G 値で整理した。Fig. 5と Fig. 6から DOと N2H4 の減少

量に対する測定時間毎の G 値�G(�O2)と G(�N2H4)を求

めた。Table 3 に G(�O2)と G(�N2H4)を，測定時間，吸

収線量と対比して取りまとめた。pH＝9.3の純水で G

(�O2)＝18.0×10－7 mol J－1, G(�N2H4)＝7.6～21.5×10－7

mol J－1，人工海水で G(�O2)＝5.8～11.0×10－7 mol J－1,

G(�N2H4)＝8.3～24.9×10－7 mol J－1 であった。人工海水

では，純水に比べると G(�N2H4)はほぼ同じで G(�O2)は

小さくなった。

ここで，今回取得したデータを他の研究者のデータと比

較した。Lefortら3)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝

9.5の純水における G(�N2H4)を，吸収線率 0.293 Gy s－1

(1 kGy/h)で求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G

(�N2H4)＝13×10－7 mol J－1 との結果を得ている。また，

Ershovら5)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝9.5の純水

での G(�N2H4)を吸収線率 0.113 Gy s－1(約 400 Gy/h)で

求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G(�N2H4)＝13×

10－7 mol J－1との結果を得ている。本試験で得た 500 Gy

の純水での値は G(�N2H4)＝10.3×10－7 mol J－1 であり，

既報の値と大きな相違はなかった。なお，G(�N2H4)値が

大きい理由として，Buxtonら9)は N2H4 の減少に連鎖反応

が関与していると報告している。

G(�O2)値に関して，Lefortら3)，Ershov5)らの報文に記

載はなかった。

6. ガンマ線照射下での海水成分の影響

水の放射線分解により生成する水和電子 e－aq は酸素 O2

と速く反応すること12)が知られている。一方で，e－aq と

N2H4 の反応は遅い13)。( 6 )式と( 7 )式にそれぞれの反応

と反応速度定数 k を示す。

e－aq ＋ O2 → O －
2 ＋ H2O

k(6)＝1.9×1010 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 6 )

   (1)

N2H4 and O2 react with equivalent weights, where the chemical reaction of Eq. (1) progress-
es with equal concentrations because the molecular masses are equal. However, with irradi-
ation by gamma rays at room temperature, the concentration of N2H4 and O2 did not change 
with equivalent weights (1:1) as shown in Figures 5 and 6. With an irradiation duration of 
60 minutes, the reduction in quantity of N2H4 was approximately 25 ppm while the reduction in 
quantity of DO was approximately 10 ppm.

Based on this, it is considered that N2H4 transferred to another chemical species (radiolysis 
product) and reacted with DO. Ershov et al 6). and Buxton et al 8). explain the deoxygenating 
reaction in pure water under the copresence of DO and N2H4 as follows, based on the measure-
ment of pulse radiolysis:
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較した。Lefortら3)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝

9.5の純水における G(�N2H4)を，吸収線率 0.293 Gy s－1

(1 kGy/h)で求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G

(�N2H4)＝13×10－7 mol J－1 との結果を得ている。また，

Ershovら5)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝9.5の純水

での G(�N2H4)を吸収線率 0.113 Gy s－1(約 400 Gy/h)で

求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G(�N2H4)＝13×

10－7 mol J－1との結果を得ている。本試験で得た 500 Gy

の純水での値は G(�N2H4)＝10.3×10－7 mol J－1 であり，

既報の値と大きな相違はなかった。なお，G(�N2H4)値が
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が関与していると報告している。
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6. ガンマ線照射下での海水成分の影響

水の放射線分解により生成する水和電子 e－aq は酸素 O2

と速く反応すること12)が知られている。一方で，e－aq と

N2H4 の反応は遅い13)。( 6 )式と( 7 )式にそれぞれの反応

と反応速度定数 k を示す。

e－aq ＋ O2 → O －
2 ＋ H2O

k(6)＝1.9×1010 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 6 )

   (2)

Here, ･N2H3 is a radiolysis of N2H4 and is formed by the reaction with OH･, a radiolysis of 
water 6, 8).
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   (3)

On the other hand, for the radiolytic behavior of N2H4 in pure water with the absence of DO 
(DO = 0 ppm), several researchers 3, 7) suggest the reaction of Eq. (4):
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Table 3 G(�N2H4) and G(�O2) values in pure water (a) and
artiˆcial seawater (b) with 10－3 mol/dm3 hydra-
zine at a dose rate of 1 kGy/h (unit: 10－7 mol J－1)

Time
dose

(a) pure water (b) artiˆcial seawater

G(�N2H4) G(�O2) G(�N2H4) G(�O2)

0�10 min
167 Gy

21.5 18.0 24.9 11.0

0�30 min
500 Gy

10.3
13a)

― 12.9 5.8

0�60 min
1,000 Gy

7.6 ― 8.3 ―

a) from Ref. 3), 5).
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通常，非照射下において，N2H4 と O2 の化学反応は

( 1 )式で表される2)。

N2H4 ＋ O2 → N2 ＋ 2H2O ( 1 )

N2H4 と O2 は当量で反応するが，N2H4 と O2 の分子量

は等しいので，等濃度で( 1 )式の化学反応は進行する。

しかし，室温のガンマ線照射下では，Fig. 5と Fig. 6に

示したように，N2H4 と O2 の濃度は当量(1対 1)で変化し

ていなかった。照射60分では，DOの低減量の約 10 ppm

に対して N2H4 の低減量は約 25 ppmであった。

このことから，ガンマ線により N2H4 が別の化学種(放

射線分解生成物)となり，DOと反応していたと考えられ

る。Ershovら6)，Buxtonら8)は，DOと N2H4 が共存する

純水での脱酸素反応をパルスラジオリシス測定の結果か

ら，以下のように説明している。

･N2H3 ＋ O2 → O2･－ ＋ N2H2 ＋ H＋ ( 2 )

なお，･N2H3 は N2H4 の放射線分解生成物であり，水の

放射線分解生成物 OH･ との反応より生成したものであ

る6,8)。

N2H4 ＋ OH･ → ･N2H3 ＋ H2O ( 3 )

一方で，DOが存在しない(DO＝0 ppm)純水での N2H4

の放射線分解挙動として，複数の研究者3,7)が，( 4 )式の

反応を提示している。

2N2H4 → 2NH3 ＋ N2 ＋ H2 ( 4 )

NH3 ＋ H2O→ NH ＋
4 ＋ OH－ ( 5 )

60分間ガンマ線を照射することで DOが完全除去され

たと考えられる試験液に対して，インドフェノールブルー

法を用いて，アンモニウムイオン NH ＋
4 を定量したとこ

ろ，数 ppmを検出した。NH ＋
4 は NH3 が水に溶解して生

成したものと考えられることから，( 2 )式の反応により

脱酸素が進行し，脱酸素後には( 4 )式と( 5 )式の反応が

進行していたと考えられる。

5. ガンマ線照射時の溶存酸素とヒドラジンの G 値

Figure 5と Fig. 6に示したように，ガンマ線照射下で

は照射時間の増大とともに DOと N2H4 濃度は低下した。

そこで，ガンマ線量と DOおよび N2H4 の減少量の関係を

G 値で整理した。Fig. 5と Fig. 6から DOと N2H4 の減少

量に対する測定時間毎の G 値�G(�O2)と G(�N2H4)を求

めた。Table 3 に G(�O2)と G(�N2H4)を，測定時間，吸

収線量と対比して取りまとめた。pH＝9.3の純水で G

(�O2)＝18.0×10－7 mol J－1, G(�N2H4)＝7.6～21.5×10－7

mol J－1，人工海水で G(�O2)＝5.8～11.0×10－7 mol J－1,

G(�N2H4)＝8.3～24.9×10－7 mol J－1 であった。人工海水

では，純水に比べると G(�N2H4)はほぼ同じで G(�O2)は

小さくなった。

ここで，今回取得したデータを他の研究者のデータと比

較した。Lefortら3)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝

9.5の純水における G(�N2H4)を，吸収線率 0.293 Gy s－1

(1 kGy/h)で求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G

(�N2H4)＝13×10－7 mol J－1 との結果を得ている。また，

Ershovら5)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝9.5の純水

での G(�N2H4)を吸収線率 0.113 Gy s－1(約 400 Gy/h)で

求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G(�N2H4)＝13×

10－7 mol J－1との結果を得ている。本試験で得た 500 Gy

の純水での値は G(�N2H4)＝10.3×10－7 mol J－1 であり，

既報の値と大きな相違はなかった。なお，G(�N2H4)値が

大きい理由として，Buxtonら9)は N2H4 の減少に連鎖反応

が関与していると報告している。

G(�O2)値に関して，Lefortら3)，Ershov5)らの報文に記

載はなかった。

6. ガンマ線照射下での海水成分の影響

水の放射線分解により生成する水和電子 e－aq は酸素 O2

と速く反応すること12)が知られている。一方で，e－aq と

N2H4 の反応は遅い13)。( 6 )式と( 7 )式にそれぞれの反応

と反応速度定数 k を示す。

e－aq ＋ O2 → O －
2 ＋ H2O

k(6)＝1.9×1010 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 6 )

 

  (4)

  (5)

Using a test fluid from which DO is completely removed by irradiating with gamma rays for 
60 minutes, the determination of ammonium ions NH4

+ was conducted using the indophenol 
blue method, and several ppm were detected. Because NH4

+ is considered to be formed by the 
dissolution of NH3 in water, it is further considered that deoxygenation progressed with the 
reaction of Eq. (2), and after deoxygenation, the reactions in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5) followed.

5. G-Values of Dissolved Oxygen and Hydrazine Under Gamma Irradiation 

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the concentration of DO and N2H4 decreased with increasing 
duration of gamma irradiation. Hence, the relation between gamma ray dose and the reduction 
in quantity of DO and N2H4 was quantified with regard to the G-value. From Figures 5 and 6, the 
G-values G(−O2) and G(−N2H4), with regard to the reduction in DO and N2H4, were obtained 
at every measured time. G(−O2) and G(−N2H4) were summarized with regard to measured time 
and absorption dose in Table 3. The values were G(−O2) = 18.0 × 10−7 mol J−1 and G(− N2H4) = 
7.6 − 21.5 ×10−7 mol J−1 for pure water of pH = 9.3, and G(−O2) = 5.8 − 11.0 × 10−7 mol J-1 and 
G(− N2H4) = 8.3 −24.9 × 10−7 mol J-1 for artificial seawater of pH = 9.3. G(−N2H4) of seawater 
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was almost the same as that of pure water, and G(−O2) was smaller.
The G-values obtained in this study were compared with those reported by other research-

ers. Lefort et al. 3) obtained G(−N2H4) in pure water of [N2H4] = 10−3 mol dm-3 and pH = 9.5 
with an absorption dose rate of 0.293 Gy s−1 (1 kGy/h), and obtained the result of G(−N2H4) = 

Figure 6    Change in hydrazine concentration in pure water and artificial seawater at 
room temperature at a dose rate of 1 kGy/h
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Figure 5    Changes of dissolved oxygen concentration for pure water and artificial 
seawater at room temperature at a dose rate of 1 kGy/h

Table 3   G(−N2H4) and G(−O2) values in pure water (a) and artificial seawater (b) 
with 10−3 mol/dm3 hydrazine at a dose rate of 1 kGy/h (unit: 10−7 mol J−1)
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Fig. 6 Changes of hydrazine concentration for pure water and
artiˆcial seawater at room temperature at a dose rate of 1
kGy/h

Table 3 G(�N2H4) and G(�O2) values in pure water (a) and
artiˆcial seawater (b) with 10－3 mol/dm3 hydra-
zine at a dose rate of 1 kGy/h (unit: 10－7 mol J－1)

Time
dose

(a) pure water (b) artiˆcial seawater

G(�N2H4) G(�O2) G(�N2H4) G(�O2)

0�10 min
167 Gy

21.5 18.0 24.9 11.0

0�30 min
500 Gy

10.3
13a)

― 12.9 5.8

0�60 min
1,000 Gy

7.6 ― 8.3 ―

a) from Ref. 3), 5).
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通常，非照射下において，N2H4 と O2 の化学反応は

( 1 )式で表される2)。

N2H4 ＋ O2 → N2 ＋ 2H2O ( 1 )

N2H4 と O2 は当量で反応するが，N2H4 と O2 の分子量

は等しいので，等濃度で( 1 )式の化学反応は進行する。

しかし，室温のガンマ線照射下では，Fig. 5と Fig. 6に

示したように，N2H4 と O2 の濃度は当量(1対 1)で変化し

ていなかった。照射60分では，DOの低減量の約 10 ppm

に対して N2H4 の低減量は約 25 ppmであった。

このことから，ガンマ線により N2H4 が別の化学種(放

射線分解生成物)となり，DOと反応していたと考えられ

る。Ershovら6)，Buxtonら8)は，DOと N2H4 が共存する

純水での脱酸素反応をパルスラジオリシス測定の結果か

ら，以下のように説明している。

･N2H3 ＋ O2 → O2･－ ＋ N2H2 ＋ H＋ ( 2 )

なお，･N2H3 は N2H4 の放射線分解生成物であり，水の

放射線分解生成物 OH･ との反応より生成したものであ

る6,8)。

N2H4 ＋ OH･ → ･N2H3 ＋ H2O ( 3 )

一方で，DOが存在しない(DO＝0 ppm)純水での N2H4

の放射線分解挙動として，複数の研究者3,7)が，( 4 )式の

反応を提示している。

2N2H4 → 2NH3 ＋ N2 ＋ H2 ( 4 )

NH3 ＋ H2O→ NH ＋
4 ＋ OH－ ( 5 )

60分間ガンマ線を照射することで DOが完全除去され

たと考えられる試験液に対して，インドフェノールブルー

法を用いて，アンモニウムイオン NH ＋
4 を定量したとこ

ろ，数 ppmを検出した。NH ＋
4 は NH3 が水に溶解して生

成したものと考えられることから，( 2 )式の反応により

脱酸素が進行し，脱酸素後には( 4 )式と( 5 )式の反応が

進行していたと考えられる。

5. ガンマ線照射時の溶存酸素とヒドラジンの G 値

Figure 5と Fig. 6に示したように，ガンマ線照射下で

は照射時間の増大とともに DOと N2H4 濃度は低下した。

そこで，ガンマ線量と DOおよび N2H4 の減少量の関係を

G 値で整理した。Fig. 5と Fig. 6から DOと N2H4 の減少

量に対する測定時間毎の G 値�G(�O2)と G(�N2H4)を求

めた。Table 3 に G(�O2)と G(�N2H4)を，測定時間，吸

収線量と対比して取りまとめた。pH＝9.3の純水で G

(�O2)＝18.0×10－7 mol J－1, G(�N2H4)＝7.6～21.5×10－7

mol J－1，人工海水で G(�O2)＝5.8～11.0×10－7 mol J－1,

G(�N2H4)＝8.3～24.9×10－7 mol J－1 であった。人工海水

では，純水に比べると G(�N2H4)はほぼ同じで G(�O2)は

小さくなった。

ここで，今回取得したデータを他の研究者のデータと比

較した。Lefortら3)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝

9.5の純水における G(�N2H4)を，吸収線率 0.293 Gy s－1

(1 kGy/h)で求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G

(�N2H4)＝13×10－7 mol J－1 との結果を得ている。また，

Ershovら5)は，[N2H4]＝10－3 mol dm－3, pH＝9.5の純水

での G(�N2H4)を吸収線率 0.113 Gy s－1(約 400 Gy/h)で

求めており，吸収線量 500 Gyにおいて G(�N2H4)＝13×

10－7 mol J－1との結果を得ている。本試験で得た 500 Gy

の純水での値は G(�N2H4)＝10.3×10－7 mol J－1 であり，

既報の値と大きな相違はなかった。なお，G(�N2H4)値が

大きい理由として，Buxtonら9)は N2H4 の減少に連鎖反応

が関与していると報告している。

G(�O2)値に関して，Lefortら3)，Ershov5)らの報文に記

載はなかった。

6. ガンマ線照射下での海水成分の影響

水の放射線分解により生成する水和電子 e－aq は酸素 O2

と速く反応すること12)が知られている。一方で，e－aq と

N2H4 の反応は遅い13)。( 6 )式と( 7 )式にそれぞれの反応

と反応速度定数 k を示す。

e－aq ＋ O2 → O －
2 ＋ H2O

k(6)＝1.9×1010 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 6 )
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13 × 10−7 mol J−1 with an absorption dose of 500 Gy. Furthermore, Ershov et al 5). obtained 
G(−N2H4) in pure water of [N2H4] = 10−3 mol dm-3 and pH = 9.5 with an absorption dose rate of 
0.113 Gy s−1 (approximately 400 Gy/h), and obtained a result of G(−N2H4) = 13 × 10−7 mol J−1 
with an absorption dose of 500 Gy. The G-value in this study in pure water of 500 Gy was 
G(− N2H4)=10.3×10−7 mol J−1, not a large difference from the previous reports. Incidentally, 
Buxton et al 9). reported that a reason for large G(−N2H4) values is that a chain reaction is 
involved in the reduction of N2H4.

Regarding the G(−O2) value, nothing was reported by Lefort et al. 3) or Ershov et al. 5).

6. Influence of Seawater Components Under Gamma Irradiation 

The hydrated electron e–
aq is known to react rapidly with O2

 12). On the other hand, the reac-
tion of e–

aq and N2H4 is slow 13). The reaction and reaction rate constant k are indicated in Eqs. 
(6) and (7) respectively:
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Fig. 6 Changes of hydrazine concentration for pure water and
artiˆcial seawater at room temperature at a dose rate of 1
kGy/h

Table 3 G(�N2H4) and G(�O2) values in pure water (a) and
artiˆcial seawater (b) with 10－3 mol/dm3 hydra-
zine at a dose rate of 1 kGy/h (unit: 10－7 mol J－1)
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  (6)
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e－aq ＋ N2H4 → H＋ ＋ ･N2H4 ＋ OH－

k(7)＝2.3×106 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 7 )

このことから，N2H4 の有無に関わらず DOが低下して

いる可能性が考えられる。また，ガンマ線照射下では，純

水に比べて人工海水では DOの低下が遅かったことから，

人工海水成分が DO低減に影響していると考えられる。こ

れらについて考察した。

まず，N2H4 の有無に関わらず DOが低下しているか，

N2H4 無添加の純水と人工海水にガンマ線を照射して調べ

た。Fig. 7 に，N2H4 無添加の純水と人工海水にガンマ線

を 7.5 kGy/hで 1時間照射した際の DO濃度を示す。Fig.

3に示したガンマ線照射下における N2H4 添加時のデータ

も示した。

純水では DO濃度の低下量は約 1 ppmであった。人工

海水では DO濃度の低下は認められなかった。一方，同一

照射条件では，N2H4 添加した純水と人工海水では，DO

濃度は 1 ppm以下となり低下量は 7 ppmを超えた。これ

らより，N2H4 無添加時にガンマ線照射により DO濃度は

低下するが，ガンマ線照射下での DO低減に対して N2H4

添加の効果の方が大きいことが明瞭となった。また，人工

海水中では海水成分が関与するため，純水とは異なるメカ

ニズムで DOが減少していたことが確認された。

次に，海水に多く含まれる塩化物イオンの影響について

検討した。純水では，放射線下での N2H4 による脱酸素は

以下の反応によって進行するとされている8,13)。

N2H4 ＋ OH･ → ･N2H3 ＋ H2O

k(8)＝1.4×1010 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 8 )

･N2H3 ＋ O2 → O2･－ ＋ N2H2 ＋ H＋

k(9)＝3.8×108 dm3･mol－1･s－1 ( 9 )

DOの減少に影響を及ぼす化学種はヒドロキシルラジカ

ル OH･ と考えられる。

人工海水では塩化物イオン濃度が高いため，(10)式の

反応14)により OH･ と Cl－ が反応することで，( 8 )式と

( 9 )式の反応を阻害していると推定される。

Cl－ ＋ OH･ → ClOH－

k(10)＝4.3×109 dm3･mol－1･s－1 (10)

本実験において，人工海水とほぼ同じ塩化物イオンを含

む 3.5�NaCl溶液に対して N2H4 添加しガンマ線照射した

ところ，人工海水と同様に DO濃度の低下は遅かった。こ

のことからも，塩化物イオンが，ガンマ線照射下において

脱酸素の進行に影響しているのは確かと考えられる。

放射線環境における海水成分を含む水系での N2H4 によ

る脱酸素のメカニズム解明には，海水成分それぞれの影響

を個別に評価，その後それらの相互影響を評価していく系

統立てた研究が必要である。

IV. 結 論

微量のヒドラジン N2H4 を添加した純水および人工海水

にガンマ線を室温にて照射した。非放射線下では室温にお

いて純水および人工海水ともに DO濃度は短時間では低下

しなかったが，ガンマ線照射により純水および人工海水と

もに短時間で DO濃度は低下した。DOの除去後も N2H4

濃度は低下したことから，N2H4 の放射線分解生成物が

DO濃度の低減(脱酸素)に関与していると考えられた。海

水成分を含有する水への N2H4 添加は，腐食の要因である

DOを，室温の放射線環境において短時間で除去すること

から，適切な N2H4 濃度管理下における使用済燃料プール

水への N2H4 添加は，使用済燃料プールを構成する金属材

料の腐食抑制対策として有効と考えられる。
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Based on these factors, there is a possibility of reduction in DO regardless of the presence of 
N2H4. Furthermore, because the reduction in DO was slower in artificial seawater than in pure 
water under gamma irradiation, it was hypothesized that a component of the artificial seawater 
was influencing the reduction of DO. This possibility was investigated. 

First, an investigation was made to determine whether the DO is reduced regardless of the 
presence of N2H4 by irradiating pure water and artificial seawater with gamma rays without the 
addition of N2H4. The DO concentrations are shown in Figure 7 where the gamma irradiation is 
for one hour at a dosage rate of 7.5 kGy/h. The data with the addition of N2H4 is also included 
in Figure 3 for the references. 

The reduction in DO concentration was approximately one ppm for pure water. No reduction 
in DO concentration was observed in the artificial seawater. In contrast, under identical irra-
diation, the DO concentration was one ppm or less and the reduction exceeded seven ppm for 
both pure water and artificial seawater with the addition of N2H4. Based on these results, it has 
been shown that the DO concentration decreases with gamma irradiation without the addition 
of N2H4, but the effect of added N2H4 was stronger on the reduction of DO under irradiation 
with gamma rays. Furthermore, it was confirmed that the DO then decreased according to a 
mechanism different from that in pure water because a component of seawater is present in the 
artificial seawater.

Next, the influence of chloride ions, highly abundant in seawater, was studied. In pure water, 
the irradiation facilitated deoxygenation by N2H4 is considered to progress via the following 
reaction 8, 13):
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The chemical species that influences the reduction of DO is considered to be the hydroxyl 
radical OH･.

Because of the high chloride ion concentration in artificial seawater, it is presumed that the 
reaction in Eqs. (8) and (9) is blocked by the reaction of OH･ and Cl− according to the reaction 
of Eq. (10) 14). 
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In this experiment, gamma rays irradiated a 3.5% NaCl solution containing almost the same 
amount of chloride ions as the artificial seawater with added N2H4 and it was found that the 
speed of DO reduction was slow, similar to that in artificial seawater. This fact supports the in-
fluence of chloride ions on the progress of deoxygenation under the irradiation of gamma rays.

To clarify the mechanisms for deoxygenation by N2H4 in water systems that contain seawa-
ter components in a radioactive environment, further research is necessary to build a system 
for evaluating the influence of individual seawater components and evaluating their interrelated 
influences.

IV. Conclusions
Pure water and artificial seawater with the addition of an infinitesimal quantity of hydrazine, 

N2H4, at room temperature, were irradiated with gamma rays. In the absence of radiation, the 
DO concentration did not decrease in a short period of time for either pure water or artificial 
seawater. However, the DO concentration did decrease in a short period for both pure water and 
artificial seawater when irradiated with gamma rays. Because the N2H4 concentration decreased 
continuously after the removal of DO, it was further considered that the radiolysis products of 
N2H4 were involved in the reduction of DO (deoxygenation). Because the addition of N2H4 in 
the water containing seawater components removes the DO, a cause of corrosion, in a short 
period of time in a radioactive environment at room temperature, the addition of N2H4 to spent 
fuel pool water, under proper control of N2H4 concentration, is considered to be an effective 
countermeasure for inhibiting the corrosion of the metallic materials that make up the spent 
fuel pool. 
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In the radiation dosimetry of radiocesium in Iitate, Fukushima, the level of radiocesium 
around the environment did not exceed the criteria in liquid phases such as puddle water, but 
was distributed in solid phases such as some soil types and organic matter. On the other hand, 
retting of the cut bamboo grass and hemlock fir in water allowed the release of radiocesium, 
about 230 Bq/kg exceeding the criteria for a bathing area. The flow-thru test using zeolite 
showed the removal of radiocesium from the liquid phase. The wet classification test was per-
formed for 3 types of radiocesium-contaminated soil. According to the results of wet classifi-
cation, radiocesium was detected and its level exceeded the cropping restriction level in almost 
all classified particle fractions. The decontamination effect of wet classification on radiocesium 
contamination was smaller than that on heavy metal contamination. Specifically, the wet clas-
sification could not induce volume reduction. Accordingly, preprocessing and intermediate 
treatments such as dispersion or attrition by vibration or mixing in the wet classification process 
were devised and examined as improved processing techniques. As a result, the effectual volume 
reduction of the radiocesium-contaminated soil was confirmed by adding an intermediate pro-
cess such as the surface attrition in the vibrator.

KEYWORDS: radiocesium, released radiocesium from organic matter, radiocesium-contami-
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I. Introduction
Due to the large quantity of radioactive material released during the Fukushima Daiichi 

Nuclear Power Plant Accident, caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake Disaster, the areas 
contaminated with comparatively high radiation are not only those surrounding the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, but are distributed throughout various regions of South Tohoku 
and Kanto. The predominant radioactive materials in the contaminated areas, excluding the 
evacuation zone, are 131I, 134Cs and 137Cs 1). Among these, almost no 131I, which has a short half-
life of eight days, was detected by the surveys after May 2011. The radioactive cesium isotopes 
134Cs and 137Cs were reported by environmental monitoring surveys to be residual materials that 
persist in the land surface due to forming cations with a low translocation tendency 1). Based 
on this, it is explained that reducing the influence of radiation on residential areas on the land 
surface and minimizing health risks is possible by actions such as inversion tillage, which digs 
or peels off the surface soil with high radioactivity (due to residual radioactive cesium) and 
replaces it with soil from a deeper zone 2). However, because of the wide area of contamination, 
the variety in geographical features such as ground water levels, land forms, and land use types, 
the necessity was felt for control over each piece of land for an extended period of time after any 
such action. Obstacles to land digging, land use, and land trading, and difficulty with gaining 
agreement and providing adequate comfort for nearby residents were anticipated. However, 
removing the surface soil layer by peeling, etc. and storing it in a controlled place (temporary 
storage yard, etc.) that satisfies certain requirements until the radioactivity doses go under a 
certain level, is regarded as a safety measure. Technologies such as safe peeling using polymers, 
etc. are already being studied as ways to prevent the surface layer from becoming airborne 3, 4).

On the other hand, according to the Ministry of the Environment, if the areal decontamina-
tion of regions including forests emitting 5 mSv/y and over and of spots of 1 mSv/y and over is 
conducted, the area of regions requiring decontamination adds up to 2,419 km 2, 5). Furthermore, 
the quantity of generated debris is estimated at 28,785 × 103 m3, considering the 40% of land 
under buildings, peeling 100% of a 5 cm thick surface layer from agricultural lands, cutting 
10% of branches and 10–100% recovery of fallen leaves, and mowing 5). For handling such an 
enormous amount of contaminated debris, an efficient removal method and volume reduction 
technology is expected to be easily possible at the relocation site. The extraction technology for 
radioactive cesium in the contaminated peripheral soils was studied after the Chernobyl Nucle-
ar Power Plant Accident 6, 7). After the Great East Japan Earthquake, a method for extracting the 
radioactive cesium using acids was studied in Japan as well 8). However, because the chemical 
processing will change the nature of the soil, its reuse after decontamination would be difficult. 
The use of this method in outdoor sites is problematic, and it may generate secondary wastes in 
the process of treating the soils with acid. Also, its operation at numerous and varied sites over 
a wide area is difficult. Consequently simpler and safer methods are expected.

In the field of soil contamination, Figure 1 shows how the soil purification technology 
termed “soil wet-classification” separates and classifies fine grains such as heavy metals and 
clays that are distributed throughout the soil by separation, classification, etc. and compresses 
and reduces the volume of contaminated soil that exceeds specified standards 9, 10). The cesium 
in the contaminated soils is radioactive, but is also a non-organic harmful metal similar to 
heavy metals such as arsenic, lead and cadmium. Therefore, like heavy metals, cesium is also 
considered to be present in the finer grains in relatively large quantities. Consequently, volume 
reduction is expected by wet-classification of soils contaminated by radioactive cesium as well.

On the other hand, many agricultural lands and mountain forests are included in the contam-
inated regions, mainly in Fukushima Prefecture. According to a document of the Ministry of 
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the Environment, of the total area of 2,373 km2 of lands emitting radiation exceeding 1 μSv/h, 
26.5% is agricultural land and 62.6% forest 5). However, in the Soil Contamination Counter-
measures Act enforced in 2003, agricultural lands and mountain forests are outside of the scope 
of the law, whose major object is old factory sites that treated hazardous substances, or soil 
contamination in urban areas 11). Due to this, the available examples and data for soil wet-clas-
sification on agricultural lands, etc. are inadequate. Furthermore, because the soils of agricul-
tural land, etc. contain finer grains such as clay, and soil enrichment agents such as fertilizer 
retainers, their physical and chemical properties presumably differ from urban area soils. For 
example, the ion exchange capacity (anion and cation exchange capacity, AEC and CEC) and 
water retaining capabilities are higher in agricultural soil. 

Hence, a hot test was conducted in an agricultural village in a mountain area included in the 
planned evacuation area, Iitate-mura, Soma-gun, Fukushima-Prefecture It aimed at the valida-
tion of the volume reduction effect by soil wet-classification on the contaminated agricultural 
soils, etc. by tracking radioactive cesium.

An in-situ hot test was conducted twice, first from Aug. 23 to 25, and then from Oct. 16 to 
21, 2011. All procedures, including the sampling of specimens, tests, measurements, etc. were 
conducted in Iitate-mura. Additionally, because no storage place had been selected, after the 
test the specimens were returned to the specimen sampling location, after confirmation from 
the village office of Iitate-mura.

II. Measuring Method and Specimens
1. Workplace

The specimens were sampled in Iitate-mura, mainly from the agricultural land around the 
Iitate-mura village office, and with the cooperation of the office, were contained in the indoor 
parking place on the premises of the office. The testing of the specimen was conducted in the 
building of Iitate-mura village office to avoid the radiation in the environment and to suppress 
the background during measurement.

2. Measuring Methods

For measuring the radioactivity of the radioactive cesium in the test specimens, an NaI (TI) 
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I. Introduction 
 

Due to the large quantity of radioactive material released 
during the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant accident, 
caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake Disaster, the areas 
contaminated with comparatively high radiation are not only 
those surrounding the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station, but are distributed throughout various regions of 
South Tohoku and Kanto. The predominant radioactive 
materials in the contaminated areas, excluding the evacuation 
zone, are 131I, 134Cs and 137Cs1). Among these, almost no 131I, 
which has a short half-life of eight days, was detected by the 
surveys after May 2011. The radioactive cesium isotopes 
134Cs and 137Cs were reported by environmental monitoring 
surveys to be residual materials that persist in the land surface 
due to forming cations with a low translocation tendency.1) 
Based on this, it is explained that reducing the influence of 
radiation on residential areas on the land surface and 
minimizing health risks is possible by actions such as 
inversion tillage, which digs or peels off the surface soil with 
high radioactivity (due to residual radioactive cesium) and 
replaces it with soil from a deeper zone2). However, because 
of the wide area of contamination, the variety in geographical 
features such as ground water levels, land forms, and land use 
types, the necessity was felt for control over each piece of 
land for an extended period of time after any such action. 
Obstacles to land digging, land use, and land trading, and 
difficulty with gaining agreement and providing adequate 
comfort for nearby residents were anticipated. However, 
removing the surface soil layer by peeling, etc. and storing it 
in a controlled place (temporary storage yard, etc.) that 
satisfies certain requirements until the radioactivity doses go 
under a certain level, is regarded as a safety measure. 
Technologies such as safe peeling using polymers, etc. are 
already being studied as ways to prevent the surface layer 
from becoming airborne3, 4). 

On the other hand, according to the Ministry of the 
Environment, if the areal decontamination of regions 
including forests emitting 5 mSv/y and over and of spots of 1 
mSv/y and over is conducted, the area of regions requiring 
decontamination adds up to 2,419 km2, 5). Furthermore, the 
quantity of generated debris is estimated at 28,785 x 103 m3, 
considering the 40% of land under buildings, peeling 100% of 
a 5 cm thick surface layer from agricultural lands, cutting 
10% of branches and 10 – 100% recovery of fallen leaves, 
and mowing5). For handling such an enormous amount of 
contaminated debris, an efficient removal method and volume 
reduction technology is expected to be easily possible at the 
relocation site. The extraction technology for radioactive 

cesium in the contaminated peripheral soils was studied after 
the Chernobyl Nuclear Power Plant accident6, 7). After the 
Great East Japan Earthquake, a method for extracting the 
radioactive cesium using acids was studied in Japan as well8). 
However, because the chemical processing will change the 
nature of the soil, its reuse after decontamination would be 
difficult. The use of this method in outdoor sites is 
problematic, and it may generate secondary wastes in the 
process of treating the soils with acid. Also, its operation at 
numerous and varied sites over a wide area is difficult. 
Consequently simpler and safer methods are expected. 

In the field of soil contamination, Fig. 1 shows how the 
soil purification technology termed “soil wet-classification” 
separates and classifies fine grains such as heavy metals and 
clays that are distributed throughout the soil by separation, 
classification, etc. and compresses and reduces the volume of 
contaminated soil that exceeds specified standards9, 10). The 
cesium in the contaminated soils is radioactive, but is also a 
non-organic harmful metal similar to heavy metals such as 
arsenic, lead and cadmium. Therefore, like heavy metals, 
cesium is also considered to be present in the finer grains in 
relatively large quantities. Consequently, volume reduction is 
expected by wet-classification of soils contaminated by 
radioactive cesium as well. 

On the other hand, many agricultural lands and mountain 
forests are included in the contaminated regions, mainly in 
Fukushima prefecture. According to a document of the 
Ministry of the Environment, of the total area of 2,373 km2 of 
lands emitting radiation exceeding 1 μSv/h, 26.5% is 
agricultural land and 62.6% forest5). However, in the Soil 
Contamination Countermeasures Act enforced in 2003, 
agricultural lands and mountain forests are outside of the 
scope of the law, whose major object is old factory sites that 
treated hazardous substances, or soil contamination in urban 
areas11). Due to this, the available examples and data for soil 
wet-classification on agricultural lands, etc. are inadequate. 
Furthermore, because the soils of agricultural land, etc. 
contain finer grains such as clay, and soil enrichment agents 
such as fertilizer retainers, their physical and chemical 
properties presumably differ from urban area soils. For 
example, the ion exchange capacity (anion and cation 
exchange capacity, AEC and CEC) and water retaining 
capabilities are higher in agricultural soil.  

Hence, a hot test was conducted in an agricultural village 
in a mountain area included in the planned evacuation area, 
Iitate-mura, Soma-gun, Fukushima-pref. It aimed at the 
validation of the volume reduction effect by soil 
wet-classification on the contaminated agricultural soils, etc. 
by tracking radioactive cesium. 

 
Fig. 1  Conceptual scheme of wet-classification and washing for decontamination of heavy-metal contaminated soil9) 

Figure 1    Conceptual scheme of wet-classification and washing for decontamina-
tion of heavy-metal contaminated soil 9)
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scintillation type γ-ray spectrometer (EMF-211, 3 × 3 in./AMPTEK) was used. To suppress 
the background, measurements were conducted with equipment that was contained in a lead 
shielding system, covered with 5-cm-thick lead blocks together with the specimen being mea-
sured (Figure 2). For measuring, 100 to 300 g soil specimens and approximately 100 g fluid 
specimens were used. The measurements were converted to Bq (becquerel) equivalents of 134Cs 
and 137Cs and the sum was divided by the weight of the specimens used, to provide the radioac-
tive cesium concentration as Bq/kg. The determined lower sensitivity limit was 33 Bq/kg, and 
the measurement error was approximately ±10%. For details please refer to the reports by Ujiie 
et al. (2012) and the documents from the device supplier 12, 13). When sampling a specimen in 
the field, a β/γ-ray GM Survey meter was used (TGS-121/Hitachi Aloka Medical) to provide 
a rough standard for locating and identifying contaminated specimens. Also, some of the fluid 
specimens were measured by the Japan Atomic Energy Agency after the recovery of cesium 
using an Empore TM Rad Disk (Sumitomo 3M) 14). The Empore TM Rad Disk is a disk-type solid 
phase extraction material that collects the specific elements, ions, etc. dissolved in the liquid 
phase. In this study, a cesium Rad Disk was used that incorporates a type of ferrocyanide, 
cobalt-modified hexacyanoferrate as the cesium capturing material that selectively adsorbs the 
dissolved cesium without being obstructively influenced by the major ions contained in the 
water present in the general environment, including potable water, river water, and ground 
water (Figure 3) 14). The measuring methods are as follows: A 100 mL water specimen was 
vacuum-filtered, and the cesium in the liquid phase was collected in the Rad Disk. Next, the 

Figure 3   EmporeTM RAD disk for cesium

Fig.02
Fig.02

Figure 2    Gamma ray spectrometer detector enclosed by radioprotective lead blocks 
(left) and appearance of field assay (right)
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Rad Disk was assessed in the detection zone of a β/γ-ray GM Survey Meter (TGS-136/Hitachi 
Aloka Medical). The acquired β-ray dose count rate (cpm) of the Rad Disk was multiplied by 
a conservative conversion coefficient (0.0644 Bq/cpm) for the radioactive cesium acquired, 
using a standard source. The value was then divided by the filtered water quantity and con-
sidered to be the water’s radioactive cesium concentration (Bq/L) 15, 16). The general detection 
limit of this method is 400 mBq/L and lower. This method is considered capable of collecting 
radioactive cesium with a high capture rate 14). 

Additionally, the physical hole diameter of a Rad Disk is 0.1–0.2 μm 17). Hereinafter this 
measuring method is referred to as the “Rad Disk method.” The specific weights of liquid phase 
specimens such as water were regarded as 1 kg/L and recorded as Bq/kg in the measurement 
results. The above two types of measuring methods are shown in Table 1.

3. Contamination Survey and Specimen Sampling of Agricultural Soils, etc.

Specimens were sampled from substances such as the soils in the periphery of the Iitate-mura 
village office, agricultural land, branches and leaves, water, etc., and evaluated (Figure 4). 

Because the fallout radioactive cesium or the fine grains that contain it might remain in the 
liquid phase in a closed system of water fields, water in a fireproof concrete water tank was 
sampled, since this water was presumably stored outdoors in the liquid phase for an extended 
period. For comparison purposes, water in a pool formed on a covering sheet near a forest was 
sampled as land surface water, reflecting the rainfall water after the accident. Also, in the paddy 
field in Iitate-mura, on Aug. 24, 2011 during this hot test period, sampling was conducted on the 
muddy water discharged during the ‘soil pudding forced water falling’ test, in which the paddy 
field soil with farming water was stirred and discharged together with surface soil. This sampling 
was conducted by the National Institute for Rural Engineering, and the National Agriculture 
and Food Research Organization as one of the potential physical methods for removing the 
radioactive material from the paddy field soil 18). This sample was a specimen containing the 
surface soil of a paddy field. Because the draining of water after a flood generally only involves 
the supernatant, two types of supernatant were prepared; the water after natural settling-out of 
soil pudding muddy water and the water treated by filtration through a sieve of 75 μm, stirring 
with 200 μL/L of added poly aluminum chloride (PAC), and concentrated sedimentation. These 
procedures were used on the liquid phase specimens representing flooding in the paddy field.

Solid specimens were the sampled plants and soils. Branches of bamboo and hemlock, and 
the grass around the office were cut for the purpose of decreasing the air doses, and these 
were sampled as plants on which the adhesion of fallout radioactive cesium was presumed. 

Table 1   Two radiocesium measurement methods used on samples
γ-ray spectrometer GM survey meter with rad disk 

Instrument & specification 

γ-ray spectrometer selective SPE disk 
EMF-211 (Amptek inc.) EmporeTM RAD disk (3M) 

3×3 inch, pore: 0.1~0.2 μm 
NaI(TI) scintillation counter β-ray and γ-ray GM survey meter 

TGS-136 (Hitachi Aloka Medical, 
Ltd.) 

Measurement time 10min. 10 min. 
Objective sample Liquid and solid Liquid 
Form in measuring In vinyl bag. RAD disk filtrated sample 

Sample amount in measuring Liquid: 100 g 100 mL Solid: 300 g 
Measurable form of radiocesium All phase in sample Soluble ion phase, fine particulate 
Unmeasurable form - Colloidal phase under 0.1~0.2 μm 
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Because the plants in the grass, forest, etc., are exposed to rainfall outdoors, the cut branches 
and leaves of bamboo grass and hemlock were immersed in the ion-exchange water overnight 
(approximately 16 hours) and a solid/liquid separation was conducted through a 3 μm porosity 
approximately 5 mm thick non-woven bag filter and the possibility of translocation of radioac-
tive cesium to water was validated. The surface soils were sampled from the dry lands, ridge 
soils, grass lands, drained paddy lands, and sandy ground. Among these, in three places (paddy 
field, dry land and sandy ground), soil as deep as 30 cm was sampled, and the distribution of 
radioactive cesium was confirmed to the maximum sampling depth. The radioactive cesium 
concentration per dry weight of solid phase specimens was calculated after drying to a constant 
mass in a constant-temperature chamber at 110°C after measuring the as-is specimen and ac-
quiring the water content ratio.

The specimens were selected from the survey results above, and a study was conducted 
mainly on the soil wet-classification and the processing of radioactive cesium by the minerals.

III. Results and Discussion of Measurements
1. Land Surface Specimens

The concentration of radioactive cesium in the samples and the various adjusted specimens 

Figure 4    Field research and sampling in Iitate, Fukushima
                   (top left: rotary on paddy-field, top center: forced overfall, top right: topsoil sampling, middle 

left: handy sampler, middle center: soil sampling, middle right: borehole sampling, bottom 
left: dose measurement of pruned hemlock fir, bottom center: pruned bamboo grass, bottom 
right: pruned blanches being sampled for immersion test)
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are shown in Table 2. The concentration of radioactive cesium in the fireproof water tank was 
equal to or lower than the guideline of 50 Bq/L of radioactive material in the bathing area, as 
specified by the Ministry of the Environment. When the specific weight of water was regarded 
as 1 kg/L 19), the concentration was lower than the determination limit in a pool. The soil pud-
ding muddy water showed 2,100 Bq/kg and was not allowed to drain, but its supernatant water 
showed values lower than the determination limit for both natural settling and flocculent settling 
processing. This indicates that the radioactive fallout cesium in the hydrosphere from March 
was removed comparatively more quickly from the liquid phase after being distributed onto the 
soil grains and concrete surfaces. Additionally, the naturally generated water pool also showed 
values equal to or lower than the determination limit. This indicates that the radioactive cesium 
was distributed on the solid surfaces as explained above or was not contained in the rainwater. 

All the soil samples showed a concentration of radioactive cesium, per dry weight, exceed-
ing the standard restriction limit of 5,000 Bq/kg for rice 20) but fell within the specified standard 
of 8,000–100,000 Bq/kg set by the Ordinance for Enforcement of the Act on Special Measures 
concerning the Handling of Contamination from Radioactive Materials (Special Measures Act), 
a standard for safe processing of wastes except for dry lands and grass field surface soils in Au-
gust 21, 22). However, this exceeded the range of the standard specified by the Special Measures 
Act for grass-surfaced soils. Furthermore, the radioactive cesium concentration of cut branches 
and leaves showed high values of 53,000 Bq/kg for bamboo grasses, and 65,000 Bq/kg for 
hemlock in a wet condition.

Because the moisture content is presumed to be more than 50% in undried plants, the pos-
sibility of exceeding the upper limit specified in the Special Measures Act was pointed out for 
these as well. The water seeping from cut branches and leaves immersed in the water overnight 
showed a concentration of 230 Bq/kg, which exceeded the guideline of 50 Bq/L for bathing 
areas, as set by the Ministry of the Environment (Table 2, Figure 5). 

The results of the above survey implied that the objects that caused contamination were the 
soils and the vegetation, i.e. the solid phases in the muddy water. This further implied the pos-
sibility of translocation of radioactive cesium adhering to vegetation, or in water by eluviation 
due to rainfall. The radioactive cesium concentration on cut branches and leaves of bamboo 
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Table 2 Radioactive cesium concentrations of substances around Iitate village o‹ce

Time Sample Aspect and sampling site
Cs (Bq/kg)

Per wet
weight

Per dry
weight

2012.
Aug.

Solid

Soil: croft Near Iitate village o‹ce 3,640 5,620
Soil: line soil Same as above 24,800 35,900
Soil: grass topsoil Same as above, twined soil round grasses 93,900 208,700
Organic matter: bamboo grass Near Iitate village o‹ce 53,000 ―

Organic matter: hemlock ˆr Same as above 65,000 ―

Muddy water: Paddy-ˆeld From rotary and forced overfall test 2,100 ―

Liquid

Rotary muddy water Supernatent after spontaneous precipitation ＜33 ―

Supernatent after sieve and precipitation with PAC ＜33 ―

Fire-ˆghting water tank Near Iitate village o‹ce 39 ―

Puddle water On the coating sheet near Iitate village o‹ce ＜33 ―

Seeping water With organic matter 230 ―

Oct. Solid
Soil: Paddy�̂eld Kusano area 12,000 18,500
Soil: Croft Akaishizawamaeda area 13,000 18,255
Soil: Ground In front of Iitate village o‹ce 34,000 37,810

Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan: Cropping restriction level about paddy-ˆeld 5,000
Environment Ministry: Criterion of designation (storage direction) 8,000～100,000
Environment Ministry: Criterion of bathing area 50

※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10��

Fig. 6 Radioactive cesium distribution direction at each depth
on 3 types of soil
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ら液相に移行した放射性セシウムの量は 2,300 Bqであ

り，剪定枝葉に含まれるセシウムのうち 4�程度が水への

浸漬により液相へ溶脱したと考えられる。

2. 深度方向の放射性セシウムの分布

水田，畑，グラウンドの 3ヵ所においてハンドサンプ

ラー(藤原製作所製 HS�25S)を用いて地表から深さ 30 cm

までの土壌を採取し，2 cmごとに分取して放射性セシウ

ム濃度を測定した。

結果を Fig. 6 に示す。3地点とも放射性セシウムは深

さ 10 cm以内に分布し，10 cmより深い土壌はすべて検

出下限値以下であった。このことから，農水省の調査研究

報告にもあるように2)，地表に降下した放射性セシウムは

土壌深部まで浸透せずに比較的浅い深度で留まっているこ

とが確認された。一方，農水省の調査研究報告では水田等

において深さ 20 cm程度まで浸透が報告されている。地

域あるいは土質等による放射性セシウムの浸透程度の違い

は，地盤の透水性や放射性セシウムを吸着・保持しやすい

粘土鉱物等の存在に左右されるものと予想される。また農

地においては，事故後に農作業の中で生じた土壌の耕起や

耕作による表層土壌の攪乱があった地域もあると推察され

る。したがって，本調査においては放射性セシウムの浸透

深度は 10 cm以下であったが，条件や場所によってはそ

れ以上の深度まで浸透することがあることから，実際の除

染に際しては，空間線量と土壌の放射性セシウム濃度の十

分な確認の下で必要最低限の表層土壌の除去を進めること

が必要といえる。

IV. 溶脱セシウムの除去

1. 吸着試験方法

調査において植物から水への放射性セシウムの溶脱が確

Table 2   Radioactive cesium concentrations of substances around Iitate village office
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grass and hemlock used in the test showed 53,000 Bq/kg for bamboo grass and 65,000 Bq/kg 
for hemlock. The bulk volume of those was approximately 10 L. Where the quantity ratio 
of tested bamboo grass and hemlock is assumed to be approximately the same and the bulk 
specific weight of branches and leaves of woody plants is 0.1 kg/L, the quantity of cut branches 
and leaves used in the test was estimated to be approximately 1 kg and the radioactive cesi-
um concentration at 59,000 Bq/kg. Because the radioactive cesium concentration in seeping 
water acquired by immersing 1 kg of these cut branches and leaves in approximately 10 L of 
ion-exchange water was 230 Bq/kg, the quantity of radioactive cesium translocated from the 
immersed cut branches and leaves to the liquid phase was 2,300 Bq by rough calculation, and 
approximately 4% of the cesium contained in the branches and leaves leached into the liquid 
phase when immersed in the water.

2. Depth Distribution of Radioactive Cesium

Soils were sampled at three locations using a hand sampler (HS-25S/Fujiwara) in a paddy 
field, on dry land and in the ground as deep as 30 cm. The radioactive cesium concentration was 
measured after sampling at 2 cm depth intervals. 

The results are shown in Figure 6. The distribution of radioactive cesium was limited to less 
than the top 10 cm at all three locations, and was below detection limit in soils deeper than 10 
cm. Based on this, as seen in the surveillance research report by the Ministry of Agriculture, 
Forestry and Fisheries 2), it was confirmed that the radioactive cesium that fell out on the land 
surface did not penetrate deep into the soil but became fixed at a comparatively shallow depth. 
On the other hand, penetration as deep as approximately 20 cm was reported in the paddy 
fields, etc. in the surveillance research report of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fish-
eries. The difference in the penetration of radioactive cesium with soil quality was presumably 
influenced by the soil’s water permeability or the presence of clay minerals that easily adsorb 
and retain the radioactive cesium. Furthermore, in the agricultural lands, it is assumed that 
some regions were disturbed by plowing or cultivation during farming work after the accident. 
So although the penetration of radioactive cesium was 10 cm or less in this survey, but deeper 

Practical Approach to Decontamination of Radioactive Cesium-Contaminated Matter in Agricultural Regions  
by Improved Wet-classification and Use of Geomaterials 
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Fig. 4  Field research and sampling in Iitate, Fukushima 

(top left: rotary on paddy-field, top center: forced overfall, top right: topsoil sampling, middle left: handy sampler, center: soil sampling, 
middle right: borehole sampling, bottom left: dose measurement of pruned hemlock fir, bottom center: pruned bamboo grass, bottom 
right: pruned blanches being sampled for immersion test). 
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than that in other locations, it can be said that it is necessary to remove at least enough surface 
soil to provide a sufficient check of the local air dose and radioactive cesium concentration in 
soil during real decontamination work. 

IV. Removal of Eluviated Cesium
1. Adsorption Test Method

During the survey, the eluviation of radioactive cesium from plants to water was recognized. 
This implies the possibility of secondary contamination of the peripheral environment due to 
leaching of radioactive cesium by rainfall and runoff from the plants and forest plants, etc. cut/
stored to decrease the air dose. So the reduction of leaching water volume during storage and the 
volume reduction of stored plants were studied as possible methods to remove radioactive cesium 
by using a mineral to treat the water used for its active eluviation from plants. For this purpose, a 
contact adsorption test with a mineral was conducted by both batch and column methods on the 
leaching water (water in which cut branches and leaves were immersed) during the survey. 

The batch adsorption test was as follows: For 1 L of plant leachate water, 100 mg of powders 
of each mineral were added and stirred using a spoon, for dispersion. Then 200 μL of PAC was 
immediately added for flocculent settling, and was stirred again. After leaving this for 30 min-
utes, the liquid phase was collected using a 0.45 μm membrane filter, as used for solid/liquid 
separation in the official test for soil contamination. Thus, the solid phase and liquid phases 
were separated and used as measurement specimens 23). Because the specimen was a liquid, 
the Rad Disk method was used to measure the radioactive cesium concentration. As a mineral 
powder, the Hokkaido Niki zeolite (clinoptilolite) of under 100 mesh, phlogopite, South Afri-
can vermiculite powder and the mesoporous silica for cesium synthesized by the Natl. Inst. for 
Materials Science (NIMS) were used. PAC was not added to the mesoporous silica because a 
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Table 2 Radioactive cesium concentrations of substances around Iitate village office 
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* The error range of all data in this table is ±10%. 
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flocculant is not usually used. 
Two types of Niki grain zeolite, Size-M (grain size 2–5 mm) and Size-L (grain size 5–10 mm) 

were used (Figure 7). Almost equal volumes of Size-M(27 g) and Size-L(25 g) were placed in 
a polypropylene resin column (ID 15 mm × H 175 mm) and four test sections were set up with 
one each of Size-M and Size-L and two sets in which the same sizes were connected (Figure 8 
and Figure 9). Through each of the columns, the plant leachate water was passed upward using 
a tubing pump. The water that came though was collected as two samples, during 0–30 min 
(first 30 min) from the start and during 30–90 min (next 60 min), and the as-found measure-
ment of radioactive cesium concentration was conducted. The flow rate was SV6.6–7.6 h–1. SV 
(Space Velocity) is the space flow rate indicated by the water quantity per unit time divided by 
the volume of filtered material.

2. Results and Discussion: Cesium Adsorption Test

The results of batch adsorption tests are shown in Table 3. While the radioactive cesium 
concentration of plant leachate water measured by γ-ray spectrometer was 230 ± 23 Bq/kg, the 

Figure 8   Appearance of the columns for flow-thru test

Figure 7   Granular Niki-zeolite
(left : M size, right : L size).

5 cm 5 cm
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radioactive cesium concentration of plant leachate water measured with the Rad Disk method 
was 133.8 ± 4.9 Bq/kg. The difference of 68.3–124.1 Bq/kg between the two measuring meth-
ods was recognized as being due to the error range of each measurement. The γ-ray spectrom-
eter is a method to measure the γ-radiation emitted from a whole object in the lead shielded 
space, and the value reflects the concentration of total radioactive cesium contained in the 
object specimen.

The Rad Disk is a filter with an effective hole diameter of 0.1–0.2 μm that selectively ad-
sorbs the dissolved cesium ion with ferrocyanide 14, 17). Consequently, the radioactive cesium 
measured by the Rad Disk method is considered to be the sum of the dissolved cesium ion 
adsorbed by the ferrocyanide and the radioactive cesium physically adhering to the fine grains 
larger than 0.1–0.2 μm in the plant leachate water. Also, the difference between the two mea-
suring methods (68.3–124.1 Bq/kg) is assumed to be due to the radioactive cesium adsorbed by 
the colloid that passed through the holes of Rad Disk or that formed a complex with an organic 
acid, etc. Based on these test conditions and measurement techniques, the results of the batch 
test by the Rad Disk method are considered to reflect the removal effect of various minerals 
that target the radioactive cesium in dissolved form and in the adsorbed form on the fine grains 
exceeding 0.1–0.2 μm in size.

Considerations have been made based on the results of the adsorption test of various min-
erals. The concentration of radioactive cesium after the batch adsorption test using minerals 
was 65.4–110.9 Bq/kg, the removal rate 17.1–51.1%, and the  distribution coefficient 2.1 × 103 
− 1.0×104 mL/g by the Rad Disk method; higher effects were observed, in the order of phlogo-
pite, vermiculite, zeolite, and mesoporous silicate. For comparison of the cesium adsorption tests 
using identical minerals, the data for the cold state dissolved cesium adsorption test are shown 
in Table 4 and Figure 10. The test was conducted using a cesium solution on Niki zeolite and 

Fig.09
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Figure 9   Scheme of the flow-thru test using columns
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Table 3 Results of batch adsorption test for eluted cesium from organic matter using geomaterials

Sample Cs
(Bq/kg)

Removal e‹ciency
(�)

Adsorbed amount
(Bq/kg)

Partition coe‹cient
(mL/g) Comment

Seeping water from
organic matter

(230±23) (g�ray spectrometer)
133.8±4.9 Measured using rad disk

Zeolite 93.9±4.1 29.8 399,000 4.2×103 At Niki, Hokkaido,
＜100 mesh

Phlogopite 65.4±6.6 51.1 684,000 1.0×104

Vermiculite 87.5±4.0 34.6 463,000 5.3×103 In South Africa
Meso-porous silica 110.9±8.0 17.1 229,000 2.1×103 Cs target type

Table 4 Removal e‹ciency of 2 geomaterials against cesium according to READS24)

Sample Initial Cs
(mg/L) pH Removal e‹ciency

(�)
Partition coe‹cient

(mL/g) Condition

Zeolite at Niki, Hokkaido

0.01 8.27 93.45 1.4×103

L/S＝100 Shaking: 24 h
0.1 8.11 96.60 2.8×103

1 8.43 98.99 9.8×103

2 8.25 99.26 1.3×104

10 7.75 99.56 2.2×104

Vermiculite in South Africa

0.04 6.0 84.0 5.2×102

L/S＝100 Shaking: 24 h

0.1 6.8 97.9 4.8×103

2 6.1 98.9 8.6×103

10 5.8 99.5 1.9×104

20 5.9 99.4 1.7×104

100 5.9 99.8 5.3×104

200 5.6 99.9 7.1×104
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射性セシウム全量の濃度を反映する。一方でラドディスク

は，フェロシアン化物により溶存セシウムイオンを選択的

に吸着する，有効孔径は 0.1～0.2 mmのフィルターであ

る14,17)。したがって，ラドディスク法で測定された放射性

セシウムは植物浸出水中の放射性セシウムのうち，フェロ

シアン化物に吸着された溶存性のセシウムイオンと，物理

的に濾過された 0.1～0.2 mm以上の微粒子に付着する放射

性セシウムの合計値と考えられる。また，2つの測定法の

差分である 68.3～124.1 Bq/kgはラドディスクの孔を通過

したコロイドへの吸着や有機酸等と錯形成した放射性セシ

ウムと推察される。これらの試験条件および測定条件か

ら，ラドディスク法で測定したバッチ試験の結果は，溶存

態および 0.1～0.2 mm以上の微粒子に吸着した形態の放射

性セシウムを対象とした各鉱物の除去効果を示すと考えら

れる。

以上を踏まえて各鉱物の吸着試験結果について考察す

る。鉱物によるバッチ吸着試験後の放射性セシウム濃度

は，ラドディスク法で 65.4～110.9 Bq/kg，除去率は

17.1～51.1�，分配係数は 2.1×103～1.0×104 mL/gであ

り，金雲母(Phlogopite)，バーミキュライト(Vermicu-

lite)，ゼオライト(Zeolite)，メソポーラスシリカ(Meso-

porous silica)の順に高い効果を示した。同じ鉱物を用い

たセシウム吸着試験の比較データとして，NIMSの放射

性物質の除去・回収技術のためのデータベース READS

より同ロットの仁木産ゼオライトと南アフリカ産バーミキ

ュライトで実施されたセシウム溶液を用いたコールドによ

る溶存セシウム吸着試験のデータを Table 4 と Fig. 10 に

示す24)。Table 4のゼオライトとバーミキュライトのセシ

ウム除去率は84.0～99.9�であった。これに比�て Table

3の本バッチ試験における除去率は低い値であった。しか

し，コールド試験の分配係数 5.2×102～7.1×104 mL/gの

範囲には本バッチ試験結果は収まることから，本バッチ試

験におけるゼオライトとバーミキュライトの結果は，植物

浸出水中のセシウムの形態が不明であるため液相からの除

去作用が不明確ではあるが，コールド試験で示された各鉱

物のセシウムの除去性能の範囲であり，その効果を発揮し

たと考えられる。また，コールド試験で各鉱物は除去率，

分配係数ともに初期セシウム濃度が低いほど低い値となる

傾向を示したが，バーミキュライトは低濃度で固相中の濃

度が少し上昇する傾向を示した(Fig. 10)。ゼオライトは

コールド試験のセシウム濃度 0.01 mg/Lの条件で分配係

数 1.4×103 mL/gに対して本バッチ試験では 4.2×103

mL/gとわずかに高く，バーミキュライトはコールド試験

のセシウム濃度 0.04 mg/Lの条件で分配係数 5.2×102

mL/gに対して本バッチ試験では 5.3×103 mL/gと 1桁高

い値を示した。

Table 3に示す本バッチ試験における植物浸出水の放射

性セシウム濃度 133.8±4.9 Bq/kgは，b/g 線 GMサーベ

Table 3   Results of batch adsorption test for cesium eluted from organic matter using geomaterials
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South African vermiculite from the same sampling batch as used for the radioactive material 
removal/collection technology by NIMS 24). The cesium removal rate of zeolite and vermiculite 
in Table 4 was 84.0–99.9% whereas the removal rates of this batch test in Table 3 were low. 

However, because the test results from this batch test fell within the range of the distribution 
coefficients 5.2 × 102 − 7.1 × 104 mL/g of the cold test, the results of zeolite and vermiculite 
in this batch test are considered to have shown its effectiveness. This is because the data fell 
within the cesium removal performance of each mineral indicated by the cold tests although 
the removal behavior from the liquid phase is uncertain because the form of cesium in the plant 
leachate water was not identified. Furthermore, the minerals showed a trend of lower values 
on both removal rate and distribution coefficient with the lower initial cesium concentration in 
the cold test, while vermiculite showed a trend of slightly increased concentration in the solid 
phase at low concentration (Figure 10). Zeolite showed a slightly high value of 4.2 × 103 mL/g 
in this batch test against the distribution coefficient 1.4 × 103 mL/g when the  cesium concen-
tration was 0.01 mg/L in the cold test, and vermiculite showed a one digit higher value of 5.3 × 
103 mL/g in this batch test against the  distribution coefficient 5.2 × 102 mL/g when the  cesium 
concentration was 0.04 mg/L in the cold test.

The concentration of radioactive cesium, 133.8 ± 4.9 Bq/kg in the plant leachate water in this 
batch test, shown in Table 3, is the sum of multiple cesium isotopes because it was calculated 
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る溶存セシウム吸着試験のデータを Table 4 と Fig. 10 に

示す24)。Table 4のゼオライトとバーミキュライトのセシ

ウム除去率は84.0～99.9�であった。これに比�て Table

3の本バッチ試験における除去率は低い値であった。しか

し，コールド試験の分配係数 5.2×102～7.1×104 mL/gの

範囲には本バッチ試験結果は収まることから，本バッチ試

験におけるゼオライトとバーミキュライトの結果は，植物

浸出水中のセシウムの形態が不明であるため液相からの除

去作用が不明確ではあるが，コールド試験で示された各鉱

物のセシウムの除去性能の範囲であり，その効果を発揮し

たと考えられる。また，コールド試験で各鉱物は除去率，

分配係数ともに初期セシウム濃度が低いほど低い値となる

傾向を示したが，バーミキュライトは低濃度で固相中の濃

度が少し上昇する傾向を示した(Fig. 10)。ゼオライトは

コールド試験のセシウム濃度 0.01 mg/Lの条件で分配係

数 1.4×103 mL/gに対して本バッチ試験では 4.2×103

mL/gとわずかに高く，バーミキュライトはコールド試験

のセシウム濃度 0.04 mg/Lの条件で分配係数 5.2×102

mL/gに対して本バッチ試験では 5.3×103 mL/gと 1桁高

い値を示した。

Table 3に示す本バッチ試験における植物浸出水の放射

性セシウム濃度 133.8±4.9 Bq/kgは，b/g 線 GMサーベ

Table 4   Cesium removal efficiency of 2 geomaterials according to READS 24)

Figure 10    Relationship between the equilibrium concentration of cesium in the liquid 
phase and in the solid phase of 2 geomaterials according to READS 24)
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Fig. 10 Relationship between the equilibrium concentration of cesium in the liquid phase and in the solid phase of 2 geomaterials according to 

READS24) 
 
The removal of dissolved cesium ions by various minerals 
indicates that a lower initial cesium concentration resulted in 
a lower distribution coefficient. However, in this batch test 
with an extremely low cesium concentration compared with 
the cold test, the minerals showed a higher distribution 
coefficient than in the cold test with the lowest cesium 
concentration. Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the 
radioactive cesium detected by the Rad Disk method is 
supposed to be from dissolution and adsorption on fine grains 
larger than 0.1 – 0.2 μm. Due to this, it is considered that the 
cesium removal effect of minerals from the plant leachate 
water shown by this batch test may not be solely the 
adsorption effect of the minerals on the dissolved cesium ion. 
As for the other actions, the influence of added PAC as a 
flocculant and the filtering through the membrane filter 
during solid/liquid separation needs to be considered. If all 
these factors are considered, then apart from the adsorption of 
cesium ions by the minerals, it is supposed that the fine grains 
and colloids that adsorbed the radioactive cesium may have 
caused a flocculent settling of minerals due to the addition of 
PAC and their physical removal by filtering through the 0.45 
μm membrane filter. 

The water passing test results on the column filled with 
granular zeolite are shown in Table 5. The measurements 
were taken mainly using a γ-ray spectrometer and parts of 
columns 3 and 4 that could not be measured at the site were 
measured using the Rad Disk method. The plant leachate 
water that passed through showed lower values than the 
bathing area guideline of the Ministry of Environment of 50 
Bq/L for both the first 30 min (0 – 30 min) and the next, after 
60 min (60 – 90 min). The specimens in columns 3 and 4 for 
60 – 90 min measured with the Rad Disk method also showed 
a decreased radioactive cesium concentration that was lower 
than the lower determination limit of the γ-ray spectrometer. 
Furthermore, the Size-M columns 1 and 3 with smaller grain 
size showed a lower concentration of radioactive cesium after 
passing than the Size-L columns 2 and 4. It is considered that 
the processing efficiency was enhanced simply because the 
smaller grain size meant that a larger quantity of mineral, 
with a larger surface area, occupied the a same volume. The  
distribution coefficient in zeolite under the conditions in each 
column, measured in terms of the radioactive cesium removed 
and the quantity of water passed through was 7.8 x 101 - 5.1 x 
102 mL/g and lower than the  distribution coefficient in 

zeolite by the batch test, 4.2×103 as shown in Table 3. This is 
because: (1) The adsorption efficiency per unit weight of 
mineral decreased because the total water quantity that passed 
through with regard to the mineral quantity in each column, 
i.e., the solid/liquid ratio, was 11.8 to 13.7, which was 
extremely low compared to the solid/liquid ratio of 10,000 in 
the batch test, (2) The reaction time for a column test (7.9 – 
9.1 min) was less than 1/3 of the 30 min reaction time of a 
batch test, but the ion-exchange reaction of zeolite seems to 
be relatively slow in spite of the long reaction time of SV of 
6.6 – 7.6 h－1 compared to the SV 10 – 100, etc. when tap 
water is treated using the ion-exchange resin. As a result, the 
effect of zeolite was not fully used for the radioactive cesium 
in the plant leachate water within the reaction time available 
during water passage, (3) The physical removal effect on the 
adsorbed cesium by the fine grains and colloids due to the 
addition of PAC and filtering that was suggested for the batch 
testing was not part of the column water-through test. 
However, the concentration of radioactive cesium that passed 
through the column was lower than in the batch test, and 
lower than the guideline of treatment 50 Bq/L.  

From all the above results, it can be concluded that the 
reduction in the distribution coefficient of minerals means the 
reduction of utilization efficiency of a material under those 
conditions, but it was shown that even if this value is lower, 
the concentration of radioactive cesium in the liquid phase 
could be sufficiently decreased by a treatment with a low 
liquid/solid ratio, such as having the water pass through a 
column.  
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from the β-ray count of a Rad Disk, as measured by a β/γ-ray GM survey meter. However, if the 
contained radioactive cesium is assumed to be 137Cs, the concentration is approximately 4.16 × 
10–8 mg/kg, with a decay constant of 137Cs, λ = 7.32 × 10–10 s–1 and an atomic mass of approxi-
mately 137, which is regarded as an extremely low concentration compared to the initial cesium 
in the test condition of READS in Table 4.

The removal of dissolved cesium ions by various minerals indicates that a lower initial cesi-
um concentration resulted in a lower distribution coefficient. However, in this batch test with an 
extremely low cesium concentration compared with the cold test, the minerals showed a higher 
distribution coefficient than in the cold test with the lowest cesium concentration. Furthermore, 
as mentioned earlier, the radioactive cesium detected by the Rad Disk method is supposed 
to be from dissolution and adsorption on fine grains larger than 0.1–0.2 μm. Due to this, it is 
considered that the cesium removal effect of minerals from the plant leachate water shown by 
this batch test may not be solely the adsorption effect of the minerals on the dissolved cesium 
ion. As for the other actions, the influence of added PAC as a flocculant and the filtering through 
the membrane filter during solid/liquid separation needs to be considered. If all these factors are 
considered, then apart from the adsorption of cesium ions by the minerals, it is supposed that 
the fine grains and colloids that adsorbed the radioactive cesium may have caused a flocculent 
settling of minerals due to the addition of PAC and their physical removal by filtering through 
the 0.45 μm membrane filter.

The water passing test results on the column filled with granular zeolite are shown in Table 5. 
The measurements were taken mainly using a γ-ray spectrometer and parts of columns 3 and 
4 that could not be measured at the site were measured using the Rad Disk method. The plant 
leachate water that passed through showed lower values than the bathing area guideline of the 
Ministry of Environment of 50 Bq/L for both the first 30 min (0–30 min) and the next, after 
60 min (60–90 min). The specimens in columns 3 and 4 for 60–90 min measured with the Rad 
Disk method also showed a decreased radioactive cesium concentration that was lower than the 
lower determination limit of the γ-ray spectrometer. Furthermore, the Size-M columns 1 and 3 
with smaller grain size showed a lower concentration of radioactive cesium after passing than 

Table 5   Results of flow-thru test using columns filled with granular zeolite
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Table 5 Results of ‰ow-thru test using columns inˆlling granular zeolite

Sample
&

condition
Seeping
water

Column 1 Column 2 Column 3 Column 4
Criterion of
bathing areaM size

×1 stem
L size

×1 stem
M size

×2 stems
L size

×2 stems

Amount of mineral (g) 27 25 54 50
Column volume (mL) 30 30 60 60

1st time:
30 min

(0～30 min)

Cs (Bq/L) 230±4.6 ＜33 46±4.6 ＜33 32±3.2 50
Treated water

(mL)
― 194.79 223.38 214.6

Removal Cs
(Bq)

11.6 9.3 52.5 46.3

2nd time:
60 min

(30～90 min)

Cs (Bq/L) 230±4.6 ― ＜33 8.3±2.7a) 27.2±2.9a) 50
Treated water

(mL)
― 101.11 456.09 468

Removal Cs
(Bq)

― 23.3 101.1 94.9

Total: 90 min Treated water
(mL)

― 296 679 682.6

Ave. SV (h－1) ― 6.6 7.5 7.6
Removal Cs

(Bq)
11.6 32.6 153.6 141.2

L/S ― 11.8 12.6 13.7
Ave. Reaction
time (min.)

― 9.1 7.9 7.9

Partition
coe‹cient

― 7.8×101 5.1×102 9.6×101

a) Measured using rad disk. Others are measured by g�ray spectrometer. The values are indicated as Bq/L on the assumption that water density is 1.

Fig. 11 Soil wet classiˆcation and washing procedure
(1 : homogenization of soil samples, 2 : electric test
sieve shaker, 3 : washing and re-sieve residue, and
solid-liquid separation for muddy water, 4 : classiˆed
each particle fractions from soil sample).
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V. 農地土壌の分級洗浄

1. 土壌分級試験方法

放射性セシウムを含む表層土壌について，減容化を目的

とした土壌分級洗浄試験を行った。試験には，バルクとし

て高い放射性セシウムが検出された畝土，および水田，

畑，グラウンドの各表層土壌を供した。調査では草地表土

において最も放射性セシウム濃度が高かったが，草の根に

絡んだ土壌という局所的な試料であり，また試験に供する

だけの試料量を確保できなかったことから除外した。

土壌分級洗浄試験は次のとおり行った。土壌を有姿の生

重量として 1.5 kg(乾燥重量として約 1 kg相当)分取し，

電磁式実験用ふるい振とう機(FRITSCH製 A�3)を用いて

水で洗浄しながら湿式分級を行った(Fig. 11)。洗浄水は

放射性セシウムが不検出であった飯舘村役場の水道水を使

用し，使用量は供試土壌生重量の約 7倍であった。

粒度画分は，ふるいの目から，＜0.075 mm, 0.075～

0.125 mm, 0.125～0.25 mm, 0.25～0.5 mm, 0.5～2 mm,

2～4.75 mm, ＞4.75 mmの 7段階とした。＜0.075 mmに

ついては濁水として回収し，懸濁成分を除く目的で植物浸

出水を濾過したものと同じ 3 mmのバグフィルターに通し

た。

また，粘土鉱物等にイオン交換で吸着された放射性セシ

ウムが同じ陽イオンで置換される可能性が考えられる。そ

こで，畝土については農地土壌に添加されても営農へ影響

が小さいと考えられるアンモニウムイオンの水溶液を洗浄

水の代わりに用いる検討も行った。水溶液には 0.1 mol/L

の硝酸アンモニウム水溶液を作成し，供試土壌に土壌と等

量の硝酸アンモニウム水溶液約 1.5 Lを加えて 1 h浸漬さ

せた後，土壌分級洗浄試験を行った。
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the Size-L columns 2 and 4. It is considered that the processing efficiency was enhanced simply 
because the smaller grain size meant that a larger quantity of mineral, with a larger surface area, 
occupied the a same volume. The  distribution coefficient in zeolite under the conditions in each 
column, measured in terms of the radioactive cesium removed and the quantity of water passed 
through was 7.8 × 10 1 − 5.1 × 10 2 mL/g and lower than the  distribution coefficient in zeolite 
by the batch test, 4.2×10 3 as shown in Table 3. This is because: (1) The adsorption efficiency 
per unit weight of mineral decreased because the total water quantity that passed through with 
regard to the mineral quantity in each column, i.e., the solid/liquid ratio, was 11.8 to 13.7, which 
was extremely low compared to the solid/liquid ratio of 10,000 in the batch test, (2) The reaction 
time for a column test (7.9–9.1 min) was less than 1/3 of the 30 min reaction time of a batch test, 
but the ion-exchange reaction of zeolite seems to be relatively slow in spite of the long reaction 
time of SV of 6.6–7.6 h–1 compared to the SV 10–100, etc. when tap water is treated using 
the ion-exchange resin. As a result, the effect of zeolite was not fully used for the radioactive 
cesium in the plant leachate water within the reaction time available during water passage, (3) 
The physical removal effect on the adsorbed cesium by the fine grains and colloids due to the 
addition of PAC and filtering that was suggested for the batch testing was not part of the column 
water-through test. However, the concentration of radioactive cesium that passed through the 
column was lower than in the batch test, and lower than the guideline of treatment 50 Bq/L. 

From all the above results, it can be concluded that the reduction in the distribution co-
efficient of minerals means the reduction of utilization efficiency of a material under those 
conditions, but it was shown that even if this value is lower, the concentration of radioactive 
cesium in the liquid phase could be sufficiently decreased by a treatment with a low liquid/solid 
ratio, such as having the water pass through a column. 

V. Wet-classification of Agricultural Soils
1. Soil Wet-classification Test Method

A soil wet-classification test was conducted with the aim of decreasing the volume of surface 
layer soils containing radioactive cesium. For the test, surface soils such as ridge soil, paddy 
field, dry land and the ground were used, in which a high level of radioactive cesium was 
detected from bulk measurement. The survey showed that the concentration of radioactive 
cesium was the highest in the grass field surface soils, but these were excluded because there 
were local specimens of soil adhering to the grass roots, and a sufficient quantity of specimens 
for testing was not secured. 

The soil wet-classification test was conducted as follows. The soils were separately sampled 
as-is in raw weights of 1.5 kg (equivalent to dry weight of approximately 1 kg.) and wet-classi-
fication was conducted while water-washing using an electromagnetic experimental screening 
shaking apparatus (A-3/FRITSCH) (Figure 11). The tap water of the Iitate-mura village office, 
in which radioactive cesium was not detected, was used as the cleaning water and the quantity 
used was approximately 7 times as much as the raw weight of specimen soil.

Seven stages of sieve mesh were set up as grain size fractions: < 0.075 mm, 0.075–0.125 mm, 
0.125–0.25 mm, 0.25–0.5 mm, 0.5–2 mm, 2–4.75 mm, and > 4.75 mm. The < 0.075 mm speci-
men was collected as muddy water and processed with a 3 μm bag filter similar to that used for 
filtering plant leachate water to remove the suspended component.

Since the radioactive cesium adsorbed due to ion-exchange in the clay minerals may be 
replaced by other cations, a study was also conducted on using an ammonium ion solution that 
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is considered to have less influence on farming if added to the agricultural soil for the ridge 
soils in place of cleaning water. A 0.1 mol/L ammonium nitrate solution was prepared and an 
ammonium nitrate solution of approximately 1.5 L, an amount equal to the volume of the soil, 
was added to the specimen soil, which was left immersed for 1 h. Then a soil wet-classification 
test was conducted. 

2. Soil Wet-classification Test Results and Discussion 

The results of the wet-classification of ridge soils conducted using water and ammonium 
nitrate are shown in Table 6. As all the desired equipment was not ready for in-situ measure-
ment of soil moisture content after classification in August, when the ridge soils were tested, 
the concentration of radioactive cesium was measured using a γ-ray spectrometer on each 1 kg 
of agricultural field soil, from which water was removed by sieving. The original soil was dried 
in the wind and the dry weight was acquired. 

The concentration of radioactive cesium was reduced as the grain size used became coarser 
compared to the original soil in both water cleaning and ammonium nitrate solution cleaning. 
However, the effect of the ammonium nitrate solution was not recognizable. Although not pre-
cise enough because the value was based on wet weight, it was presumed for the case of general 
wet soil of moisture content 30–50%, that the radioactive cesium would be reduced to half of 
that in the original soil by wet-classification for under 6,000 Bq/kg in wet weight and in the 
grain size larger greater than 0.5 mm. However, because the concentration of radioactive cesium 
exceeded the acreage limit of 5,000 Bq/kg for rice in the grain size fraction 0.075–4.75 mm, the 
expected volume reduction effect on the processed soil by wet-classification was not achieved 
for the ridge soils.

The muddy water with grains under 0.075 mm was processed through a bag filter. How-
ever, the suspended substances in the muddy water managed to pass through the non-woven 
bag filter, which expanded due to the hydraulic pressure, so that the liquid still contained 
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Table 5 Results of flow-thru test using columns filled with granular zeolite 

 
a)  Measured using Rad Disk. Others are measured by γ-ray spectrometer. The values are indicated as Bq/L on the assumption that water density is 1. 

 
 

V. Wet-classification of Agricultural Soils 
 

1. Soil Wet-classification Test Method 
A soil wet-classification test was conducted with the aim 

of decreasing the volume of surface layer soils containing 
radioactive cesium. For the test, surface soils such as ridge 
soil, paddy field, dry land and the ground were used, in which 
a high level of radioactive cesium was detected from bulk 
measurement. The survey showed that the concentration of 
radioactive cesium was the highest in the grass field surface 
soils, but these were excluded because there were local 
specimens of soil adhering to the grass roots, and a sufficient 
quantity of specimens for testing was not secured.  

The soil wet-classification test was conducted as follows. 
The soils were separately sampled as-is in raw weights of 1.5 
kg (equivalent to dry weight of approximately 1 kg.) and 
wet-classification was conducted while water-washing using 
an electromagnetic experimental screening shaking apparatus 
(A-3/FRITSCH) (Fig. 11). The tap water of the Iitate-mura 
village office, in which radioactive cesium was not detected, 
was used as the cleaning water and the quantity used was 
approximately 7 times as much as the raw weight of specimen 
soil. 

Seven stages of sieve mesh were set up as grain size 
fractions: < 0.075 mm, 0.075 – 0.125 mm, 0.125 – 0.25 mm, 
0.25 – 0.5 mm, 0.5 – 2 mm, 2 – 4.75 mm, and > 4.75 mm. The 
< 0.075 mm specimen was collected as muddy water and 
processed with a 3 μm bag filter similar to that used for 
filtering plant leachate water to remove the suspended 
component. 

Since the radioactive cesium adsorbed due to 
ion-exchange in the clay minerals may be replaced by other 
cations, a study was also conducted on using an ammonium 
ion solution that is considered to have less influence on 
farming if added to the agricultural soil for the ridge soils in 
place of cleaning water. A 0.1 mol/L ammonium 

 
Fig. 11 Soil wet-classification and washing procedure 

(1: homogenization of soil samples, 2: electric test sieve 
shaker, 3: washing and re-sieving residue, and solid-liquid 
separation for muddy water, 4: classifying the particle 
fractions from soil samples). 

 
 
nitrate solution was prepared and an ammonium nitrate 
solution of approximately 1.5 L, an amount equal to the 
volume of the soil, was added to the specimen soil, which was 
left immersed for 1 h. Then a soil wet-classification test was 
conducted.  
  

Figure 11     Soil wet-classification and washing procedure
                      (1: homogenization of soil samples, 2: electric test sieve shaker, 3: 

washing and re-sieving residue, and solid-liquid separation for muddy 
water, 4: classifying the particle fractions from soil samples)
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suspended solids after filtration, and showed a radioactive cesium concentration of 320 Bq/kg. 
Because the forced filtration of muddy water is not possible using a non-woven bag filter, it 
is considered that filtration using a strong filtration cloth such as filter press is appropriate 
for in-situ dewatering of suspended solids and solid/liquid separation. Hence, a single sheet 
of 10 μm membrane filter having an equivalent mesh opening to filtration cloth was used for 
filtering the water that passed through the bag filter. The fine soil grains, etc. were removed, 
the filtered liquid obtained was clear, and the radioactive cesium concentration was lower than 
the determination limit of 33 Bq/kg.

This implied that the radioactive cesium content may be reduced to half by removing soil 
particles under 0.5 mm with soil wet-classification on ridge soils. The presence of radioactive 
cesium in soil in the liquid phase was decreased by soil wet-classification. 

Next, after the results of the soil classification test on ridge soils, tests were also conducted 
on three types of soils: from paddy fields, dry land, and the ground, to compare the effect of 
wet-classification on the agricultural soils under different conditions. The results are shown in 
Table 7 and Figure 12.

Of the radioactive cesium contained in these soils, 63–85% was present in grain sizes under 
0.075 mm. However, it was also present in the coarse grain size fractions, so the considered 
grain size fractions and weight percentage of soils under 5,000 Bq/kg were 12.2% for paddy 
fields over 2 mm, 29.5% for dry lands over 0.25 mm and 0% for the ground. Furthermore, it may 
be considered that after removing the highly contaminated fine grains by wet-classification, an 
equivalent quantity of healthy soil can be mixed with the original ground soil and water to recover 
the physical properties of soil. When lower than 5,000 Bq/kg is achieved by dilution, the paddy 
fields and dry lands of lower than 0.075 mm and the ground lower than 0.25 mm are removal 
object, and the collection rates are expected to be 39%, 44% and 75%. To enhance the efficiency 
of volume reduction by the soil wet-classification method, it is necessary (1) to conduct further 
classification in the soils containing significant quantities of fine grains such as paddy fields and 
dry lands using a highly precise wet-classification apparatus such as cyclone for the soil grains 
smaller than 0.075 mm not separable by a simple mesh sieve, and (2) to conduct an additional 
treatment such as chemical treatment depending on the cost and effect for the sludges of high 

Table 6   Radioactive cesium in each particle fraction from each soil after wet-classification
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Table 6 Radioactive cesium of each particle fraction from
list soil after in wet classiˆcation

Line soil

Cs (Bq/kg)

25,794a) Per natural wet weight

38,731 Per dry weight

Washing solvent Water 1 mol/L ammonium nitrate

＞4.75 mm 2,200a) 5,500a)

2～4.75 mm 5,100a) 4,700a)

0.5～2 mm 5,300a) 5,600a)

0.25～0.5 mm 9,500a) 8,700a)

0.125～0.25 mm 10,000a) 9,800a)

0.075～0.25 mm 10,000a) 12,000a)

＜0.075 mmb) 320 ―

＜0.075 mmc) ＜33 ―

a) Per natural wet weight.
b) Muddy water.
c) Filtrated b water using 10 mm membrane ˆlter.
※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10�.

Fig. 12 Radioactive cesium integral density of particle fraction
and recovered amount about 3 types of soil
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2. 土壌分級洗浄試験結果および考察

水と硝酸アンモニウム水溶液で分級洗浄を行った畝土の

土壌分級洗浄の結果を Table 6 に示す。畝土を試験した 8

月は設備が整わず分級後の土壌の含水率を現場で測定でき

なかったことから，篩いで水を切った圃場容水量の土壌 1

kg当たりの放射性セシウム濃度を g 線スペクトロメータ

で測定した。なお，原土については風乾により乾燥重量を

求めた。

水洗浄と硝酸アンモニウム水溶液洗浄のそれぞれにおい

て，放射性セシウム濃度は粗い粒度画分ほど原土に比べて

低減した。しかし，硝酸アンモニウム水溶液による効果は

みられなかった。湿潤重量当たりの数値のため正確さを欠

くが，含水率が一般的な湿潤土壌の30～50�程度とした

場合，湿潤重量で 6,000 Bq/kg以下の 0.5 mm以上の粒度

画分については，分級洗浄により放射性セシウムは原土よ

り半減すると推察された。しかし，0.075～4.75 mmの粒

度画分において放射性セシウム濃度は�の���限値�

5,000 Bq/kgを超過したことから，畝土については分級洗

浄による処理土壌の減容化効果は得られなかった。

0.075 mm以下の濁水はバグフィルターを通した。しか

し，濁水中の懸濁物質が水圧により広がった不織布製のバ

グフィルターの目を素通りしたため，濾過後も液は懸濁液

のまま，放射性セシウム濃度は 320 Bq/kgを示した。不

織布製のバグフィルターでは強度的に濁水の濾過ができな

いことから，現場における懸濁液の脱水，固液分離方法に

は，フィルタープレス等，強度のある濾布による濾過処理

が適当と考えられる。そこで，バグフィルター通過水につ

いて，濾布と同じく一枚もので同等程度の目開きである

10 mmのメンブレンフィルターで濾過を行った。その濾過

液は土壌微粒子等が除去されて清澄であり，放射性セシウ

ム濃度は定量下限値 33 Bq/kg以下であった。

以上から，畝土については土壌分級洗浄で 0.5 mm以下

の土壌を取り除くことにより放射性セシウムを半減できる

可能性と，土壌分級洗浄では土壌中の放射性セシウムは液
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次に，畝土の土壌分級試験結果を受けて，性状の異なる

農地土壌等について分級洗浄の効果を比較検討するため，

水田，畑，グラウンドの土壌 3種について試験を行っ

た。結果を Table 7 および Fig. 12 に示す。

各土壌に含まれる放射性セシウムの63～85�は 0.075

mm以下の粒度画分に存在していた。しかし，粗い粒度画

分にも分布したことから，各土壌の 5,000 Bq/kg以下で

回収可能な粒度画分と重量割合は，水田で 2 mm以上の

12.2�，畑で 0.25 mm以上の29.5�，グラウンドでは 0�

であった。また，汚染程度の高い細粒分を分級で取り除い

た後には土壌の物理性等を回復させるために等量程度の健

常土を混ぜる，あるいは原地盤と撹拌することが考えられ

る。その場合，除去された細粒分と等量の健常土が補填さ

れ，希釈効果が加わる。希釈を加味して 5,000 Bq/kgを

下回る条件では，水田，畑は 0.075 mm以下，グラウンド

は 0.25 mm以下が除去対象となり，それぞれ回収率は

39�, 44�, 75�となると考えられる。土壌分級洗浄法に

より減容化の効率を高めるには，��水田や畑のような細粒

分の多い土壌では，簡便なメッシュによる篩いで分離可能

な 0.075 mm以下の土壌粒子に対して，サイクロンなどの

�度の高い分級洗浄��を用いてさらに分級すること，��

最終的に排出される高濃度の汚泥については費用対効果に

応じて化学処理等の追加処理を行うことが必要である。ま

た，砂質のグラウンドでは粗い粒度を含むすべての粒度画
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Table 7 Particle size and radioactive cesium distribution about 3 types of soil in wet classiˆcation

Sample
Water

content ratio
(�)

Dry weight ratio of
particle fraction

(�)

Cs per dry weight
(Bq/kg)

Cs per 1 kg dry
weight sample

(Bq)
Cs distribution

(�)

Paddy-ˆeld 35.1� 18,500

― ― ― ― ―

5.3 2.8 �
� 12.2

4,011 111.3 0.8
33.9 9.4 3,782 356.5 2.5
35.9 12.4 8,733 1,084.4 7.5
43.0 7.4 13,674 1,008.9 7.0
47.6 7.1 16,418 1,160.6 8.0

＞4.75 mma) 

2～4.75 mm 
0.5～2  mm 
0.25～0.5 mm 
0.125～0.25 mm 
0.075～0.125 mm
＜0.075 mm 77.9 60.9 17,618 10,736.1 74.3

Croft 28.8 18,255

＞4.75 mm 23.9 3.1 �
�
�
�
�

29.5

1,445 45.1 0.3
2～4.75 mm 24.6 7.2 2,918 210.5 1.6
0.5～2 mm 39.6 11.0 2,981 327.0 2.4
0.25～0.5 mm 39.6 8.2 4,805 396.0 2.9
0.125～0.25 mm 45.2 8.5 7,301 618.2 4.6
0.075～0.125 mm 41.6 6.2 7,363 459.4 3.4
＜0.075 mm 79.0 55.7 20,525 11,440.9 84.8

Ground 10.1 37,810

＞4.75 mm 22.5 1.1 30,968 325.9 1.1
2～4.75 mm 4.4 9.5 16,732 1,584.0 5.3
0.5～2 mm 15.5 33.0 9,946 3,286.9 11.1
0.25～0.5 mm 15.0 31.4 10,701 3,364.5 11.3
0.125～0.25 mm 8.8 9.6 19,733 1,892.4 6.4
0.075～0.125 mm 0.9 2.4 26,228 617.9 2.1
＜0.075 mm 73.3 13.0 142,500 18,589.8 62.7

Cropping restriction level about paddy-ˆeld 8,000～100,000
Criterion of designation (storage direction) 5,000

a) preclusion for less amount to measure.
※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10�.

Table 8 Improvement methods for removal e‹ciency of
radioactive cesium from coarse-grained particle
fraction

Method EŠect
Target and equipment

Preprocessing 1: Ultrasonic vibration Dispersion
Dispersing soil particles by about 20 kHz Ultrasonic vibra-
tion.

Preprocessing 2: Vibration using degasser for
fresh concrete

Dispersion,
shaking

Dispersing and shaking soil particles using with about 120 Hz
vibration using degasser for fresh concrete.

Preprocessing 3: Pot-mixing with rubber weight Weighted
attrition

Mixing soil in rotary pot with rubber weight ball frictionally.
Intermediate processing: Attrition by vibrator
and mortar

Surface
attrition

Rubbing soil with rubber coating 6,500 Hz vibrator in deep
mortar.
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分で放射性セシウム濃度が 8,000 Bq/kgを超過した。こ

れは，放射性セシウムが粗い土壌粒子の表面への吸着また

は放射性セシウムを吸着した粘土鉱物等の付着により残留

している可能性を示している。高い粗い粒度画分について

は，減容化の観点から追加処理ではなく土壌分級洗浄の工

程で処理される必要がある。この場合，篩いやその前処理

等を工夫して粗い粒子画分の放射性セシウム濃度を下げる

ことが必要である。

VI. 分級洗浄の前処理検討

1. 検討方法

分級洗浄後に粗い粒度画分にも高い放射性セシウム濃度

が確認されたグラウンド土壌に対して，分級洗浄の効率を

高めるための前処理を検討した。検討した方法について一

覧で Table 8 に示す。現場での運用を想定し，汎用機器

で可能な方法を中心とした。また，放射性セシウムの残留

の原因には，粗い粒子への直接的な吸着，あるいはセシウ

ムを吸着した粘土など微細粒子の付着などが考えられる

が，少なくともその存在範囲は粗い土壌粒子の表面と想定

される。そこで前処理方法として，粒子表面に作用するよ

う，分散や振動を主な作用とする超音波と生コン用バイブ
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concentration that are finally discharged. Importantly, the concentration of radioactive cesium 
exceeded 8,000 Bq/kg in all grain fractions including the coarse grain sizes in the sandy ground.

This indicates the possibility of residual radioactive cesium due to the adsorption by the 
coarse soil grain surfaces or due to the adhesion of clay minerals, etc. that adsorbed the 
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Table 8 Improvement methods for removal e‹ciency of
radioactive cesium from coarse-grained particle
fraction
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Target and equipment

Preprocessing 1: Ultrasonic vibration Dispersion
Dispersing soil particles by about 20 kHz Ultrasonic vibra-
tion.

Preprocessing 2: Vibration using degasser for
fresh concrete

Dispersion,
shaking

Dispersing and shaking soil particles using with about 120 Hz
vibration using degasser for fresh concrete.
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2. Soil Wet-classification Test Results and 
Discussion  

The results of the wet-classification of ridge soils 
conducted using water and ammonium nitrate are shown in 
Table 6. As all the desired equipment was not ready for 
in-situ measurement of soil moisture content after 
classification in August, when the ridge soils were tested, the 
concentration of radioactive cesium was measured using a 
γ-ray spectrometer on each 1 kg of agricultural field soil, from 
which water was removed by sieving. The original soil was 
dried in the wind and the dry weight was acquired.  

The concentration of radioactive cesium was reduced as 
the grain size used became coarser compared to the original 
soil in both water cleaning and ammonium nitrate solution 
cleaning. However, the effect of the ammonium nitrate 
solution was not recognizable. Although not precise enough 
because the value was based on wet weight, it was presumed 
for the case of general wet soil of moisture content 30 – 50%, 
that the radioactive cesium would be reduced to half of that in 
the original soil by wet-classification for under 6,000 Bq/kg 
in wet weight and in the grain size larger greater than 0.5 mm. 
However, because the concentration of radioactive cesium 
exceeded the acreage limit of 5,000 Bq/kg for rice in the grain 
size fraction 0.075 – 4.75 mm, the expected volume reduction 
effect on the processed soil by wet-classification was not 
achieved for the ridge soils. 

The muddy water with grains under 0.075 mm was 
processed through a bag filter. However, the suspended 
substances in the muddy water managed to pass through the 
non-woven bag filter, which expanded due to the hydraulic 
pressure, so that the liquid still contained suspended solids 
after filtration, and showed a radioactive cesium 
concentration of 320 Bq/kg. Because the forced filtration of 
muddy water is not possible using a non-woven bag filter, it is 
considered that filtration using a strong filtration cloth such as 
filter press is appropriate for in-situ dewatering of suspended 
solids and solid/liquid separation. Hence, a single sheet of 10 
μm membrane filter having an equivalent mesh opening to 
filtration cloth was used for filtering the water that passed 
through the bag filter. The fine soil grains, etc. were removed, 
the filtered liquid obtained was clear, and the radioactive 
cesium concentration was lower than the determination limit 
of 33 Bq/kg. 

 
 
Table 6  Radioactive cesium in each particle fraction from each soil 

after wet-classification 

 
a) Per natural wet weight. b) Muddy water. 
c) Filtered water using 10 mm membrane filter. 
* The error range of all data in this table is ±10%. 

This implied that the radioactive cesium content may be 
reduced to half by removing soil particles under 0.5 mm with 
soil wet-classification on ridge soils. The presence of 
radioactive cesium in soil in the liquid phase was decreased 
by soil wet-classification.  

Next, after the results of the soil classification test on 
ridge soils, tests were also conducted on three types of soils: 
from paddy fields, dry land, and the ground, to compare the 
effect of wet-classification on the agricultural soils under 
different conditions. The results are shown in Table 7 and Fig. 
12. 

Of the radioactive cesium contained in these soils, 63 – 
85% was present in grain sizes under 0.075 mm. However, it 
was also present in the coarse grain size fractions, so the 
considered grain size fractions and weight percentage of soils 
under 5,000 Bq/kg were 12.2% for paddy fields over 2 mm, 
29.5% for dry lands over 0.25 mm and 0% for the ground. 
Furthermore, it may be considered that after removing the 
highly contaminated fine grains by wet-classification, an 
equivalent quantity of healthy soil can be mixed with the 
original ground soil and water to recover the physical 
properties of soil. When lower than 5,000 Bq/kg is achieved 
by dilution, the paddy fields and dry lands of lower than 0.075 
mm and the ground lower than 0.25 mm are removal object, 
and the collection rates are expected to be 39%, 44% and 75%. 
To enhance the efficiency of volume reduction by the soil 
wet-classification method, it is necessary (1) to conduct 
further classification in the soils containing significant 
quantities of fine grains such as paddy fields and dry lands 
using a highly precise wet-classification apparatus such as 
cyclone for the soil grains smaller than 0.075 mm not 
separable by a simple mesh sieve, and (2) to conduct an 
additional treatment such as chemical treatment depending on 
the cost and effect for the sludges of high concentration that 
are finally discharged. Importantly, the concentration of 
radioactive cesium exceeded 8,000 Bq/kg in all grain 
fractions including the coarse grain sizes in the sandy ground. 
 
 

 
Fig. 12  Radioactive cesium concentration and amount recovered 

from 3 types of soil 
 

Figure 12   Radioactive cesium concentration and amount recovered from 3 types of soil
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radioactive cesium. The grain size fractions showing high and coarse values should be treated 
by the soil wet-classification process, not by an additional treatment from the viewpoint of 
volume reduction. For this case, it is necessary to reduce the radioactive cesium concentration 
in the coarse grain fractions by devising a sieving or pre-treatment process.

VI. Study of Pre-Treatment for Wet-classification
1. Study Method

A pre-treatment was studied to improve the efficiency of wet-classification for the ground 
soils in which high radioactive cesium concentration was observed in the coarse grain fraction, 
also after wet-classification. The methods studied are listed in Table 8. Assuming in-situ opera-
tion, the methods applicable using general purpose instruments were used. Furthermore, either 
direct adsorption to coarse grains or the adhesion of fine grains such as clay that adsorb cesium 
are considered to be the causes of residual radioactive cesium, but the range of its presence is 
assumed to include at least the surface of coarse soil grains. So a study was conducted using 
four types of pre-treatment methods acting on the grain surfaces: an ultrasonic apparatus and a 
vibrator for fresh concrete whose functions are mainly dispersion and vibration, a pot mixer + 
weight and, a mortar + vibrator whose main function is grinding.

These methods, excluding mortar + vibrator, were used as a pre-treatment for wet-classi-
fication, and the mortar + vibrator was used for intermediate processing in wet-classification. 
However, the ultrasonic apparatus is not a general purpose in-situ instrument but is used to 
compare typical dispersion methods. The details of study methods are as follows (Figure 13):

(1) Pre-Treatment 1: Ultrasonic Device
A vinyl bag containing 1 kg of soil and 1 kg water was set in a laboratory compact ultra-

sonic shaker (As One) and a dispersion of 10 min × 3 times (total 30 min) was conducted for 
wet-classification. 

(2) Pre-Treatment 2: Vibrator for Fresh Concrete
Added 1 kg of soil and 1 kg of water to a 5 L stainless steel container and attached an iron 

vibrator (Iron type 50 W formwork vibrator, owned by AKTIO) and wet-classification was 
conducted after vibrating for 5 mins.

(3) Pre-Treatment 3: Pot Mixer + Weight
A 20.5 cm diameter basketball was filled with 8.5 kg of sand and 1.5 kg of soil, put in a 70 L 

pot mixer (owned by AKTIO) and rotated (at 24 rpm) for 3 min with a tilt of approximately 45 
degrees. Then 1.5 kg of water was added and the pot rotated for another 2 mins because the soil 

Table 8    Efficiency improvement methods for removal of radioactive cesium from coarse-grained particle 
fractions

Method
   Target and equipment

Effect

Preprocessing 1: Ultrasonic vibration Dispersion
Dispersing soil particles by about 20 kHz Ultrasonic vibration.

Preprocessing 2: Vibration using degasser for fresh concrete Dispersion, shaking
Dispersing and shaking soil particles using with about 120 Hz vibration using degasser for fresh concrete.

Preprocessing 3: Pot-mixing with rubber weight Weighted attrition
Mixing soil in rotary pot with rubber weight ball frictionally.

Intermediate processing: Attrition by vibrator and mortar Surface attrition
Rubbing soil with rubber coating 6,500 Hz vibrator in deep mortar.
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slipped in the mixer and no loss in weight occurred. Then the pot was tilted to approximately 
10 degrees and was rotated for 30 min, but again no loss in weight was observed as the abrasion 
was insignificant. After treatment, wet-classification was conducted.

(4) Intermediate Treatment: Mortar + Vibrator
This treatment aimed at the removal of residual radioactive cesium in the coarse soil grains 

after wet-classification. The grain fraction of 0.125–4.75 mm was separated as a coarse grain 
soil from the sample soil. Coarse grain soil 200 g and water 100 g were fed into the steel deep 
mortar. Treatment was applied using a bar-type vibrator with a rubber ball fitted on the contact 
zone, which was pressed lightly on the coarse grain soil with vibration (of 6,500 rpm) for 
10 mins, sieving with a 0.125 mm filter. Concentration measurement was performed for both 
the remaining portion and the passed portion. Also, a study was conducted on the mixture of 
coarse soil (100 g) and water (100 g) for 20 min using the same procedure for increased water 
percentage and duration of treatment.

Figure 13    Efficiency improvement methods for the removal of residual radioactive 
cesium from coarse-grained particle fractions 
(Preprocessing 1: Ultrasonic vibration, Preprocessing 2: Vibration using 
degasser for fresh concrete, Preprocessing 3: pot-mixing with rubber weight, 
Intermediate processing: Attrition by vibrator and mortar)

Preprocessing 1Preprocessing 1

Preprocessing 2Preprocessing 2

Preprocessing 3Preprocessing 3

Intermediate processingIntermediate processing
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2. Results and Discussion on Three Types of Pre-Treatment

The results of three pre-treatments for wet-classification are shown in Table 9. 1: Ultrasonic 
Device; 2: Vibrator pretreatment for Fresh Concrete; 3: Treatment in Pot Mixer + Weight. 
The study showed that the radioactive cesium concentration was slightly decreased by the 
dispersion treatment with an ultrasonic apparatus in Pre-Treatment 1 for grain size fractions 
0.075–0.125 mm, 0.125–0.25 mm and 2–4.75 mm, but on the other hand, an increase was ob-
served in the grain size fractions 0.25–0.5 mm and 0.5–2 mm. Pre-Treatment 2 and Pre-Treat-
ment 3 reduced the concentration of radioactive cesium to half of the concentration left by 
Pre-Treatment 1 or less at 2–4.75 mm, while the radioactive cesium concentration in other 
grain size fractions showed a similar trend as Pre-Treatment 1. 

Soil wet-classification is a method aimed at separation by concentrating the harmful sub-
stances on finer grains. To assess the effect, the distribution of radioactive cesium onto each 
grain size fraction relative to the radioactive cesium concentration in whole soil was calculated 
using the radioactive cesium concentration of each grain size fraction and its weight percent. 
The radioactive cesium distribution onto each grain size fraction was compared to an untreated 
sample of all the grain size fractions of 0.25 mm and above. A significant reduction, especially 
by Pre-Treatment 3, was seen in 0.125–0.25 mm as well, and the effect was verified (Table. 
9). The changes in weight percentage and the distribution ratio of radioactive cesium on the 
grain size fractions of 0.075 mm and below are shown in Figure 14. From Table 9 and Figure 
13, after each Pre-Treatment (1, 2 and 3) an increase was seen in the percentage of radioactive 
cesium distributed in grain size fractions 0.075 mm and smaller.

These results implied that part of the radioactive cesium present in the coarser grain size 
268

Table 9 Results of wet classiˆcation after 3 types of preprocessing

Sample

Cs (Bq/kg) Particle size distribution (�) Cs distribution (�)

Control
Preprocessing

Control
Preprocessing

Control
Preprocessing

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

＞4.75 mm 30,968 ― ― ― 1.1 ― ― ― 1.1 ― ― ―

2～4.75 mm 16,732 15,535 6,249 6,239 9.5 13.8 12.1 18.2 5.3 5.3 1.7 2.0
0.5～2 mm 9,946 10,252 10,449 9,555 33.0 16.7 26.3 19.5 11.1 4.2 6.3 3.3
0.25～0.5 mm 10,701 14,175 12,234 12,857 31.4 20.7 11.1 10.1 11.3 7.2 3.1 2.3
0.125～0.25 mm 19,733 15,206 12,879 12,762 9.6 17.0 19.6 12.0 6.4 6.4 5.8 2.7
0.075～0.125 mm 26,228 15,697 18,095 23,385 2.4 8.6 5.6 7.7 2.1 3.3 2.3 3.3
＜0.075 mm 142,500 128,531 139,832 147,705 13.0 23.2 25.3 32.5 62.7 73.5 80.8 86.3

※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10�.

Fig. 14 Results of wet classiˆcation after 3 types of preprocess-
ing

Table 10 E‹ciency of intermediate processing on wet clas-
siˆcation

Sample Cs
(Bq/kg)

Soil residual
rate (�)

Cs residual
rate (�)

Coarse-grained soil
0.125～4.75 mm 11,706 100.0 100.0

Condition 1 6,490 93.6 55.4
Condition 2 6,217 89.5 53.1

※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10�.
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の一部は，前処理によりそれを吸着する粘土鉱物などの微

粒子とともに 0.075 mm以下の粒度画分に移行されること

が示唆された。また，例えば前処理 3のポットミキサー

＋重石の処理をして分級洗浄することで，0.075 mm以下

の細粒分が13.0�から32.5�に増加するが，�細粒分を�

染土壌から分離した場合の放射性セシウムの除去率は62.7

�から86.3�に向上させることがで�ると考えられる。

また，0.075 mm以下の細粒分における重量割合と放射

性セシウム分配率の増加は，前処理 1の超音波，前処理 2

の生コン用バイブレーター，前処理 3のポットミキサー

＋重石の順で高かった。これは，土壌の前処理において

は，液体中での粉体の分散などに用いる高い周波数での分

散処理より，振動や研磨など土壌粒子表面を削るような作

用をもたらす手法においてより高い分級洗浄効果をもたら

す可能性を示唆していると考えられる。

3. 中間処理の結果および考察

土壌をバルクで前処理した場合，原土の分級洗浄で分離

可能な 0.075 mm以下の細粒分も含まれる。この細粒分が

前処理の段階において分散や研磨の際に，粗い土壌粒子間

に存在し，物理的衝撃の緩衝など，作用の阻害をする可能

性が考えられる。そこで，原土を分級洗浄し 0.125～4.75

mmの粒度画分のみを回収し，水を加えて深い鉄製乳鉢を

受け皿としてラバーコーティングしたバイブレーターで表

面研磨を行い，0.125 mmの篩いで水洗しつつ篩った。ま

た，土壌�水＝2�1で 10 minの研磨を条件 1，土壌�水

＝1�1で20 minの研磨を条件 2とした。

結果を Table 10 に示す。研磨により，重量割合では

6～10�が 0.125 mm以下の細粒分となった。放射性セシ

ウムの濃度は 5,000 Bq/kg以下とはならなかったが，少

なくとも保管対象となる 8,000 Bq/kgを下回り，その存

在率は原土に比べて53～550にまで低減される効果が得ら

れた。

この実験結果から，一度分級により細粒分を除いてから

研磨作用をもたせた処理と分級洗浄を行う方法は，分級洗

浄による放射性セシウムの分離効率を著しく向上させるこ

とが示された。

VII. 実施研究のまとめ

飯舘村での試料採取と調査から，放射性セシウムは地表

では主に土壌や植物体などの固相に分配されており，土壌

はこれを強く保持するが，植物体においては水に曝される

ことで植物体から放出されることを確認した。植物に分配

された放射性セシウムは降雨などで放出されて周辺環境を

Table 9   Results of wet-classification after 3 types of preprocessing  
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* The error range of all data in this table is ±10%. 
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Furthermore, the fine grain portion of 0.075 mm and 
lower increases from 13.0% to 32.5% by wet-classification 
following Pre-Treatment 3, that is Pot Mixer + Weight. As a 
result, it is considered that the removal rate of radioactive 
cesium when the above fine grain portion was separated from 
the contaminated soil can be enhanced from 62.7% to 86.3%. 

We also observed that the increase in the weight 
percentage and the distribution rate of radioactive cesium in 
the particle size fractions less than 0.075 mm were higher in 
order of the ultrasonic apparatus of Pre-Treatment 1, the 
vibrator for fresh concrete of Pre-Treatment 2 and the pot 
mixer + weight of Pre-Treatment 3. This is thought to mean 
that a higher wet-classification effect may be achieved by 
methods that have the effect of grinding the soil grain 
surfaces, such as vibration and grinding as a pre-treatment of 
soil, rather than by applying a dispersion treatment, e.g. using 
a high frequency for the dispersion of powder in liquid.  

 
3. Results and Discussion on Intermediate 

Treatment 
When the soil is pre-treated in bulk, the fine grain 

portion of 0.075 mm and smaller that is separated by the 
wet-classification of original soil is obtained. This fine grain 
portion may inhibit the functioning, e.g., by damping the 
physical shocks by cushioning the coarse soil grains during 

the dispersion or grinding in the pre-treatment stage. Hence, a 
wet-classification was conducted on the original soil, only the 
grain size of 0.125 – 4.75 mm was collected, and water was 
added. 

The surface grinding was conducted using a rubber-coated 
vibrator, using a deep steel mortar as a capturing tray, and 
was sieved with a 0.125 mm sieve while washing with water. 
The grinding with soil:water = 2:1 for 10 mins was defined as 
Condition 1 and soil:water = 1:1, for 20 min as Condition 2. 

The results are shown in Table 10. As a result of 
grinding, a weight percentage of 6 – 10% was classified as the 
fine grain portion of 0.125 mm and smaller. The radioactive 
cesium concentration did not go below 5,000 Bq/kg but was at 
least less than the standard of 8,000 Bq/kg subjected to 
storage, and the reduction of the Cs residual rate to as low as 
53 – 55% was achieved.  

From these results of the experiment, it was 
demonstrated that by applying grinding and wet-classification 
after removing the fine grains by classification in 
pretreatment greatly enhances the separation efficiency for 
radioactive cesium by wet-classification. 

 
VII. Summary of the Implemented Research 

 
Through the sampling of specimens and the survey 

conducted in Iitate-mura, it was confirmed that the 
radioactive cesium is distributed mainly on solids such as 
soils and plants on the land surface. Soil will hold it securely, 
while plants release it when exposed to water. There is thus a 
concern that the release of radioactive cesium distributed on 
plants by rainfall, etc., can cause secondary contamination in 
the peripheral environment. 
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fractions translocated to the grain size fractions of 0.075 mm and smaller, together with fine 
particles such as clay minerals that adsorb them in the pre-treatment. 

Furthermore, the fine grain portion of 0.075 mm and lower increases from 13.0% to 32.5% 
by wet-classification following Pre-Treatment 3, that is Pot Mixer + Weight. As a result, it is 
considered that the removal rate of radioactive cesium when the above fine grain portion was 
separated from the contaminated soil can be enhanced from 62.7% to 86.3%.

We also observed that the increase in the weight percentage and the distribution rate of 
radioactive cesium in the particle size fractions less than 0.075 mm were higher in order of the 
ultrasonic apparatus of Pre-Treatment 1, the vibrator for fresh concrete of Pre-Treatment 2 and 
the pot mixer + weight of Pre-Treatment 3. This is thought to mean that a higher wet-classifica-
tion effect may be achieved by methods that have the effect of grinding the soil grain surfaces, 
such as vibration and grinding as a pre-treatment of soil, rather than by applying a dispersion 
treatment, e.g. using a high frequency for the dispersion of powder in liquid. 

3. Results and Discussion on Intermediate Treatment

When the soil is pre-treated in bulk, the fine grain portion of 0.075 mm and smaller that 
is separated by the wet-classification of original soil is obtained. This fine grain portion may 
inhibit the functioning, e.g., by damping the physical shocks by cushioning the coarse soil 
grains during the dispersion or grinding in the pre-treatment stage. Hence, a wet-classification 
was conducted on the original soil, only the grain size of 0.125–4.75 mm was collected, and 
water was added. The surface grinding was conducted using a rubber-coated vibrator, using 
a deep steel mortar as a capturing tray, and was sieved with a 0.125 mm sieve while washing 
with water. The grinding with soil:water = 2:1 for 10 mins was defined as Condition 1 and soil: 
water = 1:1, for 20 min as Condition 2.

The results are shown in Table 10. As a result of grinding, a weight percentage of 6–10% 
was classified as the fine grain portion of 0.125 mm and smaller. The radioactive cesium con-
centration did not go below 5,000 Bq/kg but was at least less than the standard of 8,000 Bq/kg 
subjected to storage, and the reduction of the Cs residual rate to as low as 53–55% was achieved. 

From these results of the experiment, it was demonstrated that by applying grinding and 
wet-classification after removing the fine grains by classification in pretreatment greatly en-
hances the separation efficiency for radioactive cesium by wet-classification.

Table 10   Efficiency of intermediate processing on wet-classification
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Table 9 Results of wet classiˆcation after 3 types of preprocessing

Sample

Cs (Bq/kg) Particle size distribution (�) Cs distribution (�)

Control
Preprocessing

Control
Preprocessing

Control
Preprocessing

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

＞4.75 mm 30,968 ― ― ― 1.1 ― ― ― 1.1 ― ― ―

2～4.75 mm 16,732 15,535 6,249 6,239 9.5 13.8 12.1 18.2 5.3 5.3 1.7 2.0
0.5～2 mm 9,946 10,252 10,449 9,555 33.0 16.7 26.3 19.5 11.1 4.2 6.3 3.3
0.25～0.5 mm 10,701 14,175 12,234 12,857 31.4 20.7 11.1 10.1 11.3 7.2 3.1 2.3
0.125～0.25 mm 19,733 15,206 12,879 12,762 9.6 17.0 19.6 12.0 6.4 6.4 5.8 2.7
0.075～0.125 mm 26,228 15,697 18,095 23,385 2.4 8.6 5.6 7.7 2.1 3.3 2.3 3.3
＜0.075 mm 142,500 128,531 139,832 147,705 13.0 23.2 25.3 32.5 62.7 73.5 80.8 86.3

※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10�.

Fig. 14 Results of wet classiˆcation after 3 types of preprocess-
ing

Table 10 E‹ciency of intermediate processing on wet clas-
siˆcation

Sample Cs
(Bq/kg)

Soil residual
rate (�)

Cs residual
rate (�)

Coarse-grained soil
0.125～4.75 mm 11,706 100.0 100.0

Condition 1 6,490 93.6 55.4
Condition 2 6,217 89.5 53.1

※ The error range of all data in this table is ±10�.
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の一部は，前処理によりそれを吸着する粘土鉱物などの微

粒子とともに 0.075 mm以下の粒度画分に移行されること

が示唆された。また，例えば前処理 3のポットミキサー

＋重石の処理をして分級洗浄することで，0.075 mm以下

の細粒分が13.0�から32.5�に増加するが，�細粒分を�

染土壌から分離した場合の放射性セシウムの除去率は62.7

�から86.3�に向上させることがで�ると考えられる。

また，0.075 mm以下の細粒分における重量割合と放射

性セシウム分配率の増加は，前処理 1の超音波，前処理 2

の生コン用バイブレーター，前処理 3のポットミキサー

＋重石の順で高かった。これは，土壌の前処理において

は，液体中での粉体の分散などに用いる高い周波数での分

散処理より，振動や研磨など土壌粒子表面を削るような作

用をもたらす手法においてより高い分級洗浄効果をもたら

す可能性を示唆していると考えられる。

3. 中間処理の結果および考察

土壌をバルクで前処理した場合，原土の分級洗浄で分離

可能な 0.075 mm以下の細粒分も含まれる。この細粒分が

前処理の段階において分散や研磨の際に，粗い土壌粒子間

に存在し，物理的衝撃の緩衝など，作用の阻害をする可能

性が考えられる。そこで，原土を分級洗浄し 0.125～4.75

mmの粒度画分のみを回収し，水を加えて深い鉄製乳鉢を

受け皿としてラバーコーティングしたバイブレーターで表

面研磨を行い，0.125 mmの篩いで水洗しつつ篩った。ま

た，土壌�水＝2�1で 10 minの研磨を条件 1，土壌�水

＝1�1で20 minの研磨を条件 2とした。

結果を Table 10 に示す。研磨により，重量割合では

6～10�が 0.125 mm以下の細粒分となった。放射性セシ

ウムの濃度は 5,000 Bq/kg以下とはならなかったが，少

なくとも保管対象となる 8,000 Bq/kgを下回り，その存

在率は原土に比べて53～550にまで低減される効果が得ら

れた。

この実験結果から，一度分級により細粒分を除いてから

研磨作用をもたせた処理と分級洗浄を行う方法は，分級洗

浄による放射性セシウムの分離効率を著しく向上させるこ

とが示された。

VII. 実施研究のまとめ

飯舘村での試料採取と調査から，放射性セシウムは地表

では主に土壌や植物体などの固相に分配されており，土壌

はこれを強く保持するが，植物体においては水に曝される

ことで植物体から放出されることを確認した。植物に分配

された放射性セシウムは降雨などで放出されて周辺環境を

VII. Summary of the Implemented Research
Through the sampling of specimens and the survey conducted in Iitate-mura, it was con-

firmed that the radioactive cesium is distributed mainly on solids such as soils and plants on the 
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land surface. Soil will hold it securely, while plants release it when exposed to water. There is 
thus a concern that the release of radioactive cesium distributed on plants by rainfall, etc., can 
cause secondary contamination in the peripheral environment.

On the other hand, it was confirmed that the radioactive cesium released from plants can 
be removed from the liquid phase by treatment with minerals such as zeolite, as was proved 
through the batch adsorption test and the column water passing test. 

The possibility of reducing the concentration in the soil with grain sizes of 0.075–0.125 mm 
and above while in storage was confirmed by collecting the radioactive cesium in the fine grain 
portion of contaminated soil using the soil wet-classification test. The classification efficiency 
depended on the type of soil. Especially in sandy-ground soils, the radioactive cesium remained 
in the coarse-grain fractions when only the wet-classification of soils was conducted. It was 
confirmed that by using dispersion, vibration and grinding in the pre-treatment, and also using 
grinding in the intermediate treatment, and an additional wet-classification is conducted, that 
more effectively translocating the radioactive cesium to the fine grain portion was possible.

Some possible measures for the decontamination of agricultural soils, etc., are presented as 
follows. These are based on the results of work in Iitate-mura and studies of radioactive cesium 
removal methods in this research: First, when storing plants with a high concentration of ra-
dioactive cesium, use a waterproof sheet, foil, etc. as a cover to avoid exposure to rainfall, etc. 
and prevent any secondary damage due to leaching of the radioactive cesium from the plants. 
Also, as a countermeasure to the leaching of cesium during storage, it is considered effective 
to arrange natural minerals such as zeolite or vermiculite under or around the contaminated 
substances as adsorbents. Because the minerals can exert the desired effect not only in powder 
form but also in grains, it is worth noting that the grain form is easy to use in water-passing 
types of treatment, easy to handle, and does not disperse easily, making it better for use than 
powder. For contaminated soils, the wet-classification treatment of soil is suggested. The treat-
ment flow chart is shown in Figure 15. First, collect the highly contaminated surface layer soil 
using a polymer, etc. and immerse it in water to avoid dispersion. In surface layer soils, organic 
substances such as the roots and leaves of plants and humus are present in relatively large 
amounts. Because organic substances such as plants may be highly contaminated, there is the 
possibility of effective volume reduction by drying or incineration separately from soils. Thus, 
they are separated from soil grains by floatation.

Separated organic substances such as plants, etc. are dehydrated, measured and stored. Stor-
age procedures for the plants are explained above. Also, it is best to apply this volume reduction 
separately, through decomposition or by incineration, or to apply a treatment to prevent the 
release of radioactive cesium. For soils from which the organic substances have been removed, 
the soil mass is smashed and rough sorting of stones and gravel is conducted using a drum 
washer, a rougher or a sieve. The sieved soils are cleaned and separated using a trommel, 
sieving shaker, high-mesh separator, cyclone, etc. in the order of grain size from rough soil to 
fine, with the soil grains of 0.02–0.75 mm and above collected in stages. The fine grains smaller 
than that are sent as muddy water containing radioactive cesium to the solid/liquid separation 
process. Because the radioactive cesium tends to remain in the coarse grain size fractions, as 
seen in the classification result of ground soil in this study, the status of residual radioactive 
cesium is checked for the soil grains in each collected grain size fraction using a sieve shaker, 
etc. Those lower than the standard specified in the guidelines of government, etc. are regener-
ated as soil. For those higher than the standard, a surface grinding process is applied such as an 
attrition mixer, vibrator, or loaded grinding, and a wet-classification is conducted to remove the 
fine grains peeled from the coarse soil grains containing radioactive cesium. After the second 
wet-classification, each collected grain size fraction is re-measured to confirm its safety. The 
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muddy water is transferred to the solid/liquid separation process and separated into solid and 
liquid by  flocculant settling. As shown in this study, almost no radioactive cesium in the soil is 
released into the water, the supernatant solution is used and recirculated as cleaning water. The 
fine grains in the muddy water collected in the solid/liquid separation process are dehydrated. 
The soil grains that exceeded the standard in the second wet-classification are stored as speci-
fied after evaluating their contamination level as a concentrated contaminated soil. 

As explained above, it is expected that the efficient in-situ volume reduction treatment of 
agricultural land soils, etc. generated in the contaminated area becomes possible by implement-
ing the storage procedures according to the results of this study. i.e. classification, grinding, etc. 

VIII. Future Subjects
It was confirmed that the separation and volume reduction of contaminated soils was pos-

sible by the soil wet-classification method. However, in this study, the status or the presence 
of radioactive cesium in the soils sorted by the wet-classification could not be evaluated or 
discussed. However several different statuses of cesium have been reported, including its ad-
sorption by ion-exchange between layers of micro lamellar clay minerals such as smectite, etc. 
having exchangeable cations 25), and the adsorption/retention of illite on the frayed edge sites 26, 27). 

Figure 15    Conceptual schema for improved wet-classification decreasing 
the amount of radioactive cesium contaminated soil

Practical Approach to Decontamination of Radioactive Cesium-Contaminated Matter in Agricultural Regions  
by Improved Wet-classification and Use of Geomaterials 
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On the other hand, it was confirmed that the radioactive 
cesium released from plants can be removed from the liquid 
phase by treatment with minerals such as zeolite, as was 
proved through the batch adsorption test and the column 
water passing test.  

The possibility of reducing the concentration in the soil 
with grain sizes of 0.075 – 0.125 mm and above while in 
storage was confirmed by collecting the radioactive cesium in 
the fine grain portion of contaminated soil using the soil 
wet-classification test. The classification efficiency depended 
on the type of soil. Especially in sandy-ground soils, the 
radioactive cesium remained in the coarse-grain fractions 
when only the wet-classification of soils was conducted. It 
was confirmed that by using dispersion, vibration and 
grinding in the pre-treatment, and also using grinding in the 
intermediate treatment, and an additional wet-classification is 
conducted, that more effectively translocating the radioactive 
cesium to the fine grain portion was possible. 

Some possible measures for the decontamination of 
agricultural soils, etc., are presented as follows. These are 
based on the results of work in Iitate-mura and studies of 
radioactive cesium removal methods in this research: First, 
when storing plants with a high concentration of radioactive 

cesium, use a waterproof sheet, foil, etc. as a cover to avoid 
exposure to rainfall, etc. and prevent any secondary damage 
due to leaching of the radioactive cesium from the plants. 
Also, as a countermeasure to the leaching of cesium during 
storage, it is considered effective to arrange natural minerals 
such as zeolite or vermiculite under or around the 
contaminated substances as adsorbents. Because the minerals 
can exert the desired effect not only in powder form but also 
in grains, it is worth noting that the grain form is easy to use 
in water-passing types of treatment, easy to handle, and does 
not disperse easily, making it better for use than powder. For 
contaminated soils, the wet-classification treatment of soil is 
suggested. The treatment flow chart is shown in Fig. 15. First, 
collect the highly contaminated surface layer soil using a 
polymer, etc. and immerse it in water to avoid dispersion. In 
surface layer soils, organic substances such as the roots and 
leaves of plants and humus are present in relatively large 
amounts. Because organic substances such as plants may be 
highly contaminated, there is the possibility of effective 
volume reduction by drying or incineration separately from 
soils. Thus, they are separated from soil grains by floatation. 
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Among the clay minerals universally present in the surface layer soils in Japan, mica and illite 
are the non-swellable lamellar silicate minerals in which the hydrated cations do not enter in 
between layers, and their cation exchange ability is regarded as inferior to that of swellable 
clays. However, the frayed gap on the edge of this mineral grain is called the “frayed edge-
site” and it is known to be steadily restored if the potassium and cesium in between the layers 
are exchanged 26, 27). However, because agricultural lands contain artificial materials such as 
those for soil enrichment, etc., and radioactive cesium is inevitably present in the coarse grain 
fractions that apparently contain pebbles with almost no clay mineral, the immediate cesium 
environment or chemical associations may not be limited to those suggested in the existing 
bibliography. Accordingly, for soils, the essential subjects for future decontamination and 
volume reduction treatment are to conduct the validation of mineral composition and surface 
observations with respect to grain size fraction after wet-classification of various soils and soil 
qualities. Also, on the fine grain portion containing the radioactive cesium removed from the 
coarse grain fraction by grinding, etc., clarification of the present form is required, especially 
in the coarse grain size fractions in the real soil contaminated with radioactive cesium. Further, 
the adsorption and desorption properties should be evaluated.

For conducting this test and summarizing the above report, we received a considerable 
amount of cooperation and advice from concerned persons. First, we express our gratitude to 
the people of the Iitate-mura village office, including Mr. Ryuji Honda/Industrial Promotion 
Section, and the residents in Iitate-mura who kindly permitted the sampling of specimens. 
When conducting the tests, Mr. Mitsuru Yamamura of JCE Co., Ltd. conducted in-situ mea-
surement using a γ-ray spectrometer. During the in-situ testing, Mr. Takuya Echigo of NIMS, 
Dr. Hirochika Naganawa, Dr. Nobuyuki Yanase and Dr. Hisayoshi Mitamura of JAEA, Dr. 
Yujiro Watanabe of the Kanazawa Institute of Technology cooperated. Mr. Takashi Kobayashi 
of NIMS recorded images of the whole process. We are grateful to them, and to all those who 
supported and cooperated us. 

Additionally, the contents of this research were acquired from the FY2011 Commissioned 
Project on Science and Technology Strategic Promotion “Development of Radioactive Materi-
als Decontamination Technology for Agricultural Land Soils.”
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Decontamination work following radiocesium exposure requires a vast reduction in the 
amount of contaminated soil generated. The current study subjected 4 types of contaminated soil 
with different properties to multistep soil washing under the same conditions. This study also de-
termined the effectiveness of radiocesium decontamination and the extent to which the amount 
of contaminated soil was reduced. In addition, the effectiveness of plant matter separation, ad-
sorbent addition, and grinding as part of multistep soil washing was determined using the same 
contaminated soil. Results of testing indicated that the rate of radiocesium decontamination 
ranged from 73.6 to 89.2% and the recovery rate ranged from 51.5 to 84.2% for twice-treated 
soil, regardless of the soil properties or cesium level. Plant matter in soil had a high radioce-
sium level. However, there was little plant matter in our soil sample. Therefore, plant matter 
separation had little effect on the improvement in the percentage of radiocesium decontamina-
tion of twice-treated soil. Soil surface grinding improved the radiocesium decontamination of 
twice-treated soil. However, radiocesium in soil tightly bound with minerals in the soil; thus, the 
addition of an adsorbent also failed to improve radiocesium decontamination.

KEYWORDS: decontamination, radiocesium-contaminated soil, multistep soil washing, 
plant matter, adsorbent, grinding

I. Introduction
The accident at the Tokyo Electric Power Company’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 

Plant, caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11th, 2011, released radioactive 
materials (mainly 134Cs, 137Cs and 131I) over a wide area, making the reduction of the influ-
ence of environmental pollution on human health and the environment a challenging task. 
Investigation of the contamination and studies of decontamination technology were conduct-
ed for more than a year after the accident, and the removal of contamination by 134Cs and 
137Cs (hereinafter referred to as “radioactive Cs”) is now due to begin in earnest. According 
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to the decontamination-related guidelines 1), surface soil removal is the main recommended 
soil decontamination method. Plowing and removing the surface soil enables the soil to be 
decontaminated elsewhere. However, all of the decontaminated topsoil needs to be placed in 
interim storage facilities and, therefore, there is a possibility that the amount of radioactive 
Cs-contaminated soil will need to be reduced before this stage.

Soil washing can potentially reduce the amount of radioactive Cs-contaminated soil. Soil 
washing is a technology that has been applied in many cases to soils contaminated by heavy 
metals such as lead and arsenic, as well as oil 2). In general, contaminants are present on the 
surface of soil particles, and the concentration of contaminants tends to be higher in clay and 
silt, which have large surface-to-weight and surface-to-volume ratios due to their small particle 
size, than in sand and gravel fractions, which have a larger particle size 2). The soil washing 
treatment recovers the sand with a larger particle size and gravel fractions as purified soil, and 
recovers the clay and silt fractions with a smaller particle size as a dehydrated cake which con-
centrates the contaminants. This is done by cleaning the contaminated soil mechanically with a 
wash solution, such as water. This is done by cleaning the contaminated soil mechanically with 
a wash solution, such as water. Since radioactive Cs tends to be adsorbed by the fine-particle 
fractions in the soil 3), soil washing is expected to decontaminate radioactive Cs-contaminated 
soil.

The multistep soil washing described in this paper is a method to separate radioactive Cs-con-
taminated soil, containing plant matter, into processed twice-treated soil, a dehydrated cake in 
which the radioactive Cs is concentrated, and drainage water, by washing the contaminated soil 
according to the following process: (1) “Initial washing process” to slurry the contaminated 
soil, (2) “Plant matter separation process” to separate plant matter from the slurry and collect 
the once-treated soil, and (3) “Second washing process” to add water and an adsorbent into the 
once-treated soil and grind it. In particular, the plant matter separation process and the second 
washing process are expected to produce the following effects:

In the plant matter separation process, organic matter to which radioactive Cs is adsorbed 
is selectively separated and eliminated securely (with a high degree of accuracy) to improve 
decontamination and reduce the amount of soil to be processed.

In the second washing process, the surface of soil particles is ground to exfoliate the ad-
sorbed radioactive Cs in order to enhance the decontamination effect. In addition, an adsorbent, 
the particle size of which is controlled, is added so that the radioactive Cs is adsorbed to the 
adsorbent rather than the soil particles. This allows the radioactive Cs to be collected as a 
dehydrated cake, even if water-soluble radioactive Cs is present in the soil.

As a result of dividing the soil washing treatment into three processes, the removal of ra-
dioactive Cs is improved and only the separated plant matter and the dehydrated cake need to 
be placed in interim storage facilities after soil washing. Therefore, the amount of radioactive 
Cs-contaminated soil is expected to be reduced.

In this paper, the multistep soil washing experimental results are reported. These experiments 
were conducted using four types of radioactive Cs-contaminated soil (hereinafter referred to 
as “contaminated soil”), to clarify the effectiveness of radioactive Cs removal, and the effect 
of the separation of fine-particle fractions through the separation of plant matter and physical 
grinding on the removal of radioactive Cs, as well as to quantify the reduction of contaminated 
soil by the multistep soil washing process.
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II. Experimental Methods
1. Radioactive Cs-contaminated Soils

The contaminated soils used for the soil washing tests were collected from two locations: 
three samples from Fukushima Prefecture (Date, Fukushima and Minamisoma Cities) and one 
from Inzai City, Chiba Prefecture on December 14th–16th and 19th, 2012. At each sampling 
location, the contaminated soils were sampled by screening the soil using a stainless steel 
testing screen with a 9.5 mm mesh after removing the top 1.0–1.5 cm of soil using a long-shank 
sickle to eliminate pebbles (diameter > 9.5 mm) and plant matter. The soils collected in Date 
and Fukushima cities are classified as lowland soils, and the ones collected in Minamisoma and 
Inzai cities are classified as andosols 4).

In this paper, the contaminated soils collected from the cities of Date, Fukushima, Mina-
misoma and Inzai are referred to as Soils A–D, respectively.

2. Soil Washing Test

Seven soil washing tests were conducted. Table 1 contains the test parameters. In Cases 1–4, 
the soil washing test was conducted on the four contaminated soils from A to D with different 
radioactive Cs concentrations, soil properties, and plant matter mixing conditions, using the 
same washing process (Protocol 1) to compare the decontamination effects achieved by wash-
ing soils with different properties. In addition, in Case 1 and Cases 5–7, the soil washing test 
was conducted on four samples of contaminated soil A, using different plant matter separation 
and second washing process conditions (Protocols 1–4) to compare the decontamination ef-
fects achieved by the plant matter separation and the second washing process. The conditions 
changed were: (1) Application of the plant matter separation process, (2) addition of an adsor-
bent, and (3) use of the grinding process. In this paper, the soil washing procedure in which 
plant matter separation, adsorbent addition, and grinding were all implemented is referred to as 
“Protocol 1”; “Protocol 2” is identical to Protocol 1 except for the omission of the plant matter 
separation process. In “Protocol 3”, an adsorbent was not added during the test.

3. Soil Washing Treatment Test Method

For the initial washing, 10 kg of contaminated soil and 10 kg of water were placed in a 
drum washer (Kikosha Co., Ltd., KDW0602), and the washing process was conducted for one 
minute at 40 rpm. After the initial washing, the slurry was moved to a 20 L plastic bucket and 
agitated to separate the plant matter using a stainless steel testing screen with a 9.5 mm mesh. 
The remaining slurry was gravity-separated, at the classification point of 75 μm, to separate 

Table 1   Test cases
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from the slurry and collect the once-treated soil, and (3) “Second 
washing process” to add water and an adsorbent into the once-
treated soil and grind it. In particular, the plant matter separation 
process and the second washing process are expected to produce 
the following effects: 

In the plant matter separation process, organic matter to 
which radioactive Cs is adsorbed is selectively separated and 
eliminated securely (with a high degree of accuracy) to improve 
decontamination and reduce the amount of soil to be processed. 

In the second washing process, the surface of soil particles is 
ground to exfoliate the adsorbed radioactive Cs in order to 
enhance the decontamination effect. In addition, an adsorbent, the 
particle size of which is controlled, is added so that the radioactive 
Cs is adsorbed to the adsorbent rather than the soil particles. This 
allows the radioactive Cs to be collected as a dehydrated cake, 
even if water-soluble radioactive Cs is present in the soil. 

As a result of dividing the soil washing treatment into three 
processes, the removal of radioactive Cs is improved and only the 
separated plant matter and the dehydrated cake need to be placed 
in interim storage facilities after soil washing. Therefore, the 
amount of radioactive Cs-contaminated soil is expected to be 
reduced. 

In this paper, the multistep soil washing experimental results 
are reported. These experiments were conducted using four types 
of radioactive Cs-contaminated soil (hereinafter referred to as 
“contaminated soil”), to clarify the effectiveness of radioactive Cs 
removal, and the effect of the separation of fine-particle fractions 
through the separation of plant matter and physical grinding on 
the removal of radioactive Cs, as well as to quantify the reduction 
of contaminated soil by the multistep soil washing process. 
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Table 1 Test cases 

 
 
  

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
Soil A Soil B Soil C Soil D

Protocol 2 Protocol 3 Protocol 4
134Cs + 137Cs [Bq/kg] 12,600 9,200 12,500 5,400 12,100 12,500 12,000

Plant matter separetion 〇 〇 〇 〇 － 〇 〇

Adsorbent addition 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 － 〇

Grinding 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 〇 －

* ' ○ ' in the table show the work carried out in the process of plant separation and second soil washing.

Soil A
Protocol 1

Scrubbing

Plant matter separetion
and second soil washing

Case number
Soil

Soil washing protgocol

Initioal soil washing
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from the slurry and collect the once-treated soil, and (3) “Second 
washing process” to add water and an adsorbent into the once-
treated soil and grind it. In particular, the plant matter separation 
process and the second washing process are expected to produce 
the following effects: 

In the plant matter separation process, organic matter to 
which radioactive Cs is adsorbed is selectively separated and 
eliminated securely (with a high degree of accuracy) to improve 
decontamination and reduce the amount of soil to be processed. 
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the once-treated soil from the washed wastewater. The separated washed soil was put into the 
drum washer again after its weight was checked. Water, equivalent to half the weight of the 
once-treated soil, the adsorbent, equivalent to one percent of the weight of the once-treated soil 
(Katsuri Inc., with powdered hard zeolite of 75 μm or lower), and an iron ball for grinding were 
put into the drum washer to perform a second washing for one minute at 40 rpm.

After the second washing, the slurry was moved to another 20 L plastic bucket. The slurry 
was gravity-separated, at the classification point of 75 μm, to separate the twice-treated soil 
from the second-washing drainage water. Some of the twice-treated soil was classified into 
size ranges using stainless steel testing screens and experimental shaking screens with 75 µm, 
125 µm, 250 µm and 500 µm meshes (Fritsch Japan Co., Ltd., 03-505).

The initial- and second-washed wastewaters were left to stand for over 30 minutes to sepa-
rate the sediment from the muddy water. Flocculation agents (Taki Chemical Co., Ltd., PAC) 
(Nippon Poly-Glu Co., Ltd., PGα21Ca) were added to the two muddy water samples at concen-
trations of 200 mg/L and 50 mg/L, respectively, to perform the coagulation and sedimentation 
processes. After the coagulation and sedimentation processes, the supernatant liquid was sepa-
rated from the sediment. This sediment, mixed with the earlier sediment, was dehydrated using 
a filter press (Nippon Roka Co., Ltd., FS-076) to separate the filtrate water from the dehydrated 
cake. Figure 1 shows the sequence of the soil washing test.

4. Confirmation Items Including Decontamination Effect

(1) Decontamination and weight reduction effects
In order to check the effect of soil washing on decontamination and weight reduction, the 

Figure 1   Schematic diagram of a soil washing test
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concentration, weight, and moisture content of the radioactive Cs in the soil and drainage water 
before and after the washing process were measured. In addition, the particle size distribution 
of the soil was measured before and after the washing process.

(2) The influence of soil properties on soil washing
In order to check the decontamination and weight reduction effects of soil washing, the 

organic carbon concentration and cation exchange capacity (CEC) of the contaminated soil 
were measured before washing. In addition, as the soil is washed using water, the heavy metals 
contained in the soil, such as lead and arsenic, may elute to cause yet another form of soil con-
tamination. In order to determine the potential for the re-elution of heavy metals, the amount of 
heavy metals contained in the soil before the washing process, in the initial dehydrated cake, 
and the secondary dehydrated cake, was measured.

5. Analysis Method

(1) Measurement of radioactive Cs concentration
The concentration of radioactive Cs was measured in accordance with the method described 

in the manual on the measurement of the radioactivity of foods in the event of an emergency. 
A U-8 container and a 2-L Marinelli beaker were used for the soil sample and water sam-
ple, respectively. For the measurements, a gamma-ray spectrometer, based on a germanium 
semiconductor detector was used (manufactured by Canberra, 7500SL (P-type standard coaxial 
model) relative efficiency: 25%, measurement time: 1,000 seconds). 

(2) Measurement of heavy metals etc.
The heavy metals contained in the soil were analyzed according to the items that fall under 

the category of class II specified chemical substances stipulated in the Soil Contamination 
Countermeasures Act.

The soil elution amount and the soil content were analyzed in accordance with methods that 
comply with the Ministry of Environment Notification No. 18, and the Ministry of Environ-
ment Notification No. 19, respectively.

(3) Cation exchange capacity measurement
The semimicro-Schollenberger method was used to measure the CEC of the soil.

(4) Organic carbon measurement
The organic carbon in the soil was measured using the CHN coder method. In addition, as 

pretreatment, the soil sample was air-dried and visible plant matter eliminated.

(5) Particle size distribution measurement
The particle size distribution in the soil was measured using a method compliant with JIS A 

1204 (Test method for particle size distribution of soils).
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III. Results and Discussion
1. The Radioactive Cs-Contaminated Soil Decontamination and Weight 

Reduction Effects of Multistep Soil Washing

Table 2 shows the results of the multistep soil washing test for Cases 1–4.
The decontamination effect was evaluated based on the efficiency of radioactive Cs removal 

from the soil after multistep soil washing. Although the radioactive Cs concentrations in the soils 
were 12,000 Bq/kg (Case 1), 9,200 Bq/kg (Case 2), 12,500 Bq/kg (Case 3) and 5,400 Bq/kg 
(Case 4) before soil washing, these values decreased to 2,800 Bq/kg (Case 1), 2,110 Bq/kg 
(Case 2), 4,500 Bq/kg (Case 3) and 1,880 Bq/kg (Case 4) after the initial washing. The initial 

Table 2   Results of testing multistep soil washing (Cases 1-4)

* Comparison of test results at the time of processing 4 soils, using same soil washing protocol.
a) Enrichment ratio=(134Cs+137Cs of treated materials) / (134Cs+137Cs of contaminated soil).
b) N.D.=Not Detected.
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Table 2 Results of testing multistep soil washing (Cases 1�4)

Case number Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Soil Soil A Soil B Soil C Soil D

Soil washing protocol Protocol 1

Contaminated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 12,000 9,200 12,500 5,400
Dry weight [kg] 8.65 8.28 7.86 9.30

Gravel fraction [�] 7.7 12.9 8.0 3.6
Sand fraction [�] 62.1 53.3 46.7 82.4

Clay and silt fraction [�] 30.2 33.8 45.3 14.0

Treated materials
from the soil

washing process

Treated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 2,800 2,110 4,500 1,880
Dry weight [kg] 6.65 7.27 7.49 8.89

Rate of recovery for
treated soil

[�] 76.9 87.8 95.3 95.6

Plant matter 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 30,000 7,700 6,100 24,000
[kg] 0.06 0.06 0.04 0.04Dry weight 

Enrichment ratioa) [―] 2.5 0.84 0.49 4.4
Primary supernatant water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D.b) N.D. N.D. N.D.

Volume [L] 3.09 2.85 2.56 4.80
Filtered water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

Volume [L] 3.79 1.91 2.87 1.92
Primary cake 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 21,100 13,300 18,700 22,700

[kg] 2.47 2.36 2.19 0.64Dry weight 
Enrichment ratioa) [―] 1.8 1.5 1.5 4.2

Secondary supernatant water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
Volume [L] 6.88 9.34 8.07 9.91

Twice-ˆltered water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
Volume [L] 2.13 3.34 3.70 1.51

Secondary cake 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 28,000 14,500 15,700 16,400
[kg] 0.43 0.79 1.14 0.38
[―] 2.3 1.6 1.3 3.0

Dry weight
Enrichment ratioa)

Twice-treated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 1,300 1,400 3,300 1,110
Dry weight [kg] 5.37 4.34 4.05 7.83

Gravel fraction [�] 12.9 19.5 11.2 4.7
Sand fraction [�] 83.3 74.3 80.0 91.8

Clay and silt fraction [�] 3.8 6.2 8.2 3.5
Rate of recovery for twice-treated soil [�] 62.1 52.4 51.5 84.2

Percentage of 134Cs＋137Cs decontamination [�] 89.2 84.8 73.6 79.4
Thrice-treated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 1,300 1,400 3,300 1,110

Dry weight [kg] Not Analyzed
Gravel fraction [�] Not Analyzed
Sand fraction [�] Not Analyzed

Clay and silt fraction [�] Not Analyzed
Rate of recovery for thrice-treated soil [�] Not Analyzed

Percentage of 134Cs＋137Cs decontamination [�] 94.4 89.9 77.6 83.9

�Comparison of test results at the time of processing 4 soil in same soil washing protocol.
a) Enrichment ratio＝(134Cs＋137Cs of treated materials)/(134Cs＋137Cs of contaminated soil).
b) N.D.＝Not Detected.
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と植物除去を実施した Case 1(Soil A Protocol 1)の汚染土

壌および一次洗浄土，除去植物片，一次脱水ケーキの放射

性 Cs濃度および重量，放射性 Csの総量の結果を Table 3

に示す。

Case 1(Soil A Protocol 1)において，除去した植物片に

含まれる放射性 Csは 30,000 Bq/kgであり，土壌洗浄処

理前の土壌の2.5倍の濃度であり，土壌中に含まれる植物

片には高濃度で放射性 Csが含まれていることが判明し

た。しかし，植物除去を実施した Case 1(Soil A Protocol

1)と植物除去を実施しなかった Case 5(Soil A Protocol 2)

の除去率は76.7�と81.0�であり，一次洗浄土の放射性

Csの除去率に大きな差は認められなかった。除去率が小

さい結果となった要因として以下の二点が挙げられる。一

点目は，試験に使用した土壌 Aに含まれる植物片の少な

かった点である。Case 1(Soil A Protocol 1)において除去

した植物の湿潤重量は 0.230 kgであり，洗浄処理前の土
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washing and plant matter separation removed 60–80% of the radioactive Cs from the contami-
nated soil. The second washing, during which adsorbent addition and grinding were performed, 
decreased the radioactive Cs concentrations in the twice-treated soils to 1,300 Bq/kg (Case 
1), 1,400 Bq/kg (Case 2), 3,300 Bq/kg (Case 3) and 1,110 Bq/kg (Case 4). The efficiency of 
radioactive Cs removal from the respective soils was, therefore, 89.2% (Case 1), 84.8% (Case 
2), 73.6% (Case 3) and 79.4% (Case 4), which were within the range of 70–90%, regardless of 
the radioactive Cs concentrations and the particle size distribution of the contaminated soils. 
In all cases, the second washing increased the efficiency of radioactive Cs removal from the 
washed soil by approximately 10%.

The weight reduction effect was evaluated based on the weight soil collection rate, after 
washing. The recovery rate for the once-treated soils was: 76.9% (Case 1), 87.8% (Case 2), 
95.3% (Case 3) and 95.6% (Case 4), and for the twice-treated soils: 62.1% (Case 1), 52.4% 
(Case 2), 51.5% (Case 3) and 84.2% (Case 4). The Cs removal from the once-treated soils 
after plant matter  separation reduced the dry-weight percentage in the contaminated soils by 
4.4–23.1%. When the samples were washed a second time, the dry weight percentage was 
reduced to 15.8–48.5%. In this test, the washed slurry was wet-classified at the classification 
point of 75 μm, and grains of 75 μm or larger were collected as washed soils. Therefore, if the 
contaminated soils before washing contained high proportions of clay and silt fractions with a 
particle diameter of 75 µm or smaller, the fraction of the soils larger than the sand fraction with 
a diameter of 75 µm or larger was reduced, resulting in a decrease in the Cs removal rate from 
the twice-treated soils. As a result, when the proportion of clay and silt fractions in the contam-
inated soils was 30–40%, the Cs removal rate from the twice-treated soils reached 50–60%. 
When the proportion of clay and silt fractions in the contaminated soils was at the 10% level, 
the Cs removal rate from the twice-treated soils was around 80%.

Compared to the radioactive Cs concentration in the contaminated soils, the radioactive Cs 
concentration in the separated plant matter was within the range of 0.5–4.5 times higher/lower. 
From this, it was found that radioactive Cs was adsorbed to plant matter in the soils at concen-
trations similar to, or at higher levels than, the contaminated soils, although the concentration 
varied depending on the type of contaminated soil. In addition, the radioactive Cs concentration 
in the initial and secondary dehydrated cakes was 1.3–4.2 times higher than that in the con-
taminated soils, and it was found that radioactive Cs was concentrated in the dehydrated cakes.

On the other hand, in all cases, from 1 to 4, the concentration of radioactive Cs contained in 
the drainage waters (initial supernatant liquid, initial filtrate, secondary supernatant liquid, and 
secondary filtrate) was at, or below, the lower detection limit (approximately 10 Bq/L). It would 
appear that there is little possibility that the radioactive Cs contained in the soil would be eluted 

Soil A Soil B Soil C Soil D
Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

>500 μm 520 590 2,280 840
250 - 500 μm 740 1,240 3,200 740
125 - 250 μm 1,260 2,900 2,390 1,050
75 - 125 μm 1,770 3,700 4,900 2,050

<75 μm 15,400 10,600 15,400 8,900

Perticle size

Protocol 1

0

4,000

8,000

12,000

16,000

20,000

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Soil A Soil B Soil C Soil D

Protocol 1
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Figure 2   134Cs+137Cs activity in twice-treated soil with different grain-size fractions
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into water if this method were to be used.
Figure 2 shows the concentration of radioactive Cs in the twice-treated soils with differ-

ent particle diameter ranges. In all cases, the radioactive Cs concentration was higher in soils 
with smaller particle diameters. In particular, the radioactive Cs concentration in clay and silt 
fractions with a particle diameter of 75 µm or smaller was 2.8–7.9 times higher than that of 
the soils with a particle diameter of 75–125 µm because radioactive Cs has a tendency to be 
adsorbed on fine particles. On the other hand, according to the particle size distribution in the 
twice-treated soils (Cases 1–4), 3–8% of the silt fraction was present in the twice-treated soils. 
It is possible that the radioactive Cs concentration in the twice-treated soils was increased by 
the clay and silt fractions because of insufficient separation of soil particles with a diameter 
below 75 µm. Therefore, the twice-treated soils were diluted with an equal amount of water 
and agitated to re-slurry them. Then, the gravity separation operation was repeated three times 
at the classification point of 75 µm in order to check the radioactive Cs concentration of the 
thrice-treated soils in which the clay and silt fraction was negligible. Table 2 and Figure 3 
show the results. In all cases, the radioactive Cs concentration in the thrice-treated soil was 
lower than in the twice-treated soils. In order to improve rate of radioactive Cs removal, it is 
important to eliminate the clay and silt fractions using a mesh with a particle diameter of 75 µm 
or less during multistep soil washing.

2. Decontamination Effect Differences Due to Soil Washing Process Differences

(1) Effect of plant matter separation
It was observed that plant matter in the contaminated soils contained high concentrations 

of radioactive Cs, so this was removed through gravity separation. Table 3 shows the con-
centration, weight and total amount of radioactive Cs in the contaminated soils, once-treated 
soils, eliminated plant matter, and initial dehydrated cakes of Case 5 (Soil A, Protocol 2), from 
which plant matter was eliminated, and Case 1 (Soil A, Protocol 1) where plant matter was not 
eliminated.

In Case 1 (Soil A, Protocol 1), the concentration of radioactive Cs in the eliminated plant 
matter was 30,000 Bq/kg, which was 2.5 times higher than that in the soil before soil washing, 
and it was found that the plant matter in the soils contained high concentrations of radioactive 
Cs. However, the removal rates in Case 1 (Soil A, Protocol 1), where plant matter was elimi-
nated, and Case 5 (Soil A, Protocol 2), where plant matter was not eliminated, were 76.7% and 

Soil A Soil B Soil C Soil D
Case

Number Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4
Constaminat

ed soil
[Bq/kg] 12,000 9,200 12,500 5,400

Twice-
treated soil

[Bq/kg] 1,300 1,400 3,300 1,110

Thrice-
treated soil

[Bq/kg] 670 930 2,800 870

Protocol 1

0

2,000

4,000

6,000

8,000

10,000

12,000

14,000

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4

Soil A Soil B Soil C Soil D

Protocol 1

13
4 C

s+
13

7 C
s[

Bq
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g]

Constaminated soil
Twice-treated soil
Thrice-treated soil

Figure 3   134Cs+137Cs activity in contaminated soil, twice-treated soil, and thrice-treated soil
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81.0%, respectively, and no significant difference was observed in the efficiency of radioactive 
Cs removal in the once-treated soils. The causes of this low removal efficiency are considered 
to be as follows: First, low amounts of plant matter were contained in the Soil A sample, which 
was used for the test. The wet weight of the plant matter eliminated in Case 1 (Soil A, Protocol 
1) was 0.230 kg, which was 2.3% of the wet weight of the soil before washing.

Therefore, since the concentration of radioactive Cs in the eliminated plant matter was high, 
but the amount of plant matter was small, the total amount of radioactive Cs contained in the 
plant matter was less than one-tenth of that in the once-treated soils and initial dehydrated cakes. 
Second, the wet classification, after the initial washing, was conducted based on wet separation. 
It would appear that the plant matter was removed from the contaminated soil regardless of 
whether the sample underwent the deliberate plant matter elimination process because the soil, 
with a high specific gravity, and the plant matter, with a low specific gravity, were separated in 
the initial washing drainage water during the gravity separation process.

Table 3   Results of testing multistep soil washing (Cases 1 and 5–7)

1 Case 1 and Case 5 compare the effect of plant matter removal.
2 Case 1 and Case 6 compare the effect of adsorbent addition.
3 Case 1 and Case 7 compare the effect of attrition.
a)  1st percentage of 134Cs+137Cs decontamination={1-(134Cs+137Cs[Bq/kg] of treated soil) / (134Cs+137Cs[Bq/kg] of 

contaminated soil)}×100.
b)  2nd percentage of 134Cs+137Cs decontamination={1-(134Cs+137Cs[Bq/kg] of twice-treated soil) / (134Cs+137Cs[Bq/kg] of 

treated soil)}×100.
c) N.D.=Not Detected.
d) N.A.=Not Analyzed.
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Table 3 Results of testing multistep soil washing (Cases 1 and 5�7)

Case number Case 1 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7
Soil Soil A

Soil washing protocol Protocol 1 Protocol 2 Protocol 3 Protocol 4

Contaminated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 12,000 12,600 12,100 12,500
Moist weight [kg] 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000
134Cs＋137Cs [Bq] 120,000 126,000 121,000 125,000

Treated materials
from the soil

washing process

Treated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 2,800 2,400 2,800 2,900
Moist weight [kg] 8.535 6.235 7.255 8.070
134Cs＋137Cs [Bq] 23,900 15,000 20,300 23,400

1st percentage of 
134Cs＋137Cs 

decontaminationa)

[�] 76.7 81.0 76.9 76.8

Plant matter 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 30,000 ― N.A.d) N.A.
Moist weight [kg] 0.230 ― N.A. N.A.
134Cs＋137Cs [Bq] 6,900 ― ― ―

Primary supernatant water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D.c) N.D. N.D. N.D.
Volume [L] 3.17 2.83 3.51 3.09

Filtered water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
Volume [L] 6.15 4.15 3.08 3.79

Primary cake 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 21,100 17,700 N.A. N.A.
Moist weight [kg] 3.535 4.790 N.A. N.A.
134Cs＋137Cs [Bq] 74,600 84,800 ― ―

Secondary supernatant water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
Volume [L] 4.93 4.51 6.38 6.88

Twice�̂ ltered water 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/L] N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
Volume [L] 1.26 2.69 2.31 2.13

Secondary cake 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 28,000 N.A. 28,000 26,000
Moist weight [kg] 0.665 N.A. 0.490 0.580
134Cs＋137Cs [Bq] 18,600 ― 13,700 15,100

Twice�treated soil 134Cs＋137Cs [Bq/kg] 1,300 N.A. 1,080 1,530
Moist weight [kg] 6.745 N.A. 5.465 6.375
134Cs＋137Cs [Bq] 8,770 ― 5,900 9,750

2nd percentage of 
134Cs＋137Cs decontaminationb)

[�] 53.6 ― 61.4 47.2

1 Case 1 and Case 5 compare the eŠect of plant piece separation.
2 Case 1 and Case 6 compare the eŠect of adsorbent addition.
3 Case 1 and Case 7 compare the eŠect of attrition.
a) 1st percentage of 134Cs＋137Cs decontamination＝{1－(134Cs＋137Cs[Bq/kg] of treated soil)/(134Cs＋137Cs[Bq/kg] of contaminated soil)}×100.
b) 2nd percentage of 134Cs＋137Cs decontamination＝{1－(134Cs＋137Cs[Bq/kg] of twice-treated soil)/(134Cs＋137Cs[Bq/kg] of treated soil)}×100.
c) N.D.＝Not Detected.
d) N.A.＝Not Analyzed.
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洗浄工程後の二次洗浄土に残留する放射性 Csの割合を

比較すると，Case 7(Soil A Protocol 4)で39.2�，Case 1

(Soil A Protocol 1)で32.0�であり，�砕��することで

二次洗浄工程後の二次洗浄土に残留する放射性 Csの割合

が7.3���した。土壌洗浄��の��で土壌粒子の表面

を磨砕することで土壌に表面に吸着した放射性 Csが土壌

粒子の表面とともに効果的に削り取られ，脱水ケーキ側に

移行していることが確認された。

3. 土質が土壌洗浄処理に与える影響

Case 1～Case 4の土壌洗浄試験で得られた，各実験

ケースの汚染土壌の有機体炭素と放射性 Cs除去率の関係

を Fig. 4 に，陽イオン交換容量と放射性 Cs除去率の関係

を Fig. 5 に示す。

Fig. 4および Fig. 5によると，汚染土壌中の有機体炭

素や陽イオン交換容量が増加すると，放射性 Cs除去率が

低下する傾向がみられた。放射性 Cs除去率と有機体炭素

および陽イオン交換容量とのそれぞれの相関係数は有機体

炭素の場合で－0.832，陽イオン交換容量の場合で－0.876

となり，ともに負の相関があることが示唆された。放射性

Cs除去率と有機体炭素および陽イオン交換容量との間に

負の相関がみられた要因として，以下の点が挙げられる。

土壌表面に到達した放射性 Csの一部は土壌中の植物片と

いった有機物に吸着されることがいわれており5)，土壌中

の有機物が増加すると有機物に吸着する放射性 Csの量が

多くなる。本試験では，汚染土壌中の有機物量が増加した
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(2) Effect of adsorbent addition
Table 3 shows the concentration, weight and total amount of radioactive Cs in the once-treat-

ed soils, twice-treated soils and the secondary dehydrated cakes of Case 6 (Soil A, Protocol 3), 
where an adsorbent was not added, and Case 1 (Soil A, Protocol 1), when an adsorbent was 
added.

In the second washing process, no significant difference in the concentration of radioactive 
Cs was observed between the twice-treated soils and the secondary dehydrated cakes, regard-
less of the addition of an adsorbent. In addition, comparing the proportions of radioactive Cs 
present in the twice-treated soils after the second washing process, no significant difference was 
observed; these values were 30.1% in Case 6 (Soil A, Protocol 3) and 32.0% in Case 1 (Soil A, 
Protocol 1). Initially, it was expected that the concentration of radioactive Cs in the twice-treat-
ed soils would be effectively decreased by preferentially adsorbing water-soluble radioactive 
Cs, which was present in the soils and eluted into water, to an adsorbent. In reality, however, 
adding an adsorbent contributed very little to the rate of Cs removal because radioactive Cs 
forms strong bonds with clay minerals in the soil and is not eluted into water as previously 
reported 3).

(3) Effect of grinding
Grinding was effective in improving the rate of Cs  removal in the twice-treated soils by 

removing the radioactive Cs adsorbed onto the soil particle surfaces. Table 3 shows the con-
centration, weight, and total amount of radioactive Cs in the once-treated soils, twice-treated 
soils, and secondary dehydrated cakes of Case 7 (Soil A, Protocol 4), where grinding was not 
performed during the second washing process, and Case 1 (Soil A, Protocol 1) where grinding 
was performed.

During the second washing process, the Cs removal rate was improved by 6.4% in Case 1. 
In addition, comparing the amount of radioactive Cs present in the twice-treated soils, grinding 
reduced the level of radioactive Cs present by 7.3% (39.2% in Case 7 to 32% in Case 1).

It was confirmed that grinding the soil particle surfaces removed the radioactive Cs adsorbed 
onto the soil surface, together with the soil particle surfaces themselves, and concentrated them 
in the dehydrated cake.
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Fig. 4 Relationship between organic carbon and the rate of 134Cs＋137Cs decontamination

Fig. 5 Relationship between cation exchange capacity and the rate of 134Cs＋137Cs decontamination
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分だけ土壌洗浄処理過程において除去しきれない有機物が

残留したため，放射性 Cs除去率が低下したものと考えら

れる。一方，陽イオン交換容量は土壌が保持できる陽イオ

ンの量を示す値であり，この値が高いと土壌の単位重量当

たりの放射性 Csイオンを含む陽イオンが吸着しやすいと

いえる。より多くの放射性 Csが吸着した土壌が土壌洗浄

処理後の二次洗浄土にも含まれるため，放射性 Cs除去率

が低下したものと考えられる。

多段階土壌洗浄処理前後の重金属等の測定結果を Table

4 に示す。使用した 4種類の土壌においては，処理前の汚

染土壌に重金属等による土壌汚染は認められなかった。ま

た，この 4種類の汚染土壌を多段階土壌洗浄処理した後

の二次洗浄土や一次脱水ケーキおよび二次脱水ケーキにお

いても特定の重金属等の土壌溶出量や土壌含有量が土壌汚

染対策法の定める基準を超過することはなかった。本試験

では，土壌洗浄に使用する洗浄水は水のみであり，土壌洗

浄の過程で土壌や水の pHは大きく変化しない。したがっ

て，水のみを用いて放射性 Cs汚染土壌を土壌洗浄処理し

た場合でも，重金属等が再溶出し新たな土壌汚染を引き起

こす可能性は小さいと考えられる。

IV. ま と め

福島県内より 3ヵ所および千葉県印西市内より 1ヵ所

の計 4ヵ所より採取した放射性 Cs汚染土壌を用いて，多

段階土壌洗浄処理試験を実施した。

放射性 Cs濃度が 9,200～12,500 Bq/kgの汚染土壌を土

壌洗浄した結果，二次洗浄土の放射性 Cs濃度は 1,300～

3,300 Bq/kgに低減した。放射性 Cs除去率は73～90�で

あった。また，放射性 Cs濃度が 5,400 Bq/kgの汚染土壌

を土壌洗浄した結果，二次洗浄土の放射性 Cs濃度は

1,110 Bq/kgに低減した。放射性 Cs除去率は79.4�であ

った。汚染土壌の放射性 Cs濃度や土質等に関わらず放射

性 Cs除去率に大きな違いはみられなかった。二次洗浄土

中の粒径範囲別の土壌中の放射性 Cs濃度は粒径範囲が小

さい土壌ほど高い傾向があり，特に粒径範囲が 75 mmの

粘土・シルト分は 75～125 mmの粒径範囲の土壌と比較し

て2.8～7.9倍の濃度であった。二次洗浄土の放射性 Cs除

去率を向上するために，粒径の小さい粘土・シルト分を確

実に除去することが最も有効であることが確認できた。

二次洗浄土の回収率は，汚染土壌中の粘土・シルト分の

Figure 4   Relationship between organic carbon and the rate of 134Cs+137Cs decontamination
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3. Influence of Soil Properties on Soil Washing

Figure 4 shows the relationship between organic carbon in the contaminated soils and the 
rate of radioactive Cs removal, while Figure 5 shows the relationship between the CEC and the 
rate of radioactive Cs removal. Both these figures are based on results from Cases 1–4. 

According to Figure 4 and Figure 5, the reduction in radioactive Cs declined as the organic 
carbon and CEC increased. The correlation coefficients between the rate of radioactive Cs 
removal and organic carbon, and between the rate of radioactive Cs removal and CEC were 
−0.832 and −0.876, respectively. The cause of the negative correlation is thought to be twofold: 
First, part of the radioactive Cs on the soil surface is adsorbed into organic substances in the 

単位 Case 1 (Soil A  Protocol 1) Case 2 (Soil B  Protocol 1) Case 3 (Soil C  Protocol 1) Case 4 (Soil D  Protocol 1)
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Figure 5   Relationship between cation exchange capacity and the rate of 134Cs+137Cs decontamination

Table 4   Resulting heavy metals in treated materials (Cases 1-4)

a) Soil leachate: Quantity of the toxic substance eluted from soil to water.
b) Soil concentration: Quantity of the toxic substance taken into the body when contaminated soil is ingested.
c) N.D.=Not Detected.
* Cd, Cr6+, CN, Hg, and Se were not detected in all test cases and all treated materials.
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Table 4 Resulting heavy metals in treated materials (Cases 1�4)

Case number and treated materials

Class 2 designated hazardous substances

Soil leachatea) [mg/L] Soil concentrationb) [mg/kg]

Pb As F B Pb As F B

Case 1
(Soil A Protocol 1)

Contaminated soil N.D.c) N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 69 N.D.
Primary cake N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 91 N.D.
Secondary cake N.D. 0.001 0.42 N.D. 9 N.D. N.D. N.D.
Twice-treated soil N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

Case 2
(Soil B Protocol 1)

Contaminated soil 0.002 N.D. 0.13 N.D. 18 N.D. N.D. N.D.
Primary cake N.D. N.D. 0.21 0.01 26 N.D. N.D. N.D.
Secondary cake 0.001 0.002 0.34 0.01 33 N.D. N.D. N.D.
Twice-treated soil N.D. N.D. 0.15 N.D. 5 N.D. N.D. N.D.

Case 3
(Soil C Protocol 1)

Contaminated soil 0.002 0.001 0.49 0.01 18 N.D. 100 N.D.
Primary cake N.D. N.D. 0.23 0.01 33 N.D. 230 N.D.
Secondary cake 0.002 0.001 0.59 0.01 5 N.D. 220 N.D.
Twice-treated soil 0.002 0.001 0.59 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

Case 4
(Soil D Protocol 1)

Contaminated soil N.D. N.D. 0.09 0.02 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.
Primary cake N.D. N.D. N.D. 0.02 19 N.D. 58 N.D.
Secondary cake 0.007 0.001 0.26 0.02 17 N.D. 76 N.D.
Twice-treated soil N.D. 0.001 0.09 N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D.

Designation standard 0.01 0.01 0.8 1 150 150 4,000 4,000
Detamination limit 0.001 0.001 0.08 0.01 5 2 50 5

a) Soil leachate: Quantity which the toxic substance contained in soil elutes in water.
b) Soil concentration: Quantity of the toxic substance taken into the body when contaminated soil ingested.
c) N.D.＝Not Detected.
�Cd, Cr6＋, CN, Hg, and Se were not detected by all test cases and all treated materials.
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割合に依存するが，粘土・シルト分の割合が30��の汚

染土壌を洗浄処理した場合，二次洗浄土の回収率は50～

60�であり，汚染土壌の50��上を二次洗浄土とするこ

とで，放射性セシウム汚染土壌を重量比で50���まで

減量化できることが確認できた。多段階土壌洗浄処理は今

後，発生する膨大な汚染土壌を，重量比で約半分まで減量

化することができるため放射性 Cs汚染土壌の減量化技術

としての活用が期待できる。

多段階土壌洗浄処理の植物除去工程および二次洗浄工程

の条件を変化させた試験を実施した。その結果，汚染土壌

中の植物片には放射性 Csが高濃度で吸着していることが

確認された。また，土壌表面を磨砕することで二次洗浄土

の放射性 Cs除去率は向上した。一方，土壌中の放射性

Csは土壌鉱物等と強固な結合体を形成し，水に溶出しな

いため，土壌洗浄の過程で吸着材を添加しても放射性 Cs

除去率の向上に寄与しなかった。多段階土壌洗浄処理にお

いて，水のみを用いて汚染土壌を処理した場合，処理水側

に放射性セシウムは溶出せず，また，今回の試料では重金

属の溶出も認められなかったことから，本方式での洗浄排

水により新たな土壌汚染を引き起こす可能性は小さいと考

えられる。

汚染土壌中の有機体炭素の割合や陽イオン交換容量と多

段階土壌洗浄処理による放射性 Cs除去率に負の相関があ

ることが示唆された。

本試験は，�独日本原子力研究開発機構が実施している内

閣府委託業務「福島第一原子力発電所事故に係る避難区域

等における除染実証業務」の一部として実施した平成23

年度「植物が混入した放射性セシウム汚染土壌の多段階土

壌洗浄処理に関する研究」の成果を取りまとめたものであ

る。
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soil, such as plant matter 5), and so the concentration of Cs is intrinsically linked with the amount 
of organic matter. In the experiments, the rate of radioactive Cs removal likely declined because 
organic substances were not eliminated by the soil washing process, causing a relative increase 
in the amount of organic substances, and therefore radioactive Cs, in the contaminated soil. 

Second, the CEC, which shows the number of cations which can be retained in the soil, 
is also linked to the concentration of radioactive Cs. If the CEC is high, it means the number 
of cations, including radioactive Cs ions, per unit weight that can be adsorbed into the soil is 
high. Therefore, it is likely that the rate of radioactive Cs removal declined because soil, into 
which a larger amount of radioactive Cs was adsorbed, was included in the soil that underwent 
secondary soil washing.

Table 4 shows the concentration of heavy metals before and after multistep soil washing. 
In four kinds of contaminated soils, before undergoing multistep soil washing, contamination 
due to heavy metals was not observed. In addition, in the twice-treated soils, initial dehydrated 
cakes and secondary dehydrated cakes, which were generated as a result of multistep soil wash-
ing, the soil elution amount and the soil content of particular heavy metals did not exceed the 
criteria stipulated in the Soil Contamination Countermeasures Act. In this test, only water was 
used to clean the soils; the pH levels of the soil and water do not change significantly through-
out the process. Therefore, the risk of heavy metal re-elution and subsequent recontamination 
is low, even if the radioactive Cs-contaminated soils are washed using only water. 

IV. Conclusions
Multistep soil washing experiments were conducted using radioactive Cs-contaminated soils 

collected from the Fukushima Prefecture and Inzai City, Chiba Prefecture.
As a result of initial and secondary washing, the radioactive Cs concentrations of the con-

taminated soils, which were initially between 9,200–12,500 Bq/kg, were reduced to 1,300–
3,300 Bq/kg. The rate of radioactive Cs removal was 73–90%. In one case, where soil with 
a radioactive Cs concentration of 5,400 Bq/kg was washed, the radioactive Cs concentration 
of the twice-treated soil was reduced to 1,110 Bq/kg, giving a rate of radioactive Cs removal 
of 79.4%. Regardless of the radioactive Cs concentration and the soil properties, there was no 
significant difference in the removal rate of radioactive Cs removal. The radioactive Cs con-
centration in twice-treated soils tended to be higher in soils with smaller diameter particles. In 
particular, the radioactive Cs concentration in the clay and silt fractions, with a particle diame-
ter of 75 µm, was 2.8–7.9 times higher than that in soils with a particle diameter of 75–125 µm. 
Securely eliminating the clay and silt fractions was the most effective way of improving the rate 
of radioactive Cs removal from the twice-treated soils.

The efficiency of collection from the twice-treated soil is dependent on the proportion of 
the clay and silt fractions in the contaminated soil. When contaminated soils, in which the 
proportion of the clay and silt fractions was around 30%, were washed, the recovery rate from 
the twice-treated soil was between 50–60%. Collecting more than 50% of the contaminated 
soil as twice-treated soil, radioactive Cs-contaminated soil was reduced to the weight ratio of 
radioactive Cs-contaminated soil to 50% or lower. Since multistep soil washing reduces the 
weight ratio of contaminated soil by about half, it is expected to be utilized to reduce the weight 
of radioactive Cs-contaminated soils, enabling effective storage.

Multistep soil washing experiments were conducted with different plant matter elimination 
and secondary washing processes. The results confirmed that radioactive Cs was adsorbed to 
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plant matter in the contaminated soils in high concentrations. In addition, grinding the soil 
surface improved the rate of radioactive Cs removal from the twice-treated soils. On the other 
hand, since the radioactive Cs contained in the soils formed strong bonds with the soil minerals 
and did not elute into water, adding an adsorbent during soil washing contributed very little to 
improving the rate of radioactive Cs removal. Furthermore, radioactive cesium did not elute 
into the treatment water, even though only water was used. In addition, no elution of heavy 
metals was observed from the samples used in this study. Therefore, there is little risk that the 
washing drainage water generated by this method would cause further soil contamination.

It was suggested that the rate of radioactive Cs removal had a negative correlation with the 
proportion of organic carbon in the contaminated soils as well as the CEC.

This test summarizes the results of the “Study On Multistage Soil Decontamination Treat-
ment for the Radioactive Cesium-Contaminated Soil Mixed With Plants or Vegetables” con-
ducted in 2011 as part of “Decontamination Pilot Projects for the Environmental Remediation 
of Evacuation Areas Contaminated With Radioactive Materials Discharged From The Fukushi-
ma Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident” which was undertaken by the Japan Atomic Energy 
Agency, contracted by the Cabinet Office.
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Long-Term Outlook for Global Natural Uranium 
and Uranium Enrichment Supply and Demand 

Situations after the Impact of Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant Accident

Yuhji MATSUO 1,* and Tomoko MURAKAMI 2

1,2 The Institute of Energy Economics, 1-13-1 Kachidoki, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0054, Japan

In this paper, the authors propose long-term projections of global nuclear power generation, 
uranium production, and uranium enrichment capacities by region, and estimate the trade flows 
of natural uranium and uranium enrichment activities in 2020 and 2035. In spite of the rapid 
nuclear power generation capacity growth expected especially in Asia, natural uranium and 
uranium enrichment trade will not be tightened by 2020. This is due to the projected increase in 
both natural uranium production and uranium enrichment capacities, which may cause a drop 
in natural uranium and uranium enrichment prices. Therefore, there is a strong possibility that 
current capacity expansion projects will be considerably delayed. However, in the “high demand 
scenario”, where nuclear expansion will be accelerated due to growing concerns about global 
warming and energy security issues, additional investments in uranium production and enrich-
ment facilities will be required by 2035. In Asia, the self-sufficiency ratio for both natural ura-
nium supply and uranium enrichment activities will remain relatively low until 2035. However, 
the Herfindahl-Hirschman (HH) index of natural uranium and uranium enrichment activity trade 
to Asia will be lowered considerably up to 2035, indicating that nuclear capacity expansion can 
contribute to enhancing energy security in Asia.

KEYWORDS: nuclear fuels, enrichment, natural uranium resources, uranium production, 
reprocessing, tail assay, outlook, trade balance, numerical analysis, self-sufficiency, energy 
security

I. Introduction
The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident in the wake of the Great East Japan 

Earthquake caused the massive release of radioactive materials and the long-term evacuation 
of local residents. This accident had a large impact on nuclear energy policies both in Japan 
and overseas countries. According to the Strategic Energy Plan1), the Japanese government had 
originally aimed to newly build nine nuclear power reactors and fourteen reactors by 2020 and 
2030, respectively. However, these plans are now under review because of the accident, and a 
significant revision of the nuclear energy policy is definitely required. Nevertheless, Japan is 
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required by international legislation to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, and it is unclear how 
the country now views the role of nuclear energy in this respect. 

Immediately after the Fukushima Accident, Germany stopped the operation of seven old 
nuclear reactors and adopted a policy to successively decommission the remaining reactors by 
2021. Furthermore, Italy had stopped operation of all nuclear power plants but had recently 
considered building new nuclear power plants; however, following a national referendum after 
the accident, over 90% of the nation were found to be opposed to resuming the program for 
building new nuclear power plants. Thus, the Fukushima Accident had a direct impact on cer-
tain European countries. In Asian countries (especially China and India), where a rapid future 
growth in power demand is expected, there has been no change in the situation, and a rapid 
expansion of the generating capacity of nuclear power plants is still expected. Similarly, in 
countries with advanced nuclear technologies (including the US, France, Russia, and Korea), 
no changes have been made to their nuclear policies, as these enable industrial development, 
the provision of a stable energy supply, and the potential to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Therefore, at least in the current situation, the expansion of nuclear energy use is expected 
to continue worldwide in the long term, because it provides the means to reduce fossil fuel 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.  

When considering long-term perspectives of nuclear power generation, one of the most 
important issues is uranium resource availability. The demand for uranium will continue to 
expand in the long term, as long as we continue using the current light-water reactor (LWR) 
technologies. However, several factors could contribute to mitigating the demand expansion, 
such as policy changes after the Fukushima Accident, the introduction of Fast Breeder Reactors 
(FBRs), and a fuel transition by introducing the thorium cycle. Nevertheless, even when con-
sidering these factors, an increased demand is still expected. It is thus significantly important 
to evaluate whether a sufficient amount of uranium can be supplied, and if so, where and how 
much can be supplied, as this will enable the country to plan for the development of future 
nuclear power generation with respect to the growing demand for global energy and require-
ments to reduce greenhouse gas emission. In addition, for the use of existing LWRs, which 
use enriched uranium as fuel, it is necessary to consider the uranium enrichment (UE) supply 
capacity when considering the supply and demand of uranium, because demand for natural 
uranium (NU) and an amount of UE services have a trade-off relationship.

As nuclear power generation provides a significant proportion of energy supplies, various 
organizations (including the International Energy Agency (IEA) 2, 3), the International Atom-
ic Energy Agency (IAEA) 4), the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD) 5), United States Department of Energy (U.S. DOE) 6) and the World Nuclear Associ-
ation (WNA) 7) have provided future nuclear outlooks. When future energy demands or power 
generation are forecast, it is common to use econometrics or cost-optimization models. How-
ever, as nuclear power development is largely dependent on national policies, nuclear power 
generation projections are made based on detailed research of current energy supplies, demand 
situations, and energy policies, rather than on these models. Such a method appears to be par-
ticular to the nuclear energy outlook. 

The future uranium production outlooks include those provided by the OECD 8) and WNA 9); 
these examine uranium mines and their development projects and estimate the uranium produc-
tion of each country, region, and the world, and associated future expansion based on the study 
results. However, these outlooks are more valuable as a reference material rather than providing 
a calculation method.

Few studies have used the supply and demand prospects to conduct a detailed analysis 
of future uranium demands. For example, Komiyama et al. 10) evaluated uranium supply and 
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demand scenarios by 2030 and 2100 and derived policy implications by uniquely projecting the 
future global nuclear power generating capacity; their study referred to the OECD’s uranium 
supply and demand forecast. However, the study separately simulated the global demand and 
production of uranium and evaluated surplus production and supply shortages by comparing 
simulation results, and it did not sufficiently consider elements specific to nuclear fuel, such as 
UE. Murakami 11) took this a step further and found that the possibility of tight supply-demand 
situations of NU in 2030 will largely change due to the changes in tail assay, considering 
demand of NU and UE service demand become trade-off relationship by changing tail assay in 
uranium enrichment. However, in this respect, only the relationship between the NU demand, 
the amount of UE services, and enriched uranium demand were globally recognized, and the 
study does not answer detailed questions such as what the supply and demand of uranium will 
be in Asia, which will be the core region where nuclear power generation will expand in the 
future. As most of the trade transactions and cost data are not disclosed, there are a lack of 
studies that forecast future trade flow by region. 

Therefore, by referring to the world energy supply and demand outlook 12) created by the 
authors, this study provides a projection of nuclear power generation by global region, and 
evaluates the future demand for NU and the generating capacity of UE plants by referring to 
previous studies and using information obtained from websites of nuclear related companies. 
By considering the results and referring to current records as of 2009, we then estimate the 
future trade flow based on the proposed evaluation model using the least-squares method.

The contribution of this study is twofold: first, the study includes observations about a possi-
bility of long-run supply of uranium by estimating the world supply and demand amounts of NU 
and UE services until 2035 in consideration of their relationship with prices. Generally a shear 
of fuel cost on power generation cost of nuclear power is low, and then, nuclear power plant 
construction plans are affected by national policies as first, and construction cost and money 
supply circumstances as second. Once a nuclear power plant is established, it generates power 
as much as possible as a basic electricity supplier, from the view points of economy. Therefore, 
fuel prices have a low impact on the amount of electricity generated by nuclear power and the 
demand for uranium fuel. On the other hand, the relative relationship between prices of NU 
and UE affects cost optimum tails, and changes the demands of NU and UE through tails. This 
study evaluates their supply and demand balance in 2020 and 2035 based on this relationship.   

Second, this study provides a regional fuel supply and demand balance by estimating future 
trade flow, especially the supply and demand trends in Asia, where a rapid growth in future 
energy demand is expected. It is anticipated that the domestic production of fossil fuels in Asia 
will not be able to meet the demand expansion, and Asian countries will need to depend more 
on other regions, such as the Middle East 12). Therefore, increasing the amount of nuclear pow-
er generation would mean diversification of energy supply; however, it is unclear how much 
dependence on foreign energy sources, through production and UE service, can be reduced. 

From these perspectives, providing an estimate of future trade flows has not yet been at-
tempted in previous studies.

II. Methodology and Assumptions
1. Outlook for Nuclear Generating Capacity and Demand for Uranium

(1) Nuclear generating capacity
Immediately after the Fukushima Accident, Germany halted operation of its seven domestic 
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nuclear reactors that had been in operation prior to 1980. This halt was said to have been expe-
dited in lieu of the facilities being confirmed safe; however, on June 6, 2011, the government 
adopted a policy to immediately decommission the seven reactors, and to decommission the 
remaining nuclear reactors from 2013 to 2021. A national referendum was held in Italy to 
obtain consensus as to whether operation of the nuclear reactors should be resumed, and over 
90% of the nation opposed the motion; therefore, Italy will not resume its nuclear program for 
the foreseeable future. However, while the Fukushima Accident had a direct impact on some 
countries, especially those in Europe, and forced them to stop depending on nuclear power, 
certain countries retained their nuclear promotion policies: countries such as the US, France, 
Russia, and Korea, which have actively promoted nuclear energy generation for many years, 
and emerging countries such as China and India. 

In light of such circumstances, this study uses current policies, power development plans, 
and energy supply and demand trends to provide a forecast until the year 2035 of the nuclear 
generating capacities of all countries that currently use and will possibly use nuclear power. 
Based on this forecast, we then estimate nuclear generating capacities by region for North 
America, Latin America, Europe, Africa, the former Soviet Union (FSU), the Middle East, and 
Asia. The estimation is based on two scenarios: a high demand scenario and a low demand 
scenario. In the former scenario, it is assumed that countries will actively continue expanding 
their nuclear generating capacities; and in the latter, it is assumed the Fukushima Accident had 
a maximum impact on nuclear policies or that other issues, such as funding, are hampering 
nuclear development. Overviews of these scenarios per region are as follows:  

(a) North America 
The US is the largest nuclear power player with 103 nuclear power reactors in operation. 

However, as previously mentioned, recent nuclear power plant construction initiatives have 
not been very successful despite it previously being referred to as the Nuclear Renaissance. 
This is because of the rapid growth in unconventional natural gas production and also that the 
use of nuclear energy is not the largest mean of reducing greenhouse gas emissions for the 
US 13). However, a combined construction and operation license (COL) was issued in 2012 for 
the first time, their policy to retain and expand their nuclear generating capacity is still firmly 
maintained: a 60-year operational life extension has been approved for over half of existing 
nuclear reactors and another 20-year operational life extension is also being considered. In the 
low demand scenario, it is assumed that the generation capacity will increase by approximately 
only 10 GW by 2035, which is in line with the projection by the U.S. Department of Energy 14); 
and in the high demand scenario, it is assumed power plant capacity will increase up to 130 GW 
by 2035, with respect to construction of nuclear reactors that are currently in the planning stage.  

Canada is a country with a long nuclear power development history that mainly uses the 
country’s unique heavy water reactor (HWR) technology. Ontario province, which has the larg-
est energy demand and is home to 16 of the 18 nuclear reactors in the country, plans to expand 
its nuclear generating capacity 15).

Therefore, it is assumed that the nuclear generating capacity of North America will gradually 
increase from 119 GW in 2010 up to 129 GW in 2035 in the low demand scenario, and up to 
147 GW in the high demand scenario. 

(b) Latin America
The Latin American countries currently using nuclear energy are Mexico, Brazil, and Argen-

tina. In Mexico, it is assumed that the capacity of nuclear power plants will increase slightly 
due to power uprates. In Brazil, two power plants are currently in operation at 2.0 GW. The 
construction of Angra III has been suspended, but this is expected to be resumed, and oper-
ation is scheduled to start in 2013. Brazil’s nuclear power generation capacity may increase 
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significantly with a future growth in energy demands. In Argentina, two nuclear reactors are in 
operation at 1 GW, one of which is likely to be decommissioned before 2030. In this country, 
construction of a heavy-water reactor (Atucha II) was underway as the third nuclear reactor, 
but this was suspended in 1994 due to financial difficulties and other reasons. Although con-
struction of this plant is expected to be resumed in the future, in the low demand scenario it 
was considered that the construction would not be resumed, mainly because of financial issues. 
However, a few new constructions were assumed in the high demand scenario.  

Thus, it is assumed that the nuclear generating capacity of Latin America will increase from 
4 GW in 2010 to 6 GW in 2035 in the low demand scenario, and to 17 GW in the high demand 
scenario.

(c) Europe
In Europe, many nuclear reactors were constructed between 1970s and 1980s and the gener-

ation capacity has rapidly expanded. However, owing to the lack of relative competitiveness of 
nuclear power associated with low crude oil prices, there was a reduction in the construction of 
new nuclear power plants. Moreover, in some countries, policies included  decommissioning of 
nuclear reactors stepwise have been taken.

In France, where utilization of nuclear power is widespread most, François Hollande ex-
pressed a commitment to reducing the share of nuclear power in national electricity generation 
down to 50% by 2025, when he won the presidential election in 2012. However, it is highly 
likely that the country will not to make any changes for a while, given that a schedule for 
closing nuclear reactors has not yet been provided, and it was announced in April 2012 that the 
nuclear agreement previously signed with the Green Party would be terminated.

In this study, we assume that France will retain its current high nuclear share until 2035. 
However, we assume that countries including Germany, Italy, Switzerland, and Belgium, that 
identified their clear direction toward a nuclear phase-out after the Fukushima Accident, will 
completely eliminate their nuclear power plants by 2030 in the low demand scenario. Mean-
while, as in the example of Sweden, that has not yet achieved nuclear power phase-out policies 
that were previously determined, we assumed that these countries will also retain parts of their 
nuclear generating capacities in 2035 in the high demand scenario. 

In the future, although new nuclear power plants will be constructed at a certain level in 
Europe, it is supposed that the overall nuclear generating capacity will remain at the same 
level, or it will slightly decline because many existing aging reactors will be decommissioned. 
In consideration of the above situations, it is assumed that the nuclear generating capacity of 
141 GW in 2010 will decline to 107 GW in 2035 in the low demand scenario and increase to 
161 GW in the high demand scenario.

(d) Former Soviet Union
The countries in the former Soviet Union with large nuclear generating capacities are Russia 

and the Ukraine. Russia is one of the world’s largest oil and gas producers, and it regards its 
energy resources as key tools in achieving diplomatic relations. No major changes have been 
seen in Russia’s nuclear policies, as previously mentioned. In addition, the Ukraine is supposed 
to continue building new nuclear reactors and has been planning to construct 14 new units by 
2030.   

This region (and Russia in particular) is expected to largely enhance its nuclear generating 
capacity by 2035. In this study, the capacity is assumed to increase from 37 GW in 2010 to 
59 GW in 2035 in the low demand scenario, and to 85 GW in the high demand scenario in 
2035. In the high demand scenario, new nuclear power plant construction in Kazakhstan is also 
assumed.   

(e) Middle East, Africa, and Oceania
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The Middle East is a large oil and gas producing area; however, many countries in the 
area have recently begun to consider implementing nuclear energy with the aim of diversi-
fying energy resources and desalinating seawater. To be more specific, not only Iran, which 
has imported an LWR from Russia and has been uniquely developing nuclear energy, but also 
the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Jordan are considering constructing new nuclear power 
plants. The UAE has already decided to construct a new nuclear plant and placed an order to a 
Korean plant manufacturer. In this study, we assumed that only the UAE would construct new 
nuclear reactors by 2035 in the low demand scenario, and in the high demand scenario other 
countries also proceed with power plant construction.

In the African continent, French LWRs have been in operation since 1984 in South Africa. 
The country planned to introduce their uniquely developed gas reactor, called the Pebble Bed 
Modular Reactor (PBMR), in the future, but this has been delayed due to the country’s econom-
ic deterioration. We assume that South Africa’s nuclear generating capacity will not increase 
from 1.9 GW in 2010 in the low demand scenario, but that it will increase up to 6 GW in 2035 
in the high demand scenario.  

(f) Asia
Even in the 1990s, when new nuclear power plant construction was stagnant in Europe and 

the US, Asian countries (including Japan and Korea) continued to construct new nuclear power 
plants. Today, emerging Asian countries (such as China, India, and those in Southeast Asia) 
have begun to show a rapid increasing interest in nuclear power generation, and it is expected 
that most new global nuclear power plant construction will be conducted in Asia. 

Prior to the Fukushima Accident, China had 13 nuclear reactors in operation in early 2011, 
with an output of 10.85 GW and another 30 power plants with an output of 33 GW (which is 
about three times more than its current capacity) under construction at that time. However, 
after the accident, China suspended approvals for new construction plans, which forced them 
to slightly delay their new plans to construct plants providing a capacity of 70 to 80 GW by 
2020. Nevertheless, they moved steadily forward with the construction of the new plants that 
had been approved before the accident, and are expected to resume construction of new power 
plants once their safety has been confirmed. Rapid progress is expected in China towards such 
new power plant construction. India is also planning the large scale construction of LWRs with 
foreign technology, along with development employing the thorium cycle using their domestic 
resources, which they have been engaged with for a long period of time. No change was made 
to India’s nuclear policy following the Fukushima Accident, as seen by the launch of the new 
Rajasthan VII and VIII constructions in July 2011. 

In the high demand scenario, it is assumed that a great number of power plants will be con-
structed in line with national targets, whereas in the low demand scenario, we assumed lower 
nuclear capacities due to minor changes in nuclear policies made after the Fukushima Accident. 
In Southeast Asian countries, nuclear policies are being reviewed in the wake of the accident. In 
the low demand scenario, no new construction is expected until 2035, except in Vietnam where 
a concrete construction plan is already underway. The high demand scenario assumes that about 
four nuclear power plants per country will be constructed. 

Therefore, in Asia, it is assumed that the nuclear power generation capacity will increase 
from 85 GW in 2010 to 190 GW in 2035 in the low demand scenario, but this will rapidly 
increase to 347 GW in the high demand scenario.   

These results indicate that the global generating capacity of nuclear power plants will in-
crease from 390 GW in 2010 to 795 GW in 2035 in the high demand scenario and to 500 GW 
in 2035 in the low demand scenario. The assumptions by country are shown in Table 1. 

However, even in the high demand scenario, if we assume a future power demand growth, 
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Table 1 Nuclear generating capacity outlook
Unit: GW

2010
Low demand
scenario

High demand
scenario

2020 2035 2020 2035

North America 118.6 129.0 129.0 129.1 146.7

USA 105.3 115.8 115.8 114.7 130.4
Canada 13.3 13.2 13.2 14.4 16.3

Latin America 4.4 6.0 5.6 9.2 16.6

Mexico 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
Brazil 2.0 3.4 3.4 5.8 12.2
Argentina 1.0 1.0 0.6 1.8 2.7

Europe 141.3 126.5 107.3 146.0 161.3

UK 12.0 7.8 6.5 10.4 11.7
Germany 21.5 8.6 0.0 12.7 12.7
France 66.0 67.5 67.5 67.5 69.1
Italy 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.2 6.4
Turkey 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6 5.2
Sweden 9.4 10.0 8.9 10.0 11.3
Spain 7.7 7.3 7.3 7.3 8.6
Belgium 6.2 4.3 0.0 5.5 5.5
Switzerland 3.4 1.2 0.0 3.4 1.9
Finland 2.8 5.8 5.8 7.4 7.4
Netherlands 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 3.1
Slovakia 1.9 1.9 1.9 2.6 2.6
Hungary 1.9 2.0 0.0 2.0 2.0
Czech 3.9 4.0 4.0 4.0 5.1
Burgaria 2.0 4.2 4.2 4.2 4.2
Slovenia 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.7 1.8
Romania 1.4 1.4 1.4 2.1 2.8

Africa 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 5.8

S. Africa 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 5.8

FSUa) 37.4 43.7 59.3 61.5 85.5

Russia 23.2 26.2 39.5 42.5 57.7
Ukraine 13.8 16.0 18.2 16.0 20.4
Armenia 0.4 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.4
Kazakhstan 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 4.4
Lithuania 0.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5
Belarus 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1

Middle East 1.0 1.0 6.6 6.2 31.8

Iran 1.0 1.0 1.0 2.3 4.9
UAE 0.0 0.0 5.6 2.8 8.4
Saudi Arabia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7.8
Jordan 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1
Kuwait 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.4
Qatar 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6
Oman 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.6

Asia 85.4 139.0 190.1 179.2 347.2

China 9.1 60.0 103.6 69.8 158.1
Japan 48.8 31.3 10.3 42.4 31.5
Taiwan 5.1 5.2 3.9 7.7 7.7
S. Korea 17.7 24.0 34.0 32.0 48.0
Indonesia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2
Malaysia 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2
Philippines 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2
Thailand 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.2
India 4.1 17.8 34.9 25.8 72.5
Vietnam 0.0 0.0 2.6 0.0 5.2
Pakistan 0.5 0.8 0.8 1.4 3.4

World 390.1 447.1 499.8 533.0 794.8
a) FSU: Former Soviet Union.

Fig. 1 Comparison with nuclear capacity projections by IEA
and IAEA
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機関の見通しと比較したものが Fig. 1 である。

IAEAの見通し4)では低位ケース(Low Estimate)および

高位ケース(High Estimate)の 2つの数字が公開されてお

り，2010年版では2030年の見通しとして現在の 372 GW

(ネット)から低位で 546 GW，高位で 843 GWとの見通

しが示されていた。2011年 3月の福島事故の後，IAEA

は最新版の見通しを公開し，そこでは2030年に低位で

501 GW，高位で 746 GWと，やや下方修正を行っている。

Fig. 1からわかるように，この低位ケースおよび高位ケー

スはほぼ本研究での低需要シナリオ・高需要シナリオと同

等のレベルとなっている。

また IEAの見通し2)では，エネルギー需給の将来につ

いて現行政策シナリオ(CPS)，新政策シナリオ(NPS)お

よび450シナリオの 3つのシナリオが設定されている。こ

の中で，原子力発電設備容量の見通しは CPSが最も小さ

く，450が最も大きい。Fig. 1に示すように，最も需要の

大きい450シナリオでは原子力発電設備の伸びは高需要シ

ナリオと同程度であり，最も小さい CPSでは低需要シナ

リオをやや上回る。これらのように，本研究で各国の政策

動向等から積み上げた原子力発電設備の見通しは代表的な

国際機関の公表する見通しとおおむね同程度であり，世界

的にみても違和感のないものであることがわかる。

( 2 ) 原子力発電電力量

この発電設備容量に設備利用率を乗じることにより，原

子力発電電力量を推計することができる。設備利用率とし

ては，すでに原子力発電を行っている国については過去 5

年間の平均値を用い，新規の建設が見込まれる国について

は80�を�定した。

この発電電力量から，天然ウラン需要量およびウラン濃

縮役務需要量(分離作業量)を推計することが可能である。

た�し，ウランの濃縮を行う際にテイル濃度を��に設定

するかによって値が異なってくる。一般的に，一定の発電

電力量に対して，高いテイル濃度での濃縮を行う場合には

Table 1   Nuclear generating capacity outlook
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as reported in literature 12), the nuclear share in global electricity generation will stay at around 
18% by 2035. Therefore, even in this scenario, there is still room for a further increase in 
nuclear capacities after 2035.   

Figure 1 shows a comparison between the low and high demand scenarios presented here 
and scenarios presented by leading international organizations.

The IAEA presents two scenarios: high and low estimates 4). In the 2010 version, they esti-
mated that the current net capacity of 372 GW would increase to 546 GW by 2030 in the low 
estimate and 843 GW in the high estimate. Immediately following the Fukushima Accident in 
March 2011, the IAEA published a slight downward revision of its latest estimates, where the 
low estimate would have a capacity of 501 GW and the high estimate of 746 GW by 2030. As 
can be seen from Figure 1, the IAEA estimates have similar trends to the low and high demand 
scenarios presented in this study.  

Three scenarios were defined in the IEA’s estimates 2): the Current Policies Scenario (CPS), 
the New Policies Scenario (NPS) and the 450 Scenario. The nuclear capacities are the lowest in 
the CPS and the highest in the 450 Scenario. As seen in Figure 1, the growth in the generating 
capacity of the 450 Scenario is similar to that in the high demand scenario presented in this 
study, and that of the CPS is slightly higher than that in the low demand scenario presented here. 
It is clear that nuclear generating capacities estimated in the present study based on policies of 
each country fairly matched with those published by the representative international agencies, 
and then there should be no discomfort.

(2) Nuclear power output
The nuclear power output can be estimated by multiplying the generating capacity by as-

sumed capacity factors. For countries that have already been using nuclear energy, the average 
of the capacity factors over the past five years was used, whereas for newcomer countries, a 
capacity factor of 80% was assumed.

From the nuclear power generation estimates calculated above, it is then possible to estimate 
the demand for NU and UE services in Separative Work Unit (SWU). It should be noted that 
each demand differs depending on enrichment tails assays: the NU demand is higher and UE 
services demand is lower with higher tails assays.

There is thus a trade-off relationship between NU and the amount of UE services with re-
spect to tails assays. Tables 2 and 3 show the NU and UE services demands with high (0.3%) 
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The IAEA presents two scenarios: high and low estimates 
4). In the 2010 version, they estimated that the current net 
capacity of 372 GW would increase to 546 GW by 2030 in the 
low estimate and 843 GW in the high estimate. In March 2011, 
immediately following the Fukushima accident, the IAEA 
published a slight downward revision of its latest estimates, 
where the low estimate would have a capacity of 501 GW and 
the high estimate of 746 GW by 2030. As can be seen from Fig. 
1, the IAEA estimates have similar trends to the low and high 
demand scenarios presented in this study.   

Three scenarios were defined in the IEA’s estimates2): the 
Current Policies Scenario (CPS), the New policies Scenario 
(NPS) and the 450 Scenario. The nuclear capacities are the 
lowest in the CPS and the highest in the 450 Scenario. As seen 
in Fig. 1, the growth in the generating capacity of the 450 
Scenario is similar to that in the high demand scenario 
presented in this study, and that of the CPS is slightly higher 
than that in the low demand scenario presented here. 

(2) Nuclear power output 
The nuclear power output can be estimated by 

multiplying the generating capacity by assumed load factors. 
For countries that have already been using nuclear energy, the 
average of the load factors over the past five years was used, 
whereas for newcomer countries, a load factor of 80% was 
assumed. 

From the nuclear power generation estimates calculated 
above, it is then possible to estimate the demand for NU and 
UE services in Separative Work Unit (SWU). It should be 
noted that each demand differs depending on enrichment tails 
assays: the NU demand is higher and UE services demand is 
lower with higher tails assays. 
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and low (0.1%) tails assays in the high and low demand scenarios, respectively. Here, for 
simplicity, all nuclear power plants are assumed to be LWRs, with the exception of HWRs in 
Canada, and the UE services demand is calculated for LWRs with an assumption of UE, the 
fuel burnup, and a thermal efficiency of 4%, 45 GWd/t, and 34.5%, respectively. The tables 
also show the electricity demand and nuclear share in the Advanced Technologies Scenario 
presented in literature 12). As the high and low demand scenarios in this study refer only to 
nuclear energy demand, rather than to the electricity demand, the nuclear share is higher in the 
high demand scenario than in the low demand scenario.

2. Uranium Production Forecast

With recent increases in the price of uranium, investments in uranium resource development 
are rapidly expanding. Accordingly, uranium production capacities are expected to drastically 
improve by 2020. For the future expansion of uranium production capacities, we refer to the 
evaluation by OECD 8) (Table 4).

A-II in Table 4 shows the forecast based on existing and committed projects, while B-II 
shows the forecast based on existing, committed, planned, and prospective projects. It is as-
sumed that the committed projects will be launched by 2020 and existing uranium mines will 
diminish; therefore, the production capacity in 2035 is assumed to be less than that in 2025. 
Note that in this forecast, Kazakhstan’s production capacity is expected to increase from the 
current 18,000 tU to 24,000 tU by 2020, but will decrease to 5,000 to 6,000 tU by 2035. With 
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Table 2 Uranium and uranium enrichment demand (Low demand scenario)

Electricity
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear power
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear
share

Uranium demand
(tU)

Uranium enrichment demand
(tSWU)

0.1� 0.3� 0.1� 0.3�

2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

USA 4,673 5,261 867 912 19� 17� 15,109 15,886 21,326 22,423 21,127 22,214 12,421 13,060
Canada 658 684 81 81 12� 12� 1,554 1,554 1,554 1,554 0 0 0 0
L. America 1,812 2,749 40 38 2� 1� 703 657 992 927 982 918 578 540
Europe 4,270 4,689 887 747 21� 16� 15,453 13,004 21,813 18,356 21,609 18,185 12,705 10,692
FSU 1,675 1,863 276 375 17� 20� 4,816 6,533 6,798 9,221 6,735 9,135 3,960 5,371
Middle East 1,140 1,589 7 46 1� 3� 122 806 172 1,137 171 1,127 100 662
Africa 1,023 1,930 13 13 1� 1� 221 221 312 312 309 309 182 182
Asia 10,096 13,836 1,174 1,627 12� 12� 20,447 28,341 28,861 40,004 28,592 39,631 16,810 23,300
Oceania 392 514 0 0 0� 0� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

World 25,737 33,115 3,346 3,838 13� 12� 58,424 67,000 81,828 93,934 79,525 91,518 46,756 53,807

Table 3 Uranium and uranium enrichment demand (High demand scenario)

Electricity
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear power
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear
share

Uranium demand
(tU)

Uranium enrichment demand
(tSWU)

0.1� 0.3� 0.1� 0.3�

2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

USA 4,673 5,261 903 1,027 19� 20� 15,736 17,895 22,212 25,259 22,005 25,024 12,937 14,712
Canada 658 684 88 100 13� 15� 1,687 1,910 1,687 1,910 0 0 0 0
L. America 1,812 2,749 61 107 3� 4� 1,064 1,868 1,501 2,636 1,487 2,611 874 1,535
Europe 4,270 4,689 1,028 1,139 24� 24� 17,903 19,835 25,271 27,997 25,035 27,736 14,719 16,307
FSU 1,675 1,863 389 541 23� 29� 6,779 9,426 9,569 13,305 9,479 13,181 5,573 7,749
Middle East 1,140 1,589 43 223 4� 14� 757 3,882 1,068 5,480 1,058 5,428 622 3,192
Africa 1,023 1,930 13 39 1� 2� 221 677 312 955 309 946 182 556
Asia 10,096 13,836 1,562 2,846 15� 21� 27,211 49,568 38,408 69,966 38,050 69,313 22,371 40,752
Oceania 392 514 0 0 0� 0� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

World 25,737 33,115 4,088 6,021 16� 18� 71,357 105,059 100,029 147,508 97,424 144,240 57,279 84,804
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必要な天然ウラン需要量が増大し，濃縮役務量が減少す

る。すなわち，天然ウラン需要量と濃縮役務需要量とはテ

イル濃度を媒介としてトレードオフの関係にある。テイル

濃度が高い場合(0.3�)と低い場合(0.1�)の天然ウラン需

要量および濃縮役務需要量を，低需要シナリオ・高需要シ

ナリオそれぞれについて計算すると Tables 2 および 3 の

とおりとなる。ただしこの計算を行うに当たっては，簡単

のためカナダの発電設備はすべて重水炉，その他の国の発

電設備は軽水炉と単純化し，軽水炉用燃料のみに対し，ウ

ラン濃縮度 4�，燃�度 45 GWd/t，熱効率34.5�と�定

してウラン濃縮役務需要量を計算した。またこれらの表に

は，参考のため，本研究で電力需要増加のベースとして参

照した文献12)における電力需要量(技術進展ケース)と，

それによる原子力発電比率を併記した。本研究での「高需

要シナリオ」および「低需要シナリオ」は，主に各国の原

子力政策の進展によって原子力発電量が高い成長をみせた

場合と低い成長に止まった場合を推計したものであり，両

ケースにおいて発電電力量自体は同一と想定しているた

め，高需要シナリオは低需要シナリオに比べて原子力発電

比率が高くなっている。

2. ウラン生産量の見通し

近年，ウラン価格の上昇に伴い各国でウランの開発投資

が急速に進んでおり，それに伴って2020年までにウラン

の生産能力は格段に向上する見通しである。ウラン生産能

力の見通しについては OECDによる評価8)を参照した

(Table 4)。

表中，A�IIは確定したウラン開発プロジェクトのみが

実現することを想定した見通し，B�IIは計画中のものも

含めすべての開発プロジェクトが進展すると想定した見通

しである。現在確定，もしくは計画中のプロジェクトは

2020年までに開始され，その後既存のウラン鉱山が減退

することが見込まれるため，2035年の生産能力は2025年

に比べて小さな値となっている。特にこの見通しでは，カ

ザフスタンにおいて現在の 18,000 tUから 2020年に

24,000 tUまで能力が拡大するものの， 2035年には

5,000～6,000 tUまで減退することとなっている点が特徴

的である。実際には，今後どの需要シナリオにあっても世

Table 2   Uranium and uranium enrichment demand (Low demand scenario)
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Table 2 Uranium and uranium enrichment demand (Low demand scenario)

Electricity
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear power
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear
share

Uranium demand
(tU)

Uranium enrichment demand
(tSWU)

0.1� 0.3� 0.1� 0.3�

2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

USA 4,673 5,261 867 912 19� 17� 15,109 15,886 21,326 22,423 21,127 22,214 12,421 13,060
Canada 658 684 81 81 12� 12� 1,554 1,554 1,554 1,554 0 0 0 0
L. America 1,812 2,749 40 38 2� 1� 703 657 992 927 982 918 578 540
Europe 4,270 4,689 887 747 21� 16� 15,453 13,004 21,813 18,356 21,609 18,185 12,705 10,692
FSU 1,675 1,863 276 375 17� 20� 4,816 6,533 6,798 9,221 6,735 9,135 3,960 5,371
Middle East 1,140 1,589 7 46 1� 3� 122 806 172 1,137 171 1,127 100 662
Africa 1,023 1,930 13 13 1� 1� 221 221 312 312 309 309 182 182
Asia 10,096 13,836 1,174 1,627 12� 12� 20,447 28,341 28,861 40,004 28,592 39,631 16,810 23,300
Oceania 392 514 0 0 0� 0� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

World 25,737 33,115 3,346 3,838 13� 12� 58,424 67,000 81,828 93,934 79,525 91,518 46,756 53,807

Table 3 Uranium and uranium enrichment demand (High demand scenario)

Electricity
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear power
generation
(TWh)

Nuclear
share

Uranium demand
(tU)

Uranium enrichment demand
(tSWU)

0.1� 0.3� 0.1� 0.3�

2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035 2020 2035

USA 4,673 5,261 903 1,027 19� 20� 15,736 17,895 22,212 25,259 22,005 25,024 12,937 14,712
Canada 658 684 88 100 13� 15� 1,687 1,910 1,687 1,910 0 0 0 0
L. America 1,812 2,749 61 107 3� 4� 1,064 1,868 1,501 2,636 1,487 2,611 874 1,535
Europe 4,270 4,689 1,028 1,139 24� 24� 17,903 19,835 25,271 27,997 25,035 27,736 14,719 16,307
FSU 1,675 1,863 389 541 23� 29� 6,779 9,426 9,569 13,305 9,479 13,181 5,573 7,749
Middle East 1,140 1,589 43 223 4� 14� 757 3,882 1,068 5,480 1,058 5,428 622 3,192
Africa 1,023 1,930 13 39 1� 2� 221 677 312 955 309 946 182 556
Asia 10,096 13,836 1,562 2,846 15� 21� 27,211 49,568 38,408 69,966 38,050 69,313 22,371 40,752
Oceania 392 514 0 0 0� 0� 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

World 25,737 33,115 4,088 6,021 16� 18� 71,357 105,059 100,029 147,508 97,424 144,240 57,279 84,804
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必要な天然ウラン需要量が増大し，濃縮役務量が減少す

る。すなわち，天然ウラン需要量と濃縮役務需要量とはテ

イル濃度を媒介としてトレードオフの関係にある。テイル

濃度が高い場合(0.3�)と低い場合(0.1�)の天然ウラン需

要量および濃縮役務需要量を，低需要シナリオ・高需要シ

ナリオそれぞれについて計算すると Tables 2 および 3 の

とおりとなる。ただしこの計算を行うに当たっては，簡単

のためカナダの発電設備はすべて重水炉，その他の国の発

電設備は軽水炉と単純化し，軽水炉用燃料のみに対し，ウ

ラン濃縮度 4�，燃�度 45 GWd/t，熱効率34.5�と�定

してウラン濃縮役務需要量を計算した。またこれらの表に

は，参考のため，本研究で電力需要増加のベースとして参

照した文献12)における電力需要量(技術進展ケース)と，

それによる原子力発電比率を併記した。本研究での「高需

要シナリオ」および「低需要シナリオ」は，主に各国の原

子力政策の進展によって原子力発電量が高い成長をみせた

場合と低い成長に止まった場合を推計したものであり，両

ケースにおいて発電電力量自体は同一と想定しているた

め，高需要シナリオは低需要シナリオに比べて原子力発電

比率が高くなっている。

2. ウラン生産量の見通し

近年，ウラン価格の上昇に伴い各国でウランの開発投資

が急速に進んでおり，それに伴って2020年までにウラン

の生産能力は格段に向上する見通しである。ウラン生産能

力の見通しについては OECDによる評価8)を参照した

(Table 4)。

表中，A�IIは確定したウラン開発プロジェクトのみが

実現することを想定した見通し，B�IIは計画中のものも

含めすべての開発プロジェクトが進展すると想定した見通

しである。現在確定，もしくは計画中のプロジェクトは

2020年までに開始され，その後既存のウラン鉱山が減退

することが見込まれるため，2035年の生産能力は2025年

に比べて小さな値となっている。特にこの見通しでは，カ

ザフスタンにおいて現在の 18,000 tUから 2020年に

24,000 tUまで能力が拡大するものの， 2035年には

5,000～6,000 tUまで減退することとなっている点が特徴

的である。実際には，今後どの需要シナリオにあっても世

Table 3   Uranium and uranium enrichment demand (High demand scenario)
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the future growth in global nuclear power generation, irrespective of the scenario, it seems un-
likely that uranium production will significantly decrease once it has increased. As diminished 
existing uranium mines are likely to be compensated for by new uranium resource development 
after 2020, it is therefore considered that global uranium production will remain stable or in-
crease in the future.    

Here, we established two cases, where the uranium production increases until 2020 accord-
ing to forecast A-II or B-II, and then remains constant until 2035: these are respectively named 
Uranium Production Cases A and B. In addition, for the high demand scenario in 2035, we 
also established another case named Production Case C for when the highest demand occurs 
and production increases more than in B-II in relation to uranium resource development after 
2020. The regional differences between Cases B and C are assumed to be proportional to the 
differences between Cases A and B.

3. Outlook for UE Capacities

Global uranium enrichment facilities currently in operation and in the planning stage are 
shown in Table 5 16-19). It is apparent that these facilities are dominated by a few countries, and 
four companies (including USEC (US), Areva NC (France), Urenco (UK, Germany, and the 
Netherlands), and Atomenergoprom (Russia)) dominate more than 95% of the global enrich-
ment capacity. 

The Paducah enrichment plant in the US (run by USEC), and the George Besse enrichment 
plant in France (run by EURODIF, which is a subsidiary of Areva) have played leading role 
in UE in their respective countries since they were established in 1952 and 1979, respective-
ly. However, as these are inefficient gaseous diffusion plants, they are no longer operating 
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Table 4 Uranium production forecast (OECD8))

Unit: tU/yr

2010

2020 2035

A�II
(Production
case A)

B�II
(Production
case B)

A�II B�II

Argentina 120 500 500 500 500
Australia 9,700 10,100 24,200 9,800 27,600
Brazil 340 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
Canada 16,430 17,730 19,000 17,730 19,000
China 940 1,200 1,200 1,200 1,200
Czech 500 50 50 20 20
India 295 980 1,200 1,000 2,000
Iran 20 100 100 100 100
Jordan 0 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000
Kazakhstan 18,000 24,000 24,000 5,000 6,000
Malawi 0 1,425 1,100 0 0
Mongolia 0 150 1,000 150 1,000
Namibia 5,000 8,000 19,000 5,000 7,500
Niger 4,000 9,500 10,500 5,000 5,000
Pakistan 65 140 155 140 650
Romania 230 350 475 350 630
Russia 3,520 7,600 11,990 6,800 13,400
S. Africa 4,860 4,860 6,320 4,860 6,320
Ukraine 960 810 5,500 170 5,500
USA 2,900 3,800 6,600 3,100 5,600
Uzbekistan 2,300 3,000 3,750 3,500 3,500

World 70,180 98,295 140,640 68,420 109,520

Table 5 World's enrichment facilities

Country Company Location Type Capacity,
tSWU/yr

USA USEC Paducah Gaseous diŠusion 11,300
Piketon Centrifugation 3,800

Urenco Eunice Centrifugation 3,800
Areva NC Idaho falls Centrifugation 6,600
GE Hitachi Nuclear Energy Wilmington Laser 6,000

Europe Eurodif (Areva NC etc.) Georges Besse (Tricastin) Gaseous diŠusion 10,800
France Areva NC Georges Besse II (Tricastin) Centrifugation 7,500
UK, Germany and
Netherlands

Urenco Capenhurst (UK) Centrifugation 5,000
Almelo (Netherlands) Centrifugation 5,000
Gronau (Germany) Centrifugation 4,200

Japan JNFL Rokkasho Centrifugation 1,050
Russia Atomenergoprom Angarsk Centrifugation 2,500

Atomenergoprom Novouralsk Centrifugation 13,200
Atomenergoprom Zelenogorsk Centrifugation 7,800
Atomenergoprom Seversk Centrifugation 3,700

China CNNC Lanzhou Centrifugation 500
Hanzhong Centrifugation 500

India Department of Atoic Energy Ratnahalli Centrifugation 25
Iran Natanz Centrifugation n/a

Natanz Centrifugation
Qom Centrifugation

Brazil INB F áabrica de Combustáƒvel Nuclear Centrifugation 200
Pakistan Kahuta Centrifugation 5
North Korea Nyeongbyeon Centrifugation n/a
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界の原子力発電量自体は増加を続ける中で，一度増加した

ウラン生産量が大幅に減少することは想定し難く，既存の

鉱山の減退は2020年以降の新規開発によって相殺され，

生産量は維持もしくは拡大する可能性が高い，と考えられ

る。ここでは，天然ウラン資源開発の進展として，2020

年まで A�IIもしくは B�IIに従って生産量が拡大し，そ

の後2035年までその水準を維持するケースを想定し，そ

れぞれウラン生産ケース Aおよび Bとした。さらに，需

要が最も拡大する2035年の高需要シナリオでは，後述の

とおり，生産ケース Cとして，2020年以降のウラン資源

開発により，B�IIからさらに生産量が拡大するケース(地

域ごとの拡大幅は A�IIから B�IIまでの拡大幅に比例す

るものと想定)を設定した。

3. ウラン濃縮設備容量の見通し

現在世界で運転中・計画中のウラン濃縮施設は Table 5

のとおりである16～19)。ウラン濃縮設備は少数の国に寡占

されていることが特徴的であり，USEC(米)，Areva NC

(仏)，Urenco(英独蘭)および Atomenergoprom(露)の 4

企業で世界の濃縮設備容量の95�以�を占める。

米国の Paducah濃縮工場は USEC社が運営する濃縮施

設，フランスの George Besse濃縮工場の設備容量は

Areva社の子会社 EURODIF社が運営する濃縮施設であ

り，1952年および1979年の操業開始以来，両国のウラン

濃縮において中心的な役割を占めてきた。これらの濃縮施

Table 4   Uranium production forecast (OECD 8))
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at full capacity for economic reasons, and they only operate at around 5,000 tSWU/yr and 
3,000 tSWU/yr out of a capacity of 11,300 tSWU/yr and 10,800 tSWU/yr, respectively 20).

Therefore, these companies are currently establishing, or planning to establish, new centri-
fuge plants to replace the old plants, which is further expected to increase the growing enrich-
ment demand. In France, the George Besse II enrichment plant, which is adjacent to the existing 
plant, began operation in 2010, and its production capacity is expected to rise to 7,500 tSWU/yr 
at full operation. In the US, USEC is planning to establish a new centrifuge plant in Piketon 
in Ohio called the American Centrifuge Plant, and Urenco constructed an enrichment plant in 
Eunice, New Mexico, that began operating in 2010. Furthermore, Areva NC is planning the 
construction of a new plant in Eagle Rock, Idaho, and a construction and operation license was 
acquired in October 2011 from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). Moreover, GE-Hi-
tachi is currently constructing an advanced enrichment plant equipped with laser enrichment 
processes that launched test operations in 2010. 

In Europe, Urenco, which is jointly owned by the UK, Germany, and the Netherlands, has 
enrichment plants in each of these countries and a total capacity of 14,200 tSWU/yr as of 2011. 
In addition to the above-mentioned plant in the US, the company plans to expand its capacity 
up to 18,000 tSWU/yr by 2015 21).

Russia has the largest enrichment capacity in the world and owns enrichment plants in An-
garsk, Novouralsk, Zelenogorsk, and Seversk that have a total capacity of 27,200 tSWU/yr. In 
2007, they established the International Uranium Enrichment Center (IUEC) in Angarsk, as 
advocated by President Vladimir Putin. Russia aims to prevent UE technologies from being 
promulgated and also prevent their nuclear fuel supplies from being disrupted by stockpiling 
enriched uranium under the supervision of the IAEA. 

In cooperation with Russia, China has constructed and is operating UE plants in Lanzhou 
and Hanzhong, each with a capacity of 500 tSWU/yr. In addition, Russian President Dmitry 
Medvedev and Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao have signed an agreement and contract to build a 
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生産量は維持もしくは拡大する可能性が高い，と考えられ

る。ここでは，天然ウラン資源開発の進展として，2020

年まで A�IIもしくは B�IIに従って生産量が拡大し，そ

の後2035年までその水準を維持するケースを想定し，そ

れぞれウラン生産ケース Aおよび Bとした。さらに，需

要が最も拡大する2035年の高需要シナリオでは，後述の

とおり，生産ケース Cとして，2020年以降のウラン資源

開発により，B�IIからさらに生産量が拡大するケース(地

域ごとの拡大幅は A�IIから B�IIまでの拡大幅に比例す

るものと想定)を設定した。
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されていることが特徴的であり，USEC(米)，Areva NC

(仏)，Urenco(英独蘭)および Atomenergoprom(露)の 4

企業で世界の濃縮設備容量の95�以�を占める。

米国の Paducah濃縮工場は USEC社が運営する濃縮施

設，フランスの George Besse濃縮工場の設備容量は
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new enrichment plant in 2008 (the 4th plant including those which have already been closed), 
and if this is completed, China’s enrichment capacity will be 1,500 tSWU/yr. 

The world’s enrichment capacity as of 2011 is estimated at approximately 42,200 tSWU/yr, 
excluding declines due to economic and other reasons 21). In addition, enriched uranium from 
dismantled nuclear weapons was exported from Russia to the US between 1994 and 2013 under 
the “Megatons to Megawatts” program, and it is estimated that this amounted to 5,500 tSWU 
annually. In addition, these covered the UE service demand. In this study, we assume that 
the uranium supply from dismantled weapons will come to an end by 2020, and that gaseous 
diffusion plants will be closed in a phased manner, mainly due to economic reasons. Under 
such circumstances and if the above stated new plants are completed, the world’s enrichment 
capacity will reach 72,300 tSWU by 2020. This UE capacity is sufficient or not is depends on 
the amount of UE demand.

If the global enrichment capacity is insufficient in the future and needs to be expanded 
further, which corresponds to the high demand case and the Enrichment Case C in 2035, the 
associated regional capacities are assumed to be as follows. In this respect, we firstly restrict the 
additional capacity expansion to regions (countries) that currently have enrichment facilities 
and have clear intentions of further expansion. If we exclude Japan, these regions (countries) 
are the US, Europe, former Soviet Union, and China. Of these, Europe and the US are already 
expected to construct new plants, as mentioned above, but the nuclear power generation growth 
will not be as great as that in China and Russia, and may even decline. Consequently, in Europe, 
where the supply of UE will exceed demand when the new plants that are currently under 
construction or planning are in operated, it is assumed that enrichment plants will not be further 
established. Furthermore, in the US, where the demand will slightly exceed the supply in the 
high demand scenario (as mentioned later), it is assumed only one enrichment plant with a 
capacity of 6,000 tSWU/yr, which is equivalent to the capacity of the latest laser enrichment 
plant, will be established. To cover the rest of the increased demand, we assume that enrichment 
plants will be constructed in Russia and China, where the establishment of no new large facil-
ities have been assumed in Enrichment Case B, in spite of the expected significant increased 
future demand. Considering the differences between the maturity of domestic technologies, we 
assume that 70% of the additional capacity will be constructed in Russia and 30% in China.

Table 6 shows the assumed capacities of UE plants. Considering all current construction 
plans, the global enrichment capacity is expected to grow to 72,300 tSWU/yr, as shown in 
Enrichment Case B. Meanwhile, considering that existing Russian plants currently generate 
only 18,000 tSWU/yr 20), in the case where the UE services demand is eased, we assume that 
plants would not be operated in Russia to generate more than the current level, and the glob-
al capacity would be 63,100 tSWU/yr (Enrichment Case A). Meanwhile, in the high demand 
scenario (in 2035), when enrichment facilities become insufficient in relation to the current 
established plans, we established Enrichment Case C, where Russia and China will expand 
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Table 6 Enrichment capacity projection
Unit: tSWU/yr

2011 Enrichment
case A

Enrichment
case B

Enrichment
case C

Americas 5,400 20,400 20,400 26,400
Europe 18,200 21,700 21,700 21,700
FSU 18,000 18,000 27,200 35,472
Asia 2,050 3,000 3,000 6,545
Total 43,650 63,100 72,300 90,117
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設は旧式のガス拡散法を用いており，そのため，経済性の

観点から現在フル操業は行っておらず，それぞれ 11,300

tSWU/年および 10,800 tSWU/年の設備容量に対して現

在 5,000 tSWU/年および 3,000 tSWU/年程度しか稼働し

ていない20)。このため，各社は今後増大する需要を見込

み，旧式の工場を代替するための遠心分離法による濃縮設

備を新設中，または新設を計画している。具体的には，フ

ランスにおいて既存の工場に隣接する George Besse II濃

縮工場が2010年に操業を開始しており，フル操業時の生

産能力は 7,500 tSWU/年となる見込みである。また米国

においては USEC社がオハイオ州 Piketonにおいて

American Centrifuge Plantと呼ばれる遠心分離法による

濃縮工場の新設を計画しているほか，Urenco社がニュー

メキシコ州 Euniceに濃縮工場を建設し2010年より操業開

始，Areva NC社はアイダホ州 Eagle Rockに濃縮工場を

計画中である(2011年10月に米原子力規制委員会より建

設・運転の認可を取得済)。さらに，より新型の濃縮法で

あるレーザー濃縮法による濃縮設備を GE�Hitachi社が建

設中であり，すでに2010年には試験運転を開始している。

欧州においては英・独・蘭合弁の URENCO社がそれぞ

れの国に濃縮設備を有しており，2011年時点の濃縮設備

容量は合計で 14,200 tSWU/年である。上記の米国の工場

も含めて同社は2015年までに 18,000 tSWU/年まで濃縮設

備を拡大する計画を有している21)。

世界最大の濃縮設備容量をもつ国はロシアである。同国

では Angarsk, Novouralsk, Zelenogorskおよび Severskに

おいて合計 27,200 tSWUの濃縮設備を有している。2007

年にはプーチン大統領の提唱によりロシア国際ウラン濃縮

センター(IUEC)が上記の Angarskに設立されている。こ

れはウラン濃縮技術の拡散を防止するとともに，核燃料の

供給停止に備えることを目的としており，IAEAの監視下

で濃縮ウランの備蓄を行っている。

中国ではロシアとの技術協力により，蘭州および漢中に

それぞれ 500 tSWU/年のウラン濃縮施設を建設・運転し

ている。さらに2008年にはロシア・メドベージェフ大統

領と中国・温家宝首相とが新たな濃縮工場(すでに廃止し

たものも含め第 4期目)を建設することで合意・調印して

おり，これが完成した場合には中国の濃縮設備容量は

1,500 tSWU/年となる。

2011年現在の世界の濃縮設備容量は，経済性等のた

め稼働低下している分を除くと，およそ 42,200 tSWU

程度である，といわれる21)。さらに， ``Megatons to

Megawatts''計画と称して1994年から2013年までの間，

ロシアの解体核兵器から生じる濃縮ウランが米国に輸出さ

れており，それによる燃料供給分が 5,500 tSWU相当程

度あるといわれており，これらによってウランの濃縮役務

需要が賄われている。

本試算では，今後，2020年にかけて解体核からの供給

は終息するとともに，旧式のガス拡散法による濃縮工場

は，主に経済性の問題から順次閉鎖すると見込んだ。その

上で上述の新規計画中のプラントが完成した場合，世界の

濃縮設備容量は2020年に 72,300 tSWU程度まで拡大する

こととなる。この設備容量で十分であるか否かはウラン濃

縮役務需要との兼ね合い次第である。

もし将来において濃縮設備容量が不足し，さらなる設備

増強が行われる場合(濃縮ケース C�2035年の高需要ケー

スに相当)，その地域区分については以下のとおり想定し

た。まず，現在濃縮設備を保有し，今後それを拡張する方

針を明確にしている国に限定した。日本を除いた場合，こ

れに該当するものは米国，欧州，旧ソ連および中国であ

る。このうち，欧州および米国においては，上記のとおり

すでに新規設備の運転を想定している上，今後の原子力発

電設備の増加率は中国・ロシア等に比べて大きくない，も

しくは設備容量が減少に向う。このため，計画中・建設中

の設備運開により供給力が需要を上回る欧州ではそれ以上

の濃縮設備建設はなされず，また高需要シナリオにおいて

後述のとおり需要が若干上回る米州においては，最新の

レーザー濃縮設備と同規模の 6,000 tSWU/yrの濃縮工場

が一箇所のみ新設されるものと想定し，残りの需要量拡大

分に対応する設備としては，需要の大幅な拡大が見込まれ

るにも関わらず，濃縮ケース Bで大規模な新規建設が見

込まれていないロシアおよび中国において設備増強がなさ

れるものと想定した。中でも技術の成熟度から中国よりも

ロシアにおいてより重点的に設備建設が進むものと考え，

仮に設備追加量の70�がロシア，30�が中国で建設され

ると想定した。

ウラン濃縮設備の想定は Table 6 のとおりである。既

存の濃縮工場建設計画を考慮した場合，濃縮ケース Bの

とおりウラン濃縮設備容量は 72,300 tSWU/yrまで拡大す

ると見通される。ただし現在，ロシアにおける濃縮設備は

18,000 tSWU/yr程度しか稼働していない20)ことから，ウ

ラン濃縮役務需要が緩和したケースではロシアでは現状以

上の稼働を見込まず，実質的に 63,100 tSWU/yr程度の設

備容量とした(濃縮ケース A)。一方で2035年の高需要シ

ナリオにおいて，既存の計画のみでは濃縮設備が不足する

場合には，濃縮ケース Cとして，上記の考えに基づき必

要な濃縮設備の拡大を想定した。

Table 6   Enrichment capacity projection
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their enrichment facilities.

4. Prices of NU and UE Services 

Although large parts of NU and UE services are procured under long-term contracts, some 
are purchased at spot markets where prices are disclosed 22). However, even with long-term 
contracts, NU and UE services are often traded based on spot prices. Therefore, changes in spot 
prices are supposed to reflect the trends of overall NU and UE service prices. Past trends in spot 
prices are shown in Figure 2.

Prior to 2003, the price of NU was very low at around 10 USD/lb-U3O8, which reflected 
the fact that uranium production, including that for military purposes, exceeded commercial 
uranium demand until the early-90s, and that enriched uranium supply was abundant after the 
mid-90s because of secondary sources. Thereafter however, nuclear energy was politically pro-
moted in each country due to global environmental concerns, which upwardly revised estimates 
of nuclear energy generation. Consequently, the price of NU dramatically increased after 2004 
and reached nearly 140 USD/lb-U3O8 in 2007, due to the increased societal awareness of the 
finite nature of natural resources, an understanding that the uranium supply chain depends on a 
few important facilities, the increased price of primary energies (including crude oil), and inter-
vention by speculators. Although the dramatically increased price entered an adjustment phase, 
the price stabilized at a higher than previous level and reached approximately 51 USD/lb-U3O8 
in June 2012. 

While the UE service price does not fluctuate as much as that of the price of NU (in the past 
it fluctuated between 80 USD and 110 USD per kgSWU), it continued to rise after 2005 and 
temporarily reached 160 USD per kgSWU. It then slowly declined and reached 130 USD per 
kgSWU as of June 2012.  

As seen in Figure 2, in this study we set two future price scenarios for NU and UE services. 
First, in the low price case for NU we assumed that although it will not decline to the previous 
record of 10 USD/lb-U3O8, it will remain stable at the lowest price after price adjustment of 
40 USD/lb-U3O8, because secondary uranium supplies will be terminated. Second, in the high 
price case for NU, it is estimated to rise again to 140 USD/lb-U3O8 (which is the price reached 
when prices soared in the past).

For the UE service price, in the low price case we estimated that it would drop to 100 USD 
per kgSWU, which is the price reached prior to the sudden rise, but in the high price case we 
estimated it would rise to 160 USD per kgSWU, which is the price reached when prices soared.
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scenarios for NU and UE services. First, in the low price case 
for NU we assumed that although it will not decline to the 
previous record of 10 USD/lb-U3O8, it will remain stable at the 
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because secondary uranium supplies will be terminated. 
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estimated that it would drop to 100 USD per kgSWU, which is 
the price reached prior to the sudden rise, but in the high price 
case we estimated it would rise to 160 USD per kgSWU, 
which is the price reached when prices soared. 

The demand for NU and UE services have a trade-off 
relationship in relation to tails assays. Therefore, when the NU 
unit price and UE service unit price are determined, the total 
price (the NU purchase price and the UE service price) is 
calculated based on their demand amounts according to tails 
assays, and the optimum tails assay is calculated using the 
condition that provides the lowest total cost. Therefore, to 
estimate the prices of NU and UE services in 2020 and 2035, 
we established two representative price cases: Price Case I and 
Price Case II. In Price Case 1, NU is estimated to be as high at 
140 USD/lb-U3O8 and UE services as 100 USD per kgSWU, 
whereas in Price Case 2, NU is estimated to be as low as 40 
USD/lb-U3O8 and UE services as 160 USD per kgSWU. These 
cases provide an estimate that optimum tails assays are 0.11% 
and 0.27%, respectively (Fig.3). In this study, these two price 
cases were set as the upper and lower tails assays limits, and 
the future demand amounts of NU and UE services were then 
calculated. The optimum tails assay is determined by the ratio 
of the UE service price (USD/kgSWU) to the NU price 
(USD/lb-U3O8), which is 0.7 and 4.0 for Price Case I and II, 
respectively. 
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NU and EU trade flows in 2020 and 2035.   
Global trade flow estimations of oil products or natural 

gas are usually conducted using cost optimization methods23,24). 
For example, using linear programming as an optimization 
method, costs of production, shipping, transportation, and 
refining of petroleum and natural gas are calculated for every 
country in the world and the optimal supply-demand balance 
where the total cost takes the minimal value is obtained to 
make trade flow.  
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The demand for NU and UE services have a trade-off relationship in relation to tails assays. 
Therefore, when the NU unit price and UE service unit price are determined, the total price 
(the NU purchase price and the UE service price) is calculated based on their demand amounts 
according to tails assays, and the optimum tails assay is calculated using the condition that 
provides the lowest total cost. Therefore, to estimate the prices of NU and UE services in 2020 
and 2035, we established two representative price cases: Price Case I and Price Case II. In Price 
Case 1, NU is estimated to be as high at 140 USD/lb-U3O8 and UE services as 100 USD per 
kgSWU, whereas in Price Case 2, NU is estimated to be as low as 40 USD/lb-U3O8 and UE 
services as 160 USD per kgSWU. These cases provide an estimate that optimum tails assays 
are 0.11% and 0.27%, respectively (Figure 3). In this study, these two price cases were set as 
the upper and lower tails assays limits, and the future demand amounts of NU and UE services 
were then calculated. The optimum tails assay is determined by the ratio of the UE service price 
(USD/kg-SWU) to the NU price (USD/lb-U3O8), which is 0.7 and 4.0 for Price Case I and II, 
respectively.

5. Method used to Estimate Trade Flows 

Based on the above assumptions, we made an estimate for NU and EU trade flows in 2020 
and 2035.

Global trade flow estimations of oil products or natural gas are usually conducted using cost 
optimization methods 23,24). For example, using linear programming as an optimization method, 
costs of production, shipping, transportation, and refining of petroleum and natural gas are 
calculated for every country in the world and the optimal supply-demand balance where the 
total cost takes the minimal value is obtained to make trade flow. 

In the above estimations, selection of the LNG supplier is determined by the balance between 
the local production costs and those related to transportation to the destination. In the case of 
nuclear power, however, unlike oil and natural gas, it is practically impossible to obtain accu-
rate data on costs relating to shipment, transportation, conversion, enrichment, reconversion, 
and other processes, as most of them are undisclosed. At the same time, as often pointed out, 
because the energy density of uranium fuel is far higher than that of fossil fuels, costs related to 
its transportation are proportionally low. For example, one reference 25) estimated the transporta-
tion cost of uranium hexafluoride from Europe to an enrichment plant in Russia as 1.5 USD per 
kg, which is almost equivalent to 1/100 of LNG’s transportation cost from Indonesia to Japan  
(0.5 USD/MMBtu) 26), if costs per unit electricity generation are compared. However, the cost 
per unit mass for intercontinental transportation of spent nuclear fuels is much higher at 200 
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political partnership between the two countries, and the 
transportation costs are not the most important factor 
considered. Therefore, unlike conducting analyzes of 
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based on differences in transportation costs is not appropriate 
when analyzing nuclear fuels.  

Therefore, this study uses actual recent trade flow data 
(i.e., the share of NU and UE services supplied to a country 
from various countries), and estimates future trade flows by 
revising the data according to future conditions. In other words, 
we assumed that past trade flows contain various information 
about political and geopolitical influences, existing contracts, 

rights and interests, and other important factors, and that these 
situations will not change greatly in the future from those in 
2009 because of the rigidity associated with long-term 
contracts. To be more specific, we calculated the demand for 
NU and UE services in 2020 and 2035 in each region with the 
assumption of tails assays for each case (as described later). 
On this basis, and supposing that global supply meets global 
demand, we assumed that the supply will decrease with a 
uniform decline in operation rates among regions, when it has 
a capacity lower than Production and Enrichment Case A. 
When the supply lies between that of Cases A and B, we set 
capacities assuming that the proportion between the two cases 
was uniform for each region. Furthermore, when it exceeds 
Case B, we calculated the supply for each region by using 
Case C, as previously mentioned.  

In the past, global uranium production has never 
exceeded 90% of its production capacity, and production has 
been between 75% to 84% since 20038). We assumed here that 
the actual uranium production cap was 80% of the uranium 
production capacity, as shown in Table 4.   

Using these assumptions for the demand by region for 
NU and UE services as boundary conditions, we evaluated a 
flow that minimizes the following objective function x,  

 
where x0

i,j and xi,j indicate the share of import from region j to 
region i in the entire import to i in 2009 (actual value), and its 
future estimates for the years 2020 or 2035, respectively. 
Actual trades in 2009 were calculated by modifying data28), 
where the supply of NU, uranium conversion and UE services, 
and fuel fabrication services for PWRs and BWRs is estimated 
by region and by company. Tables 7 and 8 show aggregated 
inter-regional trade of NU and UE services for 2009. 
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USD/ kg 27), which suggests that nuclear-related transportation costs are largely related to safety 
measures and regulations rather than distance.

The actual procurement of uranium fuel by power utilities is mainly based on long-term 
contracts. When selecting a supplier, the purchasers usually consider the price for the fuel 
itself, past contracts, various rights and interests, and the political partnership between the two 
countries, and the transportation costs are not the most important factor considered. Therefore, 
unlike conducting analyzes of petroleum product trade flows, calculating trade balances based 
on differences in transportation costs is not appropriate when analyzing nuclear fuels. 

Therefore, this study uses actual recent trade flow data (i.e., the share of NU and UE services 
supplied to a country from various countries), and estimates future trade flows by revising the 
data according to future conditions. In other words, we assumed that past trade flows contain 
various information about political and geopolitical influences, existing contracts, rights and 
interests, and other important factors, and that these situations will not change greatly in the 
future from those in 2009 because of the rigidity associated with long-term contracts. To be 
more specific, we calculated the demand for NU and UE services in 2020 and 2035 in each 
region with the assumption of tails assays for each case (as described later). On this basis, and 
supposing that global supply meets global demand, we assumed that the supply will decrease 
with a uniform decline in operation rates among regions, when it has a capacity lower than 
Production and Enrichment Case A. When the supply lies between that of Cases A and B, we 
set capacities assuming that the proportion between the two cases was uniform for each region. 
Furthermore, when it exceeds Case B, we calculated the supply for each region by using Case 
C, as previously mentioned. 

In the past, global uranium production has never exceeded 90% of its production capacity, 
and production has been between 75% to 84% since 2003 8). We assumed here that the actual 
uranium production cap was 80% of the uranium production capacity, as shown in Table 4.  

Using these assumptions for the demand by region for NU and UE services as boundary 
conditions, we evaluated a flow that minimizes the following objective function x, 
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あげ，トータルでのコストが最小となるような需給バラン

スを線形計画法によって求め，貿易フローを作成する，と

いうような方法が用いられる。ここでは，例えば LNGの

供給元の選択は現地での生産コストと，そこから需要地ま

での輸送に関わるコストとの兼ね合いによって決定され

る。しかし石油や天然ガスとは異なり，原子力については

公開されていないデータが多く，出荷・輸送や転換・濃

縮・再転換等に関わるコストの正確なデータを得ることは

事実上不可能である。一方で広く指摘されるとおり，ウラ

ン燃料は化石燃料に比べてエネルギー密度が圧倒的に高い

ため，輸送に関わるコストそのものは相対的に低い水準に

ある。例えば文献25)では，欧州とロシアの濃縮施設の間

での六弗化ウランの輸送費を1.5ドル/kgとしている。こ

れは，発電量に換算すると，インドネシアから日本までの

LNGの輸送費0.5ドル/MMBtu26)の約 1/100程度に相当す

る。一方で，同じく単位質量当たりの輸送費であっても使

用済み核燃料の場合には大陸間横断費用として200ドル/

kgかかる27)など，原子力関連の輸送費は距離よりもむし

ろ安全対策・安全規制等の動向に大きく依存する状況とな

っている。

実際の電力会社のウラン燃料調達は，主に長期契約に基

づいて行われる。その際，調達先を選定するに当たって重

視されるのは燃料自体の価格のほか，過去の契約関係や権

益の状況，二国間の政治的協力関係等であり，輸送等にか

かるコストは全く影響を与えないものではないものの，必

ずしも最重要視される要因ではない。このことから，上記

の石油製品の貿易フロー分析のように，輸送コストの差異

によって貿易のバランスを推計する手法は，ウラン燃料の

分析に当たっては必ずしも適切ではない。

このため，本研究では直近の貿易フローの実績値(ある

国が，天然ウランやウラン濃縮役務をどの国からどの程度

の比率で供給されるか)を用い，これを拡大する形で将来

推計を行った。すなわち，過去の貿易の実績には，上記の

政治的・地政学的影響や既存の契約・権益関係等，種々の

要因に関する情報が含まれているものと考え，長期的契約

の形態が継続することにより，今後もこれらの状況が大き

く変化するものではないと想定した上で，2020年および

2035年にも2009年の実績値に近い比率で供給が行われる

ものとして試算を行った。具体的には，まず後述のとおり

各ケースについて想定されるテイル濃度を設定することに

より，世界全体および各地域の天然ウラン・ウラン濃縮役

務の需要量を推計した。その上で，それぞれの供給量が世

界全体で需要量と一致すると想定し，供給量が上記の生産

ケース/濃縮ケース Aの容量を下回る場合には各地域一律

の稼働率低下により供給量が減少すると想定，ケース A

と Bの間に位置する場合にはその比に応じて各地域で一

律に供給量を按分，ケース Bを上回る場合には上記のと

おり新たにケース Cを設定し，地域別の供給量を想定し

た。なお，ウラン生産量については，過去世界全体の生産

量は生産容量の 9割を超えたことはなく，2003年以降は

おおむね75～84�程度の水準となっている8)。ここでは，

ウランの実際の生産量上限は Table 4で示したウラン生産

容量の80�と想定した。

このように想定された地域別の天然ウランおよびウラン

濃縮役務需要量を境界条件として，下記の目的関数 x を

最小化するようなフローを計算した。

x＝∑
i, j
(xi, j－x0i, j)2 ( 1 )

ただし x0i, j は i地域への輸入量全体に占める j地域から

の輸入量のシェア(2009年実績値)，xi, j はその将来推計値

(2020年または2035年)である。

貿易量の実績値としては，文献28)のデータを加工して

推計した。ここでは，天然ウラン・ウラン転換役務，ウラ

ン濃縮役務，PWR用燃料成型加工役務および BWR用燃

料成型加工役務について，関係する事業者ごとに，地域別

供給量が推計されている。これをもとに，天然ウランおよ

 
(1)

where x0
i,j and xi,j indicate the share of import from region j to region i in the entire import to i in 

2009 (actual value), and its future estimates for the years 2020 or 2035, respectively.
Actual trades in 2009 were calculated by modifying data 28), where the supply of NU, urani-

um conversion and UE services, and fuel fabrication services for PWRs and BWRs is estimated 
by region and by company. Tables 7 and 8 show aggregated inter-regional trade of NU and UE 
services for 2009.

It is of note that, in line with actual trade, the trade flow of NU refers to the flow from the 
uranium production country to the country where the final fuel is consumed, rather than to the 
country where uranium is enriched.  

The actual data from 2009 include the enrichment service flow from Europe to the US, and 
this shows that uranium enriched in Areva’s plant in Europe is consumed in the US. However, 
as can be seen from Table 5, Areva is currently constructing an enrichment plant in the US for 
use in the US market. Therefore, in this study, we assumed the future operation and launch of 
this plant, and thus the UE service supply from Europe to the US is not included in the future 
estimation. It was not possible to obtain the historical input share of the Middle East for use in 
equation (1) because there has been no actual nuclear power generation or production/supply of 
NU. Therefore, we assumed that if the Middle East exports NU, the destination will be Asia or 
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Europe, where the demand is high. For x0
i,j we used the production in the Middle East divided 

by the demand in each region, and for the case where the Middle East imports NU, we assumed 
that the source regions would be the former Soviet Union, Africa, and Oceania, where resources 
are abundant. If the Middle East imported UE services, we assumed that the source regions 
would be the former Soviet Union and Europe, which have greater export capacities. We used 
values of 1/3 for NU and 1/2 for UE services as x0

i,j in equation (1), respectively. 
In these estimates, the cost of transportation between regions was not considered to be an 

influential factor when calculating future trade flow. This is because, as stated above, the impact 
of transportation costs is considered to be relatively low when determining the uranium fuel 
flow. To evaluate the uncertainty of the estimates, we also estimated a case (as a reference) 
where trade flow is determined based on transportation cost between regions. In this case, we 
firstly set the supply and demand by region, as described above, and then calculated the flows 
of trade across the world where transportation costs are the lowest, assuming (for simplicity) 
that transportation costs would proportionally increase with the distance between regions. We 
set the distance between regions by referring to Ref. 29, which is widely used for oil tankers. 
To simplify this estimation, we used the distance between representative ports, such as St. 
Petersburg and Hamburg, for each region. It is of note that ports used for the actual shipping 
and receiving uranium are sometimes other neighboring ports. As we considered that the for-
mer Soviet Union requires land transportation to ports in addition to marine transportation, 
we added the distance from Kazakhstan to St. Petersburg for NU and that from Angarsk to 
St. Petersburg for UE. In the case of oil, for example, land transportation is more expensive 
than marine transportation, but in the case of uranium, as the transportation lot size is small, 
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Table 7 Uranium trade (2009)
Unit: tU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania Unknown World

USA 1,921 1,921
Canada 3,867 1,600 21 3,664 19 1,819 1,913 12,904
L. America 330 330
Europe 1,174 1,174
FSU 3,789 62 8,480 8,856 131 12,013 5,466 38,796
Middle East 0
Africa 1,425 52 2,188 62 2,904 3,315 9,946
Asia 1,274 1,274
Oceania 522 47 2,048 61 3,924 2,900 9,503
Unknown 51 10 883 13 2,496 101 3,554

World 11,576 1,600 522 18,438 9,011 131 24,431 13,695 79,402

Table 8 Enrichment trade (2009)
Unit: tSWU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania Unknown World

USA 7,063 909 4,536 1,219 13,727
Canada 0
L. America 236 236
Europe 5,133 160 16,875 2,958 1,146 26,272
FSU 5,500 2 4,213 5,540 94 1,078 4,899 21,326
Middle East 0
Africa 0
Asia 955 955
Oceania 0

World 17,696 0 398 21,997 5,540 0 94 9,527 0 7,264 62,516
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びウラン濃縮役務の地域間貿易を推計すると，Tables 7

および 8 のとおりとなる。なお，取引上の実態に即し

て，天然ウランのフローはウランの生産国から，濃縮工場

ではなく，実際に燃料が消費される国までのフローとして

示されることに注意を要する。

なお，2009年の実績値では，欧州から米国への濃縮役

務のフローがみられるが，これは Areva社の濃縮工場で

濃縮されたウランが米国で利用されているためである。し

かし Table 5に示すとおり，同社は米国市場を視野に入れ

て米国内での濃縮工場建設を進めており，本試算ではその

運開を想定しているため，将来推計において欧州から米国

へのウラン濃縮役務供給はないものと想定した。また濃縮

中東地域については，これまで原子力発電および天然ウラ

ン生産・供給の実績がないため，( 1 )式の輸入シェア(実

績)の数値を得ることができない。ここでは仮に，中東か

ら天然ウランの輸出が行われる際には需要の多いアジアお

よび欧州地域を対象とするものと想定し，x0i, j の値として

は中東での生産量をそれぞれの地域の需要量で除した値を

用いた。また中東への天然ウラン輸入が行われる場合に

は，資源量の豊富な旧ソ連・アフリカ・オセアニアの 3

地域から，ウラン濃縮役務輸入が行われる場合には輸出余

力の大きい旧ソ連・欧州の 2地域から輸入が行われるも

のと想定し，x0i, j の値としてはそれぞれ 1/3, 1/2とした。

本試算による将来の貿易フロー推計では，地域間の輸送

コストを影響要因として扱っていない。これは，上記のよ

うにウラン燃料フローが決定される際に，輸送コストが与

える影響は比較的小さいものと想定されるからであるが，

この想定の是非による将来推計の不確実さを確認するた

め，「参考ケース」として，貿易フローが地域間の輸送コ

ストによって決定されるケースについても試算を行った。

この参考ケースにおいては，まず地域ごとの需要量と供給

量については上記の計算と同様に設定し，その上で，単純

のため地域間の輸送距離に比例して輸送コストがかかるも

のと想定し，世界全体での輸送コストが最小となるような

フローを推計した。地域間の距離は石油タンカーに関して

広く用いられる文献29)に準じて設定し，単純のため各地

域についてサンクトペテルブルク，ハンブルク等の代表的

な港の間の距離の値を用いた(実際にウランが出荷・入荷

する港は近傍する他の港である可能性はある)。なお旧ソ

連については，海上輸送のほかに，港までの陸上輸送を考

慮し，天然ウランについてはカザフスタンから，ウラン濃

縮についてはアンガルスクからの距離を加算した。通常，

Table 8   Enrichment trade (2009)
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marine transportation is relatively costly. In this study, we assumed that both land and marine 
transportation costs for uranium would work out the same.   

We also assumed (as discussed later) that the US and Europe would use at least 50% of the 
output from newly established UE plants in US and EU to cover the demand of their own regions.

6. Scenario Setting

Table 9 shows the scenario setting. We estimated the supply and demand balance in 2020 
and 2035 and calculated trade flows for the low and high demand scenarios. 

As described in detail in the following section, in both scenarios for 2020 and in the low 
demand scenario for 2035, the demand for enriched uranium can be met with existing uranium 
resource development projects and enrichment plant construction plans. 

In the low demand scenario in 2020, in particular, both the supply and demand balance 
of NU and UE services will be significantly eased. In this case, we assumed the minimum 
cases, Production Case A and Enrichment Case A, for the NU production capacity and the UE 
capacity, respectively. However, even in these cases, the supply and demand balance is eased 
and facilities will not be required to work at full operation. In contrast, for the low demand 
scenario (2035) and high demand scenario (2020), we assumed the planned expansion of Case 
B’s estimation of capacities. In the high demand scenario in 2035, the demand for NU and UE 
services cannot be satisfied by the existing plan only; therefore, in these cases, we established 
Case C, where both the uranium production capacity and enrichment capacity are additionally 
expanded to a greater extent than previously planned. We then defined the tails assay for each 
case based on the supply and demand status of NU and UE services. The details of the assump-
tions are described in each subsection in Chapter III. For the high demand scenario in 2035, 
we made a separate estimation for the reference case (where supply and demand regions are 
matched based on transportation costs) for comparison purposes.

7. Usability of Reprocessed Uranium 

Reprocessed uranium is that generated when spent fuel is reprocessed, and it usually con-
tains around 1% U235, which is higher than 0.72% for NU. By enriching and using reprocessed 
uranium, it is possible to reduce the demand for NU.  

 According to Ref. 30, an accumulated amount of 6,350 MOX fuel assemblies, which was 
generated by reprocessing spent fuel, had been loaded into 58 reactors in France, Germany, 
Switzerland, Belgium, the US, and other countries by the end of 2008. When we calculate the 
power output with MOX fuel using actual values of the loading rate estimated in Ref. 30, and 
supposing a facility capacity factor of 80%, it provides 83 TWh per year, which is about 3% of 
the global nuclear power generation in 2009.

Because producing fuel using reprocessed uranium costs more than that by enriching NU, as 
more reprocessed uranium is used, costs are higher in most cases. However, if the price of NU 
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Table 9 Scenario setting

Scenario
Uranium
production
capacity

Enrichment
capacity

Tail assay
�

Low demand 2020 Case A Case A 0.22
2035 Case B Case B 0.27

High demand 2020 Case B Case B 0.27
2035 Case C Case C 0.27
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石油等の輸送については陸上輸送の方が海上輸送よりも高

価であるが，ウランに関する輸送はロットが小さいことか

ら海上輸送の経済性が相対的に悪化し，ここでは仮に陸

上・海上で同程度になると想定した。また，後述のとお

り，ウラン濃縮設備を新規建設する米国および欧州では設

備の稼働量のうち最低限50�以上が自地域の需要に�て

られるものと想定した。

6. ケース設定

今回の試算におけるケース設定を Table 9 に示す。低

需要シナリオと高需要シナリオの双方につき，2020年お

よび2035年の需給バランスを推計し，貿易フローを計算

した。

次項で詳述するとおり，2020年の両シナリオおよび

2035年の低需要シナリオでは，既存のウラン資源開発プ

ロジェクトおよび濃縮設備建設計画の範囲内で供給を賄う

ことが可能となる。

特に低需要シナリオ(2020年)においては，天然ウラ

ン，ウラン濃縮役務ともに需給が大幅に緩和されることと

なる。このケースでは天然ウラン生産能力・ウラン濃縮設

備容量ともにそれぞれ最低限の生産ケース A・濃縮ケー

ス Aとしたが，それでも需給は緩和し，設備はフル稼働

を必要としない。それに対し，低需要シナリオ(2035年)

および高需要シナリオ(2020年)では計画どおりの容量拡

大を見込んでそれぞれケース Bを想定した。2035年の高

需要シナリオでは，既存の計画のみでは天然ウラン生産お

よびウラン濃縮役務ともに需要を満たすことができない。

このため，これらのケースでは既存の計画以上に追加的に

生産能力・濃縮設備が拡張されるケース Cを想定した。

それぞれの場合において，天然ウランおよびウラン濃縮役

務の需給状況からテイル濃度の想定を置き，試算を実施し

た。想定の詳細については III章の各シナリオの項に示

す。また，2035年の高需要シナリオについては，比較の

ため，輸送コストによって地域選択を行う「参考ケース」

の推計も別途行った。

7. 回収ウランの利用可能性について

回収ウランは使用済燃料を再処理した際に発生するウラ

ンであり，通常天然ウランよりも高い 1��後の U235を

含んでいる。この回収ウランを濃縮し，利用に供すること

により天然ウランの需要量を低減することができる。

文献30)によれば，再処理から得られるMOX燃料は，

2008年末までにフランス・ドイツ・スイス・ベルギー・

米国等の58基において累計6,350本の装荷がなされてい

る。同文献で推定されている装荷率実績値を用い，原子炉

1基の設備利用率を仮に80�として，MOX燃料を用いた

原子力発電量を推定すると，年間 83 TWh(2009年の原子

力発電量の約 3�)となる。

再処理による燃料の製造は天然ウランを濃縮する場合に

比べて単価が高いため，一般的には回収ウランの利用を拡

大するに従いトータルのコスト負担は上昇する。ただし，

天然ウラン価格が150ドル/ポンドを超える高い水準にあ

った場合には，回収ウランの利用拡大が天然ウランの利用

と同等程度のコストとなる場合もあり得る11)。2010年現

在，世界には英セラフィールド，仏ラ・アーグ，露チェリ

ャビンスクなどに 4,600 tHM/yr程度の再処理施設が存在

している(ロシアでさらに RT�2再処理施設(1,000～1,500

tU/yr)の新設計画があるが，経済性等の理由により新規

建設が中断している)17)。これらの設備を安定的・継続的

に稼働させた場合，例えば稼働率80�では最大 3,700 tU

程度の回収ウランが利用可能となることになる。これは，

Tables 2および 3に示す天然ウラン需要量(2020年および

2035年)の 3～6�程度の量となり，その�だけ生産必要量

が減少することになる。また，回収ウランの U235濃度は

1��後であることから，天然ウランの U235濃度0.72�

との差によりウラン濃縮役務需要も減少することになる

が，天然ウラン需要自体の減少率に比べれば微量である。

以下，本試算では回収ウランの利用が需給に及ぼす影響を

明示的に考慮に入れていないが，これを考慮に入れた場

合，特に天然ウランの需要量が若干低減する可能性がある

ことは留意を要する。現状の再処理施設のみではその影響

は必ずしも大きくないものの，今後，仮にそのコストの動

向等に応じて再処理施設の大規模新規建設が計画された場

合には，改めて考慮する必要があるだろう。

III. 試算結果および考察

1. 低需要シナリオの貿易フロー推計

低需要シナリオにおいては，世界の天然ウランおよびウ

ラン濃縮役務の見通しは Fig. 4 のとおりとなる。

( 1 ) 2020年

2020年の天然ウランの需要量は価格ケース Iおよび II

(テイル濃度0.11�および0.27�)でそれぞれ 59,232 tUお

よび 76,978 tU，ウラン濃縮役務量は 76,372 tSWUおよ

び 49,685 tSWUである。

一方で天然ウランの生産能力(稼働率0.8を乗じたもの)

は 78,636～112,512 tUである。今後新たなプロジェクト

が進展しない生産ケース Aの 78,636 tU程度の生産量で

も，いずれの価格ケース(テイル濃度)を仮定しても，天然

ウラン需要を賄うことができる。一方で，ウラン濃縮役務

Table 9   Scenario setting
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costs more than 150 USD/lb-U3O8, expanding the use of reprocessed uranium would cost the 
same as using NU 11). As of 2010, the reprocessing facilities at Sellafield (UK), la Hague (France), 
and Chelyabinsk (Russia) have capacities of 4,600 tHM/yr. New construction is planned for a 
RT-2 reprocessing facility (1,000 to 1,500 tU/yr) in Russia, but it is currently suspended due to 
economic reasons 17). If these facilities other than RT-2 run in a stable manner at an operation 
rate of 80%, for example, about 3,700 tU of reprocessed uranium will be available at the most. 
This is equivalent to approximately 3% to 6% of the NU demand indicated in Tables 2 and 3 
(in 2020 and 2035) and the required production amount will thus decrease by this amount. In 
addition, as the U235 assay of reprocessed uranium is around 1% and that of NU is 0.72%, the 
demand for UE services would decrease due to the difference. However, the decline would be 
small compared to the decline in the demand for NU. In this study, we did not explicitly consider 
the use of reprocessed uranium, and if this is taken into consideration, the demand for NU may 
slightly decrease. Although the impact is not significant with reference to the current reprocess-
ing facilities only, it would be more significant if a new large-scale construction of reprocessing 
facility was planned responding to a trend of the reprocessed and natural uranium costs.

III. Results and Discussion
1. Trade flows for the Low Demand Scenario

Figure 4 presents estimates of global NU and UE services using the low demand scenario. 

(1) Year 2020 
The demands for NU in 2020 are 59,232 tU and 76,978 tU, and those for UE services are 

76,372 tSWU and 49,685 tSWU in Price Cases I and II (tails assays are 0.11% and 0.27%), 
respectively. 

The production capacity of NU (multiplying operating rate of 0.8) is between 78,636 and 
112,512 tU. In Case A, where no new project proceeds, if any price cases (tails assays) are 
applied, the demand for NU can be satisfied by the production of 78,636 tU. However, although 
in Price Case I the demand for UE services slightly exceeds the capacity (Enrichment Case B), 
which includes the capacity of enrichment facilities under construction and in the planning 294 Article (Matsuo et al.) 
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Fig. 4 Uranium production and enrichment projections (Low demand scenario) 
 
 

Table 10  Uranium trade (Low demand scenario: 2020) 
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Considering these, it is highly likely in the low demand 
scenario that the supply and demand balance of NU, in 
particular, will be significantly eased, and the price will fall far 
below 40 USD/ lb-U3O8, which is the assumption for Case II. 
In addition, as the supply capacity of NU becomes excessive, it 
will be enriched at high tails assays. As a result, the price of 
UE services is also likely to decline, due to easing of the 
supply and demand balance. Under such circumstances, it is 
also likely that NU resource development projects will 
stagnate, and that enrichment facilities that are currently in the 
planning phase on a large scale (particularly in the US) will be 
delayed or cancelled.  In this case with the lowest tails assays, 
UE services will surpass the estimated facility capacity, and 
the demand for NU will fall significantly below supply. As 
such a price could not be accepted by the market, it is 
supposed that tails assays will remain at a high level. Here we 
obtained a tails assay value for a case where the NU demand 
and the demand for UE services have the same ratio in 
Production Case A and Enrichment Case A (0.88 times: their 
supply amounts are less than the lowest supply capacities 
because their supply and demand balances are eased), which 
provides a tails assay of 0.22%. This occurs when the UE 

service price in USD/kgSWU is about 2.5 times that of NU in 
USD/lb-U3O8, and the UE service price is relatively high. If 
we suppose that the NU price falls below 40 USD/lb-U3O8, as 
stated above, the UE service price will drop below 100 
USD/kgSWU. Therefore, this case would also cause the UE 
price to significantly drop from its current price of 130 
USD/kgSWU.    

The projected trade flows are shown in Tables 10 and 11. 
Asia, where the demands significantly increase, will be 
supplied NU from the former Soviet Union (Russia, 
Kazakhstan, and other countries), Africa, and Australia. 
Europe will be supplied from the former Soviet Union and 
Africa, and the US will be supplied from Canada. The balance 
of supply and demand of NU will be eased by 2020, and 
particularly in the low demand scenario, no large-scale project 
will be implemented other than those that are already fixed. In 
such a case, the production amount will not increase from the 
current level in Australia, and there will be an increase in the 
export from the former Soviet Union and Africa to other 
regions.      
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phase, it will significantly fall below the capacity in Price Case II. 
Considering these, it is highly likely in the low demand scenario that the supply and demand 

balance of NU, in particular, will be significantly eased, and the price will fall far below 40 
USD/ lb-U3O8, which is the assumption for Case II. In addition, as the supply capacity of 
NU becomes excessive, it will be enriched at high tails assays. As a result, the price of UE 
services is also likely to decline, due to easing of the supply and demand balance. Under such 
circumstances, it is also likely that NU resource development projects will stagnate, and that 
enrichment facilities that are currently in the planning phase on a large scale (particularly in the 
US) will be delayed or cancelled. 

In this case with the lowest tails assays, UE services will surpass the estimated facility 
capacity, and the demand for NU will fall significantly below supply. As such a price could not 
be accepted by the market, it is supposed that tails assays will remain at a high level. Here we 
obtained a tails assay value for a case where the NU demand and the demand for UE services 
have the same ratio in Production Case A and Enrichment Case A (0.88 times: their supply 
amounts are less than the lowest supply capacities because their supply and demand balances 
are eased), which provides a tails assay of 0.22%. This occurs when the UE service price in 
USD/kg-SWU is about 2.5 times that of NU in USD/lb-U3O8, and the UE service price is 
relatively high. If we suppose that the NU price falls below 40 USD/lb-U3O8, as stated above, 
the UE service price will drop below 100 USD/kg-SWU. Therefore, this case would also cause 
the UE price to significantly drop from its current price of 130 USD/kg-SWU.

The projected trade flows are shown in Tables 10 and 11. Asia, where the demands signifi-
cantly increase, will be supplied NU from the former Soviet Union (Russia, Kazakhstan, and 
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Table 10 Uranium trade (Low demand scenario: 2020)
Unit: tU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 2,690 2,690
Canada 5,855 1,554 3,752 1,389 12,549
L. America 542 840 387 1,769
Europe 283 283
FSU 3,596 6,580 5,760 264 8,863 25,063
Middle East 702 146 638 1,486
Africa 4,590 4,916 7,328 16,835
Asia 1,748 1,748
Oceania 798 2,249 4,102 7,149

World 18,070 1,554 840 18,483 5,760 146 264 24,455 0 69,573
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需要は，価格ケース Iでは建設中・計画中の濃縮設備を加

えた設備容量(濃縮ケース B)の設備容量を若干上回るもの

の，価格ケース IIでは大きく下回る。

これらのことから，低需要シナリオでは特に天然ウラン

需給が大幅に緩和し，価格はケース IIで想定した40ドル/

ポンドよりもさらに下回る可能性が高い。また，天然ウラ

ン供給力が過剰になることから，高いテイル濃度での濃縮

が行われ，需給の緩和によりウラン濃縮役務価格も低下す

る可能性が高い，といえるだろう。このような状況下で

は，天然ウラン資源開発プロジェクトが停滞し，かつ，現

在特に米国において大規模に計画されている濃縮設備計画

が遅延・中止する可能性も高い，ともいえる。

このケースでは，テイル濃度の最も低いケースではウラ

ン濃縮役務量が設備容量見通しを上回る一方で，天然ウラ

ン自体は需要が供給を大幅に下回るため，このような価格

は市場によって選択されず，テイル濃度は高めで推移する

ものと推察される。ここでは仮に，天然ウラン需要量とウ

ラン濃縮役務需要量とがそれぞれ生産ケース Aおよび濃

縮ケース Aに対して同等の比率となる(0.88倍�需給の緩

和により，ともに最低の供給可能量よりも小さな供給量と

なる)ようなテイル濃度を計算(0.22�)し，それを�いて

貿易フローの計算を実施した。これは，ウラン濃縮役務価

格(ドル/kgSWU)が天然ウラン価格(ドル/ポンド)の2.5倍

程度となるテイル濃度であり，ウラン濃縮役務価格が相対

的に高い場合であるが，仮に上記のとおり天然ウラン価格

が40ドル/ポンドを下回るとすると，ウラン濃縮役務価格

は100ドル/kgSWUを下回る。このため，ウラン濃縮価格

も現状の130ドル/ポンドからは価格が大きく下落する

ケースであると考えられる。

貿易フローの試算結果は Tables 10 および 11 のとおり

である。

需要が急速に拡大するアジア地域は旧ソ連(ロシア・カ

ザフスタン等)およびアフリカ，次いで豪州から，また欧

州は旧ソ連およびアフリカから，米国はカナダから天然ウ

ランの供給を受けることとなる。2020年の天然ウラン需

給は緩和されるものと見通され，特に低需要シナリオでは

Table 10   Uranium trade (Low demand scenario: 2020)
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Table 11 Enrichment trade (Low demand scenario: 2020)
Unit: tSWU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 9,700 819 7,353 17,872
Canada 0
L. America 177 177
Europe 446 11,438 60 7,256 19,199
FSU 5,132 67 2,913 4,728 60 217 2,809 15,925
Middle East 0
Africa 0
Asia 2,654 2,654
Oceania 0

World 14,831 0 690 15,170 4,728 120 217 20,072 0 55,827
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現在確定しているプロジェクト以上のものが実現しないこ

とも想定されるが，この場合には豪州での生産量は現在か

ら大きく伸びることはなく，旧ソ連地域およびアフリカか

ら他地域への輸出量が増加する。

また，仮に計画どおりヨルダンで 2,000 tUの生産が開

始すると想定した場合，この生産量は中東地域の需要を大

きく上回り，他地域(欧州・アジア等)に輸出することが必

要となる。

この低需要シナリオであってもウラン濃縮役務需要は，

アジアを中心に増大することが見込まれ，したがって同地

域への欧州・ロシア・米国等からの濃縮役務輸入が2020

年にかけて増大する。しかし，この域内のウラン濃縮役務

需要を満たすためにアジア地域(特に中国)でさらに大幅な

濃縮能力拡大を行おうとすると，世界のウラン濃縮役務量

が供給過多になる可能性が懸念される。このため，アジア

諸国が濃縮役務の輸入依存度を大幅に低減させることは困

難である。

( 2 ) 2035年

2035年の天然ウランの需要量は価格ケース Iおよび II

(テイル濃度0.11�および0.27�)でそれぞれ 67,931 tUお

よび 88,352 tU，ウラン濃縮役務量は 87,890 tSWUおよ

び 57,178 tSWUである。

2035年の天然ウラン生産能力については，上記のとお

り，生産ケース Aおよび Bで，2020年の生産能力 A�II

および B�II相当を維持するものと想定し，78,636～

112,512 tUとする。仮に需要が拡大しない場合には，生

産能力が減退し，稼働率80�を��た生産能力は2035年

に最低で A�IIの 54,736 tUまで落ち込むことになるが，

これはかつてのように，天然ウラン価格が二次的供給等の

理由により極めて低い水準で低迷した場合であると考えら

れる。

2035年の低需要シナリオにあっては，価格ケース Iで

は天然ウラン需要量 67,000 tUは生産能力の下限(78,636

tU)を超えることがなく，また価格ケース IIでも天然ウラ

ン需要量 93,934 tUと，生産能力の下限を若干上回る程度

である。すなわち，テイル濃度のいかに関わらず，天然ウ

ランの供給過剰状態が続く。一方でウラン濃縮役務量につ

いては，価格ケース IIでは需要量は濃縮ケース Aを大き

く下回るが，価格ケース Iでは逆に濃縮ケース Bを大き

く上回る。このことから，低需要シナリオでは，2035年

にあってもテイル濃度が大幅に低下することはなく，依然

として高い水準で推移するものと考えられる。仮に現在計

画中のプロジェクトがすべて進展したと想定したケース

(生産ケース Bおよび濃縮ケース B)の供給可能量に対し

て同率の水準になると想定した場合には，それぞれの需要

量は供給可能量の79�に止まり，テイル濃度は価格ケー

ス II相当の0.27�程度となる。

現在計画中の濃縮工場が遅延を含めても2035年までに

運転開始したと想定した場合，2035年にあっても天然ウ

ランおよびウラン濃縮役務の需給はやはり逼迫することは

なく，むしろ需給の緩和により生産量が減退することにな

る。この場合，2035年までの間にさらに濃縮プラントが

建設されることは難しいであろう。また，需給の緩和によ

り天然ウラン価格・濃縮役務価格は下落することが想定さ

れるが，0.27�のテイル濃度はウラン濃縮役務価格(ドル/

kgSWU)と天然ウラン価格(ドル/ポンド)との最適な比が

4倍程度となることを意味する。この場合には，仮にウラ

ン濃縮役務価格が現在と同水準の130ドル/kgSWUを維持

したとしても，天然ウラン価格は30ドル/ポンド程度と，

大きく下落することになる。すなわち，低需要シナリオに

あっては，既存のウラン資源開発・濃縮設備建設計画のみ

の進展によっても供給過剰状態が2035年まで続き，需給

緩和に伴い価格が下落することが想定される。したがって

このケースでは，計画中の両プロジェクトが遅延するのみ

でなく，2035年までの間に中止となる可能性も高い，と

いえるだろう。

このテイル濃度0.27�の場合の����は，Tables 12

および 13，Figs. 5 および 6 のとおりである。

このケースでは，2020年に比べて，世界の天然ウラン

需要量増加の 7割はアジアにおけるものとなる。アジア

Table 11   Enrichment trade (Low demand scenario: 2020)
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other countries), Africa, and Australia. Europe will be supplied from the former Soviet Union 
and Africa, and the US will be supplied from Canada. The balance of supply and demand of NU 
will be eased by 2020, and particularly in the low demand scenario, no large-scale project will 
be implemented other than those that are already fixed. In such a case, the production amount 
will not increase from the current level in Australia, and there will be an increase in the export 
from the former Soviet Union and Africa to other regions.     

In addition, if an amount of 2,000 tU is produced in Jordan as planned, it will far exceed 
production in the Middle East, and they will need to export uranium to other regions (Europe, 
Asia, and other regions).  

Even in this low demand scenario, the UE service demand is supposed to increase, especially 
in Asia. Consequently, the import of UE services from Europe, Russia, and the US to Asia will 
increase towards 2020. However, if this region (especially China) tries to substantially expand 
the enrichment capacity to satisfy the UE service demand in the region, there is a concern that 
the global supply of UE services may be excessive. It is thus difficult for Asian countries to 
substantially lower their dependence on imported enrichment services.

(2) Year 2035
The demands for NU in 2035 are 67,931 tU and 88,352 tU, and those for UE services are 

87,890 tSWU and 57,178 tSWU in Price Cases I and II, respectively (with tails assays of 0.11% 
and 0.27%). 

For the NU production capacity in 2035, the production capacity of A-II and B-II in 2020 
is assumed to be retained in Production Cases A and B, as stated above, which is 78,636 tU 
and 112,512 tU, respectively. If there is no increased demand, there will be a decline in the 
production capacity. The production capacity multiplied by an availability of 80% will then 
drop to 54,736 tU of A-II in 2035 at the lowest, and this would occur in a case where the NU 
price declines and remains substantially low due to a reason such as secondary supply. 

In the low demand scenario, the NU demand of 67,000 tU in 2035 will not exceed the lower 
limit (78,636 tU) of the production capacity in Price Case I. In addition, for Price Case II, the 
NU demand of 93,934 tU will be slightly above the lower limit. This means that whatever the 
tails assay amount, the supply of NU will remain excessive. Whereas, although the demand for 
UE services will fall far below Enrichment Case A in Price Case II, it will be far above that of 
Enrichment Case B in Price Case I. This shows that tails assays will not significantly decline in 
the low demand scenario, even in 2035, and that it will remain at high level. If a same ratio is 
assumed with respect to the supply capacity to the cases where all the projects currently in the 
planning stage are implemented (Production Case B and Enrichment Case B), both demands 
will remain at 79% of the supply capacities, and tails assays will be around 0.27%, which is 
equivalent to that in Price Case II.   

If enrichment plants that are currently in the planning stage begin operation by 2035, the 
supply and demand relation between NU and UE projects will not become tight even in 2035, 
and instead the production amount will decline with respect to the easing of the supply and 
demand balance. In such a case, it will be difficult to construct any further enrichment plants 
by 2035. Furthermore, it is supposed that the prices of NU and enrichment service will fall to 
easing of the supply and demand balance. The 0.27% tails assay indicates that the optimal ratio 
of the UE service price in USD/kg-SWU to the NU price in USD/lb-U3O8 is about 4:1. In this 
case, even if the UE price remains at 130 USD/kg-SWU, which is the same level as the current 
price, there will be a significant drop in the NU price to about 30 USD/lb-U3O8. This means 
that in the low demand scenario, even if only the existing uranium resource development plans 
and enrichment facility constructions that are currently in the planning stage are implemented, 
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the supply will remain excessive until 2035. In addition, it is supposed that prices will drop due 
to easing of the supply and demand balance. Therefore, it is highly likely in this case that both 
projects currently in the planning stage will not only be delayed but will be called off by 2035. 

The estimated results for a tails assay of 0.27% are shown in Tables 12 and 13 and in 
Figures 5 and 6. 

In this case, 70% of the increased demand from 2020 to 2035 for global NU will come from 
Asia. This increased demand will mainly be covered by supplies from Africa and Australia. The 
demand in Europe will decrease from 2020, which will slightly reduce the amount traded from 
the former Soviet Union and Africa. 

In this scenario, as the tails assay is supposed to increase from that in 2020, there will be a 
relatively small increase in the UE service demand. Although the demand in Asia will increase, 
that in the US and Europe will decrease. In particular, there will be a significant decline in the 
demand in Europe, and the export of UE services from Europe and Russia to Asia will increase.

2. High Demand Scenario

Estimates of global NU and UE services in the high demand scenario are shown in Figure 7. 

(1) Year 2020
The demands for NU in 2020 in the high demand scenario are 72,348 tU and 94,086 tU, and 

those for UE services are 93,561 tSWU and 60,868 tSWU in Price Cases I and II (tails assays 
are 0.11% and 0.27%), respectively.

295

Table 12 Uranium trade (Low demand scenario: 2035)
Unit: tU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 3,703 3,703
Canada 6,808 1,554 3,583 2,540 14,485
L. America 465 874 661 2,000
Europe 350 350
FSU 3,890 6,473 8,695 0 294 11,303 30,655
Middle East 606 1,072 2 1,680
Africa 5,074 3,946 0 13,117 22,138
Asia 2,233 2,233
Oceania 1,202 2,351 0 7,866 11,419

World 21,144 1,554 874 17,309 8,695 1,072 294 37,721 0 88,662

Table 13 Enrichment trade (High demand scenario: 2035)
Unit: tSWU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 8,242 91 7,585 15,918
Canada 0
L. America 158 158
Europe 363 8,411 349 7,977 17,100
FSU 5,587 51 2,819 5,687 353 192 6,745 21,434
Middle East 0
Africa 0
Asia 2,364 2,364
Oceania 0

World 13,829 0 572 11,321 5,687 701 192 24,672 0 56,974

Fig. 5 Uranium trade (Low demand scenario: 2035)
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Fig. 7 Uranium production and enrichment projections (High demand scenario) 
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The demand for NU will fall below that in Production 
Case B, even with Price Case II where the tails assay is high. 
This means that if uranium resource development projects that 
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The demand for UE services will be at around the same level 
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The demand for NU will fall below that in Production Case B, even with Price Case II 
where the tails assay is high. This means that if uranium resource development projects that are 
currently in the planning stage are implemented, the supply will exceed the demand, even in 
the high demand scenario. The demand for UE services will be at around the same level as in 
Enrichment Case A with Price Case II where the tails assay is high, and it will far exceed that of 
Enrichment Case B with Price Case I, where the tails assay is low. This means that the supply 
and demand for NU will be relatively eased compared to that of UE services, and in this case, 
therefore, it is supposed that the tails assay will remain at a high level. 

If we suppose that the ratio of both NU production and UE services will be the same with re-
spect to the supply capacities for Production Case B and Enrichment Case B, where all projects 
currently in the planning stages are implemented, demands will be 84% (94,400 tU and 60,662 
tSWU) of the capacity, and tails assay will again be around 0.27%, which is at a similar level 
to that in Price Case II. 

If we suppose that all new projects currently in the planning stages have been planned to 
provide reasonable profits at the current price level, the demand growth to attain levels of Pro-
duction Case B and Enrichment Case B, where implementation of the new projects are taken into 
account, will be that sustains the current price level. If demand falls lower than this, it is supposed 
that only low-cost projects will be implemented and uranium prices will decline. As in the case 
presented in the previous section, the 0.27% tails assay in this case indicates that the optimal ratio 
between the UE service price in USD/kg-SWU to the NU price in USD/lb-U3O8 is about 4:1. 
Even if the UE price remains at the current level of 130 USD/kg-SWU, the NU price will drop 
significantly to about 30 USD/lb-U3O8. This means that even in the high demand scenario, if we 
consider the operation launch of the currently planned UE plants, it is highly likely that the sup-
ply and demand balance of NU will be eased, and resource development investment will decline.

The estimated results of trade flows are presented in Tables 14 and 15.
In response to the increased demand, the trade in NU will increase more than in the low 

demand scenario. In particular, exports from the former Soviet Union, Africa, and Australia to 
Asia will increase. With an increase in the global uranium demand, it is expected that Australia 
will become increasingly important as a uranium producing country, because of its large ura-
nium resources. However, the NU production capability of Australia in 2020 is not so large. 

The UE service demand will also increase, particularly in Asia. In this respect, imports from 
North America, Russia, and Europe will increase. Compared to the current situation, import 
expansion will be significant, particularly from North America where many new enrichment 
plants are being constructed, and from Russia, which has a significant capacity margin. How-
ever, as stated above, even in this case, no further enrichment facilities will be required, other 
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Table 14 Uranium trade (High demand scenario: 2020)
Unit: tU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 4,082 4,082
Canada 6,450 1,687 4,670 1,850 14,657
L. America 293 1,415 291 2,000
Europe 367 367
FSU 3,769 7,886 9,021 0 294 11,017 31,988
Middle East 667 1,007 6 1,680
Africa 4,984 6,480 0 12,454 23,918
Asia 2,380 2,380
Oceania 1,362 3,755 0 8,212 13,329

World 20,941 1,687 1,415 23,824 9,021 1,007 294 36,210 0 94,400

Table 15 Enrichment trade (High demand scenario: 2020)
Unit: tSWU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 8,276 468 8,205 16,948
Canada 0
L. America 168 168
Europe 629 10,818 327 6,433 18,207
FSU 5,426 129 4,302 5,902 332 192 6,537 22,821
Middle East 0
Africa 0
Asia 2,517 2,517
Oceania 0

World 13,701 0 926 15,588 5,902 659 192 23,692 0 60,662
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的に天然ウランの方がウラン濃縮役務よりも需給が緩和す

る状況にあり，したがってこのケースでもテイル濃度は高

めで推移することが見通される。

仮に，天然ウラン生産量およびウラン濃縮役務量が，と

もに現在計画中のプロジェクトがすべて進展したと想定し

たケース(生産ケース Bおよび濃縮ケース B)の供給可能

量に対して同率の水準になると想定した場合には，それぞ

れの需要量は供給可能量の84�(94,400 tUおよび 60,662

tSWU)，テイル濃度はやはり0.27�程度，すなわち価格

ケース IIとほぼ同程度の水準となる。

現在計画されている新規プロジェクトは現在の価格水準

で適度な利潤を得られるよう計画されているものと仮に想

定すると，それらの進展を見込んだ生産ケース Bおよび

濃縮ケース B程度までの需要の拡大が現状の価格水準を

維持し得る需要レベルであることになり，それよりも需要

量が低下した場合には，比較的安価なプロジェクトのみが

進展し，価格は低下することが想定される。このケースで

も前項と同様，0.27�のテイル濃度はウラン濃縮役務価格

(ドル/kgSWU)と天然ウラン価格(ドル/ポンド)との最適

な比が 4倍程度となることを意味し，仮にウラン濃縮役

務価格が現在と同水準の130ドル/kgSWUを維持したとし

ても天然ウラン価格は30ドル/ポンド程度と，大きく下落

することになる。すなわち，現状のウラン濃縮工場の運転

開始を考慮に入れた場合，高需要シナリオにあっても天然

ウラン需給は緩和し，価格の下落とともに資源開発投資が

停滞する可能性が高い，といえる。

貿易フローの試算結果は Tables 14 および 15 のとおり

となる。

需要の増加に対応して，天然ウランの貿易量は低需要シ

ナリオに比較して増大する。特に旧ソ連・アフリカ・豪州

の各地域からアジアへの輸出量が増大する。豪州は生産拡

大の余地を大きく有すると考えられることから，世界の需

要が高まるにつれ，ウラン生産国としての同国の重要性は

高まるものと考えられる。ただし，2020年においてはそ

の規模はいまださほど大きくはない。

ウラン濃縮役務需要についても，アジアを中心として増

大し，それに応じて北米・ロシア・欧州からの輸入が拡大

する。特に，現状と比べて，新規濃縮設備建設計画が多数

存在する北米と，設備余力を多量に有するロシアからの輸

入拡大が著しい。しかし上述のように，このケースであっ

ても，現在計画されている以上の濃縮設備は必要とされ

ず，むしろ濃縮設備拡張計画が遅延する可能性が高いと考

Table 14   Uranium trade (High demand scenario: 2020)
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than those that are currently in the planning stages, and it is more likely that the expansion plans 
of enrichment plants will be delayed. 

(2) Year 2035
The demands for NU in 2035 in the high demand scenario will be 106,525 tU and 138,710 

tU, and those for UE services will be 138,521 tSWU and 90,117 tSWU in Price Cases I and II, 
respectively (with tails assays of 0.11% and 0.27%).

In such a case, the demand for NU in Price Case II will exceed 112,512 tU in Production 
Case B, and even in Price Case I, the demand will be close to the level in Production Case B. 
The demand for UE services will significantly exceed the supply capacity in Enrichment Case 
B, even in the Price Case II. This means it is highly likely that the supply-demand balance of 
NU will become tight in the high demand scenario, unless the NU production capacity and EU 
facilities steadily expand. 

However, as in this case, if a steady growth in uranium production is expected, even after 
2020, it would be natural to assume that greater resources development investment will oc-
cur accordingly, and uranium production will further increase. Assuming Production Case C, 
where uranium production will grow at a rate that is half of that occurring between 2010 and 
2020, production in 2035 will be 154,788 tU and will exceed demand with the tails assay of 
0.27%. Therefore, as long as steady development investment in uranium resources continue, a 
sufficient supply is expected, even if demand rises and the tails assay is high. 

With respect to UE facilities, the required facility growth between 2020 and 2035 in Price 
Cases II and I is 17,817 tSWU and 66,221 tSWU, respectively. In particular, growth in Price 
Case I is at a level that exceeds the current total capacity of global enrichment facilities, and to 
construct new facilities to cover the level, a significantly tight balance of supply and demand 
and a price rise in UE service costs would be required. However, as mentioned above, the 
supply and demand of NU itself would be satisfied, even if such rapid resource development 
was not be made. Therefore, in this case, it is also expected that tails assays will remain high 
and that construction of UE facilities will be minimal. The facility growth in Price Case II 
is 17,817 tSWU, which is equivalent to the capacity of three to four large-scale enrichment 
plants. It is not unrealistic to expect this level of facility construction between 2020 and 2035. 
In this study, we established Case C which assumes that an enrichment plant with a capacity of 
6,000 tSWU/yr would be constructed in the US, and that the remaining required facility growth 
would be covered by new construction in the former Soviet Union and China. The estimated 
results are presented in Tables 16 and 17 and Figures 8 and 9.

With respect to the supply and demand of NU, the demand in Asia will be significant, and 
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ても天然ウラン価格は30ドル/ポンド程度と，大きく下落

することになる。すなわち，現状のウラン濃縮工場の運転

開始を考慮に入れた場合，高需要シナリオにあっても天然

ウラン需給は緩和し，価格の下落とともに資源開発投資が

停滞する可能性が高い，といえる。
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の各地域からアジアへの輸出量が増大する。豪州は生産拡

大の余地を大きく有すると考えられることから，世界の需

要が高まるにつれ，ウラン生産国としての同国の重要性は

高まるものと考えられる。ただし，2020年においてはそ

の規模はいまださほど大きくはない。
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67% of global growth after 2020 will occur in this area. The demand for this growth will 
be covered by imports from the former Soviet Union, Africa, and Australia. However, as the 
demand for uranium will also increase in the former Soviet Union, the amount exported will be 
limited. In contrast, imports from Africa and Australia will largely expand.     

Despite the new large-scale enrichment facilities assumed in China, the supply for UE 
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Table 16 Uranium trade (High demand scenario: 2035)
Unit: tU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 6,656 6,656
Canada 6,859 1,910 5,314 2,073 16,156
L. America 2,477 282 2,759
Europe 344 344
FSU 4,438 9,786 12,501 767 898 15,410 43,799
Middle East 2,453 2,453
Africa 4,533 6,419 999 26,160 38,110
Asia 3,682 3,682
Oceania 1,247 4,444 929 18,131 24,751

World 23,733 1,910 2,477 26,306 12,501 5,148 898 65,738 0 138,710

Table 17 Enrichment trade (High demand scenario: 2035)
Unit: tSWU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 9,271 485 16,444 26,200
Canada 0
L. America 200 200
Europe 1,077 12,130 1,679 6,814 21,700
FSU 6,363 355 4,713 8,235 1,713 591 13,502 35,472
Middle East 0
Africa 0
Asia 6,545 6,545
Oceania 0

World 15,634 0 1,632 17,329 8,235 3,392 591 43,305 0 90,117
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えられる。

( 2 ) 2035年

高需要シナリオの2035年の天然ウランの需要量は価格

ケース Iおよび II(テイル濃度0.11�および0.27�)でそれ

ぞれ 106,525 tUおよび 138,710 tU，ウラン濃縮役務量は

138,521 tSWUおよび 90,117 tSWUである。

この場合，価格ケース IIの場合の天然ウラン需要量

は，生産ケース Bの 112,512 tUを超える。価格ケース I

の場合でも，天然ウラン需要は生産ケース Bの水準に近

づく。また濃縮役務需要については，価格ケース IIの場

合にあってさえ，濃縮ケース Bの供給力を大幅に超える

こととなる。すなわち，今後天然ウラン生産能力や濃縮設

備の拡大が順調に進捗しない場合には，高需要シナリオに

あっては天然ウランの需給がタイトになる可能性が高い，

といえる。

しかし一方でこのケースのように，2020年以降も堅調

なウラン生産量の伸びが予想される場合には，それに応じ

て開発投資が進み，2020年よりもさらにウラン生産量が

拡大するとみるのが自然であろう。仮に生産ケース Cと

して2010年から2020年までの 1/2のペースでウラン生産

量が拡大した場合を想定すると，2035年の生産量は

154,788 tUとなり，テイル濃度0.27�の場合の需要量を

上回ることになる。したがって，ウラン資源の堅調な開発

投資が継続する場合には，需要の高成長かつ高いテイル濃

度を想定しても，十分に供給が足りるものと考えられる。

一方でウラン濃縮設備についていえば，価格ケース II

および Iで2020年から2035年までに必要とされる設備増

加量は，それぞれ 17,817 tSWUおよび 66,221 tSWUに

及ぶ。特に価格ケース Iでの増加量は現在の世界の濃縮設

備容量全体を上回る水準であり，このレベルの新規建設が

なされるためには，相当に深刻な需給逼迫と濃縮役務価格

の上昇が必要となる。実際には上記のとおり，天然ウラン

需給自体はさほど急速な資源開発を想定しなくとも足りる

ものであり，したがってこのケースでもやはりテイル濃度

は高い水準に止まり，濃縮設備の建設は最低限のものとな

ることが予想される。価格ケース IIでの設備増加量

17,817 tSWUは大規模濃縮プラント 3～4箇所程度に相当

し，この程度であれば，2020年から2035年までの間の建

設を見込むことに特段の違和感はない。ここでは，前節で

述べたとおり，ケース Cとして，米国に 6,000 tSWU/yr

の濃縮プラントが 1つ建設され，残りの設備増加必要量

は旧ソ連および中国において建設されると想定した。試算

結果は Tables 16 および 17，Figs. 8 および 9 のとおり

である。

Table 16   Uranium trade (High demand scenario: 2035)
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Figure 8   Uranium trade (High demand scenario: 2035)
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services in Asia will not be satisfied and will be supplied from Russia and the US. 
In the high demand scenario for 2035, estimated results for the reference case where trade 

flows are optimized depending on the cost of transportation between regions is shown in Tables 
18 and 19. Table 18 shows flows between NU production areas and UE facilities areas, unlike 
Table 16, which shows flows from uranium production to fuel demand areas. The values in 
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Table 18 Uranium transport to enrichment facilities (High demand scenario: 2035, optimized with freight)
Unit: tU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 6,656 6,656
Canada 11,655 4,501 16,156
L. America 2,450 308 2,759
Europe 344 344
FSU 4,043 1,536 38,220 43,799
Middle East 2,453 2,453
Africa 13,914 7,816 16,380 38,110
Asia 3,682 3,682
Oceania 1,609 16,751 6,391 24,751

World 40,328 0 308 33,401 54,599 0 0 10,074 0 138,710

Table 19 Enrichment trade (High demand scenario: 2035, optimized with freight)
Unit: tSWU

To:
From: USA Canada L. America Europe FSU Middle East Africa Asia Oceania World

USA 13,100 17 13,083 26,200
Canada 0
L. America 200 200
Europe 0 12,927 0 8,773 21,700
FSU 2,534 1,432 4,384 8,235 3,392 591 14,904 35,472
Middle East 0
Africa 0
Asia 6,545 6,545
Oceania 0

World 15,634 0 1,632 17,329 8,235 3,392 591 43,305 0 90,117
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取ることができるが，このケースでは上述のとおり米国の

濃縮設備稼働量のうち50�が米国内の需要に�てられる

と想定しており，仮にその制約をなくすと，ロシアから喜

望峰周りでアジアまで運ぶ距離よりもロシアから米国まで

および米国からアジアまでの距離の和の方が短いため，米

国で濃縮されたウランは全量がアジアに運ばれ，米国から

はロシアから供給される，という結果となる。実際には米

国とロシアとの間の燃料供給は微妙な政治的状況を踏まえ

て決められており，その状況が世界の燃料需給に大きな影

響を与えることが伺える。

3. アジア地域への天然ウラン・ウラン濃縮役務供

給

上記のように今後の原子力発電設備増強の核となるのは

アジア地域であり，天然ウランおよびウラン濃縮役務の需

要全体に占める同地域のシェアは，現在の30���から，

2035年にはケースによって40～50���まで上�すると

見通される。このため，アジア地域の需要拡大をいかに賄

うかが今後のウラン需給の中心的な課題となる。

上記の各ケースについて，アジアへの天然ウランおよび

ウラン濃縮役務の供給構成を示したものが Figs. 10 およ

び 11 である。現在，アジア地域へはかなりの量の天然ウ

ランが旧ソ連地域(ロシア，カザフスタン等を含む)から供

給されているものと推計されるが，今後，同地域内で見込

まれる原子力発電設備の伸びなどから，需要増大を賄うの

はこの地域でないことがわかる。その代りに，短中期的に

アフリカからの供給が拡大するものと見通される。上述の

ように，原子力発電設備の増加が抑制された低需要シナリ

オでは天然ウランの需給は大きく緩和され，資源開発も停
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Table 19 are largely similar to the estimated results shown in Table 17. In this case, as men-
tioned above, 50% of the amount provided by enrichment facilities in the US is assumed to be 
supplied for US demand. If estimations that eliminate this constraint are made, all enriched 
uranium in the US would be exported to Asia, and the supply from Russia would be sent to the 
US (because the total distance from Russia to the US and then the US to Asia is shorter than 
that from Russia to Asia via the Cape of Good Hope).

 However, the supply of fuel between the US and Russia is determined based on sensitive 
political conditions and these have a large impact on the global supply and demand of fuel.

3. Supply of NU and UE Services to Asia

As mentioned above, Asia will be the center of nuclear power plants expansion. The demand 
share of NU and UE services in the region is assumed to increase from the current level of around 
30% to around 40–50% in 2035, depending on the case. It is thus crucial to determine how the 
demand growth in Asia can be met with regard to the future issue of uranium supply and demand.  

Figures 10 and 11 show the supply of NU and UE services from other regions to Asia in the 
above cases. It is currently estimated that a considerable amount of NU will be supplied to Asia 
from the former Soviet Union (Russia, Kazakhstan, and other countries). However, in future, as 
seen from the estimated growth of nuclear power plants in this region, the former Soviet Union 
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In the high demand scenario, where there is a maximum 

expansion of nuclear power capacities, imports from Australia 
and Africa will cover the rapid growth in demand, and imports 
from these two areas will cover 70% of the Asian demand in 
2035. However, production within Asia will only cover about 
6% of the demand, and it is supposed their resource 
dependency on foreign countries will continue in the long run.  
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With respect to UE services, imports from the US will 
increase in the medium term and the large-scale construction 
of new enrichment plants is planned. However, the former 
Soviet Union is the area where exports will grow in 
accordance with long-term demand increases, and their 
importance will increase. In contrast, the supply share from 
Europe to Asia will decline, and there will be no significant 
increase in the supply share from Asia. As with the case of NU, 
it is supposed that Asia will depend on imports from other 
regions for long-term UE services. Figure 11 also shows 
results of the reference case, where the trade flow is optimized 
based on the cost of transportation between regions; results are 
largely similar to those for the high demand scenario in 2035. 
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Figures 12 and 13 show changes in the self-sufficiency 

rate and the Herfindahl-Hirshman (HH) index of NU and UE 
services in Asia. As mentioned above, it is expected that NU 
self-sufficiency will remain at a very low level of about 6% 
until 2035, and UE services will increase up to about 15% in 
the high demand scenario in 2035, due to the operation and 
launch of new enrichment facilitates. However, as also 
mentioned above, it is supposed that improving the 
self-sufficiency rate will be more difficult than this level. 

The HH index indicates the diversity of NU and UE 
service suppliers to Asia, which can be expressed by Equation 
(2). A lower value shows that the suppliers are more diverse, 
which is desirable for an importer from the perspectives of 
energy security, 

 
where, ai indicates the supply amount from region i to Asia, 
and X indicates the total supply to Asia. As of 2009, the 
estimated HH index for NU is 0.36 and that of UE services is 
0.32. This index for NU is a little lower than the oil supply 
value (0.37) in Asia estimated based on the BP statistics31). 
This is because, according to the actual record in 2009, the 
supply ratio from the former Soviet Union is high. However, 
as seen in Figs. 12 and 13, both indexes for NU and UE 
services will fall below 0.3, due to the increased supplies from 
Africa, Australia, and other regions for NU, and the 
well-balanced supply from three main regions (including 
Russia, the US, and Europe) for UE services. With respect to 
the reference case, the self-sufficiency rate in Fig. 13 is the 
same value in the high demand scenario, and the HH index in 
Fig. 13 is also nearly the same as the value in the high demand 
scenario  
 

IV. Conclusions 
 
This study estimates the trade flows of NU and UE 

services in the long term by considering nuclear power 
generation growth and increases in the NU production and UE 
capacities. It is expected that although nuclear capacity will 
continue to expand mainly in Asia in the future, the balance 
between the supply and demand of NU and UE services will 
be eased until 2020, due to NU resource development and the 
enhancement of UE facilities that are currently in the planning 
stage.  
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(HH) index of NU and UE services in Asia. As mentioned above, it is expected that NU 
self-sufficiency will remain at a very low level of about 6% until 2035, and UE services will 
increase up to about 15% in the high demand scenario in 2035, due to the operation and launch 
of new enrichment facilitates. However, as also mentioned above, it is supposed that improving 
the self-sufficiency rate will be more difficult than this level from the view points of price and 
supply-demand balance.

The HH index indicates the diversity of NU and UE service suppliers to Asia, which can 
be expressed by Eq. (2). A lower value shows that the suppliers are more diverse, which is 
desirable for an importer from the perspectives of energy security,
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滞するものと考えられるが，このケースではアフリカ以外

の地域からの輸入が大きく増加することはない。一方で，

原子力発電設備が最大限に拡大する高需要シナリオでは，

アフリカとともに豪州からの輸入が需要の急拡大を満たす

こととなり，この両地域からの輸入が2035年の需要量の 7

割近くを占める。アジア域内での生産は需要の 6�程度を

賄うに過ぎず，資源の対外依存状況は長期に渡って継続す

るものと考えられる。

ウラン濃縮役務については，大規模な新設計画の存在す

る米国からの輸入が中期的に増加する。しかし長期的な需

要の増大に伴って供給量が増加するのは旧ソ連地域であ

り，特に需要が拡大するケースで同地域の重要性が高ま

る。逆に欧州からアジアへの供給比率は低下し，またアジ

ア域内での供給比率が大きく上昇することもない。天然ウ

ラン資源と同様，ウラン濃縮役務についても，今後長期に

亘り域外からの輸入に頼る状況が継続するものと見通され

る。なお Fig. 11には貿易フローが地域間輸送コストに従

って最適化されるとした参考ケースの結果も示しており，

2035年の高需要ケースとおおむね似た結果となっている

ことがわかる。

Figures. 12 および 13 はそれぞれのケースについて，

アジアにおける天然ウラン・ウラン濃縮役務供給の自給率

と HH(Herˆndahl�Hirshman)指数との推移を示したもの

である。上述のとおり，天然ウランの自給率は2035年ま

で 6�程度の�めて低い��に�まるものと見通される。

またウラン濃縮役務については，最も高い場合(2035年の

高需要シナリオ)で新規濃縮設備の運開に伴い15�程度ま

で上昇するが，上述のとおりこれ以上の設備建設により自

給率を向上させることは，ウラン濃縮役務需給および価格

の上から，難しいものと考えられる。

HH指数は天然ウラン・ウラン濃縮役務のアジアへの供

給元の多様性を以下の式により示すものであり，数値が小

さい方が供給元が多様化され，エネルギー・セキュリティ

上好ましいものとされる。

HH＝∑
i

�
�

�

ai
X
�
�

�

2

( 2 )

ここで ai はアジアに対する地域 iからの供給量，Xはア

ジアに対する総供給量である。この HH指数について，

2009年現在の推定実績は天然ウランについて0.36，ウラ

ン濃縮役務について0.32となっており，特に天然ウランは

文献31)から推計されるアジア地域の石油供給に関する値

(0.37)よりも若干低い程度となっている。この原因は，

2009年の実績値では旧ソ連地域からの供給比率が高いこ

とによる。しかし Figs. 12および 13からわかるとおり，

天然ウランに関してはアフリカ，豪州等からの供給が増加

することにより，またウラン濃縮役務に関してはロシア・

米国・欧州の主要三地域からバランスよく供給を受けるこ

とにより，ともに0.3を下回る程度まで HH指数が低減す

る見通しとなる。なお参考ケースについては，Fig. 13で

自給率については通常の高需要シナリオと同じ値であり，

HH指数についてもほぼ同等の値となっている。

IV. 結 論

本研究では，原子力発電量の増加と天然ウラン生産能

力・ウラン濃縮役務容量の拡大を組み合わせることによ

り，長期に渡る天然ウランおよびウラン濃縮役務の貿易フ

ローを推計した。今後アジア地域を中心として原子力発電

 
(2)

where, ai indicates the supply amount from region i to Asia, and X indicates the total supply to 
Asia. As of 2009, the estimated HH index for NU is 0.36 and that of UE services is 0.32. This 
index for NU is a little lower than the oil supply value (0.37) in Asia estimated based on the BP 
statistics 31). This is because, according to the actual record in 2009, the supply ratio from the 
former Soviet Union is high. However, as seen in Figures 12 and 13, both indexes for NU and 
UE services will fall below 0.3, due to the increased supplies from Africa, Australia, and other 
regions for NU, and the well-balanced supply from three main regions (including Russia, the 
US, and Europe) for UE services. With respect to the reference case, the self-sufficiency rate in 
Figure 13 is the same value in the high demand scenario, and the HH index in Figure 13 is also 
nearly the same as the value in the high demand scenario.

IV. Conclusions
This study estimates the trade flows of NU and UE services in the long term by considering 

nuclear power generation growth and increases in the NU production and UE capacities. It is 
expected that although nuclear capacity will continue to expand mainly in Asia in the future, 
the balance between the supply and demand of NU and UE services will be eased until 2020, 
due to NU resource development and the enhancement of UE facilities that are currently in the 
planning stage. 

As a result, resource development and enrichment facility enhancement projects are likely 
to be significantly delayed in the mid-term. In the case where the growth of nuclear power gen-
erating capacities is slow, this trend will probably continue until 2035, and uranium production 
might decline from 2020. However, in the case where countries throughout the world promote 
nuclear power generation at a maximum level to maintain a stable supply of energy, and to 
provide measures to prevent global warming, more projects plans will need to be implemented 
(other than those that currently exist). Even if the implementation speed is relatively slow 
compared to those currently in the planning stage, it is projected that this will be sufficient to 
satisfy demand. These projections suggest that it is unlikely that the supply and demand balance 
will be tight for the next 20 to 30 years, as long as the development plans currently underway 
are implemented by around 2020 and new projects are launched in an appropriate manner that 
considers the future growth demand. From the relation between supply and demand of NU and 
UE services, it is projected that the tails assay will remain at a high level in the long term, which 
means that UE service prices will remain at a relatively high level compared to the price of NU.  

Asia will be at the center of future demand growth, and its dependence on foreign resources 
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for both NU and UE services will stay at a high level in the long term. With respect to NU, the 
demand will be covered by imports from Africa and Australia; and for UE services, it is estimat-
ed that Asia will rely on imports to a greater degree from the US and then from Russia. Nuclear 
energy is often considered a quasi-domestic energy from the perspective of its long fuel storage 
capability, in addition to domestic implementation of the nuclear fuel cycle and the reusability 
of spent fuel. As suggested by this study, it is supposed that a rise in the self-sufficiency rate of 
the production of NU and UE services will be difficult in Asia in the medium-term. However, 
the diversification of supply regions (HH index) is projected to drastically improve compared 
to that of the oil supply, owing to progress made in global development plans. We can thus 
estimate that progress made in providing nuclear energy would contribute to energy security in 
Asia at a certain level. 

If nuclear power plants expand even after 2035, which is the period studied in this paper, the 
supply and demand balance of NU resources and UE will become gradually tighter, depending 
on development trends in new uranium resources and UE facilities. However, with respect 
to the time span, it will be necessary to consider introducing various technologies that help 
mitigate the growth in demand for NU, including those relating to the use of FBRs and thorium 
resources, uranium extraction from seawater, and nuclear fusion. This also means that, as this 
estimation suggests, as long as the supply and demand for uranium is considered only until 
2035, such innovative new technologies are not necessarily indispensable. Future studies will 
need to be conducted to determine in the longer term how we regard the use of such technol-
ogies. 

Part of this research was conducted with the support of the Environment Research and Tech-
nology Development Fund of the Ministry of the Environment (S-6-1:General Research for 
Development, Estimation and Evaluation Methods for Meddle to Long Term Political Options 
and their Promotion for Low Carbon Society in Asia; Scenario Development for Establishment 
of Low Carbon Society for Asian Countries). We would like to express our deepest gratitude 
to the Ministry. 
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Survey of Living Environmental Land 
Contaminated with Radioactive Materials due to 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident

Sin-ya HOHARA*, Masayo INAGAKI, Kiyoshi KOJIMA, Hirokuni YAMANISHI, 
Genichiro WAKABAYASHI, Wataru SUGIYAMA and Tetsuo ITOH

Correction of Table 1 in page 4 has been made as shown below by author declaration.

Table 1   Specific activity of soil samples

Nuclide Half-life
[day]

Nasushiobara City 
Kuroiso Park

[Bq/kg]

Koriyama City 
Hayama Park

[Bq/kg]

Fukushima City
Arakawa Athletic 

Park [Bq/kg]

Regulation 
level*  [Bq/kg]

95Nb 35 3.26E1±0.91E1 8.33E1±1.79E1 1.26E2±0.28E2 1.0E4
131I 8 6.49E2±0.19E2 4.25E3±0.04E3 2.21E4±0.01E4 1.0E5

129Te 0.048 2.31E3±0.21E3 6.84E3±0.41E3 2.34E4±0.07E4 l.0E5
129mTe 34 3.05E3±0.32E3 1.06E4±0.07E4 3.67E4±0.11E4 1.0E6
132Te 3 2.98E1±0.92E1 1.09E2±0.19E2 2.76E2±0.34E2 l.0E5
134Cs 753 4.83E3±0.04E3 2.11E4±0.01E4 5.18E4±0.01E4 1.0E4
136Cs 13 1.74E2±0.11E2 6.99E2±0.22E2 1.80E3±0.04E3 1.0E4
137Cs 11020 5.10E3±0.05E3 2.24E4±0.01E4 5.50E4±0.02E4 1.0E4

* minimum specific activity stipulated for handling in a radiation controlled area under Japanese regulation 14).
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Design, Construction and Monitoring of 
Temporary Storage Facilities for Removed 

Contaminants

Hiromitsu SAEGUSA 1, Hironori FUNAKI 1,*, Hiroshi KURIKAMI 1, 
Yoshiaki SAKAMOTO 1 and Takayuki TOKIZAWA 1

1 Fukushima Environmental Safety Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 1-29 Okitama-cho, Fukushima-shi,  
Fukushima 960-8034, Japan

Since the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident caused by the Tohoku Region 
Pacific Coast Earthquake on March 11, 2011, decontamination work has been conducted in the 
surrounding environment within the Fukushima Prefecture. Removed contaminants including 
soil, grass and trees are to be stored safely at temporary storage facilities for several years, after 
which they will be transferred to a planned interim storage facility. The decontamination pilot 
project was carried out in both the restricted and planned evacuation areas in order to assess de-
contamination methods and demonstrate measures for radiation protection of workers. Fourteen 
temporary storage facilities of different technical specifications were designed and constructed 
under various topographic conditions and land use. In order to support the design, construction 
and monitoring of temporary storage facilities for removed contaminants during the full-scale 
decontamination within the prefecture of Fukushima, technical know-how obtained during the 
decontamination pilot project has been identified and summarized in this paper.

KEYWORDS: Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident, removed contaminants, 
temporary storage facility, facility requirements, management-related requirements, decon-
tamination pilot project, technical know-how

I. Introduction
A large amount of radioactive material has been released into the environment because of 

the accident at the Tokyo Electric Power Co. Inc. Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, 
as a result of the Tohoku Region Pacific Coast Earthquake that occurred on March 11, 2011. 
The decontamination effort to reduce risks to human health and the living environment is still 
ongoing in various areas. To carry out the decontamination, the soil, fallen leaves, and vegeta-
tion (hereinafter referred to as “removed contaminants”) must be stored safely in a temporary 
storage yard until being transferred to interim storage facilities 1).

The Japan Atomic Energy Agency (hereinafter referred to as “JAEA”) has been making use 
of the RD findings regarding the disposal of radioactive waste, and formulating organizational 

 
* Corresponding author, E-mail: funaki.hironori@jaea.go.jp
DOI : 10.15669/fukushimainsights.Vol.4.170
© 2021 Atomic Energy Society of Japan. All rights reserved.
Originally published in Transactions of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan  (ISSN 1347–2879), Vol. 12, No. 1, p.1–12 (2013) 
in Japanese. (Japanese version accepted: November 21, 2012) 
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policies to secure the safety of temporary storage yards, construction methods and policies for 
monitoring after construction, and has been providing technical support regarding site selec-
tion, design, etc. of temporary storage for the local governments and residents in the region. 
Furthermore, our work forms part of the Government-commissioned project “Decontamination 
Demonstration Projects on Evacuation Areas, etc., for the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Plant Accident,” and the “Decontamination Demonstrations Projects in the Restricted Area, 
Planned Evacuation Area, etc.” (hereinafter referred to as “Decontamination Pilot Project”) 
conducted in eleven municipal government zones designated as restricted zones, etc. This de-
contamination pilot project mainly involved the regions where a high dose rate was recorded, 
and where the annual additional exposure dose exceeded 20 mSv, and was aimed at establish-
ing efficient and effective measures for decontamination, etc., and for securing radioactivity 
protection for workers. 

One or two construction locations per municipal government, for a total of fourteen tempo-
rary storage yards and storage sites (both hereinafter referred to as “temporary storage yards”) 
were selected in accordance with the agreed adjustments made between the local governments, 
the Fukushima decontamination promotion team, and the cabinet support team for the liveli-
hood of disaster victims. As defined, a “site storage place” is a facility for temporarily storing 
removed contaminants for a certain period until the temporary storage yards are ready. During 
the selection of construction sites for temporary storage yards, the authors provided advice for 
site selection under the Fukushima decontamination promotion team, and was involved in the 
communications, etc. designed to promote understanding among the residents. The selected 
sites for temporary storage yards represented a wide variety of land use types, such as flat land, 
national forests in mountainous areas, cultivated land, pastures, and steep valleys.

The authors executed the design, construction, maintenance, and management of the tempo-
rary storage yards according to these various conditions. 

In this paper, as well as describing the policies for securing the safety of the temporary 
storage yards for the purpose of contributing to future maintenance, such as full-scale decon-
tamination in accordance with the decontamination guidelines 2) “Edition 4: The Guidelines for 
Storage of Removed Soils,” we extracted and reported technical know-how (e.g., important 
points, site selection of types, etc., relevant to each operation) through actual experience in 
relation to the design, construction, maintenance, and management of temporary storage sites.

II. Fundamental Policies to Secure the Safety of Temporary 
Storage Yards

The decontamination pilot project was started in November 2011. At the beginning of this 
project, the design of temporary storage yards was conducted based on fundamental policies 
for safety, considering case examples of the final disposal site design for municipal solid wastes 
and industrial wastes 3), case examples of studies regarding fire prevention of combustible di-
saster wastes 4), case examples of design for safe demonstration testing for the disposal of very 
low-level concrete waste conducted by JAEA 5), etc. This was necessary because policies for 
the maintenance/preservation of temporary storage yards have not been formulated by Gov-
ernment. After that, the guidelines on decontamination 2) (hereinafter, this stands for “Edition 
4: The Guidelines for Storage of Removed Soils”) were drawn up, and specific measures for 
the maintenance/restoration of temporary storage yards were presented. Comparison of these 
showed a general match, but the measures for earthquake resistance proposed in the guidelines 
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on decontamination were not included in the safety policies that we had formulated previous-
ly. Therefore, policies for earthquake resistance were added to the fundamental policies for 
securing safety. An overview of the fundamental policies for securing the safety of temporary 
storage yards based on the contents of the guidelines on decontamination 2) is presented below 
and shown in Figure 1.

(a) Radiation shielding and isolation
These are required to prevent the public from being exposed to additional γ-radiation from 

the removed/concentrated contaminants, to be achieved by covering the facility with soil, etc., 
to isolate it from the human environment.

(b) Prevention of removed contaminants scattering
To prevent the dispersion of radioactive materials when bringing the removed/concentrated 

contaminants into the facility, a closeable container will be used, covered during transport.
(c) Prevention of infiltration of rainwater, etc.
Preventing the infiltration of rainwater is essential to avoid the translocation and outflow of 

soils, vegetation, etc. that may contain contaminants such as radioactive cesium.
(d)  Prevention of outflow of removed contaminants and radioactive materials
It is necessary to prevent the contamination of public water and groundwater by soil outflow 

carrying adhered radioactive cesium, or by the migration of radioactive cesium dissolved in 
water. For this purpose, countermeasures were implemented to prevent the outflow of removed 
contaminants and radioactive cesium in the base of the temporary storage yard.

(e) Prevention of influence by components other than radioactive materials
In a separate section where organic substances such as grass and fallen leaves are stored, 

which may spontaneously combust, a heat accumulation prevention measure was implemented 
to avoid fires that could ignite from accumulated heat if internal heat generation exceeded 
balancing heat radiation. 

(f) Earthquake resistance, etc.
Measures must be taken for the prevention of damage to shielding, and the prevention of Design, Construction and Monitoring of Temporary Storage Facilities for Removed Contaminants 3
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Fig. 1[A11]  Facility requirements and management-related requirements of a temporary storage facility 

(f) Earthquake Resistance etc. 
The measures to prevent the loss of the shield effectiveness 

and of the outflow of the removed contaminants and the 
radioactive materials due to an earthquake, e.g., the collapse of 
the containers filled with removed contaminants and the 
shielding soils, should be taken. 

(g) Restricted Access 
The measures to prevent the entry of local residents to the 

facility unawares should be taken. In addition, the signs to show 
that a site is used as a storage facility for the removed 
contaminants and to enable emergency contact should be 
installed. 

(h) Monitoring of Radiation Dose etc. and 
Remediation Measures  

Safely storing the removed contaminants should be 
confirmed during and after the transportation. The outflow of 
radioactive material from the facility should also be checked. If 
an abnormity attributable to the temporary storage facility is 
found, the necessary action should be taken. 

(i) Preservation of Records 
The collection site of the removed contaminants, the 

specification of contents, the storage location in the temporary 
storage facility, etc., should be recorded to ensure the 
traceability for the transportation and the storage of removed 
contaminants in the temporary storage ficilities and the interim 
storage facilities.  

The removed contaminants are generally classified into 
incombustible materials and combustible materials. The 
incombustible materials include soil, stones, cut materials, 
asphalt, and others (vinyl sheets, filters, rubber gloves, etc.), 
whereas the combustible materials include vegetation, Tyvec 
suits and waste cloths, etc., generated from the decontamination 
activities.[A12] 

 
III. Case Examples of Design and Construction of 

Temporary Storage Facilities 
 

1. Types of Temporary Storage Facilities 

For the sites suggested by the local governments for the 
construction of the temporary storage facilities, it is decided to 
verify the possibility to design satisfying the requirements 
mentioned in Sect. II and to select the type of the temporary 
storage facilities from the types of the above-ground storage, the 
underground storage, and the semi-underground storage (Fig. 2), 
considering mainly the usable area for the estimated generated 
quantity of the removed contaminants, the topographical 
conditions, the land use statuses, and the foothold conditions of 
the ground. 

 
2. Specifications for Facility Requirements 
Reasonable specifications were set up for the facility 

requirements taking the duration until transportation to the 
interim storage facilities and the cost effectiveness into 
consideration. Practical specifications for each facility 
requirement are summarized below.  

(1) Radiation Shielding and Isolation 
It is possible to shield 98% of γ-rays emitted from the 

removed contaminants with a 30-cm layer of soil or concrete 
materials such as a wall block6). In the Decontamination Model 
Pilot Project, when the shielding is required, uncontaminated 
soil, which is less expensive than a concrete retaining wall, was 
selected as the shielding material. As an install method of the 
shielding materials, one of the following cases was adopted: the 
removed contaminants were covered with soil of more than 
30-cm thickness and then surrounded with an impermeable liner 
(Fig. 3(1)), or the removed contaminants were covered with the 
impermeable liner and then surrounded with the weatherproof 
flexible containers of approx. 1-m wide filled with 
uncontaminated soil (Fig. 3(2)). In the former case, as the 
measure of ultraviolet resistance, the weatherproof sheet or a 
lightproof protection mat was placed over the impermeable liner. 
The latter case focused on the protection of the impermeable 
liner[A13] from ultraviolet rays and from the harmful birds and 
animals. 

(2) Dispersion Prevention of Removed 
Contaminants [A14]

To prevent the dispersion of the removed contaminants 
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Figure 1   Facility requirements and management-related requirements of a temporary storage facility
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outflow of removed contaminants and radioactive materials, such as the collapse of removed 
contaminant containers and shielded soils during an earthquake.

(g) Restricted access
In addition to implementing other measures to prevent unauthorized entry into the facility 

by the public, signs must be visibly posted indicating a storage facility for removed radioactive 
contaminants, and enabling emergency communications.

(h) Radiation monitoring and recovery, etc. 
To confirm the safe storage of removed contaminants during and after the transport of re-

moved contaminants, and to check the outflow of radioactive material from the facility, if an 
abnormality is found attributable to the temporary storage yard, necessary actions will be taken.

(i) Preservation of records
Records will be kept to track the transportation and storage of removed contaminants in 

temporary storage yards and interim storage facilities, as well as collection sites, which specify 
the contents and their location in the temporary storage yard, and other relevant factors. 

Furthermore, removed contaminants are generally classified into combustible and incom-
bustible materials. Soils, stones, etc. are classified as incombustible materials, while asphalt, 
vinyl sheets, filters, rubber gloves, vegetation, Tyvec suits, waste cloths, etc., are classified as 
combustible materials.

III. Case Examples of Design and Construction of Temporary 
Storage Yards

1. Temporary Storage Yard Type

For sites suggested by local governments for the construction of temporary storage yards, 
it was decided to investigate the possibility of using a design that satisfies the requirements in 
Section II, based partly on the type of temporary storage yard, whether above ground, under-
ground, or semi-underground (Figure 2). The most important factors are mainly the usable area 
of the premises with regard to the estimated generated quantity of removed contaminants, the 

4 Technical Data (Saegusa et al.) 
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(f) Earthquake Resistance, etc. 
Measures must be taken for the prevention of damage to 

shielding, and the prevention of outflow of removed 
contaminants and radioactive materials, such as the collapse of 
removed contaminant containers and shielded soils during an 
earthquake. 

(g) Restricted Access 
In addition to implementing other measures to prevent 

unauthorized entry into the facility by the public, signs must be 
visibly posted indicating a storage facility for removed 
radioactive contaminants, and enabling emergency 
communications. 

(h) Radiation Monitoring and Recovery, etc.  
To confirm the safe storage of removed contaminants 

during and after the transport of removed contaminants, and to 
check the outflow of radioactive material from the facility, if an 
abnormality is found attributable to the temporary storage yard, 
necessary actions will be taken. 

(i) Preservation of Records 
Records will be kept to track the transportation and storage 

of removed contaminants in temporary storage yards and interim 
storage facilities, as well as collection sites, which specify the 
contents and their location in the temporary storage yard, and 
other relevant factors.  

Furthermore, removed contaminants are generally classified 
into combustible and incombustible materials. Soils, stones, etc. 
are classified as incombustible materials, while asphalt, vinyl 
sheets, filters, rubber gloves, vegetation, Tyvec suits, waste 
cloths, etc., are classified as combustible materials. 

 
III. Case Examples of Design and Construction of 

Temporary Storage Yards 
 

1. Temporary Storage Yard Type 
For sites suggested by local governments for the 

construction of temporary storage yards, it was decided to 
investigate the possibility of using a design that satisfies the 
requirements in Section II, based partly on the type of temporary 
storage yard, whether above ground, underground, or 
semi-underground (Fig.2). The most important factors are 
mainly the usable area of the premises with regard to the 

estimated generated quantity of removed contaminants, the 
topographical conditions, land use status, and the ground 
characteristics. 

 
2. Specifications for Facility Requirements 
Reasonable specifications were set up for facility 

requirements considering the wait time until transportation to the 
interim storage facilities, and the cost effectiveness of the 
process. Practical specifications according to facility 
requirements are summarized as follows:  

(1) Shielding and Isolation 
It is possible to shield 98% of γ-rays generated by the 

removed contaminants with a 30 cm layer of soil, or a 30 cm 
layer of concrete (such as a wall block)6). In the decontamination 
pilot project, if shielding is required, uncontaminated soil, which 
is less costly than a concrete retaining wall, was selected as the 
shielding material. To install the shielding material in either case, 
uncontaminated soil thicker than 30 cm was used for covering 
and surrounding the removed contaminants, plus the 
impermeable sheet mentioned later (Fig.3(1)). Alternatively, the 
removed contaminants were covered with an impermeable sheet, 
and weatherproof flexible containers were filled with 
uncontaminated soil (about 1 m wide) (Fig.3(2)). In the first case, 
a weatherproof sheet or a light-resistant sheet was placed over 
the impermeable sheet as an anti-ultraviolet ray measure. The 
second case focused on protecting the weatherproof sheet from 
ultraviolet rays and from damage by birds and animals. 

(2) Prevention of Removed Contaminant Dispersion 
To prevent the dispersion of removed contaminants when 

bringing them into a temporary storage yard, the contaminants 
were carried in flexible containers during transportation. 
Furthermore, to prevent dispersion when the removed 
contaminants were taken out at the end of the storage period in 
the temporary storage yard, flexible containers with a durable 
lifetime of a several years were used. After transporting the 
removed contaminants, impermeable sheets and covering soil 
were used as dispersion prevention measures. 

Furthermore, special weatherproof flexible containers were 
not used because the measures stated in III-2-(3) and item (4) 
were applied. 

 
Fig. 2 Various types of temporary storage facilities
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Figure 2   Various types of temporary storage facilities 
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topographical conditions, land use status, and the ground characteristics.

2. Specifications for Facility Requirements

Reasonable specifications were set up for facility requirements considering the wait time 
until transportation to the interim storage facilities, and the cost effectiveness of the process. 
Practical specifications according to facility requirements are summarized as follows: 

(1) Shielding and isolation
It is possible to shield 98% of γ-rays generated by the removed contaminants with a 30 

cm layer of soil, or a 30 cm layer of concrete (such as a wall block) 6). In the decontamination 
pilot project, if shielding is required, uncontaminated soil, which is less costly than a concrete 
retaining wall, was selected as the shielding material. To install the shielding material in either 
case, uncontaminated soil thicker than 30 cm was used for covering and surrounding the re-
moved contaminants, plus the impermeable sheet mentioned later (Figure 3(1)). Alternatively, 
the removed contaminants were covered with an impermeable sheet, and weatherproof flexible 
containers were filled with uncontaminated soil (about 1 m wide) (Figure 3(2)). In the first 
case, a weatherproof sheet or a light-resistant sheet was placed over the impermeable sheet as 
an anti-ultraviolet ray measure. The second case focused on protecting the weatherproof sheet 
from ultraviolet rays and from damage by birds and animals.
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Fig. 3 Conceptual designs of shielding methods 

(3) Prevention of Infiltration of Rainwater, etc. 
The surface and slope side were covered with an 

impermeable sheet to prevent the infiltration of rainwater, etc.
(4) Prevention of Outflow of Removed Contaminants and 

Radioactive Materials 
To prevent the outflow of radioactive cesium in the 

leachate, an impermeable sheet was laid under the temporary
storage yard. To prevent sheet damage due to the roughness of 
uneven ground, an asphalt-type impermeable sheet was sprayed 
directly on the ground to allow for plastic deformation after 
drying. For other locations, an impermeable sheet made of 
synthetic rubber or synthetic resin materials, or a bentonite 
impermeable sheet was laid to allow elastic deformation. 

When bringing in the removed contaminants, to avoid 
damage to the impermeable sheet, as well as to lay a protective 
mat on the impermeable sheet, protective soil was laid between 
the removed contaminants and the impermeable sheet to adsorb 
radioactive cesium and inhibit translocation. Furthermore, when 
heavy machinery was used on the impermeable sheet, protection 
mat, and protective soil, a covering such as a steel sheet was 
used to prevent damage. To collect leachate from the removed
contaminants, a collection pipe with holes and pits was installed. 
Moreover, crushed stone, etc., was laid around the pipes with 
holes to prevent clogging by sand and mud as much as possible. 

(5) Prevention of Influence Except from Radioactive 

Materials 
For enhanced heat dissipation, and to exhaust heat 

generated by the decomposition of organic materials, a gas vent 
pipe was mounted at the top part of the covered contaminants. 
Furthermore, a separate section in which organic materials could 
be stored was designed in an area less than 200 m2 with a height
of 2–5 m based on case examples regarding the aforementioned 
fire prevention of combustible disaster wastes4). Furthermore, if 
separation into several sections was required, and to implement a 
spacing between sections of at least 2.0 m, sand was prepared
for easier fire extinguishing in the event of fire. 

3. Construction of Temporary Storage Yards 
and Placement of Removed Contaminants 

(1) Construction of Temporary Storage Yard 
The construction of the temporary storage yards began with

tree trimming and ground leveling, excavation as necessary, the 
setting up of a section for storing removed contaminants
(building a dam), laying impermeable sheets and leachate
drainage pipes, laying protective soil, positioning the removed 
contaminants, and then laying down the upper impermeable 
sheets and covering them with soil, regardless of topographical 
status, land use status, or type of temporary storage yard. 

Soil for Radiation 
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Figure 3   Conceptual designs of shielding methods
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(2) Prevention of removed contaminant dispersion
To prevent the dispersion of removed contaminants when bringing them into a temporary 

storage yard, the contaminants were carried in flexible containers during transportation. Fur-
thermore, to prevent dispersion when the removed contaminants were taken out at the end of 
the storage period in the temporary storage yard, flexible containers with a durable lifetime of a 
several years were used. After transporting the removed contaminants, impermeable sheets and 
covering soil were used as dispersion prevention measures.

Furthermore, special weatherproof flexible containers were not used because the measures 
stated in III-2-(3) and item (4) were applied.

(3) Prevention of infiltration of rainwater, etc.
The surface and slope side were covered with an impermeable sheet to prevent the infiltra-

tion of rainwater, etc.

(4)  Prevention of outflow of removed contaminants and radioactive materials
To prevent the outflow of radioactive cesium in the leachate, an impermeable sheet was laid 

under the temporary storage yard. To prevent sheet damage due to the roughness of uneven 
ground, an asphalt-type impermeable sheet was sprayed directly on the ground to allow for 
plastic deformation after drying. For other locations, an impermeable sheet made of synthetic 
rubber or synthetic resin materials, or a bentonite impermeable sheet was laid to allow elastic 
deformation. 

When bringing in the removed contaminants, to avoid damage to the impermeable sheet, 
as well as to lay a protective mat on the impermeable sheet, protective soil was laid between 
the removed contaminants and the impermeable sheet to adsorb radioactive cesium and inhibit 
translocation. Furthermore, when heavy machinery was used on the impermeable sheet, pro-
tection mat, and protective soil, a covering such as a steel sheet was used to prevent damage. 
To collect leachate from the removed contaminants, a collection pipe with holes and pits was 
installed. Moreover, crushed stone, etc., was laid around the pipes with holes to prevent clog-
ging by sand and mud as much as possible. 

(5) Prevention of influence except from radioactive materials
For enhanced heat dissipation, and to exhaust heat generated by the decomposition of or-

ganic materials, a gas vent pipe was mounted at the top part of the covered contaminants. Fur-
thermore, a separate section in which organic materials could be stored was designed in an area 
less than 200 m2 with a height of 2–5 m based on case examples regarding the aforementioned 
fire prevention of combustible disaster wastes 4). Furthermore, if separation into several sections 
was required, and to implement a spacing between sections of at least 2.0 m, sand was prepared 
for easier fire extinguishing in the event of fire.

3. Construction of Temporary Storage Yards and Placement of Removed 
Contaminants

(1) Construction of temporary storage yard
The construction of the temporary storage yards began with tree trimming and ground lev-

eling, excavation as necessary, the setting up of a section for storing removed contaminants 
(building a dam), laying impermeable sheets and leachate drainage pipes, laying protective soil, 
positioning the removed contaminants, and then laying down the upper impermeable sheets 
and covering them with soil, regardless of topographical status, land use status, or type of 
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temporary storage yard.
Additionally, equipment such as the collection pit and gas vent pipe, etc., were installed. 

Furthermore, light-shielding protection mats and fire extinguishing sand were provided in ad-
dition to the top impermeable sheets when necessary. 

The condition of removed contaminants in above-ground temporary storage yards, (for flat 
land, slopes, and steep valleys), underground storage types, semi-underground storage types, 
and the external appearance after completion are shown in Figure 4. As seen in these case 
examples, the design and construction were done in a flexible way in accordance with topo-
graphical status and land use status, etc., of each installation site. 

Moreover, in spite of the site-to-site differences in scale, such as placement height, and 
the difference in the percentage of combustible and incombustible materials, there is a rough 
correlation between the placement area for removed contaminants (m2) and the quantity of 
removed contaminants (the number of flexible containers) as shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, 
a fixed percentage (0.5–2%) of the area was dedicated to decontamination (Figure 6). 

(2) Placement of removed contaminants
There were two methods for controlling combustible and incombustible materials in different 
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Moreover, in spite of the site-to-site differences in scale, 
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combustible and incombustible materials, there is a rough 
correlation between the placement area for removed 
contaminants (m2) and the quantity of removed contaminants 
(the number of flexible containers) as shown in Fig. 5. 
Furthermore, a fixed percentage (0.5–2%) of the area was 
dedicated to decontamination (Fig. 6).  

(2) Placement of Removed Contaminants 
There were two methods for controlling combustible and 

incombustible materials in different sections and in the same 
section due to the limited area of the temporary storage yards. 
When storing combustible materials such as grass and fallen 
leaves, deformation by subsidence due to the reduced volume 
and the compression of combustible materials can be expected. 
Countermeasures for this were implemented as listed in Table 1. 
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The surface dose rate and weight of flexible containers 
brought into a temporary storage yard were measured in terms of 
selecting placement positions for the removed contaminants, and 
controlling the exposure of workers during placement. 
Specifically, because radiation from the removed contaminants 
in the inner part of the temporary storage yard is shielded by 
contaminants located in the outer part, removed contaminants 
with a higher surface dose rate were placed as close to the center 
as possible. 
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Storage of 
Combustible 
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separately from 
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materials 

Above-Grou
nd Storage 

- Advance volume reduction using a chipper, etc. 
- Limit the number of stacking stages to as few as 
possible to make the load from upper removed 
contaminants as low as possible. 

Stored in the 
same section as 
combustible 
materials 

Above-Grou
nd Storage 

- Sandwich of combustible and incombustible 
materials by making use of the weight of 
incombustible materials for compression, and by 
making the residual subsidence as small as 
possible.  

- To limit the deformation of whole earth filling, 
only incombustible materials are stacked in the 
core portion. 

- Place combustible materials on top of the stack 
of incombustible materials.  

Underground 
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- Limit the number of stacking stages to as few as 
possible.  

- Finish the surface by banking up the soil with a 
slope of several degrees in consideration of later 
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sections and in the same section due to the limited area of the temporary storage yards. When 
storing combustible materials such as grass and fallen leaves, deformation by subsidence due 
to the reduced volume and the compression of combustible materials can be expected. Counter-
measures for this were implemented as listed in Table 1.

The surface dose rate and weight of flexible containers brought into a temporary storage 
yard were measured in terms of selecting placement positions for the removed contaminants, 
and controlling the exposure of workers during placement. Specifically, because radiation from 
the removed contaminants in the inner part of the temporary storage yard is shielded by con-
taminants located in the outer part, removed contaminants with a higher surface dose rate were 
placed as close to the center as possible.
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Additionally, equipment such as the collection pit and gas vent 
pipe, etc., were installed. Furthermore, light-shielding protection 
mats and fire extinguishing sand were provided in addition to the 
top impermeable sheets when necessary.  

The condition of removed contaminants in above-ground 
temporary storage yards, (for flat land, slopes, and steep valleys), 
underground storage types, semi-underground storage types, and 
the external appearance after completion are shown in Fig. 4. As 
seen in these case examples, the design and construction were 
done in a flexible way in accordance with topographical status 
and land use status, etc., of each installation site.  

Moreover, in spite of the site-to-site differences in scale, 
such as placement height, and the difference in the percentage of 
combustible and incombustible materials, there is a rough 
correlation between the placement area for removed 
contaminants (m2) and the quantity of removed contaminants 
(the number of flexible containers) as shown in Fig. 5. 
Furthermore, a fixed percentage (0.5–2%) of the area was 
dedicated to decontamination (Fig. 6).  

(2) Placement of Removed Contaminants 
There were two methods for controlling combustible and 

incombustible materials in different sections and in the same 
section due to the limited area of the temporary storage yards. 
When storing combustible materials such as grass and fallen 
leaves, deformation by subsidence due to the reduced volume 
and the compression of combustible materials can be expected. 
Countermeasures for this were implemented as listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 5   Amount of removed contaminants, and size of temporary storage site
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Additionally, equipment such as the collection pit and gas vent 
pipe, etc., were installed. Furthermore, light-shielding protection 
mats and fire extinguishing sand were provided in addition to the 
top impermeable sheets when necessary.  

The condition of removed contaminants in above-ground 
temporary storage yards, (for flat land, slopes, and steep valleys), 
underground storage types, semi-underground storage types, and 
the external appearance after completion are shown in Fig. 4. As 
seen in these case examples, the design and construction were 
done in a flexible way in accordance with topographical status 
and land use status, etc., of each installation site.  

Moreover, in spite of the site-to-site differences in scale, 
such as placement height, and the difference in the percentage of 
combustible and incombustible materials, there is a rough 
correlation between the placement area for removed 
contaminants (m2) and the quantity of removed contaminants 
(the number of flexible containers) as shown in Fig. 5. 
Furthermore, a fixed percentage (0.5–2%) of the area was 
dedicated to decontamination (Fig. 6).  

(2) Placement of Removed Contaminants 
There were two methods for controlling combustible and 

incombustible materials in different sections and in the same 
section due to the limited area of the temporary storage yards. 
When storing combustible materials such as grass and fallen 
leaves, deformation by subsidence due to the reduced volume 
and the compression of combustible materials can be expected. 
Countermeasures for this were implemented as listed in Table 1. 
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Figure 6    Ratio of area of temporary storage site to area of decontamination target

Table 1   Measures to subsidence of flammable removed contaminants
Storage of Combustible 
Materials 

Type  Actions

Stored separately from 
incombustible materials

Above-Ground Storage - Advance volume reduction using a chipper, etc. 
- Limit the number of stacking stages to as few as possible to make 
the load from upper removed contaminants as low as possible.

Stored in the same section as 
combustible materials

Above-Ground Storage - Sandwich of combustible and incombustible materials by making 
use of the weight of incombustible materials for compression, and 
by making the residual subsidence as small as possible. 

- To limit the deformation of whole earth filling, only incombustible 
materials are stacked in the core portion.

- Place combustible materials on top of the stack of incombustible 
materials. 

Underground Storage - Limit the number of stacking stages to as few as possible. 
- Finish the surface by banking up the soil with a slope of several 
degrees in consideration of later subsidence.
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Furthermore, traceability during transport to the interim storage facilities, etc., was secured 
by attaching a tag to each flexible container indicating the surface dose rate of the flexible 
container, and its weight, collection site, specification of its contents, and its storage location in 
the temporary storage yard.

4. Monitoring and Maintenance of Temporary Storage Yard

To verify that the soundness of the shielding and radioactivity containment functions in 
the temporary storage yard is maintained until the removed contaminants are taken out of the 
interim storage facilities, monitoring was conducted for the following items:

 - Air dose rate 
 - Water levels and radioactivity concentration in leachate and groundwater
 - Carbon monoxide concentration and temperature of generated gases
 - Deterioration or damage status of equipment in the temporary storage yard
(a) Air dose rate
The air dose rate was measured at several predetermined locations, such as at the site bound-

ary or in temporary storage sections. For underground storage, measurement was conducted 
above the storage facility, i.e., on the surface of the ground. As a result, it was verified that 
the air dose rate of the temporary storage yards when completed was less than before bringing 
the removed contaminants into the storage facility (Figure 7). Continuous monitoring was 
conducted approximately once every week after that. No increase in air dose was observed after 
approximately three months had passed; the shielding function was maintained.

(b)  Water levels and radioactivity concentration in leachate and groundwater
The monitoring interval for leachate was defined based on the relation between water stor-

age capacity and leachate quantity. As a result, the generation of a large amount of water linked 
to the rise of atmospheric temperature was observed in some of the temporary storage yards. It 
is thought that the water originated from the frozen peeled surface soil and snow that had fallen 
into the temporary storage yard during placement. In the temporary storage yard, water quantity 
and radioactivity concentration were measured once every one or two days, and a dose lower 
than the concentration limit for water based on the “Notification for Dose Equivalent Limits 
on the Basis of the Ministerial Ordinance for Installation and Operation of Commercial Power 
Reactors Mar. 21, FY2001, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) Notification No. 
187)” (hereinafter referred to as “concentration limit”) was confirmed in the area other than 
the peripheral monitoring area. Thus the water could be safely discharged. Conversely, the 
radioactivity level of leachate in some of the facilities exceeded the concentration limit. This 
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Furthermore, traceability during transport to the interim 
storage facilities, etc., was secured by attaching a tag to each 
flexible container indicating the surface dose rate of the flexible 
container, and its weight, collection site, specification of its 
contents, and its storage location in the temporary storage yard. 

 
4.  Monitoring and Maintenance of Temporary 

Storage Yard 
To verify that the soundness of the shielding and 

radioactivity containment functions in the temporary storage 
yard is maintained until the removed contaminants are taken out 
of the interim storage facilities, monitoring was conducted for 
the following items: 

- Air dose rate  
- Water levels and radioactivity concentration in leachate 

and groundwater 
- Carbon monoxide concentration and temperature of 

generated gases 
- Deterioration or damage status of equipment in the 

temporary storage yard 
(a) Air Dose Rate 
The air dose rate was measured at several predetermined 

locations, such as at the site boundary or in temporary storage 
sections. For underground storage, measurement was conducted 
above the storage facility, i.e., on the surface of the ground. As a 
result, it was verified that the air dose rate of the temporary 
storage yards when completed was less than before bringing the 
removed contaminants into the storage facility (Fig. 7). 
Continuous monitoring was conducted approximately once 
every week after that. No increase in air dose was observed after 
approximately three months had passed; the shielding function 
was maintained. 

(b) Water Levels and Radioactivity Concentration in 
Leachate and Groundwater 

The monitoring interval for leachate was defined based on the 
relation between water storage capacity and leachate quantity. 
As a result, the generation of a large amount of water linked to 
the rise of atmospheric temperature was observed in some of the 
temporary storage yards. It is thought that the water originated 
from the frozen peeled surface soil and snow that had fallen into 
the temporary storage yard during placement. In the temporary 
storage yard, water quantity and radioactivity concentration were 
measured once every one or two days, and a dose lower than the 
concentration limit for water based on the “Notification for Dose 
Equivalent Limits on the Basis of the Ministerial Ordinance for 
Installation and Operation of Commercial Power Reactors Mar. 
21, FY2001, Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) 
Notification No. 187)” (hereinafter referred to as “concentration 
limit”) was confirmed in the area other than the peripheral 
monitoring area. Thus the water could be safely discharged. 
Conversely, the radioactivity level of leachate in some of the 
facilities exceeded the concentration limit. This was observed 
only in sections where combustible materials were stored 
without a protective soil layer to function as an adsorbent for the 
dissolved radioactive cesium in the leachate. Furthermore, the 
flocculent settling process was used on the leachate and 
discharged after verifying that the concentration level was lower 
than the specified limit. 

The groundwater monitoring interval was set to once every 
month in accordance with the decontamination guidelines. All 
the measurements for radioactivity concentration in groundwater 
were lower than the concentration limit. 

(c) Carbon Monoxide Concentration and 
Temperature of Generated Gases  

The carbon monoxide concentration, and the temperature of 
generated gases were measured at an interval of approximately 
once a week, similar to the measurement of the air dose rate, to 
determine the fluctuation trend. A gas vent pipe was used to 
measure the carbon monoxide concentration, and the 
temperature was measured at a depth of approximately 1 m. 
Furthermore, temperature monitoring with thermal sensors and 
an underground wireless compact transmitter was tried in some 
of the temporary storage yards.  

As a result, some temporary storage yards showed an 
increase in temperature up to approximately 55 ℃ in sections 
where combustible materials were stored, due to the 
fermentation decomposition of vegetation (Fig. 8). As the rise in 
temperature continued, it was necessary to increase the number 
of gas vent pipes to accelerate the heat dispersion, but this 
countermeasure was not implemented because the temperature 
stopped rising and then began to fall. In addition, the generation 
of carbon monoxide exceeding a concentration of 100 ppm4), in 
such environment a fire might happen, did not occur. 

(d) Deterioration and Damage Status of Equipment in 
Temporary Storage Yards 

Visual inspection was conducted for the purpose of 
verifying deterioration and damage in shielding materials, 
collection pits, gas vent pipes, etc., in the temporary yards. In the 
extremely cold area of the Abukuma highlands, the removed 
contaminants and shielding soils were frozen when the flexible 
containers were filled. Because of this, as the temperature rose, 
the flexible containers became deformed due to the melting of 
the shielding soil, and the flexible containers that were installed 
outside of the impermeable sheets on the sides shifted or 
partially collapsed, as shown in Fig. 9(1). Furthermore, in this 
temporary storage yard, the air dose rate did not increase 
because the sandbags for shielding were placed on the inner side 
of the flexible containers as well. In some of the temporary 
storage yards, subsidence occurred in the flexible containers due 
to the humification of combustible materials and the melting of 
frozen soils (Fig. 9(2)). 

In some of the temporary storage yards in which uneven 
subsidence occurred, there was defective welding between the 
gas vent pipe and the impermeable sheet (Fig. 9(3)), and 
infiltration of rainwater through the defective area occurred 
during heavy rainfall. Defective welding was found on part of 
the upper impermeable sheet, and there was evidence of the 
infiltration of rainwater in some yards. 

 

 
 

Fig. 7  Air dose rates before and after construction of temporary 
storage facilities
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was observed only in sections where combustible materials were stored without a protective 
soil layer to function as an adsorbent for the dissolved radioactive cesium in the leachate. Fur-
thermore, the flocculent settling process was used on the leachate and discharged after verifying 
that the concentration level was lower than the specified limit.

The groundwater monitoring interval was set to once every month in accordance with the de-
contamination guidelines. All the measurements for radioactivity concentration in groundwater 
were lower than the concentration limit.

(c) Carbon monoxide concentration and temperature of generated gases 
The carbon monoxide concentration, and the temperature of generated gases were measured 

at an interval of approximately once a week, similar to the measurement of the air dose rate, to 
determine the fluctuation trend. A gas vent pipe was used to measure the carbon monoxide con-
centration, and the temperature was measured at a depth of approximately 1 m. Furthermore, 
temperature monitoring with thermal sensors and an underground wireless compact transmitter 
was tried in some of the temporary storage yards. 

As a result, some temporary storage yards showed an increase in temperature up to approx-
imately 55°C in sections where combustible materials were stored, due to the fermentation 
decomposition of vegetation (Figure 8). As the rise in temperature continued, it was necessary 
to increase the number of gas vent pipes to accelerate the heat dispersion, but this countermea-
sure was not implemented because the temperature stopped rising and then began to fall. In 
addition, the generation of carbon monoxide exceeding a concentration of 100 ppm 4), in such 
environment a fire might happen, did not occur.

(d)  Deterioration and damage status of equipment in temporary storage yards
Visual inspection was conducted for the purpose of verifying deterioration and damage in 

shielding materials, collection pits, gas vent pipes, etc., in the temporary yards. In the extremely 8 Technical Data (Saegusa et al.) 
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Fig. 8  Monitored temperature inside the yard for flammable removed contaminants 

 
The low workability may have promoted the occurrence of 

defects because the impermeable sheet had to be welded on an 
uneven surface above a group of flexible containers, instead of 
on a flat one. 

In addition, there was a problem with water drainage due to 
the deformation of the leachate bilge pump pit to drain the 
leachate stored in the dam (Fig. 9(4)). The cause was considered 
to be that the leachate bilge pump pit was located near a slope, 
so horizontal stress was generated by the weight of the removed 
contaminants, and at the same time, the flexible container and 
the leachate bilge pump pit prevented the dispersion of the 
weight of the removed contaminants in the leachate bilge pump 
pit. 

Partial damage to the protective mat in the upper part of 
contaminants occurred as well, which was attributed to a wild 
bird (Fig. 9(5)). Furthermore, some signs of intrusion by wild 
pigs and feral cows on the premises of some of the temporary 
storage yards were observed, but until now, no specific problem 
has been observed.  

 
IV. Technical Know-How 

 
The technical know-how that is considered applicable to 

future temporary storage yards is identified and summarized.  
 
1. Design and Construction of Temporary Storage 

Yards 
(1) Types of Temporary Storage Yards 
The advantages and disadvantages of temporary storage 

yard types are summarized in Table 2. Considering their 
advantages and disadvantages, the types of temporary storage 
yards were selected according to the procedure indicated in Fig. 
10. In Table 2, “Easy construction according to topographical 
conditions” is an advantage for above-ground storage, but the 

following points must be considered if the location is a slope or 
a valley: 

- For sloped land, earth retaining walls and dams must be 
installed in lower areas according to the gradient. 
Furthermore, land preparation with cutting or filling may 
be necessary.  

- Where the slope is utilized as a direct loading area for 
the removed contaminants, such as in a valley, radiation 
shielding measures in the slope zone are not required. 
However, providing a means to securely guide the slope 
surface water downstream are needed, as are measures to 
lower the groundwater level because the water pressure 
from the back end tends to put pressure on the 
impermeable sheets.  

(2) Specifications for Facility Requirements 
The advantages and disadvantages of various specifications 

are listed in Tables 3–5, such as the shielding and placement 
methods for the removed contaminants, which differ depending 
on the temporary storage yard. It is necessary to optimize the 
specifications while considering these advantages and 
disadvantages when maintaining temporary storage yards during 
full-scale decontamination, etc., to be conducted in the future. 

(3) Construction of Temporary Storage Yards 
The estimation of the quantity of removed contaminants 

and the real data may be significantly different due to the 
various decontamination methods, etc. used during the 
decontamination operation. Because of this concern, it is safer to 
carry out step-wise construction in accordance with the status of 
the generation of removed contaminants during the 
decontamination operation by setting up multiple sections, 
instead of constructing all the storage areas for the removed 
contaminants at once. As preventive measures for volume 
reduction or compression of combustible materials, and 
subsidence due to the melting of frozen soils, it is possible to fill 
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cold area of the Abukuma highlands, the removed contaminants and shielding soils were frozen 
when the flexible containers were filled. Because of this, as the temperature rose, the flexible 
containers became deformed due to the melting of the shielding soil, and the flexible containers 
that were installed outside of the impermeable sheets on the sides shifted or partially collapsed, 
as shown in Figure 9(1). Furthermore, in this temporary storage yard, the air dose rate did not in-
crease because the sandbags for shielding were placed on the inner side of the flexible containers 
as well. In some of the temporary storage yards, subsidence occurred in the flexible containers 

Design, Construction and Monitoring of Temporary Storage Facilities for Removed Contaminants 9
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the gaps between flexible containers with filling sand, etc.  
 

 

Fig. 9 Problems that occurred at temporary storage facilities 

 
(4) Maintenance and Management of Temporary 

Storage Yards 

(a) Air Dose Rate 
- The air dose rate is an indicator for locating defects, and 

for the early detection of defects in shielding by 
measuring between sections as well when there are 
multiple temporary storage yards in addition to land 
boundaries. 

- It is desirable to monitor the upper part of covering soils 
because verification of shielding performance on the 
upper surface is important for underground temporary 
storage yards. 

(b) Radioactivity Concentration in Groundwater 
- The installation of observation wells for groundwater on 

upstream and downstream sides of the temporary storage 
yard facilitate the verification of radioactive material 
leaching from the temporary storage yard when 
radioactive material is detected in the groundwater.  

- The direction of overall groundwater flow is estimated 
from the topography and location of rivers, etc.   

- When an abnormality is recognized in radioactivity 
concentration in groundwater, action is required to 
prevent the spread of groundwater contamination after 
identifying the cause. Specific actions include the 
inspection and repair of impermeable sheets, pumping 
contaminated groundwater, etc. Furthermore, where 
there are domestic wells in the vicinity, it is necessary to 
conduct a prompt analysis of the relevant wells and to 
implement water restriction. 

(c) Radioactivity Concentration in Leachate  
- It is expected that radioactive cesium may be adsorbed 

by the protective soil before leachate containing 
dissolved radioactive cesium flows into the collection 
pit. 

- When the radioactivity concentration of the leachate in 
the collection pit is higher than the concentration limit, a 
treatment to remove the radioactive cesium must be 
implemented. To do this, materials capable of cesium 
adsorption, such as zeolite, etc., are used for ionized 
cesium. Conversely, filtering or flocculent settling is 
considered appropriate for muddy water that contains 
soil with adhered radioactive cesium. 

 

 
Table 2 Advantages and disadvantages of temporary storage yard types 

Type Advantage Disadvantage 

Above-Ground 
Storage 

- Easy removal for transport to interim storage facilities, etc. 
- Easy to transport the removed contaminants after placement 

(ease of inspection/repair).  
- Easy installation according to topographical conditions. 

- The shielding soil must be secured from other regions.  
- Construction on a soft footing requires improvement of soil. 

Underground 
Storage 

- Shielding soil is secured at the site (low activity concentration in 
dug out soil, excluding surface soil). 

- Construction is possible without improvement to soil footing, 
even in locations with soft footing.  

- Easy repair/inspection of covering soil. 
- Maintained landscapes.  

- Requires time for digging and building the underground zone.
- When the removed contaminants are placed lower than 

groundwater level, groundwater infiltration prevention and 
groundwater drawdown measures are required.  

- Digging operations are required for transporting removed 
contaminants.  

Semi-Underground 
Storage 

- It is possible to increase the placement quantity in a small area 
with a comparatively greater number of stages compared to 
stacking in above-ground and underground zones. 

- Easier shielding by placing the higher-concentration removed 
contaminants in an underground zone, and placing removed 
contaminants with comparatively lower concentration in the 
above-ground zone.  

- Shielding soil is secured at the site (low activity concentration in 
dug-out soil, excluding surface soil). 

- Requires time for digging and building the underground zone.
- Rainwater infiltration prevention measure is required at the 

boundary of the above-ground and underground zones.  
- When the removed contaminants are to be placed lower than 

the groundwater level, groundwater infiltration prevention and 
groundwater suppression measures are required. 

(2) Water pooling due to 
subsidence 

(1) Shifted and collapsed shielding 
around flexible containers 

(3) Defective portion around gas vent pipe (after the peeling of cover soil) 
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due to the humification of combustible materials and the melting of frozen soils (Figure 9(2)).
In some of the temporary storage yards in which uneven subsidence occurred, there was 

defective welding between the gas vent pipe and the impermeable sheet (Figure 9(3)), and 
infiltration of rainwater through the defective area occurred during heavy rainfall. Defective 
welding was found on part of the upper impermeable sheet, and there was evidence of the 
infiltration of rainwater in some yards.

 The low workability may have promoted the occurrence of defects because the impermeable 
sheet had to be welded on an uneven surface above a group of flexible containers, instead of 
on a flat one.

In addition, there was a problem with water drainage due to the deformation of the leach-
ate bilge pump pit to drain the leachate stored in the dam (Figure 9(4)). The cause was 
considered to be that the leachate bilge pump pit was located near a slope, so horizontal 
stress was generated by the weight of the removed contaminants, and at the same time, the 
flexible container and the leachate bilge pump pit prevented the dispersion of the weight of 
the removed contaminants in the leachate bilge pump pit.

Partial damage to the protective mat in the upper part of contaminants occurred as well, 
which was attributed to a wild bird (Figure 9(5)). Furthermore, some signs of intrusion 
by wild pigs and feral cows on the premises of some of the temporary storage yards were 
observed, but until now, no specific problem has been observed. 

IV. Technical Know-How
The technical know-how that is considered applicable to future temporary storage yards is 

identified and summarized. 

1. Design and Construction of Temporary Storage Yards

(1) Types of temporary storage yards
The advantages and disadvantages of temporary storage yard types are summarized in Table 

2. Considering their advantages and disadvantages, the types of temporary storage yards were 
selected according to the procedure indicated in Figure 10. In Table 2, “Easy construction 
according to topographical conditions” is an advantage for above-ground storage, but the fol-
lowing points must be considered if the location is a slope or a valley:

- For sloped land, earth retaining walls and dams must be installed in lower areas according 
to the gradient. Furthermore, land preparation with cutting or filling may be necessary. 

- Where the slope is utilized as a direct loading area for the removed contaminants, such as 
in a valley, radiation shielding measures in the slope zone are not required. However, providing 
a means to securely guide the slope surface water downstream are needed, as are measures to 
lower the groundwater level because the water pressure from the back end tends to put pressure 
on the impermeable sheets. 

(2) Specifications for facility requirements
The advantages and disadvantages of various specifications are listed in Tables 3–5, such 

as the shielding and placement methods for the removed contaminants, which differ depending 
on the temporary storage yard. It is necessary to optimize the specifications while consid-
ering these advantages and disadvantages when maintaining temporary storage yards during 
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Table 2   Advantages and disadvantages of temporary storage yard types
Type Advantage Disadvantage

Above-
Ground 
Storage

-  Easy removal for transport to interim storage 
facilities, etc.

-  Easy to transport the removed contaminants after 
placement (ease of inspection/repair). 

-  Easy installation according to topographical 
conditions.

-  The shielding soil must be secured from other regions. 
-  Construction on a soft footing requires improvement 

of soil.

Underground  
Storage

-  Shielding soil is secured at the site (low activity 
concentration in dug out soil, excluding surface soil).

-  Construction is possible without improvement to soil 
footing, even in locations with soft footing. 

-  Easy repair/inspection of covering soil.
-  Maintained landscapes. 

-  Requires time for digging and building the underground 
zone.

-  When the removed contaminants are placed lower than 
groundwater level, groundwater infiltration prevention 
and groundwater drawdown measures are required. 

-  Digging operations are required for transporting 
removed contaminants. 

Semi-
Underground 
Storage

-  It is possible to increase the placement quantity in a 
small area with a comparatively greater number of 
stages compared to stacking in above-ground and 
underground zones.

-  Easier shielding by placing the higher-concentration 
removed contaminants in an underground zone, and 
placing removed contaminants with comparatively 
lower concentration in the above-ground zone. 

-  Shielding soil is secured at the site (low activity 
concentration in dug-out soil, excluding surface soil).

-  Requires time for digging and building the underground 
zone.

-  Rainwater infiltration prevention measure is required 
at the boundary of the above-ground and underground 
zones. 

-  When the removed contaminants are to be placed lower 
than the groundwater level, groundwater infiltration 
prevention and groundwater suppression measures are 
required.
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Fig. 10  Flowchart for type selection of temporary storage facilities 
  
 

 
- Increased radioactivity concentration is possible in the 

collection pit due to the mixture of water and removed 
contaminants from water infiltration caused by 
degradation of the impermeability of the upper 
impermeable sheets. Considering the increased leachate 
water quantity in this case, the monitoring of leachate 
water flow is summarized in Fig. 11.  

(d) Deterioration and Damage Status of Temporary 
Storage Yards 

- Normally, visual inspection is conducted for 
deterioration and damage to shielding materials and 
impermeable sheets, collection pit, and gas vent pipes in 
the temporary storage yard, but the following 
phenomena enable inference due to deterioration or 
damage of impermeable sheets for which full visual 

inspection is difficult: 
 When the upper impermeable sheets are damaged, an 

increase in the water quantity due to precipitation in 
the collection pit is observed. 

 The water quantity flowing into the collection pit 
decreases due to the degraded shielding performance 
of the impermeable sheets at the bottom. 

- To identify and repair the damaged parts of impermeable 
sheets in the upper part, visual inspection is mainly conducted 
when the impermeable sheets are exposed, and when they are 
covered with flexible containers, these are moved as 
necessary before inspection. 

- If damage to the impermeable sheets in the bottom part 
is in question, the damaged part must be located by 
moving the removed contaminants. 

Check Requirements of Local 
Governments 

Ground Situations Underground Type is 
Requested 

Subsidence by Removed 
Contaminants Presumed

Underground may be 
Chosen after Discussion 
with Local Governments, 
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Semi-Underground Type

Figure 10   Flowchart for type selection of temporary storage facilities
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Table 3   Advantages and disadvantages of shielding methods for upper faces
Position and Method of Placement 

of Shielding Materials Advantage Disadvantage

Inside of Impermeable Sheet
Earth Fill -  The necessary quantity of 

soil can be used to provide a 
shielding function

-  Easily adapts to variations in 
volume

-  Damage to sheets by ultraviolet rays, birds, and animals 
must be anticipated and avoided (Damage is prevented 
by covering with a protective light-shielding mat).

-  Large-scale installation work
-  Checking for earth fill contamination is required when 

contaminants are taken out, and if contaminated, the 
interim storage quantity increases.

Flexible Container - Easy installation and removal
   Easy installation on a slope
   Easy to locate defects in the 

impermeable sheet, and easy 
to repair.

-  Damage to sheets by ultraviolet rays, birds, and animals 
must be anticipated and avoided (Damage is prevented 
by covering with a protective light-shielding mat).

-  Excessive quantity may be used for shield.
-  Checking of shielding soil contamination is required 

during removal because the flexible containers come 
into contact with removed contaminants, and if 
contaminated, the interim storage quantity increases. 

Outside of Impermeable Sheet

Earth Fill -  The necessary quantity of soil 
can be used as a shield 

-  Easy installation work

-  The impermeable sheets become stressed when 
subsidence occurs due to the reduction in volume of 
the removed contaminants. 

-  For any repair, careful operation is required to remove 
the earth fill without damaging the  impermeable 
sheets.

Flexible Container -  Damage to sheets by 
ultraviolet rays, birds, and 
animals is prevented.

-  The impermeable sheets are stressed when subsidence 
occurs due to the volume reduction of removed 
contaminants. 

Table 4   Advantages and disadvantages of shielding methods for lateral faces
Position and Method of Placement 

of Shielding Materials Advantage Disadvantage

Inside of Impermeable Sheet

Earth Fill -  The necessary quantity of soil 
can be used as a shield 

-  Easily adapts to variations in 
volume

-  Damage to sheets by ultraviolet rays, birds, and animals 
must be anticipated and avoided. (Damage is prevented 
by covering with a protective light-shielding mat.)

-  Large-scale installation work
-  Check of earth fill contamination is required during 

removal, and if contaminated, the interim storage 
quantity increases.

-  For any kind of repair, construction work will be 
difficult.

-  Temporary storage yard area is increased due to the 
requirements of certain degrees of slope to secure 
stability.

Flexible Container -  Easy installation and removal
  Easy installation
  Easy to find a defect in the 
impermeable sheet, easy to 
repair.
-  A steeper slope than for earth 

filling provides rationalization 
for the temporary storage yard 
area. 

-  Damage to sheets by ultraviolet rays, birds, and animals 
must be anticipated and avoided. (Damage is prevented 
by covering with a protective light-shielding mat.)

-  Excess may be used for shielding.
-  Checking of shielding soil contamination is required 

during removal because the flexible containers come 
into contact with the removed contaminants, and if 
contaminated, the interim storage quantity increases. 

Outside of Impermeable Sheet

Earth Fill ― ―

Flexible Container -  Damage to sheets by 
ultraviolet rays, birds, and 
animals is prevented.

-  Possibility of shifting due to deformation caused by 
the melting of frozen shielding soil in extremely cold 
areas. 
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full-scale decontamination, etc., to be conducted in the future.

(3) Construction of temporary storage yards
The estimation of the quantity of removed contaminants and the real data may be significant-

ly different due to the various decontamination methods, etc. used during the decontamination 
operation. Because of this concern, it is safer to carry out step-wise construction in accordance 
with the status of the generation of removed contaminants during the decontamination op-
eration by setting up multiple sections, instead of constructing all the storage areas for the 
removed contaminants at once. As preventive measures for volume reduction or compression 

Table 5   Advantages and disadvantages of each technical specification (except shielding method)

Specification Advantage Disadvantage

Placement of   
combustible and  
incombustible   
material

Separated  
 into Sections

-  Easy sorting during removal 
for transport to interim storage 
facilities.

-  A large temporary storage yard area is required due to 
the limitation in area/height of temporary storage yards 
for prevention of combustible material fires

Same Area

-  Minimized roughness on 
the sheet surfaces due to 
the subsidence of flexible 
containers for combustible 
material by devising the 
layout of combustible and 
incombustible materials 

-  Low risk of fire

-  Possibility of breakage due to loading on the 
welded portion of impermeable sheets because of 
unequal subsidence rates between combustible and 
incombustible materials 

Active use of   
slopes as direct   
loading zones

Yes

-  Easy adaptation to narrow lots. 
-  Shielding not required.

-  Water pressure tends to put pressure on the impermeable 
sheets when the backend groundwater level is high (a 
countermeasure for groundwater, such as the application 
of waterproof treatment on slopes, etc., depending on 
the situation).

No -  No influence due to the pressure 
of groundwater from the slopes. 

-  A larger cleared area is required in mountainous areas.

Storage of  Leachate 
Water

Catchment   
Pit

-  Easy monitoring of leached 
quantity from the temporary 
storage yard, and the outflow 
of cesium. 

-  Determining catchment pit volume is difficult

Dam -  Storage of large volumes of 
leachate water. 

-  Larger installation area

Presence of  
Protective Soil 

Yes

-  Function as a cesium-adsorbing 
layer is expected when the 
leakage of cesium occurs 
accidentally.

-  Possible to protect of 
impermeable sheet at bottom

-  Increased volume of temporary storage yard
-  Possibility of protective soil contamination by cesium

No

-  The volume of the temporary 
storage yard does not increase.

-  Securing non-contaminated soil 
is not necessary.

-  No possibility of increased 
interim storage quantity due to 
the contamination of protected 
soil.

-  Separate action is required if the accidental leakage of 
cesium occurs.

-  There is a risk of damage to the water impermeable 
sheets from protruding objects such as branches and 
leaves. 

-  It is not possible for heavy machinery to enter the 
section.

Subsidence   
Prevention  Measure

Yes

-  No stagnation etc. of rainwater 
on top because there is no 
subsidence. 

-  A pre-treatment facility or place is required.
-  There may be barriers to the decontamination operation 

because the contaminated materials are not promptly 
brought into the temporary storage yard. 

No
-  Easy installation of temporary 

storage yards.
-  Pre-treatment is not required. 

-  Rainwater, etc., may stagnate due to subsidence, and 
the stagnated water may flow into the temporary storage 
yard. 
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of combustible materials, and subsidence due to the melting of frozen soils, it is possible to fill 
the gaps between flexible containers with filling sand, etc. 

(4) Maintenance and management of temporary storage yards
(a) Air dose rate
- The air dose rate is an indicator for locating defects, and for the early detection of defects 

in shielding by measuring between sections as well when there are multiple temporary storage 
yards in addition to land boundaries.

- It is desirable to monitor the upper part of covering soils because verification of shielding 
performance on the upper surface is important for underground temporary storage yards.

(b) Radioactivity concentration in groundwater
- The installation of observation wells for groundwater on upstream and downstream sides 

of the temporary storage yard facilitate the verification of radioactive material leaching from 
the temporary storage yard when radioactive material is detected in the groundwater. 

- The direction of overall groundwater flow is estimated from the topography and location 
of rivers, etc.  

- When an abnormality is recognized in radioactivity concentration in groundwater, action is 
required to prevent the spread of groundwater contamination after identifying the cause. Spe-
cific actions include the inspection and repair of impermeable sheets, pumping contaminated 
groundwater, etc. Furthermore, where there are domestic wells in the vicinity, it is necessary to 
conduct a prompt analysis of the relevant wells and to implement water restriction.

(c) Radioactivity concentration in leachate 
- It is expected that radioactive cesium may be adsorbed by the protective soil before leach-

ate containing dissolved radioactive cesium flows into the collection pit.
- When the radioactivity concentration of the leachate in the collection pit is higher than 

the concentration limit, a treatment to remove the radioactive cesium must be implemented. 
To do this, materials capable of cesium adsorption, such as zeolite, etc., are used for ionized 
cesium. Conversely, filtering or flocculent settling is considered appropriate for muddy water 
that contains soil with adhered radioactive cesium.

- Increased radioactivity concentration is possible in the collection pit due to the mixture of 
water and removed contaminants from water infiltration caused by degradation of the imper-
meability of the upper impermeable sheets. Considering the increased leachate water quantity in 
this case, the monitoring of leachate water flow is summarized in Figure 11. 

(d) Deterioration and damage status of temporary storage yards
- Normally, visual inspection is conducted for deterioration and damage to shielding mate-

rials and impermeable sheets, collection pit, and gas vent pipes in the temporary storage yard, 
but the following phenomena enable inference due to deterioration or damage of impermeable 
sheets for which full visual inspection is difficult:
 When the upper impermeable sheets are damaged, an increase in the water quantity due 

to precipitation in the collection pit is observed.
 The water quantity flowing into the collection pit decreases due to the degraded shielding 

performance of the impermeable sheets at the bottom.
- To identify and repair the damaged parts of impermeable sheets in the upper part, visual 

inspection is mainly conducted when the impermeable sheets are exposed, and when they are 
covered with flexible containers, these are moved as necessary before inspection.

- If damage to the impermeable sheets in the bottom part is in question, the damaged part 
must be located by moving the removed contaminants.

(e) Automatic monitoring system
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An automatic monitoring system was implemented to facilitate the remote monitoring of the 
air dose rate and the temperature in some temporary storage yards during the decontamination 
pilot projects. Remote monitoring of the fluctuation in air dose, leachate quantity, groundwater 
level, temperature, etc. via an automatic monitoring system using wireless communications, 
such as mobile phones, as shown in Figure 12, is considered advantageous in terms of the 
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Table 5 Advantages and disadvantages of each technical specification (except shielding method) 
Specification Advantage Disadvantage 

Placement of 
combustible and 
incombustible 
material 

Separated 
into Sections 

- Easy sorting during removal for transport to interim 
storage facilities. 

- A large temporary storage yard area is required due to 
the limitation in area/height of temporary storage yards 
for prevention of combustible material fires 

Same Area - Minimized roughness on the sheet surfaces due to the 
subsidence of flexible containers for combustible 
material by devising the layout of combustible and 
incombustible materials  

- Low risk of fire 

- Possibility of breakage due to loading on the welded 
portion of impermeable sheets because of unequal 
subsidence rates between combustible and 
incombustible materials  

Active use of slopes 
as direct loading 
zones 

Yes 

- Easy adaptation to narrow lots.  
- Shielding not required. 

- Water pressure tends to put pressure on the 
impermeable sheets when the backend groundwater 
level is high (a countermeasure for groundwater, such 
as the application of waterproof treatment on slopes, 
etc., depending on the situation). 

No - No influence due to the pressure of groundwater from 
the slopes.  - A larger cleared area is required in mountainous areas.

Storage of Leachate 
Water 

Catchment 
Pit 

- Easy monitoring of leached quantity from the 
temporary storage yard, and the outflow of cesium.  - Determining catchment pit volume is difficult 

Dam - Storage of large volumes of leachate water.  - Larger installation area 

Presence of 
Protective Soil  

Yes - Function as a cesium-adsorbing layer is expected when 
the leakage of cesium occurs accidentally. 

- Possible to protect of impermeable sheet at bottom 

- Increased volume of temporary storage yard 
- Possibility of protective soil contamination by cesium 

No 

- The volume of the temporary storage yard does not 
increase. 

- Securing non-contaminated soil is not necessary. 
- No possibility of increased interim storage quantity due 

to the contamination of protected soil. 

- Separate action is required if the accidental leakage of 
cesium occurs. 

- There is a risk of damage to the water impermeable 
sheets from protruding objects such as branches and 
leaves.  

- It is not possible for heavy machinery to enter the 
section. 

Subsidence 
Prevention Measure 

Yes - No stagnation etc. of rainwater on top because there is 
no subsidence.  

- A pre-treatment facility or place is required. 
- There may be barriers to the decontamination operation 

because the contaminated materials are not promptly 
brought into the temporary storage yard.  

No - Easy installation of temporary storage yards. 
- Pre-treatment is not required.  

- Rainwater, etc., may stagnate due to subsidence, and 
the stagnated water may flow into the temporary 
storage yard.  

 

 
Fig. 11  Flowchart of monitoring of seepage water 
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mainly visual, and the flexible containers for shielding that 
cover the sheet are moved as needed and inspected. 
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Figure 12   Concept of automatic monitoring system
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following points:
- Live monitoring of the soundness of radioactive shielding, and containment of radioactive 

materials. 
- Prompt action in the event of an abnormality
- Reduced labor for monitoring personnel and reduced time in high dose areas, such as a 

caution zone, and in mountainous areas. 
- Timely publication of monitored results.

V. Summary
With this paper, we aim to contribute to the maintenance of temporary storage yards con-

structed in the future. Technical know-how was extracted and organized based on actual expe-
rience.

Based on actual experience with the design construction, maintenance, and management 
of multiple temporary storage yards having different specifications, technical know-how re-
garding the site selection, type, and specifications of facility requirements were extracted and 
organized. For the maintenance of temporary storage yards during full-scale decontamination 
in the future, it is considered beneficial to actively apply this technical know-how, and focus on 
the justification for specifications according to the conditions at the installation site. 

In the future, it will be necessary to continue monitoring to verify the soundness of radio-
activity shielding and the containment of radioactive materials in the temporary storage yards. 
Whenever an abnormality is detected, the appropriate action will need to be taken. It is consid-
ered beneficial to extract and organize the technical know-how acquired by those responsible, 
as this paper does, and to share this among the many temporary storage yards to be constructed 
in the future to maintain highly safe, stable, and evidence-based storage facilities, and to pro-
mote the understanding of local residents.

We thank Taisei JV, Kajima JV, Obayashi JV, and the Fukushima Environmental Safety 
Center, Fukushima Technology Headquarters, JAEA for their valuable cooperation and advice 
for this research.

 This research adds to the achievements already made by the commissioned Government 
project “Decontamination Demonstration Projects on Evacuation Areas, etc., for the Fuku-
shima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident.” 
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Changing Information Needs of Social Impact of 
Nuclear Power Plant Siting

–Through a Comparison Before and After the Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident–

Takako KASHIWA 1,* and Yoshimi KAWAMOTO 1

1 Nuclear Power and Energy Safety Engineering, University of Fukui, 3-9-1 Bunkyo, Fukui-shi, Fukui 910-8507, Japan

In the light of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident, we need to consider a 
symbiosis method based on the diminution of the nuclear power industry. To find a region that 
does not excessively depend on the nuclear power industry, it is necessary to examine and dis-
cuss the social impact of nuclear-related industries. In this study, we compared people’s chang-
ing information needs of social impact before and after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Plant Accident. It was found that the need for information increased after the accident. In partic-
ular, there were three research areas where the need for information increased: the consideration 
of building nuclear power plants, the influence of harmful rumors on the region, and influence 
on the nuclear power industry. Next, attempts were made to understand whether there is a differ-
ence between information needs of social impact by attributes, such as age, sex and knowledge 
of nuclear power. The information needs of the following categories of people increased after 
the accident: people aged between 10 and 50 years, women, people who do not have a clear 
opinion about the use of a nuclear power plant, and people who do not have any knowledge of 
nuclear power.

KEYWORDS: nuclear power plant siting, social impact, information needs, opinion survey

I. Introduction
Potential risks and economic impacts of nuclear power are related not only to the municipal-

ity where the nuclear power plant is located but also the entire society. Therefore, the relation 
between a nuclear power plant and the municipality where the power plant is sited has increas-
ingly been reported on by the media after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident 
(hereinafter referred to as “the accident”), and we are now required to consider how to live with 
nuclear power as one of our future directions, while assuming that the size of the nuclear indus-
try will diminish. As one of the options, in order for local communities not to overly depend on 
the nuclear industry, unlike the current situation where the nuclear industry is the main industry 
of a region, we will have to take a multi-phased approach to recognize and become interested 
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in the social impacts of the location of a nuclear power plant on everyday life and industries, 
be aware of questions, develop our own opinions, and understand a diverse range of values a.

Looking at the information on nuclear power plants that has been provided by the govern-
ment and power companies, their focus was on safety measures and operations. Also, previous 
studies 2- 4) focusing on nuclear power information were based on the idea of understanding 
what information citizens need, from a list of items including the nuclear power generation 
mechanisms and safety measures, technical and engineering information on radiation, and 
providing support for risk communication. However, these previous studies do not examine 
whether people are aware of and interested in information that presents the social impacts of 
nuclear power plant siting. Therefore, to explore these, we need to understand what information 
on social impacts people feel they need.

According to a paper by Tsujikawa 5) investigating how people’s perceptions of the need for, 
and apprehension towards, nuclear power influence their attitudes to nuclear power, the more 
people are aware of the need, the more they are likely to be motivated to collect and examine 
information on nuclear power.

Tsujikawa also mentioned that the fact that people recognize the importance of nuclear pow-
er. For example, the fact that they understand that nuclear energy supports our power supply 
and has become a public benefit indicates that people recognize that nuclear energy is closely 
related to the smooth functioning of modern society, and that those who recognize its impor-
tance have, at least to a certain degree, a detailed knowledge of nuclear power. This leads us 
to assume that those who are relatively favorably disposed towards and knowledgeable about 
nuclear energy are actively trying to understand the social impacts that nuclear power has. For 
example, what role nuclear power plays in modern society. On the other hand, those who do 
not take a definite stance on and are not interested in nuclear energy may be less interested in 
any information about the social impacts that nuclear power has, or any overall information on 
nuclear energy.

In this study, we attempt to understand the changes in people’s perceived information needs 
regarding the social impact that nuclear power plant siting has by examining people’s awareness 
and attitudes both before and after the accident. Then, to find out whether people have different 
information needs concerning the social influences that nuclear power has, depending on their 
general interest in nuclear power, we endeavor to understand the changes in information needs 
before and after the accident by focusing on “people’s attitudes toward nuclear power,” “those 
who are less interested in nuclear power,” and “those who have relatively less knowledge on 
nuclear power.” Lastly, we will perform a detailed analysis to find out what specific information 
people are interested in through a qualitative evaluation using open-ended questions.

II. Survey Overview
After the accident, it became clear that the impacts of a nuclear accident do not affect only 

the immediate area where the power plant is located but also involve wider areas. Moreover, 
economic benefits, including the subsidy on “Electric Power Development based on the Three 
Laws” also affect not only the immediate area but also the entire prefecture where the plant is 
located.

a According to “Model of knowledge cultivation activity” proposed by Kimura et al.1), there are five stages, namely, “Recognition,” 
“Showing interest,” “Having doubts,” “Forming one’s own opinion,” “Knowing various values” and these form the knowledge 
base for making individual judgments.
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In order to explore new ways to live with nuclear power, we think it necessary to examine 
the local community from a wide perspective. In this study, setting the study target as Fukui 
Prefecture, where the power plant is located, we would like to study Fukui City, which is the 
center of the economy and government of Fukui Prefecture.

The authors conducted interview surveys between 2009 and 2010 of local residents of the 
area where the nuclear power plant is located to investigate the impact of the plant siting on 
their living environment b. We categorized the social impacts of the nuclear power plant’s siting 
into 10 items by referring to the opinions acquired through the survey, and formulated survey 
items. Then, we created a leaflet including this content in questionnaire form. In the leaflet, we 
provided simple examples of the social impacts of the nuclear power plant and asked whether 
the respondents had wanted to hear about the information contained in the questionnaire before 
the accident, or only now want to hear about this information as a result of the accident. Tables 
1 and 2 show the content of the leaflet and the survey overview, respectively.

As the response collection rate was low, we would like to provide the general features of 
collected data. According to the national census in 2010, the total population of Fukui City was 
266,796. The gender composition was: Male 48%; Female 52%. Age composition: teens 11%, 
20’s 12%, 30’s 16%, 40’s 15%, 50’s 17%, 60’s 14%, 70’s and older 15%. In this study, the 
respondents consisted of 52% males and 45% females, which shows a little bias towards males. 
Also, participants included 1% teens, 6% 20’s, 10% 30’s, 17% 40’s, 19% 50’s, 28% 60’s, and 
15% 70’s and older, which shows a lack of response from the younger generation between teens 
and 30’s and is biased toward the middle-aged and old-age groups. Also, for the question that 
asked whether the respondents are interested in nuclear power, 64% of them, more than half, 
answered they were “Interested” or “A little interested” since before the Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant Accident, showing that many respondents were interested in nuclear pow-
er plants before the accident. It is assumed that this shows those who are not interested in the 
study theme did not answer the questions in the first place. When we have a bias in the sample, 
in general, it needs to be corrected. However, if it is corrected, the number of samples will 
decline, and we won’t be able to reflect many opinions. Also, some responses questioned the 
format, such as “how was it before the accident,” which ask how their awareness or attitudes 
changed after the accident. Therefore, such results are not fully valid comparisons before and 
after the accident.

III. Trends of Information Needs
1. Overall Trends

We made comparisons before and after the accident to understand the changes in informa-
tion needs pertaining to the social impact of nuclear power siting. In the survey, respondents 
were asked to select their answer from four choices: “Would like to hear,” “Would somewhat 
like to hear,” “Would not particularly like to hear” and “Would not like to hear” — to 10 inquiry 
items concerning the social impact (hereinafter referred to as “items”) of nuclear power plant 
siting before and after the accident. Example questions are provided in Figure 1, and answers 

b For the Hearing Survey in 2010, we selected 18 areas of concern (Nature, Sewage, Communication and Exchange, Children, 
Roads, Facilities, Fishery, Medicine, Tradition, Shopping, Welfare, Disasters, Emergency, Employment, Tourism, Transfer, 
Traffic, Agriculture) that are considered relevant to daily life in the area where a nuclear power plant is located. For the Hearing 
Survey in 2009, we selected 8 items (Human Resources, Culture, Communication and Exchange, Education, Nature, Primary 
Industry, Secondary Industry, Tertiary Industry) that are considered to be regional resources.
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are provided in Figure 2.
Of the 10 items, the one that the largest number of people answered “Would like to hear” was 

“Impact on industries” with 14% and the smallest number was “Impacts on cultural and sport 
activities” with 5% before the accident. When we look at the overall trend, only about 10% of 
respondents answered, “Would like to hear,” and there was no item where more than half of 
respondents answered either “Would like to hear” or “Would somewhat like to hear.”

As for the results after the accident, more respondents answered they “Would like to hear” 

Table 1   Leaflet contents
Item Examples of residents’ opinions

(1)  Awareness of 
and attitudes to 
nuclear power

I am not concerned about nuclear power as long as the power plant is safely operated/I am not concerned 
about nuclear power as long as we understand the risks and management structure of it/We have less reason 
to remonstrate against the plant due to the expansion of employment and economic benefits/We still have 
some concern about the power plant.

(2)  Influence of 
harmful rumors 
about the region

The number of tourists will decrease when an accident happens/The media were annoying when the 
accident happened/The media were apparently trying to pick up only negative comments and ignore positive 
opinions/Local people do not recognize dangerous impacts as much as people from outside do/There are 
harmful rumors that agricultural products and fish are contaminated by radiation.

(3)  Relationship 
with the power 
company 

We have relationships with nuclear-related workers through events and the obon dance festival in the 
Nuclear PR Center/We have no contact with management company and power company in everyday life/By 
actively associating with nuclear-related workers living in the neighborhood, we can develop relationships 
with each other and build trust in the company through them/Although we used to actively associate with the 
power company and residents, now we have fewer opportunities.

(4)  Impacts on 
cultural and sports 
activities

More people participate in the festival, and the size has become larger/The size of the festival has become 
larger, but we have less autonomy/As people can exhibit their artworks at the nuclear power-related facility 
(PR Center), their financial burden has been reduced and are more motivated, which promotes cultural 
activities/We have organized an official art organization through association with various people from 
outside/As some nuclear-related male employees have become coaches of sport teams such as junior sports 
teams, sports activities have become more active.

(5)  Changes in 
scenery

The power plant will not damage the natural environment/The scenery is beautiful around here, and I think 
the natural environment is preserved/I don’t feel that nature is considered important in daily life. If a new 
plant is constructed, some aspects of nature will be damaged and roads will be redeveloped. This will 
markedly change the scenery.

(6)  Changes in 
infrastructure 
development

It is good that the sewage system and roads have been well developed. Roads used to be narrow, and when 
it snowed, we had to go to school and work by walking along the beach. New roads have made our lives 
very easy/Although sewage system and roads have been improved in the early stage, I think they would have 
been improved one day anyway even if the power plant was not constructed/Community centers have been 
renovated to a better standard, and more public facilities are provided/There are few facilities really needed 
by the citizens because they may not have been built based on actual community requirements/I don’t think 
the power company provides us something special because they have built their power plant in our area.

(7)  Opinions about 
energy education

I think it is good to provide energy education at an early age/I want energy education that contributes to 
human resources development/We are not familiar with the research center as part of our daily life, and we 
have no idea what is held there/I think it will be great if local human resource development measures are 
provided and research is performed in collaboration with local companies in the research center.

(8)  Impacts on 
industries

Employment by the power plant-related companies has increased/Not only tourists but also temporary 
regular inspection workers use Minshuku guest houses/Fewer people inherit their family fishing businesses 
because more people go to work outside/Construction businesses receive more orders for construction 
works/More restaurants and supermarkets have been constructed and made our life more convenient/The 
industry of the area has basically become dependent on the nuclear power plant.

(9)  Opinions about 
PR activities

I know about the nuclear-related PR magazine, but I have never read it carefully/Information on nuclear-
related accidents is provided by media such as TV sooner than in the PR magazine/I would like not only 
the people in the area where the power plant is located but also energy consumption areas to gain an 
understanding of nuclear power. Also, I want the power company to not only try to tell us about the safety of 
nuclear power but also allow us to have positive discussions. 

(10)  Technology 
collaboration and 
development

Research on jellyfish guiding techniques and processing technologies/Made Heshiko production more 
efficient by controlling temperature and pressure/Development of work clothes with well-balanced water 
resistance and air permeability.

* Examples of residents’ opinions on the leaflet are a representation of some responses to the interview survey, and only 3 to 5 
examples (100 to 200 characters) are provided for each item.
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Table 2   Survey overview
Target audience Fukui citizens
Survey period May to June 2011 

Survey method

Questionnaire survey
Area sampling
(Randomly selected from the index of the central city of Fukui City in Zenrin Residential 
Map of Fukui City, Fukui Prefecture

Distribution/
Collection Distribution: Posting/Collection: Postal mail

Number of distributions 4,000 
(Two forms were distributed to 2,000 households)

Number of collected forms 364 (Valid responses: 301)

Survey items

1.  Attributes (Age/Gender/Occupation)
2.   Interest in social impact of nuclear power plant siting (the following 10 items)
      (1)   Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power
      (2)   Influence of harmful rumors about the region
      (3)   Relationship with the power company
      (4)   Impacts on cultural and sports activities
      (5)   Changes in scenery
      (6)   Changes in infrastructure development
      (7)   Opinions about energy education
      (8)   Impact on industries
      (9)   Opinions about PR activities
      (10) Technology collaboration and development
3.   Questions for residents who live in the area where the nuclear power plant is located
4.   Interest in the nuclear power plant, and energy and environmental issues
5.   Knowledge of nuclear power
6.   How to acquire information on nuclear power and energy issues
7.   Image of nuclear power
8.   Attitudes to nuclear power

* In Questions 2, 4, 5, and 8, comparisons were made before and after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants Accident in the 
same questionnaire form.
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Also, although there was no item where more than half of 
respondents answered “Would like to hear” or “Would 
somewhat like to hear” before the accident, over half of the 
respondents answered “Would like to hear” or “Would 
somewhat like to hear” for 9 items out of 10 after the accident. 
This shows that the need for information on the social impact of 
nuclear power plant siting has increased after the accident. Also, 
before the accident, the information needs for “Impact on 
industries” were the highest. 

 

However, more respondents answered “Would like to hear” 
about  “Awareness of nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region,” “Impact on industries” and more than 
70% of respondents answered either “Would like to hear” or 
“Would somewhat like to hear” after the accident. This means 
that more people showed their interest in more items after the 
accident. 

Next, we scored respondents’ answers to quantify the need 
for each item. Four points were given to “Would like to hear,” 3 
points to “Would somewhat like to hear,” 2 points to “Would not 
particularly like to hear,” and 1 point to “Would not like to hear.” 
Note that the score does not indicate an absolute evaluation but 
rather a relative evaluation. The results are shown in Table 3. 

The items where average scores became highest after the 
accident were three: “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear 
power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” and 
“Impact on industries.” Among them, the average score gap of 
“Influence of harmful rumors about the region” before and after 
the accident was 1, which is the highest, and we can say that this 
is an item where the need has become higher after the accident. 
Also, although “Impact on industries” was the item with the 
highest need at the average score of 2.40 before the accident, the 
item with the highest average score was “Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power” after the accident, so the item that 
draws people’s interest has changed after the accident. Because 
of the increasing general interest in nuclear power after the 
accident, the need for information on “Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power” also increased. Furthermore, after the 
accident, the impact of restrictions and harmful rumors related to 
food products on tourism, scheduled power outages, and other 
direct impacts on the local people’s lives probably increased the 
need for information in an attempt to gain insight into economic 
consequences, such as the impact of the harmful rumors on the 
local area or those on the industry of the area. 

 
 
 

 
* The numbers in the graphs represent percentages of respondents. 

 
Fig. 2  Proportions of interest by item before and after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident 

 
Table 3  Average scores before and after the accident Item Before After Difference Standard Standard 

 
Questions (Sample) Influence of harmful rumors about the region 
 
Question 1-1. Present 

Would like to 
hear 

Would 
somewhat like 
to hear 

Would not 
particularly 
want to hear 

Would not want 
to hear 

What did you think about it before the accident? 

Wanted to hear Somewhat 
wanted to hear 

Didn’t 
particularly 
want  to hear 

Didn’t want  to 
hear 

 
Question 1-2. This question is for those who answered, “Would like 
to hear” (Wanted to hear) and “Would somewhat like to hear” 
(Somewhat wanted to hear) now and before the accident. Why do/did 
you want to hear about it? 
(1) It is interesting because we have hardly had the opportunity to 

hear about it. 
(2) It is easy to understand the feelings and lives of the residents who 

live in the area where a power plant is located. 
(3) It is helpful to reduce harmful rumors about the region. 
(4) Others (              ) 
 
Question 1-3. Provide your questions on “Influence of harmful rumors 
about the region,” if you have any. 
 
 

Fig. 1 Sample questions 

Wanted to hear Somewhat wanted to hear

Somewhat didn’t want to hear Didn’t want to hear at all

Would like to hear Would somewhat like to hear
Would not particularly like to hear Would not hear at all 

Awareness of and attitudes to
nuclear power

Awareness of and attitudes to
nuclear power

Impact of harmful rumors 
about the region

Impact of harmful rumors
about the region

Relationship with the power 
company

Relationship with the power
company

Impacts on cultural and sports 
activities

Impacts on cultural and sports
activities

Changes in sceneryChanges in scenery

Changes in infrastructure 
development

Changes in infrastructure
development

Opinions about energy educationOpinions about energy education

Impact on industriesImpact on industries

Opinions about PR activities Opinions about PR activities

Technology collaboration and 
development

Technology collaboration and
development

Before the accident After the accident 

Figure 1   Sample questions
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for the question item on “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region,” and “Impact on industries,” which shows that more respondents are 
willing to hear about social impact than before.

Also, although there was no item where more than half of respondents answered “Would like 
to hear” or “Would somewhat like to hear” before the accident, over half of the respondents 
answered “Would like to hear” or “Would somewhat like to hear” for 9 items out of 10 after 
the accident. This shows that the need for information on the social impact of nuclear power 
plant siting has increased after the accident. Also, before the accident, the information needs for 
“Impact on industries” were the highest.

However, more respondents answered “Would like to hear” about  “Awareness of nuclear 
power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” “Impact on industries” and more than 
70% of respondents answered either “Would like to hear” or “Would somewhat like to hear” 
after the accident. This means that more people showed their interest in more items after the 
accident.

Next, we scored respondents’ answers to quantify the need for each item. Four points were 
given to “Would like to hear,” 3 points to “Would somewhat like to hear,” 2 points to “Would 
not particularly like to hear,” and 1 point to “Would not like to hear.” Note that the score does 
not indicate an absolute evaluation but rather a relative evaluation. The results are shown in 
Table 3.

The items where average scores became highest after the accident were three: “Awareness of 
and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” and “Impact 
on industries.” Among them, the average score gap of “Influence of harmful rumors about 
the region” before and after the accident was 1, which is the highest, and we can say that this 
is an item where the need has become higher after the accident. Also, although “Impact on 
industries” was the item with the highest need at the average score of 2.40 before the accident, 
the item with the highest average score was “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power” after 
the accident, so the item that draws people’s interest has changed after the accident. Because of 
the increasing general interest in nuclear power after the accident, the need for information on 
“Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power” also increased. Furthermore, after the accident, 

Figure 2    Proportions of interest by item before and after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
Accident
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Also, although there was no item where more than half of 
respondents answered “Would like to hear” or “Would 
somewhat like to hear” before the accident, over half of the 
respondents answered “Would like to hear” or “Would 
somewhat like to hear” for 9 items out of 10 after the accident. 
This shows that the need for information on the social impact of 
nuclear power plant siting has increased after the accident. Also, 
before the accident, the information needs for “Impact on 
industries” were the highest. 

 

However, more respondents answered “Would like to hear” 
about  “Awareness of nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region,” “Impact on industries” and more than 
70% of respondents answered either “Would like to hear” or 
“Would somewhat like to hear” after the accident. This means 
that more people showed their interest in more items after the 
accident. 

Next, we scored respondents’ answers to quantify the need 
for each item. Four points were given to “Would like to hear,” 3 
points to “Would somewhat like to hear,” 2 points to “Would not 
particularly like to hear,” and 1 point to “Would not like to hear.” 
Note that the score does not indicate an absolute evaluation but 
rather a relative evaluation. The results are shown in Table 3. 

The items where average scores became highest after the 
accident were three: “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear 
power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” and 
“Impact on industries.” Among them, the average score gap of 
“Influence of harmful rumors about the region” before and after 
the accident was 1, which is the highest, and we can say that this 
is an item where the need has become higher after the accident. 
Also, although “Impact on industries” was the item with the 
highest need at the average score of 2.40 before the accident, the 
item with the highest average score was “Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power” after the accident, so the item that 
draws people’s interest has changed after the accident. Because 
of the increasing general interest in nuclear power after the 
accident, the need for information on “Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power” also increased. Furthermore, after the 
accident, the impact of restrictions and harmful rumors related to 
food products on tourism, scheduled power outages, and other 
direct impacts on the local people’s lives probably increased the 
need for information in an attempt to gain insight into economic 
consequences, such as the impact of the harmful rumors on the 
local area or those on the industry of the area. 

 
 
 

 
* The numbers in the graphs represent percentages of respondents. 

 
Fig. 2  Proportions of interest by item before and after the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident 

 
Table 3  Average scores before and after the accident Item Before After Difference Standard Standard 

 
Questions (Sample) Influence of harmful rumors about the region 
 
Question 1-1. Present 

Would like to 
hear 

Would 
somewhat like 
to hear 

Would not 
particularly 
want to hear 

Would not want 
to hear 

What did you think about it before the accident? 

Wanted to hear Somewhat 
wanted to hear 

Didn’t 
particularly 
want  to hear 

Didn’t want  to 
hear 

 
Question 1-2. This question is for those who answered, “Would like 
to hear” (Wanted to hear) and “Would somewhat like to hear” 
(Somewhat wanted to hear) now and before the accident. Why do/did 
you want to hear about it? 
(1) It is interesting because we have hardly had the opportunity to 

hear about it. 
(2) It is easy to understand the feelings and lives of the residents who 

live in the area where a power plant is located. 
(3) It is helpful to reduce harmful rumors about the region. 
(4) Others (              ) 
 
Question 1-3. Provide your questions on “Influence of harmful rumors 
about the region,” if you have any. 
 
 

Fig. 1 Sample questions 

Wanted to hear Somewhat wanted to hear

Somewhat didn’t want to hear Didn’t want to hear at all

Would like to hear Would somewhat like to hear
Would not particularly like to hear Would not hear at all 

Awareness of and attitudes to
nuclear power

Awareness of and attitudes to
nuclear power

Impact of harmful rumors 
about the region

Impact of harmful rumors
about the region

Relationship with the power 
company

Relationship with the power
company

Impacts on cultural and sports 
activities

Impacts on cultural and sports
activities

Changes in sceneryChanges in scenery

Changes in infrastructure 
development

Changes in infrastructure
development

Opinions about energy educationOpinions about energy education

Impact on industriesImpact on industries

Opinions about PR activities Opinions about PR activities

Technology collaboration and 
development

Technology collaboration and
development

Before the accident After the accident 
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the impact of restrictions and harmful rumors related to food products on tourism, scheduled 
power outages, and other direct impacts on the local people’s lives probably increased the need 
for information in an attempt to gain insight into economic consequences, such as the impact of 
the harmful rumors on the local area or those on the industry of the area.

2. Trends by Attribute

People may have different needs for information on social impact depending on differences 
in their attitude to and knowledge of nuclear power. According to the survey examples 5, 6) to 
find out the differences in interest in nuclear power by attribute, we can see that people have 
different interests in nuclear power depending on their gender, attitude to, and knowledge of, 
nuclear power. Also, as it has been about 40 years since the nuclear power plant was established 
in Fukui, the age groups of 10’s to 40’s, who were born after the plant establishment, and those 
in their 50’s and older, who were born before the establishment, have different interests in 
nuclear power.

Therefore, we would like to understand the changes in people’s needs for information on 
social impact depending on their age, gender, and attitude to and knowledge of nuclear power.

(1) Age
When we compare the average scores of the age groups from 10’s to 40’s and those of 50’s 

and older (Table 4) before the accident, the average scores of the former age group are lower 
for 8 items except for “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power” and “Relationship with 

Table 3   Average scores before and after the accident

Item Before After
Difference 
between 

average scores

Standard 
deviation 
(Before) 

Standard 
deviation 
(After)

Awareness of and attitudes to 
nuclear power 2.30 3.10 0.80 0.88 0.86

Influence of harmful rumors about 
the region 2.10 3.10 1.00 0.88 0.85

Relationship with the power 
company 2.10 2.60 0.50 0.91 0.92

Impacts on cultural and sports 
activities 2.00 2.40 0.40 0.85 0.93

Changes in scenery 2.20 2.60 0.40 0.93 0.95

Changes in infrastructure 
development 2.30 2.70 0.40 0.97 0.96

Opinions about energy education 2.30 2.80 0.50 0.94 0.90

Impact on industries 2.40 3.00 0.60 0.96 0.91

Opinions about PR activities 2.20 2.60 0.40 0.86 0.93

Technology collaboration and 
development 2.20 2.70 0.50 0.97 0.95

Total average 2.21 2.77 0.57
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the power company” than the latter age group. However, after the accident, their average scores 
were higher for 9 items, except for “Opinions about PR activities”, than the 50’s and older age 
group. Also, for all items, the difference between average scores of the age group 10’s to 40’s 
is larger than those of all respondents collectively. In addition, when we performed a t-test to 
see whether there are differences in average scores before and after the accident, as for those 
aged in their 10’s to 40’s, there were significant differences at the 1% level for all items. It is 
assumed that although the information needs of those aged in their 10’s to 40’s, who were born 
after the plant establishment, were lower than those aged 50’s and older, who were born before 
the establishment and before the accident, their needs increased to a greater extent than those 
aged 50’s and older after the accident.

(2) Gender
When we compare the average scores of males and females (Table 5), the average score of 

females before the accident is lower than males for 9 items, but not for “Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region.” Also, for all items, the difference between the average scores of 
females is larger than those of all respondents. In addition, when we performed t-tests to see 
whether there were differences in average scores before and after the accident, for females, 
there were significant differences at the 1% level for all items. 

Females originally had low needs for information. However, it is assumed that their  needs 
grew due to food intake restrictions after the accident, which is directly related to their lives.

(3) Attitude to nuclear power
According to the study of Shinoda 7), who found the factors that determine whether citizens 

Table 4   Average score by age

Gender

Item

10~40’s (102)b) 50’s and older (198)b)

Before After

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Before After

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Awareness and attitudes 
to nuclear power 2.38 3.20 0.83a) 2.20 3.08 0.87a)

Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region 2.07 3.13 1.06a) 2.18 3.08 0.90

Relationship with the 
power company 2.07 2.77 0.70a) 2.07 2.55 0.47

Impacts on cultural and 
sports activities 1.90 2.53 0.63a) 2.01 2.40 0.39

Changes in scenery 2.13 2.82 0.69a) 2.19 2.56 0.36
Changes in 
infrastructure 
development

2.24 2.81 0.56a) 2.35 2.71 0.35

Opinions about energy 
education 2.17 2.81 0.64a) 2.41 2.79 0.38

Impact on industries 2.30 3.01 0.71a) 2.44 2.92 0.48
Opinions about PR 
activities 2.00 2.54 0.54a) 2.26 2.65 0.39

Technology 
collaboration and 
development

2.16 2.73 0.57a) 2.27 2.69 0.42

a)  The values indicate scores larger than the difference of average scores of all the respondents and are significant at the 1% level 
using a t-test.

b) The numbers in brackets indicate the number of samples.
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are for or against the use of nuclear power, we can well understand the situation where nuclear 
power is placed by dividing a group of people who negatively agree with the use of nuclear 
power into two groups: people who are rather for and who are rather against nuclear power 
use. Thus, for the attitudes to nuclear power, we cannot divide people into just two groups, 
with one for and the other against. Therefore, we provided five multiple-choice options (1. 
should definitely develop and use, 2. should develop and use until alternative energy is fully 
available, 3. should maintain the status quo, 4. should discontinue use in a phased manner, and 
5. Should discontinue immediately) for the question concerning attitude to nuclear power use, 
and allowing for multiple answers. Then, we divided the respondents into three groups: people 
who accept nuclear power at this stage, people who oppose nuclear power at this stage, and 
people who suspend judgment because they may change their attitude depending on the future 
energy situation. The first option clearly shows the acceptance of nuclear energy at this stage. 
Therefore, we categorized those who solely chose the first option, and those who chose the first 
plus other options, as the Acceptance Group. Then, the fifth option clearly shows opposition 
to nuclear power at this stage, so we categorized those who solely chose the fifth option, and 
those who chose the fifth and other options as the Opposition Group. Although option 4 also 
shows opposition, those who chose this option can be categorized into the Acceptance Group 
and Suspended Attitude Group depending on what other options they chose. Therefore, we 
categorized those who solely chose option 4 as the Opposition Group and categorized those 
who chose option 4 plus other options into a group that also reflected the other options they 
chose. Option 3 is an option that clearly shows respondents’ suspended attitude. Therefore, we 
categorized the respondents who solely chose the third option and chose the third and other 

Table 5   Average score by gender

Gender

Item

Male (158)b) Female (135)b)

Before After

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Before After

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear 
power

2.32 3.09 0.77 2.20 3.18 0.98a)

Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region 2.12 3.03 0.91 2.16 3.19 1.03a)

Relationship with the 
power company 2.16 2.66 0.50 1.96 2.58 0.62a)

Impacts on cultural and 
sports activities 1.97 2.39 0.41a) 1.95 2.50 0.56a)

Changes in scenery 2.22 2.61 0.40 2.12 2.67 0.56a)

Changes in 
infrastructure 
development

2.41 2.78 0.38 2.21 2.68 0.47a)

Opinions about energy 
education 2.42 2.80 0.38 2.19 2.78 0.59a)

Impact on industries 2.48 2.93 0.45 2.28 2.97 0.69a)

Opinions about PR 
activities 2.25 2.66 0.41a) 2.05 2.54 0.49a)

Technology 
collaboration and 
development

2.35 2.75 0.40 2.09 2.64 0.56a)

a)  The values indicate scores larger than the difference of average scores of all the respondents and are significant at the 1% level 
using a t-test.

b) The numbers in brackets indicate the number of samples.
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options as the Suspended Attitude Group. Those who chose option 2 can be categorized into 
both the Acceptance Group and the Opposition Group. We determined their group depending 
on what other options they chose. Table 6 shows the categorizing method.

To verify the validity of the classifications, we performed an analysis of variance for the 
average scores of each of the three groups on each item and examined whether there were 
differences between groups. We found significant differences at the 5% level for the following 
four items: “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Impacts on cultural and sports 
activities,” “Opinions about energy education,” and “Technology collaboration and develop-
ment”; there were significant differences at the 1% level in the following three items: “Influence 
of harmful rumors about the region,” “Relationship with the power company,” and “Opinions 
about PR activities.” No difference was observed in the following three items: “Changes in 
scenery,” “Changes in infrastructure development,” and “Impact on industries.” Then, we com-
pared the average scores between three groups for the 7 items, where significant differences 
were observed at 1% and 5% levels.

The average score results are shown in Table 7. When we compare each group, the average 
score of the first group (acceptance) was high for all seven items before the accident. However, 
after the accident, the average scores of “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power” and 
“Influence of harmful rumors about the region” are high for all groups (Acceptance/Suspended 
Attitude/Opposition). Differences between the average scores of the Suspended Attitude Group 
are higher than those of all the other respondents for all seven items. Also, a t-test on the differ-
ences of the average scores before and after the accident showed that the Suspended Attitude 
Group displayed significant differences at the 1% level for all items. The information needs of 
the Acceptance Group have been high since before the accident and the needs of the Suspended 
Attitude Group increased after the accident.  

(4) Knowledge of nuclear power
The respondents were asked to respond to the questions on their knowledge of nuclear power 

from four multiple-choice answers: “I know a lot,” “I know a little,” “I don’t know very much,” 
and “I don’t know anything.” We considered those who answered either “I know a lot” or “I 
know a little” to be a group with relatively high knowledge and those who answered either 
“I don’t know very much” and “I don’t know anything” to be a group with relatively less 
knowledge.

When we compared the respondents’ knowledge of nuclear power before and after the acci-
dent (Figure 3), we found that before the accident, the group with relatively high knowledge 
was less than half of all respondents at 44% but was more than half at 57% after the accident. 

Table 6   Categories of attitude to nuclear power

Descriptions Response options chosen
Number of samples (301)
Before the 
accident

After the 
accident

Acceptance 
Group

Group of those who accept 
nuclear power 1 1, 2 1, 3 1, 4 1, 2, 4 70 31

Suspended 
Attitude 
Group

Group of those who may 
change their attitude to 
nuclear power depending on 
the future energy situation

2 3 2, 3 3, 4 2, 3, 4 168 135

Opposition 
Group

Group of those who oppose 
nuclear power 4 5 4, 5 2, 4 2, 4, 5 63 135

1: Should definitely develop and use; 2: Should develop and use until alternative energy is fully available; 3: Should maintain the 
status quo; 4: Should discontinue in a phased manner; 5: Should discontinue immediately
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Respondents’ knowledge of nuclear power increased after the accident.
Next, when we compared the average scores of the group with relatively high knowledge 

and the group with relatively less knowledge (Table 8), the average scores of the group with 
high knowledge were higher before and after the accident and their information needs had been 
high since before the accident. However, after the accident, the average scores of the group with 
relatively less knowledge increased more than the average score of all the respondents for all 
items. In addition, when we performed a t-test to see whether there were differences in average 
scores before and after the accident, for the group with relatively less knowledge, differences 

Table 7   Average scores by attitude toward nuclear power

Attitude

Item

Acceptance Suspended Opposition

Before
(70)c)

After
(31)c)

Difference 
between 
average 
scores 

Before
(168)c)

After
(135)c)

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Before
(63)c)

After
(135)c)

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear 
power

2.47 3.06 0.59 2.14 3.15 1.01a) 2.35 3.10 0.75

Influence of harmful 
rumors about the 
region

2.40 3.06 0.66 1.96 3.07 1.10a) 2.33 3.13 0.80

Relationship with the 
power company 2.39 2.90 0.52b) 1.91 2.65 0.74a) 2.14 2.53 0.38

Impacts on cultural 
and sports activities 2.19 2.68 0.49b) 1.89 2.52 0.63a) 1.97 2.32 0.35

Changes in scenery 2.36 2.81 0.45b) 2.12 2.65 0.53a) 2.10 2.60 0.50a)

Changes in 
infrastructure 
development

2.51 2.77 0.26 2.28 2.88 0.60a) 2.19 2.59 0.40a)

Opinions about 
energy education 2.59 3.00 0.41 2.25 2.83 0.58a) 2.24 2.72 0.48

Impacts on industries 2.63 3.06 0.44 2.33 3.01 0.68a) 2.29 2.86 0.57
Opinions about PR 
activities 2.44 2.97 0.52a) 2.03 2.67 0.64a) 2.24 2.47 0.24

Technology 
collaboration and 
development

2.49 2.97 0.48 2.14 2.84 0.69a) 2.19 2.51 0.32

a) The numbers indicate scores larger than the difference of average scores and are significant at the 1% level using a t-test.
b) The numbers indicate scores larger than the difference of average scores and are significant at the 5% level using a t-test.
c) The numbers in brackets indicate the number of samples.
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(4) Knowledge of nuclear power 
The respondents were asked to respond to the questions on 

their knowledge of nuclear power from four multiple-choice 
answers: “I know a lot,” “I know a little,” “I don’t know very 
much,” and “I don’t know anything.” We considered those who 
answered either “I know a lot” or “I know a little” to be a group 
with relatively high knowledge and those who answered either 
“I don’t know very much” and “I don’t know anything” to be a 
group with relatively less knowledge. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3  Comparison of knowledge of nuclear power before and after the 

accident 
 
 

Table 8  Average scores by group (from the perspective of knowledge 
of nuclear power) on nuclear power 

Knowledge 
 
 
 
 
 
Item 

Group that has more 
knowledge  Group that has less 

knowledge 

Before 
(131)b) 

After 
(172)b) 

Difference 
between 
average 
scores 

 Before 
(170)b) 

After 
(129)b)

Difference 
between 
average 
scores 

Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power 2.46 3.09 0.63  2.11 3.16 1.05a) 

Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region 2.34 3.05 0.71  1.99 3.16 1.17a) 

Relationship with the 
power company 2.31 2.61 0.30  1.88 2.64 0.75a) 

Impacts on cultural and 
sports activities 2.15 2.44 0.30  1.84 2.45 0.61a) 

Changes in scenery 2.37 2.76 0.38  2.01 2.50 0.48a) 
Changes in infrastructure 
development 2.50 2.77 0.28  2.18 2.70 0.52a) 

Opinions about energy 
education 2.59 2.85 0.26  2.12 2.73 0.61a) 

Impact on industries 2.65 2.99 0.34  2.19 2.90 0.71a) 
Opinions about PR 
activities 2.38 2.65 0.26  2.01 2.57 0.56a) 

Technology collaboration 
and development 2.48 2.74 0.26  2.04 2.66 0.62a) 
 

  
a) The numbers indicate scores larger than the difference of the average scores of 

all the respondents and are significant at the 1% level using a t-test. 
b) The numbers in brackets indicate the number of samples. 
 

When we compared the respondents’ knowledge of nuclear 
power before and after the accident (Fig. 3), we found that 
before the accident, the group with relatively high knowledge 
was less than half of all respondents at 44% but was more than 
half at 57% after the accident. Respondents’ knowledge of 
nuclear power increased after the accident. 

Next, when we compared the average scores of the group 
with relatively high knowledge and the group with relatively less 
knowledge (Table 8), the average scores of the group with high 

knowledge were higher before and after the accident and their 
information needs had been high since before the accident. 
However, after the accident, the average scores of the group with 
relatively less knowledge increased more than the average score of 
all the respondents for all items. In addition, when we performed a 
t-test to see whether there were differences in average scores 
before and after the accident, for the group with relatively less 
knowledge, differences were significant at the 1% level for all 
items. 

As the information needs of the group with less knowledge 
increased after the accident, and there were no significant 
differences between their average scores and those of the group 
with relatively high knowledge, we can assume that the 
information needs increased regardless how much knowledge 
people had originally. 

 
IV. Detailed analysis of items with high 

information needs 
 
Based on the analysis so far, as the average scores for 

“Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of 
harmful rumors about the region,” and “Impacts on industries” 
were high after the accident, they are assumed to have high 
information needs (Table 3). However, from only the names of 
the items, it is unknown what particular information people are 
interested in. Therefore, in this section, we would like to clarify 
the three items in greater detail. 

In this survey, we provided free-answer fields to gain 
information on what they wanted to hear regarding each item. 
Then, using the free answers, we categorized and conducted 
analysis on information they wanted regarding “Awareness of 
and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful rumors 
about the region,” and “Impact on industries.” Their free 
answers are provided in Table 9. Answers containing several 
questions were categorized across several items. Also, 
respondents’ provided opinions that were not questions they 
would like to ask the local residents, were categorized as 
“Opinion.”c) The content of free answers, their description 
examples, and the number of free answers of “Awareness and 
attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about 
the region,” and “Impact on industries” are provided in Tables 
10 to 12. 

When we look at respondents’ free answers for “Awareness 
of and attitudes to nuclear power,” we found questions raised 
about “Awareness of potential hazards and safety,” “For or 
against the acceptance of nuclear power,” and “Changes in 
awareness after the accident,” and they focus on how the local 
residents perceived risks and safety measures in regard to 
nuclear power and how these perceptions changed after the 
accident. 

As for “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” 
questions were raised about the course of improvement such as 
“Measures,” “Termination period,” “Balance between risks and 
benefits,” and “Impact on lives,” and they tend to show high 
interest in measures to counter harmful rumors about the region 
and the actual current status. 

 
  
c) Research associates and students who major in nuclear power (2 students in 

secondary doctoral course and 2 students in primary doctoral course) 
categorized respondents into the set categories, which was regarded as the final 
decision. 

 

Before the
accident

After the 
accident

Group with relatively high knowledge 
Group with relatively less knowledge 

Figure 3   Comparison of knowledge of nuclear power before and after the accident
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were significant at the 1% level for all items.
As the information needs of the group with less knowledge increased after the accident, and 

there were no significant differences between their average scores and those of the group with 
relatively high knowledge, we can assume that the information needs increased regardless how 
much knowledge people had originally.

IV. Detailed Analysis of Items with High Information Needs
Based on the analysis so far, as the average scores for “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear 

power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” and “Impacts on industries” were high 
after the accident, they are assumed to have high information needs (Table 3). However, from 
only the names of the items, it is unknown what particular information people are interested in. 
Therefore, in this section, we would like to clarify the three items in greater detail.

In this survey, we provided free-answer fields to gain information on what they wanted to 
hear regarding each item. Then, using the free answers, we categorized and conducted analysis 
on information they wanted regarding “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influ-
ence of harmful rumors about the region,” and “Impact on industries.” Their free answers are 
provided in Table 9. Answers containing several questions were categorized across several 
items. Also, respondents’ provided opinions that were not questions they would like to ask the 

Table 8   Average scores by group (from the perspective of knowledge of nuclear power) on nuclear power

Knowledge

Item

Group that has more knowledge Group that has less knowledge

Before
(131)b)

After
(172)b)

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Before
(170)b)

After
(129)b)

Difference 
between 
average 
scores

Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear 
power

2.46 3.09 0.63 2.11 3.16 1.05a)

Influence of harmful 
rumors about the region 2.34 3.05 0.71 1.99 3.16 1.17a)

Relationship with the 
power company 2.31 2.61 0.30 1.88 2.64 0.75a)

Impacts on cultural and 
sports activities 2.15 2.44 0.30 1.84 2.45 0.61a)

Changes in scenery 2.37 2.76 0.38 2.01 2.50 0.48a)

Changes in 
infrastructure 
development

2.50 2.77 0.28 2.18 2.70 0.52a)

Opinions about energy 
education 2.59 2.85 0.26 2.12 2.73 0.61a)

Impact on industries 2.65 2.99 0.34 2.19 2.90 0.71a)

Opinions about PR 
activities 2.38 2.65 0.26 2.01 2.57 0.56a)

Technology 
collaboration and 
development

2.48 2.74 0.26 2.04 2.66 0.62a)

a)  The numbers indicate scores larger than the difference of the average scores of all the respondents and are significant at the 1% 
level using a t-test.

b) The numbers in brackets indicate the number of samples.
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local residents, were categorized as “Opinion.” c The content of free answers, their description 
examples, and the number of free answers of “Awareness and attitudes to nuclear power,” 
“Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” and “Impact on industries” are provided in 
Tables 10 to 12.

When we look at respondents’ free answers for “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear pow-
er,” we found questions raised about “Awareness of potential hazards and safety,” “For or 
against the acceptance of nuclear power,” and “Changes in awareness after the accident,” and 
they focus on how the local residents perceived risks and safety measures in regard to nuclear 
power and how these perceptions changed after the accident.

As for “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” questions were raised about the 
course of improvement such as “Measures,” “Termination period,” “Balance between risks and 
benefits,” and “Impact on lives,” and they tend to show high interest in measures to counter 
harmful rumors about the region and the actual current status.

When we look at free answers for “Impact on industries,” questions such as “Positive and 
negative perspectives,” “Employment,” and “Balance between risks and benefits” are raised 

c Research associates and students who major in nuclear power (2 students in secondary doctoral course and 2 students in primary 
doctoral course) categorized respondents into the set categories, which was regarded as the final decision.

Table 9   Free answers

Item Contents of free answers
# of respondents 

who provided 
free answers

# of free 
answers

Awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear 
power

Awareness of potential hazards and safety/For or against the 
acceptance of nuclear power/Changes in awareness/attitudes after the 
accident/Local growth strategies and employment/Safety measures/
Accident and evacuation coverage/Anxiety/Balance between risks 
and benefits/Radiation effects/Feeling when accepting/Real feeling/
Emotional distress/Demand/Others/Opinion

88 106

Influence of harmful 
rumors about the 
region

Impacts on lives/Measures/Residents’ opinion/Actual harm of 
radiation/Balance between risks and benefits/Impacts on agriculture 
and fishery/Influence of harmful rumors in mass media/Termination 
period/Influence on areas where no accident occurred/Impact on 
tourism industry/For or against the acceptance of nuclear power/
Others/Opinion

59 63

Relationship with 
the power company

PR Methods/Positions of those who interact with/Details of 
interactions/Opinions of nuclear-related businesses/Opportunity to 
interact (frequency and period)/Contribution to the region/Others/
Opinion

47 47

Impacts on cultural 
and sports activities

Effects and contributions/Activity details/Funds/Continuity/Others/
Opinion 27 32

Changes in scenery Scenic attraction/Protection and destruction of nature/Impact on 
tourism industry/Others/Opinion 36 38

Changes in 
infrastructure 
development

Financial perspective/Balance between risks and benefits/
Evacuation road/Demand for the maintenance of roads and facilities/
Convenience/Others/Opinion

47 50

Opinions about 
energy education

Education details/Human resource development/Current status of 
energy supply/Research details/Others/Opinion 54 54

Impact on industries
Positive and negative perspectives/Employment/R&D and technical 
collaborations/Ties with industries/Balance between risks and 
benefits/Human resource development/Tax revenue/Others/Opinion

50 53

Opinions about PR 
activities

Bias of PR content/Safety measures/Reliability of PR contents/
Necessary information/Others/Opinion 47 49

Technology 
collaboration and 
development

Benefits/Balance between risks and benefits/Human resource 
development/Safety measures/Anxiety/Others/Opinion 37 40
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and respondents are interested in the economic benefits and disadvantages of plant siting.
Also, for all of the following items, “Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influ-

ence of harmful rumors about the region,” and “Impact on industries,” respondents provide 
not questions but opinions and thoughts relevant to the examples of the social impact items. 
This shows that respondents want specific information on social impacts rather than the current 
situations in the power plant siting area.

V. Conclusions
Comparing the need for information on social impacts due to nuclear power plant siting 

before and after the accident, information needs have increased for three items: “Awareness 
of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” and “Im-
pact on industries” after the accident. The need for information on social impacts increased 
after the accident among those aged in their 10’s to 40’s, who were born after the power plant 

Table 10   Free answers by attribute for awareness/attitudes to nuclear power

Content of free answers Answer examples # of free 
answers

Awareness of and attitudes 
to potential hazards and 
safety

How much do local residents hear about safety and what is the level of their 
understanding? How much do local residents want to know about the risks 
associated with nuclear power?

13

For or against the 
acceptance of nuclear 
power

Do we need nuclear power or not? Are we able to live with nuclear power? 12

Changes in awareness after 
the accident

Feeling of local residents regarding the collapse of safety myth due to the 
accident/I would like to know what the local residents think about disasters 
such as the Great Eastern Japan Earthquake

12

Local growth strategies and 
employment

Does a nuclear power plant provide job opportunities? Aren’t there any (work-
related) safety issues? 11

Safety measures Are measures established to deal with nuclear power-related problems when 
they occur? 6

Accident and evacuation 
coverage What coverage do residents wish when an evacuation order is issued? 6

Anxiety What are residents’ feelings and concerns about the safety and security of 
living in the region? 6

Balance between risks and 
benefits

What are the residents’ views on (a) benefits including improvement of 
local economy in the area where nuclear power plant is located and (b) 
improvement of infrastructure and disadvantages including harmful effects if 
a nuclear accident occurred?

4

Radiation effects Are there more or less some sort of health-related changes? 4
Feeling when accepting How did residents start accepting nuclear power? 3
Real feeling I would like to know the true opinions of local residents. 3

Emotional distress Are there any people who oppose the establishment of a nuclear power plant? 
If you are opposed, will it be hard to live in the area? 2

Demand Demands to the government and nuclear power plant from safety and security 
perspectives 2

Others Differences between reported information and actual information, changes in 
the future visions due to nuclear power plant siting 5

Opinion Anxiety about safety, lack of residents’ knowledge of nuclear power, and 
reluctance of residents to express their opinions 17

Total 106

*  Actual free answers are provided except those in the categories of “Others” and “Opinion.” (Some changes are applied to the extent 
that such changes do not change the meaning.)
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establishment, in females, who seem to be less interested in nuclear power, in the Suspended 
Attitude Group, which consists of people who do not clearly show their attitude to nuclear 
power, and in the group with relatively less knowledge about nuclear power.

At the end of the survey, we categorized and analyzed questions given to local residents about 
“Awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power,” “Influence of harmful rumors about the region,” 
and “Impact on industries” using free answer questions. The results showed that respondents 
are interested in economic impacts such as regional development projects and employment 
due to the nuclear power plant siting, they also revealed residents’ subjective opinions about 
risks of nuclear power, and the need for information on the economic and mental benefits and 
disadvantages related to the power plant siting.

We assumed that those who had never clearly revealed their attitudes to nuclear power and 
those with no knowledge of or interest in nuclear power may not be particularly interested in 
information on social impacts as well as in information on nuclear power in general. However, 
now that we have confirmed the information needs of these groups, we believe it is useful to 
distribute this information on social impacts to the group whose interest has increased after the 
accident so that they will recognize the social impact and be motivated to become interested 
in nuclear power. However, since respondents did not register an opinion in the free answer 
field in many cases, there is a gap between what residents want to hear and the information 
provided in this leaflet; we still have a little more work to do on the information that needs to be 
provided. Also, we found that residents are interested in specific information on social impacts 

Table 11   Free answers by attribute for the influence of harmful rumors about the region

Contents of free answers Examples # of free 
answers

Impacts on lives I would like to know how harmful rumors can change residents’ lives/How 
they actually change their life. 7

Measures What measures did the government and mass media take for harmful rumors? 
What measures do residents want for harmful rumors? 6

Residents’ opinion I would like to know the current feeling of neighboring residents/I would like 
to know what they think about harmful rumors. 6

Actual harm of radiation
Effect on body/It’s been 40 years since the power plant was built, and I wonder 
if there has been any leakage of radiation or any problems with the ocean 
environment.

4

Balance between risks and 
benefits

Do the residents live there because they believe they have benefits even 
though harmful rumors can have some impacts? 3

Impacts on agriculture and 
fishery

We didn’t think having a nuclear power plant was dangerous before the 
accident, but we are worried about contamination in agriculture and fishery 
ecosystems.

3

Impact on tourism industry Impacts on tourists/Impacts on Minshuku and accommodation businesses 2
Influence of harmful 
rumors in mass media

Specific details of harmful rumors in mass media and the extent of effects on 
the region from harmful rumors 2

Termination period How long did it take before harmful rumors disappeared? 2
Influence on areas where 
no accident occurs

Are there harmful rumors even in areas where nuclear power plants are located 
but no nuclear accidents have occurred? 2

For or against the 
acceptance of nuclear 
power

Do residents think they can live with nuclear power even after such a 
disastrous accident? 3

Others Influence on terrorism, information reliability, government’s opinions, etc. 5

Opinion Inevitability of harmful rumors, insufficient information disclosure, anxiety, 
etc. 18

Total 63

*  Actual free answers are provided except those in the categories of “Others” and “Opinion.” (Some changes are applied to the extent 
that such changes do not change the meaning.)
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rather than the current status of the area where the power plant is located. To utilize information 
on social impacts, we need to provide not only the information people need to affirm or revise 
their opinions, and history of nuclear power plant siting, but also to study just what information 
to deliver, and how that information should be delivered to offer future prospect, and how 
to enable people to think about the region in a comprehensive manner and carry out plans to 
provide information appropriately.
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Table 12   Free answers by attribute for impact on industries

Free answers Examples # of free 
answers

Positive and negative 
perspectives

The region has accrued benefits in various ways, but I wonder if everyone has 
been the beneficiary of such benefits. I wonder if the residents are forced to 
put up with many things in return/I wonder how much benefit the region has 
received and whether residents can actually feel any benefit.

10

Employment I wonder to what extent nuclear-related employment opportunities have been 
created for neighboring residents. 5

R&D and technical 
collaborations

I wonder whether we can expect development in other industries such as 
medical and bio technologies. 3

Ties with industries I would like to know what percentage of businesses in Fukui Prefecture are 
related to the nuclear plant. 3

Balance between risks and 
benefits

I wonder if the government thinks they should retain the employment 
opportunities and economic effects in exchange for accepting the risks 
associated with nuclear power.

3

Human resource 
development Current state of human resource development 2

Tax revenue Impact on the local government in terms of tax-related matters 2

Others Impacts on agriculture and fishery, impact of accident/How to develop 
industries independent of nuclear power. 13

Opinion Economic revitalization utilizing nuclear industry, regional economic decline 
due to the power plant siting 12

Total 53

*  Actual free answers are provided except those in the categories of “Others” and “Opinion.” (Some changes are applied to the extent 
that such changes do not change the meaning.)
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Determination of Local-Area Distribution and 
Relocation of Radioactive Cesium in Trees from 
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The local area distribution and relocation of radioactive cesium deposited in trees after the 
2011 tsunami-related accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP) have 
been studied by measuring the spatial distribution of cesium on/in trees by autoradiography 
analysis. Samples of trees were collected from places located between 4 and 55 km from FD-
NPP approximately 2, 8, 20, and 22 months after the accident. The autoradiography analyses of 
Cryptomeria japonica, Torreya nucifera, and Thujopsis dolabrata var. hondae samples collected 
approximately 2 and 8 months after the accident showed that radioactive Cs was mainly dis-
tributed as spots on the branches and leaves of the trees emerged before the accident, and was 
detected in negligible amounts in new branch and leaves that emerged after the accident. On the 
contrary, radioactive Cs was detected at the outermost tip of the branches in the trees collected 
20 months after the accident. Morus alba samples collected 22 months after the accident con-
tained radioactive Cs inside and outside their stems, even though no radioactive Cs was detected 
in their roots, strongly suggesting that a certain amount of radioactive Cs was translocated from 
the outside to the inside of stems. These results indicate that the distribution of radioactive Cs 
deposited on/in the trees gradually changes with time (scale: year).

KEYWORDS:  radioactive fallout, radioactive Cs, translocation, migration, autoradiography

I. Introduction
A large amount of nuclides produced by nuclear fission (hereinafter referred to as “radionu-

clides”) was released into the environment due to the reactor melt down and hydrogen explo-
sion at the Tokyo Electric Power Company (TEPCO) Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
(hereinafter referred to as the “1F accident”) that occurred on March 11, 2011. The total amount 
of radioactive Cs and radioactive I released in the atmosphere was 1016–1017 Bq, according 
to the report by Chino et al 1). and Brumfiel 2). Of the radioactive I, 131I decayed out within 
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about two months of the 1F accident due to its short half-life of approximately eight (8) days; 
therefore, the residual radioactive nuclides in the environment are mainly 134Cs (half-life of 
approximately 2.1 years) and 137Cs (half-life of approximately 30 years) 3).

Decontamination activities were conducted at a good pace for the purpose of removing 
radioactive Cs from contaminated areas 3). Through such decontamination activities, a large 
amount of waste materials were packed in flexible container bags (hereinafter referred to as 
“flecons”) and stored in temporary storage places. Given this situation, the environmental 
influence of radioactive Cs contained in the decontamination waste should be evaluated. To 
evaluate any leakage of radioactive Cs from decontamination waste requires recognition of 
the conditions surrounding radioactive Cs in the flecons. As trees and grasses were discarded 
from home gardens, back hills, and fruit farms and then packed with other decontamination 
wastes in flecons, there is concern of relocation of radioactive Cs in the environment through 
solubilization due to the decomposition of trees and grasses.

Sakamoto et al. conducted an autoradiograph analysis of the local distribution of the de-
posited radionuclides in the trees and grasses, targeting samples taken two months after the 
1F accident 4). Their study demonstrated that the radioactive Cs that deposited on trees showed 
higher concentrations on the stem and leaves that had emerged before the 1F accident, while al-
most no relocation took place to the branches and leaves that  emerged after the deposition, but 
the major part of the radioactive Cs that deposited on pasture grass and rice stubs accumulated 
there in situ. Similar results were found in research by Tanaka et al. that analyzed C. japonica 5).

The long-term relocation of radioactive Cs is being studied in Chernobyl. Reports show that 
radioactive Cs is accumulated in biological bodies such as trees and mushrooms 6). On the other 
hand, based on study of the distribution of radioactive Cs by atomic bomb tests, it is reported 
that 80% of radioactive Cs has been distributed in the soil layer near the ground surface as 
deeply as 5 cm in pine forest, with the remainder distributed deeper in the soil or in the plants 7). 
The radioactive Cs deposited on tree crowns in Fukushima was considered to be leached by 
rain or snow and thereby joined in the environmental cycle. However, it is considered that the 
relocation of radioactive Cs accumulated in trees has not been completely clarified.

To measure the distribution of radioactive Cs in tree samples, the trees should be divided 
into several parts to obtain adequate spatial resolution. Higher spatial resolution is achieved 
by dividing into small pieces, which leads to decreased measurement count. Unfortunately, 
as a result, spatial resolution may be limited to 10 mm. In contrast, autoradiography analyzes 
the distribution of radionuclides by placing the samples directly on imaging plates sensitive to 
radiation 8). Autoradiography’s shortcoming is its inability to identify the radionuclides because 
it cannot distinguish between the types and energies of radiation detected. Among the radionu-
clides in fallout in Fukushima-Prefecture, the radionuclides that were detected after May are, 
as mentioned above, 134Cs and 137Cs. Thus it is possible to study the behavior of radioactive Cs 
accumulated in the trees after the 1F accident by measuring the local distribution to an accuracy 
of well under 10 mm.

This report details the autoradiography study of the samples of trees collected (1) in May 
and November 2011, and December 2012 in Iitate-Village Kita-Soma-County Fukushima-Pre-
fecture, (2) in May 2012 and February 2013 in Nihonmatsu-City Fukushima-Prefecture, (3) in 
October 2011 in Date-City Fukushima-Prefecture, and (4) in December 2012 in Okuma-Machi 
Futaba-County Fukushima-Prefecture Also, the relocation of radioactive Cs within a tree fol-
lowing precipitation was investigated, and the leaching of radioactive Cs from decontamination 
wastes including grasses was studied.
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II. Experimental Methodology
1. Sampling and Preparation of Samples

The collected trees were Japanese cedar (C. japonica), Japanese torreya (T. nucifera), var. 
hondae makino (T. dolabrata var. hondae), peach (Prunus percica) and mulberry (M. alba). 
C. japonica, Torreya and var. makino are evergreen needle-leaved trees. For the purpose of 
observing any variation with aging, evergreen trees that would not experience defoliation were 
selected. Peach and M. alba are defoliating trees, but were selected because there was concern 
about the effects on fruit trees. For C. japonica, sampling of developed male and female flowers 
was conducted. The samples of Torreya branches were selected from those with branches and 
leaves that were considered to have grown before the 1F accident in 2011, in the spring of 2011 
and in the spring of 2012. The samples of var. hondae makino were taken from the branches 
and leaves. Peach stems (diameter approximately 25 mm) and M. alba stems (diameter ap-
proximately 50 mm) were cut into round slices and the cross sections were used as samples 
(peach stem cross section and M. alba stem cross section, respectively). The underground root 
portion (diameter approximately 50 mm) of M. alba was also cut into round slices and used as 
a sample (mulberry root cross section sample). For peach trees, the peeled stem bark sample 
(peach bark sample) and vertically torn twig sample (twig sample) were used. Furthermore, the 
Parmeliaceae (Parmotrema tinctorum) that lived on the torreya stem in Nagadoro Iitate-Village 
was collected. For madake (Phyllostachys bambusoides), samples (bamboo sample) of stem 
cut into round slices and tender shoots (bamboo shoot sample) were used. The samples and the 
location and time of sampling are summarized in Table 1. The number of samples was one (1) 
for each because the sampling was conducted in areas that were difficult to revisit.

2. Autoradiography Measurement

The system used for autoradiography measurement (hereinafter abbreviated as “AR”) was the 
Bioimaging Analyzer BAS2500 (Fuji Film/Japan). The space resolution of the imaging plate (IP) 
was 0.05 mm. After exposing the collected/prepared sample for 24–72 hours on the IP, the area 
on which the radioactive sample had lain was imaged using an IP reading and analyzing device.

In the images acquired, the higher the radiation dose, i.e., the higher the concentration of 
radioactive nuclides, the more intense the blackness. Furthermore, a unique analysis of two 
images with different intensities is possible by changing the intensity gradient of the radioac-
tivity dose. During a measurement, to avoid contamination of the IP by the sample, the sample 
was covered with a thin film of polyvinylidene chloride. After completion of the measurement, 
an optical photo of the sample, which was covered with the polyvinylidene chloride film, was 
taken. Additionally, the radioactivity of the sample was measured using a NaI scintillation 
counter (Aloka TCS161) before conducting the AR measurement. Furthermore, the radioactive 
nuclides contained in some of the samples were measured using the Ge semiconductor γ ray 
spectrum analysis system (ORTEC). The M. alba stem samples and root samples were crushed 
at the same position as AR measurements were made, and were encapsulated in a 1 L Marinelli 
container, and then the contained radioactive nuclides were measured with γ ray spectrum 
analysis (NaI scintillation spectrometer ATOMEXAT1320A). The radioactive doses measured 
using the scintillation counter for all samples were twice as high as background, so it was un-
derstood that there was almost no influence from 40K. The grid in the AR and photos is 2.54 cm 
× 2.54 cm on the IP.
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III. Results
Autoradiography of branches and leaves of C. japonica collected in Iitate-Village in May 

2011 (Figure 1) yielded a slight blackening from the branches and leaves, and dark spots all 
over the range of C. japonica. The growth of tender shoots at the tip of branches is seen in the 
photograph of branches and leaves. On the other hand, in the AR images, no specific accumula-
tion of radioactive Cs on the male flower was observed. Similarly, in the AR images of branch 
and leaf samples collected in Iitate-Village in November 2011 (Figure 2), an increase in black-
ness and density of black spots was observed all over as in Figure 1. In the optical photographs, 
the growth of a male flower is observed in the area surrounded by a light blue circle, but no 
obvious concentration of radioactive Cs on any male flower is observed in the AR images. In 
the AR images, large and dense black spots are visible in the area surrounded by a blue circle. 
Although it is not clearly visible in the optical photos, the brown female flowers were identified, 
i.e. the female flowers that grew before the 1F accident. This suggests that radioactive Cs was 
deposited directly on the male flower during precipitation. Although the results are not shown, 
the black spots were observed all over on the C. japonica sample collected in Date-City on 
October 2011 similarly to Figure 2.

The presence of scattered black spots was observed in the analysis of C. japonica branch-
es and leaves collected in Iitate-Village in November 2012 (Figure 3). Furthermore, it was 

Table 1    Tree samples and their parts analyzed by autoradiography, with places of origin and collection dates

Sample Sample Portion Location of Sampling Time of Sampling Distance from 1F 
(km)

C. japonica  Branches and leaves May, 2011 Nagadoro, Iitate-
Village 33

C. japonica Branches and leaves Nov., 2011 Nagadoro, Iitate-
Village 33

C. japonica Branches and leaves Nov., 2012 Nagadoro, Iitate-
Village 33

C. japonica Branches and leaves Dec., 2012 Kodate, Okuma-
Machi 4

T. dolabrata var. 
hondae Branches and leaves Oct., 2011 Ryozen, Date-City 50

T. dolabrata var. 
hondae Branches and leaves Nov., 2012 Nagadoro, Iitate-

Village 33

T. nucifera Branches and leaves Dec., 2012 Kodate, Okuma-
Machi 4

P. persica Branches Oct., 2011 Oguni, Date-City 55

P. persica Stem Oct., 2011 Oguni, Date-City 55

P. persica Epidermis Oct., 2011 Oguni, Date-City 55

M. alba Stem Feb., 2013 Tosawa, Nihonmatsu-
City 43

M. alba Roots Feb., 2013 Tosawa, Nihonmatsu-
City 43

M. alba Branches and leaves May., 2012 Takatsuki, 
Nihonmatsu-City 47

Parmeliaceae May., 2011 Nagadoro, Iitate-
Village 33

P. bambusoides Stem May., 2012 Kohata, Ninonmatsu-
City 47

Bamboo Shoot Tender Shoot May., 2012 Kohata, Ninonmatsu-
City 47
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observed that the blackness at the tip of twigs surrounded by a red line is darker than that 
in other areas. In the optical photos, a male flower was found in the area, showing that the 
concentration of radioactive Cs on the male flower is higher than in the branches and leaves at 
the tip portion, although the blackness on the male flower is less than that of the black spots. 
In the AR analysis conducted on the C. japonica branches and leaves collected at Kodate, 
Okuma-Machi in December 2012 (Figure 4), the AR image shows the dense black spots in 

Figure 1    Autoradiograph image (left) and optical photograph (right) of branch and leaves of C. japonica 
collected in Iitate  2 months after the FDNPP accident

Fig. 1  Autoradiograph image and optical photograph of branch and leafs of Cryptomeria 
japonica collected in Iitate on 2 months after the FDNPP accident.

Male flower

Fig. 2 Autoradiograph image and optical photograph of branch and leafs of Cryptomeria 
japonica collected in Iitate on 8 months after the FDNPP accident. Light blue circles show 
male flower emerged before FDNPP accident, and dark blue one female flower emerged 
before the FDNPP accident.

Figure 2    Autoradiograph image (left) and optical photograph (right) of branch and leaves of C. japonica 
collected in Iitate 8 months after the FDNPP accident. Light blue circles show a male flower that 
emerged before the FDNPP accident, and the dark blue shows one female flower that emerged before 
the FDNPP accident.

Figure 3    Autoradiograph image (left)  and optical photograph (right) of branch and leaves of C. japonica 
collected in Iitate 20 months after the FDNPP accident. Red circles show a male flower that emerged 
after the FDNPP accident.

Fig. 3 Autoradiograph image and optical photograph of branch and leafs of Cryptomeria 
japonica collected in Iitate on 20 months after the FDNPP accident. Red circles show male 
flower emerged after FDNPP accident. 
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the female flower area surrounded by a blue line in the optical photo. In this area, black spots 
are smaller than those of the female flower. As the female flower areas are brown and assumed 
to have grown before the 1F accident, the radioactive Cs is considered to have been directly 
deposited and to have remained in the area of deposition. The blackness density is lower in the 
upper part than in the female flower area, i.e., the branches and leaves in the tip area, and again 
a dense black area is recognized in the tip area of branches and leaves. As male flowers are 
found in the area surrounded by a red line, the density of radioactive Cs is comparatively higher 
in the male flower. Furthermore, in the areas where a male flower is not found, surrounded by 
a yellow-green line in the optical photo, a similar level of blackness is seen in the AR image as 
in the male flower area.

The AR analysis results on T. dolabrata var. hondae collected in Date-City in October 2011 
are shown in Figure 5. The black spots appear in all areas of branches and leaves in the AR 
image of T. dolabrata var. hondae. However, in the T. dolabrata var. hondae collected in Ii-
tate-Village in November 2012, as shown in the AR image (Figure 6), almost no black spots 
were found, but dense black areas were found in the tip area of twigs.

Fig. 5 Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and leafs of 
Thujopsis dolabrata var. hondae collected in Date on 8 months after the FDNPP accident. 

Figure 5    Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and leaves of T. dolabrata var. 
hondae collected in Date 7 months after the FDNPP accident.

Figure 4    Autoradiograph image (left) and optical photograph (right) of branch and leaves of C. japonica 
collected in Ookuma 21 months after the FDNPP accident. The blue circle shows a female flower 
that emerged before the FDNPP accident, and the red circle shows one male flower that emerged 
before the FDNPP accident. The   green circle indicates the  outermost tip of the branch.

Fig. 4 Autoradiograph image and optical photograph of branch and leafs of Cryptomeria 
japonica collected in Ookuma on 21 months after the FDNPP accident. Blue circle shows 
female flower emerged before FDNPP accident, and red one male flower emerged before the 
FDNPP accident. Moss green circle indicates outmost tip of the branch. 。
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In the AR results (Figure 7) from T. nucifera collected in Okuma-Machi in December 2012, 
the branches and leaves that had grown before the 1F accident (area surrounded with a blue line 
in the photo), those grown in 2011 after the 1F accident (area surrounded with a blue dot-and-
dash line) and those grown in 2012 (area surrounded with a blue dotted line) were observed. In 
the AR images, many black dots were found in the area that had grown before the 1F accident. 
The more recent the year of growth, the fewer black dots were found. Almost no such dots 
were found in the area that grew in 2012. This indicates with high probability that most of the 
radioactive Cs that directly deposited from the 1F accident remained on the branches and leaves 
where deposited. The blackness on branches and leaves that had grown after the 1F accident 
does not show noteworthy concentration in any area, but rather a uniform distribution. 

In the AR analysis of a twig sample of P. persica collected in Date-City in October 2011 
(Figure 8), black spots are visible on the bark of twigs that had grown before the 1F accident. 
In contrast, on the twigs that grew after the 1F accident, although black spots are visible on 
the branches near the stem surrounded by a black line, they are not visible at all in other areas. 
Measurement of the 137Cs concentration using a Ge semiconductor detector on crushed twig 
samples separated into those that had been grown before and after the 1F accident showed that 
the branches and leaves grown before the 1F accident yielded 30,000 Bq/kg and those grown 
after the 1F accident just 500 Bq/kg. The AR analysis of a P. persica stem section and bark 

Fig. 6 Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and leafs of 
Thujopsis dolabrata var. hondae collected in Iitate on 20 months after the FDNPP accident.

Figure 6    Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and leaves of T. dolabrata var. 
hondae collected in Iitate 20 months after the FDNPP accident.

Figure 7    Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and leaves of T. nucifera 
collected in Ookuma 22 months after the FDNPP accident. The blue solid oval shows the branch 
portion that emerged before the FDNPP accident, the blue dash-dot oval the branch portion that 
emerged after the FDNPP accident, and the blue dashed oval the branch that emerged 1 year after 
the FDNPP accident.

Fig. 7 Autoradiograph image (right) and optical photograph (left) of branch and leafs of 
Torreya nucifera collected in Ookuma on 22 months after the FDNPP accident. Blue solid 
circle shows the branch emerged before FDNPP accident,  blue dashed‐dotted one the 
branch emerged after the FDNPP accident, and blue dotted line the branched emerged 1 
year after the FDNPP acciden.
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sample (Figure 9) showed black spots on the stem bark, but almost no spots inside of the stem 
(Figure 9 (a, b)). In the AR image of the P. persica bark sample (Figure 9 (d)), there were black 
spots on the bark as well as a dark area that spread over the surface with a similar blackness, as 
indicated with an arrow. 

These results indicate that there is radioactive Cs on the stem bark that is deposited like spots 
and that is also seen as a dark area.

The AR analysis results for a M. alba stem section sample and M. alba root section sam-
ple collected in Nihonmatsu-City in February 2013 are shown in Figure 10. The AR image 
of the stem sample shows high grayness in the area without the sample. In the area with-
out the sample, background α or β radiation was detected, while the area with the sample 

Fig. 8 Autoradiograph image (lower) and optical photograph (upper) of branches of Prunus
percica collected in Date on 20 months after the FDNPP accident. Blue arrows show the 
branch emerged before FDNPP accident, and light blue arrows the branch emerged after the 
FDNPP accident, and black circle shows spotted deposits of radioactive Cs on the branch 
emerged after the FDNPP accident.

Figure 8    Autoradiograph image (lower) and optical photograph (upper) of branches of P. percica collected 
in Date 20 months after the FDNPP accident. Blue arrows show branches that emerged before the 
FDNPP accident, and light blue arrows branches that emerged after the FDNPP accident; the black 
circle shows spotted deposits of radioactive Cs on a branch that emerged after the FDNPP accident.
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Fig. 9  Autoradiograph images (b, d) and optical photographs (a, c) of cross sections of branches (a, b) and bark (c, d), respectively, of 

Prunus percica collected in Date 20 months after the FDNPP accident. 
 

 

 
Fig. 10  Autoradiograph images (b, d) and optical photographs (a, c) of cross sections of branches (a, b) and root (c, d), respectively, of 

Morus alba collected in Nihonmatsu 23 months after the FDNPP accident. 
 
 
 

As the AR images of stem and root were acquired with identical 
exposure times, they indicate the transport of radioactive Cs into 
the inside of the stem. Measurements indicate that order of 137Cs 
concentration is: stem bark (500 Bq/kg) > stem inside (150 
Bq/kg) > root (18 Bq/kg). These results agreed with AR 
analyses, and supported the near absence of radioactive Cs in the 
root area, and the accumulation of radioactive Cs in the stem 
bark and inside. From the AR analysis result (Fig. 11) on the 
branches and leaves of Morus alba collected in Nihonmatsu-City 
in May 2012, a uniform distribution of radioactive Cs in the twig 
area was confirmed by the uniformly high blackness in the twig 
area. In the leaf area as well, the uniform distribution of 
radioactive Cs was indicated by the uniform black areas 
recognized similarly on twigs. 

AR analysis of foliaceous lichen (Parmotrema tinctorum) 
collected in Iitate-Village in May 2011 (Fig. 12) shows many 
black spots on the lichen that forms the yellow-green area in the 
optical photos, and black surface areas appear. On the other 

hand, with regard to the blackness of the bark areas appearing as 
brown in the optical photos, the blackness is thinner compared to 
that in the foliaceous lichen areas. This indicates a higher 
concentration of radioactive Cs on foliaceous lichen than on the 
bark area. 

AR analyses were conducted on the bamboo samples and 
bamboo shoot samples collected in Nihonmatsu-City in May 
2012 using the round slice bamboo section samples (a, b), 
bamboo shoot section samples (c, d), the bamboo shoot vertical 
section samples (e, d), and bamboo shoot bark samples (g, h). 
The AR analysis showed (Fig. 13) that the inside of the stem of 
bamboo section samples was uniformly black (Fig. 13 (b)). The 
uniform blackness was also observed on the bamboo shoot 
section samples and the bamboo shoot vertical section samples, 
although the blackness was thinner than that of the bamboo 
section samples. 

 

  

Uniformly Black Area

Figure 9    Autoradiograph images (b, d) and optical photographs (a, c) of cross sections of branches (a, b) and 
bark (c, d), respectively, of P. percica collected in Date 20 months after the FDNPP accident.
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did not show grayness, presumably due to the shielding effect of the samples. Black spots 
were observed on the stem bark area in the AR image (Figure 10 (b)) of the M. alba stem 
section sample (Figure 10 (a)). However, no black spots were seen in the AR image (Fig-
ure 10 (d)) of the cross section of the M. alba sample (Figure 10 (c)). Comparing the 
blackness of the inside of stem and root in the AR images shows a slightly higher gray-
ness of the inside of the stem section sample than the inside of the root section sample.

As the AR images of stem and root were acquired with identical exposure times, they indi-
cate the transport of radioactive Cs into the inside of the stem. Measurements indicate that order 
of 137Cs concentration is: stem bark (500 Bq/kg) > stem inside (150 Bq/kg) > root (18 Bq/kg). 
These results agreed with AR analyses, and supported the near absence of radioactive Cs in 
the root area, and the accumulation of radioactive Cs in the stem bark and inside. From the AR 
analysis result (Figure 11) on the branches and leaves of M. alba collected in Nihon matsu-City 
in May 2012, a uniform distribution of radioactive Cs in the twig area was confirmed by the 
uniformly high blackness in the twig area. In the leaf area as well, the uniform distribution of 
radioactive Cs was indicated by the uniform black areas recognized similarly on twigs.

AR analysis of foliaceous lichen (P. tinctorum) collected in Iitate-Village in May 2011 (Fig-
ure 12) shows many black spots on the lichen that forms the yellow-green area in the optical 
photos, and black surface areas appear. On the other hand, with regard to the blackness of 
the bark areas appearing as brown in the optical photos, the blackness is thinner compared to 

Fig. 10 Autoradiograph image (b, d) and optical photograph (a, c) of cross sections of branches 
and root, respectively, of Morus alba collected in Nihonmatsu on 23 months after the FDNPP 
accident.

a b c
d

Figure 10    Autoradiograph images (b, d) and optical photographs (a, c) of cross sections of branches (a, b) and 
root (c, d), respectively, of M. alba collected in Nihonmatsu 23 months after the FDNPP accident

Fig. 11 Autoradiograph image (b) and optical photograph (a) of branch and leaves of Morus
alba collected in Nihonmatsu on 15 months after the FDNPP accident.

a b

Figure 11    Autoradiograph image (b) and optical photograph (a) of branch and leaves of M. alba collected in 
Nihon-matsu 15 months after the FDNPP accident
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that in the foliaceous lichen areas. This indicates a higher concentration of radioactive Cs on 
foliaceous lichen than on the bark area.

AR analyses were conducted on the bamboo samples and bamboo shoot samples collected 
in Nihonmatsu-City in May 2012 using the round slice bamboo section samples (a, b), bamboo 
shoot section samples (c, d), the bamboo shoot vertical section samples (e, d), and bamboo 
shoot bark samples (g, h). The AR analysis showed (Figure 13) that the inside of the stem of 
bamboo section samples was uniformly black (Figure 13 (b)). The uniform blackness was also 
observed on the bamboo shoot section samples and the bamboo shoot vertical section samples, 
although the blackness was thinner than that of the bamboo section samples.

The AR images of bamboo shoot vertical section samples showed a uniform blackness of 
the plate and the internode of the bamboo shoot. This indicated that radioactive Cs had accu-
mulated in the bamboo stems. As the AR image of the bamboo shoot bark sample shows, the 
bark area is blackened as well.

Fig. 12 Autoradiograph image (lower) and optical photograph (upper) of 
lichen Permotrema tinctorum collected in Iitate on 2 months after the 
FDNPP accident.

Bark

P. tinctorum

Figure 12    Autoradiograph image (lower) and optical photograph (upper) of lichen P. tinctorum collected in 
Iitate 2 months after the FDNPP accident

Fig. 13 Autoradiograph image (b, d, f, h) and optical photograph (a, c, e, g) of cross section of 
internode (a, b) of Phyllostachys bambusoides, vertical cross section of the sheath of bamboo 
shoot (e, f), cross section of internode of sheath of bamboo shoot, and peel of bamboo shoot (g, 
h).

a b

c d

e f

g h

Solid plate

Figure 13    Autoradiograph images (b, d, f, h) and optical photographs (a, c, e, g) of cross section of internode 
(a, b) of P. bambusoides, vertical cross section of the sheath of a bamboo shoot (e, f), cross section 
of the internode of a sheath of a bamboo shoot, and the peel of bamboo shoot (g, h)
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IV. Discussion
1.  Relocation of Radioactive Cs in a Tree

The AR analyses conducted on the tree samples collected two months after the 1F accident 
in March 2011 showed that the radioactive Cs deposited on trees was more concentrated on 
the stems and leaves that were present before the 1F accident 4). As explained above, in the C. 
japonica samples collected two months after the 1F accident, no accumulation on the male 
flower was observed and a heterogeneous distribution of black spots of radioactive Cs was 
confirmed. The area of the spots in an AR image will vary not only according to the size of the 
radionuclide deposit, but also to its radioactivity and the AR exposure time. Hence, radioactive 
Cs was directly deposited on the trees like an aerosol, and deposited on the trees as spots.

In the AR analyses of the trees of C. japonica and T. dolabrata var. hondae collected six 
months after the 1F accident, most of the radioactive Cs had a spotty distribution on trees 
(Figure 2). Furthermore, in the C. japonica sample collected in Okuma-Machi in December 
2012, radioactive Cs was present on the female flower and branches and leaves that had grown 
before the 1F accident (Figure 4). The samples in which the black spots were also found are 
C. japonica, P. persica, and T. dolabrata var. hondae sampled in Date-City in October 2011 
(Figures 5, 8, and 9 respectively). Because the distance of the sampling locations from 1F was 
~4 km (Okuma-Machi) and ~55 km (Date-City), it was elucidated that radioactive Cs adhered 
as spots on the trees grown before the 1F accident, not depending on the type of tree nor the 
distance from 1F. Because the same spotty adhesion of radioactive Cs was found in the C. 
japonica sampled six months after the 1F accident, the distribution is considered to be a specific 
distribution of radioactive Cs that deposited directly on C. japonica, soon after the 1F accident.

The distribution of radioactive Cs in the sample of C. japonica that was collected more than 
one year after the 1F accident was completely different from that collected after six months. 
As shown in the AR analysis of C. japonica, the ratio of spots of radioactive Cs decreases in 
the branches and leaves that grew after the 1F accident, and in the specific local distribution 
in the tips of branches and leaves or on male flowers (Figures 3 and 4). This distribution is 
different from the spotty distribution observed on the tree surface. Thus, it is considered that the 
distribution of radioactive Cs was not due to direct adherence on the tree surfaces. One of the 
possible pathways, such as by the adhesion of soil contaminated with radioactive Cs, has been 
considered, but in this case the expected distribution is spots on the tips of branches and leaves. 
This hypothesis agrees with the scenario of a uniform aerial distribution like that observed in 
AR images of C. japonica. It is reasonable to conclude that the distribution of radioactive Cs 
was not on the stem surface but inside of C. japonica. Consequently, it is conceivable that the 
radioactive Cs deposited on the stem surface was absorbed into the inside of stem, and relocat-
ed to the tips of branches and leaves. This trend is seen not only in C. japonica, but also in T. 
dolabrata var. hondae (Figure 6). 

On the other hand, the distribution in the branches and leaves of T. nucifera is different from 
that of C. japonica and T. dolabrata var. hondae. On the branches and leaves of T. nucifera, the 
radioactive Cs shows a spotty deposition on the branches and leaves that had grown before the 
1F accident, and a uniform distribution on the branches and leaves that had grown after the 1F 
accident. Similarly, the uniform distribution in the branches and leaves that had grown after the 
1 F accident is seen on M. alba. These results indicate two distribution patterns for the radioac-
tive Cs in the branches and leaves that had grown after the 1F accident, i.e., its concentration in 
the tip area in C. japonica, and its uniform distribution in T. nucifera and M. alba.

In the AR analyses of M. alba, the spotty adhesion of radioactive Cs on the bark as well as 
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the distribution in the stem was observed on the M. alba stem that was collected approximately 
two years after the 1F accident (Figure 10), while radioactive Cs was not present in the root 
area. These results indicate a low likelihood of absorption of radioactive Cs present in the stem 
via the roots. Kozai et al. studied the chemical species of radioactive Cs in the soil of Iitate-Vil-
lage using the selective extraction method and clarified that more than 70% of radioactive Cs 
in the soil is in a chemical form that does not exchange cations 9). This result points to problems 
for the idea of direct uptake of radioactive Cs from soil into the root shown in the AR analysis 
of a root of M. alba. Hasegawa et al. conducted the experiment of attaching 137Cs to a leaf of 
radish and reported that a portion of 137Cs is absorbed via the phylloplane 10). Tagami et al. 
measured the radioactive Cs on the leaves of evergreen trees and deciduous trees in Chiba-City 
and reported that several tens to several hundreds of Bq/kg were detected 11). The results of our 
research indicated the relocation of radioactive Cs in M. alba from epidermis to the inside by 
translocation. 

P. persica showed that radioactive Cs was distributed both evenly and in a spotty manner on 
the bark of trees that had grown before the 1F accident (Figure 9). This result indicates that the 
radioactive Cs distributed as spots relocated into the bark surface during the six months after 
the 1F accident. As almost no radioactive Cs was detected inside the stem of P. persica, it is 
considered that the radioactive Cs deposited on the bark remained in position. This implies that 
most of the deposited radioactive Cs stayed in the epidermis of P. persica trees. In contrast, as 
shown in Figure 8, almost no radioactive Cs was detected in the tree stems of those that had 
grown before or after the 1F accident. This indicates that the radioactive Cs stayed in the bark 
of P. persica for at least six months after the 1F accident.

The radioactive Cs was also distributed on the surface of foliaceous lichen (Figure 12). The 
blackness in the AR image of the foliaceous lichen is denser than that of the bark in Figure 12, 
indicating the accumulation of radioactive Cs on the inside of the lichen. Similarly to the above 
mentioned C. japonica, the even distribution also indicates the relocation of radioactive Cs to 
the inside of the lichen. Such accumulation of radioactive Cs in lichen in Austria was reported 
at a level 120 times higher than that before the accident of Chernobyl 12). The high accumulation 
of radioactive Cs in foliaceous lichen is not only due to the spot adhesion, but also the accumu-
lation on the inside. 

As the C. japonica sample shows accumulation of radioactive Cs in the male flower area, 
radioactive Cs is considered to have been accumulated in the region of active growth in a 
tree. Based on analyses conducted on pine trees during the twelve years after the accident at 
Chernobyl, it was pointed out that the radioactive Cs was concentrated in the tender shoot area 
with predominant growth, together with stable Cs 13). The results of our research on C. japonica 
and T. dolabrata var. hondae indicate that the radioactive Cs was accumulated in the active 
growth areas on the tips of twigs by translocation from the bark to the inside of the stem in the 
second year after the 1F accident. It is considered that the concentration of radioactive Cs in 
the area of bamboo shoot nodes and sheathes in the AR images of the bamboo shoot vertical 
section sample was caused by the selective concentration of radioactive Cs in the areas of 
predominant growth. On the other hand, in T. nucifera and M. alba, the radioactive Cs showed 
spatial distribution. Furthermore, some P. persica trees showed stagnated radioactive Cs in the 
bark even a half year after the 1F accident. Mori et al. refers to the accumulation on the inside 
of trees by translocation based on the significant increase in the radioactive Cs concentration in 
the tree sap of Rhus vernicifera 14).

 Thus, the redistribution of the radioactive Cs deposited on the bark is not the same among 
different species of plants. In the future, it will be necessary to clarify the differences in the 
redistribution behavior in different plant species after the 1F accident.
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2. Chemical forms of Radioactive Cs in Trees Containing Decontamination 
Waste

To evaluate the influence of radioactive Cs on the environment when the decontamination 
waste is stored or disposed of, leakage and migration of radioactive Cs from the decontamina-
tion waste must be predicted. As the migration behavior of radioactive Cs from decontamina-
tion waste depends on its chemical form, we should identify the chemical forms of radioactive 
Cs in decontamination waste.

Decontamination waste is considered to contain soil and vegetation. Some waste includes 
material whose decay and its prevention must be considered 3). In the soils contained in the de-
contamination waste, multiple chemical forms of radioactive Cs were found to be present 9, 15). 
However, almost no analysis has been conducted on plants. Our results indicate a time-de-
pendent change of the chemical form of radioactive Cs spread by the 1F accident. That is, 
radioactive Cs exists in spots on the surface of branches and leaves that grew before the 1F 
accident, but radioactive Cs was found to be present inside of the stem of branches and leaves 
that grew during the year following the 1F accident.

To study the solubility of the deposited radioactive Cs on the bark surface, a desorption 
experiment was conducted using 1M CH3COOH solution to accelerate its eluviation by rainwater 
on the branches and leaves that grew before the 1F accident. The results of the desorption exper-
iment on two T. nucifera samples are shown in Table 2. The radioactive Cs content of Samples 
1 and 2 differ by 1 digit, but almost no radioactive Cs was desorbed with the 1 M CH3COOH 
solution. This result indicates that the leach-out due to the desorption of radioactive Cs from the 
tree by the infiltration of rainwater is extremely low. The AR analysis of the T. nucifera sample 
processed with the 1 M CH3COOH solution showed unchanged spotty distribution of radioactive 
Cs. Relocation of radioactive Cs deposited on the plant surface to the inside of the plant and to 
the soil layer by absorption in foliage or weathering has been reported 10). Kawabata et al. reported 
that more than 80% of solid aerosol deposition of Cs on the Raphanus sativus var. sativus was 
relocated to the outside of the plant 16). These results, corroborated by our results, imply that the 
eluviation of radioactive Cs by weathering is extremely low for any trees contained in the decon-
tamination wastes.

On the other hand, because the radioactive Cs contained in the branches and leaves that grew 
after the 1F accident is present inside the tree, it is considered more difficult to desorb than the 
radioactive Cs that exists in the bark. As it is implied that the Co captured inside of a microbial 
cell is more difficult to be removed than Co adsorbed on cell surface 17), the desorption of radio-
active Cs accumulated inside the tree is considered to be less than the radioactive Cs on the bark 
surface. Other living organisms such as algae or lichens inhabit plants as well, and lichen is 
known to condense radioactive Cs 18). AR analysis of lichens indicated the presence of radioac-
tive Cs in the form of spots on the surface, and also accumulated within the plant. Radioactive 
Cs in such chemical forms may exhibit different desorption behavior from the radioactive Cs 
distributed in the bark or inside the tree. Furthermore, as there are various microorganisms 
living in decontamination waste, the radioactive Cs may be desorbed through cracking by the 
microorganisms in the tree. It is considered that the time required for cracking is different for 

Table 2   Radioactive Cs desorbed from an old branch of T. nucifera by a 1 M CH3COOH solution

T. nucifera Sample
Radioactivity (Bq･g−1)

Before Treatment After Treatment In 1M CH3COOH solution
1 6.6 × 102 6.6 × 102 1.0 × 10−2

2 1.8 × 103 1.8 × 103 2.2 × 10−1
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the bark and inside the tree. Furthermore, it is reported that the microorganisms themselves 
preserve the radioactive Cs 19, 20). Consequently, for the evaluation of the leaching behavior of 
radioactive Cs from any tree, it will be necessary to identify the type of tree, time of sampling, 
and presence of organisms, such as lichen, on the tree surface.

V. Summary
Using autoradiography, the local area distribution of radioactive Cs was measured in trees 

sampled in different locations and at different time periods since the 1F accident, and the be-
havior of radioactive Cs contained in the radioactive fallout in the tree was studied. As a result, 
the following has been clarified:

- The distribution in the tree was mainly in the form of spots on the branches and leaves that 
grew before the 1F accident, and this form persisted for approximately a year after the 1F 
accident.

- The spotty distribution of radioactive Cs has been clarified as a typical form of distribution 
of radioactive Cs fallout, and is not dependent on the type of tree nor the distance from 1F.

- One year after the 1F accident, the presence of radioactive Cs contained inside the trees was 
observed, instead of just the spotty radioactive Cs on the branches and leaves. Three types 
of distribution were observed in contaminated trees: (1) accumulation in the tip area of male 
flowers, branches, and leaves such as C. japonica or T. dolabrata var. hondae, (2) uniform 
distribution in the tree such as T. nucifera or M. alba, and (3) preservation in the bark of P. 
persica.
These results indicate that the radioactive Cs that fell out on the trees varied its chemical 

forms with time. Consequently, it is necessary to study the contaminated types in the trees, time 
of sampling, and the presence of living organisms, such as lichens on the tree surface.

We express our gratitude to Dr. Hirofumi Tsukada of the Institute for Environmental Scienc-
es for the valuable advice we received from him while we worked on completing this research 
paper. Part of this research was conducted with the aid of Grants-in-Aid for Scientific Research 
by MEXT, subject No. 25289355.
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In the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident, a large amount of seawater was 
introduced into reactor pressure vessels. Sodium and chloride ions, as well as several minor 
elements contained in seawater, such as K, Ca, Mg, and S, possibly reacted with degraded fuel 
debris or molten corium. Considering possible chemical reactions, various concerns such as vol-
atilization of fission products, characterization of fuel debris, and formation of corrosive gases 
are discussed. Thermodynamic evaluation can give useful information on the general tendency 
of these seawater effects. The volatility of Cs, Sr, and Te potentially increases because of the 
change in stable chemical species. Corrosive gases, such as HCl and H2S, may be generated by 
the heating of seawater to high temperatures. These phenomena are predicted to vary according 
to the oxygen potential.

KEYWORDS: thermodynamic evaluation, severe nuclear accident, fission product, volatil-
ization, source term, seawater, fuel degradation, corium, fuel debris

I. Introduction
In the severe accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (FDNPP), seawater 

was used as the water injection source after the loss of cooling ability. Furthermore, the Nu-
clear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) selected seawater as the final water source when a 
severe accident occurs. However, the influence of seawater injected into the damaged reactor 
core in a severe accident has rarely been studied. In addition to the main solutes in seawater, 
sodium and chloride ions, a considerable quantity of other elements are present, including 
potassium, calcium, magnesium, and sulfur (sulfate group). These elements readily form com-
pounds with various other elements, which are concentrated when the moisture evaporates at 
high temperatures and may cause various chemical reactions with damaged fuel. Takano et al. 
investigated high temperature reaction tests on seawater condensates and uranium dioxide. The 
results indicated that calcium and magnesium are likely to react with fuel debris, although no 
obvious chemical reaction takes place between sodium chloride and uranium dioxide, which 
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was a point of concern in the beginning 1). On the other hand, the evaporation of fission products 
(FP) changes because of the variation in stability of chemical species due to their interaction 
with seawater condensates. Furthermore, various gases may be generated from the exposure of 
seawater to high temperatures, and some of them may be transformed to corrosive gases. 

These chemical reactions are expected to drastically change according to the oxygen poten-
tial of the system. In a severe accident, it is considered that one of the major factors that control 
the oxygen potential of degraded fuel is the oxidation reaction of zircalloy 2). In the early stages 
of an accident, the oxygen potential in the degraded fuel, excluding the surface that lies in direct 
contact with cooling water or steam, is presumably maintained at a low value because a large 
quantity of metallic zirconium remains. As the accident progresses, the oxygen potential is 
considered to rapidly increase when almost all the zirconium is oxidized. This implies that the 
influence of seawater on FP evaporation, the chemical status of fuel debris, and the generation 
of corrosive gases will vary depending on which stage in the severe accident the seawater is 
supplied. Furthermore, it also implies that the influence of seawater depends on the components 
of the structural substances in the reactor, which differ according to reactor type (PWR or 
BWR). For a BWR that contains a large quantity of metallic zirconium in the reactor, a status 
of low oxygen potential is likely to be maintained for an extended period, compared to a PWR. 
Furthermore, for a BWR, the high percentage of structural materials, such as stainless steel and 
inconel alloy, has to be carefully considered in advance.

Because boric acid is contained in the coolant of a PWR, the focus is on CsBO2, as a form 
of cesium that may be significant in a severe accident 3). A large amount of B4C is used in a 
BWR as control blade material, and the boric acid or carbon may cause complicated chemical 
reactions with FP. Regarding this point, Shirasu et al. conducted an analysis using a similar 
method as in this report 4).

It requires great effort to deal with these phenomena of concern that are likely occur with 
exposure to introduced seawater. Acquiring experimental data with repeatability is expected to 
be difficult because the events in an accident form a complex system with many components. 
In such a case, a chemical equilibrium computation based on a thermodynamic approach is 
actively applied as an evaluation method that approximates the chemical events. In this study, 
the evaluation of various concerns that are presumed to be brought about by the introduction of 
seawater was attempted. 

II. Analysis Method
1.  Thermodynamic Database and Equilibrium Computation Tool

For this study, the European SGTE (Scientific Group Thermodynamics Europe) database 
SSUB4 was adopted 5). As an equilibrium computation tool, chemical equilibrium computation 
software Thermocalc ver.S by European Thermo-Calc Software 6) was used.

For proper understanding of the information acquired from the chemical equilibrium com-
putations, the following issues are important. First, a preliminary survey of the contents of the 
database needs to be conducted in detail. In a severe accident, it is known that organic iodine 
compounds may be generated 7). However, because there is almost no existing thermodynamic 
database, including SSUB4, that integrates the data of organic iodine compounds, the evalu-
ation of the behavior of iodine is incomplete. The database provides only information about 
the thermal decomposition of cesium iodide (CsI), which has a high probability of formation. 
Furthermore, where mutual solubility data between compounds is necessary, for instance, in the 
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calculation of the chemical state of the matrix phase of fuel debris, existing databases are not 
suitable for use because they rarely include any data regarding the mutual solubility of nuclear 
fuel or zircalloy. In this area, evaluations by Gueneau et al 8). and by Shirasu et al 9). are in 
progress. Second, it is essential to conduct a parallel computation under various assumptions in 
addition to the simulated computation of actual reactor conditions. The chemical status varies 
from hour to hour in a severe accident. Based on various assumptions, it is possible to survey 
the trend of the chemical reactions by performing a so-called “mapping” of thermodynamic 
states. In this research, a model computation is conducted hypothetically, assuming such condi-
tions as the progress of oxidation not only on zircalloy but also on the steel structural materials, 
and the reactions between the fuel rods and seawater.

2. Analysis Conditions

The quantity of different materials used in the calculation was determined in the following 
manner. The estimated values for the fuel, cladding, and structural materials for Unit 2 were 
taken from the FDNPS 10). Regarding seawater, the values determined by Nozaki were adopt-
ed 11). The concentrations of the FP were calculated using the ORIGEN-II code 12), by referring 
to the averaged burn-up of Unit 2, summarized in the first step, and then considering the amount 
of volatile FP, such as cesium (Cs), strontium (Sr), iodine (I), tellurium (Te), molybdenum 
(Mo), ruthenium (Ru), and niobium (Nb), in the second step. These elements are presumed to 
interact significantly with seawater. Values were standardized with respect to 1 mole of UO2 
and were used as a standard condition in the present study. These are summarized in Table 1 
and Table 2. Here, the quantity of actinide elements in the fuel was represented by UO2, the 
quantity of claddings and channel boxes was represented by Zr, and the quantity of structural 
materials was represented by Fe. The oxygen potential in the fuel before the severe accident 
was assumed to be represented by a chemical condition in which some of the Mo is oxidized. 
Furthermore, the pressure was assumed to be 1 atm. Current thermodynamic data stored in the 
database do not have proper description regarding influence of pressure. Present evaluation was 
performed by assuming 1 atm. 

3. Analysis Method

To evaluate the chemical status of various elements in the degraded fuels, it is necessary 
to evaluate the oxygen potential of the system in an analysis. In this study, the evaluation was 

Table 1   Initial conditions for degraded fuel

Component Mole amount
(normalized with respect to 1 mol − UO2) 

Fuel (UO2) 1.00E + 00
Zry (Zr) 1.28E + 00
S.S. (Fe) 8.27E − 01

Sr 1.82E − 03
Nb 4.05E − 05
Mo 5.89E − 03
Ru 3.67E − 03
Te 6.13E − 04
I 2.82E − 04

Cs 3.63E − 03
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implemented as follows.
First, the amount of H2O added to 1 mole of UO2 and 1.282 mole of Zr was varied, and the 

changes in the chemical forms and oxygen potential (g(O2)) were evaluated.
Figure 1 shows the variation in g(O2) at several temperatures, and the degree of oxidation 

of Zr as a function of the amount of added H2O. The conditions in the leftmost of the figure 
correspond to no oxidation of Zr (i.e., the condition before operation of nuclear reactor). In the 
early phases of a severe accident, the fuel temperature increased due to the decay heat. When 
the temperature reached approximately 1,473 K, the rapid oxidation of Zr began, leading to 
the collapse of fuel 2). In a thermodynamic evaluation, this phenomenon is shown as a variation 
in the molar ratio between Zr and ZrO2, when the molar quantity of steam that effectively 
reacts with Zr is indicated on the horizontal axis (as given in the left half of the figure). In this 
zone, g(O2) is maintained at a constant value for each temperature because the oxidation of Zr 
specifies the g(O2) of the system. The value of g(O2) increases with temperature. In this study, 
case-I (added H2O amount: 1.5 mole) was selected as a typical condition in the early phases of 
a severe accident. This is equivalent to the chemical condition in which approximately 50% of 
Zr is oxidized. Here, the gram atomic weight of the chemical compound is treated as the sum 
of the atom weight that compose it. For example, 1 mole of ZrO2 is plotted as 3 moles, the sum 
of 1 atom of Zr and 2 atoms of O, in the figure. In an actual severe accident, a higher value of 
g(O2) on the periphery of claddings is expected due to the interaction with coolant (steam), but 
this effect is not considered in the present analysis. Furthermore, in real fuel rods, the change 
in O/M of UO2 with respect to the oxygen partial pressure is not negligible when evaluating 
the chemical properties of degraded fuel. However, in this study, the latter was not consid-
ered for conducting a thermodynamic evaluation of the chemical status of FP or the seawater 
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Fig. 1 shows the variation in g(O2) at several temperatures, and 
the degree of oxidation of Zr as a function of the amount of 
added H2O. The conditions in the leftmost of the figure 
correspond to no oxidation of Zr (i.e., the condition before 
operation of nuclear reactor). In the early phases of a severe 
accident, the fuel temperature increased due to the decay heat. 
When the temperature reached approximately 1473 K, the rapid 
oxidation of Zr began, leading to the collapse of fuel2). In a 
thermodynamic evaluation, this phenomenon is shown as a 
variation in the molar ratio between Zr and ZrO2, when the 
molar quantity of steam that effectively reacts with Zr is 
indicated on the horizontal axis (as given in the left half of the 
figure). In this zone, g(O2) is maintained at a constant value for 
each temperature because the oxidation of Zr specifies the g(O2) 
of the system. The value of g(O2) increases with temperature. In 
this study, case-I (added H2O amount: 1.5 mole) was selected as 
a typical condition in the early phases of a severe accident. This 
is equivalent to the chemical condition in which approximately 
50% of Zr is oxidized. Here, the gram atomic weight of the 
chemical compound is treated as the sum of the atom weight that 
compose it. For example, 1 mole of ZrO2 is plotted as 3 moles, 
the sum of 1 atom of Zr and 2 atoms of O, in the figure. In an 
actual severe accident, a higher value of g(O2) on the periphery 
of claddings is expected due to the interaction with coolant 
(steam), but this effect is not considered in the present analysis. 
Furthermore, in real fuel rods, the change in O/M of UO2 with 
respect to the oxygen partial pressure is not negligible when 
evaluating the chemical properties of degraded fuel. However, in 
this study, the latter was not considered for conducting a 
thermodynamic evaluation of the chemical status of FP or the 
seawater components because the Gibbs free energy for the 
dissolution of the elements in UO2 is far smaller than that for the 
formation of compounds between FP and the seawater 
components. The change in O/M scarcely influences these 
changes in chemical conditions, as UO2 was treated with a fixed 
O/M = 2.0.  

In the late phases of a severe accident, g(O2) rapidly 
increases due to the oxidation of almost all the Zr and is 
regulated by the partial pressure of H2/H2O (as shown in the 
right half of Fig. 1). In this zone, the oxidation of Fe that was 
originally part of the structure begins when g(O2) exceeds a 
certain value. The relation of the added amount of H2O (0.827 
mole of Fe, 1 mole of UO2, and 1.282 mole of Zr), and the 

oxidation status of U, Zr, and Fe is shown in Fig. 2 (at a 
temperature of 2,500 K). In an oxidative atmosphere, the 
oxidation of Fe occurs by the addition of a certain amount of 
H2O. Based on these observations, case-II (added H2O amount: 
3.7 mole) was selected as a typical condition for the partial 
oxidation of structural materials in the late phases of a severe 
accident. In an actual severe accident, a portion of the structural 
materials might be locally oxidized in the early phases as well, 
but that is not considered here. Furthermore, when an absorber 
material such as B4C contributes to the chemical reactions, the 
change in oxygen potential will further differ, but the analysis 
was conducted elsewhere 9). 

In the present analyses, assuming that the fuel containing 
FP and zircalloy reacted with pure water, as in case-I and case-II, 
respectively, the variation in composition of the stable solid 
phases and those in the gaseous phase as functions of 
temperature and oxygen potential were evaluated in the first step, 
and the reaction with seawater was discussed in the second step. 
Then, the difference in the trend was discussed. Furthermore, the 
contribution of the structural materials was discussed as well as 
the contribution of the oxidative atmosphere.  

 
III. Results 

 
1.  Chemical Reaction of UO2/FP/Zr Mixture 

and Pure Water 
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the added water 

amount and the gram atomweight quantity of solid phases, and 
the relation between the added water amount and the mole 
fraction of gaseous phases, evaluated at 1,500 K and 2,500 K, 
respectively. A significant variation in the chemical species 
between oxidative and reductive atmospheres is seen in both the 
gaseous and solid phases. In the solid phase, ZrTe2 and Cs2Te 
are stable in a reductive atmosphere at 1,500 K. In an oxidative 
atmosphere, Nb oxides are stable. SrZrO3 is stable as well and is 
evaluated as transforming to SrMoO4 as g(O2) increases. Mo is 
generally stable as metallic Mo, but when a certain g(O2) is 
exceeded, it will form complex oxides with Sr. The metal solid 
phase of Ru is stable in this g(O2) range, and volatile high-order 
oxides are rarely formed. When the temperature rises to 2,500 K, 
no Sr oxides are formed in a reductive atmosphere. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  Variation in oxygen potential, g(O2), and progress in Zr 
oxidation with respect to added water amount 

Fig. 2  Variation in mole-amount of U, Zr, and Fe species with respect 
to added water amount (at 2,500 K) 

 

Figure 1   Variation in oxygen potential, g(O2), and progress in Zr oxidation with respect to added water amount

Table 2   Chemical composition of sea-water
Component Concentration (mg/L)

Na 1.08E + 04
Mg 1.28E + 03
S 8.98E + 02
K 3.99E + 02
Ca 4.12E + 02
Cl 1.94E + 04
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components because the Gibbs free energy for the dissolution of the elements in UO2 is far 
smaller than that for the formation of compounds between FP and the seawater components. 
The change in O/M scarcely influences these changes in chemical conditions, as UO2 was 
treated with a fixed O/M = 2.0. 

In the late phases of a severe accident, g(O2) rapidly increases due to the oxidation of almost 
all the Zr and is regulated by the partial pressure of H2/H2O (as shown in the right half of Figure 
1). In this zone, the oxidation of Fe that was originally part of the structure begins when g(O2) 
exceeds a certain value. The relation of the added amount of H2O (0.827 mole of Fe, 1 mole 
of UO2, and 1.282 mole of Zr), and the oxidation status of U, Zr, and Fe is shown in Figure 2 
(at a temperature of 2,500 K). In an oxidative atmosphere, the oxidation of Fe occurs by the 
addition of a certain amount of H2O. Based on these observations, case-II (added H2O amount: 
3.7 mole) was selected as a typical condition for the partial oxidation of structural materials 
in the late phases of a severe accident. In an actual severe accident, a portion of the structural 
materials might be locally oxidized in the early phases as well, but that is not considered here. 
Furthermore, when an absorber material such as B4C contributes to the chemical reactions, the 
change in oxygen potential will further differ, but the analysis was conducted elsewhere 9).

In the present analyses, assuming that the fuel containing FP and zircalloy reacted with pure 
water, as in case-I and case-II, respectively, the variation in composition of the stable solid 
phases and those in the gaseous phase as functions of temperature and oxygen potential were 
evaluated in the first step, and the reaction with seawater was discussed in the second step. 
Then, the difference in the trend was discussed. Furthermore, the contribution of the structural 
materials was discussed as well as the contribution of the oxidative atmosphere. 

III. Results
1.  Chemical Reaction of UO2/FP/Zr Mixture and Pure Water

Figure 3 shows the relationship between the added water amount and the gram atomweight 
quantity of solid phases, and the relation between the added water amount and the mole fraction 
of gaseous phases, evaluated at 1,500 K and 2,500 K, respectively. A significant variation in 
the chemical species between oxidative and reductive atmospheres is seen in both the gaseous 
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Fig. 1 shows the variation in g(O2) at several temperatures, and 
the degree of oxidation of Zr as a function of the amount of 
added H2O. The conditions in the leftmost of the figure 
correspond to no oxidation of Zr (i.e., the condition before 
operation of nuclear reactor). In the early phases of a severe 
accident, the fuel temperature increased due to the decay heat. 
When the temperature reached approximately 1473 K, the rapid 
oxidation of Zr began, leading to the collapse of fuel2). In a 
thermodynamic evaluation, this phenomenon is shown as a 
variation in the molar ratio between Zr and ZrO2, when the 
molar quantity of steam that effectively reacts with Zr is 
indicated on the horizontal axis (as given in the left half of the 
figure). In this zone, g(O2) is maintained at a constant value for 
each temperature because the oxidation of Zr specifies the g(O2) 
of the system. The value of g(O2) increases with temperature. In 
this study, case-I (added H2O amount: 1.5 mole) was selected as 
a typical condition in the early phases of a severe accident. This 
is equivalent to the chemical condition in which approximately 
50% of Zr is oxidized. Here, the gram atomic weight of the 
chemical compound is treated as the sum of the atom weight that 
compose it. For example, 1 mole of ZrO2 is plotted as 3 moles, 
the sum of 1 atom of Zr and 2 atoms of O, in the figure. In an 
actual severe accident, a higher value of g(O2) on the periphery 
of claddings is expected due to the interaction with coolant 
(steam), but this effect is not considered in the present analysis. 
Furthermore, in real fuel rods, the change in O/M of UO2 with 
respect to the oxygen partial pressure is not negligible when 
evaluating the chemical properties of degraded fuel. However, in 
this study, the latter was not considered for conducting a 
thermodynamic evaluation of the chemical status of FP or the 
seawater components because the Gibbs free energy for the 
dissolution of the elements in UO2 is far smaller than that for the 
formation of compounds between FP and the seawater 
components. The change in O/M scarcely influences these 
changes in chemical conditions, as UO2 was treated with a fixed 
O/M = 2.0.  

In the late phases of a severe accident, g(O2) rapidly 
increases due to the oxidation of almost all the Zr and is 
regulated by the partial pressure of H2/H2O (as shown in the 
right half of Fig. 1). In this zone, the oxidation of Fe that was 
originally part of the structure begins when g(O2) exceeds a 
certain value. The relation of the added amount of H2O (0.827 
mole of Fe, 1 mole of UO2, and 1.282 mole of Zr), and the 

oxidation status of U, Zr, and Fe is shown in Fig. 2 (at a 
temperature of 2,500 K). In an oxidative atmosphere, the 
oxidation of Fe occurs by the addition of a certain amount of 
H2O. Based on these observations, case-II (added H2O amount: 
3.7 mole) was selected as a typical condition for the partial 
oxidation of structural materials in the late phases of a severe 
accident. In an actual severe accident, a portion of the structural 
materials might be locally oxidized in the early phases as well, 
but that is not considered here. Furthermore, when an absorber 
material such as B4C contributes to the chemical reactions, the 
change in oxygen potential will further differ, but the analysis 
was conducted elsewhere 9). 

In the present analyses, assuming that the fuel containing 
FP and zircalloy reacted with pure water, as in case-I and case-II, 
respectively, the variation in composition of the stable solid 
phases and those in the gaseous phase as functions of 
temperature and oxygen potential were evaluated in the first step, 
and the reaction with seawater was discussed in the second step. 
Then, the difference in the trend was discussed. Furthermore, the 
contribution of the structural materials was discussed as well as 
the contribution of the oxidative atmosphere.  

 
III. Results 

 
1.  Chemical Reaction of UO2/FP/Zr Mixture 

and Pure Water 
Fig. 3 shows the relationship between the added water 

amount and the gram atomweight quantity of solid phases, and 
the relation between the added water amount and the mole 
fraction of gaseous phases, evaluated at 1,500 K and 2,500 K, 
respectively. A significant variation in the chemical species 
between oxidative and reductive atmospheres is seen in both the 
gaseous and solid phases. In the solid phase, ZrTe2 and Cs2Te 
are stable in a reductive atmosphere at 1,500 K. In an oxidative 
atmosphere, Nb oxides are stable. SrZrO3 is stable as well and is 
evaluated as transforming to SrMoO4 as g(O2) increases. Mo is 
generally stable as metallic Mo, but when a certain g(O2) is 
exceeded, it will form complex oxides with Sr. The metal solid 
phase of Ru is stable in this g(O2) range, and volatile high-order 
oxides are rarely formed. When the temperature rises to 2,500 K, 
no Sr oxides are formed in a reductive atmosphere. 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 1  Variation in oxygen potential, g(O2), and progress in Zr 
oxidation with respect to added water amount 

Fig. 2  Variation in mole-amount of U, Zr, and Fe species with respect 
to added water amount (at 2,500 K) 

 

Figure 2   Variation in mole-amount of U, Zr, and Fe species with respect to added water amount (at 2,500 K)
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and solid phases. In the solid phase, ZrTe2 and Cs2Te are stable in a reductive atmosphere at 
1,500 K. In an oxidative atmosphere, Nb oxides are stable. SrZrO3 is stable as well and is eval-
uated as transforming to SrMoO4 as g(O2) increases. Mo is generally stable as metallic Mo, but 
when a certain g(O2) is exceeded, it will form complex oxides with Sr. The metal solid phase 
of Ru is stable in this g(O2) range, and volatile high-order oxides are rarely formed. When the 
temperature rises to 2,500 K, no Sr oxides are formed in a reductive atmosphere.

Furthermore, metallic Mo disappears in an oxidative atmosphere. This is attributable to the 
evaporation of Sr in a reductive atmosphere and Mo oxides in an oxidative atmosphere.

Regarding the gaseous phase, the elements that show significant evaporation in a reductive 
atmosphere at 1,500 K are Cs and I, and it is shown that all the I evaporates as CsI and a part 
of Cs evaporates as single atoms of Cs. In an oxidative atmosphere, the evaporation of Mo and 
Te is observed in addition to Cs and I, and it is shown that CsOH and Cs2MoO4 are added to 
the evaporating chemical forms of Cs. Te evaporates as single Te and in HTe. Because there are 
many evaporating species at 2,500 K, the scale factor of the y-axis is changed (Figure 3 (d)). In 
a reductive atmosphere, Sr and Te evaporate in addition to Cs and I. As for Sr, evaporation of 
single Sr is dominant. Te evaporates as single Te or as HTe. At this temperature, it is evaluated 
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Fig. 3  Variation in fission product species with respect to water amount added 

(a) Mole amount of solid species (1,500 K), (b) Mole amount of solid species (2,500 K), (c) Mole fraction of gas species (1,500 K), and (d) 
Mole-fraction of gas species (2,500 K). 

 

 
Fig. 4  Mole amount in gas phase as a function of temperature 

(a) reductive atmosphere (case-I) and (b) oxidative atmosphere (case-II). 
  

Figure 3    Variation in fission product species with respect to water amount added
(a) Mole amount of solid species (1,500 K), (b) Mole amount of solid species (2,500 K), (c) Mole 
fraction of gas species (1,500 K), and (d) Mole-fraction of gas species (2,500 K)

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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that a portion of the gaseous phase of CsI decomposes, and single I and SrI2 evaporate as 
well. Meanwhile, in an oxidative atmosphere, high-order oxides of elements such as U and Mo 
evaporate. The percentage of single Cs decreases, and CsOH becomes the major component of 
Cs, and as high-order oxides of Mo become stable, the complex oxides of the Cs-Mo system 
are not formed. Sr(OH)2 becomes the major form of Sr. 

The evaluation results of the molar quantity of gaseous phases for various elements in case-I 
and case-II are shown in Figure 4. By observation, including Figure 3, the general trend of 
evaporation is understood for both reductive and oxidative atmospheres for various elements:

U :  Slightly evaporates in an oxidative atmosphere because of the formation of vapor spe-
cies of high-order oxides.

Zr :  Slightly evaporates in an oxidative atmosphere because of the slightly higher vapor 
pressure of metals compared with that of oxides.

Sr :  Readily evaporates in a reductive atmosphere because of the easily decomposing nature 
of SrZrO3 in a reductive atmosphere. 

Nb :  Readily evaporates in an oxidative atmosphere because of the formation of vapor spe-
cies of high-order oxides.

Mo :  Readily evaporates in an oxidative atmosphere because of the formation of vaporous 
high-order oxides.

Ru :  Slightly evaporates in an oxidative atmosphere because of the slightly higher vapor 
pressure of oxides compared with that of metals. 

Te :  Readily evaporates in an oxidative atmosphere because of the formation of the compar-
atively stable solid phase ZrTe2 on the reductive side.

I :  Readily evaporates under this condition.
Cs :  Readily evaporates but slightly inhibited because of the formation of a Cs2MoO4 type 

compound in a lower temperature zone of an oxidative atmosphere.

2. Chemical Reaction of UO2/FP/Zr Mix and Seawater

It is highly unlikely that seawater reacts directly with the damaged fuel as it contains the 
original concentrations. Hence, a condition is assumed in which the H2O molar quantity is 1.0, 
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and an analysis was conducted by varying the H2O quantity by a factor of 5, so the H2O molar 
quantity is 5.0. Figure 5 shows the relation between added seawater amount and the molar 
quantity of solid formed at 1,500 K and 2,500 K. By comparison with Figure 3, the expected 
influence of the reaction with seawater, when it occurs, is evaluated.

(Temperature: 1,500 K)
Sr :  The chlorides and sulfates are formed in a reductive atmosphere. No change occurs in 

an oxidative atmosphere.
Nb :  The oxide species are changed to higher-order species in an oxidative atmosphere.
Mo :  Complex oxides of Na and Ca are formed in an oxidative atmosphere. No change 

occurs in a reductive atmosphere. 
Ru :  No change.
Te :  CaTe is formed in a reductive atmosphere.
I :  Solid phase is not formed. 
Cs :  Cs2Te is decomposed in a reductive atmosphere.
(Temperature: 2,500 K)
Sr :  Decomposition of SrZrO3 is slightly accelerated in an oxidative atmosphere.
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Fig. 5 Mole amount of solid species as a function of water amount 

added in the case of seawater (a) 1,500 K and (b) 2,500 K. 
 

3.  Generation of Corrosive Gas from Seawater 
Fig. 8 extracts the evaluation results on corrosive gas 

components from the temperature dependence in the molar 
quantity of vapor species for case-I and case-II. The trends for 
each element are shown in Fig. 7, and the trends are indicated for 
each vapor species in Fig. 8. It is confirmed that the dominant 
vapor species for evaporation of each element changes depending 
on the temperature, and the trends vary significantly between 
reductive and oxidative atmospheres. The  generation of the 
major corrosive gases is shown in the same figure. In a reductive 
atmosphere, corrosive gases such as HCl, HS, H2S, and S, are 
generated. In an oxidative atmosphere, SO and SO2 are generated 
in addition to the gases observed in a reductive atmosphere. These 
corrosive gases likely start to form in the comparatively low 
temperature regions in an oxidative atmosphere. This implies the 
possibility of a significant change in the trend of corrosive gas 
generation, depending on the time when seawater is supplied to 
the damaged reactor core. The later the seawater is supplied after 
the increase in g(O2) in the system in the late stages of an accident, 
the more corrosive gases are likely to be generated. 

 
4.  Chemical Reaction of UO2/FP/Zr/Fe Mix 

and Seawater 
For similar conditions as above, an evaluation was performed 

for the Fe from structural materials. Fig. 9 shows the temperature 
dependence of the evaporated molar quantity for each element in 
case-I and case-II. Because g(O2) changes in an oxidative 
atmosphere through the coexistence 

of Fe oxide, a slight difference in the evaporation properties of Mo 
and Te is observed. It is shown that for both elements, an 
acceleration of evaporation takes place at low temperatures. A 
slight acceleration in the evaporation of seawater components such 
as Na and Cl likely takes place at low temperatures in an oxidative 
atmosphere. 

 
Fig. 6 Mole fraction of gas species as a function of water amount

added in the case of seawater (a) 1,500 K, (b) 2,500 K(FP), and
(b') 2,500 K(others). 
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Figure 5    Mole amount of solid species as a function of water amount added in the case of seawater  
(a) 1,500 K and (b) 2,500 K
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Mo :  Evaporation of Mo is slightly accelerated in an oxidative atmosphere.
Ru :  No change.
Other FPs: Solid phase does not exist.
In a similar manner, the relation between added seawater amount and the molar fraction of 

the gaseous phase is shown in Figure 6. Here, the components originating mainly from FP and 
other components are separately shown for 2,500 K due to space limitations.

(Temperature: 1,500 K)
Sr :  Chloride vapor species are formed in a reductive atmosphere, and evaporation is accel-

erated. 
Mo :  Vapor species of composite oxides with Cs are not formed in a reductive atmosphere, 

and evaporation is suppressed.
I :  Formation of NaI becomes dominant in an oxidative atmosphere. Even in a reductive 

atmosphere, NaI exists in addition to CsI. 
Cs :  CsCl is the major component of vapor species in both reductive and oxidative atmo-

spheres, and evaporation is accelerated. The vapor species of complex compounds with 
Mo are not formed in an oxidative atmosphere. 

Others: Significant generation of HCl in an oxidative atmosphere.
(Temperature: 2,500 K)
U :  Evaporation is slightly accelerated in a reductive atmosphere because of the formation 

of vapor species of chlorides. 
Sr :  Chloride vapor species are formed in a reductive atmosphere, and evaporation is accel-

erated. Vapor species are transformed in an oxidative atmosphere. 
Mo :  Vapor species are transformed in an oxidative atmosphere. 
I :  NaI is formed in a reductive atmosphere.
Cs :  CsCl and Cs become the major components of vapor species both in reductive and 

oxidative atmospheres. 
The temperature dependence of the evaporation rate for various elements in a reductive 

atmosphere (case-I) and an oxidative atmosphere (case-II) is shown in Figure 7. Trends for 
each element are evaluated by comparison with Figure 4. 

(Reductive atmosphere: case-I)
U, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, Te, and I: No significant influence
Sr and Cs : Acceleration of evaporation
(Oxidative atmosphere: case-II)
U, Zr, Ru, Te, and I: No significant influence
Sr and Cs : Acceleration of evaporation
Mo and Nb : Inhibition of evaporation

3.  Generation of Corrosive Gas from Seawater

Figure 8 extracts the evaluation results on corrosive gas components from the temperature 
dependence in the molar quantity of vapor species for case-I and case-II. The trends for each 
element are shown in Figure 7, and the trends are indicated for each vapor species in Figure 8. 
It is confirmed that the dominant vapor species for evaporation of each element changes de-
pending on the temperature, and the trends vary significantly between reductive and oxidative 
atmospheres. The  generation of the major corrosive gases is shown in the same figure. In a 
reductive atmosphere, corrosive gases such as HCl, HS, H2S, and S, are generated. In an oxi-
dative atmosphere, SO and SO2 are generated in addition to the gases observed in a reductive 
atmosphere. These corrosive gases likely start to form in the comparatively low temperature 
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Fig. 5 Variation in mole amount of solid species with respect to
water-amount added in case of sea-water
(a) 1,500 K and (b) 2,500 K.

Fig. 6 Variation in mole fraction of gas species with respect to
water-amount added in case of sea-water
(a) 1,500 K, (b) 2,500 K(FP), and (b') 2,500 K(others).

291軽水炉過酷事故時の破損燃料に与える海水影響の熱力学的評価

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 12, No. 4 (2013)

3. 海水からの腐食性ガスの発生

Figure 8に，case�Iと case�IIでの蒸気種モル量の温

度変化のうち腐食性ガス成分を抽出して示す。Fig. 7で示

された元素ごとの傾向を蒸気種ごとに示している。温度に

よって，それぞれの元素の蒸発現象を支配する蒸気種が変

化すること，還元雰囲気と酸化雰囲気でその傾向が大きく

変化することが確認できる。図中に，発生する主要な腐食

性ガスの解析結果をあわせて示す。還元側では，HCl,

HS, H2S, S等の腐食性ガスが発生すると評価される。酸

化側では，これに加え，SO, SO2 等が発生すると評価さ

れる。これらの腐食性ガスは酸化雰囲気において，比較的

低い温度から発生することがわかる。これより，海水をど

のタイミングで破損炉心に投入したかにより，腐食性ガス

の発生傾向が大きく変化する可能性が示唆される。事故の

後期に系内の g(O2)が上昇した後で海水投入する程，腐食

性ガスが発生しやすいと考えられる。

4. UO2/FP/Zr/Fe混合物と海水との化学反応

上と同様の条件で，構造材の鉄も考慮した解析を実施し

た。Fig. 9に，case�Iと case�IIでの元素ごとの蒸発モル

量の温度変化を示す。Feが共存することで，酸化側での

g(O2)変化が異なるため，Moと Teの蒸発特性に若干の

差がみられる。いずれも低温での蒸発が促進されると評価

される。酸化側では海水成分の Naと Clの低温での蒸発

Figure 6    Mole fraction of gas species as a function of water amount added in the case of seawater  
(a) 1,500 K, (b) 2,500 K(FP), and (b’) 2,500 K(others)

(a)

(b)

(b’)
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regions in an oxidative atmosphere. This implies the possibility of a significant change in the 
trend of corrosive gas generation, depending on the time when seawater is supplied to the 
damaged reactor core. The later the seawater is supplied after the increase in g(O2) in the system 
in the late stages of an accident, the more corrosive gases are likely to be generated.

4. Chemical Reaction of UO2/FP/Zr/Fe Mix and Seawater

For similar conditions as above, an evaluation was performed for the Fe from structural 
materials. Figure 9 shows the temperature dependence of the evaporated molar quantity for 
each element in case-I and case-II. Because g(O2) changes in an oxidative atmosphere through 
the coexistence of Fe oxide, a slight difference in the evaporation properties of Mo and Te is 
observed. It is shown that for both elements, an acceleration of evaporation takes place at low 
temperatures. A slight acceleration in the evaporation of seawater components such as Na and 
Cl likely takes place at low temperatures in an oxidative atmosphere.
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However, the possibility of complicated chemical reactions due to the coexistence of sea-
water and Fe is considered to be low. The details of the reaction of damaged fuel and structural 
materials is explained elsewhere 4).

IV. Discussion
Based on the present evaluation results, concerns requiring further discussion are presented 

regarding the degradation of fuel.

1.  Heterogeneity of Damaged Reactor Vessel Interior

As shown in Figure 5, when the reaction between damaged fuel and seawater takes place in 
a reductive atmosphere, Zr2S3 may be formed. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 8, SOx 
gas is generated if seawater is heated in an oxidative atmosphere. The temperature and g(O2) 
differ markedly at each location in a damaged reactor vessel in an actual severe accident and is 
further expected to vary minute by minute. Consequently, fuels are considered to collapse in a 
heterogeneous manner. Concerns caused by such heterogeneity are revealed by the current ther-
modynamic approach. In an example of sulfide formation, g(O2) increases in the molten corium 
when the damage of fuel progresses. The SOx gas, which is considered to be generated when the 
molten corium and seawater react, is transferred to the comparatively low temperature regions, 
where zircalloy metal remains, because the damage is not as thorough and extensive, and may 
sulfurize zircalloy and accelerate the damage. It is necessary to continue the analyses of these 
heterogeneous processes in future study.

2. Extension of Database

As explained in section II, the organization of a thermodynamic database is essential to the 
improved accuracy of thermodynamic evaluation. Because almost no data regarding oxy-chlo-
rides of U and Zr (e.g., UOCl, ZrOCl) are available in the SSUB4 database, the influence of 
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the evaporation of U and Zr in the case of reaction with seawater was not predicted. However, 
oxy-chlorides may accelerate the evaporation of U and Zr because they have higher vapor 
pressures than the oxides of those elements. This implies the possibility of the adhesion of U 
in an unanticipated location in the reactor core during an accident. Furthermore, it is necessary 
to consider the effect of various compounds present as solid or liquid solutions as related to the 
evaporation behavior or formation of chemical compounds. Because there are no thermody-
namic data on CsBO2, relevant evaluation was not possible in this study. It is essential to sys-
tematically upgrade that data by referring to current evaluation results and various experimental 
data currently being collected. Here, a certain prioritization is necessary for extracting important 
data. For this purpose, sensitivity analysis assuming hypothetical data is likely to be considered. 
Research and development should be conducted both experimentally and analytically.

3.  Evaluation of Hydrogen Concentration and Prediction of Oxygen Potential 
(g(O2))

In the late phases of a severe accident, the hydrogen partial pressure in steam is considered to 
be extremely low because the oxidation of zirconium almost ceases. In the current evaluation, 
all the analyses were conducted based on the assumption of a closed system. Therefore, they 
were always treated under the condition of a coexistence of a certain amount of hydrogen. To 
simulate the late phases of a severe accident with better accuracy, it is necessary to switch to 
an evaluation condition in which no residual hydrogen is assumed in the system at any stage 
of the accident. This analysis will be conducted along with simulation tests in the future. The 
properties of debris sampled from the reactors will also be referred to. A reverse estimation 
of g(O2) and temperature during real accident progression might be performed based on this 
knowledge of chemical behavior. This will contribute to the presumption of evaporation for 
the main FPs. It can be pointed out that the location of Mo and Nb, potentially detected in the 
future in the damaged reactors, might be a very useful hint in evaluating accident progression.

V. Summary
A thermodynamic evaluation was conducted on the predicted chemical reactions when sea-

water is injected and contacts the degraded fuel under severe accident conditions, yielding the 
following results:

(1) Influence on volatile FPs: In an environment where a large amount of Zr remains in the 
early phases of a severe accident, due to the reaction between FP and Na, Cl, or other sub-com-
ponents, such as K, Ca, Mg, and S in seawater, the evaporation of Sr and Cs is likely to be 
accelerated compared to the situation in pure water or steam. Furthermore, in an environment 
with progressing oxidation of Zr in the late phases of a severe accident, the evaporation of Sr 
and Cs is likely to be accelerated, while that of Mo and Nb is suppressed.

(2) Generation of corrosive gases: Where the seawater is exposed to the high temperature 
environment in the reactor under the conditions of the early phases of a severe accident, cor-
rosive gases, such as HCl, HS, H2S, and S, are likely to be generated. In the late phases of a 
severe accident, those gases are even more likely to be generated, and SO and SO2 might be 
generated as well.

(3) Influence of structural materials: The presence of structural materials is likely to influ-
ence the variation in the oxygen potential in the reactor under severe accident conditions, but 
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collateral chemical reactions due to the coexistence of the structural materials and seawater is 
unlikely to be common.

(4) Others: One of the key questions in the evaluation of the degraded core status is, “in 
which location in the degraded reactor core are Mo and Nb, whose evaporation properties are 
presumably greatly influenced by chemical conditions (e.g., oxygen potential), detected?” 

In the next step of our study, the analyses of heterogeneous open systems will be continued 
in parallel with the progress in various other experiments.

The authors are grateful to Drs. Kazuo Minato, Yasuo Arai, Fumihisa Nagase and Masahide 
Takano of the Japan Atomic Energy Agency for their valuable comments. The authors are also 
grateful to Dr. Kenji Nishihara of the same agency, who kindly provided the evaluation values 
of FP using the ORIGEN-II code.
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Estimation of Radionuclide Concentration in 
Plume Using Pulse Height Distribution Measured 
by LaBr3 Scintillation Detector and Its Response 
to Radionuclides in Plume Calculated with egs5

Hideo HIRAYAMA 1,*, Hiroshi MATSUMURA 1,  
Yoshihito NAMITO 1 and Toshiya SANAMI 1

1 High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan

A method was presented to estimate radionuclide concentration in plume using the pulse 
height distribution measured by a LaBr3 scintillation detector and its calculated response to 
radionuclides in plume with egs5. Radionuclide concentration was estimated from the ratio 
between the peak count rates corresponding to each radionuclide in the measured pulse height 
distribution on an expressway on March 15 and in the calculated one from each radionuclide in 
plume using the egs5 Monte Carlo code. The pulse height distribution reconstructed based on 
the estimated concentrations agrees well with the measured one at the time that the contribution 
from radionuclides deposited on a ground surface is negligible.

KEYWORDS: radionuclide concentration, iodine 131, plume, Monte Carlo, egs5, LaBr3 
scintillator

I. Introduction
The radionuclide concentrations in plumes dispersed over a wide area due to the accident that 

occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (hereinafter referred to as “plume”) are 
important in evaluating the internal radiation dose from inhalation. Although the concentration 
of I-131 is particularly important from the perspective of radiation-induced thyroid cancer risk 
assessment, the direct measurement of radionuclide concentrations in plumes was conducted 
only in limited places far from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Therefore, the most 
direct method is estimation from the density of I-131 deposited on the soil surface. However, 
since the half-life of I-131 is as short as about eight days, the measurement data are extremely 
limited compared to that of Cs-134 and Cs-137. As a result, estimating from an atmospheric 
dispersion model and air dose rate, as well as estimating from the analysis of I-139 with a very 
long half-life, have been attempted. Although it is essential to perform evaluation based on an 
atmospheric dispersion model to estimate the concentration distribution over a wide area, to 
increase accuracy, it would be desirable to obtain the data on the concentration of radionuclides, 
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such as I-131, contained in the plumes, but not the air dose rate and the amount of deposition on 
the soil surface. In this paper, we attempted to estimate the concentrations of radionuclides con-
tained in the plumes that passed overhead using the pulse height distribution measured by Mat-
sumura, et al. at expressway service areas (SA), parking areas (PA), some interchanges (IC), and 
junctions (JCT) with a ϕ1.5″ × 1.5″ LaBr3 scintillation spectrometer (manufactured by Canberra, 
IN1KL-1, hereinafter referred to as “LaBr3 detector”) on March 15, 2011 1). We calculated the 
detector response of LaBr3 to the radionuclides in plumes by applying a method 2) whereby the 
photon flux from a plane isotropic source is converted into a point isotropic source, and a plane 
detector to an egs5 3) electromagnetic cascade Monte Carlo code to estimate the concentrations 
of radionuclides in the plumes from the ratio between the peak count rates per Bq/cm3, corre-
sponding to each radionuclide calculated and the corresponding peak count rate measurements.

II. Calculation of the Response of LaBr3 Detector with egs5
1. Photon Spectra of Radionuclides Contained in a Plume 1.3 m above the 

Ground Surface 

The distribution of radionuclides when a plume arrived was assumed to correspond to the 
case where there was a plane isotropic source spreading infinitely and horizontally from the 
ground surface to the plume height (h 0) with a uniform density.

We calculated the photon spectra 1.3 m above the soil surface, assuming that the vertical 
distribution was uniform from the soil surface to h0, by applying the method 2) of converting 
the photon flux from a plane isotropic source into a point isotropic source, and a plane detector 
to egs5 3). To validate this method, Figure 1 shows the comparison between the result of the 
analytical method described in EPA-402-R-93-081 4) and the result of calculation with egs5 for 
the scattered photon spectrum in an infinite air system in which one 100-keV photon is emitted 
per cubic meter every second. In the calculation with egs5, an air density of 0.001205 g/cm3 
was used under 1 atm (atmospheric pressure) at 20°C (hereinafter referred to as “NTP state”). 
As the simulation of an infinite system, h0 was set to ten times of the mean free path of a 100-
keV photon in the air. Both the shape and size of the spectra were found to be identical. Figure 1 
also shows the result of calculating the photon spectrum at a height of 1.3 m taking the soil into 
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に広がった面線源がある場合に相当すると仮定する。面等

方線源からのガンマ線束を点等方線源と面検出器に置き換

える手法3)を egs52)に適用し，垂直方向分布は地表から h0
まで一様であるとして，地表 1.3 m位置での光子スペクト

ルを計算した。この手法の妥当性を検証するために，Fig.

1に，100 keV光子を 1 m3 当たり毎秒 1個放出する無限

の 空 気 体 系 中 の 散 乱 線 ス ペ ク ト ル に つ い て ，

EPA�402�R�93�0814)に掲載されている解析的手法による

結果と egs5による計算結果との比較を示す。egs5の計算

において，空気の密度としては，20°Cで 1気圧(以下，

「NTP状態」という。)での 0.001205 g/cm3 を使用した。

無限体系の模擬として h0 は，100 keV光子の空気中での

平均自由行程の10倍に設定した。スペクトルの形・大き

さが，ともによく一致していることが判る。Fig. 1には，

地面を考慮した場合の 1.3 m高さでの結果をあわせて示

す。線源の総量が同じになるように地面を考慮した場合

は，得られた計算結果を 2倍している。線源のエネル

ギーに近い領域はほとんど変わらないが，離れた領域では

地面を考慮すると後方散乱が少なくなっていることが判

る。散乱を受けていない直接線数は，EPA�402�R�93�

081では，5.52×10－3 photons/cm2/secで，地面を考慮し

ていない egs5の結果は，5.50×10－3 photons/cm2/sec，

地面を考慮した 1.3 m高さでの egs5の結果は，6.03×

10－3 photons/cm2/secなので，よく一致しているといえ

る。

プルームの高さ h0 の影響がどこまであるかをみるため

に，エネルギーの高いガンマ線を放出する I�132を含むプ

ルームについて，高さが 500 mの場合と無限の厚さとみ

なせる最も高いエネルギーのガンマ線の空気中での平均自

由行程の10倍に対応する 2,219 mの場合の地表 1.3 mに

おけるスペクトルの比較を Fig. 2に示す。両者の違いは

ほとんどないことが判る。プルームの高さは，100 mから

1,000 mといわれているが，Fig. 2の結果から，以降では

500 m高さまでのプルームを検討の対象とする。

Figure 3に I�131を 1 Bq/cm3 の濃度で含む100, 200お

Figure 1    Comparison of energy spectrum of scattered photons for submersion in a 1 Bq/m3 100 keV contam-
inated air source
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consideration. When the soil was taken into consideration, the calculation result was doubled so 
that the total of the radiation source would be the same. Although there was little change in the 
area close to the energy of the radiation source, it was found that there was less backscattering 
in a remote area when the soil was taken into account. The number of unscattered photons was 
5.52 × 10−3 photons/cm2/sec in the case of EPA-402-R-93-081. The result of egs5 where the soil 
was not considered was 5.50 × 10−3 photons/cm2/sec, and the result of egs5 at a height of 1.3 m 
considering the ground was 6.03 × 10−3 photons/cm2/sec. We can see that they are identical.

To see the impact of plume height h0 from the plume containing I-132, which emits high en-
ergy gamma rays, Figure 2 shows the comparison of spectra at a height of 1.3 m from the soil 
surface between the case where the height is 500 m and the case where the height is 2,219 m, 
which is ten times of the mean free path for the gamma ray with the highest energy in air, and 
is regarded as infinite in thickness. It was found that there was little difference between either 
case. Although the plume height is said to be between 100 m and 1,000 m, based on the result 
shown in Figure 2, the plumes up to 500 m in height are to be studied.

Figure 3 shows the calculated photon spectra at a height of 1.3 m above the soil surface 
from plumes 100, 200, and 500 m high containing I-131 at a concentration of 1 Bq/cm3 in the 
air in NTP state. The figure shows that the scattering portion increases as the plume height 
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に広がった面線源がある場合に相当すると仮定する。面等

方線源からのガンマ線束を点等方線源と面検出器に置き換

える手法3)を egs52)に適用し，垂直方向分布は地表から h0
まで一様であるとして，地表 1.3 m位置での光子スペクト

ルを計算した。この手法の妥当性を検証するために，Fig.

1に，100 keV光子を 1 m3 当たり毎秒 1個放出する無限

の 空 気 体 系 中 の 散 乱 線 ス ペ ク ト ル に つ い て ，

EPA�402�R�93�0814)に掲載されている解析的手法による

結果と egs5による計算結果との比較を示す。egs5の計算

において，空気の密度としては，20°Cで 1気圧(以下，

「NTP状態」という。)での 0.001205 g/cm3 を使用した。

無限体系の模擬として h0 は，100 keV光子の空気中での

平均自由行程の10倍に設定した。スペクトルの形・大き

さが，ともによく一致していることが判る。Fig. 1には，

地面を考慮した場合の 1.3 m高さでの結果をあわせて示

す。線源の総量が同じになるように地面を考慮した場合

は，得られた計算結果を 2倍している。線源のエネル

ギーに近い領域はほとんど変わらないが，離れた領域では

地面を考慮すると後方散乱が少なくなっていることが判

る。散乱を受けていない直接線数は，EPA�402�R�93�

081では，5.52×10－3 photons/cm2/secで，地面を考慮し

ていない egs5の結果は，5.50×10－3 photons/cm2/sec，

地面を考慮した 1.3 m高さでの egs5の結果は，6.03×

10－3 photons/cm2/secなので，よく一致しているといえ

る。

プルームの高さ h0 の影響がどこまであるかをみるため

に，エネルギーの高いガンマ線を放出する I�132を含むプ

ルームについて，高さが 500 mの場合と無限の厚さとみ

なせる最も高いエネルギーのガンマ線の空気中での平均自

由行程の10倍に対応する 2,219 mの場合の地表 1.3 mに

おけるスペクトルの比較を Fig. 2に示す。両者の違いは

ほとんどないことが判る。プルームの高さは，100 mから

1,000 mといわれているが，Fig. 2の結果から，以降では

500 m高さまでのプルームを検討の対象とする。

Figure 3に I�131を 1 Bq/cm3 の濃度で含む100, 200お

Figure 2    Comparison of photon spectrum at 1.3 m above soil surface from I-132 contained in plumes 500 m 
and 2,219 m (10 mfp) high
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える手法3)を egs52)に適用し，垂直方向分布は地表から h0
まで一様であるとして，地表 1.3 m位置での光子スペクト

ルを計算した。この手法の妥当性を検証するために，Fig.

1に，100 keV光子を 1 m3 当たり毎秒 1個放出する無限

の 空 気 体 系 中 の 散 乱 線 ス ペ ク ト ル に つ い て ，

EPA�402�R�93�0814)に掲載されている解析的手法による

結果と egs5による計算結果との比較を示す。egs5の計算

において，空気の密度としては，20°Cで 1気圧(以下，

「NTP状態」という。)での 0.001205 g/cm3 を使用した。

無限体系の模擬として h0 は，100 keV光子の空気中での

平均自由行程の10倍に設定した。スペクトルの形・大き

さが，ともによく一致していることが判る。Fig. 1には，

地面を考慮した場合の 1.3 m高さでの結果をあわせて示

す。線源の総量が同じになるように地面を考慮した場合

は，得られた計算結果を 2倍している。線源のエネル

ギーに近い領域はほとんど変わらないが，離れた領域では

地面を考慮すると後方散乱が少なくなっていることが判

る。散乱を受けていない直接線数は，EPA�402�R�93�

081では，5.52×10－3 photons/cm2/secで，地面を考慮し

ていない egs5の結果は，5.50×10－3 photons/cm2/sec，

地面を考慮した 1.3 m高さでの egs5の結果は，6.03×

10－3 photons/cm2/secなので，よく一致しているといえ

る。

プルームの高さ h0 の影響がどこまであるかをみるため

に，エネルギーの高いガンマ線を放出する I�132を含むプ

ルームについて，高さが 500 mの場合と無限の厚さとみ

なせる最も高いエネルギーのガンマ線の空気中での平均自

由行程の10倍に対応する 2,219 mの場合の地表 1.3 mに

おけるスペクトルの比較を Fig. 2に示す。両者の違いは

ほとんどないことが判る。プルームの高さは，100 mから

1,000 mといわれているが，Fig. 2の結果から，以降では

500 m高さまでのプルームを検討の対象とする。

Figure 3に I�131を 1 Bq/cm3 の濃度で含む100, 200お

Figure 3    Comparison of photon spectrum at 1.3 m above soil surface from I-131 contained in plume or 
deposited on soil surface
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h 0 increases, but there is little difference between 200 m and 500 m. Figure 3 also shows the 
calculated photon spectrum at a height of 1.3 m from the soil surface when I-131 is distributed 
uniformly over a wide area on the soil surface at a concentration of 2,260 Bq/cm2, where the 
peak gamma ray count rate of 0.364 MeV becomes almost identical to the result for a plume 
500 m high. In the case of ground surface distribution, it was found that the ratio of scattered 
photons to unscattered photons that were emitted from a radionuclide and then were not sub-
jected to scattering was small compared with that from the plume. 

The density of air varies depending on the weather conditions. Figure 4 shows the air densi-
ty dependency of the spectra for a plume 200 m high containing I-131. If the density of the air 
is increased by half without changing the composition, the spectrum changes a little in shape 
but varies almost inversely with the density, as it is 1/1.44 at the peak of 0.365 MeV. This is 
because the attenuation in the air increases due to the increase in the density.

2. Response of LaBr3 Detector

We calculated the absorption energy in the detector based on the assumption that photons 
that have the spectrum calculated in Section II-1 in the air in the NTP state enter a ϕ1.5″ × 1.5″ 
LaBr3 detector uniformly, and also corrected the resolution using the detector performance 
achieving a FWHM of 3.5% relative to 0.662 MeV photons. Based on these calculations, 
we determined the detector response in the case where various nuclides were contained at a 
concentration of 1 Bq/cm3. Figure 5 shows the detector response according to I-131, I-132, 
Cs-134, Te-132, and Xe-133 when the plume height is 100, 200, and 500 m. In the case of 
nuclides other than Xe-133, the detector response is also shown for a height of 1.3 m from the 
soil surface, where respective nuclides are distributed uniformly over a wide area on the soil 
surface at a density which makes major peak count rates almost identical. The lower the energy 
of the gamma rays emitted from various types of radionuclides, the smaller the contribution 
made by distance becomes, showing that the plume height has a smaller impact. The detector 
response to Te-132 shows peaks around 0.04 and 0.03 MeV only in the case of soil surface 
distribution. These peaks are due to the gamma rays emitted by the decay of Te-132 and the 
K X-ray of I. Since the contribution from a region near the detector is relatively large in the 
case of soil surface distribution, the contribution of the low-energy gamma rays and X-rays is 
reflected in the pulse height distribution.

Since La, which is a major constituent of the detector, contains 0.09% of La-138 with a 
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える手法3)を egs52)に適用し，垂直方向分布は地表から h0
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において，空気の密度としては，20°Cで 1気圧(以下，

「NTP状態」という。)での 0.001205 g/cm3 を使用した。

無限体系の模擬として h0 は，100 keV光子の空気中での

平均自由行程の10倍に設定した。スペクトルの形・大き

さが，ともによく一致していることが判る。Fig. 1には，

地面を考慮した場合の 1.3 m高さでの結果をあわせて示

す。線源の総量が同じになるように地面を考慮した場合

は，得られた計算結果を 2倍している。線源のエネル

ギーに近い領域はほとんど変わらないが，離れた領域では

地面を考慮すると後方散乱が少なくなっていることが判

る。散乱を受けていない直接線数は，EPA�402�R�93�

081では，5.52×10－3 photons/cm2/secで，地面を考慮し

ていない egs5の結果は，5.50×10－3 photons/cm2/sec，

地面を考慮した 1.3 m高さでの egs5の結果は，6.03×

10－3 photons/cm2/secなので，よく一致しているといえ

る。

プルームの高さ h0 の影響がどこまであるかをみるため

に，エネルギーの高いガンマ線を放出する I�132を含むプ

ルームについて，高さが 500 mの場合と無限の厚さとみ

なせる最も高いエネルギーのガンマ線の空気中での平均自

由行程の10倍に対応する 2,219 mの場合の地表 1.3 mに

おけるスペクトルの比較を Fig. 2に示す。両者の違いは

ほとんどないことが判る。プルームの高さは，100 mから

1,000 mといわれているが，Fig. 2の結果から，以降では

500 m高さまでのプルームを検討の対象とする。

Figure 3に I�131を 1 Bq/cm3 の濃度で含む100, 200お

Figure 4    Air density dependence of photon spectrum at 1.3 m above soil surface from 200 m plume containing 
I-131
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half-life of 1.06 × 1011 years, the LaBr3 detector has a unique background consisting of the 
gamma and beta rays emitted as a result of the decay of La-138. Figure 6 shows the back-
ground pulse height distribution of the detector, which was calculated with egs5 based on the 
decay mode of La-138, assuming that La-138 was distributed uniformly in the LaBr3 detector. 
The detector response calculated had very similar amplitude and shape to the measurement 
value obtained by placing the LaBr3 detector in a lead shield, and it can be said that the result 
of calculation with egs5 reproduced the background due to decay of La-138. In the comparison 
of pulse height distributions performed in Chapter III, the pulse height distributions calculated 
with egs5 include this background unique for the LaBr3 detector.
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Fig. 5 Comparison of LaBr3 response at 1.3 m above soil surface from I�131(a), I�132(b), Cs�134(c), Te�132(d) and Xe�133(e) includ-
ing plume or deposited on soil surface
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よび 500 mの高さのプルームが，NTP状態の空気中にあ

る場合の測定高さである地面から 1.3 mでのスペクトルを

示す。プルームの高さ h0 が高くなるにつれ散乱部分が増

えるが，200 mと 500 mではその差は小さいことが判る。

Fig. 3には，広く一様な土壌の表面に，0.364 MeVガン

マ線のピーク計数率が 500 m高さのプルームの結果とほ

ぼ同じになる 2,260 Bq/cm2 の密度で I�131が一様に分布

しているときの地表 1.3 m位置でのスペクトルをあわせて

示す。地表面分布の場合は，プルームの場合と比較して，

放射性核種から放出されその後散乱を受けていない直接線

に対する散乱線の割合が小さいことが判る。

空気の密度は，気象条件により異なる。Fig. 4に，I�

Figure 5    Comparison of LaBr3 response 1.3 m above soil surface from I-131(a), I-132(b), Cs-134(c), Te-
132(d) and Xe-133(e) contained in plume or deposited on soil surface

(a) I-131 (d) Te-132

(c) Cs-134

(b) I-132 (e) Xe-133
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III. Concentration of Radionuclides in Plume
1. Method of Estimating Radionuclide Concentrations

From the measurements of the pulse height distributions, Te-132, I-132, I-131, Xe-133, 
Cs-134, and Cs-136 were detected. To estimate the concentrations of respective radionuclides, 
we used the peaks corresponding to the energies shown in Table 1, which were considered to 
contain fewer gamma rays emitted from other nuclides.

The concentrations of respective nuclides were estimated from the pulse height distribution 
of the LaBr3 detector according to the following procedures:

(1) To determine the peak count rate from which the tail of the nuclide identified from the 
measurement value is deducted (A).

(2) To determine the corresponding peak count rate from which the tail is deducted from the 
detector responses calculated for respective nuclides, as is the case with the measurement value 
(B). This value is the peak count rate per Bq/cm3.

(3) The radionuclide concentration (Bq/cm3) is obtained from B/A.

2. Comparison of the Pulse Height Distributions of LaBr3

Figures 7 and 8 show the comparison between the measured pulse height distributions and 
the reconstructed distributions using the detector responses in the case where the plume height 
was 200 m, and where radionuclides deposited uniformly on the ground surface over a wide 
area at Koriyama-Higashi IC of the Ban-Etsu Expressway (March 15, 15:25–15:26) and at 
Abukuma-Kogen SA of the Ban-Etsu Expressway (March 15, 15:51–15:52). The reconstruc-
tion was based on the assumption that Cs-137, with the same concentration as Cs-134, was 
contained in the plume. Since Xe-133 does not deposit on soil surfaces, it was considered that 
Xe-133 existed in the plumes even in the case of calculation of soil surface contamination. In 
the comparison at Koriyama-Higashi IC, the calculated values had a tendency to be overesti-
mated in the range from 0.081 MeV to 0.228 MeV, but it can be said that the measured pulse 
height distributions were very similar to the reconstructed distributions. On the other hand, in 
the comparison at Abukuma-Kogen SA, the situation is different from Koriyama-Higashi IC 
in that the scattering portion of the pulse height distribution reconstructed at low energy was 
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Fig. 6 Comparison of LaBr3 detector response due to La�138
between egs5 calculation and measurement inside Pb
shield

Table 1 Gamma�ray energies used for analysis

Radionucide Gamma�ray energy

Xe�133 81 keV
Te�132 228 keV
I�131 365 keV
Cs�134 605 keV
I�132 955 keV
Cs�136 1,048 keV
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131を含む 200 mプルーム中のスペクトルの空気密度依

存性を示す。組成を変えずに空気の密度を1.5倍にする

と，スペクトルの形はほとんど変わらないが，0.365 MeV

のピークで 1/1.44とほぼ密度に逆比例している。これ

は，密度が大きくなったことにより，空気中での減衰が増

加するためである。

2. LaBr3 検出器の検出器応答

NTP状態の空気中における II�1節で求めたスペクトル

をもつ光子が，1.5″q×1.5″の LaBr3 検出器に一様に入射

するとして検出器中の吸収エネルギーを計算し，0.662

MeV光子に対する FWHMが3.5�であるという検出器の

性能を使って分解能の補正を行い，各核種が 1 Bq/cm3 の

濃度で含まれている場合の検出器応答を求めた。プルーム

の高さが100, 200および 500 mの場合の I�131, I�132, Cs�

134, Te�132および Xe�133による検出器応答を Fig. 5に

示す。Xe�133以外の核種の場合は，広く一様な地表面に

主要なピーク計数率がほぼ同じとなる密度でそれぞれの核

種が一様に分布しているときの地表 1.3 m位置での検出器

応答をあわせて示す。放射性核種から放出されるガンマ線

のエネルギーが低い程遠方からの寄与が小さくなるため，

プルーム高さの影響は小さくなっていることが判る。Te�

132の検出器応答では，地表分布の場合にのみ0.04および

0.03 MeV近辺にピークがみられる。これらは，Te�132

の崩壊に伴い放出されるガンマ線と Iの K X�線によるも

のである。地表分布の場合は，検出器近くの領域からの寄

与が相対的に大きいことから，これらの低エネルギーガン

マ線や X線の寄与が反映した波高分布となっている。

検出器の主要構成元素である Laが，半減期1.06×1011

年の La�138を0.09�含んでいるため，LaBr3 検出器には，

La�138の崩壊に伴い放出されるガンマ線とベータ線によ

る固有バックグラウンドがある。La�138が LaBr3 検出器

中に一様に分布するとして，La�138の崩壊モードに基づ

き egs5で計算した検出器の固有バックグランドを Fig. 6

に示す。求めた検出器応答は，LaBr3 検出器を鉛遮蔽中に

設置して得た測定値と大きさ・形がともによく一致してお

り，egs5による計算結果は，固有バックグラウンドを再

現しているといえる。第 III章で行う波高分布の比較では，

egs5で計算した LaBr3 検出器の固有バックグラウンドを

含んだものを再構築した波高分布とした。

III. プルーム中の放射性核種濃度

1. 放射性核種濃度の推定方法

波高分布の測定値からは，Te�132, I�132, I�131, Xe�

133, Cs�134および Cs�136が検出されている。それぞれ

の放射性核種濃度の推定には，他の核種から放出されるガ

ンマ線の混入が少ないと考えられる Table 1に示すエネ

ルギーに対応するピークを用いた。

LaBr3 検出器の波高分布から各核種の濃度の推定は，次

の手順で行った。

�� 測定値から同定された核種のテール部分を差し引い

たピーク計数率を求める。(A)

�� 各核種について計算で求めた検出器応答から測定値

と同様にテール部分を差し引いた対応するピーク計数率を

求める。(B)この値は，1 Bq/cm3 当たりのピーク計数率

となる。

�� B/Aを求める放射性核種濃度 (Bq/cm3)とする

2. LaBr3 波高分布の比較

磐越自動車道郡山東 IC(3月15日15時25�26分)と磐越自

動車道阿武隈高原 SA(3月15日15時51�52分)での波高分

布の測定値とプルームの高さを 200 mとした場合および

広い領域の地表面に一様に沈着した場合の検出器応答を用

いて再構築した波高分布との比較を Figs. 7および 8に示

す。再構築する際には，Cs�134と同じ濃度の Cs�137が

含まれていると仮定している。Xe�133は地表面等に沈着

しないので，地表面の結果でもプルーム中に存在するとし

ている。郡山東 ICでの比較では，0.081から 0.228 MeV

の領域で計算値が若干過大評価している傾向がみられる

が，全体として測定された波高分布と再構築した波高分布

はよく一致しているといえる。一方，阿武隈高原 SAでの

Figure 6    Comparison of LaBr3 detector response due to La-138 between egs5 calculation and measurement 
inside Pb shield
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significantly larger than the measured one.
Based on the results of the analysis of radionuclides mention in the next section 3, it was 

clear that the concentrations varied markedly with time in both areas, which were located west 
of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The measurement at Abukuma-Kogen SA was 
performed after a certain period of time had elapsed following the passage of the plume con-
taining high concentrations of radionuclides. Therefore, it was surmised that this difference 
could be attributed to the contribution of radionuclides deposited on ground surfaces, etc. when 

Table 1   Gamma-ray energies used for analysis
Radionuclide Gamma-ray energy

Xe-133 81keV
Te-132 228 keV
1-131 365 keV
Cs-134 605 keV
1-132 955 keV
Cs-136 1,048 keV
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Fig. 7 Comparison of LaBr3 pulse-height distribution between
measurement at Koriyama-higashi IC at 15�25 March
15, 2011 and egs5 calculation

Fig. 8 Comparison of LaBr3 pulse-height distribution between
measurement at Abukumakogen SA at 15�51 March
15, 2011 and egs5 calculation

Table 2 Place and time used for the estimation of
radionuclides concentration in plume

Place of
measurement Time Measurement

time

Direction and
distance from
Fukushima
No. 1 NPS

Adatara SA 15�03 60 sec. West 56.0 km
Motomiya IC 15�11 60 sec. West 57.4 km
Koriyama-higashi IC 15�22 60 sec. West 52.4 km
Miharu PA 15�33 60 sec. West 47.5 km
Funehiki-Miharu IC 15�42 60 sec. West 41.7 km
Abukuma-kogen SA 15�51 60 sec. West 38.3 km

Fig. 9 Estimated time variation of concentration at 38.3�57.4
km west direction from Fukushima No. 1 Nuclear Power
Station between 15�03 and 15�51 in March 15, 2011
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比較では再構築した波高分布の低エネルギーでの散乱部分

が測定された波高分布よりかなり大きくなっており，郡山

東 ICとは状況が違っている。3で示す放射性核種濃度の

分析結果から福島第 1原子力発電所から西方向にある両

箇所では時間とともに濃度が急激に変化したと考えられ，

阿武隈高原 SAで測定した時点では高濃度の放射性核種を

含むプルームが通過してから一定時間が経過した後での測

定であるため，高濃度の放射性核種を含むプルームが通過

した際に地表面等に沈着した放射性核種の寄与が相対的に

大きいことが影響してこのような違いが生じたと推測され

る。

3. プルーム中の放射性核種濃度の推定

3月15日の測定値の内，福島第 1原子力発電所から西方

向で 38.3�57.4 kmに位置する Table 2に示す 6ヵ所で測

定された波高分布から放射性核種濃度の推定を行った。各

放射性核種に対応する測定値のピーク計数率がすべてプ

ルームに含まれていた放射性核種によるとした場合の放射

性核種濃度を Table 3に示す。プルームの実効的な高さ

が低い方が放射性核種濃度は高くなるが，その違いは 100

mと 500 mで最も違いが大きい I�132の場合でも30��

下であり，当然のことながら，放射性核種から放出される

ガンマ線のエネルギーが低いほど違いは小さくなる。プ

ルームの実効的な高さを 200 mとした場合の，時刻によ

る濃度変化を Fig. 9に示す。地表等に沈着することがな

い Xe�133がプルームの状況を最もよく反映していると思

われるが，Xe�133から放出されるガンマ線のエネルギー

が 81 keVと低いため，他の核種による散乱線との関係で

波高分布から検出できる濃度の下限が高く，Xe�133がプ

ルーム中に含まれていても濃度が低い場所では 0となっ

ている可能性がある。この図から，西方向に向かったプ

ルームは，15時頃に福島第 1原子力発電所から 50 km近

辺に到達し，15時25分頃に最大の濃度となり，I�131の場

合には，15時50分過ぎには最大時の 1/4程度になったと

推測される。

測定中の天候が霧雨であったことから，プルーム通過に

伴いプルーム中の放射性核種の一部が地上に沈着したと考

Figure 7    Comparison of LaBr3 pulse-height distribution between measurement at Koriyama-higashi IC at 
15:25 March 15, 2011 and egs5 calculation
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time
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No. 1 NPS
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Motomiya IC 15�11 60 sec. West 57.4 km
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比較では再構築した波高分布の低エネルギーでの散乱部分

が測定された波高分布よりかなり大きくなっており，郡山

東 ICとは状況が違っている。3で示す放射性核種濃度の

分析結果から福島第 1原子力発電所から西方向にある両

箇所では時間とともに濃度が急激に変化したと考えられ，

阿武隈高原 SAで測定した時点では高濃度の放射性核種を

含むプルームが通過してから一定時間が経過した後での測

定であるため，高濃度の放射性核種を含むプルームが通過

した際に地表面等に沈着した放射性核種の寄与が相対的に

大きいことが影響してこのような違いが生じたと推測され

る。

3. プルーム中の放射性核種濃度の推定

3月15日の測定値の内，福島第 1原子力発電所から西方

向で 38.3�57.4 kmに位置する Table 2に示す 6ヵ所で測

定された波高分布から放射性核種濃度の推定を行った。各

放射性核種に対応する測定値のピーク計数率がすべてプ

ルームに含まれていた放射性核種によるとした場合の放射

性核種濃度を Table 3に示す。プルームの実効的な高さ

が低い方が放射性核種濃度は高くなるが，その違いは 100

mと 500 mで最も違いが大きい I�132の場合でも30��

下であり，当然のことながら，放射性核種から放出される

ガンマ線のエネルギーが低いほど違いは小さくなる。プ

ルームの実効的な高さを 200 mとした場合の，時刻によ

る濃度変化を Fig. 9に示す。地表等に沈着することがな

い Xe�133がプルームの状況を最もよく反映していると思

われるが，Xe�133から放出されるガンマ線のエネルギー

が 81 keVと低いため，他の核種による散乱線との関係で

波高分布から検出できる濃度の下限が高く，Xe�133がプ

ルーム中に含まれていても濃度が低い場所では 0となっ

ている可能性がある。この図から，西方向に向かったプ

ルームは，15時頃に福島第 1原子力発電所から 50 km近

辺に到達し，15時25分頃に最大の濃度となり，I�131の場

合には，15時50分過ぎには最大時の 1/4程度になったと

推測される。

測定中の天候が霧雨であったことから，プルーム通過に

伴いプルーム中の放射性核種の一部が地上に沈着したと考

Figure 8    Comparison of LaBr3 pulse-height distribution between measurement at Abukuma-kogen SA at 
15:51 March 15, 2011 and egs5 calculation
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the passing plume containing high concentrations of radionuclides was relatively large.

3. Estimation of the Concentrations of Radionuclides in Plumes

From the measurement values obtained on March 15, we estimated the concentrations of ra-
dionuclides from the pulse height distributions measured at six places, shown in Table 2, which 
were located 38.3–57.4 km west of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Table 3 
shows the concentrations of radionuclides, and measured peak count rates corresponding to 
respective radionuclides contained in the plumes. Although the radionuclide concentration be-
comes higher as the effective height of the plume is lower, the concentration is as low as 30% 
in the case of I-132, which means the largest difference occurs at 100 m and 500 m. The lower 

Table 3   Estimated upper limit of radionuclide concentration inside plume

Nuclide
Concentration of radionuclide Bq/cm3

Adatara SA (15:03) Motomiya IC (15:11)
100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume 100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume

Te-132 0.00224 0.00209 0.00206 0.00732 0.00683 0.00675
1-131 0.00190 0.00173 0.00169 0.00564 0.00514 0.00503
1-132 0.00290 0.00245 0.00226 0.00966 0.00814 0.00749

Xe-133 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cs-136 0.000102 0.0000867 0.0000810 0.000418 0.000355 0.000331
Cs-134 0.000268 0.000237 0.000227 0.00105 0.000924 0.000888

Nuclide
Concentration of radionuclide Bq/cm3

Koriyama-Higashi IC (15:25) Miharu PA (15:33)
100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume 100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume

Te-132 0.0103 0.00962 0.00952 0.00425 0.00396 0.00392
1-131 0.00847 0.00772 0.00755 0.00374 0.00340 0.00333
1-132 0.0138 0.0116 0.0107 0.00559 0.00471 0.00434

Xe-133 0.120 0.118 0.118 0.03306 0.03238 0.03238
Cs-136 0.000418 0.000355 0.000331 0.000158 0.000134 0.000125
Cs-134 0.00170 0.00150 0.00145 0.000945 0.000835 0.000802

Nuclide
Concentration of radionuclide Bq/cm3

Funehiki-Miharu IC (15:42) Abukuma-kogen SA (15 :51)
100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume 100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume

Te-132 0.00353 0.00329 0.00325 0.00285 0.00266 0.00263
1-131 0.00329 0.00300 0.00293 0.00212 0.00193 0.00189
1-132 0.00478 0.00402 0.00370 0.00345 0.00291 0.00268

Xe-133 0.0317 0.0311 0.0311 0.0124 0.0122 0.0122
Cs-136 0.000195 0.000166 0.000155 0.000102 0.0000867 0.0000810
Cs-134 0.000733 0.000647 0.000622 0.000697 0.000616 0.000592

Table 2   Place and time used for the estimation of radionuclide concentration in plume

Place of measurement Time Measurement time Direction and  distance from  Fukushima 
No. 1 NPP

Adatara SA 15:03 60 sec. West 56.0 km
Motomiya IC 15:11 60 sec. West 57.4 km
Koriyama-higashi IC 15:22 60 sec. West 52.4 km
Miharu PA 15:33 60 sec. West 47.5 km
Funehiki-Miharu IC 15:42 60 sec. West 41.7 km
Abukuma-kogen SA 15:51 60 sec. West 38.3 km
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the energy of the gamma rays emitted from radionuclides, the smaller the difference is. Figure 
9 shows the variation in concentration with time, provided the effective plume height is 200 m. 
Although it seems that Xe-133, which does not deposit on the soil surface, etc. best reflects the 
plume condition, the energy of the gamma rays emitted from Xe-133 is as low as 81 keV. As a 
result, the detection limit of the concentration is high due to the scattered photons from other 
nuclides, and it may possibly be zero at a place where the concentration of Xe-133 is low. From 
this figure, it is estimated that the plume that traveled westwards arrived at a place located ap-
proximately 50 km from Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant at around 3:00 p.m., and then 
reached its highest concentration around 3:25 p.m. Furthermore, the concentration of I-131 
dropped to about a quarter of the maximum concentration after 3:50 p.m. 

Since it was drizzling during the measurement, it is considered that some radionuclides 
contained in the plume deposited on the ground surface as the plume passed. Therefore, the 
concentrations shown in Table 3 are the upper limits of the concentrations of radionuclides 
contained in the plumes. Since the measurement described in reference 1 used for estimation 
is not a continuous measurement at a fixed point, it is difficult to estimate the contribution of 
deposition directly from the measured pulse height distributions. In addition, although it is 
considered possible to estimate the contribution of the deposition on the soil surface from 
the difference in the ratio between unscattered and scattered photons (Figure 7), if the 
measurement is performed over a wide area consisting of a single material, such as soil, it is 
too difficult to apply this method because the measurement sites located on an expressway 
are quite different from such conditions. At Adatara SA on the Tohoku Expressway, which 
is one of the six estimation sites, the measurement was also performed on March 16 (twice), 
March 17 and April 8. Although the measurements were performed at the same service area, 
they were not performed continuously at a fixed point. Therefore, we attempted to estimate the 
influence of deposition from the change in the point of measurement under the assumption that 
measurements were not conducted at the same exact point. Table 4 shows the measured peak 
count rates of the respective nuclides, and Figure 10 shows the change over time in the peak 
count rates of Te-132, I-131, Xe-133, and Cs-134. Since the peak count rates of these nuclides 
increased on the evening of March 16, it would appear that another plume arrived during this 
period. It was also found that gaseous I-131 as well as particulate Te-132 and Cs-134 showed 
different change trends over time. In the case of I-131 and Cs-134, the values for which the 
half-life was corrected from the values measured on April 8 based on the assumption of 100% 
deposition on the soil surface were larger than the values measured on March 17. It is possible 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of LaBr3 pulse-height distribution between
measurement at Koriyama-higashi IC at 15�25 March
15, 2011 and egs5 calculation

Fig. 8 Comparison of LaBr3 pulse-height distribution between
measurement at Abukumakogen SA at 15�51 March
15, 2011 and egs5 calculation
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Fig. 9 Estimated time variation of concentration at 38.3�57.4
km west direction from Fukushima No. 1 Nuclear Power
Station between 15�03 and 15�51 in March 15, 2011
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波高分布から検出できる濃度の下限が高く，Xe�133がプ

ルーム中に含まれていても濃度が低い場所では 0となっ

ている可能性がある。この図から，西方向に向かったプ

ルームは，15時頃に福島第 1原子力発電所から 50 km近

辺に到達し，15時25分頃に最大の濃度となり，I�131の場

合には，15時50分過ぎには最大時の 1/4程度になったと

推測される。

測定中の天候が霧雨であったことから，プルーム通過に

伴いプルーム中の放射性核種の一部が地上に沈着したと考

Figure 9    Estimated time variation of concentration 38.3–57.4 km west of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant between 15:03 and 15:51 in March 15, 2011
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that the deposition due to the arrival of the plume on or after March 17 had an influence on this 
result. Assuming that the result of the measurement performed on  March 17 was due to I-131 
(which exhibited 100% deposition), the count rate of I-131 due to the deposition at the time of 
measurement on March 15 was 13.8 cps, which was equivalent to the peak count rate of 29% 
measured on March 15.

In the case of Miharu PA and Abukuma-Kogen SA on the Ban-Etsu Expressway, only the 
measurement result obtained on April 8 was available on and after March 15. The peak count 
rates of I-131 obtained on March 15 after correcting the half-life were 26.3 cps and 16.0 cps, 
which were 28% and 30% of the peak count rates measured on March 15, respectively. As 
shown in the case of Adatara SA, it is possible that the contribution of the deposition estimated 
according to this method contained the deposition due to the plume that arrived on and after 
March 15. Therefore, it would appear that these values are the maximum values caused by the 
influence of deposition.

Since the measurements at Abukuma-Kogen SA, which are compared in Figure 8, were 
conducted starting at 3:51 p.m., it would appear that measurements were conducted more than 
25 min after the plume with the maximum concentration had passed. Therefore, it can be esti-
mated that the contribution of the radionuclides deposited on the soil surface reached 30%, as 
shown above. It is thought that this is the cause of the low energy scattering component of the 
pulse height distributions reconstructed only by the radionuclide in the plume being larger than 
the measured ones.

309

Table 3 Estimated upper limit concentration of radionuclides inside plume

Nuclide

Concentration of radionuclide Bq/cm3

Adatara SA (15�03) Motomiya IC (15�11)

100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume 100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume

Te�132 0.00224 0.00209 0.00206 0.00732 0.00683 0.00675
I�131 0.00190 0.00173 0.00169 0.00564 0.00514 0.00503
I�132 0.00290 0.00245 0.00226 0.00966 0.00814 0.00749
Xe�133 0 0 0 0 0 0
Cs�136 0.000102 0.0000867 0.0000810 0.000418 0.000355 0.000331
Cs�134 0.000268 0.000237 0.000227 0.00105 0.000924 0.000888

Nuclide

Concentration of radionuclide Bq/cm3

Koriyama-higasi IC (15�25) Miharu PA (15�33)

100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume 100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume

Te�132 0.0103 0.00962 0.00952 0.00425 0.00396 0.00392
I�131 0.00847 0.00772 0.00755 0.00374 0.00340 0.00333
I�132 0.0138 0.0116 0.0107 0.00559 0.00471 0.00434
Xe�133 0.120 0.118 0.118 0.03306 0.03238 0.03238
Cs�136 0.000418 0.000355 0.000331 0.000158 0.000134 0.000125
Cs�134 0.00170 0.00150 0.00145 0.000945 0.000835 0.000802

Nuclide

Concentration of radionuclide Bq/cm3

Funahiki-Miharu IC (15�42) Abukuma-kogen SA (15�51)

100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume 100 m plume 200 m plume 500 m plume

Te�132 0.00353 0.00329 0.00325 0.00285 0.00266 0.00263
I�131 0.00329 0.00300 0.00293 0.00212 0.00193 0.00189
I�132 0.00478 0.00402 0.00370 0.00345 0.00291 0.00268
Xe�133 0.0317 0.0311 0.0311 0.0124 0.0122 0.0122
Cs�136 0.000195 0.000166 0.000155 0.000102 0.0000867 0.0000810
Cs�134 0.000733 0.000647 0.000622 0.000697 0.000616 0.000592

Fig. 10 Time variation of measured peak counts rate for Te�
132, I�131, Xe�133 and Cs�134 at Adatara SA
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えられる。したがって，Table 3に示した濃度はプルーム

中の放射性核種濃度の上限値である。推定に使用した文献

1の測定は，決まった場所での連続的な測定ではないので

波高分布の測定値から沈着の寄与を直接推定することは難

しい。また，測定場所がグラウンドのように同じ材質の広

い場所であれば，Fig. 7で示したように直接線と散乱線の

比の違いから地表沈着の寄与を推定することも可能と思わ

れるが，高速道路上の測定場所は，この条件からかけ離れ

た状況であるため適用することが難しい。推定を行った 6

箇所の内，東北自動車道安達太良 SAでは，3月16日(2

回)，3月17日および 4月 8日にも測定が行われている。

同じ SAでの測定ではあるが，固定点での連続した測定で

はないことから，厳密に同じ場所での測定ではないことを

前提にした上でその変化から沈着の影響を推定することを

試みた。Table 4に，各核種のピーク計数率の測定値を，

Fig. 10に Te�132, I�131, Xe�133および Cs�134のピー

ク計数率の時間変化を示す。16日の夕方にどの核種も増

加していることから，この時間帯にも別のプルームが飛来

したと考えられる。ガス状の I�131と粒子状の Te�132お

よび Cs�134が異なった時間変化をしていることも判る。

I�131と Cs�134について100�地表に沈着によると考え

られる 4月 8日の測定値から半減期補正をした値は，3月

17日の値より大きくなっており，17日以降のプルーム飛

来による沈着が影響している可能性がある。17日の結果

Figure 10    Time variation of measured peak counts rate for Te-132, I-131, Xe-133 and Cs-134 at Adatara SA

Table 4   Measured peak counts rate at Adatara SA

Nuclide
Measured peak count rates (cps)

March 15 15:03 March 16 12:18 March 16 17:30 March 17 11:28 April 8 13:13
Te-132 80.1 ± 3.3 400 ± 6 660 ± 7 381 ± 6 0 ± 0
1-131 47.2 ± 2.6 16 ± 4.5 80.9 ± 5.2 12.2 ± 4.2 2.2 ± 0.4
1-132 5.45 ± 0.8 19.1 ± 1.4 31 ± 1.7 17.3 ± 1.4 0 ± 0

Xe-133 0 ± 0 0 ± 0 33.1 ± 6.4 0 ± 0 0 ± 0
Cs-136 1.1 ± 0.5 2.77 ± 0.92 6.7 ± 1 3.97 ± 0.63 1.18 ± 0.13
Cs-134 5.3 ± 0.3 30.3 ± 0.8 41.2 ± 0.9 23.4 ± 0.7 33.1 ± 0.5
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IV. Conclusions
We estimated the concentrations of radionuclides contained in the plumes when they passed 

over, from the peak count rates corresponding to the radioisotopes of the LaBr3 detector mea-
sured on the expressways inside and outside Fukushima Prefecture on March 15, 2011, and the 
corresponding peak count rates in the plumes containing the radioisotopes calculated with egs5 
at a concentration of 1 Bq/cm3. The pulse height distributions of the LaBr3 detector reconstruct-
ed using the estimated radionuclide concentrations reproduced the measured values almost 
perfectly at places where the contribution of the deposition was considered to be small, thus the 
present method is adequate for estimation. From the radionuclide concentrations estimated at 
six places located 41.7–57.4 km west of Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, we estimated 
the change over time as the plume passed over. Although it is difficult to estimate the influence 
of deposition because it is affected by the plumes that arrived later as well as the conditions 
around the places of measurement, we could estimate that the contribution of the deposition 
of I-131 was up to 30%, as a result of considering the values obtained at three locations where 
measurement was performed at the same place on and after March 15.

Although in this paper we used LaBr3, whose pulse height distribution data were available, it 
is also possible to apply the same method to a NaI(Tl) scintillation detector. If the pulse height 
distribution data obtained at a monitoring post using a NaI(Tl) scintillation detector were to 
be available, it would be possible to evaluate the influence of deposition accurately from the 
change over time in the peak count rates corresponding to respective nuclides. It is expected to 
estimate the concentration of I-131 in the plume immediately after the accident, as well as the 
information on the change in its concentration over time, by the pulse height distribution data 
at a monitoring post together with an atmospheric dispersion model and to use obtained results 
for estimation of internal exposure by I-131.
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Leaching of Cs and Sr from Sewage Sludge Ash 
Buried in a Landfill Site
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Radionuclide contamination from the nuclear accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant has been found in sewage sludge ash produced in eastern Japan. When such con-
taminated waste contains less than 8,000 Bq/kg radiocesium, it is being disposed in controlled 
landfill sites. In order to assess the possible spread of the radionuclides by their leaching from 
the landfill sites, it is important to know the leaching behavior of the radionuclides from the 
sewage sludge ash and factors influencing the leaching behavior. In this study, leaching exper-
iments using stable Cs and Sr were conducted for sewage sludge ash under several conditions 
to investigate effects of chemical composition of leachate, pH, and solid/liquid ratio on Cs and 
Sr leaching behaviors. In the pH range from 6 to 12, the leaching ratio of Cs or Sr was less than 
5.2 or 0.21%, respectively. Additionally, the leaching ratio of Sr decreased with increasing pH of 
the leachate. In contrast, the higher the pH in the leachate was, the higher the leaching ratio of 
Cs was. Finally, possible radionuclide leaching from contaminated sewage sludge ash and then 
radionuclide concentrations in an actual landfill leachate were assessed. It could be suggested 
that 90Sr leaching from the landfill site had the least effect on the environment, whereas 134 + 137Cs 
leaching needed to be taken into account for spreading radioactive materials from the landfill 
site to the environment.

KEYWORDS: cesium, strontium, sewage sludge ash, leaching, landfill site, pH

I. Introduction
Radioactive materials were released into the environment during the Fukushima Dai-

ichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident in 2011, and they migrated via various pathways such as 
water bodies, soil, and living organisms 1-4). Therefore, many places are currently suffering 
contamination problems. It has been reported that radioactive materials flowed into sewers 
and migrated into sewage sludge which was then converted to sewage sludge ash and con-
densed 5), and periodic measurements of radioactive cesium (134Cs and 137Cs) concentrations 
in sewage sludge 6) confirm this occurrence. However, concentrations differ depending 
on the area and the sewage system involved, and maximum concentrations have been re-
ported as 446,000 Bq/kg in Fukushima Prefecture, 1,430 Bq/kg in Miyagi Prefecture, and 
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2,510 Bq/kg in Iwate Prefecture 7). The government permits the disposal of sewage sludge 
and sewage sludge ash (after appropriate treatment) with radioactive Cs concentrations 
under 8,000 Bq/kg in existing controlled landfill sites 8), and landfill disposal of sewage 
sludge ash containing under 8,000 Bq/kg is occurring in accordance with this stipulation. 

Leachate water is generated from controlled final disposal sites after rainwater infiltrates 
and passes through the waste (sludge ash, glasses, ceramics and concrete rubbish) and landfill 
deposited therein. Radioactivity has been reported in rainwater leachate from waste sites 9). 
It is known that the leachate from sewage sludge ash contains much less radioactive Cs than 
that from general refuse incineration ash 10, 11). However, the leachate characteristics depend on 
the type of waste disposed of in the landfill site, and are also related to pH conditions, which 
generally range from neutral to alkaline, with high concentrations of salts with cations such as 
Ca 12-14). To date, there have been no reports on the leachate properties of radioactive materials 
from sewage sludge ash with respect to alkaline or high salt concentration solutions. This study 
therefore aims to clarify the pH dependence (in a range of neutral to alkaline) of the solute 
content of leachate from sewage sludge ash generated in Iwate Prefecture and to determine the 
influence of the leachate salt type and solid/liquid ratio during leaching.

The radioactive materials of concern are radioactive Cs (134Cs and 137Cs) and radioactive Sr 
(90Sr). As their concentrations in the sewage sludge ash used for experiments were too low for 
use in conducting direct measurements, their leaching properties were estimated by determin-
ing the leaching properties of stable isotopes 133Cs and 88Sr.

II. Experimental Methodology
1. Sampling Collection and Method of Analysis

This study used samples of sewage sludge ash from the Tonan Purification Center in Mori-
oka Iwate Prefecture. The concentrations of Fe, P, and Si in the sewage sludge ash were mea-
sured using a sequential X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (Shimadzu, XRF-1800). For other 
elements, the concentrations of Cs and Rb were measured using inductively coupled plasma 
mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Thermo, iCAP Qs), and the concentrations of Al, Ca, K, Mg, Mn, 
and Sr were measured using inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-
AES, Shimadzu, ICPE9000) after decomposing each sample in accordance with the boiling 
and elution method and using nitric acid and hydrochloric acid in the sewage testing method 15). 
The concentrations of elements within the sewage sludge ash are shown in Table 1, where it is 
evident that the content of Al, Ca, P, and Si was high.

2. Leaching Experiment

(1) Experiment to determine leaching equilibrium time
The batch leaching experiment involved conducting the following experiments to determine 

the time until equilibration was reached in the leaching of Cs and Sr from sewage sludge ash.
A mixture of 3 g of sewage sludge ash and 30 mL of leachate was prepared in a 50-mL poly-

ethylene bottle, then shaken at 25 degrees C and 120 rpm. Ultrapure water, 10−4 mol/L NaOH 
solution, and 10−2 mol/L Ca(OH)2 solution were used as leaching liquids. After shaking, the 
samples were collected at various intervals ranging from 30 minutes to 96 hours. The samples 
were then filtered through a 0.45 μm membrane filter, element concentrations in the filtrate 
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were measured using ICP-MS and ICP-AES, and the leaching ratio was calculated using the 
following equation,

= Amount of Element Leaching from Ash [mg/kg]  × 100
Element Content in Ash used for Leaching Experiment [mg/kg]

Leaching Ratio [%]

Also, the pH of the filtrate was measured using a pH meter (TOADKK, HM-25R).  

(1)

(2) Leaching experiment
To clarify the leaching of Cs and Sr from sewage sludge ash, a batch leaching experiment 

was conducted. Three solution compositions, containing either NaOH, KOH, or Ca(OH)2 were 
used as the leaching liquids. The several initial molar concentrations (and pH) of each were as 
follows. NaOH: 10−4(6.7), 10−3(9.0), 10−2(11.5), 5 × 10−2(12.3) and 10−1(12.6); KOH: 10−4(6.6), 
10−3(8.0), 10−2(11.4), 0.5 × 10−1(12.3), and 10−1(12.6); and Ca(OH)2: 10−5(7.2), 10−4(10.5), 
10−3(11.9), and 10−2(12.9). An experiment using ultrapure water as the leaching liquid was also 
conducted. 

A mixture of sewage sludge ash and leaching liquid (in a solid/liquid ratio of 0.1 (3 g: 
30 mL)) was prepared in a 50 mL polyethylene bottle and then shaken by a shaker at 120 
rpm and 25 degrees C. As leaching equilibration was reached within three days after shaking 
started (in accordance with information presented in Section III-1), the shaking duration was 
set at three days. After shaking, suction filtration of the sample was conducted using a 0.45-μm 
membrane filter, the element concentration in the filtrate was measured using ICP-MS and 
ICP-AES, and the leaching ratio was acquired.

Also, the pH of the filtrate was measured using a pH meter (TOADKK, HM-25R). 
Observations of the influence of the solid/liquid ratio on the leaching ratio were conducted 

using the NaOH solution and KOH solution at 10−2 mol/L and five varied solid/liquid ratios of 
sewage sludge ash and leaching liquids in the range of 0.01 to 0.5 (0.3 g: 30 mL, 1.5 g: 30 mL, 
3 g: 30 mL, 9 g: 30 mL, 15 g: 30 mL). A similar experiment was conducted as described above 
and the leaching ratio was acquired.

Table 1   Element concentrations leaching from ash
[mg/kg] [g/kg]

Cs 0.63 A1 39.7
Rb 8.27 Ca 96.4

Fe 33.3
K 6.37

Mg 28.4
Mn 1.34
P 89.5
Si 74.0
Sr 0.44
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III. Results and Discussions
1. Determination of Leaching Equilibration Time

The leaching ratios of Cs and Sr in the sample with respect to the shaking duration are shown 
in Figure 1, where it is evident that a constant leaching ratio was reached in approximately 
three days. The pH fluctuations in the samples were determined as follows: for the NaOH solu-
tion, the initial pH 7.1 stabilized at around 6.9 on the third day, and for the Ca(OH)2 solution, 
the initial pH 11.7 stabilized at around 8.6 within three days. From the above, it was considered 
that equilibration was reached after a shaking duration of three days. 

The decrease in pH could be attributed to the dissolution of Al that existed in the sewage 
sludge ash, which caused the reaction Al3++4OH− → [Al(OH)4]− 16), or related to OH− consump-
tion by the leaching of AlPO4 existing in the ash by the following reaction 17),

88

Table 1 Element concentrations in the sewage sludge ash

[mg/kg]

Cs 0.63
Rb 8.27

[g/kg]

Al 39.7
Ca 96.4
Fe 33.3
K 6.37
Mg 28.4
Mn 1.34
P 89.5
Si 74.0
Sr 0.44
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類，および溶出時の固液比の影響についても検討した。対

象とする放射性物質は放射性 Cs(134Cs, 137Cs)，および放

射性 Sr(90Sr)である。実験に使用した下水汚泥焼却灰の放

射性 Csおよび放射性 Sr濃度は低く，直接測定すること

は困難であった。そこで，安定同位体である 133Cs, 88Sr

の溶出特性を把握することで，放射性 Cs，放射性 Srの溶

出特性を推測した。

II. 実 験 方 法

1. 試料採取および分析方法

実験には，岩手県盛岡市の都南浄化センターから採取

した下水汚泥焼却灰を使用した。下水汚泥焼却灰中の

Fe, P, Siの濃度は，蛍光 X線分析装置(Shimadzu, XRF�

1800)で測定した。その他の元素については，下水道試験

方法の硝酸と塩酸による煮沸溶出法に準じて全量を分解

した後15)，誘導結合プラズマ質量分析装置(ICP�MS,

Thermo, iCAP Qs)で Csと Rbの濃度を，誘導結合プラズ

マ発光分析装置(ICP�AES, Shimadzu, ICPE9000)で Al,

Ca, K, Mg, Mn, Srの濃度を測定した。下水汚泥焼却灰中

の元素濃度を Table 1に示す。Al, Ca, P, Siの含有量が高

かった。

2. 溶出実験

( 1 ) 溶出の平衡期間確認実験

バッチによる溶出実験を行うに当たり，下水汚泥焼却灰

からの Cs, Srの溶出が平衡に達するまでの時間を確認す

るため，以下の実験を行った。

50 mLのポリエチレン瓶に下水汚泥焼却灰 3 gと溶出液

30 mLを混合し，25°C, 120 rpmの条件下で振とうを行っ

た。溶出液には超純水，10－4 mol/L NaOH溶液，および

10－2 mol/L Ca(OH)2 溶液を用いた。振とう後，30分から

96時間まで，経時的に試料を採取した。採取試料は 0.45

mmのメンブレンフィルターでろ過した後，ろ液中の元素

濃度を ICP�MSおよび ICP�AESで測定し，次式より溶

出率を求めた。

溶出率[�]

＝
溶出した元素量[mg/kg]

溶出実験に使用した焼却灰中の元素含有量[mg/kg]

×100 ( 1 )

加えて，ろ液の pHを pHメーター(TOADKK, HM�25R)

で測定した。

( 2 ) 溶出実験

下水汚泥焼却灰からの Cs, Srの溶出特性を明らかにす

るため，バッチによる溶出実験を行った。溶出液として，

NaOH, KOH, Ca(OH)2 水溶液の 3種類を用いた。各液の

濃度(初期 pH)は，NaOHでは10－4(6.7), 10－3(9.0), 10－2

(11.5), 0.5×10－1(12.3), 10－1(12.6) mol/Lの 5段階，

KOHでは10－4(6.6), 10－3(8.0), 10－2(11.4), 0.5×10－1

(12.3), 10－1(12.6) mol/Lの 5段階，Ca(OH)2 では10－5

(7.2), 10－4(10.5), 10－3(11.9), 10－2(12.9) mol/Lの範囲

で 4段階設定したほか，超純水を溶出液として用いた実

験も行った。

50 mLのポリエチレン瓶に下水汚泥焼却灰と各溶出液

を固液比0.1(3 g�30 mL)の割合で混合し，振とう機を用

いて 120 rpm, 25°Cの条件下で振とうした。溶出は振とう

開始後 3日以内に平衡に達することを確認したため(III�1

節より)，振とう期間を 3日間とした。振とう後，試料液

を 0.45 mmのメンブレンフィルターで吸引ろ過し，ろ液

中の元素濃度を ICP�MSおよび ICP�AESで測定し，溶

出率を求めた。

加えて，ろ液の pHを pHメーター(TOADKK, HM�

25R)で測定した。

次に，溶出率に及ぼす固液比の影響をみるため，10－2

mol/Lの NaOH溶液また KOH溶液を用いて，下水汚泥

焼却灰と溶出液の固液比を0.01から0.5の範囲で 5段階

(0.3 g : 30 mL ; 1.5 g : 30 mL ; 3 g : 30 mL ; 9 g : 30 mL ;

15 g : 30 mL ;)変化させ，上記と同様の溶出実験を行い，

溶出率を求めた。

III. 結果と考察

1. 溶出の平衡時間の確認

Figure 1に，振とう時間による試料中の Csおよび Sr

の溶出率を示す。3日程度で溶出率が一定になっている。

また，試料中の pHの変動をみると，NaOH溶液の場合，

初期 pH 7.1が振とう 3日目には 6.9前後で安定し，

Ca(OH)2 溶液の場合，初期 pH 11.7が振とう 3日後に8.6

程度で安定した。以上から，3日間の振とう期間で平衡に

達したと考えられる。

pHが低下する現象は，焼却灰中に存在する Alが溶解

し，Al3＋＋4OH－→[Al(OH)4]－ の反応を引き起こす

こと16)や，焼却灰中に存在する AlPO4 が以下の反応によ

って溶出し，OHが消費されるためと考えられる17)。

AlPO4＋4NaOH→ NaAlO2＋Na3PO4＋2H2O ( 2 ) (2)

2. Leaching Properties of Cs and Sr 

The leaching ratios of Cs at the pH of each leachate are shown in Figure 2, where it is 
evident that the leaching ratio is generally lower than 6% between pH 6 and 12, showing that 
leaching is restricted. Leaching ratios were approximately 0.4% for all leachates in the neutral 
pH range, but Cs showed a higher leaching ratio tendency with increasing pH. Furthermore, 
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leaching is restricted. Leaching ratios were approximately 
0.4% for all leachates in the neutral pH range, but Cs showed a 
higher leaching ratio tendency with increasing pH. 
Furthermore, a higher leaching ratio was seen when leached 
with KOH solution than with NaOH solution, even at the same 
pH. This occurred because K has a similar behavior to Cs, and 
the exchange reaction between Cs existing in the ash in a 
comparatively mobile form and K in the leachate. To 
determine the influence of K concentration on Cs leaching, the 
leaching ratio between K and Cs with NaOH was determined 
by subtraction from that with KOH at almost equal final pHs 
(pH 6.9, 8.3, and 11.2). The value of LKOH-NaOH represents 
increments of the leaching ratio due to increases in the K 
concentration when the influence of pH is eliminated. Figure 3 
shows fluctuations of the LKOH-NaOH value related to 
concentrations of K. Linear regression shows that the rate of 
increase in the Cs leaching ratio relative to the increase in the 
K concentration can be estimated as 0.82% per K 
concentration increment of 0.01 mol/L (in the range of K 
concentrations lower than 0.05 mol/L). 

Figure 4 shows the of leaching ratio of Sr in leachate with 
varying pH. The leaching ratio of Sr was lower than 0.3% 
between pH 6–12, which is one order of magnitude lower than 
that of Cs. The pH dependence in the leaching of Sr shows a 
leaching ratio that decreases with increasing pH, unlike the 
behavior of Cs. The leaching ratio was less than 0.004% (and 
almost no leaching was observed) for all types of leachate at 
pH 8 and above. Also differing from Cs, there were no 
recognizable differences in the leaching ratios between 
different salt types of leaching liquids.  

Figure 5 shows the leaching ratios of Cs and Sr congeners 
when NaOH is used for leaching. There are increases in the 
leaching ratios with Cs congeners K and Rb and increases in 
pH, but decreases in leaching ratios with congeners Mg and Ca 
and increases in pH, which is similar to the behavior or Sr. 

Ca is reported to exist in sewage sludge ash as calcium 
phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2) or hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2)17, 

18). The solubility products indicate low solubilities of 10-26 for 
Ca3(PO4)2 and 10-108 - 10-128 for Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 and show 
higher values of still difficult solubilities with increasing pH, 
with a peak at around pH 919). Sr and Ca show similar behavior, 
and therefore, Sr is considered to exist in ash as strontium 
phosphate (Sr3(PO4)2), solubility product 10-27.4) and insoluble 
under alkaline conditions. 
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Figure 1   Effect of contact time on the leaching of Cs and Sr
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when NaOH is used for leaching. There are increases in the 
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Figure 2   pH dependence of leaching of Cs (solid/liquid ratio = 0.1)
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a higher leaching ratio was seen when leached with KOH solution than with NaOH solution, 
even at the same pH. This is because K has a behavior similar to Cs, and the exchange reaction 
is occurred between Cs existing in the ash in a comparatively mobile form and K in the leach-
ate, so that the leaching rate of Cs may be high if the K concentration is high. To determine the 
influence of K concentration on Cs leaching, the leaching ratio between K and Cs with NaOH 
was determined by subtraction from that with KOH at almost equal final pHs (pH 6.9, 8.3, 
and 11.2). The value of LKOH-NaOH represents increments of the leaching ratio due to increases in 
the K concentration when the influence of pH is eliminated. Figure 3 shows fluctuations of the 
LKOH-NaOH value related to concentrations of K. Linear regression shows that the rate of increase 
in the Cs leaching ratio relative to the increase in the K concentration can be estimated as 
0.82% per K concentration increment of 0.01 mol/L (in the range of K concentrations lower 
than 0.05 mol/L).

Figure 4 shows the leaching ratio of Sr in leachate with varying pH. The leaching ratio of Sr 
was lower than 0.3% between pH 6–12, which is one order of magnitude lower than that of Cs. 
The pH dependence in the leaching of Sr shows a leaching ratio that decreases with increasing 
pH, unlike the behavior of Cs. The leaching ratio was less than 0.004% (and almost no leaching 
was observed) for all types of leachate at pH 8 and above. Also differing from Cs, there were no 
recognizable differences in the leaching ratios between different salt types of leaching liquids. 

Figure 5 shows the leaching ratios of Cs and Sr congeners when NaOH is used for leaching. 
There are increases in the leaching ratios with Cs congeners K and Rb and increases in pH, but 
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leaching is restricted. Leaching ratios were approximately 
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higher leaching ratio tendency with increasing pH. 
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between pH 6–12, which is one order of magnitude lower than 
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behavior of Cs. The leaching ratio was less than 0.004% (and 
almost no leaching was observed) for all types of leachate at 
pH 8 and above. Also differing from Cs, there were no 
recognizable differences in the leaching ratios between 
different salt types of leaching liquids.  

Figure 5 shows the leaching ratios of Cs and Sr congeners 
when NaOH is used for leaching. There are increases in the 
leaching ratios with Cs congeners K and Rb and increases in 
pH, but decreases in leaching ratios with congeners Mg and Ca 
and increases in pH, which is similar to the behavior or Sr. 

Ca is reported to exist in sewage sludge ash as calcium 
phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2) or hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2)17, 

18). The solubility products indicate low solubilities of 10-26 for 
Ca3(PO4)2 and 10-108 - 10-128 for Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 and show 
higher values of still difficult solubilities with increasing pH, 
with a peak at around pH 919). Sr and Ca show similar behavior, 
and therefore, Sr is considered to exist in ash as strontium 
phosphate (Sr3(PO4)2), solubility product 10-27.4) and insoluble 
under alkaline conditions. 
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Figure 3   Effect of K concentration on LKOH-NaOH value
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almost no leaching was observed) for all types of leachate at 
pH 8 and above. Also differing from Cs, there were no 
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when NaOH is used for leaching. There are increases in the 
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Figure 4   pH dependence of leaching of Sr (solid/liquid ratio = 0.1)
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to the behavior or Sr.
Ca is reported to exist in sewage sludge ash as calcium phosphate (Ca3(PO4)2) or hydroxy-

apatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) 17, 18). The solubility products indicate low solubilities of 10−26 for 
Ca3(PO4)2 and 10−108–10−128 for Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2 and show higher values of still difficult solu-
bilities with increasing pH, with a peak at around pH 9 19). Sr and Ca show similar behavior, and 
therefore, Sr is considered to exist in ash as strontium phosphate (Sr3(PO4)2), solubility product 
10−27.4. and insoluble under alkaline conditions.  

The possibility of Cs existing in sewage sludge ash as an alminosilicate compound (CsAl-
Si2O6, etc.) has also been reported 11). The leaching ratio of Al was 0.01% at pH 8.3, but in-
creased to 14.7% at pH 11.4 when leached by an NaOH solution. These results indicate that 
some of the Al or Si within aluminosilicate compounds in the sewage sludge ash was dissolved 
due to the increased pH, and Cs was then accordingly leached.

3. Change in Leaching Ratio and pH in Relation to Solid/Liquid Ratio

A higher solid/liquid ratio is expected at final disposal sites where precipitation levels are 
high, as a larger amount of liquid will contact the solid phase over time. To confirm whether 
the leaching ratio varies with rainfall, we studied the influence of the solid/liquid ratio on the 
leaching ratio.

The leaching ratios of Cs and Sr with respect to the solid/liquid ratio are shown in Figure 6. 
It is evident that the leaching ratio of Cs decreased with an increase in the solid/liquid ratio, and 
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increased to 14.7% at pH 11.4 when leached by an NaOH 
solution. These results indicate that some of the Al or Si within 
aluminosilicate compounds in the sewage sludge ash was 
dissolved due to the increased pH, and Cs was then 
accordingly leached. 
 

3.  Change in Leaching Ratio and pH in 
Relation to Solid/Liquid Ratio 

A lower solid/liquid ratio is expected at final disposal 
sites where precipitation levels are high, as a larger amount of 
liquid will contact the solid phase over time. To confirm 
whether the leaching ratio varies with rainfall, we studied the 
influence of the solid/liquid ratio on the leaching ratio. 

The leaching ratios of Cs and Sr with respect to the 
solid/liquid ratio are shown in Fig. 6. It is evident that the 
leaching ratio of Cs decreased with an increase in the 
solid/liquid ratio, and the leaching ratio was higher when the 
solid/liquid ratio was low and when the KOH solution was 
used compared to when leaching with the NaOH solution. 
However, no differences were seen between the leaching ratios 

of the two solutions when the solid/liquid ratio was 0.3 and 
over. The leaching ratio of Sr differed from that of Cs; 
although it showed a low leaching rate itself, this amount 
increased 10-fold within a solid/liquid ratio range of 0.01 to 
0.5. Furthermore, no difference was observed in leaching 
ratios when leaching with either NaOH or KOH solution. 

The pH decreased with an increase in the solid/liquid 
ratio; this is considered to be due to the higher OH  
consumption with a higher solid phase percentage via the 
reaction of Al3+ + 4OH- → [Al(OH)4]-, which occurs when 
the ash and solution make contact. Additionally, the variation 
in leaching ratio with various solid/liquid ratios showed a 
match with the influence of pH on the leaching ratio for a 
solid/liquid ratio of 0.1, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, for Cs and 
Sr (Figs. 7 and 8). Therefore, a study investigating leaching 
from ash was conducted to separately observe the influences of 
the solid/liquid ratio and the pH, where the leaching quantity 
per 1 L of liquid (L1 [μg/L]) was first calculated using the Cs 
leaching ratio (L [%]) when leached at various NaOH 
concentrations, and then with a constant solid/liquid ratio of 
0.1. Figures 2 and 4 show the relationship between pH and the 
leaching ratio (L [%]) for Cs and Sr when leached with the 
NaOH solution, and this can be expressed by the following 
equation as

Solid/liquid ratio is described at each plot 
Solid / liquid ratio=0.1 

Figure 5   pH dependence of leaching of K, Rb, Ca, and Mg in NaOH solution
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Solid/liquid ratio is described at each plot 
Solid / liquid ratio=0.1 

Figure 6   Solid/liquid ratio dependence of leaching of Cs and Sr
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the leaching ratio was higher when the solid/liquid ratio was low and when the KOH solution 
was used compared to when leaching with the NaOH solution. However, no differences were 
seen between the leaching ratios of the two solutions when the solid/liquid ratio was 0.3 and 
over. The leaching ratio of Sr differed from that of Cs; although it showed a low leaching rate 
itself, this amount increased 10-fold within a solid/liquid ratio range of 0.01 to 0.5. Further-
more, no difference was observed in leaching ratios when leaching with either NaOH or KOH 
solution.

The pH decreased with an increase in the solid/liquid ratio; this is considered to be due to 
the higher OH− consumption with a higher solid phase percentage via the reaction of Al3+ + 
4OH− → [Al(OH)4]−, which occurs when the ash and solution make contact. Additionally, the 
variation in leaching ratio with various solid/liquid ratios showed a match with the influence 
of pH on the leaching ratio for a solid/liquid ratio of 0.1, as shown in Figures 2 and 4, for Cs 
and Sr (Figures 7 and 8). Therefore, a study investigating leaching from ash was conducted to 
separately observe the influences of the solid/liquid ratio and the pH, where the leaching quan-
tity per 1 L of liquid (L1 [μg/L]) was first calculated using the Cs leaching ratio (L [%]) when 
leached at various NaOH concentrations, and then with a constant solid/liquid ratio of 0.1. 
Figures 2 and 4 show the relationship between pH and the leaching ratio (L [%]) for Cs and Sr 
when leached with the NaOH solution, and this can be expressed by the following equation as 
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ratios when leaching with either NaOH or KOH solution. 

The pH decreased with an increase in the solid/liquid 
ratio; this is considered to be due to the higher OH  
consumption with a higher solid phase percentage via the 
reaction of Al3+ + 4OH- → [Al(OH)4]-, which occurs when 
the ash and solution make contact. Additionally, the variation 
in leaching ratio with various solid/liquid ratios showed a 
match with the influence of pH on the leaching ratio for a 
solid/liquid ratio of 0.1, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, for Cs and 
Sr (Figs. 7 and 8). Therefore, a study investigating leaching 
from ash was conducted to separately observe the influences of 
the solid/liquid ratio and the pH, where the leaching quantity 
per 1 L of liquid (L1 [μg/L]) was first calculated using the Cs 
leaching ratio (L [%]) when leached at various NaOH 
concentrations, and then with a constant solid/liquid ratio of 
0.1. Figures 2 and 4 show the relationship between pH and the 
leaching ratio (L [%]) for Cs and Sr when leached with the 
NaOH solution, and this can be expressed by the following 
equation as

Solid/liquid ratio is described at each plot 
Solid / liquid ratio=0.1 

Figure 7    Comparison of leaching of Cs with pH at different experimental conditions using KOH as leaching 
solution
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The possibility of Cs existing in sewage sludge ash as an 
alminosilicate compound (CsAlSi2O6, etc.) has also been 
reported11). The leaching ratio of Al was 0.01% at pH 8.3, but 
increased to 14.7% at pH 11.4 when leached by an NaOH 
solution. These results indicate that some of the Al or Si within 
aluminosilicate compounds in the sewage sludge ash was 
dissolved due to the increased pH, and Cs was then 
accordingly leached. 
 

3.  Change in Leaching Ratio and pH in 
Relation to Solid/Liquid Ratio 

A lower solid/liquid ratio is expected at final disposal 
sites where precipitation levels are high, as a larger amount of 
liquid will contact the solid phase over time. To confirm 
whether the leaching ratio varies with rainfall, we studied the 
influence of the solid/liquid ratio on the leaching ratio. 

The leaching ratios of Cs and Sr with respect to the 
solid/liquid ratio are shown in Fig. 6. It is evident that the 
leaching ratio of Cs decreased with an increase in the 
solid/liquid ratio, and the leaching ratio was higher when the 
solid/liquid ratio was low and when the KOH solution was 
used compared to when leaching with the NaOH solution. 
However, no differences were seen between the leaching ratios 

of the two solutions when the solid/liquid ratio was 0.3 and 
over. The leaching ratio of Sr differed from that of Cs; 
although it showed a low leaching rate itself, this amount 
increased 10-fold within a solid/liquid ratio range of 0.01 to 
0.5. Furthermore, no difference was observed in leaching 
ratios when leaching with either NaOH or KOH solution. 

The pH decreased with an increase in the solid/liquid 
ratio; this is considered to be due to the higher OH  
consumption with a higher solid phase percentage via the 
reaction of Al3+ + 4OH- → [Al(OH)4]-, which occurs when 
the ash and solution make contact. Additionally, the variation 
in leaching ratio with various solid/liquid ratios showed a 
match with the influence of pH on the leaching ratio for a 
solid/liquid ratio of 0.1, as shown in Figs. 2 and 4, for Cs and 
Sr (Figs. 7 and 8). Therefore, a study investigating leaching 
from ash was conducted to separately observe the influences of 
the solid/liquid ratio and the pH, where the leaching quantity 
per 1 L of liquid (L1 [μg/L]) was first calculated using the Cs 
leaching ratio (L [%]) when leached at various NaOH 
concentrations, and then with a constant solid/liquid ratio of 
0.1. Figures 2 and 4 show the relationship between pH and the 
leaching ratio (L [%]) for Cs and Sr when leached with the 
NaOH solution, and this can be expressed by the following 
equation as

Solid/liquid ratio is described at each plot 
Solid / liquid ratio=0.1 

Figure 8    Comparison of leaching of Sr with pH at different experimental conditions using KOH as leaching 
solution
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と Csおよび Srの溶出率(L[�])の関係は下記の式で�す

ことができる。

Cs�L＝0.076e0.24pH (R2＝0.96) ( 3 )

Sr�L＝62.47e－0.88pH (R2＝0.98) ( 4 )

各固液比での最終 pH値を上記の式に代入して得られる溶

出率を用いて，液量 1 L当たりの溶出量(L2[mg/L])を計

算した。Fig. 9に L1 と L2 の関係を示す。Cs, Srどちら

に関しても L1 と L2 の比がほぼ 1であったことから，下

水汚泥焼却灰からの溶出挙動は pHの影響のみで説明でき

ることが示された。したがって，下水汚泥焼却灰からの

Csおよび Srの溶出は，固液比よりはむしろ pHが支配的

な影響因子であることが示唆された。

4. 埋立処分場における下水汚泥焼却灰からの溶出

量の評価

本実験で得られた結果をもとに，下水汚泥焼却灰の埋立

時に想定される放射性 Cs, Srの浸出水中への溶出量およ

び浸出水中濃度について評価する。まず評価に用いる溶出

率を決定する。溶出実験の結果から，下水汚泥焼却灰から

の Csおよび Srの溶出率は pHに依存している。実際の

最終処分場の浸出水の pHは，各処分場により値は異なり，

pH 7付近20)，pH 6～8程度14)，pH 11.5～11.821)と pH値

に大きく幅があるほか，経年変動も考えられる。したがっ

て，安全側に立った評価として，本実験において，最も高

い Cs溶出率である5.2�(固液比0.1, KOH 10－1 mol/L)，

Sr溶出率0.18�(固液比0.1，超純水)を用いることとした。

既存の管理型最終処分場への埋立処分が許可されている

廃棄物中の放射性 Cs含有量上限値は 8,000 Bq/kgである。

8,000 Bq/kgの放射性 Csを含む下水汚泥焼却灰の場合，

本実験による最も高い Cs溶出率(Lmax)は5.2�であること

から，溶出する放射性 Cs量は最大 416 Bq/kgであり，加

えて下水汚泥焼却灰の締固めの最適含水比(w＝(水分重量

[g]/土壌重量[g])×100)が58�との報告があることか

ら22)，浸出水中の最大放射性 Cs濃度(Cmax)は，下記の式

より 717 Bq/Lと推定される。

Cmax＝
8000×Lmax
w/100

( 5 )

埋立処分場での排水中放射性物質濃度の基準値は 134Csが

60 Bq/L，137Csが 90 Bq/Lであるため7)，推定濃度は排

水基準を超過する。したがって，Cs溶出率が少ない下水

汚泥焼却灰であっても，高濃度の放射性 Csを含む場合に

は，基準値を超過する放射性 Cs濃度の浸出水が発生する

可能性があることが示唆された。

実際の下水汚泥焼却灰の埋立処分時には，50 cm厚さの

土壌層を敷設し，その上に焼却灰を 3 m厚さで埋め立

て，その上部を 50 cm厚さの土壌層で覆うことによる土

壌層での放射性 Csの保持や，または浸出水処理による放

射性 Csの適切な処理が行われている。ここで，本研究で

求めた実験結果，および既存の研究によるデータを用い，

焼却灰を埋立処分した最終処分場から発生する浸出液中で

の放射性 Cs濃度について推定，検討する。最終処分場に

は下水汚泥焼却灰以外にも様々な廃棄物が埋め立てられて

おり，それら廃棄物からの溶出も考慮する必要が考えられ

る。しかしながら，セメント系材料等他の廃棄物からの

133Cs溶出に関するデータは報告されておらず，考慮する

ことが困難である。また，Ishikawaら23)は，下水汚泥焼

却灰等を埋立処分している最終処分場において複数回に渡

り浸出水中の 133Cs濃度を測定した結果，平均 2.78 mg/L

と報告している。本研究で行った下水汚泥焼却灰から溶出

した 133Cs濃度は最大 3.4 mg/Lであり，さらに，Csの同

族元素であり，土壌への吸着挙動が類似している Kにつ

いては，浸出水が 423±172 mg/L20)であるのに対し，本

研究で求めた下水汚泥焼却灰からの K溶出濃度は最大

806 mg/Lであった。浸出水中の塩濃度が高いことから，

浸出水が土壌層を経由する際に，浸出水中に存在する他の

元素との競合により，土壌への吸着によって浸出水中の

Csや Kの濃度が減少する割合は小さいと考えられ，Cs

の溶出濃度と浸出水中濃度が同じオーダーとなることに

は，ある程度の妥当性を有していると考えられる。以上の

ことから，本研究での評価において，浸出水中の 133Csを

 
(3)
(4)

Using the leaching ratio acquired by substituting the equations above with the final pH at 
various solid/liquid ratios, the leached quantity (L2 [μg/L]) per liquid quantity was calculated. 
The relationship of L1 and L2 is shown in Figure 9. As the ratios of L1 and L2 were approximate-
ly 1 for both Cs and Sr, the behavior of leaching from sewage sludge ash can only be explained 
with respect to the influence of pH. It is thus indicated that pH, rather than the solid/liquid ratio, 
is the dominant factor in the leaching of Cs and Sr from sewage sludge ash.

4. Quantity Leached from Sewage Sludge Ash in Landfill Site

Based on this study, the amounts of radioactive Cs and Sr leached in leachate, and their 
concentrations in leachate, were evaluated at a landfill site where sewage sludge ash was de-
posited. First, the leaching ratio was determined, and the leaching experiment indicated that 
the leaching ratio of Cs and Sr from sewage sludge ash is dependent on pH. In addition to the 
actual pH of leachate at landfill sites, which differs greatly between sites, from near pH 7 20)  to 
approximately pH 6–8 14) or pH 11.5–11.8 21), inter-annual variability may have an influence. 
Accordingly, as an evaluation on the safe side, the highest Cs leaching ratio of 5.2% (solid/liq-
uid ratio 0.1, KOH 10−1 mol/L) and Sr leaching ratio of 0.18% (solid/liquid ratio 0.1, ultrapure 
water) were adopted for this calculation.

The upper limit for radioactive Cs in the waste permitted in landfill at existing controlled 
final disposal sites is 8,000 Bq/kg. For sewage sludge ash containing radioactive Cs produc-
ing 8,000 Bq/kg, the highest leaching rate (Lmax) in this experiment was 5.2%; therefore, the 
maximum quantity of leaching radioactive Cs was 416 Bq/kg. One study determined that the 
optimum moisture content (w = (moisture weight [g]/soil weight [g]) × 100) for compacting 
sewage sludge ash is 58% 22); therefore, the maximum radioactive Cs concentration (Cmax) in the 
leachate water was estimated as 717 Bq/L using the equation below
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各固液比での最終 pH値を上記の式に代入して得られる溶

出率を用いて，液量 1 L当たりの溶出量(L2[mg/L])を計

算した。Fig. 9に L1 と L2 の関係を示す。Cs, Srどちら

に関しても L1 と L2 の比がほぼ 1であったことから，下

水汚泥焼却灰からの溶出挙動は pHの影響のみで説明でき

ることが示された。したがって，下水汚泥焼却灰からの
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な影響因子であることが示唆された。

4. 埋立処分場における下水汚泥焼却灰からの溶出

量の評価

本実験で得られた結果をもとに，下水汚泥焼却灰の埋立

時に想定される放射性 Cs, Srの浸出水中への溶出量およ

び浸出水中濃度について評価する。まず評価に用いる溶出

率を決定する。溶出実験の結果から，下水汚泥焼却灰から

の Csおよび Srの溶出率は pHに依存している。実際の

最終処分場の浸出水の pHは，各処分場により値は異なり，

pH 7付近20)，pH 6～8程度14)，pH 11.5～11.821)と pH値

に大きく幅があるほか，経年変動も考えられる。したがっ

て，安全側に立った評価として，本実験において，最も高

い Cs溶出率である5.2�(固液比0.1, KOH 10－1 mol/L)，

Sr溶出率0.18�(固液比0.1，超純水)を用いることとした。

既存の管理型最終処分場への埋立処分が許可されている

廃棄物中の放射性 Cs含有量上限値は 8,000 Bq/kgである。

8,000 Bq/kgの放射性 Csを含む下水汚泥焼却灰の場合，

本実験による最も高い Cs溶出率(Lmax)は5.2�であること

から，溶出する放射性 Cs量は最大 416 Bq/kgであり，加

えて下水汚泥焼却灰の締固めの最適含水比(w＝(水分重量

[g]/土壌重量[g])×100)が58�との報告があることか

ら22)，浸出水中の最大放射性 Cs濃度(Cmax)は，下記の式

より 717 Bq/Lと推定される。

Cmax＝
8000×Lmax
w/100

( 5 )

埋立処分場での排水中放射性物質濃度の基準値は 134Csが

60 Bq/L，137Csが 90 Bq/Lであるため7)，推定濃度は排

水基準を超過する。したがって，Cs溶出率が少ない下水

汚泥焼却灰であっても，高濃度の放射性 Csを含む場合に

は，基準値を超過する放射性 Cs濃度の浸出水が発生する

可能性があることが示唆された。

実際の下水汚泥焼却灰の埋立処分時には，50 cm厚さの

土壌層を敷設し，その上に焼却灰を 3 m厚さで埋め立

て，その上部を 50 cm厚さの土壌層で覆うことによる土

壌層での放射性 Csの保持や，または浸出水処理による放

射性 Csの適切な処理が行われている。ここで，本研究で

求めた実験結果，および既存の研究によるデータを用い，

焼却灰を埋立処分した最終処分場から発生する浸出液中で

の放射性 Cs濃度について推定，検討する。最終処分場に

は下水汚泥焼却灰以外にも様々な廃棄物が埋め立てられて

おり，それら廃棄物からの溶出も考慮する必要が考えられ

る。しかしながら，セメント系材料等他の廃棄物からの

133Cs溶出に関するデータは報告されておらず，考慮する

ことが困難である。また，Ishikawaら23)は，下水汚泥焼

却灰等を埋立処分している最終処分場において複数回に渡

り浸出水中の 133Cs濃度を測定した結果，平均 2.78 mg/L

と報告している。本研究で行った下水汚泥焼却灰から溶出

した 133Cs濃度は最大 3.4 mg/Lであり，さらに，Csの同

族元素であり，土壌への吸着挙動が類似している Kにつ

いては，浸出水が 423±172 mg/L20)であるのに対し，本

研究で求めた下水汚泥焼却灰からの K溶出濃度は最大

806 mg/Lであった。浸出水中の塩濃度が高いことから，

浸出水が土壌層を経由する際に，浸出水中に存在する他の

元素との競合により，土壌への吸着によって浸出水中の

Csや Kの濃度が減少する割合は小さいと考えられ，Cs

の溶出濃度と浸出水中濃度が同じオーダーとなることに

は，ある程度の妥当性を有していると考えられる。以上の

ことから，本研究での評価において，浸出水中の 133Csを

 
(5)

The standard values for radioactive material concentration in landfill effluent are 60 Bq/L for 
134Cs and 90 Bq/L for 137Cs 7); therefore, our estimated concentration exceeds the effluent stan-
dard. Consequently, the possibility of leachate containing a high radioactive Cs concentration 
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Using the leaching ratio acquired by substituting the 

equations above with the final pH at various solid/liquid ratios, 
the leached quantity (L2 [μg/L]) per liquid quantity was 
calculated. The relationship of L1 and L2 is shown in Fig. 9. As 
the ratios of L1 and L2 were approximately 1 for both Cs and Sr, 
the behavior of leaching from sewage sludge ash can only be 
explained with respect to the influence of pH. It is thus 
indicated that pH, rather than the solid/liquid ratio, is the 
dominant factor in the leaching of Cs and Sr from sewage 
sludge ash. 

 
4.  Quantity Leached from Sewage Sludge 

Ash in Landfill Site. 
Based on this study, the amounts of radioactive Cs and Sr 

leached in leachate, and their concentrations in leachate, were 
evaluated at a landfill site where sewage sludge ash was 
deposited. First, the leaching ratio was determined, and the 
leaching experiment indicated that the leaching ratio of Cs and 
Sr from sewage sludge ash is dependent on pH. In addition to 
the actual pH of leachate at landfill sites, which differs greatly 
between sites, from near pH 720) to approximately pH 6–814) or 
pH 11.5–11.821), inter-annual variability may have an influence. 
Accordingly, as an evaluation on the safe side, the highest Cs 
leaching ratio of 5.2% (solid/liquid ratio 0.1, KOH 10-1 mol/L) 
and Sr leaching ratio of 0.18% (solid/liquid ratio 0.1, ultrapure 
water) were adopted for this calculation. 

The upper limit for radioactive Cs in the waste permitted 
in landfill at existing controlled final disposal sites is 8,000 
Bq/kg. For sewage sludge ash containing radioactive Cs 
producing 8,000 Bq/kg, the highest leaching rate (Lmax) in this 
experiment was 5.2%; therefore, the maximum quantity of 
leaching radioactive Cs was 416 Bq/kg. One study determined 
that the optimum moisture content (w = (moisture weight 
[g]/soil weight [g]) x 100) for compacting sewage sludge ash is 
58%22); therefore, the maximum radioactive Cs concentration 
(Cmax) in the leachate water was estimated as 717 Bq/L using 
the equation below 

 
The standard values for radioactive material concentration 

in landfill effluent are 60 Bq/L for 134Cs and 90 Bq/L for 
137Cs7); therefore, our estimated concentration exceeds the 
effluent standard. Consequently, the possibility of leachate 
containing a high radioactive Cs concentration that exceeds the 
effluent standard value is indicated if it contains a high 
concentration of radioactive Cs, even in sewage sludge ash 
with a low Cs leaching ratio. 

Sewage sludge ash is disposed of as landfill as a 
three-meter-thick swathe that is covered by a soil layer 
measuring 50 cm to retain radioactive Cs, or by proper 
treatment of radioactive Cs and leachate treatment. Using the 
experimental results and data from existing research, the 
concentration of radioactive Cs in the leachate generated from 
a final disposal site where ash is disposed of as landfill was 
estimated and studied. Various waste in addition to sewage 
sludge ash is disposed of at final disposal sites, and therefore 
leaching from these wastes also needs to be considered. 
However, data regarding the leaching of 133Cs from other 
waste, such as cement-type material, has not been reported and 
is thus difficult to consider. Ishikawa et al.23) made several 
measurements of 133Cs in leachate at a controlled final disposal 
site where sewage sludge ash was disposed of as landfill and 
reported an average of 2.78 μg/L, while the concentration of 
133Cs leached from sewage sludge ash measured in this 
research was 3.4 μg/L. Furthermore, the concentration of K (a 
congener of Cs that has an adsorbing behavior similar to soil) 
has been reported as 423 ± 172 μg/L20) for leachate, while the 
maximum leaching concentration of K was 806 mg/L in the 
sewage sludge ash acquired in this research. It is considered 
that the rate of reduction in the Cs or K concentration in 
leachate occurs when the salt concentration in the leachate is 
high; the adsorption of Cs or K to soil is low when the leachate 
infiltrates the soil layer because of competition with other 
elements present in leachate. The result shows the same order 
for the leaching concentration, and the concentration in the 
leachate implies a certain level of reasonability. From the 
evaluation conducted in this research, 133Cs in leachate is 
assumed to be derived from sewage sludge ash.  
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that exceeds the effluent standard value is indicated if it contains a high concentration of radio-
active Cs, even in sewage sludge ash with a low Cs leaching ratio.

Sewage sludge ash is disposed of as landfill as a three-meter-thick swathe that is covered 
by a soil layer measuring 50 cm to retain radioactive Cs, or by proper treatment of radioactive 
Cs and leachate treatment. Using the experimental results and data from existing research, 
the concentration of radioactive Cs in the leachate generated from a final disposal site where 
ash is disposed of as landfill was estimated and studied. Various waste in addition to sewage 
sludge ash is disposed of at final disposal sites, and therefore leaching from these wastes also 
needs to be considered. However, data regarding the leaching of 133Cs from other waste, such 
as cement-type material, has not been reported and is thus difficult to consider. Ishikawa et 
al. 23) made several measurements of 133Cs in leachate at a controlled final disposal site where 
sewage sludge ash was disposed of as landfill and reported an average of 2.78 μg/L, while the 
concentration of 133Cs leached from sewage sludge ash measured in this research was 3.4 μg/L. 
Furthermore, the concentration of K (a congener of Cs that has an adsorbing behavior similar 
to soil) has been reported as 423 ± 172 μg/L 20) for leachate, while the maximum leaching 
concentration of K was 806 mg/L in the sewage sludge ash acquired in this research. It is 
considered that the rate of reduction in the Cs or K concentration in leachate occurs when the 
salt concentration in the leachate is high; the adsorption of Cs or K to soil is low when the 
leachate infiltrates the soil layer because of competition with other elements present in leachate. 
The result shows the same order for the leaching concentration, and the concentration in the 
leachate implies a certain level of reasonability. From the evaluation conducted in this research, 
133Cs in leachate is assumed to be derived from sewage sludge ash. 

The highest reported 133Cs concentration in sewage sludge ash was approximately 
0.85 mg/kg 24), and based on this result, the ratio of 133Cs/radioactive Cs can be determined to be 
0.106 mg/Bq when sewage sludge ash of 8,000 Bq/kg is disposed of as landfill. The maximum 
concentration of radioactive Cs (Cmax′) in leachate can then be calculated using the formula 
below,
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下水汚泥焼却灰起源と仮定して検討する。

また，下水汚泥焼却灰中の 133Cs濃度は高いもので約

0.85 mg/kgとの報告があり24)，この結果を踏まえると，

8,000 Bq/kgの下水汚泥焼却灰を埋立処分した場合，

133Cs/放射性 Cs比は 0.106 mg/Bqとなり，下記の式よ

り，浸出水中の最大放射性 Cs濃度(Cmax′)が計算できる。

Cmax′＝
2.78
0.106

＝26.2 ( 6 )

Cmax′は 26.2 Bq/Lと推定され，排水基準を超過しない。

この結果は，現在行われている土壌層を用いた放射性 Cs

の保持が十分な効果を発揮することを示している。

実際の最終処分場では，雨量の少ない乾燥期の方が浸出

水の pHが上昇するという報告がある25)。このことから，

大雨の際は，浸出水の pHは低下し，それとともに焼却灰

からの溶出率も低下するため，浸出水中の溶出濃度が上記

の評価を上回る可能性はないと考えられる。

放射性 Srの排水基準は決められていないが，試験研究

の用に供する原子炉等の設置，運転等に関する規則等の規

定に基づき，線量限度等を定める告示では，排水中の 90Sr

の濃度限度は 30 Bq/Lとされている。福島第一原子力発

電所の事故における汚染では汚染物中の 90Sr/137Cs比を 3

×10－3 と見積もっており26)，下水汚泥焼却灰中に含まれ

る放射性 Cs 8,000 Bq/kgがすべて 137Csと仮定すると，

その中の 90Sr濃度は 24 Bq/kgと仮定することができる。

本実験による Srの最も高い溶出率は0.18�であったた

め，本研究から推定される放射性 Sr溶出量は 43.2 mBq/

kgであり，上記の最適含水比を考慮すると，浸出水中濃

度は 74 mBq/Lとなる。これは上に述べた排水中の濃度

限度を下回っている。

以上のことから，放射性物質を含む下水汚泥焼却灰にお

いては，埋立処分場からの浸出水への放射性物質の溶出に

対して，90Srの寄与は非常に少なく，主に 137Csの溶出に

ついて考慮する必要があることが示された。

IV. ま と め

本研究では，下水汚泥焼却灰からの Cs, Srの溶出特性

についてバッチによる溶出実験を行った。Srの溶出率は

pH 6～12で0.21～0.004�であり，Caと同様に pHが高

いほど下水汚泥焼却灰からの溶出は抑制され，pH 8以上

ではほとんど溶出しなかった。Csは，Srとは対照的に

pHが高いほど溶出率は増加し，最大溶出率は pH 11.2で

の5.16�であった。これらの結果から，下水汚泥焼却灰を

埋立処分する際の浸出水への放射性物質の溶出防止策に関

しては，主に放射性 Csの溶出に対して考慮する必要があ

ることを明らかとした。

本研究は JSPS科研費12014030の助成を受けたもので

す。
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 (6)

Cmax′ was estimated as 26.2 Bq/L, which does not exceed the effluent standard, and this result 
indicates that the current prevailing method for retaining radioactive Cs using a soil layer is 
working.

An increase in the pH of leachate has been observed in the dry season when there is less 
rainfall at final disposal sites 25). The pH of leachate lowers during heavy rain, and the leaching 
ratio from ash is thus accordingly lower; therefore, it is not possible for the concentration in the 
leachate to exceed the level evaluated above.

The effluent standard for radioactive Sr is not stipulated, but the concentration limit for 90Sr 
in effluent has been defined as 30 Bq/L in an announcement that specifies the dose limits, etc. 
in accordance with stipulations relating to the installation or operation of nuclear reactors used 
for experiments and research. With respect to the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
Accident, the 90Sr/137Cs ratio in contaminated material is estimated as 3 × 10−3  26), and if it is 
assumed that all of the 8,000 Bq/kg of radioactive Cs consists of 137Cs, the concentration of 90Sr 
is thus assumed to be 24 Bq/kg. The highest leaching ratio of Sr in this experiment was 0.18%, 
therefore the leaching rate of radioactive Sr estimated by this research is 43.2 mBq/kg, and the 
concentration in the leachate is 74 mBq/L if the optimum moisture content above is considered. 
This value is thus lower than the limit concentration in effluent, as explained above.
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This shows that the contribution of 90Sr to the leaching of radioactive materials from the 
landfill site to the leachate is extremely small (for sewage sludge ash containing radioactive 
materials), and results indicate that it is only necessary to consider the effects of 137Cs. 

IV. Summary
In this research, a series of batch leaching experiments was conducted to determine the 

leaching properties of Cs and Sr from sewage sludge ash. The leaching ratio of Sr was found to 
be 0.21–0.004% with pH 6–12. As with Ca, a higher pH inhibited sewage sludge ash leaching, 
and almost no leaching occurred with a pH of 8 and above. In contrast to Sr, Cs showed an 
increased leaching ratio with higher pH: the maximum leaching ratio was 5.16% with pH 11.2. 
These results show that it is mainly necessary to consider the leaching of radioactive Cs to 
prevent excessive radioactive material from escaping in the leachate when sewage sludge ash 
is disposed of as landfill.

This research was conducted under a JSPS Sciences Research Grant 12014030. 
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Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident (Fukushima Accident) has brought about 
a great change in many people’s perceptions about nuclear power plant safety. When discuss-
ing future energy options for Japan, it is important to have a full grasp of the attitude of a large 
number of people towards nuclear energy. The Atomic Energy Society of Japan has conducted 
annual questionnaire survey of 500 adults who live within 30 kilometers of Tokyo Station. The 
aim of this survey is to assess trends in public attitude towards nuclear energy. The authors that 
designed the questionnaire entries of this survey have been managing questionnaire data as 
members of the Data Management Working Group under the Social and Environmental Division 
of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan. We confirmed the change in public attitude towards 
nuclear energy through this periodical survey after the Fukushima Accident. In particular, public 
concerns about the use of nuclear energy increased after the Fukushima Accident, and many 
people have raised doubts over the use of nuclear energy in the future.

KEYWORDS: nuclear energy, survey of public opinion, trends in public attitude, Fukushima 
Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Accident

I. Introduction
An awareness survey called the “Survey on Energy and Nuclear Power” (hereinafter referred 

to as the “Survey”) was conducted each year between 2007 and 2012 to examine and analyze 
trends in the public’s attitudes to energy and nuclear power 1, 2). The survey was conducted by 
a special committee (Atomic Energy Society of Japan) that examined the “Development and 
expansion of a database on mass media reports and public opinion about nuclear power” up un-
til 2011 and has been led by another special committee (Atomic Energy Society of Japan) that 
has conducted an “Awareness survey and analysis of citizens and professionals” since 2012.

In March 2011, the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred, followed by the accident at the 
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Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants (hereinafter referred to as the “Fukushima Acci-
dent”). The Fukushima Accident caused extensive damage and was thought to have significant-
ly changed people’s attitudes to nuclear power, which created the need to continuously explore 
how nuclear power should be used in the future. Knowing that attitudes and awareness changed 
before, during and after the accident is useful for discussion within society to explore how 
nuclear power should be used in the future. It is desirable that a study that seeks to understand 
these changes in public awareness is based on information obtained by conducting consistent 
surveys, in line with the method commonly employed in social surveys, over a period of several 
years both before after the Fukushima Accident. 

Regular awareness surveys on whether nuclear power should be used have been per-
formed by various organizations, including the Cabinet Office 3), Japan Productivity Center 
for Socio-Economic Development 4) (its name was changed to the Japan Productivity Center 
in 2009), the Research Council for Energy and Information Technology 5) (dissolved in Octo-
ber 2011), the Institute of Applied Energy 6), Institute of Nuclear Safety System Incorporat-
ed 7), and the Japan Atomic Energy Relations Organization 8). Among the studies that analyzed 
and discussed changes in attitudes and awareness most probably caused by the impact of the 
Fukushima Accident are Kitada’s 9), from the Institute of Nuclear Safety System Incorporated, 
and Yokote’s 10), from Japan Atomic Energy Relations Organization. Their findings are based on 
the results of surveys conducted around the time of the Fukushima Accident. 

Kitada discusses the impact of the Fukushima Accident based on the results of fourteen 
surveys conducted between 1993 and December 2011. She conducted two surveys after the 
accident targeting residents in areas where the Kansai Electric Power Company (KEPCO) sup-
plies electricity and evaluated the changes in attitudes four and seven months after the accident. 

Yokote reported changes in awareness and attitudes based on the results of six nationwide 
surveys conducted between January 2007 and November 2012. After the accident, surveys 
were conducted twice, once in November 2011 and again in November 2012. In these sur-
veys, there was no question that directly asked whether nuclear power should continue to be 
used. Instead, the question was directed at ascertaining if the respondents thought that nuclear 
energy was necessary and whether they were for or against the use of nuclear power. No sur-
vey was published after the accident by the Cabinet Office, the Japan Productivity Center for 
Socio-Economic Development, the Research Council for Energy and Information Technology, 
or the Institute of Applied Energy. 

However, due to the increased public interest in the trends and status of the national ener-
gy policy after the Fukushima Accident, surveys are being actively conducted, mainly by the 
media. For example, the NHK Broadcasting Culture Research Institute performed telephone 
surveys in June 2011, October 2011, and March 2012, referred to as the Awareness Survey on 
Nuclear and Energy 11), and published the results after the Fukushima Accident. However, since 
there is no information about public attitudes and awareness before the accident, this limits the 
extent to which the impact of the accident can be discussed. 

In this study, all surveys use the same sampling method and respondents use the same selec-
tion method with the focus on understanding changes in attitudes and awareness over time. Five 
surveys were performed between May 2007 and January 2011 (before the accident) and two 
surveys were performed after the accident, in January 2012 and January 2013. They were con-
ducted on a regular basis, at almost equal intervals. The surveys include questions that directly 
ask whether respondents think nuclear power should continue to be used as well as questions 
designed to ascertain the respondents’ attitudes and awareness regarding nuclear power. The 
responses will be useful in a structural analysis of respondents’ attitudes, to identify whether 
they are for or against the use of nuclear power. From these perspectives, the results of the 
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survey and analysis will be useful and very distinctive basic information. 
These surveys facilitate discussions on the trends and status of public opinion about long-

term nuclear use over a period of several years around the time of the accident. It is one of the 
few studies that attempts to delve into the respondents’ subconscious mind based on a diverse 
range of questions. The study aims to examine factors that have an impact on the development 
of a social consensus on nuclear power use from a macro viewpoint by analyzing changes in 
awareness and attitudes in society, over time, based on the surveys. 

II. Survey Results
1. Survey Overview

The survey participants were selected from the general public, were aged 20 years or older, 
and lived within a 30-kilometer radius of Tokyo Station. Quota sampling was used in line with 
the demographic composition of the survey audience and 500 sample results were acquired us-
ing the leaving method. The area covered 23 Wards from Tokyo to Tachikawa City, Yokohama 
City in Kanagawa Prefecture, Saitama City in Saitama Prefecture, and Narashino City in Chiba 
Prefecture. This is one of the patterns that defines the Tokyo area as a large metropolitan con-
urbation. In this study, the survey area is referred to as the “Tokyo metropolitan area within a 
30-kilometer radius”. The survey has been conducted every year and the overview, including 
the survey periods, is provided in Table 1. 

The impact of The Fukushima Accident can be evaluated and analyzed based on the survey 
results. Moreover, following the sixth survey conducted in January 2013, about two years after 
the Fukushima Accident, we can obtain information on how public awareness and attitudes 
have evolved since any initial changes immediately following the accident. Furthermore, in 
July 2007, between the first survey in May 2007 and second survey in December 2008, the 
Niigata Chuetsu-oki Earthquake occurred, and we can compare the impact of this earthquake 
with that of the Fukushima Accident. 

The survey conducted as part of this study included questions used in all the other six sur-
veys (hereinafter referred to as repeated questions) and additional or revised questions (here-
inafter referred to as topic questions). Some questions do not appear in all the surveys and the 
form questions take is not necessarily identical; for example, the question sequence of repeated 
questions may change due to the relation to topic questions. Taking this into account, the study 
discusses the results of the repeated questions and elucidates the impact of the Fukushima Ac-
cident and changes in public attitudes and awareness changes over time of those living within 
a 30-kilometer radius in the Tokyo metropolitan area.

Table 1   Survey overview of the residents living in the Tokyo metropolitan area
# of times Survey period #of samples Methods

First May 2007 500 Leaving
Niigata Chuetsu-oki Earthquake (July 2007)

Second December 2008 500 Leaving
Third January 2010 500 Leaving
Fourth January 2011 500 Leaving

Great East Japan Earthquake and the Fukushima Accident
(March 2011)

Fifth January 2012 500 Leaving
Sixth January 2013 500 Leaving
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2. Overview and Results of Repeated Questions 

(1) Questions on interest in, promotion, usefulness, and safety of nuclear power
The common questions in this survey consisted of four items; “level of interest”, “need 

to promote nuclear power”, “usefulness/necessity”, and “safety/anxiety”. They are hereinaf-
ter referred to as interest, promotion, usefulness, and safety. Appendix A shows some of the 
actual questions excerpted from the survey forms. In the question form, we tried to minimize 
distortion caused by one-sided questions; for example, by using a neutral question text, “Are 
you interested in nuclear power or not?” we tried to ascertain if the respondent had any interest 
or not. Then, we provided multiple choice options “(A) I am interested”, “(B) I am somewhat 
interested”, “(C) Neither”, “(D) I am not particularly interested” and “(E) I am not interested”.

All the questions have five response options provided in the order from positive to negative, 
including a neutral response. 

The letters (A) through (E), prefixed with the answer options, have been added in this study 
report only to distinguish them and do not appear on the actual survey forms. Tables 2 through 
5 show changes over time in the survey results for the four question items. In some questions, 
the total percentage of the five answer results does not total 100%, due to some invalid answers 
and rounding errors.  

The answer options for these questions are based on an ordinal scale, not on an interval 
scale, in a strict sense. Or, even if they are on an interval scale, the intervals (difference) be-
tween options are not perfectly even. They are bipolar (ensuring the symmetry of response 
options) 5-point scale options with the neutral response “Neither” as option (C). In this survey, 
we analyzed the scores assigned to the 5 options, from − 2 to 2, at one-point intervals. In this 
case, in order to evaluate and analyze the responses as numerical information, a negative score 
represents a positive direction, a positive score represents a negative direction, and 0 was con-
sidered neutral (mid-point). This approach to scoring is referred to as the semantic differential 
(SD) method and is often used in psychology experiments; accordingly, it can be regarded as a 
reasonable method in this context also.

Table 2   Responses to the question on respondent’s level of interest in nuclear power
Level of interest Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

Options and response rate First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
(A) I am interested 12.6% 11.4% 10.4% 10.4% 29.2% 27.8%
(B) I am somewhat interested 29.8% 26.4% 28.2% 27.6% 35.4% 44.2%
(C) Neither 35.0% 34.4% 30.8% 29.6% 25.8% 21.0%
(D) I am not particularly interested 16.4% 20.2% 21.2% 23.0% 7.6% 6.2%
(E) I am not interested 6.0% 7.4% 9.4% 9.4% 1.8% 0.6%
Invalid answers 0.2% 0.2% ― ― 0.2% 0.2%

Table 3   Responses to the question regarding the need to promote the use of nuclear power
Need to promote nuclear power Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

Options and Response rate First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
(A) Should use 14.4% 13.2% 11.2% 14.2% 5.8% 5.6%
(B) May consider using 28.8% 28.6% 28.6% 29.6% 14.8% 17.6%
(C) Neither 39.8% 42.0% 43.0% 42.4% 30.4% 26.6%
(D) May consider stop using 13.2% 12.6% 12.2% 11.2% 27.0% 31.2%
(E) Should stop using 3.8% 3.6% 5.0% 2.6% 21.8% 19.0%
Invalid answers ― ― ― ― 0.2% ―
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(2)  Questions to ascertain the respondents’ level of agreement with statements on the 
use of nuclear power

Next, in this survey, we provided general statements on the use of nuclear power as answers to 
questions designed to ascertain the respondents’ levels of agreement or disagreement. Some of the 
actual questions are listed in the Appendix B. In these questions, we provided six answer options 
to show their level of agreement given in the order from agreement to disagreement and anoth-
er option to show their lack of opinion/neutrality regarding the statement in question: “I don’t 
know”. In the surveys, these questions immediately follow the questions on the respondents’ in-
terest in and perception of the safety of nuclear power mentioned in the previous section II-2-(1).

In this study, we discuss the questions based on the responses that “I have confidence in 
the security consciousness and efforts of those who are engaged in the generation of nuclear 
power” (hereinafter referred to as “trust”), and “It is dangerous to have nuclear power plants in a 
country like Japan, which experiences frequent earthquakes” (hereinafter referred to as “risk of 
earthquake”). It is often reported 12) that the sense of trust has a strong direct or indirect impact 
on attitudes about nuclear power. The above-stated four questions do not include the perspective 
of trust in nuclear power. Therefore, through the questions on trust in those who are engaged 
in nuclear power, an attempt was made to evaluate the impact of public trust in nuclear power. 
Here, we regard public trust in those who are engaged in ensuring the safety (so-called “risk 
manager”) of nuclear power as representing confidence in nuclear power. Moreover, this study 
focuses on discussing the impact of the Fukushima Accident. We consider that direct questions 
about the risk of earthquakes are important, and therefore, intend to discuss them in this paper.

Figure 1 shows the changes over time in the response rates for “trust” and “risk of earth-
quake”. In the graph, the answer options (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) and (F) correspond to “I agree”, 
“I somewhat agree”, “Neither”, “I somewhat agree”, “I disagree”, and “I don’t know”, respec-
tively.

The lines that connect each symbol indicating time of measurement (●, □, ◆, etc.) distin-
guish between respective options. 

Table 4   Responses to the question regarding the usefulness/necessity of nuclear power
Usefulness/Necessity Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

Options and Response rate First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
(A) I think it is useful 21.8% 17.0% 17.2% 21.2% 11.2% 11.2%
(B) I think it is somewhat useful 37.2% 38.4% 37.0% 40.6% 29.6% 30.4%
(C) Neither 34.2% 37.8% 37.2% 32.8% 34.8% 32.8%
(D) I think it is somewhat unnecessary. 5.6% 4.8% 5.6% 4.4% 13.2% 14.2%
(E) I think it is unnecessary 1.2% 2.0% 3.0% 1.0% 11.0% 11.4%
Invalid answers ― ― ― ― 0.2% ―

Table 5   Responses to the question regarding safety/anxiety about nuclear power
Safety/anxiety Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

Options and Response rate First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
(A) I feel it is safe 3.4% 2.6% 0.8% 1.6% 0.6% 0.4%
(B) I feel it is somewhat safe 8.6% 14.2% 14.2% 17.0% 4.6% 5.6%
(C) Neither 35.0% 33.8% 34.8% 31.6% 24.0% 20.2%
(D) I feel somewhat anxious 37.4% 36.2% 39.0% 39.0% 35.4% 40.0%
(E) I feel anxious 15.4% 13.2% 11.2% 10.8% 35.4% 33.8%
Invalid answers 0.2% ― ― ― ― ―
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(3)  Questions on matters that respondents are interested in and/or are concerned about 
in everyday life

Examples of the questions that ask about respondents’ interests and concerns about mat-
ters in society are provided in Appendix C. These questions included answer options such 
as Imported food, Sickness, Nuclear power, Nuclear-related accidents, Natural disasters, and 
Traffic accidents and the respondents had to choose all options that were applicable to them, 
with no restriction on the number of options they could select. Note that some of the answer 
options were changed in the course of the study and all surveys did not include exactly the same 
questions.

However, there is no change in the major topics of the questions, and we handle matters 
that have not changed as continuously evaluable questions. Figure 2 shows the changes over 
time in the responses to questions on interest in and concerns about Imported food, Sickness, 
Nuclear power, and Nuclear-related accidents as representative and characteristic matters of 
evaluable questions. These questions are provided at the beginning of all the surveys.

III. Analysis and Evaluation of Survey Results 
1. Analysis and Evaluation of Repeated Questions 

(1)  Analysis and evaluation of awareness and attitudes in relation to interest in, 
promotion, usefulness, and safety of nuclear power

(a) Analysis and evaluation of survey results 
a) Analysis and evaluation of changes in responses 
Table 6 shows statistically tested results of changes in the responses between the surveys 

shown in Tables 2 to 5. In Table 6, + +(− −) represents the increase (decrease) in the response 
rate, with 99% confidence, and +(−) represents the increase (decrease) in response rate, with 
95% confidence. 

Each question item showed significant changes around the time of the Fukushima Accident. 
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(E) I think it is unnecessary  1.2% 2.0% 3.0% 1.0%  11.0% 11.4% 
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Table 5  Responses to the question regarding safety/ anxiety about nuclear power 

Safety/ anxiety 
 

Before the Fukushima Accident 
 

After the Accident 

Options and Response rate First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth 

(A) I feel it is safe  3.4% 2.6% 0.8% 1.6%  0.6% 0.4% 

(B) I feel it is somewhat safe  8.6% 14.2% 14.2% 17.0%  4.6% 5.6% 

(C) Neither   35.0% 33.8% 34.8% 31.6%  24.0% 20.2% 

(D) I feel somewhat anxious   37.4% 36.2% 39.0% 39.0%  35.4% 40.0% 
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Fig. 2  Changes over time in response rates on matters that respondents have interest in and concerns about in everyday life  

However, there is no change in the major topics of the 
questions, and we handle matters that have not changed as
continuously evaluable questions. Fig. 2 shows the changes
over time in the responses to questions on interest in and 
concerns about Imported food, Sickness, Nuclear power, and 
Nuclear-related accidents as representative and characteristic 
matters of evaluable questions. These questions are provided 
at the beginning of all the surveys. 

III. Analysis and evaluation of survey results 

1. Analysis and evaluation of repeated
questions 

(1) Analysis and evaluation of awareness and 
attitudes in relation to interest in, 
promotion, usefulness, and safety of 
nuclear power 

(a) Analysis and evaluation of survey results
a) Analysis and evaluation of changes in responses 
Table 6 shows statistically tested results of changes in the 

responses between the surveys shown in Tables 2 to 5. In 

Table 6, + +(‒ ‒) represents the increase (decrease) in the 
response rate, with 99% confidence, and +(‒) represents the 
increase (decrease) in response rate, with 95% confidence.

Each question item showed significant changes around 
the time of the Fukushima Accident. Such changes are 
probabilistically unlikely to be a coincidence. However, there 
were only a few significant changes before the accident. 
Before the Fukushima Accident, option (E) decreased between
the third and fourth surveys for both Promotion and 
Usefulness, option (B) significantly increased in the first and 
second surveys for Safety, and option (A) decreased between
the second and third surveys. 

As unique features for changes around the time of the 
Fukushima Accident, option (C) showed no changes for 
Interest and Usefulness but there were changes (decreased) for 
Promotion and Safety, and option (D) (weak negative answer 
= “I am somewhat concerned”) showed no changes for Safety. 
If we assume that the pattern of changes for option (C) was
caused by hesitation, we can say that people no longer
hesitated when deciding how to respond to questions
regarding Promotion and Safety. 
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Table 6   Changes in response rates
(1) Level of interest (2) Need to promote nuclear power

Test of 
significant 

differences in 
response rate 

changes

First
↓

Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

Test of 
significant 

differences in 
response rate 

changes

First
↓

Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

(A) + + (A) − −

(B) + + + + (B) − −

(C) (C) − −

(D) − − (D) + +

(E) − − (E) − + +

(3) Usefulness/necessity (4) Safety/anxiety

Test of 
significant 

differences in 
response rate 

changes

First
↓

Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

Test of 
significant 

differences in 
response rate 

changes

First
↓

Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

(A) − − (A) −

(B) − − (B) + + − −

(C) (C) − −

(D) + + (D)

(E) − + + (E) + +

+ +(− −): Increase (decrease) with 99% confidence, +(−): Increase (decrease) with 95% confidence
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Such changes are probabilistically unlikely to be a coincidence. However, there were only a 
few significant changes before the accident. Before the Fukushima Accident, option (E) de-
creased between the third and fourth surveys for both Promotion and Usefulness, option (B) 
significantly increased in the first and second surveys for Safety, and option (A) decreased 
between the second and third surveys.   

As unique features for changes around the time of the Fukushima Accident, option (C) 
showed no changes for Interest and Usefulness but there were changes (decreased) for Promo-
tion and Safety, and option (D) (weak negative answer = “I am somewhat concerned”) showed 
no changes for Safety. If we assume that the pattern of changes for option (C) was caused by 
hesitation, we can say that people no longer hesitated when deciding how to respond to ques-
tions regarding Promotion and Safety. 

b) Analysis and evaluation by assigning scores to options
Scores were assigned to options, the total scores of each respondents’ answers were calculat-

ed and the (arithmetic) means and unbiased variances are listed in Table 7. The means represent 
the positive/negative trends of all respondents; the values and positive/negative directions made 
the trends in attitudes/awareness easy to understand. Unbiased variances were the measure of 
degree of dispersion among responses. 

For example, although Promotion was assigned negative values up until the fourth survey 
before the Fukushima Accident, values turned positive in the fifth and sixth surveys. This shows 
that many people were positive about promoting nuclear power before the Fukushima Acci-
dent, but overall attitudes about the promotion of nuclear power shifted in a negative direction 

Table 7   Overall survey trends based on scores assigned to answer options (Means and unbiased variances)
(1) Level of interest

Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident
First Second Third Fourth Fifth  Sixth

Mean − 0.27 − 0.14 − 0.09 − 0.07 − 0.83 − 0.92
Unbiased 
variance 1.14 1.20 1.28 1.30 0.99   0.79

(2) Need to promote nuclear power
Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
Mean − 0.37 − 0.35 − 0.29 − 0.42 0.44 0.40

Unbiased 
variance 1.01 0.96 0.98 0.91 1.33 1.31

(3) Usefulness/necessity
Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
Mean − 0.73 − 0.64 − 0.60 − 0.77 − 0.17 − 0.16

Unbiased 
variance 0.82 0.79 0.88 0.75 1.29 1.33

(4) Safety/anxiety
Before the Fukushima Accident After the Accident

First Second Third Fourth Fifth Sixth
Mean 0.53 0.43 0.46 0.40 1.00 1.01

Unbiased 
variance 0.94 0.95 0.81 0.89 0.83 0.80
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after the accident. Significant changes from positive to negative were also seen in relation to 
Promotion. Also, the changes in unbiased variances showed that, although the variation in 
attitudes was becoming less (meaning neutral attitudes increased and strong negative/positive 
attitudes decreased) before the Fukushima Accident, this variation became more pronounced 
after the accident (meaning neutral attitudes increased and negative attitudes decreased). The 
mean of Safety, which was a positive value reflecting a tendency towards anxiety, increased 
because of the Fukushima Accident and demonstrated that there was a tendency towards higher 
levels of anxiety. There was only a negligible change in unbiased variances before and after the 
accident, indicating that there was no significant change in variance in attitudes. 

Table 8 shows the results of statistically tested changes (expressed as the mean value). 
Before the Fukushima Accident, the means of Promotion and Usefulness declined significantly 
between the third and fourth surveys. It shows that prior to the accident, people were positive 
about using nuclear power and strongly agreed that nuclear power was useful. All question 
items changed significantly before and after the accident. 

There were no significant changes between the fifth and sixth surveys and the changes that 
did occur seem to be the result of the Fukushima Accident. 

c) Summary of analysis and evaluation of the survey results around the time of the Fuku-
shima Accident 

A description of the changes between the fourth survey conducted immediately before the 
Fukushima Accident and the fifth survey conducted after the accident follows. The survey anal-
ysis 13) performed by Shinoda and others revealed that the evaluations of the strength of positive 
and negative answers and neutral answers are important and, in this study, each answer option 
was examined carefully. 

(1)  Interest: Respondents’ interest increased. Option (A) increased by approximately 20% 
and option (D) decreased by approximately 15%. The variation in interest decreased.  

(2)  Promotion: The mean shifted from positive to negative. Option (E) increased by 20% and 
option (C) decreased. The variation in this attitude increased. 

(3)  Usefulness: Fewer respondents came to feel that nuclear power was useful, but no re-
spondents thought it had no utility at all. Both options (A) and (B) decreased by approx-
imately 10% and options (D) and (E) increased by approximately 10%. No change was 
observed in option (C). The variation in this attitude increased. 

(4)  Safety: The tendency to be anxious was further accentuated. The mean of option (A) 
had been low since before the accident and hardly changed. The means of options (B) 
and (C) decreased. That of option (D) did not change and that of option (E) increased by 
approximately 25%. The changes in variation in the attitude to safety were small. 

The changes in unbiased variances were due to the distribution leaning towards positive 

Table 8   Changes in means based on scores assigned to answer options
First

↓
Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

Level of interest − −

Need to promote nuclear power − + +

Usefulness/necessity − − + +

Safety/ anxiety + +

Welch’s t-test for changes in means
+ + (− −): Increase (decrease) with 99% confidence
+(−): Increase (decrease) with 95% confidence
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responses, options (A) and (B) (=I am interested) for Interest, wide distribution with decreased 
weak positive responses, option (B) for Promotion and Usefulness, and the whole distribution 
shift in a negative direction for Safety. It can be assumed that more respondents who initially 
had a neutral response to the statement about safety, started responding more negatively. 

Only the number of those who chose option (B) for Interest increased significantly following 
the Fukushima Accident, which indicates that the changes due to the accident are likely to in-
crease even further. No significant change was seen in other options and means, which suggests 
the changes that appear to be due to the Fukushima Accident have not yet returned to their 
previous status. This trend does not coincide with the evaluation 10) conducted and summarized 
by the Japan Atomic Energy Relations Organization, which concluded that the objection to the 
use of nuclear power would decrease and shift towards a neutral attitude. On the other hand, 
it conformed to the evaluation conducted by Hirose 14), who found a continuing negative trend 
after the Fukushima Accident. 

In July 2007, between the first and second surveys, the Niigata Chuetsu-oki Earthquake 
(hereinafter referred to as the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake) occurred, followed by a fire in a trans-
former at the Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3, all of which were widely re-
ported in the media including the publication of aerial photos. Although the impact of the 
earthquake is not prominently reflected in the analysis results for Interest and Promotion, the 
responses rate for Safety slightly increased. We can assume that changes in attitudes/awareness 
occurred due to the size of the earthquake and post-earthquake status. 

(b) Analysis and evaluation of relations
a) Analysis and evaluation of correlation coefficients
First, to understand the relation between the four question items (Interest, Promotion, Use-

fulness, and Safety), we performed correlation analysis based on the numerical information 
obtained by assigning scores to answer options. Figure 3 shows the changes in correlation co-
efficients between each question item over time. The error bars in the graphs indicate the 99% 
confidence interval of the correlation coefficients. Table 9 shows the statistically tested results 
of the differences (changes) in correlation coefficients. The changes between the fourth and fifth 
surveys are assumed to be due to the impact of the Fukushima Accident. Changes before the Periodic Public Opinion Surveys on Nuclear Energy (Inhabitants Living in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area) 101
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Fig. 4 Changes in partial correlation coefficients between question items over time

b) Analysis and evaluation of partial correlation 
coefficients

It is hard to evaluate relations simply by means of 
correlation coefficients when the relations between question 
items are complex. As for relations between multiple question
items that are related to each other, relations between only
question items can be found by obtaining partial correlation 
coefficients. Fig. 4 describes the changes in partial correlation 
coefficients over time. 

The partial correlation coefficients between Interest and 
Safety (▲) shown in Fig. 4(1) were negative across all the
surveys and the level of interest and strength of concerns were 
related. The values were close to zero in the first, second, and 
fourth surveys; no statistical relations were observed and there 
was no significant relation before the Fukushima Accident. 
However, significant relations were evident in the fifth and sixth 
surveys after the accident. The changes in the relation between 

Interest and Usefulness ( □ ) were significant after the 
Fukushima Accident and it continues to increase afterward. 
Although the level of interest in nuclear power and the degree 
to which the public saw nuclear power as useful tended to be 
related before the Fukushima Accident, the relation was lost and 
started to reverse after the accident. The relation between 
Interest and Promotion (● ) was lost after the Fukushima
Accident, which shows that there was a change in the level of 
public interest. 

The partial correlation coefficient values between 
Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety, shown in Fig. 4(2), are 
mostly significant and relations are observed between the 
question items. However, the partial correlation coefficient 
values between Usefulness and Safety (▲) in the first and fifth 
surveys are not significant. 
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(2) Relations among Promotion, Usefulness,
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Figure 3   Changes in correlation coefficients between question items over time
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accident are small. Changes between the fifth and sixth surveys, which were conducted one and 
two years after the accident, are not significant except for the categories Usefulness and Safety. 

In Figure 3 (1), which shows changes in relation to Interest, over time, there were changes 
from positive to negative correlations around the time of the Fukushima Accident in relation to 
Promotion, Usefulness and Safety. After the Fukushima Accident, the correlation coefficients 
between Interest and Usefulness (□) in the fifth survey and those between Interest and Promo-
tion (●) in the sixth survey are not statistically significant and their relationship is lost. Other 
relationships have statistically significant correlation coefficients and are related to each other. 

In Figure 3 (2), which shows changes in the relations among Promotion, Usefulness, and 
Safety, correlation coefficients are significant throughout all surveys and all are related. The 
relation between Promotion and Usefulness (●) is especially strong and maintains a constant 
level throughout all surveys. Only the correlation coefficient between Promotion and Safety 
(□) around the time of the Fukushima Accident and those between Usefulness and Safety (▲) 
after the accident show a significant increase.

b) Analysis and evaluation of partial correlation coefficients
It is hard to evaluate relations simply by means of correlation coefficients when the relations 

between question items are complex. As for relations between multiple question items that are 
related to each other, relations between only question items can be found by obtaining partial cor-
relation coefficients. Figure 4 describes the changes in partial correlation coefficients over time. 

The partial correlation coefficients between Interest and Safety (▲) shown in Figure 4 (1) 
were negative across all the surveys and the level of interest and strength of concerns were 
related. The values were close to zero in the first, second, and fourth surveys; no statistical 
relations were observed and there was no significant relation before the Fukushima Accident. 
However, significant relations were evident in the fifth and sixth surveys after the accident. The 
changes in the relation between Interest and Usefulness (□) were significant after the Fuku-
shima Accident and it continues to increase afterward. Although the level of interest in nuclear 
power and the degree to which the public saw nuclear power as useful tended to be related 
before the Fukushima Accident, the relation was lost and started to reverse after the accident. 
The relation between Interest and Promotion (●) was lost after the Fukushima Accident, which 
shows that there was a change in the level of public interest.

The partial correlation coefficient values between Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety, shown 
in Figure 4 (2), are mostly significant and relations are observed between the question items. 
However, the partial correlation coefficient values between Usefulness and Safety (▲) in the 
first and fifth surveys are not significant. 

Another prominent feature is that the relation between Promotion and Usefulness (●) 

Table 9   Differences in correlation coefficients between question items
First

↓
Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

Interest-Promotion **

Interest-Usefulness * **

Interest-Safety **

Promotion-Usefulness

Promotion-Safety *

Usefulness-Safety * *

Test for differences in correlation coefficients
**(*): Significant with 99% (95%) confidence
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maintains a certain level throughout all the surveys and Need to promote nuclear power and 
Usefulness/necessity are strongly related. Around the time of the Fukushima Accident, the 
relations between Promotion and Safety (□) and Usefulness and Safety increased and then 
decreased. However, as for the changes over time in the fifth and six surveys after the accident, 
the changes in relations due to the Fukushima Accident returned to the statuses before the ac-
cident. The feeling of safety increased slightly around the time of the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake 
and the correlation between Usefulness and Safety became strong, which indicates a change in 
awareness and attitudes caused by the earthquake. 

(c) Analysis and evaluation by principal component analysis (PCA)
PCA is a statistical method used to extract common components from multidimensional 

observed variables (actually measured variables; here they refer to survey results) and newly 
obtained non-correlated composite variables. The extracted components are called principal 
components. They are ranked in the order of how well they account for (contribution rate) all 
the information included in question items. The loads of principal components are between − 1 
and 1 and indicate the impact (weight) of observed variables against the principal components. 
Because the sum of the observed variables multiplied by the loads of principal components 
is principal components (composite variables), it allows us to establish a new standard where 
information is condensed and explore the structure of observed variable groups. This analysis 
allows us to deepen the above stated correlation analysis further. PCA is formulated as follows 
and principal components are represented by observed variables.

jth principal component
     = (Load of the jth principal component of observed variable 1)
        × (Observed variable 1)
        + (Load of the jth principal component of observed variable 2)
        × (observed variable 2)
        ･
        ･
        + (Load of the jth principal component of observed variable N)
        × (Observed variable N)
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Fig. 3 Changes in correlation coefficients between question items over time 

 
Fig. 4 Changes in partial correlation coefficients between question items over time 

 
 

b) Analysis and evaluation of partial correlation 
coefficients 

It is hard to evaluate relations simply by means of 
correlation coefficients when the relations between question 
items are complex. As for relations between multiple question 
items that are related to each other, relations between only 
question items can be found by obtaining partial correlation 
coefficients. Fig. 4 describes the changes in partial correlation 
coefficients over time.  

The partial correlation coefficients between Interest and 
Safety (▲) shown in Fig. 4(1) were negative across all the 
surveys and the level of interest and strength of concerns were 
related. The values were close to zero in the first, second, and 
fourth surveys; no statistical relations were observed and there 
was no significant relation before the Fukushima Accident. 
However, significant relations were evident in the fifth and sixth 
surveys after the accident. The changes in the relation between 

Interest and Usefulness ( □ ) were significant after the 
Fukushima Accident and it continues to increase afterward. 
Although the level of interest in nuclear power and the degree 
to which the public saw nuclear power as useful tended to be 
related before the Fukushima Accident, the relation was lost and 
started to reverse after the accident. The relation between 
Interest and Promotion (● ) was lost after the Fukushima 
Accident, which shows that there was a change in the level of 
public interest. 

The partial correlation coefficient values between 
Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety, shown in Fig. 4(2), are 
mostly significant and relations are observed between the 
question items. However, the partial correlation coefficient 
values between Usefulness and Safety (▲) in the first and fifth 
surveys are not significant.  
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Figure 4   Changes in partial correlation coefficients between question items over time
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jth Principal component (j=1~L:L matches the number N of observed variables at most)
a) Promotion, usefulness and safety of nuclear power 
First, for three question items (Promotion, Usefulness and Safety) we performed analysis 

using the numerical information obtained by assigning scores to answer options. The number 
of observed variables becomes N=3. Figure 5 shows the changes over time in the loads and 
contribution rates of the first to third principal components. 

For the first principal component for which the contribution rate is the largest at approxi-
mately 70% throughout all the surveys, the three question items line up in the same direction. 
It means the three question items move in the same positive/negative directions and this con-
nects the attitude of being “positive about promotion/usefulness/safe” and the attitude of being 
“negative about promotion/unnecessary/anxious”. These variables indicate the public’s attitude 
(for or against) to nuclear power by representing their feelings either for or against its use. The 
responses to questions about Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety account for approximately 
70% of the public’s attitude (for/against) to nuclear power; the load of the principal component 
for Safety decreased after the Fukushima Accident. 

The second principal component shows an approximately 20% contribution rate, where Use-
fulness and Safety move in opposite directions in all the surveys. The direction of Promotion is 
reversed and moves in the same direction as Safety around the time of the Fukushima Accident. 
As for the second principal component, the attitude to the promotion of nuclear power does not 
directly reflect the feeling of being either for or against it. The second principal component rep-
resents a dissociation between the attitude to promotion and the feeling of being for or against 
nuclear power per se. We can see that the second principal component is a variable that represents 
the conflict between usefulness and anxiety and indicates ambiguity (in people’s stances). From 
this perspective, although people were anxious before the Fukushima Accident, their attitude 
regarding the usefulness of nuclear power was linked to their attitude regarding its promotion.

However, after the accident, people’s anxiety resulted in an increasingly negative attitude 

Promo-
tion

Useful-
ness Safety

Promo-
tion

Useful-
ness Safety

Promo-
tion

Useful-
ness Safety

Load of the first 
principal component

Load of the third 
principal component

(1) Load of the first principal component (2) Load of the first principal component

(3) Load of the first principal component (4) Changes in contribution ratio over time

Load of the second
principal component 

First principal component
Second principal component
Third principal component

Contribution ratio of the
principal component 

1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Survey period
Jan 2007  Jan 2009  Jan 2011  Jan 2013

Figure 5    Principal component analysis results between three question items (based on load of principal 
component and contribution rate)
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toward the promotion of nuclear power. This is a reversal of the attitude that they would like to 
“promote nuclear power because it is useful although we have concerns” to they would like to 
“phase out nuclear power because it is not safe, even if it is useful”. The contribution rate de-
creased after the accident and accompanied by a declining trend is seen in people’s recognition 
of ambiguity. The decline in ambiguity is in response to a strengthening of the relations among 
“perception of usefulness/uselessness”, “feeling of safety/anxiety towards nuclear power”, and 
“need to promote nuclear power”.  

The third principal component has a less than 10% contribution rate, where Promotion and 
Usefulness and Safety move in opposite directions. Although Usefulness was assigned a high 
value and Safety a low value before the Fukushima Accident, they have both increased in the 
same direction following the accident. The first principal component shows that the awareness 
structure is directly linked to the attitude of being for or against the use of nuclear power; “As 
I think nuclear power is useful and safe and I would like the government to use it, therefore I 
am for = positive about nuclear power” or “I think the use of nuclear power is dangerous and I 
feel anxious and I would like the government to stop using it, therefore I am against = negative 
about nuclear power”. It also shows that the perception of usefulness (necessity) and feelings 
of safety (anxiety) have become the major determining factors of the attitude (for or against) to 
the use of nuclear power. On the other hand, the third principal component shows an awareness 
structure that reflects the following attitude to nuclear power; “Although I think nuclear power 
is useful and safe, I am opposed to its use” or “Although I think nuclear power is dangerous and 
I feel anxious, I support its use”, which are clearly contradictory and they cannot be understood 
in a logical manner. We can assume that it also suggests that other determining factors have 
had an impact. 

b) Interest in and promotion, usefulness, and safety of nuclear energy
Next, we performed a similar analysis adding Interest into the question items; the results are 

shown in Figure 6. The impact of interest was evident in the first principal component, which 

Promo-
tion

Useful-
ness SafetyInterest Promo-

tion
Useful-
ness SafetyInterest

Promo-
tion

Useful-
ness SafetyInterestPromo-

tion
Useful-
ness SafetyInterest

(2) Load of the second principal component 

(4) Load of the fourth principal component

Load of the first 
principal component 

Load of the second
principal component 

Load of the third 
principal component

(1) Load of the first principal component

1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Load of the fourth
principal component 

(3) Load of the third principal component

1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 1st Survey  2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th

Figure 6    Analysis results of principal components between four question items (load of principal component)
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reflects the attitude of being either for or against the use of nuclear power. The four question 
items were oriented in the same direction before the Fukushima Accident, but the direction 
of Interest was reversed with small values after the accident. This reversal indicates that the 
relation between the attitude of being for or against nuclear power and the level of interest 
in nuclear power observed before the Fukushima Accident became weak after the accident. 
The growing interest after the accident indicates that people’s interest is no longer related to 
whether they are for or against nuclear power and it supplements the analysis results by partial 
correlation coefficients. 

In the second principal component, Interest received high scores in all the surveys. The 
scores are values that indicate the strength of public interest in nuclear power without factoring 
in the impact of being either for or against it as indicated by the first principal component. 
Before the Fukushima Accident only Interest was oriented in a direction opposite to that of 
the other question items. The values for Interest and Safety are higher than those of the others; 
thus, it can be concluded that anxiety leads to interest. Scores other than those for Interest 
decreased and only Safety was oriented in the opposite direction and registered low scores after 
the Fukushima Accident. This indicates that interest led by anxiety, regardless of respondent’s 
attitude towards nuclear power, became low after the accident. 

The pattern of the third principal component was similar to that of the second principal 
component based on an analysis of the three question items. Both Interest and Safety were 
oriented in the same direction and registered low scores. The pattern of the fourth principal 
component was similar to that of the third principal component based on an analysis of the 
three question items. 

(d) Analysis and evaluation by quantification method III
Quantification method III enabled analysis even though it was not an interval scale and 

captured the relations between answer options and respondents. It calculated several axes that 
categorized options’ features and that were not related to each other based on the relations of 
response, and provided scores that represented the features of each axis. 

In the previous reports released by the Institute of Nuclear Safety System, Incorporated 7) 
and Shinoda 13), quantification method III was used to analyze attitudes regarding the use of 
nuclear power and interesting findings were obtained. As with principal component analysis, 
the axes were ranked in the order of how well they accounted for (contribution rate) all the 
information included in the question items.

Quantification method III is different from principal component analysis in that it analyzes 
without assigning scores. Compared to the PCA, in quantification method III, the contribu-
tion rates of calculated variables were relatively low, and interpretation of results is difficult. 
However, it provides information for multiple answer options. Exploring the relations between 
answer options allows the study of the respondents’. 

First, three question items were analyzed (Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety). If options 
scores are plotted on a plane having two axes with high contribution rates, the trends (statisti-
cally similar tendency of trends) in the responses to questions can be captured. The contribution 
rates of the first and second axes were approximately 20% and 15%, respectively. 

Figure 7 shows the results of the third survey before the Fukushima Accident and fourth 
survey shows the results after the accident, which represent the features of the results around 
the time of the Fukushima Accident. The letters P, U, and S respectively represent the question 
items Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety and A to E represent the answer options (A) to (E) in 
Tables 3 to 5. The first axis represents public attitudes (for or against) to nuclear power and all 
three question items are ranked in the order of the strength of the attitude for or against nuclear 
power. A and E, in the second axis, which show strongly positive and negative responses, 
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indicate the strength of opinions and number of opinions along it and the axis can be regarded 
as representing awareness of ambiguity. The first axis indicates respondents’ attitudes to the use 
of nuclear power (for or against) and the second axis indicates a sense of ambiguity and these 
reflect the same trend that was seen in PCA.

If cluster analysis is performed on the relations between answer options plotted on the graph, 
the differences before and after the Fukushima Accident become clear. In cluster analysis, the 
target numerical value group is divided into “subsets = cluster”, (which achieve internal con-
nections and external separation). Using the option score distribution obtained by quantifica-
tion method III, the option groups that are likely to be chosen by a respondent can be identified 
simultaneously.

We used Ward’s method (Euclidean distance) for phased clustering and determined the di-
vision number and cluster characteristics by dendrogram, which represent the process through 
which individual data is aggregated.

In Figure 7, solid curved lines indicate clusters of several answer options placed based on 

108 Article (Shinoda et al)

Transactions of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan (in Japanese), Vol. 13, No. 3 (2014)

Quantification method III is different from principal 
component analysis in that it analyzes without assigning 
scores. Compared to the PCA, in quantification method III,
the contribution rates of calculated variables were 
relatively low, and interpretation of results is difficult. 
However, it provides information for multiple answer 
options. Exploring the relations between answer options 
allows the study of the respondents’. 

First, three question items were analyzed (Promotion, 
Usefulness, and Safety). If options scores are plotted on a
plane having two axes with high contribution rates, the 
trends (statistically similar tendency of trends) in the 
responses to questions can be captured. The contribution 
rates of the first and second axes were approximately 20% 
and 15%, respectively. 

Fig. 7 shows the results of the third survey before the 
Fukushima Accident and fourth survey shows the results 
after the accident, which represent the features of the
results around the time of the Fukushima Accident. The 
letters P, U, and S respectively represent the question 
items Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety and A to E 
represent the answer options (A) to (E) in Tables 3 to 5. 

The first axis represents public attitudes (for or against) to 
nuclear power and all three question items are ranked in 
the order of the strength of the attitude for or against 
nuclear power. A and E, in the second axis, which show 
strongly positive and negative responses, indicate the 
strength of opinions and number of opinions along it and 
the axis can be regarded as representing awareness of 
ambiguity. The first axis indicates respondents’ attitudes 
to the use of nuclear power (for or against) and the second 
axis indicates a sense of ambiguity and these reflect the 
same trend that was seen in PCA. 

If cluster analysis is performed on the relations 
between answer options plotted on the graph, the
differences before and after the Fukushima Accident 
become clear. In cluster analysis, the target numerical 
value group is divided into “subsets = cluster,” (which 
achieve internal connections and external separation). 
Using the option score distribution obtained by 
quantification method III, the option groups that are likely
to be chosen by a respondent can be identified 
simultaneously. 

Fig. 7 Results of the analysis between question items by quantification method III (First and Second axes plane) 
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the analysis results and dotted lines connect these clusters. Before and after the Fukushima 
Accident, we can observe differences in the connections between options (B), (C) and (D), 
which indicate weak positive, negative and neutral opinions respectively. Before the accident, 
the fifth cluster, which aggregates options reflecting strong negative opinions, was connected to 
another last. However, after the accident, the first cluster, which aggregates options reflecting 
strong positive opinions, is connected to another last. Getting connected to another cluster 
last indicates that the options in the cluster are most isolated, which means the attitudes of the 
respondents who chose the options in the cluster are most isolated from those of other survey 
audiences. 

Shinoda 12) analyzed the backgrounds of those who tend to choose neutral answers, options 
(B), (C), and (D), using quantification method III and demonstrated that the public’s stance or 
disposition can be understood by finding out whether the neutral group agrees with/feels em-
pathy towards a group with strong positive opinions or a group with strong negative opinions. 
Such a neutral group accounts for the majority of respondents. The analysis results shown in 
Figure 7 indicate that the neutral group gradually came to adopt a favorable stance by creating 
the group with positive opinions before the Fukushima Accident, but this stance was reversed 
(into opposition) after the accident. 

The orientation of each option did not significantly differ before and after the Fukushima 
Accident, but the orientation of the cluster of options indicating neutral opinions (third cluster) 
changed. We can find the features of the options from this orientation. Figure 8 shows the 
changes over time in distinctive values of the first axis, which shows the public attitude (for 
or against) to nuclear power. The attitudes of those who chose option (C) for Promotion and 
Usefulness in Figure 8 (1) included negative opinions before the Fukushima Accident, but 
which shifted to positive after the accident. 

In Figure 8 (2) the values (◇) of option (C) are in the positive direction throughout all the 
surveys for Safety and they further inclined in the positive direction after the Fukushima Acci-
dent. The values (▲) of option (D) shifted directions (for or against) after the accident. People 
tend to avoid clearly stating their opinion by choosing options such as “Neither” because they 
sense the prevailing public sentiment at the time and only weakly oppose it. Respondents’ 
choice of option (C), in other words avoiding making a clear indication of their opinion, de-
pends on the degree to which they sense the social sentiment at the time. Respondents’ choice 
of option (D), which is weak opposition, regarding Safety after the Fukushima Accident means 
“they do not utterly reject concerns about safety” and that they feel somewhat positive about 
the promotion of nuclear power. 

When an evaluation is made together with the changes in survey responses around the time 
of the Fukushima Accident as indicated in Table 6, it is observed that people’s shift from op-
tion (C) for Promotion from negative to positive around the time of the Fukushima Accident 
represents an alteration in their perception of social sentiment. We can see that the rejection of 
the promotion nuclear power became the prevailing social atmosphere after the accident. Also, 
we can assume that the unchanged response rate for option (C) for Usefulness indicates that 
it is harder for people to decide whether nuclear energy is useful or unnecessary compared to 
deciding if nuclear power should be promoted or not. 

When we analyze the three question items as well as Interest using quantification method III, 
we can see that before the Fukushima Accident, “Level of Interest (degree)” and “attitude (for 
or against) to nuclear power” faced in the same direction along the horseshoe-shaped distribu-
tion shown in Figure 7 (1), which means interest and attitude (for or against) were related in the 
same direction, along with an ambiguous stance as indicated by the second axis. On the other 
hand, after the accident the distribution of the options selected for Interest changed; the value 
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for the first axis, which indicates the attitude (for or against) to nuclear power, became nearly 
zero and only option (A) for Interest had a high value on the second axis. 

Regardless of the attitude (for or against) to nuclear power, we can see from this analysis that 
a high level of awareness of nuclear power among the public and the strength of their interest 
are related. 

(2)  Analysis and evaluation of respondents’ levels of agreement based on their opinions 
on the use of nuclear power

In this question, as the response rate for option (F) “I don’t know” was high, an evaluation 
was conducted by assigning scores to options. One of the factors that has a large impact on the 
attitude (for or against) to nuclear power is trust. We can gauge this impact through the question 
in this section concerning trust in those who are engaged in the generation of nuclear power. As 
we focus on changes before and after Fukushima Accident, the responses to Risk of earthquake 
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We used Ward's method (Euclidean distance) for phased 
clustering and determined the division number and cluster 
characteristics by dendrogram, which represent the process
through which individual data is aggregated.

In Fig. 7, solid curved lines indicate clusters of several
answer options placed based on the analysis results and dotted 
lines connect these clusters. Before and after the Fukushima 
Accident, we can observe differences in the connections 
between options (B), (C) and (D), which indicate weak
positive, negative and neutral opinions respectively. Before 
the accident, the fifth cluster, which aggregates options 
reflecting strong negative opinions, was connected to another 
last. However, after the accident, the first cluster, which
aggregates options reflecting strong positive opinions, is 
connected to another last. Getting connected to another cluster
last indicates that the options in the cluster are most isolated,
which means the attitudes of the respondents who chose the 
options in the cluster are most isolated from those of other 
survey audiences. 

Shinoda12) analyzed the backgrounds of those who tend 
to choose neutral answers, options (B), (C), and (D), using 
quantification method III and demonstrated that the public’s
stance or disposition can be understood by finding out whether
the neutral group agrees with/ feels empathy towards a group 
with strong positive opinions or a group with strong negative
opinions. Such a neutral group accounts for the majority of 
respondents. The analysis results shown in Fig. 7 indicate that 
the neutral group gradually came to adopt a favorable stance 
by creating the group with positive opinions before the
Fukushima Accident, but this stance was reversed (into 
opposition) after the accident.

The orientation of each option did not significantly differ 
before and after the Fukushima Accident, but the orientation 
of the cluster of options indicating neutral opinions (third 
cluster) changed. We can find the features of the options from
this orientation. Fig. 8 shows the changes over time in 
distinctive values of the first axis, which shows the public 
attitude (for or against) to nuclear power. The attitudes of 
those who chose option (C) for Promotion and Usefulness in
Fig. 8(1) included negative opinions before the Fukushima 
Accident, but which shifted to positive after the accident.

In Fig. 8(2) the values (◇ ) of option (C) are in the 
positive direction throughout all the surveys for Safety and 
they further inclined in the positive direction after the 
Fukushima Accident. The values (▲) of option (D) shifted 
directions (for or against) after the accident. People tend to 
avoid clearly stating their opinion by choosing options such as
“Neither” because they sense the prevailing public sentiment 
at the time and only weakly oppose it. Respondents’ choice of 
option (C), in other words avoiding making a clear indication 
of their opinion, depends on the degree to which they sense 
the social sentiment at the time. Respondents’ choice of option 
(D), which is weak opposition, regarding Safety after the 
Fukushima Accident means “they do not utterly reject
concerns about safety” and that they feel somewhat positive
about the promotion of nuclear power.  

When an evaluation is made together with the changes in
survey responses around the time of the Fukushima Accident
as indicated in Table 6, it is observed that people’s shift from 
option (C) for Promotion from negative to positive around the 
time of the Fukushima Accident represents an alteration in
their perception of social sentiment. We can see that the 
rejection of the promotion nuclear power became the 
prevailing social atmosphere after the accident. Also, we can
assume that the unchanged response rate for option (C) for 
Usefulness indicates that it is harder for people to decide 

whether nuclear energy is useful or unnecessary compared to 
deciding if nuclear power should be promoted or not. 

(1) Changes over time in the response rate for option (C) “Neither” for
question items Promotion and Useful on the first axis (Axis 
representing attitude (for or against))

(2) Changes over time in the response rate for option (C) “Neither” and
option (D) “I feel somewhat anxious” for question item Safety on
the first axis (Axis representing attitude (for or against))

Fig. 8 Changes over time in analysis results between question items
using quantification method III (First axis = (Axis 
representing attitude (for or against)) 
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are also covered in this section.
Table 10 shows the results of a statistical test on the changes over time in the response 

rates for Trust and Risk of earthquake. Regarding the latter, the rate for option (A), which 
represents an affirmative response to the question regarding the risk, increased around the time 
of the two earthquakes. Before and after the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake, the changes in response 
rates for options other than option (A) were not significant. The response rate for option (A) 
changed after the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake and gradually shifted back later. Around the time of 
the Fukushima Accident, there was a significant decrease in the selection of options (B), (C), 
and (F), and we can see that people chose option (A) due to an increased awareness of the risk 
posed by earthquakes. Although we cannot ascertain attitudes and awareness before 2007, as 
far as the present study is concerned, significant changes occurred after the Fukushima Acci-
dent. To be more specific, vague awareness of issues related to nuclear power changed into firm 
convictions; for example, people became increasingly convinced that a nuclear power plant 
accident caused by an earthquake would lead to serious damage. The most significant change 
in this attitude occurred after the Fukushima Accident. The response rates for options (D) and 
(E), which represent a rejection of the notion that earthquakes are a risk, were low and remained 
the same before and after the earthquake. 

From the Trust perspective, the change trends vary between the two earthquakes. It signifi-
cantly increased around the time of the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake and then gradually increased 
until before the Fukushima Accident. Considering this together with the changes in responses 
to Safety, it is assumed that the impact of the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake and the actions taken 
in response to it were viewed favorably. From the changes over time in the response rates 
as shown in Figure 1, it can be seen that the response rate for option (B), which represents 
trust, increased and those for options (D) and (E), which represent a negative trend, decreased 
between the Chuetsu-oki Earthquake and the Fukushima Accident. In the fourth survey, the 
“trusting” group that chose options (A) and (B) increased to its highest level at 44.2% and the 
“distrusting” group that chose options (D) and (E) decreased to its lowest level at 12.2%. These 
results suggest that there was no outstanding change in status during this period and the smooth 
operation of nuclear power plants increased the level of public trust.

However, trust decreased after the Fukushima Accident. The change was not particularly 
significant, and the level of trust increased up until before the accident and then declined back 
to a level close to that in 2007, when this study was initiated. It did not change markedly after 
the accident compared to “risk of earthquake”. The trust built up in many people who nev-
er imagined that a nuclear power plant accident would occur before the Fukushima Accident 
was lost due to the impact of the accident. However, when we evaluate impact on trust, it is 

Table 10   Test results of changes in response rates
(1) “Trust” (2) “Risk of earthquake”

Test of 
significant 

differences in 
response rate 

changes

First
↓

Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

Test of 
significant 

differences in 
response rate 

changes

First
↓

Second

Second
↓

Third

Third
↓

Fourth

Fourth
↓Accident

Fifth

Fifth
↓

Sixth

(A) + (A) + + + +
(B) + + + − − (B) − −
(C) (C) − −
(D) − − + + (D)
(E) − − + + (E)

(F) (F) − −

+ + (− −): Increase (decrease) with 99% confidence, +(−): Increase (decrease) with 95% confidence
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important to take into account the subject upon which trust was evaluated. In this study, the 
subject was “safety ensured by those who are engaged in the generation of nuclear power”. 
Further study is required regarding trust.

(3)  Analysis and evaluation of matters respondents are interested in and/or are 
concerned about in daily life

In this question, about 20 matters were presented as answer options. Most of the matters 
in which respondents have an interest in and/or anxiety about tend to be similar. Some of the 
matters in this question sensitively reflect the social situations at that time. For example, peo-
ple’s interest in and concerns about imported food, shown in Figure 2, significantly increased 
between the first and second surveys. We can say that this was due to the impact of the Chinese 
toxic dumplings incident in January 2008. A year later, the values returned to nearly the same 
levels as those before the incident. Each matter has their own specific features; for example, the 
number of selections was highest for Sickness throughout all the surveys and shows a stable 
trend.

The matters presented include Nuclear power and Nuclear-related accident. The former 
evokes a vaguer image of nuclear power in general, while the latter refers to a more specific 
topic with the addition of the word “accident”.

The numbers of selections for “interest in” and “concerns about” for both matters significant-
ly increased around the time of the Fukushima Accident. The increment for “Nuclear-related 
accident” is higher than for “Nuclear power” after the Fukushima Accident, and we can assume 
that this can be attributed to the impact of the accident. The concerns about “Nuclear-related 
accident” significantly decreased in the fifth and sixth surveys after the accident. However, 
this decrease needs to be examined in light of the next survey (scheduled to be conducted in 
January 2014). 

In this study, interest in and concerns about nuclear power have already been covered by 
the question II-2-(1) in the section “Interest and concerns” for which five answer options were 
provided. It could be assumed that the results for the two questions would be different; one 
is a question that asks respondents to select an option corresponding to their interest in and 
concerns about nuclear power in relation to several specific topics including Sickness and Nat-
ural disaster and another is a direct question that asks about their “interests and concerns” by 
specifying these in the question. Providing these two types of questions in a survey allows us to 
see the influence of being conscious of interest and concerns by explicit representation. 

Figure 9 (1) shows the changes over time in the response rates of those who chose both 
Nuclear power and Nuclear-related accident (▲), Nuclear power only (◆), Nuclear-related ac-
cident only (■) and at least one of them in a question regarding respondents’ interest in Nuclear 
power and Nuclear-related accident. Figure 9 (2) shows the response rates of the same respon-
dents in a question about concern. The response rate of those who chose at least one of those 
matters (○) is the same rate as those who expressed whether they are interested in/concerned 
about nuclear power in response to the questions about interest and concerns.

Figure 10 shows the changes over time in interest (○) and concerns(◇) depicted in Fig-
ure 9 by adding “matters selected”. In this figure we added the sum of the response rates for 
options (A) and (B) as (●), which represents the rate of respondents who expressed interest, 
for the question item Interest in the question mentioned in Section II-2-(1) and the sum of those 
for option (D) and (E) as(◆), which represents the rate of respondents with concerns, for the 
question item Safety, as an “explicit question”. We categorized respondents based on whether 
they are interested in and/or concerned about nuclear power, but disregarded the strength of that 
interest and concerns. 
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The numbers of selections for “interest in” and “concerns 
about” for both matters significantly increased around the time 
of the Fukushima Accident. The increment for “Nuclear-
related accident” is higher than for “Nuclear power” after the 
Fukushima Accident, and we can assume that this can be 
attributed to the impact of the accident. The concerns about 
“Nuclear-related accident” significantly decreased in the fifth 
and sixth surveys after the accident. However, this decrease 
needs to be examined in light of the next survey (scheduled to 
be conducted in January 2014).   

In this study, interest in and concerns about nuclear 
power have already been covered by the question II-2-(1) in 
the section “Interest and concerns” for which five answer 
options were provided. It could be assumed that the results for 
the two questions would be different; one is a question that 
asks respondents to select an option corresponding to their 
interest in and concerns about nuclear power in relation to 
several specific topics including Sickness and Natural disaster 
and another is a direct question that asks about their “interests 
and concerns” by specifying these in the question. Providing 
these two types of questions in a survey allows us to see the 
influence of being conscious of interest and concerns by 
explicit representation.   

Fig. 9(1) shows the changes over time in the response 
rates of those who chose both Nuclear power and Nuclear-
related accident (▲ ), Nuclear power only (◆ ), Nuclear-
related accident only (■ ) and at least one of them in a 
question regarding respondents’ interest in Nuclear power and 
Nuclear-related accident. Fig. 9(2) shows the response rates 
of the same respondents in a question about concern. The 
response rate of those who chose at least one of those matters 
(○) is the same rate as those who expressed whether they are 

interested in/ concerned about nuclear power in response to 
the questions about interest and concerns.    

Fig. 10 shows the changes over time in interest (○) and 
concerns(◇) depicted in Fig. 9 by adding “matters selected.” 
In this figure we added the sum of the response rates for 
options (A) and (B) as (● ), which represents the rate of 
respondents who expressed interest, for the question item 
Interest in the question mentioned in Section II-2-(1) and the 
sum of those for option (D) and (E) as(◆), which represents 
the rate of respondents with concerns, for the question item 
Safety, as an “explicit question.” We categorized respondents 
based on whether they are interested in and/or concerned about 
nuclear power, but disregarded the strength of that interest and 
concerns.  

Before the Fukushima Accident, there were differences 
in the results between two different types of questions 
(“explicit questions” and “matter selection”) regarding 
respondents’ interest in and concerns about nuclear. After the 
accident, although the rate for interest and concerns increased, 
and the gap between the results for the two questions was 
narrowed. We can say that it partially captures the feature of 
interest and concerns led by an increase in awareness of 
nuclear-related issues. These results suggest that for the 
survey respondents, who were living in the Tokyo 
metropolitan area, awareness or concerns about nuclear 
power-related issues was low before the Fukushima Accident. 
It is highly likely that some trigger (e.g. the survey in this 
case) induced them to respond that they had interest in and 
concerns about nuclear power even if they were not aware of 
it in everyday life. 

 

 
Fig. 9 Changes over time in the response rates for interest in and concerns about nuclear power  
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Fig. 10 Differences between the results of two types of questions 

regarding interest in and concerns about nuclear power 
 
It is assumed that they started to become aware of nuclear 
power in everyday life after the Fukushima Accident. We can 
say that it narrowed the gap between the results of two types 
of questions. 
  

2.  Summary of analysis results and discussion 
By using various statistical tools including testing for 

changes, analysis of relations, principal component analysis, 
applying quantification method III, and cluster analysis with the 
changes over time in simple survey results, we attempted to 
explore the underlying factors of people’s awareness of and 
attitudes to nuclear power, which are difficult to discover based 
on simple survey results only. For example, about 20% of 
respondents chose the same answer options for the question 
items Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety throughout all the 
surveys. Although in the early surveys about 10 percent of 
respondents chose option (C) for all the questions, this 
percentage gradually decreased at a constant rate in the two 
years prior to the Fukushima Accident and had decreased to 
about 4% in the sixth survey accelerated by the Fukushima 
Accident. It should not be assumed that the selection of option 
(C) Neither indicates that the respondent has no opinion, but 
such respondents started to show their opinions more clearly. At 
the same time, their hesitation and ambivalence decreased. 
Many respondents chose different options for each question 
item. This influence is shown by the statistical analysis used in 
this study.  

By using principal component analysis, we were able to 
reaffirm that people’s attitude (for or against) to nuclear power 
is determined primarily by opinions regarding whether or not 
they think nuclear power should be promoted, nuclear energy is 
either useful or not, and feel safe/ anxious about nuclear power. 
Also, it showed that their feelings of safety and anxiety have 
less impact on their attitude (for or against) to nuclear use than 
the other two question items. The main purpose of the use of 
principal component analysis is to condense information and 

conventional analysis rarely refers to principal components with 
a low contribution rate. In this study, we tried exploring the 
structures of the question item groups by also taking into 
account principal components with a low contribution rate and 
examined the psychologically complex way respondents 
thought about these matters, such as their perception of 
usefulness/necessity and feelings of safety and anxiety towards 
nuclear power. We found that such thinking changed in 
response to the Fukushima Accident.  

We also revealed changes in awareness and attitudes 
among people in the middle layer (the middle layer in this study 
refers to the group of people who have neutral opinions that may 
vary depending on the survey) before and after the accident 
using quantification method III. To gain a deeper understanding 
of these changes among people in the middle layer resulting 
from the Fukushima Accident, we must evaluate respondents 
from the middle layer whose attitudes changed; for example, 
those who left the layer and those who moved into the layer. 
This study is not a follow-up study and we therefore cannot 
examine the changes over time in the responses of individual 
respondents. We tried exploring the factors underlying the 
awareness and attitudes of people with neutral opinions 
although these could be regarded as a limitation of the sample 
survey. 

The study evaluated the impact of the Fukushima Accident 
based on the changes in people’s awareness and attitudes over 
several years before and after the accident, taking advantage of 
previous surveys that were conducted at regular intervals. The 
shift to negative attitudes towards nuclear power generation, 
which seems to be an impact of the Fukushima Accident, has 
generally been maintained even though two years have passed 
since the accident occurred. After the accident, public interest 
in nuclear power generation has increased and it has become 
something that the public are aware of in everyday life. People’s 
attitude towards the use of nuclear energy has shifted from 
positive to negative; they have become less positive about its 
usefulness, their anxiety has increased, and they have less 
confidence in nuclear power. There are no strong signs that such 
attitudinal changes are returning to the status that existed before 
the Fukushima Accident. This is due to the strong influence of 
the changes in awareness and attitudes in respondents 
occupying the middle layer arising from the situation where 
“nuclear power has become a common component of our daily 
lives.” 

In this survey, we confirmed some changes in awareness 
and attitudes had returned to their previous status after one year 
or so depending on which factor had been instrumental in 
changing it (e.g. Chuetsu-oki Earthquake and Chinese toxic 
dumplings incident). Also, one survey15) reported that public 
sentiment having changed due to the accident at the Mihama 
Unit 3 reverted back to its previous status after about one year. 
Shinohara12) also reported that based on analysis of the results 
of a nuclear study conducted by various organizations, no other 
impact of nuclear accidents and incidents have lasted for a long 
period with the exception of the impact of the Chernobyl 
accident. From the survey results, we can see that the changes 
in attitudes and awareness have not returned to their previous 
status and it is clear that the Fukushima Accident had a 
significant impact on people.  

As for changes that seem to have originated from the 
impact of the Fukushima Accident, how people become 
interested in nuclear power needs to be noted. This means it is 
important to explore further how people’s interests have 
increased and how that affects the future use of nuclear power. 
Our analysis revealed that, before the Fukushima Accident, 
there was a tendency for an interest in nuclear power to be 
linked positively to the use of nuclear power and so, too, was 
lack of interest in nuclear power linked to a negative perception 
of nuclear power. If we interpret the data to mean that it shows 
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Before the Fukushima Accident, there were differences in the results between two different 
types of questions (“explicit questions” and “matter selection”) regarding respondents’ interest 
in and concerns about nuclear. After the accident, although the rate for interest and concerns 
increased, and the gap between the results for the two questions was narrowed. We can say 
that it partially captures the feature of interest and concerns led by an increase in awareness of 
nuclear-related issues. These results suggest that for the survey respondents, who were living 
in the Tokyo metropolitan area, awareness or concerns about nuclear power-related issues was 
low before the Fukushima Accident. It is highly likely that some trigger (e.g. the survey in this 
case) induced them to respond that they had interest in and concerns about nuclear power even 
if they were not aware of it in everyday life.

It is assumed that they started to become aware of nuclear power in everyday life after the 
Fukushima Accident. We can say that it narrowed the gap between the results of two types of 
questions.

2. Summary of Analysis Results and Discussion

By using various statistical tools including testing for changes, analysis of relations, principal 
component analysis, applying quantification method III, and cluster analysis with the changes 
over time in simple survey results, we attempted to explore the underlying factors of people’s 
awareness of and attitudes to nuclear power, which are difficult to discover based on simple 
survey results only. For example, about 20% of respondents chose the same answer options for 
the question items Promotion, Usefulness, and Safety throughout all the surveys. Although in 
the early surveys about 10 percent of respondents chose option (C) for all the questions, this 
percentage gradually decreased at a constant rate in the two years prior to the Fukushima Acci-
dent and had decreased to about 4% in the sixth survey accelerated by the Fukushima Accident. 
It should not be assumed that the selection of option (C) Neither indicates that the respondent 
has no opinion, but such respondents started to show their opinions more clearly. At the same 
time, their hesitation and ambivalence decreased. Many respondents chose different options for 
each question item. This influence is shown by the statistical analysis used in this study. 

By using principal component analysis, we were able to reaffirm that people’s attitude (for 
or against) to nuclear power is determined primarily by opinions regarding whether or not they 
think nuclear power should be promoted, nuclear energy is either useful or not, and feel safe/
anxious about nuclear power. Also, it showed that their feelings of safety and anxiety have 
less impact on their attitude (for or against) to nuclear use than the other two question items. 
The main purpose of the use of principal component analysis is to condense information and 
conventional analysis rarely refers to principal components with a low contribution rate. In this 
study, we tried exploring the structures of the question item groups by also taking into account 
principal components with a low contribution rate and examined the psychologically complex 
way respondents thought about these matters, such as their perception of usefulness/necessity 
and feelings of safety and anxiety towards nuclear power. We found that such thinking changed 
in response to the Fukushima Accident. 

We also revealed changes in awareness and attitudes among people in the middle layer (the 
middle layer in this study refers to the group of people who have neutral opinions that may 
vary depending on the survey) before and after the accident using quantification method III. 
To gain a deeper understanding of these changes among people in the middle layer resulting 
from the Fukushima Accident, we must evaluate respondents from the middle layer whose atti-
tudes changed; for example, those who left the layer and those who moved into the layer. This 
study is not a follow-up study and we therefore cannot examine the changes over time in the 
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responses of individual respondents. We tried exploring the factors underlying the awareness 
and attitudes of people with neutral opinions although these could be regarded as a limitation 
of the sample survey.

The study evaluated the impact of the Fukushima Accident based on the changes in people’s 
awareness and attitudes over several years before and after the accident, taking advantage of 
previous surveys that were conducted at regular intervals. The shift to negative attitudes to-
wards nuclear power generation, which seems to be an impact of the Fukushima Accident, has 
generally been maintained even though two years have passed since the accident occurred. 
After the accident, public interest in nuclear power generation has increased and it has become 
something that the public are aware of in everyday life. People’s attitude towards the use of 
nuclear energy has shifted from positive to negative; they have become less positive about its 
usefulness, their anxiety has increased, and they have less confidence in nuclear power. There 
are no strong signs that such attitudinal changes are returning to the status that existed before 
the Fukushima Accident. This is due to the strong influence of the changes in awareness and 
attitudes in respondents occupying the middle layer arising from the situation where “nuclear 
power has become a common component of our daily lives”.

In this survey, we confirmed some changes in awareness and attitudes had returned to their 
previous status after one year or so depending on which factor had been instrumental in chang-
ing it (e.g. Chuetsu-oki Earthquake and Chinese toxic dumplings incident). Also, one survey 15) 
reported that public sentiment having changed due to the accident at the Mihama Unit 3 re-
verted back to its previous status after about one year. Shinohara 12) also reported that based on 
analysis of the results of a nuclear study conducted by various organizations, no other impact 
of nuclear accidents and incidents have lasted for a long period with the exception of the impact 
of the Chernobyl Accident. From the survey results, we can see that the changes in attitudes and 
awareness have not returned to their previous status and it is clear that the Fukushima Accident 
had a significant impact on people. 

As for changes that seem to have originated from the impact of the Fukushima Accident, 
how people become interested in nuclear power needs to be noted. This means it is important 
to explore further how people’s interests have increased and how that affects the future use of 
nuclear power. Our analysis revealed that, before the Fukushima Accident, there was a tenden-
cy for an interest in nuclear power to be linked positively to the use of nuclear power and so, 
too, was lack of interest in nuclear power linked to a negative perception of nuclear power. If 
we interpret the data to mean that it shows people’s hesitation to show a positive attitude to 
nuclear power even though they are not interested in it or a negative attitude even though they 
are interested in it, we can say that, based on this psychological tendency, people’s interest and 
attitude (for or against) to nuclear power were linked before the accident. 

Such relationships are likely to change depending on external factors. After the accident, 
those having a high interest in nuclear power tend to show either a very positive attitude or very 
negative attitude towards it, or we can say that the accident simultaneously evoked a strong 
negative attitude to and very high interest in nuclear power. This was also demonstrated by the 
analysis using quantification method III. Public interest in nuclear power appears to be unprec-
edented. When policies on how nuclear power should be used are formulated, it is desirable to 
consider how and why people are interested in it. 

People have also become less convinced of its usefulness as a result of the accident. Their 
feelings about its usefulness/necessity contributed to their attitude (for or against) to the use of 
nuclear energy rather than anxiety and their feelings regarding its safety. This study could not 
determine if the accident was the trigger that changed people’s values and awareness in every-
day life and consequently their belief that nuclear-generated power was unnecessary, or if their 
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heightened concerns about nuclear power was the trigger for an attitudinal change to stop using 
nuclear power and consequently their belief that nuclear-generated power was unnecessary in 
an effort to be consistent with their own attitude. This must be studied in the future. 

IV. Suggestions based on the Analysis of the Study Results 
The study examined the features of changes in awareness and attitudes around the time the 

Fukushima Accident occurred as well as before and after it. It is obvious that the accident has 
changed people’s attitudes towards the use of nuclear power especially in regard to the safety 
of nuclear power plants. The study showed that a significant number of people became very 
interested in the use of nuclear energy in the future but became suspicious of it at the same 
time. Even two years after the accident, the news related to this event (about such as decon-
tamination, leakage of contaminated water, restart of nuclear reactors and the nuclear power 
free movement) is still continuously reported and it is assumed that interest will not dissipate 
rapidly. We think it is natural that whenever energy and nuclear-related news is reported in 
the future, the Fukushima Accident will definitely be discussed. Thus, the public’s focus on 
and interest in nuclear power have increased given the fact that nuclear power has become an 
inseparable part of daily life. This situation has drastically changed people’s interest in and their 
attitude (for or against) to nuclear use. 

The higher their interest becomes, the less dependent the public will be on the government 
and experts. Having experienced the Fukushima Accident, new initiatives (determination pro-
cess) will be needed when determining policy related to the trends and status of nuclear power 
generation. In such a case, it is not reasonable to expect the public to shed their negative attitude 
by waiting for them to lose interest in this issue and forget that nuclear power is an intrinsic part 
of daily life; in other words, by waiting for things to “cool down” and “to be forgotten”. There 
were several prominent incidents that strongly raised awareness of nuclear power generation 
a few years before the Fukushima Accident. The situation where “no incident happened and 
nothing was reported” lowered our awareness of nuclear energy in daily life and increased 
our trust in it with our interest remaining low. It would be reasonable to think such a situation 
will not happen considering how public awareness and attitudes changed after the Fukushima 
Accident. It is also clearly demonstrated by the responses to the questions in the survey asking 
about matters of interest and the concerns of respondents and the fact that nuclear power is 
becoming an integral part of daily life. 

However, regarding trust, it must also be borne in mind that trust in nuclear power has not 
necessarily unprecedentedly declined since the Fukushima Accident. It is not true that trust 
was completely lost due to the accident; in fact, nuclear power plants were being operated in 
the past even though the level of trust was the same as that after the accident. However, if we 
hypothesize that the increase in trust before the accident represents an increase in a positive 
view of nuclear power, the trust that was subsequently lost is nothing more than the loss of this 
positive view. Also, when trust in nuclear power is assessed, how nuclear power has become a 
common part of daily life needs to be taken into account as this represents the degree to which 
the public are interested in nuclear power. 

In such a situation, first, a positive attitude to nuclear power should be rebuilt; trust must 
be reestablished for this to happen. To achieve that, restoring trust to a level equivalent to that 
before the Fukushima Accident is one of the prerequisites for recommissioning nuclear power 
plants. There is no silver bullet that will restore public trust. Under the circumstances where 
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trust cannot be established without information, those who are engaged in the nuclear industry 
must adopt a fair and transparent approach to nuclear-related matters so that the public can 
clearly see their commitment. Such efforts would be an effective way to rebuild a positive 
perception of the nuclear industry. 

Deliberative polling on energy and environmental choices based on thorough deliberation 
conducted under the auspices of the Democratic Party of Japan is an exciting initiative. The 
increased interest in nuclear issues due to the Fukushima Accident was a great opportunity 
for constructive discussion on the use of nuclear power. Allowing a numerous people who 
were not proactive in such deliberations before to get involved in such an initiative has had an 
influence on the awareness and attitudes of people in the middle layer and may lead to a change 
in the social atmosphere. Citizens’ participation in this form of deliberation that ensures rep-
resentativeness will enhance the image of nuclear energy in the eyes of the public and convert 
non-participating citizens into active participants in such deliberations. The situation today 
where nuclear power has become an intrinsic part of our lives can be a tremendous opportunity 
for the country to explore the future direction of the use of nuclear power together with the par-
ticipation of forward-thinking citizens. Also, placing importance on discussions with citizens 
in the decision-making process when formulating nuclear strategies is an essential element to 
ensure fairness and transparency in the promotion of nuclear power.

Promoting continuous implementation of deliberative polling on energy and environmental 
choices by pro-nuclear advocates will have a significant and major effect on the awareness and 
attitudes of the general public. When developing trust through the process of deliberation what 
is important is not the approval of decisions per se but an approach that emphasizes procedural 
justice in the decision-making process. Such an approach emphasizes fairness and transparency 
and consequently reestablishes a national feeling of trust in nuclear power 17-19).

The relationship between the attitude (for or against) to nuclear use and the attitude towards 
the usefulness/necessity of nuclear power is a representative awareness with little change. Also, 
this study showed that the attitude regarding the usefulness/necessity of nuclear power and 
the sense of safety/anxiety towards nuclear are not so directly related. Making people more 
aware of the usefulness of nuclear power is an effective way to promote the use of nuclear 
energy. Making people more aware of the usefulness of nuclear power could be the key to the 
recommissioning of light water reactors. However, if persuasion about usefulness involves 
raising public fears about an electricity shortage, this may lead to questions regarding fairness 
and transparency. For the public to develop a favorable view of nuclear power generation, con-
tinuous activities that ensure pro-nuclear advocates act fairly and transparently is an important 
measure. In order to recommission nuclear power plants, those who are engaged in promoting 
nuclear power must conduct themselves honestly and honorably based on a strong sense of 
social responsibility. 

V. Conclusions
This study analyzed changes in public awareness and attitudes among residents living in the 

Tokyo metropolitan area over six years prior to and after the Fukushima Accident. The changes 
caused by the Fukushima Accident must not be considered as transient but as something that 
transformed people’s awareness and attitudes. In particular, there have been marked changes 
in interest in the use of nuclear power. In this study, the heightened level of interest is seen as 
a good opportunity. Although we can discern some signs of a return to sense of safety and an 
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acceptance of the usefulness of nuclear power, the evidence is not sufficient to make a definitive 
statement. We need to re-evaluate these matters based on the results of the survey scheduled to 
be conducted in January 2014. 

This study uses some of the results of studies conducted under the Initiatives for Atomic 
Energy Basic and Generic Strategic Research (2012) and “Efforts in the communication field 
to go beyond the boundaries of the nuclear power village (2013).”
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–Appendix A) Questions concerning public interest in, attitudes to, and awareness of the 
usefulness/necessity of nuclear power–

Are you interested in nuclear power or not? Please circle the number of the 
response that best represents your opinion from the options on the right. 
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Do you think we should continue using nuclear power or stop using it? Please 
circle the number of the response that best represents your opinion from the 
options on the right.
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Do you think nuclear power is useful or unnecessary for today’s society and 
our livelihoods? Please circle the number of the response that best represents 
your opinion from the options on the right.
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Do you feel safe or anxious about the use of nuclear power? Please circle the 
number of the response that best represents your opinion from the options on 
the right.
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–Appendix B) Questions concerning agreement/disagreement about statements on nuclear 
power use–

As for opinions concerning nuclear power use, statements such as 
the ones listed below are heard. For each statement, indicate whether 
you agree or not. Please circle the number of the response that best 
represents your opinion from the options on the right.
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↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
I have confidence in the security consciousness and efforts of those 
who are engaged in the generation of nuclear power.

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
1      2      3      4      5      6

It is dangerous to have nuclear power plants in a country like Japan, 
which experiences frequent earthquakes.

↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓
1      2      3      4      5      6

The following questions/statements were not used in this study but have been asked in all six surveys. (equivalent to questions)
･ We should not extract plutonium, which can be used for nuclear weapons, by reprocessing spent fuel. 
･ We can provide sufficient electricity without resorting to nuclear power. 
･ Since nuclear power does not emit CO2 when generating power, it contributes to the prevention of global warming. 
･ Considering the current electricity generating capacity in Japan, there is no alternative way of generating power in the near future.  
･ We have to place importance on new energy and human resource developments rather than technology development for nuclear 

power generation. 
･ Since there are more nuclear power plants with a long operating life, the level of safety is declining. 
･ We can use uranium resources semi-permanently for power generation by reprocessing spent fuel. 
･ We must determine the final repository for high-level radioactive waste as soon as possible.
･ We cannot determine the final repository for high-level radioactive waste at the present time.
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– Appendix C) Questions concerning interests and concerns in everyday life–

Question
(Interests)

Which following matters are you usually interested in? Please circle the numbers of the matters 
that you are specifically interested in. You may choose as many answers as you like.   

Question
(Concerns)

What are you usually concerned about? Please circle the numbers of the matters that you are 
specifically concerned about. You may choose as many answers as you like.

Options (matters) are common in “Interests” and “Concerns”. 
From the first to fourth surveys After the fifth survey

1. Politics 1. Politics and economy
2. Price of commodity 2. Low birthrate and longevity
3. Low birthrate and longevity 3. Science and technology
4. Science and technology 4. Energy and resources
5. Energy and resources 5. Nuclear
6. Nuclear 6. Environmental issues including global warming
7. Environment 7. Imported food
8. Global warming 8. GM food
9. Imported food 9. Traffic accident
10. GM food 10. Nuclear-related accident
11. Traffic accidents 11. Natural disaster
12. Nuclear-related accidents 12. Crime
13. Natural disasters including earthquake and typhoon 13. Diplomacy 
14. After retirement 14. Nuclear nonproliferation issue
15. Crime 15. War and terrorism
16. War 16. Education
17. Diplomacy 17. Waste disposal problems
18. Nuclear nonproliferation issues 18. Radioactive waste disposal problems
19. Terrorism 19. Sickness
20. Employment 20. Hobbies and entertainment
21. Education 21. Volunteer and community activities 
22. Waste disposal problems 22. Others:
23. Radioactive waste disposal problems
24. Sickness
25. Hobbies and entertainment
26. Volunteering and community activities
27. Others:

Note)    After the fifth survey (“Politics” and “Price of commodity”), (“Global warming” and “Environment”), and (“War” and 
“Terrorism”) were integrated into “Politics and economy”, “Environmental issues including global warming” and “War and 
terrorism” respectively. “After retirement” and “Employment” were removed from the list after the fifth survey. 
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Transfer Behavior of Cesium Adsorbed on Clay 
Minerals in Aqueous Solution
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The transfer behavior of cesium adsorbed on some clay minerals in aqueous solution was 
investigated by X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) analysis of the Cs K-edge. The sample 
was prepared by mixing Cs-adsorbed mineral with a different pure clay mineral in water. The 
XAFS results of the dried mixture powder were compared with those obtained before mixing. 
It was recognized from the XAFS analysis for three kinds of clay minerals illite, kaolinite and 
vermiculite, that cesium was transferred from kaolinite to illite and vermiculite, and from illite 
to vermiculite. It can be concluded that cesium is transferred to and accumulated in vermiculite.

KEYWORDS: XAFS, cesium, transfer behavior, adsorption, X-ray, synchrotron radiation, 
clay mineral, migration, mixture

I. Introduction
Amid the extended decontamination conducted on radioactive cesium released during the 

accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, the understanding and elucidation 
of cesium behavior in the environment are important areas of investigation. From an early 
stage after the accident, efforts to elucidate the adsorption mechanism for each type of clay 
mineral have been made and tests on desorption have been carried out 1-4). Relevant to this, 
an understanding of the status of bound cesium and its changes during the decontamination 
process is required, and several projects have recently been initiated and are making progress. 
According to the large pool of knowledge accumulated to date, it has been determined that the 
desorption of cesium adsorbed by soil is not easy to achieve 5). If so, an important part of the 
question is the degree to which cesium is transferred among the mineral components in the soil, 
which is a mixture of various clay mineral components. One of the major natural phenomena 
that occurs when cesium is released into the environment is its adsorption by soil during an 
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extended period of repeated cycles of rainfall and drying. Puddles left on the ground following 
rainfall, and most of the cesium remaining in the shallow portion of the ground surface are 
then temporarily infiltrated in the water phase along with the clay minerals. The infiltration and 
drying are then repeated until the rainwater finally disappears. In this study, a test simulating an 
environment in which rainfall and its disappearance are repeated was conducted using synchro-
tron X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) analysis.

The main advantage of XAFS analysis is that it allows local environmental information 
regarding the specific element[s] in a multi-elemental composition system to be analyzed. 
Furthermore, it is an appropriate analysis method for determining the chemical status and 
coordination geometry of Cs adsorbed by clay minerals because it can precisely detect low 
concentrations of the targeted element. In this research, by taking advantage of the way that 
the chemical status of Cs in clay minerals is reflected in the XAFS spectrum, we tracked the 
variation of the chemical status in the minerals by soaking them in water.

II. Experiments
Three types of minerals were adopted for the test, namely, illite, vermiculite, and kaolinite 

(all of them purchased from Nichika, Inc., Japan). These minerals were soaked in a 0.02 M 
CsOH solution for 1 week to allow Cs adsorption to occur. Next, the non-adsorbed Cs was re-
moved through a cleaning process and dried. The results of a fluorescent X-ray analysis showed 
that the amount of Cs in the specimen (adsorbed amount) was approximately 0.4 wt% based 
on the equivalent oxide concentration. Furthermore, the amount of adsorption was similarly 
checked through the XAFS measurement of K absorption edge of Cs.

In spite of the possibility of influencing the skeleton of clay minerals by soaking them in an 
alkaline solution, there was no variation regarding the acquired EXAFS function, i.e., in the 
coordination geometry around Cs in spite of the different adsorption amounts of Cs between 
the tests with different soaking times of 3 h, 1 day, 1 week, and 2 weeks. Furthermore, it is 
considered that the influence was negligible because an almost identical EXAFS function was 
acquired through the tests when soaking in 0.02 M CsCl and 0.02 M Cs2CO3 including various 
clay minerals. After confirming the above, three prepared sets were adopted as the specimens 
for the Cs adsorption side. Next, two groups of large and small sized specimens were classified 
with a boundary of 75 μm for three types of the same clay minerals in which Cs is not adsorbed. 
Three non-Cs adsorbing specimens no larger than 75 μm were adopted. A total of 0.5 g of each 
specimen was mixed for the Cs adsorption and non-adsorption groups, placed in 10 mL of 
pure water, shaken, and left to stand at 25°C. After the mineral components were deposited, 
the supernatant was removed and dried for measurement. The specimens used for testing are 
listed in Table 1. Three types of minerals with Cs adsorption (illite-Cs, vermiculite-Cs, and 
kaolinite-Cs), and six types of specimens after mixing (mix-1a through mix-6a) were subjected 
to measurement. To confirm repeatability, supplemental tests (mix-1b through mix-6b) were 
conducted using the same preparation and XAFS measurement methods. Furthermore, the 
cleaning agent was also measured (liq-1b through liq-6b) because the possibility of migration 
of Cs to the cleaning agent side of the supernatant solution removed after mixing during the 
aqueous phase could not be ignored. 

Synchrotron XAFS measurement was conducted using the BL11XU beamline of SPring-8. 
In this beamline, a monochromatic X-ray as high as 70 keV is available using a liquid-ni-
trogen cooled Si(311) spectrometer 6, 7). Using a monochromatic X-ray stabilized through a 
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monochromator stabilizer (MOSTAB) that stabilizes the dispersive crystal according to fluctu-
ation in the incident X-rays, measurement was conducted within the range of 35.65–37.30 keV 
on the targeted K absorption edge (E0=35.985 keV) of the Cs. For the XAFS measurement, 
a quick-scan XAFS (QAFS) measurement sweeping this energy range at high speed was 
conducted. The time required for an energy scan, i.e., the time needed to acquire the XAFS 
spectrum, was approximately 5 min. The acquired data were compared after the background 
removal and normalization using WinXAS version 3.2 8). Furthermore, an EXAFS function 
k3

x (k) was derived and the radial structural function |FT(k3
x (k))| was acquired using a Fourier 

transformation.

III. Results and Discussions
1. Cs in Three Types of Minerals

The EXAFS function k3
x (k) and the radial structural function of Cs adsorbed by illite, 

vermiculite, and kaolinite are shown in Figure 1. Illite and kaolinite showed quite similar 
functions, whereas vermiculite showed an EXAFS function with large amplitude and a radial 
structural function having a large second peak. 

Illite has a fundamental 2:1-type layer structure consisting of two tetrahedral layers and an 
octahedral layer in between. Whereas vermiculite has the same 2:1-type structure, kaolinite has 
a 1:1-type form. The first peak of the radial structural function has a nearest-neighbor Cs-O 
correlation. Although the second peak is believed to have a Cs-Si correlation, a considerably 
large difference was observed between illite/kaolinite and vermiculite. The difference in the 
peak size of the radial structural function is largely attributable to the size of the coordination 
number and Debye–Waller factor, although the large difference in the second peak appears to 
be too big to be attributable to only one of them. Furthermore, vermiculite also shows higher 
peaks in a farther area than the others, which indicates a larger coordination number and the 
preservation of a good structural order over a long distance of the coordination environment 
of Cs captured in vermiculite. These differences [support][show a match with] the deduction 
that, while the Cs captured by illite and kaolinite is adsorbed mainly around the ends of the clay 
mineral layers, in vermiculite it is captured inside of the layer by swelling.

A characteristic difference is also observed between the Cs adsorbed by illite and kaolinite, 
which showed similar XAFS spectra. The EXAFS functions look almost identical, although the 
curve of illite shows a shoulder near k=4 Å−1. This small difference was commonly recogniz-
able in all XAFS spectra of the other Cs adsorbed by illite and kaolinite. Furthermore, while the 
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Table 1 Samples used in the XAFS measurement

Cs-adsorbed
clay mineral Pure clay mineral Mixture Rinse

water

1
Illite�Cs

Pure Kaolinite Mix�1a, mix�1b Liq�1b

2 Pure Vermiculite Mix�2a, mix�2b Liq�2b

3
Vermiculite�Cs

Pure Illite Mix�3a, mix�3b Liq�3b

4 Pure Kaolinite Mix�4a, mix�4b Liq�4b

5
Kaolinite�Cs

Pure Illite Mix�5a, mix�5b Liq�5b

6 Pure Vermiculite Mix�6a, mix�6b Liq�6b

114 論 文 (岡本，他)

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 13, No. 3 (2014)

っても同様に吸着量の確認をした。アルカリ溶液に浸した

ことで粘土鉱物の骨格に影響を与えた可能性があるが，浸

漬時間を 3時間，1日，1週間，2週間と変化させた試験

では，Csの吸着量は異なったものの，得られた EXAFS

関数，つまり Cs周りの配位構造に変化はみられなかっ

た。また，0.02 MCsClおよび 0.02 MCs2CO3 溶液に浸漬

させた試験でも，各粘土鉱物ともに，ほぼ同じ EXAFS

関数が得られたことから，影響はほとんどないと考えられ

る。これらの確認をした上で，調製した 3つを Cs吸着側

の試料とした。次に，Csを吸着させていない同じ粘土鉱

物 3種について 75 mmを境界に，大きなものと小さなも

のの 2グループに分級した。それらのうちの 75 mm以下

のもの 3つを Cs非吸着試料とした。これらを，Cs吸着

側と非吸着側として 0.5 gずつ組み合わせて混合し，純水

10 mL中に入れて振り混ぜて，25°Cで静置した。鉱物成

分が沈殿したのちに，上澄み液を除去し乾燥させて測定試

料とした。試験対象の試料を，Table 1 に示す。Csを吸

着させた鉱物が 3種類(表中の Illite�Cs, Vermiculite�Cs

および Kaolinite�Cs)，混合した後の試料 6種類(表中の

mix�1a～mix�6a)が測定対象である。試験は，再現性を確

認するために，同じ調製法，同じ XAFS測定法で追試験

(表中の mix�1b～mix�6b)を実施した。また，水相で混合

した後に除去した上澄みの洗浄液側に Csが移行した可能

性も否定できないので，2回目の試験では，洗浄液も測定

対象とした(表中の liq�1b～liq�6b)。

放射光 XAFS測定は，SPring�8の BL11XUビームラ

インで実施した。このビームラインでは，液体窒素冷却

Si(311)分光器を利用し 70 keVまでの単色化された X線

を使用することができる6,7)。入射 X線の変動に応じて分

光結晶を安定化させる機構(MOSTAB)により安定化され

た単色 X線を利用し，Csの K吸収端(E0＝35.985 keV)

を対象に，35.65 keVから 37.30 keVの範囲で測定した。

XAFS測定では，このエネルギー範囲を高速で掃引す

る，クイックスキャン XAFS(QXAFS)測定を使用した。

1回のエネルギースキャンにかかる時間，すなわち 1つの

XAFSスペクトルを取得するのに必要な時間は，約 5分

であった。取得したデータは，WinXASバージョン3.28)

を使用して，バックグラウンド除去および規格化を行った

後に，比較を行った。さらに，EXAFS関数 k3x(k)を導出

し，フーリエ変換を行い動径構造関数|FT(k3x(k))|を得

た。

III. 結果と考察

1. 3 種の鉱物中の Cs
Figure 1 に，イライト，バーミキュライトおよびカオ

リナイトに吸着した Csの EXAFS関数 k3x(k)および動径

構造関数を示す。イライトとカオリナイトではよく似た関

数を示したが，バーミキュライトでは，振幅の大きな

EXAFS関数と第 2ピークが大きな動径構造関数を示した。

イライトは，2つの四面体層の間に 1つの八面体層が入

る 2�1型の層状基本構造をもつ。バーミキュライトは同

じ 2�1型であるのに対して，カオリナイトは 1�1型で

ある。動径構造関数の第 1ピークは，最近接の Cs�O相関

である。第 2ピークは，Cs�Si相関と思われるが，イライ

ト・カオリナイトとバーミキュライトの間では，この相関

で大きな差が表れた。動径構造関数のピークの大小は，大

まかにいって配位数とデバイワーラー因子の大小に帰属さ

れるが，第 2ピークの大きな差はそのいずれか一方だけ

に帰属するにはあまりに大き過ぎる。さらに，それより遠

方のピークもバーミキュライトが他の 2つよりも大きい

ことから，バーミキュライト中に取り込まれた Csの配位

環境が，大きな配位数をもち，長い距離に渡って構造秩序

を保つことを示している。これらの差異は，イライトとカ

オリナイトに取り込まれた Csが，主に粘土鉱物の端の部

分に吸着されるのに対し，バーミキュライトでは膨潤によ

って層内に取り込まれるという考えと合致する。

よく似た XAFSスペクトルを示したイライトとカオリ

ナイトに吸着した Csの間にも，特徴的な差が認められる。

EXAFS関数をみるとほぼ重なり合っているようにみえる

が，イライトは k＝4 Å－1 付近が肩状に出張っている。こ

の小さな差異は，これらのほかのイライトとカオリナイト

に吸着された Csの XAFSスペクトルすべての間において

共通的に認められた。また，動径構造関数では，イライト

吸着 Csの第 2ピークが第 1ピークと比較的明瞭に分離し

ているのに対し，カオリナイトではやや不明瞭である。ま

た，第 3，第 4ピークにおいても差が認められる。この付

近の距離では，Cs�Csなどの相関の存在が予想される

が，多重散乱の効果も十分あり，今回の研究における比較

の目的に使用するには若干無理がある。

以上の各粘土鉱物における特徴は，Cs水溶液への浸漬

時間を変えた試験でも，共通的に見い出された。動径構造

関数の第 3ピーク以降の帰属が十分ではないが，これら

の結果から，3つの鉱物中に取り込まれた Cs周りの配位

構造の差を，XAFS分析から判別することは，十分に可

能であると考えられる。

Table 1   Samples used in the XAFS measurement
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second peak of Cs adsorbed by illite shows a comparatively clear separation from the first peak 
in the radial structural function, kaolinite shows some ambiguity. The third and fourth peaks 
also show a difference. The existence of correlations such as Cs-Cs are presumed at around 
this distance, but are too obscure to be adopted for the purposes of comparison in this research 
owing to the fact that the effect of multiple scattering and other factors cannot be ignored.

The features of the clay minerals above were commonly observed in the Cs solution during 
the test at various soaking times. The attributions of the third peak and after the radial struc-
tural function are unclear, although it is thought that the determination of the difference in the 
coordination geometry around Cs captured in the three minerals through the XAFS analysis is 
possible with reasonable probability.

2. Migration from Illite in Aqueous Phase

The XAFS spectra of specimens prepared with a combination of illite on the Cs adsorption 
side and vermiculite and kaolinite on the non-adsorption side are shown in Figure 2. If the Cs 
adsorbed by illite does not move from the current position, no changes in spectra are expected. 
However, if Cs adsorbed by illite is desorbed and remains in an aqueous phase, the XAFS of 
Cs itself will not be observed through this measurement, or it will become difficult to observe 
owing to a small jump at the absorption edge proportional to the amount of Cs present. The 
results were clearly classified in two types of spectra. No changes were observed in the mixture 
with kaolinite from the spectrum of illite in which Cs is adsorbed. However, the mixture with 
vermiculite appears to show a match with the spectrum of Cs adsorbed by vermiculite. These 
results indicate that Cs adsorbed by illite migrated toward vermiculite whereas no migration 
toward kaolinite occurred. 

The EXAFS and radial structural functions derived from various spectra are shown in 
Figure 3. Supporting the results derived through the comparison in Figure 2, the acquired 
results can be classified into two types of functions.

Figure 1    EXAFS functions k3
x (k) and radial structural functions |FT(k3

x(k))| of Cs-adsorbed illite, vermiculite 
and kaolinite
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The illite adsorbing Cs shows no change in the shoulder, which indicates that the character-
istics of illite near k=4 Å−1 of the EXAFS function and the second peak of the radial structural 
function remain clear. Consequently, it can be concluded that the Cs captured in the illite did 
not migrate toward the kaolinite.

Figure 2    Normalized XAFS spectra of mixtures of Cs-adsorbed illite with pure kaolinite and pure vermiculite
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Figure 3    EXAFS functions k3 
x (k) and radial structural functions |FT(k3

x (k))| of mixtures of Cs-adsorbed illite 
with pure kaolinite and pure vermiculite
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3. Migration from Vermiculite in Aqueous Phase

The XAFS spectra of the combination of vermiculite on the Cs adsorption side, and illite and 
kaolinite on the non-adsorption side, are shown in Figure 4. As can be clearly seen in the chart, 
all XAFS spectra show an identical feature, i.e., no change from the spectrum of Cs adsorbed 
in the vermiculite. This indicates that the Cs captured in vermiculite does not migrate even if 
mixed with illite and kaolinite in an aqueous phase.

Figure 5 shows the EXAFS and radial structural functions derived from each spectrum. All 
functions show a good match as if acquired from the same specimen. This indicates that both 
the EXAFS and radial structural functions have identical coordination geometries. According-
ly, this leads to the conclusion that the Cs adsorbed by vermiculite does not migrate even if 
mixed with illite or kaolinite in an aqueous phase, and remains in the vermiculite.

4. Migration from Kaolinite in Aqueous Phase

The XAFS spectra of the combination of kaolinite on the Cs adsorption side, and illite and 
vermiculite on the non-adsorption side, are shown in Figure 6. The spectra of specimens mixed 
with illite do not show a recognizable change, but the spectra of Cs adsorbed on illite and 
kaolinite exhibit an indistinguishably strong resemblance. However, when mixed with ver-
miculite, the features of kaolinite apparently disappear and the spectrum takes the form of Cs 
adsorbed by vermiculite. 

Similarly, as in the case of Cs-adsorbed illite, the migration of Cs appears in an aqueous 
phase from kaolinite to vermiculite.

The EXAFS function derived from various spectra and the radial structural function are 
shown in Figure 7. For the specimens mixed with illite, a shoulder appears at approximately 
k=4 Å−1 of the EXAFS function, and the second peak in the radial structural function is slightly 
clearer, indicating the features of Cs adsorbed by illite. This comparison implies the migration 
of Cs in kaolinite toward the illite side in the aqueous phase. In contrast, the specimen mixed 
with vermiculite shows that Cs is adsorbed by vermiculite, as confirmed through the compari-
son of the XAFS spectra.

Fig.4
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Figure 4    Normalized XAFS spectra of mixtures of Cs-adsorbed vermiculite with pure illite and pure kaolinite
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The results above indicate that the Cs adsorbed by kaolinite migrates both toward illite and 
vermiculite in the aqueous phase.

5. Analysis of Cleaning Agent

The XAFS spectra of the cleaning agent sampled in the second experiment are shown in 
Figure 8. In two of the results, Cs-adsorbed illite (liq-1b) and Cs-adsorbed kaolinite (liq-5b) 
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Figure 6    Normalized XAFS spectra of mixtures of Cs-adsorbed kaolinite with pure illite and pure vermiculite
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clearly show the presence of Cs, which is confirmed through the presence of the absorption 
edge jump and the size, whereas such presence was not confirmed at all in the vermiculite. 
This matches the result showing that Cs does not migrate from vermiculite, i.e., it is possible to 
conclude that in the aqueous phase, Cs is not desorbed from vermiculite in such an amount that 
it can be confirmed using radio ray XAFS. The illite and kaolinite in which the presence of Cs 
is confirmed indicate the desorption of Cs in the aqueous phase. However, the level of the ab-
sorption edge jump is on the borderline for visual detection when the admixture is vermiculite. 
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Figure 8   XAFS spectra of rinse water obtained in each mixture
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These results indicate the re-adsorption of almost all desorbed Cs by vermiculite. They also 
indicate that a re-adsorption of Cs desorbed from illite into kaolinite, or Cs desorbed from 
kaolinite into illite, does not occur. However, as the results of an analysis on the main specimen 
side show, no migration from illite to kaolinite was seen, whereas there was migration from 
kaolinite to illite. Based on these results, it is easy to see that the amount of desorption of Cs 
from illite was small, whereas a large amount of Cs desorbed from kaolinite and migrated 
toward illite. 

6. Migration Phenomenon of Cs

The integration of the above results and the considerations are shown in Table 2. There is 
a high possibility of migration of Cs released into the environment and adsorbed in the soil 
from kaolinite to illite and vermiculite, and from illite to vermiculite, during repeated rainfall 
and drying. The possibility that different results could be acquired is undeniable if the actual 
mineral composition in the soil is different because the tests conducted in this research were 
primitive, namely, the adoption of a mixture of two equal weights of minerals that adsorbed 
and did not adsorb Cs during an aqueous phase. There is another possibility of a different trend 
depending on the minerals or substances used.

The three clay minerals adopted for this research are contained in the soils of Fukushima 
Prefecture and its peripheral areas in considerably large quantities; it is quite significant that a 
clear migration of adsorbed Cs was confirmed between the materials during an aqueous phase. 
In particular, the migration toward vermiculite was clear, and the results of this research imply 
the possibility of a variation such as environmental condensation when Cs adsorbed in soil 
migrates toward vermiculite and accumulates during repeated rainfall.

IV. Conclusions
The migration of Cs among three clay minerals contained in the soil of Fukushima Pre-

fecture and its peripheral areas, namely, illite, kaolinite, and vermiculite, was investigated by 
mixing the adsorbed and non-adsorbed Cs during an aqueous phase using the synchrotron 
XAFS analysis method. As a result of the analysis, the migration of adsorbed Cs from kaolinite 
to illite or vermiculite, and from illite to vermiculite, was confirmed. It was also confirmed 
that there was no migration toward kaolinite, and almost no desorption of Cs took place from 

117

Table 2 Transfer behavior results of cesium adsorbed on
clay minerals in aqueous solution

Cs�adsorbed
(initial metarial)

Pure clay
minerals Transfer of Cs Rinse

water

1 Illite Kaolinite No transfer Detected

2 Illite Vermiculite Move to
Vermiculite

Slightly
detected

3 Vermiculite Illite No transfer N.D.

4 Vermiculite Kaolinite No transfer N.D.

5 Kaolinite Illite Move to Illite Detected

6 Kaolinite Vermiculite Move to
Vermiculite

Slightly
detected

117粘土鉱物に吸着したセシウムの水相における移行現象

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 13, No. 3 (2014)

された Csのスペクトルになっている。Cs吸着イライト

のケースと同様に，カオリナイトからバーミキュライト

へ，水相において Csが移行したことを示している。

Figure 7 に，各スペクトルから導出した EXAFS関数

と動径構造関数を示す。イライトと混合した試料では，

EXAFS関数の k＝4 Å－1 付近に肩が出現し，動径構造関

数の第 2ピークが若干明瞭化しており，イライトに吸着

された Csの特徴を示している。この比較から，カオリナ

イト中の Csは水相において，イライト側へ移行したと考

えられる。一方，バーミキュライトと混合した試料は，

XAFSスペクトルの比較で確認したとおり，バーミキュ

ライトに吸着された Csの特徴を示している。

以上の結果は，カオリナイトに吸着した Csは，水相に

おいてイライトへもバーミキュライトへも移行することを

示している。

5. 洗浄液の分析結果

2回目の実験で採取した洗浄液の XAFSスペクトルを

Fig. 8 に示す。吸収端ジャンプの有無と大小から，Csの

存在がはっきりと確認されたのは，Cs吸着イライト(liq�

1b)と Cs吸着カオリナイト(liq�5b)の 2つの結果であり，

バーミキュライトからは全く確認されなかった。これは，

バーミキュライトから Csが移行しない結果と合致する。

つまり，水相において，バーミキュライトから放射光

XAFSで確認できるほど Csが離脱していないと結論でき

る。Csの存在が確認されたイライトとカオリナイトは，

水相で Csが離脱したことを意味する。しかし，ともに混

合相手がバーミキュライトの場合は，Csの吸収端ジャン

プ量は視認できるかどうかのレベルである。これらの結果

は，離脱した Csのほとんどが，バーミキュライトに再吸

着されたことを示唆する。一方，イライトから離脱した

Csはカオリナイトへ，カオリナイトから離脱した Csは

イライトへ再吸着が進まないことも同時に示唆される。し

かしながら，試料本体側の解析の結果では，イライトから

カオリナイトへの移行は認められなかった一方，カオリナ

イトからイライトへの移行は確認された。これらの結果

は，イライトから離脱する Csの量は少なく，一方のカオ

リナイトからは多くの Csが離脱しイライトへ移行したと

考えるのが自然である。

6. Cs の移行現象について

以上の結果と考察を総合すると，Table 2 のようにな

る。環境中に放出され土壌中に吸着された Csは，降雨と

乾燥の繰り返しの中で，カオリナイトからイライトとバー

ミキュライトへ，イライトからバーミキュライトへ移行す

る可能性が高い。本研究で実施した試験は，Csを吸着し

たものと非吸着の 2つの鉱物を水相で等重量混合した初

歩的な試験なので，実際には土壌中の鉱物の組成などで違

った結果になる可能性も否定できない。あるいは，他の鉱

物や物質の存在下で，異なる傾向が出る可能性もある。し

かし，今回扱った 3成分の粘土鉱物は，福島県やその周

辺地域の土壌中にかなりの量が含まれるものであり，その

間で水相においてはっきりした吸着 Csの移行が確認され

た意味は大きい。特に，バーミキュライトへの移行は顕著

であり，本研究の結果は，土壌中に吸着した Csが降雨を

繰り返す中で，バーミキュライトへ移行し蓄積されていく

環境濃縮のような変化が起きている可能性を示唆する。

IV. 結 論

福島県やその周辺地域の土壌中に含まれる 3つの粘土

鉱物，イライト，カオリナイトおよびバーミキュライトの

間で，セシウムを吸着させたものと非吸着のものを水相で

混合によるセシウムの移行の有無を，放射光 XAFS分析

法を使用して調べた。分析の結果，カオリナイトからイラ

イト・バーミキュライトへの，イライトからバーミキュラ

イトへの，吸着セシウムの移行が確認された。カオリナイ

トへの移行はなく，またバーミキュライトからセシウムが

ほとんど離脱しないことも確認された。3つの鉱物の中で

は，バーミキュライトへの移行が顕著であり，自然界にお

ける降雨と乾燥の繰り返しにより，バーミキュライトへの

移行と蓄積が進んでいる可能性を示唆した。

本研究における放射光実験は，大型放射光施設 SPring�

8の研究課題2012A3504および2012B3504によって実施さ

れた。
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vermiculite. Among the three minerals, the migration toward vermiculite was noticeable, which 
indicates the possibility of the progress of migration and accumulation in vermiculite owing to 
the natural occurrence of repeated rainfall and drying.

The synchrotron radiation experiment conducted in this research applied research subjects 
2012A3504 and 2012B3504 of SPring-8, a large synchrotron radiation facility.
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Estimation of I-131 Concentration Using 
Time History of Pulse Height Distribution at 
Monitoring Post and Detector Response for 

Radionuclide in Plume

Hideo HIRAYAMA 1,*, Masatsugu KAWASAKI 2, Hiroshi MATSUMURA 1, 
Takehisa OHKURA 2, Yoshihito NAMITO 1, Toshiya SANAMI 1, 
Mitsumasa TAKI 2, Tetsuya OISHI 2 and Michio YOSHIZAWA 2

1 High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan 
2 Nuclear Science Research Institute, Japan Atomic Energy Agency, 2-4 Shirane, Shirakata, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun,  

Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

A method of deducing the I-131 concentration in a radioactive plume from the time history of 
peak count rates determined from pulse height spectra obtained from an NaI(Tl) scintillation de-
tector employed as a detector of a monitoring post was presented. The contribution to the count 
rates from I-131 accumulated around the monitoring post was subtracted in accordance with the 
time history, taking into consideration the cumulative attachment and its decay. The concentra-
tions of I-131 in the plumes were estimated from the count rates using the calculated response of 
the NaI(Tl) detector with egs5 for a model of a plume uniformly containing I-131. This method 
was applied to the data from the monitoring posts at Nuclear Science Research Institutes of 
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA). The estimated time history variation of I-131 concentra-
tions in plumes was in fair agreement with those measured directly by an air sampling method. 
The difference was less than a factor of 4 for plumes that arrived on March 15 and March 21, 
indicating relatively high I-131 concentrations among the plumes studied in this work.

KEYWORDS: iodine 131, plume, time history, Monte Carlo, egs5, Nal scintillator

I. Introduction
The radionuclide concentrations in plumes dispersed over a wide area resulting from the 

accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (hereinafter referred to as 
the “plume”) are important in evaluating the internal exposure dose via inhalation. In particular, 
the concentration of I-131 is important from the perspective of radiation-induced thyroid can-
cer risk assessment. Hirayama et al. attempted to estimate the concentrations of radionuclides 
contained in the plumes that arrived using the pulse height distribution measured on express-
ways with a ϕ1.5″ × 1.5″ LaBr3 scintillation spectrometer 1). Because the measurements on 
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expressways were not continuously performed at the same location, it was difficult to deduce 
the contribution of I-131 deposited on the ground surface. In this study, we propose a method 
to estimate the contribution of radionuclides deposited on the soil surface a resulting from the 
arrival of the plume, separately from the contribution of radionuclides contained in the plume, 
from the time histories of peak count rates obtained from the pulse height distribution at mon-
itoring posts.

To validate this method, it was applied to monitoring posts placed in the area around the 
perimeter monitoring zone set up by the Nuclear Science Research Institute (NSRI) of the 
Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) as well as in Tokai Village (hereinafter referred to as “the 
village”). We estimate the time history of I-131 in the air using the pulse height distribution 
data measured at the monitoring posts to compare it to the time history of the concentration 
measured by sampling the air in the NSRI premises 2). 

The peak count rates for I-131 in the plume were converted to I-131 concentrations using 
the peak detection efficiency per Bq/cm3 of 365 keV γ ray of I-131, which was obtained by 
applying the method to replace a photon flux from a plane isotropic source with a point iso-
tropic source and plane detector 3) to the egs5 4) electromagnetic cascade Monte Carlo code, as 
described in reference 1.

II. Values Measured at Monitoring Posts
1. Layout of Monitoring Posts

NSRI has established monitoring posts at 14 locations in the perimeter monitoring zone and 
the village as shown in Firure 1 to perform continuous measurement of the air absorbed dose 
rate. As a detector, a ϕ2″ × 2″ NaI(Tl) scintillator, which was partially surrounded by a 7-mm-
thick lead shield to improve the photon energy characteristics to the air absorbed dose rate, was 
placed at a height of 2.7 m above the ground surface. Among the monitoring posts, the mea-
surement results obtained at MP-11, MP-21, MP-22, MP-24, and MP-25 were used for analysis.

The conditions of the areas surrounding the respective monitoring posts were as follows. MP-
11 is on the western boundary near the north gate of the NSRI. There are roads on the premises 
and pine trees along its southern and northern sides. MP-21 is on the premises of the elementary 
school of the village (at the time of placement; it is currently used as a schoolchildren’s club), 
and is surrounded by several types of trees. At the south side is a dry field. MP-22 is on a street 
in an industrial complex in the village and faces a road and a slope on its northeast and southwest 
sides, respectively. MP-24 is in a residential district and faces a road and houses on its north and 
south sides, respectively. MP-25 is in a dry field, and at its southeast side is a descending slope.

2. Time History of Air Absorbed Dose Rate and I-131 Peak Count Rate 

For each monitoring post, we determined the net count rate corresponding to the total ab-
sorption peak of 365 keV of I-131 using the pulse height distribution data of the NaI(Tl) detec-
tor measured every 10 min and adopted this value as the peak count rate. Figures 2 and 3 show 
the time history of the air absorbed dose rate (10-min average) from March 15 to March 24 and 
the time history of the peak count rate, respectively. These figures show that the time history of 

a Here, “radionuclides deposited on the soil surface” represent the radionuclides which exist not only on the soil surface but also 
at monitoring posts and surrounding areas, but excluding the ones contained in the plume.
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the I-131 peak count rate is different from the time history of its air absorbed dose rate. At all of 
the monitoring posts, while the I-131 peak count rate showed the most noticeable increase on 
March 21, the air absorbed dose rate was highest on March 15. This means the compositions of 
the radionuclides contained in the plumes that arrived differ depending on the plume. In addi-
tion, the attenuation trend of the air absorbed dose rate resulting from the radionuclides which 
were deposited after the plume left is different from the I-131 attenuation trend. Therefore, 
it was found that the I-131 concentration in the plume cannot be estimated only from the air 
absorbed dose rate and the ambient dose equivalent rate.

Estimation of I-131 Concentration using a Time History of Pulse Height Distribution at Monitoring Posts and 
Detector Response for Radionuclides in a Plume 
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Fig. 1   Map of monitoring posts at Nuclear Science Research Institutes of JAEA

Fig. 2  Time variation in absorbed dose rates of air from March 15 to 
24 in 2011 

Fig. 3  Time variation in I-131 peak count rates from March 15 to 24 
in 2011 

III. Estimation of the Contribution of the 
Deposited Radionuclides Based on the Time 

History of the Peak Count Rates of Pulse Height 
Distribution 

At the monitoring posts, measurements were repeatedly 
performed for a predetermined measurement time 
(measurement section). The average count rate (cps) calculated 
from the peak counts corresponding to the radionuclides 
considered within the measurement time was used for the 
analysis. 

For the plumes that arrived, the variables are defined as 
follows: 
D0: The count rate in the measurement section immediately 

before a plume arrives, in cps (the count rate 
corresponding to the contribution of the radionuclides 
deposited before a plume arrives). 

D1: The count rate after a plume passes, in cps (the count rate 
corresponding to the contribution of the radionuclides 
deposited when the plume passes). 

λ: The decay constant of the radionuclide (1/min). 
tc:  Measurement time (min). 
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Figure 2   Time variation in absorbed dose rates of air from March 15 to 24 in 2011
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3. Estimation of Plume Arrival Time

Although the plume arrival time and passage completion time can be determined from the 
time history of the I-131 concentration in the sampled air, we used the method described in the 
following to determine the arrival time and passage completion time of the locations where the 
only data available were the data obtained at a monitoring post.

In the time history of the peak count rate corresponding to 365 keV of each monitoring post 
used for estimating the concentration, the time of measurement when the count rate began to 
increase was determined as the plume arrival time and the time of measurement when the count 
rate completed its increase and began to attenuate with a half-life of I-131 was determined as 
the plume completion time. When it was difficult to determine based on the time history of the 
I-131 peak count rate, we estimated the time when the plume passed based on the time history 
of the air absorbed dose rate which changed more significantly. Table 1 shows the plume arrival 
time and completion time obtained using this method. Because the monitoring posts which 
were considered this time were located in a small area, the arrival time did not appear to vary 
significantly among the monitoring posts. The reason why the estimated time, particularly the 
completion time, varied significantly is because the change in the count rate after the plume 
passes is relatively small as the deposition increases and uncertainty remains over the determi-
nation of the time when the plume has passed. The start and stop times shown in Table 1 are a 
result of the uncertainty of the process used to determine the arrival time based on this method.

III. Estimation of the Contribution of the Deposited 
Radionuclides Based on the Time History of the Peak 
Count Rates of Pulse Height Distribution

At the monitoring posts, measurements were repeatedly performed for a predetermined mea-
surement time (measurement section). The average count rate (cps) calculated from the peak 
counts corresponding to the radionuclides considered within the measurement time was used 
for the analysis.

For the plumes that arrived, the variables are defined as follows:
D0 :  The count rate in the measurement section immediately before a plume arrives, in cps 

(the count rate corresponding to the contribution of the radionuclides deposited before 
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Figure 3   Time variation in I-131 peak count rates from March 15 to 24 in 2011
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a plume arrives)
D1 :  The count rate after a plume passes, in cps (the count rate including the contribution of 

the radionuclides deposited when the plume passes)
λ :  The decay constant of the radionuclide (1/min)
tc :  Measurement time (min)
i :  The measurement number in the plume
m :  The number of measurements conducted while the plume is arriving
ni :  The count rate in the case of the measurement number i, in cps
pi :  The count rate based on the radionuclide in the plume in the case of the measurement 

number i, in cps
di :  The increment of the count rate based on the radionuclide deposited in the case of the 

measurement number i, in cps
ni′ :  The count rate in the case of the measurement number i from which the count rate of the 

contribution of the radionuclides deposited before the plume arrives taking into account 
the attenuation from the time of plume arrival, in cps

     

nm′ :  The count rate based on the radionuclides deposited which increased as a result of the 
passage of the relevant plume, in cps

     

We assume that a new deposition proportional to the count rate obtained by deducting the 
contribution of the radionuclides deposited before the relevant measurement section from ni′ 

Table 1   Start and stop time used for analysis at each plume and monitoring post
MP-11 MP-21 MP-22 MP-24 MP-25

March 15
Plume start 0:54 0:47 0:48 0:41 0:41
Plume stop 3:34 3:27 3:38 2:21 2:21
Plume start 3:34 3:27 3:38 3:41 2:21
Plume stop 5:34 4:57 5:28 5:41 3:21
Plume start 5:44 5:37 5:58 5:51 3:31
Plume stop 11:14 9:57 10:38 8:51 9:21

March 16
Plume start 4:16 4:07 4:28 4 :21 3:51
Plume stop 10:06 8:37 11:28 12:51 9:31

March 20
Plume start 9:46 9:37 10:08 9:21 10:11
Plume stop 13:26 13:37 13:48 12:51 13:51

March 21
Plume start 2:46 3:07 3:18 3:11 2:51
Plume stop 10:56 10:27 14:25 10:51 11:11

March 22
Plume start 5:16 5:28 5:06 6:21 5:11
Plume stop 23:36 23:38 21:26 23:11 21:41

March 23
Plume start 10:26 11:08 10:46 10:31 9:51
Plume stop 14:56 20:58 16:36 14:51 17:41
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(The count rate based on the radionuclides in the plume in the measurement section) was gener-
ated as a result of the passage of the plume in each measurement section, and that the count rate 
obtained as a result of the deposition in the next measurement section accordingly increased. 
For the contribution of the radionuclides deposited, the attenuation after deposition was consid-
ered. The proportionality coefficient of the depositional rate was assumed to be constant while 
a plume was arriving, and the initial value was set to f0 = 0.1 b.

While applying the aforementioned assumption to the actual measurement values, the cal-
culation was repeated until the relative error between the count rate based on the radionuclides 
deposited immediately after the plume passed and nm′ became 1% or less with the proportion-
ality coefficient which uses the ratio of both values as a correction. The count rate based on 
the radionuclides contained in the plume in each measurement section was obtained using di in 
cases where the relative error was 1% or less.

During the first phase, the increment di of the count rate based on the depositional amount 
increased in each measurement section because of the passage of the plume, using f0.

di does not become negative. Therefore, when di becomes negative, it should be regarded as 
zero.

Compare the aforementioned to nm′, and when

as the new proportionality coefficient and repeat the same operation.

If dtotal, j which satisfies the condition of |dtotal, j − nm′| /nm′ < 0.01 is obtained, the value di 
should be regarded as an increment of the count rate based on the deposition in the case of the 
measurement number i.

Next, the count in each measurement section based on the radionuclides contained in the 
relevant plume was determined using di. The value fa, which is the ratio of the sum of the counts 
obtained Tp to the count rate based on the depositional increase as a result of the passage of the 
relevant plume nm′, is a parameter that shows the difference in depositional conditions because 
of the environment around the monitoring posts and the weather conditions at the time of plume 
arrival.

b If the proportionality coefficient is assumed to be 1, which is the largest value, the repeat count slightly increases but it has 
limited influence on the result. Because the results of analyzing several examples converged into a value of approximately 0.1 in 
many cases, 0.1 was adopted as the initial value.
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Figure 4 shows the schematic relation between the following equation and pi when the 
convergence conditions are met in the case of m = 8.

di changes in proportion to pi−1, and pi and di becomes zero when i = 8, showing ni′  is equivalent 
to the following equation: 

IV. Calculation of I-131 Detection Efficiency of a Lead-
Shielded NaI(Tl) Detector with egs5

As shown in reference 1, the unscattered photons which enter the detector increase slightly 
as the plume height increases, but the difference is small between 200 m and 500 m. The plume 
height was set to 500 m, considering the distance from the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Plant to Tokai Village, and I-131 was assumed to be spreading infinitely at a uniform density 
in a horizontal direction from the ground surface to the plume height. By applying the method 
to replace the gamma-ray flux from a plane isotropic source with a point isotropic source and 
plane detector 3) to egs5 4) as described in reference 1, the photon spectrum of each angle section 
enters the detector at a height of 2.7 m from the ground surface in the air of the NTP state 
(20°C, 1 atm), assuming that the vertical direction distribution is uniform from the ground 
surface to 500 m.

The NaI(Tl) detector is structured to project into the upper part of a monitoring post. The 
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detection efficiency corresponding to 365 keV γ radiation of 
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value as a conversion factor, the concentration in the plume 
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Figure 5 shows the time history of the peak count rate at 
MP-21 and MP-24 caused by I-131 contained in the plumes 
during the entire period obtained according to the method 
described in Chapter III. The peak count rate because of the 
deposited I-131 was the highest at MP-21 and the lowest at 
MP-24. Although the difference in the peak count rate 
resulting from the I-131 contained in the plume was not 
significant, a difference of nearly 2 or 3 to 1 in the peak count 
rate resulting from the deposited I-131 was observed between 
these monitoring posts. This shows that the difference in the 
environment around the monitoring post makes a difference of 
from 2 or 3 to 1 in the depositional amount of I-131 and that it 
is extremely difficult to measure the I-131 concentration 
contained in the plume from the I-131 depositional density in 
the way that it has been measured. In both cases, it was found 
that the plumes that arrived on March 15 and March 21 had a 
significant influence. A significant decrease in the I-131 peak 
count rate was observed at MP-24 before the plume arrived on 
March 16, and the air absorbed dose rate also showed a similar 
tendency for unknown reasons. 
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lower structure of the detector and monitoring post contribute to scattered photons but have a 
limited influence on the non-scattered photons, which may possibly generate a total absorption 
peak. In the calculation of detection efficiency, considering only the aluminum cover of the 
NaI(Tl) detector and lead-shielded NaI(Tl) detector, the photons having the photon spectra 
of the respective angle sections previously obtained were assumed to enter the detector at 
corresponding angles, as the peak detection efficiency corresponding to 365 keV γ radiation 
of I-131, 2.38 × 104 cps per Bq/cm3, was obtained. Using this value as a conversion factor, 
the concentration in the plume was determined from the I-131 peak count rate in the plume 
obtained according to the method described in Chapter III.

V. Results and Discussion
1. Time History of the Peak Count Rate Caused by the I-131 Contained in the 

Plumes that Arrived as well as the Deposited I-131

Figure 5 shows the time history of the peak count rate at MP-21 and MP-24 caused by 
I-131 contained in the plumes as well as the deposited I-131 during the entire period obtained 
according to the method described in Chapter III. The peak count rate because of the deposited 
I-131 was the highest at MP-21 and the lowest at MP-24. Although the difference in the peak 
count rate resulting from the I-131 contained in the plume was not significant, a difference 
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Fig. 5  Time variation in peak count rates due to I-131 contained in the 
plume and deposited around (a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 from 
March 15 to 24 in 2011 

 
 

2. Comparison between the Estimated I-131 
Concentration and that Measured using 
Air Sampling 

Figures 6 – 8 show the results of comparing the 
concentrations on March 15, 21, and 22 estimated using the 
measured pulse height distributions obtained at MP-21 and 
MP-24 to the measurements obtained by air sampling2). The 
monitoring of the radioactive concentration in the air by air 
sampling was performed from 01:25 on March 15 to 09:00 on 
June 6. During the sampling conducted until 7:05 on March 21, 
a monitoring vehicle was parked in front of MP-11 to sample 
the air using a dust sampler mounted on the vehicle. 
Subsequent sampling was conducted using a sampler installed 
at the monitoring station (MS-1). 

On March 15, the arrival of a plume was observed for the 
first time in Tokai Village and the I-131 peak count rate 
changed very significantly. Concerning the arrival time of the 
plume, both monitors showed very similar results to those of 
the air sampling. A significant difference between the time 
when the plume passed and the results of air sampling was 
observed at MP-21, reflecting the difficulty in clearly 
determining the time at which the plume passed. Focusing on 
the plume at approximately 7:00 when the concentration was 
highest, the estimated I-131 concentrations at five monitoring 
posts were underestimated, and were 0.23–0.63 those of the air 
sampling measurements.

Figure 5    Time variation in peak count rates due to I-131 contained in the plume and deposited around  
(a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 from March 15 to 24 in 2011
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of nearly 2 or 3 to 1 in the peak count rate resulting from the deposited I-131 was observed 
between these monitoring posts. This shows that the difference in the environment around the 
monitoring post makes a difference of from 2 or 3 to 1 in the depositional amount of I-131 and 
that it is extremely difficult to measure the I-131 concentration contained in the plume from the 
I-131 depositional density in the way that it has been measured. In both cases, it was found that 
the plumes that arrived on March 15 and March 21 had a significant influence. A significant 
decrease in the I-131 peak count rate was observed at MP-24 before the plume arrived on 
March 16, and the air absorbed dose rate also showed a similar tendency for unknown reasons.

2. Comparison between the Estimated I-131 Concentration and that Measured 
using Air Sampling

Figures 6–8 show the results of comparing the concentrations on March 15, 21, and 22 
estimated using the measured pulse height distributions obtained at MP-21 and MP-24 to the 
measurements obtained by air sampling 2). The monitoring of the radioactive concentration in 
the air by air sampling was performed from 01:25 on March 15 to 09:00 on June 6. During the 
sampling conducted until 7:05 on March 21, a monitoring vehicle was parked in front of MP-
11 to sample the air using a dust sampler mounted on the vehicle. Subsequent sampling was 
conducted using a sampler installed at the monitoring station (MS-1).
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Fig. 6  Comparison of estimated I-131 concentrations in the plume at 

(a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 with those measured by air sampling 
at March 15, 20 

Fig. 7  Comparison of estimated I-131 concentrations in the plume at 
(a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 with those measured by air sampling 
at March 21, 2011 

 
 
 

The results on March 21 correspond to the plumes with 
the highest I-131 peak count rate. Concerning the time history 
of the arrival of the plume, both monitors showed results 
corresponding to the air sampling results. At off-peak times, 
the estimated concentrations were higher than the 
measurements at MP-21. At approximately 4:00 when the peak 
in the measurements was observed, the estimated I-131 
concentrations at five monitoring posts were 0.58–1.4 those of 
the air sampling measurements. 

The results on March 22 were influenced markedly by 
deposition, and it was difficult to determine the time period of 
the plume from the time history of the I-131 peak count rate. 
Although a detailed comparison such as in the case of other 
plumes could not be performed because the prolonged air 
sampling time, in terms of the time history of the arrival of the 
plume there was a good correspondence between the 
monitoring and air sampling results. However, the estimated 
I-131 concentrations were consistently higher. The estimated 
I-131 concentrations at the five monitoring posts were 
overestimated, and were 3.8–3.9 those of the air sampling 
measurements. 

From the aforementioned results, it can be stated that 
using this method enables estimation of the time history of the 
I-131 concentrations in the plume that are near the actual  
values, although there may be uncertainty in the plume arrival 
completion time. The extent of the difference from the 

concentrations obtained through air sampling is up to a factor 
of 4 in the case of the plume that initially arrived on March 15 
as well as the plume containing I-131 at a high concentration 
such as that which arrived on March 21, corresponding to a 
factor of 9 in the case where the concentration was low and the 
plume arrival completion time was difficult to determine. The 
comparison of the absolute value of the concentrations of 
sampled air was intended to verify the accuracy of this method 
in the case where it is used for estimation at a location where 
no information on the I-131 concentration in the air is 
available. It was shown that this method can provide much 
more important information compared to that of the former 
method in which the time history of the concentration in the air 
was estimated from the result of calculating an atmospheric 
dispersion model based on integrated information, the air 
absorbed dose rate and ambient dose equivalent rate of the 
radionuclides, which were deposited on the ground surface by 
the arrival of several plumes, although differing by up to a 
factor of 9, which is not insignificant. 

 
3. Change in fa Depending on the Time of 

Plume Arrival 
From the analysis of the change in the peak count rate of 

I-131 as described in Chapter III, the ratio fa of the total count 
rate based on I-131 which arrived as a plume to the count rate 
based on I-131 which was deposited by the plume upon arrival 

Figure 6    Comparison of estimated I-131 concentrations in the plume at (a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 with those 
measured by air sampling at March 15, 2011
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On March 15, the arrival of a plume was observed for the first time in Tokai Village and the 
I-131 peak count rate changed very significantly. Concerning the arrival time of the plume, 
both monitors showed very similar results to those of the air sampling. A significant difference 
of the time when the plume passed between the results of air sampling and estimated using the 
measured pulse height distributions was observed at MP-21, reflecting the difficulty in clearly 
determining the time at which the plume passed. Focusing on the plume at approximately 7:00 
when the concentration was highest, the estimated I-131 concentrations at five monitoring posts 
were underestimated, and were 0.23–0.63 those of the air sampling measurements.

The results on March 21 correspond to the plumes with the highest I-131 peak count rate. 
Concerning the time history of the arrival of the plume, both monitors showed results corre-
sponding to the air sampling results. At off-peak times, the estimated concentrations were high-
er than the measurements at MP-21. At approximately 4:00 when the peak in the measurements 
was observed, the estimated I-131 concentrations at five monitoring posts were 0.58–1.4 those 
of the air sampling measurements.

The results on March 22 were influenced markedly by deposition, and it was difficult to 
determine the time period of the plume from the time history of the I-131 peak count rate. 
Although a detailed comparison such as in the case of other plumes could not be performed 
because the prolonged air sampling time, in terms of the time history of the arrival of the 
plume there was a good correspondence between the monitoring and air sampling results. 
However, the estimated I-131 concentrations were consistently higher. The estimated I-131 
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From the aforementioned results, it can be stated that 
using this method enables estimation of the time history of the 
I-131 concentrations in the plume that are near the actual  
values, although there may be uncertainty in the plume arrival 
completion time. The extent of the difference from the 

concentrations obtained through air sampling is up to a factor 
of 4 in the case of the plume that initially arrived on March 15 
as well as the plume containing I-131 at a high concentration 
such as that which arrived on March 21, corresponding to a 
factor of 9 in the case where the concentration was low and the 
plume arrival completion time was difficult to determine. The 
comparison of the absolute value of the concentrations of 
sampled air was intended to verify the accuracy of this method 
in the case where it is used for estimation at a location where 
no information on the I-131 concentration in the air is 
available. It was shown that this method can provide much 
more important information compared to that of the former 
method in which the time history of the concentration in the air 
was estimated from the result of calculating an atmospheric 
dispersion model based on integrated information, the air 
absorbed dose rate and ambient dose equivalent rate of the 
radionuclides, which were deposited on the ground surface by 
the arrival of several plumes, although differing by up to a 
factor of 9, which is not insignificant. 
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Figure 7    Comparison of estimated I-131 concentrations in the plume at (a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 with those 
measured by air sampling at March 21, 2011
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concentrations at the five monitoring posts were overestimated, and were 3.8–3.9 those of the 
air sampling measurements.

From the aforementioned results, it can be stated that using this method enables estimation 
of the time history of the I-131 concentrations in the plume that are near the actual  values, 
although there may be uncertainty in the plume arrival completion time. The extent of the 
difference from the concentrations obtained through air sampling is up to a factor of 4 in the 
case of the plume that initially arrived on March 15 as well as the plume containing I-131 at a 
high concentration such as that which arrived on March 21, corresponding to a factor of 9 in 
the case where the concentration was low and the plume arrival completion time was difficult 
to determine. The comparison of the absolute value of the concentrations of sampled air was 
intended to verify the accuracy of this method in the case where it is used for estimation at a 
location where no information on the I-131 concentration in the air is available. It was shown 
that this method can provide much more important information compared to that of the former 
method in which the time history of the concentration in the air was estimated from the result of 
calculating an atmospheric dispersion model based on integrated information, the air absorbed 
dose rate and ambient dose equivalent rate of the radionuclides, which were deposited on the 
ground surface by the arrival of several plumes, although differing by up to a factor of 9, which 
is not insignificant.
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Concerning the absolute values of the concentrations, although 
they varied depending on the ratio of the peak count rate based 
on the deposited I-131 to the peak count rate based on the 
I-131 contained in the plume, it was found to be estimated 
within a range of up to a factor of 4 in the case of the plumes 
that arrived initially or those containing I-131 at a high 
concentration as well as within the range of up to a factor of 9 
if the concentration was low and the plume completion time 
was difficult to determine. At the same time, it was also found 
that the rate of I-131 deposition in the surrounding area varied 
depending on the conditions around the monitoring posts and 
the arrival time. 

The method we proposed is new and useful in that the 
time history of the I-131 concentration in the plume, which 
could not be previously measured without using the air 
sampling method, can be estimated from the pulse height 
distribution of the monitoring posts although the accuracy is 
limited. In the case of the accident that occurred at the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, the time history of 
the I-131 concentration in the plumes was not measured in 
Fukushima Prefecture immediately after the accident. 
Therefore, the time history of the I-131 concentration in the air 
was estimated from an atmospheric dispersion model based on 
dose rate information such as the air absorbed dose rate and 
ambient dose equivalent rate, data on the density of I-131 
deposited on the ground, and data on the density of I-131 
estimated from the densities of Cs-134 and Cs-17 deposited on 

Fig. 9  Variation in fa between the plumes and the monitoring posts

Figure 8    Comparison of estimated I-131 concentrations in the plume at (a) MP-21 and (b) MP-24 with those 
measured by air sampling on March 22, 2011
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3. Change in fa Depending on the Time of Plume Arrival

From the analysis of the change in the peak count rate of I-131 as described in Chapter III, 
the ratio fa of the total count rate based on I-131 which arrived as a plume to the count rate based 
on I-131 which was deposited by the plume upon arrival can be determined for each plume.

Regarding the same monitoring post, fa was considered to be a parameter that shows the 
difference in the depositional conditions caused by weather and the I-131 conditions. In addi-
tion, the difference among the monitoring posts in the case of the same plume was regarded 
as a parameter which depended on deposition condition of each monitoring post due to the 
difference in surrounding environment. Figure 9 represents fa values of each monitoring post 
during the observed period. It shows the March 21 to 23 period had smaller fa values than those 
which arrived on March 15 and 16. While conditions for “dry deposition” occurred on March 
15 and 16 because no rainfall was recorded, conditions for “wet deposition” occurred from 
March 21 to 23 because there was some precipitation. Therefore, this tendency seemed to be 
in contradiction to “conventional thinking” that the deposition rate was higher in the case of 
wet deposition. Because the deposition subjected to this analysis included I-131 that adhered 
to monitoring posts and the areas around them, it is possible that the I-131 which adhered to 
the surface of the monitoring post near the detector was washed away by the rain and thereby 
there was a change in the distribution of the I-131 deposited and this had an influence on the 
readings. In addition, the I-131 conditions such as chemical form varied depending on the time 
of arrival, which may have had a significant influence on the rate of deposition. To investigate 
the various factors that affected the relation between the concentration of the radionuclides in a 
plume and depositional amount, it is necessary to study the change in fa for other nuclides and 
I-131 observed in other areas.

VI. Conclusions
We proposed a method for estimating the contribution of radionuclides deposited on the 

ground surface resulting from plume arrival, separately from the contribution of radionuclides 
contained in the plume, from the time history of the peak count rates of the radionuclides 
obtained from the data of the pulse height distributions. We applied this method to five mon-
itoring posts placed in an area around the perimeter monitoring zone of the NSRI to estimate 
the time history of the I-131 concentrations contained in the plumes that arrived from March 
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they varied depending on the ratio of the peak count rate based 
on the deposited I-131 to the peak count rate based on the 
I-131 contained in the plume, it was found to be estimated 
within a range of up to a factor of 4 in the case of the plumes 
that arrived initially or those containing I-131 at a high 
concentration as well as within the range of up to a factor of 9 
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The method we proposed is new and useful in that the 
time history of the I-131 concentration in the plume, which 
could not be previously measured without using the air 
sampling method, can be estimated from the pulse height 
distribution of the monitoring posts although the accuracy is 
limited. In the case of the accident that occurred at the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, the time history of 
the I-131 concentration in the plumes was not measured in 
Fukushima Prefecture immediately after the accident. 
Therefore, the time history of the I-131 concentration in the air 
was estimated from an atmospheric dispersion model based on 
dose rate information such as the air absorbed dose rate and 
ambient dose equivalent rate, data on the density of I-131 
deposited on the ground, and data on the density of I-131 
estimated from the densities of Cs-134 and Cs-17 deposited on 
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Figure 9   Variation in fa between the plumes and the monitoring posts
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15 to 24, 2011. The time history of the I-131 concentrations obtained showed generally good 
correspondence to the time history measured by air sampling. Concerning the absolute values 
of the concentrations, although they varied depending on the ratio of the peak count rate based 
on the deposited I-131 to the peak count rate based on the I-131 contained in the plume, it was 
found to be estimated within a range of up to a factor of 4 in the case of the plumes that arrived 
initially or those containing I-131 at a high concentration as well as within the range of up to a 
factor of 9 if the concentration was low and the plume completion time was difficult to deter-
mine. At the same time, it was also found that the rate of I-131 deposition in the surrounding 
area varied depending on the conditions around the monitoring posts and the arrival time.

The method we proposed is new and useful in that the time history of the I-131 concentration 
in the plume, which could not be previously measured without using the air sampling meth-
od, can be estimated from the pulse height distribution of the monitoring posts although the 
accuracy is limited. In the case of the accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant, the time history of the I-131 concentration in the plumes was not measured in 
Fukushima Prefecture immediately after the accident. Therefore, the time history of the I-131 
concentration in the air was estimated from an atmospheric dispersion model based on dose 
rate information such as the air absorbed dose rate and ambient dose equivalent rate, data on 
the density of I-131 deposited on the ground, and data on the density of I-131 estimated from 
the densities of Cs-134 and Cs-17 deposited on the ground or I-129 with a long half-life period.

However, as shown in Section II-2, it cannot be maintained that the dose rate information 
consistently corresponded to the time history of the I-131 concentration in the plume. In ad-
dition, the deposition on the ground surface is an integral value of the deposition caused by 
the plumes that arrived, and the deposition conditions varied significantly depending on the 
surrounding environment. Therefore, there are limitations to the estimation of the time history 
based on such data. By applying this method to the data of the monitoring posts in various 
locations where a NaI(Tl) scintillation detector was used, including the monitoring posts in 
Fukushima Prefecture for which the measurement data have already been disclosed, there is a 
possibility that the time history of the I-131 concentration in the plumes in various areas during 
the early stages of the accident that occurred at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant can be 
obtained, although the areas are limited to those near the monitoring posts. It is considered that 
the time history of the I-131 concentration in the plumes at the monitoring posts is useful in 
improving the accuracy of estimation from atmospheric dispersion models and also enables a 
more accurate evaluation of the equivalent dose to which the thyroid gland is exposed through 
linking this information with behavioral data.
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Treatment of Water Contaminated with 
Radiocesium Using Novel Complexes between 
Prussian-Blue and Bivalent Transition Metal 

Hydroxides
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A variety of technologies are applied to the decontamination of radiocesium from water us-
ing inorganic adsorbents such as zeolites, Prussian blue (PB) and its analogues. However, these 
adsorbents are difficult to apply. Although zeolites work as good adsorbents for cesium (Cs) in 
freshwater, their adsorption ability is extremely low in seawater and fly ash extracts with a high 
salt concentration. In contrast, PB and its analogues maintain their selective adsorption ability 
for Cs even in water containing salts, but a high level of cyan remains in the treated water. In 
this study, we introduce a new technology that utilizes complexes between PB and hydroxides of 
transition metals (PB-X) for the decontamination of Cs from water and report results of demon-
stration tests on simulated seawater and fly ash extract. Furthermore, the excellent results of the 
PB-X method applied to the extracts from fly ash contaminated with radiocesium (more than 
8,000 Bq/kg) are also shown. It has been proved that radiocesium activities are not only below 
the detection limit (<10 Bq/kg) and the content of cyan can be controlled under the regulation 
value of tap water in the water treated with PB-X.

KEYWORDS: Prussian blue, PB, PB-X, radiocesium, Cs, cyan, decontamination, zeolite, 
transition meal seawater, fly ash extract

I. Introduction
Various treatment technologies have been developed and applied that use non-organic adsor-

bents such as zeolites or Prussian blue (PB) 1-3) and its analogs to decontaminate water contain-
ing radiocesium (Cs). Unfortunately, these adsorbents present several troublesome problems. 
For example, zeolite exhibits excellent Cs-adsorbing performance in contaminated water with 
low concentrations of sodium or potassium salts. However, in contaminated water with a high 
salt content, such as seawater, its adsorption performance is significantly degraded 6). 

Burnable radioactive wastes, such as vegetation, are disposed of by incineration to reduce 
the volume of waste. After this process, a large quantity of fly ash is generated that exceeds 
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the radioactive limit designated for waste material (8,000 Bq/kg) because the radioactive Cs 
migrates to the fly ash and condenses 7). Thus, a study of the decontamination of fly ash by 
cleaning is required. However, the decontamination of fly ash contaminated with radioactive 
Cs by water extraction and treatment using zeolite is not efficient because of the high concen-
trations of Na+, K+, and Ca2+.

On the other hand, PB maintains its excellent selectivity for Cs adsorption from contaminat-
ed water containing salts; however, because of its ultrafine particle size (100 nm and below), 
the discharge limit for the total cyanide concentration (T-CN) (<0.5 mg/L) stipulated by Fuku-
shima Prefecture code may be exceeded because of the elution of soluble PB 8). Furthermore, 
when PB is used as a particulate or powder, a long time is required before adsorption equilib-
rium is reached (as for zeolite) because of the slow diffusion in the crystal lattice, which limits 
the rate of Cs adsorption.

In this study, we report a new processing technology for Cs-contaminated water that insol-
ubilizes the soluble PB by quickly adsorbing Cs at the molecular level during the synthesis of 
PB in contaminated water. Subsequently, the synthesis of metal (Me) hydroxide (Me(II)(OH)2) 
with divalent transition metals (Me(II): Mn(II), Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II)) oc-
curs, forming a new complex, PB-X. Using this method, the direct discharge of treated water 
is possible. In summary, the process shows (1) quick and highly efficient Cs adsorption and (2) 
a total cyanide concentration in the treated water below the discharge limit stipulated by the 
Fukushima Prefecture code. 

Possible insolubilization mechanisms for soluble PB by the PB-X material are insolubilization 
by the interaction of the d-orbitals of the Me(II) ion of Me(II)(OH)2 or the d–π interactions of the 
cyano ligand of PB. Alternatively, insolubilization by the intercalation of soluble PB in the lamellar 
structure of Me(II)(OH)2 

12, 13) is possible because Me(II)(OH)2 has a hexagonal crystal form with a 
lamellar structure 9-11). A survey of time-dependent Cs removal by PB-Me(II)(OH)2 treatment was 
conducted with simulated contaminated seawater and fly ash extract water containing stable Cs. 
The relationship between the Me(II)(OH)2/PB molar ratio and the T-CN concentration in the treat-
ed water and the influence of K+ on the Cs removal were investigated. The radioactive Cs concen-
tration in the treated water was lower than the stipulated limit (<10 Bq/L). Furthermore, after the 
purification of fly ash extract water containing a high concentration of K+ (2%) and a radioactive 
Cs concentration exceeding 8,000 Bq/kg, the T-CN concentration was in compliance with the limit 
stipulated by Fukushima Prefecture. In this paper, “X” in PB-X represents Me(II)(OH)2. 

II. Experimental
In this study, commercial special grade chemicals were used unless noted.

1. Cs removal from Contaminated Simulated Seawater using Stable 133Cs 

(1) Preparation of simulated seawater contaminated with 133Cs 
Cs-contaminated simulated seawater was prepared by adding cesium chloride (133CsCl, 

12.7 mg) to simulated seawater (1 L) prepared from distilled water containing sodium chloride 
(NaCl, 3.0%), magnesium chloride (MgCl2, 0.5%), and potassium chloride (KCl, 0.05%). This 
yielded a concentration of stable 133Cs of 10 mg/L (0.075 mmol/L).
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(2) Treatment of 133Cs-contaminated simulated seawater using PB-X 
Sodium ferrocyanide decahydrate (0.85 mmol, Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O) obtained from Alfa 

Aesar was added to 500 mL of simulated seawater and stirred. Then, ferric chloride hexahy-
drate (0.9 mmol, Fe(III)Cl3 • 6H2O) was added, resulting in the formation of PB. The pH of the 
treatment liquid was adjusted with an aqueous solution of sodium hydroxide (5 mol/L, NaOH) 
to 6–8, and the solution was stirred for 10 min. 

Next, a Me(II) salt (1.7 mmol), which is twice the molar concentration of 
Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O, was added. Thus, Me(II)(OH)2 was prepared by hydrolytic degrada-
tion induced by adjusting the pH to 7–9 with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH. The solution was stirred 
for a specified period, and the time-dependent Cs removal was recorded. Subsequently, the pH 
was adjusted to 7–8, and 1 mL of a 0.1% aqueous anionic polymer flocculant (A-115/MT Aqua-
Polymer Inc.) was added; this resulted in the deposition of a coarse floc while gently stirring 
the mixture. After leaving the solution under static conditions, the treated liquid was filtered 
through a 5 C filter paper with a 1-mm mesh, and the filtrate and filtered residue were obtained. 
The time from the synthesis of PB until the formation of the coarse floc on the addition of the 
polymer flocculant was defined as the processing time. The Cs concentration and T-CN of the 
filtered liquid were measured.  

The Me(II) salts for insolubilizing the PB used were chlorides or hydrosulfates of Mn(II), 
Fe(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II). In the cases of Fe(II) and Mn(II), the dissolved oxygen 
was removed using sodium sulfite (Na2SO3) to prevent oxidation to Fe(III), Mn(III), or Mn(IV), 
and the treatment was conducted in the presence of bubbling nitrogen gas. For comparison with 
Fe(II), the insolubilization of PB was conducted using Fe(III)Cl3.

In addition, a commercially available PB pigment (0.8 g, 2.8 mmol, MILORI BLUE, Dain-
ichiseika Color & Chemicals Mfg., NH4Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6) was added to 500 mL of simulated 
seawater, and the time-dependent variation in the Cs concentration in the treated water was 
recorded.

(3) Influence of molar ratio of Me(II)(OH)2/Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O 
The treatments were conducted under similar conditions as II-1-(2) with a fixed amount of 

added Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O (0.85 mmol) but varying amounts of added Me(II) salt, and the 
relationship between the molar ratio Me(II)(OH)2/Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O and the concentra-
tion of Cs and T-CN were investigated.

2.  Test of Cs Removal from Simulated FLy Ash Extract Water Containing 
Stable 133Cs 

The following experiments were conducted on the simulated fly ash extract water having 
different K+ concentrations, to investigate the inhibiting effect of K+ on Cs removal.

(1) Preparation of 133Cs-contaminated simulated fly ash extract water
Four simulated fly ash extract samples were prepared by adding NaCl (1.2%, Na+: 0.47%), 

MgCl2 (0.2%, Mg2+: 0.05%), CaCl2 (0.83%, Ca2+: 0.3%), and KCl to distilled water to yield four 
different K+ concentrations of 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1.0% respectively. Cs-contaminated 
simulated fly ash extract water was prepared by adding 12.7 mg of 133CsCl to 1 L of each sim-
ulated fly ash extract sample to yield a stable 133Cs concentration of 10 mg/L (0.075 mmol/L).

(2) Treatment of 133Cs-contaminated simulated fly ash extract
Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O (1.0 mmol) was added to the four simulated fly ash extract 
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samples with different K+ concentrations (500 mL) and stirred. Then, ferric chloride anhydride 
(1.2 mmol, Fe(III)Cl3) was added to yield PB. The pH of the treatment liquid was adjusted to 
6–8 with a 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution and stirred for 20 min. Next, manganese sulfate 
hydrate (2.1 mmol, Mn(II)SO4H2O) or copper sulfate anhydride (2.1 mmol, Cu(II)SO4) was 
added, and the pH was adjusted to 7–9 with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution and stirred for 
20 min. Subsequently, the pH was adjusted to 7–8, and 1 mL of 0.1% aqueous A-115 polymer 
flocculant solution was added, resulting in the deposition of a coarse floc on gentle stirring. 
After leaving in a static condition, the treated liquid was filtered through a 5C filter paper with 
a 1-mm mesh and the filtrate and filtered residues were acquired. The Cs and T-CN concentra-
tions of the filtered liquid were measured.

(3)  Elution test of filtered residue according to Notification No. 13 from the Ministry of 
the Environment 14)

The filtered substance was weighed wet, soaked in 10 times as much distilled water, and 
elution was conducted for 6 h in a shaker. Then, the eluted liquid was filtered through a 5C 
filter paper with 1-μm screen mesh, and the filtered liquid was acquired. The Cs and T-CN 
concentrations of the filtered liquid were measured.

3. Radioactive Cs-Contaminated Fly Ash Extract

The purification treatment was conducted on fly ash extract with a radioactive concentration 
of over 8,000 Bq/kg provided by Tokyo Power Technology Ltd. under the conditions described 
in Cases 1–3.

(1) Case 1: Radioactive concentration of 8,900 Bq/kg
After the pH of the fly ash cleaning water (500 mL, pH 10.7) had been adjusted to pH 6.9 

with 2 mol/L sulfuric acid, 1.75 mmol of Na4Fe(II)(CN)6. 10H2O was added while stirring. 
Next, 1.75 mmol of Fe(III)Cl3 was added and stirred for 20 min while adjusting the pH of the 
treated liquid to 6.8–7.5 with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution.

Next, 3.5 mmol of Cu(II)SO4 was added, and the hydrolytic degradation of Cu(II)SO4 was 
conducted for 20 min while adjusting the pH to 7.0–8.0 with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution. 
Subsequently, 1 mL of 0.1% A-115 polymer flocculant was added, and a coarse floc deposit 
was formed on gentle stirring. The treated liquid was filtered through the 5C filter paper, and 
the filtrate and filtered residues were acquired.

(2) Case 2: Radioactive concentration of 9,200 Bq/kg
After the pH of the fly ash extract water (500 mL, pH 11.1) had been adjusted to pH 4.1 

with 2 mol/L H2SO4, 1.75 mmol of Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O was added while stirring. Next, 
1.75 mmol of Fe(III)Cl3 was added and stirred for 20 min while adjusting the pH of the treated 
liquid to 7.0–8.0 with a 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution.

Next, 4.0 mmol of Cu(II)SO4 was added and stirred for 20 min while adjusting the pH to 
7.0–8.0 with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution. Then, 0.2 g of PGα21Ca polymer flocculant 
provided by Nippon Poly-Glu was added, and a coarse floc deposit was formed on gentle 
stirring. The treated liquid was filtered through the 5C filter paper, and the filtrate and filtered 
residues were acquired.

(3) Case 3: Radioactive concentration of 13,000 Bq/kg
First, 2.0 mmol of Na4Fe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O and 2.0 mmol of Fe(III)Cl3 were added in series 
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to 500 mL (pH 5.4 ) of fly ash water and stirred for 20 min while adjusting the pH to 7.0–8.6 
with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution. Next, 4.0 mmol of Cu(II)SO4 was added. The solution 
was stirred for 20 min while adjusting the pH to 7.0–8.0 with 5 mol/L aqueous NaOH solution. 
After that, 1 mL of 0.1% A-115 polymer flocculant was added, and a coarse floc deposit was 
formed on gentle stirring. The treated liquid was filtered through the 5C filter paper, and the 
filtrate and filtered residues were acquired.

(4) Elution test according to Notification No. 13 from the Ministry of the Environment
An elution test was conducted on the filtered residue obtained using Case 1 according to 

Notification No. 13 from the Ministry of the Environment 14). Here, 90% of the weight of the 
filtered residues was moisture, 1 g in 3.8 g of solid content was the active material, and the 
residues were insoluble components such as supernatant that coprecipitated with the active ma-
terial and CaSO4. Because a quantity of specimen was required for the measurement of T-CN 
and radioactivity, the filtered residues were used for elution tests with the contained moisture.

4. Analysis Methodology

(1) Quantitative analysis of 133Cs in simulated test water 
The 133Cs+-ion concentrations of the eluted liquid obtained from elution tests of the filtered 

water and the filtrates acquired after PB-X treatment of the 133Cs-contaminated simulated sea-
water and simulated fly ash extract were measured using inductively coupled plasma mass spec-
trometry (ICP-MS, Agilent 7000x). The lower limit for determination was set to 0.001 mg/L.

(2) Ion analysis of radioactive Cs-contaminated fly ash extract
After diluting the fly ash extract water by 1,000, a quantitative ion analysis was conducted. 

The positive ions were measured by ICP-MS (Agilent 7000x) and negative ions were measured 
by ion chromatography (ICS2000, Dionex).

(3) Total cyanide analysis
The measurement of the T-CN of the treated water was conducted in accordance with meth-

ods 38.1.2 and 38.2 of JIS K0102. The lower limit for determination was set to 0.05 mg/L.

(4) Measurement of radioactive Cs concentration
The measurement of the concentrations of radioactive Cs (134Cs and 137Cs) were conducted 

on the radioactive-Cs-contaminated fly ash cleaning water, its PB-X treated filtrate, and the 
eluted liquid of elution test for filtered residues under the following conditions.

(a) Measuring device: germanium semiconductor detector (GR3019-7935-7F-RDC-4-
2002C(S/N6516)/Canberra, Japan).

(b) Measuring methodology: γ-ray spectrometry using germanium semiconductor detector 
(Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology, Science and Technology Pol-
icy Bureau, Revised in 1992).
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III. Results and Discussion
1.  PB-X treatment of 133Cs-contaminated Simulated Seawater and Simulated 

Fly Ash Cleaning Water

(1) Cs-contaminated simulated seawater
(a) Time dependent change in Cs concentration in the simulated seawater during PB-X treat-

ment
Figure 1 shows the time-dependent fluctuation in Cs concentration of simulated seawater in 

the treated water using PB-Fe(III)(OH)3 and PB pigment for comparison with that treated with 
PB-Me(II)(OH)2. 

If the 20-min PB synthesis process during PB-X treatment is considered, the adsorption 
removal rate for Cs in the simulated seawater should reach the highest value within 1 h for 
both processes. It is thought that the Cs adsorption by PB proceeds in molecular level because 
the PB is synthesized in aqueous solution. On the other hand, for the PB pigment, 24 h were 
required to reach equilibrium because of the slow adsorption speed of the PB pigment. One 
possible reason for this is that the Cs+-ion adsorption speed is controlled by the diffusion of Cs+ 
ions in the PB crystal lattice in the case of PB pigment particles. Table 1 Concentration of Cs 
in the finished water and Cs removal ratio after 1 h treatment of the simulated seawater using 
PB-Me(II)(OH)2, PB-Fe(III)(OH)3, and PB dye. 

The Cs concentration and Cs removal rate from treated water with treatment time (1 h) are 
shown in Table 1. The order of Cs removal rates is Co(II)-Ni(II) > Cu(II)-Mn(II) > Fe(II) > 
Zn(II) ≫ Fe(III) > PB pigment.

Table 1    Concentration of Cs in the finished water and Cs removal ratio after 1 h of treatment of the simulated 
seawater using PB-Me(II)(OH)2, PB-Fe(III)(OH)3, and PB dye

Me(II) Mn(II) Fe(II) Co(II) Ni(II) Cu(II) Zn(II) Fe(III) PB dye
Cs (mg/L) 0.004 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.017 0.51 2.2
Removal ratio (%) 99.96 99.94 99.99 99.99 99.96 99.83 94.91 77.69
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Table 1 Concentration of Cs in the finished water and Cs removal ratio after 1 h of treatment of the simulated seawater using PB-Me(II)(OH)2, 
PB-Fe(III)(OH)3, and PB dye 

 
Me(II) Mn(II) Fe(II) Co(II) Ni(II) Cu(II) Zn(II) Fe(III) PB dye 
Cs (mg/L) 0.004 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.004 0.017 0.51 2.2 
Removal ratio (%) 99.96 99.94 99.99 99.99 99.96 99.83 94.91 77.69 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1  Change in Cs concentration in the filtrates of the simulated 

seawater treated with PB-Me(Ⅱ)(OH)2 and PB dye with respect 
to treatment time. 

 
 

The Cs concentration and Cs removal rate from treated 
water with treatment time (1 h) are shown in Table 1. The order 
of Cs removal rates is Co(II)-Ni(II) > Cu(II)-Mn(II) > Fe(II) > 
Zn(II) >> Fe(III) > PB pigment. 
The distribution coefficient (Kd), an index of the adsorption 
performance of Cs, is expressed by the ratio of Cs concentration 
in solid phase to that in the liquid phase. Here, the volume of 
Cs-contaminated water is V (mL), the Cs concentration before 
and after treatment are C0 and C1 (mg/L or Bq/L), respectively, 
and the quantity of adsorbent is defined as w (g). Kd is expressed 
by equation (1): 

 
In the PB-X treatment, two moles of Me(II) salt were added 

per mole of PB. Some Me(II)(OH)2 generated as a result of 
hydrolytic degradation of the Me(II) salt is dissolved, depending 
on the solubility product; here, using equation (1) the molecular 
formula of the active material that insolubilizes the soluble PB 
was determined to be NaFe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6 ･ 2Me(II)(OH)2. 
Table 2 shows the Kd values of the active materials after 1 h of 
PB-X treatment. The Kd values are high, 106 to 107 mL/g, except 
for that of Zn(II). On the other hand, the Kd values of 
PB-Fe(III)(OH)3 and PB-dye are low, 22,000 and 2,200 mL/g. 

(b) Concentration of T-CN and transition metal (Me) 
in treated water

 

Table 2  Distribution coefficient (Kd) for Cs of the active materials, 
PB⋅2Me(II)(OH)2. 

Me(II) Kd (mL/g) 
Mn(II) 3,100,000 
Fe(II) 1,600,000 
Co(II) 12,000,000 
Ni(II) 12,000,000 
Cu(II) 2,400,000 
Zn(II) 710,000 

 
In the PB-X treatment, T-CN was not detected (<0.005 

mg/L) in any of water samples treated for 1 h. On the other hand, 
the T-CN concentrations of water treated with PB-Fe(III)(OH)3 
and PB pigment were 110 and 1.8 mg/L, respectively, thus 
exceeding the discharge limit (0.5 mg/L) stipulated by the 
Fukushima Prefecture code. The inferior performance of 
Fe(III)(OH)3 with respect to Cs adsorption and T-CN 
concentration compared to those of Fe(II)(OH)2 can be 
explained by the difference in affinity of Fe(II) and Fe(III) for 
the PB ion [Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6]-.  

According to the HSAB rules, Fe(III) is classified as a 
harder acid than Fe(II). Because the PB ion is a soft base, a hard 
acid like Fe(III) cannot form a sufficiently strong interaction 
with the PB ion for insolubilization. That is, part of Fe(III)(OH)3 
may be eluted by disassociation even if the PB ion is 
insolubilized by attractive forces. On the other hand, for 
Fe(II)(OH)2, the interactions between the d-orbital of the soft 
acid (Fe(II)) and the π-electrons of the soft base (CN-) contribute 
to the insolubilization of soluble PB. In addition, the difference 
in the physical structures of Fe(II)(OH)2 and Fe(III)(OH)2 should 
be mentioned19). A possible mechanism for the insolubilization 
is via the intercalation of soluble PB in Fe(II)(OH)2, which has a 
hexagonal crystal structure with a lamellar structure. For 
example, according to a report by Takahashi et al.13), when the 
Zn(II) salt is hydrolyzed under the presence of anions, the 
coprecipitation of zinc hydroxide Zn(II)(OH)2 occurs with the 
intercalation of the anions between layers. The distance between 
layers varies according to the molecular length of the 
coprecipitated anion. For example, the layer distance is 12 Å in 
coprecipitation with succinic acid, which has an ion length of 7.6 
Å, while coprecipitation with dodecanedioic acid ion increases 
the layer distance to 18 Å. Consequently, the layer distance will 
also be increased to more than 5 Å, the ion length of the 
co-present PB ion, in the case of Fe(II)(OH)2, which has a 
lamellar structure; thus, the intercalation of PB ions seems 
possible. 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1    Change in Cs concentration in the filtrates of the simulated seawater treated with PB-Me(Ⅱ)(OH)2 

and PB dye with respect to treatment time
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The distribution coefficient (Kd), an index of the adsorption performance of Cs, is expressed 
by the ratio of Cs concentration in solid phase to that in the liquid phase. Here, the volume of 
Cs-contaminated water is V (mL), the Cs concentration before and after treatment are C0 and C1 
(mg/L or Bq/L), respectively, and the quantity of adsorbent is defined as w (g). Kd is expressed 
by equation (1):

 (1)

In the PB-X treatment, two moles of Me(II) salt were added per mole of  PB. Some Me(II)(OH)2 
generated as a result of hydrolytic degradation of the Me(II) salt is dissolved, depending on the 
solubility product; here, using equation (1) the molecular formula of the active material that in-
solubilizes the soluble PB was determined to be NaFe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6 • 2Me(II)(OH)2. Table 2 
shows the Kd values of the active materials after 1 h of PB-X treatment. The Kd values are high, 
106 to 107 mL/g, except for that of Zn(II). On the other hand, the Kd values of PB-Fe(III)(OH)3 
and PB-dye are low, 22,000 and 2,200 mL/g.

(b) Concentration of T-CN and transition metal (Me) in treated water 
In the PB-X treatment, T-CN was not detected (<0.005 mg/L) in any of water samples treated 

for 1 h. On the other hand, the T-CN concentrations of water treated with PB-Fe(III)(OH)3 and 
PB pigment were 110 and 1.8 mg/L, respectively, thus exceeding the discharge limit (0.5 mg/L) 
stipulated by the Fukushima Prefecture code. The inferior performance of Fe(III)(OH)3 with 
respect to Cs adsorption and T-CN concentration compared to those of Fe(II)(OH)2 can be 
explained by the difference in affinity of Fe(II) and Fe(III) for the PB ion [Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6]−. 

According to the HSAB rules, Fe(III) is classified as a harder acid than Fe(II). Because the 
PB ion is a soft base, a hard acid like Fe(III) cannot form a sufficiently strong interaction with 
the PB ion for insolubilization. That is, part of Fe(III)(OH)3 may be eluted by disassociation 
even if the PB ion is insolubilized by attractive forces. On the other hand, for Fe(II)(OH)2, the 
interactions between the d-orbital of the soft acid (Fe(II)) and the π-electrons of the soft base 
(CN−) contribute to the insolubilization of soluble PB. In addition, the difference in the physical 
structures of Fe(II)(OH)2 and Fe(III)(OH)2 should be mentioned 19). A possible mechanism for the 
insolubilization is via the intercalation of soluble PB in Fe(II)(OH)2, which has a hexagonal 
crystal structure with a lamellar structure. For example, according to a report by Takahashi et 
al 13)., when the Zn(II) salt is hydrolyzed under the presence of anions, the coprecipitation of 
zinc hydroxide Zn(II)(OH)2 occurs with the intercalation of the anions between layers. The 
distance between layers varies according to the molecular length of the coprecipitated anion. 
For example, the layer distance is 12 Å in coprecipitation with succinic acid, which has an ion 
length of 7.6 Å, while coprecipitation with dodecanedioic acid ion increases the layer distance 
to 18 Å. Consequently, the layer distance will also be increased to more than 5 Å, the ion length 
of the co-present PB ion, in the case of Fe(II)(OH)2, which has a lamellar structure; thus, the 
intercalation of PB ions seems possible.

Table 2   Distribution coefficient (Kd) for Cs of the active materials, PB • 2Me(II)(OH)2

Me(II) Kd (mL/g)
Mn(II) 3,100,000
Fe(II) 1,600,000
Co(II) 12,000,000
Ni(II) 12,000,000
Cu(II) 2,400,000
Zn(II) 710,000
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On the other hand, the structure of Fe(III)(OH)3 is amorphous, and it forms gel-like col-
loid particles, adsorbing the PB ion with weak coulombic interactions on the particle surfaces. 
Therefore, some PB can become disassociated, eventually being detected in the T-CN. 

Table 3 shows the quantity of eluted Me(II) ions in the water treated with PB-X for 1 h. PB-
Co(II)(OH)2 and PB-Ni(II)(OH)2 show excellent Cs removal rate, but the quantities of Co and 
Ni eluted in the treated water were high (20 and 26 mg/L, respectively), and the treated water 
was slightly colored. The eluted quantity of Me(II) corresponds to the solubility product (Ksp) 
of Me(II)(OH)2

 15), and the PB-X-treated water using Cu(II)(OH)2 showed the lowest metal 
elution, 0.03 mg/L.

In our process, Cs is removed from solution by the synthesis of PB from ferrocyanide and 
Fe(III) salts in the contaminated water, followed by insolubilization of the soluble PB with 
Me(II)(OH)2. The mechanism can be expressed by formulas (2)–(6)

 (2)

Cs+ ions are captured by PB by the ion exchange reaction with Na+ ions in PB, as indicated 
in formula (3).

 (3)

Next, Me(II)(OH)2 is synthesized through hydrolytic degradation, as shown by formula (4).

 (4)

Here, when n = 0, the anion is univalent, and, when n = 1, the anion is bivalent.
The hydrolytic degradation of Me(II) salts is achieved through the pH adjustment of reaction 

liquid. When the Me(II) salt is added with a molar ratio, x, of Me(II) salt/NaFe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6, 
a novel complex NaFe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6 • yMe(II)(OH)2 is generated, as indicated in the reaction 
formulas (5) and (6), and it is considered that this insolubilizes the soluble PB. When the 
solubility of Me(II)(OH)2 is small, x = y.

 (5)

 
(6)

Here, M(I) is Na or Cs.
Table 3 lists the y values of the novel complex in reaction formula (6) calculated from the 

Me(II) concentration in the treated water. If the Me(II) concentration is low, y is equal to x. The 
value y for Mn(II) that shows the maximum elution of 57 mg/L is y = 1.4, but y = 2 for Cu(II) 
because of the low concentration (0.03 mg/L) in the treatment water. The relationship of the y 
value of the novel complex and the T-CN concentration of the treated water are discussed in 
the next section.

Table 3    Me(II) concentrations in the treated water of the simulated seawater treated with PB-X, the solubility 
product (Ksp) 15) of Me(II)(OH)2, and the y value in the active PB-yMe (II)(OH)2 complex

Me (II) Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn
Concentration (mg/L) 57 3.4 20 26 0.03 2.9

Ksp at 25°C 1.9 × 10−13 8.0 × 10−16 1.6 × 10−15 2.0 × 10−15 2.2 × 10−20 1.2 × 10−17

y 1.39 1.96 1.80 1.74 2.00 1.97
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(c)  Me(II)(OH)2/PB molar ratio, y, and the Cs concentration and T-CN of the treated water
In the PB-X treatment, the T-CN concentration of the treated water is decreased by the 

insolubilization of soluble PB by Me(II)(OH)2. The effect is related to the molar ratio, y, of 
Me(II)(OH)2 and PB. The relationship between the Cs concentration and T-CN concentration 
of the treated water with respect to y for the case of Me(II) = Cu(II) in the PB-X treatment is 
shown in Figure 2. The Cs concentration of the treated water is approximately constant with 
respect to y, but the T-CN concentration decreases as y increases. From Figure 2, y ≧ 1.2 is 
necessary to satisfy the Fukushima Prefecture T-CN discharge limit (<0.5 mg/L) by insolubili-
zation through the interaction of Cu(II)(OH)2 and soluble PB. This is also true for other Me(II) 
species, such as Mn(II).

Unlike T-CN, the Cs concentration in the treated water shows almost no change with respect 
to y. This implies that the T-CN eluted from the treated samples is derived from the PB that did 
not adsorb Cs, and the PB that adsorbed Cs is insoluble. Presumably this is attributable to the 
nature of the affinity of Na+, K+, Ca2, and Cs+ for the PB ion ([Fe(III)Fe(II)CN)6]−). This can be 
explained by the HSAB rules.

According to the HSAB rules, chemical species can be classified as acids or bases and hard 
and soft species. The hard acids and hard bases or soft acids and soft bases form stable interac-
tions, but the hard acid and soft base or soft acid and hard base do not form stable interactions. 

Cs is an alkali metal in period six, and the lowest unoccupied atomic orbital (LUAO) of Cs+ 
is the 6s orbital. It is classified as an easily polarized soft acid compared to Na+ (3s) and K+ and 
Ca2+ (4s). The order of softness of the cations is Cs+ (soft) ≫ K+ > Na+ > Ca2+ (hard).

On the other hand, the PB ion ([Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6]−) is a soft base that will tightly bond with 
soft acid Cs+, but the bonding of hard acids Ca2+, Na+, K+, and [Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6]− is weak. 
As a result, these complexes disassociate in aqueous solution. According to Klopman 17), the 
formation of interactions between soft acid Cs+ and soft base PB ion is dominated by the in-
teraction of the LUAO and the frontier molecular orbitals of the highest unoccupied molecular 
orbital (HOMO) of the PB ion; presumably, the Cs-PB bond has some covalent character and 
may form insoluble particles. 

(2) Simulated fly ash extract 
Mn(II) and Cu(II) showed the same Cs removal rates in the PB-X treatment of simulated 

seawater, and a PB-X treatment was conducted on the simulated fly ash extract water containing 
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Table 3  Me(II) concentrations in the treated water of the simulated seawater treated with PB-X, the solubility product (Ksp)15) of Me(II)(OH)2, and the y 
value in the active PB-yMe (II)(OH)2 complex. 
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Ksp at 25 °C 1.9 × 10-13 8.0 × 10-16 1.6 × 10-15 2.0 × 10-15 2.2 × 10-20 1.2 × 10-17 
y 1.39 1.96 1.80 1.74 2.00 1.97 

 
 
 
On the other hand, the structure of Fe(III)(OH)3 is amorphous, 
and it forms gel-like colloid particles, adsorbing the PB ion with 
weak coulombic interactions on the particle surfaces. Therefore, 
some PB can become disassociated, eventually being detected in 
the T-CN.  

Table 3 shows the quantity of eluted Me(II) ions in the 
water treated with PB-X for 1 h. PB-Co(II)(OH)2 and 
PB-Ni(II)(OH)2 show excellent Cs removal rate, but the 
quantities of Co and Ni eluted in the treated water were high (20 
and 26 mg/L, respectively), and the treated water was slightly 
colored. The eluted quantity of Me(II) corresponds to the 
solubility product (Ksp) of Me(II)(OH)2

15), and the PB-X-treated 
water using Cu(II)(OH)2 showed the lowest metal elution, 0.03 
mg/L. 

In our process, Cs is removed from solution by the 
synthesis of PB from ferrocyanide and Fe(III) salts in the 
contaminated water, followed by insolubilization of the soluble 
PB with Me(II)(OH)2. The mechanism can be expressed by 
formulas (2)–(6) 

 
Cs+ ions are captured by PB by the ion exchange reaction 

with Na+ ions in PB, as indicated in formula (3). 

 
Next, Me(II)(OH)2 is synthesized through hydrolytic 

degradation, as shown by formula (4). 

 
Here, when n = 0, the anion is univalent, and, when n = 1, 

the anion is bivalent. 
The hydrolytic degradation of Me(II) salts is achieved 

through the pH adjustment of reaction liquid. When the Me(II) 
salt is added with a molar ratio, x, of Me(II) 
salt/NaFe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6, a novel complex 
NaFe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6･yMe(II)(OH)2 is generated, as indicated in 
the reaction formulas (5) and (6), and it is considered that this 
insolubilizes the soluble PB. When the solubility of Me(II)(OH)2 
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Fig. 2  Effect of the Cu(II)(OH)2/PB molar ratio (y) on the T-CN and 

Cs concentrations in the simulated seawater treated with 
PB-Cu(II)(OH)2. 

 
 

Table 3 lists the y values of the novel complex in reaction 
formula (6) calculated from the Me(II) concentration in the  

treated water. If the Me(II) concentration is low, y is equal 
to x. The value y for Mn(II) that shows the maximum elution of 
57 mg/L is y = 1.4, but y = 2 for Cu(II) because of the low 
concentration (0.03 mg/L) in the treatment water. The 
relationship of the y value of the novel complex and the T-CN 
concentration of the treated water are discussed in the next 
section. 

(c) Me(II)(OH)2/PB molar ratio, y, and the Cs 
concentration and T-CN of the treated water 

In the PB-X treatment, the T-CN concentration of the 
treated water is decreased by the insolubilization of soluble PB 
by Me(II)(OH)2. The effect is related to the molar ratio, y, of 
Me(II)(OH)2 and PB. The relationship between the Cs 
concentration and T-CN concentration of the treated water with 
respect to y for the case of Me(II) = Cu(II) in the PB-X 
treatment is shown in Fig. 2. The Cs concentration of the treated 
water is approximately constant with respect to y, but the T-CN 
concentration decreases as y increases. From Fig. 2, y ≧ 1.2 is 
necessary to satisfy the Fukushima Prefecture T-CN discharge 
limit (< 0.5 mg/L) by insolubilization through the interaction of 
Cu(II)(OH)2 and soluble PB. This is also true for other Me(II) 
species, such as Mn(II). 

Unlike T-CN, the Cs concentration in the treated water 
shows almost no change with respect to y. This implies that the 
T-CN eluted from the treated samples is derived from the PB 
that did not adsorb Cs, and the PB that adsorbed Cs is insoluble. 
Presumably this is attributable to the nature of the affinity of Na+, 
K+, Ca2, and Cs+ for the PB ion ([Fe(III)Fe(II)CN)6]-). This can 
be explained by the HSAB rules. 

 
  

Figure 2    Effect of the Cu(II)(OH)2/PB molar ratio (y) on the T-CN and Cs concentrations in the simulated 
seawater treated with PB-Cu(II)(OH)2
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four levels of K+ content: 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1.0%. The results acquired for the treated 
water and filtered residue are summarized in the next section. 

(a) Influence of K+ content in simulated seawater on Cs adsorption performance
The concentrations of Cs in the PB-X-treated water with Me(II) = Mn or Cu, T-CN concen-

tration, and Kd of the active materials under these treatment conditions are listed in Tables 4 
and 5 respectively. Furthermore, the change in the Cs concentration in the treated water and Kd 
with regard to K+ content are shown in Figure 3.

The Kd is 104 to 105 mL/g for Cs in zeolite in pure water, and the inhibitory effect on Cs 
adsorption by Na+ or K+ have been reported 6, 7).

Table 5    Concentrations of metallic ions and T-CN in the treated water, and Kd for Cs of PB-2Cu(II)(OH)2 with 
respect to K+ content in the simulated fly ash extracts

K Content in 
the extracts (%)

Concentration of metals and T-CN in the finished water
Na Mg K Ca Cu Fe Cs T-CN Kd

(mg/L) (mL/g)
0.05 4,800 470 460 600 0.02 0.03 0.005 <0.05 2.1 × 106

0.1 4,700 460 900 590 0.01 0.04 0.007 <0.05 1.5 × 106

0.5 4,600 440 4,600 590 0.03 0.02 0.008 <0.05 1.3 × 106

1.0 4,600 450 9,300 590 0.01 0.04 0.012 <0.05 8.6 × 105

Table 4    Concentrations of metal ions and T-CN in the finished water and Kd for Cs of PB • 2Mn(II)(OH)2 with 
respect to K+ content in the simulated fly ash extract

K Contents in 
the extracts (%)

Concentration of metals and T-CN in the finished water
Na Mg K Ca Mn Fe Cs T-CN Kd

(mg/L) (mL/g)
0.05 4,500 450 380 590 93 0.13 0.004 0.08 2.7 × 106

0.1 4,500 450 820 580 91 0.06 0.015 0.11 7.1 × 105

0.5 4,400 440 4,500 590 98 0.03 0.039 0.05 2.7 × 105

1.0 4,500 440 9,100 590 106 0.05 0.058 <0.05a) 1.8 × 105

a) An inequality sign in the table indicates a value less than lower detection limit.
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According to the HSAB rules, chemical species can be 
classified as acids or bases and hard and soft species. The hard 
acids and hard bases or soft acids and soft bases form stable 
interactions, but the hard acid and soft base or soft acid and hard 
base do not form stable interactions.  

Cs is an alkali metal in period six, and the lowest 
unoccupied atomic orbital (LUAO) of Cs+ is the 6s orbital. It is 
classified as an easily polarized soft acid compared to Na+ (3s) 
and K+ and Ca2+ (4s). The order of softness of the cations is Cs+ 
(soft) >> K+>Na+ > Ca2+ (hard). 

On the other hand, the PB ion ([Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6]-) is a 
soft base that will tightly bond with soft acid Cs+, but the 
bonding of hard acids Ca2+, Na+, K+, and [Fe(III)Fe(II)(CN)6]- is 
weak. As a result, these complexes disassociate in aqueous 
solution. According to Klopman17), the formation of interactions 
between soft acid Cs+ and soft base PB ion is dominated by the 
interaction of the LUAO and the frontier molecular orbitals of 
the highest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the PB 
ion; presumably, the Cs-PB bond has some covalent character 
and may form insoluble particles.  

(2) Simulated fly ash extract  
Mn(II) and Cu(II) showed the same Cs removal rates in the 

PB-X treatment of simulated seawater, and a PB-X treatment 
was conducted on the simulated fly ash extract water containing 
four levels of K+ content: 0.05%, 0.1%, 0.5%, and 1.0%. The 
results acquired for the treated water and filtered residue are 
summarized in the next section.
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The concentrations of Cs in the PB-X-treated water with 
Me(II) = Mn or Cu, T-CN concentration, and Kd of the active 
materials under these treatment conditions are listed in Tables 4 
and 5 respectively. Furthermore, the change in the Cs 
concentration in the treated water and Kd with regard to K+ 
content are shown in Fig. 3. 

The Kd is 104 to 105 mL/g for Cs in zeolite in pure water, 
and the inhibitory effect on Cs adsorption by Na+ or K+ have 
been reported6, 7). 

 

 
Fig. 3  Effect of K+ content in the simulated fly ash extracts on the 

concentration of Cs in the treated water, and the distribution 
coefficient (Kd) of Cs for PB⋅2Cu(II)(OH)2 and 
PB⋅2Mn(II)(OH)2 
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Na Mg K Ca Cu Fe Cs T-CN Kd 

(mg/L) (mL/g) 

0.05 4,800 470 460 600 0.02 0.03 0.005 <0.05 2.1 × 106 
0.1 4,700 460 900 590 0.01 0.04 0.007 <0.05 1.5 × 106 
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Figure 3    Effect of K+ content in the simulated fly ash extracts on the concentration of Cs in the treated water, 
and the distribution coefficient (Kd) of Cs for PB • 2Cu(II)(OH)2 and PB • 2Mn(II)(OH)2
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For example, the Kd of fly ash cleaning water containing Na+ (1,500 mg/L), K+ (2,800 mg/L), 
and Ca2+ (1,300 mg/L) treated for 24 h using zeolite is 800 (mL/g), and the adsorption perfor-
mance is extremely inhibited by Na+ and K+. The concentration of cations other than K+ in the 
simulated fly ash extract water in this study are high (Na+: 5,000 mg/L, Mg2+: 500 mg/L, and 
Ca2+: 3,000 mg/L), and even at a K+ content of 1% (10,000mg/L) a high level Kd of Cs, more 
than 105 (mL/g), can be maintained through PB-X treatment as shown in Figure 3. In particular, 
when Me(II) = Cu, the inhibition of Cs adsorption by K+ is lower than that with Mn+, and it 
showed excellent Cs adsorption performance (Kd = 8.6 = 105 mL/g and a Cs removal rate of 
99.88%) for the simulated fly ash extract with a K+ concentration of 1.0%. Based on these 
results, PB-X is an excellent material for the treatment of Cs-contaminated water containing a 
high concentration of salts.

(b) Elution test on PB-X treated filtered residues
Elution tests were carried out according to notification No. 13 from the Ministry of the 

Environment 14) on the residues acquired by filtration of PB-X treated simulated fly ash extract. 
The results are shown in Table 6 and Figure 4. The weight of the filtered residues decreased to 
approximately 1 g when dried. To maintain the quantity of the analyzed specimen, the elution 
tests were conducted in the wet state (moisture content approximately 90%) using distilled 
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For example, the Kd of fly ash cleaning water containing Na+ 
(1,500 mg/L), K+ (2,800 mg/L), and Ca2+ (1,300 mg/L) treated 
for 24 h using zeolite is 800 (mL/g), and the adsorption 
performance is extremely inhibited by Na+ and K+. The 
concentration of cations other than K+ in the simulated fly ash 
extract water in this study are high (Na+: 5,000 mg/L, Mg2+: 
500 mg/L, and Ca2+: 3,000 mg/L), and even at a K+ content of 
1%(10,000mg/L) a high level Kd of Cs, more than 105 (mL/g), 
can be maintained through PB-X treatment as shown in Fig. 3. 
In particular, when Me(II) = Cu, the inhibition of Cs adsorption 
by K+ is lower than that with Mn+, and it showed excellent Cs 
adsorption performance (Kd = 8.6 × 105 mL/g and a Cs removal 
rate of 99.88%) for the simulated fly ash extract with a K+ 
concentration of 1.0%. Based on these results, PB-X is an 
excellent material for the treatment of Cs-contaminated water 
containing a high concentration of salts. 

(b) Elution test on PB-X treated filtered residues 
Elution tests were carried out according to notification No. 

13 from the Ministry of the Environment14) on the residues 
acquired by filtration of PB-X treated simulated fly ash extract. 
The results are shown in Table 6 and Fig. 4. The weight of the 
filtered residues decreased to approximately 1 g when dried. To 
maintain the quantity of the analyzed specimen, the elution tests 
were conducted in the wet state (moisture content approximately 
90%) using distilled water (10 times as much as the filtered 
residues). 

In the elution test of the PB-X-treated filtered residues, the 
elution of Cs and CN- was inhibited more by the presence of 
Cu(II) than Mn(II). Furthermore, the elution Cu(II) was very low, 
especially compared to that of Mn. The quantity of Cs eluted 
from the PB-X-treated filtered residues was low (0.001–0.002 
mg/L) for Me(II) = Cu, and the presence of K+ did not have an 
effect on the Cs elution quantity. Furthermore, the T-CN was 
very low, indicating stable fixation of insolubilized Cs and 
soluble PB through the formation of PB・2Cu(OH)2.  

 

 
Fig. 4  Relationship between K+ content in the simulated fly ash 

extracts and the leachability of Cs, transition metals (Mn, Cu), 
and K+ in the leachates of the filtration residues obtained after 
PB-X(Me(II) = Cu, Mn) treatment. 

 

When Me(II) was Mn, the presence of K+ in the elution liquid 
affected the quantity of Cs eluted. The reason for the high T-CN 
elution is considered to be the inhibited insolubilization of 
soluble PB by the interaction of soluble PB molecules and 
Mn(II)(OH)2 because some portion of the Mn(II) was oxidized 
to Mn(III) or Mn(IV) during the 6-h shaking in the elution test. 
Furthermore, when the d–π interactions of the d-orbitals of 
Mn(II) and Cu(II) and the π-electrons of CN of PB are compared, 
the d–π interaction of Cu(II)-CN is expected to be stronger than 
that of Mn(II)-CN based on the HSAB rules16). Thus, the 
superiority of using Cu over Mn in the PB-X treatment can be 
explained based on the assumed stronger interaction of PB with 
Cu(II)(OH) 2 than Mn(II)(OH)2. 

 
2. PB-X treatment of 

radioactive-Cs-contaminated fly ash extract  
In the purification test of radioactive-Cs-contaminated fly 

ash extract, the PB-X treatment used Cu(II) salts based on the 
results obtained using the simulated fly ash extract water. 

The results are as follows:  
(1) Radioactive Cs-contaminated fly ash extract  
The measurement of radioactivity for Cases 1–3 of the 

radioactive-Cs-contaminated fly ash extract water are listed in 
Table 7, and the concentrations of ion species contained in the 
cleaning water are listed in Table 8.  

The fly ash extract samples have high K+ content (1.9–
2.4%), which could inhibit Cs adsorption, and the rubidium ion 
(Rb+) is content is about 70 mg/L. 

 
 

Table 6.  Effects of K+ content in the simulated fly ash extract on K, Cs, 
T-CN, and transition metal (Cu or Mn) concentrations in the 
leachates in leaching tests. 

Me(II) K, Cs, 
T-Cn, Cu, 
Mn 

K+ content (%) 

0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0

Cu(II) K (mg/L) 68 101 398 851
Cs (mg/L) 0.001 0.002 0.001 0.002
T-CN 
(mg/L) < 0.05 < 0.05 0.05 < 0.05

Cu (mg/L) 0.001 0.005 0.003 0.006
Mn(II) K (mg/L) 40 94 460 981

Cs (mg/L) 0.001 0.003 0.006 0.011
T-CN 
(mg/L) 1.0 0.57 0.52 0.06

Mn (mg/L) 15.8 17.1 11.6 11.4
 
 
Table 7 Radioactive Cs concentration in the fly ash extracts. 

Fly ash 
extracts 

134Cs  
(Bq/L) 

137Cs  
(Bq/L) 

Total Cs 
(Bq/L) 

Case 1 2,720 ± 56 6,190 ± 64 8.910 
Case 2 2,540 ± 39 6,000 ± 62 8,540 
Case 3 4,000 ±49 9,000 ±76 13,000 

 
 
 
 

 
  

Figure 4    Relationship between K+ content in the simulated fly ash extracts and the leachability of Cs, transi-
tion metals (Mn, Cu), and K+ in the leachates of the filtration residues obtained after PB-X(Me(II) = 
Cu, Mn) treatment
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water (10 times as much as the filtered residues).
In the elution test of the PB-X-treated filtered residues, the elution of Cs and CN− was inhib-

ited more by the presence of Cu(II) than Mn(II). Furthermore, the elution Cu(II) was very low, 
especially compared to that of Mn. The quantity of Cs eluted from the PB-X-treated filtered 
residues was low (0.001–0.002 mg/L) for Me(II) = Cu, and the presence of K+ did not have an 
effect on the Cs elution quantity. Furthermore, the T-CN was very low, indicating stable fixation 
of insolubilized Cs and soluble PB through the formation of PB • 2Cu(OH)2. 

When Me(II) was Mn, the presence of K+ in the elution liquid affected the quantity of Cs 
eluted. The reason for the high T-CN elution is considered to be the inhibited insolubilization of 
soluble PB by the interaction of soluble PB molecules and Mn(II)(OH)2 because some portion 
of the Mn(II) was oxidized to Mn(III) or Mn(IV) during the 6-h shaking in the elution test. Fur-
thermore, when the d–π interactions of the d-orbitals of Mn(II) and Cu(II) and the π-electrons 
of CN of PB are compared, the d–π interaction of Cu(II)-CN is expected to be stronger than 
that of Mn(II)-CN based on the HSAB rules 16). Thus, the superiority of using Cu over Mn in the 
PB-X treatment can be explained based on the assumed stronger interaction of PB with Cu(II)
(OH) 2 than Mn(II)(OH)2.

2. PB-X Treatment of Radioactive-Cs-contaminated Fly Ash Extract 

In the purification test of radioactive-Cs-contaminated fly ash extract, the PB-X treatment 
used Cu(II) salts based on the results obtained using the simulated fly ash extract water.

The results are as follows: 

(1) Radioactive Cs-contaminated fly ash extract 
The measurement of radioactivity for Cases 1–3 of the radioactive-Cs-contaminated fly ash 

extract water are listed in Table 7, and the concentrations of ion species contained in the clean-
ing water are listed in Table 8. 

The fly ash extract samples have high K+ content (1.9–2.4%), which could inhibit Cs adsorp-
tion, and the rubidium ion (Rb+) is content is about 70 mg/L.

(2) Analysis of treated water
Table 9 lists the concentrations of radioactive Cs, T-CN, Fe, and Cu in the treated water 

acquired in Cases 1–3 of PB-X(Me(II) = Cu) treatment of fly ash extract water. 

Table 7   Radioactive Cs concentration in the fly ash extracts

Fly ash extracts
134Cs 

(Bq/L)
137Cs 

(Bq/L) Total Cs (Bq/L)

Case 1 2,720 ± 56 6,190 ± 64 8.910
Case 2 2,540 ± 39 6,000 ± 62 8,540
Case 3 4,000 ±49 9,000 ±76 13,000

Table 8   Ion concentrations in the fly ash extracts contaminated with radiocesium

Fly ash 
extract

Na Mg K Ca Rb Sr 133Cs Cl NO3 SO4

(mg/L)
Case 1 3,200 510 24,000 1,320 72 22 0.63 23,000 280 5,000
Case 2 2,570 830 22,900 1,580 68 31 0.60 21,000 280 8,600
Case 3 2,760 520 19,000 1,350 79 24 0.78 18,000 280 6,200
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Cases 1 and 2 are the PB-X treatment using the fly ash extract water having similar ion 
concentrations or radioactive Cs concentrations. These were used to observe the reproducibility 
of the decontamination effect by adjusting the amount of added NaFe(II)(CN)6 • 10H2O and 
Cu(II)SO4 required to form 3.5 mmol/L (1.7 g/L) of active material for Cs adsorption, i.e., 
PB • 2Cu(II)(OH)2.

The radioactive Cs in the treated water was not detected in Cases 1 and 2, and the discharge 
limit (<0.5 mg/L) of Fukushima Prefecture code was satisfied. In Case 3, the treatment of water 
contaminated with radioactive Cs (13,000 Bq/kg) resulted in the removal of Cs and T-CN at an 
active material concentration of 4 mmol/L.

The Kd of the active material material for Cs was calculated to exceed 9.5 × 105 mL/g. Excel-
lent Cs adsorption performance of PB-X treatment was also demonstrated for the contaminated 
water containing a high concentration of salts. The eluted Cu concentration in the treated water 
was higher than that of the simulated fly ash extract. All treated water in Cases 1–3 showed a 
high chemical oxygen demand (COD), and the amber color was easily removed using active 
charcoal. We believe that a lignin decomposition component was contained in the simulated fly 
ash extract water. Consequently, it is considered that the formation of a complex of lignin with 
Cu increased the Cu elution in the treated water.

(3) Analysis of filtered residues
The concentrations of radioactive Cs, T-CN, Fe, and Cu in the eluted liquid from the elution 

tests were determined based on notification No. 13 from the Ministry of the Environment and 
are listed in Table 10 for Case 1. Neither radioactive Cs nor T-CN was detected in the eluted 
liquid, and it was confirmed that Cs was firmly fixed on the PB • 2Cu(OH)2, the active material, 
and, thus, the PB molecule was insoluble

IV. Summary
A quick and highly efficient method for the removal of Cs from contaminated water was 

confirmed, via the synthesis of PB-X, a novel complex of PB and the hydroxide of a bivalent 
transition metal (Me(II)(OH)2). 

Furthermore, for the case where Me(II) = Cu(II), it was demonstrated that the T-CN concen-
tration of the treated water was below the discharge limit stipulated by Fukushima Prefecture. 

Table 9    Concentrations of radiocesium, T-CN, Fe, Cu, and 133Cs in the filtrates obtained by PB-X treatment 
of the fly ash extract

Filtrates
134Cs 

(Bq/L)
137Cs 

(Bq/L)
Total Cs
(Bq/L)

T-CN 
(mg/L)

Fe
(mg/L)

Cu
(mg/L)

133Cs
(mg/L)

Case 1 <5 <8 <10 0.08 0.14 7.0 <0.001
Case 2 <5 <7 <9 <0.05 0.06 6.8 <0.001
Case 3 <4 <6 <8 <0.05 0.05 1.8 <0.001

Table 10    Concentrations of radiocesium, T-CN, and heavy metals in the leachate from the leaching test of the 
residue obtained after PB-X treatment of Case 1

134Cs
(Bq/L)

137Cs
(Bq/L)

Total Cs
(Bq/L)

T-CN
(mg/L)

Fe
(mg/L)

Cu
(mg/L)

<5 <7 <9 <0.05 0.08 2.8
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This was achieved by adjusting the Cu(II)(OH)2/PB molar ratio, y, to above 1.2. 
For the case of Me(II) = Cu in PB-X, we found that the Cs removal inhibition effect was 

mitigated by K+. The radioactive concentration in the treated water was below the detectable 
level (<10 Bq/L). This was also true for the fly ash water with a K+ concentration of 2% and 
radioactive concentration of 13,000 Bq/L. The Kd of the PB • 2Cu(II)(OH)2 active material ex-
ceeded 9 × 105 (mL/g). Additionally, CN− was not detectable (<0.05 mg/L). 

Furthermore, neither Cs nor T-CN were detectable in the eluted liquids prepared from the 
elution tests conducted on the filtered residues of PB-X treatment carried out in accordance 
with notification No. 13 from the Ministry of the Environment, and it was confirmed that Cs 
was stably trapped by PB-X, and no elution of PB molecules took place. 

Based on the above results, the PB-X treatment is a quick and excellent adsorption process 
with high selectivity (better than zeolite) for Cs removal from water, also quickly reducing 
the T-CN of treated water to under the environmental limit, a result that powdered PB did 
not achieve. Consequently, the PB-X treatment is a promising Cs-removal technology for in-
cineration fly ash cleaning water obtained after the burning of vegetation containing a high 
concentration of salts such as Na+ and K+, seawater, as well as refuse leachate. 

Currently the possibility of the application of the PB-X principle to ferrocyanide complexes 
of Mn(II), Co(II), Ni(II), Fe(II), Cu(II), and Zn(II), the so-called “PB analogs” is under inves-
tigation.

In addition, the PB-X was granulated and used in the study of Cs removal using the column 
method. Additionally, to clarify the Cs adsorption mechanism, a structural analysis of PB-X has 
been conducted, and the results will be reported soon.

Finally, the purification demonstration test for radioactive Cs-contaminated fly ash cleaning 
water in this study was conducted in Kawauchi Village, Fukushima Prefecture from October 
30 until November 1,2013. The fly ash cleaning water was obtained and the measurement of 
radioactive Cs and T-CN was conducted by kind cooperation with Tokyo Power Technology, 
Ltd. We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincere appreciation to the people of 
Kawauchi Village and Tokyo Power Technology, Ltd. who understood, cooperated, and gave 
us permission for the reported experiments. 
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Estimation of Time History of I-131 
Concentration in Air Using NaI(Tl) Detector 

Pulse Height Distribution at Monitoring Posts in 
Fukushima Prefecture

Hideo HIRAYAMA 1,*, Hiroshi MATSUMURA 1, 
Yoshihito NAMITO 1 and Toshiya SANAMI 1

1 High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 1-1 Oho, Tsukuba-shi, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan

Time histories of the I-131 concentration in air at monitoring posts in Fukushima Prefecture 
in March 2011 were estimated using the pulse height distribution of a NaI(Tl) detector, which 
was opened to the public. Several corrections to the pulse height distribution were necessary 
owing to high count rates. The contribution to the count rates from I-131 accumulated around 
the monitoring post was estimated on the basis of the time history of the peak count rate by the 
method proposed by the authors. The concentrations of I-131 in air were converted from the 
peak count rates using the calculated response of the NaI(Tl) detector with egs5 for a model of 
a plume containing I-131 uniformly. The obtained time histories of the I-131 concentration in 
air at a fixed point in March 2011 were the first ones for Fukushima Prefecture. The results at 
3 monitoring posts, Naraha Town Shoukan, Hirono Town Futatunuma and Fukushima City Mo-
mijiyama, which can be analyzed during almost all of March, show that a plume including I-131 
arrived after March 15. The results at other monitoring posts near Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant are used to characterize plume diffusion at the early period of the accident before 
March 15. The I-131 time-integrated concentrations in air at several monitoring posts were com-
pared with those given in UNSCEAR 2013 ANNEX A, which were obtained using estimated 
time-dependent rates of release to the atmosphere. The agreement between the two results varies 
depending on the places compared, owing to the large uncertainties in the estimated release rate 
used in UNSCEAR. The results obtained in this study can be used to increase the accuracy of 
the time-dependent release rate estimation.

KEYWORDS: iodine 131, concentration in air, time history, Fukushima, Monte Carlo, egs5, 
NaI scintillator

I. Introduction
The time history of the I-131 concentration in air released to the environment resulting 

from the accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (hereinafter re-
ferred to as the “1F plant”) is important in evaluating the initial internal exposure. In particular, 
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insufficient data were obtained in Fukushima Prefecture during the early stage of the accident, 
a period that needs to be evaluated. An attempt needs to be made to estimate the time variation 
in I-131 emissions using various data such as dose rate information including the air absorbed 
dose rate and ambient dose equivalent rate (for which there is an abundance of measurement 
data) and the I-131 concentration deposited on the ground surface. These data can serve as the 
basis for the estimation of the concentration in air. Although the time history of dose rate is 
important information to determine the arrival of a plume, the analysis of the monitoring post 
data conducted by the Nuclear Science Research Institute (NSRI) of the Japan Atomic Energy 
Agency (JAEA) showed that the changes in the dose rate do not correspond to the changes 
in the I-131 concentration in air 1). In addition, because the density of I-131 deposited on the 
ground is an integral value accompanying several plume arrivals, and it is extremely difficult 
to obtain the time history of the I-131 emission from these data. However, if a NaI(Tl) detector 
was used in the dose measurement at monitoring posts, pulse height distribution data may be 
available. In this case, it is possible to obtain data on the radionuclides in the air from the pulse 
height distribution. Fukushima Prefecture publicly disclosed the numeric data of the pulse 
height distribution obtained at the monitoring posts in March 2011 on a website 2). 

Applying a following method proposed by authors for the open data of Fukushima Prefec-
ture to estimate the concentration of I-131 in air at monitoring posts aftermath of the accident 
in March. The method is that estimates the contribution of radionuclides deposited on the sur-
roundings separately from the contribution of radionuclides contained in air, from the time 
histories of gamma ray total absorption peak count rates 1). Concerning three monitoring posts 
(Syoukan in Naraha Town, Futatunuma in Hirono Town, and Momijiyama in Fukushima City) 
at which analyzable data were obtained for the whole of March, we estimated the time history 
of the I-131 concentration in air at locations in Fukushima Prefecture located far away from 
the 1F plant during this month. However, at most of the monitoring posts near the 1F plant, not 
only were data obtained only until the middle of March but it also was impossible to perform 
peak analysis based on the pulse height distribution because of the pulse pile-up on and after 
March 15 even if data were available. Therefore, only the time history of concentration in air 
before March 15 was estimated.

Using the time history of the concentration in air obtained, we determined the time integra-
tion I-131 concentration in air to compare it to the estimated value described in UNSCEAR 
2013 ANNEXA 3).

II. Values Measured at Monitoring Posts
1. Disclosed Pulse Height Distribution Data Obtained at Monitoring Posts

Fukushima Prefecture disclosed the pulse height distribution data obtained for 10 min and 
1 h using NaI(Tl) detectors at 13 monitoring posts as shown in Table 1 2). The directions and 
distances from the 1F plant described in the table are quoted from the website 4) a. The NaI(Tl) 
detectors used were ϕ2″ × 2″ in size and placed at a height of 3 m above the ground surface. 
Among the 13 locations, Kamihatori in Futaba Town was excluded from the concentration esti-
mation shown because only the data obtained until 11:00 p.m. on March 12 were available and 
the count rates were too high to perform peak analysis at and after 8:00 on that day. The data 

a Because Momijiyama in Fukushima City was not included in the monitoring posts described on the website, we estimated it 
from the address.
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enabling peak analysis were obtained for the whole of March at Shoukan in Naraha Town and 
Futatunuma in Hirono Town and until March 28 at Momijiyama in Fukushima City. However, 
at the other monitoring posts, no data were available on and after March 15 or the count rates 
were too high to perform peak analysis even if the data were available. Therefore, we used 
the data obtained there to study the time variation in the I-131 concentration in air in the areas 
around the 1F plant before a drastic increase occurred at midnight on March 14 b.

2. Correction of Pulse Height Distribution Data

(1) Correction of digit overflow
Most of the pulse height distribution data are disclosed as the integration values of 1 h. 

Because the count values of the respective channels are displayed in six digits, when a count 
value becomes a number with six or more digits, only the upper six digits are shown. As an 
example, Figure 1 shows the pulse height distribution obtained at 2:00–3:00 p.m. on March 13 
at Minamidai in Okuma Town. It is apparent that the disclosed data of the 4–45 channels caused 
digit overflow. The data of the 12–18 channels were centupled (×100) and other data causing 
digit overflow were decoupled (×10) to obtain the corrected result. Taking this step enabled 
us to obtain a normal pulse height distribution. Based on this result, we conducted the same 
consideration for all the pulse height distribution data and corrected the data by centupling and 
decoupling the digit overflow (digit overflow correction).

(2) Correction of live time
In the case where the measurement data indicated a high dose rate, it is highly likely that 

there was a difference between the live time, which is the net measurement time, and real time, 
which is the real measurement time. In the data obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town at 10-min 
intervals, both the live time and real time are shown. Figure 2 shows the relation between the 
total count value of the pulse height distribution (cps) and (live time) / (real time). As shown in 

b Although the data obtained at Tomioka in Tomioka Town were only available until March 13, no I-131 was detected during that 
period. Therefore, we determined that no plume had arrived by March 13 and we used this information.

Table 1   Monitoring posts information made publicly available by Fukushima Prefecture

Name of city or 
town Name of post

Distance from 
Fukushima 

Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant

Data collection 
period during 
March 2011

Analyzable data 
period

Measurement 
duration 
(minutes)

Futaba-town
Koriyama NNW 2.8 km till 14th 24:00 till 14th 20:00 10
Yamada WNW 4.1 km till 31th 24:00 till 15th 11:00 60

Kamihatori NW5.6 km till 12th 24:00 60

Okuma-town

Mukaihata SW 4.0 km till 15th 2:00 till 14th 20:00 60
Oono WSW 4.9 km till 16th 16:00 till 14th 21:00 60

Minamidai SW 2.4 km till 14th 20:00 till 14th 20:00 60
Ottozawa SSW 1.6 km till 15th 7:00 till 14th 19:00 60

Naraha-town
Shoukan SSW 14.2 km till 31th 24:00 till 31th 24:00 60
Shigeoka SSW 14.2 km till 14th 24:00 till 14th 22:20 10

Tomioka-town
Simokoriyama SSW 11.8 km till 15th 8:00 till 14th 21:00 60

Tomioka SSW 9.4 km till 13th 24:00 till 13th 24:00 10
Hirono-town Futatunuma S 21.4 km till 31th 24:00 till 31th 24:00 60

Fukushima-city Momijiyama NW 61.3 km till 28th 18:00 till 28th 18:00 60
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the figure, the relation between the two can be approximated using the following polynomial 
equation:

 
(1)

where c is the count value per second obtained by integrating a pulse height distribution. Al-
though both live time and real time are 3,600 s in terms of hourly data, it was determined from 
the data obtained at 10-min intervals that the live time of 3,600 s was incorrect. As a result, all 
data were corrected using the value of (live time) / (real time) obtained using equation (1) (live 
time correction).

(3) Check of correction result
To confirm the effectiveness of “digit overflow correction” and “live time correction,” we 

compared the total count rates of the pulse height distribution after completing both corrections 
using the air absorbed dose rate disclosed on Fukushima Prefecture’s website. Figure 3 shows 
the comparison result in the case of Minamidai in Okuma Town. The low-level air absorbed 
dose rates were measured using NaI(Tl) detectors and the high-level air absorbed dose rates 
were measured using ionization chambers. At 100 nGy/h and higher, the low and high dose 
rate values were the same. Therefore, it would appear that the dose rate data obtained using a 

Figure 1    Pulse height distribution of NaI(Tl) detector at Okuma Town Minamidai at 14:00~15:00 March 13, 
2011
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Prefecture’s website. Figure 3 shows the comparison result in the 
case of Minamidai in Okuma Town. The low-level air absorbed 
dose rates were measured using NaI(Tl) detectors and the high-
level air absorbed dose rates were measured using ionization 
chambers. At 100 nGy/h and higher, the low and high dose rate 
values were the same. Therefore, it would appear that the dose 
rate data obtained using a NaI(Tl) detector for the measurement 
of low dose rates showed normal values even in the high dose rate 
range. Because the corrected count rates showed the same time 
history as both air absorbed dose rates, we can state that we could 
confirm the appropriateness of the aforementioned two 
corrections. 

 
3.  Peak Count Rates of I-131 
Using the corrected pulse height distribution data obtained 

using a NaI(Tl) detector, we determined the net count rates 
corresponding to the total absorption peak of I-131 with 365 keV 
as the peak count rate. The number of counts of the background 
components of the peak were approximated by the area of a 
trapezoid created by connecting the counts on both sides of the 
peak and then deducting the number of counts of the entire peak 
as the net count rate. The error includes the statistical error 
deriving from only the peak count. Figure 4 shows the time 
history of the peak count rates and air absorbed dose rates 
obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town. As the figure shows, when 
the air absorbed dose rate significantly increased, the peak count 
rates of I-131 decreased abnormally. Figure 5 shows the pulse 
height distributions obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town 
between 4:00 and 5:00 as well as 8:00 and 9:00 on March 12. 
Based on the time history of the air absorbed dose rate, the plumes 
arrived at approximately 4:30 and 8:10. Because there was no 
peak of I-131 in the pulse height distributions during these 
periods and Xe-133 as well as Te-132 increased significantly, 
the dose rates increased because of these nuclides. If I-131 was 
contained in the plumes that arrived, a deposition proportional 
to the concentration in the plumes occurred to increase the peak 
count rates, as seen in the time series variation in the peak count 
rates of I-131 in Fig.4. However, after the plume at 
approximately 4:30 passed, the pulse height distribution 
returned to a state close to normal at 8:00 in which no peak of 
radionuclides was detected.

Figure 2    Relation between total count rate (cps) and (live time)/(real time) obtained from pulse-height distri-
bution data at Futaba Town Koriyama
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components of the peak were approximated by the area of a 
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deriving from only the peak count. Figure 4 shows the time 
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the air absorbed dose rate significantly increased, the peak count 
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Based on the time history of the air absorbed dose rate, the plumes 
arrived at approximately 4:30 and 8:10. Because there was no 
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periods and Xe-133 as well as Te-132 increased significantly, 
the dose rates increased because of these nuclides. If I-131 was 
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NaI(Tl) detector for the measurement of low dose rates showed normal values even in the high 
dose rate range. Because the corrected count rates showed the same time history as both air 
absorbed dose rates, we can state that we could confirm the appropriateness of the aforemen-
tioned two corrections.

3. Peak Count Rates of I-131

Using the corrected pulse height distribution data obtained using a NaI(Tl) detector, we 
determined the net count rates corresponding to the total absorption peak of I-131 with 365 
keV as the peak count rate. The number of counts of the background components of the peak 
were approximated by the area of a trapezoid created by connecting the counts on both sides 
of the peak and then the net count rate was deduced by subtracting the background counts 
from the entire peak counts. The error includes the statistical error deriving from only the peak 
count. Figure 4 shows the time history of the peak count rates and air absorbed dose rates 
obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town. As the figure shows, when the air absorbed dose rate 
significantly increased, the peak count rates of I-131 decreased abnormally. Figure 5 shows 
the pulse height distributions obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town between 4:00 and 5:00 as 
well as 8:00 and 9:00 on March 12. Based on the time history of the air absorbed dose rate, the 
plumes arrived at approximately 4:30 and 8:10. Because there was no peak of I-131 in the pulse 

Figure 3    Comparison between corrected total count rates and air absorbed dose rates at Okuma Town 
Minamidai
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corresponding to the total absorption peak of I-131 with 365 keV 
as the peak count rate. The number of counts of the background 
components of the peak were approximated by the area of a 
trapezoid created by connecting the counts on both sides of the 
peak and then deducting the number of counts of the entire peak 
as the net count rate. The error includes the statistical error 
deriving from only the peak count. Figure 4 shows the time 
history of the peak count rates and air absorbed dose rates 
obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town. As the figure shows, when 
the air absorbed dose rate significantly increased, the peak count 
rates of I-131 decreased abnormally. Figure 5 shows the pulse 
height distributions obtained at Koriyama in Futaba Town 
between 4:00 and 5:00 as well as 8:00 and 9:00 on March 12. 
Based on the time history of the air absorbed dose rate, the plumes 
arrived at approximately 4:30 and 8:10. Because there was no 
peak of I-131 in the pulse height distributions during these 
periods and Xe-133 as well as Te-132 increased significantly, 
the dose rates increased because of these nuclides. If I-131 was 
contained in the plumes that arrived, a deposition proportional 
to the concentration in the plumes occurred to increase the peak 
count rates, as seen in the time series variation in the peak count 
rates of I-131 in Fig.4. However, after the plume at 
approximately 4:30 passed, the pulse height distribution 
returned to a state close to normal at 8:00 in which no peak of 
radionuclides was detected.
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Fig. 4   Comparison of time histories between I-131 peak count rates 

and air absorbed dose rates at Futaba-town Koriyama 
Fig. 6   Comparison of time histories between corrected I-131 peak 

count rates and air absorbed dose rates at Futaba-town Koriyama 
 

 
Fig. 5  Pulse height distribution of NaI(Tl) detector at Futaba-town 

Koriyama in March 12 
(a) 4:20-4:20, 4:30-4:30, and 4:50-5:00, 
(b) 8:00-8:10, 8:10-8:20, and 8:40-8:50. 

 

This indicates that the plume contained minimal I-131. The peak 
of I-131 became clear after 8:40. In this manner, it is known that 
the increase in the I-131 concentration in air because of the arrival 
of plume had a tendency to be later than that of Xe-133 and Te-
132. A more significant increase in the concentrations of Xe-133 
and Te-132 than that of I-131 affected the calculation of the I-131 
peak area and resulted in an abnormal situation where it became 
smaller than the peak count rates based on I-131, which was 
deposited before the plumes arrived. In addition, if there were 
some time slots during which peak analysis could not be 
performed during the early stage of an increase in the 
concentration because of the arrival of a plume, the information 
obtained during that period was reflected in the I-131 peak count 
rate later. Given this, we interpolated the data to facilitate a 
smooth variation in the previous and subsequent count rates, for 
the time slots during which the peak count rates decreased 
abnormally after the dose rates increased rapidly and the time 
periods during which the count rates were too high to calculate 
the peak count rate. Fig. 6 shows the time history of the I-131 
peak count rates after data interpolation. The same data 
interpolation was applied to other monitoring posts to estimate the 
I-131 concentration in air. Fig. 7 shows the time history of the I-
131 peak count rates after correction observed at Syoukan in 
Naraha Town and Futatsunuma in Hirono Town until 24:00 on 
March 31 as well as at Momijiyama in Fukushima City until 18:00 
on March 28. This figure also shows the I-131 attenuation curve. 
Concerning the plume observed on March 16 at Shoukan in 
Naraha Town, the attenuation after the plume passed was slightly 
less than that of I-131. During the pulse height analysis at the 
maximum peak count rate, it is possible that the contribution of 
other nuclides was large and the I-131 peak count rates were 
underestimated. 

It was not only demonstrated in the results of the 
measurements obtained at a number of expressways in Fukushima 
Prefecture using LaBr3 on March 15 by Matsumura, et al.5) but 
also observed in the analysis at the monitoring posts of the NSRI 
described in reference 1 that the composition of nuclides 
contained in the plumes varied depending on the place and time 
of measurement. 
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Figure 4    Comparison of time histories between I-131 peak count rates and air absorbed dose rates 
at Futaba Town Koriyama
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height distributions during these periods and Xe-133 as well as Te-132 increased significantly, 
the dose rates increased because of these nuclides. If I-131 was contained in the plumes that 
arrived, a deposition proportional to the concentration in the plumes occurred to increase the 
peak count rates, as seen in the time series variation in the peak count rates of I-131 in Figure 4. 
However, after the plume at approximately 4:30 passed, the pulse height distribution returned 
to a state close to normal at 8:00 in which no peak of radionuclides was detected. 

This indicates that the plume contained minimal I-131. The peak of I-131 became clear after 
8:40. In this manner, it is known that the increase in the I-131 concentration in air because 
of the arrival of plume had a tendency to be later than that of Xe-133 and Te-132. A more 
significant increase in the concentrations of Xe-133 and Te-132 than that of I-131 affected the 
calculation of the I-131 peak area and resulted in an abnormal situation where it became smaller 
than the peak count rates based on I-131, which was deposited before the plumes arrived. In 
addition, if there were some time slots during which peak analysis could not be performed 
during the early stage of an increase in the concentration because of the arrival of a plume, the 
information obtained during that period was reflected in the I-131 peak count rate later. Given 
this, we interpolated the data to facilitate a smooth variation in the previous and subsequent 
count rates, for the time slots during which the peak count rates decreased abnormally after the 
dose rates increased rapidly and the time periods during which the count rates were too high 
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Concerning the plume observed on March 16 at Shoukan in 
Naraha Town, the attenuation after the plume passed was slightly 
less than that of I-131. During the pulse height analysis at the 
maximum peak count rate, it is possible that the contribution of 
other nuclides was large and the I-131 peak count rates were 
underestimated. 

It was not only demonstrated in the results of the 
measurements obtained at a number of expressways in Fukushima 
Prefecture using LaBr3 on March 15 by Matsumura, et al.5) but 
also observed in the analysis at the monitoring posts of the NSRI 
described in reference 1 that the composition of nuclides 
contained in the plumes varied depending on the place and time 
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Figure 5    Pulse height distribution of NaI(Tl) detector at Futaba Town Koriyama in March 12
 (a) 4:20-4:30, 4:30-4:40 and 4:50-5:00
 (b) 8:00-8:10, 8:10-8:20 and 8:40-8:50
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to calculate the peak count rate. Figure 6 shows the time history of the I-131 peak count rates 
after data interpolation. The same data interpolation was applied to other monitoring posts to 
estimate the I-131 concentration in air. Figure 7 shows the time history of the I-131 peak count 
rates after correction observed at Syoukan in Naraha Town and Futatunuma in Hirono Town 
until 24:00 on March 31 as well as at Momijiyama in Fukushima City until 18:00 on March 
28. This figure also shows the I-131 decay curve. Concerning the plume observed on March 16 
at Shoukan in Naraha Town, the reduction rate of peak count rate after the plume passed was 
slightly less than decay of I-131. During the pulse height analysis at the maximum peak count 
rate, it is possible that the contribution of other nuclides was large and the I-131 peak count 
rates were underestimated.

It was not only demonstrated in the results of the measurements obtained at a number of 
expressways in Fukushima Prefecture using LaBr3 on March 15 by Matsumura, et al 5). but 
also observed in the analysis at the monitoring posts of the NSRI described in reference 1 that 
the composition of nuclides contained in the plumes varied depending on the place and time of 
measurement. The form of the pulse height distribution was also confirmed to vary among the 
pulse height distributions observed at the monitoring posts used in this study. Figure 8 shows a 
comparison between Oono in Okuma Town on March 13 and Momijiyama in Fukushima City 
on March 15 as a typical example. At Oono in Okuma Town, it was found that the radionuclides 4 Article (Hirayama et al.) 
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Figure 6    Comparison of time histories between corrected I-131 peak count rates and air absorbed dose rates 
at Futaba Town KoriyamaEstimation of the Time History of the I-131 Concentration in Air Using NaI(Tl) Detector Pulse Height Distribution Data from 
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Fig. 7  Time histories of corrected peak count rates at Naraha-town 

Shoukan, Hirono-town Futatunuma and Fukushima-city 
Momijiyama 

 
 

 
Fig. 8   Comparison of pulse height distributions of NaI(Tl) detector at 

Okuma-town Oono (March 13) and Fukushima-city 
Momijiyama (March 15) 
(a)Okuma-town Oono, (b)Fukushima-city Momijiyama. 

 

The form of the pulse height distribution was also confirmed 
to vary among the pulse height distributions observed at the 
monitoring posts used in this study. Fig. 8 shows a comparison 
between Ono in Okuma Town on March 13 and Momijiyama in 
Fukushima City on March 15 as a typical example. At Ono in 
Okuma Town, it was found that the radionuclides in the plumes 
that arrived between 9:00 and 10:00 mostly consisted of Xe-133, 
Te-132, and I-132, which is a progeny nuclide of Te-132, and the 
percentage of I-131 was very low. However, at Momijiyama in 
Fukushima City, I-131 increased at the same rate as Xe-133 and 
Te-132. The variation in the nuclide composition depending on 
the location and time of measurement is an important matter that 
needs to be considered when estimating the emissions using air 
absorbed dose and 1-cm dose equivalent rates. 

 
III. Estimation of the Time History of 

the I-131 concentration in air 
 

1.  Time History of the Peak Count Rates 
Caused by the I-131 in the Arrived Plumes 

In the same manner as described in reference 1 for the time 
history of the peak count rates corresponding to 365 keV of the 
respective monitoring posts, we determined the time of 
measurement when an increase in a count rate was observed as 
the plume start time and the time of the completion of 
measurement which was started from the moment when the count 
rate stopped increasing and started to attenuate during the I-131 
half-life period as the plume stop time. In the case of Koriyama 
in Futaba Town, data obtained every 10 min were available, but a 
large amount of data was required for the correction of peak count 
rates. Therefore, we used the hourly-averaged peak count rates for 
the analysis. Tables 2 and 3 show the estimated plume start and 
stop times based on this concept. 

The time history of the I-131 peak count rates in the plumes 
were determined using the estimation method based on the time 
history of the peak count rates suggested in reference 1. 

 
2.  Peak Detection Efficiency of NaI(Tl) 

Detectors for 365-keV γ ray Based on I-131 in 
the Plumes 

In the same manner as described in reference 1, we 
calculated the photon spectra of the respective angle sections 
which enter a detector placed at a height of 3 m above the ground 
surface in the air of the NTP state (20℃, 1 atm), by applying the 
method of replacing the gamma-ray flux from a plane isotropic 
source with a point isotropic source and plane detector6) to egs57), 
based on the assumption that I-131 is infinitely present in a 
horizontal direction and from the ground surface to the plume 
height in a vertical direction at a uniform concentration. We 
calculated the peak detection efficiency using egs5 assuming that 
the photons with spectra of the respective angle sections obtained 
enter the detector at corresponding angles. Because the lower 
structure of the detector and the structure of the monitoring post 
contribute to scattered radiation but have a minimal impact on un-
scattered photons that may cause a total absorption peak, we 
considered only the aluminum cover of the NaI(Tl) detector and 
the NaI(Tl) detector in the calculation of the peak detection efficiency. 
For the peak detection efficiencies corresponding to 365-keV gamma 
radiation of I-131, we obtained 0.0524, 0.0574, and 0.0585 cps per 
Bq/m3 for heights of 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m, respectively.

  

Figure 7    Time histories of corrected peak count rates at Naraha Town Shoukan, Hirono Town Futatunuma 
and Fukushima City Momijiyama
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in the plumes that arrived between 9:00 and 10:00 mostly consisted of Xe-133, Te-132, and 
I-132, which is a progeny nuclide of Te-132, and the percentage of I-131 was very low. Howev-
er, at Momijiyama in Fukushima City, I-131 increased at the same rate as Xe-133 and Te-132. 
The variation in the nuclide composition depending on the location and time of measurement is 
an important matter that needs to be considered when estimating the release amounts using air 
absorbed dose and 1-cm dose equivalent rates.

III. Estimation of the Time History of the I-131 Concentration 
in Air

1. Time History of the Peak Count Rates Caused by the I-131 in the Arrived 
Plumes

In the same manner as described in reference 1 for the time history of the peak count rates 
corresponding to 365 keV of the respective monitoring posts, we determined the time of mea-
surement when an increase in a count rate was observed as the plume start time and the time 
of the completion of measurement which was started from the moment when the count rate 
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Figure 8    Comparison of pulse height distributions of NaI(Tl) detector at Okuma Town Oono (March 13) and 
Fukushima City Momijiyama (March 15)

     (a)Okuma Town Oono, (b)Fukushima City Momijiyama
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stopped increasing and started to attenuate according to the decay of I-131 half-life as the 
plume stop time. In the case of Koriyama in Futaba Town, data obtained every 10 min were 
available, but a large amount of data was required for the correction of peak count rates. There-
fore, we used the hourly-averaged peak count rates for the analysis. Tables 2 and 3 show the 
estimated plume start and stop times based on this concept.

The time history of the I-131 peak count rates in the plumes were determined using the 
estimation method based on the time history of the peak count rates suggested in reference 1.

2. Peak Detection Efficiency of NaI(Tl) Detectors for 365-keV γ ray of I-131 in 
the Plumes

In the same manner as described in reference 1, we calculated the photon spectra of the 
respective angle sections which enter a detector placed at a height of 3 m above the ground 

Table 2    Start and stop time of plume identified at monitoring posts in Futaba Town and Okuma Town together 
with average and time-integrated concentrations of I-131 in air

Table 3    Start and stop time of plume identified at monitoring posts in Naraha Town Shoukan, Hirono Town 
Futatunuma and Fukushima City Momijiyama together with average and time-integrated concentra-
tions of I-131 in air
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surface in the air of the NTP state (20°C, 1 atm), by applying the method of replacing the gam-
ma-ray flux from a plane isotropic source with a point isotropic source and plane detector 6) to 
egs5 7), based on the assumption that I-131 is infinitely present in a horizontal direction and 
from the ground surface to the plume height in a vertical direction at a uniform concentration. 
We calculated the peak detection efficiency using egs5 assuming that the photons with spectra 
of the respective angle sections obtained enter the detector at corresponding angles. Because 
the lower structure of the detector and the structure of the monitoring post contribute to scat-
tered radiation but have a minimal impact on un-scattered photons that may cause a total ab-
sorption peak, we considered only the aluminum cover of the NaI(Tl) detector and the NaI(Tl) 
detector in the calculation of the peak detection efficiency. For the peak detection efficiencies 
corresponding to 365-keV gamma radiation of I-131, we obtained 0.0524, 0.0574, and 0.0585 
cps per Bq/m3 for heights of 100 m, 200 m, and 300 m, respectively. 

Although the plume heights are within the range between 100 m and 1,000 m, considering 
that the difference resulting from plume height is small and the distance from the 1F plant is 
short, we used the peak detection efficiency in the case of a plume height of 100 m in which the 
concentration is the highest for the same count rate as the factor for converting the peak count 
rate based on the I-131 concentration in air. If this conversion factor is used, an overestimation 
of approximately 10% occurs when the plume height is 300 m. 

IV. Result and Discussion
1. I-131 Concentration in Air on or before March 15

Using the peak count rates based on the I-131 in the plumes that arrived as well as the 
conversion factor obtained using the method described in Chapter III, we determined the time 
history of the I-131 concentration in air during the period prior to a drastic increase that oc-
curred at midnight on March 14. Figure 9 shows the results obtained at the monitoring posts 
at Koriyama in Futaba Town, Yamada in Futaba Town, Mukaihata in Okuma Town, Oono in 
Okuma Town, Minamidai in Okuma Town and Ottozawa in Okuma Town on March 12, 13, 
and 14. At the monitoring posts in Naraha Town, Tomioka Town, Hirono Town and Fukushima 
City, an increase in the concentration in air was not observed during this period. 

On March 12, at the monitoring posts at Koriyama and Yamada in Futaba Town on the 
north side of the 1F plant, a relatively high I-131 concentration was observed although the 
concentration and time variation were different between them. However, at the monitoring 
posts in Okuma Town south of the 1F plant, I-131 was not detected or detected as a very small 
amount. The result corresponded to the estimation based on the weather information that the 
I-131 emitted on March 12 spread mainly to the north. On March 13, an increase in the con-
centration occurred because of the arrival of plumes at all monitoring posts although the time 
and the concentration in air differed. On March 14, the same level of increase as that of March 
13 was observed at Koriyama in Futaba Town. Although a slight increase was also observed at 
Ottozawa and Oono in Okuma Town, an increase resulting from the arrival of plumes was not 
observed at the other monitoring posts. At midnight on March 14, the count rates recorded at 
many monitoring posts increased significantly and it became impossible to conduct peak analy-
sis. The final time at which data could be analyzed shown in Table 1 corresponds to the time of 
the arrival of a high-concentration plume. While an increase at the monitoring posts around the 
1F plant including Shoukan in Naraha Town and Futatunuma in Hirono Town began at 20:00 
or 21:00 on March 14, no increase was observed by 24:00 on March 14 at Koriyama in Futaba 
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Town where data were available and an increase started as late as 11:00 on March 15 at Yamada 
in Futaba Town. These differences likely reflect weather conditions such as the direction of the 
wind. Although the locations and times are limited, the I-131 concentrations in air measured by 
sampling the air are shown on the website of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry 8). 
As the only result of measurements conducted in Futaba and Okuma towns, 12 Bq/m3 was 
recorded between 8:37 and 8:47 at Ottozawa Chojahara in Okuma Town. The estimated value 
between 8:00 and 9:00 at the monitoring post at Ottozawa in Okuma Town is 16 Bq/m3, nearly 
identical to the value recorded at Ottozawa Chojahara in Okuma Town.

When considering the influence of I-131 in the air, not only the I-131 concentration in air 
when a plume arrives but also the duration of the plume needs to be considered. Table 2 
shows the average concentration in air as well as the time-integrated concentration in air during 
the estimated arrival of respective plumes. Figure 10 shows the locations of respective mon-
itoring posts on the map 9) and the average concentration in air during the arrival of plumes to 
clarify the difference in the average concentration in air depending on the location of the 1F 
plant and respective monitoring posts. The width of the bar graph indicates the duration for 
which the plume persisted and its area corresponds to the time-integrated concentration in air.

The I-131 emissions in the air estimated by Kobayashi, et al. 10) are also shown. The variation 
in the average concentration on March 12 differed markedly between Yamada and Koriyama 
in Futaba Town, both of which are at nearly the same distance from the 1F plant. Although 
an increase in the concentration corresponding to an increase in the estimated emission was 
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during this period.

 

Fig. 9  Time histories of I-131 concentration in air at monitoring posts in Futaba-town and Okuma-town 
(a) March 12, 2011, (b) Futaba-town, March 13, 2011, (c) Okuma-town, March 13, 2011, (d)March 14, 2011. 
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measured by sampling the air are shown on the website of the 
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posts on the map9) and the average concentration in air during the 
arrival of plumes to clarify the difference in the average 
concentration in air depending on the location of the 1F station 
and respective monitoring posts. The width of the bar graph 

Figure 9    Time histories of I-131 concentration in air at monitoring posts in Futaba Town and Okuma Town
  (a) March 12, 2011, (b) Futaba Town, March 13, 2011, (c) Okuma Town, March 13, 2011, (d)March 

14, 2011
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observed at Koriyama in Futaba Town, it was not clear at Yamada. This undoubtedly indicates 
that the average concentrations on March 13 differed depending on the distance and direction 
from the 1F plant. For the monitoring posts where the analysis could not be conducted because 
of a drastic increase in emissions that occurred at midnight on March 14, “drastic increase” is 
displayed at and after the time of the occurrence of the increase and “no data” is displayed if no 
data are available. According to the figure, no increase occurred on March 14 at Yamada and 
Koriyama in Futaba Town.

2. I-131 in the Air during March

Figures 11–13 show the time history of the I-131 concentration in air at Shoukan in Naraha 
Town and Futatunuma in Hirono Town where the data obtained until 24:00 on March 31 were 
available and at Momijiyama in Fukushima City where data obtained until 18:00 on March 21 
were available. Because of an increase in the count rates caused by the I-131 deposited in the 
surrounding areas as a result of the arrival of plumes, the detectable lowest detection concentra-
tion increases when the method of estimating the arrival of plumes from the time series shows 
a variation in peak count rates. When the error in determining a net count rate is σ (cps), it is 
assumed that an increase in peak count rate can be detected in the event of a change of 3σ or 
greater. Because the conversion factor of I-131 from the peak count rate to the concentration 
in air used in the analysis performed at the monitoring posts in Fukushima was 0.0524 cps per 
Bq/m3, the detection concentration limit Dlimit becomes

 
(2)

Figures 11–13 also show the detection concentration limits obtained using equation (2).
Although a concentration in air comparable to the concentration measured on March 15 

was observed from March 20 to 22 at Shoukan in Naraha Town, no corresponding increase 
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indicates the duration for which the plume persisted and its area 
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Figure 10    Average concentration of I-131 in air (Bq/m3) at monitoring posts in Futaba Town and Okuma Town 
together with I-131 estimated release rate (1014 Bq/h) 10)
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was seen in the other two areas. In all three areas, no arrival of plumes containing I-131 at a 
concentration higher than the detection limit occurred on or after March 23. Figure 13 also 
shows the estimated I-131 concentration in air at Fukushima Nishi IC (4 km from Momijiyama 
in Fukushima City) determined using the pulse height distribution 5) of LaBr3 obtained with 
the same method as that described in reference 11. Considering that the values based on the 
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Figure 11   Time histories of I-131 concentration in air at Naraha Town Shoukan
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Fig. 13  Time histories of I-131 concentration in air at Fukushima-city 

Momijiyama together with estimated concentration at 
Fukushima-nishi IC obtained with the same method described 
in Ref. 11) using the LaBr3 pulse height distribution 

Fig. 14  Comparison of average concentration of I-131 in air between 
Naraha-town Shoukan Hirono-town Futatunuma and Fukushima-
city Momijiyama. 

 
 

 
Figures 11–13 also show the detection concentration limits 
obtained using equation (2). 

Although a concentration in air comparable to the 
concentration measured on March 15 was observed from March 
20 to 22, no corresponding increase was seen in the other two 
areas. In all three areas, no arrival of plumes containing I-131 at 
a concentration higher than the detection sensitivity occurred on 
or after March 23. Figure 13 also shows the estimated I-131 
concentration in air at Fukushima Nishi IC (4 km from 
Momijiyama in Fukushima City) determined using the pulse 
height distribution5) of LaBr3 obtained with the same method as 
that described in reference 11. Considering that the values based 
on the measurement using LaBr3 includes the impact of 
deposition and the concentration in air is overestimated, it can be 
stated that the estimated values at Fukushima Nishi IC are the 
concentrations that correspond to the results obtained in this study. 

Table 3 shows the average concentration in air and the time-
integrated concentration in air during the arrival of plumes. Figure 
14 shows a comparison of the average concentration in air among 
three locations. The 1F station is 14.2 km from Shoukan in Naraha 
Town, 21.4 km from Futatsunuma in Hirono Town, and 61.3 km 
from Momijiyama in Fukushima City. The times at which the I-
131 concentration reached its maximum level because of the 
plumes that arrived between midnight on March 14 and midnight 
on March 15 are 0:00–1:00 on March 15 at Shoukan in Naraha 
Town, 5:00–6:00 on March 15 at Futatsunuma in Hirono Town, 
and 17:00–18:00 on March 15 at Momijiyama in Fukushima City; 
the concentrations at these times were 7,220, 9,790, and 19,100 
Bq/m3, respectively. Although the time-integrated concentration 
in air is important when considering the impact on internal 
exposure, as Table 3 shows, the time-integrated concentrations in 
air obtained by 24:00 on March 16 at Shoukan in Naraha Town 
and Momijiyama in Fukushima City were nearly the same, and 
that observed at Futatsunuma in Hirono Town was approximately 
twice as high as those obtained at the other two locations. As 
described in Chapter II Section 3, because it would appear that 
the results obtained at Shoukan in Naraha Town between 
midnight on March 15 and March 16 underestimated the peak 
count rates around the time at which the peak count rates reached 
their maximum levels, the concentration in air may have been 
underestimated. 

3. Comparison with the Estimated Values 
Described in UNSCEAR ANNEX A3) 

UNSCEAR 2013 ANNEX A (hereinafter referred to as 
“UNSCEAR”) includes Table B10 which shows the time-
integrated I-131 concentrations in air at several locations. These 
concentrations were obtained using the estimated values of the 
time-dependent I-131 emissions from the 1F station as well as the 
atmospheric dispersion models. The time-integrated 
concentrations in air shown in the table were estimated using the 
methods employed by the U.S. National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration―Global Data Assimilation System 
(NOAA-GDAS) and Institute for Radiological Protection and 
Nuclear Safety―European Centre for Medium Range Weather 
Forecasting (IRSN-ECMWF). The time-dependent emissions 
estimated by Terada, et al.12) were used in NOAA-GDAS and 
those estimated by Saunier, etal.13) were used in IRSN-ECMWF. 
They both estimated the emissions based on the measured 
radiation levels, and UNSCEAR indicates that the estimated 
values obtained using this method have high uncertainty even if 
the radioactive concentration in air is used. The time-dependent 
measurements of the concentration in air associated with the 
accident that occurred at the 1F station were limited to the those 
obtained after March 15 in Ibaraki Prefecture (Tokai Village and 
Tsukuba City) and Chiba Prefecture (Chiba City), which are 
located far away from the 1F station. Before March 15 and in 
other areas, the radioactivity density on the ground surface and 
the dose rate information obtained at monitoring posts were used. 
Because it is difficult to obtain the time history data of the I-131 
concentration in air from the radioactivity density on the soil 
surface and the variation in dose rate does not correspond with the 
variation in the I-131 concentration in air, the estimation based on 
these data has a higher uncertainty than the estimation based on 
the radioactivity concentration in air. Although the estimations 
had high uncertainty, to the best of our knowledge, no data were 
available to which they could be directly compared. Therefore, 
we compared the time-integrated concentrations in air, obtained 
at the locations, which could be associated with monitoring posts, 
among those shown in Table B10, with the time-integrated 
concentrations in air obtained in this study. Table 4 shows the 
resultsc). The period subject to integration is as shown in Table 
B10, and the values obtained in this study are the integrated 
values for the same period. 

   

 
c)  Table 4 shows the values obtained by converting Bq s/m3 values described in UNSCEAR into Bq h/m3 values. 

Figure 13    Time histories of I-131 concentration in air at Fukushima City Momijiyama together with estimated 
concentration at Fukushima-nishi IC obtained with the same method described in Ref. 11 using the 
LaBr3 pulse height distribution
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measurement using LaBr3 includes the impact of deposition and the concentration in air may 
be overestimated, it can be stated that the estimated values at Fukushima Nishi IC are the 
concentrations that correspond to the results obtained in this study.

Table 3 shows the average concentration in air and the time-integrated concentration in air 
during the arrival of plumes. Figure 14 shows a comparison of the average concentration in air 
among three locations. The 1F plant is 14.2 km from Shoukan in Naraha Town, 21.4 km from 
Futatunuma in Hirono Town, and 61.3 km from Momijiyama in Fukushima City. The times at 
which the I-131 concentration reached its maximum level because of the plumes that arrived 
between midnight on March 14 and midnight on March 15 are 0:00–1:00 on March 15 at Shou-
kan in Naraha Town, 5:00–6:00 on March 15 at Futatunuma in Hirono Town, and 17:00–18:00 
on March 15 at Momijiyama in Fukushima City; the concentrations at these times were 7,220, 
9,790, and 19,100 Bq/m3, respectively. Although the time-integrated concentration in air is 
important when considering the impact on internal exposure, as Table 3 shows, the time-inte-
grated concentrations in air obtained by 24:00 on March 16 at Shoukan in Naraha Town and 
Momijiyama in Fukushima City were nearly the same, and that observed at Futatunuma in 
Hirono Town was approximately twice as high as those obtained at the other two locations. As 
described in Chapter II Section 3, because it would appear that the results obtained at Shoukan 
in Naraha Town between midnight on March 15 and March 16 underestimated the peak count 
rates around the time at which the peak count rates reached their maximum levels, the concen-
tration in air may have been underestimated.

3. Comparison with the Estimated Values Described in UNSCEAR ANNEX A 3)

UNSCEAR 2013 ANNEX A (hereinafter referred to as “UNSCEAR”) includes Table B10 
which shows the time-integrated I-131 concentrations in air at several locations. These concen-
trations were obtained using the estimated values of the time-dependent I-131 emissions from 
the 1F plant as well as the atmospheric dispersion models. The time-integrated concentrations 
in air shown in the table were estimated using the methods employed by the U.S. National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration―Global Data Assimilation System (NOAA-GDAS) 
and Institute for Radiological Protection and Nuclear Safety―European Centre for Medium 
Range Weather Forecasting (IRSN-ECMWF). The time-dependent emissions estimated by 
Terada, et al. 12) were used in NOAA-GDAS and those estimated by Saunier, et al. 13) were 
used in IRSN-ECMWF. They both estimated the emissions based on the measured radiation 
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Figures 11–13 also show the detection concentration limits 
obtained using equation (2). 
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and 17:00–18:00 on March 15 at Momijiyama in Fukushima City; 
the concentrations at these times were 7,220, 9,790, and 19,100 
Bq/m3, respectively. Although the time-integrated concentration 
in air is important when considering the impact on internal 
exposure, as Table 3 shows, the time-integrated concentrations in 
air obtained by 24:00 on March 16 at Shoukan in Naraha Town 
and Momijiyama in Fukushima City were nearly the same, and 
that observed at Futatsunuma in Hirono Town was approximately 
twice as high as those obtained at the other two locations. As 
described in Chapter II Section 3, because it would appear that 
the results obtained at Shoukan in Naraha Town between 
midnight on March 15 and March 16 underestimated the peak 
count rates around the time at which the peak count rates reached 
their maximum levels, the concentration in air may have been 
underestimated. 

3. Comparison with the Estimated Values 
Described in UNSCEAR ANNEX A3) 

UNSCEAR 2013 ANNEX A (hereinafter referred to as 
“UNSCEAR”) includes Table B10 which shows the time-
integrated I-131 concentrations in air at several locations. These 
concentrations were obtained using the estimated values of the 
time-dependent I-131 emissions from the 1F station as well as the 
atmospheric dispersion models. The time-integrated 
concentrations in air shown in the table were estimated using the 
methods employed by the U.S. National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration―Global Data Assimilation System 
(NOAA-GDAS) and Institute for Radiological Protection and 
Nuclear Safety―European Centre for Medium Range Weather 
Forecasting (IRSN-ECMWF). The time-dependent emissions 
estimated by Terada, et al.12) were used in NOAA-GDAS and 
those estimated by Saunier, etal.13) were used in IRSN-ECMWF. 
They both estimated the emissions based on the measured 
radiation levels, and UNSCEAR indicates that the estimated 
values obtained using this method have high uncertainty even if 
the radioactive concentration in air is used. The time-dependent 
measurements of the concentration in air associated with the 
accident that occurred at the 1F station were limited to the those 
obtained after March 15 in Ibaraki Prefecture (Tokai Village and 
Tsukuba City) and Chiba Prefecture (Chiba City), which are 
located far away from the 1F station. Before March 15 and in 
other areas, the radioactivity density on the ground surface and 
the dose rate information obtained at monitoring posts were used. 
Because it is difficult to obtain the time history data of the I-131 
concentration in air from the radioactivity density on the soil 
surface and the variation in dose rate does not correspond with the 
variation in the I-131 concentration in air, the estimation based on 
these data has a higher uncertainty than the estimation based on 
the radioactivity concentration in air. Although the estimations 
had high uncertainty, to the best of our knowledge, no data were 
available to which they could be directly compared. Therefore, 
we compared the time-integrated concentrations in air, obtained 
at the locations, which could be associated with monitoring posts, 
among those shown in Table B10, with the time-integrated 
concentrations in air obtained in this study. Table 4 shows the 
resultsc). The period subject to integration is as shown in Table 
B10, and the values obtained in this study are the integrated 
values for the same period. 

   

 
c)  Table 4 shows the values obtained by converting Bq s/m3 values described in UNSCEAR into Bq h/m3 values. 

Figure 14    Comparison of average concentration of I-131 in air between Naraha Town Shoukan, Hirono Town 
Futatunuma and Fukushima City Momijiyama.
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levels, and UNSCEAR indicates that the estimated values obtained using this method have high 
uncertainty even if the radioactive concentration in air is used. The time-dependent measure-
ments of the concentration in air associated with the accident that occurred at the 1F plant were 
limited to the those obtained after March 15 in Ibaraki Prefecture (Tokai Village and Tsukuba 
City) and Chiba Prefecture (Chiba City), which are located far away from the 1F plant. Before 
March 15 and in other areas, the radioactivity density on the ground surface and the dose rate 
information obtained at monitoring posts were used. Because it is difficult to obtain the time 
history data of the I-131 concentration in air from the radioactivity density on the soil surface 
and the variation in dose rate does not correspond with the variation in the I-131 concentration 
in air, the estimation based on these data has a higher uncertainty than the estimation based on 
the radioactivity concentration in air. Although the estimations had high uncertainty, to the best 
of our knowledge, no data were available to which they could be directly compared. Therefore, 
we compared the time-integrated concentrations in air, obtained at the locations, which could 
be associated with monitoring posts, among those shown in Table B10, with the time-integrated 
concentrations in air obtained in this study. Table 4 shows the results c. The period subject to 
integration is as shown in Table B10, and the values obtained in this study are the integrated 
values for the same period.

In a comparison on the north side of the 1F plant from 21:23 on March 11, which was imme-
diately after the accident, to 21:00 on March 12, the time-integrated concentration in air, which 
was measured in Futaba Town and described in UNSCEAR, was approximately 10 and 4 times 
greater than the that measured at Yamada and Koriyama in Futaba Town, respectively. In a 
comparison, on the south side of the 1F plant from 3:00 on March 13 to 15:00 on March 16, the 
time-integrated concentration in air measured at Futatunuma in Hirono Town was twice as high 
as that measured at Shoukan in Naraha Town. However, as previously described, the results 
obtained at Shoukan in Naraha Town may have been underestimated. The estimated values ob-
tained in Iwaki City and described in UNSCEAR were one-half (NOAA-GDAS) or one-quarter 
(IRSN-ECMWF) of those obtained at Futatunuma. In a comparison on the northwest side of 
the 1F plant from 8:00 March 12 to 8:00 March 19, the time-integrated concentration in air 

c Table 4 shows the values obtained by converting Bq s/m3 values described in UNSCEAR into Bq h/m3 values.

Table 4    Comparison of time-integrated concentration of I-131 in air between the results obtained in this study 
and estimated in UNSCEAR 2013 ANNEX A3)
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measured at Momijiyama in Fukushima City, 61.3 km from the 1F plant, was approximately 
three times higher than that measured at Kawamata Elementary School in Kawamata Town, 
51.7 km from the 1F plant, as described in UNSCEAR. As previously mentioned, the results 
obtained in this study correspond to the results described in the UNSCEAR in terms of order, 
but the relation between both results differs depending on the time and location.

Although there is some uncertainty in the time-integrated concentration in air as estimated 
in this study associated with the method used to determine the absolute I-131 concentration 
in air from the time history pulse height distribution d, it is based on the time history of the 
concentration in air estimated from the actual pulse height distribution data of the NaI(Tl) 
detector. However, because it is assumed, in the calculation of the conversion factor from the 
peak count rate to concentration in air, that the I-131 contained in the plumes distributed from 
the ground surface to the plume heights is of a uniform concentration, there may be a large error 
at the monitoring posts near the 1F plant. Because the time histories of the concentration in 
air are not described in UNSCEAR, it is impossible to compare them. However, the estimated 
values described in UNSCEAR are based on time-dependent emissions determined using the 
radioactivity density deposited on the ground as well as the dose rate information obtained at 
the monitoring posts. Therefore, the estimated values obtained in this study better reflect actual 
conditions at least at the monitoring posts 10 km or farther from the 1F plant. It would appear 
that the information on the time history of the I-131 concentration in air obtained in Fukushima 
Prefecture including the area around the 1F plant in this study is useful in improving the preci-
sion of the estimation of time-dependent emissions using radioactivity data. 

V. Conclusions
We estimated the I-131 concentrations in air in areas around the monitoring posts during 

March 2011 using the pulse height distribution data of a NaI(Tl) detector obtained at the mon-
itoring posts and disclosed on the website of Fukushima Prefecture. Because the count rates 
were much higher than is typical because of the influence of high-concentration radionuclides 
emitted as a result of the accident that occurred at the 1F plant, we performed digit overflow 
and (live time) / (real time) corrections of the disclosed pulse height distribution before using 
the data in the analysis. In addition, when a discontinuous tendency was observed in the time 
series variation in the peak count rates of I-131 because of the difference in the composition 
of radionuclides during the arrival of plumes, we interpolated the data after checking the pulse 
height distribution to avoid discontinuous variation. These corrections caused some uncertainty 
in the results obtained in this study, but it was necessary to make use of limited information.

The results obtained in this study are the first on the I-131 concentration in air continuously 
measured at fixed locations in Fukushima Prefecture during March 2011. In the areas near the 
1F plant, the results showed that while the plume mainly moved to the north on March 12, it 
moved in various directions on March 13, although data were limited to before the massive 
emission on March 15. We could confirm that no plume arrived before March 15 at Shoukan 
in Naraha Town, Futatunuma in Hirono Town, and Momijiyama in Fukushima City, where we 
could analyze the data obtained throughout nearly the whole of March. The plumes mainly 
arrived on March 15 and 16 and no plume containing a high-concentration of I-131 arrived at 

d As a result of comparing the estimated values to the air monitoring results concerning the time-integrated concentration of 
I-131 in air based on the data used in ref. 1 the ratio between them was within a range of from 0.2 to 4, depending on period and 
location of monitoring posts.
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Futatunuma and Momijiyama.
In this study, we compared the time-integrated I-131 concentrations in air measured at sev-

eral locations with the concentrations obtained using the estimated time-dependent emissions 
from the 1F plant described in UNSCEAR and atmospheric dispersion models. The results 
corresponded to the results described in UNSCEAR in terms of order, but the relation between 
both results differed depending on the time and location. The major factor in this difference 
was the high uncertainty in the time-dependent emissions estimated using the radioactivity 
measurements of UNSCEAR. 

From the results of this study, we found that it was possible to obtain the time history of 
the I-131 concentration in air as information on the conditions of I-131 diffusion resulting 
from the accident if the pulse height distribution data obtained at the monitoring posts were 
available. It would appear that analyzing not only the data that were obtained in Fukushima 
Prefecture and used in this study but also the data obtained at various monitoring posts during 
March results in more information on the time-dependent I-131 radioactivity concentration in 
air being available. This also contributes to an improvement in the accuracy of the estimation 
of time-dependent emissions as well as the estimation of the evaluation of time-dependent 
I-131 concentrations in air at various locations using time-dependent emission and atmospheric 
dispersion models.

We could not have performed this study without the disclosure of numerical pulse height 
distribution data obtained at the monitoring posts by Fukushima Prefecture. We would like to 
express our deepest gratitude to the Fukushima Nuclear Power Center for their endeavors to 
process an enormous quantity of data to post on the website.
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Effect of B4C Absorber Material on Melt 
Progression and Chemical Forms of Iodine or 

Cesium under Severe Accident Conditions

Akihide HIDAKA 1,*,†

1 Nuclear Safety Research Center, Japan Atomic Energy Agency,   
2-4 shirane, Shirakata, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

Boron carbide (B4C) used for BWR or EPR absorbers could cause phenomena that never 
occur in PWR with silver-indium-cadmium absorbers during a severe accident. B4C would un-
dergo a eutectic interaction with stainless steel and enhance core melt relocation. Boron oxida-
tion could increase H2 generation, and the change of liberated carbon to CH4 could enhance the 
generation of organic iodide (CH3I). HBO2 generated during B4C oxidation could be changed to 
cesium borate (CsBO2) by combining it with cesium. This may increase cesium deposition into 
the reactor coolant system. There could be differences in the configuration, surface area, and 
stainless-steel to B4C weight ratio between the B4C powder absorber and pellet absorber. The 
present task is to clarify the effect of these differences on melt progression, B4C oxidation, and 
the iodine or cesium source term. Advancement of this research field could contribute to further 
sophistication of prediction tools for melt progression and source terms of the Fukushima Acci-
dent, and the treatment of organic iodide formation in safety evaluation.

KEYWORDS: B4C powder absorber, B4C pellet absorber, eutectic reaction, organic iodide, 
cesium borate, melt progression, iodine source term, cesium source term

I. Introduction
Boron carbide is used as an absorber for nuclear reactors such as boiling water reactors 

(BWRs), European pressurized reactors (EPRs), and Russian pressurized reactors (Voda En-
ergo Reactor/VVER). B4C could cause phenomena during a severe accident that never occur 
in pressurized water reactors (PWRs) in which silver-indium-cadmium (S-I-C) absorbers are 
widely used, and may influence the melting of the reactor core, hydrogen generation, source 
terms, and other processes.

The cooling function of the reactor is lost during a severe accident, and as a result, the tem-
perature of UO2 fuel rods, absorber rods, and the surrounding reactor structures will increase 
because of insufficient removal of decay heat. During such a situation, if different types of 
metals or ceramics are in contact with each other, melting will start at a lower temperature 
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than the individual melting points due to eutectic reactions. For a B4C control rod, the stainless 
steel cladding tube and B4C (melting point 2,620 K) will liquify and flow downwards at tem-
peratures less than the melting point of stainless steel (1,673–1,723 K). The molten substances 
will solidify when cooled in the lower part of the reactor core, but portions will travel further 
down in the reactor pressure vessel. Moreover, reaction heat, and H2 will be generated by the 
oxidation of B4C itself at around 1,500 K.

As the temperature increases further, the fuel cladding tubes and UO2 fuel will be melted, 
and the molten substances will flow down around the fuel rod like candle wax (candling phe-
nomenon) and fall down to the bottom of the reactor core or the reactor pressure vessel, as 
same as the case of B4C control rods. These molten materials will finally form molten debris 
that contains the previously melted absorber materials and reactor core structures including the 
UO2 fuel. The radioactive materials in the molten debris will react with dissolved oxygen and 
absorber materials in the debris, and their chemical form including melting point and boiling 
point will vary.

For the aforementioned reasons, a change in the absorber material influences the reactor core 
melting process, the quantity of H2 generated, and the amount, kind and timing (source terms) 
of the radioactive materials released into the environment.

Research into progress of core melting phenomena, especially after the TMI-2 accident 1) 
that occurred in the USA in 1979, has focused mainly on that of PWRs using S-I-C absorbers. 
Through numerous international experiments, various insights into the influence of absorber 
materials on the progress of reactor core melting of PWRs have been obtained 2). However, 
only a few experiments have been done on BWRs, partly because of the small number of 
reactors that use B4C absorbers. Recently, after EPRs began using the B4C absorbers, the effect 
of B4C on the chemical forms of iodine released from the fuel during a severe accident has 
been studied more extensively. In particular, studies have examined the association of B4C 
with the generation of gaseous iodine (organic iodine, CH3I), which is difficult to remove with 
containment spray or filters, and is important for the evaluation of exposure. These topics have 
been investigated mainly in Europe 3). Ironically, it was a BWR that caused a reactor core melt-
down in the accident at TEPCO’s Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Plant 4). In the process 
of removing the debris from the reactor core, restoring the environment, identifying the causes 
and process of the reactor core meltdown, and studying the source terms in detail in the future, 
it is essential to understand the influence of B4C absorbers. Based on such future needs in Japan, 
this study was intended to summarize the results and leftover issues of existing typical exper-
iments to examine chemical reactions involving B4C and the effect of B4C absorber materials 
on the reactor core melting process, and the comparison between B4C and S-I-C control rods. 

II. Chemical Reactions
In a B4C oxidation process, similar to Zr oxidation, not only are large amounts of reaction 

heat and H2 generated, but also CO, CO2, and CH4 that may influence the chemical forms of 
iodine. The main chemical reactions are listed along with the Zr oxidation reaction formula, as 
follows: 5, 6) 

Oxidation of B4C 5)

  (1)
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(2)

(3)

Reactions related to boron oxide (B2O3) 5)

 

metaboric acid

orthoboric acid

   

(4)

(5)

(6)

Reactions related to decomposition of CH4
 6)

  

(7)

(8)

Oxidation of Zr 

   (9)

where, the enthalpies of the reactions in formulas (1)–(9) were calculated using the forma-
tion enthalpy at 1,500 K in the cited literature 7).

In the process of B4C oxidation, similar to that of Zr, a partial reaction starts at around 
1,473 K and rapidly progresses to more than 1,543 K 8). Notably, the aforementioned chemical 
reaction formulas indicate that, relative to the oxidation of the same mass of Zr (density 6.53 g/
cm3), the reaction heat from the oxidation of B4C (density 2.5 g/cm3) is three to four times 
higher, and the quantity of hydrogen generated is six to seven times higher .

CH3I is believed to be generated from reactions between CH4 and HI or I2. CH4 is generated 
by the oxidation of B4C as shown in formula (3) or generated by the reverse reactions (i.e., the 
reaction of H2 and CO or CO2) of formulas (7) and (8) in the low temperature nuclear reactor 
coolant system 9). However, the detailed reaction processes involved are not well known 10). For 
instance, formulas (7) and (8), which describe the decomposition of CH4, were introduced 
as indicators of the small quantity of CH4 generation in a series of experiments conducted in 
Europe on the individual effects of B4C oxidation.

III. Past Experimental Studies on the Influence of B4C 
Absorber Materials

This section discusses the past experiments DF-4 11, 12) and XR2-1 13), conducted by Sand-
ia National Laboratories (SNL), USA on the control rod blades for a BWR, CORA-16 14) by 
Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe (FZK), Germany on the B4C pellet control rods for an EPR, 
and FPT-3 9, 16-18) and BECARRE 19) conducted by the Institut de Radioprotection et de Surete 
Nucleaire (IRSN), France. 

1. DF-4 Experiment (SNL) 11, 12)

After the TMI-2 accident, the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) 
conducted the DF-4 experiment in 1989 as the fourth in the series of damaged fuel (DF) ex-
periments in the Severe Fuel Damage (SFD) Program enforced during the period from 1982 to 
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1992 using the annular core research reactor (ACRR) of SNL. The purpose of this experiment 
was to acquire general information regarding the reactor core damage process in the initial 
stage of a severe BWR accident. The experimental core section consisted of 14 fuel rods (0.5 m 
long), B4C (powder) control rods + simulated channel box (Figure 1), and the simulated fuel 
zone was heated by nuclear fission in a steam atmosphere. The measurements included the 
measurement of temperature by thermocouples (TC) and H2 concentration focusing on heat 
generation during CuO reduction. 

One of the major outcomes was the observation of melting of stainless steel at a temperature 
below the melting point of stainless steel due to a eutectic reaction with B4C, and the relocation 
of B4C to a lower position as a result of being captured in the molten stainless steel, and a 
chemical reaction involving B4C mainly occurred at this lower position with Cs (alkali metal), 
Sr (alkali earth metal), and other elements. No reaction with iodine was observed before the 
relocation.

However, because the experimental core section was made on a small scale, further verifica-
tion was required in order to apply the acquired results to real reactors.

2. XR2-1 Experiment (SNL) 13)

The USNRC conducted an XR2-1 experiment in 1996 using an apparatus installed in an 
experimental vessel of the Fully Instrumented Test Site (FITS) as the third in a series of Ex-Re-
actor (XR) experiments. When a short-term station blackout occurs while a depressurized 
condition exists in the reactor coolant system of a BWR, the reactor core is expected to be 
in a dry core condition (i.e., the coolant remains in the bottom part of the reactor pressure 
vessel and only a small quantity of steam passes through the reactor core). The objective of this 
experiment was to investigate the reactor core melting process under such a condition. Note 
that, in the TMI-2 accident in which the reactor coolant system was not depressurized, it was 
reported that the reactor core bottom was flooded, and because of the wet core conditions, the 
cooling water was boiling due to the decay heat, which meant that a large quantity of steam was 
continuously supplied to the upper part of reactor core. As a result, a metal crust was generated 
at lower part of the reactor core, and the molten substances were maintained on the crust.

In the experiment, as shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3, from the upper part of the testing 
section, which consisted of 64 fuel rods (0.5 m long) and B4C (powder) control rods, molten 
substances generated by induction heating of wire Zr and stainless steel-B4C were dropped.

The main result was that the type of large-scale metal crust found in the TMI-2 accident 
was not generated under the fuel rods, and the molten substances continuously dropped to the 
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Fig. 1  Cross-section of DF-4 test section and corresponding BWR 

core geometry11) 
 
 

However, because the experimental core section was made 
on a small scale, further verification was required in order to 
apply the acquired results to real reactors. 

 
2. XR2-1 Experiment (SNL)13) 
The USNRC conducted an XR2-1 experiment in 1996 

using an apparatus installed in an experimental vessel of the 
Fully Instrumented Test Site (FITS) as the third in a series of 
Ex-Reactor (XR) experiments. When a short-term station 
blackout occurs while a depressurized condition exists in the 
reactor coolant system of a BWR, the reactor core is expected 
to be in a dry core condition (i.e., the coolant remains in the 
bottom part of the reactor pressure vessel and only a small 
quantity of steam passes through the reactor core). The 
objective of this experiment was to investigate the reactor core 
melting process under such a condition. Note that, in the TMI-2 
accident in which the reactor coolant system was not 
depressurized, it was reported that the reactor core bottom was 
flooded, and because of the wet core conditions, the cooling 
water was boiling due to the decay heat, which meant that a 
large quantity of steam was continuously supplied to the upper 
part of reactor core. As a result, a metal crust was generated, 
and the molten substances were maintained on the crust. 

In the experiment, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, from the 
upper part of the testing section, which consisted of 64 fuel rods 
(0.5 m long) and B4C (powder) control rods, molten substances 
generated by induction heating of wire Zr and stainless 
steel-B4C were dropped. 

The main result was that the type of large-scale metal crust 
found in the TMI-2 accident was not generated under the fuel 
rods, and the molten substances continuously dropped to the 
lower plenum section through the gaps between the existing 
structures. However, some minor blockages were caused by the 
molten substances. The test apparatus had a temperature 
gradient of 2000 K/m in the vertical direction, and it was noted 
that the results might vary if the experimental conditions were 
changed.  

Additionally, the experimental results were analyzed using 
the MERIS20) reactor core melting process analysis code that 
was under development at SNL, which predicted the clogged 
flow path in the reactor core zone with the molten materials but 
could not predict molten materials dropping down into the 
lower plenum section. This unsolved issue was reserved as a 
subject for future study.  

 
Fig. 2  Cross-section of simulated reactor core of XR-2 test 13) 
 

3.  CORA-16 Experiment (KfK)14) 
The Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe (KfK, presently 

FZK) in Germany started the PSF Program (nuclear safety 
research program) in January 1992 to evaluate the effectiveness 
of severe accident management devices that were to be installed 
in the EPR. In this program, the CORA experiment (Ex-Reactor 
experiment), to investigate the damage and melting processes of 
fuel assemblies, and the BETA experiment that examined the 
molten core concrete interaction, were performed.  

The test zone of the CORA experiment consisted of 
simulated fuel rods implemented with an electric heater with a 
1m long heating zone, simulated fuel rods (not heated), and 
control rods. The main achievements of the CORA experiment 
were the discovery of “candling” during the heating process, the 
occurrence of [the acceleration of oxidation of the upper fuel 
cladding tube in the reflooding process when the immediate 
prior condition was under steam starvation, and the increased 
release of radioactive materials due to fuel temperature increase 
during reflooding. 

The influence of the BWR control rods was investigated in 
the CORA-16 experiment. The main findings comprised the 
discovery of liquification of B4C through a eutectic reaction 
with stainless steel at around 1500 K, the inhibition of the 
reaction of B4C by steam, and the generation of HBO2 due to 
the reaction of the molten substances with the fuel cladding 
tube after penetrating the channel box. However, it was 
understood that further verification was necessary because B4C 
caused liquification by means of a eutectic reaction with 
zircalloy at over 1920 K.  

 
4. QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 

Experiments (FZK)5,15) 
FZK Germany conducted the QUENCH experiments as a 

follow-up to the CORA experiments to investigate the behavior 
of H2 during the reflooding of the fuel rods. The front view of 
the experimental device is shown in Fig. 4. The simulated 
reactor core consists of 20 simulated fuel rods (approximately 1 
m long) and a fuel rod or a control rod positioned in the center 
(Fig. 5).  

Figure 1   Cross-section of DF-4 test section and corresponding BWR core geometry 11)
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core geometry11) 
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accident in which the reactor coolant system was not 
depressurized, it was reported that the reactor core bottom was 
flooded, and because of the wet core conditions, the cooling 
water was boiling due to the decay heat, which meant that a 
large quantity of steam was continuously supplied to the upper 
part of reactor core. As a result, a metal crust was generated, 
and the molten substances were maintained on the crust. 

In the experiment, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, from the 
upper part of the testing section, which consisted of 64 fuel rods 
(0.5 m long) and B4C (powder) control rods, molten substances 
generated by induction heating of wire Zr and stainless 
steel-B4C were dropped. 

The main result was that the type of large-scale metal crust 
found in the TMI-2 accident was not generated under the fuel 
rods, and the molten substances continuously dropped to the 
lower plenum section through the gaps between the existing 
structures. However, some minor blockages were caused by the 
molten substances. The test apparatus had a temperature 
gradient of 2000 K/m in the vertical direction, and it was noted 
that the results might vary if the experimental conditions were 
changed.  

Additionally, the experimental results were analyzed using 
the MERIS20) reactor core melting process analysis code that 
was under development at SNL, which predicted the clogged 
flow path in the reactor core zone with the molten materials but 
could not predict molten materials dropping down into the 
lower plenum section. This unsolved issue was reserved as a 
subject for future study.  

 
Fig. 2  Cross-section of simulated reactor core of XR-2 test 13) 
 

3.  CORA-16 Experiment (KfK)14) 
The Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe (KfK, presently 

FZK) in Germany started the PSF Program (nuclear safety 
research program) in January 1992 to evaluate the effectiveness 
of severe accident management devices that were to be installed 
in the EPR. In this program, the CORA experiment (Ex-Reactor 
experiment), to investigate the damage and melting processes of 
fuel assemblies, and the BETA experiment that examined the 
molten core concrete interaction, were performed.  

The test zone of the CORA experiment consisted of 
simulated fuel rods implemented with an electric heater with a 
1m long heating zone, simulated fuel rods (not heated), and 
control rods. The main achievements of the CORA experiment 
were the discovery of “candling” during the heating process, the 
occurrence of [the acceleration of oxidation of the upper fuel 
cladding tube in the reflooding process when the immediate 
prior condition was under steam starvation, and the increased 
release of radioactive materials due to fuel temperature increase 
during reflooding. 

The influence of the BWR control rods was investigated in 
the CORA-16 experiment. The main findings comprised the 
discovery of liquification of B4C through a eutectic reaction 
with stainless steel at around 1500 K, the inhibition of the 
reaction of B4C by steam, and the generation of HBO2 due to 
the reaction of the molten substances with the fuel cladding 
tube after penetrating the channel box. However, it was 
understood that further verification was necessary because B4C 
caused liquification by means of a eutectic reaction with 
zircalloy at over 1920 K.  

 
4. QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 

Experiments (FZK)5,15) 
FZK Germany conducted the QUENCH experiments as a 

follow-up to the CORA experiments to investigate the behavior 
of H2 during the reflooding of the fuel rods. The front view of 
the experimental device is shown in Fig. 4. The simulated 
reactor core consists of 20 simulated fuel rods (approximately 1 
m long) and a fuel rod or a control rod positioned in the center 
(Fig. 5).  

Figure 2   Cross-section of simulated reactor core of XR-2 test 13)
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Fig. 3  XR-2 experimental device installed using existing FITS (Fully Instrumented Test Site) experiment vessel 13) 

 
 

In the experiment, the reflooding condition was simulated 
by injecting water or steam from the area at the bottom of the 
fuel rods heated up to 2000K in advance. The simulated control 
rods used for the QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 experiments 
(conducted in 2001 and 2002, respectively) were B4C pellets 
within stainless steel-clad tubes and zircalloy-4 guide tubes. 

The experiments confirmed that molten boron, carbon, and 
Zr were generated at a lower temperature (1520K) than the 
melting point of Zr (2030K) through a eutectic reaction 
between B4C and Zr, and the melting of the reactor core was 
accelerated compared to the experiments conducted with SIC 
control rods (Fig. 6). Furthermore, it was confirmed that when 
the saturated steam was injected from the bottom zone of the 
fuel rods, H2, CO, CO2, and CH4 were generated due to the 
oxidation of molten substances. However, although only a small 
amount of CH4 was generated in this experiment, it was noted 
that CH4 could be generated by the reaction of CO or CO2 with 
H2 at lower temperatures in the piping of the reactor coolant 
system .5) 

The oxidation ratio in the QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 
experiments was 20% and 50%, respectively, and the 
contribution rate to the total quantity of H2 generation was 2.4% 
and 2.2%, respectively. The quantity of H2 generated was 0.4 

kg from QUENCH-09 and 0.12 kg from QUENCH-07; the 
reason for the difference was due to the steam starvation that 
was simulated by reducing the steam flow to the test zone from 
50 g/s to 3.3–0.4 g/s for 11 min before reflooding in the 
QUENCH-09 experiment, while this reduction did not occur in 
the QUENCH-07 experiment.5) A plausible explanation for the 
increase in hydrogen generation is that, when the oxidized fuel 
rod is left in a condition where the steam supply is limited, the 
ZrO2 layer surrounding the cladding tube decreases and 
becomes Zr because of the reduction, which allows oxygen to 
be captured easily when the steam supply resumes.5) 

 
5. FPT-3 Experiment (IRSN)9,16-18) 
The FPT-3 experiment was conducted within the 

framework of the international severe accident research 
program PHEBUS/FP in the Cadarache Research Center at the 
initiative of IRSN/France and the European Community (EC). 
The goal was to investigate the melting of fuel, release of 
radioactive materials from fuel, and transportation in the reactor 
coolant system and containment. 
 

Figure 3    XR-2 experimental device installed using existing FITS (Fully Instrumented Test Site) experiment 
vessel 13)
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lower plenum section through the gaps between the existing structures. However, some minor 
blockages were caused by the molten substances. The test apparatus had a temperature gradient 
of 2,000 K/m in the vertical direction, and it was noted that the results might vary if the exper-
imental conditions were changed. 

Additionally, the experimental results were analyzed using the MERIS 20) reactor core melt-
ing process analysis code that was under development at SNL, which predicted the clogged 
flow path in the reactor core zone with the molten materials but could not predict molten ma-
terials dropping down into the lower plenum section. This unsolved issue was reserved as a 
subject for future study. 

3.  CORA-16 Experiment (KfK) 14)

The Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe (KfK, presently FZK) in Germany started the PSF 
Program (nuclear safety research program) in January 1992 to evaluate the effectiveness of 
severe accident management devices that were to be installed in the EPR. In this program, the 
CORA experiment (Ex-Reactor experiment), to investigate the damage and melting processes 
of fuel assemblies, and the BETA experiment that examined the molten core concrete interac-
tion, were performed. 

The test zone of the CORA experiment consisted of simulated fuel rods implemented with an 
electric heater with a 1 m long heating zone, simulated fuel rods (not heated), and control rods. 
The main achievements of the CORA experiment were the discovery of  “candling” during the 
heating process, the occurrence of  the acceleration of oxidation of the upper fuel cladding tube 
in the reflooding process when the immediate prior condition was under steam starvation, and 
the increased release of radioactive materials due to fuel smashing during reflooding.

The influence of the BWR control rods was investigated in the CORA-16 experiment. The 
main findings comprised the discovery of melting of B4C through a eutectic reaction with stain-
less steel at around 1,500 K, the inhibition of the reaction of B4C by steam, and the generation 
of HBO2 due to the reaction of the molten substances with the fuel cladding tube after pene-
trating the channel box. However, it was understood that further verification was necessary 
because B4C caused melting by means of a eutectic reaction with zircalloy at over 1,920 K. 

4. QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 Experiments (FZK) 5, 15)

FZK Germany conducted the QUENCH experiments as a follow-up to the CORA experi-
ments to investigate the generation behavior of H2 during the reflooding of the fuel rods. The 
front view of the experimental device is shown in Figure 4. The simulated reactor core consists 
of 20 simulated fuel rods (approximately 1 m long) and a fuel rod or a control rod positioned 
in the center (Figure 5). 

In the experiment, the reflooding condition was simulated by injecting water or steam from 
the area at the bottom of the fuel rods heated up to 2,000 K in advance. The simulated control 
rods used for the QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 experiments (conducted in 2001 and 2002, 
respectively) were B4C pellets within stainless steel-clad tubes and zircalloy-4 guide tubes.

The experiments confirmed that molten boron, carbon, and Zr were generated at a lower tem-
perature (1,520 K) than the melting point of Zr (2,030 K) through a eutectic reaction between 
B4C and Zr, and the melting of the reactor core was accelerated compared to the experiments 
conducted with S-I-C control rods (Figure 6). Furthermore, it was confirmed that when the 
saturated steam was injected from the bottom zone of the fuel rods, H2, CO, CO2, and CH4 were 
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Fig. 4  Front view of QUENCH experimental device15) 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 5  Cross-section of simulated reactor core for QUENCH 

experiment15) 

In the PHEBUS/FP experiment, 20 fuel rods (1 m long) and 
simulated control rods were heated by nuclear fission in the 
PHEBUS reactor, and the released radioactive materials were 
captured in a steam generator or containment vessel that 
simulated a 900 MWe PWR at a 1/5,000 scale. The 
cross-section and front view of the simulated reactor core are 
shown in Fig. 7, and the experiment matrix is shown in Table 1. 

The FPT-3 experiment aimed at investigating the influence 
of B4C pellet control rods used in EPR and was conducted in 
2004 as the fifth and final experiment in the same program. The 
main finding was the observation of a significant increase in the 
gaseous (organic) iodine content in the simulated containment 
vessel compared to other PHEBUS/FP experiments that used 
SIC control rods. The organic iodine (CH3I) content in the 
gaseous iodine in the simulated containment vessel was 
approximately 5% when the fuel was damaged, the maximum 
content was approximately 30%, but was kept within 10–20% 
for an extended period afterwards (Fig. 8). Based on a 
calculation using the SOPHAEROS21) thermodynamic chemical 
equilibrium computation code, an increase in gaseous iodine 
was predicted. Furthermore, a clogged flow path was observed 
in the upstream of the simulated steam generator tube during 
the FPT-3 experiment, but it is highly probable that this was 
caused by the generation of cesium boric acid (CsBO2) and 
deposition in the tube.9) 

Figure 4   Front view of QUENCH experimental device 15)
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PHEBUS reactor, and the released radioactive materials were 
captured in a steam generator or containment vessel that 
simulated a 900 MWe PWR at a 1/5,000 scale. The 
cross-section and front view of the simulated reactor core are 
shown in Fig. 7, and the experiment matrix is shown in Table 1. 

The FPT-3 experiment aimed at investigating the influence 
of B4C pellet control rods used in EPR and was conducted in 
2004 as the fifth and final experiment in the same program. The 
main finding was the observation of a significant increase in the 
gaseous (organic) iodine content in the simulated containment 
vessel compared to other PHEBUS/FP experiments that used 
SIC control rods. The organic iodine (CH3I) content in the 
gaseous iodine in the simulated containment vessel was 
approximately 5% when the fuel was damaged, the maximum 
content was approximately 30%, but was kept within 10–20% 
for an extended period afterwards (Fig. 8). Based on a 
calculation using the SOPHAEROS21) thermodynamic chemical 
equilibrium computation code, an increase in gaseous iodine 
was predicted. Furthermore, a clogged flow path was observed 
in the upstream of the simulated steam generator tube during 
the FPT-3 experiment, but it is highly probable that this was 
caused by the generation of cesium boric acid (CsBO2) and 
deposition in the tube.9) 

Figure 5   Cross-section of simulated reactor core for QUENCH experiment 15)
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generated due to the oxidation of molten substances. However, although only a small amount of 
CH4 was generated in this experiment, it was noted that CH4 could be generated by the reaction 
of CO or CO2 with H2 at lower temperatures in the piping of the reactor coolant system 5).

The oxidation ratio in the QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 experiments was 20% and 50%, 
respectively, and the contribution rate to the total quantity of H2 generation was 2.4% and 
2.2%, respectively. The quantity of H2 generated was 0.4 kg from QUENCH-09 and 0.12 kg 
from QUENCH-07; the reason for the difference was due to the steam starvation that was 
simulated by reducing the steam flow to the test zone from 50 g/s to 3.3–0.4 g/s for 11 min 
before reflooding in the QUENCH-09 experiment, while this reduction did not occur in the 
QUENCH-07 experiment 5). A plausible explanation for the increase in hydrogen generation is 
that, when the oxidized fuel rod is left in a condition where the steam supply is limited, the ZrO2 
layer surrounding the cladding tube decreases and becomes Zr because of the reduction, which 
allows oxygen to be captured easily when the steam supply resumes 5).

5. FPT-3 Experiment (IRSN) 9, 16-18)

The FPT-3 experiment was conducted within the framework of the international severe ac-
cident research program PHEBUS/FP in the Cadarache Research Center at the initiative of 
IRSN/France and the European Community (EC). The goal was to investigate the melting of 
fuel, release of radioactive materials from fuel, and transportation of radioactive materials in 
the reactor coolant system and containment.

In the PHEBUS/FP experiment, 20 fuel rods (1 m long) and one simulated control rod 
were heated by nuclear fission in the PHEBUS reactor, and the released radioactive materials 
were captured in a steam generator or containment vessel that simulated a 900 MWe PWR at 
a 1/5,000 scale. The cross-section and front view of the simulated reactor core are shown in 
Figure 7, and the experiment matrix is shown in Table 1.

The FPT-3 experiment aimed at investigating the influence of B4C pellet control rods used 
in EPR and was conducted in 2004 as the fifth and final experiment in the same program. The 
main finding was the observation of a significant increase in the gaseous (organic) iodine con-
tent in the simulated containment vessel compared to other PHEBUS/FP experiments that used 
S-I-C control rods. The organic iodine (CH3I) content in the gaseous iodine in the simulated 
containment vessel was approximately 5% when the fuel was damaged, the maximum con-
tent was approximately 30%, but was kept within 10–20% for an extended period afterwards 
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Fig. 6  Comparison of cross-sections of simulated reactor core after QUENCH heating experiment between for presence and absence of B4C9) 

 

 
Fig. 7  Cross-section and front view of simulated reactor core for PHEBUS/FP experiment16) 

 
 

Table 1 PHEBUS/FP experiment matrix 

 Fresh Fuel + Irradiated Fuel 
+ Number of Control Rods 

Fuel 
Burnup 

(GWd/tU) 
Atmosphere Containment Sump Water 

Condition Date of Test 

FPT-0 20 + 0 +1SIC 0 Steam pH 5,Not Boiling 12/2, 1993 
FPT-1 2 + 18 + 1SIC 〜23 Steam pH 5,Not Boiling 7/26,1996 

FPT-2 2 + 18 + 1SIC 〜32 Reductive Atmosphere + Boric 
Acid pH 9,Boiling 10/12, 2000 

FPT-3 2 + 18 + 1B4C 〜24 Steam pH 5,Boiling 11/18, 2004 
FPT-4 Debris bed 〜38 Steam + H2 ― 7/22, 1999 
 without control rod     
SIC: silver indium cadmium. 
 
 
 

6. BECARRE Experiment (IRSN)19) 
The BECARRE experiment was conducted during the 

period from 2005 to 2010 within the framework of IRSN’s 
International Source Term Program (ISTP) with the objective of 

investigating the oxidation of B4C pellets or B4C−stainless steel 
eutectic molten material, the degradation process of B4C control 
rods, and the challenges faced during the FPT-3 experiment 
(generation of CH4 due to oxidation of B4C).

Figure 6    Comparison of cross-sections of simulated reactor core after QUENCH heating experiment between 
for presence and absence of B4C 9)
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(Figure 8). Based on a calculation using the SOPHAEROS 21) thermodynamic chemical equi-
librium computation code, an increase in gaseous iodine was predicted. Furthermore, a clogged 
flow path was observed in the upstream of the simulated steam generator tube during the FPT-3 
experiment, but it is highly probable that this was caused by the generation of cesium boric acid 
(CsBO2) and deposition in the tube 9).

6. BECARRE Experiment (IRSN) 19)

The BECARRE experiment was conducted during the period from 2005 to 2010 within the 
framework of IRSN’s International Source Term Program (ISTP) with the objective of investi-
gating the oxidation of B4C pellets or B4C-stainless steel eutectic molten material, the collapse 
process of B4C control rods, and the challenges faced during the FPT-3 experiment (generation 
of CH4 due to oxidation of B4C). 

The test zone of the BECARRE experimental device is shown in Figure 9. In this exper-
iment, the 0.6 m long an array of B4C pellets in a stainless steel cladding tube and zircalloy 
control rod guide tube were heated up to 1,953 K.

The main findings were the increase in CO and CO2 generation as a result of the oxidation 
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Fig. 7  Cross-section and front view of simulated reactor core for PHEBUS/FP experiment16) 
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 Fresh Fuel + Irradiated Fuel 
+ Number of Control Rods 
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Burnup 

(GWd/tU) 
Atmosphere Containment Sump Water 

Condition Date of Test 

FPT-0 20 + 0 +1SIC 0 Steam pH 5,Not Boiling 12/2, 1993 
FPT-1 2 + 18 + 1SIC 〜23 Steam pH 5,Not Boiling 7/26,1996 

FPT-2 2 + 18 + 1SIC 〜32 Reductive Atmosphere + Boric 
Acid pH 9,Boiling 10/12, 2000 

FPT-3 2 + 18 + 1B4C 〜24 Steam pH 5,Boiling 11/18, 2004 
FPT-4 Debris bed 〜38 Steam + H2 ― 7/22, 1999 
 without control rod     
SIC: silver indium cadmium. 
 
 
 

6. BECARRE Experiment (IRSN)19) 
The BECARRE experiment was conducted during the 

period from 2005 to 2010 within the framework of IRSN’s 
International Source Term Program (ISTP) with the objective of 

investigating the oxidation of B4C pellets or B4C−stainless steel 
eutectic molten material, the degradation process of B4C control 
rods, and the challenges faced during the FPT-3 experiment 
(generation of CH4 due to oxidation of B4C).

Figure 7   Cross-section and front view of simulated reactor core for PHEBUS/FP experiment 16)

Table 1   PHEBUS/FP experiment matrix

Fresh Fuel + Irradiated Fuel 
+ Number of Control Rods

Fuel 
Burnup 

(GWd/tU)
Atmosphere Containment Sump 

Water Condition Date of Test

FPT-0 20 + 0 +1S-I-C 0 Steam pH 5, Not Boiling 12/2, 1993

FPT-1 2 + 18 + 1S-I-C 〜23 Steam pH 5, Not Boiling 7/26, 1996

FPT-2 2 + 18 + 1S-I-C 〜32 Reductive Atmosphere 
+ Boric Acid pH 9, Boiling 10/12, 2000

FPT-3 2 + 18 + 1B4C 〜24 Steam pH 5, Boiling 11/18, 2004

FPT-4 Debris bed
without control rod 〜38 Steam + H2 ― 7/22, 1999

S-I-C: silver indium cadmium

(b)(a)
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（ISTP：International Source Term Program）の枠組み
の中で 2005～2010年に実施された。BECARRE実験装
置のテスト部を Fig. 9に示す。実験では，ステンレス被
覆管とジルカロイ制御棒案内管から構成される長さ 0.6 m
の B4Cペレットが 1,953 Kまで加熱された。
主な結果として，B4Cの酸化によって COや CO2の発

生量が増加し，これにより水蒸気中の酸素が消費された結
果，ステンレス酸化による H2発生量が減少した。しかし
ながら，CH4はほとんど観測されなかった。その原因を
調べるために機構論的な検討を実施し，BECARRE実験
のような低圧条件（2 bar）では CH4は生成しづらく，1,500 
K, 100 bar以上で CH4が生成しやすくなることを見い出
して19），同実験で CH4生成がわずかであったことを裏付
けた。

また，B4Cの酸化については，粘性が低い B4Cとステ
ンレス被覆管の共晶溶融物が，制御棒被覆管内面と B4C
ペレット間を流下し，制御棒下部（1,073～1,173 K）付近
で固化して，それより上部の未酸化 B4Cを覆ったのに
加え，外側の Zr制御棒案内管が未酸化 B4Cと水蒸気の接
触を制限した結果，制御棒損壊直後の B4C酸化に伴う H2

発生量の増加はわずかとなったとの解釈を与えた19）。
BECARRE実験装置テスト部の昇温実験後の径方向断面
写真を Fig. 10に示す。

Fig. 8 FPT-3実験の模擬格納容器中で観測された無機ヨウ素と有機ヨウ素の割合の経時変化17）

Table 2　PHEBUS/FP実験の模擬格納容器内におけるガ
ス状ヨウ素の（燃料から放出された量に対する）割
合に関する測定値と SOPHAEROS解析との比
較18）

Basic analysis Experiment

Total volatile iodine （％ i.b.i.）a）

FPT-0 ～2.6 2
FPT-1 ～0.052 ＜1
FPT-2-case Ab） ～0.03 ＜0.1
FPT-2-case Bb） ～9
FPT-3 ～18 ～27

a）　 Released from the bundle, which reaches the containment in the
gaseous （as HI） and vapour form （as SnI2, SnI4, I2MoO2 or others）.

b）　 Cases A and B correspond respectively to assumed non-limited and 
limited Cd release kinetics. Fig. 9 BECARRE実験装置のテスト部19）

Table 2    Comparison of measurements and SOPHAEROS analyses on the percentage of gaseous iodine (to the 
quantity released from fuel) in simulated containment vessel in PHEBUS/FP experiment 18)

a) Released from the bundle, which reaches the containment vessel in gaseous (as 
HI) and vapor form (as SnI2, SnI4, I2MoO2 or others).

b) Cases A and B correspond respectively to assumed non-limited and limited Cd 
release kinetics.
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The test zone of the BECARRE experimental device is shown 
in Fig. 9. In this experiment, the 0.6 m long B4C pellets 
consisting of a stainless steel cladding tube and zircalloy 
control rod guide tube were heated up to 1953 K. 

The main findings were the increase in CO and CO2 
generation as a result of the oxidation of B4C and the decrease 
in H2 generation due to the consumption of oxygen by B4C. 
However, almost no CH4 was observed. A study based on the 
thermochemical equilibrium theory for this outcome found that 
CH4 generation hardly occurs under the low pressure conditions 
(2 bar) that existed during the BECARRE experiment, but 
occurs readily at temperatures and pressures exceeding 1500 K 
and 100 bar, respectively,19) which supported the very low CH4 
generation observed in the experiment. 
 
Table 2  Comparison of measurements and SOPHAEROS analyses on the 

percentage of gaseous iodine (to the quantity released from fuel) in 
simulated containment in PHEBUS/FP experiment18) 

 
a) Released from the bundle, which reaches the containment vessel in gaseous 

(as HI) and vapor form (as SnI2, SnI4, I2MoO2 or others). 
b) Cases A and B correspond respectively to assumed non-limited and limited Cd 

release kinetics. 
 
 

Concerning the oxidation of B4C, the molten materials 
prepared by the eutectic reaction between low viscosity B4C 
and the stainless steel cladding flowed down between the inner 
surface of the SS cladding tube and outer surface of the B4C 

pellets, and solidified at the location where the temperature was 
1073 – 1173 K. As a result, not much unoxidized B4C located 
above the solidification point was oxidized. In addition, the Zr 
control rod guide tube that surrounds the SS cladding 
obstructed contact between unoxidized B4C and steam. 
Consequently, hydrogen generation by B4C oxidation was 
limited.19) A photo of the radial cross-section after the heating 
experiment on the test zone of the BECARRE experimental 
device is shown in Fig. 10. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Test zone of BECARRE experimental device19) 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 8 Time-dependent changes in percentage of inorganic iodine and organic iodine observed in simulated containment of FPT-3 experiment17)  

 
  

Figure 8    Time-dependent changes in percentage of inorganic iodine and organic iodine observed in simulated 
containment vessel of FPT-3 experiment 17)
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control rod guide tube that surrounds the SS cladding 
obstructed contact between unoxidized B4C and steam. 
Consequently, hydrogen generation by B4C oxidation was 
limited.19) A photo of the radial cross-section after the heating 
experiment on the test zone of the BECARRE experimental 
device is shown in Fig. 10. 
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Figure 9   Test zone of BECARRE experimental device 19)
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of B4C and the decrease in H2 generation due to the consumption of oxygen by B4C. However, 
almost no CH4 was observed. A study based on the thermochemical equilibrium theory for this 
outcome found that CH4 generation hardly occurs under the low pressure conditions (2 bar) 
that existed during the BECARRE experiment, but occurs readily at temperatures and pressures 
exceeding 1,500 K and 100 bar, respectively 19), which supported the very low CH4 generation 
observed in the experiment.

Concerning the oxidation of B4C, the low viscosity molten materials formed by the eutectic 
reaction between B4C and the stainless steel cladding flowed down between the inner surface 
of the stainless steel (SS) cladding tube and outer surface of the B4C pellets, and solidified at 
the lower part of the cladding tube where the temperature was 1,073–1,173 K. As a result, not 
much unoxidized B4C located above the solidification point was oxidized. In addition, the Zr 
control rod guide tube that surrounds the SS cladding obstructed contact between unoxidized 
B4C and steam. Consequently, hydrogen generation by B4C oxidation was limited 19). A photo 
of the radial cross-section after the heating experiment on the test zone of the BECARRE 
experimental device is shown in Figure 10.

7. Other Individual Effects Tests

FZK Germany conducted QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 experiments, and the Boron 
Carbide Oxidation (BOX) experiment during the period from 1998 to 2002 to investigate the 
oxidation behavior of B4C under high temperatures in the COLOSS (core loss during a severe 
accident) program 22), conducted in support of the FPT-3 experiments at the initiative of IRSN 
as an EC project 8, 23). 

In the experiment, the B4C specimens (pellets fabricated by FRAMATOME/France, CO-
DEX/Hungary, ESK/Germany, and powder by ESK/Germany) were heated in an inert atmo-
sphere, and the generated gases (H2, CO, CO2, and CH4) were measured by supplying a steam 
flow after the target temperature was reached. The quantity of generation was in the order of H2 
> CO2 > CO > CH4. More gas was generated from the powder than from the pellets. H2 gener-
ation increased in proportion to the temperature in the range of 800–1,400°C, and conversely, 
CH4 generation reached maximum at 800°C. According to the thermodynamic equilibrium 
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Fig. 10  Photo of radial cross-section after heating experiment at 

31.1cm in height from bottom of BECARRE experiment 
testing zone (areas surrounded by square frame are locations of 

EPMA analysis)19) 
 

7. Other Separate Effect Tests 
FZK Germany conducted QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 

experiments, and the Boron Carbide Oxidation (BOX) 
experiment during the period from 1998 to 2002 to investigate 
the oxidation behavior of B4C under high temperatures in the 
COLOSS (core loss during a severe accident) program,22) 
conducted in support of the FPT-3 experiments at the initiative 
of IRSN as an EC project.8,23)  

In the experiment, the B4C specimens (pellets by 
FRAMATOME/France, CODEX/Hungary, ESK/Germany, and 
powder by ESK/Germany) were heated in an inert atmosphere, 
and the generated gases (H2, CO, CO2, and CH4) were 
measured by supplying a steam flow after the target 
temperature was reached. The quantity of generation was in the 
order of H2>CO2>CO>CH4. More gas was generated from the 
powder than from the pellets. H2 generation increased in 
proportion to the temperature in the range of 800–1400°C, and 
conversely, CH4 generation reached maximum at 800 °C. 
According to the thermodynamic equilibrium calculation, CH4 
generation accelerates at temperatures below 700 °C, while CO 
and CO2 generation are predominant at temperatures above this 
value. The transition temperature from CH4 generation to CO 
and CO2 generation was dependent on the oxygen potential, and 
it shifted toward the high temperature side as the H2 

concentration increased. Furthermore, the generation of gaseous 
HBO2 and B2O3 increased at temperatures over 1200 °C. 

Nagase et al. of the former Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute (JAERI) conducted experimental research on the 
eutectic reaction between B4C in the form of powder or pellets 
and stainless steel (SUS304) in the temperature range of 1073–
1623 K.24) They discovered that the reaction speed of B4C (MP 
2620 K) and SUS304 (MP 1673–1723 K) approximately 
followed the Arrhenius type of reaction. The reaction speed 
between 1473 K and 1498 K was noncontiguous due to the 
formation of a liquid layer on the contacting surface of B4C and 
SUS304, and liquification was significantly accelerated near the 
contacting surface above 1498 K. In addition, the reaction 
speed of powder B4C was higher than that of pellet B4C. 

Furthermore, Minato conducted a thermodynamic 
chemical equilibrium calculation on the chemical form of 
iodine and Cs in the reactor cooling system under severe 
accident conditions and predicted CsBO2 generation.25) In the 
Wide Range Piping Integrity Demonstration (WIND) study, 
Shibazaki et al. confirmed by experiment that CsI changes to 
CsBO2, which has a slightly lower steam pressure than CsI in 
the presence of boric acid, and the amount of deposition in the 
pipe increased compared to the experiment conducted in the 
absence of boric acid.26)  
 
IV. Experimental Research on Influence of SIC 

Control Materials 
 

In the case of SIC absorbers, there is a high possibility that, 
in the event of a severe accident, the Cd (MT 594 K, BT 1040 
K) gasifies and In (MT 430 K, BT 2346 K) liquifies before 
fracture of the cladding tube of the control rod, and when the 
cladding tube of the control rods fractures (1550–1620 K), these 
elements will blow out as a liquid aerosol.2) Ag (MT 1235 K, 
BT 2483 K) is considered to be released a little later due to a 
slightly higher melting point.2) Figure 11 shows a picture of the 
blown out SIC that solidified in the bottom zone of the 
simulated fuel bundle after a fracture of the cladding tube of the 
SIC control rod (observed in QUENCH-13 experiment). It 
should be noted that the particles of Ag, In, and Cd that were 
released in the reactor as aerosols captured the radioactive 
material and increased deposition on the reactor cooling system 
piping. 

Regarding the relationship with iodine, it was explained 
that Cd changed to CdI2 and condensed in the heat transfer tube 
of the steam generator. In addition, Ag formed insoluble AgI 
and inhibited the revolatilization of iodine with the containment 
sump water. 
 

 

 
Fig. 11 View of blown out Ag, In, and Cd by fracture of cladding tube for SIC control rod solidified in the bottom of simulated fuel bundle 

 (observed in QUENCH-13 experiment)2) 

Figure 10    Photo of radial cross-section after heating experiment at 31.1 cm in height from bottom of 
BECARRE experiment testing zone (areas surrounded by square frame are locations of EPMA 
analysis) 19)
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calculation, CH4 generation accelerates at temperatures below 700°C, while CO and CO2 gen-
eration are predominant at temperatures above this value. The transition temperature from CH4 

generation predominant to CO + CO2 generation predominant was dependent on the oxygen 
potential, and it shifted toward the high temperature side as the H2 concentration increased. Fur-
thermore, the generation of gaseous HBO2 and B2O3 increased at temperatures over 1,200°C.

Nagase et al. of the former Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) conducted 
experimental research on the eutectic reaction between B4C in the form of powder or pellets 
and stainless steel (SUS304) in the temperature range of 1,073–1,623 K 24). They discovered 
that the reaction speed of B4C (MP 2,620 K) and SUS304 (MP 1,673–1,723 K) approximately 
followed the Arrhenius type of reaction. The reaction speed between 1,473 K and 1,498 K 
was noncontiguous due to the formation of a liquid layer on the contacting surface of B4C 
and SUS304, and liquification was significantly accelerated near the contacting surface above 
1,498 K. In addition, the reaction speed of powder B4C was higher than that of pellet B4C.

Furthermore, Minato conducted a thermodynamic chemical equilibrium calculation on the 
chemical form of iodine and Cs in the reactor cooling system under severe accident conditions 
and predicted CsBO2 generation 25). In the Wide Range Piping Integrity Demonstration (WIND) 
study, Shibazaki et al. confirmed by experiment that CsI changes to CsBO2, which has a slightly 
lower vapor pressure than CsI in the presence of boric acid, and the amount of deposition in the 
pipe increased compared to the experiment conducted in the absence of boric acid 26). 

IV. Experimental Research on Influence of S-I-C Control 
Materials

In the case of S-I-C absorbers, there is a high possibility that, in the event of a severe acci-
dent, the Cd (MT 594 K, BT 1,040 K) gasifies and In (MT 430 K, BT 2,346 K) liquifies before 
fracture of the cladding tube of the control rod, and when the cladding tube of the control rods 
fractures (1,550–1,620 K), these elements will blow out as a liquid aerosol 2). Ag (MT 1,235 K, 
BT 2,483 K) is considered to be released a little later due to a slightly higher melting point 2). 
Figure 11 shows a picture of the blown out S-I-C that solidified in the bottom zone of the 
simulated fuel bundle after a fracture of the cladding tube of the S-I-C control rod (observed 
in QUENCH-13 experiment). It should be noted that the particles of Ag, In, and Cd that were 
released in the reactor as aerosols captured the radioactive material and increased deposition on 
the reactor cooling system piping.

Regarding the relationship with iodine, it was explained that Cd changed to CdI2 and 
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7. Other Separate Effect Tests 
FZK Germany conducted QUENCH-07 and QUENCH-09 

experiments, and the Boron Carbide Oxidation (BOX) 
experiment during the period from 1998 to 2002 to investigate 
the oxidation behavior of B4C under high temperatures in the 
COLOSS (core loss during a severe accident) program,22) 
conducted in support of the FPT-3 experiments at the initiative 
of IRSN as an EC project.8,23)  

In the experiment, the B4C specimens (pellets by 
FRAMATOME/France, CODEX/Hungary, ESK/Germany, and 
powder by ESK/Germany) were heated in an inert atmosphere, 
and the generated gases (H2, CO, CO2, and CH4) were 
measured by supplying a steam flow after the target 
temperature was reached. The quantity of generation was in the 
order of H2>CO2>CO>CH4. More gas was generated from the 
powder than from the pellets. H2 generation increased in 
proportion to the temperature in the range of 800–1400°C, and 
conversely, CH4 generation reached maximum at 800 °C. 
According to the thermodynamic equilibrium calculation, CH4 
generation accelerates at temperatures below 700 °C, while CO 
and CO2 generation are predominant at temperatures above this 
value. The transition temperature from CH4 generation to CO 
and CO2 generation was dependent on the oxygen potential, and 
it shifted toward the high temperature side as the H2 

concentration increased. Furthermore, the generation of gaseous 
HBO2 and B2O3 increased at temperatures over 1200 °C. 

Nagase et al. of the former Japan Atomic Energy Research 
Institute (JAERI) conducted experimental research on the 
eutectic reaction between B4C in the form of powder or pellets 
and stainless steel (SUS304) in the temperature range of 1073–
1623 K.24) They discovered that the reaction speed of B4C (MP 
2620 K) and SUS304 (MP 1673–1723 K) approximately 
followed the Arrhenius type of reaction. The reaction speed 
between 1473 K and 1498 K was noncontiguous due to the 
formation of a liquid layer on the contacting surface of B4C and 
SUS304, and liquification was significantly accelerated near the 
contacting surface above 1498 K. In addition, the reaction 
speed of powder B4C was higher than that of pellet B4C. 

Furthermore, Minato conducted a thermodynamic 
chemical equilibrium calculation on the chemical form of 
iodine and Cs in the reactor cooling system under severe 
accident conditions and predicted CsBO2 generation.25) In the 
Wide Range Piping Integrity Demonstration (WIND) study, 
Shibazaki et al. confirmed by experiment that CsI changes to 
CsBO2, which has a slightly lower steam pressure than CsI in 
the presence of boric acid, and the amount of deposition in the 
pipe increased compared to the experiment conducted in the 
absence of boric acid.26)  
 
IV. Experimental Research on Influence of SIC 

Control Materials 
 

In the case of SIC absorbers, there is a high possibility that, 
in the event of a severe accident, the Cd (MT 594 K, BT 1040 
K) gasifies and In (MT 430 K, BT 2346 K) liquifies before 
fracture of the cladding tube of the control rod, and when the 
cladding tube of the control rods fractures (1550–1620 K), these 
elements will blow out as a liquid aerosol.2) Ag (MT 1235 K, 
BT 2483 K) is considered to be released a little later due to a 
slightly higher melting point.2) Figure 11 shows a picture of the 
blown out SIC that solidified in the bottom zone of the 
simulated fuel bundle after a fracture of the cladding tube of the 
SIC control rod (observed in QUENCH-13 experiment). It 
should be noted that the particles of Ag, In, and Cd that were 
released in the reactor as aerosols captured the radioactive 
material and increased deposition on the reactor cooling system 
piping. 

Regarding the relationship with iodine, it was explained 
that Cd changed to CdI2 and condensed in the heat transfer tube 
of the steam generator. In addition, Ag formed insoluble AgI 
and inhibited the revolatilization of iodine with the containment 
sump water. 
 

 

 
Fig. 11 View of blown out Ag, In, and Cd by fracture of cladding tube for SIC control rod solidified in the bottom of simulated fuel bundle 

 (observed in QUENCH-13 experiment)2) Figure 11    View of blown out Ag, In, and Cd by fracture of cladding tube for S-I-C control rod solidified in the 
bottom of simulated fuel bundle (observed in QUENCH-13 experiment) 2)
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condensed in the heat transfer tube of the steam generator. In addition, Ag formed insoluble 
AgI and inhibited the revolatilization of iodine from the containment sump water.

Additionally, Mo that was generated through nuclear fission formed Cs2MoO4 first, and then 
increased the amount of Cs deposition in the pipe. Furthermore, the possibility of generating 
CsOH, which was previously considered to be a typical chemical form of Cs, was indicated by the 
reaction of Cs2MoO4 with water 27). On the other hand, in the case of the B4C control rod, it was 
noted that not much Cs2MoO4 was generated due to consumption by the generation of CsBO2

 18).
A comparison of the influences of S-I-C and B4C absorbers on the reactor melting process 

investigated in sections III and IV are listed in Table 3.

V. Discussion
1. Weight Ratio of B4C and Stainless Steel

According to the DF-4 experiment, most of the B4C relocated to the lower part of reactor 
core without being oxidized, and no reaction with iodine was observed before the relocation. 
This is considered to be due to the relocation of B4C from a high temperature zone to a low 
temperature zone by being captured by the molten stainless steel after the complete melting 
of B4C due to a eutectic reaction with stainless steel. In the reactor core of a BWR, the ratio 
of stainless steel to B4C is high. Therefore, it is highly probable that the generation of a large 
amount of organic iodine that was observed in the FPT-3 experiment, in which the B4C control 
rod was simulated, did not take place.  

The weight ratio of B4C to stainless steel could be an important factor in the process of col-
lapse of pellet-type B4C or powder-type B4C control rod blades. The ratio of stainless steel (den-
sity 7.8 g/cm3) to B4C (density 2.5 g/cm3) is approximately 3.5 (volumes of the two are almost 
equal) in the FPT-3 experiment and EPR, while that of BWR5/GE is approximately 10. Where 
the percentage of stainless steel is high, based on the experience in the DF-4 experiment, most 
of the B4C will melt into the stainless steel (due to the eutectic reaction) and will be relocated to 
the low temperature zone in the lower part of the reactor keeping these conditions. Where the 

Table 3   Comparison of influence of S-I-C and B4C absorbers on reactor melting process
PWR (S-I-C Control Rod) BWR (B4C Control Rod)

Failure Temperature 
of Control Rod 1,550–1,620 K 1,520 K

Behavior of absorbers 
immediately after 
failure

Cd (MT 594 K, BT 1,040 K) gasifies and In (MT 
430 K, BT 2,346 K) liquifies inside before failure 
of the cladding tube of control rod and blows out 
as an aerosol when the cladded tube of the control 
rods failures. Ag (MT 1,235 K, BT 2,483 K) is 
released a little later.

The control rods, consisting of B4C (MT 2,620 K) 
and stainless steel (MT 1,673–1,723 K), liquify 
at a temperature lower than the melting points 
due to the eutectic reaction and start to collapse. 
The weight ratio of B4C to stainless steel varies 
depending on whether B4C is in powder or pellet 
form, and B4C oxidation is influenced by steam.

Influence on source 
terms

Ag, In, and Cd are released into the reactor in the 
form of aerosols, the particles grow by capturing 
FP and accelerate the deposition in the cooling 
system piping. In  relation to iodine, Cd changes 
its chemical form to CdI2 and condenses in the 
steam generator tubes. Ag forms insoluble AgI 
and inhibits the generation of volatile iodine in 
the containment vessel.

HBO2 generated by the oxidation of B4C 
combines with Cs and forms CsBO2, which 
increases the quantity of Cs deposition. 
Furthermore, CH4 generated through oxidation 
of B4C or the reaction of H2 with CO or CO2 
reacts with HI or I2 and forms organic iodine 
(CH3I), which increases the source terms (one of 
the causes is the absence of Ag that inhibits the 
volatilization of iodine).

Main chemical forms AgI, CdI2, Cs2MoO4, CsI CsBO2, CH3I, CsI, HI 18)
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ratio is low, as in the FPT-3 experiment, the integrity of most of the B4C is maintained in the re-
actor core, and it is highly probable that the B4C is oxidized by steam. Furthermore, during the 
oxidation process, release of iodine and Cs occurs almost at the same time, and it is necessary to 
consider the influence of these releases. In the BECARRE experiment, the reason why the B4C 
pellets were not oxidized to any great extent was because, in addition to the highest temperature 
of 1,953 K, which was lower than that of the FPT-3 experiment, the absence of fuel rods in the 
periphery also differed from the configuration of the FPT-3 experiment 19).

Thus, the findings of the experiments using powder- and pellet-type B4C are different. There-
fore, great care must be taken when making predictions using different results. Furthermore, 
in the FPT-2 experiments with mixed boron in steam, the generation of gaseous iodine was not 
observed. This requires detailed study in the future.

2. Generation Ratio of Organic Iodine

Not all of the results of the PHEBUS/FPT-3 experiment have yet been disclosed (as of Oct. 
2014). An estimation was conducted on the percentage of gaseous inorganic iodine and organic 
iodine in the containment vessel under severe accident conditions by using the release of almost 
100% of the iodine from fuel, as in the FPT-0 experiment, and the information contained in 
Table 2. Where the fractional release rate of iodine from the fuel in the FPT-3 experiment is 
assumed to be 100%, the percentage of gaseous iodine in the containment vessel is 27% of 
the reactor core inventory according to Table 2, and the percentage of organic iodine in the 
containment vessel is approximately 30%, as shown in Figure 8. Consequently, a maximum of 
about 8% (i.e., 27% × 0.3) of organic iodine and about 19% of inorganic iodine was present in 
the containment vessel at the time in the FPT-3 experiment.

Table 4 shows a comparison of the “Guidelines for Safety Evaluation (hypothetical acci-
dent, loss-of-coolant accident condition)” 28) in Japan with the evaluation results of the FPT-3 
experiment. This table indicates that the percentage of organic iodine in the current “Guidelines 
for Safety Evaluation” is slightly lower than that obtained in the FPT-3 experiment. However, it 
is considered too early to adopt this comparison as a basis for making any decision, especially 
in consideration of the arguments posed in section V-1 as well.  

Recently, in the site evaluation guideline subcommittee of the former Nuclear Safety Com-
mission, there was an argument about changing the percentage of organic iodine in the iodine 
released in the containment from 10% to 1%, with reference to the insights from E.C. Beahm, 
et. al., bibliography item 10 that the percentage of organic iodine in gaseous iodine is generally 
less than 1% and that of the new source terms from NUREG-1465 of USNRC 29) (Organic 

Table 4    Comparison of “Guidelines for Safety Evaluation (hypothetical accident, loss-of-coolant accident 
condition)” and the FPT-3 experiment 28) 

Guidelines for Safety Evaluation (hypothetical accident, loss-of-
coolant accident condition) FPT-3 Experiment

Percentage of iodine released in the containment vessel: 50% Percentage of release from fuel 100 % a)

Inorganic iodine: 50% (fractional release rate) × 0.9 = 45% Not disclosed
45 % × 0.5 (deposition rate in containment vessel) = 22.5% Deposition rate in containment vessel: Not disclosed
Gaseous inorganic iodine
22.5% ÷ 100 (gas-liquid partition coefficient) = 0.225% Approx. 19%
Organic iodine: 50% (fractional release rate) × 0.1 = 5% Approx. 8%
Total gaseous iodine: 0.225% +5% = 5.23% Approx. 27%

a)  The data from the FPT-0 experiment was adopted as a reference because the iodine release rate from the fuel in the FPT-3 experiment 
had not been disclosed as of Oct. 2014.
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iodine is 3% of inorganic iodine) 30). However, while this change may be appropriate for PWRs, 
further detailed studies are necessary for application to BWRs.

VI. Summary
B4C used as absorber of control rods for reactors including BWR, EPR, and VVER, causes a 

phenomenon during a severe accident that is not observed in PWR, in which silver-indium-cad-
mium (S-I-C) absorbers are widely used, and may influence the reactor core melting process, 
H2 generation quantity, source terms, and other processes. The following insights have been 
acquired from previous experimental studies:

- During the reactor core melting process, B4C causes a eutectic reaction with stainless 
steel-cladding tubes, which liquefies the stainless steel at temperatures less than the melt-
ing point of stainless steel and accelerates melting of the reactor core.

- When B4C is oxidized, similar to the oxidation reaction of Zr, reaction heat and H2 are 
generated. Furthermore, most of the separated C changes to CO or CO2, and some to CH4. 
The observed CH4 generation in the examination of individual effects was minimal, but 
an unignorable quantity of organic iodine (CH3I) was observed by the combination of 
CH4 and iodine (HI or I2) in the FPT-3 experiment, which was an integrated experiment. 
Currently, the processes that generate CH4 and CH3I when the oxidation of B4C and re-
lease of iodine occur simultaneously are not sufficiently understood.

- The metaboric acid (HBO2) produced during the oxidation of B4C generates cesium boric 
acid (CsBO2), which increases the deposition of Cs in the reactor coolant system. 

Thus, insights have been obtained for several individual phenomena, but the real system-lev-
el behavior is not sufficiently understood. The most pressing subject we need to investigate 
is how the differences in shape and surface area between powder B4C control rod blades and 
pellet B4C control rods, and the difference in weight ratio of B4C and stainless steel, affect the 
actual progress of melting, B4C oxidation, chemical formation of radioactive materials, and 
release into the environment. It is also expected that further research in this field will provide 
useful knowledge and insights for reducing uncertainty in understanding how melting of the 
reactor core progresses and the source terms in the accident at Fukushima, and for establishing 
the ratio of organic iodine in the safety evaluation.

The author is grateful to Dr. Dana Auburn Powers of Sandia National Laboratories (SNL) 
US and Dr. Bernard Clément of the Institut de radioprotection et de sûreté nucléaire (IRSN) 
France who kindly gave him valuable suggestions and comments regarding the differences in 
the melting behavior of powder B4C control rod blades and pellet B4C control rods. 
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Survey of Tsuruga Inhabitants Concerning 
Radiation and Its Risks
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The Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident has led to changes in the acceptance of nuclear 
power in many people. The authors conducted an opinion survey of 300 adult inhabitants of 
Tsuruga city in Fukui Prefecture, Japan. The aim of this survey is to obtain people’s opinions 
concerning radiation and its risks. Authors classified Tsuruga inhabitants on the basis of respons-
es to questions on the concept and knowledge of risk and the cognition of radiation by factor 
and cluster analyses of multivariable analysis. Using the results of these analyses, Tsuruga in-
habitants have been assigned to five categories: “acceptance group,” “anxiety group,” and three 
intermediate groups.

KEYWORDS: opinion survey, Tsuruga City, ionizing radiation, health effect, risk communi-
cation, low dose, co evolution

I. Introduction
The accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plants in the wake of the Great East 

Japan Earthquake (hereinafter called the “Fukushima Accident”), on March 11, 2011, released 
radioactive materials into the environment and, consequently, forced local residents to evacuate 
the area. The released radioactive materials had an impact not only on the local residents but 
also, more or less, on society as a whole and aroused nationwide interest and concern.

Since 2013, the authors have undertaken practical research activities in Tsuruga City, Fukui 
Prefecture, concerning the health risks of low-dose radiation through an association with and 
the cooperation of Tsuruga City residents 1). This activity aims to model a new risk commu-
nication method and establish its implementation concerning the health effects of low-dose 
radiation, which has become a social issue after the Fukushima Accident. As a part of this study 
activity, we conducted an awareness survey (hereinafter called the “Survey”) of residents in 
Tsuruga to understand their attitudes towards radiation and the notion of the “level of risk” (this 
refers to the meaning of the term “risk”).
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II. Survey Overview
1. Purpose of the Survey

The purpose of the survey is to ascertain the awareness of risks and the level of knowledge 
on radiation among residents of Tsuruga City, an area where nuclear power plants are located 
(hereinafter called the “Power Plant Located Area”), after the Fukushima Accident. In the sur-
vey, we first try to ascertain the level of knowledge and perception of radiation and low-dose 
exposure among residents as well as their awareness of the associated impacts (e.g. what imag-
es are brought to mind and how they think about them). Considering the current status where 
such impacts are observed daily, we think that we will be able to measure the level of awareness 
with high sensitivity by asking questions related to everyday life. Diet is an essential part of 
life, and, therefore, interest in food and radiation has increased after the Fukushima Accident. 
Therefore, we decided to study awareness of the health effects of low-dose radiation together 
with the degree of awareness of food contamination and the notion of risk. We think that by 
obtaining responses about these issues and exploring the relationship between them will allow 
us to obtain substantial information. 

However, it should be noted that there are variations in the interpretation of the notion of risk 
and it is hard to say that the notion of risk is unambiguously recognized as a common concept. 
This study is intended to explore how far the subjects recognize the concept of risk and how 
they interpret the concept and to focus on the relationship between the their awareness towards 
the risk concept and the radiation. 

2. Overview of Relevant Awareness Surveys 

In order to develop survey questions, we examined awareness surveys previously performed 
in Japan as reference materials. Table 1 shows representative awareness surveys for which 
results and survey forms are open to the public. 

In surveys on radiation and radioactivity 2-4) performed before the Fukushima Accident, the 
focus was placed on understanding people’s knowledge and attitudes to radiation. In 2012, after 
the accident, awareness surveys were conducted with residents of Fukushima City as subjects. 
These included one to help promote reconstruction plans in Fukushima Prefecture, including 
radiation reduction measures 6), and one to determine residents’ awareness of decontamination 
implementation plans 7). In these surveys, questions were given under the assumption that radi-
ation exposure, depending on the level, could potentially influence the health of residents. Also, 
an awareness survey concerning the Fukushima Accident 8, 9) included questions on radiation and 
radioactivity. Countless awareness surveys, performed before and after the Fukushima Acci-
dent 10, 11) regarding nuclear power in general, included questions on radiation. Awareness surveys 
on food safety 12-14) performed after the Fukushima Accident focus on consumer consciousness 
of radiation and low-dose exposure. However, in many of these surveys, the questions were 
restricted and, therefore, the results are superficial. In previous studies 15-27), no questions were 
asked in relation to public awareness of the effects of exposure to low-dose radiation or the level 
of public knowledge on the notion of risk. Such questions are asked in this study for the first time.

3. Survey Structure

We analyzed previous study examples and designed and created a questionnaire and survey 
method. The structure of the survey is as follows.  
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Table 1   Overview of relevant awareness surveys
Survey date Surveyed area Main surveyed items Items related to radioactivity Reference

Radiation/ 
Radioactivity

1963 Nationwide Radiation/Radioactivity Knowledge and interest 2)
2001 Nationwide Radiation/Radioactivity Perception and knowledge 3)

2001 Service areas of the Kansai 
Electric Power  Radiation/Radioactivity Risks, perception and 

concerns 4)

2012 Service areas of the Kansai 
Electric Power Radiation/Radioactivity Knowledge, education and 

perception 5)

2012
Fukushima City (including 
those who evacuated the 
city)

The Fukushima Accident 
and Radiation/Radioactivity

Concerns and response actions 
after the Fukushima Accident 6)

2013 Fukushima Prefecture Decontamination 
implementation plans

Radiation exposure level and 
effects on health 7)

2013
Tokyo metropolitan area, 
Kansai region and power 
plant located area 

Earthquake and tsunami
Response actions after the 
Fukushima Accident and 
knowledge

8)

2011 Nationwide Living conditions after 
disaster  fears, and concerns 9)

2007-2013 Nationwide
Nuclear power generation 
(hereinafter called “nuclear 
power”) 

Necessity of nuclear power 
use, perception 10)

2007-2014 Tokyo metropolitan area Nuclear power and energy Concerns about and awareness 
of environmental pollution 11)

2011 Nationwide Food safety Impacts and knowledge 12)
2013-2014 Nationwide Food purchasing Knowledge and impacts 13)

2011 Tokyo metropolitan area 
and Kansai region Food safety Concerns about radiation 

exposure 14)

Including 
power plant 
located 
area and 
neighboring 
areas 

1979 Tsuruga City
Knowledge and information 
on nuclear power and 
contribution to communities

No direct questions 15,16)

1980 Kasiwazaki City, Niigata 
Prefecture

Knowledge on nuclear 
power, information and 
contribution to communities

No direct questions 17)

1981 Hamaoka-cho, Shizuoka 
Prefecture (at that time)

Knowledge on nuclear 
power, information and 
contribution to communities

No direct questions 18)

1998 
Kasiwazaki City and 
Futaba-gun, Fukushima 
Prefecture

Risk awareness and nuclear 
power

Radioactive contamination 
(comparison of hazardous 
events) 

19)

2000 Kasiwazaki-city and 
Futaba-gun 

Community development 
and energy policy No direct questions 20)

2001 Iwaki City, Fukushima 
Prefecture, etc.

Community development 
and energy policy No direct questions 20)

2005 Kasiwazaki City, Niigata 
City, etc.

Economic advantages and 
reasons for avoidance

Concerns about radiation 
exposure 21)

2006 Fukui Prefecture Nuclear power, risk 
awareness, and policy No direct questions 22)

2007 Ibaraki Prefecture Nuclear power, risk 
awareness, and policy No direct questions 23)

2008 
Neighboring villages/
town in Tsuruga City and 
Mihama City 

Benefits and changes in 
living environment No direct questions 24)

2010 
Tokai Village, Ibaraki 
Prefecture and neighboring 
municipalities

Nuclear power, information 
and regional community No direct questions 25)

2011 
Tokai Village, Ibaraki 
Prefecture and neighboring 
municipalities

Nuclear power, information 
and regional community

Impression of explanation of 
radiation 25)

2011 Mito City, Ibaraki 
Prefecture

Nuclear power, information 
and regional community

Impression of explanation of 
radiation 26)

2012 Matsue City, Shimane 
Prefecture 

Reopening of Shimane 
Nuclear Power Plant No direct questions 27)
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Respondents:    Male and female residents 18 years and older, who live in Tsuruga 
City.

Number of respondents: 300 (sample size). 
Sampling method:   Quota sampling (sample 20 locations with a given probability in 

proportion to the population of Tsuruga City, and acquire responses 
from 300 respondents [20 locations × 15 respondents] by allocating 
15 respondents in proportion to the gender and age of the parent 
population of each location). 

Survey method:   Direct-visit and self-completion method.
Survey period:   September 5-19, 2013.
Question items:   (1) General matters;
     (2) Awareness of radiation and radioactivity;
    (3) Awareness of risks and food safety; and
    (4) Awareness of effects of low-dose exposure.
In the survey, we avoided questions that directly asked about respondents’ awareness of 

nuclear power generation. This was to distinguish our survey from a survey developed to de-
termine whether respondents were for or against nuclear power. On this basis, we created a 
questionnaire consisting of only relevant question items. For question items (2), (3) and (4), we 
used a question style (hereinafter called the “5-point scale”) where we provided opinions and 
statements and asked respondents what they thought about them (or whether they applied to 
them), giving five answer options: “I agree (It applies to me),” “I somewhat agree (It somewhat 
applies to me),” “Neither,” “I somewhat disagree (It somewhat doesn’t apply to me),” and “I 
disagree  (It doesn’t apply to me).” The questions used in this paper are listed in the Question-
naire (excerpted) in the Appendix. In this paper, questions are abbreviated as follows: “Q5-1.” 
Questions 5, 6, 7 and 8 ask about residents’ (a) awareness of radiation and radioactivity; (b) 
awareness of risks and food safety; (c) knowledge, experiences and attitude towards risks; and 
(d) awareness of low-dose exposure, respectively.

Also, in the figures and tables included in this study, answer options from “I agree (It applies 
to me)” to “I disagree (It doesn’t apply to me)” are defined as “Positive,” “Weak positive,” 
“Neutral,” “Weak negative,” and “Negative” responses, respectively. Then, we scored the 
options at 1-point intervals, −2, −1, 0, 1, 2, in the order from positive to negative answers, 
and analyzed (negative values indicate positive direction (answer) and positive values indicate 
negative direction (answer)).

III. Survey Results
1. Survey Results

(1) Respondents’ attributes
Table 2 shows the gender and age demographics of the respondents. Regarding awareness 

surveys conducted in Power Plant Located Areas, we need to know in advance any connections 
between the respondents and the nuclear power industry. In this survey we asked the question, 
“Do you have any relatives living with you who are engaged in the nuclear power industry or 
radiation-related industries?” Several options for answers were provided, including “self” and 
“father/mother,” allowing for multiple answers. Table 3 shows the results. It reveals that 44.0%, 
nearly half, of respondents have relatives engaged in the nuclear power industry or radiation-re-
lated industries. To this same question, 7.7% answered “self” and 20.3%, the highest percentage, 
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answered “brother/sister.” The maximum number of answers selected was four. Thirty-Six per-
cent (36%) of respondents only selected one answer; of that 36%, 13.8% chose “self.”

It should be noted that the scope of the definition of “those engaged in the nuclear power 
industry and radiation-related industries” was interpreted by each respondent. Also, when we 
refer to the relationships with the people so engaged as “personal relationships” that may have 
impact on the awareness of respondents, we must interpret it as only a partial capturing of 
personal relationships of Tsuruga City residents because the personal relationships of each 
individual may also influence the respondents’ judgment.

(2) Questions concerning radiation and radioactivity
In the Questionnaire listed in the Appendix (Q5), there are 15 questions concerning radia-

tion and radioactivity and respondents were asked to register their level of agreement with each 
question using options on a 5-point scale. The Questionnaire included questions concerning re-
spondents’ purchasing behavior and adequacy of purchasing restrictions in light of their views 
towards radiation (such as whether radiation is evil or dangerous) and respondents’ knowledge 
and concerns about nuclear power. However, some questions, such as Q5-2, which states, “I 
cannot classify radiation and radioactivity as either good or bad,” frames the issue both in terms 
of a respondent’s viewpoint and knowledge of radiation and radioactivity.

Table 4 shows the responses to all questions. It should be noted that the total of some 

Table 2   Gender and age of respondents
Age Male Female Total

18-29 8.0% 7.3% 15.3%
30-39 8.7% 8.0% 16.7%
40-49 8.0% 7.3% 15.3%
50-59 8.3% 7.7% 16.0%
60-69 8.3% 8.3% 16.6%

70 and over 8.0% 12.0% 20.0%
Total 49.3% 50.7% 100.0%

Table 3    Respondents’ relationships with those engaged in the nuclear power industry and radiation-related 
industries

Nuclear/radiation industry workers
No 56.0%
Yes 44.0%

Response rate for each option (multiple selection is allowed)
Self 7.7%

Father/Mother 5.3%
Grandson/Granddaughter 3.3%

Relative 7.7%
Spouse 1.3%

Children 4.0%
Brother/Sister 20.3%

Other 4.0%

Respondent rate for those who chose “self” (selection rate of “self”)

1 36.0% (13.8%)
2 6.7% (20%)
3 1.0% (100%)

4 0.3% (100%)
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responses does not reach 100% due to invalid answers and rounding errors. In Figure 1, we 
described the distribution of answers for Q5-1 “Radiation is evil,” Q5-3 “Radiation is horrible,” 
Q5-8 “I am concerned about radiation around us,” and Q5-15 “Regulation values for radioac-
tive materials in foods are adequate,” as representative examples of Question 5. The average 
values calculated after allocating scores to answer options are 0.15, −0.80, 0.14, and −0.21, re-
spectively. Among all respondents, more respondents provided negative answers for “Radiation 
is evil” and positive answers for “Radiation is horrible.” Although respondents show different 
attitudes towards concerns about radiation, the results lean slightly toward the negative side. 

Many respondents showed agreement with the statements in Q5-4, -5 and -6, which concern 
general knowledge on radiation. As for the questions regarding respondents’ perception and 
concerns, many of the results do not follow normal distribution; for example, in some ques-
tions, the response rate for a negative answer is higher than that for a weak negative answer. 

Table 4   Responses to the questions concerning radiation and radioactivity

Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative Average Variance

Q5-1 I think radiation and radioactivity 
are evil. 12.7% 15.3% 36.3% 13.3% 21.3% 0.15 1.63

Q5-2 I cannot classify radiation and 
radioactivity as good or bad. 25.3% 19.7% 32.0% 8.0% 13.3% −0.36 1.70

Q5-3 I think radiation and radioactivity 
are horrible. 36.7% 28.0% 21.3% 5.0% 8.0% −0.80 1.48

Q5-4
I think radiation and radioactivity 
can sometimes be useful for human 
beings. 

53.0% 28.3% 14.0% 1.0% 3.0% −1.27 0.92

Q5-5
I think radiation and radioactivity 
can be horrible or not horrible, 
depending on the level of radiation.  

54.3% 24.7% 14.0% 1.7% 4.3% −1.23 1.10

Q5-6 I think that radiation and 
radioactivity are around us. 76.7% 17.0% 5.0% 0.0% 0.7% −1.69 0.41

Q5-7
I think the effects of internal 
exposure are greater than the effects 
of external exposure in Fukushima 
Prefecture. 

23.0% 24.3% 41.3% 5.0% 5.7% −0.54 1.15

Q5-8 I am concerned about the radiation 
and radioactivity around us. 16.0% 18.3% 25.7% 14.7% 25.0% 0.14 1.96

Q5-9 I am concerned about radioactive 
elements in tap water. 11.7% 14.0% 26.7% 17.0% 30.3% 0.40 1.83

Q5-10 I am concerned about radioactive 
elements in milk and dairy products. 10.0% 17.0% 27.3% 16.3% 29.3% 0.38 1.77

Q5-11
I think the current government 
regulations ensure food safety, 
including food from Fukushima. 

19.3% 26.7% 27.7% 13.0% 12.0% −0.28 1.57

Q5-12
I want to avoid purchasing milk 
and dairy products from Ibaraki and 
Tochigi.

11.7% 17.7% 32.3% 13.7% 24.3% 0.21 1.71

Q5-13
I am concerned about radioactive 
elements in food (agricultural, 
animal and fishery products).

19.7% 24.3% 26.0% 11.0% 18.3% −0.16 1.85

Q5-14
I want to avoid purchasing food 
(agricultural, animal and fishery 
products) from Fukushima. 

17.3% 19.0% 27.7% 14.0% 22.0% 0.04 1.91

Q5-15
I think the current regulation values 
for radioactive materials in foods are 
adequate. 

16.3% 19.7% 43.0% 9.7% 11.0% −0.21 1.35
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(3) Questions concerning risks and food safety
Q6 provides eleven questions on risks and food safety in Q6-1 to Q6-11. Q7 provides five 

questions on risks in Q7-1 to Q7-5.
Q6 presents typical opinions and asks respondents to register their level of agreement with 

them, providing multiple answer options from “I agree” to “I don’t agree.” Q7 measures re-
spondents’ knowledge, experience and attitudes, providing answer options from “It applies 
to me” to “It doesn’t apply to me,” and, therefore, Q7 is separate from Q6. Table 5 shows the 
responses to both Q6 and Q7. The results for Q6-8, concerning comparisons of the relative 
safety of tap water and mineral water, show that mineral water is considered safe. In Q6-11, 
concerning radiation materials in domestic food and imported food, more people answered that 
domestic food is safer. In these two questions, many respondents also had a neutral attitude 
and the response rates for negative answers were higher than those for weak negative answers. 
The results for Q7 regarding risks also showed a similar trend: the response rates for negative 
answers were higher than those for weak negative answers.

(4) Questions concerning low-dose exposure 
Q8 provides thirteen questions on low-dose exposure, in Q8-1 to Q8-13, and asks respon-

dents to register their level of agreement. Table 6 shows the responses. For Q8-1 “low-dose 
exposure is dangerous regardless of exposure dose” and Q8-13 “effects are passed on to off-
spring,” opinions are divided. Although public trust in the government and experts is low, 
public trust in medical doctors is relatively high. Although we found, in Q8-9 and Q8-10, that 
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Q5-2 I cannot classify radiation and radioactivity as good or bad. 25.3% 19.7% 32.0% 8.0% 13.3% -0.36 1.70
Q5-3 I think radiation and radioactivity are horrible. 36.7% 28.0% 21.3% 5.0% 8.0% -0.80 1.48
Q5-4 I think radiation and radioactivity can sometimes be useful for 

human beings. 53.0% 28.3% 14.0% 1.0% 3.0% -1.27 0.92

Q5-5 I think radiation and radioactivity can be horrible or not horrible, 
depending on the level of radiation. 54.3% 24.7% 14.0% 1.7% 4.3% -1.23 1.10
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including food from Fukushima. 19.3% 26.7% 27.7% 13.0% 12.0% -0.28 1.57

Q5-12 I want to avoid purchasing milk and dairy products from Ibaraki 
and Tochigi. 11.7% 17.7% 32.3% 13.7% 24.3% 0.21 1.71

Q5-13 I am concerned about radioactive elements in food (agricultural, 
animal and fishery products). 19.7% 24.3% 26.0% 11.0% 18.3% -0.16 1.85
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Fig. 1  Distribution of the response results of the questions concerning radiation and radioactivity (excerpted) 

Many respondents showed agreement with the statements 
in Q5-4, -5 and -6, which concern general knowledge on 
radiation. As for the questions regarding respondents’ 
perception and concerns, many of the results do not follow 
normal distribution; for example, in some questions, the 
response rate for a negative answer is higher than that for a 

weak negative answer. 
(3) Questions concerning risks and food safety
Q6 provides eleven questions on risks and food safety in

Q6-1 to Q6-11. Q7 provides five questions on risks in Q7-1 to 
Q7-5. 
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     “Answer options” 5-Point Scale score 
Positive: “I agree (It applies to me).” −2
Weak positive: “I somewhat agree (It somewhat applies to me).” −1
Neutral: “I neither agree nor disagree.” 0 
Weak negative: “I somewhat disagree (It somewhat doesn’t apply to me).” 1 
Negative: “I disagree (It doesn’t apply to me).” 2 

Figure 1    Distribution of the response results of the questions concerning radiation and radioactivity (excerpt-
ed)
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people recognize the effects of radiation on infants and toddlers, 43.3% of the respondents 
chose “Neither,” in Q8-11, about the impact on the respondents themselves, which means they 
tend to be less worried about the effects of radiation on themselves.

2. Analysis of the Survey

(1) Aggregation of the response results 
We summarized the response rates through the questions described in the above Sections 

III-1(2), (3) and (4). Details of the statistical methods used in this study can be found on Aoki’s 
Website 28). From the general questions concerning radiation and risks, we can assume that 
respondents largely understand the risks associated with radiation. To Q5-6 “There is radiation 
around us,” 76.7% gave positive responses and 17% gave weak positive responses, while 0.7% 
gave negative responses. For Q6-4 “There are various risks,” the positive response rate is high, 
at 55.3%. 

Table 5   Responses to the questions concerning risks and food safety

Positive Weak 
Positive Neutral Weak 

Negative Negative Average Variance

Q6-1 I think chemical toxicity is more dangerous than 
radioactive materials in food. 28.0% 25.7% 42.3% 1.3% 2.3% −0.76 0.91

Q6-2 We can trust the Food Safety Commission 
regarding food safety. 11.7% 28.3% 42.7% 8.3% 8.7% −0.26 1.12

Q6-3
We can trust the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries of Japan regarding food safety.

9.3% 25.0% 43.3% 12.7% 9.0% −0.13 1.10

Q6-4 I think there are various risks in our society 55.3% 32.0% 10.3% 0.7% 1.0% −1.40 0.62

Q6-5 I think radiation and radioactivity are just one 
of many risks. 43.7% 32.7% 16.7% 2.7% 4.0% −1.09 1.07

Q6-6 I think some risks can have a bad influence on 
us. 38.0% 32.0% 26.0% 2.0% 1.3% −1.03 0.85

Q6-7 I think some risks can have a good influence 
on us. 14.0% 19.0% 47.7% 9.3% 9.3% −0.19 1.18

Q6-8 I think mineral water is safer than tap water. 15.7% 21.3% 43.3% 6.0% 13.3% −0.20 1.40

Q6-9
I think the government and prefectures (local 
government) should define criteria that clearly 
determine what are risks. 

48.3% 29.3% 18.7% 1.7% 1.3% −1.22 0.82

Q6-10 I think experts should define criteria that clearly 
determine what are risks. 48.3% 28.3% 20.0% 1.3% 2.0% −1.20 0.88

Q6-11 I think domestic food contains less radioactive 
materials than imported food. 3.0% 4.7% 49.7% 15.3% 27.3% 0.59 1.06

Q7-1 I have thought about risks before. 17.7% 30.0% 30.3% 10.3% 11.0% − 0.33 1.45

Q7-2 I have been educated about risks. 6.0% 11.3% 27.0% 18.0% 36.3% 0.67 1.54

Q7-3 I know how to determine risks. 3.3% 8.7% 39.7% 16.0% 31.3% 0.63 1.24

Q7-4 I know the meaning of risks. 21.7% 29.7% 29.0% 7.7% 10.3% −0.45 1.46

Q7-5 I determine risks by myself. 17.3% 30.7% 32.3% 6.3% 12.0% −0.35 1.43
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To the same question, weak positive responses comprised 32%. The reason people choose 
weak positive responses is assumed to stem from respondents’ meekness and slight doubt and 
hesitation. For example, for Q8-10, Q8-2, and Q8-9, concerning the effects of low-dose expo-
sure, weak positive responses were higher for these questions than for all other questions, with 
response rates of 35.3%, 34.7%, and 34%, respectively. As for the effects of low-dose exposure, 
we can say that it reflects the respondents’ feeling that they cannot determine the significance of 
the impact even if they are aware of its existence. As for Q6-5, Q6-6 and Q6-4, concerning the 
notion of risk, the weak positive responses, representing 32%, are difficult to analyze, but we 
can interpret them to mean that respondents avoided clearly indicating their responses because 
it is hard to understand the precise meaning of this concept. 

Also, for questions where “Neither” was likely to be chosen as the response, these are 
considered to be questions where respondents more clearly show their hesitation (difficult to 
make a determination). As for Q8-6 and Q8-5, positive responses to the questions “We cannot 
trust what medical doctors and radiation experts say about the effects of low-dose exposure,” 

Table 6   Responses to the questions concerning low-dose exposure

Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative Average Variance

Q8-1 I think low-dose exposure is scary regardless of 
exposure dose. 23.7% 30.7% 20.3% 12.7% 11.7% −0.42 1.68

Q8-2 I think the effects of low-dose exposure are 
uncertain. 20.3% 34.7% 34.0% 5.3% 3.3% −0.63 0.95

Q8-3 I think different experts say different things about 
the effects of low-dose exposure. 19.7% 30.7% 39.7% 5.7% 3.0% −0.58 0.93

Q8-4 We cannot trust what the government says about 
the effects of low-dose exposure. 19.0% 23.3% 41.7% 9.3% 5.3% −0.41 1.13

Q8-5 We cannot trust what experts say about effects of 
low-dose exposure. 11.3% 14.7% 51.7% 14.3% 6.3% −0.10 0.99

Q8-6 We cannot trust what medical doctors say about 
effects of low-dose exposure. 8.0% 9.3% 53.3% 19.3% 8.3% 0.11 0.93

Q8-7 I think one of the effects of low-dose exposure is 
the development of cancer in the future. 13.3% 25.0% 42.0% 9.3% 9.3% −0.24 1.20

Q8-8
I think the effects of low-dose exposure not only 
leads to the development of cancer in the future, 
but also influences overall health.

20.3% 29.7% 32.0% 8.7% 8.3% −0.45 1.33

Q8-9 I think low-dose exposure negatively affects 
infants. 32.3% 34.0% 25.0% 5.7% 2.0% −0.89 0.98

Q8-10 I think low-dose exposure negatively affects 
toddlers and children. 31.3% 35.3% 24.7% 5.3% 2.3% −0.88 0.98

Q8-11 I am not concerned about any effects of low-dose 
exposure on myself. 13.3% 12.7% 43.3% 15.7% 14.3% 0.05 1.39

Q8-12 I think the effects of low-dose exposure are 
transmitted to others like a virus. 2.7% 3.0% 28.0% 17.7% 47.7% 1.05 1.13

Q8-13 I think the effects of low-dose exposure are 
passed on to offspring. 15.3% 16.0% 35.3% 14.7% 18.0% 0.04 1.64
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were higher for both questions, at 53.3% and 51.7%, respectively. According to the response 
trends for Q8-2 and Q8-3, “Effects of low-dose exposure are uncertain and experts say different 
things,” it would appear that respondents were hesitant to make a response about the credibility 
of experts and the significance of what they say.  

As for the score results, the absolute values of the average values, which show the strength 
of positive or negative answers, in Q6-9 and Q6-10 “The government (experts) should clearly 
define criteria to determine what are risks,” are significant at −1.22 and −1.20, except for ques-
tions that ask respondents about their general knowledge of radiation and risks. This indicates 
that people have a strong desire to have risk determination criteria defined. The values of Q8-9 
and Q8-10 “Low-dose exposure negatively affects infants (toddlers)” and Q5-3 “Radiation 
and radioactivity are horrible,” are significant at −0.88, −0.88, and −0.80, respectively, and 
respondents gave positive responses. 

Evaluating values using unbiased variances, which indicate variation among responses, the 
value for Q5-8 is the highest at 1.96, followed by those for Q5-14, Q5-13, Q5-9, Q5-10, and 
Q5-12, which are related to people’s concerns. This indicates that, although the level of anxiety 
is low overall, the variation in awareness is significant. Also, unbiased variances are large for 
all the questions in Q7, concerning risks. On the other hand, in the questions asking about 
people’s general knowledge, their unbiased variances are small and that of Q5-6 “Radiation and 
radioactivity are around us,” was the smallest at 0.41, which means this is common knowledge. 
The unbiased variances of Q6-9 and Q6-10 “The government (local government) and experts 
should clearly define criteria to determine what are risks,” are the smallest for questions that ask 
about the respondents’ awareness, which means opinions are not so markedly split with respect 
to these questions.  

(2) Cross analysis 
First, we would like to evaluate the differences in response between males and females. As 

an evaluation example, we provide the cross-tabulation results and residual analysis results 
for Q5-14, “I want to avoid purchasing food from Fukushima,” in Table 7 (1) and (2). By 
using cross-tabulation, we can evaluate overall relevance (independence). In addition, residual 
analysis allows us to test the specificity based on the difference between the statistically inde-
pendent response rate and actual response rate of each cross-tabulation section. The P-value of 
the cross-tabulation between the response result and response difference between males and 
females in Q5-14, “I want to avoid purchasing food from Fukushima,” is 0.0417 with 95% 
probability, and relevance is observed.  

This means that there is a gap between males and females in their attitude as to whether food 
from Fukushima should be avoided. In the table, it was marked with an asterisk (*) in the upper 
left column.

In Table 7 (1), 14.3% of males and 7.7% of females chose negative responses. Residual 
analysis showed that a high percentage of males, 99% (indicated by + +), chose negative re-
sponses, while a low percentage of females (indicated by ‒ ‒), chose negative responses. Al-
though females are more likely than males to choose positive to neutral responses and males are 
slightly more likely than females to choose weak negative responses, these are not statistically 
significant. In this example, we tend to draw the conclusion that the strength of the relevance 
based on cross-tabulation is significantly low, but the residual analysis revealed that there was 
a strong gap between males and females for negative responses. Regarding residual analysis, 
the meanings of symbols are provided below the table. Hereinafter, the symbols will be used 
for residual analysis results. 

Table 7 (3) shows characteristic results from a residual analysis perspective. For Q5-1, 
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“Radiation is evil,” the rate of negative responses was high in males and low in females. Over-
all, there was a difference between males and females, with 99% probability. Conversely, there 
was no significant difference between males and females in responses to Q5-3, “Radiation is 
horrible.” For Q8-1 “Low-dose exposure is scary regardless of exposure level,” the positive 
response rate was high in females and low in males, while the negative response rate was high 
in males and low in females. Generally, with respect to people’s concerns about radiation and 
the impact on health of low-dose exposure, negative responses tend to be high in males and 
low in females. There was no significant difference between males and females regarding their 
knowledge of radiation itself.  

Next, in Table 3, we divided and analyzed 56% of respondents who answered they had no 
relatives engaged in work related to nuclear power or radiation and the 44% of respondents who 
answered that either they, themselves, engaged in work related to nuclear power or radiation 
or that they had relatives who did. As indicated in Table 8 (1), a significant difference was 
observed for the same question as shown in Table 7 (3). However, for Q5-8 to Q8-15, regarding 
concerns about radiation, and Q8-7 to Q8-10, regarding future effects of low-dose exposure, 
there are no significant differences. This means that there is a difference in the level of anxiety 

Table 7   Cross-tabulation results based on the difference between males and females (excerpted)
Q5-14  I want to avoid purchasing food from Fukushima.

* Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

Males 7.0% 8.7% 12.0% 7.3% 14.3%
Females 10.3% 10.3% 15.7% 6.7% 7.7%

Total 17.3% 19.0% 27.7% 14.0% 22.0%
(1) Cross-tabulation table (Q5-14)

* Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

Males + +
Females ‒ ‒

(2) Residual analysis results (Q5-14)
Q5-1  Radiation is evil.

** Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

Males ‒ ‒ + +
Females + + ‒ ‒

Q5-3  Radiation is horrible.
Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

Males
Females −9

Q8-1  Low-dose exposure is scary regardless of exposure level.

** Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

Males ‒ ‒ + +
Females + + ‒ ‒

(3) Characteristic of residual analysis results
Upper left 
column **(*)Relevant with 99% (95%) probability. 

Response rate in the section is 
+ + high with 99% probability. 
+ high with 95% probability.

‒ ‒ low with 99% probability.
‒ low with 95% probability.

Blank: not significant but high. 
Gray blank: not significant but low. 
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between those who have relatives engaged in work related to the nuclear power and radiation 
industries and those who do not have relatives working in these industries. However, there is no 
difference in the level of anxiety regarding factors for which there is uncertainty.

Characteristic differences between these two groups are seen in the responses to Q6-2 and 
Q6-3, concerning trust in the Food Safety Commission, the Ministry of Health, Labour and 
Welfare, and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan, respectively, on food 
safety. The results are presented in Table 8 (2). Respondents with relatives who are employed 
in the nuclear power and radiation industries are more likely to choose neutral answers than 
those without such relatives. We can see that those with relatives engaged in nuclear power and 
radiation work tend to hesitate from expressing their opinions where the grounds for making 
judgments are unclear and considering that the credibility of such organizations regarding food 
safety is unknown. 

(3) Analysis of questions on risks
In the survey, although we capitalized risks as “RISKS” in six questions in Q6 and five ques-

tions in Q7, no annotation or description is provided for risks. By capitalizing “RISKS,” we 
thought respondents would recognize risks and respond to questions based on their perception 
of them. Here, we tried to evaluate the level of respondents’ knowledge on the notion of risk. In 
the responses to Q6-4 to Q6-7 and Q7-1 to Q7-5, the degree of positive and negative attitudes 
indicate the level of knowledge on the notion of risk. Even if risks are not clearly stated in other 
questions in Q7, some are semantic questions relevant to risks. However, we do not discuss 
these relationships here.  

We analyze the relationships between the responses to questions where risks are clearly 

Table 8    Results of residual analysis based on whether respondents have relatives who are engaged in radia-
tion-related work or not (excerpted). Symbols in this table have the same meaning as those in Table 7

Q5-1  Radiation is evil.

* Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

No + + ‒
Yes ‒ ‒ +

Q5-3  Radiation is horrible.

** Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

No + + ‒ ‒ ‒
Yes ‒ ‒ + + +

Q8-1  Low-dose exposure is scary regardless of exposure dose.

** Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

No + + ‒
Yes ‒ ‒ +

(1) Residual analysis results of questions used in Table 7 (3)
Q6-2  We can trust the Food Safety Commission on food safety.

** Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

No ‒ ‒
Yes + +

Q6-3  We can trust the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare and Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan on 
food safety.

** Positive Weak positive Neutral Weak negative Negative

No + + ‒ ‒
Yes ‒ ‒ + +

(2) Characteristics of residual analysis results
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stated and other responses. In Table 9, the lower triangular portion across the diagonal line 
shows the correlation coefficient calculated based on scores allocated to each response. The 
upper triangular portion shows a partial correlation coefficient, eliminating the impact of 
questions other than the two questions being focused on. Outline numbers indicate significant 
values (not zero) with 99% probability. When a partial correlation coefficient is a large value, 
we can say that there is a direct relation (causality) between the two questions 

Q6-4 to Q6-7 ask about respondents’ knowledge on the notion of risk in general. The cor-
relation coefficient and partial correlation coefficient between Q6-4 and Q6-5 become large, 
0.45 and 0.32, respectively. The partial correlation coefficient between Q6-4 and Q6-6 is 0.24, 
which follows after that between Q6-4 and Q6-5. This means that those who think there are 
various risks in society also tend to consider radiation to be one of such risks. On the other 
hand, in Q6-7, “Some risks can have a good influence on us,” no relationship is seen with other 
questions and it indicates that people do not consider risks as having an acceptable trade-off 
between harm and convenience.   

The partial correlation coefficient between Q6-9 and Q6-10 is high at 0.73, which shows that 
when risk determination criteria are defined, people do not mind what entity (government, local 
government or experts) defines them. The partial correlation coefficients between Q6-4, Q6-5, 
and Q6-6 are all small. No relationship is seen between Q7-1 and Q7-5, which indicates that 
people’s demand for having risk determination criteria defined is independent of their level of 
knowledge on the notion of risk.  

Questions Q7-1 through Q7-5 are related to each other and their correlation coefficients are 
all significant. Partial correlation coefficients between Q7-2 and Q7-3 are large (0.60) suggest-
ing that having been educated (or not educated) about risks and knowing (or not knowing) how 
to determine RISKS are directly related. Also, the relationship between Q7-4 and Q7-5, with 
a partial correlation coefficient of 0.49, suggests that knowing the meaning of risks directly 
relates to people’s attitude about determining risks for themselves. 

Table 9   Correlation analysis of questions on RISKS
Q6-4 Q6-5 Q6-6 Q6-7 Q6-9 Q6-10 Q7-1 Q7-2 Q7-3 Q7-4 Q7-5

I think there 
are various 
RISKS in 

our society.

I think 
radiation and 
radioactivity 
are just one 

of many 
RISKS.

I think 
some 

RISKS can 
have a bad 
influence 

on us.

I think 
some 

RISKS can 
have a good 

influence 
on us.

I think the 
government 

and 
prefectures 

(local 
government) 

should 
clearly define 

criteria to 
determine 
what are 
RISKS.

I think 
experts 
should 
clearly 
define 

criteria to 
determine 
RISKS.

I have 
thought 
about 

RISKS 
before.

I have been 
educated 

about 
RISKS.

I know 
how to 

determine 
RISKS.

I know the 
meaning of 

RISKS.

I determine 
RISKS 
myself.

Q6-4 0.32 0.24 0.05 0.05 0.04 0.10 −0.04 −0.04 0.10 0.08

Q6-5 0.45 0.19 −0.01 −0.05 0.11 0.02 0.01 −0.02 −0.01 0.07

Q6-6 0.39 0.34 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.04 −0.12 0.08 0.02 −0.05

Q6-7 0.04 0.02 0.09 −0.04 −0.01 −0.09 0.03 −0.04 −0.01 0.00

Q6-9 0.22 0.16 0.20 −0.04 0.73 −0.04 0.02 −0.07 0.10 0.00

Q6-10 0.24 0.22 0.22 −0.03 0.75 0.02 −0.02 0.01 −0.05 0.01

Q7-1 0.22 0.14 0.10 −0.10 0.03 0.04 0.10 0.10 0.22 0.09

Q7-2 0.02 0.01 −0.07 −0.04 −0.04 −0.06 0.36 0.60 0.17 −0.08

Q7-3 0.06 0.04 0.01 −0.07 −0.06 −0.06 0.38 0.69 0.09 0.14

Q7-4 0.26 0.15 0.10 −0.06 0.13 0.08 0.47 0.42 0.45 0.49

Q7-5 0.25 0.18 0.08 −0.05 0.09 0.07 0.38 0.28 0.37 0.63

Upper triangular portion: Partial correlation coefficient, Lower triangular portion: correlation coefficient
Outline characters indicate significant values (not zero) with 99% probability.
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It is interesting that Q7-2, “I have been educated about RISKS,” and Q7-5, “I determine 
what RISKS are myself,” are not closely related (the correlation coefficient is 0.28). This sug-
gests that there is a considerable number of respondents who determine risks by themselves 
even if they are not educated about them. The partial correlation coefficient is nearly zero, 
which suggests that there are factors other than education that influence people’s attitudes about 
their ability to determine risks for themselves. 

The relationship between Q7-3, “I know how to determine RISKS,” and Q7-5, “I determine 
what RISKS are by myself,” is relatively low. The responses in Table 5 suggest that many re-
spondents answered that they determine risks for themselves even if they do not have a method 
for doing so. This may be because respondents think the risks that they determine for them-
selves and risks that they imagine are different. Also, we must note that the order of questions 
has some impact on responses throughout the survey. 

Table 10 shows gender differences and differences between whether respondents have or 
do not have relatives who are engaged in nuclear/radiation-related industries, for questions 
between Q7-1 and Q7-5 concerning risks. In these questions, males tend to choose positive 
responses compared to females. However, in Q7-3 and Q7-5, which contain the word “deter-
mine”, no difference is observed between the opinion of males and females. There are no sig-
nificant differences between those with and those without relatives who are engaged in nuclear/
radiation-related-fields, for both positive and negative responses. For questions Q7-1, Q7-2, 
and Q7-3, many respondents with relatives who are engaged in nuclear/radiation-related fields 
chose neutral responses, which means that they have less confidence in their response. 

(4) Results of multivariate analysis
In this paper, 44 questions are discussed. When we calculate correlation coefficients between 

Table 10    Impact of respondents’ attributes on questions concerning RISKS (residual analysis). Symbols in 
this table have the same meaning as those in Table 7

Q7-1 I have thought about RISKS before.

** Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative

Males + + No ‒

Females ‒ ‒ Yes +

Q7-2 I have been educated about RISKS.

** Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative ** Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative

Males + + + No ‒ ‒

Females ‒ ‒ ‒ Yes + +

Q7-3 I know how to determine RISKS.

* Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative * Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative

Males + ‒ ‒ No ‒ ‒

Females ‒ + + Yes + +

Q7-4 I know the meaning of RISKS.

** Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative

Males + + ‒ ‒ No

Females ‒ ‒ + + Yes

Q7-5 I determine what RISKS are myself.

Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative

Males + No

Females ‒ Yes

(1) Difference between males and females (2)  Difference between whether respondents have relatives who are 
engaged in nuclear/radiation-related fields
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these responses, many of them are statistically significant and closely related. Response results 
have been analyzed individually, so far, but in this section they are analyzed using the multi-
variate analysis method, which uses multidimensional observed variables (*Observed variables 
refer to actually measured variables: Response data of the 44 questions).

(a) Adoption of factor analysis
First, we use factor analysis, which allows us to clarify latent structure. In this analysis, some 

observed variables may be discarded in the final analysis results because, in the course of anal-
ysis, observed variables with less commonality and those that simultaneously reflect multiple 
factors are eliminated and then the analysis is repeated. Also, as there are various methods used 
for the analysis, interpretation of results is sometimes difficult. 

In this study, we used iterative principal factor analysis to extract factors considering the 
response distribution and Promax oblique rotation for rotation. We started with analysis of all 
the questions, selected questions whose absolute value of factor loading was 0.4 or more, elim-
inated questions that simultaneously reflect multiple factors and those with less commonality 
(0.16 and less), and then analyzed the data with an emphasis on creating a scale to show latent 
structure by repeating factor analysis. Table 11 shows the final results. We defined the number 
of factors as 5, based on the scree plot. The analysis results include 47% of all the information. 
The sampling adequacy 29, 30) of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measurement, which helps to deter-
mine the adequacy of factor analysis, is 0.8, and we can say that it is sufficiently adequate to use 
factor analysis for the questions selected here. In this table, eighteen questions were excluded. 
These questions include those that asked about knowledge on radiation and risks. 

The first factor value was large in questions from Q5-8, “I am concerned about radiation and 
radioactivity around us,” to Q5-7, “I think there the effects of internal exposure are greater than 
the effects of external exposure in Fukushima Prefecture,” in the list. This indicates a tendency 
for people to be concerned about radiation and about the effects of low-dose exposure. We 
call it the “Anxiety Factor.” The questions include Q8-12, “I think the effects of low-dose 
exposure are transmitted to others like a virus,” with a large Anxiety Factor value of 0.6. The 
second factor value was large in questions in the following order: Q7-3, Q7-2, Q7-4, Q7-1, and 
Q7-5. It mainly indicates that the level of knowledge on the notion of risk. We call it the “Risk 
Knowledge Factor.” The third factor value was large in Q8-5, Q8-6, Q8-4, and Q8-3, which 
indicates people’s distrust in the government’s and experts’ views regarding the effects of low-
dose exposure. We call it the “Distrust Factor” and reflects distrust of sources of information 
on the effects of low-dose exposure. The fourth factor value was large in questions concerning 
food safety and indicates people’s trust in food safety. We call it the “Food Safety Factor.” 
These questions include Q8-11, “I am not concerned about any effects of low-dose exposure on 
myself.” The fifth factor indicates people’s desire to have risk determination criteria defined by 
the government (local government) and experts. We call it the “Demand Factor.” 

As we adopted the Promax method for the oblique rotation, there are correlations between 
the factors. Table 12 shows the correlations. Factor 1, “Anxiety Factor,” has positive correla-
tions with Factor 3, “Distrust Factor,” and Factor 5, “Demand Factor,” and shows negative 
correlations with Factor 2, “Risk Knowledge Factor,” and Factor 4, “Food Safety Factor.” The 
Risk Knowledge Factor has less of a relationship with the factors other than the Anxiety Factor. 
The Anxiety Factor has a negative correlation with the Food Safety Factor and a positive cor-
relation with the Demand Factor. 

Next, we provide relative features of each respondent and perform cluster analysis using 
factor scores, calculated for each factor, in order to get a rough estimate of the respondents’ 
classification. For factor scores, we use the results calculated to create a scale to show la-
tent structure. For cluster analysis, the Ward method 31)(Euclidean distance) is adopted as 
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Table 11   Factor analysis results
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 Commonality

Q5-8 I am concerned about radiation and radioactivity around us. 0.80 0.07 −0.09 0.03 −0.04 0.55

Q5-10 I am concerned about radioactive elements in milk and dairy 
products. 0.74 0.09 −0.06 −0.01 −0.03 0.50

Q8-1 I think low-dose exposure is scary regardless of exposure 
dose. 0.65 −0.12 0.09 0.02 −0.03 0.50

Q8-8 I think the effects of low-dose exposure have an influence on 
overall health. (shortened) 0.61 −0.01 0.11 −0.03 0.11 0.49

Q5-13 I am concerned about radioactive elements in food 
(agricultural, animal and fishery products). 0.60 −0.04 −0.10 −0.16 0.14 0.48

Q8-13 I think the effects of low-dose exposure are passed on to 
offspring. 0.63 0.09 0.04 −0.02 0.04 0.42

Q8-12 I think effects of low-dose exposure are transmitted to others 
like a virus. 0.60 0.06 0.01 0.14 −0.30 0.32

Q5-3 I think radiation and radioactivity are horrible. 0.50 −0.13 −0.03 −0.06 0.06 0.33

Q8-7 I think one of the effects of low-dose exposure is the 
development of cancer in the future. 0.51 −0.07 0.05 −0.06 0.19 0.42

Q5-7 I think the effects of internal exposure are greater than the 
effects of external exposure in Fukushima Prefecture. 0.48 0.04 0.14 0.19 −0.03 0.23

Q7-3 I know how to determine RISKS. 0.05 0.78 −0.07 0.02 −0.15 0.60

Q7-2 I have been educated about RISKS. 0.06 0.71 −0.04 −0.02 −0.14 0.49

Q7-4 I know the meaning of RISKS. 0.00 0.72 −0.01 −0.04 0.17 0.56

Q7-1 I have thought about RISKS before. −0.04 0.56 0.11 −0.03 0.05 0.35

Q7-5 I determine what RISKS are by myself. −0.02 0.59 0.00 −0.02 0.15 0.38

Q8-5 We cannot trust what experts say about the effects of low-
dose exposure. −0.03 −0.04 0.89 −0.04 −0.14 0.77

Q8-6 We cannot trust what medical doctors say about the effects of 
low-dose exposure. 0.00 −0.09 0.69 −0.03 −0.09 0.48

Q8-4 We cannot trust what the government says about the effects 
of low-dose exposure. 0.07 0.02 0.66 −0.20 0.08 0.64

Q8-3 I think different experts say different things about the effects 
of low-dose exposure. −0.03 0.08 0.60 0.11 0.13 0.38

Q5-11 I think the current government regulations ensure food 
safety, including food from Fukushima. −0.01 −0.01 −0.05 0.75 −0.03 0.60

Q6-2 We can trust the Food Safety Commission on food safety. 0.11 −0.04 −0.19 0.64 0.07 0.45

Q5-15 I think the current regulation values for radioactive materials 
in foods are adequate. −0.10 −0.02 0.00 0.64 0.09 0.47

Q8-11 I am not concerned about any effects of low-dose exposure 
on myself. −0.09 0.06 −0.02 0.44 −0.03 0.26

Q6-1 I think chemical toxicity is more dangerous than radioactive 
materials in food. −0.10 −0.02 0.20 0.41 0.09 0.19

Q6-9 I think the government and prefectures (local government) 
should clearly define criteria to determine RISKS. 0.00 −0.01 −0.04 0.05 0.83 0.68

Q6-10 I think experts should clearly define criteria to determine 
RISKS. 0.09 −0.01 −0.12 0.02 0.82 0.68

Factor contribution 3.90 2.38 2.24 1.90 1.71

Contribution rate 0.15 0.09 0.09 0.07 0.07

Cumulative contribution 0.15 0.24 0.33 0.40 0.47

Table 12   Correlations between factors
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5
Anxiety Risk knowledge Distrust Food safety Demand

Factor 1 1 −0.21 0.38 −0.44 0.21
Factor 2 −0.21 1 0.07 0.07 0.05
Factor 3 0.38 0.07 1 −0.31 0.20
Factor 4 −0.44 0.07 −0.31 1 −0.05
Factor 5 0.21 0.05 0.20 −0.05 1
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hierarchical clustering. 
Figure 2 shows a dendrogram (tree diagram), which represents the process by which the 

data is summarized, and the cluster centroid of each factor per cluster classification. The cluster 
centroid represents the volume that indicates the features of each factor of the cluster. The pos-
itive and negative directions of values match the direction of the score allocated based on the 
5-point scale (negative value indicates positive direction and positive value indicates negative 
direction). However, the factor score for each factor is standardized (average value: 0/ standard 
deviation: 1) in the factor and these scores represent the volumes that indicate relative features 
between the classified clusters.

First, we classified the respondents into two groups; Group C1 with 24% respondents and 
Group C2 with 76% respondents. The cluster centroid of Factor 1, Anxiety Factor, for Group 
C1 is −0.93, which means the respondents in this group have a high level of anxiety. Therefore, 
we labeled this group the “Anxiety Group.” In contrast, the cluster centroid of Factor 1, Anxiety 
Factor, for Group C2 is 0.29, which means that those in the group have a low level of anxiety. 
From the values of Factor 2, we can see that the difference in the level of knowledge on the 
notion of risk between the groups is small. The value of Factor 3 for Group C1 was −0.87, 
which indicates that the respondents in the group distrust the views expressed about the effects 
of low-dose exposure. On the other hand, the value for Group C2 was 0.27, which represents a 
less pronounced feeling of distrust. From the values of Factor 4, we can see that those in Group 
C1 do not have trust in food safety but those in Group C2 group do. From the values of Factor 
5, we can see that the demand for risk determination criteria to be defined is stronger among the 
respondents in Group C1 than it is among those in Group C2.  

Next, we classified the respondents into three group; Group C2 is divided into C2-1 with 
34.3% of respondents and C2-2 with 41.7% of respondents. From an analytical viewpoint, 
Group C2-1 and Group C2-2 are integrated into the C2 group. Group C1 (Anxiety) remains 
unchanged. Respondents in Group C2-1 tend to have less anxiety (0.73), are knowledgeable 
about the notion of risk (−0.56), have less distrust of views on the impacts of low-dose exposure 

Cluster centroid
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be defined (-0.23). The features of Group C2-2 stand in contrast 
to those of Group C2-1 except for Factor 3, Distrust Factor and 

is close to those of Group C1 (Anxiety). 

   Cluster centroid 

 

   Anxiety Risk 
knowledge Distrust Food 

safety Demand

Number of 
cluster/Number Proportion Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 

4 Factor 5

2 
C1 24.0% -0.93 0.14 -0.87 0.70 -0.71
C2 76.0% 0.29 -0.04 0.27 -0.22 0.23

   

3 
C1 24.0% -0.93 0.14 -0.87 0.70 -0.71
C2-2 41.7% -0.07 0.39 0.23 0.08 0.60
C2-1 34.3% 0.73 -0.56 0.33 -0.58 -0.23

    

4 

C1 24.0% -0.93 0.14 -0.87 0.70 -0.71
C2-2-2 25.7% -0.12 -0.21 0.07 0.24 0.76
C2-2-1 16.0% 0.01 1.34 0.48 -0.18 0.34
C2-1 34.3% 0.73 -0.56 0.33 -0.58 -0.23

    

5 

C1 24.0% -0.93 0.14 -0.87 0.70 -0.71
C2-2-2 25.7% -0.12 -0.21 0.07 0.24 0.76
C2-2-1 16.0% 0.01 1.34 0.48 -0.18 0.34
C2-1-1 19.3% 0.14 -0.23 0.29 -0.44 -0.67
C2-1-2 15.0% 1.49 -1.00 0.39 -0.78 0.34

Fig. 2  Results of cluster analysis based on factor scores 
 
 

When we classify the respondents into four groups, 
Group C2-2 is divided into C2-2-1 with 16% of respondents 
and C2-2-2 with 25.7% of respondents. When classifying them 
into five groups, Group C2-1 is divided into C2-1-1 with 
19.3% and C2-1-2 with 15.0%. Group C1 (Anxiety) remains 
unchanged. After the respondents were divided into two 
classifications, we can see that there is a big gap between the 
other groups. In cluster analysis, information to optimize the 
number of clusters is not given. In this study we divide 
respondents into five classifications, summarize the features of 
each group based on the classification that supports the 
dendrogram, and label them. In this analysis, the group 
showing a neutral trend was further classified into threes and 
we were able to provide comparative features of the five 
groups.  

We labeled C2-2-2, C2-2-1, and C2-1-1 groups as 
“Neutral Group 1,” “Neutral Group 2,” and “Neutral Group 3,” 
respectively. The anxiety levels of these three groups are 
almost the same and were at an intermediate level between 
Group C1 (Anxiety Group) and Group C2-1-2. As many of 
their other factors also show neutral features, we considered 
these three groups as neutral groups 

The features of Group C2-1-2 are in stark contrast to 
Group C1 (Anxiety Group). The respondents in C2-1-2 are 
different from those in other groups in having less anxiety 
(1.49), having knowledge on the notion of risk (-1.00) and 
showing confidence in relation to food safety (-0.78). These 
scores indicate those in the group accept the status quo and we 
labeled the group the “Acceptance Group.” The features of the 
five classifications are clearly shown in Table 13, which 
indicates the order of groups on a factor basis. For example, 
compared to other groups, Group C1 (Anxiety Group) is 
ranked first in Factor 1, “Anxiety Factor,” which indicates that 
respondents in the group have the strongest anxiety. The group 
is ranked fourth in Factor 2. As for the level of knowledge on 
the notion of risk, Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2) is ranked fifth, the 
lowest. 

Next, Table 14 shows features based on the differences 

between males and females and whether respondents have or 
do not have relatives who are engaged in 
nuclear/radiation-related fields. Slightly more females are in 
Group C1 (Anxiety Group) and more males are in Group 
C2-1-2 (Acceptance Group). 

 Also, more females are in C2-2-1 (Neutral 2). As for the 
difference based on whether respondents have or don’t have 
relatives who are engaged in nuclear/radiation-related fields, 
slightly more respondents who answered “No” are in Group 
C1 (Anxiety Group) and more respondents who answered 
“Yes” are in Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance Group).  

(b) Application of Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) 

In the factor analysis, some questions were excluded from 
an analysis accuracy point of view and therefore it became 
hard to see what impact the level of knowledge on the notion 
of risk had. Therefore, we adopted PCA, which allows us to 
perform analysis using all questions. In PCA, several common 
components are extracted from multidimensional observed 
variables and are referred to as principal components. Impact 

Table 13  Features of five classified groups (ranking) 
 

Proportion
Anxiety Risk 

knowledge Distrust Food 
safety Demand

 Factor 
1 Factor 2 Factor 

3 Factor 4 Factor 5

C1 
Anxiety 
Group 

24.0% 1 4 1 5 1 

C2-2-2 
Neutral 
Group 1 

25.7% 2 3 2 4 5 

C2-2-1 
Neutral 
Group 2 

16.0% 3 5 5 3 3 

C2-1-1 
Neutral 
Group 3 

19.3% 4 2 3 2 2 

C2-1-2 
Acceptance 
Group 

15.0% 5 1 4 1 4 

Residents in 
Tsuruga 

Group with 
anxiety 

Neutral 
Group 1

Neutral 
Group 2

Neutral 
Group 3

Group with 
Acceptance 

Anxiety
Risk 

knowledge
Distrust

Food 
safety

Demand

Number of cluster/
Number

Proportion Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

2
C1 24.0% −0.93 0.14 −0.87 0.70 −0.71

C2 76.0% 0.29 −0.04 0.27 −0.22 0.23

3

C1 24.0% −0.93 0.14 −0.87 0.70 −0.71

C2-2 41.7% −0.07 0.39 0.23 0.08 0.60

C2-1 34.3% 0.73 −0.56 0.33 −0.58 −0.23

4

C1 24.0% −0.93 0.14 −0.87 0.70 −0.71

C2-2-2 25.7% −0.12 −0.21 0.07 0.24 0.76

C2-2-1 16.0% 0.01 1.34 0.48 −0.18 0.34

C2-1 34.3% 0.73 −0.56 0.33 −0.58 −0.23

5

C1 24.0% −0.93 0.14 −0.87 0.70 −0.71

C2-2-2 25.7% −0.12 −0.21 0.07 0.24 0.76

C2-2-1 16.0% 0.01 1.34 0.48 −0.18 0.34

C2-1-1 19.3% 0.14 −0.23 0.29 −0.44 −0.67

C2-1-2 15.0% 1.49 −1.00 0.39 −0.78 0.34

Figure 2   Results of cluster analysis based on factor scores
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(0.33), have strong confidence in food safety (−0.58) and demand that risk determination cri-
teria be defined (−0.23). The features of Group C2-2 stand in contrast to those of Group C2-1 
except for Factor 3, Distrust Factor and is close to those of Group C1 (Anxiety).

When we classify the respondents into four groups, Group C2-2 is divided into C2-2-1 
with 16% of respondents and C2-2-2 with 25.7% of respondents. When classifying them into 
five groups, Group C2-1 is divided into C2-1-1 with 19.3% and C2-1-2 with 15.0%. Group 
C1 (Anxiety) remains unchanged. After the respondents were divided into two classifications, 
we can see that there is a big gap between the other groups. In cluster analysis, information 
to optimize the number of clusters is not given. In this study we divide respondents into five 
classifications, summarize the features of each group based on the classification that supports 
the dendrogram, and label them. In this analysis, the group showing a neutral trend was further 
classified into threes and we were able to provide comparative features of the five groups. 

We labeled C2-2-2, C2-2-1, and C2-1-1 groups as “Neutral Group 1,” “Neutral Group 2,” 
and “Neutral Group 3,” respectively. The anxiety levels of these three groups are almost the 
same and were at an intermediate level between Group C1 (Anxiety Group) and Group C2-1-2. 
As many of their other factors also show neutral features, we considered these three groups as 
neutral groups.

The features of Group C2-1-2 are in stark contrast to Group C1 (Anxiety Group). The re-
spondents in C2-1-2 are different from those in other groups in having less anxiety (1.49), 
having knowledge on the notion of risk (−1.00) and showing confidence in relation to food 
safety (−0.78). These scores indicate those in the group accept the status quo and we labeled 
the group the “Acceptance Group.” The features of the five classifications are clearly shown 
in Table 13, which indicates the order of groups on a factor basis. For example, compared to 
other groups, Group C1 (Anxiety Group) is ranked first in Factor 1, “Anxiety Factor,” which 
indicates that respondents in the group have the strongest anxiety. The group is ranked fourth 
in Factor 2. As for the level of knowledge on the notion of risk, Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2) is 
ranked fifth, the lowest.

Next, Table 14 shows features based on the differences between males and females and 
whether respondents have or do not have relatives who are engaged in nuclear/radiation-related 
fields. Slightly more females are in Group C1 (Anxiety Group) and more males are in Group 
C2-1-2 (Acceptance Group).

Also, more females are in C2-2-1 (Neutral 2). As for the difference based on whether respon-
dents have or don’t have relatives who are engaged in nuclear/radiation-related fields, slightly 
more respondents who answered “No” are in Group C1 (Anxiety Group) and more respondents 
who answered “Yes” are in Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance Group). 

Table 13   Features of five classified groups (ranking)

Proportion
Anxiety Risk knowledge Distrust Food safety Demand
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

C1
Anxiety Group 24.0% 1 4 1 5 1

C2-2-2
Neutral Group 1 25.7% 2 3 2 4 5

C2-2-1
Neutral Group 2 16.0% 3 5 5 3 3

C2-1-1
Neutral Group 3 19.3% 4 2 3 2 2

C2-1-2
Acceptance Group 15.0% 5 1 4 1 4
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(b) Application of Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
In the factor analysis, some questions were excluded from an analysis accuracy point of 

view and therefore it became hard to see what impact the level of knowledge on the notion 
of risk had. Therefore, we adopted PCA, which allows us to perform analysis using all ques-
tions. In PCA, several common components are extracted from multidimensional observed 
variables and are referred to as principal components. Impact levels of observed variables on 
the principal components are calculated. The sum of the impact level times observed variables 
is the principal component. The percentage of principal components that have response results 
information is called the contribution rate.  

The contribution rates are large in the order of the first, second and third principal factors. As 
each principal component is uncorrelated, the evaluation is easy.   

Although PCA is often used for pre-evaluation of factor analysis, the purposes of these 
two analyses are different. While factor analysis aims to identify potential factors that have an 
impact on observed variables, PCA aims to create simple (composite) variables from observed 
variables and allows us to develop new scales where information is aggregated, and discover 
the structures of observed variable groups (conscious structures).

The first principal component with a 19.5% contribution rate is an indicator that shows 
anxiety and safety. Fear of radiation, perception that radiation is evil, fear, concerns and distrust 
of viewpoints on the effects of low-dose exposure, and people’s attitude of avoiding purchasing 
food from or around Fukushima have similar degrees of impact of and are in the same direction 
as anxiety. On the other hand, the attitudes that low-dose exposure is not a concern and the 
government (local government) and experts can be trusted have similar degrees of impact of 
and are in the opposite direction to anxiety. Although knowledge of radiation, which was elim-
inated in factor analysis, is oriented in the direction opposite to anxiety, the degree of impact is 
low. Similarly, as we see from the five questions in Q7 that, although the level of knowledge on 
risks is oriented opposite to the direction of anxiety, the degree of impact is also low. Of these 
questions, Q7-3 “I know how to determine RISKS” has a high impact on the sense of safety. 

The second principal component with a 8.2% contribution rate has a high impact on risk 
awareness and has a similar degree of impact of and is in the same direction as knowledge of 
radiation. Anxiety about radiation has an impact in the opposite direction to the level of knowl-
edge on the notion of risk, but the value is smaller. Concerns regarding the impacts of low-dose 
exposure are oriented in the same direction as the level of knowledge on the notion of risk. The 
third principal component with a 7.2% contribution rate connects trust and distrust and the level 
of knowledge on the notion of risk and distrust. The contribution rates of the fourth and the 
following principal components are small. 

When we evaluate the structure of people’s awareness based on these, “Safety-Anxiety” 
and “Trust-Distrust,” and “Knowledge on the notion of risk” and “Knowledge on radiation” 

Table 14    Evaluation of five classified groups based on respondents’ attributions. Symbols in this table comply 
with those in Table 7

Difference among males and females

** Anxiety Group Neutral Group 1 Neutral Group 2 Neutral Group 3 Acceptance Group

Males ‒ ‒ ‒ + +
Females + + + ‒ ‒

Whether respondents have relatives who are engaged in nuclear/ radiation-related fields
* Anxiety Group Neutral Group 1 Neutral Group 2 Neutral Group 3 Acceptance Group

No + ‒ ‒
Yes ‒ + +
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are strongly related in the same directions, respectively. However, the relationships between 
“Safety-Anxiety” – “Trust-Distrust” and “Knowledge on the notion of risk” – “Knowledge on 
radiation” are low. Figure 3 shows the awareness index based on the PCA results.

IV. Summary and Discussion of the Survey
This survey was a small awareness survey with 300 respondents. Although special care is 

required when discussing such values as response rates, we believe the analysis and evaluation 
of patterns were conducted well based on the impact on health of radiation and the differences 
between the levels of knowledge on the notion of risk as defined in this study. 

In questions that ask respondents about their knowledge of radiation and risks, Q5-6, “Radi-
ation and radioactivity are around us,” were most strongly agreed to by respondents, followed 
by Q6-4, Q5-4, Q5-5, Q6-5 and Q5-6. On the other hand, Q8-12 “Effects of low-dose exposure 
are transmitted to others like a virus” was the concept most strongly rejected by respondents. 
There were no significant gaps in the nuclear power-related knowledge between males and 
females or those with and without relatives engaged in nuclear power-related fields. This means 
that residents of Tsuruga, overall, have a certain level of general knowledge of radiation and 
its associated risks.

Regarding attitudes to radiation, Q5-3, “Radiation is horrible,” which is designed to ascer-
tain people’s awareness and beliefs, was most strongly agreed to by respondents, followed by 
Q8-9 and Q8-10, which ask about the effects of low-dose exposure. In the awareness survey 11) 
conducted by Kimura and others in January 2014, there was a statement question that “Radia-
tion and radioactivity are horrible,” the responses to which informed us about the awareness of 
residents in the Tokyo metropolitan area and members of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan 
around the same time. Table 15 shows the results of the comparison made in this study. The 
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Table 14  Evaluation of five classified groups based on 
respondents’ attributions 

Symbols in this table comply with those in Table 7 
Difference among males and females 

** Anxiety 
Group 

Neutral 
Group 1 

Neutral 
Group 2 

Neutral 
Group 3 

Acceptance 
Group 

Males ‒  ‒ ‒  + + 
Females +  + +  ‒ ‒ 
Whether respondents have relatives who are engaged in nuclear/ 
radiation-related fields 

* Anxiety 
Group 

Neutral 
Group 1 

Neutral 
Group 2 

Neutral 
Group 3 

Acceptance 
Group 

No +    ‒ ‒ 
Yes ‒    + + 

 
 

The contribution rates are large in the order of the first, 
second and third principal factors. As each principal 
component is uncorrelated, the evaluation is easy.    

Although PCA is often used for pre-evaluation of factor 
analysis, the purposes of these two analyses are different. 
While factor analysis aims to identify potential factors that 
have an impact on observed variables, PCA aims to create 
simple (composite) variables from observed variables and 
allows us to develop new scales where information is 
aggregated, and discover the structures of observed variable 
groups (conscious structures). 

The first principal component with a 19.5% contribution 
rate is an indicator that shows anxiety and safety. Fear of 
radiation, perception that radiation is evil, fear, concerns and 
distrust of viewpoints on the effects of low-dose exposure, and 
people’s attitude of avoiding purchasing food from or around 
Fukushima have similar degrees of impact of and are in the 
same direction as anxiety. On the other hand, the attitudes that 
low-dose exposure is not a concern and the government (local 
government) and experts can be trusted have similar degrees of 
impact of and are in the opposite direction to anxiety. 
Although knowledge of radiation, which was eliminated in 
factor analysis, is oriented in the direction opposite to anxiety, 
the degree of impact is low. Similarly, as we see from the five 
questions in Q7 that, although the level of knowledge on risks 
is oriented opposite to the direction of anxiety, the degree of 
impact is also low. Of these questions, Q7-3 “I know how to 
determine RISKS” has a high impact on the sense of safety.  

The second principal component with a 8.2% contribution 
rate has a high impact on risk awareness and has a similar 
degree of impact of and is in the same direction as knowledge 
of radiation. Anxiety about radiation has an impact in the 
opposite direction to the level of knowledge on the notion of 
risk, but the value is smaller. Concerns regarding the impacts 
of low-dose exposure are oriented in the same direction as the 
level of knowledge on the notion of risk. The third principal 
component with a 7.2% contribution rate connects trust and 
distrust and the level of knowledge on the notion of risk and 
distrust. The contribution rates of the fourth and the following 
principal components are small.  

When we evaluate the structure of people’s awareness 
based on these, “Safety-Anxiety” and “Trust-Distrust”, and 
“Knowledge on the notion of risk” and “Knowledge on 
radiation” are strongly related in the same directions, 
respectively. However, the relationships between 
“Safety-Anxiety” - “Trust-Distrust” and “Knowledge on the 
notion of risk” - “Knowledge on radiation” are low. Figure 3 
shows the awareness index based on the PCA results.   

 
Fig. 3  Awareness index based on PCA results 

 
 

IV. Summary and discussion of the survey 
 
This survey was a small awareness survey with 300 

respondents. Although special care is required when 
discussing such values as response rates, we believe the 
analysis and evaluation of patterns were conducted well based 
on the impact on health of radiation and the differences 
between the levels of knowledge on the notion of risk as 
defined in this study.  

In questions that ask respondents about their knowledge 
of radiation and risks, Q5-6, “Radiation and radioactivity are 
around us,” were most strongly agreed to by respondents, 
followed by Q6-4, Q5-4, Q5-5, Q6-5 and Q5-6. On the other 
hand, Q8-12 “Effects of low-dose exposure are transmitted to 
others like a virus” was the concept most strongly rejected by 
respondents. There were no significant gaps in the nuclear 
power-related knowledge between males and females or those 
with and without relatives engaged in nuclear power-related 
fields. This means that residents of Tsuruga, overall, have a 
certain level of general knowledge of radiation and its 
associated risks. 

Regarding attitudes to radiation, Q5-3, “Radiation is 
horrible,” which is designed to ascertain people’s awareness 
and beliefs, was most strongly agreed to by respondents, 
followed by Q8-9 and Q8-10, which ask about the effects of 
low-dose exposure. In the awareness survey11) conducted by 
Kimura and others in January 2014, there was a statement 
question that “Radiation and radioactivity are horrible,” the 
responses to which informed us about the awareness of 
residents in the Tokyo metropolitan area and members of the 
Atomic Energy Society of Japan around the same time. Table 15 
shows the results of the comparison made in this study. The 
differences in awareness between residents of Tsuruga and 
those in the Tokyo metropolitan area are assumed to be due to 
the distance from Fukushima and whether the area is a Power 
Plant Located Area. There were no marked differences in 
awareness between males and females, but differences were 
observed between those with and without relatives who are 
engaged in nuclear power-related fields.  

As for the effects of low-dose exposure, people are 
concerned about this issue with respect to infants, toddlers and 
children, but, in Q8-7 and Q8-8, where victims are not 
specified, respondents show slightly less concern. In the 
responses to Q8-11, which showed that respondents are not 
concerned about such impacts on themselves, opinions were 
split and 43.3% of respondents answered “Neither,” which 
shows respondents find it hard to form an opinion. Also, fewer 
respondents affirmed the statement in Q8-1, “Low-dose 
exposure is dangerous,” than Q5-3, “Radiation is horrible.” 
Differences were observed in these responses between males 

Safety Anxiety

Distrust

 

Trust

Figure 3   Awareness index based on PCA results

Table 15   Comparisons with other surveys
I think radioactivity and radiation are horrible.

Positive Weak 
positive Neutral Weak 

negative Negative

Residents in the Tokyo metropolitan area a) 63.6% 26.6% 8.6% 0.8% 0.4%
Members of Atomic Energy Society of Japan a) 8.8% 26.2% 25.1% 18.3% 21.0%
Residents in Tsuruga city 36.7% 28.0% 21.3% 5.0% 8.0%

a)   Special Committee of Atomic Energy Society of Japan “Survey on energy and nuclear” Survey in FY 2013 11) 
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differences in awareness between residents of Tsuruga and those in the Tokyo metropolitan area 
are assumed to be due to the distance from Fukushima and whether the area is a Power Plant 
Located Area. There were no marked differences in awareness between males and females, but 
differences were observed between those with and without relatives who are engaged in nuclear 
power-related fields.

As for the effects of low-dose exposure, people are concerned about this issue with respect to 
infants, toddlers and children, but, in Q8-7 and Q8-8, where victims are not specified, respon-
dents show slightly less concern. In the responses to Q8-11, which showed that respondents are 
not concerned about such impacts on themselves, opinions were split and 43.3% of respondents 
answered “Neither,” which shows respondents find it hard to form an opinion. Also, fewer 
respondents affirmed the statement in Q8-1, “Low-dose exposure is dangerous,” than Q5-3, 
“Radiation is horrible.” Differences were observed in these responses between males and fe-
males, but they were not marked between those with and without relatives who work in nuclear 
power-related fields.

Responses reflecting people’s anxiety about radiation are widely distributed and overall such 
anxiety is negated. It is clear that there was a high rate of negative responses to Q5-8, Q5-9 and 
Q5-10, which asks respondents if they are concerned about radiation affecting their tap water, 
and milk, respectively. There were observable differences in these responses between males 
and females, but these differences were not marked between those with and without relatives 
working in the nuclear power field. It seems people in general are relatively unconcerned about 
radiation and the effects of low-dose exposure.

One of the features about the responses from residents of Tsuruga City was that, although 
they have a certain level of knowledge on radiation and risks and try to manage concerns about 
low-dose exposure, they also show anxiety at the same time. Also, overall, they feel strongly 
that risk determination criteria should be defined by the government and experts, but the re-
sponses were split. 

We classified respondents into five groups using factor analysis and cluster analysis; Group 
C1 (Anxiety Group) and Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance Group) at opposite ends and three neutral 
groups comprising Groups C2-2-2, C2-2-1 and C2-1-1. Figure 4 shows the analysis results where 
the centroids of the five layered clusters organized by factor basis. The bar graph values show the 
relative strength of the features that each factor indicates based on the values in Figure 2.

The level of knowledge on the notion of risk of Group C1 (Anxiety Group), which has the 
highest level anxiety among the groups, was at moderate level and is not at a low level when 
compared with other groups. The anxiety and distrust shown by Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2), 
which members have the lowest level of knowledge on the notion of risk, were at the interme-
diate level, between the other two neutral groups. The knowledge of Group C2-2-2 (Neutral 1) 
regarding the notion of risk was at a moderate level and the level of anxiety was higher than that 
in the other two neutral groups. Considering this together with the results of PCA, we can say 
that the level of knowledge on the notion of risk and Safety-Anxiety are not simply correlated. 
It was confirmed that the deficit model 32), i.e., lack of knowledge on radiation and risks leads to 
anxiety, does not apply to residents of Tsuruga City. We found that knowing how to determine 
risks and the feeling of safety and security tend to be connected.  

The demand that risk determination criteria be defined by the government and experts is high 
in Group C1 (Anxiety) and C2-1-1 (Neutral 3), and is at the same level in both groups, and is 
lowest in Group C-2-2 (Neutral). That in Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2) and C2-1-2 (Acceptance) is 
almost the same, at the moderate level. The level of knowledge on the notion of risk is highest 
in Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance) and lowest in Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2). The level of knowledge 
is high in Group C2-1-1 (Neutral 3), followed by C-2-2 (Neutral 1) and C1 (Anxiety) at a 
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moderate level. The level of the demand to have risk determination criteria defined was about 
the same in Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2), which has the highest level of knowledge on the notion 
of risk, as that in C2-1-2 (Acceptance), which has the lowest level of knowledge on the notion 
of risk. According to the correlation analysis provided in Table 9, demand for having risk de-
termination criteria defined is independent of their level of knowledge on the notion of risk. It 
is explained by the features of each group.  

Neutral Groups have intermediate features between Group C1 (Anxiety) and Group C2-1-2 (Ac-
ceptance) in most of the factors. For the Anxiety Factor and the Food Safety Factor, the values 
are high or low in the order of the groups listed in Figure 2, while, for other factors, values are 
irregularly distributed. Also, the table shows that knowledge on the notion of risk and distrust 
of experts that characterized Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2) and the demand of Group C2-2-2 (Neu-
tral 1) for having risk determination criteria defined exceed the features of Group C1 (Anxiety) 
and Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance), respectively. It is important to understand the features of the 
three neutral groups classified in Figure 2. 

Group C2-2-2 (Neutral 1) (25.7%) tends to choose “Neither” for questions in Tables 4 to 6 
compared to other groups and this trend is observed in about half of the questions. This rate 
is high considering that the respondents in C2-2-1 (Neutral 2) responded “Neither” in about 
one third of the questions and Groups C2-1-1 (Neutral 3), C1 (Anxiety) and C2-1-2(Accep-
tance) in 1/4 of questions. We can distinguish the features of neutral groups by looking at this 

112 Article (Shinoda et al.) 
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and females, but they were not marked between those with and 
without relatives who work in nuclear power-related fields. 

 

 
Table 15 Comparisons with other surveys 
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Residents in the 
Tokyo metropolitan 
area a) 
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Members of Atomic 
Energy Society of 
Japan a) 

8.8% 26.2% 25.1% 18.3% 21.0%

Residents in Tsuruga 
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Responses reflecting people’s anxiety about radiation are 
widely distributed and overall such anxiety is negated. It is 
clear that there was a high rate of negative responses to Q5-8, 
Q5-9 and Q5-10, which asks respondents if they are concerned 
about radiation affecting their tap water, and milk, respectively. 
There were observable differences in these responses between 
males and females, but these differences were not marked 
between those with and without relatives working in the 
nuclear power field. It seems people in general are relatively 
unconcerned about radiation and the effects of low-dose 
exposure. 

One of the features about the responses from residents of 
Tsuruga City was that, although they have a certain level of 
knowledge on radiation and risks and try to manage concerns 
about low-dose exposure, they also show anxiety at the same 
time. Also, overall, they feel strongly that risk determination 
criteria should be defined by the government and experts, but 
the responses were split.  

We classified respondents into five groups using factor 
analysis and cluster analysis; Group C1 (Anxiety Group) and 
Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance Group) at opposite ends and three 
neutral groups comprising Groups C2-2-2, C2-2-1 and C2-1-1. 
Figure 4 shows the analysis results where the centroids of the 
five layered clusters organized by factor basis. The bar graph 
values show the relative strength of the features that each 
factor indicates based on the values in Figure 2. 

The level of knowledge on the notion of risk of Group C1 
(Anxiety Group), which has the highest level anxiety among 
the groups, was at moderate level and is not at a low level 
when compared with other groups. The anxiety and distrust 
shown by Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2), which members have the 
lowest level of knowledge on the notion of risk, were at the 
intermediate level, between the other two neutral groups. The 
knowledge of Group C2-2-2 (Neutral 1) regarding the notion 
of risk was at a moderate level and the level of anxiety was 
higher than that in the other two neutral groups. Considering 
this together with the results of PCA, we can say that the level 
of knowledge on the notion of risk and Safety-Anxiety are not 
simply correlated. It was confirmed that the deficit model32), 
i.e., lack of knowledge on radiation and risks leads to anxiety, 
does not apply to residents of Tsuruga City. We found that 
knowing how to determine risks and the feeling of safety and 
security tend to be connected.   

The demand that risk determination criteria be defined by 
the government and experts is high in Group C1 (Anxiety) and 
C2-1-1 (Neutral 3), and is at the same level in both groups, and 
is lowest in Group C-2-2 (Neutral). That in Group C2-2-1 
(Neutral 2) and C2-1-2 (Acceptance) is almost the same, at the 
moderate level. The level of knowledge on the notion of risk is 

  level of knowledge is high in Group C2-1-1 (Neutral 3), 
followed by C-2-2 (Neutral 1) and C1 (Anxiety) at a moderate 
level. The level of the demand to have risk determination 
criteria defined was about the same in Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 
2), which has the highest level of knowledge on the notion of 
risk, as that in C2-1-2 (Acceptance), which has the lowest 
level of knowledge on the notion of risk. According to the 
correlation analysis provided in Table 9, demand for having 
risk determination criteria defined is independent of their level 
of knowledge on the notion of risk. It is explained by the 
features of each group.   

Neutral Groups have intermediate features between 
Group C1 (Anxiety) and Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance) in most 
of the factors. For the Anxiety Factor and the Food Safety 
Factor, the values are high or low in the order of the groups 
listed in Fig. 2, while, for other factors, values are irregularly 
distributed. Also, the table shows that knowledge on the notion 
of risk and distrust of experts that characterized Group C2-2-1 
(Neutral 2) and the demand of Group C2-2-2 (Neutral 1) for 
having risk determination criteria defined exceed the features 
of Group C1 (Anxiety) and Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance), 
respectively. It is important to understand the features of the 
three neutral groups classified in Fig. 2.  

 

 
Fig. 4  Features of the five classified groups 
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Figure 4   Features of the five classified groups
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trend of choosing “Neither.” Only a few percent of all respondents responded negatively to 
the questions regarding their demand to have risk determination criteria defined by the gov-
ernment and experts, and most of them are in Group C2-1-2 (Acceptance). Responses to the 
questions regarding the demand to have risk determination criteria defined are concentrated 
in positive responses. The fact that Group C2-2-2 (Neutral 1) tended to choose “Neither” for 
their answers shows that their demand is weak overall. It means this group is highly likely to 
choose “Neither” and tends to choose “Neither” in the questions regarding demand for having 
risk determination criteria defined. This means they have the lowest demand for having risk 
determination criteria defined. We can say that Group C2-2-2 is the most typical neutral group 
that chooses neutral answers. 

The respondents in Group C2-2-1 (Neutral 2) (16%) think they lack knowledge regarding 
the notion of risk. They feel anxious about radiation to some degree, but they have the lowest 
level of distrust regarding information from government and experts about low-dose exposure. 
We thus assumed that their tendency to avoid determining whether to trust information from the 
government or experts led to an unwillingness to express distrust. They are considered to be a 
passive neutral group with little interest.

Although the characteristics of Group C2-1-2 (Neutral 3) (19.3%) are close to those of 
C2-1-2 (Acceptance) as seen in Figure 2, they are very different in terms of the degree of 
anxiety and demand for having risk determination criteria defined. From the features of Group 
C2-1-2 (Acceptance), it is assumed that strong anxiety leads to strong demand. We can assume 
that the differences between the two groups are mostly dependent on whether they can accept 
the current status or not. 

Both Group C1 (Anxiety) (24%) and Group C2-1-1 (Neutral 3) (19.3%) have high anxiety 
and strongly demand that risk determination criteria be defined. It shows neither group is satis-
fied with the current status. 

It must be noted that the characteristics and rates of the groups described in the survey refer 
to only residents of Tsuruga City and not to people in general. Since the characteristics of resi-
dents could differ significantly depending on the area surveyed, it is desirable to compare them 
with similar awareness surveys conducted in other areas. We would like to analyze and evaluate 
the results of this study further and utilize them for research activities being undertaken in 
Tsuruga City in Fukui Prefecture by the authors.

V. Conclusions
This study performed an awareness survey and provided and discussed the analysis results 

related to how aware the residents of Tsuruga City are of radiation and evaluated their level 
knowledge on the notion of risk. In the awareness survey, we explored respondents’ knowledge 
of and opinions about radiation and the notion of risk and tried to classify respondents based 
on their relevant opinions. From the classification results based on factor analysis and cluster 
analysis, we classified the respondents into five groups; two groups at opposite ends, the Anx-
iety Group (24%) and Group of Acceptance (15%) and three neutral groups (25.7%, 16% and 
19.3% respectively) and discussed their features. We think that classifying the neutral group, 
which tends to show a neutral attitude, into three sub-groups, based on features, provided useful 
information. We would like to formulate a model of a community-based risk communication 
method with the residents of Tsuruga City, utilizing the information acquired in this study.

Yoshihiko SHINODA et al.
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−Appendix: Survey of Tsuruga Inhabitants Concerning their Living 
Situation and Attitudes to Radiation (Only questions relevant to this 
study are excerpted. The layout of the questionnaire is provided as in the 
original.)–

【Tell us your opinions concerning radiation and radioactivity.】

Q5.   Do you agree or disagree with the statement in Questions 1) to 14) about 
radiation and radioactivity. Circle the number of the answer that best fits 
your opinion.  
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↓ ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

1)  I think radiation and radioactivity are evil.
1         2         3         4         5

2)  I cannot classify radiation and radioactivity as good or bad.
1         2         3         4         5

3)  I think radiation and radioactivity are horrible.
1         2         3         4         5

4)  I think radiation and radioactivity can sometimes be useful to human beings.
1         2         3         4         5

5)  I think radiation and radioactivity can be horrible or not horrible, depending 
on the amount.

1         2         3         4         5

6)  I think radiation and radioactivity are around us.
1         2         3         4         5

7)  I think the effects of internal exposure are greater than the effects of external 
exposure in Fukushima Prefecture.

1         2         3         4         5

8)  I am concerned about radiation and radioactivity around us.
1         2         3         4         5

9)  I am concerned about radioactive elements in tap water.
1         2         3         4         5

10)  I am concerned about radioactive elements in milk and dairy products.
1         2         3         4         5

11)  I think the current government regulations ensure food safety, including 
food from Fukushima.

1         2         3         4         5

12)  I want to avoid purchasing milk and dairy products from Ibaraki and 
Tochigi.

1         2         3         4         5

13)  I am concerned about radioactive elements in food (agricultural, animal 
and fishery products).

1         2         3         4         5

14)  I want to avoid purchasing food (agricultural, animal and fishery products) 
from Fukushima.

1         2         3         4         5

15)  I think the current regulation values for radioactive materials in foods are 
adequate.

1         2         3         4         5
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【Tell us your opinions concerning RISKS and food safety.】

Q6.  Do you agree or disagree with each statement of Questions 1) to 11) about 
RISKS and food safety. Circle the number of the answer that best fits 
your opinion.
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1)  I think chemical toxicity is more dangerous than radioactive materials in 
food.

1         2         3         4         5

2)  We can trust the Food Safety Commission on food safety.
1         2         3         4         5

3)  We can trust the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare and Ministry of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan on food safety.

1         2         3         4         5

4)  I think there are various RISKS in our society.
1         2         3         4         5

5)  I think radiation and radioactivity are just one of many RISKS.
1         2         3         4         5

6)  I think some RISKS can have a bad influence on us.
1         2         3         4         5

7)  I think some RISKS can have a good influence on us.
1         2         3         4         5

8)  I think mineral water is safer than tap water.
1         2         3         4         5

9)  I think the government and prefectures (local government) should clearly 
define criteria to determine RISKS.

1         2         3         4         5

10)  I think experts should clearly define criteria to determine RISKS.
1         2         3         4         5

11)  I think domestic food contains less radioactive materials than imported 
food.

1         2         3         4         5

Q7.  Do you agree or disagree with each statement of Questions 1) to 5) about 
RISKS. Circle the number of the answer that best fits your opinion. It 
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1)  I have thought about RISKS before.
1         2         3         4         5

2)  I have been educated about RISKS.
1         2         3         4         5

3)  I know how to determine RISKS.
1         2         3         4         5

4)  I know the meaning of RISKS.
1         2         3         4         5

5)  I determine what RISKS are by myself.
1         2         3         4         5
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【Tell us know your opinions concerning low-dose exposure.】

Q8.  Do you agree or disagree with each statement of Questions 1) to 13) about 
low-dose exposure. Circle the number of the answer that best fits your 
opinion
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1)  I think low-dose exposure is scary regardless of exposure level.
1         2         3         4         5

2)  I think the effects of low-dose exposure are uncertain.
1         2         3         4         5

3)  I think different experts say different things about the effects of low-dose 
exposure.

1         2         3         4         5

4)  We cannot trust what the government says about the effects of low-dose 
exposure.

1         2         3         4         5

5)  We cannot trust what experts say about the effects of low-dose exposure.
1         2         3         4         5

6)  We cannot trust what doctors say about the effects of low-dose exposure.
1         2         3         4         5

7)  I think one of the effects of low-dose exposure is the development of cancer 
in the future.

1         2         3         4         5

8)  I think the effects of low-dose exposure not only leads to the development 
of cancer in the future, but also influences overall health.

1         2         3         4         5

9)  I think low-dose exposure negatively affects infants.
1         2         3         4         5

10)  I think low-dose exposure negatively affects toddlers and children.
1         2         3         4         5

11)  I am not concerned about any effects of low-dose exposure.
1         2         3         4         5

12)  I think the effects of low-dose exposure are transmitted to others like a 
virus.

1         2         3         4         5

13)  I think the effects of low-dose exposure are passed on to offspring.
1         2         3         4         5

F1. What is your gender?･･････････1. Male    2. Female

F5.

Do you have any relatives who live with you and who are engaged in work related to nuclear power or radiation 
industries? Circle the numbers of all answers that apply to you. 
1. Self  3. Father/Mother 5. Grandson/Granddaughter  7. Relative
2. Spouse  4. Children  6. Brother/Sister  8. Others:                

【Finally, tell us about yourself.】
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Rapid and Simple Measurement Method of 90Sr 
Concentration in Water by Measuring β-rays 

from 90Y

Hideo HIRAYAMA 1,*, Kenjiro KONDO 1, Yasuhiro UNNO 2, 
Hiroshi MATSUMURA 1, Hiroshi IWASE 1, Akira YUNOKI 2  

and Shinichi SASAKI 1

1 High Energy Accelerator Research Organization, 1-1 Oho, Tsukubashi, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan 
2 National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, 1-1-1 Umezono, Tsukubashi, Ibaraki 305-8568, Japan

A rapid and simple method to measure the concentration of 90Sr in water by measuring β-rays 
from 90Y was presented. Under the situation that 90Sr/ 90Y, 134Cs and 137Cs are the main radionu-
clides included in the water sample, only β-rays from 90Y can transmit through 1.5-mm-thick 
polyethylene. From this fact, it is possible to measure β-rays from 90Y using a β-ray detector, 
such as the GM-counter, set beneath the 1.5-mm-thick bottom of the water bottle containing the 
sample with 90Sr/ 90Y. The acrylic resin collimator having 0 cm, 1.00 cm, 1.50 cm or 3.00 cm 
diameter was made to detect β-rays at the fixed region of the GM-counter used. Contributions 
from bremsstrahlung produced by β-rays and γ-rays from radionuclides such as 134Cs and 
137Cs/137mBa are removed by subtracting the count rate measured with a 1.00 cm acrylic resin 
collimator without a hole as the background count rate. The developed method was studied us-
ing the bottle routinely used at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. It was confirmed 
that the developed method can be applied to measure the 90Sr concentration in water to the order 
of several Bq/cm3 if 134Cs and 137Cs concentrations are less than or equal to the 90Sr/ 90Y concen-
tration.

KEYWORDS: Sr-90, Y-90, concentration in water, β-ray, GM-detector, range of β-ray, acrylic 
resin collimator

I. Introduction
At Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant (hereinafter referred to as “1F”), measurement 

of the radioactive concentration of 90Sr in numerous water samples containing 90Sr in a wide 
range of radioactive concentrations is required. The radioactive concentrations of 90Sr to be 
measured range widely from the effluent standard level (3 × 10−2 Bq/cm3) to several tens of 
MBq/cm3. The types of water to be measured vary, including water retained in the nuclear reac-
tor building, RO concentrated water from which Cs is eliminated using a cesium removing sys-
tem (SARRY) (hereinafter referred to as “RO concentrated water”), water treated with various 
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nuclide removal equipment (ALPS), and stagnant water in the weir of the RO concentrated 
water tank. These water samples contain not only 90Sr and 90Y but also 134Cs and 137Cs at various 
radioactive concentrations. In addition, it is conceivable that the achievement of radioactive 
equilibrium between 90Sr and 90Y and the chemical dissolved state varies significantly among 
water samples. For water samples that are to be discharged, it is necessary to measure the 
radioactivity concentration of 90Sr even for water samples containing 90Sr at high radioactive 
concentrations that cannot be discharged. Tokyo Electric Power Co. measures 90Sr in these wa-
ter samples using a radioactive strontium analysis method requiring multistep chemical separa-
tion 1), a method of separating and concentrating 90Sr through a chemical operation that allows 
90Sr to be measured using a β nuclide analysis device 2), a simplified measurement method for 
separating and measuring 90Sr with cation paper 3), and a total beta method 4).

The former two methods not only require chemical separation and advanced measuring tech-
nologies but also take a substantial amount of time to obtain measurement results, thus they 
are not suitable for emergency response. The cation paper method has a drawback in that it is 
largely dependent on the amount of dissolved ions and the dissolved state. Given this back-
ground, the total beta measurement method has been used thus far to estimate the radioactive 
90Sr concentration in numerous water samples generated at 1F.

However, as described in the introduction of “Gross beta measurement method” 4), the total 
beta method is intended for the measurement of environmental samples and is used to check 
if the radioactive concentration is below the effluent standard. Its primary purpose is to deter-
mine whether another measurement is necessary or not. From the viewpoint of measuring the 
concentration of Sr-90/Y-90, which has a high radioactive concentration that cannot be drained, 
this method is not an appropriate one. Under such circumstances, a method that enables a 
wide range of radioactive 90Sr concentrations to be measured rapidly and easily needs to be 
developed.

The method proposed in this study measures water samples containing 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs, and 
137Cs as major radioactive nuclides in predetermined containers using a GM counter tube 
without performing any pretreatment. This is a new measurement method enables 90Sr to be 
measured rapidly and easily at a concentration of more than several Bq/cm3 by conducting the 
measurement twice at an interval of approximately 5 h even if the secular equilibrium of 90Sr 
and 90Y in the solution has not yet been confirmed. In addition to the measurement methods 
adopted by Tokyo Electric Power Co., the rapid analysis method 5) for discriminating radio-
nuclides utilizing the difference in energy of β-rays using a liquid scintillation counter is also 
available. However, this method is intended to measure radionuclides in effluent and requires 
three or four days, despite its name. Because this method requires no chemical operation and 
can measure water samples placed in containers, it can be used to establish a system for measur-
ing many samples in combination with a robotic operation and it is also possible to significantly 
shorten the time required to determine the radioactive 90Sr concentration in numerous water 
samples generated at 1F.

The following section provides an outline of this method and the results of studying radioac-
tive concentrations using known water samples containing 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs, or 137Cs.
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II. Determining the 90Sr Concentration in Water by Measuring 
β-rays from 90Y

1. Outline of the Method

The following is a method to determine the radioactive 90Sr concentration from the radio-
active concentration of 90Y obtained by measuring the number of β-rays from 90Y using water 
samples containing 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs, and 137Cs as the main radionuclides. It is based on the fact 
that β-rays from 90Sr, 134Cs, and 137Cs can be screened out by a 1.5-mm-thick (or more) polyeth-
ylene plate and that the maximum range for β-rays from 90Y is 1 g/cm2. 

Specifically, a water sample containing 90Sr/90Y is placed in a container with an approxi-
mately 1.5-mm-thick bottom, and the number of β-rays is measured in the range limited by 
a GM counter tube using a β-ray detector equipped with a 1-cm-thick acrylic collimator. In 
addition, the count rate of β-rays from 90Y is determined by deducting the count rate based 
on the bremsstrahlung X-rays generated because the γ- and β-rays from 134Cs, 137Cs/137mBa, 
etc. are present in the water sample as background while blocking the β-rays from 90Y with a 
1-cm-thick acrylic plate with no opening. The count rates of the β-rays from 90Y are converted 
into radioactive concentrations using the conversion coefficient obtained from water samples 
with known radioactive concentrations. If it has not yet been confirmed that 90Sr and 90Y have 
achieved secular equilibrium, the measurement is conducted twice under the same conditions 
at an interval of approximately 5 h to determine the 90Sr concentration from the 90Y concen-
tration obtained using the parent nuclide and daughter nuclide relation between 90Sr and 90Y. 
In this case, the information on the achievement of radioactive equilibrium between 90Sr and 
90Y during the first measurement can be obtained together from the 90Sr and 90Y concentrations 
acquired during the first measurement.

2. β-Emitting Radionuclides to be Measured

Water containing 90Sr/90Y that cannot be discharged because of high radioactive concen-
trations, generated at 1F, includes retained water such as RO concentrated water, revetment 
groundwater, and water related to leakage of reserved water, etc. The radionuclide in RO con-
centrated water obtained by removing cesium from stagnant water at turbine building consist 
mainly 90Sr/90Y, except tritium, and 134Cs, 137Cs, 54Mn, 60Co, 106Ru/106Rh and 125Sb at a con-
centration of one-thousandth or less of the 90Sr/90Y concentration 6). In the case of revetment 
groundwater, 90Sr/90Y occur at the highest radioactive concentrations except for tritium, and 
there are cases in which 134Cs and 137Cs also occur at the same concentration in some areas. In 
addition, there are cases in which 54Mn, 60Co, 106Ru/106Rh, and 125Sb are also present at a con-
centration of one-thousandth of 90Sr/90Y 7). Immediately after the accident, 89Sr emitting β-rays 
with a maximum energy of 1.495 MeV were at a level equal to 90Sr. However, this nuclide can 
be ignored because its half-life period of 50.53 d and 28 half-life periods have already passed. 
Concerning these nuclides as detected, Table 1 shows the maximum energy and emission rate 
of β-rays as well as the energy and emission rate of γ-rays 8). The nuclides that emit β-rays with 
a maximum energy of 1 MeV or higher in addition to 90Y are 60Co, 106Rh as a progeny nuclide 
of 106Ru, and 137Cs. The radioactive concentrations of 60Co and 106Ru/106Rh occurring in water 
samples to be measured are not greater than one-thousandth of the radioactive concentrations of 
90Sr/90Y, thus their contributions can be ignored in the measurement of β-rays. In addition, be-
cause water samples containing 90Sr/90Y that cannot be discharged because of high radioactive 
concentrations are also included in the measuring objects, the contribution of β-rays from 40K, 
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which is a form of natural radioactivity, can also be ignored. 
Based on such circumstances, a method for measuring the β-rays in water samples contain-

ing 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs, and 137Cs as the main nuclides was studied.

3. How to Separate β-rays from 90Sr, 134Cs, and 137Cs in the Water Samples as 
well as β-rays from 90Y

Except for the β-rays with a maximum energy of 1.176 MeV from 137Cs with an emission 
rate of 5.6%, the maximum energy of the β-rays from 90Sr, 134Cs, and 137Cs is 0.6 MeV or 
lower. The maximum range of the β-rays of 0.6 MeV was calculated to be 0.2 g/cm2 using the 
following equation 9):

R(g/cm2) = 0.407 E1.38  (1)

where E is the maximum energy of the β-rays expressed in MeV. However, the maximum range 
of the β-rays from 90Y with a maximum energy of 2.25 MeV is 1.05 g/cm2 as determined using 
the following equation 9):

R(g/cm2) = 0.542 E − 0.133  (2)

143水中 90Sr放射能濃度の 90Yβ線測定による迅速簡便測定法

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 14, No. 3 （2015）

より9），0.2 g/cm2である。Eは，MeV単位のβ線の最大
エネルギーである。一方，最大エネルギーが 2.25 MeVで
ある 90Yのβ線の最大飛程は，
　R（g/cm2）＝0.542 E－0.133 （ 2）
より9），1.05 g/cm2である。これらの数字は，あくまでβ 
線の最大エネルギーに対するものであること，これらの核
種が水中に含まれている場合には，水中でエネルギーが減
少することも考慮する必要があるので実効的な飛程とは異
なる。より実態に近い減衰を調べるために，電磁カスケー
ドモンテカルロ計算コード egs510）を用いて，1 Bq/cm3の
放射能濃度の 90Sr, 90Y, 134Csまたは 137Csを含む 1.5 cm厚
の試料水から出てくるβ線のポリエチレン透過量を計算
した。F1発電所の水試料では考慮の必要はないが，参考
のために 89Srのβ線についてもあわせて計算した。3.4％
の塩分を含む密度 1.035 g/cm3の海水中に，これらの核種
が含まれている場合についてもあわせて計算した。計算で
は，ポリエチレンの外側に達した電子数を計算しているの

で，β線との散乱により発生した二次電子および制動輻射
X線による二次電子も含まれている。結果を Fig. 1に示
す。図から明らかなように，90Yと同じ放射能濃度の 90Sr, 
134Csあるいは 137Csが存在している場合でも，1.5 mm 
（0.136 g/cm2）のポリエチレン透過後のそれぞれのβ線数
は，90Yのβ線数の 1/100以下である。通常の水と海水の
違いは，ほとんどみられなかった。したがって，対象とな
る 134Csおよび 137Csの放射能濃度が 90Yの濃度と同程度
以下であるとすると，1.5 mm以上の厚さのポリエチレン
透過後のβ線を測定することにより，90Yのβ線数を計測
することができると考えられるa）。

4. 制動輻射 X線およびγ線の影響の除去
β線の測定器は，感度の違いはあるが，γ線や X線にも
感度をもっている。水中の 90Srおよび 90Yのβ線により
水や容器等で制動輻射 X線が発生すること，試料水中に
様々な濃度の 134Csや 137Cs/137mBa等のγ放出核種が含ま

Table 1　 β-rays and γ-rays from main radionuclides identified in water samples at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station

Nuclide Half-life Decay mode
Maximum β-ray
energy （MeV）

Emission rate
γ-ray energy
（MeV）

Emission rate

54Mn 312.03 d EC 1.0 0.836 1.0

60Co 5.2713 y β－
0.318 0.999 1.173 0.999
1.491 0.0012 1.333 1.0

90Sr 28.79 y β－ 0.546 1.0
90Y 64.00 h β－ 2.28 1.0
106Ru 373.59 d β－ 0.0394 1.0

106Rh 29.80 s β－

2.407 0.100 0.512 0.204
3.029 0.081 0.662 0.099
3.541 0.786 1.05 0.016
Others Others

125Sb 2.75856 y β－

0.0953 0.134 0.176 0.069
0.125 0.058 0.38 0.015
0.131 0.179 0.428 0.298
0.241 0.016 0.463 0.106
0.303 0.404 0.601 0.178
0.446 0.072 0.607 0.05
0.622 0.136 0.636 0.113
Others 0.671 0.018

Others

134Cs 2.065 y β－

0.0888 0.273 0.563 0.084
0.415 0.025 0.569 0.154
0.658 0.702 0.605 0.976
Others 0.796 0.866

0.802 0.087
1.365 0.03
Others

137Cs 30.1671 y β－
0.514 0.944
1.176 0.056

137mBa 2.532 m IT 0.662 0.851

Table 1    β-rays and γ-rays from main radionuclides identified in water samples at the Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Station
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These figures are different from the effective ranges because they are just relative to the max-
imum energy of the β-rays and the energy decreases in water if these nuclides occur in water. 
To more closely examine the attenuation of the actual situation, we calculated the amount of 
β-rays originating from a water sample that can transmit a polyethylene plate 1.5 cm thick con-
taining 90Sr, 90Y, 134Cs, or 137Cs at a concentration of 1 Bq/cm3, using egs5 10) the electromagnetic 
cascade Monte Carlo code. For reference, we also calculated the β-rays from 89Sr although 
they do not need to be considered in the case of water samples collected at 1F. In addition, we 
also performed a calculation for the case where these nuclides occur in seawater having a salt 
content of 3.4% and a density of 1.035 g/cm3. Because the number of electrons that reached 
the outside of the polyethylene plate was determined in the calculation, the secondary electrons 
generated because of scattering with β-rays and those generated by bremsstrahlung X-rays were 
also included. Figure 1 shows the results. As is clear from the figure, even when 90Sr, 134Cs, or 
137Cs with the same radioactive concentration as 90Y is present, the number of β-rays from the 
respective nuclide after transmitting the 1.5-mm-thick (0.136 g/cm2) polyethylene plate is less 
than one-hundredth of the number of β-rays from 90Y. There was little difference found between 
fresh water and seawater. Therefore, assuming that the radioactive concentrations of 134Cs and 
137Cs measured are lower than the concentration of 90Y, the number of β-rays from 90Y can be 
obtained by measuring the β-rays after penetrating the polyethylene plate a.

4. Elimination of the Influence of Bremsstrahlung X-Rays 
and γ-Rays

β-ray measuring instruments can also sense γ-rays and X-rays, although the sensitivity 

a Although different from the environment covered by this method, if 90Sr and 90Y are present at the same concentration, the 
result of the measurement conducted according to this method overestimates the concentration of 90Y. According to Figure 1, 
the number of β-rays from 89Sr after penetrating a 1.5-mm-thick polyethylene plate is approximately 30% of the number of the 
β-rays of 90Y. Therefore, the concentration of 90Y which is in secular equilibrium with 90Sr is overestimated by approximately 
30%. Even if the concentration of 89Sr was the same as that of 90Sr when the accident occurred, the concentration of 89Sr 
decreases to less than 0.7% of that of 90Sr over one year. Therefore, the overestimation of the concentration of 90Y will be 
approximately 0.2% in the secular equilibrium state or approximately 2% even in an extreme case where only 10% equilibrium 
is achieved. 

Figure 1    Calculated β-ray flux with egs5 from 1.5 cm pure-water or sea-water including 90Sr, 90Y, 89Sr, 134Cs, 
or 137Cs with concentration of 1 Bq/cm3 as a function of polyethylene thickness inserted
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varies. Because bremsstrahlung X-rays are generated in water or a container by the β-rays from 
90Sr and 90Y in water and γ-rays are emitted when various concentrations of γ-emitting nuclides 
such as 134Cs and 137Cs/137mBa occur in a water sample, it is necessary to deduct the count rates 
based on the γ-rays and bremsstrahlung X-rays (hereinafter referred to as “photons”) as back-
ground to measure the number of β-rays.

The high-energy β-rays from 90Y can also be screened out using a 1-cm-thick acrylic plate, 
which is thicker than the maximum range. Although photons are slightly attenuated by an acryl-
ic plate 1 cm thick, the attenuation rate is much lower than that of β-rays. Thus, the results of 
the measurement after penetration through the acrylic plate can be used as the background 
count rates based on photons.

5. Relation between the Radioactive Concentration of 90Sr and that of 90Y in 
Water Samples

If it has been confirmed that 90Sr and 90Y in a water sample have achieved secular equilibri-
um, the radioactive 90Sr concentration can be determined from the radioactive 90Y concentration 
obtained during the first measurement. Even if they have not yet achieved secular equilibrium, 
conducting the second measurement after a certain period (approximately 5 h) enables the 
radioactive 90Sr concentration to be obtained.

Because the 90Sr and 90Y half-life periods are 28.79 y and 64.00 h, respectively, their decay 
constants are 2.75 × 10−6 (h−1) and 1.08 × 10−2 (h−1), respectively.

Assuming the number of atoms of 90Sr and 90Y per cm3 at time t = 0 is NSr-90 (0) and NY-90 (0), 
respectively, the number of atoms of 90Y per cm3 after t hours NY-90 (t) is calculated as follows:

 
(3)

Because λY-90 ≫ λSr-90, assuming λY-90 − λSr-90 ≈ λY-90, the equation becomes as follows: 

 
(4)

where, AY-90 (0) and AY-90 (t) are the radioactive concentrations of 90Y at time t = 0 and t, respec-
tively, and ASr-90 (0) is the radioactive 90Sr concentration at time t = 0. Based on equation (4), the 
radioactive concentration is calculated as follows:

 
(5)

If the measurement is conducted at an interval of 5 h, it is calculated as follows:

 
(6)

Actually measuring AY-90 (0) and AY-90 (t) enables the radioactive 90Sr concentration to be deter-
mined using equation (6).
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6. Achievement of Radioactive Equilibrium between 90Sr and 90Y in a Solution

The achievement of radioactive equilibrium between 90Sr and 90Y in a sample can possibly 
be used as information for determining the history of the contaminated water. In the measure-
ment conducted according to this method, not only can the 90Sr concentration in a sample be 
measured but also the achievement of radioactive equilibrium between 90Sr and 90Y at the time 
of the first measurement as follows:

The radioactivity ratio of 90Y to 90Sr at t = 0 is determined by equation (5) as follows:

 
(7)

Although f can be determined as a value using equation (7) regardless of the value of t, it is 
possible that it may not be because of the influence of the statistical error of the counted value, 
if the measurement interval is short, when these nuclides are near radioactive equilibrium. The 
ratio of AY-90 (t) to AY-90 (0) is determined using equations (4) and (5) with f as a parameter as 
follows:

 

(8)

Figure 2 show the changes in AY-90 (t)/AY-90 (0) because of f when t is 5, 10, and 24 h. As 
shown in the figure, it is necessary to conduct the second measurement after at least 10 h and 
preferably 24 h to precisely determine the value of f when f is 0.5 or greater.

When 90Sr and 90Y are present in water, a bias in concentration may be caused by the forma-
tion of colloids and adsorption to suspended solids mainly because of a difference in chemical 
properties. In addition, immediately after the water is treated with a separation device utilizing 
the difference in chemical properties of both of the nuclides, there are cases in which the value 
of f becomes greater than 1 and there are also cases in which it is less than 1. Although this 
does not affect the result of the radioactive 90Sr concentration, if the value of f is greater than 1, 
attention needs to be paid to the achievement of radioactive equilibrium between 90Sr and 90Y 
in the solution.

Figure 2    Increase in 90Y concentration after t hours as a function of the equivalent ratio between 90Y and 90Sr
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III. Measurement System
1. β-Ray Detector

Although there are various types of β-ray detectors, it is desirable if they can be handled 
easily because they are used for routine measurements. In the demonstration experiment de-
scribed below, we used a TGS-146B 11) (Hitachi-Aloka Medical) equipped with a large-area 
end-window organic GM tube utilized in contamination inspections as a β-ray detector, con-
sidering its sensitivity to β-rays. For precise measurement of the β-rays from 90Y in a solution, 
the positional relation between the solution, which is a radiation source, and the detector is 
important. To detect the β-rays in the fixed range of the detector, we fabricated a 1.00-cm-thick 
acrylic collimator and used it during the experiment. We designed a jig to make the collimator 
center coincide with the centers of the GM detector as well as the water sample container at 
all times. We used four types of collimators; those with diameters of 1.00 cm, 1.50 cm, and 
3.0 cm and one with no opening, for BG measurement. Figure 3 shows the collimator and 
jig used. The aluminum holder shown in the figure is the jig used to place the container in a 
predetermined position.

2. Container Used

Because numerous samples were measured, we adopted the container that is routinely used 
at 1F for water samples as shown in Figure 4 (white JK wide mouth bottle manufactured by 
Kokugo 12), hereinafter referred to as a “T-container”). The T-container is made of polyethylene 
and has a bottom face the center of which is 1.5  mm thick and with a periphery that is 1.0 mm 
thick. The button face functions as a shield that eliminates the β-rays from the nuclides other 
than 90Y. We conducted the measurement on a 25-cm3 water sample with the aforementioned 
concentration in the T-container. The water surface height was approximately 1.6 cm. Because 
the maximum range of 90Y, which has the widest range, is 1 cm in water, it is believed that the 
water surface height does not influence the measurement result as long as it is 1 cm or higher.

During the measurement conducted to examine the influence of the uneven bottom face, we 
also used a U8 container, which is commonly used in radioactive sample measurement, having 
a bottom surface of constant thickness,.
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Figure 3   Picture of acrylic resin collimators and aluminum holder used for measurement
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3. Points to Note when Preparing Samples

The method is based on the premise that 90Y generated by the decay of 90Sr is uniformly 
distributed in a water sample. The radioactive isotopes occurring in a water sample undergoing 
measurement, such as 134Cs, 137Cs, 90Sr, etc., are considered to be present in the carrier-free state 
and neutral in most cases, but there are also neutral or slightly alkaline solutions such as RO 
concentrated saltwater 13). It has been reported that carrier-free elements do not display their 
original physicochemical behavior and cause uneven solutions because of the formation of col-
loids and adsorption to suspended solids in some cases 14,15). In particular, it is well known that 
carrier-free 90Y causes uneven solutions because of the formation of colloids and adsorption to 
suspended solids when the solutions are alkaline 14,16).

In RO concentrated saltwater, it has been shown that not only 90Y but also other nuclides are 
present in the colloidal state or they are adsorbed to fine particles at a high rate 13).

To secure the uniformity of 90Y, which is important for this measurement method, in a water 
sample for measurement, it is essential to:

(1) acidify the solution to inhibit the generation of colloids and
(2) add a small amount of carrier to prevent adsorption to fine particles.
In the demonstration experiment described in the following section, we acidified the water 

samples containing 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs, or 137Cs with hydrochloric acid (approximately pH = 1) and 
added the carriers of Cs, Sr, and Y.

IV. Demonstration Experiment and Results
1. Radiation Source Samples and Measurement Method Used

To validate this method, we conducted an experiment using 90Sr/90Y solutions in the ra-
dioactive equilibrium state, which were adjusted to the radioactive concentrations of 138.0, 
523.9, 5,244, and 11,660 Bq/cm3 as well as 134Cs and 137Cs solutions adjusted to the radioactive 
concentrations of 7,405 and 10,800 Bq/cm3, respectively. These were all hydrochloric acid 
solutions of 0.1 M, and the carrier concentrations of the strontium chloride and yttrium chlo-
ride were adjusted to be 0.05 mg/g in the 90Sr/90Y solutions and 0.1 mg/g in the 134 Cs and 137Cs 
solutions. The radioactive 90Sr/90Y concentrations in the solutions were measured according 
to the efficiency tracer method using a liquid scintillation counter. However, the radioactive 
concentrations of 134Cs and 137Cs were measured using the γ-ray spectrometry method with a 

Figure 4   Schematic diagram of T-bottle used
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high-purity germanium semiconductor detector whose counting efficiency was calibrated in 
advance. The expanded uncertainties of the radioactive concentrations (coverage factor of 2) 
were 1.4% in the case of 90Sr/90Y and 11,660 Bq/cm3 and 1.5% in the case of the other nuclides.

The measurement was conducted three times for each combination of container and colli-
mator, and the dead times were corrected using the dead time (225 μs) measured in advance 
according to the two-source method.

2. Variation in Results Depending on Container Type

Because the measurement is based on the premise of the use of a T-container but not a spe-
cial dedicated container as described in Section III-2, it was feared that the variation in the bot-
tom thicknesses of T-containers used might have possibly caused a variation in measurement 
results. To examine the degree of variation, we conducted a measurement using 20 samples 
containing 90Sr/90Y at a concentration of 523.9 Bq/cm3. The containers used were designated, 
“No. 1 Type” and “No. 2 Type”, and there was a slight difference in weight between the two 
types. We also examined if a difference in type influenced the result. Figure 5 shows the results 
obtained for the collimators with diameters of 1.50 cm and 3.00 cm. The lengths of the error 
bars in the figure represent statistical uncertainties of the count rates for 1 min. Of course, 
because the variation in measurement results is affected by statistical uncertainty, the variation 
increases when a collimator having a smaller diameter is used. This measurement showed that 

Figure 5    Count rate unevenness of 90Y β-rays from water including 90Sr/90Y with concentration of 
523.9 Bq/cm3 due to T-bottle used (a) 1.50 cm diameter collimator, (b) 3.00 cm diameter collimator
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the variations when a 3.00-cm-diameter collimator  and 1.50-cm-diameter collimator were used 
were 1.5% and 3.0%, respectively, which proved to be the same as the statistical uncertainty. 
No systematic difference was observed between the No. 1 and No. 2 types. From the aforemen-
tioned result, it was concluded that the influence of the variation among T-containers could be 
ignored.

3. Influence of the Bottom Face Structure of the T-Container

As shown in Figure 4, the T-container used in the measurement has a bottom face that is 
not flat but raised and thicker in the center. To examine the influence of this structure on count 
rates, we compared the results of the measurement conducted using a T-container containing 
90Sr/90Y to a concentration of 523.9 Bq/cm3 and a U8 container with a flat bottom face with the 
number of β-rays at the collimator exit calculated using egs5. The calculation using egs5 was 
made to determine the number of β-rays per second at the collimator exit when a 1.00-cm-thick 
acrylic collimator is placed behind 1.5-mm-thick polyethylene plate, assuming the amounts of 
90Sr and 90Y in the water sample are uniform. The T-container is composed of polyethylene and 
its bottom face is 1.5 mm thick at its center and 1.0 mm thick along its periphery.

The U8 container is composed of polystyrene and has a bottom surface with a uniform thick-
ness of 1.5 mm. Table 2 shows a comparison between the measured and calculated values for 
various collimator diameters. Although the difference from the calculation result was less than 
10% for both types of containers, the measured values of the U8 container are generally in 
better agreement with the calculated values because the calculation was conducted assuming the 
bottom face of the U8 container. The count values of the U8 container were higher for the colli-
mators with diameters of 1.00 cm and 1.50 cm, apparently because of the influence of the center 
part of the T-container, which was slightly raised. However, the count values of the T-container 
were higher for the collimator with a diameter of 3.00 cm, apparently because of the contribution 
of the thin polyethylene along the periphery of the bottom face of the T-container. From the 
aforementioned results, it is believed that the shape of the bottom face of the T-container, which 
is not flat, has a certain influence on the results but does not become a major factor of uncertainty 
as long as the conversion coefficient is determined for the container to be used.

4. Influence of Radioactive Cesium

To examine the influence of γ-rays when 134Cs and 137Cs/137mBa occur in water samples, 
we conducted a measurement using water samples containing 7,405 Bq/cm3 of 134Cs or 
10,800 Bq/cm3 of 137Cs/137mBa. Table 3 shows the comparison between the count rates based 
on the β-rays from 90Y per 10 kBq/cm3 and the count rates of 134Cs or 137Cs/137mBa. Regardless 
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で，底面厚さは中心部では 1.5 mm，周辺部では 1.0 mm
の厚さである。U8容器は，ポリスチレン製で，低面の厚
さは一様で 1.5 mmである。Table 2にコリメータの直径
を変えた場合の測定値と計算値の比較を示す。どちらの容
器も計算結果との違いは 10％以下であるが，計算が U8
容器の底面を想定していることもあり，U8容器の方が全
体的によく一致している。直径 1.00 cmおよび 1.50 cm
のコリメータの場合に U8容器の計数値の方が高いのは，
T-容器の中央部が若干盛り上がっている影響と思われる。
一方，直径 3.00 cmのコリメータで，T-容器の計数値の
方が高くなっているのは，T-容器の底面の周辺部のポリ
エチレンの厚さが薄いことが寄与していると思われる。以
上の結果から，T-容器の底面形状が平坦でないことは，
結果に一定の影響があるものの，使用する容器を用いて換
算係数を決定しておけば大きな不確かさ要因にはならない
と考えられる。

4.　放射性セシウムの影響
　試料水中に 134Csや 137Cs/137mBaが含まれている場合の 
γ線の影響を調べるために，7,405 Bq/cm3の 134Csまたは
10,800 Bq/cm3の 137Cs/137mBaを含む試料水を用いて測定
を行った。Table 3に，10 kBq/cm3当たりの 90Yのβ線
による計数率と 134Csまたは 137Cs/137mBaの計数率の比較
を示す。どのコリメータの場合でも，134Csおよび 137Cs/ 
137mBaの計数率は，90Yのβ線の計数率の 4％以下であ

るb）。直径 3 cmのコリメータを使用した場合について，
egs5を用いて，134Csおよび 137Csのγ線の 1 cmのアクリ
ルによる減衰を計算した。1.5 mmのポリエチレンの背後
に 1 cmのアクリルがある場合とない場合のγ線のエネル
ギーの比は，134Csと 137Cs/137mBaともにいずれも 0.95で
あった。一方，直径 3 cmのコリメータと開口部のない
1 cmのアクリルの場合の計数率の比は，134Csでは 0.85
で 137Cs/137mBaでは 0.78と計算で得られた透過するエネ
ルギーの減衰より大きくなっている。この理由は，Fig. 1
から明らかな様に，1.5 mmのポリエチレンの背後では，
わずかであるが透過したβ線があり，β線とγ線に対する
GM検出器の感度の違いからβ線の影響が主として影響
しているためである。このことは，137Cs/137mBaの方が減
衰が大きいことからも確認できる。したがって，1 cmの
アクリルによるγ線の減衰は，egs5で得られた 5％程度
であると考えられる。
　134Csまたは 137Csの濃度が 90Sr/90Yの濃度より高い場
合には，γ線の影響が増えるが，この場合には，以下の方
法で過大評価を避けることができる。ただし，100倍以上
になると，134Csおよび 137Csのβ線の寄与が無視できな
くなるので，この方法による補正は適用できない。
　⑴　Ge検出器等により水溶液中の 134Csおよび 137Csの
濃度を測定する。（多くの場合，この濃度測定は行われて
いると考えられる。）
　⑵　それぞれの濃度と濃度から計数率への換算係数 
（Table 3より，直径 3.00 cmのコリメータの場合，134Cs： 
0.0062, 137Cs/137mBa：0.0038 cps per Bq/cm3）を用いて，
134Csおよび 137Cs/137mBaのγ線による計数率をもとめる。
　⑶　コリメータでの計数率から開口部のないコリメータ
での測定率を引いた計数値からさらに上記で求めた計数値
を差し引いた値を，90Yのβ線による計数率とする。

5.　 計数率と 90Y濃度との直線性の確認と 90Yのβ
線計数率から濃度への換算係数の決定

　本手法による 90Y放射能濃度と GM検出器の計数率の
関係を調べるために，濃度 138.0, 523.9, 5,244および 
11,660 Bq/cm3の 90Sr/90Yを含む試料を用いた測定を

b） 直径 1.00 cmのコリメータで，マイナスの値になっているの
は，コリメータで得られた計数値から開口部のない 1.00 cm厚
さのアクリルの場合の計数値を差し引いたためであり，実質両
者が同じということを示していると考えられる。

Table 2　 Comparison between measured count rate and 
number of β-rays calculated with egs5

Diameter of
collimator 
（cm）

Type of
bottole

Count rate 
（A） cps for 
524.6 Bq/cm3

egs5 calculation 
（B） β-rays for 

524.6 Bq/cm3
A/B

1
T-bottole

U8
 4.5±0.3
 4.9±0.2

5.0±0.2
0.91
0.97

1.5
T-bottole

U8
14.4±0.9
15.4±0.4

15.8±0.3
0.91
0.98

3
T-bottole

U8
89±2

82.8±0.6
90±1

0.99
0.92

Table 3　Comparison of count rate between 134Cs, 137Cs and 90Sr/90Y

Colimator diameter
cps for 10 kBq/cm3

90Y （A） 134Cs （B） 137Cs/137mBa （C） （B）/（A） （C）/（A）

1.00 cm 86.8±1.1　 －4.92±2.29 －4.80±0.57 ― ―
1.50 cm 　276±0.3 　7.22±1.76 　2.25±1.20 2.6％ 0.8％
3.00 cm 1,824±13　  61.6±3.1  38.2±2.6 3.4％ 2.1％

Table 2   Comparison between measured count rate and number of β-rays calculated with egs5
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of which collimator was used, the count rates of 134Cs and 137Cs/137mBa were less than 4% of the 
count rates of the β-rays from 90Y  b. For the case in which a collimator with a diameter of 3 cm 
was used, we calculated the attenuation of the γ-rays from 134Cs and 137Cs caused by a 1-cm-
thick acrylic plate using egs5. The ratio of the energy of γ-rays with and without the 1-cm-
thick acrylic plate behind the 1.5-mm-thick polyethylene plate was 0.96 for both 134Cs and 
137Cs/137mBa. However, the ratio of the count rate when a collimator with a 3-cm diameter and 
1-cm-thick acrylic plate with no opening were used was 0.85 for 134Cs and 0.78 for 137Cs/137mBa, 
larger than the attenuation of the penetrating energy calculated. As is clear from Figure 1, this 
was mainly due to the influence of β-rays originating from the difference in the sensitivity of 
the GM detector to β-rays and γ-rays because a small number of penetrating β-rays was present 
behind the 1.5-mm-thick polyethylene plate. This can also be confirmed as the attenuation of 
137Cs/137mBa is greater. Therefore, the attenuation of γ-rays caused by the 1-cm-thick acrylic 
plate is approximately 5% of the value calculated using egs5.

Although the influence of γ-rays increases when the concentration of 134Cs or 137Cs is higher 
than that of 90Sr/90Y, overestimation can be avoided using the following method in this case. 
However, in the case where the concentration is 100 times or higher, the correction using this 
method cannot be applied because the contribution of the β-rays from 134Cs and 137Cs cannot 
be ignored.

(1) Measure the 134Cs and 137Cs concentrations in an aqueous solution using a Ge detector. 
(This concentration measurement is performed in many cases.).

(2) Determine the count rate of the γ-rays from 134Cs and 137Cs/137mBa using the concentra-
tions of respective nuclides and the coefficients for converting from concentration to count rate. 
(According to Table 3, 134Cs: 0.0062, 137Cs/137mBa: 0.0038 cps per Bq/cm3, using a 3.00-cm-di-
ameter collimator)

(3) Determine the count rate of the β-rays originating from 90Y by deducting the count value 
previously determined from the count value obtained by deducting the measurement rate of the 
collimator with no opening from the count rate of the collimator.

5. Confirmation of Linearity with Respect to Count Rate and 90Y Concentration 
as well as Determination of the Coefficient for Converting from the Count 
Rate of β-Rays from 90Y to Concentration

To examine the relation between the radioactive concentration of 90Y obtained according to 
this method and the count rate of the GM detector, we conducted a measurement using samples 
containing 90Sr/90Y at a concentration of 138.0, 523.9, 5,244, and 11,660 Bq/cm3.

Figure 6 shows the results. Superior linearity was observed for all collimator diameters. The 
count rates per Bq/cm3 for the collimators with a diameter of 1.0 cm, 1.50 cm, and 3.00 cm 

b The reason why the value is negative in the case of the collimator with a diameter of 1.00 cm is because the count value obtained 
when a 1.00-cm-thick acrylic plate with no opening was used was deducted from the count value obtained when the collimator 
was used, and it is considered that both are practically the same.
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で，底面厚さは中心部では 1.5 mm，周辺部では 1.0 mm
の厚さである。U8容器は，ポリスチレン製で，低面の厚
さは一様で 1.5 mmである。Table 2にコリメータの直径
を変えた場合の測定値と計算値の比較を示す。どちらの容
器も計算結果との違いは 10％以下であるが，計算が U8
容器の底面を想定していることもあり，U8容器の方が全
体的によく一致している。直径 1.00 cmおよび 1.50 cm
のコリメータの場合に U8容器の計数値の方が高いのは，
T-容器の中央部が若干盛り上がっている影響と思われる。
一方，直径 3.00 cmのコリメータで，T-容器の計数値の
方が高くなっているのは，T-容器の底面の周辺部のポリ
エチレンの厚さが薄いことが寄与していると思われる。以
上の結果から，T-容器の底面形状が平坦でないことは，
結果に一定の影響があるものの，使用する容器を用いて換
算係数を決定しておけば大きな不確かさ要因にはならない
と考えられる。

4.　放射性セシウムの影響
　試料水中に 134Csや 137Cs/137mBaが含まれている場合の 
γ線の影響を調べるために，7,405 Bq/cm3の 134Csまたは
10,800 Bq/cm3の 137Cs/137mBaを含む試料水を用いて測定
を行った。Table 3に，10 kBq/cm3当たりの 90Yのβ線
による計数率と 134Csまたは 137Cs/137mBaの計数率の比較
を示す。どのコリメータの場合でも，134Csおよび 137Cs/ 
137mBaの計数率は，90Yのβ線の計数率の 4％以下であ

るb）。直径 3 cmのコリメータを使用した場合について，
egs5を用いて，134Csおよび 137Csのγ線の 1 cmのアクリ
ルによる減衰を計算した。1.5 mmのポリエチレンの背後
に 1 cmのアクリルがある場合とない場合のγ線のエネル
ギーの比は，134Csと 137Cs/137mBaともにいずれも 0.95で
あった。一方，直径 3 cmのコリメータと開口部のない
1 cmのアクリルの場合の計数率の比は，134Csでは 0.85
で 137Cs/137mBaでは 0.78と計算で得られた透過するエネ
ルギーの減衰より大きくなっている。この理由は，Fig. 1
から明らかな様に，1.5 mmのポリエチレンの背後では，
わずかであるが透過したβ線があり，β線とγ線に対する
GM検出器の感度の違いからβ線の影響が主として影響
しているためである。このことは，137Cs/137mBaの方が減
衰が大きいことからも確認できる。したがって，1 cmの
アクリルによるγ線の減衰は，egs5で得られた 5％程度
であると考えられる。
　134Csまたは 137Csの濃度が 90Sr/90Yの濃度より高い場
合には，γ線の影響が増えるが，この場合には，以下の方
法で過大評価を避けることができる。ただし，100倍以上
になると，134Csおよび 137Csのβ線の寄与が無視できな
くなるので，この方法による補正は適用できない。
　⑴　Ge検出器等により水溶液中の 134Csおよび 137Csの
濃度を測定する。（多くの場合，この濃度測定は行われて
いると考えられる。）
　⑵　それぞれの濃度と濃度から計数率への換算係数 
（Table 3より，直径 3.00 cmのコリメータの場合，134Cs： 
0.0062, 137Cs/137mBa：0.0038 cps per Bq/cm3）を用いて，
134Csおよび 137Cs/137mBaのγ線による計数率をもとめる。
　⑶　コリメータでの計数率から開口部のないコリメータ
での測定率を引いた計数値からさらに上記で求めた計数値
を差し引いた値を，90Yのβ線による計数率とする。

5.　 計数率と 90Y濃度との直線性の確認と 90Yのβ
線計数率から濃度への換算係数の決定

　本手法による 90Y放射能濃度と GM検出器の計数率の
関係を調べるために，濃度 138.0, 523.9, 5,244および 
11,660 Bq/cm3の 90Sr/90Yを含む試料を用いた測定を

b） 直径 1.00 cmのコリメータで，マイナスの値になっているの
は，コリメータで得られた計数値から開口部のない 1.00 cm厚
さのアクリルの場合の計数値を差し引いたためであり，実質両
者が同じということを示していると考えられる。

Table 2　 Comparison between measured count rate and 
number of β-rays calculated with egs5

Diameter of
collimator 
（cm）

Type of
bottole

Count rate 
（A） cps for 
524.6 Bq/cm3

egs5 calculation 
（B） β-rays for 

524.6 Bq/cm3
A/B

1
T-bottole

U8
 4.5±0.3
 4.9±0.2

5.0±0.2
0.91
0.97

1.5
T-bottole

U8
14.4±0.9
15.4±0.4

15.8±0.3
0.91
0.98

3
T-bottole

U8
89±2

82.8±0.6
90±1

0.99
0.92

Table 3　Comparison of count rate between 134Cs, 137Cs and 90Sr/90Y

Colimator diameter
cps for 10 kBq/cm3

90Y （A） 134Cs （B） 137Cs/137mBa （C） （B）/（A） （C）/（A）

1.00 cm 86.8±1.1　 －4.92±2.29 －4.80±0.57 ― ―
1.50 cm 　276±0.3 　7.22±1.76 　2.25±1.20 2.6％ 0.8％
3.00 cm 1,824±13　  61.6±3.1  38.2±2.6 3.4％ 2.1％

Table 3   Comparison of count rate between 134Cs, 137Cs and 90Sr/90Y
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were 0.00871, 0.0277, and 0.181 cps, respectively.
From the measurement results, coefficients for converting from count rate to concentration 

using the least squares method were obtained as follows:
A collimator with a diameter of 1.00 cm: 115 ± 0.4 Bq/cm3 per cps
A collimator with a diameter of 1.50 cm: 36.2 ± 0.1 Bq/cm3 per cps
A collimator with a diameter of 3.00 cm: 5.52 ± 0.04 Bq/cm3 per cps

Figure 6    Relation between 90Sr/90Y concentration and count rate of 90Y β-rays 
(a) 1.00 cm diameter collimator, (b) 1.50 cm diameter collimator, (c) 3.00 cm diameter collimator
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6. Detection Limit of This Method

The detection limit is expressed as follows:

 (9)

Where n is the count rate of the detection limit (cps), k is the confidence level, t is the sample 
measurement time, tb is the background measurement time, and nb is the background count rate 
(cps). The measuring environment background level of the location in which the demonstration 
experiment was conducted when no sample was placed was 1.3 cps. The background level of 
the measurement site at 1F may possibly be several times higher. In this method, the count rates 
of the photons through a collimator with no opening needs to be included in the background 
count rate. Because the background count rate of the bremsstrahlung X-rays based on the β-rays 
from 90Sr/90Y occurring in a water sample is approximately 0.0007 (cps per Bq/cm3), the back-
ground of the measuring environment becomes dominant when the concentration of 90Sr/90Y 
is 1,800 Bq/cm3 or less. In addition, because the background count rates based on γ-rays for 
134Cs and 137Cs/137mBa are 0.036 and 0.014 (cps per Bq/cm3), respectively, the background of 
the measuring environment dominates when the concentration of 134Cs is 35 Bq/cm3 or less 
and that of 137Cs/137mBa is 91 Bq/cm3 or less. Assuming that k is 3 and the water sample and 
background measurement time is 10 min when the background of the measuring environment 
is dominant, the detection limit count rate is 0.21 cps when the background level of the mea-
suring environment is 1.3 cps and it is 0.31 cps when the background level is 3 cps. Based on 
the conversion coefficient of the 3-cm-diameter collimator with the highest sensitivity of 5.52 
(Bq/cm3 per cps), the respective detection limit radioactive concentrations correspond to 1.1 
and 1.7 (Bq/cm3). Of course, although the detection limit is dependent on the 134Cs and 137Cs 
concentrations in the water sample as well as the background level of the measuring environ-
ment, it can be stated that the detection limit based on this method is only several Bq/cm3 if 
the contribution of the γ-rays from 134Cs and 137Cs is less than the background of the measuring 
environment.

V. Conclusions
Under the condition where the main nuclides occurring in a water sample are 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs, 

and 137Cs, we proposed a new method that allows a wide range of radioactive 90Sr concentra-
tions to measured quickly and easily without the need for any special operations by conducting 
a measurement using a water sample containing 90Sr/90Y placed in a container. Based on the 
results of a demonstration experiment conducted using water samples, the radioactive concen-
trations of which were precisely evaluated, and the T-containers used routinely at 1F, we drew 
the following conclusions:

(1) The variation among T-containers used at 1F is within the range of statistical uncertainty 
and does not affect the result.

(2) The bottom face structure of the T-container, which is not flat, caused a slight difference 
from the case in which the U8 container with a flat bottom face was used. However, because 
the influence is small, the uncertainty of the result is not affected as long as the “conversion 
coefficient” is determined in advance for the container to be used.

(3) The contribution of bremsstrahlung X-rays generated by β-rays in the water samples 
and containers can be eliminated by deducting the count rate based on the collimator with no 
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opening as the background.
(4) The influence of the γ-rays from 134Cs or 137Cs/137mBa occurring in the water samples 

is 4% or less of the count value based on the β-rays from 90Y having the same radioactive 
concentration. If the radioactive concentration of 134Cs or 137Cs is 100 times or less than that of 
90Sr/90Y, the overestimation of 90Y can be avoided by deducting the count rate of γ-rays based 
on the radioactive concentration of 134Cs or 137Cs from the count value of the β-rays from 90Y.

(5) The relation between the count rate of the GM detector and the radioactive 90Y concen-
tration achieves superior linearity in a wide range of radioactive 90Y concentrations regardless 
of the diameter of the collimator.

(6) Even if it has not yet been confirmed that 90Sr and 90Y in a water sample have achieved 
secular equilibrium, conducting the measurement twice at an interval of approximately 5 h 
enables the radioactive 90Sr concentration to be obtained. 

(7) If the contribution of the γ-rays from 134Cs and 137Cs/137mBa is less than the background 
level of the measuring environment when the collimator with a diameter of 3.00 cm with the 
highest sensitivity is used, the minimum detectable radioactive concentration is only several 
Bq/cm3, although it depends on the background level of the measuring environment.

From these results, it would appear that this method could be used to measure the radioactive 
90Sr concentration occurring in many water samples over a wide range of concentrations, which 
need to be measured at 1F, but the following needs to be noted when applying this method in 
the field.

(1) This method is based on the premise that 90Y generated by the decay of 90Sr is uniformly 
distributed in a water sample. Therefore, it is required to “acidify the solution to inhibit the gen-
eration of colloids and to add a small number of carriers to prevent adsorption to fine particles.”

(2) It is necessary to determine the dead time of the GM detector to be used in advance 
according to the two-source method as well as to correct the dead time in the measurement 
results. 

(3) Because the sensitivity may vary among GM detectors even if they are made by the 
same manufacturer, the conversion coefficient of the GM detector needs to be determined using 
a sample with a known radioactive concentration in the same manner as the demonstration 
experiment or determined in a similar manner with the TGS-146B used in this demonstration 
experiment.

(4) If the radioactive concentration of 90Sr/90Y in a solution is very high, it is not appropriate 
to use the GM detector for the measurement of the β-rays from 90Y because the correction of 
dead time becomes significant. In such a case, a collimator with a smaller diameter c and a 
measuring instrument that can measure β-rays without being influenced by the dead time (such 
as an ionization chamber type survey meter that can be easily handled) needs to be used. It is 
necessary to determine the conversion coefficient using a sample with a known concentration 
in the same manner as in this study.

(5) To obtain precise information regarding the achievement of radioactive equilibrium be-
tween 90Sr and 90Y in a water sample, it is necessary to conduct measurements for at least 10 h, 
preferably at an interval of 1 day.

(6) This method can be used under the condition where 90Sr/90Y, 134Cs and 137Cs occur as 
the main nuclides, such as in the water samples currently obtained at 1F. If a water sample 
containing nuclear fuel materials is obtained in the course of future decommissioning work, it 
will be necessary to examine the relative ratio of the nuclides occurring to determine whether 

c In the case of a 1 cm collimator with the smallest diameter used in this study, the upper limit of measurement is 105 Bq/cm³ if 
setting an upper limit of 1,000 cps. In the calculation of egs 5, it is possible to measure up to 2 × 10 6 Bq/cm³ in the case of a 
collimator with a diameter of 0.4 cm.
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this method can be applied or not. 
For 1F, it is very important to control 90Sr, and it is necessary to quickly and precisely 

measure the radioactive 90Sr concentration in water samples. Although the water samples with 
a radioactive concentration of several Bq/cm3 or higher can be the measuring objects, because 
no chemical operation is required and the measurement can be conducted with water samples 
placed in containers, it is possible to establish a system for many samples in combination with 
robotic operation. It is also expected that applying this method will significantly shorten the 
time needed to obtain a result and improve precision as well.
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Simple Measurement Method with High 
Detection Efficiency to Evaluate Sr-90 

Concentration in Water by Measuring β rays 
from Y-90 Using GM-Detector
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Hiroshi MATSUMURA 1, Hiroshi IWASE 1 and Shinichi SASAKI 1
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Strontium-90/Y-90 are major radionuclides observed in the water samples tested recently at 
the site of the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant of Tokyo Electric Power Company. A 
simple method of evaluating Sr-90 concentration in these water samples by measuring β rays 
from Y-90 with a GM-detector setup was developed. By applying the precipitation method, Sr-
90 and Y-90 were separated and quantitatively collected with a filter. β rays from Y-90 in the fil-
ter were measured two times at appropriate intervals by inserting a polyethylene plate of 2 mm 
thickness as a β-ray absorber. The contribution of γ rays from Cs-134 and Cs-137 to the Y-90 
count rates was quantitatively evaluated using a 10-mm-thick acrylic resin plate. From the par-
ent-daughter relationship between Sr-90 and Y-90, the Sr-90 concentration was evaluated using 
the conversion coefficient of  Y-90 count rate (cps) to Sr-90 concentration (Bq/cm 3). It was ver-
ified that Sr-90 concentration of below 0.01 Bq/cm 3 in water samples can be correctly measured 
by this simple method.

KEYWORDS: Sr-90/Y-90, Sr-90 concentration, Y-90 β ray, GM-detector, coprecipitation

I. Introduction
At the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant of the Tokyo Electric Power Company (here-

inafter referred to as “1F power station”), various kinds of radioactive-contaminated water 
were generated due to the accident. Accurate determination of the radioactive concentration 
in the contaminated water is one of the most important tasks in the ongoing process towards 
recovery from the accident. 

The major radionuclides contained in the contaminated water from the 1F power station are 
Sr-90 and Y-90. In addition, Cs-134 and Cs-137 are present in low concentrations 1), which can 
be measured relatively easily due to the emission of γ-rays. However, β-ray-emitting nuclides 
such as Sr-90 generally require complicated chemical separation and advanced measurement 
techniques 2-4) as well as a long time for analysis.
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Among the nuclides present in contaminated water, Sr-90 is one of the most important in 
terms of radiation safety management as the effluent standard prescribed under the law is as low 
as 0.03 Bq/cm 3. The provisional effluent standard to be observed for Sr-90 when discharging 
the stagnant water from the weir, such as a tank for storing contaminated water, at the 1F 
power station is 0.01 Bq/cm 3. Therefore, a method that facilitates this concentration level to be 
measured easily, quickly and accurately must be developed.

In this study, low concentrations of Sr-90 were determined easily by measuring the β-rays 
from Y-90, concentrated and captured in a filter, using the carbonate precipitation and iron 
coprecipitation methods 7, 8) (hereinafter referred to as “filter method”). 

The determination of the concentration of Sr-90 by the filter method involves the precip-
itation and concentration of Sr-90 or Y-90 in a filter through simplified chemical separation 
and subsequent measurement with a GM instrument used in the radiation management field, 
without requiring advanced radiochemical separation of Sr-90 or Y-90. This method was found 
to contribute to the efficiency of management of contaminated water at the 1F power station.

II. Water Samples to be Examined and Outline of Filter 
Method

1. Water Samples to be Examined

Table 1 shows the major radionuclides present in RO-concentrated salt water (concentrated 
salt water with RO (Reverse Osmosis) membrane) stored in the H1 tank 9) (This is a facility 
(equipment) at the 1F power station in which high concentrations of Sr-90/Y-90 are present), 
H4–No.5 tank 1), and underground water (No. 1–4 observation wells) 10) as well as their con-
centrations, as an example of the radionuclides and their concentrations to be measured in the 
water sample from the 1F power station. Table 2 shows the nuclear characteristics of such 
nuclides 11). The proposed method of measurement is intended for water samples with relatively 
low concentrations of radioactive materials such as high-concentration contaminated water 
leaked from a tank and diluted with a large volume of rainwater or groundwater polluted with 
high-concentration contaminated water that has seeped underground. It is clear from Table 1 
that the major nuclides are Sr-90 and Y-90 whereas the concentration of other nuclides such as 
Cs-134 and Cs-137 is lower than one hundredth of the concentration of Sr-90.

Table 1    Principal radioisotopes and their concentrations in the water sampled at the site of Fukushima Daiichi 
Nuclear Power Plant of Tokyo Electric Power Company
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II.  測定対象の試料水および
フィルター法の概要

1. 測定対象の試料水
1F発電所における，測定対象試料水に含まれる放射性

核種および濃度を，一例として，H1タンク9）および H4-
No. 5タンク1）に貯留されている RO濃縮塩水（RO（逆浸
透）膜で濃縮されたもの）および地下水（観測井戸　No.  
1-4）10）について，含まれる主な放射性核種および濃度を
Table 1に示す。1F発電所には H1タンクのように Sr-
90/Y-90が高濃度で存在する設備（機器）がある。これら
核種の核特性等11）を Table 2に示す。本測定手法は ,高
濃度の汚染水が，タンク等から漏えいし，大量の雨水で希
釈されたものや，地下への浸透により汚染した地下水等の

放射能濃度の比較的低い試料水を対象としている。
 Table 1から明らかなように，現時点での主要核種は
Sr-90および Y-90で，他に Cs-134および Cs-137等が
存在するが濃度は非常に低く，Sr-90の濃度の 1/100以
下である。

2. フィルター法の概要
本フィルター法では，炭酸塩沈殿・鉄共沈法により

Sr-90および Y-90をフィルターに分離・濃縮し，この
フィルターを測定試料としている。フィルターと GM計
数管の間にβ線吸収体としてポリエチレン板を挿入し，
Y-90からの高いエネルギーのβ線のみを測定し，Y-90
の濃度を求める。Sr-90と Y-90が永続平衡に達している
ことが確認されている場合には，1回の測定で得られた
Y-90の濃度が Sr-90の濃度となる。永続平衡に達してい
ることが確認されていない場合には，時間をおいて 2度
測定を行い，Sr-90と Y-90の逐次壊変の関係から，
Sr-90の濃度を評価するものである。
（ 1）　β線吸収体を用いた Y-90β線の選択的測定
　Figure 1に，フィルター表面に Sr-90, Y-90, Cs-134, 
Cs-137および Co-60が 1 Bq/cm2の面密度で存在すると
き，挿入したポリエチレン板（1 mmが 0.090 g/cm2に相
当）を透過し，GM計数管に入る電子の数を電磁カスケー
ド・モンテカルロ計算コード egs512）を用いて計算した結
果を示す。それぞれの核種のβ線スペクトルを用いて計
算し，結果にはβ線との散乱で発生する二次電子および
制動放射線による二次電子も含まれる。なお，計算体系は
本手法で用いた測定器の配置図に基づいた。図から明らか
なように，適当な厚さのポリエチレン板を挿入することに
より，Co-60, Sr-90, Cs-134および Cs-137からの大部

Table 1　 Principal radioisotopes and their concentra-
tions in the water sampled at the site of Fuku-
shima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station of Tokyo 
Electric Power Company

Nuclide

RO-concentrat-
ed salt-water 

H1 tank9）

RO-concentrat-
ed solt-water 

H4-No.5 tank1）

Underground 
water （No.1-4 

observation 
point）10）

Bq/cm3

Mn-54 1.9E＋00
Co-60 1.2E＋00
Sr-90 7.6E＋04
Cs-134 4.7E＋01 4.6E＋01 1.0E－03
Cs-137 6.6E＋01 1.0E＋02 1.1E－02
Total β 3.9E＋05 8.0E＋04 2.4E－01

Table 2　Principal radioisotopes in the water sample and their nuclear characteristics

Nuclide Half-life Decay mode
Maximum βray 
Energy （MeV）

Eemission rate
Main γray energy
（MeV）

Emission rate

54Mn 312.03 d EC 1.0 0.836 1.0

60Co 5.2713 y β－
0.318 0.999 1.173 0.999
1.491 0.0012 1.333 1.0

90Sr 28.79 y β－ 0.546 1.0
90Y 64.00 h β－ 2.28 1.0

134Cs 2.065 y β－

0.0888 0.273 0.563 0.084
0.415 0.025 0.569 0.154
0.658 0.702 0.605 0.976
Others 0.796 0.866

0.802 0.087
1.365 0.03
Others

137Cs 30.1671 y β－
0.514 0.944
1.176 0.056

137mBa 2.532 m IT 0.662 0.851
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2. Outline of Filter Method

In this method, Sr-90 and Y-90 are separated and concentrated in a filter using the carbonate 
precipitation and iron coprecipitation methods, and the filter is then used as a measurement 
sample. A polyethylene plate is inserted between the filter and GM counter tube as a β-ray 
absorber, and only those β-rays emitted with high energy are measured to determine the con-
centration of  Y-90. If Sr-90 and Y-90 are confirmed to have achieved a state of secular equi-
librium, the concentration of  Y-90 obtained in a measurement is considered to be that of Sr-90 
as well; otherwise the measurement is conducted twice after a certain interval to evaluate the 
concentration of Sr-90 based on the sequential decay relation between Sr-90 and Y-90.

(1) Selective measurement of β-rays from Y-90 using a β-ray absorber
Figure 1 shows the number of electrons which pass through the polyethylene plate (1 mm is 

equivalent to 0.090 g/cm 2) and enter the GM counter, which is calculated using the electromag-
netic cascade Monte Carlo calculation code egs5 12), when Sr-90, Y-90, Cs-134, Cs-137, and 
Co-60 are present on the filter surface with an areal density of 1 Bq/cm 2. The β-ray spectra of 
the respective nuclides are used in the calculation, and the secondary electrons generated due 
to the scattering of β-rays, as well as those generated by bremsstrahlung radiation, are included 
in the result. The system of calculation is based on the layout of the measuring instruments 
used in this method. As shown in the figure, the insertion of a polyethylene plate of appropriate 
thickness enables the removal of most of the β-rays from Co-60, Sr-90, Cs-134, and Cs-137 to 
selectively measure only the β-rays from Y-90.

Although based on the premise that these nuclides are present in the same concentration, 
the contribution of other nuclides to the β-rays from Y-90 is 8.7% when the thickness of the 
polyethylene plate is 1 mm and 0.9% when it is 2 mm. The contribution of the β-rays can be 
ignored when the thickness of the polyethylene plate is 10 mm. With a 10-mm-thick acrylic 
plate of higher density than polyethylene (Density: 1.20 g/cm 2), the contribution of the γ-rays 
from Cs-134 and Cs-137 can be estimated as described in a later section.

In the measurement of the β-rays emitted by Y-90, Sr-89, which is an isotope of Sr (Half-
life: 50.5 days, maximum β-ray energy: 1.49 MeV), is considered to be significant because of 
its high β-ray energy, however, as more than three years have elapsed since the accident, its 

Table 2   Principal radioisotopes in the water sample and their nuclear characteristics
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contribution can be ignored owing to its decay. Assuming that the contribution of Rh-106 and 
Ce-144, which also emit high-energy β-rays, may be ignored, a method that measures β-rays 
from Y-90 was used.

(2) Evaluation of the radioactive concentration of Sr-90
This method involves the measurement of β-rays from Y-90 by concentrating and collecting the 

Sr-90 and Y-90 present in the water sample in a filter, regardless of the achievement of radiative 
equilibrium between these substances. The radioactive concentration of Sr-90 can be determined 
from that of  Y-90, which is measured using the polyethylene plate (with a thickness of 1 mm or 
2 mm) as a β-ray absorber. If Sr-90 and Y-90 have already achieved a state of secular equilibrium, 
the concentration of Sr-90 can be obtained by means of a single measurement, otherwise two 
measurements must be made at an interval of approximately five hours.

Assuming that the number of atoms of Sr-90 and Y-90 per cm 3 when time t is zero are 
NSr-90 (0) and NY-90 (0), respectively, the number of atoms of NY-90 (t) after t hours is determined 
as follows:

 
(1)

where, λSr-90 and λY-90 are the decay constants of Sr-90 and Y-90, respectively. As λY-90 − λSr-90 ≈ 
λY-90 because λY-90≫λSr-90,

 

(2)

where, AY-90 (0) and AY-90 (t) are the radioactive concentrations of  Y-90 (Bq/cm 3) when time t is 
zero and t, respectively, and ASr-90 (0) is the radioactive concentration of S-90 (Bq/cm 3) when 
time t is zero. The radioactive concentration of Sr-90 can be determined by using Eq. (3) given 
below: 

 
(3)

AY-90 (t) and AY-90 (0) can be obtained from the correlation (conversion coefficient) between 
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分のβ線は除くことができ，Y-90β線だけを選択的に測
定することができる。フィルター上に，これら核種が同一
濃度で存在することを前提に求めたものであるが，Y-90
のβ線に対する他の核種の寄与は，1 mmおよび 2 mm
厚のポリエチレン板で，それぞれは 8.7％, 0.9％である。
10 mmの厚さのポリエチレン板では，β線の寄与は無視
できる。ポリエチレンより密度の大きいアクリル板
10 mm（密度：1.20 g/cm2）を用いて，後述のように，Cs-
134および Cs-137からのγ線による寄与を評価すること
が可能である。
　なお，Y-90のβ線測定において，Srの同位体である
Sr-89（半減期：50.5日，最大β線エネルギー：1.49 MeV）
は，そのβ線エネルギーが高いことから，影響が考えら
れるが，事故後 3年以上を経過した現状では，減衰によ
りそれによる寄与は無視できる。同様に高いエネルギーの 
β線を放出する Rh-106と Ce-144の寄与は，現状の対象
となる汚染水においては，無視できると仮定し，Y-90の 
β線を測定する方法を検討した。
（ 2）　Strontium-90放射能濃度の評価
　本手法は，試料水に含まれる Sr-90および Y-90の間の
放射平衡の到達度に関わらず，フィルターに濃縮・補集
し，Y-90からのβ線を測定することを基本としている。
Strontium-90の放射能濃度は，ポリエチレン板（1 mmま
たは 2 mm厚）をβ線吸収体として用いて測定した Y-90
の放射能濃度から求められる。Strontium-90と Y-90が
永続平衡に達している場合は，1回の測定で Sr-90の濃度
が求まる。一方，永続平衡に達していない場合には，5時
間程度の間隔をおいて測定した，2度の測定結果から以下
のようにして求められる。
　時刻 t＝0における，1 cm3当たりの Sr-90の原子数を
NSr-90（0），Y-90の原子数を NY-90（0）とする。t時間経過
後の Y-90の原子数 NY-90（t）は

NY-90（t）＝
λSr-90

λY-90－λSr-90

×NSr-90（0）［exp（－λSr-90 t）－exp（－λY-90 t）］
＋NY-90（0）exp（－λY-90 t） （ 1）

となる。λSr-90およびλY-90は Sr-90および Y-90の壊変定
数である。λY-90≫λSr-90なので，λY-90－λSr-90≈λY-90として
よいので，
　AY-90（t） ＝λY-90 NY-90（t） 

＝λSr-90 NSr-90（0）［exp（－λSr-90 t）－exp（λY-90 t）］ 
　＋λY-90 NY-90（0）exp（－λY-90 t） 
＝ASr-90（0）［exp（－λSr-90 t）－exp（－λY-90 t）］ 
　＋AY-90（0）exp（－λY-90 t） （ 2）

である。ここで，AY-90（0）は時刻 t＝0での，AY-90（t）は時
刻 tでの Y-90の放射能濃度（Bq/cm3），ASr-90（0）は時刻 
t＝0での Sr-90の放射能濃度（Bq/cm3）である。（ 2）式よ
り，Sr-90の放射能濃度（Bq/cm3）は次式で求まる。

（ 3）ASr-90（0）＝
AY-90（t）－AY-90（0）exp（－λY-90 t）
exp（－λSr-90 t）－exp（－λY-90 t）

　なお，AY-90（t）および AY-90（0）は，実験的に求まる GM
計数管による Y-90の計測値（cps）と Y-90の放射能濃度
（Bq/cm3）の相関（換算係数）から得られる。

3. 実験で確認すべき事項
本フィルター法の適用の妥当性を検討するため，以下の
事項について確認する必要がある。

a） 炭酸塩・鉄共沈法による，試料水から Sr-90およ
び Y-90をフィルターに濃縮・分離する際の捕集効
率について，

b） Sr-90標準溶液を用いた，GM検出器による Y-90
計測値と Y-90および Sr-90の放射能濃度の相関
（換算係数）について，

c） 1F発電所の一部試料水に海水の混入が想定される
ことから，海水含有量の Y-90計測値に及ぼす影響
について，

d） ポリエチレン板をβ線吸収体とすることによって，
Y-90のβ線のみの測定が可能であるが，GM検出
器は，γ線や制動放射線にも感度を有する。対象と
なる試料水に含まれる核種でフィルターに捕集され
る Cs-134および Cs-137等からのγ線およびβ線
による制動放射線による Y-90計測値に対する影響
について，

以下に，これら事項について行った実験および結果につい
て述べる。

III. 実験および結果

1. フィルターによる濃縮・分離および捕集効率
（ 1）　Strontiumおよび Yの分離・捕集
1F発電所の試料水では，Sr-90および Y-90が無担体
に近い状態で存在するものと考えられ，分離条件の検討の

Fig. 1　 Relationship between thickness of polyethylene ab-
sorbers and transmission probability of β-rays from 
Sr-90, Y-90, Cs-134, Cs-137 and Co-60 calculated 
with egs5 Monte Carlo code

Figure 1    Relationship between thickness of polyethylene absorbers and transmission probability of β-rays 
from Sr-90, Y-90, Cs-134, Cs-137 and Co-60 calculated with egs5 Monte Carlo code
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the count rate of  Y-90 obtained experimentally with the GM counter tube and the radioactive 
concentration of  Y-90 (Bq/cm 3).

3. Points to be Considered in the Experiment

In order to ensure the validity of the application of the filter method, the following points 
must be given due consideration:

a) The collection efficiency at the time of concentrating and separating the Sr-90 and Y-90 
from the water samples into the filter using the carbonate precipitation and iron coprecipitation 
methods. 

b) The correlation between the count rate of  Y-90 measured with a GM detector and radioac-
tive concentration of  Y-90 and Sr-90 using a standard Sr-90 solution (conversion coefficient). 

c) The influence of seawater content, due to a possible incorporation of seawater into some 
water samples collected at the 1F power station, on Y-90 measurements.

d) Using the polyethylene plate as a β-ray absorber enables the measurement of the β rays 
of  Y-90 only, however, a GM detector has the sensitivity to detect γ-rays and bremsstrahlung 
radiation. Therefore, the influence of the γ-rays from the nuclides such as Cs-134 and Cs-137, 
which are present in the water samples, as well as the bremsstrahlung radiation from β-rays on 
the measurement of  Y-90, must be considered.

The experiment was conducted in view of the above-mentioned points and the results are 
described in the next section.

III. Experiment and Results
1. Concentration, Separation and Collection Efficiencies with a Filter

(1) Separation and collection of Sr and Y
Considering that Sr-90 and Y-90, which are close to the carrier-free state, are present in the 

water samples collected from 1F power station, Sr and Y were added as carriers in advance to 
study the separation conditions and the collection efficiencies of Sr and Y were determined 
using the carbonate precipitation and iron coprecipitation methods.

In this method, Sr and Y are separated as strontium carbonate and yttrium hydroxide, re-
spectively. Fe 3+ ions are added to facilitate the processes of sedimentation and separation due 
to the coprecipitation effect. As the water samples that are collected from the 1F power station 
also contain Cs-134 and Cs-137 in the carrier-free state, Cs with a similar concentration as Sr 
is added as a carrier for the separation operation when conducting the process with actual water 
samples.

(2) Preparation of water samples used in the experiment
The water samples used in the experiment contained pure water, seawater, and well water 

collected from the High Energy Accelerator Research Organization (This was prepared by 
sterilizing the ground water to render it potable and is hereinafter referred to as “well water”). 
The well water was used as simulated groundwater obtained from the 1F power station, and 
the water samples containing seawater were used to study the influence of the incorporation 
of seawater on the measurements because it was possible that seawater was mixed with some 
water samples collected from the 1F power station. The chemicals used for calibration in 
the sedimentation, separation, and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) emission spectrometric 
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analyses are given below:
Standard Sr 2+ and Y 3+ atomic absorption solutions (Kishida Chemical Co., Ltd.) containing 

1,000 ppm of Sr 2+ or Y 3+, Fe 3+ prepared by mixing special grade ferric chloride (Junsei Chem-
ical Co., Ltd.) with 0.1 N hydrochloric acid to 10 mg/mL, and Ca 2+ prepared by dissolving 
special grade CaCO3 (Junsei Chemical Co., Ltd.) with concentrated hydrochloric acid as Ca 2+ 
to 50 mg/mL. Granular Na2CO3 of special grade (Wako Pure Chemical Corporation) was used 
in the original form and artificial seawater was prepared using Daigo’s Artificial Seawater SP 
(for one liter, Nihon Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.).

(3) Separation and collection operation procedures
A solution of 100 mL of the water sample containing pure water, seawater, and well water 

was prepared by adjusting the Fe 3+ concentration to 50 ppm, Sr 2+ and Y 3+ concentrations to 
10 ppm using standard solutions, and Ca 2+ concentration to 250 ppm from the prepared Ca 
solution. This solution was agitated and then heated to approximately 50°C. After one gram of 
Na2CO3 was added, the solution was agitated vigorously with a magnetic stirrer for approxi-
mately seven minutes and then agitated gently for approximately three minutes to promote the 
generation of a deposit and formation of floc. The solution was subsequently left to rest for 
approximately three minutes for the deposit to settle at the bottom in the form of floc and then 
filtrated. A filtering device with a 47-mm filter holder made entirely of glass (Nihon Millipore) 
was used. In order to ensure the uniformity of deposition, the supernatant was first filtered and 
when the volume was reduced to almost half, the rest of the solution was poured into a funnel. 
Normally, the filtration time is approximately 30 s. The membrane filter used was a mixed 
cellulose ester filter (Millipore Advantec) with a pore size of 0.65 µm and diameter of 47 mm. 
The filtration was carried out while reducing the pressure with an aspirator and the suction was 
terminated when water stopped dripping from the filter. The concentrations of Sr and Y present 
in the undiluted solution before addition of Na2CO3 and the filtered solution were measured by 
the ICP emission spectrometric analysis method to determine the collection efficiencies of Sr 
and Y.

(4) Collection efficiencies of Sr and Y
Table 3 shows the collection efficiencies of Sr and Y from the water samples containing pure 

water, seawater, and well water, as determined by the method proposed in this study. As a result 
of adding an excessive amount of Ca and allowing sufficient time for the reaction to take place 
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ため，あらかじめ Srおよび Yを担体として添加し，炭酸
塩沈殿・鉄共沈法を用いて，Srおよび Yの捕集効率につ
いて検討した。この手法では，Srは炭酸ストロンチウム
として，また，Yは水酸化イットリウムとして分離され
る。Fe3＋イオン添加は，共沈効果による沈殿・分離を容
易にするためのものである。なお，1F発電所において，
対象となる試料水には，同時に無担体状態で Cs-134およ
び Cs-137も存在するため，実際の水試料について分離・
捕集を行う場合は，Srと同程度の濃度の Csを担体として
加え分離操作を行うことになる。
（ 2）　実験に用いた試料水の調製
　実験で用いた試料水は，純水，高エネルギー加速器研究
機構の井水（地下水を殺菌処理等し飲料水にしたもの。以
下，「井水」という。），および海水を含有する試料水であ
る。なお，井水は，1F発電所の地下水の模擬として，ま
た，海水を含有する試料水については，1F発電所の試料
水の一部に海水の混入の可能性が考えられることから，そ
の測定手法への影響を検討するために行ったものである。
沈殿・分離および ICP（高周波誘導結合プラズマ）発光分
光分析で校正に用いた薬品等を以下に示す。
　Sr2＋, Y3＋は，原子吸光用標準溶液（キシダ化学㈱製，い
ずれも，Sr2＋, Y3＋として 1,000 ppm）を，Fe3＋は，特級塩
化第二鉄（純正化学㈱製）を 0.1 N塩酸で 10 mg/mLに調
製したものを，また，Ca2＋は，特級 CaCO3（純正化学㈱
製）を濃塩酸で溶かし，Ca2＋として 50 mg/mLに調整し
たものを使用した。Na2CO3（特級，和光純薬工業㈱製）は
粒状のものをそのまま用いた。人工海水の調製はダイゴ人
工海水の元 SP（1 L用，日本製薬）を用いて調製した。
（ 3）　分離・捕集操作手順
　純水，井水および海水を含有する水を試料水とし，試料
水 100 mLに，Fe3＋濃度を 50 ppmに，Sr2＋および Y3＋標
準溶液を用いて，それぞれの濃度が 10 ppmに，また，

Ca2＋濃度を，調製した Ca溶液から分取して 250 ppmと
した。この溶液を攪拌し，約 50℃に加温した。Na2CO3 
1 gを加え，約 7分間マグネチック・スターラを用いて激
しく攪拌した後，約 3分間緩やかに攪拌をし，沈殿の生
成およびフロックの形成を促した。その後，約 3分間静
置し，沈殿物がフロック状に下方に沈殿するのを待って，
ろ過を行った。ろ過装置は日本ミリポア社製の全ガラス 
製フィルターホルダー 47 mmのものを使用した。沈殿 
物の均一性を確保するため，ろ過は上澄みから行い，液 
がおよそ半分の容量になった段階でファンネルに一度に 
投入した。通常ろ過時間は 30秒程度である。用いたフィ
ルターは，メンブレンフィルター（Millipore Advantec社
製mixed cellulose esterフィルター；ポアサイズ：0.65  
μm，直径：47 mm）で，ろ過はアスピレータで減圧しな
がら，フィルターから水の滴下が終わった時点で吸引を終
了した。Na2CO3を添加する前の原液とろ過液の Srおよ
び Y濃度を ICP（高周波誘導結合プラズマ）発光分光分析
法で測定し，Srと Yの捕集効率を求めた。
（ 4）　Strontiumおよび Yの捕集効率
　Table 3に，純水，井水および海水含有試料水につい
て，本手法による Srおよび Yの捕集効率を示す。過剰の
Caの添加や，反応および沈殿の熟成に一定の時間を取る
ことにより，捕集効率は，Srについて 99.6％，また Yに
ついては 96.8％であった。純水，井水および海水を含有
する試料水中の Srおよび Yは高い捕集効率で，かつ，再
現性よくフィルターに濃縮・捕捉されることが示された。
この結果は，1Fにおいて測定対象として考えている，汚
染水タンク堰内溜まり水，地下水や海水を含む試料水等に
対しても，高い捕集効率で，含まれる Sr-90および Y-90
が沈殿・分離されることを示すものと考えられる。

Table 3　Collection efficiencies of Sr and Y

Sample Number

Sra） Ya）

Concentration in the filtrate Collection efficiency Concentration in the filtrate Collection efficiency

（mg/L） （％） （mg/L） （％）

No. 1 pure water 0.05 99.5 0.33 96.7
No. 2 pure water 0.05 99.5 0.33 96.7
No. 3 pure water 0.05 99.5 0.33 96.7
No. 4 pure water 0.05 99.5 0.29 97.1
No. 5 pure water 0.06 99.4 0.30 97.0
D-1b） well water 0.05 99.5 0.39 96.1
D-2b） well water 0.03 99.7 0.32 96.8
SW-1c） 10％ sea-water 0.02 99.8 0.31 96.9
SW-2c） 30％ sea-water 0.01 99.9 0.27 97.3

Average 99.6±0.1 Average 96.8±0.1
a） Concentration of Sr and/or Y in the start solution:10.0 mg/L.
b） Well-water: Mg2＋：7 ppm, Ca2＋：19 ppm, Na＋：31 ppm, K＋：4 ppm, Cl－：49 ppm, SO4

2－：2-25 ppm, Br－：1 ppm. pH：7.6.
c） Water containing sea-water.

Table 3   Collection efficiencies of Sr and Y

a)  Concentration of Sr and/or Y in the start solution: 10.0 mg/L
b)  Well water: Mg2+ : 7 ppm, Ca2+ : 19 ppm, Na+ : 31 ppm, K+ : 4 ppm, Cl− : 49 ppm, SO4

2− : 2-25 ppm, Br− : 1 ppm. pH : 7.6
c)  Water containing seawater
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and maturation of the deposit, the collection efficiencies of Sr and Y were found to be 99.6% 
and 96.8%, respectively. It was demonstrated that the Sr and Y in the water samples containing 
pure water, seawater, and well water were concentrated and captured in the filter at high collec-
tion efficiency and with high reproducibility. This result shows that the Sr-90 and Y-90 present 
in the stagnant water in the weir of the contaminated water tank and water samples containing 
underground water and seawater can be deposited and separated with high collection efficiency. 

2. Correlation between the Count rates of  Y-90 and Radioactive Concentrations 
of Sr-90 and Y-90 (Conversion Coefficient)

(1)  Concentration/Separation and radioactivity measurement of Sr-90 and Y-90 using 
a standard Sr-90 solution

The relation between the count rates obtained with a GM detector and the radioactive con-
centrations of Sr-90 and Y-90 (conversion coefficient) was studied, where the measurement 
sample was the filter obtained by conducting the deposition and separation processes with the 
pure water-based sample containing Sr-90 of known concentration.

(a) Adjustment and concentration/collection of water samples containing Sr-90
The solutions were prepared with a concentration of 0.31 kBq/mL (50 mL measuring flask) 

and 3.1 Bq/mL (100 mL measuring flask), with a standard Sr-90 solution (Eckert & Ziegle) 
SrCl2 0.1 M HCl, 15.5±0.4 kBq/5 mL, and the specified amount from these solutions was added 
to adjust the concentration of Sr-90.

After adding the carriers to 100 mL of pure water containing Sr-90 of known concentration 
as described above, the deposition and separation of Sr-90 and Y-90 was carried out following 
the same procedure. At the 1F power station, a simplified method of measurement 13) is adopted 
with a 500 mL sample water for measuring low-concentration Sr-90, when it is imperative to 
determine whether the stagnant water in the weir of the RO-concentrated salt water storage 
tank can be discharged or not. In this study, lowering the measurable concentration by using 
a 400 mL water sample was also studied. In this case, the amount of chemicals added, except 
for the standard Sr-90 solution, should be four times as large as those added to 100 mL water 
samples, and the operations such as separation must be carried out according to the same pro-
cedures as the ones used for the 100 mL water samples. Assuming that Sr-90 and Y-90 in the 
standard solution achieved secular equilibrium, the analysis was conducted as described below:

(b) Measuring filter and radioactive measurement
The filter which was used in the collection process was sealed with a transparent laminate 

coating film. In addition, it was sealed in a polyethylene bag. Furthermore, it was placed be-
tween two plastic plates with 50 mm opening (0.5 mm thick) for fixation. This opening was as 
large as the window of the GM counter tube. The size of the deposit was 37 mm in diameter. 
The center of the filter was aligned with the center of the GM counter tube and after securing 
it to the measuring stand the GM counter tube (Hitachi Aloka Medical, Ltd., GM survey meter 
TGS-146B 14)) was firmly attached to conduct the measurement. In addition, after attaching the 
polyethylene plates (1 mm and 2 mm thick) as well as a 10-mm-thick acrylic plate (1.20 g/cm 2) 
close to the filter, the GM counter tube was firmly attached on top of them to conduct the mea-
surements. The weight per unit area with the laminate coating film and polyethylene bag was 
approximately 0.0001 g/cm 2. The radioactive measurement was carried out in a box shielded 
with 5-cm-thick lead. The background with no measurement sample was 0.45±0.1 cps. For 
the low-concentration sample, a three-minute measurement was conducted three times and for 
other samples, a one-minute measurement was conducted three times to determine the average 
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value. The correction for the measurements was made based on a dead time of 250 μsec.

(2) Conversion coefficient
The results of the measurements with water samples of 100 mL and 400 mL, classified into 

three types according to the low to high radioactive concentration range of Sr-90 are shown 
in Figures 2 and 3. In the measurements using 1-mm and 2-mm β-ray absorbers, the count 
rates are based on the β-rays from Y-90 and the corresponding concentration is the radioactive 
concentration of  Y-90, which is the same as the radioactive concentration of Sr-90 as it has 
achieved a state of secular equilibrium.

The measurements of the β-rays from Sr-90 and Y-90 were conducted directly with the filter 
(with no polyethylene plate) and these correspond to the radioactive concentration of Sr-90 
and Y-90. For the 100 mL water sample, the measurement was conducted with and without the 
polyethylene plates 1 mm and 2 mm thick (the polyethylene plate 1 mm thick was 0.090 g/cm 2), 
and superior linearity was observed in the count rates and concentrations of Sr-90 and Y-90 at 
a concentration of approximately 0.03 Bq/cm 3 (effluent standard prescribed by law) or higher. 
In addition, in the case of measurements with the 400 mL water sample conducted in order to 
study the measurability of lower concentrations, superior linearity was observed in the count 
rates of radioactivity collected in the filter as well as the radioactive concentrations of Sr-90 and 
Y-90 in a wide range of concentrations at approximately 0.005 Bq/cm 3 or higher, as shown in 
Figure 3. At the 400-mL level, the sensitivity for detecting the radioactive concentrations that 
were much lower than the provisional effluent standard currently being used (0.01 Bq/cm 3) was 
confirmed, showing that the proposed method can be applied to low concentrations at around 
this level.

The deposits were collected in a 37 mm filter in diameter. The influence of self-absorption 
due to the amount of deposits was found to be small because high-energy β-rays from Y-90 
were measured. The error bars in the figure correspond to the standard deviation (1 σ) when 
the background is deducted. Table 4 shows the conversion coefficients and residual sums of 
squares (χ 2) determined by the least squares method based on the relation between the count 
rates (cps) and the radioactive concentrations of Sr-90 and Y-90 (Bq/cm 3) in the low concen-
tration, medium concentration, and entire concentration ranges, according to the radioactive 
concentrations of Sr-90 used. The conversion coefficients differ depending on the thickness 
of the polyethylene plate and amount of water sample. As shown in Table 4, the conversion 
coefficients show a superior concordance in the concentration ranges of 0.5 Bq/cm 3 or lower as 
well as 6 Bq/cm 3 or lower in the case of 100 mL water samples and in the concentration ranges 
of 0.3 Bq/cm 3 or lower as well as 1 Bq/cm 3 or lower in the case of 400 mL water samples. On 
the other hand, they are slightly smaller in the concentration range of 0.05 Bq/cm 3 or lower in 
the case of 100 mL water samples and in the concentration range of 0.03 Bq/cm 3 or lower in the 
case of 400 mL water samples. In actual measurement, the concentration of  Y-90 (or Sr-90) 
is evaluated using the conversion coefficient obtained for the entire concentration range with 
many measuring points. However, in the low concentration range, there is an overestimation of 
approximately 15% and 10% for the 100 mL and 400 mL water samples, respectively, when a 
2 mm-thick polyethylene plate is used. It is preferable that a polyethylene plate with a thickness 
of 2 mm is used in the measurement from the perspective that the concentration of substances 
such as radioactive Cs, which are present in the deposits collected in the filter, changes signifi-
cantly and only the β-rays from Y-90 are measured, even though the properties of the water 
sample are unknown.
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155GM検出器を用いた Y-90β線測定による水中の Sr-90濃度の高感度・簡便測定法
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Sr-90の放射能濃度範囲を低濃度から高濃度範囲の 3つに
分け Figs. 2および 3に示す。1 mmおよび 2 mmのβ線
吸収体を用いた測定では，計数率は Y-90β線によるもの
で，対応する濃度は Y-90の放射能濃度（永続平衡に達し

2.　 Yttrium-90計測値と Sr-90および Y-90の
放射能濃度の相関（換算係数）

（ 1）　 Strontium-90標準溶液を用いた Sr-90および
Y-90の濃縮・分離と放射能測定

　純水を用いた Sr-90の既知濃度を含む試料水から沈殿・
分離して得られたフィルターを測定試料とし GM検出器
による計数率と Sr-90および Y-90の放射能濃度の関係
（換算係数）について検討を行った。
　（a）　Strontium-90を含む試料水の調整と濃縮・捕集
　Strontium-90の濃度調整は，Sr-90標準溶液（Eckert& 
Ziegler社製　SrCl2 0.1 N HCl,　15.5±0.4 kBq/5 mL） 
を用いて，0.31 kBq/mL（50 mLメスフラスコ）および
3.1 Bq/mL（100 mLメスフラスコ）のものを作り，これか
ら所定量を分取し行った。
　既知濃度の Sr-90を含む純水 100 mLに対し，前述と
同様に担体等を加えた後，同じ手法で Sr-90および Y-90
の沈殿・分離を行った。1F発電所では，RO濃縮塩水貯
留タンク堰内の溜まり水の排水の可否を緊急に判断する際
に，低濃度の Sr-90の測定のため 500 mLの試料水を用
いる簡易測定法13）を採用している。本研究でも，測定でき
る濃度を引き下げることを目的に，試料水を 400 mLとし
た場合についても検討を行った。なお，この場合，添加す
る Sr-90標準溶液以外の用いた薬品等の量は，すべて
100 mLスケールの場合の 4倍とし，分離操作等は 100  
mLの場合と同じである。標準溶液中の Sr-90と Y-90は
永続平衡に達しているとして以下の解析を行った。
　（b）　測定用フィルターおよび放射能測定
　捕集後フィルターを透明のラミネート・コーティング・
フイルムで密封し，さらにポリエチレン袋に入れ密封し，
それを 0.5 mmの厚さの 2枚のプラスチック板ではさみ固
定した。沈殿物（直径 37 mm）側のプラスチック板には
GM計数管の窓と同じ大きさの直径 50 mmの開口部があ
る。
　上記フィルターを，フィルターの中心が，GM計数管の
中心に一致するように作られた測定用台に固定し，GM計
数管（日立アロカメディカル　GMサーベイメータ　TGS- 
146B14））を密着させ測定を行った。あわせて，フィルター
上に 1 mm, 2 mm厚のポリエチレン板および 10 mmのア
クリル板（1.20 g/cm2）を密着させ，その上に GM計数管
を密着させ，測定を行った。なお，ラミネート・コーティ
ング・フイルムおよびポリエチレン袋による単位面積当た
りの重量は約 0.0001 g/cm2である。放射能測定は，5 cm
厚の鉛遮蔽したボックス内で行い，測定試料のない状態
で，バックグラウンドは，0.45±0.1 cpsであった。濃度
の低いものについては，3分測定を 3回，その他は 1分測
定を 3回行い，平均値を求めた。測定値に対し，不感時
間 250 μsecとして不感時間による補正を行った。
（ 2）　換算係数
　100 mLおよび 400 mLの試料水に対する測定結果を，

Fig. 2　 Relationship between concentrations of Sr-90/Y-90 
（Bq/cm3） and count-rates of GM-detector （water 
volume: 100 mL, absorber: polyethylene plate）  
（a） the entire region of concentration: ≤6 Bq/cm3, 
（b） the part of low concentration: ≤0.5 Bq/cm3, （c） 
the part of low concentration: ≤0.05 Bq/cm3.

Figure 2    Relationship between concentrations of Sr-90/Y-90 (Bq/cm3) and count rates of GM-detector (water 
volume: 100 mL, absorber: polyethylene plate)

     (a) the entire region with a concentration: ≤6 Bq/cm3

     (b) the part with a low concentration: ≤0.5 Bq/cm3

     (c) the part with a low concentration: ≤0.05 Bq/cm3
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3. Influence of Seawater Concentration on the Measurements of  Y-90

As in the case for pure water, high collection efficiency was achieved in the case of well 
water, as shown in Table 3 (The component analysis result is shown in the Note of Table 3). 
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ていることから，Sr-90の放射能濃度と同じ値になる。）で
ある。一方，フィルターを直接測定したもの（ポリエチレ
ン板のない状態）については Sr-90および Y-90からのβ 
線を計測し，計測値は Sr-90および Y-90の放射能濃度に
対応する。試料水量が 100 mLの場合，フィルターを直接
測定した場合とポリエチレン板 1 mmと 2 mm（1 mmは

0.090 g/cm2）を挿入した場合について，およそ 0.03 Bq/
cm3（法定の排水基準）以上の濃度で，計数率と Sr-90およ
び Y-90濃度によい直線性が認められた。また，より低濃
度の測定の可能性について検討するために行った試料水量
400 mLの場合においては，Fig. 3に示すように，およそ
0.005 Bq/cm3以上の広い濃度範囲に渡って，フィルター
に捕集された放射能の計数率と Sr-90および Y-90の放射
能濃度の間によい直線性が認められた。400 mLスケール
では，現在採用している暫定排水基準（0.01 Bq/cm3）を十
分下回る放射能濃度まで検出感度があり，本手法がこのよ
うな低濃度に対しても十分適用できる可能性があることを
示している。
　なお，沈殿物は直径 37 mmのフィルター上に捕集され
る。Y-90からのエネルギーの高いβ線を測定するため
に，沈殿物の量による自己吸収の影響は小さいことが示さ
れた。なお，図中のエラーバーはバックグラウンドを差し
引いた際の標準偏差（1σ）に相当する。用いた Sr-90の放
射能濃度に応じて，低濃度，低濃度から中濃度および全濃
度範囲における，計数率（cps）と Sr-90および Y-90の放
射能濃度（Bq/cm3）の関係から，最小二乗法で求めた換算
係数および残差二乗和（χ2）を Table 4に示す。換算計数
は用いたポリエチレン板の厚さおよび試料水の容量により
異なる。Table 4に示すように，100 mLにおける，0.5  
Bq/cm3および 6 Bq/cm3以下の濃度範囲および 400 mL
における 0.3 Bq/cm3, 1 Bq/cm3以下の濃度範囲では換算
係数は，よい一致を示している。一方，100 mLで 0.05  
Bq/cm3以下，400 mLで 0.03 Bq/cm3以下の濃度範囲で
は，それらに比べ若干小さい値を示している。実際の測定
では，測定点の多い全濃度範囲で得られた換算係数を用い
て，Y-90（または Sr-90）の濃度を評価することになるが，
低濃度領域では，2 mmポリエチレン板に対し，100 mL
および 400 mLで，それぞれ約 15％, 10％過大評価するこ
とになる。なお，測定に使用するポリエチレン板の厚さ
は，フィルターに捕集された沈殿物に含まれる放射性 Cs
等の濃度に依存し，試料水の性状等が不明な場合，Y-90
のβ線のみを測定するという観点から，2 mmの厚さのも
のが望ましい。

3.　Yttrium-90計測値に与える海水濃度の影響
　井水（成分の分析結果は Table 3の注に示した。）につい
ては，Table 3に示すように純水を用いた場合と同様，高
い捕集効率が得られた。したがって，多くの 1F発電所の
地下水についても本手法が適用できるものと考えられる。
一方，測定対象となる試料水には，一部に海水の混入が考
えられるが，Table 3に示すように海水含有濃度（海水濃
度：10％, 30％）に対しても高い捕集効率が得られ，同様
に本測定手法の適用が可能と考えられる。しかし，海水を
含有する試料水では，沈殿物が嵩張り，それによる自己吸
収の影響が考えられる。そこで，本フィルター法に対する

Fig. 3　 Relation between concentrations of Sr-90/Y-90 （Bq/
cm3） and count-rates of GM-detector （water volume: 
400 mL, absorber: polyethylene plate）  
（a） the entire region of concentration: ≤1 Bq/cm3, 
（b） the part of low concentration: ≤0.3 Bq/cm3, （c） 
the part of low concentration: ≤0.03 Bq/cm3.

Figure 3    Relation between concentrations of Sr-90/Y-90 (Bq/cm3) and count rates of GM-detector (water 
volume: 400 mL, absorber: polyethylene plate)

     (a) the entire region with a concentration: ≤1 Bq/cm3

     (b) the part with a low concentration: ≤0.3 Bq/cm3

     (c) the part with a low concentration: ≤0.03 Bq/cm3
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Therefore, this would indicate that this method can be applied to most of the underground water 
obtained from the 1F power station. Moreover, although seawater was considered to be incor-
porated in some water samples to be measured, high collection efficiency was also achieved 
for seawater concentrations of 10% and 30% as shown in Table 3, which signifies that this 
measurement method can be applied to seawater. However, deposits accumulate in the water 
samples containing seawater, and the influence of self-absorption due to such deposits must be 
taken into account. As a result, the influence of concentration of seawater on the measurements 
of  Y-90 in this filter method was studied.

Using artificial seawater, 100 mL water samples were prepared with concentrations of 1, 2, 3, 
7, 10, 15, 20, and 30%. Carriers were added to these water samples, as in the aforementioned ex-
periment, to prepare solutions with a Sr-90 concentration of 1.0 Bq/cm 3. The filter was examined 
after conducting the deposition and separation processes with these solutions, according to the 
aforementioned method. The deposits in the samples containing seawater were bulky and wet, 
as compared to the deposits in the 100 mL water sample with a seawater concentration of 0%.

Table 5 shows the results of the measurement as well as the ratios of the count rates to that 
when the seawater concentration was 0% with a 2-mm-thick polyethylene plate. In addition to 
the effect of the seawater content, an increase in the amount of deposits, due to substances such 
as Mg present in the seawater, was considered to be significant. At seawater concentrations 
from 7% to 30%, the ratio of the count rate to that when the seawater concentration was 0% was 
almost constant (nearly 0.86). If the seawater concentration is unknown, the concentration that 
is determined, using the count rate and conversion coefficient of  Y-90 shown in Table 4 (for 
the total concentration range), is underestimated. If it is apparent that water sample contains 
seawater, the concentration of  Y-90 can be estimated by using the value obtained on multiply-
ing the count rate of  Y-90 by 1.16. However, a slight overestimation would occur at seawater 
concentrations of 7% or lower. 

The deposits in seawater samples were susceptible to moisture, and the weight of the sea-
water with a concentration of 10%, measured after it is dried for 24 hours in a desiccator, was 
0.0042 g/cm 2. The actual water content of the deposits at the time of measurement was un-
known, and a correlation between the amount of deposits and self-absorption was not observed.

In the actual separation process, if a water sample with a seawater concentration of 20% or 
higher is used, it is too difficult to conduct a quantitative measurement because the attachment 
of bulky deposits to the wall cannot be avoided when removing the filter and it is difficult 
to conduct a reproducible measurement if a water sample contains a high concentration of 
seawater. Therefore, in the case of such water samples, it is necessary to check the saline con-
centration and dilute the water sample before conducting the measurements.
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海水濃度の Y-90計測値に対する影響について検討した。
　人工海水を用いて，海水濃度が，1, 2, 3, 7, 10, 15, 20
および 30％の試料水（100 mL）を調製した。これに，前述
の実験と同様に担体等を添加し，さらに，Sr-90濃度が
1.0 Bq/cm3の溶液を調製した。この溶液について前述と
同じ手法で，沈殿・分離を行い，そのフィルターを測定し
た。なお，海水を含む試料の沈殿物は，海水 0％の 100  
mLの沈殿物と比較し，嵩張っており，全体的に湿っぽい
状態であった。
　Table 5に測定結果を示す。ポリエチレン 2 mmにお
ける海水濃度 0％の値に対する計数率の比もあわせて示し
た。海水含有量による影響があるが，主に海水に存在する
Mg等による沈殿物量の増加等によるものと考えられる。
およそ海水濃度が 7％から 30％では，海水 0％に対する計
数率の比はほぼ一定で 0.86であった。海水濃度が未定の
場合，得られる Y-90の計数率と Table 4の Y-90の換算
係数（全濃度範囲に対するもの）を用いて，その濃度を求め
ると過小評価することになる。海水の混入が明らかな場合
は Y-90の計数率を 1.16倍した値を用いて，Y-90の濃度
を求めることができるが，海水が 7％以下の低い濃度の場

合，若干過大評価になることになる。
　なお，海水試料の沈殿物は若干吸湿性があり，10％の
海水を乾燥（デシケータで約 24時間）した状態で測定した
重量は 0.0042 g/cm2であった。実際の測定時における沈
殿物に含まれる水分量は不明で，沈殿物量と自己吸収の相
関は得られなかった。
　実際の分離操作においては，海水濃度が 20％を超える
ような試料では，沈殿物が嵩張り，フィルターの取り外し
の際，沈殿物のファンネル壁への付着が避けられず，定量
的な測定は困難である。高濃度の海水を含む試料では，再
現性のある測定が困難であり，このような試料水について
は，塩分濃度等を測定し，必要に応じて希釈し，測定する
必要がある。

4.　 Yttrium-90β線測定値に対するγ線および制
動放射線による影響

　測定で用いた GM計数管はβ線のみならずγ線や制動
放射線（以下，「光子」という。）にも感度をもっている。
Yttrium-90β線を測定する上で，試料水中に含まれる核
種からのγ線およびβ線によって生成する制動放射線に
よる影響を評価する必要がある。
　10 mmの厚さのアクリル板（1.20 g/cm2）を用いた場合，
Fig. 1からβ線の寄与は無視できることがわかる。一方
光子は，10 mmのアクリル板で若干減衰するが，その割
合はβ線に比べ，はるかに小さい。このことから，10  
mmのアクリル板透過後の測定結果をこれら光子による
バックグラウンド計測値として用いることができる。こ
の，光子によるバックグラウンドの影響について Cs-137
標準面線源を用いて検討を行った。また，実験で用いた沈
殿法では，試料中の Cs-134および Cs-137が存在してい
たとしても，その化学的性質から，大部分のものはろ過液
に入り，フィルターに捕集される割合は極めて小さいもの
と考えられる。このことを確認するため，Cs-137標準溶
液を用いた捕集効率の測定をあわせて行った。
（ 1）　Cesium-137の光子によるバックグラウンド評価
　1F発電所における，試料水中の Cs-134および Cs-137

Table 4　Conversion co-efficiencies of cps to Bq/cm3

Sample volume
Polyethylene 

plate thickness
mm

Conversion co-efficient

（Bq/cm3）/cps χ2 （Bq/cm3）/cps χ2 （Bq/cm3）/cps χ2

100 mL sample

Concentration�6 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.5 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.05 Bq/cm3

0 0.0227　 0.00201　 0.0236　 0.00135　 0.0206　 2.19E－05
1 0.0502　 0.0329　　 0.0509　 0.00177　 0.0416　 0.000103
2 0.0842　 0.00540　 0.0859　 0.00128　 0.0716　 0.000116

400 mL sample

Concentration�1 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.3 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.03 Bq/cm3

0 0.00592 0.000297 0.00590 0.000297 0.00543 1.34E－06
1 0.0149　 0.000588 0.0149　 4.98E－05 0.0133　 1.97E－06
2 0.0235　 0.000521 0.0235　 5.44E－05 0.0214　 8.13E－06

Table 5　 Effect of concentration of sea water on Y-90 
count-rates

Sample 
No

Concentra-
tion of Sr-90

Cocentra-
tion of sea 

water

Count-rate 
with 2 mm 

polyethylene

Ratio to 
A

Bq/cm3 ％ cps B/A

No. S-0 1  0   12±0.5（A） ―
No. S-1 1  1 11.6±0.5（B） 0.96
No. S-2 1  2 11.3±0.5（B） 0.93
No. S-3 1  3 11.3±0.5（B） 0.94
No. S-4 1  7 10.3±0.5（B） 0.86
No. S-5 1  7 10.3±0.5（B） 0.85
No. S-6 1 10 10.3±0.5（B） 0.86
No. S-7 1 15 10.3±0.5（B） 0.86
No. S-8 1 20 10.7±0.5（B） 0.88
No. S-9 1 30 10.1±0.4（B） 0.84

Table 4   Conversion co-efficiencies of cps to Bq/cm3
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4. Influence of γ-Ray and Bremsstrahlung Radiation on the Measurements of 
γ-Rays from Y-90

The GM counter tube used in the measurement is sensitive not only to β-rays but also to 
γ-rays and bremsstrahlung radiation (hereinafter referred to as “photon”). In the measurement 
of β-rays from Y-90, the influence of bremsstrahlung radiation generated by γ- and β-rays from 
the nuclides contained in the water samples must be considered.

According to Figure 1, the contribution of β-rays can be ignored when an acrylic plate of 
thickness 10 mm (1.20 g/cm 2) is used. Photons are attenuated by the 10-mm-thick acrylic plate, 
but the rate of attenuation caused by the acrylic plate is much lower than that caused by β-rays. 
This indicates that the results of measurement after passing through the 10-mm-thick acrylic 
plate can be used as the background measurement due to these photons. The influence of the 
background due to photons was studied using a standard Cs-137 planar source. In addition, 
according to the deposition method used in the experiment, it is considered that the rate of 
collection of the Cs-134 and Cs-137 in the filter is very low because most of them enter the 
filtrate due to their chemical properties even if they are contained in a water sample. In order to 
verify this, the collection efficiency was measured using a standard Cs-137 solution.

(1) Evaluation of background due to Cs-137 photons
Depending on the condition of Cs-134 and Cs-137 dissolved in the water samples from the 

1F power station, it is possible that some of them are collected in the filter.
Therefore, the influence of the photons from the Cs-134 and Cs-137 collected in the filter on 

the evaluation of the Sr-90 concentration was investigated.
In the experiment, the photons from Cs-137 were evaluated using a standard Cs-137 planar 

source (JRIA), sealed with plastic (1 mm thick on one side) with a diameter of 37 mm and ra-
dioactivity of 992 Bq. The planar source with a diameter of 37 mm was as large as the deposits 
collected in the filter.

The 10-mm-thick acrylic plate removes the β-rays from Cs-137 so that only the photons 
from Cs-137 are measured. The measurement obtained using the above standard source when 
the 10-mm-thick acrylic plate was used was 1.0 × 10 −3 cps/Bq. In the case of a 2-mm-thick 
polyethylene plate, the β rays from Cs-137 can be ignored and only the photons from Cs-137 
are measured. The measurement obtained under this condition using a standard source was 
1.43 × 10 −3 cps/Bq.

Therefore, based on the count rate (Cac) with a 10-mm-thick acrylic plate, the contribution 
of photons for a 2-mm-thick polyethylene plate (CsBG) can be determined from the following 
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た。なお，海水を含む試料の沈殿物は，海水 0％の 100  
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を求めることができるが，海水が 7％以下の低い濃度の場

合，若干過大評価になることになる。
　なお，海水試料の沈殿物は若干吸湿性があり，10％の
海水を乾燥（デシケータで約 24時間）した状態で測定した
重量は 0.0042 g/cm2であった。実際の測定時における沈
殿物に含まれる水分量は不明で，沈殿物量と自己吸収の相
関は得られなかった。
　実際の分離操作においては，海水濃度が 20％を超える
ような試料では，沈殿物が嵩張り，フィルターの取り外し
の際，沈殿物のファンネル壁への付着が避けられず，定量
的な測定は困難である。高濃度の海水を含む試料では，再
現性のある測定が困難であり，このような試料水について
は，塩分濃度等を測定し，必要に応じて希釈し，測定する
必要がある。
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　測定で用いた GM計数管はβ線のみならずγ線や制動
放射線（以下，「光子」という。）にも感度をもっている。
Yttrium-90β線を測定する上で，試料水中に含まれる核
種からのγ線およびβ線によって生成する制動放射線に
よる影響を評価する必要がある。
　10 mmの厚さのアクリル板（1.20 g/cm2）を用いた場合，
Fig. 1からβ線の寄与は無視できることがわかる。一方
光子は，10 mmのアクリル板で若干減衰するが，その割
合はβ線に比べ，はるかに小さい。このことから，10  
mmのアクリル板透過後の測定結果をこれら光子による
バックグラウンド計測値として用いることができる。こ
の，光子によるバックグラウンドの影響について Cs-137
標準面線源を用いて検討を行った。また，実験で用いた沈
殿法では，試料中の Cs-134および Cs-137が存在してい
たとしても，その化学的性質から，大部分のものはろ過液
に入り，フィルターに捕集される割合は極めて小さいもの
と考えられる。このことを確認するため，Cs-137標準溶
液を用いた捕集効率の測定をあわせて行った。
（ 1）　Cesium-137の光子によるバックグラウンド評価
　1F発電所における，試料水中の Cs-134および Cs-137

Table 4　Conversion co-efficiencies of cps to Bq/cm3

Sample volume
Polyethylene 

plate thickness
mm

Conversion co-efficient

（Bq/cm3）/cps χ2 （Bq/cm3）/cps χ2 （Bq/cm3）/cps χ2

100 mL sample

Concentration�6 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.5 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.05 Bq/cm3

0 0.0227　 0.00201　 0.0236　 0.00135　 0.0206　 2.19E－05
1 0.0502　 0.0329　　 0.0509　 0.00177　 0.0416　 0.000103
2 0.0842　 0.00540　 0.0859　 0.00128　 0.0716　 0.000116

400 mL sample

Concentration�1 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.3 Bq/cm3 Concentration�0.03 Bq/cm3

0 0.00592 0.000297 0.00590 0.000297 0.00543 1.34E－06
1 0.0149　 0.000588 0.0149　 4.98E－05 0.0133　 1.97E－06
2 0.0235　 0.000521 0.0235　 5.44E－05 0.0214　 8.13E－06

Table 5　 Effect of concentration of sea water on Y-90 
count-rates

Sample 
No

Concentra-
tion of Sr-90

Cocentra-
tion of sea 

water

Count-rate 
with 2 mm 

polyethylene

Ratio to 
A

Bq/cm3 ％ cps B/A

No. S-0 1  0   12±0.5（A） ―
No. S-1 1  1 11.6±0.5（B） 0.96
No. S-2 1  2 11.3±0.5（B） 0.93
No. S-3 1  3 11.3±0.5（B） 0.94
No. S-4 1  7 10.3±0.5（B） 0.86
No. S-5 1  7 10.3±0.5（B） 0.85
No. S-6 1 10 10.3±0.5（B） 0.86
No. S-7 1 15 10.3±0.5（B） 0.86
No. S-8 1 20 10.7±0.5（B） 0.88
No. S-9 1 30 10.1±0.4（B） 0.84

Table 5   Effect of seawater concentration on Y-90 count rates
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equation using a correction coefficient of 1.43:

 (4)

In the actual measurements, the value which is obtained after deducting CsBG from the count 
rate for a 2-mm-thick polyethylene plate is used as the count rate based on the β-rays from 
Y-90, and the concentration of  Y-90 is calculated using the conversion coefficient of  Y-90.

Based on the conversion coefficient of  Y-90 when a 2-mm-thick polyethylene plate is used 
in a 100 mL water sample, the count rate of  Y-90 per Bq/cm 3 is 11.8 cps, and this corresponds 
to the case where 100 Bq of  Y-90 exists on the filter (with a diameter of  37 mm) at a concentra-
tion of 0.11 cps per Bq. On the other hand, as described above, the count rate per Bq of Cs-137 
collected in the filter is 1.43 × 10 −3 cps, which indicates a significant difference between both 
the values. In addition, as described in (2) below, the filter’s efficiency in collecting radioactive 
Cs is extremely low when radioactive Cs exists in the ionic state. Therefore, this suggests that 
the influence of the photons from Cs-134 and Cs-137 is very small.

On the basis of the above discussion, it can be inferred that the contribution of the photons 
from nuclides such as Cs-134 and Cs-137 to the measurements of  Y-90 is approximately 1/100 
even if Cs-134 and Cs-137 exist on the filter in the same radioactive concentration as Sr-90.

(2) Efficiency of collecting Cs-137 in the filter
A solution of CsCl was added to the aforementioned pure water-based solution used in the 

experiment of separating Sr and Y with a filter, to adjust the concentration of Cs + used as 
a carrier to 10 ppm. The same separation process was carried out after adding the standard 
Cs-137 solution with a concentration of 1.11 × 104 Bq to this solution. The deposits collected in 
the filter paper were dissolved in hydrochloric acid, and the solution thus prepared along with 
the undiluted solution before adding Na2CO3 were put into 20-mL vials and measured with a 
Ge semiconductor detector to quantitate the Cs-137. It was found that Cs-137 collected in the 
filter accounted for 0.17% of the total deposits. It is considered that K-40, a naturally derived 
substance which may be present in the actual measurement samples, is also eliminated in the 
course of the deposition and separation processes due to its chemical properties.

On the other hand, it was reported 15) as an example that most of the Cs-134 and Cs-137 exist 
in the RO-concentrated salt water from the 1F power station while adsorbing to colloids and 
suspended solids. In addition, it is considered that the properties of the water samples to be 
examined vary widely. In many cases, it is established that most of the Cs-134 and Cs-137 are 
collected in the filtrate and eliminated by the separation process carried out according to this 
method. However, the collection of these nuclides in the filter must be verified by using actual 
samples.

IV. Detection Limit of this Method
The detection limit of concentration of  Y-90 and Sr-90 in the measurement of β-rays from 

Y-90 was studied using the filter method.
The detection limit is expressed by the following equation 16):

 (5)

where, n is the count rate of the detection limit (cps), k is the confidence level, t is the sample 
measurement time, tb is the background measurement time, and nb is the background count rate 
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(cps).
In this experiment with standard Sr-90 samples, the background of the measurement envi-

ronment where shielding with lead was applied (under the condition where there was a 10-mm-
thick acrylic plate and no measurement sample) was 0.45 cps. The detection limit of  Y-90 
was evaluated using this value. With the filter sample and background measurement time of 
10 min and k = 3, the detection limit (n) was 0.13 cps. When the conversion coefficients for 
100 mL and 400 mL water samples with a 2-mm-thick polyethylene plate were used, the de-
tectable radioactive concentration limits of Sr-90 were calculated from radioactive equilibrium 
as 0.012 Bq/cm 3 and 0.0032 Bq/cm 3, respectively (the radioactive concentration of  Y-90 is the 
same).

However, in the actual sample measurement, a 10-mm-thick acrylic plate was introduced 
as there was a mixing of radioactive Cs and the background, including the contribution of 
photons, denoted by nb.

As described previously, most of the radioactive Cs is eliminated in the deposition-filtration 
process, and the contribution to the background is as small as 1.43E-3 cps per Bq. Therefore, it 
is considered that the background specific to the measurement environment is dominant in the 
actual sample measurements. Based on the assumption that the background of the measurement 
environment at the 1F power station is approximately twice (1.0 cps) as large as that of this ex-
periment, the detection limit was evaluated using this value as nb. If the sample and background 
are both measured for 10 min and k = 3, the detectable count rate limit n is 0.19 cps. In this 
case, when the conversion coefficients for 100 mL and 400 mL water samples with 2-mm-thick 
polyethylene plate are also used, the detectable radioactive concentration limits of  Y-90 were 
calculated as 0.017 Bq/cm 3 and 0.0045 Bq/cm 3, respectively. Therefore, the detection limit 
depends primarily on the measurement time and background of the measurement environment. 
As the measurement of the above level of radioactive concentration of  Y-90 is achieved, it 
indicates that it is feasible to measure the same level of radioactive concentration of Sr-90.

V. Conclusions
A filter method was developed to facilitate the measurement of a relatively low level of Sr-

90 concentration in various types of water samples generated at the current 1F power station.
1. Sr-90 and Y-90 are concentrated and collected in a filter at high collection efficiency using 

the carbonate precipitation and iron coprecipitation methods. A 2-mm-thick polyethylene 
plate (β-ray absorber) was used as a filter to enable the selective measurement of high-en-
ergy β-rays from Y-90 with a GM counter tube.

2. Most of the radioactive Cs existing in the water samples in the ionic state was eliminated 
by the deposition and separation processes that were carried out according to this method. 
If mixed nuclides such as Cs-134 and Cs-137 existed in the filter, the contribution of 
the photons from such nuclides was evaluated by inserting a 10-mm-thick acrylic plate. 
However, even if these nuclides had the same concentration as Sr-90, their contribution 
to the count rates of  Y-90 was as small as 1/100.

3. In the filter method, the concentration of Sr-90 was evaluated in a single measurement as 
long as Sr-90 and Y-90 achieved a state of secular equilibrium. Otherwise, the radioactive 
concentration of Sr-90 could be evaluated with the equation derived from the sequential 
decay of Sr-90 and Y-90 by conducting the measurements twice at a certain interval and 
then determining the radioactive concentrations of  Y-90 both times using the conversion 
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coefficient from the obtained count rate of the β-rays from Y-90. The time taken to 
conduct the separation and collection processes and the measurement is 30 min or less, 
hence, it is possible to obtain results within 6 hours even if it is necessary to conduct the 
measurement twice. It is possible to measure concentrations that are much lower than the 
tentative effluent standard related to Sr-90 (0.01 Bq/cm 3) currently used at the 1F power 
station in a shorter time than that taken using conventional measurement methods.

4.  This is a method for measuring the radioactive concentration of Sr-90 easily and quickly 
without any advanced processes of chemical separation and professional measurement 
techniques and is considered to make a useful contribution to effluent management at the 
1F power station which has a large number of water samples to be examined.

When applying this method to a field site, the following points need to be noted:
1.  The most important objective of the filter method is to measure high-energy β-rays from 

Y-90 precisely and selectively. If any nuclide other than Y-90 which emits high-energy 
β-rays is present (potentially, such as Rh-106 which is a daughter nuclide of Ru-106 or 
Pr-144 which is a daughter nuclide of Ce-144), the contribution of such a nuclide must be 
evaluated.

2.  If nuclides which interfere with the measurement of β-rays from Y-90, such as Cs-134 and 
Cs-137, are present in a high concentration, it is possible to concentrate and collect these 
nuclides in the filter. Before applying this method, it is necessary to check the amounts 
of the nuclides that are concentrated and collected in the filter using an actual sample 
obtained from the 1F power station.

3.  If a water sample contains seawater at a concentration of 20% or higher, a large amount 
of deposit may be attached to the area around the funnel, causing difficulty in handling. 
The samples with high seawater concentrations need to be studied separately.
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Multi-Physics Particle Method for the Simulation 
of Severe Accidents in Nuclear Power Plants

Kenta INAGAKI 1,*
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The development of analysis methods for severe accidents in nuclear reactors is a key issue 
for nuclear safety. It is difficult to estimate the behaviors of several phenomena in reactor acci-
dents, such as the melting and relocation of structural materials, the spreading of corium on the 
ground, and the molten core concrete interaction (MCCI), because they involve large changes of 
the geometry. In the present study, a new method was developed to simulate these phenomena 
by using a moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method with models for surface tension, rigid 
bodies, melting and freezing, heat conduction, interfacial heat transfer, and heat radiation. As 
benchmarks, the melting of a metal cylinder on a hot plate and the freezing of a molten metallic 
drop in a coolant are simulated. The characteristic behaviors in each experiment agreed well 
with the simulation results, which indicates that the developed method is applicable for simula-
tion to evaluate the behavior of corium in severe reactor accidents.

KEYWORDS: severe accident simulation, MPS method, heat conduction, heat transfer, 
melting, freezing, rigid, fluid, surface tension 

I. Introduction
A detailed study of the progress and constituent steps of the reactor accidents that occurred 

in the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant Units 1–3 of Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc. 
and TMI-2 is essential from the viewpoint of ascertaining the status inside the reactor after the 
accident and determining the measures for prevention of severe accidents in the future 1). For 
an investigation of such severe accidents (SA), an approach for predicting reactor behavior 
using computer simulation based on the physical phenomena is indispensable. Computational 
methods offer advantages such as the ability to simulate severe conditions where testing is im-
possible because of safety concerns, and the ability to evaluate the parameters that are difficult 
to measure in a test.

The melting and relocation of substances and their solidification are dominant features of 
various phenomena that occur under severe accident conditions. These include the melting of 
fuel rods and structural materials (corium), the solidification of corium in the coolant leading 
to the formation of debris, the spreading behavior of corium on the floor of the reactor, and 
the molten core concrete interaction (MCCI). Such melting and spreading behavior of corium 
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strongly influences the progress of phenomena in a reactor accident. On the other hand, phys-
ics-based simulation of such phenomena using mesh methods such as the finite element method 
(FEM) is difficult to apply because any significant change in the positions and shapes of molten 
substances during the progress of the accident results in heavy computational loads due to the 
need for remeshing near the surface. For the analysis of a system having such a free liquid sur-
face and significant deformation, the volume of fluid (VOF) method 2) or the particle method 3) 
is suitable. However, various phenomena such as heat transfer via radiation, liquid phase flow, 
solid phase movement, and the interaction of liquid and solid phases have to be taken into 
consideration. To date, an analysis that considers all of these factors has not been developed. 
The evaluation of the influence of various conditions and physical property values, such as the 
temperature and atmosphere inside the reactor, and chemical composition on the behavior of 
molten substances is possible if an analytical method for these phenomena can be developed. 
Moreover, such a method makes it possible to predict the important factors affecting individual 
phenomena. Furthermore, when a simulation experiment is conducted on the individual phe-
nomena that occur as a result of a severe accident, the actual test conditions can be efficiently 
determined by separately assessing the influence of each condition through a series of analyses 
with varying parameters. Furthermore, by the modeling of phenomena based on numerical ex-
perimental results, a more realistic and effective model can be recommended for the SA general 
analysis code represented by the Modular Accident Analysis Program (MAAP) 4) or Methods of 
Estimation of Leakages and Consequences of Releases (MELCOR) 5), etc. 

Hence, in this study, a simulation code is developed implementing the physical models nec-
essary for analysis of the behavior of molten substances in the reactor. The simulation is aimed 
at facilitating analysis of the early phase of a reactor accident accompanied by the melting and 
solidification of substances. 

In this approach, the moving particle semi-implicit (MPS) method 6), a kind of particle meth-
od, is adopted as a basis for analysis. Previous research by Koshizuka 7) and Li 8), has also 
applied the MPS method to the analysis of corium in reactor accidents. However, these analyses 
do not include re-solidification of molten substances by cooling, nor the movement of solid ma-
terials. Therefore, they are not suitable for the analysis of a system that is accompanied by the 
relocation of solid materials. The method by Guo et al 9). takes into consideration the movement 
of the solid materials before melting, but re-solidification of multiple solid bodies and molten 
droplets are not taken into account. Hence, in the present method, using the MPS method for 
fluid analysis forms a basis which allows various existing models for solid bodies, surface ten-
sion, heat conduction, and melting-solidification to be integrated. Thus, the kinetic behaviors 
of liquid and solid phases generated through melting-solidification and the interaction between 
them can be analyzed. Furthermore, this makes it possible to analyze the mobile behavior of 
corium, with recurring partial melting and solidification. A model for the radiation heat transfer 
and interfacial heat transfer between solid bodies in the MPS method is newly developed and 
implemented. In order to verify the feasibility and confirm the precision of the radiation heat 
transfer model and the interfacial heat transfer model, analysis was conducted on a system 
with a theoretical solution. Furthermore, simulated calculations for experiments corresponding 
to the spreading of corium on the floor and corium solidification, i.e., debris generation in the 
coolant, were analyzed. The feasibility of this code is confirmed by comparison with experi-
mental results, and a discussion is presented on the applicability of the present method to the 
simulation of individual phenomena in the case of a severe accident.
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II. MPS Method
1. Fluid Analysis Algorithm 

The particle method is a Lagrange method, in which the continuous body is expressed as an 
aggregate of particles, and the dominant equation is discretized to calculate the forces that work 
between these particles and the calculated force move the particles. In the MPS method, space 
derivatives such as the gradient, diffusion, and Laplacian that appear in the dominant equations 
are discretized using the models in Eqs. (1)–(3) 6).

 

(1)

(2)

(3)

where, φand u are physical quantities depicting the scalar and vector, respectively, i and j are 
the indexes for particles, d is the number of dimensions, r is the position vector and rij stands for 
the distance between particles i and j. w denotes a weight function that indicates the intensity of 
interaction between particles. In this study, a newly developed weight function model defined 
in Eq. (4) is used.

 
(4)

where r0 is the distance between the two closest particles in the initial scenario where the parti-
cles are lined up in a lattice configuration, and re denotes the influence radius. A larger influence 
radius will increase the computational load, while a smaller value will produce instability in 
the computation, such that the optimal value has to be determined while giving consideration 
to balancing those tendencies. An appropriate influence radius is considered to be 2–4 times as 
large as r0

 6) e.g., re = 2.1r0 is frequently used. On the other hand, in a method that deals with 
the surface tension 10), a value 3.2 times as much as r0 is recommended. In this study, re = 3.2r0 
was adopted because the surface tension is handled. n0, appearing in Eqs. (1)–(3) represents 
the representative particle number density calculated at the inner particle position of the initial 
configuration, and the particle number density of particle i is defined as the sum of weight func-
tions between all particles j around the particle i. Furthermore, λ in Eq. (3) denotes a factor for 
matching of the increase in statistical dispersion and the analytical solution 3), and is expressed 
by the following equation:

 
(5)

Tamai et al 11). came up with a formulation using the higher order terms that appear in the 
Taylor expansion of multivariable functions in place of Eqs. (1)–(3). Thereby, they developed 
a higher order precision differentiation model that can develop the space derivative with an 
arbitrary precision, taking into account the discretization of the space derivative of the MPS 
method. However, a concern is that the computation will diverge when the Particle Number 
Density (PND) condition (described later in this paper) is applied to the pressure source term. 
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Therefore, in this study, the conventional discretization model of MPS was adopted. 
The dominant equation in the analysis of non-compressive fluid is the Navier-Stokes equa-

tion:

 
(6)

The right-hand side terms denote the forces generated due to the pressure gradient, viscosity, 
and gravity, and surface tension, respectively. ρ and μ are the density and viscosity coefficient, 
respectively. At the first step, only the terms of viscosity, external force, and surface tension are 
computed by discretizing Eq. (6) into Eq. (7) to obtain the temporal velocity v* and position r*.

 

(7)

(8)

For computation of the viscosity term, the Laplacian model shown in Eq. (3) is used. Addition-
ally, the computation of the surface tension term f that appears in Eq. (7) is explained in the 
next section.

Next, the pressure at each particle position is computed by using the Poisson equation i.e., 
Eq. (9), with the particle number density n* and velocity v* computed at the particle position 
after computation with Eq. (8).

 
(9)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (9) is the PND (particle number density) condition 
while the second term stands for the DIV (divergence free) condition. Both of these two are 
derived from the incompressibility assumption of the system, and only one of the two was 
used in the conventional MPS method. However, there is a disadvantage in that the variation 
of numbers in each source term are generally large, and errors tend to accumulate. In the meth-
od adopted for this study, Eq. (9) was constructed with reference to the method proposed by 
Tanaka et al 12)., facilitating stable analysis while avoiding the accumulation of errors under 
an incompressibility condition by properly adjusting the parameter α between 0 and 1. In this 
research, as a result of analyses conducted by varying the value α in each analysis system as 
explained in sections IV and V, the tendency was confirmed that a larger value of α makes 
the computation more unstable. On the other hand, if α is set to a value that is too small, the 
non-compressive condition will collapse (the spatial volume occupied by the particles gradual-
ly decreases). Thus, the upper limit for stable computation was defined as α = 0.1.

After computing the pressure, the movement of particles resulting from the pressure gradient 
was computed using the following equation, derived from the improved gradient model in Eq. 
(1):

 
(10)

The details of deriving Eq. (10) are explained in the report by Oochi et al 13). This pressure 
gradient model is understood to compute the force applied on the particle i from the pressure 
at the center between particles i and j. This makes the computation stable because the resulting 
force from the pressure gradient is always exhibited as the repulsion force between particles. 
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2. Details of Additional Models

In this study, the simulation of a sophisticated system including various physical phenomena 
was made possible by implementing the models of heat conduction, interfacial heat transfer, 
radiation heat transfer, surface tension, melting and solidification, and rigid body dynamics in 
the conventional fluid analysis method mentioned in the previous section. An overview of the 
algorithm of the present method is shown in Figure 1. The items surrounded with a solid frame 
are the models added to this research, and their details are explained as follows:

(1) Heat conduction
To conduct a thermal field analysis, the enthalpy per unit volume and temperature T were 

given for each particle as the variables, similar to the method described by Koshizuka et al 6). 
The heat transfer was computed according to the thermal energy preservation law in Eq. (11):

 
(11)

where, K is the heat conductivity, and Q is the heat source. Furthermore, the enthalpy was set 
to zero at absolute zero point. Using the Laplacian model of Eq. (3), Eq. (11) is discretized to 
form Eq. (12). 

 
(12)

The relation between temperature T and enthalpy H is approximated with Eq. (13):

 

(13)

Fluid particle（（melt）） Rigid particle（（solidified）） Wall particle

Calculate heat migration (conduction, transfer, radiation)

Calculate viscosity and external force

Update the velocity and position

Update the status of particles (Melt or Solidified) 
according to the enthalpy values

Update the velocity and position

Calculate pressure by solving Poisson’s equation

Re-evalute the forces with rigid body model

Time t+Δt

Time t

Fluid particle（（melt）） Rigid particle（（solidified）） Wall particle

Existing method

Newly 
introduced in the 
present study

Calculate collision

Re-evalute the forces with rigid body model

Calculate surface tension

Figure 1   Schematic overview of the algorithm of the proposed method 
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where, Tm is the melting point, L is the latent heat, and cp is the specific heat. The specific heat 
was assumed to have no temperature dependence. Furthermore, an identical value was used for 
the density and specific heat, regardless of the particle conditions (molten or solidified).

(2) Interfacial heat conductance model
When different solids are in contact, the contact thermal resistance occurs on the interface. 

The value of contact thermal resistance is influenced to a large extent by the contacting pres-
sure, surface roughness, and heat conductivity of materials. In the present method, the inter-
facial heat conduction was treated by defining the heat transfer coefficient h between different 
solids. In the interfacial heat transfer computation, the combination of particles in contact is not 
detected in particular, but when a particle j belonging to a rigid particle group is detected within 
the influence radius of particle i belonging to another rigid particle group, the heat transfer Hi→j 
between particles i and j is evaluated by the following equation:

 
(14)

where, Wsum is the total sum of the weights function of the entire combination of particles in 
region A and particles in region B, shown in Figure 2, and is expressed with the following 
equation:

 
(15)

Using this expression, the heat quantity that moves from A to B through the interface in the 
center is equal to the theoretical value under the condition shown in Figure 2, where particles 
are configured in a lattice. To be exact, Eq. (14) is equal to the theoretical value only when the 
particles are configured in a lattice, but from the viewpoint of reducing the computational load, 
it was decided to utilize only the value computed with the lattice configuration of particles in 
the primary stage of computation as Wsum.

When either or both of the different phases are melted on the interface, the contact-condi-
tion dependent thermal resistance is assumed to be zero, i.e., the heat exchange between all 
particles that are present in the influence radius is evaluated using Eq. (12) when the particle i 
is in a molten state. However, the heat conductivity K in this state was set to an average of two 
particles. On the other hand, when a particle i was solidified and another particle j belonging to 

aS=r0
2

A B

TA TB

Figure 2    Hypothetical particle geometry on the interface between different phases for the estimation of 
several parameters
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a different rigid body particle group from particle i was present within its influence radius, Eq. 
(14) was used for evaluation of the amount of heat exchange between i and j.

For the particles located on the surface of the fluid or solid body, heat exchange with the 
atmosphere is considered. In the present method, no particle was set in the area corresponding 
to the atmosphere, and thus the method of Eq. (14) was not applicable. Hence, the heat transfer 
to the atmosphere was considered by varying the heat quantity using Eq. (16) for the surface 
particles.

 
(16)

where, hatm denotes the heat transfer coefficient to the atmosphere, and Tatm denotes the atmo-
spheric temperature.

In order to find a surface particle, a method was adopted that regards the particle for which ni 
< βn0 (β ≒ 0.97) holds true as a surface particle, making use of the fact that the value of particle 
number density decreases near the surface in the conventional particle method. However, the 
issue was that a local small value of the particle number density on the inside of a continuous 
body was determined as the surface. Hence, the following method was developed in consider-
ation of the positional information of adjacent particles to avoid erroneous surface detection:

 (17)

First, the vector ai in Eq. (17) was evaluated. This is the total sum of unit vectors in the direction 
of the relative positional vector of particle i and adjacent particle j. This vector has the property 
of having a larger absolute value if the location of the adjacent particle is concentrated in a 
single direction. Using this property, the particle that satisfies one of following three conditions 
is determined as a surface particle:

 
(18)

The coefficients that appear on the right-hand side are the values adjusted for properly deter-
mining surface particles in various shapes.

(3) Radiation model
For computing the heat transfer by radiation, a surface-to-surface model that assumes the 

diffusion of gray body thermal radiation was used, where the heat transfer by radiation is com-
puted on the basis of the shape coefficient between each element for all combinations of surface 
elements in the system. If the surface particles defined by the method in the previous section 
are used as the surface elements of the surface-to-surface model, the computational load is 
heavy. In this method, the surface elements were defined differently from the particles used for 
MPS calculation and evaluation, and radiation heat transfer is calculated between newly de-
fined surface elements,  as follows. First, the analysis space in which particles are present was 
divided by lattice cube geometry. This lattice was termed the surface element extraction lattice. 
When multiple surface particles were present in a surface element extraction lattice, they were 
defined as a single surface element (Figure 3). By defining the width of the surface element 
extraction lattice as a larger size, the load for computation of radiation was decreased. Based 
on the balance consideration, in this study, the size of the surface element extraction lattice was 
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defined to be of the same dimension as the influence radius, i.e., 3.2r0. 
Defining the size of the surface element extraction lattice as 3.2r0 was considered to be 

reasonable because the surface shape was comparatively smooth in the systems analyzed in this 
study treated in sections IV and V.

The surface area of surface element Sk defined in a surface element extraction lattice k is 
expressed by the following Equation:

 (19)

where, N is the number of surface particles present in the lattice k. Furthermore, the values 
of position vector xk and normal vector nk of the surface element are defined as the arithmetic 
average of position and normal vectors of surface particles present in the lattice k, respectively. 
Next, regarding the combination k and l of all surface elements, shape coefficient Fk,l was 
calculated using the following equation: 

 
(20)

where, rkl is the distance between surface element k and l, and θ is the angle formed by a line 
connecting the surface elements and the normal vector. Both of them are computed using the 
position and the normal vector acquired as described above. For the surface area and the shape 
coefficient evaluated with Eq. (19) and Eq. (20), several validating evaluations were conducted 
on some simple primitive shapes. The evaluations confirmed convergence, where smaller par-
ticle diameters led each value closer to its theoretical solution.

The quantity of heat released qout by thermal radiation and incident heat quantity qin are 
expressed with the following equations:

 

(21)

(22)

where, ε and σ are the emissivity and the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, respectively. In each 
time step, Eq. (21) was computed using qin = 0 as the initial value, and the acquired qout was 
substituted in Eq. (22). Next, the acquired qin was substituted in Eq. (21) and such repetition 
was conducted until convergence was observed. The converged values of qin and qout were 
adopted as the quantity of heat transferred by thermalradiation. The increase or decrease of heat 
quantity calculated for each surface element was uniformly distributed for surface particles that 

Figure 3   Definition of the surface elements

nk

nk’
Surface particle

Inner particle

Surface element
Lattice k
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belonged to the surface element.

(4) Surface tension model
A method using the inter-particle potential (Eq. (23)) developed by Kondo et al 10). was 

adopted for computation of surface tension:

 
(23)

The influence of surface tension was considered by applying the inter-particle potential force 
shown in Eq. (24) between particles i and j. The right-hand side of Eq. (24) is a primary spatial 
differential of Eq. (23).

 
(24)

The coefficient C in Eqs. (23) and (24) can be derived from Eq. (25) because the energy re-
quired for forming two surfaces of area r 02 by removing particle group A from particle group B 
in Figure 2 is equal to 2σr 02, thus Eq. (25) is obtained, and then C was derived.

 (25)

The potential coefficient C′ acting between the fluid particle and the wall particle was de-
fined by the following equation: 

 
(26)

where, θ is the contact angle between the fluid and wall. Furthermore, the surface tension 
coefficient σ12 that acts between particles in different liquid phases having a surface tension 
coefficient σ1 and σ2, respectively, was defined by the following equation assuming Antonov’s 
rule 14):

 (27)

(5) Melting and solidification model
Based on the temperature of particles evaluated using Eq. (13), whether a particle is in 

a molten or solidified state was determined by the following procedure. First, the particles 
with temperatures higher than the melting point were regarded to form a molten state, and an 
ordinary fluid computation process was applied for these. Next, the particles with temperatures 
lower than their melting points were regarded to form a solidified state, i.e., regarded as rigid 
body particles. The rigid body model, which is discussed later, was applied to compute the be-
havior of these particles. If the temperature was equal to the melting point, it was assumed that 
the particle is partially solidified, and the other part was in a molten state. In the methodology 
by Guo 9) et al., this state is treated as a fluid body, and the influence of partial solidification is 
simulated by increasing the viscosity. On the other hand, all the particles at temperatures below 
their melting point are treated as rigid body particles in this method.

The particles determined as solidified are classified according to the procedure described 
above into each rigid body particle group. For a cluster forming a solid body, a list is prepared 
of the particles that belong to it, and the ID of each of these particles is stored. 

If solidified particle i at time t already was in a solidified state at time t − Δt, belonging to 
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a rigid particle group, then it is assumed to belong to the same particle group at time t as well. 
Furthermore, if particle i was in a molten state at time t − Δt and is in a solidified state at time 
t, it is regarded as belonging to the same solid particle group of another rigid particle j in the 
neighborhood, which satisfies Eq. (28), indicating that particles i and j are close enough to each 
other. If such particle j does not exist, a new solid particle group is defined and particle i is 
assigned to it. Furthermore, when a particle that was in a solidified state at t − Δt and enters a 
molten state at time t, then this particle is deleted from the solid particle group list. 

 (28)

Eq. (28) is used for determining whether particles i and j are in contact. It is more natural to 
define the right-hand side as r0, but for some cases the distance between adjacent particles is 
larger than r0 due to the oscillation caused by the pressure gradient between the surrounding 
particles. For this reason, when the contact determination distance is defined as r0, a tendency 
towards scattered solidified zones was observed. To avoid this, the standard of distance for 
determining the contact condition of particles was defined as √ 2  r0 which is larger than r0.

(6) Rigid body model
The movement of solid particle group Π is computed using the following method 15) that 

adopts the quaternion. First, the coordination of the gravity point of a rigid body Π, rg,Π is 
expressed as 

 (29)

where, NΠ is the number of particles that belong to rigid body particle group Π. Then, the mass 
of rigid body M and inertia tensor I are acquired with the following equations:

 

(30)

(31)

The rig = (rig,x , rig,y , rig,z) in Eq. (31) is the relative position vector of particle i from the refer-
ence point of the gravity center rg,Π. In order to proceed with the rotation in three-dimensional 
coordinates, a four-dimensional number, named quaternion Q, is used. The quaternion at time t 
is described with the following equation:

 (32)

The momentum PΠ and angular momentum LΠ of rigid body Π are given according to the 
following equation:

 

(33)

(34)

Here, the actions by the viscosity term, external force term and surface tension terms are com-
puted using Eq. (7) for all particles that belong to the rigid body Π, and similarly with other 
fluid particles. However, the positions acquired from Eq. (8) are not overwritten. Since the 
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force acting on particle i can be expressed as 

 (35)

the force and torque acting on the rigid body Π are obtained in terms of Eqs. (36) and (37) 
respectively:

 

(36)

(37)

Applying the relation of angular momentum and angular velocity (L = Iω), the angular ve-
locity of the rigid body at time dt after an action of torque is acquired in the following equation:

 (38)

where, I−1 is an inverse matrix of inertia tensor I. The quaternion Q′ after dt is expressed as,

 (39)

where, dQ denotes the magnitude of rotation that occurs during dt, expressed as dQ = (cos(θ/2), 
asin(θ/2)), using the rotation axis a = ω/|ω| and rotation angle θ = |ω|dt. The relationship be-
tween the rotation matrix R and quaternion is expressed by Eq. (39):

 
(40)

Hence, the position of particle i that belongs to rigid body Π after dt is acquired by Eq. (41):

 (41)

Such computation has to be conducted again when computing the pressure gradient term fol-
lowing the computation of pressure.

When there is a collision between two rigid bodies or between a rigid body and the wall, it is 
treated by permitting a micro-overlap between particles, similar to the discrete element method 
(DEM) 16), and generating a reaction force fc defined by Eq. (42).

 
(42)

where, m is the mass of the particle, and rc is the collision distance and equals to r0. Furthermore, 
Kc is a factor that determines the magnitude of the reaction force, i.e., the repulsion coefficient, 
and the value Kc = 1.0 was used for the computation of collision between rigid bodies.

3. Measures for Stabilizing Computation

Generally, when the particle number density becomes locally high, the pressure increases, 
which results in instability in the computation. To prevent this, in the present method, the insta-
bility was avoided by specifying a reaction force between fluid particles that have approached 
each other beyond a certain distance. For computation of reaction force, Eq. (42) was used, 
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which is identical to the equation describing the collision between rigid bodies. The collision 
distance of rc = 0.65r0 and the repulsion coefficient of Kc = 0.1 were adopted.

Another instability risk is the zero-pressure of the surface particles, which results in the 
distance between surface particles becoming too close. Therefore, rc = 0.75r0 was adopted only 
for the case of a collision between surface particles in order to avoid an excessively close 
distance between surface particles. The collision distance and repulsion coefficient used in 
these conditions are the ones estimated as most appropriate from the viewpoint of the stability 
of computation.

III. Computation for Validation
1. Validation Analyses of Heat Conduction and Interfacial Heat Transfer

As a benchmark analysis of the heat conduction and interfacial heat transfer models in-
troduced in this study, a constant heat conduction analysis on a thick cylinder was conducted 
using the system shown in Figure 4 17). The temperature distribution in the radial direction was 
calculated, where the cylindrical area (Area 0) and the cylinder external area (Ω2) are regarded 
as the fixed temperature boundary of T0 = 333 K and T2 = 293 K, respectively. The coefficient 
of heat transfer for boundary Ω1 between Area 0 and Area 1 and the boundary Ω2 between Area 
1 and Area 2 were defined as h1 = 4,800 W/m/m/K and h2 = 1,500 W/m/m/K, respectively. The 
heat conductivity in Area 1 was defined as λ1, and the heat quantity q1 that passes through the 
area in a static state is calculated by the following equation:

 

(43)

Hence, the inner wall temperature Tin and outer wall temperature Tout are expressed as follows:

 

(44)

(45)

Using these equations, the theoretical solution for the inside of the cylinder is:

Figure 4   Configuration of the simulation of cylinders for verification of the interfacial heat transfer model
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(46)

A two dimensional analysis was made with 2907 particles where r0 = 0.005 m for configuring 
the inner and outer cylinders. No particle is placed outside a cylinder. The analysis result of the 
static state is shown in Figure 5. Furthermore, the comparison of a theoretical solution using 
Eq. (46) and the computed result is shown in Figure 6. The horizontal axis denotes the distance 
in the radial direction in Area 1 and the vertical axis denotes the temperature. In a system where 
the heat transfer coefficient and heat conductivity are dominant, an analysis result that agrees 
with the theoretical solution was acquired. A good agreement at r = r1, where the temperature 
is strongly influenced by the interfacial heat transfer coefficient h1, indicated that the interfacial 
heat transfer model was reasonable. Similarly, the computation of temperature at r = r2 also 
showed good agreement with the theoretical solution. Consequently, the reasonability of the 
model of heat transfer to the atmosphere expressed by Eq. (16) was confirmed.

2. Validation Analysis of Radiation Model

As a benchmark analysis of the radiation model, computation of thermal migration by radia-
tion between the inner sphere fixed in a space having a radius of R1 = 0.003 m and an outer shell 
having an inner radius of R2 = 0.01 m was conducted, as shown in Figure 7. The inner surface 
of the outer shell was defined as the fixed temperature boundary of T2=873.15 K, and the initial 
temperature of inner sphere T1,0 was defined as 1673.5 K. Finally, the change in temperature of 
the inner sphere due to heat migration by radiation was computed.

The heat conductivity of the inner sphere was assumed to be sufficiently high, and the 

Figure 5   Temperature distribution in the simulation of cylinders in terminal static state

333K

293K

Figure 6   Comparison of theoretical and simulaiton results for temperature simulation in cylinders
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temperature distribution in the inner sphere was assumed as always uniform. The relationship 
between time t and the inner sphere temperature T1,t is expressed by the following equation 18):

 
(47)

where, A1 and A2 denote the surface area of the inner sphere and inner surface area of outer 
shell, respectively; ρ, V, and Cp are the density, volume, and specific heat, respectively, of the 
inner sphere. The system analyzed with the present method is shown in Figure 8. The green 
particles denote the surface of the inner sphere and the red particles denote the inner surface of 
the outer shell. The particle diameter was 0.00035 m, the total number of particles was 49,525, 
and dt was defined as 0.01 s. The time progression of the inner sphere temperature acquired 

Figure 9   Comparison of theoretical and simulation results of the temperature behavior of the sphere

R2 R1

Inner ball

Outer 
shell

Figure 7    Simulation configuration of a sphere within an outer shell for verification of the heat radiation model 

Figure 8   Configuration of the particles for the simulation of a sphere within an outer shell.
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by the analysis is shown in Figure 9 along with the theoretical solution using Eq. (47). The 
theoretical solution was consistent with the analysis results, confirming the reasonability of the 
radiation model developed in this study.

IV. Analysis of Cylinder Melting Test
1. Model and Conditions

For the analysis of spreading of molten materials on the floor in a nuclear reactor accident, 
it is essential to conduct a study of a system where surface tension can be taken into consider-
ation to a reasonable extent, since it has a significant influence on fluid behavior. Hence, as a 
benchmark for the present method, the analysis of a cylinder melting test described by Furuya 
et al 19). was conducted. In the test, a tin cylinder was placed on a 0.0025 m thick alumina plate 
in an air atmosphere held at a constant temperature, and the melting migration process was 
observed from three directions. The initial temperature of the alumina plate and air atmosphere 
was 655 K. The tin cylinder was 0.005 m high, and its diameter was 0.02 m. The physical 
properties of the materials used for the analysis are shown in Table 1. The heat transfer from 
the surface of the materials to the air atmosphere was defined as 25 W/m2/K, which is a typical 
value if air with natural convection 20) is assumed. According to Yuan et al 21)., the contact angle 
between molten tin and alumina is approximately 160º, but this is a value in an environment 
where the oxygen partial pressure is 8.56 × 10−6 MPa, and it has been reported that the con-
tacting angle has the tendency to decrease with an increase in the oxygen partial pressure. 
Because this analysis was conducted in an air atmosphere, the contacting angle was assumed 
to have decreased and was determined as 150º. Furthermore, when determining the interfacial 
heat transfer coefficient between the tin cylinder and the alumina plate before melting, the 
analyses were conducted with a modified interfacial heat transfer coefficient and adjusted to 
acquire the same melting start time between test and analysis, as the point at which melting of 
the tin cylinder was set to begin was originally 1 s after the start of the cylinder melting test. 
The analyses were repeated while increasing the interfacial heat transfer coefficient by 1,000 
and adopted a heat transfer of 32,000 W/m2/K, as the closest melting start time to the test, 1.1 s, 
was acquired by the analysis using this value. In the analysis performed in this study, only the 
above-mentioned interfacial heat transfer coefficient was used as an adjusting parameter, while 
other physical properties were adopted from the literature.

In a cylinder melting test analysis using this method, there was a situation where only the 
particles on one perimeter of the cylinder bottom were melted immediately after melting of the 
cylinder started. When the pressure became zero because molten particles were determined as 
surface particles, a phenomenon where they were pulled into the inside of a rigid body because 
an attraction force due to surface tension potential was applied from the surrounding rigid 
body particles was observed. To avoid this, the collision distance was defined as rc = 0.85r0 
only for the collision computation of fluid particles and rigid body particles. The coefficient of 
restitution was defined as Kc = 0.1 similarly to the collision between fluid particles. All other 
numerical analysis parameters were adopted from those described in section II.

The parameters relevant to the particle method analysis are shown in Table 2. 
The tin cylinder and alumina plate models were formed into a three-dimensional particle 

model. The size of the tin cylinder was designed to correspond to the actual shape and size of 
the physical cylinder. On the other hand, the alumina plate used for the test was a square shape 
of 0.1 m × 0.1 m, while from the viewpoint of decreasing the computational load, a disc shape 
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of diameter 0.045 m was adopted for analysis. The total number of particles was 22,540.

2. Analysis Result

A comparison of the results acquired by the analysis and testing on cylinder melting are 
shown in Figure 10 and the results are depicted in Table 3. In the experiment, the melting 
initiated at 1 s after start, and a change in the height was confirmed at 10 s. The melting of the 
cylinder was complete after 18 s 19). In the simulation, on the other hand, melting started at 1.1 
s. Following this, the change in height and melting of the entire cylinder was observed at 9.5 
s and 18.1 s, respectively. Hence, this proved that the test results were simulated with good 
precision. Viewing the cylinder section in the simulation result, the melting of the cylinder was 
confirmed to have started from the periphery of the surface, contacting with the alumina plate 
and spreading to the upper side and in the cylinder center direction. Furthermore, the visible 
change in height was confirmed to have occurred at 9.5 s, caused by the pushing out of the 
molten zone of the lower part to the outside due to compression by the remaining solid zone in 
the upper part after all particles in the bottom surface of cylinder had melted. The molten zone 
of the cylinder maintained the oval shape due to surface tension.

The interfacial heat transfer from the alumina plate to the tin cylinder was dominant im-
mediately after test start. After this, the heat transfer to the tin cylinder was restricted by the 
heat conduction from the periphery of the alumina plate to the center zone, as the temperatures 
of the tin cylinder and the alumina plate in the zone immediately below the cylinder were 
almost equal after 9.5 s when a change in height of the cylinder was observed. In this analysis, 
the air flow around the cylinder was not computed, and a simplified model was used instead 
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を回避するため，本解析においては流体粒子と剛体粒子の
衝突計算においてのみ，衝突距離を rc＝0.85r0とした。反
発係数は流体粒子同士の衝突と同じ Kc＝0.1とした。これ
以外の数値解析パラメータについてはすべて第 II章で述
べた値を用いた。
　Table 2に粒子法解析に関わるパラメータを示す。錫

円柱およびアルミナ板を 3次元の粒子モデルで作成した。
錫円柱は実際の形状と同じサイズとした。他方，試験に用
いられたアルミナ板は 0.1 m×0.1 mの正方形であった
が，計算負荷低減の観点から，解析では直径が 0.045 m
の円盤型とした。全粒子数は 22,540である。

2. 解析結果
　円柱溶融の解析結果と試験結果の比較を Fig. 10に示
す。また，高さ方向の変化の開始および全溶融までにか
かった時間の比較を Table 3に表す。試験では開始 1秒
後に溶融が始まり，10秒後に高さ方向の変化が確認され，
18秒までにすべての溶融が終了した19）。一方，シミュレー
ションにおいて，界面熱伝達係数をフィッティングパラ
メータとして調整することで溶融が 1.1秒後に開始する結
果を得た。それに続く高さ方向の変化と全溶融はそれぞれ
9.5秒後，18.1秒後に確認されており，試験結果を精度よ
く模擬できているといえる。シミュレーション結果の円柱
断面の様子から，円柱の溶融はアルミナ板と接した面の外
周部から始まり，上方および円柱の中心方向に広がって
いったことが確認された。また，9.5秒後に発生したみた
目の高さの変化は，円柱の底面に当たる粒子がすべて溶融
し，上部に残った固体部分から圧縮を受けることにより下
部の溶融部が外側に押し出されたことによるものであるこ
とが確認された。円柱の溶融部は表面張力によって楕円形

Table 1　 Physical parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Physical parameters Tin Alumina

Initial temp. ［K］ 300 655
Melting temp. ［K］ 505 ―
Density ［kg/m3］ 7,000 4,000

Heat conductivity （fluid） ［W/m/K］ 30.0 ―
Heat conductivity （solid） ［W/m/K］ 66.6 30.0

Heat capacity ［J/kg/K］ 228.4 780.0
Latent heat ［J/kg］ 59,600 ―

Surface tension ［N/m］ 0.5 ―
Contact angle of the tin on the 

alumina ［degrees］ 150

Kinematic viscosity ［m2/sec］ 1.3×10－7 ―
Heat transfer coefficient （air） 

［W/m2/K］ 25 25

Heat transfer coefficient between solid 
tin and alumina ［W/m2/K］ 32,000

Table 2　 Particle parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Tin cylinder Alumina plate

Number of particles 6,776 15,764
Thickness ［m］ 0.005 0.0025
Diameter ［m］ 0.02 0.04

Particle size r0 ［m］ 0.000625
dt ［sec］ 2.0×10－4

Table 3　 Chronology of key phenomena in the experi-
ment and the simulation

Experiment Simulation

Onset of melting  1  1.1
Onset of height change 10  9.5

End of deformation 18 18.1

Fig. 10　 Comparison of the experimental19） and simulation results of the melting of a cylinder on a hot plate 
（The color of particles indicate the temperature except gray particles which correspond to the melt）.

Table 2   Particle parameters for the simulation of the melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate
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後に溶融が始まり，10秒後に高さ方向の変化が確認され，
18秒までにすべての溶融が終了した19）。一方，シミュレー
ションにおいて，界面熱伝達係数をフィッティングパラ
メータとして調整することで溶融が 1.1秒後に開始する結
果を得た。それに続く高さ方向の変化と全溶融はそれぞれ
9.5秒後，18.1秒後に確認されており，試験結果を精度よ
く模擬できているといえる。シミュレーション結果の円柱
断面の様子から，円柱の溶融はアルミナ板と接した面の外
周部から始まり，上方および円柱の中心方向に広がって
いったことが確認された。また，9.5秒後に発生したみた
目の高さの変化は，円柱の底面に当たる粒子がすべて溶融
し，上部に残った固体部分から圧縮を受けることにより下
部の溶融部が外側に押し出されたことによるものであるこ
とが確認された。円柱の溶融部は表面張力によって楕円形

Table 1　 Physical parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Physical parameters Tin Alumina

Initial temp. ［K］ 300 655
Melting temp. ［K］ 505 ―
Density ［kg/m3］ 7,000 4,000

Heat conductivity （fluid） ［W/m/K］ 30.0 ―
Heat conductivity （solid） ［W/m/K］ 66.6 30.0

Heat capacity ［J/kg/K］ 228.4 780.0
Latent heat ［J/kg］ 59,600 ―

Surface tension ［N/m］ 0.5 ―
Contact angle of the tin on the 

alumina ［degrees］ 150

Kinematic viscosity ［m2/sec］ 1.3×10－7 ―
Heat transfer coefficient （air） 

［W/m2/K］ 25 25

Heat transfer coefficient between solid 
tin and alumina ［W/m2/K］ 32,000

Table 2　 Particle parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Tin cylinder Alumina plate

Number of particles 6,776 15,764
Thickness ［m］ 0.005 0.0025
Diameter ［m］ 0.02 0.04

Particle size r0 ［m］ 0.000625
dt ［sec］ 2.0×10－4

Table 3　 Chronology of key phenomena in the experi-
ment and the simulation

Experiment Simulation

Onset of melting  1  1.1
Onset of height change 10  9.5

End of deformation 18 18.1

Fig. 10　 Comparison of the experimental19） and simulation results of the melting of a cylinder on a hot plate 
（The color of particles indicate the temperature except gray particles which correspond to the melt）.

Table 1   Physical parameters for the simulation of the melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate
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that calculated the heat exchange between the cylinder surface and air with a constant heat 
transfer coefficient. The amount of heat exchange between the cylinder surface and air was 
sufficiently smaller than that from the alumina plate, and the influence was assumed to be 
miniscule. Regarding the comparison of shape, the experimental result was reproduced well by 
the simulation. The visual contact angle of less than 150º was explained to be due the influence 
of weight of the molten tin, etc. 

It was confirmed that the melting could be analyzed with a reasonable degree of precision 
when the influence of surface tension or the phase transition is dominant. Given that this sys-
tem is the behavior of fluid aggregation by surface tension on the floor, this is a phenomenon 
resembling the spreading of corium on the floor as part of the elementary process of a reactor 
accident. As the corium spreads across the floor, reduced friction with floor due to the formation 
of a gaseous phase at the interface between the corium and concrete floor may occur. This 
method may be applicable to the analysis of such corium spreading behavior by introducing a 
model that accurately simulates the corium-concrete reaction.

On the other hand, a part of the melting phenomena that may occur in a reactor accident 
is the eutectic reaction such as Zircalloy/UO2, Ni/Zr, etc. To handle this, it is necessary to 
consider the formation of a liquid phase that spreads with the speed controlled by the reaction 
between different types of substances. However, because the formation of a liquid phase area 
and spreading occurs on a smaller scale than the typical length of flux, it is not realistic to 
directly model the eutectic reaction for analysis from the viewpoint of computation load. As 
a solution to this issue, a method that includes the modeling of the liquid phase quantity as 
a function defined by time, temperature and the particle configuration may be adopted. By 
introducing a proper eutectic reaction model, this code will be also be applicable to the melting 
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を回避するため，本解析においては流体粒子と剛体粒子の
衝突計算においてのみ，衝突距離を rc＝0.85r0とした。反
発係数は流体粒子同士の衝突と同じ Kc＝0.1とした。これ
以外の数値解析パラメータについてはすべて第 II章で述
べた値を用いた。
　Table 2に粒子法解析に関わるパラメータを示す。錫

円柱およびアルミナ板を 3次元の粒子モデルで作成した。
錫円柱は実際の形状と同じサイズとした。他方，試験に用
いられたアルミナ板は 0.1 m×0.1 mの正方形であった
が，計算負荷低減の観点から，解析では直径が 0.045 m
の円盤型とした。全粒子数は 22,540である。

2. 解析結果
　円柱溶融の解析結果と試験結果の比較を Fig. 10に示
す。また，高さ方向の変化の開始および全溶融までにか
かった時間の比較を Table 3に表す。試験では開始 1秒
後に溶融が始まり，10秒後に高さ方向の変化が確認され，
18秒までにすべての溶融が終了した19）。一方，シミュレー
ションにおいて，界面熱伝達係数をフィッティングパラ
メータとして調整することで溶融が 1.1秒後に開始する結
果を得た。それに続く高さ方向の変化と全溶融はそれぞれ
9.5秒後，18.1秒後に確認されており，試験結果を精度よ
く模擬できているといえる。シミュレーション結果の円柱
断面の様子から，円柱の溶融はアルミナ板と接した面の外
周部から始まり，上方および円柱の中心方向に広がって
いったことが確認された。また，9.5秒後に発生したみた
目の高さの変化は，円柱の底面に当たる粒子がすべて溶融
し，上部に残った固体部分から圧縮を受けることにより下
部の溶融部が外側に押し出されたことによるものであるこ
とが確認された。円柱の溶融部は表面張力によって楕円形

Table 1　 Physical parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Physical parameters Tin Alumina

Initial temp. ［K］ 300 655
Melting temp. ［K］ 505 ―
Density ［kg/m3］ 7,000 4,000

Heat conductivity （fluid） ［W/m/K］ 30.0 ―
Heat conductivity （solid） ［W/m/K］ 66.6 30.0

Heat capacity ［J/kg/K］ 228.4 780.0
Latent heat ［J/kg］ 59,600 ―

Surface tension ［N/m］ 0.5 ―
Contact angle of the tin on the 

alumina ［degrees］ 150

Kinematic viscosity ［m2/sec］ 1.3×10－7 ―
Heat transfer coefficient （air） 

［W/m2/K］ 25 25

Heat transfer coefficient between solid 
tin and alumina ［W/m2/K］ 32,000

Table 2　 Particle parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a metallic cylinder on a hot plate

Tin cylinder Alumina plate

Number of particles 6,776 15,764
Thickness ［m］ 0.005 0.0025
Diameter ［m］ 0.02 0.04

Particle size r0 ［m］ 0.000625
dt ［sec］ 2.0×10－4

Table 3　 Chronology of key phenomena in the experi-
ment and the simulation

Experiment Simulation

Onset of melting  1  1.1
Onset of height change 10  9.5

End of deformation 18 18.1

Fig. 10　 Comparison of the experimental19） and simulation results of the melting of a cylinder on a hot plate 
（The color of particles indicate the temperature except gray particles which correspond to the melt）.

Table 3   Chronology of key phenomena in the experiment and the simulation

Experiment

0 sec
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Figure 10    Comparison of the experimental 19) and simulation results of the melting of a cylinder on a hot plate 
(Color of the particles indicate temperature, with the exception of gray particles that correspond to 
the melted portion)
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phenomena of fuel and cladded tubes.

V. Solidification Analysis of Debris in Coolant Material
1. Analysis Models and Analysis Conditions

As a benchmark for a system that includes different types of liquid phases, analysis was 
conducted on a testing system that simulated the solidification process of a molten substance 
dropped in the coolant 22). For the test, a molten droplet of aluminum was dropped in a sodium 
pool in a stainless steel cylindrical container (I.D. 0.108 m and 0.3 m deep), and the shape of 
collected solidified aluminum was observed. The weight of the aluminum liquid droplet was 
about 5 g, and it was dropped from a height of 0.18 m from the surface of the sodium pool. 
The physical parameters of the analysis are shown in Table 4 22). Three different temperatures 
960 K, 1,100 K, and 1,200 K were adopted as the initial temperature of the aluminum droplet. 
This analysis focused on a range of conditions where boiling of sodium does not occur, and the 
initial temperature of the aluminum droplet was set within a range where the sodium tempera-
ture does not exceed the boiling temperature.  

The parameters relevant in the particle method analysis are shown in Table 5. This analysis 
was conducted in two dimensions and the particle diameter was 0.001 m. The total number of 
particles, including the wall particles, was 35,756. An aluminum droplet of diameter 0.02 m 
was set immediately above the sodium liquid surface and an initial downward speed of 2.0 m/s 
was specified in the analysis. The parameters that are not listed in Table 5 are all adopted 
from the values explained in section II, and no adjustment of the parameters specific to debris 
solidification analysis was made.

Table 4   Physical parameters for the simulation of a molten metallic droplet being dropped into a coolant pool
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り，ナトリウムプールの水面から 0.18 mの高さから滴下
された。解析に用いた物性値を Table 422）に示す。アルミ
ニウム液滴の初期温度は 960 K, 1,100 K, 1,200 Kの 3通
りで解析を実施した。本解析はナトリウムの沸騰が起こら
ない条件に的を絞っており，アルミニウム液滴の初期温度
は接触時のナトリウムの温度がナトリウムの沸点を超えな
い範囲で設定した。
　Table 5に粒子法解析に関わるパラメータを示す。本
解析は 2次元とし，粒子径は 0.001 mとした。壁粒子を
含む全粒子数は 35,756であった。ナトリウム液面の直上
に直径が 0.02 mのアルミニウム液滴を設置し，下方向に
2.0 m/secの初期速度を与えた状態を解析の初期状態とし
た。Table 5に記載されていないパラメータについては，
すべて第 II章で記述した値を用いており，デブリ凝固解
析に特有のパラメータ調整などは行っていない。

2. 解析結果と考察
　アルミニウム液滴の初期温度の異なる 3通りの解析結
果を Fig. 11に示す。図中右側のシミュレーション結果に
おいて，赤色粒子は溶融状態のアルミニウム，黒色粒子は
凝固した状態のアルミニウム，そして灰色粒子はナトリウ
ムを表す。どの初期温度の結果においてもナトリウムプー
ルに突入したアルミニウム液滴はまず慣性力とナトリウム
プールからの反発力により圧縮され大きく変形する。その

の形状を保持したままであった。解析結果から，試験開始
直後はアルミナ板から錫円柱への界面熱伝達が支配的であ
る一方，高さ方向の変化がみられた 9.5秒後には，錫円柱
の温度と円柱直下の領域のアルミナ板の温度がほぼ等しく
なっていることから，これ以降の錫円柱への熱移動はアル
ミナ板周囲から中心部に向けての熱伝導に律束されている
ということがわかった。本解析では円柱周りの空気の流動
は計算せず，円柱表面と空気の間で一定の熱伝達率で熱交
換を行う簡易モデルを用いているが，空気との熱交換量は
アルミナ板からの熱伝達に比べると十分に小さく，影響は
少ないと考えられる。全溶融後の形状を比較すると，表面
張力と重力の釣り合いにより縦方向につぶれた球のような
形状にまとまっている様子がよく再現された。なお，壁と
のみた目の接触角が 150°より小さいのは溶融したスズの
自重の影響などによるものである。
　円柱溶融試験の解析結果から，本手法を用いることで表
面張力や溶融による相変化の影響が大きい体系において，
その挙動を妥当な精度で解析できることが確認された。本
解析体系は床上で表面張力によってまとまる液体の挙動で
あることを考えると，原子炉事故の素過程のうちコリウム
の床上広がりに似た現象である。コリウムの床上広がりに
おいては，コリウムとコンクリート床の界面でコンクリー
ト側からガス相が形成され床との摩擦が小さくなるといっ
た事象が考えられる。このコリウム -コンクリート間の反
応を適切に模擬したモデルを導入することで本手法がコリ
ウムの床上広がり挙動の解析に適用可能であるという見通
しが得られた。
　他方，原子炉事故で発生し得る溶融現象の一部は，ジル
カロイ被覆管 /UO2燃料，Ni/Zr系，Fe/Zr系といった
共晶反応によるものである。共晶反応を取り扱うためには
異種個体間において反応律速で広がる液相形成を考慮する
必要がある。しかし，液相領域の形成と広がりは流動にお
ける代表長さより小さいスケールで発生するため，解析に
おいて共晶反応をそのままモデル化することは計算負荷の
観点から現実的ではない。これに対しては共晶反応によっ
て発生する液相領域の量を時間や温度，および粒子配置か
ら定まる関数としてモデル化するといった手法が考えられ
る。適切な共晶反応モデルを導入することにより，本コー
ドをさらに燃料や被覆管の溶融現象に対して適用すること
ができると考えられる。

V. 冷却材中のデブリ凝固解析

1. 解析モデルと解析条件
　異なる種類の液相を含む体系のベンチマークとして，冷
却材中に落下した溶融物の凝固過程を模擬した試験体系22）

で解析を実施した。試験では内径 0.108 m，深さ 0.3 mの
ステンレス鋼製円筒容器内に装荷したナトリウムプール中
に溶融アルミニウムを滴下し，回収したアルミニウム凝固
物の形状が観察された。アルミニウム液滴は 5 g程度であ

Table 4　 Physical parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a freezing of a metallic molten drop 
in a coolant pool22）

Physical parameters Al Na

Initial temp. ［K］ 960, 1,100, or 1,200 540
Melting temp. ［K］ 933 ―
Density ［kg/m3］ 2,357 885

Heat conductivity （fluid） 
［W/m/K］ 97.4 78.0

Heat conductivity （solid） 
［W/m/K］ 238 ―

Heat capacity ［J/kg/K］ 1,080 1,310
Latent heat ［J/kg］ 395,000 115,000

Surface tension ［N/m］ 0.878 0.179
Kinematic viscosity 
［m2/sec］ 4.3×10－6 4.3×10－6

Heat transfer coefficient 
（air） ［W/m2/K］ 25 25

Table 5　 Particle parameters for the simulation of the 
melting of a freezing of a metallic molten drop 
in a coolant pool

Al droplet Na pool

Number of particles 305 32,591
Particle size r0 ［m］ 0.001

dt ［sec］ 2.0×10－5

Table 5    Particle parameters for the simulation of a molten metallic droplet being dropped into a coolant pool

Physical parameters Al Na

Initial temp. [K] 960,  1,100,  or  1,200 540
Melting temp. [K] 933 ─
Density [kg/m 3] 2,357 885

Heat conductivity (fluid) [W/m/K] 97.4 78.0 
Heat conductivity (solid) [W/m/K] 238 ─

Heat capacity [J/kg/K] 1,080 1,310
Latent heat [J/kg] 395,000 115,000

Surface tension [N/m] 0.878 0.179
Kinematic viscosity [m 2/sec] 4.3 × 10 −6 4.3 × 10 −6

Heat transfer coefficient (air) [W/m 2/K] 25 25
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2. Analysis Results and Discussion

The three analysis results with different initial aluminum droplet temperatures are shown in 
Figure 11. In the simulation results on the right side of chart, the red particles depict alumi-
num in a molten state, while the black particles depict aluminum in a solidified state, and the 
gray particles depict the sodium. The results obtained with all initial temperatures exhibited 
significant deformation of the aluminum droplet that plunged into the sodium pool, due to com-
pression by the inertia and the repulsion from the sodium pool. For the case where the initial 
temperature of the droplet was 960 K, the entire bottom part of the aluminum droplet solidified 
due to aluminum-sodium heat transfer. 

Resultantly, a cup-like crust of the aluminum drop was formed. After that, the upper part 
was cooled by contact with sodium and finally the whole drop solidified into a cup-like shape. 
On the other hand, in the case where the initial temperature of the droplet was 1,100 K, a crust 
covering the entire bottom area as observed at the initial temperature of 960 K was not formed. 
The aluminum droplet separated into several masses and fragmented due to the tensile viscous 
forces, etc., accompanying the sodium flow. Also in the case where the initial temperature of 
the droplet was 1,200 K, the tensile forces caused similar behaviors. In this case, separation into 
even smaller fragments occurred. For comparison, the solidified aluminum fragments obtained 
in the experiment are shown on the left side of Figure 11. In the experiment, when the tempera-
ture of the aluminum droplet was comparatively low (1,131 K), a solidified substance having a 
cup-like shape was formed, and when the temperature was high (1,272 K), branch-like and fine 
particle solids were formed. These results closely correspond to the appearance of the shapes 
acquired in the simulation. Furthermore, the sizes of solidified substances were in rough agree-
ment between experiment and the simulation. Thus, the analysis results by the present method 
reproduced the phenomenon well. On the other hand, the cup-like solidified substances were 
generated at 960 K, while the branch-like and fine particles were generated at initial droplet 
temperatures of 1,100 and 1,200 K in the simulation. These temperatures were comparatively 

Initial temperature of Al : 960K

Initial temperature of Al : 1100K

Initial temperature of Al : 1200K

0 sec 0.04 sec 0.14 sec 0.26 sec

Initial temperature of Al : 1131K

Initial temperature of Al : 1272K

20mm

20mm

20mm

Figure 11    Appearance of the frozen Al droplet obtained in the experiment 22) (left) and the result of the simu-
lation (right). Black: Al (Solidified), Red: Al (melt), Gray: Na (melted)
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lower than those in the experiment. This can be explained, as the initial temperature acquired in 
the experiment was measured in the upper part of the melting crucible, while the temperature 
decreased when collision occurred with the sodium pool, possibly due to heat exchange with 
the air during the fall, etc.

 In the test 22), a tip with a large curvature factor is formed when the sodium liquid surface 
rejoins after separation caused by the collision with the aluminum droplet, and a sodium jet 
caused by the surface tension acting at this location was observed on the liquid surface. This 
sodium jet is assumed to have similarly occurred in a downwards vertical direction. In this 
analysis, the reproduction of this downward sodium jet was confirmed as well (Figure 12). 

Because the qualitative analysis of the generation of the aluminum solidified substance was 
successful, the analysis of solidification behavior of the metal droplet that plunged into the 
coolant under a range of conditions confirmed that it was not accompanied by the boiling of 
the coolant. Therefore, this code is expected to be similarly applicable to the analysis of the 
behavior of portions of corium that are generated in the reactor. Furthermore, this analysis was 
conducted in two dimensions in order to reduce the computational load; however, the stability 
and the reasonability of computation is expected to remain intact when expanded to three di-
mensions. Significant results could be generated by conducting three-dimensional analyses on 
systems that are difficult to reduce to two dimensions, such as non-symmetrical shapes. 

In this analysis, the range of initial temperatures of the aluminum droplet focused on the 
range where the initial temperature is lower than the boiling temperature of sodium in this 
analysis. However, when the contact temperature of the droplet and sodium pool exceeds the 
boiling temperature of sodium, the evaporation of sodium and the generation of a steam film 
may dominate the phenomenon. Considering application to the early phase of a nuclear reactor 
accident, boiling of the coolant (water) in a light water reactor may influence the progress of 
the phenomenon. Furthermore, no particle is positioned in the air zone in this analysis, and 
only the heat transfer between the surface of a substance and the atmosphere is considered as 
an influence of the atmosphere. In an actual situation, the influence of air sucking on the sodium 
flux is considered to exist. As a future subject for analysis of such conditions, the evaporation 
of liquid and the motion of gas have to be taken into consideration.

VI. Conclusions
The models of heat transfer, interfacial heat transfer, heat radiation, melting/solidification, 

rigid body, and surface tension were implemented in the MPS method code. The newly devel-
oped heat radiation model and interfacial heat transfer model in this study have been analyzed 
in a system with a theoretical solution, and good agreement between analysis results and theo-
retical values was confirmed. 

As a benchmark analysis of the present method, the cylinder melting test and the debris 

Figure 12   Appearance of the sodium jet leaping down from the sodium pool surface
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solidification test in the coolant were simulated, and good reproduction of the phenomena was 
realized in each case. The analysis of phenomena such as the spreading of corium on the floor is 
possible by the present method, provided properly modeled phenomena that are assumed to oc-
cur in corium-concrete are implemented for simulation of the early phase of a reactor accident. 
Furthermore, with respect to debris solidification in the coolant, a more meticulous analysis is 
possible by implementing a model that takes into account the influence of the generation of gas 
phase, etc. 

We would like to take this opportunity to express our sincerest gratitude to Mr. Takanari 
Ogata, Mr. Satoshi Nishimura, and Mr. Masahiro Furuya of the Central Research Institute of 
Electric Power Industry for valuable advice and comments on this study. 
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A filtered containment venting system was developed for nuclear power plants. In the 
Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Accident, widespread land contamination was caused by cesi-
um-137. This system was developed to filter aerosol particles and reduce the amount of radio-
active particle release, while protecting the primary containment vessel from over pressure by 
venting gas from the vessel. Performance tests were conducted under various vent gas flow rate 
conditions to ascertain decontamination factors for aerosol particles with various diameters. It 
was observed through the tests that aerodynamic diameter was a good index for characterizing 
various aerosol particles for the filtered containment venting system. Test results showed that 
the decontamination factors were well over 1,000 for aerosol particles with aerodynamic diame-
ters larger than 0.4 μm. For aerosol particles with aerodynamic diameters larger than 0.2 μm, the 
decontamination factors significantly increased with the diameter. This suggested that inertial 
deposition was the governing mechanism for filtering aerosols in this system. The decontamina-
tion factor of the water scrubber section of the filter increased with the increase in Stokes num-
ber.

KEYWORDS: filtered containment vent system, nuclear power plant, accident, primary con-
tainment vessel, cesium, aerosol, particle size, decontamination factor, performance, experi-
ment

I. Introduction
In 2011, the Great East Japan Earthquake and the subsequent tsunami led to an accident at 

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. Although the reactor scram successfully inserted 
all the control rods into the reactor cores of operating plants during the tremors, cooling after 
the scram failed due to damage caused by the tsunami, which resulted in the meltdown of the 
core. In addition, a part of the reactor containment vessel was damaged and large amounts of 
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radioactive materials were released into the environment. Based on the lessons learned from 
this accident, enhanced measures that will prevent core damage have been sought. These en-
hancements include the protection of safety functions against not only earthquakes and tsuna-
mis, but also a wider range of external events, the addition of alternative high-pressure injection 
systems for reactors, alternative operation systems for reactor depressurization, alternative 
low-pressure injection systems, alternative cooling systems as a contingency measure for po-
tential accidents, the establishment of response operation procedures, and the implementation 
of training programs. 

In addition, considering the possibility of a severe accident in which the reactor core is dam-
aged despite these measures, a filtered containment venting system for nuclear power plants 
was developed. As a result of the accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant, the long-term and widespread soil contamination, which was mainly due to ra-
dioactive cesium, has had a significant impact on the lives of residents and industrial activities, 
including agriculture.

A filtered containment venting system can protect a containment vessel against overpressure 
failure in the event of a severe accident and significantly reduce emissions of radioactive ma-
terials. Radioactive cesium is emitted mainly in particulate form. According to Soffer et al. 1) 
and Beahm et al. 2), 95% of the radioactive iodine emitted from a reactor primary system in the 
event of an accident is in particulate form such as cesium iodide, and the remaining 5% is in 
gaseous form. 

When the pH of the water in the containment vessel is kept alkaline, a large portion of the 
gaseous iodine is elemental iodine, and organic iodine accounts for only 0.15% or less 1, 2). 
Since materials other than organic iodine can be absorbed into alkaline water, they can be 
absorbed into the scrubber water of the filtering device described in this article. This article de-
scribes the development of a filtering device for use in the filtered containment venting system 
and, in particular, the details of the particulate material removal process and outcomes, based 
on experimental results.

Experiments were conducted on filtering devices to verify their overall removal performance 
based on the ratio of aerosol concentration at the intake to that at the exit of the filter 3, 4), but 
detailed characteristics of the removal were not provided. However, to ensure high removal 
performance, it is important to understand and improve the removal performance achieved by 
scrubbing the aerosol-laden gas and trapping aerosolized liquid droplets containing radioactive 
materials and dispersed in the gaseous phase after scrubbing. Therefore, in developing this fil-
tering device, we experimentally determined the removal performances of both scrubbing and 
entrained liquid droplet trapping, which finally resulted in a major improvement in the overall 
removal performance. We also sought to improve the removal performance significantly with 
innovations to the scrubbing process such as combining the scrubber nozzle and the air bubble 
subdividing device, water surface stabilization using the flow regulating plate located in the 
upper part of the scrubbing section, and removal of entrained material using metal filters.

In addition, since the aerosol removal characteristics are generally dependent on particle 
diameter and density, it is important to know how these factors influence the removal charac-
teristics. This knowledge will inform procedures for selecting mitigation and vent operation 
methods in the event of an accident. Thus, in this article, the removal characteristics were 
examined in detail using particles of different sizes and densities.
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II. Development of a Filtered Containment Venting System
1. Development Conditions

Severe accidents in a light-water reactor may occur in various ways depending on the initiat-
ing event and the success or failure of components that incorporate safety functions. Moreover, 
to achieve cooling after a reactor scram, injection of water into damaged fuel and spraying of 
water into the containment vessel are needed, using permanent or portable alternative water 
injection equipment. However, if there is no mechanism to ultimately release the exchanged 
heat, inevitably the containment vessel pressure will reach its limit due to internally generated 
steam. At this point, venting from the containment vessel is required to enable depressurization 
and thermal transport to the atmosphere. In addition, since venting also discharges hydrogen 
from the containment vessel, it is expected to prevent explosions due to the leakage of hydro-
gen from the containment vessel into the reactor building, unlike what was experienced in the 
accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant.

In a boiling water reactor (BWR), the process of treating the vent gas with the suppression 
chamber water inside the containment vessel was established as an accident management mea-
sure to reduce the level of radioactive materials to some extent before releasing the gas to the 
atmosphere. In a filtered containment venting system, a dedicated filtering device is added to 
remove particulate radioactive materials such as cesium hydroxide and cesium iodide at higher 
efficiency.

Thus, we established the following conditions for developing a filtered containment venting 
system:

-  A filtered containment venting system should remain functional at the upper limits of the 
pressure and temperature ranges where it has been confirmed that overpressure and over 
temperature failure of the containment vessel will not occur even in the event of a severe 
accident. These limits were set as the maximum operating pressure and temperature. In 
the case of an advanced boiling water reactor (ABWR), the limits are 620 kPa (gauge) and 
200°C, respectively.

-  To ensure the depressurization of the containment vessel, considering the decay heat at 
two or three hours after a reactor scram, twice the steam flow equivalent to 1% of the rated 
reactor thermal output was set as the design flow rate (31.6 kg/s in the case of the ABWR).

-  The decontamination factor (DF) for particulate radioactive materials of 1,000 or higher 
was set as the performance target.

In addition to the aforementioned conditions, we considered the following design issues 
from the perspective of ensuring sufficient reliability to enable operation even in the event of 
a severe accident:

-  The necessary safety functions must not be lost due to external events that need to be 
considered in the design, including design basis earthquake motion and tsunami.

-  Common-cause failures of safety functions must not occur between the filtered contain-
ment venting system and the design basis accident mitigation systems.

-  The filtering device is made with highly corrosion-resistant materials and measures against 
spillover are taken to deal with unexpected leakage.

-  Not only is the entire system filled with nitrogen gas on standby, but also, accumulated 
hydrogen is purged with nitrogen gas after venting to prevent hydrogen explosion.

-  The necessary operations can be conducted safely and reliably both from the main control 
room and elsewhere on site.

-  To reduce the influence of venting on all emergency actions, including the operation of the 
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filtered containment venting system, necessary measures (such as shielding) are taken to 
control the exposure dose within acceptable limits.

-  To maintain the water level in the filtering device within the appropriate range, a secure 
supply of water must be available to the device, and the discharge of water from the device 
into the suppression chamber in the containment vessel must also be possible even under 
emergency conditions (this function also involves returning the radioactive materials col-
lected in the filtering device to the containment vessel after venting).

-  The water level, pH, inlet pressure, metal filter pressure difference, outlet radiation intensi-
ty, hydrogen concentration, and drain transfer flow rate of the filtering device must be able 
to be monitored during use, on standby, and after use.

-  Tests or inspections must be possible to conduct, to check whether or not the necessary 
safety functions are being maintained. 

Sodium thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide are added to the water in the filtering device to 
maintain an alkaline and reducing environment. Thus, the iodine ions generated from cesium 
iodide aerosol trapped in water remain in the water, and a chemical reduction that traps gaseous 
elemental iodine as I– ions in the water is also expected:

4 I2 + S2O3
2– + 10 OH–  →  8 I–  + 2 SO4

2–  + 5 H2O  

In addition, sodium thiosulfate serves as a surfactant and has the effect of decreasing the size 
of the bubbles in the water to increase the gas-liquid contact interface.

2. Description of the Filtered Containment Venting System
(1) System configuration
Figure 1 shows the system configuration of the filtered containment venting system. The 

gas containing radioactive materials is discharged from the gaseous phase of the suppression 
chamber or the dry well of the containment vessel, fed to the filtering device through a pipe, 
and then released at a height after it has been treated. The isolation valves of the containment 
vessel need to be opened at the time of venting. These valves can be operated from the main 
control room and elsewhere on site. To manage operator exposure, a mechanism that operates 
manually and remotely through the shield is provided for the on-site operation of each valve.

The gas release pipe downstream of the filtering device is equipped with a pressure release 
plate that serves as a barrier to fill the entire system with nitrogen gas on standby. Filling the 
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reactor containment vessel and the inside of this system with 
nitrogen gas prevents hydrogen contained in the gas from burning 
in this system even when the steam of the vent gas condenses in 
the pipe at the early stage of venting. This pressure release plate is 
designed to operate at a pressure of 100 kPa (gauge), which is low 
enough (relative to the design pressure of the containment vessel) 
not to interfere with the venting process. 

(2) Filtering Device 
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the structure of 

the filtering device, which consists of the water scrubber and the 
metal filters. The vent gas from the containment vessel enters from 
the inlet nozzle in the middle to the inside and is injected into the 
water from 140 scrubber nozzles located in the lower portion of 
the device. The air bubble subdividing device installed above the 
nozzles enhances trapping of particulate radioactive materials by 

increasing the gasliquid contact area. 
The gaseous phase is in the upper portion of the device, 

where 128 metal filters are placed to trap radioactive fine particles 
that could not be removed by the water scrubber and liquid 
droplets. Each element has a cylindrical triple-layered structure 
that mainly consists of a sintered sheet of metal fibers with a 
diameter of 2 μm. This sheet has the function of removing 
particulates and is placed between two web layers made of 
metallic fibers with a diameter of 30 μm. The webs support the 
metal fiber sheet internally and externally, collect tiny liquid 
droplets carried by the gas that passed through the water scrubber, 
and return the droplets to the water scrubber through the drainage 
pipe in the device. 

In addition, the flow regulating plate located between the 
water scrubber and the metal filters regulates the gas flow to the 
metal filter. In the event an earthquake occurs during venting, this 
flow regulating plate mitigates sloshing of the scrubber water. 

(3) Removal Mechanism of the Water Scrubber 
In the water scrubber, the vent gas is injected into the water 

through nozzles. Particulate radioactive materials are trapped in 
the water and removed as the bubbles of the injected gas float up. 
The principle of the removal mechanism depends on the particle 
size, as described next. 
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Figure 1   Basic system configuration of the filtered containment venting system
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reactor containment vessel and the inside of this system with nitrogen gas prevents hydrogen 
contained in the gas from burning in this system even when the steam of the vent gas condenses 
in the pipe at the early stage of venting. This pressure release plate is designed to operate at 
a pressure of 100 kPa (gauge), which is low enough (relative to the design pressure of the 
containment vessel) not to interfere with the venting process.

(2) Filtering device
Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the structure of the filtering device, which 

consists of the water scrubber and the metal filters. The vent gas from the containment vessel 
enters from the inlet nozzle in the middle to the inside and is injected into the water from 140 
scrubber nozzles located in the lower portion of the device. The air bubble subdividing device 
installed above the nozzles enhances trapping of particulate radioactive materials by increasing 
the gas-liquid contact area.

The gaseous phase is in the upper portion of the device, where 128 metal filters are placed 
to trap radioactive fine particles that could not be removed by the water scrubber and liquid 
droplets. Each element has a cylindrical triple-layered structure that mainly consists of a sin-
tered sheet of metal fibers with a diameter of 2 μm. This sheet has the function of removing 
particulates and is placed between two web layers made of metallic fibers with a diameter of 
30 μm. The webs support the metal fiber sheet internally and externally, collect tiny liquid 
droplets carried by the gas that passed through the water scrubber, and return the droplets to the 
water scrubber through the drainage pipe in the device.

In addition, the flow regulating plate located between the water scrubber and the metal filters 
regulates the gas flow to the metal filter. In the event an earthquake occurs during venting, this 
flow regulating plate mitigates sloshing of the scrubber water.

(3) Removal mechanism of the water scrubber
In the water scrubber, the vent gas is injected into the water through nozzles. Particulate ra-

dioactive materials are trapped in the water and removed as the bubbles of the injected gas float 
up. The principle of the removal mechanism depends on the particle size, as described next.

First, the particles contact the gas-liquid interface as a result of inertia or gravity and be-
come trapped in the water to be removed. This mechanism predominantly traps the larger par-
ticles, while the smaller particles, being more influenced by interaction with gas molecules, 
are trapped when they contact a gas-liquid interface as the result of Brownian diffusion and 
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thermophoresis. Furthermore, when the water temperature is lower than the saturation tempera-
ture, the steam in the gas bubbles condenses and the particles become trapped as they contact 
the gas-liquid interface. 

In addition, especially immediately after injection in the region near the scrubber nozzles, 
a mechanism is assumed whereby the particles are trapped in the water by their greater mo-
mentum as the lighter gas molecules in the bubble decelerate rapidly upon the injection of gas 
bubbles into the water.

(4) Removal mechanism of the metal filter
In the metal filter, the particulate radioactive materials are trapped and removed when the 

vent gas passes through the filter fibers, according to the mechanisms described next.
First, relatively large particles are blocked and trapped by the narrowness of the gaps be-

tween the metal fibers. In addition, it is assumed that the particles impact forcefully on the 
metal fiber surfaces and adhere to them. By these mechanisms, the larger particles are more 
easily trapped, while the smaller particles may be trapped, as contact with the metal filter fibers 
in their Brownian motion.

III. Performance Evaluation of the Filtered Containment 
Venting System

1. Accident Scenario

Taking the initiating event as the starting point, every accident scenario can be extracted from 
an event tree branched by the success or failure of the operation of a system safety function. 
Then, accident scenarios can be categorized into several groups. For example, in a typical ac-
cident scenario group for a BWR plant, a large break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), station 
blackout (SBO), and loss of all functions of the emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) may 
occur simultaneously. Assuming this scenario, we conducted experiments to confirm the per-
formance of the filtered containment venting system using Units 6 and 7 of Kashiwazaki-Kari-
wa Nuclear Power Plant (ABWR plants) as an example. In terms of overpressure failure of the 
containment vessel, which should be preventable by the filtered containment venting system, 
this scenario is an extreme case in which the event progresses rapidly and the temperature and 
pressure of the containment vessel become high.

The event sequence of this accident scenario is as follows:
(1) A large break LOCA occurs and a large amount of coolant leaks into the containment 

vessel.
(2) Since an SBO and the loss of the ECCS are assumed, water cannot be injected into the 

reactor pressure vessel, leading to core damage.
(3) After approximately 70 minutes, an alternative low-pressure injection system powered 

by a gas turbine generator injects water into the reactor pressure vessel and sprays water into 
the containment vessel.

(4) Approximately 38 hours after the initiating event, the pressure of the containment vessel 
reaches the limit pressure and venting is conducted by the filtered containment venting system.  

We used MAAP code for accident analysis. Figures 3 and 4 show the pressure and tempera-
ture changes in the containment vessel in this accident scenario. The charts indicate that the 
venting system keeps the temperature and pressure of the containment vessel at or below the 
limit temperature (200°C) and pressure (620 kPa), so the uncontrollable release of radioactive 
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materials into the environment due to failure of the containment vessel can be prevented.
Continued gas venting raised the water level of the water scrubber. Figure 5 shows the pre-

dicted change of the water level. The total amount of steam condensate in the vent pipe flowing 
into the filtering device and that in the filtering device is larger than the amount of evaporation 
caused by the radioactive materials trapped in the water scrubber. Therefore, the water level 
continues to rise during venting. Although the installed position of the metal filters corresponds 
to a water level of 5 m, it is impossible to maintain the performance of the system when the 
water level reaches the metal filters, and an operation to lower the water level is required. Thus, 
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pressure injection system powered by a gas turbine 
generator injects water into the reactor pressure vessel 
and sprays water into the containment vessel. 

(4) Approximately 38 hours after the initiating event, the 
pressure of the containment vessel reaches the limit 
pressure and venting is conducted by the filtered 
containment venting system. 

 

We used MAAP code for accident analysis. Figures 3 and 4 
show the pressure and temperature changes in the containment 
vessel in this accident scenario. The charts indicate that the 
venting system keeps the temperature and pressure of the 
containment vessel at or below the limit temperature (200C) and 
pressure (620 kPa), so the uncontrollable release of radioactive 
materials into the environment due to failure of the containment 
vessel can be prevented. 

Continued gas venting raised the water level of the water 
scrubber. Figure 5 shows the predicted change of the water level. 
The total amount of steam condensate in the vent pipe flowing into 
the filtering device and that in the filtering device is larger than 
the amount of evaporation caused by the radioactive materials 
trapped in the water scrubber. Therefore, the water level continues 
to rise during venting. Although the installed position of the metal 
filters corresponds to a water level of 5 m, it is impossible to 
maintain the performance of the system when the water level 
reaches the metal filters, and an operation to lower the water level 
is required. Thus, we incorporated a draining system into the 
filtering device to discharge the scrubber water into the 
containment vessel suppression chamber when the water level 
reaches 2.5 m, considering the spout that could occur due to 
aeration of the vent gas, and to supply water and sodium 
thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide solutions to the scrubber. 
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functional failures 
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Fig. 5 Predicted trend of the scrubber water level during containment 

venting 
 

2. Performance Test Facility and Test 
Conditions for the Filtering Device 

(1) Test Facility 
Figure 6 shows the configuration of the test facility used for 

the performance test. By feeding air mixed with simulation 
particles from the aerosol generator through a test chamber 
designed to resemble the actual filtering device, we measured the 
number density and diameter of the particles at the front and back 
of the test chamber to calculate DF. For the measurement, we used 
a light-scattering type aerosol spectrometer (Welas digital 2000H 
manufactured by Palas GmbH) and a scanning type mobility 
particle sizer (Model 3936 manufactured by TSI Inc.). 

In the test chamber, we placed a scrubber nozzle and metal 
filter identical to those used in the actual device, and we also filled 
the air bubble subdividing device with the same element as that 
used in the actual device, up to the same height as in the actual 
device. The diameter of the test chamber was 0.35 m and its 
average flow passage cross sectional area was 1/140 of that of the 
actual device, thus achieving the same operating conditions per 
scrubber nozzle as that of the actual device. However, since the 
gaseous phase between the water scrubber and the metal filter does 
not affect the particle removal mechanism, this section was 
shortened to reduce the height to 4 m, as shown in Fig. 6. 

(2) Test Gas 
In this test, air at ordinary temperature and pressure was used 

as the test gas. In contrast, the gas that is vented in a severe accident 
mainly consists of steam at 120170C. As described next, the test 
we conducted using air at ordinary temperature is considered 
conservative in terms of the particle trapping mechanism. 

First, trapping by inertial collision produces a larger effect as 
the Stokes number (St)5) increases; however, there are no 
significant differences in St between the test gas and the vent gas 
when the particle diameter is 0.4 μm or less. On the other hand, at 
larger particle diameters, St in the case of air at ordinary 
temperature and pressure becomes smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. 
Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary temperature and 
pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
inertial collision. The Stokes number is calculated by the 
following equations: 

 

 
Fig. 6 Performance test facility for the filter equipment 

 
where, Dp is the particle diameter, ρp is the particle density, ρ is 

the gas density, Cc is a slip correction coefficient, u0 is the gas flow 
velocity, η is the gas viscosity, Df is a characteristic diameter in 
the fluid, T is the gas temperature, P is the gas molecular weight, 
and R is the gas constant. 

Trapping by gravitational sedimentation is considered to 
produce a larger effect as the gravitational sedimentation velocity 
(vt)5) increases. However, there is no significant difference in 
gravitational sedimentation velocity between the test gas and the 
vent gas when the particle diameter is 0.4 μm or less. On the other 
hand, at larger particle diameters, vt in the case of air at ordinary 
temperature and pressure becomes smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. 
Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary temperature and 
pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
gravitational sedimentation. The gravitational sedimentation 
velocity is calculated by the following equation: 

 
where, g is gravitational acceleration, and the other variables are 

as defined previously. 
Although trapping by diffusional deposition is considered to 

produce a larger effect as the Brownian diffusion coefficient (D)5) 
increases, the Brownian diffusion coefficient in the case of air at 
ordinary temperature and pressure is smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. 
Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary temperature and 
pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
diffusional deposition. The Brownian diffusion coefficient is 
calculated by the following equation: 

 
where, k is the Boltzmann constant, and the other variables are 

as defined previously. 
In addition to the aforementioned mechanisms, trapping by 

steam condensation and trapping by thermophoresis are also 
assumed under steam conditions, but the test conditions are 
conservative because these effects are not expected in the test 
using air at ordinary temperature and pressure. 
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Figure 5    Predicted trend of the scrubber water level during containment venting
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First, the particles contact the gasliquid interface as a result 
of inertia or gravity and become trapped in the water to be 
removed. This mechanism predominantly traps the larger particles, 
while the smaller particles, being more influenced by interaction 
with gas molecules, are trapped when they contact a gasliquid 
interface as the result of Brownian diffusion and thermophoresis. 
Furthermore, when the water temperature is lower than the 
saturation temperature, the steam in the gas bubbles condenses and 
the particles become trapped as they contact the gasliquid 
interface.  

In addition, especially immediately after injection in the 
region near the scrubber nozzles, a mechanism is assumed 
whereby the particles are trapped in the water by their greater 
momentum as the lighter gas molecules in the bubble decelerate 
rapidly upon the injection of gas bubbles into the water. 

(4) Removal Mechanism of the Metal Filter 
In the metal filter, the particulate radioactive materials are 

trapped and removed when the vent gas passes through the filter 
fibers, according to the mechanisms described next. 

First, relatively large particles are blocked and trapped by the 
narrowness of the gaps between the metal fibers. In addition, it is 
assumed that the particles impact forcefully on the metal fiber 
surfaces and adhere to them. By these mechanisms, the larger 
particles are more easily trapped, while the smaller particles may 
be trapped, as contact with the metal filter fibers in their Brownian 
motion. 

 
III. Performance Evaluation of the Filtered 

Containment Venting System 
 

1. Accident Scenario 
Taking the initiating event as the starting point, every 

accident scenario can be extracted from an event tree branched by 
the success or failure of the operation of a system safety function. 
Then, accident scenarios can be categorized into several groups. 
For example, in a typical accident scenario group for a BWR plant, 
a large break loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA), station blackout 
(SBO), and loss of all functions of the emergency core cooling 
systems (ECCS) may occur simultaneously. Assuming this 
scenario, we conducted experiments to confirm the performance 
of the filtered containment venting system using Units 6 and 7 of 
KashiwazakiKariwa Nuclear Power Station (ABWR plants) as 
an example. In terms of overpressure failure of the containment 
vessel, which should be preventable by the filtered containment 
venting system, this scenario is an extreme case in which the event 
progresses rapidly and the temperature and pressure of the 
containment vessel become high. 

The event sequence of this accident scenario is as follows: 
(1) A large break LOCA occurs and a large amount of 

coolant leaks into the containment vessel. 
(2) Since an SBO and the loss of the ECCS are assumed, 

water cannot be injected into the reactor pressure vessel, 
leading to core damage. 

(3) After approximately 70 minutes, an alternative low-
pressure injection system powered by a gas turbine 
generator injects water into the reactor pressure vessel 
and sprays water into the containment vessel. 

(4) Approximately 38 hours after the initiating event, the 
pressure of the containment vessel reaches the limit 
pressure and venting is conducted by the filtered 
containment venting system. 

 

We used MAAP code for accident analysis. Figures 3 and 4 
show the pressure and temperature changes in the containment 
vessel in this accident scenario. The charts indicate that the 
venting system keeps the temperature and pressure of the 
containment vessel at or below the limit temperature (200C) and 
pressure (620 kPa), so the uncontrollable release of radioactive 
materials into the environment due to failure of the containment 
vessel can be prevented. 

Continued gas venting raised the water level of the water 
scrubber. Figure 5 shows the predicted change of the water level. 
The total amount of steam condensate in the vent pipe flowing into 
the filtering device and that in the filtering device is larger than 
the amount of evaporation caused by the radioactive materials 
trapped in the water scrubber. Therefore, the water level continues 
to rise during venting. Although the installed position of the metal 
filters corresponds to a water level of 5 m, it is impossible to 
maintain the performance of the system when the water level 
reaches the metal filters, and an operation to lower the water level 
is required. Thus, we incorporated a draining system into the 
filtering device to discharge the scrubber water into the 
containment vessel suppression chamber when the water level 
reaches 2.5 m, considering the spout that could occur due to 
aeration of the vent gas, and to supply water and sodium 
thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide solutions to the scrubber. 

 
 

 
Fig. 3 Primary containment pressure of an ABWR plant in a severe 

accident caused by a combination of LOCA, SBO, and all ECCS 
functional failures 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 Primary containment temperature of an ABWR plant in a severe 

accident caused by a combination of LOCA, SBO, and all ECCS 
functional failures 
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we incorporated a draining system into the filtering device to discharge the scrubber water into 
the containment vessel suppression chamber when the water level reaches 2.5 m, considering 
the spout that could occur due to aeration of the vent gas, and to supply water and sodium 
thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide solutions to the scrubber.

2. Performance Test Facility and Test Conditions for the Filtering Device

(1) Test facility
Figure 6 shows the configuration of the test facility used for the performance test. By feed-

ing air mixed with simulation particles from the aerosol generator through a test chamber de-
signed to resemble the actual filtering device, we measured the number density and diameter of 
the particles at the front and back of the test chamber to calculate DF. For the measurement, we 
used a light-scattering type aerosol spectrometer (Welas digital 2000H manufactured by Palas 
GmbH) and a scanning type mobility particle sizer (Model 3936 manufactured by TSI Inc.).

In the test chamber, we placed a scrubber nozzle and metal filter identical to those used in 
the actual device, and we also filled the air bubble subdividing device with the same element as 
that used in the actual device, up to the same height as in the actual device. The diameter of the 
test chamber was 0.35 m and its average flow passage cross sectional area was 1/140 of that of 
the actual device, thus achieving the same operating conditions per scrubber nozzle as that of 
the actual device. However, since the gaseous phase between the water scrubber and the metal 
filter does not affect the particle removal mechanism, this section was shortened to reduce the 
height to 4 m, as shown in Figure 6.

(2) Test gas
In this test, air at ordinary temperature and pressure was used as the test gas. In contrast, the 

gas that is vented in a severe accident mainly consists of steam at 120-170°C. As described 
next, the test we conducted using air at ordinary temperature is considered conservative in 
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designed to resemble the actual filtering device, we measured the 
number density and diameter of the particles at the front and back 
of the test chamber to calculate DF. For the measurement, we used 
a light-scattering type aerosol spectrometer (Welas digital 2000H 
manufactured by Palas GmbH) and a scanning type mobility 
particle sizer (Model 3936 manufactured by TSI Inc.). 

In the test chamber, we placed a scrubber nozzle and metal 
filter identical to those used in the actual device, and we also filled 
the air bubble subdividing device with the same element as that 
used in the actual device, up to the same height as in the actual 
device. The diameter of the test chamber was 0.35 m and its 
average flow passage cross sectional area was 1/140 of that of the 
actual device, thus achieving the same operating conditions per 
scrubber nozzle as that of the actual device. However, since the 
gaseous phase between the water scrubber and the metal filter does 
not affect the particle removal mechanism, this section was 
shortened to reduce the height to 4 m, as shown in Fig. 6. 

(2) Test Gas 
In this test, air at ordinary temperature and pressure was used 

as the test gas. In contrast, the gas that is vented in a severe accident 
mainly consists of steam at 120170C. As described next, the test 
we conducted using air at ordinary temperature is considered 
conservative in terms of the particle trapping mechanism. 

First, trapping by inertial collision produces a larger effect as 
the Stokes number (St)5) increases; however, there are no 
significant differences in St between the test gas and the vent gas 
when the particle diameter is 0.4 μm or less. On the other hand, at 
larger particle diameters, St in the case of air at ordinary 
temperature and pressure becomes smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. 
Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary temperature and 
pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
inertial collision. The Stokes number is calculated by the 
following equations: 
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where, Dp is the particle diameter, ρp is the particle density, ρ is 

the gas density, Cc is a slip correction coefficient, u0 is the gas flow 
velocity, η is the gas viscosity, Df is a characteristic diameter in 
the fluid, T is the gas temperature, P is the gas molecular weight, 
and R is the gas constant. 

Trapping by gravitational sedimentation is considered to 
produce a larger effect as the gravitational sedimentation velocity 
(vt)5) increases. However, there is no significant difference in 
gravitational sedimentation velocity between the test gas and the 
vent gas when the particle diameter is 0.4 μm or less. On the other 
hand, at larger particle diameters, vt in the case of air at ordinary 
temperature and pressure becomes smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. 
Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary temperature and 
pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
gravitational sedimentation. The gravitational sedimentation 
velocity is calculated by the following equation: 

 
where, g is gravitational acceleration, and the other variables are 

as defined previously. 
Although trapping by diffusional deposition is considered to 

produce a larger effect as the Brownian diffusion coefficient (D)5) 
increases, the Brownian diffusion coefficient in the case of air at 
ordinary temperature and pressure is smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. 
Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary temperature and 
pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
diffusional deposition. The Brownian diffusion coefficient is 
calculated by the following equation: 

 
where, k is the Boltzmann constant, and the other variables are 

as defined previously. 
In addition to the aforementioned mechanisms, trapping by 

steam condensation and trapping by thermophoresis are also 
assumed under steam conditions, but the test conditions are 
conservative because these effects are not expected in the test 
using air at ordinary temperature and pressure. 
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Figure 6   Performance test facility for the filter equipment
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terms of the particle trapping mechanism.
First, trapping by inertial collision produces a larger effect as the Stokes number (St)  5) in-

creases; however, there are no significant differences in St between the test gas and the vent 
gas when the particle diameter is 0.4 μm or less. On the other hand, at larger particle diameters, 
St in the case of air at ordinary temperature and pressure becomes smaller than that under the 
steam conditions that could develop in a severe accident. Therefore, the test conducted using 
air at ordinary temperature and pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on 
inertial collision. The Stokes number is calculated by the following equations:

 

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

where, Dp is the particle diameter, ρp is the particle density, ρ is the gas density, Cc is a slip 
correction coefficient, u0 is the gas flow velocity, η is the gas viscosity, Df is a characteristic 
diameter in the fluid, T is the gas temperature, P is the gas molecular weight, and R is the gas 
constant.

Trapping by gravitational sedimentation is considered to produce a larger effect as the grav-
itational sedimentation velocity (vt)  5) increases. However, there is no significant difference in 
gravitational sedimentation velocity between the test gas and the vent gas when the particle 
diameter is 0.4 μm or less. On the other hand, at larger particle diameters, vt in the case of air 
at ordinary temperature and pressure becomes smaller than that under the steam conditions that 
could develop in a severe accident. Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary tempera-
ture and pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on gravitational sedimen-
tation. The gravitational sedimentation velocity is calculated by the following equation:

 (5)

where, g is gravitational acceleration, and the other variables are as defined previously.
Although trapping by diffusional deposition is considered to produce a larger effect as the 

Brownian diffusion coefficient (D) 5) increases, the Brownian diffusion coefficient in the case 
of air at ordinary temperature and pressure is smaller than that under the steam conditions that 
could develop in a severe accident. Therefore, the test conducted using air at ordinary tempera-
ture and pressure is conservative in terms of the trapping effect based on diffusional deposition. 
The Brownian diffusion coefficient is calculated by the following equation:

 (6)

where, k is the Boltzmann constant, and the other variables are as defined previously.
In addition to the aforementioned mechanisms, trapping by steam condensation and trap-

ping by thermophoresis are also assumed under steam conditions, but the test conditions are 
conservative because these effects are not expected in the test using air at ordinary temperature 
and pressure.

(3) Simulation particles
The transition of particulate radioactive materials in the water scrubber from gas (bubbles) 

to water and the adhesion of particulate radioactive materials in the metal filter from gas to 
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metal fiber surfaces are based on the physical movement of the particles and are not entirely 
dependent on their chemical properties. Therefore, for the simulation particles in our test, we 
used titanium oxide with a density relatively close to those of cesium hydroxide and cesium 
iodide, which are typical particulate radioactive materials observed during venting, and ferric 
oxide. The densities of TiO2, CsOH, CsI, and Fe2O3 are 4.23 g/cm3, 3.68 g/cm3, 4.51 g/cm3, 
and 5.24 g/cm3, respectively. In addition, as standard particles for the aerosol test, we used 
polystyrene standard particles (PSL), which are commonly employed. The density of PLS is 
1.05 g/cm3.

(4) Test condition for scrubber water
The water level in the test chamber was set at 1 m above the top edge of the scrubber nozzle, 

which corresponds to the water level in the actual device on standby. As shown in Figure 5, the 
scrubber water level rises during venting. And, as the scrubber water level increases, the vent 
gas goes through the water for a longer period of time, and the particles are more easily trapped. 
Therefore, this test condition, corresponding to the lowest water level in the actual device, is 
conservative.

The water in the test chamber was at ordinary temperature. In the actual device, the thermal 
energy of the vent gas and the decay heat of the radioactive materials raise the temperature 
of the scrubber water to the saturation temperature according to the pressure in the filter de-
vice. On the other hand, while the water temperature is lower than the gas temperature, as the 
temperature difference between the water and the gas increases, the particles are more easily 
trapped due to thermophoresis and the reduction of bubbles after steam condensation. Howev-
er, this test condition is conservative because air at ordinary temperature and pressure was used 
as the test gas.

Since this test is intended to determine the particulate matter removal performance, sodium 
thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide, which are additives for removing gaseous inorganic iodine, 
were not added.

(5) Gas flow rate test condition
The gas flow rate was set to cover the conditions of use of the actual device. Figure 7 shows 

the change in the vent gas flow rate in the scenario that assumes an accident at an ABWR plant. 
The highest flow rate occurs immediately after venting at the limit pressure of the containment 
vessel. Subsequently, the flow rate decreases according to the amount of steam generated in 
the containment vessel. Therefore, we simulated three conditions in the performance test and 
set the test flow rate to 1/140 of the corresponding volumetric flow rates in the actual device, 
as follows:

-  Maximum flow rate condition: 33,000 m3/h, which is the volumetric flow rate immediately 
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(3) Simulation Particles 
The transition of particulate radioactive materials in the water 

scrubber from gas (bubbles) to water and the adhesion of 
particulate radioactive materials in the metal filter from gas to 
metal fiber surfaces are based on the physical movement of the 
particles and are not entirely dependent on their chemical 
properties. Therefore, for the simulation particles in our test, we 
used titanium oxide with a density relatively close to those of 
cesium hydroxide and cesium iodide, which are typical particulate 
radioactive materials observed during venting, and ferric oxide. 
The densities of TiO2, CsOH, CsI, and Fe2O3 are 4.23 g/cm3, 3.68 
g/cm3, 4.51 g/cm3, and 5.24 g/cm3, respectively. In addition, as 
standard particles for the aerosol test, we used polystyrene 
standard particles (PSL), which are commonly employed. The 
density of PLS is 1.05 g/cm3. 

(4) Test Condition for Scrubber Water 
The water level in the test chamber was set at 1 m above the 

top edge of the scrubber nozzle, which corresponds to the water 
level in the actual device on standby. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
scrubber water level rises during venting. And, as the scrubber 
water level increases, the vent gas goes through the water for a 
longer period of time, and the particles are more easily trapped. 
Therefore, this test condition, corresponding to the lowest water 
level in the actual device, is conservative. 

The water in the test chamber was at ordinary temperature. 
In the actual device, the thermal energy of the vent gas and the 
decay heat of the radioactive materials raise the temperature of the 
scrubber water to the saturation temperature according to the 
pressure in the filter device. On the other hand, while the water 
temperature is lower than the gas temperature, as the temperature 
difference between the water and the gas increases, the particles 
are more easily trapped due to thermophoresis and the reduction 
of bubbles after steam condensation. However, this test condition 
is conservative because air at ordinary temperature and pressure 
was used as the test gas. 

Since this test is intended to determine the particulate matter 
removal performance, sodium thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide, 
which are additives for removing gaseous inorganic iodine, were 
not added. 

(5) Gas Flow Rate Test Condition 
The gas flow rate was set to cover the conditions of use of 

the actual device. Figure 7 shows the change in the vent gas flow 
rate in the scenario that assumes an accident at an ABWR plant. 
The highest flow rate occurs immediately after venting at the limit 
pressure of the containment vessel. Subsequently, the flow rate 
decreases according to the amount of steam generated in the 
containment vessel. Therefore, we simulated three conditions in 
the performance test and set the test flow rate to 1/140 of the 
corresponding volumetric flow rates in the actual device, as 
follows: 

 

 
Fig. 7 Predicted trend of vent gas flow rate 

-  Maximum flow rate condition: 33,000 m3/h, which is the 
volumetric flow rate immediately after venting at twice the 
design pressure of the containment vessel [620 kPa (gage)]. 

-  Medium flow rate condition: 27,000 m3/h, which is the 
volumetric flow rate immediately after venting at the 
design pressure of the containment vessel [310 kPa (gage)]. 

-  Minimum flow rate condition: 13,500 m3/h, which is the 
volumetric flow rate set as a condition lower than the flow 
rate observed seven days (168 hours) after the occurrence 
of the accident. 

 
3. Results of the Removal Performance Test 

Conducted on the Filtering Device 
(1) Particulate Material Removal Performance 
Figures 8–10 show the results of measuring the DFs of the 

particulate materials.  
These figures also show the distribution of particle sizes 

flowing into the filtered containment venting system from the 
containment vessel suppression chamber in the accident scenario 
described previously (a large break LOCA at an ABWR plant, loss 
of all ECCS functions, and SBO), which was obtained by analysis 
using MAAP code. 

When the DF exceeds 10,000, particles may not be detected at 
the exit. 
 

 
Fig. 8 Measured decontamination factor at the maximum vent flow 

condition (a simulated venting flow rate of 33,000 m3/h at twice 
the maximum containment design pressure) 

 
 

 
Fig. 9 Measured decontamination factor at the medium vent flow 

condition (a simulated venting flow rate of 27,000 m3/h at the 
maximum containment design pressure) 

  

(hours) 

Figure 7   Predicted trend of vent gas flow rate
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after venting at twice the design pressure of the containment vessel (620 kPa (gage)).
-  Medium flow rate condition: 27,000 m3/h, which is the volumetric flow rate immediately 

after venting at the design pressure of the containment vessel (310 kPa (gage)).
-  Minimum flow rate condition: 13,500 m3/h, which is the volumetric flow rate set as a 

condition lower than the flow rate observed seven days (168 hours) after the occurrence of 
the accident.

3. Results of the Removal Performance Test Conducted on the Filtering Device

(1) Particulate material removal performance
Figures 8–10 show the results of measuring the DFs of the particulate materials. 
These figures also show the distribution of particle sizes flowing into the filtered contain-

ment venting system from the containment vessel suppression chamber in the accident scenario 
described previously (a large break LOCA at an ABWR plant, loss of all ECCS functions, and 
SBO), which was obtained by analysis using MAAP code.

When the DF exceeds 10,000, particles may not be detected at the exit.
In such a case, the integrated values of the number of particles detected at the entrance of the 

filter during the measurement period were plotted as the reference value of DF. Although this 
value corresponds to the DF of the case assuming one particle is detected at the exit, no particles 
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(3) Simulation Particles 
The transition of particulate radioactive materials in the water 

scrubber from gas (bubbles) to water and the adhesion of 
particulate radioactive materials in the metal filter from gas to 
metal fiber surfaces are based on the physical movement of the 
particles and are not entirely dependent on their chemical 
properties. Therefore, for the simulation particles in our test, we 
used titanium oxide with a density relatively close to those of 
cesium hydroxide and cesium iodide, which are typical particulate 
radioactive materials observed during venting, and ferric oxide. 
The densities of TiO2, CsOH, CsI, and Fe2O3 are 4.23 g/cm3, 3.68 
g/cm3, 4.51 g/cm3, and 5.24 g/cm3, respectively. In addition, as 
standard particles for the aerosol test, we used polystyrene 
standard particles (PSL), which are commonly employed. The 
density of PLS is 1.05 g/cm3. 

(4) Test Condition for Scrubber Water 
The water level in the test chamber was set at 1 m above the 

top edge of the scrubber nozzle, which corresponds to the water 
level in the actual device on standby. As shown in Fig. 5, the 
scrubber water level rises during venting. And, as the scrubber 
water level increases, the vent gas goes through the water for a 
longer period of time, and the particles are more easily trapped. 
Therefore, this test condition, corresponding to the lowest water 
level in the actual device, is conservative. 

The water in the test chamber was at ordinary temperature. 
In the actual device, the thermal energy of the vent gas and the 
decay heat of the radioactive materials raise the temperature of the 
scrubber water to the saturation temperature according to the 
pressure in the filter device. On the other hand, while the water 
temperature is lower than the gas temperature, as the temperature 
difference between the water and the gas increases, the particles 
are more easily trapped due to thermophoresis and the reduction 
of bubbles after steam condensation. However, this test condition 
is conservative because air at ordinary temperature and pressure 
was used as the test gas. 

Since this test is intended to determine the particulate matter 
removal performance, sodium thiosulfate and sodium hydroxide, 
which are additives for removing gaseous inorganic iodine, were 
not added. 

(5) Gas Flow Rate Test Condition 
The gas flow rate was set to cover the conditions of use of 

the actual device. Figure 7 shows the change in the vent gas flow 
rate in the scenario that assumes an accident at an ABWR plant. 
The highest flow rate occurs immediately after venting at the limit 
pressure of the containment vessel. Subsequently, the flow rate 
decreases according to the amount of steam generated in the 
containment vessel. Therefore, we simulated three conditions in 
the performance test and set the test flow rate to 1/140 of the 
corresponding volumetric flow rates in the actual device, as 
follows: 
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-  Maximum flow rate condition: 33,000 m3/h, which is the 
volumetric flow rate immediately after venting at twice the 
design pressure of the containment vessel [620 kPa (gage)]. 
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-  Minimum flow rate condition: 13,500 m3/h, which is the 
volumetric flow rate set as a condition lower than the flow 
rate observed seven days (168 hours) after the occurrence 
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Figures 8–10 show the results of measuring the DFs of the 

particulate materials.  
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flowing into the filtered containment venting system from the 
containment vessel suppression chamber in the accident scenario 
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of all ECCS functions, and SBO), which was obtained by analysis 
using MAAP code. 
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Figure 8    Measured decontamination factor at the maximum vent flow condition (a simu-
lated venting flow rate of 33,000 m3/h at twice the maximum containment design 
pressure)

Figure 9    Measured decontamination factor at the medium vent flow condition (a simulated 
venting flow rate of 27,000 m3/h at the maximum containment design pressure)
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(3) Simulation Particles 
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decreases according to the amount of steam generated in the 
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the performance test and set the test flow rate to 1/140 of the 
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were detected in the actual measurement. Therefore, it can be estimated that the DF was higher 
than this reference value. This reference DF value was used to determine whether a measured 
DF was equal to or higher than the target value (1,000). The reference DF value decreased as 
the particle diameter increased because the number density of test particles decreased with 
the particle diameter and the integrated value of the particle number at the entrance became 
smaller. Therefore, it did not show a reduction tendency for DF.

In Figures 8–10, the DFs were plotted against the aerodynamic diameter of test particles 
with different densities on the abscissa. The aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a hy-
pothetical sphere with a density of 1 g/cm3

, which achieves the same terminal velocity as the 
particle to be studied in viscous fluids similar to air. The aerodynamic diameter is represented 
by the following equation  6):

 (7)

where, Dae is the aerodynamic diameter, αe is the volume shape factor of the particles, KR is 
the resistance shape factor of particles, and the other variables are as defined previously.

Figures 8–10 show identical DF distributions as a result of the particles organizing accord-
ing to their aerodynamic diameter regardless of the test particles used. From this result, we 
found that organizing according to the aerodynamic diameter is effective in determining the 
performance of the filter.

The measured DFs increased monotonically when the aerodynamic diameter was equal to 
or larger than approximately 0.2 µm. Since the metal filter blocks particles that are larger than 
a certain size, and inertial collision is a dominant removal mechanism for smaller particles, we 
inferred that the effect of an inertial collision increased with the aerodynamic diameter. On the 
other hand, for the scrubber, the mechanisms whereby larger particles yield a higher removal 
effect include inertial collision and gravitational sedimentation, and it is possible that the effect 
of either one of these mechanisms increased.

Therefore, for the purpose of investigating the trapping mechanism in the scrubber, we con-
ducted a test in which only the DFs based on the scrubber were measured, with the metal filters 
removed. We used TiO2 as the particles for the test. Figure 11 shows the measured DFs, which 
are organized according to the Stokes number. As this figure shows, the DFs increase with the 
Stokes number. In addition, even though the flow rates are different, the DFs shows somewhat 
similar tendencies when organized according to the Stokes number. Thus, we inferred that the 
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Fig. 11 Relationship between measured decontamination factor of the 

scrubber and Stokes number (“Max flow,” “Mid flow,” and 
“Min flow” represent simulated venting flow rates of 33,000 
m3/h, 27,000 m3/h, and 13,500 m3/h respectively) 

Fig. 10 Measured decontamination factor at the minimum vent flow 
condition (a simulated venting flow rate of 13,500 m3/h) 

 
 
 
In such a case, the integrated values of the number of particles 
detected at the entrance of the filter during the measurement 
period were plotted as the reference value of DF. Although this 
value corresponds to the DF of the case assuming one particle is 
detected at the exit, no particles were detected in the actual 
measurement. Therefore, it can be estimated that the DF was 
higher than this reference value. This reference DF value was used 
to determine whether a measured DF was equal to or higher than 
the target value (1,000). The reference DF value decreased as the 
particle diameter increased because the number density of test 
particles decreased with the particle diameter and the integrated 
value of the particle number at the entrance became smaller. 
Therefore, it did not show a reduction tendency for DF. 

In Figs. 8–10, the DFs were plotted against the aerodynamic 
diameter of test particles with different densities on the abscissa. 
The aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a hypothetical sphere 
with a density of 1 g/cm3, which achieves the same terminal 
velocity as the particle to be studied in viscous fluids similar to air. 
The aerodynamic diameter is represented by the following 
equation6): 

 
where, Dae is the aerodynamic diameter, αe is the volume shape 

factor of the particles, KR is the resistance shape factor of particles, 
and the other variables are as defined previously. 

Figures 8–10 show identical DF distributions as a result of 
the particles organizing according to their aerodynamic diameter 
regardless of the test particles used. From this result, we found that 
organizing according to the aerodynamic diameter is effective in 
determining the performance of the filter. 

The measured DFs increased monotonically when the 
aerodynamic diameter was equal to or larger than approximately 
0.2 µm. Since the metal filter blocks particles that are larger than 
a certain size, and inertial collision is a dominant removal 
mechanism for smaller particles, we inferred that the effect of an 
inertial collision increased with the aerodynamic diameter. On the 
other hand, for the scrubber, the mechanisms whereby larger 
particles yield a higher removal effect include inertial collision 
and gravitational sedimentation, and it is possible that the effect 
of either one of these mechanisms increased. 

Therefore, for the purpose of investigating the trapping 

mechanism in the scrubber, we conducted a test in which only the 
DFs based on the scrubber were measured, with the metal filters 
removed. We used TiO2 as the particles for the test. Figure 11 
shows the measured DFs, which are organized according to the 
Stokes number. As this figure shows, the DFs increase with the 
Stokes number. In addition, even though the flow rates are 
different, the DFs shows somewhat similar tendencies when 
organized according to the Stokes number. Thus, we inferred that 
the influence of inertial collision is significant in causing the 
increase in DF due to the scrubber. 

These insights provide useful knowledge for further 
improving the performance of the scrubber in the future. Although 
lengthening the retention time in the scrubber water is required for 
gravitational sedimentation to have a significant influence on 
performance, an improvement that focuses on the Stokes number, 
such as increasing the ejection flow rate from the scrubber nozzle, 
is considered effective because inertial collision has a more 
significant influence. 

As a particle trapping mechanism, using the scrubber under 
accident conditions, the effect of trapping the particles at the 
gasliquid interface due to steam condensation is expected at the 
early stage of venting, but this effect will diminish because the 
scrubber water temperature increases with time. However, from 
our test results, we found that the required removal performance 
can be achieved by the trapping mechanism based on inertial 
collision, even if the scrubber water temperature increases as a 
result of continuing the venting when an accident occurs. 

As mentioned earlier, the distribution of particle sizes in Figs. 
8–10 was calculated by MAAP code with the assumption that the 
vent gas was discharged from the containment vessel suppression 
chamber. This distribution was referred to because the DFs tend 
to increase when the aerodynamic diameter is equal to or greater 
than 0.2 µm and this case gives a relatively smaller size 
distribution. The aerodynamic diameters in this case were 
distributed between 0.5 µm and 4 µm, with the peak between 1 μm 
and 2 μm. When venting from the dry well but not from the 
suppression chamber in the same accident scenario, the 
aerodynamic diameters of the particles flowing into the filtered 
containment venting system ranged from 0.7 μm to 10 μm, with 
the peak between 3 μm and 4 μm. The reason why the particle size 

  

Figure 10    Measured decontamination factor at the minimum vent flow condition (a simulated 
venting flow rate of 13,500 m3/h)
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influence of inertial collision is significant in causing the increase in DF due to the scrubber.
These insights provide useful knowledge for further improving the performance of the 

scrubber in the future. Although lengthening the retention time in the scrubber water is required 
for gravitational sedimentation to have a significant influence on performance, an improvement 
that focuses on the Stokes number, such as increasing the ejection flow rate from the scrubber 
nozzle, is considered effective because inertial collision has a more significant influence.

As a particle trapping mechanism, using the scrubber under accident conditions, the effect 
of trapping the particles at the gas-liquid interface due to steam condensation is expected at 
the early stage of venting, but this effect will diminish because the scrubber water temperature 
increases with time. However, from our test results, we found that the required removal perfor-
mance can be achieved by the trapping mechanism based on inertial collision, even if the scrub-
ber water temperature increases as a result of continuing the venting when an accident occurs.

As mentioned earlier, the distribution of particle sizes in Figures 8–10 was calculated by 
MAAP code with the assumption that the vent gas was discharged from the containment vessel 
suppression chamber. This distribution was referred to because the DFs tend to increase when 
the aerodynamic diameter is equal to or greater than 0.2 µm and this case gives a relatively 
smaller size distribution. The aerodynamic diameters in this case were distributed between 
0.5 µm and 4 µm, with the peak between 1 μm and 2 μm. When venting from the dry well but 
not from the suppression chamber in the same accident scenario, the aerodynamic diameters of 
the particles flowing into the filtered containment venting system ranged from 0.7 μm to 10 μm, 
with the peak between 3 μm and 4 μm. The reason why the particle size distribution shifted to 
the larger particle diameters is that there was no scrubbing effect by the suppression chamber. 
In addition, when we considered an alternative accident scenario that involved injection failure 
at high and low pressures, we obtained an almost identical particle size distribution as when 
venting was conducted from the suppression chamber in the scenario of a large break LOCA 
at an ABWR plant, with loss of all ECCS functions, and SBO. Regarding the size distribution 
of the aerosol particles in the containment vessel at the time of the accident, we found several 
examples based on analyses or experiments in past studies 7-9) that reported distributions with 
median diameters of several micrometers and geometric standard deviations of several microm-
eters. The results of our analyses are consistent with the outcomes of these previous studies.

Considering the particle size distributions and the DFs, we found that the DFs exceeded 
the development target of 1,000 in the range of our test, including the range of aerodynamic 
diameters where no particle was detected at the exit of the filter. In addition, for aerodynamic 
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In such a case, the integrated values of the number of particles 
detected at the entrance of the filter during the measurement 
period were plotted as the reference value of DF. Although this 
value corresponds to the DF of the case assuming one particle is 
detected at the exit, no particles were detected in the actual 
measurement. Therefore, it can be estimated that the DF was 
higher than this reference value. This reference DF value was used 
to determine whether a measured DF was equal to or higher than 
the target value (1,000). The reference DF value decreased as the 
particle diameter increased because the number density of test 
particles decreased with the particle diameter and the integrated 
value of the particle number at the entrance became smaller. 
Therefore, it did not show a reduction tendency for DF. 

In Figs. 8–10, the DFs were plotted against the aerodynamic 
diameter of test particles with different densities on the abscissa. 
The aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a hypothetical sphere 
with a density of 1 g/cm3, which achieves the same terminal 
velocity as the particle to be studied in viscous fluids similar to air. 
The aerodynamic diameter is represented by the following 
equation6): 

 
where, Dae is the aerodynamic diameter, αe is the volume shape 

factor of the particles, KR is the resistance shape factor of particles, 
and the other variables are as defined previously. 

Figures 8–10 show identical DF distributions as a result of 
the particles organizing according to their aerodynamic diameter 
regardless of the test particles used. From this result, we found that 
organizing according to the aerodynamic diameter is effective in 
determining the performance of the filter. 

The measured DFs increased monotonically when the 
aerodynamic diameter was equal to or larger than approximately 
0.2 µm. Since the metal filter blocks particles that are larger than 
a certain size, and inertial collision is a dominant removal 
mechanism for smaller particles, we inferred that the effect of an 
inertial collision increased with the aerodynamic diameter. On the 
other hand, for the scrubber, the mechanisms whereby larger 
particles yield a higher removal effect include inertial collision 
and gravitational sedimentation, and it is possible that the effect 
of either one of these mechanisms increased. 

Therefore, for the purpose of investigating the trapping 

mechanism in the scrubber, we conducted a test in which only the 
DFs based on the scrubber were measured, with the metal filters 
removed. We used TiO2 as the particles for the test. Figure 11 
shows the measured DFs, which are organized according to the 
Stokes number. As this figure shows, the DFs increase with the 
Stokes number. In addition, even though the flow rates are 
different, the DFs shows somewhat similar tendencies when 
organized according to the Stokes number. Thus, we inferred that 
the influence of inertial collision is significant in causing the 
increase in DF due to the scrubber. 

These insights provide useful knowledge for further 
improving the performance of the scrubber in the future. Although 
lengthening the retention time in the scrubber water is required for 
gravitational sedimentation to have a significant influence on 
performance, an improvement that focuses on the Stokes number, 
such as increasing the ejection flow rate from the scrubber nozzle, 
is considered effective because inertial collision has a more 
significant influence. 

As a particle trapping mechanism, using the scrubber under 
accident conditions, the effect of trapping the particles at the 
gasliquid interface due to steam condensation is expected at the 
early stage of venting, but this effect will diminish because the 
scrubber water temperature increases with time. However, from 
our test results, we found that the required removal performance 
can be achieved by the trapping mechanism based on inertial 
collision, even if the scrubber water temperature increases as a 
result of continuing the venting when an accident occurs. 

As mentioned earlier, the distribution of particle sizes in Figs. 
8–10 was calculated by MAAP code with the assumption that the 
vent gas was discharged from the containment vessel suppression 
chamber. This distribution was referred to because the DFs tend 
to increase when the aerodynamic diameter is equal to or greater 
than 0.2 µm and this case gives a relatively smaller size 
distribution. The aerodynamic diameters in this case were 
distributed between 0.5 µm and 4 µm, with the peak between 1 μm 
and 2 μm. When venting from the dry well but not from the 
suppression chamber in the same accident scenario, the 
aerodynamic diameters of the particles flowing into the filtered 
containment venting system ranged from 0.7 μm to 10 μm, with 
the peak between 3 μm and 4 μm. The reason why the particle size 

  

Figure 11    Relationship between measured decontamination factor of the scrubber and 
Stokes number (“Max flow,” “Mid flow,” and “Min flow” represent simulated 
venting flow rates of 33,000 m3/h, 27,000 m3/h, and 13,500 m3/h respectively)
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diameters that exceed the range of our test, it was inferred that the DFs exceeded that obtained 
for the diameter at the upper limit of the test range because inertial collision increases with the 
aerodynamic diameter. Furthermore, for larger particle sizes, the DFs are expected to be equal 
to or larger than 1,000 because of the additional effect of gravitational sedimentation in the 
scrubber and blocking by the metal filter.

(2) Liquid droplet removal performance of the metal filter
In this test, water-insoluble solid particles were used as simulation particles. However, the 

main particles observed in a severe accident are cesium iodide and cesium hydroxide, which 
are both water soluble. The fact that the simulation particles are water-insoluble is deemed con-
servative for the water scrubber performance evaluation and does not affect the performance of 
the metal filter. Therefore, this approach is also considered to be conservative in the evaluation 
of the particle removal performance of the filtering device.

However, in the event of a severe accident, it is conceivable that radioactive materials dis-
solve in the scrubber water, and that some of them are suspended by entrainment in liquid 
droplets downstream of the water scrubber. The metal filter also serves as a demister that traps 
these liquid droplets and returns them to the water scrubber to prevent them from scattering 
farther downstream. We confirmed this performance in our test.

Although the basic configuration of the test device was the same as that used to measure the 
particulate material removal performance (as shown in Figure 6), we used clean air rather than 
aerosols in this test. In addition to the two particle measurement points shown in Figure 6, we 
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the amount of entrained droplets between the 

inlet and the outlet of the metal filter (a simulated venting flow 
rate of 33,000 m3/h at twice the maximum containment design 
pressure) 

Fig. 13 Comparison of the amount of entrained droplets between the 
inlet and the outlet of the metal filter (a simulated venting flow 
rate of 13,500 m3/h) 

 
 
distribution shifted to the larger particle diameters is that there was 
no scrubbing effect by the suppression chamber. In addition, when 
we considered an alternative accident scenario that involved 
injection failure at high and low pressures, we obtained an almost 
identical particle size distribution as when venting was conducted 
from the suppression chamber in the scenario of a large break 
LOCA at an ABWR plant, with loss of all ECCS functions, and 
SBO. Regarding the size distribution of the aerosol particles in the 
containment vessel at the time of the accident, we found several 
examples based on analyses or experiments in past studies79) that 
reported distributions with median diameters of several 
micrometers and geometric standard deviations of several 
micrometers. The results of our analyses are consistent with the 
outcomes of these previous studies. 

Considering the particle size distributions and the DFs, we 
found that the DFs exceeded the development target of 1,000 in 
the range of our test, including the range of aerodynamic 
diameters where no particle was detected at the exit of the filter. 
In addition, for aerodynamic diameters that exceed the range of 
our test, it was inferred that the DFs exceeded that obtained for the 
diameter at the upper limit of the test range because inertial 
collision increases with the aerodynamic diameter. Furthermore, 
for larger particle sizes, the DFs are expected to be equal to or 
larger than 1,000 because of the additional effect of gravitational 
sedimentation in the scrubber and blocking by the metal filter. 

(2) Liquid Droplet Removal Performance of the 
Metal Filter 

In this test, water-insoluble solid particles were used as 
simulation particles. However, the main particles observed in a 
severe accident are cesium iodide and cesium hydroxide, which 
are both water soluble. The fact that the simulation particles are 
water-insoluble is deemed conservative for the water scrubber 
performance evaluation and does not affect the performance of the 
metal filter. Therefore, this approach is also considered to be 
conservative in the evaluation of the particle removal performance 
of the filtering device. 

However, in the event of a severe accident, it is conceivable 
that radioactive materials dissolve in the scrubber water, and that 
some of them are suspended by entrainment in liquid droplets 
downstream of the water scrubber. The metal filter also serves as 
a demister that traps these liquid droplets and returns them to the 
water scrubber to prevent them from scattering farther 
downstream. We confirmed this performance in our test. 

Although the basic configuration of the test device was the 
same as that used to measure the particulate material removal 
performance (as shown in Fig. 6), we used clean air rather than 

aerosols in this test. In addition to the two particle measurement 
points shown in Fig. 6, we added a third point near the entrance of 
the metal filters for liquid droplet measurement. Thus, we 
confirmed the liquid droplet removal performance of the metal 
filter by comparing the numbers and sizes of liquid droplets at the 
entrance and exit of the metal filters. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the test results under the maximum 
and minimum flow rate conditions. Under both conditions, we 
confirmed that almost no liquid droplets were detected at the exit 
of the metal filter, and that the filter is effective in preventing the 
dissolved radioactive materials from being released into the 
environment by entrainment. 

 
IV. Conclusion  

 
Based on the lessons learned from the accident that occurred 

at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, enhanced 
protection of safety functions against external events and 
enhanced measures to prevent core damage have been sought. 
Considering a severe accident where a reactor core is damaged, 
we developed a filtered containment venting system. This system 
is deemed capable of protecting a containment vessel from 
overpressure failure in the event of a severe accident and of 
reducing emissions of particulate radioactive materials into the 
environment to 1/1,000 or less. It was radioactive cesium that 
caused long-term and widespread environmental impacts from the 
accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station, and cesium is emitted mainly as a particulate material. In 
addition, radioactive iodine is emitted mostly as particulate 
cesium iodide. Therefore, this system is expected to mitigate the 
environmental impact significantly in the event of a severe 
accident. 

To ensure high removal performance in the filtered venting, 
the performance of the scrubbing section and the removal of liquid 
droplet entrainment containing the radioactive materials in the 
gaseous phase after scrubbing are important. Therefore, in 
developing the filtered containment venting system, we sought 
ways to improve the removal performance significantly by adding 
innovations such as combination of the scrubber nozzle with the 
air bubble subdividing device, water surface stabilization using 
the flow regulating plate located in the upper part of the scrubbing 
section, and removal of entrainment using metal filters. 
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Figure 12    Comparison of the amount of entrained droplets between the inlet and the outlet 
of the metal filter (a simulated venting flow rate of 33,000 m3/h at twice the 
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distribution shifted to the larger particle diameters is that there was 
no scrubbing effect by the suppression chamber. In addition, when 
we considered an alternative accident scenario that involved 
injection failure at high and low pressures, we obtained an almost 
identical particle size distribution as when venting was conducted 
from the suppression chamber in the scenario of a large break 
LOCA at an ABWR plant, with loss of all ECCS functions, and 
SBO. Regarding the size distribution of the aerosol particles in the 
containment vessel at the time of the accident, we found several 
examples based on analyses or experiments in past studies79) that 
reported distributions with median diameters of several 
micrometers and geometric standard deviations of several 
micrometers. The results of our analyses are consistent with the 
outcomes of these previous studies. 

Considering the particle size distributions and the DFs, we 
found that the DFs exceeded the development target of 1,000 in 
the range of our test, including the range of aerodynamic 
diameters where no particle was detected at the exit of the filter. 
In addition, for aerodynamic diameters that exceed the range of 
our test, it was inferred that the DFs exceeded that obtained for the 
diameter at the upper limit of the test range because inertial 
collision increases with the aerodynamic diameter. Furthermore, 
for larger particle sizes, the DFs are expected to be equal to or 
larger than 1,000 because of the additional effect of gravitational 
sedimentation in the scrubber and blocking by the metal filter. 

(2) Liquid Droplet Removal Performance of the 
Metal Filter 

In this test, water-insoluble solid particles were used as 
simulation particles. However, the main particles observed in a 
severe accident are cesium iodide and cesium hydroxide, which 
are both water soluble. The fact that the simulation particles are 
water-insoluble is deemed conservative for the water scrubber 
performance evaluation and does not affect the performance of the 
metal filter. Therefore, this approach is also considered to be 
conservative in the evaluation of the particle removal performance 
of the filtering device. 

However, in the event of a severe accident, it is conceivable 
that radioactive materials dissolve in the scrubber water, and that 
some of them are suspended by entrainment in liquid droplets 
downstream of the water scrubber. The metal filter also serves as 
a demister that traps these liquid droplets and returns them to the 
water scrubber to prevent them from scattering farther 
downstream. We confirmed this performance in our test. 

Although the basic configuration of the test device was the 
same as that used to measure the particulate material removal 
performance (as shown in Fig. 6), we used clean air rather than 

aerosols in this test. In addition to the two particle measurement 
points shown in Fig. 6, we added a third point near the entrance of 
the metal filters for liquid droplet measurement. Thus, we 
confirmed the liquid droplet removal performance of the metal 
filter by comparing the numbers and sizes of liquid droplets at the 
entrance and exit of the metal filters. 

Figures 12 and 13 show the test results under the maximum 
and minimum flow rate conditions. Under both conditions, we 
confirmed that almost no liquid droplets were detected at the exit 
of the metal filter, and that the filter is effective in preventing the 
dissolved radioactive materials from being released into the 
environment by entrainment. 

 
IV. Conclusion  

 
Based on the lessons learned from the accident that occurred 

at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station, enhanced 
protection of safety functions against external events and 
enhanced measures to prevent core damage have been sought. 
Considering a severe accident where a reactor core is damaged, 
we developed a filtered containment venting system. This system 
is deemed capable of protecting a containment vessel from 
overpressure failure in the event of a severe accident and of 
reducing emissions of particulate radioactive materials into the 
environment to 1/1,000 or less. It was radioactive cesium that 
caused long-term and widespread environmental impacts from the 
accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 
Station, and cesium is emitted mainly as a particulate material. In 
addition, radioactive iodine is emitted mostly as particulate 
cesium iodide. Therefore, this system is expected to mitigate the 
environmental impact significantly in the event of a severe 
accident. 

To ensure high removal performance in the filtered venting, 
the performance of the scrubbing section and the removal of liquid 
droplet entrainment containing the radioactive materials in the 
gaseous phase after scrubbing are important. Therefore, in 
developing the filtered containment venting system, we sought 
ways to improve the removal performance significantly by adding 
innovations such as combination of the scrubber nozzle with the 
air bubble subdividing device, water surface stabilization using 
the flow regulating plate located in the upper part of the scrubbing 
section, and removal of entrainment using metal filters. 
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Figure 13    Comparison of the amount of entrained droplets between the inlet and the outlet 
of the metal filter (a simulated venting flow rate of 13,500 m3/h)
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added a third point near the entrance of the metal filters for liquid droplet measurement. Thus, 
we confirmed the liquid droplet removal performance of the metal filter by comparing the 
numbers and sizes of liquid droplets at the entrance and exit of the metal filters.

Figures 12 and 13 show the test results under the maximum and minimum flow rate con-
ditions. Under both conditions, we confirmed that almost no liquid droplets were detected at 
the exit of the metal filter, and that the filter is effective in preventing the dissolved radioactive 
materials from being released into the environment by entrainment.

IV. Conclusions 
Based on the lessons learned from the accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nu-

clear Power Plant, enhanced protection of safety functions against external events and enhanced 
measures to prevent core damage have been sought. Considering a severe accident where a 
reactor core is damaged, we developed a filtered containment venting system. This system 
is deemed capable of protecting a containment vessel from overpressure failure in the event 
of a severe accident and of reducing emissions of particulate radioactive materials into the 
environment to 1/1,000 or less. It was radioactive cesium that caused long-term and widespread 
environmental impacts from the accident that occurred at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Pow-
er Plant, and cesium is emitted mainly as a particulate material. In addition, radioactive iodine 
is emitted mostly as particulate cesium iodide. Therefore, this system is expected to mitigate 
the environmental impact significantly in the event of a severe accident.

To ensure high removal performance in the filtered venting, the performance of the scrub-
bing section and the removal of liquid droplet entrainment containing the radioactive materials 
in the gaseous phase after scrubbing are important. Therefore, in developing the filtered con-
tainment venting system, we sought ways to improve the removal performance significantly by 
adding innovations such as combination of the scrubber nozzle with the air bubble subdividing 
device, water surface stabilization using the flow regulating plate located in the upper part of 
the scrubbing section, and removal of entrainment using metal filters.

In addition, since the aerosol removal characteristics are generally dependent on particle 
diameter and density, it is important to understand these characteristics in considering the pro-
cedures for selecting the mitigation and vent operation methods in the event of an accident. In 
this study, we confirmed the characteristics of DFs that are dependent on the particle diameter. 
In addition, in considering the characteristics of DFs based on particles with different densities, 
we confirmed that the aerodynamic diameter is an effective index. Since the characteristics of 
particulate materials, such as particle size distribution, vary with the stage of progress of an 
accident and the existence of a containment vessel spray, the insights gained from this study can 
contribute to plant management decisions for selecting mitigation and vent operation methods 
in the event of an accident and determining which method maximizes the release inhibition 
effect.

Furthermore, within the range of particle size distributions assumed present in a contain-
ment vessel after a severe accident, we concluded that inertial collision is a significant trap-
ping mechanism in a filtering device, among several trapping mechanisms. In particular, for 
the scrubber, the DF is correlated with the particle diameters and the venting flow rates by 
the Stokes number. Moreover, we found that the removal performance of the scrubber was 
enhanced by inertial collision even when steam condensation no longer occurred due to the 
increase in water temperature caused by continuous venting.
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Containment Vessel and Operation of Filtered 
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Significant leakage of the primary containment vessel (PCV) occurred on March 15, 2011 
at Unit 2 of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station, causing land contamination over 
a large area. From the radiation dose rate map of Unit 2 and the temperature trend of the PCV, 
degradation of the PCV top head flange gasket was identified as the cause of the leakage. The 
design set point of the rapture disc and operability of the valves in the hardened containment 
venting system were further identified as factors contributing to the leakage. Based on the les-
sons from the leakage, the gasket material was improved to have greater heat resistance in a 
steam environment, the PCV cooling system was diversified to improve reliability, and the op-
erability and operation methods of the PCV venting were improved for greater robustness of the 
PCV in severe accidents.

KEYWORDS: accident, analysis, accident management, nuclear reactor, primary contain-
ment vessel, filtered containment venting system, gasket, Fukushima Dai-ichi, The Great 
East Japan Earthquake

I. Introduction
During the accident that occurred at Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear Power Station (hereinafter 

referred to as “Fukushima Dai-ichi”) on March 11, 2011, a large amount of radioactive material 
was released into the air with serious consequences on the surrounding environment. Based on 
the investigation and analysis conducted thus far, which compared the results of monitoring 
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the radiation outside the plant with the timing of the events that occurred in the plant, it is said 
that the Unit 2 reactor released the largest amount of radioactive material into the atmosphere 
of Units 1, 2 and 3, where core melting occurred. The Unit 2 reactor was the cause of the high 
level of contamination that occurred in the areas northwest of Fukushima Dai-ichi, particularly 
the village of Iitate 1). 

In Unit 2, depressurization of the primary containment vessel (hereinafter referred to as 
“PCV”) through venting failed. Although it is believed the leakage was a result of loss of the 
containment function of the PCV, the location and cause of the leakage have yet to be identified.

In addition, since PCVs are expected to maintain their containment function under condi-
tions up to double the designed maximum working pressure and 200°C, this is regarded as 
the precondition that must be taken into account by all domestic nuclear power stations when 
formulating severe accident measures. However, the maximum PCV pressure measured in Unit 
2 was lower than this condition.

The new regulatory standards require nuclear power stations to install a PCV pressure relief 
system equipped with a radioactive material emissions reduction function called a filtered con-
tainment venting system (FCVS). However, for an FCVS to function effectively, a PCV needs 
to maintain its containment function. Otherwise, the radioactive materials have the potential to 
bypass the filter and be released. In addition, if the venting operation fails, as it did in Unit 2, 
it is possible that the containment function of the PCV may be lost before operating the vent. 

Therefore, it is important to clarify the location and cause of the leaks from the PCV of Unit 
2 when considering measures to operate the FCVS effectively and mitigate the consequences of 
an accident. In this article, we consider loss of the containment function in Unit 2 and discuss 
improvement measures based on our findings.

II. Analysis of the Leakage from the PCV in Unit 2 of 
Fukushima Dai-ichi

1.  Loss of the Containment Function of the PCV of Unit 2

The actual measured pressure of the PCV of Unit 2, and the PCV pressure and tempera-
ture evaluated using MAAP code were published by the Tokyo Electric Power Company 1), as 
shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

The measured dry well pressure value of Unit 2 increased rapidly at around 22:40 on March 
14 and then decreased significantly between 7:00 and 11:00 on March 15. The air dose rate 
near the main gate of Fukushima Dai-ichi increased rapidly from approximately 0.1 mSv/h to 
10 mSv/h around the same time, but PCV venting was not conducted in Units 1 and 3 during 
that time. Therefore, it is believed that the PCV of Unit 2 lost its containment function around 
that time.

On the afternoon of March 14, the measured pressure values of the suppression chamber 
and dry well became significantly separated from each other and the measured pressure value 
of the suppression chamber decreased. Since both sections are connected via vent pipes, such 
separation does not occur as an actual phenomenon and is considered to be a result of a failure 
of the pressure indication of the suppression chamber.

The maximum pressure in the PCV measured before loss of the PCV function was approx-
imately 0.75 MPa [abs] and did not reach 0.95 MPa [abs], the pressure limit for maintaining 
function (twice the maximum working pressure) assumed before the accident. In addition, the 
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maximum analytical value of the temperature in the PCV evaluated using MAAP code before 
loss of the containment function was approximately 175°C and did not reach 200°C, the as-
sumed temperature limit for maintaining function before the accident.

2. Location of the Leakage that Caused Loss of the Containment Function of 
the PCV

As mentioned above, loss of the containment function of the PCV of Unit 2 occurred be-
tween 7:00 and 11:00 on March 15. Figure 3 shows a photograph of Unit 2 taken on March 15. 
This photograph shows the steam discharged from the opening of a blow-out panel on the top 

Figure 1    Pressure trend of the PCV at Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 1)

  D/W and S/C refer to the “dry well” and “suppression chamber” 
of the PCV respectively. SRV refers to the “safety relief valve.”

Figure 2    Temperature trend of the PCV at Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 1) 
  D/W and S/C refer to the “dry well” and “suppression chamber” 

of the PCV respectively. SRV refers to the “safety relief valve.”
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floor of the reactor building. Figures 4–9 show the air radiation dose distributions measured in 
the Unit 2 reactor building after the accident. The dose rate distribution on the top floor of the 
reactor building (5th floor) is shown in Figure 4; the dose rate is high near the opening of the 
blow-out panel where the discharge of steam was observed, as shown in Figure 3. Therefore, 
it is estimated that a large amount of the radioactive material that leaked from the PCV due 
to loss of the containment function was released into the atmosphere from the opening of the 
blow-out panel. 

In addition, according to the dose rate distribution on the 5th floor shown in Figure 4, the 

Unit: mSv/h

Stairs

Reactor well
shieldplugs

Opening of
a blow-out
panel

Hatch

Stairs

Fig. 4 Spatial radiation dose rate on the 5th floor of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building.

Stairs

Figure 4    Spatial radiation dose rate on the 5th floor of the Fukushima Dai-
ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building

Figure 3    Steam coming out of a blow-out panel opening at the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building on March 15, 2011
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Hatch

Landing

Fig. 5 Spatial radiation dose rate on the 4th floor of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building.Figure 5    Spatial radiation dose rate on the 4th floor of the Fukushima Dai-
ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building
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Fig. 6 Spatial radiation dose rate on the 3rd floor of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building.Figure 6    Spatial radiation dose rate on the 3rd floor of the Fukushima Dai-
ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building
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Fig. 7 Spatial radiation dose rate on the 2nd floor of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building.Figure 7    Spatial radiation dose rate on the 2nd floor of the Fukushima 
Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building
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Fig. 8 Spatial radiation dose rate on the 1st floor of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building.
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Figure 8    Spatial radiation dose rate on the 1st floor of the Fukushima Dai-
ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building
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dose rates measured above the shield plug of the reactor well were higher than those measured 
in the surrounding area. On the other hand, the dose rates measured at the stairs connecting 
the 5th floor and the lower floor and near the hatch are lower than those measured above the 
shield plug. Furthermore, comparing the dose rates between the stairs on the 5th and 4th floors 
(Refer to Figure 5) and between the hatch on the 5th and 4th floor, they were higher on the 5th 
floor. Therefore, it seems unlikely that the leakage occurred on a lower floor and the radioactive 
materials reached the 5th floor through the stairs and the hatch opening and were then released 
into the atmosphere from the opening of the blow-out panel. Although the dose rate was not 
measured at the stairs shown on the lower right of the Figure, it is highly unlikely that the 
leakage occurred on a lower floor and the radioactive materials reached the 5th floor through 
the stairs because the stairs on the 4th and 3rd floors (Refer to Figure 6) passed between the 
shield wall of the spent fuel pool and the outer wall of the reactor building, creating no leakage 
path from the PCV. Additionally, the dose rate measured on the 2nd floor (Refer to Figure 7) 
was lower than that of the 5th floor. These investigation results suggest the possibility that a 
large amount of the radioactive material leaked from the PCV head flange directly beneath the 
shield plug of the reactor well.

Furthermore, Figures 8 and 9 show the dose rate distributions on the 1st floor and the middle 
basement, but the dose rates measured at the stairs and hatches were lower than those measured 
on the 5th floor, so it seems unlikely that they became advection paths for radioactive materials. 
Although high dose rates were measured near the PCV penetrations on these floors, the dose 
rates measured in the surrounding rooms and corridors were low. This is believed to be because 
of the influence of the radiation that transmitted from inside the PCV pressure boundary; how-
ever, significant leakage did not occur in these places.

Unit: mSv/h

Stairs Stairs

StairsStairs

Landing

Water

Water

Landing

NearWater

Fig. 9 Spatial radiation dose rate in the middle basement of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 Reactor Building.Figure 9    Spatial radiation dose rate in the middle basement of the Fukushi-
ma Dai-ichi Unit 2 reactor building
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From the above, the leakage of radioactive materials into the atmosphere due to loss of the 
containment function of the PCV is considered to have occurred primarily from the top head 
of the PCV.

The water containing radioactive materials was retained in the triangular corner areas of the 
four corners of the reactor building shown in Figure 9. If a leakage occurred in the PCV or a 
system connected to the PCV such as the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system in these 
areas, the containment function would have been lost, the PCV would depressurize, and the 
radioactive materials injected at high pressure would have spread high-concentration contam-
ination to these triangular corner areas and stairs. However, the dose rates measured at those 
places were low, and the dose rates measured at the stairs increased with elevation. Therefore, 
the cause of the contamination of the retained water was distinct from the leakage that occurred 
when the containment function was lost—the contamination occurred after that.

The sealant for the top head flange of the PCV was made of silicone rubber. Silicone rubber 
is a material that can withstand relatively high temperatures because the binding energy of si-
loxane polymer, which is its basic structure, is greater than the carbon binding energy. Howev-
er, in a high-temperature steam environment, siloxane polymer is hydrolyzed and disconnected; 
it is known that the performance of siloxane polymer decreases significantly at temperatures of 
150°C or higher 2). As Figure 2 shows, the dry well temperature exceeded 100°C on March 12 
and was 150°C or higher on and after March 13. Therefore, it is believed that the deterioration 
of the silicone rubber occurred during that time. It withstood the increase in PCV pressure from 
22:00 on March 14, but eventually lost its leakage resistance due to advanced deterioration.

3. Venting Operation Problem

It is possible that loss of the containment function of the PCV of Unit 2 could have been 
avoided if the pressure had been reduced by conducting containment venting before the top 
head flange sealant deteriorated or the PCV pressure increased rapidly in that state. However, 
this could not be achieved because the working venting pressure setting was high, and it was 
difficult to operate the venting valves.

Although Unit 2 was equipped with a hardened containment venting system as a measure 
to mitigate severe accidents, the set working pressure of the rupture disk incorporated into the 
venting system was 0.528 MPa [abs] and was designed to allow venting at a higher pressure. 
This pressure was set according to the designed maximum working pressure of the PCV and 
was common to domestic plants before the accident occurred.

Instructions on venting preparation were issued by the head of the site emergency response 
organization (site superintendent) at 17:30 on March 12 when water injection into the reactor 
was continuously performed using the RCIC system. The site emergency response organization 
completed the operation for opening the valves required for venting by 11:00 on March 13. 
However, as Figure 1 shows, the PCV pressure had not yet reached the set working pressure 
of the rupture disk at that moment, and the venting could not be started. Although the valves 
were kept open, it was confirmed on the site that the air-operated valve that had been kept open 
closed when the adjacent Unit 3 caused an explosion at 11:01 on March 14. After that, attempts 
were made to open the valve using a temporary air compressor, but the attempt to relieve the 
pressure in the PCV did not succeed, as shown in Figure 1.

Under these conditions, the PCV pressure increased rapidly at approximately 22:40 on 
March 14 and exceeded the set working pressure of the rupture disk for the first time.

This is believed to be because of a large amount of steam and hydrogen generated due to 
the water-zirconium reaction that occurred when seawater was injected by a fire engine. In 
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Unit 2, water injection into the reactor was conducted using the RCIC system, but the loss of 
the reactor cooling function caused by the loss of the RCIC function was confirmed by the 
site emergency response organization at 13:25 on March 14. Because of this, the reactor water 
level decreased and reached the bottom of the active fuel around 18:10. It is believed that the 
water-zirconium reaction progressed rapidly because the fire engines were activated at 19:54 
and 19:57 to inject seawater into the reactor 1, 3). The amount of hydrogen generated by this 
reaction, evaluated using the MAAP code, was approximately 460 kg.

It could be also confirmed from the increase in the measurements of the containment atmo-
spheric monitoring system (CAMS) that the core damage progressed after water injection into 
the reactor was resumed by a fire engine. Figure 10 shows the changes in the measurements of 
CAMS from 12:00 on March 14 to 0:00 on March 16. After water injection until around 0:00 
on March 15, the measurements increased rapidly both in the dry well and the suppression 
chamber. This is believed to be a result of the rapid progress of the zirconium-water reaction 
due to water injection that caused the generation of a large amount of hydrogen and the release 
of fission products due to core damage. They were transferred to the suppression chamber 
via the main steam safety relief valves and to the dry well via the vacuum break valves. The 
reason why the indicated value of the suppression chamber is smaller than that of the dry well 
is because the CAMS on the suppression chamber side measure the dose rate outside the PCV.

Because the CAMS was unable to make measurements between 7:00 and 11:00 on March 15, 
when the PCV lost its containment function, the trend during that period is unknown. However, 
between 6:20 and 6:25, before measurement failure, the CAMS measurement of the dry well 
decreased rapidly from 62.7 Sv/h to 43.0 Sv/h; it may have captured loss of the containment 
function in the dry well as well as the leakage into the reactor building, which is consistent with 
the above estimation that the containment function was lost due to leakage from the top head of 
the PCV. The CAMS measurement recorded its highest value at 16:10 on March 15, possibly 
due to the continuous progress of core damage that resulted in the relocation of the damaged 
core and breakage of the reactor.

As described above, it is considered that the containment function was lost due to leakage 
from the top head of the PCV because venting could not be conducted before a rapid increase 
in the PCV pressure due to the problem of the containment venting pressure setting and the 
operability of the valve required for venting, and because the sealant was deteriorated.

Figure 10    CAMS of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 from March 14 to 
March 16, 2011  
D/W refers to the “dry well” and S/C refers to the “suppression 
chamber” of the PCV.
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4. Mitigation of the Consequences after the PCV Lost its Containment Function

Although the cause of loss of the containment function of the PCV of Unit 2 was discussed 
in previous sections, it is useful from the view point of resilience to consider whether the subse-
quent response was effective in mitigating the consequences at the time of the severe accident.

As Figure 11 shows, the CAMS measurement in Unit 2 decreased monotonically after it 
reached its peak at 16:10 on March 15. This indicates that continuous water injection cooled the 
fuel debris, which led to the suppression of the additional release of fission products. 

Figure 11    CAMS of the Fukushima Dai-ichi Unit 2 from March to Novem-
ber 2011  
D/W refers to the “dry well” and S/C refers to the “suppression 
chamber” of the PCV.
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Fig. 12 PCV pressure of Units 1, 2 and 3 (1F1, 1F2, 1F3), and environmental radiation1).Figure 12    The PCV pressures of Units 1, 2 and 3 (1F1, 1F2, and 1F3, 
respectively) as well as environmental radiation 1)
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The changes in the dose rate measured at the Fukushima Dai-ichi site and the changes in the 
PCV pressures of Units 1, 2 and 3 are as shown in Figure 12 1). It shows that continuous water 
injection reduced the dose rate almost monotonically on and after March 26 and the situation 
where a large amount of additional radioactive material could have been released into the at-
mosphere was avoided. In addition, the pressure in the PCV was stabilized through continuous 
water injection.

Therefore, continuing water injection to cool fuel debris and reduce the pressure in the PCV, 
even after it loses its containment function, is considered to be an effective mitigation measure.

III. Improvement Based on the Lessons Learned from the 
Leakage from the PCV in Unit 2 of Fukushima Dai-ichi

1. Basic Policy for Improvement

It was estimated above that the loss of the PCV’s containment function in Unit 2 of Fuku-
shima Dai-ichi occurred at the top head flange of the PCV and was caused by the deterioration 
of the gasket sealing material in a high-temperature steam environment and the increase in 
PCV pressure due to hydrogen and steam generated when water injection into the reactor was 
resumed. Thus, to maintain the radioactive material containment function of the PCV in a se-
vere accident, it is important to systematically approach both temperature and pressure aspects 
in terms of the following:

- Mitigation of an increase in the PCV boundary temperature: Even in the situation where 
emergency systems have lost their function, using an alternative system, the increase in the 
PCV boundary temperature should be mitigated by spraying water in the PCV, injecting water 
immediately beneath the reactor to cool the fuel debris, and conducting water cooling of the 
outer surface of the top head of the PCV.

- Improvement of the heat resistance performance of the PCV boundary: Improve the sealant 
that constitutes part of the PCV boundary to enhance the leakage-resistance performance under 
a high-temperature steam environment.

- Prevention of a rapid increase in PCV pressure and an over-pressure exceeding the pressure 
limit: Enable the implementation of containment venting without fail before a rapid increase in 
pressure or an over-pressure occurs.

Of the above approaches, except for the cooling of the outer surface of the top head of 
the PCV by water injection, spray and water injection using an alternative system had been 
positioned as accident management measures before the accident at Fukushima Dai-ichi. Since 
the accident, further improvements, such as the addition of alternative power sources using gas 
turbine generators and the enhancement of the reliability in the operation of fire engines, have 
already been implemented.

The effectiveness of cooling a PCV using an alternative system in the event of a severe 
accident has been proven through an actual case. The increases in the temperature and pressure 
in the PCV were successfully mitigated to some extent in Units 1, 2 and 4 of the Fukushima 
Daini Nuclear Power Station by conducting alternative PCV spraying using make-up water 
condensate systems (MUWC) in the emergency situation after the Great East Japan Earth-
quake. In addition, enhancing the reliability of water injection in the event of a severe accident 
is important not only for maintaining the containment function of the PCV but also acts as a 
resilience measure in the event of PCV leakage, as discussed above.
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Since these measures have already been implemented, the following sections will examine 
methods for improving the sealant and the operation of containment venting—two important 
tasks to work on.

2. Improvement of the Sealant 

(1) Changing the sealing material
For the purpose of maintaining leakage resistance performance under a high-temperature 

steam condition in the event of a severe accident, the material of the gasket used for the top head 
flange of the PCV was changed from conventional silicone rubber to improved ethylene-pro-
pylene-diene rubber (improved EPDM) 4-6). The material possesses superior steam and radiation 
resistance and exhibited no deterioration-related behavior at the iodine concentration assumed 
to be present in a severe accident. Since the flange gasket of the hatches and the valve seals of 
the PCV were also made of silicone rubber, it was determined that improved EPDM should be 
utilized for these as well.

Furthermore, a backup sealing material (silicone-based one-component fire-resistant seal-
ant) was added to the top head flange and the hatches 4, 7). This sealing material was applied to 
the flange surface located outside the gasket mounting groove. Although the leakage resistance 
performance was maintained by the gasket while a pressure higher than the maximum working 
pressure was applied to the PCV in a severe accident, the backup sealing material is intended to 
enhance the long-term maintenance of leakage resistance performance after the PCV pressure 
has been decreased through containment venting, etc. Even if the flange remains at high tem-
peratures for a long time after the accident, the backup sealing material can maintain its leakage 
resistance performance independently and is also expected to reduce oxidation degradation of 
the improved EPDM gasket by blocking external air.

Figure 13 presents a diagram of the conceptual layout of the sealants in the top head flange 
of the PCV. They are arranged in the same way in the hatch flanges.

(2) Environmental qualification test for the sealants made of improved EPDM
We conducted a test to determine if the improved EPDM sealants could maintain their per-

formance in the environment created by a severe accident.
In this test, a sealing material exposed to γ-ray irradiation of 800 kGy was mounted on a 

simulated flange, exposed to a dry air environment at 200°C or a steam environment at 250°C 
for 168 hours, and then pressurized up to 0.9 MPa [gage] with helium to check if airtightness was 
maintained. The irradiation dose was determined considering the accumulated radiation dose 
for seven days after the accident caused by the combined event of loss of coolant (large-break 
LOCA), station blackout, and a total loss of emergency core cooling system functions—a typical 
severe accident sequence which leads to over-pressure and over-temperature of the PCV in a 
boiling water reactor (BWR) plant. In addition, the high-temperature exposure condition was set 

Body side

Outside of PCV

Improved EPDM seal

Buck-up seal
Top head side

Fig. 13 Seal arrangement for PCV top head flange.

Figure 13   Seal arrangement of the PCV top head flange
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to exceed 200°C, which was the limit temperature for the PCV leading to containment venting.
In addition to the steam environment to which the sealants are exposed in the event of an 

accident, they were also exposed to high temperatures generated by dry air which have the 
potential to lead to deterioration through an oxidation reaction.

Figure 14 shows the external appearance of the simulated flange used for the test. The 
seal groove of the simulated flange and the section size of the mounted sealing material were 
half those of the actual system. In addition, a step was provided inside the simulated flange 
to simulate a situation where the PCV is pressurized and the flange is opened in the event of 
an accident, and the sealing material was exposed to high-temperature steam while mounted 
on the flange. After it was exposed to a predetermined environment in the autoclave, it was 
pressurized by helium to check its airtightness .

In the event of an accident, the sealing material is exposed to radiation while it is mounted on 
the flange. In this test, post-radiation sealing material was mounted on the flange and controlled 
so that face-to-face dimension at the sealing material mounting groove could simulate the actual 
system when the flange was tightened. In this way, it is possible to determine the airtightness of 
the actual system because the tightening condition could be controlled without being influenced 
by a change in the physical properties of the sealing material due to irradiation.

In addition, in the case of domestic BWR plants where the PCV is filled with nitrogen gas, 
the PCV is pressurized with a gas mixture consisting mainly of nitrogen, hydrogen, and water 
vapor in the event of a severe accident. In this test, we used helium, which has a lower molec-
ular weight than the average molecular weight of this mixture gas and a small molecular radius 
in terms of hydrogen simulation. This enabled us to easily maintain safety during the experi-
ment. The technical standard for automobile fuel systems fueled by compressed hydrogen gas 
(Notice Defining the Details of the Safety Standards for Road Transport Vehicles (Attachment 
100)) 8) requires that the helium leak rate should be multiplied by 1.33 to estimate the hydrogen 
leak rate. On the other hand, the helium leak rate is multiplied by 1.41 to correct the leak rate 
by raising the gas constant ratio to the 0.5th power according to the guides stipulated by U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission governing the evaluation of the leak rate of PCVs 9). In this test, 
by using an extremely low leak rate condition with no pressure decrease during airtightness 
testing and no bubble generation with bubble solution as the judgment criterion, we found that 
adaptability to the actual system could be determined using helium gas without any problems.

Table 1 shows the results of the airtightness test. After pressurized to 0.3 MPa [gage], the 
test system was retained for ten minutes. Then, it was pressurized again and retained for thirty 
minutes after reaching at 0.65 MPa [gage] and at 0.9 MPa [gage]. During each retention period, 
no pressure drop was observed. In addition, no bubble generation was observed in the leakage 
check using bubble solution and superior airtightness was confirmed. Furthermore, we also 
conducted a helium airtightness test in the same way with the flange test piece after opening 

Fig. 14 Test flange and improved EPDM gasket.

Upper face of the test flange

Improved EPDM gasket

Lower face of the test flange

Figure 14   Test flange and improved EPDM gasket
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it by 0.8 mm using a jig after exposure to high temperature, considering that the flange opens 
when it is pressurized in the event of an accident. Since the section sizes of the simulated flange 
and gasket used in this test are half of those used in an actual system, an opening of 0.8 mm in 
the test system corresponded to the 1.6 mm opening in an actual system. In the case of a PCV 
in an advanced BWR (ABWR) plant, the flange of the equipment hatch has the largest opening 
displacement when the pressure doubles the maximum working pressure in the event of an 
accident. Although the displacement becomes larger on the inner gasket side than on the outer 
gasket side, it was approximately 1.4 mm on the inner gasket side, which is within the range 
of the opening condition set in this test. No leakage was observed in this test and it was con-
firmed that airtightness was maintained through the resiliency of the sealing material (which 
was compressed in advance and installed) even if an opening was created when the PCV was 
pressurized at a pressure double the maximum working pressure.

In addition, as a result of checking the external appearance of the sealing material after the 
test, no abnormalities such as cracks were observed on the surface.

In the case of a severe accident in an actual plant, measures are taken to decrease the tem-
perature and pressure of the PCV by conducting containment venting or alternative recircula-
tion cooling within a few days following the accident (less than a week). From the above test 
result, it is evident that the sealing material made of improved EPDM can maintain its leakage 
resistance performance under a severe accident environment, at least until then.

(3) The environmental qualification test of the backup sealing material
We also conducted environmental qualification test of the backup sealing material. In this 

test, the simulated flange to which the backup sealing material was applied was irradiated 
with γ-rays of 800 kGy or higher to simulate the accumulated radiation dose seven days after 
an accident, and it was exposed to a steam environment of 250°C for 168 hours. Then, it was 
pressurized up to 0.9 MPa with helium to check airtightness. Figure 15 shows the condition 
of the airtightness test and Table 2 shows the test results. In an actual system, the backup 
sealing material is used in combination with a gasket made of improved EPDM. However, in 
this test, only the sealing material was applied, and the gasket was not mounted to confirm the 
performance. The retention times for each pressure in the airtightness test were ten minutes at 
0.3 MPa and thirty minutes at 0.65 MPa and 0.9 MPa. During each retention period, no bubble 
generation was observed in the leakage check using bubble solution and no pressure drop was 
observed. And the results demonstrated superior airtightness.

Next, in terms of maintaining the leakage resistance performance for long periods following 
an accident, we conducted long-term, high-temperature exposure at a temperature of 200°C 
with a combination of a gasket made of improved EPDM (irradiated with γ-rays of 800 kGy) 
and backup sealing material. After exposure, the test system was pressurized with helium and 
retained for ten minutes at 0.3 MPa and thirty minutes at 0.65 MPa and 0.9 MPa to confirm 
the airtightness performance. Table 3 shows the test results. Under these conditions, no bubble 
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圧力降下は認められなかった。また，発泡液を用いた漏え
い確認でも発泡は認められず，良好な気密性を示した。さ
らに，事故時に加圧されることでフランジに開口が生じる
ことを考慮し，高温暴露後のフランジ試験体を冶具で 0.8  
mm開口させた状態で，同様にヘリウム気密試験を行っ
た。本試験に用いた模擬フランジとガスケットは，断面寸
法が実機の 1/2スケールであることから，これは実機で
1.6 mmの開口に相当する。ABWRプラントの格納容器
において，事故時に圧力が最高使用圧力の 2倍になった
時点で，開口変位が最大になるのは機器ハッチのフランジ
である。変位量は外側ガスケットの位置より，内側ガス
ケットの位置の方が大きくなるが，内側ガスケットの位置
で約 1.4 mmであり，本試験で設定した開口条件はこれを
包絡するものになっている。この試験でも漏えいは認めら
れず，格納容器が最高使用圧力の 2倍まで加圧されてフ
ランジに開口が生じても，あらかじめ圧縮して取り付けら
れているシール材が復元することで，気密性が維持される
ことが確認された。
　また，これらの試験後にシール材の外観を確認したが，
表面に割れ等の異常は認められなかった。
　実機の過酷事故では，事故後数日以内（1週間未満）で，
格納容器ベントもしくは代替循環冷却によって格納容器の
温度と圧力を低下させる対応を取る。上述の試験結果か
ら，少なくともそれまでの期間，過酷事故環境下で改良型
EPDM製シール材は耐漏えい性能を維持できると評価で
きる。
（ 3）バックアップシール材の耐環境性確認試験
　バックアップシール材を模擬フランジに塗布し，事故後
7日間の累積放射線量を考慮して 800 kGy以上のγ線照
射を行った後に，250℃の蒸気環境下で 168時間暴露し，
ヘリウムを用いて 0.9 MPaまで加圧して気密性を確認し
た。気密試験の実施状況を Fig. 15に，試験結果を
 Table 2に示す。実機において，バックアップシール材
は改良型 EPDM製ガスケットと合わせて用いられるが，
本試験ではガスケットを装着せず，本シール材のみ塗布施
工して性能を確認した。気密試験における各試験圧力での
保持時間は，0.3 MPaのときが 10分，0.65 MPaと 0.9  
MPaのときがそれぞれ 30分であるが，いずれも発泡液
を用いた漏えい確認において発泡はなく，圧力降下も認め

ついては，格納容器ベントに至るまでの格納容器温度の上
限である 200℃を上回るように設定した。なお，事故時に
は蒸気環境に暴露されることになるが，酸化反応による劣
化の可能性も考慮して，蒸気環境に加えて乾燥空気による
高温暴露も行った。
　試験に用いた模擬フランジの外観を Fig. 14に示す。模
擬フランジのシール溝ならびに装着したシール材の断面寸
法は実機の 1/2である。また，模擬フランジの内側に段
差を設けることで，事故時に格納容器が加圧されてフラン
ジが開口する状態を模擬し，シール材がフランジに取り付
けられた状態で高温の蒸気に暴露されるようにした。これ
をオートクレーブ内で所定の環境に暴露した後に，ヘリウ
ムで加圧して気密性を確認した。
　なお，事故時にシール材は，フランジに装着された状態
で放射線の照射を受ける。本試験では照射後のシール材を
フランジに取り付けたが，フランジの締め付け時にシール
材装着溝部の面間寸法が実機を模擬できるように管理し
た。これによって，照射によるシール材の物性変化の影響
を受けることなく締め付け状態を管理できるため，実機を
模擬した気密特性の把握を行うことができる。
　また，格納容器に窒素ガスを封入している国内 BWRプ
ラントの場合，過酷事故時に格納容器は窒素，水素，水蒸
気を主とする混合気体で加圧される。本試験では，この混
合気体の平均分子量より分子量が小さく，かつ水素模擬の
観点で分子半径が小さく，実験時の安全性を保つことが容
易なヘリウムを用いた。なお，圧縮水素ガスを燃料とする
自動車の燃料装置の技術基準（道路運送車両の保安基準の
細目を定める告示別添 100）8）では，ヘリウム漏えい率を
1.33倍する補正で水素漏えい率を求めることとしており，
一方，格納容器漏えい率の評価に関する米国 AECのガイ
ド9）にしたがって，気体定数の比の 1/2乗で漏えい率を補
正する場合には 1.41倍となるが，本試験では気密試験中
の圧力降下なし，発泡液による発泡なしという漏えい量が
極めて小さい状態を判定基準とすることで，ヘリウムガス
を用いても実質的に問題なく実機適用性を判断可能と考え
た。
　気密試験の結果を Table 1に示す。0.3 MPa［gage］で
10分，0.65 MPa［gage］，0.9 MPa［gage］で，それぞれ
30分保持した後に圧力を確認し，いずれも保持時間中の

Fig. 14　Test flange and improved EPDM gasket

Table 1　 Air tightness test of EPDM gasket using helium 
gas after radiation exposure of 800 kGy and 
thermal exposure

Thermal
exposure

Flange
opening

Test pressure
0.3 MPa 0.65 MPa 0.9 MPa

Dry air 200℃
168 hours 0.8 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Steam 250℃
168 hours 0.8 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Table 1    Air tightness test of the improved EPDM gasket using helium after radia-
tion exposure of 800 kGy and thermal exposure
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generation or pressure drop was observed in the leakage confirmation conducted using bubble 
solution, and superior airtightness was demonstrated. This test confirmed that the leakage resis-
tance performance can be expected to be maintained for long periods after an accident.

3. Improvement of the Containment Venting Operation

The above analysis result concerning loss of the containment function of the PCV in Unit 
2 suggests that it is desirable to decrease the PCV pressure by conducting venting in advance, 
as the PCV pressure increases rapidly when water injection into the reactor is resumed with 
the fuel exposed 10). In addition, if the venting system is kept in service even after the pressure 
decrease, the influence of the generation of a large amount of non-condensable gas can be 
mitigated. Such operations should be considered in the future because radioactive material 

Fig. 15 Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium gas.

Figure 15   Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium
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られず，良好な気密性を示した。
　次に，事故後長期の耐漏えい性能維持の観点から，改良
型 EPDM製ガスケット（800 kGyのγ線照射）とバック
アップシール材を組み合わせて，200℃の条件で長期間高
温暴露を実施した。暴露後にはヘリウムによって加圧し，
0.3 MPaで 10分，0.65 MPaと 0.9 MPaでそれぞれ 30
分保持して気密性能を確認した。試験結果を Table 3に
示す。いずれの条件でも発泡液を用いた漏えい確認におい
て発泡はなく，圧力降下も認められず，良好な気密性を示
した。この試験によって，事故後長期に渡る耐漏えい性能
の維持が期待できることが確認された。

3. 格納容器ベントの運用に関する改善
　2号機の格納容器閉じ込め機能喪失に関する上述の分析
結果は，燃料が露出した状態で原子炉注水を再開する際に
は格納容器の圧力が急上昇することから，あらかじめベン
トによって格納容器圧力を低下させておくことが望ましい
ことを示唆している10）。また，圧力を低下させたうえでさ
らにベント系統を通気状態に維持しておけば，非凝縮性ガ
スが大量に発生した場合の影響を緩和することができる。
今後は FCVSを備えることで，ベントに伴う放射性物質
放出を低減できることから，こうした運用も考慮すべきで
ある。
　格納容器のベント条件については，これまで格納容器の
最高使用圧力もしくはその 2倍の圧力との関係で論じら
れ，事故時の対応手順にも反映されてきた。その結果，ベ
ント系統に設けられたラプチャーディスクの作動圧力が，
格納容器の最高使用圧力にあわせて設定されていた。しか
しながら，あらかじめ設定した圧力に達したか否かだけで

なく，福島第一 2号機のように格納容器圧力の急上昇が
予測される場合には，そのときの圧力に関わりなく，あら
かじめ格納容器ベント系統を通気状態にするような柔軟な
運用が必要である。また，ベントには，減圧によって蒸気
の飽和温度を下げて格納容器内を冷却する効果や，水素を
排出して可燃性ガスの蓄積を防止する効果もあり，状況に
応じた運用を可能にしておくべきである。このため，ラプ
チャーディスクは設置しないか，設置しても低圧で作動す
る設定にする必要がある。
　さらに，過酷事故時の監視・操作手順においても，原子
炉への注水が途絶えた後の注水再開時など，大量の非凝縮

Fig. 15　Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium gas

Table 2　 Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium 
gas after radiation exposure of 819 kGy and 
thermal exposure

Thermal
exposure

Flange
opening

Test pressure
0.3 MPa 0.65 MPa 0.9 MPa

Steam 250℃
168 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Table 3　 Air tightness test of the combination of im-
proved EPDM gaskets and back-up seal using 
helium gas after extended period of thermal ex-
posure

Thermal
exposure

Flange
opening

Test pressure
0.3 MPa 0.65 MPa 0.9 MPa

Dry air 200℃
720 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
1,080 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
1,440 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
1,800 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
2,160 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
2,520 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Fig. 16　 Example of a manual operation device for a valve 
in the Filtered Containment Venting System in-
stalled outside of the Secondary Containment 
boundary

Table 2    Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium after radiation exposure of 
819 kGy and thermal exposure
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られず，良好な気密性を示した。
　次に，事故後長期の耐漏えい性能維持の観点から，改良
型 EPDM製ガスケット（800 kGyのγ線照射）とバック
アップシール材を組み合わせて，200℃の条件で長期間高
温暴露を実施した。暴露後にはヘリウムによって加圧し，
0.3 MPaで 10分，0.65 MPaと 0.9 MPaでそれぞれ 30
分保持して気密性能を確認した。試験結果を Table 3に
示す。いずれの条件でも発泡液を用いた漏えい確認におい
て発泡はなく，圧力降下も認められず，良好な気密性を示
した。この試験によって，事故後長期に渡る耐漏えい性能
の維持が期待できることが確認された。

3. 格納容器ベントの運用に関する改善
　2号機の格納容器閉じ込め機能喪失に関する上述の分析
結果は，燃料が露出した状態で原子炉注水を再開する際に
は格納容器の圧力が急上昇することから，あらかじめベン
トによって格納容器圧力を低下させておくことが望ましい
ことを示唆している10）。また，圧力を低下させたうえでさ
らにベント系統を通気状態に維持しておけば，非凝縮性ガ
スが大量に発生した場合の影響を緩和することができる。
今後は FCVSを備えることで，ベントに伴う放射性物質
放出を低減できることから，こうした運用も考慮すべきで
ある。
　格納容器のベント条件については，これまで格納容器の
最高使用圧力もしくはその 2倍の圧力との関係で論じら
れ，事故時の対応手順にも反映されてきた。その結果，ベ
ント系統に設けられたラプチャーディスクの作動圧力が，
格納容器の最高使用圧力にあわせて設定されていた。しか
しながら，あらかじめ設定した圧力に達したか否かだけで

なく，福島第一 2号機のように格納容器圧力の急上昇が
予測される場合には，そのときの圧力に関わりなく，あら
かじめ格納容器ベント系統を通気状態にするような柔軟な
運用が必要である。また，ベントには，減圧によって蒸気
の飽和温度を下げて格納容器内を冷却する効果や，水素を
排出して可燃性ガスの蓄積を防止する効果もあり，状況に
応じた運用を可能にしておくべきである。このため，ラプ
チャーディスクは設置しないか，設置しても低圧で作動す
る設定にする必要がある。
　さらに，過酷事故時の監視・操作手順においても，原子
炉への注水が途絶えた後の注水再開時など，大量の非凝縮

Fig. 15　Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium gas

Table 2　 Air tightness test of back-up seal using helium 
gas after radiation exposure of 819 kGy and 
thermal exposure

Thermal
exposure

Flange
opening

Test pressure
0.3 MPa 0.65 MPa 0.9 MPa

Steam 250℃
168 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Table 3　 Air tightness test of the combination of im-
proved EPDM gaskets and back-up seal using 
helium gas after extended period of thermal ex-
posure

Thermal
exposure

Flange
opening

Test pressure
0.3 MPa 0.65 MPa 0.9 MPa

Dry air 200℃
720 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
1,080 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
1,440 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
1,800 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
2,160 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Dry air 200℃
2,520 hours 0 mm No

leakage
No

leakage
No

leakage

Fig. 16　 Example of a manual operation device for a valve 
in the Filtered Containment Venting System in-
stalled outside of the Secondary Containment 
boundary

Table 3    Air tightness test of the improved EPDM gaskets and back-up seals using 
helium after extended periods of thermal exposure
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emissions due to venting can be reduced with the FCVS installed.
In the past, the containment venting conditions have been discussed in terms of the relation-

ship with the maximum working pressure of the PCV or pressure twice the maximum working 
pressure and have also been reflected in the operation procedures to be followed in the event of 
an accident. As a result, the working pressure of the rupture disk incorporated into the venting 
system was set according to the maximum working pressure of the PCV. However, it is neces-
sary to not only check whether the preset pressure is reached but to also operate containment 
venting flexibly to put the containment venting system into service in advance—irrespective of 
the pressure at the time—if a rapid increase in the PCV pressure is predicted as was the case for 
Unit 2 of Fukushima Dai-ichi. In addition, venting has the effect  of decreasing the saturation 
temperature of steam through depressurization to cool the PCV and discharging hydrogen to 
prevent the accumulation of combustible gas. Thus, venting should be conducted in accordance 
with the situation. For this purpose, the rupture disk should either not be installed or should be 
configured to operate at low pressures if it is installed.

Furthermore, in the operation procedures to be followed in the event of a severe accident, 
attention must be paid to the generation of a large amount of non-condensable gas or steam 
when water injection into the reactor is resumed after being suspended.

In addition, in Unit 2, the pressure inside the PCV could not be relieved before loss of the 
containment function of the PCV because one of the valves of the containment venting system 
could not be kept in the open position and the operation for opening the closed valve failed. 
Since the valve was air-operated and the solenoid valve which controlled the air was designed 
to be operated remotely from the main control room, there was no on-site feature for opening 
and closing the valves. Therefore, in addition to remote operation from the main control room, a 
feature that enables the on-site, hand operation of the valves for containment venting should be 
provided so that venting can be conducted at any time. Figure 16 shows an example in which 
the valve operating mechanism was extended to outside the secondary containment, where 
the radiation level is low even in the event of an accident so that the valve can be operated 

Extension
joint

Shield wall

Actuator

Valve

Reduction
gear

Handle

Fig. 16 Example of a manual operation device for a valve in the Filtered 
Containment Venting System installed outside of the Secondary Containment 
boundary.

Figure 16    Example of a manual operation device for a valve in the filtered con-
tainment venting system installed outside the secondary containment 
boundary
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manually and kept open. This feature can be incorporated into both motor-operated valves and 
air-operated valves that have a ratchet mechanism in their drive mechanisms.

IV. Conclusions
In the accident that occurred at Fukushima Dai-ichi, Unit 2 was responsible for releasing 

the largest amount of radioactive material into the atmosphere, which is said to be the cause of 
the high level of contamination found in areas northwest of Fukushima Dai-ichi, particularly 
the village of Iitate. In Unit 2, a significant decrease in the PCV pressure was observed on the 
morning of March 15 before the pressure limit was reached, at which point it was thought that 
containment function of the PCV was still maintained. However, it is now believed that the 
containment function was lost at that point in time, but details of location and cause of leakage 
have not been examined.

Based on the situation of the contamination in the Unit 2 reactor building and the tempera-
ture and pressure trends in the PCV at the time of the accident, we estimate that it is highly 
possible that this leakage occurred at the top head flange of the PCV due to the deterioration 
of the silicone rubber used for the flange gasket under a high-temperature steam environment.

Based on the lessons learned from this accident, it is necessary to promote the following 
three systematic approaches related to temperature and pressure to maintain the containment 
performance of the PCV in the event of a severe accident: the mitigation of an increase in the 
PCV boundary temperature through alternative spray and water injection; the enhancement of 
the heat resistance of the PCV boundary through improvement of the sealants; and the effective 
venting of the PCV before a rapid pressure increase or an over-pressure.

Among these approaches, this study confirmed through a test that leakage resistance perfor-
mance in a high-temperature steam environment in the event of a severe accident was enhanced 
by using improved EPDM as the sealing material instead of conventionally used silicone rubber. 
In addition, we also devised a new way of applying backup sealing materials to the flange using 
fire-resistant sealant, which was shown to be effective in securing the reliability of leakage 
resistance for long periods of time after the accident. These measures are expected to enhance 
the heat resistance performance of the PCV boundary.

Furthermore, concerning the operation of containment venting, in addition to the traditional 
approach that venting is conducted depending on whether the PCV has reached a preset pres-
sure, it was found to be beneficial to put the venting system into service in advance if there 
is any possibility that the PCV pressure may increase rapidly due to the generation of large 
amounts of non-condensable gas and steam; for example, in a case where water injection into 
the reactor is resumed after it was suspended. Through the operation of venting in a situation 
like this, the possibility of PCV failure should be reduced as much as possible. In addition, 
because venting is also effective in decreasing the PCV temperature and preventing an accumu-
lation of flammable gas, it is also important to operate venting according to the situation. Such 
flexible operation of the containment venting should be incorporated into accident operation 
procedures and the improved operation mechanism should be applied to the valves in the vent-
ing system to enable such operation.
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Improved Nuclear Emergency Management 
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Three nuclear reactors at Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station lost all their ultimate heat 
sinks owing to damage from the tsunami caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 
11, 2011. Water was injected into the reactors by alternate measures, damaged cooling systems 
were restored with promptly supplied substitute materials, and all the reactors were brought to 
a cold shutdown state within four days. Lessons learned from this experience were identified to 
improve emergency management, especially in the areas of strategic response planning, logis-
tics, and functions supporting response activities continuing over a long period. It was found that 
continuous planning activities reflecting information from plant parameters and response action 
results were important, and that relevant functions in emergency response organizations should 
be integrated. Logistics were handled successfully but many difficulties were experienced. 
Therefore, their functions should be clearly established and improved by emergency response 
organizations. Supporting emergency responders in the aspects of their physical and mental con-
ditions was important for sustaining continuous response. As a platform for improvement, the 
concept of the Incident Command System was applied for the first time to a nuclear emergency 
management system, with specific improvement ideas such as a phased approach in response 
planning and common operation pictures.

KEYWORDS: accident, accident management, nuclear reactor, Fukushima Daini Nuclear 
Power Station, The Great East Japan Earthquake, emergency response, incident command, 
response planning, response operations, logistics

I. Introduction
Due to the damage from the tsunami caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake on March 11, 

2011, the normal heat-removal systems of Units 1, 2 and 4, as well as all residual heat-removal 
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(RHR) systems (there are two systems in each reactor) stopped working at the Fukushima 
Daini Nuclear Power Station (hereinafter referred to as “Fukushima Daini”) and the nuclear 
reactor went into the “Loss of Ultimate Heat Sink” state. In addition, due to the loss of function 
of the equipment-cooling systems, the pumps of the emergency core-cooling systems (ECCS) 
were also disabled. While continuing water injection into the reactors from the condensate 
storage tanks (CST), the RHR systems whose function was lost were restored with temporary 
equipment, and the cold shutdown of these reactors was completed successfully by March 15. 

The facts concerning the damage and restoration of equipment in this emergency situation 
were published by the Tokyo Electric Power Company 1). However, this investigation report 
was compiled with a focus on clarifying the equipment situation, on what is called the hardware 
side. Therefore, human activities as part of an emergency response, on the software side, have 
not been organized and analyzed sufficiently.

Concerning the software side, based on what the Tokyo Electric Power Company published, 
the Japan Nuclear Technology Institute 2) conducted an analysis using the m-SHEL model, 
which is a method for analyzing a root cause to draw a lesson with the objective of preventing 
a mistake in the emergency response. In addition, the investigative committee of the Atomic 
Energy Society of Japan 3) mainly examined the accident that occurred at Tokyo Electric Power 
Company’s Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station (hereinafter referred to as “Fukushima 
Daiichi”), and in the analysis, a study was conducted from the standpoint of human factors.

In an actual emergency response, especially in a situation exceeding the anticipated condi-
tions, a response needs to be initiated with limited information, as well as the available human 
and material resources, in the early stages when the whole picture of the situation has not yet 
become clear. Therefore, while executing a response, organized activities to raise awareness 
regarding the situation to revise the countermeasures sequentially are very important. In addi-
tion, in order to secure and reinforce both human and material resources, unified collaboration 
between activities at the site and logistic support is also important. Furthermore, a system to 
support an ongoing response in the case of a prolonged situation is also necessary. Therefore, in 
addition to the past research reports and suggestions, it is important to draw lessons regarding 
the enhancement of organizational capacity from such perspectives.

In this paper, we analyze the case of Fukushima Daini, where the response to a situation ac-
tually exceeding the anticipated conditions succeeded, and consider how to improve the emer-
gency management system for the purpose of improving organizational strength to respond 
flexibly to emergency situations exceeding the anticipated conditions.

II. Emergency Response Taken and Lessons Learned at 
Fukushima Daini

1. Investigation Method

The extent of the damage to significant safety equipment and major operations at Fukushima 
Daini were clarified in the investigation report issued by the Tokyo Electric Power Compa-
ny 1). However, this report failed to sufficiently clarify the organizational activities performed 
during the emergency. Therefore, we added the records of emergency activities gathered by the 
information team in the emergency response organization of Fukushima Daini, as well as the 
testimonies for which there was agreement among the sources regarding the objects of analysis. 
In this way, we attempted to clarify the whole picture of the emergency activities conducted 
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at Fukushima Daini as well as to determine the effectiveness and issues regarding individual 
activities conducted during the emergency response.

2. Damage to Fukushima Daini Caused by Tsunami

Fukushima Daini is located approximately 12 km south of Fukushima Daiichi along the 
coast extending over Tomioka Town and Naraha Town of Futaba-Gun, Fukushima Prefecture. 
At the power station, there are four boiling water reactors (BWR5), and their rated thermal 
output and electric output are 3,293 MWt and 1,100 MWe per reactor, respectively. On March 
11, 2011, when the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred, all four reactors were in operation 
at the rated outputs.

Among the seismic accelerations observed on the lowermost underground floor of each re-
actor building, the maximum ones were 277 gal in the horizontal direction and 305 gal in the 
vertical direction. Detecting these accelerations, all reactors scrammed automatically at 14:48 
and all control rods were inserted into the reactor cores. It was confirmed from the records that 
the scram operation and the condition of the plant systems after the scram were as originally 
designed, and the operations to effect a cold shutdown were conducted according to the spec-
ified procedures. Concerning the external power supply, two Tomioka lines and one Iwaido 
line were serviceable before the earthquake, but all lines except for one Tomioka line became 
unserviceable as a result of the earthquake.

After that, the tsunami arrived at the power station (the first wave was visually confirmed to 
have arrived at 15:22) and caused damage to the safety facilities of each reactor.

Table 1 shows the major damage. The residual heat-removal cooling (RHRC) systems and 
the residual heat-removal sea water (RHRS) systems for transferring the heat of nuclear reactors 
to the sea, which is the ultimate heat sink, as well as most of the emergency equipment-cooling 
water (EECW) systems became inoperable because their power panels and electric motors 
were underwater due to the inundation of the heat-exchanger buildings located near the wa-
ter intake. In addition, inoperable cooling systems also disabled the operation of the residual 

85東日本大震災における福島第二原子力発電所の緊急時対応の教訓を反映した原子力緊急時マネジメントシステムの改善
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あるm-SHELモデルを用いて分析し，緊急時対応におい
てミスを防止する観点から教訓を引き出している。また，
日本原子力学会の東京電力福島第一原子力発電所事故に関
する調査委員会3）は，主として福島第一原子力発電所（以
下，福島第一）の事故分析を進めるなかで，ヒューマン
ファクターの視点から検討を行っている。
　実際の緊急時対応，特に事前の想定を超える事態への対
応では，初期には必ずしも事態の全貌が明らかでないなか
で，限られた情報と人的・物的資源で対応を開始すること
になる。したがって，対応しながら状況認識を高め，対応
策を順次改訂していく組織的な活動が極めて重要になる。
また，人的・物的資源の確保と増強のために，現場活動と
後方支援の連携も重要である。さらに，事態が長期化した
場合の継続的対応を支える仕組みも必須である。したがっ
て，既往の調査報告と提言に加え，このような組織的能力
の強化のあり方についても，教訓を引き出して検討するこ
とが重要である。
　本論文では，想定を超える緊急事態へ柔軟に対応するた
めの組織力向上を目的に，実際に想定を超過した事態への
対処に成功した福島第二の事例を分析し，緊急時のマネジ
メントシステムの改善について検討する。

II. 福島第二の緊急時対応と教訓

1. 調査方法
　福島第二における安全上重要な設備の損傷状況，主要な
運転操作等は，東京電力の調査報告書1）で明らかにされて

いる。ただし，これだけでは緊急時の組織活動が明らかで
はない。そこで，福島第二の緊急時対策組織において情報
班が集約していた緊急時活動の記録，ならびに複数の関係
者の一致した証言も分析対象に加えた。これによって，福
島第二の緊急時活動の全体像を明らかにするとともに，そ
の中で行われた個別活動の有効性と課題を捉えることを試
みた。

2. 津波による福島第二の被害
　福島第二は福島第一から南へ約 12 km，福島県双葉郡
富岡町と楢葉町にまたがる海岸線に位置する。発電所には
沸騰水型軽水炉（BWR5）プラント 4基があり，原子炉の
定格熱出力は 3,293 MWt/基，定格電気出力は 1,100  
MWe/基である。東日本大震災が発生した 2011年 3月
11日，これら 4基はすべて定格出力で運転中だった。
　各原子炉建屋の最地下階で観測された地震加速度のう
ち，最大値は水平方向 277 gal，上下方向 305 galであ
る。この加速度を感知して 14時 48分に全号機が自動ス
クラムし，全制御棒が炉心内に挿入された。このスクラム
動作，ならびにスクラム後のプラントシステムの状態は，
すべて設計どおりであったことが記録から確認されてお
り，各号機では冷温停止に向けて手順どおりの操作が進め
られていた。なお，外部電源は地震前に富岡線 2回線，
岩井戸線 1回線が使用可能だったが，地震による影響で，
富岡線 1回線を残して使用不能になっていた。
　その後，発電所に津波が到達し（第一波到達の目視確認

Table 1　Status of cooling systems at Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station after the tsunami

System Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

RHR（A）
including 
cooling 
systems

RHR（A） △ Loss of power source 
and cooling system △ Loss of cooling 

system △ Loss of cooling 
system △ Loss of cooling 

system

RHRC/RHRS
（A, C） × Submerge of power 

source and motor △ Loss of cooling 
system × Submerge of power 

source and motor × Submerge of power 
source and motor

EECW（A） × Submerge of power 
source and motor × Submerge of power 

source and motor × Submerge of power 
source and motor × Submerge of power 

source and motor

LPCS △ Loss of power source 
and cooling system △ Loss of cooling 

system △ Loss of cooling 
system △ Loss of cooling 

system

RHR（B）
including 
cooling 
systems

RHR（B） △ Loss of cooling 
system △ Loss of cooling 

system ○ Stand-by △ Loss of cooling 
system

RHRC/RHRS
（B, D） × Submerge of power 

source and motor × Submerge of power 
source ○ Stand-by × Submerge of power 

source and motor

EECW（B） × Submerge of power 
source and motor × Submerge of power 

source ○ Operation × Submerge of power 
source

RHR（C） △ Loss of cooling 
system △ Loss of cooling 

system ○ Stand-by △ Loss of cooling 
system

RWCU △ Loss of cooling 
system △ Loss of cooling 

system △ Loss of cooling 
system △ Loss of cooling 

system

MUWC（alternative 
water injection） ○ Stand-by ○ Stand-by ○ Stand-by ○ Stand-by

RCIC ○ Stand-by ○ Stand-by ○ Stand-by ○ Stand-by

○：Operable, △：Loss of function due to the loss of support systems, ×：Inoperable.

Table 1   Status of cooling systems at Fukushima Daini Nuclear Power Station after the tsunami
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heat-removal (RHR) systems and the low-pressure core spray (LPCS) systems. Furthermore, 
the reactor water cleanup (RWCU) systems also lost their heat-removal function. As a result, in 
Units 1, 2 and 4, all heat-removal facilities and ECCSs for cooling the reactor cores lost their 
functions. In this situation, the only facilities that could be used for injecting water into the 
reactor cores were the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) systems and the make-up water 
condensate (MUWC) systems, which were not designed as ECCS.

The events that occurred after the earthquake, as well as corresponding operations, resto-
ration activities and, logistic support activities (logistics), were almost the same among Units 
1, 2 and 4, and Table 2 shows these events chronologically, using Unit 1 as an example. In the 
following, these responses are analyzed in detail and the lessons learned are discussed. 

3. Emergency Responses Made through Operation and the Lessons Learned

(1) Assistance to the operators at the main control room
In this emergency situation, assistance was provided to the operators at the main control 

room as follows. First, the work management teams, which had their offices near the main con-
trol room, rushed there to assist the operators. These teams are the organizations in charge of 
operation management related to maintenance work. All members of these teams are operators 

Table 2   Chronology of events and response actions at Fukushima Daini Unit 1
Date Time Event Plant Operation Restoration and logistics

March 11 14 : 48 Reactor auto-trip triggered by
earthquake acceleration. Two out
of three external power line lost
by earthquake damage.

Post-scrum actions and continu-
ous Reactor cooling by Main Con-
denser.

15 : 22 First tsunami wave reached the 
site. (repeated until 17 : 14). 

15 : 36 MSIV manually closed.
RCIC manually started.

16 : 15 Reactor Depressurization started.
about 21 : 00 Field walkdown started for dam-

age identification.
March 12  0 : 00 Low pressure alternate injection

to Reactor by MUWC started.
about 5 : 00 Field walkdown completed. Pro-

curement of essential material
for restoration started.

 5 : 22 S/C temperature reached 100°C.
= Loss of pressure suppression
function of PCV.

 7 : 10 Alternate spray in D/W by MUWC.
 7 : 37 Alternate spray in S/C by MUWC. 
18 : 30 Preparatory operations for PCV

venting completed.
March 13 about 7 : 00 Transportation of essential ma-

terial for restoration completed.
about 8 : 30 Cable laying and motor replace-

ment started for recovering RHR 
(B).

11 : 32 Alternate spray in D/W by MUWC.
14 : 29 Alternate spray in D/W by MUWC.

March 14  1 : 24 RHR (B) restarted. Restoration of RHR (B) complet-
ed.

13 : 40 Reactor cold shutdown achieved.
Note : MSIV : Main Steam Isolation Valve, RCIC : Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System, S/C : Suppression Chamber, D/W : Dry well, MUWC : 
Make-UP Water Condensate System, PCV : Primary Containment Vessel, RHR (B) : Residual Heat Removal System Div. B.
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and the leaders are qualified as operation managers (shift supervisors). With their operational 
skills, these teams provided effective assistance to the operators in the main control room in 
terms of checking the configuration of systems to be operated and reconfirming the overall 
status of the plant.

In the meantime, a site emergency response organization was set up in the important seismic 
isolated building adjacent to the administration building of the power station. Figure 1 shows 
the structure of the emergency response organization at that time. In this organization, the 
task of the plant operation team is to ascertain the operational circumstances and share them 
with the emergency response organization as well as to provide technical assistance to the 
operators under the jurisdiction of the headquarters of the site emergency response organization 
(Site ERC HQ). Almost simultaneously with the setup of the emergency response organization, 
those experienced in working as operators were dispatched to the respective main control room 
from this team. This enabled close and secure coordination between the emergency response 
organization and the main control room via the dispatched plant operation team members while 
allowing the operators to concentrate on gaining a clear picture of the overall plant situation 
and the response operations needed.

Meanwhile, at the site emergency response organization, the information on the current con-
dition of major safety facilities and the status of water injection into the reactors were written 
on whiteboards so this information could be shared. Figure 2 shows some of the information 
written at approximately 0:00 am on March 12. On one whiteboard, important information, 
such as the condition of emergency power sources (high-voltage power panels (M/C), emergen-
cy generators (D/G), and direct current power sources (DC)), the condition of the reactor water 
injection and heat-removal systems (such as RCIC, RHR, and MUWC), and the condition of 
emergency water sources (condensate storage tank (CST)) in the respective reactors (1u, 2u, 3u 
and 4u) were summarized in an easy-to-read way. In addition to the information shown in Fig-
ure 2, the prediction of the increase in pressure in the primary containment vessels (hereinafter 
called “containment vessels”), including the prediction of the time when the maximum working 
pressure would be reached, was also written to share this information. Although the condition 
of the plants and major operations was announced as needed in the site emergency response 
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In the meantime, a site emergency response organization was 
set up in the important seismic isolated building adjacent to the 
administration building of the power station. Figure 1 shows the 
structure of the emergency response organization at that time. In 
this organization, the task of the plant operation team is to 
ascertain the operational circumstances and share them with the 
emergency response organization as well as to provide technical 
assistance to the operators under the jurisdiction of the 
headquarters of the site emergency response organization (Site 
ERC HQ). Almost simultaneously with the setup of the 
emergency response organization, those experienced in working 
as operators were dispatched to the respective main control room 
from this team. This enabled close and secure coordination 
between the emergency response organization and the main 
control room via the dispatched plant operation team members 
while allowing the operators to concentrate on gaining a clear 
picture of the overall plant situation and the response operations 
needed. 

 
Meanwhile, at the site emergency response organization, the 

information on the current condition of major safety facilities and 

the status of water injection into the reactors were written on 
whiteboards so this information could be shared. Figure 2 shows 
some of the information written at approximately 0:00 am on 
March 12. On one whiteboard, important information, such as the 
condition of emergency power sources [high-voltage power 
panels (M/C), emergency generators (D/G), and direct current 
power sources (DC)], the condition of the reactor water injection 
and heat-removal systems (such as RCIC, RHR, and MUWC), 
and the condition of emergency water sources [condensate storage 
tank (CST)] in the respective reactors (1u, 2u, 3u and 4u) were 
summarized in an easy-to-read way. In addition to the information 
shown in Fig. 2, the prediction of the increase in pressure in the 
primary containment vessels (hereinafter called “containment 
vessels”), including the prediction of the time when the maximum 
working pressure would be reached, was also written to share this 
information. Although the condition of the plants and major 
operations was announced as needed in the site emergency 
response organization, the condition of important facilities was 
kept visualized at all times like this is as it is important for all 
responders and the operators at the main control room to ensure 
that a common perception of what is occurring is maintained 
when conducting activities. Besides this, the content discussed by 
the emergency response organization was conveyed to the main 
control room by the plant operation team leader. The plant 
operation team leader, who had been appointed due to his long 
experience of being responsible for operations, not only conveyed 
the discussion results at the site emergency response organization 
but also provided the necessary technical assistance to the main 
control room. 

The main control room is designed so that emergency 
supervision and operations can be conducted, and the training for 
such activities is provided to the operators. However, in situations 
exceeding the anticipated conditions, like this one, constructing a 
structure to assist the main control room at an early stage by the 
personnel who have knowledge and experience in plant operation 
was effective in (1) allowing the operators to concentrate on 
operations, (2) increasing the reliability of the operators’ 
judgement through reconfirmation, and (3) sharing information 
closely between the main control room and the site emergency 
response organization. In addition, establishing a system for 
sharing information and having a common understanding 
between the personnel of the site emergency response 
organization and the operators enabled them to provide 
appropriate assistance to the main control room. This is 
considered an important experience and a useful lesson for the 
future. 

(2) Water Injection into Reactors and 
Containment Vessel Spray 

In order to secure the safety of the reactors after the scram, it 
is necessary to place top priority on continuing water injection 
into the reactors. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the facilities 
used to maintain continuous water injection into Units 1, 2 and 4. 
The main steam condenser lost its heat-removal function, and the 
main steam isolation valves (MSIV) were closed to shut off the 
reactor. In addition, the RHR, RHRC, and RHRS were inoperable 
as mentioned above, and heat removal using these facilities could 
not be conducted. On the other hand, the steam-turbine-driven 
RCIC was the only system at each reactor that was operable 
without any equipment-cooling system among the systems that 
could inject water into the high-pressure reactor. Therefore, the 
water in the condensate storage tank was injected into the reactor 
using this system. After that, the reactor was depressurized using 
the safety relief valves (SRVs) and the water injection from the 
condensate storage tank was continued using the low-pressure 
water-injection system as an alternative to the RCIC. 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 1 Organizational structure of the Fukushima Daini emergency 

response organization at the time of the Great East Japan 
Earthquake in 2011 ERC HQ means Emergency Response 
Center Headquarters. 

 

 
Fig. 2 One of the whiteboards summarizing plant system information 

shared between the Fukushima Daini emergency response 
organization and operators in the main control rooms. Status of 
emergency power (M/C: metal-clad switchgear, D/G: diesel 
generator, DC), ECCS and injection systems such as RCIC and 
MUWC, injection water source (CST: condensate storage 
tank), availability of main condenser (status of MSIV: main 
steam isolation valve), and so on were summarized on this 
board. 

Figure 1    Organizational structure of the Fukushima Daini emergency response organization 
at the time of the Great East Japan Earthquake in 2011   
ERC HQ means Emergency Response Center Headquarters.
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organization, the condition of important facilities was kept visualized at all times. These actions 
like this is important for all responders and the operators at the main control room to ensure that 
a common perception of what is occurring is maintained when conducting activities. Besides 
this, the content discussed by the emergency response organization was conveyed to the main 
control room by the plant operation team leader. The plant operation team leader, who had been 
appointed due to his long experience of being responsible for operations, not only conveyed the 
discussion results at the site emergency response organization but also provided the necessary 
technical assistance to the main control room.

The main control room is designed so that emergency supervision and operations can be 
conducted, and the training for such activities is provided to the operators. However, in situa-
tions exceeding the anticipated conditions, like this one, constructing a structure to assist the 
main control room at an early stage by the personnel who have knowledge and experience in 
plant operation was effective in (1) allowing the operators to concentrate on operations, (2) 
increasing the reliability of the operators’ judgement through reconfirmation, and (3) sharing 
information closely between the main control room and the site emergency response organiza-
tion. In addition, establishing a system for sharing information and having a common under-
standing between the personnel of the site emergency response organization and the operators 
enabled them to provide appropriate assistance to the main control room. This is considered an 
important experience and a useful lesson for the future.

(2) Water injection into reactors and containment vessel spray
In order to secure the safety of the reactors after the scram, it is necessary to place top 

priority on continuing water injection into the reactors. Figure 3 shows the configuration of the 
facilities used to maintain continuous water injection into Units 1, 2 and 4. The main steam con-
denser lost its heat-removal function, and the main steam isolation valves (MSIV) were closed 
to shut off the reactor. In addition, the RHR, RHRC, and RHRS were inoperable as mentioned 
above, and heat removal using these facilities could not be conducted. On the other hand, the 
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as mentioned above, and heat removal using these facilities could 
not be conducted. On the other hand, the steam-turbine-driven 
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response organization at the time of the Great East Japan 
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shared between the Fukushima Daini emergency response 
organization and operators in the main control rooms. Status of 
emergency power (M/C: metal-clad switchgear, D/G: diesel 
generator, DC), ECCS and injection systems such as RCIC and 
MUWC, injection water source (CST: condensate storage 
tank), availability of main condenser (status of MSIV: main 
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Figure 2    One of the whiteboards summarizing plant system information shared between 
the Fukushima Daini emergency response organization and operators in the main 
control rooms  
Status of emergency power (M/C: metal-clad switchgear, D/G: diesel generator, 
DC), ECCS and injection systems such as RCIC and MUWC, injection water 
source (CST: condensate storage tank), availability of main condenser (status of 
MSIV: main steam isolation valve), and so on were summarized on this board.
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steam-turbine-driven RCIC was the only system at each reactor that was operable without any 
equipment-cooling system among the systems that could inject water into the high-pressure 
reactor. Therefore, the water in the condensate storage tank was injected into the reactor using 
this system. After that, the reactor was depressurized using the safety relief valves (SRVs) and 
the water injection from the condensate storage tank was continued using the low-pressure 
water-injection system as an alternative to the RCIC.

For this low-pressure water injection, the MUWC that was positioned as an accident man-
agement contingency measure was used, although it was not originally designed for injecting 
water into the reactor. The MUWC pumps are also operable without any equipment-cooling 
system.

Taking Unit 1 as an example, Figure 4 shows the trend of the reactor pressure and reactor 
water-injection operation until the cold shutdown of the reactor. The reactor and the contain-
ment vessel were cooled with the low-pressure core injection (LPCI) function and the suppres-
sion chamber (S/C) cooling function of system B of the RHR, which was restored on March 
14. The same response as that of Unit 1 was also taken for Units 2 and 4. Starting from about 
15:36 on March 11, immediately after the heat-removal function of the reactor was lost, water 
injection through the intermittent operation of the RCIC was conducted. With this situation, 
the depressurization of the reactor using the SRV was started at 16:15. After that, the injection 
of water using the MUWC was continued from 0:00 on March 12. This shows that continuous 
migration from high-pressure water injection to low-pressure water injection was achieved 
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Fig. 3 Emergency measures employed at Units 1, 2, and 4 to inject 

water into the reactor pressure vessels after losing all the safety-
related injection and cooling systems including the residual 
heat-removal systems 
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into the reactor. The MUWC pumps are also operable without any 
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system B of the RHR, which was restored on March 14. The same 
response as that of Unit 1 was also taken for Units 2 and 4. 
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heat-removal function of the reactor was lost, water injection 
through the intermittent operation of the RCIC was conducted. 
With this situation, the depressurization of the reactor using the 
SRV was started at 16:15. After that, the injection of water using 
the MUWC was continued from 0:00 on March 12. This shows 
that continuous migration from high-pressure water injection to 
low-pressure water injection was achieved with the reactor 
depressurization in between while maintaining the water injection 
function. 

Figure 5 shows the trend of the reactor water level. Although 
the reactor water level changed significantly due to the influence 
of the steam discharge into the suppression chamber associated 
with the depressurization as well as the intermittent operation of 
the RCIC system, it was kept higher than the top of active fuel 
(TAF). In addition, in the nuclide analysis of the reactor water 
sampled at 8:30 on March 14, it was confirmed that the I-131 and 
I-132 concentrations, which would change in the case of fuel 
damage, were not significantly different from the analysis values 
obtained on February 22, before the emergency situation. This 
shows that the changeover from high-pressure water injection to 

 
low-pressure water injection succeeded as a result of a series of 
operations and fuel integrity was maintained by continuous 
cooling. 

Meanwhile, as Fig. 3 shows, the steam generated in the 
reactor was led to the suppression chamber in the containment 
vessel via the SRV. However, because there was no way to cool 
the water in the suppression chamber, the pressure-suppression 
function was lost and the pressure in the containment vessel 
increased after the water reached the saturation temperature. 

Taking Unit 1 as an example, Figs. 6 and 7 show the trends 
of the pressure and temperature in the containment vessel and 
major operations until the cold shutdown. First, at 6:20 on March 
12, after contacting the site emergency response organization, the 
operators injected low-temperature water from the MUWC into 
the S/C via system A of the flammability control system (FCS) to 
mitigate the increase in the temperature. This was not what the 
FCS had been originally designed for, but it was a flexible 
response to utilize the MUWC for the FCS cooling. Next, after 
7:10, the MUWC was switched from reactor water injection to 
containment vessel spray intermittently as an alternative measure 
to the original containment vessel spray using the RHR, and the 
increase in the containment vessel pressure was mitigated through 
the water spray to the dry well (D/W) and S/C. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 Reactor pressure of Unit 1 

RCIC, LPCI, S/C, MUWC and RHR refer to the reactor core 
isolation cooling system, low-pressure core injection system, 
suppression chamber of primary containment vessel, make-up 
water condensate system, and the residual heat-removal 
system, respectively. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5 Reactor water level of Unit 1  

TAF means Top of Active Fuel. 
 
 

Figure 3    Emergency measures employed at Units 1, 2, and 4 to inject water into the reactor 
pressure vessels after losing all the safety-related injection and cooling systems 
including the residual heat-removal systems
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with the reactor depressurization in between while maintaining the water injection function.
Figure 5 shows the trend of the reactor water level. Although the reactor water level changed 

significantly due to the influence of the steam discharge into the suppression chamber asso-
ciated with the depressurization as well as the intermittent operation of the RCIC system, it 
was kept higher than the top of active fuel (TAF). In addition, in the nuclide analysis of the 
reactor water sampled at 8:30 on March 14, it was confirmed that the I-131 and I-132 concen-
trations, which would change in the case of fuel damage, were not significantly different from 
the analysis values obtained on February 22, before the emergency situation. This shows that 
the changeover from high-pressure water injection to low-pressure water injection succeeded 
as a result of a series of operations and fuel integrity was maintained by continuous cooling.

Meanwhile, as Figure 3 shows, the steam generated in the reactor was led to the suppression 
chamber in the containment vessel via the SRV. However, because there was no way to cool the 
water in the suppression chamber, the pressure-suppression function was lost and the pressure 
in the containment vessel increased after the water reached the saturation temperature.

Taking Unit 1 as an example, Figures 6 and 7 show the trends of the pressure and temperature 
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Fig. 5 Reactor water level of Unit 1  

TAF means Top of Active Fuel. 
 
 

Figure 4    Reactor pressure of Unit 1 
RCIC, LPCI, S/C, MUWC and RHR refer to the reactor core isolation cooling 
system, low-pressure core injection system, suppression chamber of primary 
containment vessel, make-up water condensate system, and the residual heat-re-
moval system, respectively.
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the MUWC was continued from 0:00 on March 12. This shows 
that continuous migration from high-pressure water injection to 
low-pressure water injection was achieved with the reactor 
depressurization in between while maintaining the water injection 
function. 

Figure 5 shows the trend of the reactor water level. Although 
the reactor water level changed significantly due to the influence 
of the steam discharge into the suppression chamber associated 
with the depressurization as well as the intermittent operation of 
the RCIC system, it was kept higher than the top of active fuel 
(TAF). In addition, in the nuclide analysis of the reactor water 
sampled at 8:30 on March 14, it was confirmed that the I-131 and 
I-132 concentrations, which would change in the case of fuel 
damage, were not significantly different from the analysis values 
obtained on February 22, before the emergency situation. This 
shows that the changeover from high-pressure water injection to 

 
low-pressure water injection succeeded as a result of a series of 
operations and fuel integrity was maintained by continuous 
cooling. 

Meanwhile, as Fig. 3 shows, the steam generated in the 
reactor was led to the suppression chamber in the containment 
vessel via the SRV. However, because there was no way to cool 
the water in the suppression chamber, the pressure-suppression 
function was lost and the pressure in the containment vessel 
increased after the water reached the saturation temperature. 

Taking Unit 1 as an example, Figs. 6 and 7 show the trends 
of the pressure and temperature in the containment vessel and 
major operations until the cold shutdown. First, at 6:20 on March 
12, after contacting the site emergency response organization, the 
operators injected low-temperature water from the MUWC into 
the S/C via system A of the flammability control system (FCS) to 
mitigate the increase in the temperature. This was not what the 
FCS had been originally designed for, but it was a flexible 
response to utilize the MUWC for the FCS cooling. Next, after 
7:10, the MUWC was switched from reactor water injection to 
containment vessel spray intermittently as an alternative measure 
to the original containment vessel spray using the RHR, and the 
increase in the containment vessel pressure was mitigated through 
the water spray to the dry well (D/W) and S/C. 

 
 

 
Fig. 4 Reactor pressure of Unit 1 

RCIC, LPCI, S/C, MUWC and RHR refer to the reactor core 
isolation cooling system, low-pressure core injection system, 
suppression chamber of primary containment vessel, make-up 
water condensate system, and the residual heat-removal 
system, respectively. 

 
 

 
Fig. 5 Reactor water level of Unit 1  

TAF means Top of Active Fuel. 
 
 

Figure 5    Reactor water level of Unit 1 
TAF means Top of Active Fuel.
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in the containment vessel and major operations until the cold shutdown. First, at 6:20 on March 
12, after contacting the site emergency response organization, the operators injected low-tem-
perature water from the MUWC into the S/C via system A of the flammability control system 
(FCS) to mitigate the increase in the temperature. This was not what the FCS had been orig-
inally designed for, but it was a flexible response to utilize the MUWC for the FCS cooling. 
Next, after 7:10, the MUWC was switched from reactor water injection to containment vessel 
spray intermittently as an alternative measure to the original containment vessel spray using 
the RHR, and the increase in the containment vessel pressure was mitigated through the water 
spray to the dry well (D/W) and S/C.

Although these operations were effective in holding back an increase in pressure and tem-
perature, these parameters increased again after shutdown. Therefore, in case the containment 
vessel exceeded the maximum working pressure, preparations for configuring the containment 
venting system were conducted. However, eventually, the situation was resolved before the 
containment vessel reached the maximum working pressure because system B of the RHR was 
restarted successfully at 1:24 on March 14 as a result of the remediation activity described later. 
Although an increase in pressure occurred on March 17, this was because water was transferred 
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Fig. 6 Pressure of Unit 1’s primary containment suppression chamber 

D/W, S/C, and FCS refer to dry well, suppression chamber, and 
flammability control system, respectively. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7 Temperature of Unit 1’s primary containment suppression 

chamber D/W, S/C, and FCS refer to dry well, suppression 
chamber, and flammability control system, respectively. 

 
 

Although these operations were effective in holding back an 
increase in pressure and temperature, these parameters increased 
again after shutdown. Therefore, in case the containment vessel 
exceeded the maximum working pressure, preparations for 
configuring the containment venting system were conducted. 
However, eventually, the situation was resolved before the 
containment vessel reached the maximum working pressure 
because system B of the RHR was restarted successfully at 1:24 
on March 14 as a result of the remediation activity described later. 
Although an increase in pressure occurred on March 17, this was 
because water was transferred from the main steam condenser to 
the S/C via the condensate storage tank (CST), and not because a 
new event occurred on the reactor side. 

The lessons learned from a series of responses include that a 
strategy should be developed to constantly increase the 
substitutability of response measures through the emergency 
response.

Concerning the reactor water injection, although RCIC was the 
only measure employed initially because the reactor was in the 
high-pressure stage, depressurizing the reactor increased the 
substitutability of water injection by a variety of means other than 
MUWC, which was used this time such as the utilization of a fire-
extinguishing system. Meanwhile, it was possible that an 
unexpected situation, such as a failure of a response system, might 
occur over time. With this in mind, after ensuring the first 
response measure (water injection into the reactor using the RCIC 
system), action was taken continuously to progress the situation 
so that multiple alternative measures could be secured without 
becoming complacent about the first measure. 

Furthermore, in order to mitigate the increase in containment 
vessel pressure, in addition to the alternative containment vessel 
spray, the number of alternative measures that could be chosen 
increased with time, such as by speeding up restoration of the 
RHR while preparing for containment venting as the next measure. 

In the future, the emergency organization is required to 
enhance functions so that a strategy can be developed in the 
manner described above. 

Furthermore, the function of collecting and analyzing 
information is essential for strategy planning as well as feeding 
back the execution results into strategy development. At 
Fukushima Daini, the strategic response as described above was 
possible because the functions of the instruments and control 
systems were secured and the site emergency response 
organization could ascertain the situation and predict the change 
in the situation based on data. In addition, it was also possible 
because the site emergency response organization and the main 
control room could share such information through establishing a 
means of communication and via a network and the consistency 
of the chain of command was maintained. 

(3) Summary of the Lessons Learned in the 
Emergency Response through Operations 

The important lessons learned in operations that led to a 
successful response are summarized as follows: 

First, in terms of implementing the emergency response 
effectively, it was important to provide appropriate assistance to 
the main control room as well as to secure the consistency of the 
chain of command through cooperation between the site 
emergency response organization and the main control room. 
From this perspective, the actions that were effective in the 
response at Fukushima Daini were as follows: 

– The personnel with knowledge and experience in plant 
operations provided assistance to the operators in relation to 
technology, liaison, and coordination. 

– The liaison officers were dispatched from the site 
emergency response organization and stationed in the main 
control room so that the operators could concentrate on 
monitoring and operations, and the emergency response 
organization and the main control room could share 
information closely to secure the chain of command. 

– The conditions of major safety facilities and the status of 
water injection into reactors were shared between the main 
control room and the site emergency response organization, 
and were also visibly posted in the emergency response 
organization so that all responders could maintain a 
common perception/understanding of events as they 
unfolded. 

Next, as part the emergency response, the strategy of 
increasing the substitutability of response measures while 
constantly learning new information and predicting the changes 
was effective. With the response to a situation exceeding the 
anticipated conditions in mind, it is important to enhance the 
functions related to information analysis and strategy planning in 
the emergency response organization going forward. 
 

Figure 6    Pressure of Unit 1’s primary containment suppression chamber  
D/W, S/C, and FCS refer to dry well, suppression chamber, and flammability 
control system, respectively.
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Fig. 6 Pressure of Unit 1’s primary containment suppression chamber 

D/W, S/C, and FCS refer to dry well, suppression chamber, and 
flammability control system, respectively. 

 
 

 
Fig. 7 Temperature of Unit 1’s primary containment suppression 

chamber D/W, S/C, and FCS refer to dry well, suppression 
chamber, and flammability control system, respectively. 

 
 

Although these operations were effective in holding back an 
increase in pressure and temperature, these parameters increased 
again after shutdown. Therefore, in case the containment vessel 
exceeded the maximum working pressure, preparations for 
configuring the containment venting system were conducted. 
However, eventually, the situation was resolved before the 
containment vessel reached the maximum working pressure 
because system B of the RHR was restarted successfully at 1:24 
on March 14 as a result of the remediation activity described later. 
Although an increase in pressure occurred on March 17, this was 
because water was transferred from the main steam condenser to 
the S/C via the condensate storage tank (CST), and not because a 
new event occurred on the reactor side. 

The lessons learned from a series of responses include that a 
strategy should be developed to constantly increase the 
substitutability of response measures through the emergency 
response.

Concerning the reactor water injection, although RCIC was the 
only measure employed initially because the reactor was in the 
high-pressure stage, depressurizing the reactor increased the 
substitutability of water injection by a variety of means other than 
MUWC, which was used this time such as the utilization of a fire-
extinguishing system. Meanwhile, it was possible that an 
unexpected situation, such as a failure of a response system, might 
occur over time. With this in mind, after ensuring the first 
response measure (water injection into the reactor using the RCIC 
system), action was taken continuously to progress the situation 
so that multiple alternative measures could be secured without 
becoming complacent about the first measure. 

Furthermore, in order to mitigate the increase in containment 
vessel pressure, in addition to the alternative containment vessel 
spray, the number of alternative measures that could be chosen 
increased with time, such as by speeding up restoration of the 
RHR while preparing for containment venting as the next measure. 

In the future, the emergency organization is required to 
enhance functions so that a strategy can be developed in the 
manner described above. 

Furthermore, the function of collecting and analyzing 
information is essential for strategy planning as well as feeding 
back the execution results into strategy development. At 
Fukushima Daini, the strategic response as described above was 
possible because the functions of the instruments and control 
systems were secured and the site emergency response 
organization could ascertain the situation and predict the change 
in the situation based on data. In addition, it was also possible 
because the site emergency response organization and the main 
control room could share such information through establishing a 
means of communication and via a network and the consistency 
of the chain of command was maintained. 

(3) Summary of the Lessons Learned in the 
Emergency Response through Operations 

The important lessons learned in operations that led to a 
successful response are summarized as follows: 

First, in terms of implementing the emergency response 
effectively, it was important to provide appropriate assistance to 
the main control room as well as to secure the consistency of the 
chain of command through cooperation between the site 
emergency response organization and the main control room. 
From this perspective, the actions that were effective in the 
response at Fukushima Daini were as follows: 

– The personnel with knowledge and experience in plant 
operations provided assistance to the operators in relation to 
technology, liaison, and coordination. 

– The liaison officers were dispatched from the site 
emergency response organization and stationed in the main 
control room so that the operators could concentrate on 
monitoring and operations, and the emergency response 
organization and the main control room could share 
information closely to secure the chain of command. 

– The conditions of major safety facilities and the status of 
water injection into reactors were shared between the main 
control room and the site emergency response organization, 
and were also visibly posted in the emergency response 
organization so that all responders could maintain a 
common perception/understanding of events as they 
unfolded. 

Next, as part the emergency response, the strategy of 
increasing the substitutability of response measures while 
constantly learning new information and predicting the changes 
was effective. With the response to a situation exceeding the 
anticipated conditions in mind, it is important to enhance the 
functions related to information analysis and strategy planning in 
the emergency response organization going forward. 
 

Figure 7    Temperature of Unit 1’s primary containment suppression chamber  
D/W, S/C, and FCS refer to dry well, suppression chamber, and flammability 
control system, respectively.
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from the main steam condenser to the S/C via the condensate storage tank (CST), and not 
because a new event occurred on the reactor side.

The lessons learned from a series of responses include that a strategy should be developed to 
constantly increase the substitutability of response measures through the emergency response. 

Concerning the reactor water injection, although RCIC was the only measure employed 
initially because the reactor was in the high-pressure stage, depressurizing the reactor increased 
the substitutability of water injection by a variety of means other than MUWC, which was used 
this time such as the utilization of a fire-extinguishing system. Meanwhile, it was possible that 
an unexpected situation, such as a failure of a response system, might occur over time. With 
this in mind, after ensuring the first response measure (water injection into the reactor using 
the RCIC system), action was taken continuously to progress the situation so that multiple 
alternative measures could be secured without becoming complacent about the first measure.

Furthermore, in order to mitigate the increase in containment vessel pressure, in addition 
to the alternative containment vessel spray, the number of alternative measures that could be 
chosen increased with time, such as by speeding up restoration of the RHR while preparing for 
containment venting as the next measure.

In the future, the emergency organization is required to enhance functions so that a strategy 
can be developed in the manner described above.

Furthermore, the function of collecting and analyzing information is essential for strategy 
planning as well as feeding back the execution results into strategy development. At Fukushima 
Daini, the strategic response as described above was possible because the functions of the 
instruments and control systems were secured and the site emergency response organization 
could ascertain the situation and predict the change in the situation based on data. In addition, 
it was also possible because the site emergency response organization and the main control 
room could share such information through establishing a means of communication and via a 
network and the consistency of the chain of command was maintained.

(3) Summary of the lessons learned in the emergency response through operations
The important lessons learned in operations that led to a successful response are summarized 

as follows:
First, in terms of implementing the emergency response effectively, it was important to pro-

vide appropriate assistance to the main control room as well as to secure the consistency of the 
chain of command through cooperation between the site emergency response organization and 
the main control room. From this perspective, the actions that were effective in the response at 
Fukushima Daini were as follows:

– The personnel with knowledge and experience in plant operations provided assistance to 
the operators in relation to technical assistance, liaison, and coordination.

– The liaison officers were dispatched from the site emergency response organization and 
stationed in the main control room so that the operators could concentrate on monitoring 
and operations, and the emergency response organization and the main control room could 
share information closely to secure the chain of command.

– The conditions of major safety facilities and the status of water injection into reactors were 
shared between the main control room and the site emergency response organization, and 
were also visibly posted in the emergency response organization so that all responders 
could maintain a common perception/understanding of events as they unfolded.

Next, as part the emergency response, the strategy of increasing the substitutability of re-
sponse measures while constantly learning new information and predicting the changes was 
effective. With the response to a situation exceeding the anticipated conditions in mind, it is 
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important to enhance the functions related to information analysis and strategy planning in the 
emergency response organization going forward.

In this regard, the following actions were taken at Fukushima Daini:
– The reporting and communication systems were maintained so that it was possible to un-
derstand the situation and predict changes based on the data, and it was ensured that such 
information could be shared between the site emergency response organization and the 
main control room.

– Concerning reactor water injection and containment vessel cooling, a strategy was devised 
whereby the substitutability of the response measures could be constantly increased based 
on an understanding of the situation and prediction of changes.

4. Restoration Operations and the Lessons Learned

(1) On-site damage check
In order to restore lost safety functions using limited human and material resources, the 

restoration operations should be prioritized and safely executed. For this purpose, the extent of 
damage at the site needs to be checked first. However, because the damaged area might have 
been flooded again due to tsunami waves that arrived repeatedly, dispatching the responders 
to the field immediately was delayed. After establishing the necessary means to secure safety, 
such as methods for collecting tsunami information, monitoring the situation at the site and 
the change in water level and issuing emergency evacuation instructions, the responders were 
dispatched to the damaged area around 10:00 pm. It took approximately seven hours after the 
tsunami hit for the responders to be dispatched to the field. In addition, in the on-site check 
conducted after that in the darkness, it was necessary to move carefully, avoiding scattered 
rubble and openings into the sea. Therefore, it took further time to reach the damaged facilities 
and check the situation. Including this, it took a total of seven more hours after the responders 
were dispatched to the field until the on-site check was completed.

Thus, as a lesson, it should be considered when designing emergency activities that ensuring 
the safety of responders and securing a route to the field under such an emergency situation 
could be difficult, and fully comprehending the damage situation can take considerable time.

In this way, the on-site check continued until around 5:00 am on March 12, and the infor-
mation on damaged systems was collected at the site emergency response organization for 
analysis. When the components required to restore the A and B systems of the RHR of Units 
1, 2 and 4 were compared, the power-supply facilities for auxiliary components were totally 
lost, and there was no difference between the two systems. However, as Table 1 shows, it was 
found that there were fewer pump motors that required replacement in the B system, and it was 
determined that the B system would be the subject of prioritized restoration. In addition, as 
part of the restoration method, it was determined by the site emergency response organization 
that the submerged pump motors would be replaced and temporary cables would be placed to 
supply electricity to the electric motors from the power panels that were not submerged or from 
mobile power vehicles.

(2) Emergency procurement of restoration materials
At the request of the site emergency response organization, the headquarters emergency 

response organization in Tokyo and Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station (hereinafter 
referred to as “Kashiwazaki Kariwa”) were in charge of the procurement and transportation of 
the materials required for restoration.

The major materials sent to Fukushima Daini were electric motors, power cables, mobile 
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power vehicles, portable transformers, and light gas oil as the fuel for mobile power vehicles. 
All these materials, except for motors, could be procured relatively easily because they were 
highly versatile. However, for the three motors that needed replacement, it was necessary to find 
motors that were the same or that had similar specifications. For two out of the three motors, as 
suitable ones were found in the manufacturer’s factory stock, three motors, including one spare 
motor, were shipped from Komaki Airport to Fukushima Airport by the Self-Defense Forces 
between 9:30 pm and 10:07 pm on March 12 and then carried by truck to arrive at Fukushima 
Daini at 6:33 am on March 13. For the remaining motor, because the one used at Kashiwazaki 
Kariwa was found to be suitable, two motors, including one spare motor, were uninstalled and 
then carried by truck to arrive at Fukushima Daini in the early morning of March 13.

In this way, the materials required for emergency restoration of the RHR were ready by 
7:00 am on March 13. Land transportation took a long time because National Route 6 was 
cut off and the trucks were forced to detour due to landslides caused by the earthquake and 
inundation caused by the tsunami, the guide to the alternative route gave some incorrect direc-
tions resulting in a longer detour than necessary, and cell phones could not be used, making 
communication between the transportation team and the site emergency response organization 
difficult. Preparing for such situations is also an important lesson for the future.

The site emergency response organization asked the headquarters emergency response orga-
nization to arrange for the transportation of water to prevent running out of a source water for 
injection into the reactor, assuming a situation in which the restoration of the RHR would be 
delayed. However, this transportation did not come about because it was impossible to secure 
a way of transporting such a large amount of water. Although this problem was solved by the 
site emergency response organization, which decided to temporarily restore the system for 
taking subsoil water from the Kido river, it is necessary to fully consider which materials can be 
transported in an emergency, the transportation method of such materials, and the securement 
and storage of non-transportable materials at the power station in advance.

(3) Restoration of RHR
The full-scale restoration of the RHR was implemented on March 13, when the required 

materials were delivered from outside the power station. Using the road in the station, where 
the passage was ensured by the removal of rubble by heavy machinery the previous day, the 
required materials and equipment were carried into the site. In Units 1 and 4, the RHRC pump 
motors were replaced for cooling system B of the RHR. In addition, in Unit 1, the motor for a 
pump of the EECW was also replaced.

Furthermore, in parallel with these operations, the temporary restoration of the power system 
for operating the pumps was also conducted. Figure 8 shows the outline of the configuration of 
the temporary power system. In Units 1, 2 and 4, the power panels for supplying electricity to 
the pump motors of the RHRC, RHRS, and EECW, which were placed in the seawater heat-ex-
changer buildings (Hx Buildings), were totally broken by the tsunami. Therefore, the electricity 
was supplied to these motors from the power panels of Unit 3 and Rad-Waste Building, which 
were not underwater, or from the mobile power vehicles placed near the facilities via portable 
transformers. The temporary cables used for this restoration operation had a total length of 
approximately 9 km and were installed manually by approximately 200 people in one day on 
March 13.

After these operations were completed, the RHR of Unit 1 was restarted at 1:24 on March 14 
to initiate heat removal from the reactor and the containment vessel. Finally, the cold shutdown 
of all reactors was completed by 7:15 on March 15.
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(4) Securing of stable cooling after restoration
Although one system of the RHR was restored in each reactor and cold shutdown was 

achieved, there was a possibility that the means of heat removal would be lost again if the 
restored system failed because there was no spare heat-removal system in this situation. In 
addition, the possibility of deterioration in the insulation or a fire was also a concern because of 
the sea salt particles that had become attached to the electric facilities. 

Therefore, while the restoration of standby facilities was being continuously undertaken, 
the vibration diagnosis, analysis of the components and cleanliness of lubricants, and diagnosis 
based on infrared thermography had been conducted very frequently on the restored facilities 
since March 14 to maintain their reliability. Among the pumps that were operable in spite of 
once being underwater, some experienced an increase in vibration in the vicinity of the bearings 
around May because of foreign materials contaminating the lubricant. Therefore, the bearings 
and lubricant in these pumps were replaced.

In addition, transportation of the materials for continuing the restoration work and the trans-
portation and storage of fuel for the mobile power vehicles and service cars were needed, and 
some emergency response personnel were assigned to carry out these duties.

(5) Summary of the lessons learned in the restoration work
The important lessons learned in the restoration work are summarized as follows from the 

viewpoint of the operations and logistics supporting such operations:
The lessons learned in the restoration work are as follows:
– It is important that the condition of damaged facilities be verified in the on-site investiga-
tion and that the emergency response organization works on the restoration after clearly 
determining the priority of restoration operations.

– It is necessary to consider the means of securing safety in advance, assuming that on-site 
activities are taking place during an emergency.

– Considering that it may be impossible to dispatch responders to the damaged area at an 
early stage of the emergency and the on-site investigation and restoration activities may be 
restricted, it is important to take measures in advance to cope with the emergency even if 
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Fig. 8 Layout of mobile power vehicles and temporary cables used for 

the recovery of cooling systems. Hx Building refers to the Heat 
Exchanger Building, where cooling facilities, including heat 
exchangers and pumps, are located. 

 
 

(4) Securing of Stable Cooling after Restoration 
Although one system of the RHR was restored in each 

reactor and cold shutdown was achieved, there was a possibility 
that the means of heat removal would be lost again if the restored 
system failed because there was no spare heat-removal system in 
this situation. In addition, the possibility of deterioration in the 
insulation or a fire was also a concern because of the sea salt 
particles that had become attached to the electric facilities.  

Therefore, while the restoration of standby facilities was 
being continuously undertaken, the vibration diagnosis, analysis 
of the components and cleanliness of lubricants, and diagnosis 
based on infrared thermography had been conducted very 
frequently on the restored facilities since March 14 to maintain 
their reliability. Among the pumps that were operable in spite of 
once being underwater, some experienced an increase in vibration 
in the vicinity of the bearings around May because of foreign 
materials contaminating the lubricant. Therefore, the bearings and 
lubricant in these pumps were replaced. 

In addition, transportation of the materials for continuing the 
restoration work and the transportation and storage of fuel for the 
mobile power vehicles and service cars were needed, and some 
emergency response personnel were assigned to carry out these 
duties. 

(5) Summary of the Lessons Learned in the 
Restoration Work 

The important lessons learned in the restoration work are 
summarized as follows from the viewpoint of the operations and 
logistics supporting such operations: 

The lessons learned in the restoration work are as follows: 
– It is important that the condition of damaged facilities be 

verified in the on-site investigation and that the emergency 
response organization works on the restoration after clearly 
determining the priority of restoration operations. 

– It is necessary to consider the means of securing safety in 
advance, assuming that on-site activities are taking place 
during an emergency. 

– Considering that it may be impossible to dispatch 
responders to the damaged area at an early stage of the 
emergency and the on-site investigation and restoration 
activities may be restricted, it is important to take measures 
in advance to cope with the emergency even if on-site 
activities cannot be expected for a certain period of time 

after initial motion. In the example of Fukushima Daini, 
safety was temporarily secured by adopting an alternative 
means of water injection using a permanent facility. This 
measure provided sufficient time to perform restoration 
operations. 

– It is important for the power station employees in charge of 
emergency response to have the skills required for 
emergency restoration work so that they can respond at any 
time, including on holidays/weekends and in the evenings. 

– Facility diagnostic and repair techniques are required in 
order to operate the restored facilities stably for long periods 
after emergency restoration. 

The lessons learned regarding logistics are as follows: 
– Although the emergency procurement and transport could 

barely function as a result of flexible response, drastic 
improvement is required in the transportation system, as 
well as ascertaining the procurement and transport status 
and management of such information, and the means of 
communication between the transportation team and site 
emergency response organization. 

– Concerning the activities conducted outside the power 
station, it is important to simulate the response to complex 
situations encountered in conjunction with natural disasters 
in advance. 

– It is necessary to store important materials in the power 
station, assuming that the transportation of materials to the 
power station may be interrupted. 

– It is necessary to prepare sufficiently for the transportation 
of materials in an emergency, such as organizational 
systems and radiation protection education for 
transportation personnel. 

– It is necessary to establish the means to transport light gas 
oil and gasoline to the power station as well as to 
temporarily store and handle such dangerous materials in 
the power station in a safe manner 
 

5. Activities Supporting Long-Term 
Emergency Activities 

Although the cold shutdown of all reactors was achieved in 
Fukushima Daini on March 15, as described above, the activities 
needed to maintain a safe shutdown state continued for a long 
period afterward. The responders who stayed at the power station 
for emergency response were allowed to go home on a rotating 
basis starting on March 24, which was approximately two weeks 
after the occurrence of the event. However, even after that, many 
responders took turns sleeping at the power station continuously 
to prepare for unforeseen circumstances. 

To support these long-term activities, it was necessary to 
cope with various issues. 

First, most power station employees lived locally with their 
families and needed to confirm the safety of their family members 
and the status of their homes. Eighty-two percent of the 
employees lived within a twenty-kilometer radius of Fukushima 
Daiichi, and their families were required to evacuate. In addition, 
eight employees lost relatives due to the earthquake. Furthermore, 
forty-six percent of all employees experienced damage to their 
homes, ranging from total collapse to partial collapse. In order to 
continue emergency activities under such circumstances, it was 
essential to confirm the situations of the families and the condition 
of the homes of the responders so that necessary measures could 
be taken. However, it actually took ten days for all responders to 
contact their families; this needs to be improved further. 

There were responders who developed sudden deafness or 
symptoms of depression due to the stress of emergency activities 
and required psychological support. In addition to an interview 
with an industrial physician and nurses, medical specialists were 
invited to the power station on April 16 and May 5 to conduct 

Figure 8    Layout of mobile power vehicles and temporary cables used for the recovery of 
cooling systems   
Hx Building refers to the Heat Exchanger Building, where cooling facilities, 
including heat exchangers and pumps, are located.
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on-site activities cannot be expected for a certain period of time after initial motion. In the 
example of Fukushima Daini, safety was temporarily secured by adopting an alternative 
means of water injection using a permanent facility. This measure provided sufficient time 
to perform restoration operations.

– It is important for the power station employees in charge of emergency response to have 
the skills required for emergency restoration work so that they can respond at any time, 
including on holidays/weekends and in the evenings.

– Facility diagnostic and repair techniques are required in order to operate the restored facil-
ities stably for long periods after emergency restoration.

The lessons learned regarding logistics are as follows:
– Although the emergency procurement and transport could barely function as a result of 
flexible response, drastic improvement is required in the transportation system, as well as 
ascertaining the procurement and transport status and management of such information, 
and the means of communication between the transportation team and site emergency re-
sponse organization.

– Concerning the activities conducted outside the power station, it is important to simulate 
the response to complex situations encountered in conjunction with natural disasters in 
advance.

– It is necessary to store important materials in the power station, assuming that the transpor-
tation of materials to the power station may be interrupted.

– It is necessary to prepare sufficiently for the transportation of materials in an emergency, 
such as organizational systems and radiation protection education for transportation per-
sonnel.

– It is necessary to establish the means to transport light gas oil and gasoline to the power 
station as well as to temporarily store and handle such dangerous materials in the power 
station in a safe manner

5. Activities Supporting Long-Term Emergency Activities

Although the cold shutdown of all reactors was achieved in Fukushima Daini on March 15, 
as described above, the activities needed to maintain a safe shutdown state continued for a long 
period afterward. The responders who stayed at the power station for emergency response were 
allowed to go home on a rotating basis starting on March 24, which was approximately two 
weeks after the occurrence of the event. However, even after that, many responders took turns 
sleeping at the power station continuously to prepare for unforeseen circumstances.

To support these long-term activities, it was necessary to cope with various issues.
First, most power station employees lived locally with their families and needed to confirm 

the safety of their family members and the status of their homes. Eighty-two percent of the 
employees lived within a twenty-kilometer radius of Fukushima Daiichi, and their families 
were required to evacuate. In addition, eight employees lost relatives due to the earthquake. 
Furthermore, forty-six percent of all employees experienced damage to their homes, ranging 
from total collapse to partial collapse. In order to continue emergency activities under such 
circumstances, it was essential to confirm the situations of the families and the condition of the 
homes of the responders so that necessary measures could be taken. However, it actually took 
ten days for all responders to contact their families; this needs to be improved further.

There were responders who developed sudden deafness or symptoms of depression due to 
the stress of emergency activities and required psychological support. In addition to an inter-
view with an industrial physician and nurses, medical specialists were invited to the power 
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station on April 16 and May 5 to conduct questionnaire investigations and interviews. As a 
result, among approximately 500 emergency responders of Fukushima Daini, more than 100 
responders were diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and periodic diagnoses 
were made by the medical specialists starting in May.

In addition, risk management from the aspect of hygiene was needed because many respond-
ers conducted activities and slept in the important seismically isolated building where the site 
emergency response organization was placed. In this form of risk management, the activities 
such as the procurement of food and drinking water, securing a water supply for toilets and 
showers through restoration of deep wells and water pipes, obtaining bedclothes, installation of 
laundry facilities, and management of household garbage were included.

Since almost none of the above responses had been prepared for or experienced before, they 
were undertaken flexibly by the teams in charge of general affairs in the emergency response 
organization. However, long-term emergency activities cannot be conducted without these re-
sponses, so it is necessary to take advantage of the above to prepare for the future.

III. Reflection in the Emergency Management System
1. Issues in the Emergency Management System

Although lessons were extracted from the emergency responses made at Fukushima Daini as 
described in the previous chapter, it is necessary to consider the way in which the entire emer-
gency management system is implemented in order to take advantage of these lessons. This is 
because emergency activities are highly interconnected and management of the entire system 
is important in order to conduct activities effectively within a limited time and with limited 
human and material resources. In addition, it was revealed from the analysis described in the 
previous chapter that there were important functions that needed drastic enhancement, such as 
strategic and logistics functions, in order to cope with the situation exceeding the anticipated 
conditions.

The emergency organization of Fukushima Daini set up in this emergency situation was 
as shown in Figure 1. This organization is configured so that twelve functional teams exist in 
parallel under the chief of the headquarters of the site emergency response organization (Site 
Superintendent). It can be said that this structure enables each team to conduct activities in 
parallel and with the utmost promptness, according to the procedures and guides established in 
advance, in the case of an event within the range of the anticipated conditions. However, in situ-
ations exceeding the anticipated conditions where the procedures and guides cannot be applied 
without modification, it is difficult to cope with the changes in situation flexibly because the 
chief is required to manage a much wider range of issues alone. In Fukushima Daiichi, which 
had the same structure as shown in Figure 1, this problem surfaced as the situation there was 
far more severe than that experienced in Fukushima Daini.

As analyzed in the previous chapter, in the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, 
it was important to initiate the response to the situation with limited information and limited 
human and material resources, enhance the situational awareness and respond to the situation 
while revising the response strategy. In other words, the function to develop and revise strat-
egies (strategy-planning function) was important. However, these responses were made on an 
ad-hoc basis and were not assured as an emergency management system. In the structure shown 
in Figure 1, the functions were distributed so that information was collected by the information 
team, the plant behavior was predicted based on the information by the engineering team, the 
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strategies related to operation were developed by the plant operation team, and the strategies 
for restoration were developed by the restoration team. Therefore, the functions to continuous-
ly conduct the activities such as the development of strategies and the revision of strategies 
through the analysis of the implementation status were not clearly determined. This needs to 
be improved first to realize an emergency management system which can cope with situations 
exceeding the anticipated conditions.

In addition, as a result of the analysis described in the previous chapter, it became clear that 
there were many issues to be solved concerning activities related to logistics and activities 
supporting long-term emergency initiatives. Because both are functions that have not yet been 
clearly defined, it is necessary to reflect the respective lessons related to these activities after 
positioning them clearly in the emergency management system.

2. Application of the Incident Management System

It is considered valuable to study the application of the Incident Command System 4) (ICS) 
developed in the United States for solving the issues concerning the emergency management 
system described in the previous section.

ICS is an emergency management system that was created in the US to elucidate how an 
emergency organization can function to enable activities in a scenario where conditions are 
constantly changing and under circumstances where it is not clear to what extent the situation 
will spread, such as wildfires and natural disasters. The effectiveness of its functions has been 
increased by reflecting the actual experience in disaster response, including the response to 
Hurricane Katrina in 2005 5).

Figure 9 shows the basic configuration of the management functions of ICS. The manage-
ment functions consist of the following four function modules under the Incident Command 
(commander) : Operations (execution team), Planning (intelligence and planning team), Lo-
gistics (logistics team), and Finance/Administration (finance and administration team). ICS 
is designed to cope flexibly with the changes in a situation by maintaining, reinforcing and 
reducing the personnel of each function module or the organizations in the module according 
to the situation.

The configuration of this management function is consistent with the strategy planning, 
logistics, and general affairs functions supporting long-term activities, which are identified as 
necessary based on the lessons learned at Fukushima Daini, and can be a good basis on which 
improvements can be considered. It is also worth considering as a management system that can 
handle situations exceeding the anticipated conditions because the functions are configured 
modularly to increase the ability to respond to changes in the situation.

However, there are no precedents in which ICS was applied to nuclear emergency 

Figure 9   High-level functional structure of the Incident Command System
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questionnaire investigations and interviews. As a result, among 
approximately 500 emergency responders of Fukushima Daini, 
more than 100 responders were diagnosed with post-traumatic 
stress disorder (PTSD), and periodic diagnoses were made by the 
medical specialists starting in May. 

In addition, risk management from the aspect of hygiene was 
needed because many responders conducted activities and slept in 
the important seismically isolated building where the site 
emergency response organization was placed. In this form of risk 
management, the activities such as the procurement of food and 
drinking water, securing a water supply for toilets and showers 
through restoration of deep wells and water pipes, obtaining 
bedclothes, installation of laundry facilities, and management of 
household garbage were included. 

Since almost none of the above responses had been prepared 
for or experienced before, they were undertaken flexibly by the 
teams in charge of general affairs in the emergency response 
organization. However, long-term emergency activities cannot be 
conducted without these responses, so it is necessary to take 
advantage of the above to prepare for the future. 

 
III. Reflection in the Emergency 

Management System 
 

1. Issues in the Emergency Management 
System 

Although lessons were extracted from the emergency 
responses made at Fukushima Daini as described in the previous 
chapter, it is necessary to consider the way in which the entire 
emergency management system is implemented in order to take 
advantage of these lessons. This is because emergency activities 
are highly interconnected and management of the entire system is 
important in order to conduct activities effectively within a 
limited time and with limited human and material resources. In 
addition, it was revealed from the analysis described in the 
previous chapter that there were important functions that needed 
drastic enhancement, such as strategic and logistics functions, in 
order to cope with the situation exceeding the anticipated 
conditions. 

The emergency organization of Fukushima Daini set up in 
this emergency situation was as shown in Fig. 1. This organization 
is configured so that twelve functional teams exist in parallel 
under the chief of the headquarters of the site emergency response 
organization (Site Superintendent). It can be said that this 
structure enables each team to conduct activities in parallel and 
with the utmost promptness, according to the procedures and 
guides established in advance, in the case of an event within the 
range of the anticipated conditions. However, in situations 
exceeding the anticipated conditions where the procedures and 
guides cannot be applied without modification, it is difficult to 
cope with the changes in situation flexibly because the chief is 
required to manage a much wider range of issues alone. In 
Fukushima Daiichi, which had the same structure as shown in Fig. 
1, this problem surfaced as the situation there was far more severe 
than that experienced in Fukushima Daini. 

As analyzed in the previous chapter, in the emergency 
response made at Fukushima Daini, it was important to initiate the 
response to the situation with limited information and limited 
human and material resources, enhance the situational awareness 
and respond to the situation while revising the response strategy. 
In other words, the function to develop and revise strategies 
(strategy-planning function) was important. However, these 
responses were made on an ad-hoc basis and were not assured as 
an emergency management system. In the structure shown in Fig. 
1, the functions were distributed so that information was collected 
by the information team, the plant behavior was predicted based 

on the information by the engineering team, the strategies related 
to operation were developed by the plant operation team, and the 
strategies for restoration were developed by the restoration team. 
Therefore, the functions to continuously conduct the activities 
such as the development of strategies and the revision of strategies 
through the analysis of the implementation status were not clearly 
determined. This needs to be improved first to realize an 
emergency management system which can cope with situations 
exceeding the anticipated conditions. 

In addition, as a result of the analysis described in the 
previous chapter, it became clear that there were many issues to 
be solved concerning activities related to logistics and activities 
supporting long-term emergency initiatives. Because both are 
functions that have not yet been clearly defined, it is necessary to 
reflect the respective lessons related to these activities after 
positioning them clearly in the emergency management system. 

 
2. Application of the Incident Management 

System 
It is considered valuable to study the application of the 

Incident Command System4) (ICS) developed in the United States 
for solving the issues concerning the emergency management 
system described in the previous section. 

ICS is an emergency management system that was created in 
the US to elucidate how an emergency organization can function 
to enable activities in a scenario where conditions are constantly 
changing and under circumstances where it is not clear to what 
extent the situation will spread, such as wildfires and natural 
disasters. The effectiveness of its functions has been increased by 
reflecting the actual experience in disaster response, including the 
response to Hurricane Katrina in 20055). 

Figure 9 shows the basic configuration of the management 
functions of ICS. The management functions consist of the 
following four function modules: Incident Command 
(commander), Operations (execution team), Planning 
(intelligence and planning team), Logistics (logistics team), and 
Finance/Administration (finance and administration team). ICS is 
designed to cope flexibly with the changes in a situation by 
maintaining, reinforcing and reducing the personnel of each 
function module or the organizations in the module according to 
the situation. 

The configuration of this management function is consistent 
with the strategy planning, logistics, and general affairs functions 
supporting long-term activities, which are identified as necessary 
based on the lessons learned at Fukushima Daini, and can be a 
good basis on which improvements can be considered. It is also 
worth considering as a management system that can handle 
situations exceeding the anticipated conditions because the 
functions are configured modularly to increase the ability to 
respond to changes in the situation. 

However, there are no precedents in which ICS was applied 
to nuclear emergency management systems in the United States 
or Japan. 

 
Fig. 9 High-level functional structure of the Incident Command 

System 
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management systems in the United States or Japan. Therefore, we considered the application of 
ICS from our own perspective, while considering the particular characteristics of nuclear emer-
gency situations. Figure 10 shows the basic configuration of the nuclear emergency response 
functions to which ICS is applied.  Under the head of the site emergency response organization, 
the persons responsible for the strategy-planning (intelligence and planning) function, exe-
cution function (such as operation and restoration), external contact (such as notifications to 
the central and local governments and dealing with the press), and general affairs function are 
positioned. This configuration basically follows ICS, but two changes were made so that it can 
function as a site emergency response organization.

The first change is that the external contact function was positioned as one team. This is 
because the activities in collaboration with the central and local governments and the activities 
related to the transmission of information via the press, etc., are important in nuclear emergen-
cy situations, as with a conventional nuclear emergency response organization.

The second change is that the logistics function is not positioned as a team in the site emer-
gency response organization. This is to allow the site emergency response organization to focus 
on the activities conducted at the site. Instead, logistics is positioned as an important mission of 
the headquarters emergency response organization, which sets up the logistics bases in distant 
places outside the precautionary action zone (PAZ) and which is assigned the function to pro-
cure and transport necessary materials.

In the following sections, the direction of the reinforcement of respective functions are dis-
cussed reflecting the lessons learned at Fukushima Daini, based on the emergency management 
system to which ICS is applied.

3. Intelligence and Planning Function (ICS’s Planning Function)

It is said that the important features of ICS’s planning function are the collection, evaluation, 
and display of information; planning of response activities; management of human and material 
resources; and documentation. 

In the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, the collection, evaluation, and display 
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Fig. 10 Functional structure of an improved site emergency response organization applying the ICS concept 

 
 
Therefore, we considered the application of ICS from our own 
perspective, while considering the particular characteristics of 
nuclear emergency situations. Figure 10 shows the basic 
configuration of the nuclear emergency response functions to 
which ICS is applied.  Under the head of the site emergency 
response organization, the persons responsible for the strategy-
planning (intelligence and planning) function, execution function 
(such as operation and restoration), external contact (such as 
notifications to the central and local governments and dealing 
with the press), and general affairs function are positioned. This 
configuration basically follows ICS, but two changes were made 
so that it can function as a site emergency response organization. 

The first change is that the external contact function was 
positioned as one team. This is because the activities in 
collaboration with the central and local governments and the 
activities related to the transmission of information via the press, 
etc., are important in nuclear emergency situations, as with a 
conventional nuclear emergency response organization. 

The second change is that the logistics function is not 
positioned as a team in the site emergency response organization. 
This is to allow the site emergency response organization to focus 
on the activities conducted at the site. Instead, logistics is 
positioned as an important mission of the headquarters emergency 
response organization, which sets up the logistics bases in distant 
places outside the precautionary action zone (PAZ) and which is 
assigned the function to procure and transport necessary materials. 

In the following sections, the direction of the reinforcement 
of respective functions are discussed reflecting the lessons learned 
at Fukushima Daini, based on the emergency management system 
to which ICS is applied. 

 
3. Intelligence and Planning Function (ICS’s 

Planning Function) 
It is said that the important features of ICS’s planning 

function are the collection, evaluation, and display of information; 
planning of response activities; management of human and 
material resources; and documentation.

 

In the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, the 
collection, evaluation, and display of information had already 
been established as matters of primary importance. Specifically, 
the site emergency response organization dispatched the liaison 
officers to the main control room to prevent discrepant 
information from being collected. Then, in the site emergency 
response organization, the information on the condition of major 
safety facilities and the status of water injection into the reactors 
were summarized from the information conveyed from the main 
control room and that obtained from the safety parameter display 
system (SPDS), and it was written out and displayed. In this way, 
the operators at the main control room and the personnel of the 
response organization had a common and shared perception of the 
situation. 

This is called a “common operation picture,” and its 
information is determined by the configuration of plant facilities 
and emergency facilities. Therefore, the standard format of the 
information should be created in advance so that it can be 
displayed on paper and in electronic media. The SPDS is useful 
as a tool for sharing important plant parameters. In addition, the 
lessons learned at Fukushima Daini show the importance of 
sharing the information obtained by interpreting the parameters 
(e.g., the prediction of an increase in the containment vessel 
pressure), the information on the operability of the facilities, and 
the information on important restoration activities. Therefore, 
preparing the common operation pictures as a tool is considered 
to be very useful. Furthermore, standardizing especially important 
matters and the method of displaying them from the information 
shown on the whiteboards in emergency drills as the common 
operation picture enables continuous improvement. 

Figure 11 shows an example of a common operation picture. 
It summarizes important information for understanding the 
accident conditions, such as the picture of a reactor and a 
containment vessel in the center, the conditions of the reactor and 
its control as well as the conditions of the control of the 
containment vessel temperature and pressure on the upper side, 
and the predicted time when the reactor water level reaches TAF 
as well as the predicted time when containment venting is 
required on the lower side. Such information was not only written 
out on the whiteboard, but also distributed on paper so that it could 
be shared within the response organization of Fukushima Daini. 

Figure 10    Functional structure of an improved site emergency response organization 
applying the ICS concept
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of information had already been established as matters of primary importance. Specifically, the 
site emergency response organization dispatched the liaison officers to the main control room 
to prevent discrepant information from being collected. Then, in the site emergency response 
organization, the information on the condition of major safety facilities and the status of water 
injection into the reactors were summarized from the information conveyed from the main 
control room and that obtained from the safety parameter display system (SPDS), and it was 
written out and displayed. In this way, the operators at the main control room and the personnel 
of the response organization had a common and shared perception of the situation.

This is called a “common operation picture,” and its information is determined by the con-
figuration of plant facilities and emergency facilities. Therefore, the standard format of the 
information should be created in advance so that it can be displayed on paper and in electronic 
media. The SPDS is useful as a tool for sharing important plant parameters. In addition, the 
lessons learned at Fukushima Daini show the importance of sharing the information obtained 
by interpreting the parameters (e.g., the prediction of an increase in the containment vessel 
pressure), the information on the operability of the facilities, and the information on important 
restoration activities. Therefore, preparing the common operation pictures as a tool is consid-
ered to be very useful. Furthermore, standardizing especially important matters and the method 
of displaying them from the information shown on the whiteboards in emergency drills as the 
common operation picture enables continuous improvement.

Figure 11 shows an example of a common operation picture. It summarizes important infor-
mation for understanding the accident conditions, such as the picture of a reactor and a contain-
ment vessel in the center, the conditions of the reactor and its control as well as the conditions 
of the control of the containment vessel temperature and pressure on the upper side, and the 
predicted time when the reactor water level reaches TAF as well as the predicted time when 
containment venting is required on the lower side. Such information was not only written out Improved Nuclear Emergency Management System Reflecting Lessons Learned from the Emergency Response at 
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Fig. 11 An example of a common operation schematic for information sharing among responders in a nuclear emergency 

 

 
Fig. 12 Concept of phased approach in emergency response 

 
In the left portion of Fig. 11, the information on the operability of 
the external power sources, emergency power sources, and high- 
and low-pressure water injection systems of the ECCS is 
summarized. The information on the operability of safety 
facilities was also written out, updated as needed, and shared at 
Fukushima Daini in a similar way as shown in Fig. 2, and this also 
proved to be useful. In the right portion of Fig. 11, the conditions 
that developed at major facilities related to power supply and 
water injection among severe accident-management facilities 
after the accident occurred at Fukushima Daiichi can be described. 
The word “DEC” in this figure represents the equipment that is 
usable under the design extension condition.  

Furthermore, in terms of the information analysis and 
planning of response activities, in the emergency response made 
at Fukushima Daini, it was effective to constantly develop 
strategies that increased the substitutability of response measures 
while at the same time obtaining and understanding the 
information and predicting the changes. However, the 
engineering team shown in Fig. 1 took charge of understanding 
the situations and predicting changes based on the plant 
parameters, the plant operation team took charge of the 

development of a response strategy in terms of operation, the 
restoration team was responsible for that strategy in relation to 
facility restoration, and the headquarters was responsible for 
making overall adjustments as needed. In order to reinforce this 
function further, a director should be assigned to the planning 
function to conduct information analysis and strategy planning in 
an integrated way. 

In the meantime, the information team took charge of the 
acquisition of plant parameters and the collection of information 
on emergency response activities, which were utilized in 
information analysis as needed. It is preferable that this also be 
positioned and integrated as part of strategy planning. 

In addition, as the lessons learned from the emergency 
response made at Fukushima Daini, it is important to plan 
strategies considering that on-site activities may initially be 
restricted for a certain period of time. It is preferable to prepare 
for the response by adopting a phased approach, where securing 
safety in the interim is enabled through a response using 
permanently installed facilities initially and then the 
substitutability of response measures is increased with the passage 
of time.  
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Figure 11    An example of a common operation schematic for information sharing among 
responders in a nuclear emergency
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on the whiteboard, but also distributed on paper so that it could be shared within the response 
organization of Fukushima Daini.

In the left portion of Figure 11, the information on the operability of the external power 
sources, emergency power sources, and high- and low-pressure water injection systems of the 
ECCS is summarized. The information on the operability of safety facilities was also written 
out, updated as needed, and shared at Fukushima Daini in a similar way as shown in Figure 2, 
and this also proved to be useful. In the right portion of Figure 11, the conditions that developed 
at major facilities related to power supply and water injection among severe accident-manage-
ment facilities after the accident occurred at Fukushima Daiichi can be described. The word 
“DEC” in this figure represents the equipment that is usable under the design extension con-
dition. 

Furthermore, in terms of the information analysis and planning of response activities, in the 
emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, it was effective to constantly develop strate-
gies that increased the substitutability of response measures while at the same time obtaining 
and understanding the information and predicting the changes. However, the engineering team 
shown in Figure 1 took charge of understanding the situations and predicting changes based 
on the plant parameters, the plant operation team took charge of the development of a response 
strategy in terms of operation, the restoration team was responsible for that strategy in relation 
to facility restoration, and the headquarters was responsible for making overall adjustments as 
needed. In order to reinforce this function further, a director should be assigned to the planning 
function to conduct information analysis and strategy planning in an integrated way.

In the meantime, the information team took charge of the acquisition of plant parameters 
and the collection of information on emergency response activities, which were utilized in 
information analysis as needed. It is preferable that this also be positioned and integrated as 
part of strategy planning.

In addition, as the lessons learned from the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, 
it is important to plan strategies considering that on-site activities may initially be restricted 
for a certain period of time. It is preferable to prepare for the response by adopting a phased 
approach, where securing safety in the interim is enabled through a response using permanently 
installed facilities initially and then the substitutability of response measures is increased with 
the passage of time.

Figure 12 shows the concept of the phased approach, in which the emergency response is 
classified into three phases according to the time elapsed after the accident. In the first phase, 
mobile safety facilities cannot necessarily be expected due to constraints, such as limited human 
resources for on-site activities and the inability to dispatch responders to the field until their 
safety can be ensured. Therefore, the basic response should be conducted with permanently 
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Fig. 11 An example of a common operation schematic for information sharing among responders in a nuclear emergency 
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In the left portion of Fig. 11, the information on the operability of 
the external power sources, emergency power sources, and high- 
and low-pressure water injection systems of the ECCS is 
summarized. The information on the operability of safety 
facilities was also written out, updated as needed, and shared at 
Fukushima Daini in a similar way as shown in Fig. 2, and this also 
proved to be useful. In the right portion of Fig. 11, the conditions 
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Furthermore, in terms of the information analysis and 
planning of response activities, in the emergency response made 
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of time.  
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installed facilities. In the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, water injection into 
the reactors was maintained by using the RCIC and the MUWC first to secure temporary safety, 
which corresponds to the first phase.

In the second phase, restoration is promoted, utilizing materials such as the mobile facil-
ities and spare items in the power station and measures for securing safety are added. In the 
third phase, the human and material resources from outside the power station are introduced to 
broaden the response as well as to ensure the continuity of safety securement. In the example 
of Fukushima Daini, because there were few materials and equipment available for restoration 
in the power station, the activities corresponding to the second phase could not be conducted 
sufficiently and the restoration activities corresponding to the third phase were conducted after 
the materials were delivered from outside the power station.

In addition, even if temporary safety is secured in the first phase, it is possible that secondary 
damage may spread as time passes, the safety facilities of the first phase may break down, a 
new problem may be found as a result of on-site investigation, etc. Therefore, it is important to 
continuously promote the diversification of response measures and expansion of substitutability 
during and after the second phase. In the example of Fukushima Daini, the response measures 
were added continuously in a scenario of spreading of flood damage, failure of restored safety 
facilities, and increase in the risk of electric fire.

The duration of each phase in an emergency situation differs depending on the situation of 
the accident. The strategies are developed in accordance with the phased approach concept, 
considering the prioritization of necessary activities. On the other hand, when designing the 
safety facilities or workforce configuration for emergency preparedness, it is necessary to set 
the estimated time of each phase as design conditions. It should be determined in consideration 
of important hazards, configuration of safety facilities and the geographical conditions of each 
power station. In the case of Fukushima Daini, it took half a day to gain access to the field 
and check the situation. Therefore, twelve hours after the occurrence of an accident could be a 
rough guide to the point at which the second phase can be expected to begin. In addition, con-
sidering the possibility that the areas outside the power station may also be in a confused state 
due to the influence of a significant disaster, seven days after a general disaster is considered to 
be a rough approximation of the amount of time that elapses before the third phase can begin.   

4. Operation and Restoration Execution Functions (Operation Functions of 
ICS)

In the emergency response at Fukushima Daini, the main control room took charge of the 
strategy execution function from the viewpoint of operation and the restoration team took 
charge of this function from the viewpoint of facility restoration. In this emergency response, 
because the roles were divided, the operators operated undamaged facilities and the restoration 
personnel repaired damaged facilities, there were no special problems in their interfaces.

However, because the number of mobile safety facilities has been increasing under new 
regulatory standards and the number of important work-related interfaces, such as the installa-
tion of mobile facilities by the restoration personnel and the response operation utilizing such 
facilities by the operators, will increase, it is desirable that a director to execute functions be 
assigned to realize a more integrated response in the future.

In addition, as the lessons learned from the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, 
the organization in charge of this execution function also needs to be prepared to ensure safety 
during emergency activities, such as securing working lights, communication means, and the 
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removal of rubble to facilitate on-site activities. In addition, it is also necessary to enhance the 
skills required for emergency restoration work so that the response can be made at any time, in-
cluding on holidays/weekends and in the evenings. Furthermore, it is also important to acquire 
component diagnosis and repair skills because restored facilities need to be operated stably for 
long periods after emergency restoration.

5. Logistics Function

In the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, most logistics were not planned in 
advance, although they succeeded. Therefore, there are many lessons learned in this field, as 
follows:

First, most of the important restoration materials were procured through flexible response 
after the occurrence of the emergency situation. In order to enhance the ability to respond 
to situations exceeding the anticipated conditions, it is necessary to consider in advance the 
restoration materials required, in case the facilities important to safety are damaged, and pre-
pare for their storage in the power station as well as the means of external procurement and 
transportation to the power station.

In the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, difficulties were also experienced in 
the transportation of the restoration materials to the power station. It is necessary to develop 
a team with specialized logistics skills to enhance the response in terms of the transportation 
system, understanding procurement and transportation situations, the management of such in-
formation, and the means of communication between the transportation team and headquarters, 
etc.

In addition, especially when these activities are conducted outside the power station, the 
necessity of responding to complex situations due to a natural disaster needs to be assumed in 
advance. For example, in the emergency response made at Fukushima Daini, the transportation 
of restoration materials required for cold shutdown were delayed due to blockage of National 
Route 6 as a result of the earthquake and tsunami.

Furthermore, in order to assist restoration activities without interruption, it is necessary to 
develop the means of transporting light gas oil and gasoline to the power station as well as 
temporarily storing and safely handling these dangerous materials.

6. General Affairs Function

The general affairs function must also prepare for the possibility of a prolonged emergency 
response.

Based on the lessons learned in the emergency response at Fukushima Daini, the roles ex-
pected of the general affairs function include checking the safety of the emergency responders’ 
families and the condition of their homes on their behalf, the construction of a mental care 
program, and the implementation of necessary measures in consideration of hygiene risks gen-
erated by the situation where many responders work and sleep in limited spaces. These matters 
were described in detail in Section 4 of the previous chapter.

IV. Conclusions
Due to the tsunami caused by the Great East Japan Earthquake, Units 1, 2 and 4 at Fukushima 
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Daini lost their heat-removal function completely, but the cold shutdown succeeded as a result 
of the restoration of the RHR through flexible activities. In this article, in order to reinforce the 
emergency management system of nuclear power stations, important success factors and issues 
that emerged during the emergency response were analyzed and extracted as lessons learned 
from Fukushima Daini, where an emergency situation exceeding the anticipated conditions was 
actually managed successfully.

As a result, it was found that the (1) strategy-planning function to develop strategies as well 
as to analyze the implementation status and revise the strategies, (2) logistics function, and (3) 
function to assist long-term emergency activities needed to be reinforced as the management 
system. Based on these findings, an emergency management system in which ICS was applied 
to the nuclear emergency response organization was suggested. ICS, which was developed in 
the United States mainly for disaster response, has achieved results in emergency activities 
under circumstances where it was not clear the extent to which the situation would spread. This 
is the first time that ICS has been applied to the management of nuclear emergencies in the US 
or Japan.

In addition, in applying ICS, the important points in the reinforcement of major functions 
were shown specifically, based on the lessons learned from the experience at Fukushima Daini. 
Examples of such important points are the clarification of who will be in charge of information 
analysis and strategy design; reinforcement of information sharing means including the utili-
zation of a common operation picture; strategy design through a phased approach, clarification 
of who will be in charge of the execution of strategies such as operation of the plant, mobile 
facilities, and restoration activities; development of hands-on work skills among power station 
employees in charge of emergency response; development of a team with specialized logistics 
ability; improvement of material storage and procurement; and care for the personnel who are 
engaged in a long-term response as wells as care for their families.

It is expected that this improvement will enable a more flexible response to situations ex-
ceeding anticipated conditions. The nuclear emergency management system to which ICS was 
applied was introduced to Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station and has been improved 
on a daily basis through training. The improvement under this management system has been 
producing good results in training sessions, which are conducted without notifying the par-
ticipants of the scenario in advance and assume such a severe situation as the occurrence of 
multiple failures, which could lead to severe accidents occurring in several reactors. In such 
training programs, the site emergency response organization functioned properly to control the 
situations. 

We intend to conduct training continuously on the management of nuclear emergencies uti-
lizing ICS to further improve the ability to respond to the situations exceeding the anticipated 
conditions and to work on improving safety.
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Photon Spectra Measured above Operating Floor 
of Unit 3 Reactor at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 

Power Station
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Photon energy spectra were measured above the operating floor of unit 3 reactor at the 
Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station by using a CdZnTe semiconductor spectrometer. The 
spectrometer was installed in a lead collimator to measure the photons from the area directly 
below the detector. The collimator and spectrometer were lifted up by a huge crane and set 
above the operating floor. The photon spectra were derived by unfolding the pulse height spectra 
measured using the spectrometer. The response function of the spectrometer was calculated with 
the MCNP-4C code and was used as an input parameter of the unfolding code MAXED. It was 
found from the photon energy spectra that low-energy photons with energy below 0.4 MeV were 
dominant above the operating floor. These spectra are fundamental data for evaluating the dose 
reduction effect by setting up shields on the operating floor.

KEYWORDS: photon energy spectrum, CdZnTe spectrometer, unfolding, Fukushima Daii-
chi Nuclear Power Station, unit 3 reactor, operating floor, 137Cs, 134Cs

I. Introduction
The Unit 3 reactor at Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station was severely damaged by 

hydrogen explosions due to an accident attributed to the Great East Japan Earthquake that 
occurred on March 11, 2011 1). In preparation for the reactor decommissioning, rubble removal 
and decontamination have progressed at the operating floor on the fifth floor of the Unit 3 
reactor (hereinafter referred to as “operating floor”) and the removal of fuel from the spent fuel 
pool has been scheduled. For fuel removal, several tasks have been planned to be conducted 
remotely. However, some tasks need to be conducted through manned operations, such as the 
installation of the basement girder. Since the operating floor continues to produce a high dose 
rate due to the high-density contamination caused at the time of the explosion, dose reduction 
through decontamination measures have been implemented, such as peeling the floor surface 
on the assumption of surface contamination, and removing the rubble. However, sufficient 
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reduction has not yet been achieved. Therefore, the installation of a shield for further dose 
reduction is planned 2). 

The Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority assumed that high-density contamina-
tion might be observed at places other than the surfaces, such as the lower surface of the shield 
plug located on top of the reactor, which could be a radiation source. If a place other than the 
surfaces is contaminated, the contribution of scattered rays with low energy will be increased 
by penetration through the concrete, etc. Therefore, we attempted to measure the energy spectra 
of the photon beams emitted upwards from the operating floor surface in order to confirm the 
assumption described above. The spectra thus obtained not only enable the determination of the 
exposure dose of workers in more detail, but also could be the basic data required to optimize 
the thickness and material of the shield to be installed.

II. Measuring Method
We used a CdZnTe semiconductor detector with a crystal size of 1 cm × 1 cm × 1 cm (GR-1  

manufactured by Kromek) 3) for the measurement of photon beam energy spectra. By installing a 
CdZnTe semiconductor in a lead collimator (with a diameter of 0.8 cm), we eliminated the pho-
ton beams entering from the periphery and measured only the photon beams emitted upwards 
from the operating floor surface. Figure 1 shows the layout of the collimator and detector.

The collimator was equipped with a tablet PC for data acquisition and mobile Wi-Fi router 
to measure the spectra, while monitoring the status remotely. The collimator and the detector 
were lifted with a 600-t crane and moved to the measurement position on the operating floor of 
the Unit 3 reactor so that the sensitive volume of the CdZnTe detector was located at a height 
of approximately 50 cm above the operating floor surface. As typical samples of locations on 
the operating floor, 24 positions were selected, mainly on the shield plug on top of the reactor, 
where the dose rate is considered to be particularly high and a major radiation source, as shown 
in Figure 2. We conducted measurements at these 24 positions on November 19, 2015.

Iron

Lead
（30 cm×30 cm
×17.5 cm height） 

8 mmφ collimator

CdZnTe spectrometer 
(Kromek GR-1)

Lift up by
a crane

Operating floor

5
0
 c

m

Figure 1   Schematic drawing of the lead collimator and the CdZnTe semiconductor spectrometer
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III. Measurement Results
Figure 3 shows the pulse height distribution of the CdZnTe semiconductor detector mea-

sured at a height of 50 cm above the reactor shield plug, spent fuel pool and the iron shield 
plate on the DS pit. At the joint of the plug (Example: ㉔, etc.), the photoelectric peaks formed 
by the 0.662 MeV γ-rays from 137Cs and the 0.605 MeV and 0.8 MeV γ-rays from 134Cs were 
observed. On the other hand, no photoelectric peak formed by γ-rays from radioactive Cs was 
observed on the spent fuel pool (⑬) and iron shield plate on the DS pit (㉑), etc. In addition, 
at all measurement positions, no photoelectric peak formed by γ-rays from any radioactive 
nuclide, other than 137Cs and 134Cs, was observed. From these results, it is estimated that the 
radiation dose on the operating floor is attributable to 137Cs and 134Cs.

IV. Derivation of Photon Energy Spectra
The photon energy spectra were derived by unfolding the pulse height distribution mea-

sured by the CdZnTe detector.  The response of the detector, which was used in the unfolding 
procedure, was calculated as follows. First, a calculation model was created by simulating the 
structures of the CdZnTe semiconductor detector and collimator as closely as possible. Then, 
the response of the detector to the photons that passed through the collimator was calculated 
using the Monte Carlo code MCNP-4C 4) and the model. Subsequently, the energy resolution of 
the CdZnTe semiconductor detector was evaluated using the pulse height distribution relative 
to the γ-rays from a 137Cs radiation source in order to broaden the calculated response using 
the Gaussian distribution, which could reproduce the measured pulse height distribution a. The 
response function of the CdZnTe semiconductor detector was created by changing the energy 
of incident photons by up to 1.5 MeV at 10-keV increments to calculate the pulse height distri-
bution relative to the photon beams of a total of 150 energies.

a Compared to the photons entering from the front face of the detector (on the collimator side), the photons entering from the rear 
face (top) of the detector tend to cause lower resolution due to the scattering substances such as the electrical circuit. In this 
report, we created the response function assuming the photons entered from the front face.
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Figure 2    Measurement points of photon spectra above the operating floor of unit 3 reactor
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For unfolding the pulse height distribution, we used MAXED code, which was developed 
by PTB (Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt, Germany) and included in the UMG-3.3 code 
package. MAXED code is based on the principle of the maximum entropy method and can 
estimate the photon energy spectrum, thus reproducing the measured pulse height distribution 
by using the above response function 5). For the 23 positions excluding measurement position 
⑪, where the influence of the pile-up could not be ignored due to the high counting rate, we 
derived the energy spectra of the photon beams that were emitted upwards from the operating 
floor surface as shown in Figure 4.

The vertical axis shows the fluence rate per unit area of the photons entering the CdZnTe 
semiconductor detector through the lead collimator with a diameter of 0.8 cm.

V. Discussion
From the photon energy spectra shown in Figure 4, the contribution of the scattered rays 

with decreased energy of 0.4 MeV or lower was large and the influence of the direct radiations 
from 137Cs and 134Cs was low at all positions. This result suggests that the contamination source 
is not only on the operating floor surface, but also in deeper areas, such as the lower part of the 
shield plug 6). The dose reduction effect of the iron shield placed on the operating floor surface 
increases as the photon beam energy decreases. Therefore, when the thickness of the shield is 
determined based on the assumption of direct radiation with high energy, the dose reduction 
effect of the iron shield may be greater than expected in an environment where the contribution 
of scattered rays is large, as described above.

As shown in Figure 4, peaks were observed in the scattered rays at approximately 0.07 MeV 
and 0.2 MeV, on and around the shield plug. The peak at 0.07 MeV is caused by the charac-
teristic X-rays of lead generated in the collimator. Table 1 shows the relation between the 
scattering angle based on Compton scattering and the energy of the scattered rays. As shown 
in Figure 1, since no shield plate for the CdZnTe semiconductor detector was placed on top 
of the collimator, this structure enabled photons scattering downwards in the air in the upper 
portion of the collimator to enter the detector. Among the scattering angles shown in Table 1, 
the angle of approximately 180° corresponds to the position directly above the collimator, and 
the energy of the scattered rays is 0.18–0.2 MeV in this case. Since this energy of the scattered 

Figure 3    Pulse height spectra measured above the operating floor of unit 3 reactor
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Figure 4    Photon energy spectra derived by unfolding the pulse height spectra measured 
above the operating floor of unit 3 reactor

132 速　　報（谷村，他）

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 15, No. 3 （2016）

果を Fig. 4に示す。なお，縦軸は直径 0.8 cmの鉛製コリ
メータを通過して CdZnTe半導体検出器に入射した光子
の単位面積当たりのフルエンス率を表す。

V. 考　　察

　Figure 4の光子線エネルギースペクトルから，すべて
の箇所において，0.4 MeV以下のエネルギーが低下した
散乱線の寄与が大きく，137Csおよび 134Csからの直接線
の影響は小さいことがわかる。この結果は，オペフロ床表
面ではなく，例えば，シールドプラグの下部等の深部に汚
染源があることを示唆している6）。オペフロ床面に設置さ
れる鉄製遮蔽体の厚さは，エネルギーが高い直接線を想定
して設定されているが，鉄製遮蔽体の線量低減効果は，光
子線エネルギーが低いほど大きくなるため，上述の散乱線
の寄与が大きい環境では，直接線として想定した以上の線
量低減効果が得られる可能性がある。
　Figure 4に示すとおり，シールドプラグおよびその周
辺においては，散乱線の中に 0.07 MeVと 0.2 MeV付近
にピークが観測されている。0.07 MeV付近のピークは，
コリメータ中で発生した鉛の特性 X線である。Table 1
にコンプトン散乱による散乱角度と散乱線のエネルギーの
関係を示す。Fig. 1に示したように，コリメータの上部に
は，CdZnTe半導体検出器用の遮蔽体が設置されていない
ため，コリメータ上部の空気中で下方に散乱された光子線
は検出器に入射することが可能な構造となっている。
Table 1の散乱角度で 180°付近がコリメータ直上に対応
しており，この場合の散乱線のエネルギーは 0.18～0.2  
MeVとなる。この散乱線のエネルギーは，Fig. 4で観測
された 0.2 MeV付近のピークとエネルギーが合致するこ
とから，0.2 MeV付近に観測されたピークは，コリメー
タ直上で散乱された光子線によるものであると考えられ
る。

VI. ま　と　め

　CdZnTe半導体検出器と鉛製コリメータを用いて，福島
第一原子力発電所 3号機オペフロ上の光子線エネルギー
スペクトルを測定した。その結果，137Csまたは 134Cs以
外の放射性物質からのγ線光電ピークは観測されず，放射
性 Csが主要な線源であることが推測された。また，中性
子・光子輸送モンテカルロコードMCNP-4Cの応答解析
およびMAXEDコードによるアンフォールディング処理
により導出した光子線エネルギースペクトルの分析結果か
ら，低エネルギーの散乱成分の寄与が大きく，直接線の影
響は小さいことが確認された。得られた光子線エネルギー
スペクトルは，オペフロ上に設置する遮蔽体の線量低減効
果を評価するために必要な基礎データとなる。今後，散乱
線を詳細に評価し，その結果に基づき，線量に大きく寄与
する線源位置を推定する。

　本測定は，原子力規制庁，高エネルギー加速器研究機
構，東京電力，東芝および鹿島 JVの関係者の助言，協力
を得て実施することができました。ここに深く謝意を表し
ます。
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Table 1　 Relationship between angle and energy of 
Compton scattered photons

Scattering angle
［degrees］ 90 105 120 135 150 165 180

Nuclide
（Energy） Scattered photon energy ［MeV］

137Cs
（0.662 MeV） 0.288 0.252 0.225 0.206 0.194 0.187 0.184

134Cs
（0.605 MeV） 0.277 0.243 0.218 0.200 0.189 0.182 0.180

134Cs
（0.8 MeV） 0.312 0.269 0.239 0.218 0.204 0.196 0.194

Table 1   Relationship between the angle and the energy of Compton scattered photons
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rays corresponds to the peak at approximately 0.2 MeV observed in Figure 4, it would appear 
that the peak observed at approximately 0.2 MeV is because of the photon beams scattered in 
the air above the collimator. 

VI. Summary
We measured the photon energy spectra on the operating floor of the Unit 3 reactor at Fuku-

shima Daiichi Nuclear Power Station using a CdZnTe semiconductor detector and lead colli-
mator. No photoelectric peak of the γ-rays from any radioactive nuclides, other than 137Cs and 
134Cs, was observed and it was estimated that radioactive Cs was the main source. In addition, 
from the analysis of the photon energy spectra derived from the response analysis of MCNP-4C 
code and the unfolding process with MAXED code, it was confirmed that the low-energy scat-
tered component made a large contribution and the influence of direct radiation was low. The 
photon beam energy spectra obtained could be the basic data required for evaluating the dose 
reduction effect of a shield plate placed on the operating floor. In future studies, we will eval-
uate scattered rays in detail to estimate the location of the radiation source that contributes the 
most to the radiation dose based on the evaluation results.

We would like to express our deep gratitude for the advice and cooperation of the officials of 
the Secretariat of the Nuclear Regulation Authority, High Energy Accelerator Research Organi-
zation, Tokyo Electric Power Company, Toshiba and Kashima JV in this study.
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Estimation of Radionuclide Intakes by Singular 
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It is important to accurately estimate the intake quantity for reliable internal exposure assess-
ments. The intake quantity has been estimated by using the least-squares method. However, to 
use the least-squares method, the number of radioactivity measurements must be more than the 
number of intakes. To remedy this restriction, this study suggests an estimation method using 
singular value decomposition that is available regardless of the relation between the numbers of 
measurements and intakes. Moreover, this study introduces a procedure to calculate the intake 
quantity from the measurements with uncertainty.

KEYWORDS: internal exposure, intake estimation, radioactivity measurement, singular val-
ue decomposition

I. Introduction
Internal exposure occurs by the intake of radioactive materials into the human body and 

continues until the radioactive materials are excreted or attenuated by decay. Internal exposure 
can have a severe impact on the human body as the internal organs are directly exposed to the 
radiation. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the effects of not only strongly penetrating 
γ-rays, but also weakly penetrating radiation such as α-rays emitted from the progeny nuclides 
produced during radioactive decay inside the human body, to evaluate their effects.

The effects of internal exposure on the human body are evaluated by the committed equiva-
lent dose in the internal organs or the committed effective dose in the entire body accumulated 
over 50 years for adults and until 70 years old for children 1). These internal exposure doses are 
generally evaluated by multiplying the dose coefficient [Sv/Bq], calculated using an internal 
exposure evaluation model devised by the International Commission on Radiological Protec-
tion (ICRP), by the intake quantity of radioactive material in the body [Bq]. Accordingly, to 
evaluate the internal exposure dose with a high degree of accuracy, not only the physicochemi-
cal characteristics (such as the particle size of the inhaled radioactive materials, their chemical 
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form and the precise dose coefficient based on the exposure situation (the activity status of the 
examinee)) but also an evaluation of the precise intake quantity, become necessary.  

The unknown intake quantity of radioactive materials due to an accident is estimated us-
ing the predicted radioactivity per unit intake and the measured radioactivity in the body or 
excretions after an accident. According to the ICRP publication 78 that provides a method for 
evaluating the internal exposure of workers 2), it is suggested that a single intake can be estimat-
ed by dividing the radioactivity measurement by the radioactivity prediction for a unit intake. 
Furthermore, in the IDEAS guidelines that describe the evaluation procedures for internal 
exposures 3), it is suggested that a single intake can be estimated from multiple measurements 
in which the uncertainly of measurement is considered. Generally, the intake estimation is 
obtained by fitting the radioactivity prediction structured with a linear combination of radioac-
tivity prediction for the unit intake and the unknown intake quantity to the radioactivity mea-
surement in the body or excretions. Accordingly, the estimated intake quantity is formulated as 
a least squares problem. The least squares method for solving this problem is only applicable 
when the intake frequency is lower than the number of radioactivity measurements, and there 
is a limit on the type of applications.

In this paper, a methodology using singular-value decomposition that allows estimation of 
the intake quantity using multiple intakes and multiple measurements with uncertainty is pro-
posed. The results of the application of this estimation method to case examples in previous 
studies are reported. 

II. Internal Radioactivity Prediction Formula
1. Convolution Integration

The internal exposure dose due to a single acute intake in the ICRP is evaluated by the 
multiplication of the intake quantity and dose coefficient. This dose coefficient indicates the 
internal exposure dose using the biokinetic model and the ICRP dose evaluation model, for the 
case where an acute intake of 1 Bq of radioactive nuclides occurred at an arbitrary age. The 
biokinetic model evaluates the metabolism of radioactive nuclides and predicts the radioactiv-
ity from an intake of 1 Bq (in the body or in excretions), i.e., the radioactivity prediction per 
unit intake. The internal radioactivity by chronic intake of radioactive nuclides is calculated by 
convolution integration on the intake rate and the radioactivity prediction per unit intake:

 
  (1)

where, a(T) is the radioactivity prediction [Bq] at the age in days T [d], İ(t) is the intake rate of 
radioactive nuclides [Bq/d], and q (T − t) is the radioactivity prediction [Bq/Bq] per unit intake 
at the age of T (T > t) in days when an intake occurred at the age of t in days. 

2. Discretization of Integration

By conducting convolution integration on the radioactivity prediction per unit acute intake 
and the intake rate of the radioactive nuclides, the radioactivity prediction of the chronic intake 
can be calculated as Eq. (1). Using the average intake quantity per day (I (tj) = İ (tj) Δtj, Δtj = 1), 
the integration of Eq. (1) is discretized:
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  (2)

Using Eq. (2), the prediction of radioactivity due to the chronic intake (multiple number 
of intakes) is evaluated based on the intake quantity expressed per the unit of one day and the 
prediction of radioactivity due to a single acute intake is acquired when j = 1. Accordingly, it is 
considered that the intake quantity is acquired by solving Eq. (2), but it is not possible to solve 
as the number of unknown quantities (number of intakes) and the number of equations (number 
of measurements) do not necessarily match. Next, a methodology is considered for estimation 
of intake quantity based on the radioactivity measurements.

III. Intake Quantity Estimation Method
1. Deriving the Intake Quantity Estimation Formula

The intake quantity is estimated by fitting the radioactivity prediction of Eq. (2) to the ra-
dioactivity measurements. The fitting is conducted by the least squares method, determining 
the coefficient to minimize the sum of squares of residual difference of predictions and mea-
surements. When considering the uncertainty, the maximum-likelihood method is employed, 
determining the coefficient in such a way that the largest value of the likelihood function is 
acquired. Using these two methods, the estimation of intake is possible by solving the follow-
ing equation:

  
  (3)

where, || ||2 is the two-norm. For a measurement without uncertainty, Q (I ) = Q･I is determined 
and expressed with the matrix Q (component: q (Ti − tj)), intake vector I (component: I (tj)), 
and measurement vector M (component: m (Tj)). On the other hand, for a measurement with 
uncertainty, the component of Q (I ) is (ln (Σjq (Ti − tj) I (tj)) / ln (SFi), and the measurement 
vector M is (component: ln (m (Ti)) / ln (SFi)). SFi represents a scattering factor 3) that indicates 
the uncertainty of the radioactivity measurement and corresponds to the geometric standard 
deviation in the logarithmic normal distribution.

For a measurement without uncertainty, Eq. (3) is a linear equation in terms of the intake 
vector I. Therefore, the minimum intake vector I is acquired by solving the normal equation. For 
a measurement with uncertainty, Eq. (3) is not linear in terms of the intake vector I. Therefore, 
the intake vector I cannot be acquired as it is. Hence, Taylor expansion of Q (I) is conducted 
on the trial solution I k and by approximating to the first order term (Q (I k + ΔI ) ≈ Q (I k) + J(I k), 
where ΔI and J (I k) are the Jacobian matrixes to Q (I )). Eq. (3) then becomes: 

  

  (4)

Eq. (4) is a linear equation with regard to I k+1, therefore, the minimum I k+1 is derived by 
solving the following normal equation:
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  (5)

Starting from a trial solution and by applying Eq. (5) repeatedly to successively update the 
intake vector, the most appropriate intake vector I is acquired. However, the solution is only 
available when the inverse matrix (J (I k)TJ (I k))−1 exists. An inverse matrix exists when the 
number of intakes (unknown number) is equal to or lower than the number of measurements 
(number of equations). 

Further, a method is considered to solve Eq. (5) regardless of the dimensional relationship 
between the number of intakes and measurements.

2. Inverse Analysis by Singular-Value Decomposition

A singular-value decomposition of an arbitrary matrix m × n called matrix A is expressed 
as follows:

  
  (6)

where matrix U is an m × m matrix consisting of column vectors of an orthonormal basis 
in the m-dimensional space, matrix V is an n × n matrix consisting of column vectors of an 
orthonormal basis in the n-dimensional space, and matrix S is an m × n diagonal matrix with 
singular values (s1 ≥ … ≥ sip ≥0, p: number of positive singular values) on its diagonal line. If 
the Jacobian matrix J of m × n in Eq. (5) is replaced by J = USV  T and coordinated using UU  T = 
U  TU = E and VV  T = V  TV = E (E: Unit matrix), the following equation is obtained:

 
  (7)

Considering matrix S  TS being an n × n diagonal matrix, Eq. (7) is expressed as the following 
equation: 

  
  (8)

The calculation of the singular-value decomposition is possible with an arbitrary m × n 
matrix. Therefore, using Eq. (8), the estimation of the intake quantity is possible regardless of 
the dimensional relationship between the number of intakes n and the number of measurements 
m. Furthermore, the estimation of the intake quantity is possible using Eq. (8), not only for 
measurements with uncertainty, but also for measurements without uncertainty.

When the number of measurements m is equal to or greater than the number of intakes 
n (m ≥ n), the result of the inverse analysis using the above singular-value decomposition is 
equal to the result using the least squares method. This is not the case for the opposite condition 
(m < n). The evaluation will be in the direction from the space of lower dimensions (m-dimen-
sional space) to that of higher dimensions (n-dimensional space) that includes a certain bias 
on the inverse analysis. This bias can be determined with the difference between the intake 
quantity acquired by an inverse analysis considering the evaluated radioactivity prediction and 
through a direct analysis from specific intake quantities (e.g., 2.0 Bq, etc.) as the measured 
values and the original specific intake quantity.
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IV. Application Examples of Intake Estimations
1. Measurements without Uncertainty

As an example of intake estimation applied to measurements without uncertainty, a case of 
inhalation of radioactive iodine by a worker described in a report from the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) 5) was evaluated. In this report, thyroid radioactivity measurements of 
480 kBq and 440 kBq obtained respectively on Wednesday and Thursday after inhalation of 131I 
aerosol (AMAD 5μm, Type-F) by a worker are presented. 

The predicted thyroid radioactivity per unit intake required for estimating the intake quantity 
was determined as shown in Table 1. This example involves a case where the uncertainty of 
measurement is not considered, and the Q  (I ) in the Eq. (3) was expressed as a product of 
matrix Q listing the predicted thyroid radioactivity per unit intake and the intake quantity I. Ac-
cordingly, the Jacobian matrix J became matrix Q, and the intake quantity was calculated by the 
singular-value decomposition of matrix Q and Eq. (8). The estimation results are presented in 
Table 2. The first intake was estimated as the maximum of the three intakes. On the other hand, 
IAEA estimated the average of the three intakes, and the total intake quantity was determined 
to be 4,299 kBq. This is lower than our estimated total intake of 4.425 kBq by approximately 
2.8%. The intake quantity on Friday, Monday, and Tuesday was calculated by inverse analysis 
using a predicted value acquired by direct analysis based on the assumption that if the intake 
quantity was 2.00 Bq, each of the predicted values would be 1.70 Bq, 2.05 Bq and 2.17 Bq 
respectively. This result explains that a bias was added through inverse analysis. The predicted 
thyroid radioactivity calculated from the estimated result of the intake quantity is shown in 
Figure 1. The predicted values correspond to the measurements.

This example involved a problem of having to estimate the three intakes from two measure-
ments and it could not be solved using the least squares method. However, by adopting this es-
timation method using Eq. (8), it was possible to solve this issue regardless of the dimensional 
relationship between the number of intakes and measurements. 

Table 1   Predicted values per unit intake for inhalation of 131I by worker
Time after intake [d] AMAD 5 μm (Type F) Thyroid [Bq/Bq]

1 1.222×10−1

2 1.187×10−1

3 1.084×10−1

4 9.866×10−2

5 8.976×10−2

6 8.168×10−2

Table 2   Estimated intakes for inhalation of 131I by worker

Time after intake Estimated intakes [Bq]
Thyroid

Measured values [Bq] Predicted values [Bq]
Friday 1.85×106

Monday 1.25×106

Tuesday 1.33×106

Wednesday 4.80×105 4.76×105

Thursday 4.40×105 4.44×105
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2. Measurements with Uncertainty

A case of intake of 137Cs by a worker shown in the IDEAS guidelines 3) was evaluated as 
an example of applying intake estimation to measurements with uncertainty. The worker 
(35-year-old male) was sprayed with liquid 137Cs on his face when removing it from a bottle. 
The measured radioactivity on the entire body after exposure is presented in Table 3. The 
scattering factor was estimated as 1.2 for each measurement, and it was assumed that ingestion 
had occurred. The measurement taken on the 15th day was lower than the other measurements. 
It was therefore determined to be an outlier and not considered for evaluation. After the first 
intake, a second intake was assumed from an increase in the measurements taken between the 
30th and 46th day, and the median day, the 38th, was considered as the day of intake.

The predicted radioactivity on the entire body per unit intake required for an intake estima-
tion was evaluated, as presented in Table 4. As this example represents a measurement with 
uncertainly, and Q  (I  ) from Eq. (3) was expressed using the predicted radioactivity on the entire 
body per unit intake, intake quantity, and logarithmic function of uncertainty. Accordingly, the 
intake quantity was calculated by performing singular-value decomposition from the acquired 
Jacobian matrix J and by the repeated application of Eq. (8). The estimated results are pre-
sented in Table 5. On the other hand, according to the IDEAS guidelines estimation, values 
of 93,988 Bq on the 0th day and 479,100 Bq on the 38th day were determined, corresponding 
to smaller values than ours by approximately 1%. Furthermore, the intake quantity calculated 
with the predicted values using direct analysis based on an assumption of 2.00 Bq for the 
first and second intake quantities was 2.00 Bq and 2.00 Bq, respectively, demonstrating the 
absence of bias in an inverse analysis. The predicted radioactivity on the entire body evaluated 
from the estimation result is presented in Figure 2. The predicted values match the trend of 
measurements.
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Figure 1   Predicted activity for inhalation of 131I by worker

Table 3   Measured values of 137Cs for worker
Time of measurement after intake [d] Whole body [Bq]

 1 8.8×104

 8 6.0×104

15 3.0×104

17 9.3×104

30 8.3×104

46 4.8×105

50 4.6×105

60 4.4×105
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In this case, multiple intakes were evaluated considering the uncertainty of the measure-
ments represented by the scattering factor. Using this estimation method, the evaluation of 
multiple intakes was possible for measurements with uncertainty, similarly to single intakes.

Table 4   Predicted values per unit intake for ingestion of 137Cs by worker
Time after intake [d] Whole body [Bq/Bq]

 1 9.801×10−1

 8 8.596×10−1

12 8.317×10−1

15 8.146×10−1

17 8.040×10−1

22 7.785×10−1

30 7.398×10−1

46 6.682×10−1

50 6.514×10−1

60 6.112×10−1

Table 5   Estimated intakes for ingestion of 137Cs by worker

Time after intake [d] Estimated intakes [Bq]
Whole body

Measured values [Bq] Predicted values [Bq]
 0 9.50×104

 1 8.8×104 9.31×104

 8 6.0×104 8.16×104

15 3.0×104a) 7.74×104

17 9.3×104 7.64×104

30 8.3×104 7.03×104

38 4.85×105

46 4.8×105 4.80×105

50 4.6×105 4.65×105

60 4.4×105 4.35×105

a)  outlier
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V. Conclusions
To conduct a highly reliable dose evaluation of internal exposure, it was required to ade-

quately estimate the level of intake. When an unexpected intake of radioactive materials oc-
curs, the intake quantity is unknown and is therefore estimated by inverse calculation from the 
internal radioactivity or excretions, measured after intake. Estimation of the intake quantity 
was conducted by fitting the predicted radioactivity to the measured radioactivity values and 
was formulated as a least squares problem. To employ the least squares method, the number 
of intakes must be lower than the number of measurements. From the ICRP 2) and IDEAS 3) 
guidelines, only a single intake was considered, and the estimation of multiple intakes was not 
sufficiently conducted. Using the intake estimation method with singular-value decomposition 
in this research, estimation was possible regardless of the dimensional relationship between 
the number of intakes and the number of measurements. The effectiveness of this estimation 
method was demonstrated by applying it to case examples of intakes from previous studies.

Generally, for a measurement with uncertainty, the uncertainty is propagated to the results 
with inverse analyses. Accordingly, when the reliability of the analysis results are considered, 
it is essential to evaluate the propagation of uncertainty. Herein, a method permitting the eval-
uation regardless of dimensional differences between the number of measurements and the 
number of intakes was proposed. It will be necessary to consider the propagation of uncertainty 
to target evaluations with a higher degree of accuracy in the future.
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A design for an organic iodine filter was developed for filtered containment venting systems 
of nuclear power plants. After the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Accident, filtered containment 
venting systems were developed and installed at nuclear power plants in Japan employing aero-
sol filters, which are typically combinations of alkaline water scrubbers and metal fiber filters. 
Using silver zeolite, the newly designed filter absorbs organic iodine, which cannot be captured 
with alkaline water scrubbers and metal fiber filters. Methyl iodide absorption performance tests 
were conducted with various gas velocities and compositions, which covered the operating con-
ditions of filtered containment venting systems. The test results demonstrated that the decontam-
ination factors of the silver zeolite were over 50 if an appropriate gas contact time was ensured, 
even though steam condensation and the existence of hydrogen during vent startup had negative 
effects on the absorption performance. It was also revealed from the tests that intermittent vent-
ing might dampen the silver zeolite and reduce its absorption performance. Flow control of the 
vent gas was found to be an effective countermeasure to maintain the performance even under 
such conditions. Filter unit tests and numerical analyses of the gas flow within the filter vessel 
confirmed that the gas contact time was uniform in the filter and appropriate for achieving a de-
contamination factor of 50.

KEYWORDS: accident, filtered containment venting system, nuclear power plant, primary 
containment vessel, iodine, decontamination factor, performance, experiment

I. Introduction
In the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant, the reactor core melted down 

due to cooling failure resulting from the damage caused by the tsunami after the shutdown of 
the reactor. Part of the primary containment vessel (hereinafter referred to as “containment 
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vessel”) was damaged, and a large amount of radioactive material escaped into the environ-
ment. Based on the lessons learned from this accident, various countermeasures are being taken 
from the perspective of defense in depth. A part of this effort includes the development of 
a filtered containment venting system (hereinafter referred to as an FCVS) 1-4) to protect the 
containment vessel from over-pressure damage as well as to considerably reduce the emission 
of radioactive substances during severe accidents. 

An FCVS consists of a piping system used to exhaust (vent) gas from the gas-phase of the 
containment vessel to a high place, and a filter system to collect radioactive substances in the 
gas and suppress their release into the atmosphere. The main radioactive substances released 
into the atmosphere from the accident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant were 
noble gases, cesium and iodine 5). With respect to noble gases, we plan to suppress the rise in 
pressure and temperature in the containment vessel by spraying the vessel, or some similar 
activity, to delay the time when venting becomes necessary, and to attenuate the noble gases. 
This process can be expected to remove cesium and iodine with the filter system. Previous 
studies have involved the capture of cesium and inorganic iodine from the venting gas with a 
decontamination factor (hereinafter referred as DF) of 1,000 or more by an FCVS filter device, 
which is a combination of alkaline water scrubbers and metal filters 1, 3, 4, 6). However, this device 
cannot effectively capture organic iodine.

Although filters that capture iodine with silver zeolite have demonstrated significant effi-
ciency at fuel reprocessing plants, so a worthwhile capture efficiency of organic iodine might 
be expected, the following information suggests that such a filter would be insufficient when 
part of an FCVS system. Although zeolite has high hygroscopicity, iodine adsorption perfor-
mance will decrease due to the absorption of moisture. However, the moisture in the FCVS, 
which is required for the operation of the system during a loss of AC power at the time of an 
accident, cannot be removed. Also, it is necessary for the FCVS to treat hydrogen-containing 
gas, but the hydrogen may reduce the silver and thus impair the iodine removal. Furthermore, 
since the pressure difference between the containment vessel and the atmosphere allows gas 
to flow without the use of dynamic devices such as fans, the gas flow rate changes greatly 
during operation. Relevant knowledge is required to deal with these issues before an organic 
iodine filter with silver zeolite can be developed for FCVS. There have been reports by Ishii 
et al. 7) and Narabayashi et al. 8) on the application of silver zeolite to FCVS, but the perfor-
mance characteristics in an actual device under the assumed conditions has not been presented. 
Kobayashi et al. 9) has reported on the adsorption performance characteristics of silver zeolite 
under various flow conditions, but it is necessary to understand the performance characteristics 
for the organic iodine concentration at a gas temperature much closer to the usage conditions 
of the actual device, especially during the initial venting stage when the conditions are more 
severe. There has been no record of development or commercialization of organic iodine filters 
for FCVS in Japan, including these studies.

Meanwhile, the DF requirement for inorganic iodine is 10 or greater for the seven nuclear 
power plants in Germany. In this case, iodine filters with molecular sieves have been installed, 
which also exhibit a certain organic iodine removal capability, but the performance character-
istics of the filters are not clear. A filter with a DF requirement value of 10 10) was introduced 
to the Krško NPP in Slovenia in 2013 as a filter with a DF specification for organic iodine, but 
there is no published document regarding its performance characteristics.

Therefore, in this study, we consider the process of containment vessel venting subsequent to 
a typical severe accident at a BWR plant that involves core damage, a loss of coolant, a power 
station blackout, and a loss of all emergency core cooling systems due to a large break accident 
at an ABWR. In this scenario, we have conducted experimental studies on the performance 
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characteristics of organic iodine removal using silver zeolite, and developed a filter with an 
organic iodine DF that exceeds 50, using silver zeolite as an absorbent. This DF target value 
was set at the time of development so as to be equal to or greater than the required value in 
Europe, as described above. The organic iodine filter developed is being introduced to the unit 
6 & 7 reactors at the Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Plant.

Disclosure of the performance characteristics of the absorbent is useful not only for this 
development but also for further performance improvement in the future. Also, it is important 
to conduct an investigation into the performance characteristics of the filter to determine the 
effectiveness of the FCVS, and this study provides a discussion from this point of view. 

II. Design of an Organic Iodine Filter for an FCVS
1. Overview of the Organic Iodine Filter

Silver zeolite (Manufacturer: RASA Industries, LTD. model: AgX, particle size: 0.85 to 
2.00 mm, silver supported ratio: about 41 wt%), which is used as the absorbent in the organic 
iodine filter, has 13X crystalline zeolite as its basic skeleton. In silver zeolite, the sodium ions 
in the skeleton of the aluminosilicate are exchanged for silver ions, and iodine is captured by 
chemically reacting with the silver. The silver zeolite used in this filter is shown in Figure 1.

In the crystal structure of zeolite, numerous pores, which affect adsorption performance, are 
formed by heating and removal of crystal water. Most of the venting gas from the containment 
vessel is water vapor, but when the pores come into contact with steam, water molecules are 
absorbed in the pores and the iodine adsorption performance declines. Thus, a design that can 
provide the proper temperature superheated steam at the filter inlet and verify performance 
based on these steam conditions is necessary.

The schematic diagram of the organic iodine filter is shown in Figure 2. The silver zeolite 
fills the space between the inner cylinder and the outer cylinder of a double-cylinder adsorption 
tower called a candle-type filter unit, and 19 candle-type filter units are installed in one filter 
vessel. 

Figure 3 shows the basic system configuration of the filtered containment venting system 
with iodine filters as it is installed at the unit 6 & 7 reactors of the Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear 
Power Plant. (ABWR type, electric output is 1356 MWe each). Two organic iodine filters are 
installed in parallel downstream of the FCVS filter device. These filters remove particulate 
matter and inorganic iodine with a DF of 1,000 or greater. An FCVS is a facility used in severe 

Fig. 1 Silver zeolite for the organic iodine filter.
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Figure 1 Silver zeolite for the organic iodine filter
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accidents, and it is necessary to demonstrate the required performance by manually opening the 
valve, as would be required in the event of loss of all AC power. Also, since a constant flow rate 
control cannot be achieved, the flow rate and temperature of the system change greatly during 
operation. And because it is necessary to prevent the performance decline of silver zeolite when 
it comes into contact with steam, an orifice is provided in the upstream piping of the organic 
iodine filter to produce an adiabatic expansion and an appropriate difference between the gas 
temperature and dew point, since electric heaters cannot be used. A metal filter, which acts 
as a demister, is installed in the FCVS, installed upstream of the organic iodine filter, and is 

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the organic iodine filter. 
Nineteen candle type filter units, of which identification 
numbers are written in this figure, are installed in a filter 
vessel.

3m

3m
Packed bed of
silver zeolite

Candle type filter unitVent gas flow

Layout of filter units
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Figure 2    Schematic diagram of the organic iodine filter. Nineteen 
candle-type filter units, for which identification numbers are 
written in this figure, are installed in a filter vessel.

Fig. 3 Basic system configuration of the filtered containment venting system 
with organic iodine filters.

Metal fiber filters

Figure 3    Basic system configuration of the filtered containment 
venting system with iodine filters
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designed to prevent droplets from accompanying the gas that comes from the FCVS.
A pressure release plate operating at a pressure differential of 100 kPa is provided down-

stream of the organic iodine filter. With this pressure release plate as the boundary, the upstream 
side, including the containment vessel, will contain nitrogen gas during standby. This will pre-
vent a high concentration of hydrogen from coming into contact with oxygen and burning in the 
piping, because of the steam condensed in the cold piping in the initial venting stage.

A pressure release plate operating at a differential pressure of 100 kPa is also provided 
between the organic iodine filter and the FCVS filter device; because silver zeolite adsorption 
performance will deteriorate when it dampens, it is kept in a dry state during standby.

2. Design Specifications of the Organic Iodine Filter

Table 1 shows the design specifications for the organic iodine filter in the above-described 
system configuration. 

The temperature and pressure conditions in the design of the organic iodine filter are deter-
mined from the conditions of the initial venting through the FCVS. The containment vessel is 
made to be able to maintain confinement at a pressure of at least twice the maximum working 
pressure (hereinafter 2 Pd: 620 kPa [gauge] in the case of ABWR) and 200°C 1), and venting 
starts up without exceeding this condition. In the route from the containment vessel to the 
organic iodine filter, there are pressure loss elements, such as the piping, valves, and the FCVS 
filter device. Therefore, even if the pressure in the containment vessel is 2 Pd, the pressure in 
the organic iodine filter section is lower. Therefore, the pressure loss of the FCVS system was 
calculated, and the maximum tolerated working pressure was set for the organic iodine filter 
so that it will exceed the maximum pressure that is actually generated in the organic iodine 
filter section. Specifically, the piping of the FCVS system can be divided into sections. The 
venting gas velocity in the calculation section is calculated by using the venting gas concen-
tration calculated from the pressure and the temperature of the upstream section in sequential 
order, starting from the containment vessel. The local pressure losses are evaluated based on the 
venting gas velocity and the pressure loss coefficient (derived from the Mechanical Engineering 
Handbook 11), the equipment specifications, and the filter unit test results described later) of 
the piping (piping length / elbow / tee), valves, FCVS filter device, and organic iodine filter 
installed in the section under calculation, then the total pressure loss in that section is evaluated 
by summing all the local pressure losses. The pressure distribution of the entire  FCVS system 
and the pressure in the organic iodine filter section are calculated by evaluating the pressure loss 
from the containment vessel to the exhaust outlet. Here, as a condition for the generation of the 
maximum pressure in the organic iodine filter, the containment vessel pressure is 2 Pd, and all 
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それより上流側は格納容器を含め，待機時に窒素ガスを封
入しておく。これによって，ベント初期に冷えている配管
内で蒸気が凝縮し，高濃度になった水素が配管内で酸素と
接触して燃焼することを防ぐ。
　これに加えて，有機ヨウ素フィルタと FCVSフィルタ
装置の間にも差圧 100 kPaで作動する圧力開放板を設け
た。これは，銀ゼオライトが湿潤すると吸着性能が低下す
ることから，待機時に乾燥状態を保つためである。

2. 有機ヨウ素フィルタの設計条件
　上述の設備構成において，有機ヨウ素フィルタに課せら
れる設計条件を Table 1に示す。
　有機ヨウ素フィルタの設計における温度と圧力の条件
は，FCVSによるベント開始の条件から決定される。格納
容器は少なくとも最高使用圧力の 2倍（以下，2 Pd：
ABWRの場合は 620 kPa［gage］），200℃の条件で閉じ込
め性能を維持できるとされており1），この条件を超過しな
いようにベントが開始される。格納容器から有機ヨウ素
フィルタに至るまでには，配管，弁，FCVSフィルタ装置
等の圧力損失要素があることから，格納容器圧力が 2 Pd
であったとしても，有機ヨウ素フィルタ部の圧力は，それ
よりも低くなる。そこで，FCVS系統の圧力損失を計算
し，有機ヨウ素フィルタ部に発生すると考えられる最大圧
力を上回るように，有機ヨウ素フィルタの最高使用圧力を
設定した。具体的には，FCVS系統の配管を区間に分け，
格納容器から順に，風上区間の圧力と温度より計算される
ベントガス密度を用い，計算区間のベントガス流速を算出

する。そのベントガス流速と，計算区間に設置される配管
（配管長・エルボ・ティ），弁，FCVSフィルタ装置，有機
ヨウ素フィルタ等の圧力損失係数（機械工学便覧11），機器
仕様書，後述のフィルタユニット試験結果より導出）によ
り局所圧力損失値を評価し，それらを足し合わせることで
計算区間の圧力損失を評価する。これを格納容器から排気
口まで評価することで，FCVS系統全体の圧力分布や，有
機ヨウ素フィルタ部の圧力を算出する。ここで，有機ヨウ
素フィルタに最大の圧力が発生する際の条件として，格納
容器圧力 2 Pd，ならびにベントガスの流路に設置される
すべての弁を全開として，FCVS系統の圧力損失を評価し
た。その結果，有機ヨウ素フィルタ部の圧力は約 200 kPa
［gage］となったことから，有機ヨウ素フィルタの設計仕
様における最高使用圧力は，それを上回るように 250 kPa
［gage］とした。一方，最高使用温度は，格納容器の条件
に合わせて 200℃とした。
　重大事故時に原子炉内のヨウ素が格納容器へ全量放出さ
れ，米国原子力規制委員会の Regulatory Guide 1.19512）

に従って，その 4％が格納容器内で有機物と反応して有機
ヨウ素になると仮定すると，その量はヨウ化メチル換算で
約 1.3 kgとなる。なお，Sofferら13）や Beahmら14）によれ
ば，格納容器内の水をアルカリ性に保つ場合に，有機ヨウ
素は事故時に原子炉一次系から放出される全ヨウ素の
0.15％以下に抑制されるとされており，pH制御システム
の開発が進められているが1），有機ヨウ素フィルタが独立
に機能を発揮できるようにするため，ここではその効果を
見込まないこととした。格納容器内での有機ヨウ素の分布
には不確かさが大きいことから，保守的に有機ヨウ素濃度
を高く見積もるため，FCVS配管につながる格納容器サプ
レッションチェンバの気相部に有機ヨウ素が全量存在する
と仮定すると，ベント直前の条件で有機ヨウ素の体積濃度
は約 40 volppmとなる。
　有機ヨウ素フィルタに流入するベントガスは，ベント開
始以降，流量やガス組成等が変化する。炉心損傷を伴う重
大事故の代表ケースとして，大口径配管破断による原子炉
冷却材喪失，全交流電源喪失，全非常用炉心冷却系機能喪
失を重ね合わせたシナリオの事故解析をMAAPコードで
行い，有機ヨウ素フィルタに流入するベントガスの条件を
算出した。その結果は Table 2に示すとおりで，これら

Table 1　Design conditions of the organic iodine filter 
for an ABWR plant

Design conditions

Maximum design pressure （kPa ［gage］） 250
Maximum design temperature （℃） 200
Maximum design gas flow rate as 100％ 
steam condition （kg/s）  31.6

Decontamination factor  50
Maximum load of organic iodine 

（kg as CH3I）   1.3

Maximum volume concentration of or-
ganic iodine （vol ppm）  40

Table 2　Gas conditions in the packed bed of silver zeolite for an ABWR plant

Vent startup One week after 
continuous venting

One month after 
continuous venting

Volumetric flow rate （m3/s） 16.1 6.65 3.83
Contact time （s）  0.222 0.539 0.934
Difference between gas temperature and dew point （K） 82.3 8.6 7.3

Gas composition other than organic iodide
Steam 10％

Hydrogen 30％
Nitrogen 60％

Steam 100％ Steam 100％

Table 1   Design specifications of the organic iodine filter for an ABWR plant
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the valves in the flow path of the venting gas are fully opened, so the pressure loss of the FCVS 
system can be evaluated. As a result, since the pressure in the organic iodine filter section was 
about 200 kPa [gauge], the maximum working pressure in the design specification of the organ-
ic iodine filter was set to 250 kPa [gauge] so as to exceed the above value. Also, the maximum 
operating temperature was 200°C, corresponding to the condition of the containment vessel.

All of the iodine in the nuclear reactor is released to the containment vessel at the time of 
a severe accident. Assuming that 4% reacts with organic matter in the containment vessel to 
become organic iodine, it will mass about 1.3 kg if converted to methyl iodide, according to the 
Regulatory Guide 1.1951 12) of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. According to Soffer 
et al. 13) and Beahm et al. 14), when maintaining the water in the containment vessel in an alkaline 
condition, organic iodine is suppressed to 0.15% or less of the total iodine released from the 
reactor primary system at the time of an accident. Since the development of a pH control system 
is in progress 1), we decided not to estimate its effect here because the organic iodine filter is 
expected to perform its function independently. Since the distribution of organic iodine in the 
containment vessel is quite uncertain, and the organic iodine concentration is conservatively 
estimated to be of a higher level, assuming that the full amount of the organic iodine is in the gas-
phase in the containment vessel suppression chamber, which is connected to the FCVS piping, 
the volume concentration of organic iodine is about 40 vol. ppm immediately before venting.

The flow rate and gas composition of the venting gas flowing into the organic iodine filter 
change after the start of venting. Considering the typical case of a severe accident involving 
core damage, accident analysis was conducted with MAAP code for the scenario in which a 
loss of coolant, a station blackout, and a loss of function of the entire emergency core cooling 
system occurred due to large break accident. In this analysis, the condition of the venting gas 
flowing into the organic iodine filter was calculated, and the results are shown in Table 2, with 
the results considered to be within the operating range of the organic iodine filter. The contact 
time is the time the gas spends passing through the silver-zeolite-packed bed, and is obtained 
from the following equation as the reciprocal of the space velocity SV.

 (1)

where, VAgX is the volume of the silver-zeolite-packed bed, and Q is the flow rate of the gas 
passing through the packed bed. 

The nitrogen charged in the containment vessel at the beginning and the hydrogen accumu-
lated after the accident account for a high proportion of the venting gas, and water vapor ac-
counts for nearly 100% after the discharge of the venting gas. Hydrogen will reduce silver ion, 
which may lower the iodine adsorption performance, so it is necessary to confirm this effect by 
test. Also, apart from these main effects, sulfur originating in vulcanized electric cable coating 
material may inhibit the bonding of silver and iodine. If hydrogen sulfide is generated and 
reacts chemically with silver, it may inhibit the chemical reaction between iodine and silver, 
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and if sulfur dioxide is generated, it may inhibit the reaction thereof by physically absorbing to 
zeolite. However, by keeping the scrubber water alkaline in the FCVS filter device, provided 
upstream of the organic iodine filter, the scrubber water will pass through these substances even 
if they are generated in the containment vessel. Thus it was judged unnecessary to consider 
their effects on the condition of the organic iodine filter.

III. Performance Verification Test of the Organic Iodine Filter
1. Organic Iodine Adsorption Test

(1) Outline of the test facility
The organic iodine removal performance of silver zeolite was confirmed by tests. Figure 4 

outlines the test facility. Methyl iodide was used to represent organic iodine in the test. Since 
methyl iodide is highly volatile, it is thought to be the main iodine released in gaseous form at 
the time of an accident, and because it is small and difficult to capture, considering it as a repre-
sentative gas is a conservative measure. It is also employed in the inspection of the performance 
of activated carbon in emergency gas treatment systems at nuclear power plants.

The gas from the methyl iodide gas generator is mixed with the steam from the boiler and 
introduced into a test column filled with silver zeolite. A gas injection port was provided in the 
pipe upstream of the test column, so that venting gas components other than water vapor, such 
as hydrogen and nitrogen, could be injected as needed to adjust the gas composition.

In designing a test column to be filled with silver zeolite, consideration was taken to simu-
late the conditions in the actual device with regard to advective diffusion, when the gas passes 
through the packed bed. It is expected that in the actual candle-type filter unit, the gas flows from 
the outside to the inside, as shown in Figure 2, because of the pressure difference inside and out-
side the packed bed. However, with the z-axis as the one-dimension flow direction, the equation 

Fig. 4 The test facility for methyl iodide absorption performance of silver zeolite.
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Figure 4   The test facility for methyl iodide adsorption performance of the silver zeolite
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of the advective diffusion associated with the reaction is expressed in the steady state as follows:

 
(2)

where, c is the concentration of methyl iodide, u is the gas velocity, Dz is the mixed diffusion 
coefficient in the z-direction, and k is the adsorption reaction speed constant of silver zeolite. 
Incidentally, this k is an overall reaction speed constant, which includes not only the chemical 
reaction but also factors such as the shape of silver zeolite, diffusion in silver zeolite, and the 
quantity of silver ions.

From this equation, we find that when filling the test column with the same silver zeolite 
and with the same packing as that of the actual device, basically simulating the conditions for 
reaction and mixing diffusion, it is necessary to adjust the distance in the flow direction, that is, 
the thickness of the packed bed with respect to the flow direction, as well as the gas velocity, in 
accordance with the actual device. Specifically, within the range that the steam production of 
the boiler can be adjusted, the column inner diameter is determined to ensure that the velocity 
in the test column can simulate the operation range of the actual device, and the packed-bed 
thickness (the height of the test column in Figure 4 of the test column) is set to be the same 
size as that of the candle-type filter unit of the actual device (the inside and outside diameter 
difference of the candle type filter unit of the double cylindrical structure shown in Figure 2). 
The influence of the gas temperature and pressure will be checked by tests.

The test column designed in this way simulates the advective diffusion in the flow direction, 
but the dimension in the direction orthogonal to the flow (the height of the packed bed of 
the candle-type filter unit in the actual device, the diameter of the test column in the test) is 
different, and the influence of the difference is considered as follows. First, the interior of the 
packed bed is filled with zeolite particles of small diameter, and it is thought that the velocity 
of the gas flow passing through the packed bed due to the rectification effect does not cause a 
large difference for most of the positions in the direction perpendicular to the flow. This will 
be confirmed by the filter unit test described later. However, it is thought that in such packing 
materials, the flow velocity increases in the vicinity of the wall in the flow paths, causing the 
appearance of local regions where the contact time is short and adsorption performance tends 
to be lower. Walls exist at the upper and lower ends of the packed portion in the candle-type 
filter unit of the actual device, and the inner surface of the test column is a wall, but as shown 
in Figure 2 and Figure 4, the wall area with respect to the packed volume is small in the actual 
candle-type filter unit, and the effect of the wall is considered to be smaller than that in the test 
column. Therefore, the adsorption performance confirmed by the test column is more conser-
vative than the actual device. It is, therefore, considered possible to conservatively estimate the 
adsorption capacity in an actual device by multiplying the mass ratio of silver zeolite in both the 
actual device and test column by the adsorption capacity to be confirmed by the tests.

The concentration of methyl iodide supplied to the test facility was confirmed by taking a 
sample from sampling port 1 and analyzing it with a gas chromatograph (GC-FID: Shimadzu 
Corporation GC-14B, lower limit of detection concentration is 2.3 vol. ppm). On the other 
hand, the gas passing through the test column was diluted with nitrogen, passed through the 
cooling trap and was collected from sampling port 2, undergoing analysis by the GC-FID with 
condensed water, as samples. The outlet concentration was calculated based on this analysis 
value. The steam flow rate was calculated from the weight of the condensed water.
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(2) Confirmation of basic performance
To confirm the basic performance of organic iodine removal by silver zeolite, a test was 

conducted to simulate the steady venting state, excluding the initial venting. The test conditions 
are shown in Table 3.

With respect to the conditions shown in Table 2, in the design of the actual device, as dis-
cussed later in III-2-(2), considering the variations in the flow velocity distribution in the filter, 
it is necessary to ensure the performance with a contact time of 0.188 s or longer. The contact 
time in this test was set between about 0.12 s and 0.15 s, a conservative shorter time condition, 
under which the steam flow rate was adjusted. The influence of gas flow velocity can be de-
termined by comparing test No. A-1 with No. A-3. In test A-3, the gas flow velocity was slow, 
which resulted in a longer contact time. However, it was considered when setting the difference 
between the gas temperature and the dew point that the steam superheat temperature in the 
orifice decreases as the flow velocity decreases. 

The concentration of methyl iodide was set to be about 50 vol. ppm, compared to 40 vol. 
ppm—the maximum value assumed for the actual device, as shown in Table 1. In test A-2, the 
concentration was increased to 116 vol. ppm, about twice as high. By comparing test A-1 with 
test A-2, it is possible to ascertain the influence of the concentration on adsorption performance.

Test A-4 used temperature and pressure settings close to the initial venting of the actual 
device, corresponding to a test condition assumed immediately after vent startup, in which the 
containment vessel pressure is 2 Pd in the actual device. Hydrogen and nitrogen account for a 
high proportion of the venting gas composition at the beginning as shown in Table 2. But they 
were discharged promptly, and the water vapor remaining may account for 100%. By compar-
ing test A-1 with test A-4, the influence of the temperature and pressure can be determined.

Also, in the venting steady state, the silver zeolite has the same temperature as the venting 
gas, and it is not considered to be moist because the superheated steam is aerated. Therefore, 
in the test, the silver zeolite was in a dry state before the gas entered and was preheated with a 
heater outside of the test column so as to be at the same temperature as the venting gas; only 
then was the gas allowed to flow in.

Figures 5 to 8 show the changes in the inlet concentration, outlet concentration, and methyl 
iodide removal rate from the start of the test under each condition. The outlet concentration 
continues to be below the detection limit for a period after the start of the test but eventually 
begins to increase, and the methyl iodide removal rate also decreases.

In Table 3, the time during which DF maintains the design target of 50 or greater under each 
test condition, the fraction of silver, which absorbs iodine during this time, and the calculated 

197原子炉格納容器フィルタベント用の有機ヨウ素フィルタの開発

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 15, No. 4 （2016）

率で試験カラムに充填することによって，反応および混合
拡散にかかる条件を基本的に模擬したうえで，流れ方向の
距離，すなわち流れ方向に対する充填層の厚さと，ガス速
度を実機に合わせる必要があることがわかる。具体的に
は，ボイラの蒸気量が調節できる範囲で，試験カラム内の
速度が実機の運転範囲を模擬できるようにカラム内径を決
めるとともに，試験カラムの充填層厚さ（Fig. 4の試験カ
ラムの高さ）を，実機キャンドルユニットの充填層厚さ
（Fig. 2に示す二重円筒構造のキャンドルユニット内外径
差）と同一寸法にした。なお，ガスの温度と圧力の影響に
ついては，試験において確認することとした。
　このようにして設計した試験カラムは，流れ方向の移流
拡散を模擬するものだが，流れに直交する方向の寸法（実
機ではキャンドルユニットの充填層高さ，試験では試験カ
ラムの径）が異なることの影響は，次のように考える。ま
ず，充填層内は小径のゼオライト粒子で満たされており，
その整流効果によって充填層を通過するガス流速には，流
れと直交する方向の位置の大部分において，大きな差が生
じることはないと考えられる。このことは，後述するフィ
ルタユニット試験で確認する。ただし，このような充填物
のある流路では壁近傍で流速の増加が考えられるが，これ
は局所的に接触時間が短い領域が生じることとなり，吸着
性能を低下させる方向に作用する。実機キャンドルユニッ
トでは充填部分の上端と下端に壁が存在し，試験カラムで
はその内面が壁となるが，Fig. 2と Fig. 4に示す形状か
ら明らかなように，実機キャンドルユニットの方が充填体
積に対する壁面積の比率が小さく，壁の影響が試験カラム
より小さいと考えられる。したがって，試験カラムで確認
される吸着性能は，実機よりも保守的なものになる。ま
た，このことから，試験で確認する吸着容量をもとにし
て，実機と試験体との銀ゼオライト質量比を掛けること
で，実機での吸着容量を保守的に推定することが可能と考
えられる。
　試験装置に供給されるヨウ化メチルの濃度は，採取口①

から試料を採取してガスクロマトグラフ（GC-FID：島津
製作所製 GC-14B，検出下限濃度 2.3 volppm）による分析
で確認した。一方，試験カラムを通過したガスは窒素希釈
され，冷却トラップを通過後に採取口②から採取されたガ
スと凝縮水の両方を試料として GC-FIDによる分析を
行った。この分析値と蒸気流量から，出口濃度を算出し
た。なお，蒸気流量は凝縮水の重量から算出した。
（ 2）基本性能の確認
　銀ゼオライトによる有機ヨウ素除去の基本性能を確認す
る目的で，ベント初期を除く定常的なベント状態を模擬す
る試験を実施した。その試験条件を Table 3に示す。
　Table 2に示す条件に対して，実機の設計では，のちに
III-2-（ 2）項で検討するように，フィルタ内の流速分布の
ばらつき等を考慮して，接触時間が 0.188秒以上で性能を
確保することが必要である。本試験での接触時間は，より
保守的な短い時間にすることを条件に蒸気流量を調節し，
約 0.12秒から約 0.15秒程度の間に設定された。このう
ち，試験 A-1と試験 A-3を比較することによって，ガス
流速の影響が把握できる。試験 A-3はガス流速が遅く，
これによって接触時間が長くなるが，一方で流速低下に
伴ってオリフィス部での蒸気過熱度が低下することを考慮
した露点温度差設定になっている。
ヨウ化メチル濃度は，Table 1に示す実機想定の最大値
である約 40 vol ppmに余裕をみて約 50 vol ppmに設定す
ることを基本とし，試験 A-2では濃度を約 2倍の 116  
vol ppmまで増加させた。これにより，試験 A-1と試験
A-2を比較することで，吸着性能に対する濃度の影響を
把握できる。
　試験 A-4は実機のベント初期に近い温度，圧力設定で
ある。実機で格納容器圧力が 2 Pdの状態からベントを
行った直後は，Table 2に示すとおりベントガス組成に占
める水素と窒素の割合が高いが，仮にこれらが速やかに排
出されて，水蒸気が 100％になった場合を想定した試験条
件に相当する。試験 A-1と試験 A-4を比較することによ

Table 3　Test cases for methyl iodide absorption of silver zeolite simulating steady vent conditions

Test number A-1 A-2 A-3 A-4

Contact time （s） 0.121 0.119 0.151 0.134
Methyl iodide concentration （vol ppm）  55  116 48 57
Difference between gas temperature and dew point 

（K） 9.1 10.6 8.5 12.5

Gas pressure （kPa ［gage］） 8.1 8.4 5.6  250.4
Gas composition other than methyl iodide Steam 100％ Steam 100％ Steam 100％ Steam 100％

Temperature of silver zeolite before testing Preheated to the 
gas temperature

Preheated to the 
gas temperature

Preheated to the 
gas temperature

Preheated to the 
gas temperature

Absorbed methyl iodide before DF becomes less than 
50（mg） 1,637 1,644 2,431 1,985

Ratio of silver reacted with iodide （％） 6.1 6.1 9.0 7.4
Evaluated allowable load of methyl iodide on two or-
ganic iodine filters for a plant（kg）  131.0  131.5  194.5  158.6

　DF：Decontamination Factor.

Table 3    Test cases for methyl iodide adsorption by silver zeolite, simulating steady vent 
conditions
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Fig. 5 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-1.
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-1.
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Figure 5    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test A-1 
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-1.

Fig. 6 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-2.
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-2.
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Figure 6    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test A-2 
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-2.

Fig. 7 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-3. Test conditions are listed 
in Table 3 as test number A-3. Performance drops were observed when the test was 
suspended and resumed because residual methyl iodide was measured at the outlet. 

This was not considered as relevant to the performance of silver zeolite.
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Figure 7    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test A-3 
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-3. Performance drops were 
observed when the test was suspended and resumed because residual methyl 
iodide was measured at the outlet. This was not considered as relevant to the 
performance of silver zeolite.
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result of the allowable adsorption load of the organic iodine filter are also described. The allow-
able adsorption load of the organic iodine filter is the total mass (as shown in Figure 3, since 
two filters are installed in parallel, the total value) of organic iodine (methyl iodide) absorbed 
by the organic iodine filters of the actual device during the period when the DF is maintained at 
50 or greater, which is calculated by the following equation

 
(3)

where A is the allowable adsorption load of the organic iodine filter, SI is the mass of methyl 
iodide supplied to the test column per unit time, DF is the decontamination factor, AgX t is 
the total mass of silver zeolite packed in the two iodine filters, AgXt is the total mass of silver 
zeolite packed in the test column, and T50 is the time from the start of the test until the DF 
becomes less than 50.

 If the allowable adsorption load of this organic iodine filter exceeds 1.3 kg, which is the 
amount of organic iodine generated in the containment vessel discussed in section II-2, the total 
amount of organic iodine can be treated with a DF of 50 or greater. As shown in Table 3, all 
four test conditions satisfied this requirement, and it was confirmed that the silver zeolite has 
sufficient organic iodine adsorption capacity in steady state venting.

As shown in Table 3, 10% or less of the silver ions in the silver zeolite contributed to the 
adsorption of iodine. Methyl iodide is believed to diffuse from the surface into the interior of 
the silver zeolite in an accompanying reaction. Here, considering the case with high reaction 
speed and slow diffusion, silver ions near the surface of the zeolite particles contribute to the 
reaction, but silver ions deep inside the particles do not contribute to the reaction. With this 
mechanism, it is conceivable that silver ions contributing to the adsorption were only a portion 
of the total amount. 

On the other hand, comparing the individual test cases with each other, the influence of the 
organic iodine concentration can be obtained from the comparison between Figure 5 and Figure 
6. That is, in the case in Figure 6, where the concentration is about twice that of the case in 
Figure 5, the removal rate begins to decline at an earlier stage, and the time for which the DF 
can be maintained at 50 or greater is reduced by almost half. However, the fractions of silver 
contributing to the reaction under both test conditions are equal, and the calculated value of the 
allowable adsorption load of the organic iodine filter is also equivalent.

Comparison of Figures 5 and 7 shows that the removal rate begins to decline at an earlier 

Fig. 8 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-4.
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-4.
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Figure 8    Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-4 
Test conditions are listed in Table 3 as test number A-4.
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stage for a shorter contact time, and the sensitivity of the contact time to the removal rate is 
high.

The relationship between the contact time of each test case and the allowable adsorption 
load obtained from equation (3) is shown in Figure 9. The amount of methyl iodide that can 
be absorbed while maintaining a DF of 50 or greater, including the case of changing the test 
temperature and pressure conditions (Test No. A-4 shown in Table 3, Figure 8), will increase 
with a longer contact time. 

These tendencies were discussed as follows. It is considered that the flow in the packed 
bed is in an intermediate state of a plug flow and perfect mixing, depending on the effect of 
mixing diffusion. In the case of plug flow, the equation for advective diffusion in equation (2) 
is expressed by equation (4) since Dz = 0, and the concentration is obtained by equation (5) by 
integrating equation (4)

 

(4)

(5)

where co is the concentration at the inlet of the packed bed. Here, when the contact time until the 
gas arrives at an arbitrary position z is set to be t, since t = z / u, the concentration, which is made 
non-dimensional by the inlet concentration of the packed bed, can be expressed by equation (6).

 (6)

The image of the non-dimensional concentration and the contact time expressed by Eq. (6) 
is indicated by the solid line in Figure 10. The non-dimensional concentration must be 0.02 or 
less to achieve a DF of 50 or greater. As shown in the figure, when the contact time is longer 
than the contact time limit T0, the DF becomes 50 or greater.

The inlet portion of the packed bed has the highest concentration, and breakthrough com-
mences as the adsorption progresses. However, if the contact time to the outlet of the packed 
bed is set to be To, the non-dimensional concentration will immediately exceed 0.02 when 
breakthrough begins, and the DF will become less than 50. On the other hand, if the contact 
time to the outlet of the packed bed is set to be T1, the non-dimensional outlet concentration has 
a margin of safety between it and the allowable value of 0.02. As breakthrough begins, the time 
the gas passes through the breakthrough packed bed becomes invalid as the contact time, so the 
curve in this figure shifts to the right. It is thought that DF will become less than 50 when the 

Figure 9    Relationship between contact time and allowable load of methyl iodide on two 
organic iodine filters for a plant 
The conditions of test cases A-1 to A-4 are listed in Table 3.
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breakthrough eventually progresses and reaches the state of the dashed line. In addition, when 
considering a mixing flow in the flow direction, instead of a plug flow, although the slope of the 
curve in Figure 10 becomes moderate due to the effect, the qualitative tendency is presumed 
to be similar.

When considering such a model, if the setting of the contact time to the outlet of the packed 
bed is increased from T1 to T2, the shiftable amount of the curve will increase, as shown in the 
figure, and the tolerance of invalid contact time when the gas passes through the breakthrough 
packed bed extends from t1 to t2. That is, the allowable thickness of the breakthrough packed 
bed increases. Accordingly, the allowable adsorption load increases by that increased thickness, 
but the increased amount is proportional to the length of the contact time that exceeds T0. How-
ever, in this model, it was assumed that the reaction speed constant k was constant downstream 
of the breakthrough packed bed, but in reality, silver ions, which contribute to the adsorption, 
are consumed by the reaction in this region, so k decreases. The slope of the curve in Figure 10 
tends to moderate, especially at the position close to the breakthrough packed bed. In this case, 
t1 and t2 are smaller than the positions shown in the figure, and the proportional relationship no 
longer exists, but the qualitative tendency that the allowable adsorption load increases with the 
time exceeding To is maintained. The allowable adsorption load shown in Figure 9 increases 
almost linearly, depending on the contact time, and demonstrates a tendency consistent with the 
considerations here, at least within the range of these test conditions.

On the other hand, even if the inlet concentration of methyl iodide increases, the shape of 
the curve does not change because the concentration is made non-dimensional by the inlet 
concentration, as shown in Figure 10. However, it is thought that consumption of silver ions, 
which can contribute to adsorption, also proceeds faster as the concentration increases. In the 
comparison between test A-1 and test A-2, the time for which DF can secure a value of 50 or 
greater in the case of A - 2, which is about double in concentration, has been almost halved, and 
the amount of absorbed methyl iodide is approximately equal.

In test A-3, although the conditions of temperature and pressure are different, the allowable 
adsorption load is in a linear relationship with the contact time indicated by the result of other 
test conditions, as shown in Figure 9, and the difference in contact time appears to be dominant 
over the adsorption load. Generally, it is predicted that the change in the temperature and in other 
conditions will affect reaction speed and diffusion. However, within the scope of this test con-
dition, it is considered that these influences are not as pronounced as those of the contact time. 

Fig. 10 Typical relationship between contact time and concentration of 
methyl iodide in a plug flow of gas through packed silver zeolite bed.
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Figure 10    Typical relationship between contact time and concentration of methyl iodide in 
a plug flow of gas through packed silver zeolite bed. The conditions of test cases 
A-1 to A-4 are listed in Table 3.
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Although the above discussion is based on an assumed plug flow, if we assume a different 
ideal flow, namely perfect mixing, the outcome is considered to be as follows. In perfect mix-
ing, the concentration c in the packed bed is equal to the outlet concentration cex. Based on 
the material balance principle, the relationship with the inlet concentration co is expressed by 
equation (7)

 (7)

where, T is the average residence time of the gas in the packed bed, that is, the contact time. 
However, t in equation (6) is the contact time until position z is reached in the packed bed, but 
since it is a perfect mixing flow, T in equation (7) is not the contact time corresponding to the 
position. Based on equation (7), DF is expressed by equation (8).

 (8)

Therefore, to reach a certain DF, the longer the contact time is, the lower the reaction speed 
may be. On the other hand, it is thought that the decline in the reaction speed is caused by the 
sequential progression of silver ions from the reactive surface of silver zeolite particles toward 
their interior. Therefore, if a low reaction speed is allowed, the allowable consumption of silver 
ions will increase accordingly, that is, the allowable adsorption load will increase.

On the other hand, when the zeolite is removed after the adsorption test, zeolite particles that 
have reacted with iodine and turned yellow are observed, and also zeolite particles that are still 
white. Therefore, it is not a perfect mixing flow in the packed bed but rather in an intermediate 
state of the ideal plug flow, and it is considered that the mechanism related to the adsorption 
capacity discussed above also coexists.

(3) Performance when the difference between gas temperature and dew-point is small
The basic performance under the conditions assumed for the actual device was confirmed by 

the test in III-1-(2). To confirm the design margin, a test was conducted for the case in which 
the difference between the gas temperature and the dew point is small, and the effect was 
determined.

Based on test A-4, the test condition was set with a reduced superheating degree of steam 
for test A-5. The conditions are described in Table 4 in comparison with the conditions of test 
A-4. The changes in inlet concentration, outlet concentration, and methyl iodide removal rate 
in test A-5 are shown in Figure 11. The period for which DF maintains the design target of 50 
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ち許容吸着量が増すことになる。
　一方，吸着試験後のゼオライトを取り出すと，ヨウ素と
反応して黄色化が進んだゼオライト粒子と，白色のままの
ゼオライト粒子の両方が観察されている。したがって，充
填層内は完全混合ではなく，理想的なプラグフローとの中
間状態になっており，上述で考察した吸着容量に関するメ
カニズムも混在していると考えられる。
（ 3）露点温度差が小さい場合の性能
　実機で想定される条件での基本性能については，III-1-
（ 2）項の試験で確認したが，設計上の余裕を確認する観
点から，露点温度差が低い場合のケースについて試験を行
い，その影響を把握した。
　試験条件は試験 A-4をベースにして，蒸気の過熱度を
小さくする設定とし，これを試験 A-5とした。Table 4
にその条件を，試験 A-4の条件と比較して記載する。試
験 A-5における入口濃度，出口濃度，ヨウ化メチル除去
率の推移を Fig. 11に示す。Table 4には，この試験にお

つの理想的な流れである完全混合を仮定すると，次のよう
に考察される。完全混合なので，充填層内の濃度 cは出口
濃度 cexに等しい。物質収支から，これらは入口濃度 coと
（ 7）式で関係付けられる。
　　c＝cex＝co－kTcex （ 7）
ここで Tは充填層内におけるガスの平均滞留時間，すな
わち接触時間である。ただし，（ 6）式の tは充填層内の位
置 zまでの接触時間であるが，完全混合の流れなので，
（ 7）式の Tは位置に応じた接触時間ではない。（ 7）式か
ら，DFは（ 8）式で与えられる。
　　DF＝co/cex＝1＋kT （ 8）
したがって，一定の DFを満たすうえで，接触時間が長く
なるほど反応速度が小さくでもよいことになる。一方，反
応速度の低下は，反応しやすい銀ゼオライト粒子の表面か
ら内部に向かって銀イオンが順次消費されることで生じる
ことが考えられる。したがって，反応速度が小さくてもよ
ければ，それだけ銀イオン消費量の許容度が増す，すなわ

Fig. 11　 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-5 
Test conditions are listed in Table 4 as test number A-5.

Table 4　Test cases for methyl iodide absorption of silver zeolite to understand the effects of superheat degree

Test number A-4 （Reference） A-5

Contact time （s）     0.134     0.137
Methyl iodide concentration （vol ppm）    57    46
Difference between gas temperature and dew point （K）    12.5     4.6
Gas pressure （kPa ［gage］）   250.4   249.9
Gas composition other than methyl iodide Steam 100％ Steam 100％

Temperature of silver zeolite before testing Preheated to the gas 
temperature

Preheated to the gas 
temperature

Absorbed methyl iodide before DF becomes less than 50 （mg） 1,985   788
Ratio of silver reacted with iodide （％）     7.4     2.9
Evaluated allowable load of methyl iodide on two organic iodine filters for a 
plant （kg）   158.6    63.0

　DF：Decontamination Factor.

Table 4    Test cases for methyl iodide adsorption of silver zeolite to clarify the effects of 
superheating level
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or greater in this test, the proportion of silver that absorbed iodine during that period, and the 
calculated result of the allowable adsorption load of the organic iodine filter are also described 
in Table 4. Each value is smaller than that in the test that A-4 is to be compared with, and it is 
understood that the decrease in the difference between gas temperature and dew-point affects 
the adsorption performance. However, it was confirmed that the required adsorption perfor-
mance was maintained even under these conditions.

(4) Confirmation of adsorption state stability
Next, to check the adsorption state stability, we heated the absorbed silver zeolite to see 

whether iodine would be desorbed. In this test, the silver zeolite after the A-3 test shown in 
Table 3 was used as a sample. While the DF of this silver zeolite was maintained at 50 or 
greater, with the total amount of methyl iodide absorbed by the 50 g of silver zeolite packed 
in the test column being shown in Table 3, the total amount that remained by the end of the 
test was 3,678 mg. A total of 2.5 g of silver zeolite, which can be confirmed to turn yellow by 
visual check, was collected from the particles of silver zeolite removed from this test column 
and placed in the reaction vessel of the apparatus shown in Figure 12. If methyl iodide was uni-
formly absorbed by silver zeolite, 184 mg of methyl iodide would be absorbed in this sample 
of 2.5 g, but because the degree of yellow coloration varied from zeolite to zeolite, those more 
intensely colored were selected for the sample. Therefore, at least 184 mg of methyl iodide, 
which is the average value, was thought to be absorbed in this sample.

Next, the sample temperature was raised to 100°C and maintained for 30 minutes while 
hydrogen gas flowed in. Thereafter, the temperature was raised in increments of 100°C and 
maintained for 30 minutes each time. Gas that passed through the reaction vessel was sampled 
from sampling port 1 with a micro syringe, and the methyl iodide concentration was measured 
with GC-FID. Also, gas capture was conducted by pure water in sampling port 2 and  by 
sodium thiosulfate solution in sampling port 3, and iodine ion analysis was carried out by ion 
chromatography (IC: Nippon Dionex ICS-2000, lower limit of detection concentration was 
0.2 mg/L). Furthermore, the entire flow of gas was captured from sampling port 4, and the 
concentration of I2 was analyzed with a detection tube (9 L, made by GASTEC, lower limit of 
concentration detection: 0.2 vol ppm).

In this test, methyl iodide was detected in the gas collected from port 1, in the process of 
heating the silver zeolite sample to 300–400°C. The total amount of methyl iodide calculated 

Fig. 11 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test A-5. 
Test conditions are listed in Table 4 as test number A-5.
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Figure 11    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test A-5 
Test conditions are listed in Table 4 as test number A-5.
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from that concentration was 0.04 mg. It was thought that this methyl iodide did not chemically 
react with silver ions and was physically absorbed by the zeolite, but the amount was as small 
as 0.02% of 184 mg, which is the total amount of methyl iodide absorbed by this sample. 
Therefore, it is considered that most of the iodine absorbed by silver zeolite chemically reacts 
with silver and is stably retained. Methyl iodide, which was released by heating, transfers into 
the gas, but in the case of the actual device, it is considered that recombination will occur when 
it flows through the silver-zeolite-packed bed, and the problem of re-emission will not arise in 
practice.

On the other hand, from the ion analysis of pure water, I− was detected when the silver 
zeolite temperature was 400°C or higher. If the I− came from methyl iodide, the total amount 
of I− would correspond to 10.3 mg of methyl iodide, meaning that 5.6% of the total absorbed 
amount was desorbed. Furthermore, from the sodium thiosulfate solution, I− corresponding to 
1.0 mg of methyl iodide was detected. I2 was detected from the gasbag, and the total amount 
was 0.07 mg. The total of these is greater than the total amount estimated from the methyl 
iodide concentration detected at port 1, and it is considered that silver iodide was reduced by 
heating in a hydrogen atmosphere, and desorbed iodine was detected.

As shown in Figure 3, there is an FCVS filter device upstream of the organic iodine filter. 
Fission products are collected in the scrubber. When radiolysis of water occurs, hydrogen is 
generated and may flow into the organic iodine filter. However, this filter device is designed in 
such a manner as to discharge the scrubber water into the containment vessel, in which case, 
it is refilled with fresh water. Therefore, operation management is necessary to suppress the 
generation of hydrogen by replacing scrubber water at an appropriate time, sending nitrogen 
gas to the organic iodine filter to lower the hydrogen concentration, and cooling down the silver 
zeolite during the period before water replacement.

(5) Performance confirmation under initial venting conditions
In the initial stage of venting, the iodine adsorption performance of silver zeolite may dete-

riorate due to the influence of hydrogen contained in the venting gas and the condensation of 
steam on the surface of the silver zeolite. Therefore, the test was carried out under the condi-
tions in Table 5, and the performance under transient conditions from the start of the vent to 
the steady state was confirmed. Of the two test conditions, B-1 reproduces the gas composition 
in the containment vessel at the start of the venting, as obtained from the MAAP analysis. The 
vapor of this composition will flow into the FCVS system, as the scrubber water temperature 
is low in the FCVS filter device, which is upstream of the organic iodine filter. As the steam 
condenses while passing through the scrubber, a high concentration of hydrogen may flow into 
the organic iodine filter. Therefore, another test condition, B-2, was set, assuming that the steam 

Fig. 12 The test facility for iodide desorption from the silver zeolite.
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Figure 12   The test facility for iodide desorption from the silver zeolite
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completely condensed in the scrubber at the very beginning of the venting.
Change of inlet concentration, outlet concentration and methyl iodide removal rate from the 

start of each test under each condition is shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14. In Table 5, the period 
during which DF maintains the design target of 50 or greater under each test condition, the frac-
tion of silver, which absorbs iodine during that period, and the calculated result of the allowable 
adsorption load of the organic iodine filter are also described. All values are significantly lower 
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で，Table 5の条件で試験を行い，ベント開始から定常
に至るまでの過渡条件での性能を確認した。2つある試験
条件のうち B-1は，MAAP解析から得たベント開始時の
格納容器内ガス組成を再現するものである。この組成のガ
スが FCVSの系統に流入することになるが，有機ヨウ素
フィルタ上流にある FCVSフィルタ装置内のスクラバ水
温度が低い間は，スクラバ通過中に蒸気が凝縮すること
で，高濃度の水素が有機ヨウ素フィルタに流れ込む可能性
がある。そこで，ベントの極めて初期において蒸気がスク
ラバで完全凝縮することを仮定して設定したのが，もう 1
つの試験条件 B-2である。
　Figures 13, 14に各条件での試験開始からの入口濃
度，出口濃度，ヨウ化メチル除去率の推移を示す。また，
Table 5には，各試験条件において DFが設計目標とする
50以上を維持する時間と，その間にヨウ素を吸着した銀
の割合，有機ヨウ素フィルタ許容吸着量の算出結果も記載
した。いずれも Table 3に示す定常状態における数値より
大幅に低下しているが，DFは 50以上が確保され，有機

ヨウ素フィルタ許容吸着量も格納容器内で発生する有機ヨ
ウ素量である約 1.3 kgを上回ることがわかり，ベント初
期の過渡状態においても有機ヨウ素フィルタが十分な性能
を有することが確認された。
（ 6）ベント一時停止後の再開時における性能
　前項の試験で，銀ゼオライトがベント開始時にも必要な
性能を発揮することが確認されたものの，ベント開始時の
蒸気凝縮が吸着性能に影響することが判った。ただし，事
故後の最初のベントでは，Table 2に示したとおり，最初
に流れるガス組成の大半が窒素と水素で，水蒸気は 10％
程度であること，ならびに初期状態で銀ゼオライトが乾燥
状態であることから，この条件を模擬した前項の試験では
その影響が限定的だったと考えられる。
　しかし，仮にベントをなんらかの理由で一時的に停止
し，再開させることを想定すると，停止時に蒸気が凝縮し
て銀ゼオライトが湿潤状態になり，乾燥状態で通気開始し
た前項の試験の条件とは異なる状態が生じる可能性があ
る。そこで，銀ゼオライトを湿潤させ，室温状態からガス

Fig. 13　 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test B-1 
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-1.

Table 5　Test cases for methyl iodide absorption of silver zeolite simulating vent startup conditions

Test number B-1 B-2

Contact time （s） 0.173 0.166
Methyl iodide concentration （vol ppm） 126  120
Gas temperature （℃） 101  101
Gas pressure （kPa ［gage］） 15.9 10.2

Gas composition other than methyl iodide
Steam 10％

Hydrogen 30％
Nitrogen 60％

Hydrogen 33％
Nitrogen 67％

Temperature of silver zeolite before testing Room temperature Room temperature
Absorbed methyl iodide before DF becomes less than 50 （mg） 479 1,109
Ratio of silver reacted with iodide （％） 1.8 4.1
Evaluated allowable load of methyl iodide on two organic iodine filters for a plant （kg） 38.3 88.7

　DF：Decontamination Factor.

Table 5   Test cases for methyl iodide adsorption of silver zeolite, simulating vent startup conditions

Fig. 13 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test B-1.
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-1.
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Figure 13    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test B-1 
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-1.

Fig. 14 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test B-2.
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-2.
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Figure 14    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test B-2 
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-2.
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than those in the steady state shown in Table 3, but a DF of 50 or greater is obtained, and the 
allowable adsorption load of the organic iodine filter also exceeds the organic iodine of about 
1.3 kg actually generated in the containment vessel. It was confirmed that the organic iodine 
filter has sufficient effectiveness even in the transient state at the beginning of the venting.

(6) Performance at restart after temporary suspension of venting
Although it was confirmed by the previous test that the silver zeolite provides the necessary 

performance even at the beginning of the venting, it was found that the vapor condensation at 
the beginning of the venting affects the adsorption performance. However, in the first venting 
after the accident, as shown in Table 2, most of the gas flowing is  nitrogen and hydrogen, and 
water vapor is about 10%. The silver zeolite is dry in the initial state, and the effect of vapor 
condensation was considered to be limited, according to the previous test that simulated this 
condition.

However, a different situation may result if the venting is temporarily stopped for some 
reason and resumed, with vapor condensed at the time of stoppage and the silver zeolite damp-
ened, which is different from the condition of the test described in the preceding paragraph in 
which venting is started when silver zeolite is dry. Therefore, a test was conducted to wet the 
silver zeolite and then check the performance by flowing the gas at room temperature. Steam 
not containing methyl iodide was flowed into the test column of the test facility in Figure 4. 
After the temperature and pressure reached steady state, the flow of steam was stopped. Then 
the heat was allowed to dissipate spontaneously to wet the silver zeolite with condensed vapor 
in the test column. After confirming that the test column had reached room temperature, steam 
containing methyl iodide was flowed into the test column, and the change in concentration was 
measured. In addition, because the main component of the gas is water vapor in the second and 
subsequent venting(s) after the accident, hydrogen and nitrogen were not mixed in this test.

The test conditions are shown in Table 6. Test C-1 used almost the same test conditions as 
test A-3, except that room temperature wet silver zeolite was specified as an initial condition.  

The test result is shown in Figure 15. It is thought that the low adsorption performance at 
the beginning is due to the wet silver zeolite. After that, the adsorption performance increased 
with time, and about 40 minutes from the start of venting the DF exceeded 50 and demonstrated 
stable performance. This is thought to be due to the evaporation of the condensed water adhered 
to the silver zeolite by the flow of superheated steam.

Next, we checked the limit condition for maintaining the performance by decreasing the gas 
flow velocity in the test. As for the second and subsequent venting(s), it is not always necessary 
to wait until the pressure of the containment vessel reaches 2 Pd as in the first venting, and 
since the decay heat of the core also decreases, it is not a necessity to apply the first venting 
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を通気して性能を確認する試験を実施した。具体的には，
Fig. 4の試験装置においてヨウ化メチルを含まない蒸気を
試験カラムに通気し，温度と圧力の状態が定常状態になっ
た後に通気を停止して自然放熱させ，試験カラム内で凝縮
した蒸気によって銀ゼオライトを湿潤状態にする。十分に
放熱が進み，試験カラムが室温になったことを確認した後
に，ヨウ化メチルを含む蒸気を通気して，その濃度変化等
を計測した。なお，事故における二回目以降のベントでは
ガスの主成分が水蒸気になることから，この試験では水素
や窒素を混合させていない。
　Table 6に試験条件を示す。試験 C-1は室温の湿潤銀
ゼオライトを初期条件にすること以外は，試験 A-3とほ
ぼ同等の試験条件である。この試験結果を，Fig. 15に示
す。初期において吸着性能が低いのは，銀ゼオライトが湿
潤している影響と考えられる。そののち，時間の経過とと
もに吸着性能が高くなり，通気開始から約 40分以降は

DFが 50を上回って安定的な性能を示すようになった。
これは，過熱蒸気が通気されることによって，銀ゼオライ
トに付着していた凝縮水が蒸発したためと考えられる。
　つぎに，ガス流速を低下させて性能が維持できる限界条

Fig. 14　 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test B-2 
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-2.

Fig. 15　 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test C-1 
Test conditions are listed in Table 6 as test number C-1.

Table 6　Test conditions for methyl iodide absorption of 
silver zeolite simulating vent restart conditions

Test number C-1 C-2

Contact time （s）  0.152  0.388
Methyl iodide concentration

 （vol ppm） 56 46

Difference between gas tem-
perature and dew point （K）  8.4  8.3

Gas pressure （kPa ［gage］）  5.6  8.2
Gas composition other than 
methyl iodide Steam 100％ Steam 100％

Temperature of silver zeolite 
before testing

Room 
temperature

Room 
temperature

Table 6    Test conditions for methyl iodide adsorption of silver zeolite simulating vent restart 
conditions
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starting condition. As a result, it was found that the target performance can almost be satisfied 
continuously from the start of venting, as shown in Figure 16, by reducing the gas flow rate up 
to the condition of test C-2 and lengthening the contact time.

(7) Discussion on operation management of the organic iodine filter
The test results in III-1-(5) showed that the silver zeolite should be in a dry state in the initial 

stage of the venting. Therefore, management is necessary to keep the interior of the iodine filter 
dry when it is in standby. For this reason, it was decided that operation management should be 
conducted to isolate the front and rear of the filter, which is in a standby state with a rupture 
disk at a low-pressure setting. The inside of the filter is filled with nitrogen gas and kept in a dry 
state. In addition, the silver zeolite is removed from the inside of the iodine filter from time to 
time to check its condition.

Also, from the test result in III-1-(6), it was found that if venting is temporarily stopped, water 
vapor condenses due to heat dissipation, the silver zeolite becomes wet, and the adsorption per-
formance is affected when venting restarts. However, for the venting of the containment vessel, 
since the atmosphere is expected to act as a heat sink and cool the containment vessel, venting 
should be continued until the containment vessel is able to resume cooling, and venting be-
comes unnecessary. Therefore, suspending venting and restarting it is not a good idea. However, 
when the venting is temporarily stopped for some reason, it is desirable to trigger an operation 

Fig. 15 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test C-1.
Test conditions are listed in Table 6.

DF50

Figure 15    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test C-1 
Test conditions are listed in Table 6 as test number C-1.

Fig. 14 Results of methyl iodide absorption performance test B-2.
Test conditions are listed in Table 5 as test number B-2.
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Figure 16    Results of methyl iodide adsorption performance test C-2 
Test conditions are listed in Table 6 as test number C-2.
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procedure, namely narrowing the opening of the adjustment valve of the vent system at the time 
of the venting restart, before the gas starts to flow, so that the desired performance level of the or-
ganic iodine filter is continuously secured. However, prevention of containment vessel breakage 
due to pressure rise takes priority, even in this case, while monitoring the tendency of the con-
tainment vessel pressure, so the opening of the valve is narrowed when the pressure decreases as 
a result of the venting. The findings of this study indicate that it is not necessary to fully open the 
valve at the time of the venting restart, so an operation based on pressure monitoring is beneficial. 

Furthermore, it was found from the adsorption stability verification test of III-1-(3) that 
several percent of absorbed iodine may be desorbed if silver iodide is reduced by hydrogen 
after venting. It is important to flow the nitrogen gas to the organic iodine filter after venting, 
discharge the scrubber water of the upstream FCVS filter device to the containment vessel, fill 
in fresh water and suppress the generation of hydrogen by radiolysis of water.

2. Filter Unit Test

(1) Outline of test facility
It was confirmed by the previous tests that the packed bed of silver zeolite can produce a DF 

of 50 or greater by ensuring adequate contact time. However, since the flow velocity of the gas 
passing through the candle-type filter unit may not necessarily be uniform, we conducted a test 
using a candle-type filter unit with the same size as the actual device, and determined the dis-
tribution of the passing flow velocity. We also examined the relationship between the passing 
flow rate in the candle-type filter unit and the pressure loss, using the characteristics thereof 
to evaluate the flow rate deviation between the candle-type filter units by numerical analysis.

The outline of the test facility is shown in Figure 17. Candle-type filter units of the same size 
as the actual device are installed in the test chamber. Steam generated by the boiler is supplied 
from the upper part of the chamber like the actual organic iodine filter. It passes through the 
candle-type filter unit from the outside to the inside, then is discharged from the lower part 
of the chamber to outside the system. The amount of steam to be supplied can be set to the 
maximum steam flow rate per candle-type filter unit, as the actual device is designed for. An 
anemometer (0965-04 made by Kanomax Japan Inc) is inserted inside the candle-type filter 

Fig. 17 The filter unit test facility.
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Figure 17   The filter unit test facility
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unit to measure the flow velocity by moving up and down along the central axis. 
This makes it possible to track the distribution of the velocity of the steam flowing downward 

in the candle-type filter unit inner cylinder, after passing through the silver-zeolite-packed bed 
in the candle-type filter unit. When using this anemometer, we changed the steam generation 
rate of the boiler, confirmed that the calculated steam flow velocity value and the measured val-
ue were in a linear relationship, and judged this to be effective for the purpose of determining 
the relative velocity distribution within this test range.

(2) Test result and evaluation
Measurement of the gas velocity distribution when the steam flowed with the maximum 

steam flow rate per candle-type filter unit is shown in Figure 18. The vertical axis in this 
figure shows the non-dimensional flow velocity, using the flow velocity at the outlet of the 
candle-type filter unit as the reference. A lower position in the inner cylinder of the candle-type 
filter unit corresponds to a higher gas velocity, which changes almost linearly according to the 
height. That is, the velocity of the gas that passes through the packed bed in the inner cylinder 
of the candle-type filter unit increases linearly towards the outlet in the lower portion of the 
cylinder while being nearly uniformly added, and the flow rate of the gas that passes through 
the silver-zeolite-packed bed of the candle-type filter unit from the outside to the inside is 
almost uniform in the unit, regardless of the height.

Furthermore, since 19 candle-type filter units are installed in one filter vessel in the actual 
device, we evaluated the flow distribution by three-dimensional flow analysis using the gener-
al-purpose analysis code STAR-CCM+. STAR-CCM+, including its predecessor STAR-CD, is 
a general-purpose code that is widely used in flow analysis.

In this analysis, since the Mach number of the filter vessel inlet piping is about 0.2 at the 
maximum, the pressure change in the inlet piping and the filter vessel is about 5%, and the con-
centration change is small, so the mass conservation equation and the momentum conservation 
equation are treated as an uncompressed steady flow. Also, the turbulence model is RANS type 
(Realizable k-ε (two-layer type)), in which the handling of wall effects is based on the Ally+ 
model, which is a hybrid of a low-Reynolds-type model and a high-Reynolds-type model.

The model comprises one filter vessel and its inlet/outlet piping. From the results of the can-
dle-type filter unit test, the correlation was obtained between the calculated value of the average 
velocity of the gas passing through the silver-zeolite-packed bed and the pressure loss. Giving 
this characteristics to the porous media by setting pressure loss coefficient per unit length, the 
candle-type filter unit was modeled. The analysis mesh is shown in Figure 19. We adopted a 
polyhedral cell, which is considered to be in good conformity with the shape and of generally 

Fig. 18 Gas velocity distribution along the centerline of a filter unit. Gas velocity ratio is 
defined as the ratio of the velocity at the measured point to the velocity at the bottom of 

the packed silver zeolite bed.

Figure 18   Gas velocity distribution along the centerline of a filter unit
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high calculation convergence and stability. Furthermore, prism cells in the form of thin plates 
were arranged in the vicinity of the wall surface to obtain the appropriate wall shear force. As 
for the boundary conditions, the velocity is given for the inlet pipe, and the pressure condition 
is given for the outlet pipe. As the composition of the venting gas is mostly water vapor, except 
during a short period of time immediately after the initiation of venting, the fluid is treated as 
approximately 100% water vapor and assigned the physical properties thereof.

The flow velocity distribution on the longitudinal cross section in the center of the filter ves-
sel is shown in Figure 20, from analysis of the maximum flow rate of the actual device for one 
filter vessel (fluid: water vapor, volumetric flow rate: 8 m3/s/unit, mass flow rate: 7.9 kg/s/unit). 
Gas introduced from the upper nozzle of the vessel is bent in the direction of the wall surface 
of the vessel by the baffle plate right under the nozzle, and turns into a complicated flow in 
the space above the candle-type filter unit. However, the gas flows almost uniformly into each 

Fig. 20 A numerical analysis result of gas velocity distribution in the center cross-
section of the organic iodine filter at the maximum containment venting flow.

Filter units

Baffle plate
Inlet nozzle

Outlet nozzle

Figure 20    A numerical analysis result showing gas velocity distribution in the center 
cross-section of the organic iodine filter

Fig. 19 An analysis mesh for the organic iodine filter and its inlet and outlet pipes.
Figure 19   An analysis mesh for the organic iodine filter and its inlet and outlet pipes
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candle-type filter unit, and the flow velocity distribution inside the candle-type filter unit exhib-
its almost the same tendency among all the units. The flow rate in each candle-type filter unit 
and the deviation from the average value is shown in Table 7. The variation in the flow rate 
is within ± 1.0%. Figure 21 shows the velocity distribution in the vertical direction of the gas 
passing through the packed bed in each candle-type filter unit. The variation is ± 11%.

To provide a margin based on this result, we set the velocity variation for the gas pass-
ing through the packed bed to 15% in our design. When venting of the containment vessel is 

207原子炉格納容器フィルタベント用の有機ヨウ素フィルタの開発

日本原子力学会和文論文誌，Vol. 15, No. 4 （2016）

す。形状追従性がよく，計算の収束性と安定性が一般に高
いとされるポリヘドラルセルを採用した。さらに，壁面近
傍には，適正な壁面せん断力が得られるように薄板状のプ
リズムセルを配置した。また，境界条件は入口配管におい
て速度条件，出口配管において圧力条件を与えている。ベ
ントガスの組成は，ベント開始直後の短時間を除く大部分
の期間，水蒸気が大半となることから，流体は水蒸気
100％であると近似的に扱って，その物性値を与えた。
　フィルタ容器 1台に対する実機最大流量の条件（流体：

水蒸気，体積流量：8 m3/s/台，質量流量：7.9 kg/s/台）
での解析における，フィルタ容器中心を通る縦断面での流
速分布を Fig. 20に示す。容器の上部ノズルから導入され
たガスは，ノズル直下のバッフルプレートによって容器壁
面方向に曲げられ，キャンドルユニット上部の空間では複

Fig. 19　An analysis mesh for the organic iodine filter and its inlet and outlet pipes

Fig. 20　 A numerical analysis result of gas velocity distribu-
tion in the center cross-section of the organic iodine 
filter

Table 7　Numerical analysis results of flow distribution 
among the filter units at the maximum venting flow con-
ditions

Filter unit 
identification numbera）

Mass flow
（kg/s）

Deviation from the 
average （％）

11 0.411 0.4
12 0.411 0.4
13 0.412 0.7
21 0.407 －0.6
22 0.409 －0.2
23 0.411 0.3
24 0.409 －0.1
31 0.408 －0.5
32 0.408 －0.5
33 0.411 0.4
34 0.409 －0.2
35 0.408 －0.4
41 0.409 －0.2
42 0.411 0.3
43 0.410 0.1
44 0.406 －0.8
51 0.411 0.4
52 0.411 0.3
53 0.411 0.3

　a）　 Locations and identification numbers of filter units are shown in 
Fig. 2.

Table 7    Numerical analysis result showing flow distribution among the filter units at the 
maximum venting flow conditions

Fig. 21 Numerical analysis results of the distribution of linear velocity of the gas 
passing through packed silver zeolite bed in candle type filter units at the 

maximum venting flow conditions.
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Figure 21    Numerical analysis results of the distribution of linear velocity of the gas passing 
through packed silver zeolite bed in candle type filter units at the maximum 
venting flow conditions
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performed when the containment vessel reaches twice the maximum working pressure, defined 
as the pressure limit in the case of an accident, the contact time of the gas in the silver zeolite 
packed bed in the organic iodine filter is 0.222 seconds, as shown in Table 2. It is necessary to 
ensure the required adsorption performance with a contact time of 0.188 seconds because of the 
15% velocity variation in our design. In the adsorption performance tests shown in Table 3 and 
Table 5, it has been confirmed that the DF is 50 or greater, and the allowable adsorption load is 
adequate, though in all cases, the target performance is achieved with a contact time less than 
0.188 seconds. Therefore, it is thought that adequate performance can be secured even though 
there is velocity variation in the filter.

IV. Conclusions
The development of an FCVS and introduction of the actual device are underway to protect 

the containment vessel from over-pressure damage as well as to considerably reduce the emis-
sion of radioactive substances at the time of severe accidents at nuclear power plants. In this 
study, to curb the emission of organic iodine into the environment, since it cannot be captured 
by a scrubber or a metal filter, we have developed a filter using silver zeolite as an absorbent, 
which is 13X crystalline zeolite as its basic skeleton with sodium ions in the aluminosilicate 
skeleton exchanged with the silver ions.

In the organic iodine adsorption test, we simulated the venting gas composition and vapor 
conditions at the time of venting of the containment vessel and measured the DF for methyl 
iodide. The result showed that an adsorption performance with a DF of 50 or greater is ensured 
by appropriately setting the contact time in the silver-zeolite-packed bed.

Also, it was found that although the allowable adsorption load declines due to condensation 
of steam or the presence of hydrogen at the start of venting, the DF can be kept at 50 or greater 
by maintaining the silver zeolite in a dry state during standby.

The findings obtained from these tests were reflected in the operation management of the 
venting. First, it is important to keep the inside of the filter dry during standby. It was also found 
that when the silver zeolite is wet after venting commences, the performance will temporarily 
deteriorate until it is dried again, which is reflected in the operation strategy of venting to secure 
a stable DF. Furthermore, it was found that when hydrogen flows into the silver-zeolite-packed 
bed after iodine adsorption, several percent of the absorbed iodine may be desorbed. Therefore, 
measures are taken in the operation management to replace the scrubber water of the FCVS fil-
ter device installed upstream at an appropriate time, and to suppress the generation of hydrogen 
by radiolysis of the water.

In the filter unit test, we determined the velocity distribution of the gas passing through the 
packed bed using a unit with the same structure and size as those of the actual device, performed 
flow analysis in the filter vessel, and confirmed that the contact time of the gas passing through 
the silver-zeolite-packed bed is longer than the contact time for which the required performance 
was confirmed in the organic iodine adsorption test. Based on the above, the filter developed in 
this study was evaluated to have a DF of 50 or greater for organic iodine. This organic iodine filter 
is being introduced to the unit 6 & 7 reactors at the Kashiwazaki Kariwa Nuclear Power Station.

We would like to express our deepest gratitude to Ms. Yoko Umeda of TEPCO Research 
Institute for her valuable advice in this study, and Mr. Toru Ida and Mr. Takashi Tachikawa of 
Kobelco Research Institute Inc. for their collaboration in the tests.
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